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IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION

riXPLAY, OCTOBz 20, 198?

U.S. SENATE,
Coxiwzv'r ox FiNANCE,

Waakington, P.C.
The coinlnittee met, pursuant to recess , at 10 :08 a.m., in room 2221,

.New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell 13. Long (chairman),
presiding.

l'resent: Senators Long, Anderson, Gore Talmadge, Ilartke, Itar-
ris, Williams, Bennett, Carlson, Curtis, and Dirksen.

'lhe chairmann . The hearing will come to order.
This morning the committee concludes its hearings on the matter

of ilwt quotas on various commodities. In the first 2 days of hear-
ii gs, we heard spokesmen from the oil, mink, dairy, and the lead and

zinc miing industries. W e also heard from officials of the President's
Cabinet, and several Senators.

'rfodav. we will hear fnm the textile industry, the steel industry,
the meat industry, and the glass industry. These industries combined
a,',ount for more than 3 mi lion jobs in this country. All of them are
siutrering becausee of import competition and in every case the signifi-
cant factors favoring the foreign products are low costs and low wages
-wages So low that their advantage cannot be offset by superior
.kiserivan technology.

In the case of steel, rising foreign production-in many instances
fimm1wtced through foreign aid by I.S. taxpayers.--has surpa.wed for-
eign needs with the result that s teel from abroad is being sold in this
country at prices which often fail to cover the cost of production.
Stli imports lhave soared from 1 million tons in 1957 to nearly 11
nillim tons last year. During the same period American steel exports
dropped from 9 million tons to 2 million tons and 25 percent of these
eXlorts are now aid-financed. It has been estimated that if the foreign
steel uold in this country last year had been produced here, there
wohld he 7.,CH00 more jo&s--high-paying jobs--in the steel industry
t lhan there is today.

Textiles, too, are suffering. Woolens are particularly hard hit but
cotton and marinade textiles are also suffering. Textile imports have
risen to more than $1 billion annually, involving a loss of more than
10,00,M American jobs--again, high-paying jobs-that might have
len created if this volume of imlorted textiles had been produced
dnmesti.ally. As in the case of steel, during the period that textile
imports have been climbing our textile exports have been falling. This
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scissors grip is reflected in the continuing deficit in our international
balance of payments which this year is expected to exceed $2 billion.

The United States has long been a leader in the worldwide effort tV
free international trade of tfie tariff barriers and other restrictions
which various nations have erected to protect their own industries
and their own interests. In the typically American way we have gone
an extra mile to be fair. Unfortunately, we have failed to note and
object to the many instances where foreign countries have acted to
substitute nontariff restrictions for the cuts in tariffs which we wrestled
out of them in reciprocal trade agreements. Some of these are subtle;
others are obvious. They include export subsidies, border taxes, cartels
in restraint of trade dumping, import quotas, and a host of adminis-
trative practices and procedures which design to form a wall against
imported products. These and the variable levy system imposed by tle
Common Market hinder American manufacturers and exporters who
hope to do business in foreign lands. The hard fact of the matter is that
despite tariff cuts, they have succeeded in keeping their American im-
ports-our exports--to a minimum while at the same time maximizing
their shipments to us.

Tifs situation stems in part from the negotiating attitude this
country assumed shortly after World War II of linking foreign trade
policy with foreign aid policy. We had the national objective then of
trying to help rebuild the devastated economies of free Europe and
Asia. We have achieved that objective and now perhaps, we are suf-
fering some of the economic consequences of our generosity.

Toqay, the very economies we helped tile most are now jeopardizing
American industry and American jobs.

I am convinced that if world markets were truly free-free in the
sense that the U.S. market is free, Yankee traders could compete any-
where in the world. But, if other nations are going to impede the flow
of American commerce into their markets they must not expect us to
remain complacent and permit unlimited foreign plrssur on our
markets, our industries, and our jobs. There is a point at which
America must act in the interest of Americans.

Our purpose in conducting this series of hearings is to determine if
that point has been reached with respect to various commodities. If
it has, then we in Congress have an obligation to respond to the needs
of the indsutry involved. If we have not reached that point, we will
have fulfilled our obligation by making the determination. We would
be derelict in our responsibility if we failed to heed.the signals from
around our land that imports are hurting a number of American
industries.

This morning we are privileged to have three of our distinguished
colleague, the Senattor from North Carolina Hon. Sain Ervin the
Senator from South Carolina, Hon. Ernest Hollings, the Senator Irom
South Carolina, Hon. Strom Thurmond, and as far as I concerned,
gentlemen, you can decide damong yourselves who will testify first.

(A bill? S. 1796, to impose quotas on the importation of certain
textile articles, follows:)
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TEXTILE IMPORTS*
I=0N SMo--- 8 3. 1796

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAT 17, 196T

Mr. loJLLos (for hiuelf, Mr. BA.CL., Mr. itr..XL'rr, Mr. BizL, Mr
JIRxw6'IF.R, Mr. Orrro.,, Mr. ('uuTp. Mr. I)muKrx., S1r. E.Wn%3FN Mr.
Eakis, Mr. F.NIN, Mr. I.,Nbi;., Mr. lh 31., Mr. Ih:tsz., Mr. Jviaitx
of North ('arolins, Mr. Mc('LKLx, Mr. M hriy, Mr. PM.v., Mis
Suzrni, Mr. $r..uaMz. r. r. S$i ,r. . m...as, Mr. T.%i.. . w, Mr. Tu'R-
mox, Mr. I louLLx.s, Mr. RA.K1).rji, Mr. 1ia5v of West Virgh' ia, Mr. lhaxg,
Mr. prI,, Mr. i MXmr. Mci-Ti is.. Mr. K.. W of M1aaelkiltt4, Mr.
ML'Nur, Mr. 31Mc(Lr, Mr. Yon'NG of Norilk Dakota, Mir. Sysirs-t.'Px, Mr.
)ouixick, .Mr. Towr.R. Mr. Mrsit:, Mr. Miot, Mr. AUArrr, Mr. Ih'Bwtu ,

Mr. ('.ssosr. r. (', nLx. Mr. ('Ii t, Wh. lDi,,.Mr. Ihl Kr.. Mr. .ha-
D.N of Ithdio, Mr. l,-so of Mis)ii. Mr. Mnsv.. Mr. Mo.;Tov.k, Mr. Mr.r-
C.%Lr. Mr. AIwILo.N, Mr. ('.AIK, Ml1'. Ih\rit.IJi. Mr. Nr.o, Mr. Rmr-t-r.
Mr. CA ,. Mr. Kr.4xzor of New Yovk, Mr. Y. mouniua . Mr. S4'tmr, Mr.
I'mRo ni , M1r. 1.%v t, Mr. 311u.il.-, N1r. K ,'rt ui :.. Ar. Nit (;iv. , 31r. I° x.- iA:l .
and 1r. .1.%c'KPNj.N) introtlduct'd the ftulimilig hill; which wz s iratd twice
and rtvf'rred to the ('ouaiaaittee on Fantaate

A BILL
To impose quotas on the importation of renain textile articles.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Hore of Represnta-

2 ties of the United S ate of America in Congreu asanbled,

3 That the total quantity of textile articles (whether made of

4 natural or manmade fibers, or any combination or blends

5 thereof), including manmade staple fiber, filaments, and fila-

6 meat yarn, wool tops, and spun yam, fabric, apparel, house-

7 hold furnishing, and other finished textile articles of mural

8 or manmade fibers or combinations 'or blends thereof, which

9 may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for onsump-

It
*(Star Prist)

0Witueanw testifying en this subject, pp. 583..479.
Communications received by the committee on this subject, pp. 680-701.
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2

1 tibn during any calendar year shall ntot eceed the average

2 annual quantity of such articles entered, or withdrawn from

3 warehouse, for consumption during the six calendar years

4 1961-1966: Provided, That commencing with the calendar

5 year beginning J'anuary 1, 1968, the total quantity of textile

6 articles which may be entered or withdrawn from warehouse,

7 for consumption for each ensuing calendar year shall be in-

8 creased or decreased by an amount proportionate to the in-

9 crease or decrease (if more than 5 per centum) in the total

10 United States consumption of such textile articles during the

11 preceding calendar year in comparison with the average an-

12 nual consumption for the six-year period 1961-1966 as de-

13 termined by the Secretary of Commerce: Provided further,

14 That in the case of textile articles originating in any country

15 which has entered int an agreement with the United States

18 governing the amount of textile artiles which may be imn-

17 ported into the United States from such country, the Presi-

18 dent by proclamatiod may increase, decrease, or otherwise

*19 limit the' quantity of textile articles from such country which

20- may be entered, or withdriwn from warehouse, for consump-

21 tion in conformance with such agreement. Iiotwi tstding

22 the foregoing, the portion of any iancrease in the quantity of

23 any such textile artickwhich may be entered, or withdrawn

24 from warehouse, for consumption during any q"t of the

25 calendar year shal not exceed the proportnaste per centum
- I, : '$,.9 I ++,

• +. ++ t ) ,+; , t £ 1+ <+,#
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1 share which the total quantity of imports of textile articles

2 amounted for during the like period of, the calendar year

3 ended December 31, 1966. The quantities, of ay textile

4 rtile which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,

5 for consumption during the balanoe of the calendar year in

6*W I'h1W this Act becomes effetive shall be equal to that pro-

7 portonate per centun Wae of the avera annual imports

8 ofsuah art lce for the which the iiumbrof

9 dajs remi" the calendar year bears e funi year.

.10T. Sec of. Commer ".and the

11 -llw e quantiti tex e Wesw maybeen

12 or, td mo13 p1 countieby. o the of

.st io inaL This macotio sh become v

14 to.t 4r-in aaor may M ly4 of

19aS t Ahe of th -'r Nb

14-the Pkeid a-4=d
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STATEMENT OF HON. SAN L ERVIN, IR., U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Senator ERvIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am appearing here today in behalf of 323,000 North Carolinians

who are engaged in the textile, apparel, and manmade fiber industry.
This means-, Mr. Chairman, that your hearings today directly con.
cern 52 percent of the total number of manufacturing employees in
theState of North Carolina. In addition to these industrial employees,
your hearings also affect the thousands of families engaged in the
growing and handling of cotton in my State.

The economic influence of the textile industry is certainly not con-
fined to North Carolina for there are 4 million jobs throloghbot the
United States representing the fiber-textile-apparel industries. The
textile industrial complex is our Nation's second largest industry and
its economic well-being is definitely important to each of us.

.Mr, Chairman, my colleagues and I have been engaged for many
years in a constant fight to achieve some measure of consideration
for those engaged in this great industy. Unfortunately, there has
been no solution to the problems posed by foreign imports. There
has been, since 1961, an attempt made by our Governmeilt to control
cotton textiles; however, in the last 2 years this program has become
less and less effective. Under this program cotton imports were per-
mitted a growth of 5 percent per year whereas in actual practice,
these imports expanded 53, 66, and 39 percent during the last 3 years.
Of'course, no import agreements have been concluded with respect
to wool, and synthetic fibers and their domestic situation has beenrapidly deterioratingWith e textile imports have flooded into this coun-

try- in ever-increasing amounts while employment in the U.S. textile
industry has continued to decline. It has becme apparent that unless
this Government does something to halt the flow of textile imports
into this country, 4 million jobs will be in danger and great areas
of hard-core unemployment will be created throughout our Nation.

For many years, I have. been totally incapable of understanding
our Government's attitude toward the textile industry. For example,
one of the greatest problems this Nation is having to ace is the defcit
in our balance of payments. This deficit has persisted over the years
and last year amounted to $1.4 billion. Because of our Government's
policy toward textile imports, total textile products brought into this
country last year exceeded exports by $902 million. This means the
balanoe-of-payments deficit attributable to textile imports is approxi-
mately two-thirds of our total deficit, and yet we continue to allow
thepe imports to flood our Nation, killing more and more of our jobs
each year.

Mr. Chairman, from July 1968 to July 1967 there were 46,000
jobs lost in the textile industry in this country. Why do we let this
continue to ha ppen, Mr. Chairman, if by p ng our textile indus-
try and the jobs it represents, we could lep solve the deficit in our
balance of payments and the growing storm tbat deficit represents
to our Nation's fiscal health I

Also, in connection with the agricultural problems which confront
this Nation, we are engaged in many farm program trying to bring

E09%
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the earning capacity of the farm-ers up to a parity with other workers
in tho cities. However, there has been a tendency on the part of those
in charge of our trade policy to ignore the self-evident fact that the
best customer which the cottongrower in the United States has is the
domestic textile industry. On one side of the fence, we maintain rigid
import quotas on cotton, while on the other side, we allow cotton in
the form of manufactured articles to enter this country at a rate of
over I million bales annually.

Another inconsistency can be found in our Government's dealings
with the Appalachian region. On one hand, this Nation has been
engaged in trying to give Appalachia equal basis with the rest of the
country ia its efforts to better itself. However, this Government's
policy toward the textile industry places in jeopardy 26 percent of all
the manufacturing jobs in that area.

In North Caroina most of our counties in the Appalachian region
have over 50 percent of their total manufacturing employment work-
ing in textile manufacturing. In two North Carolina counties, Polk
and Rutherford, 89 percent of all manufacturing jobs are in the textile
industry.

Here, as in the case of the deficit in our balance of payments, and
in the case of the relationship between our cottongrowers and our
textile industry, we have a contradiction in terms. While the Govern-
ment is attempting to lift the level of the economic state of the people
in Appalachia, it is following a trade policy which has exactly the
opoite effect, and which has a tendency to deprive the means of
livelihood from those who work in the textile industry in Appalachia
and immediately adjacent to Appalachia.

It seems to me the only sensible course for this Government to pur-
sue is to take steps that will preserve the entire textile industry--
cotton, synthetic, and wool. I feel that the obligation we owe to our
own country has to be greater than we owe to the four or five nations
that are currently supplying most of our textile imports. The fact is
that these imports are not entering our country because the textile
industry is more efficient elsewhere. They are entering this country
for one reason: The labor costs are cheaper. And they are cheaper
because of working conditions we would not allow in the United
States.

For example, an American textile worker is paid five times as much
as the Japanese performing exactly the same -function. Hourly wage
rates in other countries that are large exporters of textiles are: Singa-
pore. I cents; Hong Kong, 29 cents; and Portugal, 19 cent& Mr.
Chimnan, our textile industry has tried to modernize to meet these
challenges, but no efficient management could overcome the wage
differentials.

The C-wiwN. Would you mind giving that wage comparison
again ? What does the average North Carolina worker make in textiles
compared to what they are paying over in Japan and Singapore and
Hong Kong

Senator Eavm. I would sa& the average North Carolinian makes
at least 10 times as much as in Singapore and about eight times as
much as in Hong Kong and about nine times what they pay in
Portugal.

In addition to that, our taxes are much higher than the taxes in
those countries.
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Senator T mLaDO Will the chairman yield at that point I
You also have health laws in North Carolina that they do not have

in these other countries you mentioned.
Senator Eavr. That is correct.
Senator TUA.LMmm So, you have the wage and hour standards, our

health laws, child labor laws, and many other restrictions in North
Carolina that importing countries have not enacted.

Senator Enviw. That is true and, of course, almost half of the net
earnings of theee textile industries are paid to the Federal Government
in the form of income taxes.

I am certainly not a trade isolationist; however, we must encourage
reasonable and workable international trade policies. We cannot allow
the tragic consequences of a trade policy which could destroy a major
American industry and millions of jobs only because a foreign coun-
try offers nothing more than low wages. The American textile industry
deserves a chance to compete with its foreign rivals on equal terms
and I believe we should act now to make it fair by setting up a system of
import quotas on textile products. After the reduction on textile tariffs
made by the Kennedy Round of tariff agreements, we are left little
choice but to impose these import quotas.

In this regard, I was gla to join Senator Hollings when he intro.
duced S. 1796, a bill to unpose quotas on the importation of textiles.
Briefly, this bill would limit the importation of textiles in any year to
a base period level plus an adjustment to reflect increases or decreases in
the consumption of textiles in the U.S. market. This would establish
a reasonable volume for textile imports and would establish the ma-
chinery n ecessary for orderly gro in the future.

Additional executive studies are fine, Mr. Chairman, but I strongly
hope we will enact S. 1796 as soon as possible. By not doing anything,
until the ultimate injury has taken place and our textile industry has
been liquidated and the loss of jobs has become permanent, this Gov.
ement will be guilty of making the sick patient die in order to prove
that he is suffering and needs help. I hope we will help the patient now.

I would like to add to my prepared statement. Those who advocate
the importation of goods manufactured by cheap labor abroad usually
are called upon-usually cite Cordell Hull as their patron saint. I
was very much interested in this because Cordell Hull was a hard-
headed Tennessee mountaineer. So, I have collected all of the speeches
he ever made on the subject and some years ago I made a speech on
the Senate floor in which I quoted from those speeches anc Cordell
Hull would turn over in his grave at the trade policies that have been
pursued in the United States in respect to the textile products in re-
cent years. I say that advisedly, because as I pointed out in that speech,
by quotation from Cordell Hull, he stated that the only satisfactory
trade between nations in the long run was a trade which was based on
the principle of reciprocity and that any trade based on the principle
of reciprocity was a trade which was based upon what in essence is an
exchange of surpluses. He said that the United States should make
trade agreements with other nations under which we would export to
other nations goods which we produced in surplus quantities and
under which we would import from other nations goods which we
either could not produce or could not produce effectively.
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He pointed out in these speeches time after time, that any trade

policy which encourages the importation into the United States of
goods which we 9lready produce in surplus quantities has three in-
evitable results. The first is that American investors are denied a
fair return upon their investments. Second is that an American in-
dustry is denied its domestic markets, and the third is that American
working men are deprived of their jobs.

Those who advocate imlxrts at the expense of American domestic
economy enjoy a very good press which pictures them as altruistic
individuals actuated by righteous motives and those who believe in
looking after Americans and preserving the economy of America
are some kind of a reverse.

Well, now the truth of it is that those who import from abroad
and those who manufacture at home are actuated by what I think
has made America great; namely, by incentives. The importer who
seeks to import at the expense of the loss of American jobs on do-
mestic markets of American manufacturers, lie wants to sell cheaper
imports at profits in the United States and, of course, the American
manufacturer, the American worker desires to make something as a
result of his efforts. So, the motives are the same and they are lofty
motives despite the tendency today to decry the profit motive. It is
what makes the country great. But the contrast between them, I think
the man who manufactures at home and wants to see that he is
allowed to retain his domestic markets and who furnishes jobs to
Americans, certainly is performing as far as our country is concerned,
the greatest service to our country.

I happen to believe that St. Paul spoke the truth when he said in
the eighth verse of the fifth chapter of the first epistle to Timothy-

But if any provide not for his own and especially for those of his own house,
he bath denied the faith and is worse than an infidel.

So when it comes to trying to promote the prosperity of the textileindustry and retain the jobes for 823,000 North Carolinians who earn
their livelihood in that indus , I am going to stand on St. Paul and
I think I am not only carrying out goo sound economy as far as the
United States is conernez but I am using a high sadard of right-
eous conduct in so doing.

The CHAuuwr. You made a fine s atement, Senator Irvin. Let '-ie
say although the textile industry is not one of the most 42nicaut
industries to Louisiana, I personally expect to vote to see if-we can-
not do something to help the textile industry, because they ar entitled
to some protection.

What you say about Cordell Hull's statements I am certain is om-
pletely correct Everything Cordell Hull said about foreign trade
so far as I know, madego-d sense, but some of the things people ad-
vocate are absolutely ridiculous.

For example, as deuirabe ts it is to trade with someone who can
produce m g cheaper than you can produce it jounot f-
ford to tradeif you do not have anything to pay with So,if have
an unfavorable -lance of trade and an unfavorabe flow of funds,
then ou have got to cut back on some of that trade. You JuAt cannote, it up. Yo- either cut down on what you ar importing or mib-
idiz your export. .
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You have to get more markets elsewhere and cut down what is coming
in and you do not have near the control over what you are going to ex-
port to somebody as what they are going to export to you.

The easiest way is to restrict what they are shipping to you. Further-
more, I do not know of anybody in his right mind who would propose
that just because someone has a lower wage cost and lower levels of
wages we ought to trade off our $5 jobs for their 17-cent jobs or our $2
jobs far their 25-cent jobs. If you follow the whole theory of free flow
of capital, so that capital can flow all over the world seeking cheap
labor, and the export of American technical know-how, and complete
free trade, it would appear to me that the ultimate answer to that
could be nothing more than a simple global share-the-wealth program.
I have on occasions favored that within this country but if you are
going to put it on P worldwide basis and take us down to the standards
of the Indians, the India Indians, and the Chinese and all these masses
of people around the world, then I do not think I could be elected if I
voted ?or something like that. I do not think I would be representing
the people of Louisiana if I voted for that kind of program.

Senator ERvIr. You certainly would not be looking after those of
your own house in the words of St. Paul.

The CA . Only yesterday someone said something about log-
rolling. You are a little bit older than I am, Senator Ervin, and you
might be able to recall what the origin of that logrolling phrase is.
Can you tell me where that logrolling came from? What is its
derivation I

Senator ERvIN. My understanding is it originated in the early days
of our country when people went out to the frontier and built homes
and helped each other to build homes by cutting the logs and building
the homes. It is as a cooperative enterprise to try to keep the roof over
the head and I am trying to keep a roof over the heads of these people
working in the textile industry.

The &AIRXAN. My idea is that somebody cut a tree down and needs
that log to build a house. He has to get it out of the way to form that
piece of property, but it is too heavy to move by himself and some
neighbors lend a hand and roll that og out of the way. Maybe they
build a house or just clear a field, but in one way or another they are
moving a log so they can do something useful with the property.

Now, my impression of logrolling, if that is what they have got in
mind, is a very useful thing properly done, where a person on his own
is not strong enough to achieve the desired results but if his neighbors
will help hiim and e helps them, then all of them can get together and
do something that is necessary and desirable.

In that sense I do not see anything wrong with logrolling, do you I
Senator Emvnq. I think it was a very cooperative effort ifi the early

da that had great benefits.
The C. Well, my impression would be that I would be will.

ing to help save the textile industry of North Carolina if North Caro-
lina will help save the oil industry of Louisiana. [Laughter.]

Thank you very much.
Senator Anderson ?
Senator Talmadgel
Senstor TIxmIfum I want tocompliment you on your statement

and I endorse eve r you have said. "
Senator avn.T you.
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The CIRxArN. Senator DirksenI
Senator Dnixsz. No questions.
Senator IUs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you.
The CuAMAN. Senator Hollings I
We are aware of the bill you have introduced. I do not know that I

Saw the last count of your cosponsors. I think you had 68 cosponsors.
(The bill referred to, S. 1796, appears at p. 529.)

STATE OF HON. ERNEST F. HOLLING1, U.S SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator HOLLINGs. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRAN. My guess is that with that many cosponsors we

might find enough votes in the Senate to do something about that prob-
lem.

Senator HOILIJNGS. If we can only get it to a vote. We have been
ready since about June or July and we are prepared this morning. We
are prepared on a case that has been presented to this Congress and
been of concern to the Congress for over 10 years now. When they
testify-I will just file my written statement because I want to get
right to grips with this issue-and I have heard the testimony, or
rather reviewed it, of the Secretary of State and Secretary of ao-
merce, they all talk of Cordell Hull but there is another Secretary of
State that does not take a very considerate view of the domestic prob-
lems as concern textiles. In fact, for 10 years, or 8 years to my knowl
edr he has been opposinit.

efersepecifical-y to ie cretary's presentation here the day be-
foreyesterday, when he said: "We can no longer afford the luxury of
indulging in sudden action," referring to this movement, referring
to my concern with textiles, as "gueria war." Now, the fact of the
matter is we started out some 8 years ago as a witness in a section 22
hearing in March of 1960. And this was one of the suggestions of Seo-
retaryTrowbridgm He said on Wednesday what we ought to do is ex-
haust our administrative remedy. He says-you have a guerrilla war
going on; you do not even look to the administrative agencies and you
want to pass a bill in gang fashion, logrolling and so forth.

Well, now, in March 1960, we testified and at that time we were as-
sured by the administration that we were going to get some considera-
tion for the plight of the textile industry.. We lost that case in June
of 1980. I then corresponded with then Senator John F. Kennedy,
and I will make my exhibit 1-no use to review the entire letter, but
I want to put that in the record-wherein we discussed the plight of
this particular industry. And Senator Kenndy, as a Senator fromMasa ett, a rather wordly man indeed, pointed out his concern
for these American jobs.

(The letter referred to follows:)
Exart N, I

U.S. SVIAT&,
Noeu. Ei~s~ NLUNOSW eA. bgti, D.C., Aug#~ 30,1 6. 'Non. E"rW HouUN9

Got,.rtor of the Sta~e of South Carofew%
state Capil4 Bouiko, uohmbioU 8.0.

DuAn Goihtvo Hoirs: I would, of camse, be delihted to diaum with you
and with textile industry leaders the problem of the textile Industry and the
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development ot constructive methods for showing the growth and proslmrity of
the Industry In the future. The critical import situation that confronts the
textile Industry which you so eloquently describe in your letter Is one with which
I am familiar. My own State of Mas husetts has suffered and Is suffering from
the same conditions. The past few years have been particularly dificult for this
Industry. There seems to have been a basic unwillingnes to meet the problem
and deal constructively with It. During the first six months of this year Imports
of cotton cloth are twice what they were during the same period in 1M9, the
highest year on record. Similarly alarming increases are occurring on other tex.
tile and apparel products. Since 1968 imports have exceeded exports by constantly
increasing margins. There are now 400,000 less Jobs in the industry than there
were 10 years ago. It Is no longer possible to depend upon makeshift policies
and piecemeal remedies to solve the problems which the Industry faces.

As you know, I supported the establishment of the Special Senate Sub-
committee for the Textile Industry, under the chairmanship of Senator Pastore,
of which Senator Strom Thurmond Is a member. In an effort to help develop
suggestions to Improve the competitive position of the industry In the United
States and world markets, this Subcommittee for the jlrst time undertook a
broad Investigation of the problems of the United States textile Industry and
offered a number of constructive recommendations. With only minor exceptions,
the ElseiAhower Administration has failed to implement these recommendations.

I agree with the conclusions of the Pastore Committee that sweeping changes
In our foreign trade policies are not necessary. Nevertheless, we must recognise
that the textile and apparel Industries are of International scope and are pe-
culiarly susceptible to competitive pressure from imports. Clearly the problems
of the industry will not disappear by neglect nor can we wait for large scale
unemployment and shutdown of the industry to inspire us to action. A compre-
hensive Industry-wide remedy Is necessary.

The outline of such a remedy can be found in the Report of the Pastore Com-
mittee. Imports of textile products, Including apparel, should be within limits
which will not endanger our own existing textile capacity and employment, and
which will permit growth of the Industry In reasonable. relationship to the ex-
pansion of our over-all economy.

We are pledged In the Democratic Platform to combat sub-standard wages
abroad through the development of international fair labor standards Effort
along this line is of speeal Importance to the United States textile Industry.

The office of the Presidency carries with It the authority and Influence to
explore and work out solutions within the framework of our forein trade
policies for the problems peculiar to our textile and apparel industry. Because
of the broad ramifications of any action and because of the necessity of approach-
Ing a solution In terms of total needs of the textile industry, this Is a respon-
sibtilty which only the Prsident can adequately discharge. I can assre you
that the next Democratic Awinistration will reard this as a high priority
objective

Additionally, we shall make vigorous use of the procedures provided by Con-
gross such as Section 2 ot the Agricultural Adjustment Act and the Escape
Clause in accordance with the intention at Oongrew In enacting these laws.

Lastly, I assure you that should further authority be necessary to enable the
President to carry out these objectives, I shall request such authorisatlon from
the Congress.

I hope that these thoughts are helpful to you in your ow deliberations and
I reafirm my interest in cuig problems ot mutual concern with you.

With all good wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,

Jlms F. KruMMY.

Senator HouawG&. Thereafter, after the eletion, we got together
at his Georgetown home and set out a prognum that wouldbe launched
immediately after his inauguration. On February 18, 1961, he
announced the appointment of a Cabinet committee consisting of
the Secretaries of State and Commerce, Trmasury, tbor, and Xgri-
culturWe then had a subcommittee headed up by Mr. Hlickman Pri
the Under r of Commerc. We brought the witness a
wew hd herng particular time. I wil juet file by referene-
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no use, of course, to print this in your particular record but I will file
this two-volume set of the hearings we then had in Niach of 1960,
on the same, very same problem that confronts ou here this morning.

(The hearings records referred to were made a part of the official
files of the committee)

Senator HouuXoS. It all culminated on May 2, 1961, with the Ken-
nedy textile program, a seven-point program. I will file that with
the committee as ixhibit No. 2.

(The program referred to follows:)

THE WHrrz HouE

The President today announced a program of assistance to the United States
textile industry, designed to meet a wide range of the problems it faces as
a result of rapid technological change, shifts in consumer preference, and
increasing international competition. The program was developed by the Cabinet
Committee, headed by Secretary of Commerce Luther H. Hodges, which was
formed by the President on February 16, 1961.

In announcing the program, the President said:
"The problems of the textile industry are serious and deeprooted. They

have been the subject of investigation at least as far back as 1935, when a
Cabinet committee %as appointed by President Roosevelt to investigate the
conditions in this industry. Most recently these problems were the subject of
a special study by the Interdepartmental Committee heeded by Secretary of
Commerce Luther H. Hodge& I believe it is time for action.

"It is our second largest employer. Some 2 million workers are directly
affected by conditions in the industry. There are another 2 million persons
employed in furnishing requirements of the industry at Its present level of
production. Two years ago, the Office of Defense Mobliatim testified that
It was one of the industries essential to our National security. It is o vital
importance in peacetime and It has a direct effect upon our total economy.
All the studies have bown that unemployment in textile mills strikes hardest'
at those communities suffering most from depressed conditlons-

"I propose to Initiate the following measures: ,
"First, I have directed the Department of Commerce to launch an expanded

program of research, covering new products, processes and market This should,
be done in cooperation with both union and management groups.

"Second, I bave asked the Treasury Department to review existing depredla-
tion allowances on textile machinery. Revision of these allowances together with
adoption of the investment Incentive credit proposals contained in my messgew
to the Congnsi of April 2, 196L should assist in the modnlstlon of the
Industry.

"Third, I have directed the Small Business Asociation to assist the cotton
textile industry to obtain the necessary financing fow modemnistlon o Itsequipment.

"Fourth. I have directed the Depertment of Agrisulture to explore and make
recommendations to eliminate or offset the ost to Unted States mills of the

adverse differential in raw cotton costs between domestic and foreign text e
producers

"Fifth, I will sortly send to the Congress a propose to permit ndutries
seriously injured or threatened with serious ijury as a result of increased
imports to be eligible for assistance from the Federal Government.

"SiMh I have directed the Department of State to arrange for calling an
early -cerence of the principal textile exporting and Importing countries. This
conference will seek an international understanding which will provide a basis
ftr trade that wi avoid undue disruption ot established Insi

"Seventh, In addition to this program, an application by the textile industry
for action under existing satutes, such as the escape clause or the national
Security provision ot Act, will be carefully con-
ilered an Its mrits

"I believe this prora will asist our textile Industry to =eet Its basic
problems while at the san tim -ec--n--ing the national Intervet in apani
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of world trade and the successful development of less developed nations. It takes
into account the dispersion of the industry, the range of its products, and its
highly competitive character. It is my hope that these measures will strengthen
the industry and expand consumption of its products without disrupting nter
national trade and without disruption of the markets of any country."

Senator Horas. Now having gone all this route, appeared as a
witness, we later appeared in the one-price cotton hearings before the
Gathings connittee, but having worked with President Kelnedy and,
having worked, for example, with others such as your distiguished
Member here today, Senator Tahnadge, who represented you in inter-
national trade as a member of your Finance Committee and who has
worked as hard as anyone and who is as knowledgeable as anyone on
this particular subject-having worked all that time, having been to
the White House for administrative relief, been to the Tarif Commis-

sion, been to all the other administrative agencies, and with the exten-
sive Pastore hearing-I will file also the distinguished Senator of
Rhode Island's subcommittee's hearings by reference with this com-
mittee, hearings held in 1958, 1961, 196 , and 1963, Senator John
Pastor of Rhode Island.

The hearings records referred to were made a part of the official
files of the committee.)

Senator HOLINGs. We look upon Senator Pastor. in the U.S. Sen-
ate as our leader in textiles. M certainly has been heading up this
movement for at least 10 years.

Now, after having done all that for the Secretary of State to come
to this committee and say let us not have sudden actions, gn:errilla ac-
tion-

Senator TALmADm Would the Senator yield at that point I
Senator HouNos. Yes, sir.
Senator T mAo& Would you say that the American State Depart.

mentis bad in need of an American desk I
Senator owuoe. Yes, sir. [Laughter.]
I think the American State Department very much needs an Ameri-,

can desk, Senator, to be aware of it because when they talk about not
indulging in sudden actions, here is what President Kennedy said on
May 2,1961: "I believe it is time for action." He referred to a U of these
hearings and the 10-year loss of some 400,000 jobs. In his words: "I
believe it is time for action."

Now, with nothing done on woolens and manmade fibers, 8 years
later comes the Secretary of State and says do not be too precipitous
Let us not have sudden action. I am not a bit surprised be opposes us.
He opposed us as Secretary of State. George Ball, Under Secretary of
State-was just like giving castor oil to a child. I know because f oo-
ordinated between the Cabinet members and I will be glad to give var.
ious examples. He resisted and said at that particular time it was too
quick and too soon even though we were losing the jobs.

Senator Javits came yesterday and talked about a usurpation of
congressional power. Well, article I, section 8 of the ConAitution
requires the Congress to regulate foreign.commerce and article j1,
section 2, gives us the treatymaking power, or gives the Executive
the treatymaking power with the approval of two-thirds of the Sena-tou ,present. ..
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I consider this matter of foreign trade a primary function of the
IT.S, Senate. Certainly, the Senate did for at least 150 years, because
it was by treaty that we negotiated our trade arrangements.

Now, ,tley also talk about the logrolling and the gang-up, 3r.
(airman. .Quite frankly, I have been i ai legislature for 10 years
and I know how to glVe and take, but I also know how to be "took,"
and this presentation by the Cabinet ninmbers is to becloud the entire
merit of the textile case. We resent it, quite frankly because our
case rests on the merits of 8 years' study and it is no longr a local
problem. This is not just a South Carolina problein with textiles.
We have 68 cosponsors and 10 others have indicated to me their
willingness to vote for this particular measure. It represents the
southern conservative, northern liberal eastern businessman's view-
point and the western cattle farmer and sheep herders problem. This
is a national problem, from California to Florida on up to Maine,
and with these type cosponsors you could not say we are coming in
here like some measures do from time to time, with just a little special
interest. Logrolling is, of course, when you get your end of the log
and move it, and ' get mine and move it, together we move the log,
and by ourselves we move nothing.
We" did not hear about any of the other commodities during all

these hearings for the lust 8 years and we still rest our case on its
own merits.

In 1958 the Department of Defense testified in the Pastore hear-
ings that textiles were second only to steel in es.eniality to our na-
tional security. In 1959 the OCI)M, now the Office of Emergency
Planning, as it was then the Office of Civil Defense Mobilization,
found in a hearing that textiles were essential to the national security
and later President Kennedy had this to say:

Two years ago the Ofce of Defense Mobilisation testified It was one of the
industries emsential to our national security. It is of vital Importance Lu peace-
time and It has a direct eflect upon our total economy.

Now, this is President's Kennedy's program. This is President Ken-
nedy's program. How can they come now and try to refer to it as
against the national policy-let me refer specifically again to Secre-
tary Rusk's testimony here:

Your committee now has before It the proposal whieb if adopted, would not
only destroy the advance made In the Kennedy Round, but reverse a lonown41ng
national policy.

Later on, trying to allude again to one of the greatest of all Ameri-
cans of all times-

Economleally it would destroy the great Initiative-
He said that on pap 18 of his prepared *tatement-

eonmIclly It would dustM the great Initiative st John Jr. Ken .ed.**
That is what I am speaking about. This is the Kennedy program

we have here in the proposed legislation. . .
Now, let me say just this. This is also President Johnson's program.

I want to find out and, the people here in this audience, the working
man with the textile industry want to find out: What is the national
policy ~ith rwpet to this industry I I will cover that in jug a
maut

*541
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Let me make certain we file in the record the endorsement of this
uti cular program by then Vice President Johnson and later as

President. I will submit only the statement he made as President, on
September 28, 1964, at Providence, R.I., and I will file with you the
entire statement, but he says:

We intend to continue keeping imports from disrupting the market

He is talking to a textile audience there. He says:
I share with our late beloved President Kennedy the view that wool textiles and

apparel imports must be kept at reasonable levels.

I quote further:
I consider it essential that the wool textile industry be restored to good health.

That is what President Johnson said in Providence, R.I.
The following month in Macon, Ga., he said this:
I am convinced that our program for textiles Is in the best interests of all

Americans. I intend to pursue it to a succesuful conclusion.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STAT3M3RNT ON Tzx~nw BY THE PREsIDENT OF THS UIrrD STATEs,
S JTZMBU 28, 1964

I know the significant role that textiles have played In economic life of New
Zngland, and I know of the difficulties this industry has encountered during the
past few years. Fortunately, New England could have no better spokesmen in
Washington than Senators Muskie and Pastore. (They have) been untiring In
bringing home to all of us the very real problem faced by New England textiles
I can assure you that there Is no major official in this Administration who has
not been made fully aware of the hardships created every time a mill Is shut
down or forced to operate on part time. We have worked hard at this problem
and we will continue to do s

President Kennedy, as a son of New England, knew these problems welL In
May 1961, a you recall, he Instituted a seven-point program for the textile Indus-
try. Under that program Govemment-sponsored research for the industry has
been launched. We have provided accelerated tax amortization for the textile
industry even ahead of similar benefts for other Industries, This year I signed
legislation that Is greatly helping our cotton mills by permitting them to buy
cotton at world prices for the first time since 1956

Among our textile problems has, of course, been the Increase of Imports. This
Administration has worked out a solution for the Import problem at the cotton
textile industry. It developed a long-term cotton textile arrangement. Under the
administration of this arrangement* cotton textile imports have been stabilized-
and we intend to continue keeping Imports from disrupting the market.

All of theme measures have coutribted to restorin the prosperitY ot the textile
Industry which, as a whole, can look forward to greater prosperity in the fUture.

I say with a peat deal ot pride that this Admoinstraton has done more for the
textile Industry than any Adminitration in hiStI0ry-end our efforts have not
been confined merely to cotton textiles We have stemmed the tide of foreign wool
fabrics coming through the Virgin Islands by Administrative action, Tbi alone
redue Inmrts 10 million square yardIs a year. We have closed tariff loopholes,
which permitted some woolen textiles to enter after paying only half the duty
they simmd pay. The Senate MInaft -- mitt= has Just approved legisatho
which would close another loophole affecting tariff on certain t0pe o wool
products We strongly support this leglatiol.

But the wool textile industry continue to be faced with problems, particularly
In New England In the past to year s imports have soared *om 308 Shn 5% to
00% of AmwSEmo mnmsWusplN with WHOtNler cosom1trgtiot is voret ods

The diniastrtion hars made and will continue to make vigorous efforts to
solve this prblem. I *Mm with oi" late belo e PrOSi4m$EsmxsdV the vfe- th
'Wo onk eeil ea r import# woot be hep atsasl bast. Wehavebee
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trying to work out effective arrangements with other wool textile producing
countries. Two missions have been sent abroad for this purpose in recent months.
Thus far, a multi-nation meeting has not been convened. But we intend to con-
tinue our efforts vigorously. I can amure you that we slll work hard at this
problem. I consider it essential that the wool textile indattry be restored to good
health.

Senator 1IotuuNus. He endorses the Kennedy program. And then,
they come up here and say now we are going to disrupt national
policy. What is the national policy I The President spoke about it in
no uncertain terms.

They also say go to the Tariff Coininission. Now, let me say sword
about that crowd because there is no education, Mr. Chairman, in the
second kick of a mule. We have been before that Tariff Commission
many times before but significantly you have also Mr Chairman-
your Finance Committee went before that Tariff Cominission, when
all the concern was manifested in the Congress back in the 8ith
Congress. The Finance Committee adopted Senate Resolution 2.36 and
we will file that as exhibit No. 6.

(The resolution referred to follows:)

IS. Res. 236, 84th Cong., 2d sea.I

RESOLUTION

Whereas substantial reductions have been made in tariff rates on textile
products in various trade agreements with foreign countries; and

Whereas the value of imports of cotton manufacturers in January 1956 was 14
per centum higher than in December 1955 and the value of imports of cotton cloth
in January 1956 was 46 per centum higher than in Decezuber 1I=5; and

Whereas more than one million persons are employed directly in the textile
industry o the United States; and

Whereas In many sections of the Nation the entire economy of a community
Is tied directly to the healthy operation of the textile industry; and

Whereas the textile industry of the United States is a vital part ot our
national defmse; and

Whereas the United States Senate In Senate Resolution 121, EBihty-fourth
Congress. directed the United States Tariff Commission to keep currently in.
formed regarding the impact of imports of textiles and textile products on the
domestic Industry producing like or directly competitive products in order to be
prepared to act promptly on such investigations as may be requested by the
President, or directed by resolution of either House of Congress, the Committee
on Finance of the Senat. or to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives, or applied for by any interested party, under section 7 of
the Trade Agreement Extension Act of 1961, as amended, to determine whether
any product upon which a concession has been granted In a trade agreement is,
as a result in whole or in part of the cocemlon, being imported into the United
States in such increased quantities, either actual or relative, as -.o cause or
threaten serious Injury to the domestic Industry producing like or directly com-
petitive products; and

Whereas the Senate Is gravely concerned over the acute distress existing in
gments of the domestic textile industry and the greatly incrersing Importations

of foreign titles and textile products, and Aecogise., with equally great con-
oen, that the Impact of Imports of foreign articles may be causing or threatening
serious injury to domestic lodueere of textiles and other products: Now
therefore, be it

ReUolved, That In the light of the acute distress existing in segments of the
domestic textile industry, It Is the sense of the Senate that the President should
give immediate consideration to the Impact of imports of textiles and textile
pmducts on such Industry, with a view to determining whether the authority
granted to him under section 22 of the Agrieutlural Adjustment Act, as amended,
sarion " ot the Agrltlttral Act of 1% the Trade Agreements extension Act
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of 1951, as amended, section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, or other
law, should be exercised with respect to imports of any textiles or textile products.

Bonkoved Iwrtkhr, That the United States Tariff Commission is directed to
expedite and, wherever practicable, to give priority to, Investigations now pend-
ing, or which may hereafter be instituted, under section T of the Trade Agree-
ments Extension Act of 1951, as amended (escape clause investigations), relating
to textiles or textile products or any other articles or products.

Amend the title so as to read: "A resolution urging Immediate consideration
of the Impact of Imports of textiles and other products upon the domestic market
and directing the Tariff Commission to expedite escape clause Investigations and
to give them priorty wherever practicable."

Senator HoLmwrS. It could be read at length. I want to cut short the
time. It calls on the Tariff Comiission to make a complete study of
the textile industry, a complete study of textiles and textile products.
Then Senator Kennedy was a coauthor, as were Senator Pastore, Sen-
ator Aiken, and others of Senate Resolution 236, back in 1956.

Do you know what the Tariff Commission said there "We cannot
do it." That was their response to your committee.

I want to file as exhibit No. 7 their report back to your committee
and their statement without all the tables I have with it.

(The report referred to follows:)

U.S. Tm&ir COmmissiON,, WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON SENATE RESOLUTION 236
84TH CONGRESS

S. Res. 236 would direct the Tariff Commission to make "an Immediate investi-
gation pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as
amended, to determine whether any textile or textile products are being Imported
Into the United States in such increased quantities, either actual or relative, as to
cause or threaten serious Injury to the domestic industry producing like or di-
re.tly competitive products".

The Commission has given consideration to the problems with which it would
be confronted In attempting to comply with such a directive. The Commission
believes that the proposed resolution would impose upon it a task of such magni-
tude that the Commission could not complete aniy substantial part of It within the
time limitation of 9 months prescribed by section 7 of the 1951 Extension Act, as
amended. The Commission also believes that the task involved would impair its
ability to discharge effectively its statutory responsibilities with respect to other
matters, and that the objectives sought in the proposed resolution can better be
achieved in other ways.

Procwsioae of seolion 7 of the Trade Agreements Eztension Aot of 1951, au
e~mended

Virtually all of the foreign trade agreements concluded by the President under
the authority of section 350, Tariff Act of 1930. as amended and extended. con-
tain an "escape clause" which permits him to modify or withdraw tariff conces-
sions in such trade agreements under conditions which are set forth in section 7
of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended. Section 7, as
amended, prescribes the procedure for investigations by the Tariff Commission-

4,, 0 0 to determine whether any product upon which a concession has been
granted under a trade agreement Is, as a result, in whole or in part, of the
duty or other customs treatment reflecting such concession, being Imported into
the United States in such Increased quantities, either actual or relative, as to
cause or threaten serious Injury to the domestic industry producing like or
directly competitive products."

The recitals in the resolution make reference to the "textile industry" of thbo
tTnited States. It must be borne In mind, however, that within the contempla-
tion of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 19M1, as amended,
the domestic producers of products like or directly competitive with Imported
"textile or textile products" comprise not a single 'textlle Industryf' but nnmeros
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industries.& ' Even in the usual escape-clause investigation where a single clan
of imported goods in involved, the determination as to which domestic producing
orsazations are involved and which portion or subdivision of these orgaulza-
tions constitutes the "domestic industry" producing products "like or directly
competitive" with the particular imports is often a matter of considerable com-
plexity. This complexity would be multiplied many times If the Commission were
required to investigate literally hundreds of closely related tariff classes describ-
ing imported "textile or textile products" and to identify each commercially
significant Imported article, the like or directly competitive domestic article, and
the portion or subdivision of the domestic producing organizations which con-
stitutes the "domestic industry" Involved. Some Idea of the complexity and size
of the task that would be involved in complying with S. Res. 236 may be obtained
by referring to the table in Appendix A of this report This table shows the
principal categories of textiles and textile products provided for In schedules
9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and paragraphs 783 and 129 of the Tariff Act of 1930. These
provisions are often referred to as textile provisions of the tariff act.

To illustrate some of the aforementioned problems, attention in directed to
countable cotton cloths which are dutiable under paragraphs 903, 904 and 9NS
of the tariff act, as modified, on the basis of average yarn number and accord-
ing to whether the cloth is unbleached, bleached or printed, dyed or colored;
whether the cloth contains a woven figure and, If so, whether woven with fewer
or more than 8 harnesses, etc., and with 2 or more colors or kinds of filling;
and whether the cloth contains silk or rayon. Determination of the number of
different import categories and the number of domestic industries producing
articles that are "like or directly competitive" with those import categories,
which the Commission would be obliged to investigate under the proposed resolu-
tion, would be difficult. In the over-all, treatment of all such cotton cloths would
be the equivalent of many separate escape-clause investigations as such invest-
gations have been conducted in the past.
The detailed information required in eoape-cl4e inve~tigatone

The magnitude of the task that the proposed resolution would require the
Commission to undertake is further indicated by the nature of the investiga-
tion which is contemplated by section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension A-t
of 1951, as amended. Subsection (b) of section 7 provides that In arriving at its
determination the Commission shall take into consideration, but not to the exclu-
sion of other matters, the trends of production, employment, prices, profits, wages,
sales, Imports, and inventories of the domestic industries concerned. It Is clear
In the light of this directive and of the provisions of section 7 previously referred
to that the investigation called for by S. Res. 236 would, in effect, break down
into a multitude of separate "investigations" In each of which the Commission
would have to have detailed Information on the operations of domestic establsh-
ments w.th respect to the production of narrow classifications of products.

Under section 7, as amended, the Commission is obliged to publish Its escape-
clause reports immediately upon their completion. Whether or not the Commission
finds the existence of serious injury or the threat thereof, the interested parties
are entitled to a detailed report of the principal considerations upon which the
Commission predicated its findings.

The Commission, under section 7, submits to the President those of Its reports
In which the invocation of the escape clause Is recommended. Despite the detailed
treatment given to the facts in these reports, the President has in several Instances
referred such reports back to the Commission for the development of further
Information which he believed to be necessary to his decision. If. In a given case,

I Section T(e) of the 1951 Extension Act as amended, provides as follows:
As used insthi Act, the terms "'domestic Industry producing like or directly competitive

.Products" ,and "'domestic Industry4 ,roducing like or directly comuptive articles" mean that
ortloft or subdivision of the p~dcu rganisatlons manufactug, assembling, process-

ing, extracting. growing, or otherwise producing like or directly competitive products or
arcles In commercial quantities. In applying thi preceding sentence. the Commission shall
(so Uar as pract e) distinguish or separate the operations of the produce organiza-
tions Iling the lke or directly competitive products or ortlcles referred-t in such
sentence from the operations ot su h organiations InvolviM othet product* or articles.Th com s nature an eee-lu investigation Is ailumtatedb question-
naires sent by te Commission tomes' m produews, Importers and others. Attached In
Appendix B ta a set of such questionnalres which were formulated by the Commission to
obtain datit In the cuftent escape-clause, Invetmaton Of cotton blouses. r ind -
cations am that the* blouse utionnalres will be seat to spo~stl Wuabtrr
and Jobbpu; to 20 I cetzaetors and to SO ImworI"ss.
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the Presdent decides to invoke the escape clause of A trade agreement, the offiils
of t his government concerued with the tradesagreeaneuts program undoubtedly
use the Tariff humisalon's reports in support t this country's representatons
to the other interested governments that a United states Industry is in fact being
seriously Injured or threatened with such injury.

In the light of thee considerations, the ('ommlinon believes that section
eoutemUdateo esoplete and detailed Iuvestiptlons and reports. The Coimmission
doubts. thereftoe, that your Committee or the Senate would wish to Impose upon
the UVommisilon a task of the magnitude contemplated by & its. 280
Other 0ers"oWei poed by 8. Re. 8

In proeed li with investigations such as are contemplated by the prolx)sd
reiolution, the Commission would be ohilpi to give attention to the following con.
alderatious: (a) the Identitiation of the provision. in the tariff schedules under
which "textile or textile products" are classifled for tariff purpose's; (b) the identl-
ficatiou and elimination of ach of these, provisions as to which no tariff mam-
suslo are in effect wider foreign trade agreements; and (c) the ,ffect of the cur.
rent trade-grmemeut negotlatiom now nearing completion at Geneva, Switzer.
ind, which Involve many "textile or texUile products".

The scope of the investigation provided for in the proposed resolution Is deter-
mined primarily by the maning which attaches to the term *'texUle or textile
prdu'ts" used therein. Pretise meaning for this term cannot be found in adlin-
lstrative or Judicial tariff rulingis Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that the
term is extremely broad, and would embrace an iudoterminete number of im-
ported articles classified for tariff purpose' In numerous provisions of the shed.
ules In the Tariff Act of 1910, as amended and modifed, As prevlosuly sugoted
virtually all the articles described in schedules 9 10, 11, 12 and 18 (the u-alled
textile schedules) of the tariff art, as amended, ai included. In addition, a
large numie'r of articles iecribed in certain of the prvialos of schedules 23, 8, T,
and 15 of the dutiable list and of schedule 10 (tro# list) ar included.

As previously indicated, setion 7 of the 1951 Extension Act, as amended, pre.
series the protedure of determining whether the escapee elautse" of a trade
agrenuwet should be invokiel by the President for the purpose of withdr.1wlng or
modifying a tariff concession included in such agreement. Therefore, the **ln-
vretigation" contemplated Ib the proposed resolution would not Include -textile
or textile products" wlch are not the ulojeet of trade-agreement concessions.
However, as it appears that there are relatively f%w **textile or texrtle products
which aro not subject to such toneessions, this limitation would not appreciably
reduce the number of articles covered by the proposed resolution.

As Indicated above, there i one t ither evoidenatiom related to the srope
of the investigation, via., the current trade-egreenient negolations at Oeneva,
8witserland, The President's Ht of &ptember 21, 19M5, as supplemented, of ar-
tiles to be considered for the offering f concessions In the then proposed trade-
agreement negotiations included many textiles and textile product. In accord.
auee with section 3 of the Trade Agreenomatn :ension Act of 1961, an amended,
the Commission conducted a peril-loint Inv. station wtm respect to each of the
listed articles. The Commlssou's public notice o the Institution of this Investiga-
tion Indicated that a "peril-point" determination Involved coilderation not
only of the extent to which duties may be dwremaed without causing or threaten-
lug serious Injury to domestic Industries concerned, but alm If Increases In duties
or additional Import restrictions are required to avoid serious injury to the
domestic Industry producing like or directly compettiv, articles, of "the mini-
mum Increase in duties or additional import resttions required"

In connection with the peril-point InvesatltIon, public bearings were held at
which interested parties wen given renauna opport a y to appear and to be
heard. In addition, opportunity was given fo the subothau of writer state.
meats pertinent to the subjet matter a tMe investgation. The Commm i merl
its peil-point det nations with reWet to the tells and tor tducts In.
eluded in the list on the basis of the inomation obtained In the Invtaton. T
report on the Invetiption, Includi te peri-point determinatIouns with respect
to textiles and teWWIe products, wa dUI? transmitted to the President for his use
in the tradeagsmeent nogotaatlons now being co~aded A Gen as antema-
plated by seton 8 W O tme 1961 on ACL
Brend tim In the fow months, fWowin the mtbmlulo otre peai-

point t to the Prdesi , the OCmulea ha ben alod upon to eoaiderthe
question a to whether an eape-us In lgatimes wde metion 1 ebeuld be
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iituted, upoa ali~c~ation of an interested party, with respect to an article
included in e pel -point report. In these instaces, the Commlmsion expressed
the view that It did not believe, the Congress Intended that wetion I investigations
should be undertaken at a time when to do so would embarrass the President and
interfere wth or possibly frustrate his tradeagreeent negotitioms. The Con-
mission, however, furnished copies of the requests for eesape-e'aume relief to
the Uoummittee for Reciprocity Information for the consideration of the lnterde-
partmental Committee on Trade Agreements, the President's advisory body with
respect to tradereement matters.

Tne Commision believes, therefore, that it would be premature to Institute an
eomapeclause investigation at this time with rfAiet to aly exilee or textile
products" covered by the peril-point report submitted to the Prident by the
Commission. The Geneva negotiations are now nearing completion and the results
thereof should be aniuced by te President within a short tinae.

Even It the "textile or textile products" involved in the currmnt Geneva nego-
tiatous were excluded from the escape-clause proc edings, proptoed by K. lest. 230.
a great many "textile or textile products" would still have to be investigate. and
the Commission would be obliged -a asume under the proposed resolution a task
equivalent to not les than a tw hundred escape-claume promedilngs of the type
so far undertaken by the Commission.
TAe Tariff Comm iosm'e inteaigative feo4Ultim

'1'te Commission is not unmindful of the fact that lkenate Resolutiou 121. 84th
Congress, agreed to July 18, 1005. and referred to In one of the recitals of the pro-
posed resolution, dire.ts the Tariff Commission to keep Itself currently Informed
regarding the Impact of Imports of textiles and textile products on domestle
industry and to be prepared to act promptly on such investigatious as it may be
called upon to make under section 7 of the 1051 Extennion Act, as amended.

In pursuance of this directive, the Commission Is doing all that it possibly can
to keep up to date on developments in the import trade in txtiles and textile prod-
ucts and on development in the domestic textile and textile products Industries.
The Aaff of the Commission's textile division, however, eonsisf of 9 commodity
experts and 4 clerical workers. In assembling and analyzing commodity and in-
dustry information the Cotmisaion'a teirtile division, like its other commodity
divisions, receives cooperation trom the economic and statistical divisions of the
Commission's staff. The total work of the Commission's staff, however, is such as
to permit the assignment from time to time of only a few people from other divi-
sions to work on textiles and textile products.

With the personnel that could be assigned to the work on textiles and textile
products, the 0ommisason could not hope, in pursuance of & Res. 121. 84th Con.
grea, to have on hand at all times even a substantial part of such Information
with respect to every category of Imports and of the like or directly competitive
domestic articles, as would enable the Conualssion to proceed Immediately, sWth-
out further invost~gtioso to make the findings called for In section 7 Ioceedings.
The Comnmisson does not consider that S. Res. 121 contemplates ueh an extme
expansion of Its work in the field of textiles and textile products as would permit
Immediate conclusion of section T proceedings with repet to textiles and textile
products. Such an expansion would have required a staff working on textiles and
textile products many time the number that the commission has ever had sw
an in work in this field

first application tor an Oecapeclause Investigation was received by the
Oommission in 19 & A total ot0 esTO p-elau applications have bon received to
date. ifty-soeven investigations have been competed. V have been dased or
terminated, and O are now in po1rem,

The aforementioned invstlgtions have covered such a wide range of articles
that virtually fil or the Commission's s I staff has had occasion to work
on one or more of them, Under the proposed resolution, the Commission would
be obliged to Initiate at one time dhe equivalent of many more escape.clause In.
vetigatIons than It has conducted over the past 8 years; and, Mne the proposed
now comrehensve Investigation would be exclusively in the exttle field, only a
small part ot the CommIssons stat woul be techaly ei to work on
such an investigation.

U tho dvnataoee the elt'I even If It bad no otbr duties tof~u. d knot make la neeoa owres in peAesn the equivalent of
a few hundred additoal eseola ue invelpton toxtule Items within
the time Uimtation of B months prescribed by section T of the 19M Extension
Act, a amended. At Present, the ommison doe, Of course, have other duties

55-45----pt. S--4
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to perform and these include the completion of ecape-clause investigations on
4 textile IteUs-lnen toweling, velveteen fabrics, cotton blouses, and cotton pl.
lowcases" The conduct of these Investigations is Itself utilizing to a great degree
the facilities that the Commission has for conducting simultaneous investiga.
tons In the textiles deld. There are also Indications that other "Industries" in
the textiles field are planning to lle applications with the Commission for
escape-clause Investigations. Any requirement that the Comudasion now Investi.
gate "textiles or textile products" generally would Interfere with the expeditious
completion of such cases

It Is doubtful that the Coab'ress, in providing for escape-clause Investilpitions
by the Tariff Commission under section 7 ever contemplated that the Commis-
sion would be called upon to conduct simultaneous investigations on a whole.
sale scale, particularly In a single field such as textiles. No budgetary pro.
vision hats ever been maie or contemplated for such activity. With oniy ouie excep.
tion, all escape-clause Investigations thus far made by the Commission have
been Initiated by private applicants whose interests were confined to a single
item or a narrow group of Item& The Senate Finance Committee directed the
Commission to Institute an escape-clause Investigation on fluorspur. Since this
request was limited to one product, the Commission's facilities were not over-
,axed In responding to the directive.
Natwe and scope of Japanese compctkm

Although the proposed Senate resolution does not mlngie out for special inquiry
any particular Import item and does not allude to any imrticular supplyinge oun-
try, the resolution does refer to the recent increase In United States imports of
cotton manufactures--and Japan Is known to account for most of the Increase
In such imports. In this connection, It Is clear that Increased Imports, particularly
from Japan, are a matter of great concern to some M'gments of the domestic
textile Industry. Among the imports whicb have increased greatly are velve-
teen fabrics, cotton blouses and cotton pillowcases, in connection with which
the Tariff Commission as previously indicated, Is now conduciihg Investigations
under section 7 upon application of the domestic Industries Involved. It should
be noted, however, that an exceedingly small part of the domestic comsumption
of cotton manufactures Is supplied by imports ard that Japan accounts for only
a part of such Import&"

Despite the widespread concern that has developed about imports of textiles
from Japan, It appears that such Imports are not offering serious competition
to most segments of the domestic textile Industry. The fact that some such
segments are In a relatively strong position vim-a-vis Import competition is in-
dicated by the substantial export trade of the United States in textile products.
The United States exports cotton manufactures to a far greater extent than it
imports them; and the exports go principally to countries--uch as Canada,
Venezuela, the Union of South Africa, Indonesia, and the Dominican Repubje--
In which articles from the United States enjoy no preferential tariff treatment
over those Imported from other countries, Including Japan. The United States
exports some cotton manufactures even to Japan.' It is significant that while the
United States' largest foreign market for cotton manufacturers, Canada. In-
creased Its purchases of cotton manufactures from Japan from almost 1 million
dollars In 194 to 4.6 million In 19MG It also Increased Its purchases from the
United States In the same period from 50.1 million dollars to 61.4 million. In
terms of percentage. Canada's Increase In Imports was larger from Japan than
from the United States, but, In absolute terms, the increase from the United
States was larger than that from Japan.

While It Is true that the ratio of United States Imports to Its exports of
.cotton manufacture has risen during recent years-notably since 1954-that
ratio Is still very much lower than it was in the years Immediately preceding
World War IL For example, the ratio was 51 percent In 1900 compared with 90
percent in 1987. Moreover, the value of the United States exports of cotton mann-
factures was more than four times as large In 190 as In 1937; and even after
making due allowane for the price rise between 1937 and 19W. It Is apparent
that United States exports were substantially higher In 1905 than in 1.

OThe raw eotta. content of tbos Imports om Japan In 1945. for example, was equlva.
lent to only about one-ftth o the raw cott that ti United 8tares shipped to Japan to

Tsar wevalued at $W&000 In 1954 and $181,000 In 155.
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The table in Appendix A attached to this report indicates that many categories
of imports of textiles and textile products are not supplying significant pro.
portions of the domestic market for such products. The information given In
the table as regards exports of some textile products also suggests that the
competitive position of many segments of the domestic textile industry vis-a-vls
foreign producers is relatively strong. What is said her Is of course not intended
to minimize the impact of increased Import competition on some segments of the
domeste textile Industry but only to call attention to the fact that such pressure
Is by no means general.

From the foregoing observations, It is clear that textile manufacturers in
Japan do not have an "acros-the-board" competitive advantage over the textile
manufacturers in the United States. Such injury as may be caused or threatened
by Increased Imports of textiles or textile manufactures from Japan-or from any
other country-is bound to be confined to a limited number of categories, most of
which, experience has shown, will be narrow. Investigations of such Instaniets of
injury are, in the Commission's olinlon, best conducted on a selective basis as
circumstances warrant. For such Investigations, the Commission feels that it
has reasonably adequate facilities.

The Commission believes that its facilities can be most efficiently and ef-
fectively employed If escape-clause Investigations continue generally to be made
on particular articles in response to appropriate applications. The Commission
will continue to cooperate with those who wish to file eecape-clause applications
by supplying advice and available data which will be of samistance to them in
preparing such applications.

Senator Hou.LuLs. I will quote from it:
The Commission believes that the proposed resolution would impose upon it

a task of such magnitude that the Commission could not complete any substantial
part of It within the time limitation of zine months prescribed by Section 7 of
the 1051 Extension Act as amended. The Commission also believes that the
task involved would impair its ability to discharge effectively its statutory
responsibilities with respect to other matters and that the objectives sought in
the proposed resolution can better be achieved In other ways.

Now comes the administration trying to sell us the idea of a Tariff
Commission study in 2% to 8 months when the Tariff Commission it-
self says they could not even complete any substantial part of one in
9 months and that is what they have told your committee. So, we are
convinced that the approach here of the Finance Committee is a
sound one because the Tariff Commission, if that is what we want
to use as an authority, and everybody is going to be using that come
January and I want to beat them to the gun, everybody is going to
be quoting the Tariff Commission because they are not going to find
any injury. They did not find any before, and they won't find any
now.

President Kennedy rejected their callousness toward the textile in.
dustry. I know this very, very positively.

I will be glad to be cross-examined on this particular point. Very
few people ever realized that the State Department had injected intothe Kennedy seven-point program a request of the Tariff Commision
to make investigations under section 7 of the Trade Agreenents Act.

I am filing with your committee as e;ihibit 8 the Kennedy program
that was never submitted. It is dated April 26, 1961.

(The above-referred to follows :) '

Tun Wiarm Hous .

The Preident today announced & pmram ot assletance to the United States
textile industry, designed to meet ; wide rang# of the problems It faes as a result
et rallz tehnoloi1al cm6a , shift inleomumme pletce, and Increasing
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competition. Thb program was developed by the Cabinet Omnmittee0 beaded by
Secretary at Oommerce Luther . HodVs wbch was ftmed hr the Pmdeut
on FOxruary 10,1961.

In announcin the program, the President sd:
"The goblemp of the textile ndustry are serious and deep-rooted. They have

been the subject of investiation at last as tar back as 1965, when a Cabinet
committee was appointed by Preident Roomevelt to Investigate the condition& in
this industry. I believe it in time tot action.

"It I@ our third largest employer. 8ome 2 million workers are diectly affected
by conditions in the Industry. There are another 2 million persons employed in
furnishing requirements of the Industry at its present level of production. AU
the studies have shown that unemployment In textile mills strikes hardest at
those communities suffering most from depressed conditions.

"I propose to initiate the following measures:
"Frst, I have directed the Departmet of Commerce to launch an expanded

program of research, covering new products, process and markets.
second , I have asked the Treasury Department to review existing deprecla-

tion allowances on textile machinery. Revision of these allowances, together
with adoption of the investment incentive credit proposals contained in my
messge to the Congires of April 20, 1961, should amist In the modernlzation of
the IndutTry.

'Thlrd, I have directed the Small Busines Administration to assist the cotton
textile industry to obtain the necemiary Anancing for modernization of Its
equipment.

"Fourth. I havo directed the Department of Agriculture to explore and make
recommendations to eliminate or offset the cost to UnIted States mills of the
adverse differential in caw cotton cost between domestic and foreign textile
producers

"Fifth, I will shortly send to the Congrem a proposal to amend the Area Rede-
velopment Act to permit industries seriously Injured or threatened with serious
injury as a result of increased Imports to be ellgkble for benetlt under the Act

'1Slxth. I am requesting the Taff Commission to make an investigation wider
Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act to determine whether serious
Injury to the textile Industry is caused or threatened by Increased imports of
the following products: handkerchiefs, blouses and blouse sets, trousers and
shorts, cotton sheeting, table damask, gingham, velveteen, brassieres, wool
sweatem wool ruw and carpets.

"Seventh, I have directed the Department of State to call an early conference
of the principal textile exportins and importing countries. Tis conference will
seek an international understanding among all major consuming countries wbich
will provide a s for trade that will avoid undue disrpton of established
ndustries

"I believe this program will amist our textile industry to meet Its basic prob-
lems, while at the same time recognizing the national interest In expansion of
world trade and the succsul development of less developed nations. It tas
into amount the dispersion of the Industry, the range of Its products, and its
highly competitive character. It Is my hope that these measures will strengthen
the Industry and expand consmption of Ito products without diwrupting Inter.
national trade and without disruption of the markets of any country.

"In addition to this program, the textile Indestry, of course, Is tree to aply
for action under existing statutes, awxh as the aeGM clause or the national
security provision of the Trade Agreements Extemon Act, and any application
made will be careftu y P-usered on its merft..

Senator Hotwos. It was given to me by the President to review at
that particular time. We saw immediately what we called a "'sleeper"
in it. It is paragr%ph and I discussed it with the President, with
Mr. Myer Feldman of the White House at that particular time and
they said, we agree-we are going to reject that.-We do not want ta
go that dark alleyagai

The point V*, gentlemen, that when President Kennedy approachedthis particular problem he rej d the Tariff Commission in his a-
proah and $avO it Cabinet ommitta level study and later when he
submitted his seven-point program he specifically, as this evidence is
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bare before you-rejected the Tariff Commion approach under nso-
tion7 of the Trae Agreements Act-you look at that section 6 in the
April 26,1961, document and you look at section 6 in the May 2, 1961,
doument and you will see th last praraph of the April document
upstged in th May 2docment to give impetus and to give emphasis
on the national security provision approach of the President because
the State Department did not want anything in that particular pro-
gram to have to do anything with getting agreements, and the Presi-
dent, said you give me that, we will number it and we will use that na-
tional security provision and we will make this State crowd come to
grips with this particular problem and get on with some agreements.
Now, they say-before Igo into the efforts of the agreement, let me

make one more comment with respect to the Kennedy program, to
make it absolutely clear to the committee wherein we re lacking. At
the present time we have the LTA with 31 countries, just been extended
under the Kennedy round for some 3 years, but we do not have some
24 other countries representing 15 cent of cotton imports; 8 percent
of the cotton txtiles iscove= y e LTA.

The Cimwmwr. What is the L A!
Senator HoWUjI. Lng-term arangement. Wo first had the short-

term amendment in 196L Then the L A of , which expired this
year, and now it is being extended for some 3 yeazs under the Kennedy
round. We do not havie any agreement whatawver on woolens and
manmade fibers and there is not any question-

Senator T~m~uxa.Will the SnAr yield at that point I It is not
a fact that these fibers are oftentimes mixed and interhangeale and
if you have an agreement that allegedly cover* cotwto and does not
cover synthetics, it is about like trying to dam up half of a creek; is
it not I

Senator HoLLwos. Exactly, Senator Talmadge. I could not express
it more dramatically as you have by dmming up half the creek. Sen-
ator Kennedy saw this and gnie*d it in his letter to me of August
30 1960. He says: "It is no longer possible to depend upon makeshift
policies and piecemeal r es to solve the problems which the in-
dstry faces." Lat on in thette he says: "A comprehensive in-
dustrywide remedy is necessary."
.A comprehensive one. And then later in the letter he was t-lking

about +h matter of jobs and in the ne paragraph he talks about:
"* * 4; appr ain solution in tems of the tow needs of the tex-
tile indu sry." _

Now, th is the t poliy we have today cording to Pres .dent Johnson and according to the author, Prmidet e edy. Pres
dent Kennedy, so ther wil be no miderstanding about it, core-

with respect to this on June D0 with 8ena PAOr, the
.1.10 of th SpecI Textilesu m tt ofthe US At

I file thAtaexhibit Io.9.
(Th*em osod aW reWst tO fOow)

T=n Wuw. Moun,

U.S. 80mts

Duar Sw&z.s FPAsr: tank you for your ltter otne thete neotiatdo
now beln conducted We the State Department. I have noted your concern and

551
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that of your colleagues over the possibility that the State Department's efforts
to arrange an Intermnational conference may not fully meet the problems of the
Industry.

The Import problem, I am sure you will agree, must be considered In the context
of our total interest, both foreign and domestic. It should be borne in mind that
the contemplated negotiations are designed as one of a series of efforts to assit
the textile industry. Our objective Is to assist the Industry to overcome all of the
handicaps which it faces.

The State Department I being Instructed to get the best possible relief, not only
for cotton but for other fibers. I am also asking the State Department to main-
tain close liaison with the Congress and with the industry in this matter.

Sincerely,
JoH3N F. KiqNizDY.

Senator Hox..wou. It says:
The State Department,

and I quote President Kennedy-
is being n uted to get the best possible relief not only for cotton but for other
fiber

Later, on February 26th-you see, we have been fighting this a long
time to h; coming up here and be told we are workinor sudden action-
on February 26, 1962, President Kennedy wrote Congressman Carl
Vinson, who chaired a similar movement on the House side at that
particular time. I will file with the committee, the letter in its en-
tirety, as exhibit 10, and will read to you the second from theb last
paragraph where President Kennedy says:

I have also requested the Departments involved to implement my program for
the wool, manmade fiber, and silk divisions of the industry. Almost all of the
points in the prVram announced on May 2, 1961, apply equally to each of these.

(The letter referred to follows:)
Ta Warr Hou,

Wthia t o Februar* 16,1961.
Hn. CARL Vn9soN,
Hou"e Ol Reprlcetantite,
Waint^on D.C.

DcA CA= : As you know, I have long shared the concern over the textile
industry expressed by you and the other 0ongressmen who signed the letter of
February 16. Very segment of our economy must prosper If we are to achieve
satisfactory growth rates and sry employment levels.

Nine months ago I proposed seven meau to help overcome the handicaps
faced by the indu try.

11ret I directed the Department of Commerce to launch an expanded program
of research, coverirg new products, processes and markets. I underxMnd that
the National Academy of Selences was asked by the Department of Commerce
to help explore this whole broad area and to report its findings and recommenda-
tions. A labor-managment committee appointed by the Secretary of Commerce
Is advising and assisting in the development of rftmmendations and a report
Is scheduled for completion on March 5.

Second, existing deprecation allowances a textile machinery have been m-
vised to permit more rapid replacement and to take Into account obeolescence.
This aoUoa Is already proving helpful In speeding modernization of textile
equipment

Third, in accordance with my direction, the Small Business A n om
has made available necessary -financing for medpntkta of textle m hinm

lending over $6 million sinm thi program was initiated.
Fourth, the Department of Agriculture submitted to me, and I transmitted

to the TV - Ilon, a proposal for the Imposition of an equalization fee to
offset the Ot to the United States mill at the adverse digerential In aw aottm
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costs between domestic and foreign textil producers. The Tariff Commisslon has
Just concluded hearings upon this matter and I have already requested them to
compete their Investigation and report as soon as practicable.

Fifth, I have submitted to the Congress a lrade Expansiou Bill, which includes
a proposal to permit plants and workers seriously injured or threatened with
serious injury as a result of Increased imports to recive assistance from the
Federal Government Hearings upon this legislation are scheduled to begin
March 12.

Sixth, all cotton textile products are now covered by a special international
agreement reached at Geneva on July 17, 111, authorlzilug the limitation of
imports to the level of the 12 months ending June 80, 196L This agreement
expires September 80, 19612. The long-term agreement, which was Just negotiated,
will continue the same level of Imports, with minor adjustments, for an addi-
tional five years It provides the toods with which we can prevent adverse effects
upon the cotton textile industry from imports, and the tools will be used.

In concur in your evaluation of the Importance of the long-term arrangement.
Of course, adherence by the nineteen governments involved must still be obtained,
and the United States will exert every effort to obtain this adherente.

The rights of the United States under both the short-term arrangement and
the long-term arrangement will be exercised In such a manner that their force
will not be modified or diluted by administrative Judgment or action. Repre-
sentatives of the Department Involved have explained to you and others the
way the Arrangements will be administered and I assure you and your colleagues
of my continuing Interest. Under our plans for administering the Arrangements
the industry can plan production with complete confidence that its markets will
not be disrupted by imports.

Finally, there is now pending before the 02e of Emergency Planning an
application by the textile industry for relief under the national security pro-
visions of the Trade Agreements Extension Act. Consideration of this case upon
its merits Is being expedited and I am requesting the Office of Emergency Plan-
ning to make a recommendation to me without any unnecessary dela,

I have also requested the Departments Involved to implement my program for
the wool, man-made fiber and silk divisions of the industry. Almost all of the
points in the program announced on May 2, 1961 apply equally to each of these,

I appreciate very much your warm expressions of support.
Sincerely,

JOHN F. Kuvmur.
Senator HOLLMOR. So there is not any question, Senator Talmadge,.

a you so sagely observed, that it has got to be a comprehensive ap-
prach and not a piecemeal one.

Now, President Johnson again in Macon, Ga., talked textiles *
because this was a matter of concern back in 1964. President Johnson-
said: "We must now focus on the remaining weak spots and implement
the rest. of the program." He was referring then to the textile pro-
gram. He was referring to it at the behest of those concerned with
jobs in our part of the country where he was speaking, and this was
in October 1964. We are gng to do something on the rest of this
particular Kennedy program. So, they come now to us and th sa,
well, now, what is the matter fellows7Why do you not talk Why do
you not agreeI Is not that the better way I And we will agree that
agreement is the better way to handle foreign trade problems, get
together with these other nations.

'Well I remember personally the efforts to try to get one of th.
first talks and get tougher and finally President Kennedy called in
the State Dea ent and said you get a conference. I do not care
how you get it. Ido not care i you do not talk about anything but
get one aid let us do something on these textiles. The State Depart-
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ment had continually told the White House there was not any reaon,
was not any need, tat nobody was going to talk rqgardlew of our
effort&

In December of 1962, Hickman Price, Under Secretary of Com-
merce went to London. He had a feeling that he had been prejudgd,
so to speak, that the others had come with the foreword that there
was no concern, no need to worry, that nothing was reallygoing to
be done-I am tkigabout te other conutries. He said the next
morning after the firs night there was not even a room for them to
meet in. The State Department had not even arranged it. He had to
rent it out of his own pocket. He said that was a complete farce,

This is the crowd coming around who has been opposing us for8 years on a program and talking about quick action and talk.
They had another meeting in June of 1964 in Japan and let us see

what they say in June 1965 because I want to hasten along. I know
you are extremely busy with a lot of important witnesses, but I will
file as exlabit No. 12 the report on the United States-Japan Wool
Textile Conference in Tokyo June 7-8,1965.

(The report referred to ollows:)
RuioaTo Unu4 STAT4E-JAPAN WooL TxnTnz ormzaca xi Toxyo Juxs 74

196g. Uxia CATON "HARD WoRM IN un ASUz"oA RoW'"

[From the Daily Nw Reord at Sept 0. ,196]
WAsxme=o.-The Japanese woolen exporter roes to his feet. "We are cot

North Vietnam," he told the Americans defiantly.
"We hope ymou will make a dlxtnctlon between your friends and enemies."
When the eorter, Kyutaro Iakl, sat down, 'ast June's Tokyo wool cloth

conference had been shattered. Angry and discourage the American delega.
tion packed Its bag. and came home.

This ix one of the dramatic insights contained In an extraordinary document
which has Just come Into DNR'ss It Is an unoficial stenographic record
in two ln anaes, of what went on behind the closed doors of the Asukanoma
Room at Tokyo's Hotel Okum last June T-&

DNR and the world's press reported on that meeting between United States
and Japanese Government and wool textile repremntatives. They reported the
Japanese bad fArmly r!e3etd a United States bid for an international con.
erence Pa wool marketlnz
What they did not report, what no one has reported, are details of the some-

times savage Infibt n which occurred in the courm ot that meeting, when the
normal niceties at nmogtiatlos went out the window and the Jamme
mouned bemleent attack on the Ame propo

Now that DNR has turned up the record, the story can be told. Against the
background o renewed rumblings on the wool cloth Import front (see DNR Pag
One, Sept. 9), what happened In Tokyo takes on new sIgnifieence.

The gap not only between U* and Japanese positions on wool, but between
the basc philosopfla of how negoiations should be conducted between clvIlisod
nations, becomes astounding wide when you read this record

Here are some of the h ts:
It was Warren ChrstopbW (Dean Bu*'s epeclal representative) remark

that "If relimf from disruptive imports Is not fAtbeoming, Osugrese w well
take mattees Into Uts mahandev" thot brought Dakl up fighting.

S"We were *mked by your presetat om," he sad. "We were shocked by your
uimesntatl fa ecoaomle matters Wo are onfident that It you wIU get an
objecUve analysis you will support our position that our exports have not injured
Se U.S. Thi ldntudes wwe. I am sure we could tlk all dy but not
are ... ts we e;se.*d bev espaItW x@fttnaet We are
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the closest friends and allIs% tboretws you surpriind us by your political threats.
So I saure you, we too have a go m t and legbdature and we have leaders
who an concerned with our weLfta and they will protect u

"We too" 1"M went cu, "have means for our proetin including trade In
teztiles. Thereut, to Tvoid a& uey "owdown ,yoa should cbeck the real fact
and change yor position.

"Th reason we retur you Is mot because we are un ,xvnable. We are not
easily frightened and our relationship will suger. We do not like political threats.

"We are not North Vietnam," he concluded. "We hope you will make a distine-
tion between your friends and enemies."

Iakl's save" onslaught was especially distasteful to the Amercana with its
reference to a rapidly escalating shooting war, with heavy American casualtes.
As Iuaki sat down, two more Japanese threw in more polite, but equally tough
remarks.

Shokichi Abe, Chairman of the Japan Wool Spinners' Association, told the
meeting:

"We have no Intention of participating In an International wool conference. It
is a domestic problem and must be solved domestically. You should not resort
to political pressure."

Hikoichire Mlyaaakz, President of the Japan Textile Products Exporters' As-
sociation, added, "LTA Is a dissatisfaction to me and I am not pleased by It,
therefore I oppose an agreement on wool."

But it was Isaki's statement that popped the lid on the kettle.
Shin-lehl Aral, Director of MITI's Textile Bureeu, had the gaveL Remlsing

perhaps that the meeting was about to break up In such rancor it would be dIe-
cult ever to sit down constructively with the same cat of characters, he moved
for a 30-minute lunch break. The Americans were invited to eat with their bosts.
They declined, and went off to huddle alone.

They were angry and disturbed. It was agreed during their luncheon caucus
that Isaki had made further talk inposalbe. The Americans had no Intention
of negotiating under a gun.

When they came back into the Asu1anoa Room, where the sessions were held,
Christopher stood up.

"I speak more In sorrow than in anger," he said. "We feel that we have received
the answer to our report In such terms. and in such a way. as to rule out the
usetulness of any further discussion. There are many factual matters which
might have been clarified or corrected. but It would not be useful to do so In
the atmosphere established this morning."

As they came out of the room, Morton H. Darman, President of the The Top
Co., Boston, and a United States delegate, told DALY Naws B aow of the "harsh
and unfriendly attitude of the Japanese."

Just how harsh, how unfriendly, was not revealed until the reeod became
available here this week.

Other Japanese delegates had also spoken bluntly. The day before the sessions
began DAmY NmWe Roma quoted a Japanese ofcal as branding the talks,
"Operation Waste of Tim%' and saying, "We are merely attending a conference
to Inform the Americans once and for all that we have no intention of entering
Into any international agreement involving quantitative restrictions on the h-
portation of woolen &nod&."

Shiro Miyamoto, (&hlef af the Textile Bureau's Textile Products Division, and
leadoff Japanese speaker, had rattled off statistics aimed at demonstrating Ja-
pan's efforts to curtail production and insisted that In 1960 American spinning and
number of looms "each Increased but here we banned additional capwity.

Icbiro Yoshloka, Chief of the Textile Export Section, was much blunter. He
said Japan was in the red in its trade with America.

"Japan will not go along with setting up another trade barrier, no matter
what Items are involved 0* * 5.

Ara, reinquishing his chairmanship to make a statement, said, "We are not
happy at trend of discussions to establish new trade barriers 5. Japan's
position on an ageemet and conference has not changed since last ye!,r when
we said no ! Since August 1964, there have been developments which may be Im-
portant, These have been a hardening of our position, not softening of same

He went on, covering several top0s, In increasingly hard language:
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"Disappolntments on cotton renegotiation In 1965 * * * mounting resentment
to cotton arrangement In Japan ** * attitude of U.S. that prosperity Is ram-
pant in Japan * 0 U.S In moving In direction of a violation of Article I of
LTA * e we are not convinced about U.A position paper * * 0 we were told
that LTA discrimination against Japanese cottons would be removed, but th
has not happened," and so on.

But all of these remarks were still within the ground rules of hard bargaininS
between professionals over a conference table.

It was Isaki's gratuitous slap at the United States and his reference to Viet-
nam that ruptured the meeting.

Aral knew this and closed the session with this remark:
"The meeting of two days is coming to a close. There were A.M. expressions

made which were not pertinent and I want you to know they were not meant.
We have had honest and somewhat too frank exchange of views (but) we know
(we) understand each other."

But there was a postscript. As the record now reveals it went this way:
"At conclusion, member of foreign office conferred with AraL. Arai then called

for re-opening the meeting for the purpose of expunging from the record the
Isaki statement regarding North Vietnam. This was dcne."

Isaki's statement was expunged from the record. Whoever the Japanese for-
,eign office man was, he was a diplomat. But before his intelligent and tactful
intervention, Isaki's remark had been permitted to remain an hour in the record,
as one American delegate put It, "like a cupful of vinegar on a sea of milk."

The foreign office official had realized that they could not let the record stand
as it was and still hope one day again to sit down with Americans and bargain
on wooL So they cut It out.

How right he was to change the record was made clear when the U.S. delega-
tion reported back to Washington. It was said here that several Senators and
Representatives were so angered they very nearly went on the record with their
protests That they did not is a tribute to cool thinking on the part of American
woolen men who felt that would only make things worse.

In fact, as one source puts it, the air has now cleared to the extent that at
least the Japanese are willing to talk (by cable) on specific segments of the
over-all problem, especially on worsteds.

But while the record has been changed and the tempers cooled It's apparent
that the Izak remark will not soon be exunged from the memories of those
Americans who heard It.

Senator HOLLiNGS. The day before the sessions began the Daily
News Record quoted a Japanese official as branding the talks, "Opera-
tion Waste of Time." And saying:

We are merely attending a conference to Inform the Americans once and for
all that we have no intention of entering Into an International agreement involving

-quantitative restrictions on the Importation of woolen goods.
Later on in the same article: "Japan's podtion"-this is Shin-ichi

Arai-"Japan's position on an agreement in conference has not changed
since last year when we said, no." And there was another ntleman
that I would like to quote. The gentleman, Kyutaro Isaki: "We are not
North Vietnam." He concluded; "we hope you will make a distinction
between your friends and enemies."

And there had not been any real discussion on woolens since, Mr.
Charma
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The CiH LmUR . WVhile you are on that subject, if I can interrupt you
for a moment, I notice that Japan themselves have a quota on practi-
cally all textiles imports. I am just looking at the document prepared
here that shows what the restrictions are in various countriei It was
prepared by the Joint Economic Committee, based upon an analyses of
quantitative restrictions maintained on import by certain countries
prepared by the Bureau of Economic Affairs, Department of State.

Now, looking back here on page 155 of that document, "4203-1,
Japan, Articles of apparel cona fur, skin, or combined or
trimmed with precious metals or"--t cetera. "4203-2, articles of
apparel, other"--just any other article of apparel is subject to a quota
in Japan. They are not going to have Hong Kong or anybody else put
them out of business. Iou can count on that. They just wiU not let it
coluie in.

Senator HOLLINGS. Mr. Chairman, I came through the airport in
Charleston, S.C. where Andre Prevost, who had brought his factory
from France to Jamestown, S.C., had been very, very successful-thi's
was only 3 days ago-and lie is quite a manufacturer in France and he
says, I do not understand it in your country. He says, you want high
wages, how do you expect to have high wages You know, they are
striking in Detroit for $4.58 an hour wage and we are only getting $2.30
in the textile industry. That is the average and they are striking at the
$4.58 level. Mr. Prevost says in the European Comnion Market, we have
quotas throughout to protect ourselves. cannot understand the Ameri-
can businessman and your Government.

And this is the whole idea. They plead with us and I think as a
merit to the plea of free trade we want to move in that direction.

This bill of mine, and the 61 other cosponsors, is not going to stultify
free trade at all. We want to in the textile industry, as they say in these
United Fund-Community Chest drives, do ovw fair share. We want
the expanding, the emerging country to participate. W, e cannot expect
one of these frican nationals coming forward for the first time to
independence to manufacture computers. They need clothing and they
can come in and manufacture textiles. They have proven so. But that
is not what concerns us. We are concerned about Japan and Hong
Kong, that Japan has got 35 percent of the importation of textiles into
Amervica and Hong Kong another 15 percent. They amount for 50 per-
cent of imports. Now looi at aan.

Now, the State Department -had some fuzzy figures. I want to use
the exact figures and.I am goig to file this as exhibit No. 13, the Sur-
vey of Curre Business, Office of Buiness Economics, Department
Of Commerce.

(The above-referred to follows:)
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Senator Homos. On line 23, between Japan and the United
States, the balance on goodb and service, shows an. 889 million ad.
vante or balance of trade in fkvor of Japan and in disfavor of theUnit State They an growinl What :is our growthrte
perant They a u to arounf1 to 18 pere annual :rwtGross ponatuial Th are no an emerging country. They
are a very dynamic and virile economy. We helidmake them so.
We are proud of them. They are our ally. We o not try to come
here and deride the Japanese but we want to show them as the
Senator from h i has shown the U.S. Sena that we are a
little long on commonese. You get the point I Long on common-sense. [lAugter.] This is strictly a b matter and the State
Department does not have any idea about it. I want to point out a
6 million deficit im lance of payment, to the Senator from

llinois, as ompad to our deficit Balance of trade of $889 million.
The AIRMAN. May I say, Senator, that I read the morning

which had an article that Ja threat to do dire thi t
country in the event that we do omething to protect this textile
industry. Japan does not come into this t with clean hand& They
have got quotas on practically every textile they manufacture them-
selves.

Now, if thy came with clean hands it might be a horse of a differ-
ent color. But how can thome people say we have no right to put
quotas on textile when they hive them practically on all textiles?

Senator Houwos. IA us get, right ix" that and then I will Clow
S. 1796 has been altered shtly in an amendment to the Chinese
goooeber"y bill HIR. 2155,. I would like to file for the committee
that as exibit No. 14.

(HR 2155 follows:)

WQ
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C, udrk 489
n eH. R.2155.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Auowr 92 (leislative day, AvoST 21), 1967

Ordered to lie am the table and to be printed

Intended to be proposed by Mr. HOLLINGS to H. 2155, an
Act to amend the Tariff Schedules of the United Stm with
respect to the clasification of Chinese gooseberries, viz:
On page , line , insert the following:

1 The total quantity of textile articles (whether made

2 of natural or manmade fibers, or any combination or blends

3 thereof, but not including natural fiber in its unprocessed

4 state smuh as mw cotton. raw wool, raw silk, or mw jute

5 and uct including any articie now entitled or hereafter made

6 entitled to entry free of duty), including manmade staple.

7 fiber, filaments, ad filament yarn, wool tops, and spun

8 yam, fabric, apparel, household furnishings, and other

9 finished textile articles of natural or manmade fibers or oom-

10 binations or blends thereof, which may be entered, or

An KU 

561
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2

1 itdrwnfrmw04hosM1o1% oml~po during any

2 ftlesdar w s" not ncwe th6 avernge annual quantity

3 of such ail entered or wida *n from warehouse, for

4 ou,-,,mm on during the m caedar yes 1961-198:

6 Pfow". Tht a with the amr year begin

* nin January 1, 1mG8, the total quatiy of texte articles

7 which May be entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for

8 co-npt for each en calendar year sh be inamsed

9 or decreased by an amount propordim Io the inmea or

10 deasm (if more than 5 pr centum), in the total United

11 Sh ommp of ach textile articles during the preced-

1s iwe calendar year comp with the average annual

13 i s for the six-vear period 1961-1966 as deter-

, min by the of Provided ,

15 That the portion of any increase in the quantity of any

16 smh box a" whioh may be entered, or withdrawn

it from warehouse, for consumpion during, any quarter of the

18 caled year u#oll not exceed the proportionate per centum

9 share which the total quantity of imports of textile articles.

20 accounted for during te i e period of the endar year

21 ended D m 81, 1986. 'It quantities of any textile

22 article which may be entered, or withdrawn from ware-

23 houe, for. oonumpton during the balsam of the calendar

U year in which this Act becomes deiaiv sa )Ue equ to

25 thM pportion. per eentum dre of the avege .annua
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3

1 mports of mib aieo for t yew 191-196 whih the

2 umbr of &ys reann in the calendar year bears to

3 the full yur. Thi Secretary of Comm-ece sh determine

4 and aocae the awae qunities of textile art which

5 may be entered. or withdrawn bumn wmrehous, for con-

8 sumplion among plying oountris by category of

7 product on the basi& of the shares such countries supplied

8 by catego of product to the United States market

9 during a repremave period, except tt du amount may

10 be driven to special factors which" have affetA- or may

11 affect the tra in any category of such articles. The Sec-

12 rotary of (Commere shal certity mch locations jo the

1$ Secretary of the Trewaury. Notwithstandling the foregoing,,

14 in the cae of textile ori0sting n any country vhi"h

15 hu entered, .o hereaft r entem, into an a -ment with the

26. United States xovemniig th amount of textile ai which

17 -;my be impoted into the UnitdSta frm much utry.

18 the President by proclamation may neaae, decas Or

19 otherwise lmit the quantity of textile artides fro mbc

20 country which my be .eter , or withdrawn from ware,

21 house, for cnumpn in oonformanc with ucha ent

22 All dote imm ons by the Presid.ut and the &rtary ot

2 Commeroe und,' thi sect sal be Ital This. section

2& sh become deiw ae hund am ihsy days after

25 meatofthiskoL

M55.4--PL -4
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Senator HoLixGs. This is after consultation, trying to weather
down and get the consummate judgment now of some 68 Senators
who want to go along and want to help and who recognize this
problem.

This particular amendment, and I could go over it step by step
but I will not-I will be glad to answer any questions--but the thrust
of its entirety m "agreement".
The entire till can be supplanted, the entire amount of quotas can

be supplanted by tew administration with agreements with the foreign
nations. It states that in the last sentence, second to the last sentence
The last sentence gives them 180 days grace period to negotiate but
it does not limit ne otiations to that period.

Now, the House bill, some of the House bills, I say all of the House
bills, limit negotiations to 180 days. If you do not have an agrement
within 180 days then you go back to what they call the best historical
period and the best year they had was 1966, so they limit the ad-
ministration to 196 and that is why our Secretary Rusk comes up
and says it is inflexible quotas. That is why Senator Javits calls it
inflexible. He has not read this bill. This is so flexible it will disappear
under this statement:

Notwithstanding the foregoing in the case of textile articles originating in any
country which has entered or hereafter enters, into agreement with the U..
governing the amount of textiles articles which may be Imported into the United
States from such country, the President by proclamation may increase, decrvase,
or otherwise limit the quantity of textile articles from such country which may
be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption in conformance with
such agreement. All determinations by the President and the Secretary of Com-
merce under thi section shall be final

Now, that is the thrust of this particular bill. It is drawn in con.
formance with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, GATT,
in mind. We did not just run off and get us a bill and write down some
words and throw it in and holler whoopee, we are going to get pub-
licity back home because "we is for textiles." We have been charged

with that nonsense but we have been working too long. The facts
belie the record. We have gotten some of the best tax attorneys and
counsel and amid this right straight down the gun barrel of GATT.
The Secretary of State, and he ha got to know better, he has got
many many problems, somebody threw this to him and he read it
quickly and talked. about the prohibition against quotas. The very
section he referred to as prohibiting quoas, article 1, also provides
for quotas. "Provisions oparagra I of this article shall not extend
to the following: (c) Import restrictions on any agricultural productimported in any form," referring, of course, to cotton and woolens.

So the very article there allows restrictions on those and in any
blend with manmade fiber-

The Cfunu . Would you mind reading that again I
Senator Houaxos This is on page 29, GATT, and we will file this

as exhibit No. 15, article 11, page 29, section 2, "The provisions of
paragraph 1 of this article shall not extend to the following sub-
paragraph, (c) import restrictions on any agricultural product im-
porte i any form."

Then it goes on, with all kinds of language of art in there to carry it
out.

(Exhibit No. 15 referred to, was made a part of the official files of
the Committee.)
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The C. That is agricultural products.
Senator Howwos. In any form and- -

The C"ARXAr. Would you call manmade fibers an agricultur
product!

Senator Houixos. No, air, but "in any form" meaning blended with
cotton and woolens. However, in article 19, manmade fibers does come
very definitely under this particular section. They put in a declaration
of intent, the signatories to GATT, that if as a result of unforeseen
developments, I am quoting: "any product is being imported into the
territory in such increase quantities and to threaten serious injury
to domestic producers, then the parties shall be free to suspend from
the obligation or withdraw." It is the intent that you do not ruin your
domestic industry and that was written into article 19, and we can
tell you now with the agility and the keenness of Japanese competition
that they move from commodity to commodity. When you have the
velveteens, they jump to corduroys and keep you jumping all around.
Now, that we have gotten to cotton they are jumping on woolens and
manmade fibers. That is article 19.

I refer also to article 21: "Nothing in this agreement shall be con-
strued, subparagraph (b), to prevent any contracting party from
taking any action which it considers necessary for the protection of its
essential security interest&"

President Kennedy called the industry vital. He quoted the Office
of Civil Defense Mobilization: "essential, second only to steel." Is this
good for national security I Are we in a war or not I

Only one minor advantage, if you want to call it such and that is
not a good use of words, but call it an advantage that the war in Viet-
nam is at the torrid zone, not the polar region. We could not provide
the woolens if it were in a polar region.

The New York Times in April-of this year carried an article men-
tionunw the Green Berets. They are manufactured in a little building
up in Canada. In one end of the building they are, making the Green
Berets aid in the other end of the building, they are g the
draft dodger That is in the New York Times, April. I will be glad to
go into that article.

But let me tell you spci ifclly how we aim this bill They say we
are oing toretaliate This bill has definitely got GATT in mnid. *
has irovsions of GATT in mind-artice t8. It provides for the
submission of a written complaint. If you think that wrong action has
been taken, you file your written complaint. And then article 22 says
that:

Each eoutraetng part shal accord symatmic conelderatloa and shall afford
adequate opportunity for consultation.

Suppose I am Japan. I have $420 million worth of textiles going
into the United States. My bill cuts them down $130 million. They
have got an $889 million favorable balance of trade. I am looking at it
as abusinesma. What I am going to do? Retaliate to begin with--oram I reay go' to take theprovsions provided under GATT I I am
going under GA'. I am ing to make my written complaint. I am
going to get a consultatioNIsun going to get me &n awmn",g me
bacX my $13O million worth. Isn't that what .am oing tod o urf I
amgomg todothat Iamnotgoingtolosethisg "Idfing. am not
goMg to get excited and kill the oose that lid the golden egg;
namely, the United States of America s trade.
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This bill says the Presidet can do that and it is asumed, of course,
the President then would fx into the agreement a provision like we
and Japan have ared to on the, subject Of cou*--a grwth rate. Our
bill provides for a in the growth of domestic 0onsumM.t in-
cream and it is amuimed that the President would writ, this into it,
so there would be no retaliation.

But to come up here with all of the ch e that you are likm bunch
of buccaneers, you are all banding tougher to ravish the economy of
America, settmg us back 20 years, spiral upwardL," "downward,"
"sudden action" and setting trade policy back 20 years. We resent that
type treatment. But we ae not surprised at it.

Mr. Chairman, that is the same crowd that fought President Ken.
nedy on the institution of his program, his national policy, which
President Johnson has enunciated i's his national policy. This is the
question before this committee.

I am a businesanan. And this is where I close One particular indus-
try invested $165 million last year. And others reach a crisis in invest-
ment decisions this year. We would rather not name these industries,
because they do not want to come up and testify to this kind of ac-
tion-but it came to me very dramatically having worked 8 years ago,
there were several in the industry who literally botered me to deAh
with letters and telephone call. When are you ging to do this, when
are you going to do that I I could not answer all tV calls and keep
up with the correspondence.

I did not hear from them when we started on this program; I asked
why. I looked into it closely and found out they have started oversas.
They have joined them. One fellow on the advisory committee with
the D~epartment of Commerce, supposing to regulate this things
good conscience, sad I cannot any longer. I am on the other side. He
quit the committee

And I am filing as exhibit 16 * list of those who have lion
oerse w ith :nmyour o Gmittee.

(Th li reere to fomows :)

S8uwm Foamx LecAuoxs or Pwrm= Owxum WzoLLr cmix P~Auv, xT Sinaux
AMW A Annau Axt Tzn'na NlmS

The B. V. D. Company, ln..........Bins Bell, !ne...........

Botany Industries, In....-----
Cuett Peabody and O., In -......

Cole of California-_... _....
Colonial Corporation of America.....

owne Brothwe & Co., Ic.......
Ferm Fit (Geneae, T.).
Win Gluein o t. __ .
M w. oomm ro ..............

ane Corpomtlon
Jantaen, Inc.

Jonathan Logan, Inc.. ......
Kayer-Roth Oor. .

Latin American Countries
Malt&, Spain, Canada, Cumba

BeisluM
]lnIan&
W. Germany, Sweden U.I., (anada,

Switueriand.
Netheriands.
Jamaica.
Canada.
W. Germmy, 8wede, U.K., Canada,

Veneuela.
PhiUpplaft
Jamaica.
Phiippines Bermuda
Canada, Aafrala.
Canada.
Canada, U.K, Azugralia.
Canada, U , Ireland, Venesuela.
Venesuda, Canada, an*L Latin Amne

leas CountruisI
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APO"
Liberty Fabrics of .
Lovable Brasier Co -------
The Manhattan Shirt Co.
Mcoregor-Doniger, Inc.
Peter Pan Foundamions, Ine_......
The Puritan Sportswear Corp......
Reliance Manufacturing Co.-....
Roes Marl* el- .
Spartans Industries, Ine........
White SW (Bantamac Corp.) ......

Aberfoyle Manufacturing Co.....
Beaunit Corporation ------
Berkshire Hathaway, Inc ........
Blgelow-Stanord, Inc.
Burubg I t n ....-.

Collins & Alkman Corp...------
Indian Head Mills, In .....
Johnson & Jobnsi._. ........
Th Kendall Co-

Reeves Brothers, Inc............
Riegel Textile Corp ........
J. P. Stevens & Co. ......
United lastic Corp.
United Merchants and Manufactuz-ars, hm ....... .

West Point-Pepperell, In.......

Celanes Corp. of America ......
K L DuPot De Nemours&o Ic...

Monanto Cbemical 0.......

Robin & Elhs Oft ... .....

Lus*E.
Canada, Panama. U.K.
Jamaica, Japan.
Belgium.France.
Belgium, Netherlands.
Canada, Panama.
Canada, Hong Kong
Netherlands, Maxic Chile, Both

Africa.
Hong Kon& Panama.
Austria.

Canada, Australia.
Israel, Canada.
Canada.
W. Germany, Italy, nland.
Mexico, Canada. Colombia, France, W.

Germany, South Africa, UJL
Or nada, Belgium.
U: dted Kingdom. Nigeria.
Twenty-one counties Msted.
Onada Mexic Areuna, Brasil,

Colombia, South Aftica, U.K
United Kingdom.
Canada.
Canada, Australia.
Nova scot Belgium

Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay,
Venesuela.

Italy, UJL

Canada, Mexlco, Oolombia, Venmlna.
Onada, Mexi oNetherlands.
U.K. Auetzalia, Argentina, Mexio,
3Ily.~~

Senator HOIL. Now, it is not in great mesre that they havefane overseas and that is to the credit of this dynic indu . They
6ve; come up they have modernid, 0n the bet productiongotten
the best relations. They are the fine industry in all of America, not
just my South Caroliia. But they are not bilanthropic or welfa
movements. They are bs for profit. key wi e 1 ough in-
duetr in the hometown to win the good l award or out.
standing citizen but when it comes to making a profit for their stock-
holders, they are going to have to join them if this committee and if
this Conre. s ys as a matter of national policy what the Stat. Do.
apartment is saying.

If on the contrary you say what Presidents Johnson and Kennedy
said and complete this program then they can stabilize and imaim their
investment--.one industry I had reference to invested. $18 million last
year. They will have abot $110 million this ar. Where do they in-
vest itI Some have inveed in Pbrtua, in Colombia, n nracts in
Hong Kong an in Japan. You know who did cal And thirinp
me back to our dis#ngVish ed swe- eat Ji, it the fit trade .
I helped organize theState ports ofSouth Parolina I gotathe
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bond issue and traveled to five countries in lAtin America and seven
in Europe building trade. I recently received a call from the port au.
thority in my own ometown. "What are you trying to doI" they said.
I said "Wha is the matterI" "You have gutted us," they said. I said,
"What do you mean P' "The greatest imports we have now is in
textiles," was the answer. I

Well, that was really news to me. I know some was coming in but I
did not realize that much. I said, "Well, if it comes between choosing
for the port and choosing for some 72 percent of industrial employees
in South Carolina, I will have to side with the textile worker," and
that is where we are.

Now Senator Javits and I both are interested in jobs, but he is in.
terested in trade jobs and port jobs and I am interested in textile jobs.
What would the industry do1 f you could get in your yardage in the

ray good&-s in one particular industry I talked to just last week-
if you can got it in 2 or 3 cens a yard cheaper and finish it here and sell
it here, then that is what you are going to do. And this entire industry
sitting behind me now is looking to really find out what this Congress
and what this administration's policy is. They have fought the good
fight. They have been in it. They have heard a)l kinds of rumors, have
been referred to and fro to thetariff Commission, this committee and
everybody else, but now they have got to get down to really d oing busi.
ness and they cannot compete any longer as the job losses and the rate
of iniportis into this country plainly demonstrate&

I will'be clad to try to answer any questions you have. I will file
my prepared statement as exhibit 17

(Senator Hollings prepared statement follows:)

STAUUTrw Of' 8R1420 EMiST Jr. U=0L4e BUORK TUS SiIAwu Ww.&xouR
OMN, i. O0TOSSM 20. 1967

Mr. Ohejrnan, much has bep sMi recently about the impact of textile Im-
port--the threat which thV p4 and tihe new dimensions of the problem which
they are creating.

But there is one dimension cf the problem. which norlts our most thoughtful
consideration. It is the most compelling reason for tht Institution of reasonable
controls ad sucfk imorts, and at the same fime It cowtate their most serious
threat.

The time is approaching and perhaps more rapidly than any of us suspect,
when the U.& textile Industry will be forced to make a basic and far-reaching
decision. The decision Is whether It will remain In this country; or whether It
will move oveinas, or be required to enter the Import market Itself. It has now
become uomlstalably clear that the depth, the breadth, and the diversity of the
textile Import pattern wilU determine the future size, character, and structure t
of the textile Industrial complex of this country.

On March 1st of this year, the distingished Senator from Rhode Island (Mr.
Pastore) made a propnetlc statement in the course ot his remarks on the tea- e
tile Import problem. He said:

"Dollar* and gold are huid and will find areas for adequate return. I am In V
terested In the hundreds of thousands of men and women who will lose their
jobs and who at ml4dle age or later And that their skills are usele" c

I ecbo these sntiments.
The textile Import problem really eelvee Itself Into. this basic lssue: Wil

U.& textile trade po l permit the domeste Indusr to survive and grow an
textile Marlxsea. Ito provide additional Jobs, t6 Increase Its captal IW t

a- tz lutotw to our eWmG00 in general; or will it r
eno the *fthag cd pe cdve cama abroad to sup* the U.S. market. with
the %=squopt 100s of Job% earngsand capital lnvestmat. I a word: Ar t
we to have a trade polly which balances this nation's International respond- U
blilties with the absolute need for a strong, dynamic U.. teatile Industy?
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The resolution of this issue Involves the greatest threat of textile Imports
For the textile ndustry, the decialon which It will be forced to make will not

be easy. In major part, It has elected to remain In this country. But this should
sot make us complacent. The sources of raw material are available overseas
The Incentive to move overseas certainly exists And the current situation pro-
vides a strong attraction for our Industry to import. Should the decision be made
that the advantages of operating overseas outweigh those of maintaining strong
domestic production, then It will be one not easily reversible. And It will have
far-reaching consequences for the nation as a whole.

It is Important hat we fully appreciate the factors Influencing this decision
and what It would mean for the Industry to conclude that its future In this coun-
try Is limits.

One has only to look at the trend of textile Imports to see that foreign coun-
tries can ship textiles to the U.S. In almost any quantity which they desire

Take the ten-year period 196W-87. Total textile product Imports have risen
from 600 million square yard equivalents to a current rate of almost 2.7 billion
equivalent square yards. This is more than 4 times what It was ten years ago.

Cotton textile product Imports are more than three times their 188 levels;
wool, 2% times; and imports of man-made fiber textiles an astonishing 15 times,

It past trends are any indication at the future, then we can look forward to
no let-up In the growth of textile Imports. And it in the rate of Increase In tex-
tile imports that is at t ecoreof this import problem
. If we could be assured that the future growth of imports would not usurp the

growth of U.S. textile markets or displace existing productive capacity, the Jobs
of those of us with an interest in this industry and Its emptoyeas would be much
easier. But we have no such assurances.

The textiles entering this country from abroad are coming la almost ex-
clusively because they are cheaper. It is. not a question of efficiency, for the
American textile worker has made the U.. textile Industry by far the most
efficient in the world. Foreign Imports are cheaper because they are produced
at wages that are Illegal in this country. And it is the low level of wages in those
countries which supply us the bulk of our textile imports that results In cosWt
and prices which tw U.. industry, despite the soperlor eaetncy of Its workers,
cannot meet.

Because of this, Mr. Chairman, we have the Ironic station of a textile trade
policy whieh has the practical effect of replacing the mo4t efci"At and produc-
tive textile- Industry anywhere, with les efficient ludustlea of the low. wags
nations. This Is the rkliculoua position tak a by our State DLeprtinent and he
Office of the Special Reprepentative for Trade Negotiations. Nothing could be
farther from our own, or, for that matter, from the natliza" Interest of those
countries whick are pending us such.tmendous volumes of textiles. ,

This is one at the elements which will certainly be eonalderei by the In.
dustry in Its decision. There is another fact which the lndwgxy will weigh also.

On May Z 1901, President, Joha , Kennedy announced what has since be-
come known as the Kennedy Seven Point Textile Program. Thia program- has
been reaffirmed by Preedent Johnson.

At the outset, we recognize and applaud the essential prts of this program
which have been Implemented through the efforts of both President Kennedy
and Pres!dent Johnson. That the program is soundly ceimeved as demonstrated
by the highly responsible manner In whick the textle industry has reacted to
the remedial action taken under It.

However, one very Important segment has yet to be fully effectuated.
Point six "directed the Department of State to arrange for calling an early

conference of the principal exporting and Importing countries." It went on to
say: "This conference will Peek an international understanding which will pro-
vide a basis for trade that will avoid undue dimption of established Industries."

Thus far this provision has produced only an arrangement covering trade in
cotton textiles. and that has proved woefully Inadequate in application.

At present we have only a piecemeal approach that merely shlfto tbe em-
phass from one type ofaimport to another.

The textile Industry has a right not only to expect, but to have global con.
trols on al types of text hnports--thekind at cogavk that pyevent te dW
rupion ofmarkets.

The Keinedy Prgram is 4 multi-fiber program Top administration officials
Pt the time of its announcement and subsequently, made that.emnnently clear
In numerou public anoents,
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On August A, 196, thins Senator John I. Kennedy wrote me as Governor oe
South Carolina detailing fully hi views on the subJect of teatile trade. Then
was no mistaking hs intentions Among otber thlng he amid:

"... It Is no longer pomible to depend upon makeshi polldes and plecemeal
remedies to solve the problems which the industry fte.... A comprebenIve
fndustr-wide remedy Is n.camia .... The outline of such a remedy can be
found in t report of the Pastore Coammittee."

nhe report ot the aoubwsnnte f the distinguished Senator from Rhode
Island, Mr. Pastore, of course, Included a recommendation that there be estab-
lIsh d a system of Import quotes by country and category on all testi articles

Those two base couideratons--the constantly rising trend In textile Im-
port#, coupled with the failure to Implement fully the Kennedy Prog-an-wll
be i determining factor in the industry's plans.

U.S. textile markets undoubtdly will expand In the futMre. What Is doubt-
ful is whether this market will be supplied in major part b a strong domestic
industry or by overseas production.

The growth of these markets can mean an opportunity for the textile Industry
to provide thousands oe additional jobs for a whole boat of skills in the very areas
where the need for Industry employment Is greatest. It Is Important to focus on
this point

In the Appalachian Region, for exampi, the tetile-apparel-Ser producIng
industries provide 27% of total manufacturing employment. In the State of
South Carolina the textile and textUle-related ndustries together account for
70% of Industrial employment.

We have heard much about migration trom Southern and boutheastan
states to Northern cties. We know from sad experience the problems flowing
from this movement.

If a solution to this migration and the problem Incident to It exists, It
to in the vision of Jobs to stem the movement of people from these Pow.-
ionsof the country. The textile Industry is now offering and can, to an
even greater extent, offer theme employment opportunities. But to do so It
must have confidence in Its future here It must be able to grow, for only
an expanding Indury can cmpete tor people, capital, and In all the other
areas that make up a dynamic Industry.

On the other hand, I the Industry concude that the philosophy of certain
mseaets of our &*verment--he Department of State and the Trade Nego-
tiators Office-Is to prevail, there could be a wholesale shifting to oversas
sources This would men the tranr to other countries of the Job opportunities
that would otherwise be available her And It would mean Investment of
American capital abr

Quite obviously this sort of decision would dietly and detrImentally afect
the more than two million puron employed in the textile industry.

But Its Impact would extend alao to:
-o m 6,0M cotton produces and their families, since two-thirds ot
the U.S. grown cotton crop is mweed only through the textile Industry.
-- more than 22A01) wool growers since all the wool produced in this country
moves through the domestic textile Industry.
-prduces of the mor than 800 million pounds of cornstarch consumed
by the textile Industry.
-- truckers because 90% of the textiles moved In this country are hauled
by truck.
--paper manufacturers to whom the industry pays over $0 million for
peeking material.
-power companies whicb supply the Industry over 16 billion kilowatt
bours of electric power.
-- textile machine manufacture who, In 19M6, sold the Industry $0
million worth of new eqv'upmt.
-constructin workers wbo built over $00 million wot of new btcliuties
In 19K
--a bot of others Includfrt baks, fsuran ompanes and other whieb

rvic the Industry.
We in the Congress have aw obligation to the nation and to the millions

of persons who derive their lacome, at least In part, from this Industry, an
obligfton to create the kind i clmate that courses the textile Industry to
pow and p ow.
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This can be accomplished through a qstin of reasonable quantitative limita-
tions on 6U textile article, Including man-made fiber. Such a program Is con-
sistent with textile trade polcy over the past thirty years. It would permit
a larse volume of textile trade and allow our friends overseas to share in the
growth of our domestic markets.

But of overriding importance, Mr. Chairman, It would prevent the appropria-
tion of our future market growth by low-wage foreign Imports. It would insure
that existing productive capacity in this country would not be reduced. And
It would permit the domestic textile industry to plan Its future In this country
with confidence.

The bill which I have oMed and in wich OT of my colleaue have joined
provides a reasonable solution. In fact, epeIme over Ing Years has deo-
strated that it in the only answer.

Before I close, Mr. Chairman, I must comment an one recant development.
On October 4th, the President requested the Tariff ommimlo to undertake a

factual analysis of the economic conditIons o the U.& textile and apparel ndup.
try and the Impact of Impurt on It.

My dlppointment with this action is no s . 1e facts and ooditio at the
Industry are already spread on the record. What other facts ar necemary? Ti
Is not the time for more study, for mor hearings but the time for action.

Presidet Kennedy on May 2, 191, said, "I believe It Is time for action." He
stated this after a three-month, extensive study by his Oabinst committee which
encompassed the Pastore Hearings of 1968, 1950 and 19L He eLatLd this after
specifeially rejecting the Tariff OCmlmlon's apprach and after the Tarif Cor-
mission had specifically rejected this Finance Committee's s da ou that It
study the problem. Sine* this time, no action has been had on the woolen ad
man-made fibor. We are already six years overdue.

NY slncere hope is that this study will In no way delay action by the Congress
on legislation.

The textile Industry Is rapidly appr the tinme when t must make a
deciou ou of ariss We In this Congress have a unique opportunity to play a
determinative role in the direction oC that dedloA Action on our part can be ot
I u bent to the textile Industry and Its emplore; to "A numbers
of other business and workers who supply and srvicee it; and to our nation
Inactlos by the 0ongres will at in motion te ;prse - deterIoratioa and
unemploymmt here at home.

With all the conviction Mt I can sa"int, my that we mus at and act nw.

The Czaw.Senator HoffingA you are cnietthat what you
have pDropwd here does not violate the Genev Arem on Triff
and Tadet

Senastor Hou o I am m wv; yes, sir.
The Cajnuxx. Both for the-defene rean and because it

involve&--
Senator Houtmrs. Numerous sections in GAT-
_The C1AMh (continuing). Other comiodities.
Senator HauW a. Article 18 requires that the quota sytm aim at

a distribiution of trade approaching as cloely as possible the sharm
which supplying countries might be expected to retain in the absence
of restrictions or quotas.

The CUAIU N. When the Seetary of State testified 2 days
that what we are talking about doing Uhe violates the Kteyn
round, I must my that sounded rideous to because I was
here when we p that bilL =Kennedy tol me perIo T
at that time t he had given a ee to de textile i'_ .Ve
was goin r to te that industry. He was nt go to let them be
run out ol bumness in their own maraew and he midho was goingto
do the same thing as far as the p ol induW1 r y was conoern-EdHe
was not going to se thin u e yd. w t o
in ares where competition and addionl ompetin ws ju ed,
where Amrican prduees were getting the worst of it and he did not
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inted that these two industries be driven out of business. So this was
part of the Kennedy round. That is how he the bill through 1
amme You heard about that, You were not in =orw at the timie

Senator HOLLMo Yes, sir.
The CHIRMAN. But you were Governor of South Carolina at the

time.
Senator Howwxos. We testified before the Tariff Commission and

the Gutlings committee.
The CHAIRMAN. You well understood as part of the Kennedy round

the txtile industry was not to be sacrificed on that altar of free trede,
and that he did do some things in the direction that you are seeking.

Senator Howaos. That is right. And they know it. They have tried
to avoid us. You do not get 68 cosponsors and the administration not
even discuss it with you. But they have not. They brought us in 24
hours--that is the first discussion the administration ever had with
us on the subject--24 hours after they announced the Tariff Com-mission approach and then they were dismayed that we would not
really put any faith or credence in the TariffCommission approach.
We know the Commission already said it could not do it to this same
Finance Committee. We know this is what we avoided with President
Kennedy in the ppeeent program and we know you are not going to get
any results from that particular group. That is why we are looking to
the administration to determine reall what is its policy.

The CHAIR A. Let us get back to this point about Jaan taking the
retaliatory action against the United States. If your bill were in ef-
fect, how much-assuming that it was administered they way it is in-
dicated-how much favorable balance of trade would Japan have on
textiles

Senator HouLNos. They have a $420 million balance now. This bill
would cut it about $130 million temporarily. I do not think the cut
would be anything but temporary. I think they would immediately
come in as this bill provides and sit down and try to reach an agree-
ment. President Kennedy wanted that national security provision, in
his seven-point 'program as No. 6 so that he could really force this
State Department and force the other nations to some agrement to
make them sit down and talk about it. And he used it and that is how
we got the LTA. I am trying to equip President Johnson and his ad-
ministration, our administration, with a tool to bring these folks where
we finally got them this morning. I understand that they are at least
going to talk today. We recently brought the whole Japanese Cabinet
over and they all had tea and what have you. I have not had any, but,
be that as it may, we finally got them Fere speaking.

Now, once we go ahead and get the quota they will sit down and
start agreeing. And while they Will be cut back temporarily $130 mil-
lion, I think even before the 6 months is over they will agree at the
present level because they pick back up $130 million. There would not
be any place to retaliate much to begin with, and it would be a viola-
tion of GATT. They are supposed to file a written complaint, supposed
to consult under article 21, and then the whole idea of the quota will
not be needed. That is why this approach was used.

The CHAMnMAX. If I understad your bill, it would state that the
President will seek to make agreements with these countries to pre-
serve the textile industry of the United States. Now, if he cannot get
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the agreements then quotas would go into effect. I take it that is the
idea.

Senator Houwues. Right.
The CADMA. As far as Japan is concerned they have got a

favorable balance-
Senator Housuins. $420 million in textile but $889 million in all

trade, which leaves them a net of $49 million.
The CHAuuN. Your bill says you come in and negotiate with us

and we will try to make an agreement with you, but-d-you are not
going to make any agreement, then here is what is going to ha pen.

Senator HoLwkm. Exactly, and they are going to agree. They are
going to keep what they have got. They are not going to lose anything
under the Hollings bill.

The CAIuMw. Let us assume they did not negotiate with us and
did not reach any agreement-how much favorablebalance would they
have if they refusedito talk I

Senator Hoi.uxS. They would have $420 million in favorable tex-
tile trade and lose $130 from before, leaving them about $290 million
in textiles.

The CHIAIMAN. Now, if they then said we are not going to buy any
rice from the United States and not goig to buy any wheat from the
United States, what could this country do!

Senator HoLos. There are many places that need wheat, Mr.
Chairman, and they need it. They are not going to cut their own noses
off to spite their faces. That is just not a practical approach.

The CHAIRMAN. It would occur to me if they said they ire going to
refuse to do business with us any further if that is the case we can say
we will not buy any textiles from you. ihve are things we can do. It
works both ways.

Senator How-os. That is correct; and then they would have t9
finally come to grips with the problem. They just finally came to grips
on cotton because President Kennedy brought them to grip and I am
hoping that President Johnson willbring them toqgrips I have got
in this record what they said, no, no, we are not even going to discuss

The CuAnum,. Let me just say that, as ar as I am concerned, I do
not blanie the Japanese at all for what they have been doimg,

Senator Houwios. No. They can say no and get by with it.
The CHAMXAN. If we are foolish enough to sit there and let them

take over our markets and do nothing else about it, let them run our
industries out of business , long asthey can continue that trend they
would be foolish not to. They are looking after their nation and they
have responsibility to their people. If I were them I would think thl
United States is pretty dumb that it does not do for itsjpeople what tie
Japanese are doing for theirs, but as far as simply saying what should
their national interest be, I would say the are pursiug their national
interest by selling to us all they can an9 up to now it has been good
business to do that.

Now, I think that you have a point about the e ports. Sometime back
was trying to do something about oil impota and I received a wire

f th Chamber of Commerce, New Orleansi sating in effect: "Oh,
my goodness, what you are doing here would restrain tad. We are all
for trade and we are for expanding it on whatever basis." I took a
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look at the oil dtuation. Here comes a tanker with a million barrels of
oil. When he puts that foreign oil in there we lose $250,000 that very
day for our school. We lose about $800,000 or $700,000 in wages plus
the profits on oil our own producers would have made, havn done
business, and people providing services to them. Also some fellow couldmak maybe. fe of $50 by loading that oil. Well, that is fine,
I am happy for the port to make the money but it is not much con-
pared to the rest of that oil we are taking back or that $8 billion. Actu-
ally, in Louisiana we would be losing almost $3 a barrel for the State
economy, of which roughly 10 percent would be taxes that they would
pay to the Stat&W So if you just put all thins in balance it works out
about the same way interest of the port, against the working people-
it is fine to unload the stuff at Charleston, but my guess a you are prob.
ably lI a hundred jobs forth one you are getting at the port when
they take your ind away from you.

Senator HOUJNS. Well, it is a national industry, Mr. Chairman.
It has proved that. It has-got 2 million workers directly e , it
affects 4millionjobs oveRA and we have lost on an average of 100,000
net loss, the last years You can use different figures at different times.
If we used an August figure, an actual figure by the Department of
Labor, 110,800 jobs werelost. But then the apparel industry-because
it fluctuates-omes in in Aust, puts in some 60, 0 jobs and the last
figure dropped to 8,400, but overall there has been a net loss. Those
statistics and that back grund will be given by others representing
the industry and is in my prepared statementbutlwant totryto
brui it before this committ as best I know how, the fact that we are
not lo g for any special privilege We have not designed anything
to cause a spiral upward, or back vrd, or set anygbs ek years
from any sudden action. It i part and parcel of President Johnson's
program. Everybody has ask m. do you think the President is going
to sign it? I think he will. He said he wants to implement this pro-
gram. I think that if we can get this through that he will sign it because
it puts complete trust in the administration and in the President to
negotiate any kind of agreement at any time.

There is no limitation asto how the agreement should allude back to
1 year nor is there a 180-day limitation, both of which are in the House
versions. We trust the Preeident. We trust the administration; but, we
know the President has "o too many other problem on his mind and
the Stat Department-is like delivering lettuce by way of a rabbit.
It just does not get to him. Luhter.] And we want to make sure
that this gets m some record sm atsme tinme

The CXM . It seems to me in view of the statements John
nn and President Johnson made it be appropriate to

send a bill down there that does seek to do ust about what those state-
ments said and then see if the President would sign it.

Senator H wr Let us reason together.
The 3 x. Any questions I
Senator Anderson I
Senator Am oxor. How many do you say are in this bill, 68
Senator Howiros. Sixty-eight cosponsomr.
Senator ANmDuor. When did they send up the bill ?
Senator Homwos. The bill was introduced on May 18 and over the

past 4 months they have joined up. We have had 80-some sponsors
since the first part of August.
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Senator AiDE z. I was going to warn you, you had better be care
ful because we had a bill one time with 80 signatures on it and we knew
it was dead.

Senator HoLLbos. Yes, I know that. I have been told that. And that
is why we are here just fighting as hard as we know how. We are not
taking anybody for granted. But we do believe we can get a vote, get
it passed through the-.S. Senate.

Senator Goaz. That bill with 86 signatures, including the majority
and minority leaders, did not have enough support even to get out of
the committee.

Senator ADiwo. I was worried a little bit about that. Your bill
has textiles. What about other bills coming up here, like oil I

Senator Houaxos. I am not faimilar wit the merits of those cases.
Senator Aimeox. Steel ?
Senator Hou os. But I am sure they do have merits. Steel does.

I have studied part of that. I am cosponsor of it.
The CnAIuMr. Senator Williams I
Senator Wiui u. Mr. Chairman, recognizing there are many wit.

nesme waiting and other amendments, I will pass at this time.
Senator TALmXJE. I congratulate you and your statement sir.
Senator HoLuJvos. Thank you, sir.
Senator Goa. No questions.
The CAMwuw. Seiator Dirksen I
Senator Dicau. Mr. Chairman, let me say first of all, Mr. Hol-

lings, there is only one question basic qution, that I want to raise.
The General Agreement on Trade and ariffs, commonly referred to
as GATT, came into being in 1948. Well, now, it runs in my mind
that year the then administration sent up a bill for the creation of
the International Trade Or ization ad it went to the Foreign
Relations Committee of the House. I think it died in the committee,
as I recall it. They would not have any part of it. Then, in the follow-

Syear, maybe later, they came up with the Oanion for Trade
Cooperation, which went to Ways and Means, still another bill having
substantially the same objective. It called for congressional delegation
of authority over foreign commerce to an international group. They
may have gotten out of committee but it never got out of the House.
The next year it was never reported by Ways and Means. But, here
is an executive agreement and GATT is an executive agreement.

Now, I cannot find anywhere that that displaces in any way or
supervenes the power of Congress to deal with foreign trde and
foreign trade policy regardless of whether there is an international
executive agreement or not. Do you share that view ?

Senator Howiro.& I do share that view, Senator.
Senator Dnmsz. Frankly, I tried to be a little careful about the

other countries so that we cannot be charged with bad faith, but I
noticed with interest what you recited about the GATT agreement,
because I found the same thing. There is nothing in that agreement
that ties our hands so far as negotiation is concerned.

Senator Howmos. The LTA is in conformance with GATT and that
is an agreement between 31 countries on cotton and that is all that
we are trying to do with this, get 31 countries to agree on woolens
and manmad fiber •
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Senator D= zF.. And when the.question was raised whether in
respect of nontariff barriers such as income rebates and subsidies and
frontier taxes and that sort of thing, the countries over there gener-
ally pleaded that all these were in conformity with GATT. And yet
there have been restrictions on trade. And yesterday with our col.
league, Mr. Javits, I tried to make the point that when all is said
and done, the European Economic Community, the Common Market,
was nothing more than a mass-protection agreement. I do not know
how you figure it any other way.

But the essential point I am trying to nail down, because when we
attended the Cabinet meeting yesterday or the day before, and I was
privileged to attend that meeting-a lot of people around, of course,
but they held up their hands to say, why, you are violating GAIT.

Now, I believe that under the administration of John Foster Dulles,
when he came before the Senate and the Senator from Colorado prop-
ositioned him some about the question of GAT?, he said, where do
you get your authority ? He said, we get it from the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act, and then he backed up on it, on that matter, and
finally said, oh, this is an inherent right that we have. Yes, that the
President has that inherent right.

I do not believe the President has that inherent right-
Senator HoLLINGS. Under article I, section 8, it goes to the Congress
Senator Dmz. Any more than the Attorney Gpneral should

advise a President of the United States that he hcd an inherent right
to seize the steel industry. There is no such inherent right. Oh, he can
enter into an Executive agreement, but, how does lie enforce it if it
calls for a surrender of a power given solely to Congress by the Con-
stitution.

Now, this is a little tussle perhaps, between the execItiie branch of
Government and the legislative branch but we had better start getting
pretty clear on where the authority lies and whether we hiave authority
so that these deceptions of the people come to an end. But it is so easy
to put it out on the front page, "it isgoing to violate GAIT." Well,
let us know once and for all whether it is in violation of that general
agreement or not. And frankly, I do not believe it is.

Senator Hoiuxos. I agree with you, Senator, but assuming even if
GATT was to be heeded, we have drawn our measure to conform with
the various articles.

Senator Dmzr.-E. Yes; I do not believe that that ought to be ignored
but on the other hand, I do assert and I shall continue to assert that
when there is a heavy impact upnm Ohe well-being of the America=
economy, the Congress has a responsibility to take a look and see
whether there is a remedy for it, one that is fair and equitable to all
concerned, and my interest is after all a matter of fair share, fair
share of our own market for us and a fair share for others, and that is
what we have got. to ascertain.

Senator Houaxos. Thank you, sir.
The CnuutuA. Senator Hartke I
Senator HAR'=i. No questions.
The CHARMAr. Senator Harris I
Senator HALs. No questions.
The CHAIRtMAx. Thank you very much for your statement, Senator.

I was reminded that I should miqumi about this matter by the staff.
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Senator Dirksen was right when he was sugesing tha actually thiscountry is not a member of the GATT. w have never
ageement here in the Senate and I believe that one reason we did

not do it was that we feared that some day GATT might become an
oranization controlled by less-developed countries who might try to
dictate policies to the developed countries, and we have something
similar to that in UNUTAD, the United Nations Committee for Trade
and Development. Generally speaking that organization tries to force
policies upon the developed nations which would mean higher prices
for the commodities that they produce.

Senator HOwxos. The same &s the Geneva accord in 1954. We did
not ratify that either but we are its biggest booster.

The Cvu uxA. So, we are a provii&al member of it and it is fine
for the Secretary of State to come down and say this is unlawful and
we are breaking the law, but the Executive has no power to ma any
Executive agreement with anybody that would preclude Congres
from passing an act and making it the law. And furthermore, the
Executive has no power to enter into any agreement that sets up some
supranational policy organization which can override the laws of this
land. He does not have that authority. You know that; do you not?

Senator Hommuw. Yes.
The CuImAX. So, while it is fine to conform to it if we want to,

GATT is no treaty that this Nation has subscribed to. We are a pro.
visional member of it and that is as far as they would ever take us in
there, so we can abide by it if we wantto, and if we do not, we do not
have to.

Thank yon very much.
Senator HoLwm(o& I appreciate your listening. Thank you.
Senator Cmu s. Senator Thurm6nd.

STATEXENTOF RON. IflSO M XOND, A UL& SU-AT0U FR0
TH STATE OF SOUTH CAROLXNA

Senator THuaxoNm Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee-
Senator Cums. Senator Thurmond, we are delighted to welcome

you here We know of your interest in the hearings now going on and
your excellent work in this field in the past, and we will be glad to have
you proceed as you choose.

Senator THuRMOqD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am a
cosponsor of the beef amendment and a number of other bills before
Ihi acmmi t.. but at this time I shall my just a few words on textil
and in order to save the time of the committee, if it 's agreeable, I
would ask that my full statement be put into th. record andl[ just take
about 2 minutes now.

Senator Curs Without objection, so ordered.
Senator T o o . This committee has a unique opportunity to

bring back a semblance of reason and reality to our foreign tiade
structure. It is unfortunate that the Senate does not more often asert
its authority in the area of foreign trade. The r nsibility of this
body is a dual one-to advise and consent to treaties bearing on foreign
trade, and to pass on legislative proposals dealing with foreign trade
matters
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All too often our responsibility has been met, if at all, only in a
passve way. It is encouraging for me to see the Senate seize the initia.
tive and propose to take action on its own.

I lend my encouragement to you on the committee and urge that you
approve the textile quota legislation. And I might add, Mr.-Chairman,
the is quota legislation on the other items that are before this com.
mittee. The situation is an urgent one involving the livelihood of many
thousands of American workers. The textile midustry is experiencing
a severe slowdown, even before the Kennedy round reduction in tariffs
becomes effective.

Textiles were operating at 86 percent of capacity in August of 1967
compared with 97-percent capacity in August of 1965 and August of
1968. Inventories are extremely hig among the textile industries in my
State, and throughout the Nation.

The need for acion is apparent, and I urge this committee to take
the appropriate steps, on be-half of the textile industry, which ranks
second only to steel in importance to our national defense.

I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee,
and my full statement will go in the record.

Senator Currs. Senator Bennett I
Senator BEXN1xrr. I have no questions. I am delighted to have our

colleague appear before us and having had a chance to look through
his stalf t, I am sure it bears the same stamp of candor and oh-
ectivity thathis verbal statement has made.

Senator TuRmoND I wish to thank the distingished Senator.
Senator CA IoxN. I have no questions. We appreciate your appear.

ance very much.
Senator TuuaxoxD. Thank you very much.
Senator Curs. Senator Thurmond, we do appreciate your appear-

ance and it is hoped that your various interests will have the consid-
eration of the committee.

Senator Tmuwmom. Thank you, sir.
(The complete prepared statement of Senator Thurmond follows:)

STATammT ar Hor. Smu Tammozn, A U.. SahiArOS VON TEZ STAn Or SOUTER
CAaoui*. Baou xATs Fixic Coxrrm is Sunpour or Tzurnz IMrow
QUOTA Lus Ntarow

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I welcome this opportunity to
appear before you and testify in favor of much needed legislation to place rea-
sonable restrictions upon textile Imports. I express my appreciation to the chair-
man and to the members ot this committee for scheduling this series of bearings
and providing an opportunity for those of us so concerned with the future of one
of America's most basic and important industries to discus Its problems and
their solutions.

1, for one, wish that It were not nemry to come before tais committee and
testify In support of a legislative proposal designed, at best, to preserve the
status quo for the domestic textile Industry. It Is Inconceivable to me, and ap-
parently to many others, that the welfare of this essential Industry and the
many thousands of employees dependent upon the Industry could be imperiled
by shortsigbted foreign trade polices We all believe in truly reciprocal foreign
trade. which beneits both parties. At the same time, no one expects any country
to sacrifice one of Its most basic industries on the altar of unrestrained and
unrestricted free trade. Yet, this is precisely the situation facing our domestic
textile Industry today. It Is not an entirely new situation, but the reductions In
textile tariffs agreed to at the recent Kennedy Bound In Geneva hav given
the problem a new perspeTve.
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A little historical summary appears to be In order. It was my privilege and
pleasure to serve as one of the original members of the Spval Subcommittee
on Textiles of the Senate Committee on Commerce. The subcommittee, which
was established In 196 held mat hearings and issued reports concerning the
economic condition of the domestic textile Industry. The early and detailed work
of the textile investigating subcommittee was response, in larg measure, for
the negotiation of both the Short-Term Cotton Textile Agreeent and the Long-
Term Cotton Textile Arrangement

Initially, neither the Short-Term Cotton Textile Agreemomt nor the Long-
Term Cotton Textile Arraugemeut provided the assistance that the Industry
and others concerned with industry problems had hoped. They did provide the
machinery, however, to work out a suitable solution to the cotton textile Im-
port problem with rigorous enforcement and administration. '[he LTA, or Long.
Term Arrangement, which is a purely voluntary agreement between the United
States and the chief cotton textile Importing countries, provides the basic pat-
tern for the textile proposal now pending before this comnttee. The textile
proposal you are now considering M many advantages over the long-term agree-
ment. First and foremost, It proposes to deal with the whole broad range of tex-
tile manufactures rather than single out one segment of the industry, as did the
MA with cotton. The need for an approach of this nature will be later
documented.

Second, being a legislative approach, It does not depend upsam the voluntary
agreement of the importing countries, although it does recognis, a ueed to allow
them to participate In any possible expansion of the United Stites market.

Third, the proposal recognizes that COngressional action on the subject Is both
warranted and necessary of the textille Industry Is to continue I, be healthy and
the contributing factor to our economy that It should and can be.

The textile Industry Is of utmost importance to the United Mtate., and par-
ticularly to the State of South Carolina which I have the pleasure to represent in
the Senate. In South Carolina, the textile and related industry is the largest single
employer, providing more thun 180,000 Jobs. This is In excess of t o thirds of the
labor force employed In Industry In the State of South Carolina. While an un-
restrained fSow of textile imports into the United States has a marked effect upon
our economy, the balance of payments situation, and employment on a nation-
wide basis, It naturally has a more concentrated effect In the State of South
Carolina. The sharply rising volume of textile Imports posee a real and present
danger to the future growth of the textile industry and places In peopardy the
gains which were made In the years that the Lmq-Term Textile Arranmet
proved efrctive.

The situation at the present time is somewhat different than it was in the late
fiftles and early sixties, The trend In the countries providing the major amount
of Imports into the United States is such that the textile Impor problem has
taken on entirely new dimensions. The statistics reveal that since 101, the rate
of growth of imports has far exceeded the rate of growth of our domestic textile
and apparel market. During that period of time, textile Imports have tripled, while
United States' textile and apparel production has grown by only one third.

The chief concern In the early sixties was with cotton textiles and apparels.
Since that time, the textile Imports finding their way to the market in the United
States are now of the multi-fiber varlety-cotton, man-made, wool, and blends.
As an example, let us examine the situation Id the man-made fiber and man-made
fiber textile-appared segment of the industry.

In the past four years, Imports of man-made staple fibers, filaments, and yarn
have Increased by 144 percent on a quality basis and by 133 percent on a dollar
basis. nip" increased only 1 perc nt 6a a qu Utty basis aud 3 parnt on a
dollar basis during this same period. As a result, the man-made fiber industry
lost a healthy piece of its domestic market to Imports and at the same time
lost a sizable part of the export outlet for Its production. Our nation lost
$42 million of Its hitherto favorable balance of trade in man-made fibers alone.

The picture Is even more extreme In man-made fiber textile mill products and
apparel. On a quantity basis. Imports have shot up by 274 percent during the
past four years, while exports have virtually sood atlL On a dollar basis, Im-
ports of man-made fiber textile manufactures and apparel roe by 248 percent
during the past four years, while exports Increased only 21 percent in value
during this period. As a result, our balance of trade In theme products deteriorated
by $18U mllon and the nation wound up 1906 with an absolute trade deblit of
$44 million In man-made fiber textile mill products and apparel.

D-46"81-.Tpt. 2-
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When you put man-made staple fiber and filament yarns together with man-
made fiber textile mill products and apparel, our trade balance has shrunk from
a favorable figure of $224 million In 1062 to only $43 million In 1968. In com-
bination, imports of thepe products shot up by 210 percent since 1962, with ex-
ports rising only 12 percent.

By mid 1966 this great flood of man-made fiber and man-made fiber textile
mill products and apparel was too much for the domestic market to absorb. The
total domestic and import supply so saturated the market that It softened to suh
an extent that textile mills cut back the number of shifts worked, reduced the
number of hours of employment, and even furloughed employees.

The man-made fiber producers were also severely affeeted both by the direct
effect of imports of these products and by the loas of sales of fiber to their textile
mill customers whose markets were disrupted by the tide of fabric and apparel
Imports. From mid 1966 to the end of the year. there occurred a loss of 39.000
jobs In the man-made fiber textile-apparel Industry group, and such major fAber
producers as duPont and Monsanto announced a sharp loss of earnings for the
year.

The problem here Is the virtually unimpeded aces which foreign-produced
man-made fbers and textiles have to the United States market. What Is obviously
needed-and needed urgently-i some effective control over the rate of In-
crease. It must be kept within bounds so that the market can absorb both domestic
output-increasingly shut out of foreign markets-and a reasonable share of
Imports.

The problem in thin segment of the Industry will be severely aggravated when
the cuts negotiated In Genera during the Kennedy Round come into effect.

The situation In the man-made fibers portion of the industry i used merely
to illustrate the breadth of the problem which import rgliation covering the
whole broad range would remedy. Tariff cuts In all areas of textile products
have been negotiated and will become effective in graduated steps over the next
few years. The effect of these tari cuts will be felt all acros the Industry.

White the cotton segment ot the textile Industry has had some beneft a a
result of the LrA, they have by no means been immune from the problems created
by excemive Imports. In 1 the cotton balo equivalent of cotton textile product
Imports passed the one million mark-a rise of approximately 300,000 bales
over the 1966 leveL Although there t an absolute quota on the Importation of
unland type raw cotton imports the quota does not extend to textile products
manufactured from cotton. The United States is importing almost 5 tim as
much seml-finished and finished manufetured cotton textiles as the quota would
allow, If all the Imports came In as upland type raw cotton.

I mentioned previously that in exess o two thirds of the Inustrial employ-
ment in the State at South Carolina Is in the textile and related industries. South
Carolina produces on an annual basis 25 percent of the cotton, synthetic, and
silk fabrics In the nation. The State also produces 42 percent at all the cotton
cloth n the nation on an averagp awul basis.

The problems in the textile indr.ry will be felt nationwide They will be felt
with particular severity In the ftate of South Carolna and In the other textile
producing states. This is a matter of preserving present Job capacityand roeat-
Ing new job capacity for the expanding work force. An Increase in imports at
textile products means an export of textile employment from the United States
to the country where the lmportsigiat

I am concerned that, when we speak ot this problem in terms ot cold statistics,
we nay lmos sight of the fact that It is ultimately human lives with which we
ar dealing Every additional yard of textile fabric, or yeve additional item at
tzUije apiaare en t ag tW United tatw market from abroad, reduces the Job
opportunities for workers In the United States.

This committee is to be congratulated for showing an awareness of the prob-
lems involved. I urge you to take favorable action along the lines ommeded
by the Textile Investigating Subcommitte In Its March, 1981, report: that
•Quotas on textile mill products and on garmmts and apparel and on man-
made fabrics, staples, filaments and flamet ya be established by country and
category at product."

The CHnMA. Now, the next is Hon. Halbert X Jones, American
Textile Manufacturers Inttut&
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STATM 0P KALBUA T L 10NES, MEURICAN TEXTILE
XMUACTURER INSTIUT

The C.max~r. I believe you have a group with you. Do you have
some people who want to *join yuI

Mr. Joxu. Yes. May i introduce them as I get to them ?
The CHAIR AN. Yes.
Mr. Jos. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, let me first

of all express my appreciation and those associated with me for the
very dee interest your committee is taking in these problems of for-
eign trade and the privilege iven to us to appear before you. I am
Balbert Jones, president o11t averly Mills, Iurinburg, N.C. I repre-
sent the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, of which am
a past president and also the immediate past chairman of its inter-
national trade committee. My appearance today, however, is on behalf
of the entire textile industry of the United States as that term is used
in this testimony. We have furnished a copy of our testimony to the
committee and marked as exhibit 1 of that testimony is a list of the
trade associations which I have the honor to represent. There are 28
of those in number. And the scope of the membership covers the entire
industry. Representatives of many of these associations are here today
and I ask permission of the committee to introduce them to you, if
I may.

For the National Cotton Council Mr. William L. Lanier, president
of the Georgia Farm Bureau, producer and director of tieNational
Cotton Council; Mr. J. Banks Young, Washington representative of
the National Cotton Council; E. Fontaine Brown, president of the
Manmade Fiber Producers Association; Eugene L -Stewart, Wash-
ington counsel for that association. Mr. Fred-Dent, president, Ameri-
can Textile Manufacturers Acuociation; Mr. R. C. Jackson, executive
vice president; and Dr. Buford Brandis, international trade director
who is here with me Mr. Merrill S. Robie, executive vice president oi
the Columbia Rope o., chairman of the executive committee, Cordage
Institute; J. M. 'hambers, Washington representative of that insti-
tute. Mr. Morton Darman, chairman of the National Association of
Wool Manufacturers; Ed Marsh, executive secretary of the National
Wool Growers Association. Mr. Fulton Rindg^, Jr., c of the
Northern Textile Association and Mr. Willim F. Sullivan, who is
president; Carl Priestland, counting economist, American Apparel
Afanufacturers Association; James J. McAvoy, director of research,
National Knitted Outerwear Association.

Thome ire nindlbta-fl..y .ihe,, here Pia-eieted ith 4her2l ef the _1
groups whose names I do not have and if we may, we would like to
complete that record when this testimony has been completed.

Deferring to the chairman's request and recognizing the great time
pressures under which the commniittee is operating, we have under-
taken in this single presentation to represent the views of the great
variety of sectors in the many-faceted textile industry of the United
States. But at the same time, we trust that this integrated statement will
not cause your connuittee to lose sight of the many who would like to
express themselves artely, but who are unanimous in supporting
the views represented here.
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While the National Cotton Council will present a brief statement
separately, I am authorized to say that it strongly supports Ieg ilative
acton to establish effective controls on imports of textile articles. The
council favors action which will establish and maintain specific quanti-
tative controls on imports of textile raw materials and product thereof
at levels which will not usurp cotton's current markets and their future
growth.

Mr. Morton Darman will testify on the wool textile import situation
on behalf of the National Association of Wool Manufacturers and
the National Wool Growers Association.

On behalf of the Cordage Institute which represents virtually all
U.S. rope producers, I am also authorized to express its concurrence
in this stateent. The Cordage Institute is submitting a statement for
the record which discusses t position and suggests that any legis-
ation dealing with imports of textile articles clearly include cordage
products since such products are considered a part of the textile
industry.

Depending upon the context, the term "textile industry" can be
given various means We wish for it to be understood that in this
appearance we use the term "textile industry" to mean all establish-
ments engaged in the production in the United States of "textilearticles."

The term "textile articles in turn, is defined in the legislation pend-
ing in the Congres to include wool tops' cotton, wool, and manmade
fiber spun yarn; manmade staple fiber, filaments, and filament yarn;
and f a artl, and all other textile manufactures whether of
cotton, wool, or manmade fiber or a combination or blend of these
fibers with each other or in combination with other fibers.

Unless the context of our remarks otherwise indicates, the data
which we shall present in this testimony are intended to encompass
the"textile industry" as we have just defined it.

The trade asoiations for which I appear are united in their sup-
port of the enactment of egislation to accomplish equitable control
of access to the U.. mark by foreign suppliers of textile articles.
That is the purpose of the Holings bill, which has been so ably
presented by .Sen r Hollings and cosponsored by 68 Senators. Thereare also pendir in the Hous, addrse to the same purpo, the
Mills/Lanrum/Dorn and similar bills (H.R. 11578 and similar bills
introduced by Mr. Mills and 180 other Members of the House).

There is a vast background of study of the textile import problem
by the Congress and the executive branch of the Government. Begin-
nu; more than 30 years apo at the time of the establishment of our
reciprocal trade agreement policy with the recmmndatim tn
President Rooevelt of a Cabinet committee, of which Secretary of
State Cordell Hull was a member, the principle has existed that it
is both desirable and necessary to control exCessive textile imports
when they are seriously affecting the domestic industry. In the Truman
administration during which th General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) was dveloped, a tariff quota was negotiated on woven
wool cloth, which became effective upon a 5-percent import penetra-
tion of the domestic market. The Eisenhower administration took
similar action in negotiating quotas on importing of cotton textile
products from Japan for the period 1957-81.
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In 1981, President Keney estalished his seven-point program
of awsistance for the textile industry in which he directed te State
Department * to get the best possible relief, not only for cotton
but for other fibers. The all-fiber approach was taken up by the
Senate Subcommittee on Textiles, chaied by Senator Pastor, which
held a number of hearings and issued a number of reports on the sub-
ject. For example, as in its earlier reports, that subcommittee in a
report of September 24, 1 ,aa in recommended "the adoption of
an all-fiber approach to the yegulation of textile import4. Such an
approach was contemplated in President Kennedy's ttle pror
announced in Ma 1961. Unfortunately, it was only partially impl.e-
mented b the Gil; cotton textile arrangements and the bilateralsnegotiated thereunder.

The textile import problem would not have reached the advanced
and distressing stage which confronts us today if an all.fiber approach
had been promptly implemented by a truly effective international
agreement embracing wool and manmade fiber textile articles, as well
as tton textile products, or by bilateral agreements or unilateral
action as so many of our trading partners in the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have done, or through the enactment
of legislation similar to that now pending in the Cone. .

These actions were conterporaneous with this Nation's execution and
implementation of GATT and hence deemed consistent with the valid-
ity under GATT of special measures to prevent market disruption and
domestic ijury from softly rising imports of textile articles. TMis
GATT-cra history in the textile area shows that the purpose of the
pending legislation, so consistent with its history, is likewise onsistent
with our undertakings under GATT.

There is no need before this committee to stress the importance of
the textile industry but I should like to cite just a very few figures.

Employment in the textile industry in July-August 197 totaled
2,4.58,W workers directly.

Wage and salary payments to textile industry employees as of
July-August 1967 are at the annual rate of $11A9 0,0. A this
committee is well aware, U.S. textile industry g are the highest
in the world. To illustrate, in 1966 the garage houfy erns of wage
earners in textile mills in the United States was $198 by comparms
with 66 cents for men in Japanese mills and 54 cents in Italy. For
apparel, average hourly earning were $L8 in the United States com-
pared with 32 cents in Japan; while in manmade fiber manufacturing
the average was $2.71 in 1968 in the United States compared to 81
cents in Japa and 58 cents in Italy.

Ot hcr =, ,ditrcs by the te ti., indur.7 .nelude the fM!wino:
Fuel and power purchases in 1967 at an annual rate of $420 million.
Tax payments to State and local governments m 1967 estimated at$1.131 million.
Federal income tax payments in 1967 estimated at an annual rate of

$828 million.
Annual expenditures for plant and equipment in 1967 at the rate

of $1,451 million.
Gross investment of the textile industry in property, plant, and

equipment as of the second quarter of 1967 about $18,696 million
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T he value added by manufacture b the textile industry in 1967
is at an annual rate of ibout $AM, million.

The statistics I have Just state which do not include the entire
effect on the economy of the Nation-omitting, for example, purchase.
of raw materials and transportation costi-- onstrate that the textile
industry is an industrial complex of tremendous size and importance
to the national economy. '

Textile products, including appa , carry priorities of tremendous
importance. uder normal peacetime conditions and particularly in a
situation of national emergency. They are a prime necessity in war.
time both for the military any for essential civilian usesmcluding
not only ordinary items of daily consumption but a great variety of
goods in industry, in manufacturing process, or as components in
production of o products. Without these basic items other war
essential industries would gid to a halt.

The textile industry's kY role in the Nation's defense system Is
most recently illustrated in Vietnam. The annual rate of deliveries of
textile fabrics to the U.S. military forces in 1967 is 241.8 million
pounds. This represents nearly a sixold increase in the rate of deliv-
eries compared with just 2 years ao.

Only a diversified textle industry healthy in all areas can supply
a US. Military Establishment which is equally diversified in its tex-
tile requirement The erosion of different textile industry segments
by imports, as well as the depressing effect of a constantly expanding
overa._ total of imports on an unregulated basis, is not consistent with
our military responsibilities.

The influence of the textile industry on the Nation's economy is
widely distributed throughout the length and breadth of the land.
The mdustry's 2.4 million employees are distributed among 33,000
establishments located in 45 States. This remarkable diffusion of tex-
tile manufacturing actively throughout the Nation has special sig-
nilcance in your committee's consideration of the textile importproblem . I INo ln of tl4 Nation is more acutely affected by the textile im-

polt ;To1en than that area which has been the object of special con-
gre.o4, solicitude, namely, Applachia. A belt of counties sur-
rounding th Appalachian region and which are important to
economic development within e region are similarly affected. Na-
tionall, textile dustry employment accounts for 13 percent of all
manufcturing jobs, but in the Appalachian region 4s a whole 26 per-cent Qf all manufacturing jobs are directly in the textile indusry.
If we exclude the counties in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio
which are part o the App4!jhi a, region, 41 percent of all manu-
.acturingp in remainder of the region are directly in the textile
industrv. In al,. the textile indu..r supplies employment for 453,000
residents of the Appalachian reon.

Further, if the-toudaries of the Appalachian region am extended
by 50 miles, it will encompass establhments in the textile industry
accounting for 1,022,000 jobs--nearly half the total direct employment
in the textile industry

The same factors which result in the early choice by developing
countries of textilt manu"acturig i a source of employment for
their citizens apply in equal measure to the creation of job opportuni-
ties in the less-deyloped areas of the United States.
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Your committee ham under consideration legislation, the purpose
of which is to provide for the regulation of imports of textile articles
O as to achieve equitable access to the US. market for domestic and

foreign suppliers of such articles. The need for such legislation is
dramwicasly indicated by the increasing deficit in foreiin trade in
textile artices Imports of textile articles, in dollar terms increased
by 101 percent during the period 1960-88 in comparison with an in-
crease In exports of only 5 percent. Our Nation s balance of trade
in textile articles declined fiom a slim surplus of $00 000 in 1960
to a whopping deficit in excess of one-half a billion dollars in 1968.

In terms of the quantities of imported and exported textile articles,
we find that in every ywr except 1961 durinthe period 1960-67 the
United States has sustained an absolute deficit in its trade.

In terms of quantities, imports in 1966 reached 9.9 percent of the
domestic consumption of texle articles in the United States. This
ratio has shown a steady increase from the level of penetration of
6.1 percent experienced in 1961, the year when the current textile
imprt program was inaugurted.

In 1966, if the textile articles imported had been produced in this
country, there would have been required 253,803 jobs to produce
an equivalent volume of goods. During the same year, the textile
articles exported generated approximately 142,82 Jobs. Hence, the
net impact of foreign trade on the U.S. textile indwitry can reason-
ably be said to have been a net loss of nearly 111,000 jobs in 1966.

Over the past 10 years employment in thie textile industry has in-
creased little more than 1 percent a year, while average hourly
earnings have increased at the rate of about 3 percent a year. Output
has increased considerably, but imlorts have more than doubled dur-
ing this period. In addition, domestic output declined abruptly in
1907, anl the major cause for this recession has been the great in-
crease in imports which occurred in 1966.

Net profits, after taxes, expressed as a percentage of shareholders'
equity, for those sectors of the textile industry for which FTC-SEC
profit data are available, has shown a precipitous decline. RMiing front
the level of 6.3 percent for the average of 1958-60, this ratio reached
11.8 percent in 1965, a reasonably respectable ratio. It dropped
slightly in 1966 and then sharply to n annual rate of 6.5 percent based
on the results of the first two quarters of 1967. By comparison the
ratio for all manufacturing industries in the early part of 1967
was at 11.8 percent.

Thus, under the impact of the circumstances described in this
testimony, the earnings performance of those sectors in relation to
fhlaeholdars' ivestme4 dropped by 45 percent between 1965 and
19607, returning io the' approximate iev el of the average of v5twK-,
a period of acute economic distress for the entire textile industry.

In 1967, imports are being received at an annual rate of 88T.2 mil-
lion pounds, and domestic consumption of textile articles in fiber
equivalent pounds is running at an annual rate of 9,206.2 million
pounds. Therefore, imports represent 9.6 lrcent of domestic con-
sumption thus far in 1967, about the same rate as experienced in
1966. The ratio for cotton textile products was 5.2 percent in 1961
when the GATT cotton textile controls were ;nstituted.

This measurement of import penetration demonstrates the serious-
ness of the textile import problem. Further, it is important to stress
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that the imports on a fiber equivalent pound basis have increased
by 90.5 percent between 1960 and 1966, while domestic consumption
has been rising more slowly, at less than half the rate of increase
of imports.

The current 1967 level of imports means a substantial displace-
ment of jobs, estimated at 246,000 which would otherwise exist in
the United States with the attendant loss to the Nation of the economic
effect of payroll alone of $1,150 million, as well as capital expenditures
and other expenditures which would be related to the production now
covered by ma t level of imports. We in the textile industry believe
that these losses of employment and economic activity in the Nation
are so great that action should be taken by the Congress without
delay to control this situation by a system of import regulation which
will allow the domestic industry to share on a fair and equitable basis
with imports of textile articles in the present and future 1'.S. market.

In the complex textile industry the solutions to trade problems
lie not in the doctrinaire free trade position nor in the protectionist
urge to reduce substantially or eliminate imports. Rather the solu-
tions lie in moderate, balanced, and middle-of-the-road approaches
which permit increasing but controlled access to growing markets by
those who would export to us, while preserving for an efficient do-
mestic industry its opportunity to continue its growth and enlarge
its employment. Actions to accomplish these objectives can readily
be administered as demonstrated by LTA experience, and the results
would surely be in accord with our Nat-ion's best interests.

A fact great importance in your consideration of the need for
positive law to establish equitable regulation of imports of textile
articles on an all-fiber basis as was recognized as necessary by Sen-
ator Pastore's Textile Subcommittee in its 1959 report and reiterated
of imports in the manmade fiber sector is greater than in the cotton
producing capacity around the world. From the late forties to the
midsixties, such capacity has increased by 182 percent in the United
States, but in the foreign free word by 400 percent, and in the world
as a whole by more than 300 percent.

Manmade fibers can be utilized on most of the existin, spinning
and weaving equipment for natural fibers. This characteristic of the
fibers means tha all nations producing textile products have a capacity
to utilize manmade textile fibers and to produce manmade fiber textile
products in the fabric and apparel constructions which are popular
in the U.S. market.

The rapid present and projected growth of manmade fiber pro-
ducing capacity in developing, as we]l as the developed nations, has
profound implications for the future composition of the U.S. import
trade in textile articles. It is evident that the recent rate of growth
of imports in the manmade fiber sector is greater than in the cotton
and wool sectors of the textile industry.

The Food and Fiber Commission has projected per capita fiber
consumption by type of fiber for the Unit6d States and other nations
of the world through the year 1980. This projection indicates that the
share of cotton in the per capita consumption of textile fibers in the
United States will decline from 65 percent for the average of the
period 1959-61, to 41 percent in 1980. Wool will decline from 8 per-
cent to 5 percent. Cellulosic manmade fibers (rayon and acetate) Will
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decline from 17 percent to 14 percent, but the share of per capita
consumption accounted for by the noncellulosic manmade fibers will
leap from 10 percent to 40 percent.

Whether or not the projection made by the Food and Fiber Com-
mission of the per capita consumption of manmade fibers by the year
1980 is fully verified by the passage of time, it is obvious from the
trends already established that consumption of manmade fibers in
relation to that of other fibers will continue to increase and, accord-
ingly, that a major and increasing proportion of the import problem
in textile articles will relate to manmade fibers, with cotton and wool
textile products continuing to be substantial factors in relation to
that problem.

Tho U.S. textile industry is faced with extreme difficulty i ines-
ing its participation in the world market for textile articles.

During the period 1960-88, U.S. imports of textile articles in dollar
terms increased by 101.8 percent, while exports rose by only 5.2
percent.

The inability of the U.S. textile industry to achieve any cant
increase in its exports is due to a variety of factors over which h neither
the industry nor the U.S. Government has any real control.

Not only do U.S. textile export prices reflect the higher costs associ-
ated with our standard of living, but the nations of Wester Europe
impose frontier taxes and other charges which make export by the
United States difficult. Japan exercises tight control over imports of
textile articles competitive with Japanese products, and neither the
United States nor any other of the principle textile-producing coun-
tries of the world are able to export any but token quantities oF textile
article into Japan. For instance, in 1966, the United States shipped
$11 million worth of textile articles to Japan and imported $487 millionworth from J apan..

Many of the principal foreign textile-producing nations of the world
also subsidize, or promote, the production, for export of textile articles
through systems of bounties or grants in various forms European
nations resmved the rirM under artiele XXXV of GATT to
quantitative limitations on imports from Japan, as they Imilarlymit
imports from other low-wae nations of Asa. The effect has been to
shunt goods into other markets, patcurly the United S tate and
thus tend to limit the United States to is own doestic market as the

rincipal outlet for textile articles produced by the US. industry.
For these reasns, the U.S.ttile .industry cannot look to world

markets for the oftfal of textile articles which are displaced from
the U.S. market by the swiftly rising tide of low-cost imports from
Asia. The domestic market r the prina oeelie for textile
articles produced by the US. textile n

The urgency of import control when market penetration by foreign
cotton textile products reached 5. percent of the do i market
was clearly recognized by the Kenney administration and ignfcant
action was taken r the GATT long-term cotton te e arranxi-
ment in an attempt to prevent market disruption and allow he 11F.
textile industry to share in the future growth of its domestic market.

The experience of recent years proves conclusively that import
controls are needed on textile articles of wool and manmade fiber as
well as of cotton. The dimensions of the overall textile import threat
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now far exceeds that which existed in 1961 when the original GATT
control action on cotton textiles was taken. Technology and market
developments in recent years, strongly reinforced by the import trends
in manmade fiber textile articles, together with the import levels in
cotton and wool textile products, imperil the welfare of the entire U.S.
textile industry complex.

Indeed, more effective action than that set in motion by the Ken-
nedy administration in 1961 with respect to cotton textile products
is now required on an all-fiber basis. The action proposed in the pend.
ing legislation is a way to assure that the textile industry will be
able to make its critically important contribution toward the national
goal of full employment, with particular reference to the special prob-
lems of Appalachia and other poverty areas of our country.

Tariff cuts made on U.S. textile articles in the Kenedy round
just concluded makes action called for by the pending legislation
even more urgent, for the vast increase of textile imports to date has
developed under the existing higher tariff rates which we have now.

The pdin legislation recognizes the trends in fiber consumption
in the United States and the foreign worlds it recognizes the rapidly
developing capabilities of other nations oi the world to produce a
growing volume of textile articles of manmade fiber as Well as of
cotton and of wool textile products for export to the United States
and other developed markets. This legislation has as its central con-
cept the spirit of equity and justice to both domestic and foreign
interests

The U.S. textile industry is the most efficient in the world with
huge annual expenditures for new machinery and research. Modern
textile technology is available, however, over all the world; and hence,
the U.S. industry cannot be competitive in its home market with
the very low-wage producers overseas. Therefore the U.S. Govern-
ment urgently needs to take substantive action as provided in the
pending legislation to regulate access to this highly important textile
market by beneficiaries of th *et age legal anadhronism that it is
perfectly proper to violate the air Labor Standards Act beyond the
12-mile limit.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting us to make this presenta-
tion, and I would like: for Dr. Darman to make his at thii time, if
it is agreable to you, for the wool manufacturers.

(The prepared statement, with attachments, of Mr. Jones follow:)

S9ftAUrT Or HALtRr M. Jo0Is oN BZRAIW Or TuS U1nrin SnS TXM=. ! . INDUSTZ~R Y

Mr. chairmann and members of the Oomnittee: I am Halbert K. Jones, Prest.
dent of Waverly Mills. Inc., of Laurinburgj North Carolia. I represent the
American Textile Manufacturers Institute, of which I am a past president and
aim the Immediate past chairman of Its International Trade Committee. My
appearance here today, however Is on behalf of the entire "textile Industry" of
the United States as that term In wed In this testimony.

I furnd4 for the Gommittee a lat. nArked "Exhibit I", of the trade associations
for which I appear and the scope of their memberships. Representatives of many
of those associations are here with me, and I ask permission to, Introduce them to
the Committee.

Deterring to the Chairman's request and recogzlaing the gre~ time pressures
under which the Committee is operating, we have undertkes in this single pree.
entation to represent the views of the great variety of sectors In the many-kaceted
textile Industry of the United States. But at the same time, we trust that this
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Integrated statement will not cause your Committee to lout sight of the many who
would like to express themselves sejmirutely, but who are unanimous in support-
lng thi views represented here.

I am authorized to say that the National Cotton Council, in behalf of those who
produce, handle, and process raw cotton and cottonseed, strongly supports legis-
lative action to establish effective restraints on imports of textile articles. The
Council favors action which will establish and maintain specific quantitative
controls on intports of textile raw materials and products thereof st levels which
will not usurp cotton's current markets and their future growth. While the
Council Is not scheduled to testify, It is filing a statement for the record which
coven its positions in detail

Mr. Morton Darman will testify on the wool textile import situation on behalf
of the National Association of Wool Manufacturers and the National Wool
Growers Association.

On behalf of the Cordage Institute which represents virtually all U.S. rope
producers. I am also authorized to express its concurrence in this statement. The
Cordage Institute Is submitting a statement for the record which discusses Its
pmition and suggests that any legislation dealing with imports of textile arldes
clearly Include cordage produce since such products are considered a part of the
textile industry.

DRvIsm'roN or TIE "T2 EX'T INDUSTRY"

Depending upon the context, the term "Lextile Industry" can be Xiven various
meanings. We wish for it to be understood that In this appearance, we use the
terw "textile Industry" to mean all establishments engaged In the production in
the United States of "textile articles."

The term "textile articles" in turn i defined In the legislation peading in the
Congress to include wool tops; cotton, wool, and man-made fiber spun yarn; man-
made staple fiber, filaments, and filament yarn; and fabric, apparel, and all other
textile manufactures whether of cotton, wool, or man-made fiber or a combina-
tion or blend of these fibers with each other or in combination with Qther fibers.

Unless the context of our remarks otherwise indicates, the data which we shall
present in this testimony are intended to encomm the "textile industry" as we
have Just defined It.

POSITION OF TEE TXfl/ I=NUaTRY ON TAX ENDINGG, LGI5LATIOg

The trade asnolations for whioh T appear are united In their support of the,
enactment of legislation to accomplish equitable contr of aces to the U.L
market by foreign suppliers of textile articles. That is the purpose of the Holling
bill pending In the Senate (8 1796, cosponsored by 68 Senators). There are also
pending In the House. addressed to the same purpose, the Mllls/Landrwu/Dorn
and similar bills (HJLFL 31578 and similar bills Introduced by Mr. Mills and 180
other members of the House).

AoKGWooCNOr W =2T"gBNUs IMPOST PaOS/BM

The textile industry Is grateful for the Initiative shown by this Committee In
scheduling hearings on pending legInlation to achieve ordely trade In textile
*rticles through the use of flexible Import quota& This initiative comes against
a vast background of study of the problem by the Congress and the Executive

B3rach of the Government:
L More than 80 year ago during his first term of office-the period In which

the original Reciporocal Trade Agreement policy was instituted-President
Roosevelt, conscious of the disruptive effect of imports on the U.8. textile Indus-
try, directed that a study be made of the situation with recommendations for
remedial action. The Committee which conducted the -study was composed of
the Secretaries of State, Commerce, A4giculture 4ad Labor. It Is particularly
significant that the author of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement concept, Secretary
of State ordell Hull, was a member of this Cabinet Committee whleh recom-
mended In part ".•. that tO deal with this special situation recent Imports of
cotton textile products from Japa] steps be taken to control these ImportA pre-'
ferably by means of a voluntary and friendly agreement with Japan on limita-
tions of shipments of cotton products to the American market" Hence the record
is clear that concurrent with the inception of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement
policy of our Government, and deemed consistent therewith by the onignators
of that polic, there was established the principle that It In both desirable and
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necessary to control excessive textile Imports when they are seriously affecting
the domestic Industry.

. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was developed dur.
ing the Truman Adminlstration. That same Administration negotiated a tariff
quota on woven wool cloth under GATT which provided that when imports
exceeded 5% of domestic production, the tariff on Imports of such articles would
be substantially increased.

& The Eisenhower Administration, 1958-1960 invoked the terms of the Geneva
reservation on Imports of woven wool cloth, and It negotiated voluntary quotas
on Imports of cotton textile products from Japan for the period 1957-1901.

4. During his campaign for the Presidency, Senator John F. Kennedy wrote
to Governor HoUngs of South Carolina on August 31.1960-

"a..a I green . . that sweeping changes In our foreign trade polices are
not necessary. Nevertheless, we must recognise that the textile and aplarel
industries are of international scope and are peculiarly susceptible to com.
petitive pressure from Imports.. .A compehensve industry-wide remedy
is necessary."

5. Shortly after his Inauguration, President Kennedy followed up on that
statement and appointed a Cabinet Committee to undertake a continuing study
of the problems of the textile industry. In accordance with the recommendations
of that Committee, President Kennedy established a seven-point program of
assistance for the textile industry which included a directive to the State De.
partmait through a conference o the principal textile exporting and importing
countries to seek by agrement a basis for foreign trade In textile articles that
would avoid undue disruption of l Industrie. Under this mandate,
the Short.Term and Long-Term Cotton Textile Arnm ts were negotiated
for the period 191-167, including bilateral arrangements thereunder, and an
extension to 197&

& Regettably the Instcins of President Kennedy to the State Department,
communicated by letter dated June 80 1i6L, to Senator Pastore Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Textiles at the Committee on Commerce of the Senate, "to
get the best possible relief not only for cotton but for other ibers" were not
accomplished.

7. The Committee on Commerce of the Senate has maintained a standing Sub.
committee on Textile. This Committee, which had held previous hearings largely
with respect to the problems of cotton and wool textile products, held further
hearings during the period 1961-1968 concerning the problems of the textile In-
d . In three further reports of its findings issued by the Committee, It Is
dear that It took up and agreed with the all4ber approach initiated by President
Kennedy In 1961:

Its first report, issued March 14, 1961. recommended that "quotas on
textile mill products and on garments and apparel, and on man-made fiber
staple, laments, and filament yarn, be established by country and by cate-
gory of product."

The Subcommittee's second report, Issued April 2, 1962, taking note of the
cotton textile arrangemet, urged the Executive Department "to adopt an
all-fiber approach to the regulation of textile Imports."

'In Its third report on September 24, 168, the Senate Subcommittee on
Textiles found that the Long-Ter-, Cotton Textile Arrangement "has caused
Increased pressure on other sector of the textile Industry from Imports of
man-made iers or blend," and it again recommended "the adepton of an
all-fiber approach to the regulation of textile Imports."

The textile import problem would not have reached the advanced and
distressing stage which confronts us today Ift the Subcommittee's advice had been
prortly Implemented by a truly effective international agreement embracing
wool and man-made fiber textile articles or by bilateral agreements or unilateral
action as so many of our trading partners In the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GAIT) have done, or through the enactmentot legislation similar to
that now pending in the Cogress.

These action were contemporaneous with this Nation's execution and Imple-
mentation of QhTT, and hence deemed consistent with the validity under GATT
of special measures to prevent market disruption and domestic Injury from
swiftly rising Imports of textile articles This GAI -era history in the textile
area shows that the purpose of the pending legislation, so consistent with this
history, Is likewise consistent with our undertaking under GATT.
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IMPONTACM @9' TUB TRZTILU INDUCT 70 ToR NATION" SCOOMY

Very briefly I should like to sketch for you the main dimensions of the textile
Industry's importance to the national economy. In doing so I shall Indicate on
the basis of the latest avalla:le Government and industry data, and projections of
those (ltsa ta the current period based on informed estimates, the present level
of activity in the textile industry. (The detail and source of thee data are
shown In the statistical appendix to my testimony.)

Emploumweo in the textile industry In July-August 1967 totaled 2,48,800
worker.

Wage and sahlry payments to textile industry employees as of July-August
ltS? are at the annual rate ot $11.279,00,000. As this Committee Is well aware,
U.S. textile industry wages are the highest In the world as indicated by 8tatistlel
Appendix Table 1.

Fwcl and powmr purchases by the textile Industry in 1967 are at an annual
rate of $420 million.

Tao payolm s to Stage and local gor-ervmets by the textile industry in 1907
are estimated at $1,131 million.

Federal fmvme ga payments by the textile industry in 1967 are estimated
at an annual rate of " million.

Amiual cipendturee for plea emd equipmeat by the texUl* Industry In 1M6T
are at the rate of $1.451 million.

Oro## Eatenws * of the tetffle industry is property, piW, sad equtpcMs
as ot the second quarter of 196? is about $1M,0 million.

The value edded by mausifooture by the textile industry In 1967 Is at an
annual rate of about $1695 million.

The statistics I have Judt stated, which do not include the entire effect on
the m.onomy of the nation (omitting for example purchases of materials and
tranmortation costs), demonstrate that the textile industry Is an industrial
cOmilex of tremendous sine and Importance to the national economy.

MILITARY IMPOSTANCS OP TnB T&ITIiX INDUSTRY

It hardly appears necessary that we restate the dfemse essentiality of textile
arti'les. Textile products including apparel earry priorities of tremendous
importance under conditions of national ewerpms and re a prim, necessity
in wartum both for the military and for emential civilian uses, including not
only ordinary items of daily consumption but a great variety of goods in
Industry, In numufacturing process, or as component In production of otber
products. Without these basic item other war esentiAl Industries would grind
to a halt.

The textileindustry's key role in the Nation's defense in is most recently
illustrated In Viet Nan. Datense production by the textile industry has bew
stepped up aMarply as a result of the confit them

The annual rate of deliveries of textle fabric to the U.S. military forem
In 1967 i 241.8 milion pounds. This represents nearly a sixfold increase in
the rate of deliveries compeed with jus tao years ag.

Only a diversified textile Industry healthy In all ares an supply a U.&
military establishment which to equally diversified In Its textle requirements.
The mslon of different tnutile Industry segment by Imp se a well as the
depressing effect Of a constantly expanding overall total of Imports on an
unregulated basis, Is not consistent with our military U1o8ib6ities

IMVOSTcXNO OF TUB YMUU IXWVWTR TO AffALA&MIC A" M NATION

The influence ot the textile industry on the Nation's economy Is widely
distributed throughout the length and breadth of the land. b. industry's 2.4
million employees are distributed among 88,000 esldmnts located In 45
States. This remarkable diffusion of textile nmanufacturing a.tivlty throughout
the Nation be* spcisi Isnimace In your C4mmitte'sa comr devlsoa a the
texvtlle Import problem.

The Industry Is so widely distributed and so Important to the gret majority
of the States in the Natiou that the harmful elect of the sharply rising Import
tide cannot be loallied or restricted to particular areas of the country.

No region of the Nation Is more acutely affected by the textile Import problem
than that area which has been the object ot special g- v -o l oclltude,
namely Appalaehia. A telt of counties IM"ru tho laehian Region and
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which ore important to economic development within the Region are similarly
affected. Nationally, textile Industry eiuiploymeat accounts for 131 ereent of
all manufacturing Jobw, but in the ApIlachian Region as a whole 26 per-ent
of all manufacturing jobs are dlrv-tly in the textile industry. If we exclude the
counties in New York, Pennsylvania. and Ohio which are part of the Alpmlachian
Region. 41 percent of all manufacturing jiAs in th re mnalihr of the Kegion are
directly In the textile industry. In all, the textile industry supplies employment
for 47k%(00 residents of the Appalachian Region.

Further, If the boundaries of the Appalachian Region are extended by .0
milem., it will encompass establishment in the textile Industry nevounting for
1,022,000 Jobe-nearly half the total employment In the textile Industry.

The same factors which result In the early choice by developing countries
of textile manufacturing as a source of employment for their eltisens apply
in equal measure to the creation at Job opportunltleo In the less developed
areas of the United 8tate&L Mron the data I have given It must be evident
to you that the textile Industry is of major importnce to economic development
programs for Appalachia.

TUX Tl ZL INDUURlTUX T

Your Committee has under consideration legislation, the purpose of which Is
to provide for the regulation of imports of textile articles so as to achieve equi-
table access to the U.S. market for domestic and foreign suppliers of such articles.
The need for such legislation Is dramatically indicated by the Increasing deficit
In foreign trade in textile articles. Imports of textile articles, In dollar terms,
increased by 101% during the period 1960-06 In comparison with an Increase
In exports of only 5%. From slightly more than one-half billion dollars In 1960,
imports of textile articles Increased to more than one billion dollars in 196&
Export remained relatively stagnant between the $500 and 600 million mark
during this period. As a consequence, our Nation's balance o trade in textile
articles declined from a slim surplus of $400,000 In 190 to a whopping deficit in
excess of one-half a billion dollars in 1968.

Thus far n 1967 Imports have maintained the annual rate of over $1 billion
while exports have dropped sharply to the annual rate of $400 million. As a
consequence it Is Indicated that the foreign trade decit In textile articles will
rise above $00 million In this year.

If we reckon our balance of trade In textile articles in terms of the equivalent
pounds of fiber represented by the imported and exported textile articles, we
find that In every year except 1901, during the period 190-07, the United States
has sustained an absolute deficit In Its trade

In terms of these physical units, Imports In 1968 reached 9.9% of the domestic
consumption of textile articles in the United States. This ratio has shown a
steady Increase from the level ot penetration of &1% experienced In 1961, the
year when the current textile Import program was Inaugurated.

USR IMACT OI ADVMM MoRMN TRAMS 1MD ON nMUX TUM? XN TIM TD*

In 1960, the net balance o employment due to U.& foreign trade In textles
was a deficit of 1630 Jobs. That Is to say that the employment equivalent of
Imports exceeded the employment equivalent of exports by that amount, By IMS
this employment deficit from foreign trade had risen to U1O6 Jobs.

In that year, If the textile articles imported had been produced In this country,
there would have been required 258, Jobs to produce an equivalent volume of
goods. During the same year. the textile articles exported generated approxi-
mately 142.827 Jobs. Hence, the net Impact of foreign trade on the V.9 textile
Industry can reasonably be Paid to have been a net Ione of 110,976 jobs In 1906.
The loss is moderately lower In 1967 at the current rate, but still close to the
100.000 Job los mark.

In evaluate as Just stated, the Impact of rising Imports and declining exports
on employment In the textile industry In the United States, we have measured
by mill consumption ot textile fibers the relationship between total employment
In the textile Industry and production o textile articles.

The mill consumption of textile fibers Is an Indication of activity at every
level ot the textile Industry, though It directly measures only output in the-
textile mill products sector o the Industry. The Sow af materials through the
textile Industry comtex from Aber to fabric to apparel and other fished tsxti-l
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articles is necessarily related to the consumption of the basic unit of textile
material, the fiber which becomes the basis for the fabric which, in turn, be.
comes the basis for apparel and other finished textile manufactures.

B# relating the mill consumption to total employment in the textile Industry, it
is possible to derive an indication of the amount of textile Industry employment
associated with each million pounds of mill consumption of textile fibew. When
this factor is then applied to the volumes of imports and exports, also expressed
in terms of the pound equivalent of textile fibers contained in the textile articles
moving In foreign trade, an approximation of the U.S. employment counterpart of
the Imports and exports can realistically be derived.

The impact of adverse foreign trade developments on employment in the
textile industry in the United States may also be expressed by Indicating that
the Job displacement by Imports has risen 85,640 Jobs (that Is. by 5.%), 100-
1908, while the Job creation due to exports has de-lidt4 8.410 Jobs (that is by
53%). This accounts for a net adverse change In employment due to foreign

trade, from a deficit of 10,30 Jobs to a deficit of 110,976 Jobs (that Is by 5M.5%)
during this period.

Other measurements of the Job displacement by textile imports have been made.
Recently, the American Textile Manufacturers In titute retained two inter-
nationally known engineering firms to measure the emlo-yment impact of 1906's
textile-apparel import level Their determination of the U.S. manpower require-
ments to produce these Items, on a product category-by-category asi, asduming
a 40-hour week and a 50-hour week work year, Indicates that a minimum of
198,700 Jobs are reflected in the 196 level of import. If allowance is made for
jobs In sales and the application of "easy care" finishes prior to importation, the
1966 Job equivalent of textile imports, as determined In these separate studies.
would have been very considerably In excess of 200,000.

These studies, which did not include the Job Impact of man-made fiber Imports,
corroborate the measurement of Job displacement due to imports of all textile
articles which I have presented In this testimony, and for which data are pre-
sented in the Statistical Appendix.

BASIC TENDMS IN ECONOMIC A(YUVITY IN Tilt TEXTILE INDUSTRY

During the past ten years, employment in the textile industry has iacreased
little more than 1% a year. The average hourly earnings of txtile industry
workers have Increased at the rate of about 3% a year. while the number of man.
hours worked per employee has remained relatively stable, rising slightly less
than 3% during the period.

This analysis is based on a comparison of the 1967 annual rate with the
average of the years l96-19Ufl. The Indistry'o output Increaw,,d during this
period to 1908, rising 41%, but imports more than doubled during this period.
Moreover, domestic output has declined abruptly In 1967. The Fderal Reserve
Board's index of production for combined textile mill products and apparel
declined by about 8 index points, and the Federal Reserve Board's index of pro-
ductlon of man-made fibers declined by about 22 Index points.

A remarkable price stability has been experienced, with the wholesale price
index for textile articles as of June 1907 at 101.6 compared with the average
of the 195I-190 period of 100.3.

An Indicator of recoglsed merit in forecasting textile Industry business
performance is the ratio of inventories to unfilled orders at the mill level. A
rising ratio forecasts and reflects textile industry business trouble. This indicator
has been forecasting deterioration in both the cotton and man-made fiber textile
products areas for many month.

For cotton grey goods, the ratio has risen from 0.19 in August 106 to 0.88 in
August 1967. For man-made fiber grey goods, the ratio rowe from 0.26 in July
1906 to the disturbing level of 042 In July 196. The trend, taking Into account
Intervening changes over the year, has thus bepn one of market weakness

The earnings of those sectors of the textile industry for which FTC-SEC
profit data are available, as measured by net profit after taxes expressed as
a percentage of sales and as a percentage of net worth, have remained well below
the average of all manufacturing industries throughout this demad& The earn.
wings ratios roe slowly, net prits after taxes as a percent of sales from 1.8%
for the average of 1958-1900 to &1% In 196M There then set in a decline in
earnings, the ratio dropping to &0% in 196 and to 2.6% In 1M based on the
results of the first two quarter. The all-manufacturIng ratio was &6% in 1M
and &1% In 1967s first half
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Net profits after taxes expressed as a percentage of shareholders' equity
for those sectors has shown a more precipitous decline. Rising from the level
of 68% for the average of 1958-1960, this ratio reached 11.8% in 1905. Then
it then dropped to 11.7% In 1906 and sharply to an annual rate of 6.5% based
on the results of the first two quarters of 196. The all-manufacturing ratio
meanwhile dropped only slightly, from 15% to 11.8%.

Tho* under #h* S mmpo# of She iumtetee described n istle testimony, the
esmitte perform.se of those *ors in reltl#os to ahereholder' ftreSrment
dropped bi 4S% between 19065 und 1967, retuning to the approlmate lepel
of the average of 1958-1960, a period of aoute eowso destrese for She enttre
teetme iustrV.

It Is important to attempt a measurement of the extent to which imports
have penetrated the domestic market, dislodging the sale of an equivalent vol.
ume of domestlally produced merchandise. The Committee Is familiar with
import penetration ratios. In the case of woven wool cloth, the Geneva rew
ervatlon negotiated during the Truman Administration used the penetration
ratio of 5% as a trigger point for an Increased duty on U.S. Imports during the
balance of the year. When the Short-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement was
negotiated under the auspices of GATT', the import penetration in cotton textile
products was 5.2%.

An approximation of the degree of Import penetration can be secured
through using physical units. For this purpose a conversion of all imports of
textile articles into pounds of fiber equivalent for comparison with the domestic
consumption of textile articles In pounds of fiber equivalents will supply an
acurate Index of the share of the U.S. market for textile articles accounted for
by foreign suppliers.

In 1067. Imports are being received at an annual rate of 88T.2 million pounds,
and domestic consumption of textile articles In fiber equivalent pounds is run.
ning at an annual rate of 9,2062 million pounds. Therefore, Imports represent
9.6% of domestic consumption thus far In 196T, about the same rate as ex-
prienced In 196.

This measurement of import penetration demonstrates the seriousness of
the textile import problem. Further, It is important to stress that the imports
on a fiber equivalent pound basis have ncreasl by 90.5% between 1960 and
1966. while domestic consumpUon has been rh 4n more slowly, at less than
half the rate of Increase of Import--8 .

TM DSP CUN gr o or zxoa of ITMPORT OucisLM: TUE 2 XW oa
EQUITAUL 3SuLATION Of ?UTUN QUWTU IN 9sUON IMPOATS

If we take the relationship of employment to wag and salary payments,
fuel and power purchases, and capital expenditures for the textile industry
at the current rate In the year 196T as a reference point and relate to that
economic structure the impact of imports ot textile articles on employment
an developed in StaUstieal Appendix Table 111-2, we can with reasonable
accuracy estimate the impact of the Current level of imports on this complex
of economic activity supplied by the textile Industry to the Nation.

On this basic, the current level of imports equal to 87.2 million pounds
fiber equivalent represents, by displacing that amount of U.S. production, a low
of 246642 U.S. Jobs and a loss to the Nation of the following dollar inputs:

MW~E.

Payroll -----. ..----------------------------. $1, 15.4
Fuel and power purchases --------------------.-.. 44.4
Capital expenditures ------------ ------.. .-.- ..---- 177.4

We call the Committee's attention to the fact that this economic Impact has
doubled, 190 compared to 19(/196T. Had we achieved some method of Import
regulation during the period 1960-196 which would have held the growth of
imports of textile articles in proportion to the growth of the domestic market,
we would have reserved for the benefit of our Nation additional textile industry
Jobs of the approximate order of 128,000 and dollar expenditures by the domestic
textile Industry of the approximate order of $7OO million over and above the
present rate of operation of the industry.

We in the textile industry believe that these lomese of employment and economic
activity in the Nation are so great that no further delay should be experienced
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in action by the Congress to a(ieve control over this situation by some xytem
of import regulation which will allow the domestic Industry to share on a fair
sad.e'quitable hasis with Imports in the future growth of the U.S. market.

The pending legislation would use as a refereniv point for Import quotas the
level of imports experienced during the period II1-1II. It was during this
spun of years that President Kennedy Intended to achieve an all-fiber regulation
of Imports of textile articU. la diretives to the 8tate Department in this re-
gard were nta at-luplisbed.

It was during the first half of this period, in the years 1961, 19012, and 190&,
that the tulxuuitte on Textiles of the Heuaste Committee on Commer", on
the basis of public bearing, repetedly reported and recommended that Import
regulation of textile articks be promptly acleved oa an aU-iber bass throuo
the use of quotas. Megrettably, thee re dtions were not acted upon either
by the ixeutive or by the Congrww

The rapid growth of imports of man-made fiber textile articles and the con-
tinued higb level ot import penetrate of wool textile products which occurred
during the period lO1tl-lfik, an well an the austantial growth ot Imports of
(ottoau tetie products, even under the Long-I Cotton Textile Arrangement,
should not be allowed by default to eceiae a permanent vested Interest by In-
pIorters in the U.S. market. It is reaonable for the Congress now to esal#h by
legialatIon base period quotas, as provided in the pending legislation, with refer-
ence to the level of Imports during this period. Suck an approsab &lows to the
importeru a isubautial hare of the Iaereawee which occurred during that period,
but offers to the dome tic iudutry an opportunity for restoration of an equitable
position In the aUffe.ted 4etors of the dumeste market.

Certainly there eluuld be no outcry against a *ysten of import regulation, such
an in envisaged by the' pending legislation, which al ws the Executive Branch
flexibility In the eeabUishment of country and commodity quotas, permits the
P1redent throutgh trade agreement utwodation to enlarge the quotae of individual
countries to aeet unanticipated problema which may arive affectng the trade
of toum countries., and which extends to the dometie industry an opportunity
for partIcipation in any future growth of the domestic market.

As shown by the data in Statistical Appendix Ttble IV, the average annual
dollar value of imports of all categroles of textile manutactures, on an f.o.b.
U.S. port basis, for the period 101-1966 Is $1.6 billion, an amount 2.1%
greeter than the average annual imports during the reference point of 198-1*0t
On this s-ore, the period elected as a quota base is generous to We supplying
countries.

TmENOLOI0AL AXD MAMML? VMMKYU.OWXEN RlSNI YE XMNBTATIOW Or TUB OOoN
TUZULU AINRAOSU Z N Ls 1S1 MRU/1 TUB O Or QUOA CONTROL 01'
DOO 1AL 5Ir/22, AJ11'01,M

A fact of great Importance In your conaideratin of the need for pidtive law
to establish equitable regulation of imports ot textile articles on an all-fiber
basi as ws rtvognised as nceasary by Menator Patore's Textiles Subcommittee
in its 190 Repart and reiterated in Its subsequent reports Is the rapid expansion
of man-made fiber producing capacity around the world. As the following table
dramatically Indicates, capacity for man-made fibers has lcieamsd by 182% in
the United Statei, but In the m ree world by 400%, aid U the world as a
whole by more than 800%.

MANMADE FIBERS: PRODUCTION, SY REGION 01 COUNTRY. ANNUAL AVERAGES IOU-4 AND 191434 SuA
Of WORU TOTAL AND PtCENTAGE INCIREASM

boo1 W94 Commm a
~ Shies i Qssstlv Sh"e of sst

CuipI wWd ........ 400 t
Wied mW ............ & 1.f O10

. u..... ........ ., IA 1910 30

Na: Ce*d tNm Tosis Dus
Sum: Mood Adviwy Oomb" a Feed ad F11m.

8=4O----pt. 5---?
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As the members of this Committe are aware, man-mode fibers can be utilized
on the existing spinning and weaving equipment for natural fiber, Tbs char.
acteristie of the fiber means that all nations producing textile products have a
capacity to utihise man-made textile fiers and to produce man-made fiber textile
products in the fabric and apparel constructions which are popular in the
United States market.

The rapid growth of man-made fiber producing capacity In developing, as well
as the developed, nations has profound Implications for the future composition
of the U.S Import trade in textile article& From the data presented in this
testimony and In the Statistical Appendix to this textimony, it Is evident that
the recent rate of growth of Imports In the man-made fiber sector is greater than
In the cotton and wool sectors of the textile Industry.

The Food and Fiber Commisson has projected per capita fber consumption
by type o fiber for the United States and other nations of the world through the
year 198G This pojection Indicates that the share of cotton in the per capita
consumption of textile fibers in the United States will decline from 65% for
the average of the period 190-1961, to 41% In 1980. Wool will decline from 8%
to % CAeuloo man-made fibers (rayon and acetate) will decline from 17%
to 14%, but the sham at per capita consumption accounted for by the noncellulosie
man-made fbers will leap from 10% to 40%.

The composition o demand will naturally predetermine to a considerable
extent the composition of Imports of textile articles. Whether or not the projec-
tion made by the Food and Fiber Oommlsslon of the per capital consumption
of man-made fiber. by the year 1980 is fully verified by the pasage of time,
It is obvious from the trends already established that consumption of man-made
fibers in relation to that of other fibers will continue to Increase, and, accord-
ingly, that a major and Increasing proportion of the import problem In textile
articles will relate to man-made fibers, with cotton and wool textile products
continuing to be subtatial factors in relation to that problem.

Attention is now required to the Imports of man-made fiber textile artlels,
and also to wool textile products, in addition to cotton textile products, If the
burgeoning demand In the textile market for man-made fiber textile articles-
as well as cotton and wool textile products-amd blends of man-made fibers
with cotton and wool In textile products is to be susceptible o equitable control
so that domestic and imported goods can each share in the future growth of the
U.S. market.

TSAM POUM8O Oe oTM NATIONS ADVESUMT AFO U. MTIL8 TRAMS

The sharply divergent trends In U.S. Imports and exports o textile articles
(se Statistics Appendi Table M) provide dramatic evidence of the comara-
tive inability o the U.S textile industry to Increase Its participation in the world
market for textile articles.

During the period 1900-IOOS, U.S imports of textile articles In dollar terms
Increased by 10128%, while exports roe by only .2%.

The inability of the U.S textile industry to achieve any significant increase
in Its exports is due to a variety o factor over which neither the industry nor
the U.S Government has any real control:

L U.S. textile export priees, reflecting the ht costs associated with the
U.S standard of living, are significantly above those ot competing textile articles
produced in other nations of the world, particularly the low-wage nations of
As"

2. The nations of Western Europe Impose frontier taxes, assessed against the
landed cost, duty paid, of imports from the United States, In addition to import
duties. The cumulative effect of hontier taxes with import duties and other port
costs places U.S. textile articles at such a competitive disadvantage In the
European market that no significant opportunity for increased participation for
U.& textiles In the Eopean market exists. 2he reductions In duty agreed to
by European nations in the Kennedy Round will be of little value to the U.S.
textile industry because o the use by those nations of border taxes. Further-
more, European nations reserve the right to adjust frontier taxes from time to
time without regard to trade agreement commitments affeting duty levels.
An example is the current procedure under which the DEC nations are averaging
their frontier tax rates. TI consequence of this will be higher frontier taxes
Imposed on U.S. textiles seeking entry to the principal textile markets of Europe.

8. Japan exercises tight control over the Imports of U.1. products competitive
with Japanese production thrugh a systei of exchange alocation. A Japanese
importer is required to secure an Irrevocable letter of credit as a condition for
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Importing goods Into that country. He must apply to his bank and his bank, in
turn, to the Central Bank of Japan for an allocation of foreign exchange to
validate the letter of credit. The administrative procedure practiced In the allo-
cation of foreign exchange has seemed to result unfavorably to products which
compete with Japanese Industries. Neither the United States nor any other of
the principal textile producing nations of the world are able to export any but
token quantities of textile articles into Japan.

4. The principal foreign textile producing nations of the world subsidise or
promote the production for export of textile articles through a system of bounties
or grants which take various forms, including the remission of value added
taxes paid In respect to the goods produced for export, the remission of social
security and other taxes in a manner which subsidies the exportation of goods,
and the reduction of other costs subject to government control which enter into
the cost of production or shipment of goods.

&. European nations reserved the right under Article XXXV of GATT to
Impose quantitative limitations on imports from Japan, as they similarly limit
imports from other low-wage nations of Asia. The effect of European limitations
on imports of textiles from low-wage Asian nations is to shunt these goods into
other markets, including the United States, thereby significantly reducing access
to those markets for U.S.-produced textiles.

For these reasons, the U.S. textile industry cannot look to world markets for
the offtake of textile articles which are displaced from the U.S. market by the
swiftly rising tide of low-coot Imports from Asia. The domestic market remains
the principal outlet for textile articles produced by the United States industry.
Legislation Is required to assure access for domestic production on an equitable
basis with foreign production In the present and future U.S. market for textile
articles.

CONCLUSION

The urgency of Import control when market penetration by foreign cotton
textile products reached 5.2% of the domestic market was clearly recognized
by the Kennedy Administration and significant action was taken through the
GATT Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement in an attempt to prevent market
disruption and allow the United States textile industry to share in the future
growth of Its domestic market.

The experience of recent years proves conclusively that Import controls are
needed on textile articles of wool and man-made fiber as well as of cotton. The
dimensions of the overall textile Import threat now far exceeds that which ex-
isted in 1961 when the original GATT control action on cotton textiles was
taken. Technology and market developments in recent years, strongly rein-
forced by the import trends In man-made Uber textile articles, together with the
Import levels In cotton and wool textile products, imperil the wel tre of the en-
tire United States textile Industry complex.

Indeed, more effective action than that set In motion by the Kennedy Admin-
stration in 1961 with respect to cotton textile products Is now required on an

all-fiber basis. The action proposed in the pending legislation Is a way to assure
that the textile Industry will be able to make its critically important contribu-
tion toward the national goal of full employment, with particular referee, to
the special problems of Appalachia and other poverty areas of our country.

Tariff cuts made on United States textile articles In the Kennedy Round Just
concluded makes action called for by the pending legislation even more urgent,
for the vast scope of textile imports to date has developed under the existing
higher tariff rates.

The pending legislation recognise the trends In fiber consumption within the
United States and the foreign world; It recognize. the rapidly developing capa-
bilities of other nations of the world to produce a growing volume of textile
articles of man-made fiber as well as of cotton and of wool textile products for
export to the United States and other developed markets. This legislation has
as Its central concept the spirit of equity and Justice to both domestic and foreign
interests.

The United States textile industry Is the most efficient in the world, with
huge annual expenditures for new machinery and research. Modern textile tech-
nology is available, however, over all ot the world, and hence, the United States
industry cannot be competitive in its home market with low-wage producers
overseas, unless the United States Government takes substantive action as pro-
vided In the pending legislation to regulate acess to this highly competitive
market by beneficiaries of the Jet age legal anachronism that it is perfectly proper
to violate the Fair Labor Standards Act beyond the 12-mile limit.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

TAE. I

POW amounts in miioas

Auv"t 1967 JuIN6
SIM 52,

SIC ?? SIC 23. 224, Total
textile apparel and maomade
mil related fibers

products products

L Fmployment in the texile indaty (in th osands of workers):
Production workers ................................... 4 1,2 0 6.5 215.
O th r workers ........................................ 10. 5 16 2 31.2 20.9

Total emplme n ............ 95L9 1,403.2 91.7 2,45 8
2. Payroll in the textile Industry (mnual rate, based em average

weemy earnings ia latet montk 197):
Production workers.........................------$3,6K9. $4,750. 1 $415.5 3385&.
te workers ....................................... .441.3 bl. 353.3 229 2424.

Total employment -------------------------------- &.4,531.2 b5, 10& 1 @444 11,273.5
3. Fuel and power purchases by the textile industry (1962 pur-

chased fuels and electrical energy, adjusted by change in
prim index, aid by chiante In pmdution Index) ............ 26. 77.3 72. 411.7

4. Federal ad State taxpeyments:
State ................................................ 415.0 588.0 126.0 1,133.0
FedeL ............................................ 424.0 27L 0 121. 0 2 0

Total .......... ......................... 9. 0 64. 0 256. 0 1,950
L Gross capital mvestment and annual capital expenditures:

Gross Investment In property, plnt, and equipm (2d
quarter 196) ...................................... 4302.9 2,12L.0 3,26L.0 13,6960

Annual capital expenditures (2d qurW 1 7-2d4urt
1966) ................................. 553. 0 344.0 554. 0 1,451.0

L Value added by manufacture: Anneal rate 1967 ............ 7,44L 0 7,8S5.0 1,604.0 1, 945.0

NOTES
1. Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings, September 1967.
2. Source: Item 1, supra; U.S. Department af Commerce, Bureau af the Cemus, Annual Survey of Manuacturers, 1965;

BOSA; Industry Profiles 195-*.
a Total payroll estimated at 122.8 percent of production worker wags, 1965 ratio.
b Total payroll estimated at 121.5 percent of production worker wage, 1965 rato.
0 Tetal roll estimated at 155.1 percent of production worker weas, 1965 ratio.

± Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1963 Census of Manufacturers, Fuels and Electric
Eneg Consumed i Manufturing Industrie, 19. W.P.I. lol and reltd products and power, 1962-1002; July
1967-13.0; Bulletin 1513, Bua W Labor Statistics; news release USDA S40, Aug. 4, IV61 (percent change, average
1962-Jiy 1667: 103.7 pI eeot) Index of industrial podvction aasOeall aJdsted (Federal Reserve Board Tub
mill pocs1962: 11.3; July I7: 135.3. Apperel 196: 11U; July 117: 141.. Manmade fiber, 1 : 150.6; July
1167: 241.8.

4 Source: St tax baseid data sed in U.S. Treasury Dept. Statistics of Income, 1962. adjusted by peNt
"g in net Value od assets, 1962; 2d quarter I396 as reported in FTC-SEC Quarterly Financial Report f Mane.

=aI*= nCorporations Federal taxes par data contained in FTC-SEC Quarterly Financial Report of Manulacturin Cor
2 quarter 1967. Manmade fir Sae tn pyments dorid from data Is cited source for Chm2cal& Allied

Product ndury at the raof nmade fiber fAed assets to Mal C. A A.P. fited aets (12.4 pennt). Made fiber
lined assets eatmated at 7. percent of manmade aber sales in 1962 and 1967.1962 ules per Annual Survey of Manu.
fWacters 1a6 soelle est Ite orectioa 1165 annual survey data by chag In Industial Production Index (FRV),

5&Sare Bas neua iS Gn ear, pant a d equipment, and annu expendtges FTC-SEC Qwteriy Financial
Reort 1or Manlfactn corp i 2 quarter 1967. Grom inv tn mamade fiber industry per note 6, supra.

ianmade iber data, derived by extni incresin oncelluloi capacity a rertod is Textl Orammo aint sveora
ett In e eapey dur rperled per a a i , -pm o ed in Anmml Survoy ot invfvr

aod outut can reported I. exil Organ see latter, June 1966 and 1967, forf = Pfifm capital eapenditurra
tar eallulsc fibe reductioa taken at the 1965 rat pe Annual Survey of Manlufactures

. Asumn sawn Is 196V At 4 im the 211 quartr rate and asing the ratiof tlube added to value of shipments 11iawa
I1965, Amn lvue 4M -11911- s~hl30108 eil mIll m pmntsand a-pperatken foFTC41EC QuartrlyFinnle
Repastor Manufakcturing Corporallens, 24 quarter 191: manmae by project 1965 sole an" cha41111e k
Ineex o aIdastial preductien anW change in whalesale pric In1dex,
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7. DEFENSE PRODUCTION: DELIVERIES OF TEXTILE FABRICS TO U.S. MILITARY FORCES, 196146, 1967 TO DATE

IIn thousands of pusads of fiber content

Ooe e delvedtas Ratio.
military

Total mil total
Cotbo Wool Manm de Toal consumption mill con-

5M (mion sumptiom
pmods (pement)

1961 ................ 45. 361 7.141 1.532 54,10) 6. 511. 3 0.8
1962 ................ !1,401 13.667 2.331 67,412 7.015.6 1.0
1963 ...... .. 31 i o 7.926 s,56t 40,690 7.23. 7 .6
1964.... ........ 21.biO 5,341 1:145 29.0)3 7,775.4 .4
1M6 .................. 27.626 4.609 3.247 35,43? 8.489 .4
196 . ..... ... 119.579 15.674 16311 142.616 9. (J).S 1.6
1967', ............... 184,560 23,112 27,672 241.344 7,941.1 3.0

I Annual rab balJ on Id 5 month.

Source: U S. Deparmtet of Agiculture, "Wool Situatlosi," Aug. 14. 1951: "Cetoi SItuation." July 27, 1967: "Tostile
Orlanon," Mtrch 1967. 1967 data. 5 mnerths actual, sources cited plus "Textile Orpnom," Ju y and Septer 1367.

AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WAGE EARNERS

lIe U.S. dollars

TemOets Apprel Manode fiber

1961 111 1961 1966 1961 1916

Umtd State ..................... 1.63 1.93 1.64 1.87 2.31 .71
Unltd Kindom ................... .84 1.14 .67 1.20 .94 1.31
Wel Germny .................... .62 .96 .. 77 ,l.
Fram ............................ .47 .63 .45 :, 1.65 :1
Italy ........................ .32 .54 .26 .44 .40 .56
Jap, ....................... .23 .66 .20 l.32 ,.48 ,.1

A Men only.
'Chmicals.
a9U5 ev1e96

Source: U.3. Dogmm et d Labor. Divvae. dS Foreign Laber Coadltise
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TABLE II.-GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY. 1966 (MID-MARCH)

Textie mill products Apparel and related Mnmade fIbem Totl

Eme. Number Empl- Number Number Employ- Number
of estab- mmtnal estab- mai" of estab-

liaments lithmeats lshments lihments

Alabama ........... 38675 120 36, 962 200 13,000 2 80,837 331
Arizona ............ 1175 4 3,587 72 ................... 3,762 76
Arkansas ........... 3.360 20 12,918 78 .................. 16,278 98
California .......... 8779 245 66, 931 2,306 ------------------ 75.710 2,551
Colorado ........... . 177 1 657 76............... 1..1834 84
Connecticut ........ 13,288 131 15:916 291 1175 I 29,379 430
Delawae ........... 1.63 13 3.466 23 '1,500 1 6.605 37
District of Columbia. - .... ........ 147 20 ---------......... 147 20
Florida ............. 1.932 34 14. 991 427 17,500. . 24,423 463
Georsi ........... 106,8 372 62.050 444 '1,53 5 168,573 18
Hawaii .......................... 2,305 73 ................... 2,35 73
Idaho .............. ............... 41 11% .................. 41 10
Illinois ............. 6,407 81 39,877 790. -........ . 4, 284 871
Indiana ....- ..... 1,028 10 14,052 163 .......... -------- 150 173
Iowa .............. 277 7 3,743 72 ......... ........ . 4,020 79
Kansas ........................... 4,03 69 ......... ........ 4,083 69
Kentucky .......... 2,793 23 25.571 129 ................. 2 364 152
Louisiana .......... 306 6 6.420 62 . 175 1 6,901 71
Maine ............ 1 140 55 3, 27 44 5........ 5967 99
Ua .land.......... .2773 30 24,947 319 11. 50 1 29,220 350
Massachuletts - 37,746 413 56,527 985 '375 1 9,648 1.399
Michigan . 8 2%484 244................. 2 291 288
Minnesota .......... 2,462 24 8,177 156 .................. 1 639 182
UluiI' f ......... 6,464 29 32,716 144 .................. 39,180 173
M ......... 1.844 32 35,479 411 ............ ..... 37,323 443
Nebraska...........'210 2 1,656 35.......... ......... 1, 86 37
Paw Hampshire ----- 10.633 i3 2. 090 39 .................. 12,723 122
New Jersey ......... 27,933 549 78, 62 2.161 .............. - 106,795 2,710
New Mexico .......................... 520 20 ................. 520 20
New York . 58,772 I,565 315.000 11,141 11.681 3 375,453 12,709
North Carolina ...... 246,000 1,2 59,799 421 '10,743 9 316,542 1,682
Ohio.............9,981 82 18942 359 11,500 2 30.423 443
Oklahoma ............ 595 4 6318 68 ................. 6,913 72
Oregon ............ 2,441 25 3,022 74 5............... ,463 99
Pennsyvania ........ 68,910 757 179,718 2.198 1 & 000 2 251628 2,957
Rhode Island........21,848 292 3,852 1'175 1 25,875 370
South Carolina... 141,199 350 40,614 226 1 8,656 8 19469 584
Tennessee ......... 30, 832 153 65 519 273 20,650 11 117 201 437
Texas.............6,973 66 50,077 585..................57,048 651
Utah ............................ 2,437 42 .................. 2437 42
Vermont. ......... . 70 ....17.56 30 247Vlrginia........... 40,07 1OS 29,906 174 '21,2W 10 91,180 289
WashinjtOn.... 610 1 4, 673 127 5..... .283 146
Wes Virginia ....... 1,537 5 4,819 41 13,000 2 9,356 48
Wisconsin . 6.3 62 7,481 16 ......... ......... 1404 227

Tolak 45SMa. 927,432 7,061,37S, 6 T 6,567 3761 33,032

'Estimated.

Sie: US. Departmet of Coemue Bere of the Cesus, 166 County usinm Pattern



TABLE III.-i. U.S. FOREIGN TRADE IN FRODUCTS OF THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

_Opts Exert Belmce o trade
Ceum Weel Manmade Total Cease Wool Manmade TOW Cott Wol Manmade Tow116r fiber fe

A. I oalsMel isllas(mge : OUke d6 Teils, DepartM of ComM ; Te n,)
Is" ................................. 2667 2163 81.1 566.1 U34.2 8.9 273.4 566.5 +15.5 -207.4 +12.3 +0.4
161------------------ I 8 2a3 70.4 475.5 272.4 &.2 268.1 549.7 +73.6 -191.1 +191.7 +74.21962 --------------------------------- 306.8 272.4 104.3 83.5 217.3 9.6 322.3 549.2 -89.5 -262. 8 +218.0 -134.31963 ....... 296. 8 297.3 124.3 720.2 262.5 . 6 326.6 5& 7 -36.3 -27.5 +202. 3 -121.51964 ................................. 306.3 226.1 170.4 767.8 206.5 10.9 406.3 623.7 -101.8 -273.2 +235.9 -144.1165. 369.2 356.6 247.5 973.3 218.9 11.3 335.7 565.9 -150.3 -345.3 +8.2 -407.41 .. 43.1 353.8 322.5 1, 139.4 231.3 20.1 344.6 566.0 -231.8 -333.7 +22.1 -543.419671 ....................... . 430.7 292.1 303.6 1,026.4 201.3 13.9 342.4 557.1 -229.4 -27.2 +3L8 -468.8reuetweS- 64s.............. +72.3 +46.6 +297.7 +101.3 -IL6 +125.8 +26.0 +5.2 ................................

B. Is milleon of peans of %a eqeileot (mm: Texie Emenis Sueg, In.)
1160 ............... ....... . 252.3 132.1 105.3 40.7 233.3 4.7 202.4 440.4 -19.0 -127.4 +97.1 -49.319.1 .......................... 8 I9 127.4 186 399.9 239.2 4.5 205.8 449.5 +50.3 -122.9 +122.2 +49.61962 ................... ........ 0.- 145.6 118.2 5736 220.3 4.4 246.1 470.8 -89.5 -1412 +127.9 -102.8
1963 ........................"......... 304.3 182.5 181.4 W& 2 207.8 5.6 244.8 458.2 -16.5 -146.9 +63.4 -l80.0
1364 .............................-"- 300.2 141.1 2033 649.6 213.2 7.0 283.1 503.3 -87.0 -134.1 +70 -146.31965 ................................ 3 60.6 156.1 238.3 755.0 173.8 15.6 233.4 482.8 -186.8 -140.5 +55.1 -72.21966 ................................. 495.9 142. 3,30.3 933.1 1.6 12.7 322.8 525.1 -306.3 -130.2 -7.5 -4019672 . ............... 455.2 119.8 J 21 8 337.2 190.0 11.2 333.8 535.0 -265.2 -108.6 +21.6 -352.2P at" -------- .............. +9 6 + 2 & +0.5 -1L7 +170.2 +59.5 +19.2 ................ ............ .......

a Imp$t 12 tm SaVeM d e 1t 8ime ; explt 1 liMer a d 1st 7 metbhe 2 mtm lst8 mwAhL



2- EMPLOYMENT EWVAEWT OF FU9 TRADE IN TNE POODUC OF THE TEXTILE INMRTjty

11I omol Tom Wmym- ml ms squimt Rd, of

IUO ....................................... 
2.27.4 6.48 ft4 Ht 163m ...................................... 2.7 561.0 332.1 132 .

193: ...................................... 
q .7 I.032 3 1". 1 ,233 --16,!!5242 7.W I 315.5 IV,'62 149,. 0 -32, 42

31..4..................................... 
2, 250.2 7,24&. 1 310.5 1. .161 142.21O -51.300

i- ..
23..................................1. 7.72.1 23.2 190"463 147.51 -- , 0

M5................................... 
2,.71. t434.7 279.2 21i.7 134.711 -75.9"

............. 
o241 L2 272.. 233 42 -116,97

................................
458 27 264 14,730 -97912

•mlab s -------- ----.-.---- ,1-- --7 I
of 51 ;ill d 

l/ iNK & momma II ll."
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$1 .81

12t.5

101.2

140.0
237.4
101.8

Lt 1. L 06S

141.3 1138.4 ....... .. .....
U3.4 241.8 ... ....102.1 8101.6.............. .

+3.4
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2. IMPORTS AS A SHAhE OF DOMESTIC COISoNIOTION, Io67

lie miluom of poVndal

Domestic Rafto Imports to
Imports cesumptiom domestic consumpiko

(permt)

1960 ................................... 49.7 6,566.6 7.5161 ....................................... 39. 9 6,46S.0 6.11962 ....................................... 573.6 7,206.4 .0193 ...................................... ,63.2 7.422.2 & 6S...................................... 64.6 7,93.0 .2145 ....................................... 755.0 1,71.2 6
133. ..... a& 1 9.407.7 9.91 16..................... W. 2 9.2K2 1.6

Source: Imports, sm Statistcal Appendix tal I11-1; donesttic consumption, "Textile Orpan." March 1,67. and
(1967). TeWilo Econmics Beroe., Inc,

ExHIDIT I

TUtDS ASSOCIATIONS VON WHOM MI. HABnnT M. JOXES 18 THU SPOKESMAN

Suppliers of Row Cotton and Wool
1. N tionm Cotton 70mi14-Memphis, Tennessee: Representing those who

produce, handle, and process raw cotton and cottonseed.
2. Naonai Wool Growers Aasoisos.---00 Crandall Building, Salt Lake

City, Utah: Representing producers of raw wool throughout the United States.
Maxmaot*-ere of Mu,-MwadeFbera

3 Ma-Made Fiber Producere Assoiatiot, Inc.--350 Fifth Avenue. New Yor:.
New York: Representing over 90% of the man-made fiber production of the
United States.
M ,anfact u rea o Teatile Mill Producere

4. Amerks Teofle Manufaoturer* Intitute, Inc.--1120 Connecticut Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20086: The central trade association for the American
textile manufacturing industry, representing about 8,5% of the spinning, weaving,
and finishing capacity in the cotton and man-made fiber industry with several
hundred member companies from Maine to Texas.

5. Americaen FarSpinners Association, Is.--Gastonia, North Carolina: The
central trade organisation for combed and carded cotton, manmade fiber, and
blended sales yarn, representing 200 mills in several states.

6. Cordage Ifsefflute.--34 Madison Avenue, New York, New York: Represent-
Ing virtually all United States rope production.

9. N tiUoal Asociiono of Wool Mauwactrer.--1200 17th Street, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20086: The national trade organization of the wool textile industry
in the United States with members In 32 states.

10. Northam Teflte Awei -tou-211 Congress Street, Boston, Mass. 02110:
Representing man-made fiber, wool, and cotton textile mills located principally
in New England.
Manufacturer of Apparel

11. Affeiated Dress Manufacturers, Iuc. 1440 Broadway. New York, N.Y.:
Representing over 150 manufacturers of women's high fashion dresses in the
New York City area.

12. AleS Underwe Assocotion, Io.-1450 Broadway, New York, N.Y.:
Representing producers located in the Greater New York City area of ladies' and
children's underwear and nightwear.

13. America* Apparel Manufacturers Aasociatkro, Inc.-2000 K Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006: Representing members in 41 states who are manufac-
turers of apparel for men, women and children, doing a dollar volume in excess
of six billion dollars at wholesale.

14. Americas Milknery Manufaoturers Aasolation, Inc.--1440 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10018: Representing 99 per cent of manufacturers of ladles' hats
located in the Greater New York City area.

15. AnoAte.ed Corse$ d Brassiere Manufacturer.-220 Fifth Avenue, New
York. N.Y.: R manufacturers of corsets and girdles and allied prod-
ucts, representing 90% of the Industry.
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16 Bol* ud Young Mesa Apparel Manv/adturer Association, Inc.-10 West
33rd Sttt, New York. N.Y.: Representing 250 manufacturers of boys' and young
men's apparel, accounting for approximately 60%-70%/ of U.S. production.

17. Clothing Manufacturer# Aaeociatkoa of the U.&A.--135 West 50th Street,
New York. N.Y.: Representing the overwhelming majority o men's tailored cloth-
lg production In the United States.

1& National Board of tie Coal and 8uit lnduatrp.-450 Seventh Avenue, New
York. N.Y. 10001: Representing 90% of the manufacturers of women's and chil-
dren's coats and suits In the United States.

19. National Knittcd Outtwear Aasociation.-51 Madison Avenue, New York.
N.Y.: Representing manufacturers of knitted outer apparel of all kinds and
knitted fabrics.

20. National Oulwear a Sportswear Aaaooiatio.-847 Fifth Avenue. New
York, N.Y.: Representing manufacturers of outerwear, slacks and utility cloth-
lug.

21. Neow York Coat & Suit Amaeatioi, Inc.-2=.i West 94th Street. New York,
N.Y.: Representing 250 manufacturers of women's, misses' and juniors' coats
and suits. accounting for over 6% of U.S. production.

22. Pleaters. 8tich era Embroiderer* Associatkon--225 West 34th Street. New
York. N.Y.: Representing 275 sbops doing pleating, stitching and embroidering.

23. Underwear InelUste.-50 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001: Represnt-
Ing manufacturers of underwear, nlghtwear and allied products in 22 states.

The CnAIRMAX. I just want to ask one question that our staff sug-
g to me. I want to know what textile articles would be covered
fy he Hollings bill involving commodities that we do not now produce
in the United States For example, the committee received a communi-
cation that this bill would cover jute which I understand is not pro-
duced in any substantial volume in the United States. Are there other
textiles that would be so affected I

Mr. JoNEs. Mr. Chairman I understand that in the original version
of the Hollings bill, the terminology is very broad but I believe the pro-
visions which he suggested here today before you would eliminate a
number of the textile articles which are not Froduced in substan-
tial quantity and I believe jute would be one of those articles which
would be elninated

Senator.Biianza-r. Mr. Chairman, in the same general area, may I
have a question before Mr. Darman begins I

On page 2 of your statement you indicate that speaking on behalf of
the Cordage Institute--and I wanted to be perfectly clear that cordage
was included in your mind as a textile.

Mr. Joxas. I am certain that that is a fact but Mr. Robie is here
and may I ask him to speak to that to supply-

Senator BzNNrr. Ishe on the list as a witness ?
Mr. JoNES. I had introduced him before.
Senator BENw'T. I also am wondering if you consider that the

cordage is an essential strategic material and that domestic productive
capacity is essential to our national security ?

Mr. Jowx. I am not familiar with the capacity in.this country but
certainly cordage is an essential domestic material both in peacetime
and in times of national emergency.

Senator Barxx . Mr. Chairman, the staff has handed me a letter
supgepe.t a change in the language of S. 1796, which will handle
this situation beyond question, aid [~would like to make it a part of the
record at this point.

The C A AMAN. Without objection.
(The material rfere to follows:)
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J. M. CUAMSS & COMPANY, I C.,
Wae4kegton, D.C.

Air. TUOMAS VAIL1
Chief Comuc, Senate Flinace Committee,
U.6. ,sawe, Wfakineoso, D.C.

Dza ToM: Appropos of our discussion concerning the definition of textile
products. I believe that a general approach such as set out below might avoid a
great many headaches and stll cover all "Textile Articles." Since the language
of S. 1796 is limited to Textile Articles the word "Fibers" In the Title of Schedule
3 shouldn't worry anybody.

On page 1. line & delete all after the word "articles" and all language down
through "thereof' on line 8. In lieu thereof substitute the following: On page 1,
line & after the word "articles" Insert "as are now subject to duty in Schedule
3-Textile Fibers and Textile Products-of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States annotated (1965.)"

It was nice to have seen you again and best of luck In this headache on which
you are working.

Sincerely yours,
J. M. CHAMAa.

The CHA RMAN. Now? I would like for you to provide to me, if you
do not have it at your fingertips, a memorandum indicating what the
significance of this is for the State of Louisiana. I would like to know
it just to see what stake the State that I have the honor to represent
has in your program.

(Pursuant to the above request, the following information was
received by the committee:)

AMERICAs TIXTLE MAX UrACTUMaS INSTXTtTE, INC.,
Wash Sigton. D.C.

Hon. RUssEn.L B. LoNe,
ChairmanS, Committee on Finance,

Sewate O1'e Building,
Weaklngton, D.C.

DEzA 89,ATo LoNG: In respone to your request for Information about the
economic importance of the textile Industry to the state of Louisiana. I am
pleased to supply the following data. According to statistics supplied by the
Department of Labor of the state of Louisiana, there were 7.645 textile and
apparel emploves In Louisiana in 1966 This amounted to an annual payrll of

8,76.T071. The following chart would be of interest to you as it Indicates what
this textile payroll means in terms at retail sales. It is based on Y. S. Department
of Commerce figures on how people spend their money. You will note that the
fiure Includes 2,24,364 In local, state, and Federal taxes.

Repend uree for currmt conimption of teewtie and appsrel emploee

Loviols
A vere enesumptom e penditures (by tppe) p5@l~c*)

Food and kindred products.. --------- -------------- , 730, 001

Groceries ------------------------------------------ 4 480. Ml
Restaurants ..... .................................. 1, 148,
Tobacco products ..---------- ---.. --......---- ---.. 48721
Alcoholic beverages ----------------------------------- 40, 61

Housing ---.........................--------------------- 08K 720

Rented or owned dwelUn..------- -----......-... 4, MA3 794
Fuel and utilities.. --------- ------------------------- , 228. 50
Home furnishings and rugs ..----------------------------- 240, 300
Furniture ------ --------- ----------------- 847.187
Appliances -------------------- 206,774
Other .......... ------ ------------- ---------------- 5
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Eapft"Ws for onem 00W~ 8i of WeO a ds a .aVM 1 6eW/e-OM,

• (7Ae45
Aeeres comfmaptm upswdwo (6 Wype) tamo)a)

Clothing and upkeep.. 24 -- 2

Apparel .............................................. 1, W& 5
Shoes ........................... 373. 8
Upkeep and other ...........- WT, 42?

Transoation 8, 86o 040

Auto purchasess. .... ...... 1,121,,%2
Gas and ol. 801, 201
Parts and service.. ........- 1, 121,6Wothe: - - - --- -- - -- - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - S 480

Medical care ............................... 1, 468, 809

Drugs and prescriptions - 267,007
Professional servirecs 067, 668
Other ................................ - -, 184

Recreation -1, 415,456
Personal care ----------------... W , 068
Miscellaneoum 21, 654
Local, State and Federal taxes -............................. 2, 243, 364

Total ------ 26, 706,10
sources: U.. Departments ot Labor and Commerce.

In addition, production of cotton In Louisiana during the 1965-06 crop year
had a value of $79,971,000. This was for production of 561.120 running bales. The
$70 million figure does not Include payments to growers As you know, approxi-
mately two-thirds of our domsestally produced cotton moves to market through
the textile Industry.

Sincerely yours,
HALRS T M. JONs.

The CHAIRMAN. May I say that I think you people have made a
very good casee-your statement together with Senator Hollings and
Senator Ervin and the others who have conununicated about this
matter. It seems to me that in this trading area we have to recolize
certain fundamental points. Now, we of the United States have been
trying to help all nations of the world to live better, to raise their
living standards, and to have good jobs, if it can possibly be arranged.
We have put through commodity agreements. I personally voted for
them, well knowing that that meant we were going to have to pay
more for coffee, more for this, for that, to help other countries.

Nobody else does things like that or takes the lead like this coun-
try does. But sooner or later we have to come up with the answer to
the $64 question. When we export American know-how all around
the world, help build plants around the world, and show people how
to operate them, their low-wage standards puts them in position that
they not only can take our export markets, and do, but they are then
in position to take our domestic market unless we decide we are going
to do something about it.

Now, if I recall correctly, your industry has been a leader in help-
ing other people compete with you. Did not your industry. actualI
go over there to Japan and take American machinery and install it
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and show them how to operate the latest American machinery that
had been installed there !

Mr. JoNs. We had a delegation go over immediately after the war
that spent some time in this connection. '

The CHAm . You actually helped them to build up this enormous
trade surplus that they have in this item. Your industry did.

Mr. JoN s. Our industry helped them to build their own industry
up. We are a little disconcerted that so much came to us rather than
going to someone else.
. Tie CIUMAN. That is right. But as a matter of international
good will, your industry actually did much to contribute to the plight
that you now find yourself in, and it would seem to me that our
Japanese friends ought to ive you a little credit for that, rather
than just being outraged wien you say, "Look fellows, if it is all
the same, we would like to survive.

Now this is going to become more and more of a problem with
a lot of other industries. It is going to be a problem down the road
with the chemical industry. Right now they are testifying against
the oil people. Just give it a few years and they will be in here
asking that they be saved also. So that we have to look at this with
regard to first one industry and next another to see where we stand
after we have made it possible for these various people to raise their
living standards and improve their lot by very generous broadminded
policies of this country. We have been doing so. We have to think of
our own people from time to tnne.

Mr. JoNEs. I agree completely.
Senator TAwi.L Mr. Chairman, I have some business to transact

on the floor, and with the permission of the Chair and with the per-
mission of Mr. Jones I would like to ask a few questions before I have
to leave.

I compliment you on your statement, Mr. Jones. It was thorough,
accurate, precise, and I endorse it full.

Ambassador Roth has been quote recently as saying:
Quota legislation such as the pending Hollings bill would undo the results

of the Kennedy Round.
From the standpoint of the textile industry, would you comment

on this I
Mr. JoNE& I have some difficulty in seeing how that could possibly

be true since a part of the Kennedy round negotiation was the exten-
sion of the LTA for an additional 3-year period and the principles
of the long-term arrangement relating to setting up agreements and
controls are the same priciples which are embodied in-the legislation
here relating to textiles S6 it seems a little absurd to me that the
negota 3, 4 5, 6 months ago would be taking action which today
they claim would be embarrassing to them in the implementation of
the legislation which you have before you.

I do not believe that so far as textiles are concerned, and this is
the only area I am qualified to speak on, that what is proposed would
have any material effect on the Kennedy round results.

Senator TALMADGL How does the textile industry look upon the
results of the Kennedy round I What countries stand to gain most
from those negotiations insofar as textile trade is concerned I

608R
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Mr. Joas3 . Senator Talmadge, when you are already bleeding, you

cannot met very grateful to have somebody just make the cut 1 inch
deeper instead of 3 or 4 inches deeper, and that is the position we
have been in in the textile industry. Any reduction in tariffs is a
matter of real concern to the textile industry because tariff levels have
obviously not been adequate to avoid a great explosion of imports
into the United States. We do not feel that reduction in tariffs which
have been made by other countries will be of great significance to the
textile industry. Most of their imports of textiles are controlled by
devices other than tariffs and this we indicated in the case of Japan.
Japan made some rather substantial cuts on its textile tariff, but we
shipped them $11 million worth of textiles last yr. It would not
have made an difference what the tariff was. We could not have
gotten the goods into Japan.

Senator iALMAVGL What countries are the largest exporters of tex-
tiles to the United States I

Mr. Jow s. The largest exporter of textiles-and here I am talking
about fabrics, textiles other than fiber, I do not have material on
fiber-the largest exporter of textiles to the United States is Japan
which last year shipped the equivalent of 915 million square yard
equivalents to the U.S. market, or 33 percent of our total textile im-
ports other than fiber and filament. Hong Kong is the second largest,
supplying 15 percent; Mexico, 5 percent; Portugal, 4 percent; Taiwan
3 en t; Brazil, 8 percent; Canada, 3 percent; India, 8 percent; and
others coming down at a lower level than that.

Senator TALAD0E. In other words, imports came from highly in-
dustrialized nations, not from developing nations.

Mr. JoES. We had imports from both areas. In the cotton area,
about 50 precent of our imports came from the so-called developing
nations. In the manmade fiber area, virtually all--not all, but 85 to 90
percent--came from the developed countries.

Senator TALxAGE In the closi paragraph of your atement, you
mention the supenor efficiency U.S. textile industry as com-
pared to that of the other nations. Would you elaborate more fully on
the reasons as you see them for the rise in textile imports ?

Mr. Joints. f think without question it can be demonstrated that the
U.S. industry is the most productive indury in the world in terms
of man-hours required per unit of output. The problem, of course, is
our labor costs and other costs as related to our competition abroad.
The products which come into the United States with vey minor ex-
ceptions are products which can be equally well or better made in the
United States and their reason for coming in has been essentially a
matter of price, price based largely on a very low wage scale in the
producing country. To some extent these imports have been subsidized
and this, of course, creates an entirely additional problem in cmnpet-
.ng with the production abroad. But the basic reason for Imports com-
ing into the United States has been their price. There have been times
in short periods when we have had tight supplies such as when the
textile industry last year devoted a substantial part of its production to
supplying military requirements and opened the position where for-
eign supplies could come in and supply our normal civilian market.

Its m to us that it is unfair that this sort of emergency situation
should provide a base for a long-term position in the market, although

IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION
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we realize the real problem involved under the present circumstances
for any "rolling c"

I would like to say the textile industry takes 8 very firm position that
we are willing to sliare the growth of our markets with our friends
abroad but we are completely unwilling to have our present capacities
destroyed or our present employment reduced, and we will resist that
as strongly as w can.

Senator T vxoL In the absence of a program providfg for or-
derly access to our markets for textile imports, what do you link the
response of the textile industry would be I

Mr. JoNiu. Of course, every industry has to look at its long-term
position. It has to decide whether or not in the view of the Govern-
ment and the people generally it is desirable and one which needs to
be strengthened and maintained. It has to make long-term plans. Part
of these plans involve the exe nditure of large amounts of money. We
have spent this year, as we have indicated, $1.4 billion. Each year
these investment decisions have to be made. Up to this point the tex-
tile industry has made virtually all of its investments in the United
States, seeking to provide jobs for our own people, seeking to see
that we come up with supplies of textiles in the United States which
meet our need&Ifinthelong run the textile industry were to become convinced that
it is expendable on the altars of free trade or international politics,
then it seems to us the Government would have iven the textile in-
dustry little choice but to seek overseas sources for these textiles or
perhaps investment overseas

It is our hope this will never happen and the hearings which you
are hol are designed to prevent this from happy n. I just assure
you that the textie industry is interested in developing here in the
United States to the maximum extent it can in making its maximum
contribution to our economy.

Senator TAwxi. In other words, if you could not survive here in
the United States you would go where you could survive and Ameri-
cans would be unemployed and someone else would be employed; is
that it I

Mr. Jons. That is exactly right.
Senator T Thankou
Mr. Jamm And it would beovious here that the companies that

would be in a position to do this are the large companies with large
capital and l man ent resources and that the companies that
would be most hurt and damaged would be the smaller oopanies who
obviously have limited of capital.

Senator TALMADS Some of them are international in sope al-y ; are theynoti
Mi. Jomm. Some are already; yes. May I introduce Mr. Darman I
It is my pleasure to introduce Morton Darman, president of the

National Association of Wool Manufacturer
Mr. D r. Mr. Chairman, at the outset I, too, for Mr. Marsh

and myself would like to express my appreciation at appearing before
you.

M name is Morton Darman and I am chairman of the board of
the National Association of WO1 Manufacturer. This morning I
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wpeak for that association and also for the National Wool GrowersAssociation.h
Mr. Edmund Marsh, on my left, is the executive secretary of that

association and is here to bear witness by his presence that our views
ar both synonymous and unanimous.

Senator BzNmrw. Mr. Chairman, at this point, may I in uire
whether this appearance means that Mr. Marsh will not appear later
for himself I

Mr. MAuRe. No. sir, Senator. I am scheduled to appear this after-
noon on the meat bill.

Senator Bwiwr. Thank you.
Mr. DAnwr. Our association, sir, of wool manufacturers, is the na-

tional trade orgaization of the wool textile industry. Its members
produce about 70 percent of the wool textiles other than carpets and
rugs made in the United States on the woolen and worsted a In
terms of looms, 47 percent of the indust 'a reographi cat
in the Southern. States, 36 percent in the Yew nositates 13 per-
cent in the Middle Atlanti States, and 4 percent in the North Central
and Wester States.

Our industry is the sole customer of the 300,000 American wool.
growe. The growers, ere, are directly concerned with the pros-
perity, or lack of i i the U.S. woolen and worsted mills. Their con-
cern over imports of wool textile articles is readily understood when it
is realized that the raw wool content of these imports in the year 1966
represented a poundage almost equal to domestic roduction of shorn
wool in that year. And, incidentally, sir, none o the imp rted wool
articles contained any U.S. wool. U.S. wool manufacturersbelieve that
a healthy domestic woolgrowing industry is not only desirable from
the standpoint of the manufacturers but also that it is in the national
interest.

We have consistently supported the National Wool Act since its
inception in 1954. The act declares the policy of Congress, that "Wool
is an essential and strategic coinmodity:" And that its production must
be encouraged s a measure of national security and in promotion of
the geeral economic welfare

We submit that wool has no strtgc or security value, however,
unless the United States has the capacity to convert this raw wool intoessential civilian and military articles. Thus, t is a joint his-
torio fourfold interest m wol and wool manuf.acturing on te part of
the Congress, the growers, e milIs and the milis' emp oyees.

Essentiality of wool and wool manufactures becomes quickl- evi-
dent in every national emergency. The Office of Defense Mobilization
has found an adequate wool textile industry essential to national
security.
I think you will agree, Mr. Chairman, that this country. must have

both the supply of wool and the means to manufacture it. Action is
overdue to make access to the US. market for imported textiles equita-
ble and orderly, to assure a fair shWarm% of growth in this market when
it occurs, and to avoid concentration and disruption in any area. Action
is long overdue on wool textile articles where the raw wool contents of
the imports already had approached 30 million pounds in 1956 and
expand to almost 84 million clean pounds in 1966, an increase of
over 50 million dean !pund's. This far exc aiy growth in the size
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of the U.S. market during the period, and the consumption of apparel-
class wool in the U.S. mills in 1966 fell approximately 80 million
pounds behind that 10 years earlier in 195&

The share of the U.S, markets for all wool textile articles combined
that is supplied by imports increased from nearly 8 percent in 1956, to
over 18 ercent in 1961, the year of the announcement of President
Kennedys seven-point program, and now exceeds 21 percent according
to measurements by the Department of Commerce. The ratio of im-
ports to domestic production exclusive of carpets and rugs now exceeds
26 percent and is much hi her in several specific textile categories.

For example, in worsted cloth it is- nearer 50 percent and there is
almost as high a ratio in certain men's wool shirts, mainly from Japan.
About one-Ialf of the men's regular weight suits produced in the
United States are made of imported cloth. The overwhelming majority
of its worsted cloth is from Ja pan

In considering the geogralhical distribution of Japan's exports, it
would be interesting for the record to show that about 62 percent of
Japan's exports of worsted cloth in 1968 went to the United States,
compared with only 8 percent to all of Europe. For every woman's
wool sweater knit in the United States--

The C unAur. Would you mind repeating that previous state-
menti I want to get it agan

Mr. DAuRAr. Yes, I would be glad to. About 62 percent of Japan's
exports of worsted cloth in 1966 came here to the United States com-
pared with only 3 percent going to all of Europe.

The CHAMMANr. Now, what restrictions do our European friends
have on those Jarese exports to keep it that low I

Mr. DA MAN. Well, as was indicated- in Mr. Jones' earlier testimony,
sir, they have in large measure refused to extend the most favored
nation treatment to the Japanese that we did. They have reserved the
right unto themselves to-

The CHaunxzr. Is Japan a member of GATT I
Mr. D J ,:. They are a member of the GATT, but not an original

signatory of GAIT and on this basis I'think the European nations
have provided a legitimate means in their minds of trestig Japan as
another less-developed country of Asia, although the fact of the
matter we all well know is that Japan isahigld veloped-and highly
efficient and highly thriving economy.

The C. So they have refused to extend most favored na-
tion treatment to Japan.
* In addition to that, do not practically all those countries have quan-

titative limits on what Japan can ship i I
Mr. DTuey The hey are described as voluntary arrng-

ments and many of them are very difficult to get our hand on but in
the case of the United Kingdoh, for example, there is a voluntary
arrangement between Japan 'and the Unit tK om which limits the
amount of worsted fabric to be brought into thi United Kingdom or
did limit it in the period I am describing here to 400,000 yard a year,
which is a i insignificant total uantity.

Moving into another arow priced wool cloths from Italy are
being entered in the United State duty free through irg
Islands and through tariff loophole. The U.S. Tariff Comino loulias
found that in some recent years them imports made of recla~imed wool
have exceeded 80 percent o the U.S. market. The Congress fortunately
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has closed several of these loopholes but unfortunately others have
appeared involving certain wool-silk blends and laminated cloth&, In
recent years more and more wool textile imports have been
from Japan and other Asian sources such asHong Kong, South Korea,
Taiwan, and India, these countries with an even lower wage structure
than Japan.

Wages in wool textile mills abroad are far below even the $1.60
per hour minimum required under the U.S. Fair LAtbor Standards
Act. The $2.14 average hourly wage in the U.S. wool textile mills
is about six times that paid in Japan and even more than that when
compared with Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan or India.

Unless action is taken by the Congress, continuing deterioration in
the position of domestic supplies in the U.S. market appears inevitable
as an ever-expandin range of supply of imports enters this market at
duty-paid prices well below those necessary Yor profitable operation of
highly efficient U.S. plants.

The inevitable question of how long U.S. manufacturers can or
will continue operations in the United-States is very real and very
present. Their deficiency, nowhere excelled, simply cannot offset the
wide disparity between wages here and abroad. This means that im-
ports cannot be offset by exports.

The provisions of Senator Hollings' billy S. 1796, are in our view
fair to exporting countries and to the U.S importers. This bill would
permit a large volume of imports into the United States. It would
permit imports to share in the future fortunes of the U.S. markets.
It would inject order into the present chaotic situation.

When U.S. manufacturers can look forward to supplying a reason-
able share of their own domestic market in a climate of fAir compe-
tition as we in the United States know it, we are fully confident of
the industry's ability to achieve the goals it seeks. The industry wants
to keep the United States one of the principal wool manufacturing
nations in the world, which it is today. It wants to see the trends
toward contraction halted and reversed. It wants to participate in the
growth of the U.S. economy offering ever-better products to American
consumers at reasonable prices and employing more and more Ameri-
cans at U.S. wage standards.

In our judgment, the solution to the wool textile imports problem
lies in a system of reasonable import limitations on all-and we would
emphasize "all"--textile articles. Unless and until this is achieved,
on a total textile product basis, there will have been no solution to the
wool textile import problem.

Last July, in a public statement the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers, endorsed Senator Hollings' bill, S. 1796, and I am
pleased to have this opportunity to reaffrm our support to this
comn*ttee.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members.
(Mr. Darman's prepared statement and the statement of Mr. Merle

S. Robie, referred to previously follow:)
PREPamn 8TATMEKT or MoRi IL DAZIM, CI or Ti Boaos. N,.Tiox,

Assoc oTio or WoOL M xuiTrAowr., Ls* Stz, O m NATtONAL WooL
Osownas AssomnAox
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, my name is Morton

IL Darman. I am manufter of wool tmps, and serve as Chairman of the
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Board of the National Aaoclatiom of Wool Manufacturers, I200 17t Street
N.W., Washingtou, D.. I am pr sident of The Top company of Boston whose
manufatf-ng plant Is the Barr Wpol Combing Co. In South Barre, Mass. I
am speaking today also on behalf of the National Wool Growers Association
and accompanying me Is dwin U. Marsh of S1alt Laks yit, Uxecutive Secretary
of that Association.

The National Association of Wool Manufacturers Is the national trade organ-
isatlon of the wool textile industry. Its members produce about 70% of the wool
textiles, other than carpets and rugs, made In the U.S. on the woolen and worsted
system. In terms of looms, 47% of the Industry Is in the Southern states, 86%

In the New gbaiand states. 18%. In the iddle Atolan states and 4% In the
Nor th Central and Western states.

Our Industry Is the sole customer of the 300,000 American wool growers. The
growers therefore are directly concerned with the prosperity-or lack of It-in
the U.S. mills. Their concern over Imports of wool textile articles Is readily
understood when It Is realized that the raw wool content of these Imports In
1966 represented a poundage almost equal to domestic production of shorn wool In
that year. None of the imported wool articles was made of U.S. wool.

U.S. wool manufacturers believe that a healthy domestic wool growing Injius-
try Is not only desirable from the standpoint of manufacturers but also that It I
in national nterest. We have supported the National Wool Act of 1954 since its
Inception. The Act declares the policy of Congress that "wool In an essential and
strategic commodity" and that its production muSt be encouraged "as a measure
of national security and in promotion of the general economic welfare."

Wool has no trategic or security value, however, unless J.e U.S. has the capae-
ity to convert It into essential civilian and military artcleA. Thus there is a joint
four-fold Interest in wool and wool manufacture by tho Congress, the growers,
the mills and their employees. The essentlality of wool and wool manufacture
becomes quickly evident In ever ,Liuinal emergency and the Office of Defense
Mobiisatlon has found an adequate wool textile industry essential to national
security. I think you will agree, sentleme, that this country must have both a
supply of wool and the means to manufacture It.

Action Is overdue to make access to the U.S. market for Imported textiles
equitable and orderly, to assure a far uharin"ck growth in this market when It
occurs and to avoid concentration and to in any area. Action Is long over-
due on wool textile articles where the raw wool content of the imports, excluding
carpets and rugs, already had reached 30 million pounds in 1956 and expanded to
almost 84 million pounds In 196, an Increase of over 50 million pound. This far
exceeded any growth in the sie of the U.S. market and the consumption of apparel
class wool in U.S. mills in 196 fell about 80 million pounds behind that of 1966.
The share of the U.& market for all wool textile articles combined that is sp.
plied by imports Increased from nearly 8% in 1968 to over 13% In 191 and now
exceeds 21%, according to measurements by the Department of Commerce.
The ratio of Impacts to domestle produetion now exceeds 26%, and is much
higher In some wool textile areas.

IU worsted cloth it is neare 50% and there Is almost as high a ratio in er-
tain men's wool shirts, mainly from JaDan. About one-half of the men's regular.
weight suits prouced in the U.S. are made of imported cloth, most of It worsted
cloth, also from Japan. About 0% of Japan's exports of worsted cloth in 196
went to the U.S, compared with only 8% to all at Europe. For every woman's
wool sweater knit In the U.S., another is being impotd, mainly from Italy and
Hong Kong. In still another area, low-priked woolen sloths from Italy are being
entered into the U.1. duty-ftie through the Virgin Islands and through tariff
Ioopholes The U. & Tariff Commisson has found that In some recent years these
Imports made of redaimed wool, have exceeded 80% of the U.A market. Ths
Cnxim fortunately has Closed sav-ral of thee, lony b .- t
others have appeared, invovng certain wool-sik blends and laminatiedcloths.

In recent years more and more wool textile Imports have been coning from
Japan and from Other Asian souOse suh 4 Hng Kong, South Korea, ftwsn
and India, with even lower wage strmitursw Wages in wool textile mills abroad
are far below even the S.0O per hour minimum required under the U.S. Fair
Labor Standards Act. The $U4 average houly wage paid, In 0.&, wool textile
mills is about 6 tIme that paid In Japan,

Unless action s take by the Congres continuing deterioration In the pos-
tion of doue ww /rsin the U.A mtrt appear Inevitable as an eetr-
e n& ran e of Ipmjwr =tw "s masht. at dutg-paid pr va
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well below those neeCmr for prodtable operation Ot highly sclest U. plant
The inevitable question is how long, U. nufmacurers ean or will continue
operations in the U.S. Their eldeney, nowhere excelled simply cannot offset
the wide disparity between wags hee and abroad. This means that imports
cannot be offset by exports.
The provisions of Senator Hollings' bill, S. 1796, are fair to expoting coun-

tries and to U.A importers. This bill would permit a large volume ot imports
Into the U.S. It would permit imports to shar* in the future fortune of U.S.
marketL It would Inject order Into the present chaotic situation.

When U.S. manufacturers can look forward to supplying a reasonable share
of their own domestic market in a climate ot fair competlloa as we in the United
States know it, I am fully confident ot the Industys ability to achieve the goals
it seeks. The industry wants to keep the U.S. one of the principal wool manu-
facturing nations in the world. It wants to see the trend toward contraction
halted and reversed. It wants to participate In the growth of the U.S. emnomy,
offering ever better products to American consumers at reaonable prices and
employing more and more Americans at U.S. wae standardL

In our judgment the solution to the wool textile import problem lies in a system
of reasonable Import limitations on all textile articles. Unless and until this i
achieved there will have been no solution to the wool textile Import problem.

Last July' In a public statement, the National Amoeiation of Wool Manu-
facturers endored Senator Hollings bilU S. 1796, and I am pleased to have this
opportunity to reafrm our support to this 0ommitte"

STATAWM T is or S. 1796, A BILL To ImSS QuoTAs ox TUa IMXI ATIQN
or 0mz Tz s Am as, Smwnmw rr Umrs S. Boom, ow BrEAu orTSCosas InDUsTzRY

Mr. Chairman, membe the committee, my name Merle S Roble, the
Executive Vice Presid of Columbian Rope Company and m also the Chair-m of the Executi Ommittee of the Cordase Institute. l e Inst-
tute represents all of the prod rope within t nted States
We deeply a te this oport to nt vie toyo Committee.
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by 50% on such rope and it now appears that we will no longer be competitive In
a field which was developed out of our own resources. So our hopes for the
future band on yntbetics have been replaced by the certainty that we cannot
sucessfuly compete In this field unless we are assured ot sme of our domestic
market.

In substmtial pert the decrease in the domestic capacity to produce rope re-
sulted from the resurgence after World War II of manufacturing capacity
throughout the World which corresponded to a decline In the demand for hard
fiber rope. The War years were, of course, abnormal years since the demand
for rope was at an all time high and there was practically no foreign capacity
available to us. Fortunately, the domestic cordage industry at that time was
large enough to meet most of our wartime requirements.

This is not the case today. Due to the reduced number of cordage companies,
I seriously doubt that we could duplicate the effort that we made in World
War II. Certainly, If our Industry continues to decline our country will be
faced with unacceptable risks of shortages In the event of war. We fully under-
stand the growth of Imports and thp'ir effect. From the management standpoint
we are doing all we can to complete ,nd thereby stay In the business of produc-
Ing rope. Despite our best efforts the number of ,ompanies In this business has
steadily declined. This trend will cona~nup unless a major share of the U.S.
market Is kept available for our producers.

For the reasons I set out above, we wish to add the support of our Industry
to that of the other members of the Textile Industry in recommending the
prompt enactment of legislation which will insure American companies re-
maluing available for the production of these essential products in either peace
or war. In addition we recommend to the Committee that any legislation be
crystal clear that the treatment of textile articles include cordage products.
This recommendation Is acceptable to the textile Industry generally.

Thank you very much.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you for the fine statement you made. Let
me ask you about the question that is being propagandized in news-
papers that are opposed to your industry here. It is said that if we
give you the protection you are asking for, prices will go up or at
least we will be denied lower prices.

What is your reaction to that charge I
Mr. DARxmAN. I will answer that question, if I may, along these

lines. I will defer to you, Mr. Jones, if you prefer to answer it.
Speaking as far as our experience is concerned with woolen and

worsted products, the legislation which we are supporting and which
you are considering would not disturb the present relationship of the
foreign product and the domestic product in this market. It would
provide, as we see it, a sharing of any further growth in this market.
Therefore, from the way we see the situation in the market, supply
and demand should not be disturbed unless there is a total unwilling-
ness on the part of the foreign government to participate in this
equitable arrangement, and if there is no disturbing of the present
supply-demand relationship and the sharing of the growth in the
future which would maintain it, we do not regard this as oeing po-
tentially inflationary. And if you think of the various things which
each of you own, think of what you pay for a suit of clothes as against
mostt anything else that you own and I think you will find you have
got extremely value in your apparel.

Mr. JoNEs. MayI add a word to that I
Textile articles as a whole continue to be among the most econoni-

cal articles that the American public buys. Our price indexes have re-
mained very stable at a time when other indexes in the country have
been going up.

In addition to that, I think as Mr. Darman has pointed out? the legis-
lation which is before you will not cut back supplies of foreign goods.
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Its purpose is to prevent their just swamping the market and that
therefore the kind of price patterns which we have had over the past
several years could be expected to continue which would mean still a
continuing sound price basis as far as the American consumer is
concerned.

The most valid assurance the consumer can get on textile pricing is
to have a strong, highly competitive, domestic textile industry and that
is what we are trying to assure here.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am frank to say that if I were in the textile
business and I saw that the U.S. Government is not going to protect
its industry and that it is going to let this 17-cent labor at Hong Kong
and the 66-cent labor in Japan and the 54-cent labor in Italy take our
markets, then I would be in a footrace to pick my plant up and take it
to one of those countries where I could continue to exist as a business
establishment.

Do you see any other choice that you have available to you if that
is the policy we are going to adopt I

Mr. JoNiEs. If the industry becomes convinced that the Government
bZ its inaction is determined to liquidate it, it would have no other

coice.
The CHAIRMAN. If the Government is going to sit there and do noth-

ing about it and continue to say it would be unlawful, it would violate
GATT, it would create international problems to save this industry,
the industry would have no other choice but to go overseas.

Mr. JoNES. That is correct.
The CHAUIMAN. You might move it to Mexico or goodness knows

where, but get out of here, put it over in Hong Kong. Taiwan, South
Korea, any place where you can get cheap labor. That is the only
answer I can see other than this Government giving you some kind of
protection.

Can you see any other answer?
Mr. Jozis. That is our view of that. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It is just that simple. I suppose if I were in a for-

eign country in a position to attract American capital and American
ingenuity and know-how to help bring development and if I could gain
access to these American markets, I suppose I would pick out the in-
dustries where the wage rates are highest because that is where I could
make the most money and I would train people and I would take over
the automobile industry. That is a high-wage industry. I would also
take over the electronics industry. That is a relatively high-wage in-
dustry. I would take over high-wage industries. Now, does that not
make ordinary commonsense I

You take the petrochemical industry. That is a high wage industry.
They are in the process of building plants overseas right now to try
to hold on to their overseas markets. Does that not just make good
sense, that the industries you want are the high cost industries-there
is no point in taking over the ones that have the $1.40 minimum wage
standards. Take those over that pay a lot more than that. Would that
not make good sense I

Mr. JONEs. That certainly would be the principal objectives of your

TeCHAm[AN. Any foreign country just thinking of its national
interests would conclude that is the logical thing to do. Why take over
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those low-wage industries, when you can take over the high-cost ones.
You could make a lot of money at it and that is just good policy for
them if this country is foolish enough to let them have iL It would
seem to me that that is the orly logieaf awswer.

Thanks very much.
Senator TAM APmUL Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to

insert in the record a statement from Mr. William L. Lanier, who is a
cotton producer in Georgia, also president of the Georgia Farm Bu-
reau Federation, who is representing the National Cotton Council.
Mr. Lanier, will you stand, please.

The CAMIR MA. That will be done.
(Mr. Lanier's testimony follows:)

TESTIMONY Or WILLIAM L LANIEI, REPESENTINO TlE NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL

I am William L. Lanier, cotton producer of Metter. Georgia, and President of
the Georgia Farm Bureau Federation. I am here to represent the National Cotton
Council, central organization of the American raw cotton Industry, which has
headquarters in Memphis, Tennessee.

We have filed a statement which details the Council's position favoring legisla-
tion that will effectively deal with the problem of textile imports. In my brief
testimony, I want to underline the gravity of this problem from the standpoint
of those who produce, handle and process raw cotton.

We desperately need an expanding domestic market for American-grown raw
cotton. This need Is evidenced by the drastic cutbacks in U.S. cotton acreage
which have been brought on by inadequate markets. It is evidenced by the fact
that cotton farmers, out of their own pockets, are putting up a dollar a bale for
research and promotion to build their domestic market.

But expanding textile Imports are one of the very big reasons why we are
being denied an expanding domestic market-as the exhibits attached to our
statement clearly show. Exhibit A shows how imports have shot up over the
past 20 years. They are now at a level equal to about a million bales that could
have been supplied by American raw cotton. Our statement documents the fact
that the cotton In these imports is primarily grown In foreign lands. It is manu-
factured into end-products in foreign countries whose wages and living standards
are far lower than ours. In thin country, we have a built-in cost structure which
makes it impossible for our textiles to compete with foreign-produced textiles.

Exhibit B shows the record of U.S. mill consumption of U.S. grown cotton.
Across this 20 years we see no evidence whatever of growth in our domestic
market for U.S. cotton. Total consumption of cotton products in this country has
gone up by the equivalent of a million bales. But Imports have taken all of this
growth.

Sfice 1961, our government has had Short Term and Long Term Armngements
for restraining the flow of cotton textile imports Into the U.S. But in this period,
imports have had their most spectacular growth. They have more than doubled.
We believe that only the Congress can provide an effective answer to this critical
problem.

STATEMENT oi TEXTILE IMPOR/s SunmrrTEz By NATIONAL COrTON COUNCIL

The National Cotton Council Is the central organization which represents all
seven branches of the American cotton Industry-cotton producers, ginnerp,
warehousemen, merchants, cooperatives, manufacturers and cottonseed crushers.
Its headquarters are In Memphis, Tennessee. This statement Is presented from
the standpoint of those who produce, handle, and procem raw cotton.

Historically. the Council has been for a high level of International trade, anl
this remains one ot our basik positions today. Our Interest In International trade
stems from several things--and especially from the fact that we traditionally
export about one-third of the raw cotton produced In this country.

At the same time, we have always recognized that the domestic market for
raw cotton is the biggest and most dependable market we have. We have long
had a position recognizing the need for reasonable restraints on Imports of textile
products which displace cotton consumption in the United States,
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The Council strongly supports the basic principle In the bills now pending in
both houses of the Congress which would effectively deal with the problem of
textile Imports. This principle, as we see It, is that the people of this country,
including our raw cotton people, are entitled to be able to plan for the future with
some dependable understanding as to how much of our domestic market will be,
and how much will not be, turned over to foreign competition that we cannot
possibly meet. We believe In the principle that the limits upon textile imports into
this country should be reasonable from the standpoint of our own people, as well
&1 lIwople in foreign countries. We believe these limits should be at levels which
will not usurp cotton's current markets and their future growth. We believe that
those limits should be determined not by individuals in the Executive Branch
of our Government, but should be spelled out in law by the Congreou.

We are attaching a chart (Exhibit A) which indicates the reason for our
deep concern from the standpoint of raw cotton. This chart contains one bar for
each calendar year in the whole 20-year period, beginning with 148 and extend-
ing through the latest indication which we have for the present year, 1967. Each
bar represents the raw cotton contained In the textile products imported each
year-in other words, the cotton which we Imlportd in manufactured form. For
the present year we now have the actual record for the first eight mouths, and
we have projected the full year by assuming that the last four months will be in
proportion to the first eight months

A good bit is being said about the drop-off in the level of cotton textile imports
this year as compared with last year. The decline Is from 1,033,000 cotton bale
equivalents last year to something like 972,000 bales this year-a decline of
less than 0 percent.

To see this drop-off In Its true light, however, Just look at the chart showing
the record of experience over a period of years. It is not very unusual to have a
decline in these imports from time to time. This latest one simply reflects the
fact that the textile business in this country was far stronger last year, taken as
a whole, than this year. Cotton conmumption, for the latest reported month, is
down 10 percent from last year. The big point to note here Is that after rising
last year by 38 percent, these imports are declining this year by only about 6
percent. The truth comes out when we look at the whole picture on this chart
and see that across a long period of years the trend in these cotton imports
has been powerfully upward.

Remember, too. that this chart doesn't cover Imports of manmade fiber prod-
ucts-which also have a powerful uptrend. These imports often compete directly
with domestically-produced cotton products.

Keep in mind, too, that additional pressures to send imports into this country
have been generated by the recent Kennedy Round tariff cuts on both cotton
and man-made fiber products.

When we put all this together, it shocks us to consider what may happen to
our domestic raw cotton market over the next five to ten years.

It Is sometimes thought that cotton textile imports are largely made of Ameri-
can cotton, which is exported In raw form, manufactured Into textiles abroad, and
then exported back to us. There was some merit to this Idea many years ago
when the U.S. supplied a relatively large share of the world market. But today,
the U.S. supplies only a small share of the cotton consumed abroad. Moreover, the
main increases in our cotton textile Imports during recent years have been from
countries which grow their own cotton. Last year the ten countries with the
largest textile exports to the United States were countries which, taken as a
whole, now get only about 12 pement of their cotton requirements from us.
These Importa are largely toreign-grown cotton which we are Importing in mann-
fbetured form. Today there are many foreign countries which grow their own
cotton and manufacture it locally in rapidly expanding textile industrles of their
own.

Now, why are the foreign textile interests so sucemful in sending their prod.
"ets Into the United States market? We all know the answer. Labor and many

other things that enter into the cost of a textile groduct--ineluding taxes-are
much higher here than in the countries sending textile exports to the U.A

In our country, textile workers enjoy far better .wages, employment conditions
and other benefits than their counterparts abroad. We are proud oe the high
standards that have been achieved for labor--and for other groups in our econ-
omy--under the Amerivan syatem. But these standards cost big money. Our
textile m a w have to iny for them in the tnrm of wages and other bene-
fits for their own mplo e They eaw have to pay in the form of heavy taxes
for varlow government programs which benefit citisens In all sectors of our
economy.
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The whole point here Is that our American standard of living results in a much
higher. built-in cost structure which makes it impossible for U.S. textiles to con-
pete with foreign-produced textiles. There in no foreeeable end to this situation.
There Is no limit to the amount of our domestic cotton market that can be
destroyed, unless dependable import policies are established.

The American raw cotton industry is struggling very hard to rebuild for Itself
a sound place in our economy. Under the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, the
federal government is spending ,st sm to reduce production. Our whole In.
dustry has borne heavy costs aud hardships in working out from under the
burden of an all-time high surpins.

Why has our cotton acreage been so severely restricted? Because we have not
had adequate markets to accommodate our great ability and our great need to
produce cotton. It i hard to reconcile all thin with a policy which permit3 this
rapid erosion of our markets by imports.

U.S. cotton farmers are now putting tip a dollar a bale out of their own
pockets a a great new program of research and promotion aimed at increasing
consumer demand for cotton products in our domestic market But with the
Import situation as it is, who will benefit from the increased market-the cotton
growers of this country or foreign producers?

Keep In mind, too, that the cotton growers of the U.S. are working deserately
to get their coots down enough to meet price competition without government
subsidie. In this day and age, it takes immense investments in land and equip-
ment to achieve the lowest possible unit cost of production. How can farmers
Justify these investments--either to themselves or their creditos--unless there
is some basis for confidence in what the future hokls?

Another side of the Investment problem is the future attitude of American
textile manufacturers toward plowing hundreds of millions of dollars a year
into new plants and equipment in this country. If they have confidence that
imports are going to be held under reasonable restraint, they will continue to
make these ma-sive investments in the United States. They will continue to
provide the biggest and most reliable market for American-grown cotton. On
the other hand, If they face the prospect of a big and continually-accelerating
import problem, they are going to find it highly attractive to shift their invest-
ments--and the jobs that go with them-to foreign lands. They will be en-
courag-d to locate their new plants outside of this country, where they can enjoy
the same advantages that the foreign mills now have. If this happens, American
cotton farmers will suffer a drastic loss in their domestic market-Just as
textile workers will suffer a drastic loss in Jobs.

There h.as been a degree of restraint upon ring Imports under the various
quotas which have been established within the provision of the so-called Long
Term Arrangement. The -ituation could have been worse without this Arrange-
ment. But It should be very apparent in the figures which you see on the chert
that the net effect of this effort has been completely inadequate. It has per-
mitted a rate of expansion of these imports which is absolutely intolerable.

Section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 191, which our organization sponsored,
provided the President with authority to enter into an agreement of this nature.
But this Act speaks altogether in terms of limiting the importation of such
product. Actually, however, when we read the terms of the Long Term Ar-
rangement itself, we find that its very purpose, as expressed in Its preamble,
includes more emphasis upon expanding the export markets for cotton textiles
produced in the lem-developed countries than upon limiting the "disruption"
which is caused thereby.

One of the ba.sie provisions of -this Arrangement is that the restraint measures
established under it shall Include automatic annual Increases of at least five
percent This is often spoken of as the provision for "growth." There seem to
1e all kinds of ideas as to how much growth is occurring in the domestic market
for U.$. cotton. In order to get the record straight, we should Just look at the
second chart (see Exhibit B attached). This also has a bar for eaeh calendar
year, beginning with 1948 and extending through the 'present year, which is
given as a projection of the actual record for the firpt eight months of this
year. Each bar shows the number of bales of cotton which were consumed by
our domestic mills In each of these years.

How much growth do you see here? There was some improvement between
1963 and 1966. but undoubtedly some of this merely reflected an upward move-
ment in the business cycle. There Is some let-off in 1967. If we look honestly
at this whole picture across a period of years, we have to admit frankly that
there is as yet no evidence of any long-term growth at all. We are not any
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higher than we were 20 years ago. We desper4tely need to have our market
grow. The cotton farmers of this country are making a bold and expensive
effort, to create some growth for the future. But up to now-well, you see
the record.

In explaining why our domestic market hasn't grown, we always put a lot
of emphasis upon our synthetic fiber competition. But I also Just ask you to look
back now at the first of these two charts, where you see a very clear-cut reason
why our market hasn't grown. Here are a million bales of potential market
growth which went down the drain to Import competition. And here Is the threat
of staggering future inroads upon our market.

We noted that the Long Term Arrangement calls for a mitsimum annual in-
crease in every quota of 5 percent But what Is the masimsma There Is no maxi-
mum. The maximum is always up for negotiation in every individual case ats it
comes along. And the negotiations are carried on by individuals-by men who
tend to make decision in terms of what in best for foreign policy, rather than
what may be best for the nation as a whole. The law provides no limit to the im-
ports that they can let in. What we have now at this vital spot in our economy
is a government not of laws, but of men.

They are free to bargain with men representing each foreign government, and
they can take into consideration whatever they think is appropriate. There is no
intention here to criticize any individuals; rather we criticize a system which
clearly turns over to individuals the power to trade away our market. It is per-
fectly obvious that they have done a good bit of it.

Not many months ago we were all most interested in the negotiations for an
extension of the Long Term Arrangement A bargaining device which was used
In getting any number of foreign countries to go along with the extension was
simply that of handing them an increased sllU* of our market In the form of a
"bonus" added to their quotas. The sise of each "bonus" was presumably gov-
erned to some extent by the difficulty encountered in getting the individual coun-
try's assent In any case what we finally got was not another five years agree.
ment, but one of only three years. This moves us two years closer to the time
when we shall be haggling again for another extension and dealing out more
"bonuses." Where will all this lead us? It points to no future for American cotton.
In order to build a future, we have to have something we can depend upon. We
believe that only Congress can provide an effective answer to this critical
problem.

23zsl1 A
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Senator HA=Rs. Our next witness, still on the subject of textiles, is
Mr. Michael P. Daniels, representing the textile and apparel group,
American Importers Association.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL P. DANJIEl, COUNSEL, TEXTILE AND AP-
PAREL GROUP, AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOM-
PANIED BY BERNARD L ION EJI R, (AIRMAN, TEXTILE AID
APPAREL GROUP; AND LDWIN A. ET, ASSISTANT EXECU-
TIVE VICt ]RESIDENT, ANYICAN IN RTRS ASSOCIATION,
SECRTARY, TXTIE A" AFRl.,L GROUP

Senator HA=s. We are pleased to hear from you at this time.
Wr. DAmqr. I would like to introduce Mr. Bernard L. Hohenberg,

who is the chairman of the group, and Mr. Edwin Elbert, who is the
secretary of the group, and also assistant executive vice president of
the American Importers Association. The name of our group is the
textile and apparel group.

Senator ipws. It is not as listed here.
Mr. Dmur.s The world products group was formerly the name of

this group. The name has since, been changed and our member and'
functions expanded to cover all textiles and apparel.

Senator = Very well. That correction will be made in the
record.

Mr. DAmL.& Thank you.
Senator Harris, may I request that my statement as printed go into

the record and that I allowed to, in the interest of conserving time,
skip around and cut out some portions I
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Senator Ltims. We would appreciate your doing that, and without
objection, that will be done.

DAzixds. The Textile and Apparel Group of the American Im-
porters Association opposes the imposition of quotas on imports of
textiles and apparel products. Its opposition is based both upon the
serious consequences of quotas on this trade and upon the complete
absence of economic facts to justify restrictions.

Our fundamental contention is that the economic facts simply do
not justify restrictions on this trade. We believe these facts and this
judgment explain the refusal of foreign nations to negotiate an agree-
ment covering our textiles and apparels, without regard to type of
fiber.

The group has always been ready to set out its economic case in writ-
ing in the most complete detail and to stand or fall on the economic
facts of the matter. In response to the administration's 1966 announce-
ment of a study of the trade in wool products, this group submitted to
the Cabinet Committee on Textiles a three-volume study of relevant
economic facts.

I have the study with me today. We have submitted it to the staff and
also to members of the committee. I will not burden the record with
asking that this be inserted. It is there. You see the weight and depth.

Senator HARRIS. We will receive it into the committee files, rather
than as part of the record.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, sir.
(The document referred to will be found in the official files of the

committee.)
Mr. D IxmS. The study included 225 statistical tables and 115

charts and graphs, and an analytic text of some 156 pages. There has
never been a response by the domestic textile or apparel industries.
They have refused to assume their burden of proof. They apparently
shy away from the facts and abhor an objective inquiry into the true
state of affairs.

For this reason, we believe that President Johnson and Congress-
man Mills have taken the wisest course in ordering the Tariff Com-
mission to investigate the economic situation of the domestic textile
and apparel industries and to make an analysis of the present and per-
spective impact of imports upon these industries. As the President
stated in making this request:

We must have all the facts possible to guide our future action in this Import-
ant field.

For our part, we are now preparing our economic case for presenta-
tion before the Tariff Commission. We assume, of course, that the
domestic textile and apparel industries will present the facts as they
see them. We trust that the Congress will await the results of this in-
vestigation, as Secretary of Commerce Trowbridge suggested, and that
it will not take precipitous actioii based only upon the allegations of the
domestic industries. These allegations, we believe, do not present an
accurate or meaningful picture of the realities of these industries.

In the necessarily limited time accorded to us in these hearings, we
can only sketch our 6conomic case in broad outline. We will, of course,
make available, to the committee our brief and other materials which
we submit to the, Tariff Commisson.
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The performance of the domestic industries since 1961 has been
truly spectacular. By every general measure, the industries have ex-
perienced substantial growth.We invite the attention of the committee
to the charts and tables attached to our statement which we also ask to
be made part of our presentation here.

Senator Hu". Without objection, that may be done.
Mr. DA nzLS. And I am just going to briefly, in words, describe the

tables.
(The tables referred to start at p. 635.)
Mr. DAwizWs. The first table shows the index of industrial produce.

tion for the textile mill products industry. The very strong upward
curve of the line, particularly from 1961 on, certainly shows a picture
of health in the textile mill products industry. It grew-the index-
from 94.3 in 1958 to 142.3 in 1988.

Figure 2 shows the index of industrial production for apparel prod-
ucts 1duty.

Senator HRis. Which one I
Mr. DA NES. Figure 1, Senator Harris, was the textile mill products

industry.
Mr. Fuixr. It follows page 9, Senator.
Senator Huaus. That shows production I
Mr. DAmLS. It is the index of industrial production as computed by

the U.S. Government.
Senator H[Ais. All right.
Mr. DANxELJ. Figure 2 shows that from a low of 95.3 in 1958, the

apparel products industry index rose to 150.3 in 1966, with, again, the
most spectacular growth taking place between the years 1WI0 and 1966.

Now, figure 3 shows sales for the textile mill products and apparel
products industry for the years 1961 through 1966, and here sales for
the textile mill products industry grew from $13.4 billion in 1961 to
$19.5 billion in 1966-an increase of over 45 percent.

The apparel industry sales increased from $12.4 billion to $18.1
billion-a growth factor of about 50 percent.

In figure 4 we show the really spectacular rise in profits for these
industries. In 1961, for the textile mill products industry, profits rose
from slightly below $300 million to over $700 million-a more than
doubling of the profits of this industry-and for the apparel products
industry, a growth profit of from about $150 million to over $400 mil-
lion was experienced by the industry, more than tripling their profits
over this period of only 6 years.

Figure 5 charts U.S. domestic consumption of all fibers, of manmnade
fibers, cotton, and raw wool. Here again we see the strong upward
movement starting in 1961 throu h 1966 in total U.S. domestic con-
sumption of fibers--an increase ofon the order of 50 percent. What is
interesting about the chart, and the reason we have it here, is to show
the relative growth of natural fibers, cotton, and wool, as compared to
manmade fibers The manmade fibers show a very marked increase
from 1961 to 1966, with wool rather sluggish, cotton sluggish up until
1963 when it, too, started to rise. We think this is a key table because
the domestic industry and the importers both claim and acknowledge
that this is an all-fiber industry. What has happened here is that tle
domestic industry has only emphasized the figures by segnents-that
is, by wool or by cotton-and obscured the real growth in manmade
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fiber consumption which is substituting for both cotton and wool. And,
we think a relistic picture, since it is an all-fiber industry, is to look
at the top line; that is, total U.S. domestic consumption.

We have also in our tables shown figures for mill consumption alone,
which show exactly the same pattern. I refer particularly to table No.
8 attached to the statement. Even the curve that we have shown for
manmade fiber consumption does not tell the whole story because this
combines both the cellulosic and the newer noncellulosic fibers.

If you took the noncellulosic fibers alone-and these are the fibers
which have been primarily in recent years substituting for cotton
and for, wool-mill consumption grew from about 500 million pounds
to over 2 billion pounds in a period of 10 years--an increase of about
four times.

Turning now to figure 6, we have made a comparison between
dometic consumption and mill consumption.

Senator HAluis. WVhat do you mean by domestic consumption I
Mr. DANxELS. Sir, that is a technicaI term which we use in this

business. This is-in this particular chart that we are showing this
is merely consumption of all fibers, minus the fiber content of exports
of manufactures and semimanufactures, plus imports--the fiber con-
tent of imports of manufactures and semimanufactures.

Senator Haxms. I am almost sorry I asked.
Mr. DA.UELs8 Well, what you are trying to get when you get a

domestic consumption figure is an idea of what was consumed in
this marketplace, and you naturally subtrat your exports because

g out of the country and you add imports.
Now, we have also shown on figure 6, as you will nJtice, a line

for mill consumption.
Senator HARais. That is particularly what I was interested in: the

distinction between domestic consumption and mill consumption.
Mr. DANW&S. Well, domestic consumption is a market concept and

mill consumption is an industrial concept, if that distinction makes
any sense

Although you would have to account for the exports, the distance
between mill consumption and domestic consumption also measures
import measures very roughly. You would have to adjust for exports,
but we have also shown imo rts on the bottom line of the chart

This is an admittedly crude way to measure your competitive impact.
It is the only overall measure that you can come up with. It could
be adjusted in one way or another. There is great dispute as to how
you adjust either one of these figures, but certainly the relative
movements, no matter what the adjustments would be, are as shown
on this chart. And, here I think it is quite clear that there has been
a tremendous upswing in both domestic consumption and mill con-
sum ion from 1961 through 1968 with imports a rather shallow line
at a low level.

Since the, imports started at a low base, if you want to talk about
pe n increases, you might come out w4h a rather high figure
for the increase of imports, say 1966 over 1965, but what is bmrtant
is not the pemntage increase, it seems to us. but the absolute increase
which is shown on i figure in domestic consumption and mill
consumption.
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As shown in table 6, while imports were growing by about 160
million pounds or 170 million pounds, on that order, domestic con.
gumption was growing by three-quarters of r billion pounds. So that
you are talking about magnitudes that are important rather than
percentage figures which are sometimes misleading.

There has been no injury here. We think figure 6 shows that there
has been no injury on an overall basis, and certainly this is not a
pattern of production and imports which would justify the very
extraordinary restrictions such as are embodied in S. 1796 or subse-
quent amendments of that proposed quota legislation on textiles and
apparel.

The concept of these bills appears to us to be unsound and unneces-
sary. We believe they violate the fundamental economic principles
which have governed our economy and which have created the abun-
dance and prosperity of our society.

In the first half of 1966, with the economy and consumer demand
both at very high levels, the textile and apparel industries operated
at practically 100 percent of capacity. They experienced severe labor
shortages, bottlenecks in production, and severe inflationary pres-
sure Increasing procurement by the military compounded these
difficulties.

The rise in imports in 1966 was attributable to an extremely tight
supply situation, increasing prices and strong demand by the domestic
industries themselves for imported semimanufactures. These demands
could not be met by domestic production alone. With the slowdown
in the economy generally in the last part of 1966, orderiid&ined and
inventories accumulated rapidly.

I think there is a very essential point here. These industries do
not exist in a vacuum. They exist in an economy, and the entire econ-
omy has experienced a similar slowdown starting with the last half
of 1966; a leveling trough, and now a pickup which we are sure will
happen in the case of textiles as well.

Now, in 1967, we have seen a working off of inventories but with
the economy and the textile and the apparel industries resting on a
high plateau. This is described, Senator, in a memorandum which
we prepared on August 28, which is slightly out of date now and
there have beeii revisions in the figures, but we would like to submit it,
nonetheless, for the record in the interests of conserving time, because
it goes into-

Senator HA=ms. Without objection, that will be included in the
record.

(The memorandum referred to above appears at p. 639.)
Mr. DAmrs. The other point that I think is important in comparing

the relative performance of imports and the domestic industry in 1966
and 1967 is to compare like with like. What we have generally seen,
because it is convenient and there are more statistics, more detailed
statistics, are comparisons between production of the domestic indus-
try compared with imports.

Now, we don't believe when you are measuring a very tight time
period like this that this is appropriate, and that a more appropriate
set of figures would be figures on shipments or sales, and we have on
table 7 shown figures for sales, for sipments of the textile industry.

Otto
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They indicate an increase even over this period of decline in the econ-
omy generally as they liquidated inventories.

As a matter of fac, ?omestic shipments were much better than im-
ports, which are also shipment u as shown by comparing tables 7
and 8. Imports lly declined overall in the first 8 months of 1967,
by a factor of 4.8 percent .

Here again, if we could turn to table 8 we think that the table illus-
trates again the all-fiber nature of the industry and why it is not possi-
ble to make judgment based upon the performance of any particular
fiber.

This analyzes imports for January through August of 1966 and 1967
on the basis of equivalent square yards, a measurement which we do
not n ceay accept as beiig completely precise, but for purposes of
comarison here it is proper to use it, we believe.

Here we see that imports of cotton declined by 14.1 percent and of
manmade fibers increased by 20.1 percent over this first 8 months of
1967, compared to the same period in 1966. But if you combine the
two--and most of the imports of the manmade fibers are cotton system
constructions--the imports actually declined b 3.7 percent. If you
add in the decline in imports of wool productsof 21.3 percent, you will
see that total imports declined by 4.8 percent.

Furthermore, if you look at table 8,you will see that the increase in
imports of manmade fibers occurred in the first months of the year ver
havfly, and that in the later periods, they declined substantially wit
an actual decree of 7.8 percent, compa ri Aut with August. If
we look at the last line on the table, we will seet since April total
imports of textile products have declined substantially-a decline of
113percbnt in April, 11.7 percent in May 5.5 in June, 17.4 in July, and
15.6 percent in August. And, really, the fact that the overall 8-month
figure is at the moderate level of a decrease of 4.8 percent reflects the
first 3 mouths of the year.

Now, it takes about 6 months, between order and delivery, of im-
ported fabrics which varies, of course, from construction to construc-
tion, but that is a rough average, and we believe that the first 3 months
reflect orders made during the boom periods of June through August
of 1966.

Now, the domestic industry when it is speaking to the trade press or
financial analysts and is not fighting its import battles also reognizes
the truths of theig that we are saying here today

Mr. Charles F. Myers, president of Burlington Industrie, has put
the entire matter into persptive. He said:

While current business In textiles Is generaly down from last year's record
levels, Improvement could come about before the end of tis year. Prices are not
likely to fall below prewet levels; more likely we are on a plateau from which
an upturn can be anticipated. Just bow long this may take Is dependent upon too
many factors to warrant veculatlon.

Softness has affected many other areas of the national economy, too. Some-
times wein textiles tend toover-reacts to our own detriment, and lose sight of the
l, se Perm tm-which to stetslty upward

Turning to imports of wool products along, the simple fact is that
imports have declined for 2 straight years. Itlus incredible to us, in the
face of this record, that the domestic industry still maintains that it
needs import protection.

8-48-87--pt. a
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The trade press in recent weeks has been crowded with reports of a
genuine turnaround and recovery in the textile and apparel sectors,
following the upturn in the economy as a whole, and we would like to
submit these articles for the record. I have provided copies of these
articles for the Senators present at the hearing.

Senator Hmusu. Without objection, those articles will be made a
part of the record.

(The articles above referred to appear at p. 645.)
Mr. DANIELS. Just to read some of the headlines, "Index Shows

Thumping 7-Point Rise." This is the textile world index of textile
manufacturing activity.

'The headline says, "index Shows Thumping 7-Point Rise." It shows
that the index of August 1967 was almost at about the same level as
August of 1966.

Another article says, "Fiber and Textile Men Like Upswing of
Things." This is an article of October 16 1967.

An article of October 12, 1967, "Worsteds Are Booming, Mills
Booked Well Ahead."

And just to read the first part of the article
Senator BE xixmr. Mr. Chairman, since we have 14 other witnesses

and we have these before us, I hope the witness will assume that the
members of the committee can read.

Mr. DANT.ILs. Certainly, Senator Bennett.
Senator BE.NNETr. I realize that you wait a long time to get a chance

to have your say and it is tempting to stretch it out, but it will be mid-
night before the committee gets through if every witness takes the
same amount of time.

Mr. DANIEuS. These are in the record and I am sure the Senators will
pay attention to them.

Senator B xEirr. That is right.
Mr. DANziLS. I would like to mention the comment of another coin-

mentator, Richard D. Karfunkle, of the textile fibers department of
Du Pont, who is quoted in the Daily News Record of October 18,2 days
ago:

In an economic environment that is expected to feature a new spurt In con-
sumer spending, textile activity should rebound from its slump in 1988-67 and
move ahead more strongly in 1988, at about a five percent rate. This rate is
somewhat higher than the longer term trend rate of textile growth of four
percent.

Granted an increasing population, favorable distribution of popu-
lation by age group and income bracket, and a more efficient textile and
apparel industry, prospects for the long-range performance of the
textile and apparel industries are extremely bright. Textile World in
April 1967, t a long look at the future andstated:

Sales of the textile Industry will reach the $82 billion mark by 1976 for a
57 percent gain.

This, in brief, is a sketch of our economic case. We believe that the
facts which we have presented show conclusively that there is no need
for import protection in the textile and apparel fields.

We will at considerable length and in more detail present our case
to the Tariff Commission in support of this contention.

This is not simply a battle between importers and the domestic
textile and apparel industries. This is a problem in which the entire
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Nation has a stake. We hope that in the weeks and months to come the
Congress will hear from others who share our view that enactment of
the quota bills before this committee in textiles and apparel and other
fields would not be in the best interests of the Nation.

Thank.you.
Senator H uus. Thank you very much, Mr. Daniels.
Does either of your associates have anything to add ?
Senator Bennett?
Senator BEwrrr. No questions.
Senator HARMS. Senator Carlson ?
Senator Curtis I
Senator Dirksen?
Mr. Chairman, do you have any questions of this witness for the

American Importers Association before I leave the chair ?
The CHAIRMA. No.
Senator HARP, s. All right.
If not, thank you very much, Mr. Daniels. We appreciate your

testimony.
Mr. D aim. Thank you.
(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Daniels, the memorandum

referred to, the tables referred to, and the articles referred to follow:)

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT ON IMPORT QUOTAS SUBMITrED ON BEHALF OF THE TEXTILE
AND APPAREL GaOtrp, AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION, BY MICHAEL P.
DANIELS. CoUNsra, Ocroam 20,1907

1. The Textile and Apparel Group opposes the imposition of quotas on imports
of textiles ad apparel products for the reason that economic facts neither
Justify nor compel protective quotas.

2. The Textile and Apparel Group will make a full presentation to the Tariff
Commission In the Section 332 investigation requested by the President. As
suggested by S.ecretary Trowbridge, the Congress should await the results of this
investigation before taking action on textile or apparel quota proposals,

3. The performance of the domestic Industry, by every general measure, has
been one of spectacular growth, especially in the period 1961 through 1966. im-
ports have grown: but domestic production has grown substautially. There is no
basis for any allegation of serious injury.

4. Domestic shipments of textile products in 1987 have actually increased in
contrast to imports which hare decreased.

•5. Textile activity will pick up rapidly In the next several months with tangible
signs of upturn already visible.

Conclusion: There is no need for import protwi'tin in the textile and apparel
fields.

TESTIMONY OF THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL GROUP OF THE AMERICAN IMPORTS
ASSOCIATION ON IMPORT QUOTAS, BY MICHAEL P. DAIEmLS, CoussiL, OcTOBE
20, 1967

My name Is Michael P. Daniels. I am testifying as Counsel to the Textile and
Apparel Group of the American Importers Association of New York, New York.

The Textile and Apparel Group of AIA opposes the imposition of quotas on
Imports of textile and apparel products. Its opposition is based both upon the
serious consequences of quotas on this trade and upon the complete absence of
economic facts to justify restrictions.

The group for which I appear today was originally known as the Wool Products
Group. It was formed In 1963 to combat demand at that time for qpota controls
over wool prosluct imports. It has since expanded its membership to Include all
segments of the textile and apparel Import trade, without regard to fiber. This
is in reaction to the broad-gauged attack on United States trade policy now
being waged Ity all segments of the United States fiber, textile, and apparel
inlu trieg.
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Members of the United States Cabinet, two days ago, forcefully brought to
the attention of this Committee the consequences of enactment of the Hollings
bill, S. 1796, or other restrictive legislation. S. 1798, or generalized quota legisla-
tion, would affect trade valued at between $1 billion to $1% billion. Under the
Hollings bill, we estimate that the textile and apparel import trade would ex-
porience an absolute cutback of about one-third. Growth would be impeded
aLsolutely.

Our fundamental contention Is that the economic facts simply do not Justify
resirictlons on textile and apparel imports. We believe that these facts and
this judgment explain the refusal of foreign nations to negotiate an agreement
covering all textiles and apparel, without regard to type of fiber.

The AIA Textile and Apparel Group has always been ready to set out Its
economic case in writing In the most complete detail and to stand or fall on
the economic facts of the matter. In response to the Administration's 1966
announcement of a study of the trade in wool products, this group submitted
to the Cabinet Committee on Textiles a three-volume study of relevant economic
facts. This study included 225 statistical tables and 115 charts and graph&
There has never been a response by the domestic textile or apparel industries.
They have refused to assume their burden of proof. They apparently shy away
from the facts and abhor an objective inquiry into the true state of affairs.

For this reason we believe that President Johnson and Congressman Mills
have taken the wisest course in ordering the Tariff Commission to investigate
the economic situation of the domestic textile and apparel industries and to
make an analysis of the present and perspective Impact of Imports upon them.
As the President stated In making this request: "We must have all the facts
possible to guide our future action in this important field."

For our part, we are now preparing our economic case for presentation
before the Tariff Commission. We assume, of course, that the domestic textile
and apparel industries will present the facts as they see them. We trust that
the Congress will await the results of this investigation, as Secretary Trow-
bridge suggested and that it will not take precipitous action based only upon
the allegations of the domestic industries. These, we believe, do not present an
accurate or meaningful picture of the realities of the industries.

In the necessarily limited time accorded to us In these hearings, we can
only sketch our economic case in broad outline. As I have Indicated, a complete
brief of our position will be submitted to the Tariff Commission in the Section
332 p . We will, of course, make available to this Committee and Its
members copies of this brief, which will deal with the trade and domestic
performance in the textile and apparel fields in considerable detaiL

The performance of the domestic Industries since 1961 has been truly
fpectacuvar. By every general measure, the industries have experienced sub-

stantial growth. We invite the attention of the Committee to the charts and
tables attached to this statement. Figure 1 shows that the Index of Industrial
Production for the Textile Mill Products Industry grew from a low of 94.3
in 1958 to 142.8 in 1966. Figure 2 shows that from a low of 98 in 1958, the
Apparel Products Industry Index rope to 130.8 in 190&,

Measured by sales, as shown by Fiues 8, the textile Industry grew from
$18.4 billion in 1961 to $19.5 billion in 1968, an increase of over 45%. Apparel
industry sales increased from $12.4 billion to $1&1 billion, a growth factor of
about 50%.

Net profit after taxes as shown on Figure 4 shows a similar pattern.
Figure 5 measures performance by United States domestic consumption.

It shows a strong, rising pattern of domestic consumption for all fibers, from
5.8 billion pounds in 1958 to almoit 9% billion pounds n 1966 Figure 5 Is par-
ticularly Intere.ting In -that It shows the marked rise in consumption of man-
made fiber. This I tlso measured on the basis of mill consumption in Table
II. Whereas consumption of wool showed a sluggish, almost. even pattern and
consumption of cotton showed a significant rise only in the years from 1968
to 1988, the increase In consumption of manmade fiber by United States textile
mills has been subqtantial, doubling from 1.8 billion pounds in 19"5 to almost 4
billion pounds in 1966. Combining the cellulosic and noncellulosfe fibers as hbown
on th# ehqrts and table obscures the rell.v npecaular increase In consump-
tion in' the noneellulosic fibers which have substituted both for eottpn and
wool. Here, mill con.u-mption grew from about 500 million pounds In 1957 to
over 2 billion pounds In 1966, an increase of about four times.
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In Figure 6, we have compared domestic consumption and mill consumption

of cotton, wool and manmade fiber with the fiber equivalent of imports of
manufactures and semi-manufactures of these three fibers. It Is almost im-
possible to make a precise comparison between domestic consumption and
imports on an overall basis, but the figure is instructive in showing the general
relationship. Imports have grown during the period but the Importance of
Figure 6 Is that it puts import growth into the perspective of the real growth

in domestic performance.
There has certainly been no injury here, let alone serious injury. An ex-

amination of Figure 6 belies the claim of the domestic industry that it needs
the extraordinary restrictions embodied in S. 1796 and similar measures.

The concept of these bills appears to us to be unsound and unnecessary. We
believe they violate the fundamental economic principles which have governed
our economy and which have created the abundance and prosperity of our
society.

In the first half of 1966, with the economy and consumer demand both at Nery
high levels, the textile and apparel industries operated at practically 100% of
capacity. They experienced severe labor shortages, bottlenecks in production,
and severe inflationary pressure. Increasing procurement by the military com-
pounded these difficulties. The rise in Imports in 1966 was attributable to an
extremely tight suple situation, increasing prices, and strong demand by the
domestic Industries themselves for I -manufactures. f= these demands
could not by met by domestic p on alone. W own In the economy
generally in the last paor declined and tories accumulated
rapidly.

1967 has seen a wk kng off of inventories, but with the nomy and the
textile and apparel dustries testing on plateau. This described In
oud memorandum dated August the o of the textil nd apparel
industries n 19. We offer It tfo inc o in e printed reco

Producion the textile ustry s dec ed mm hat from the levels
of 1966,but pmend ve fact ncrea a ow on Table L.ThIs
reflects ly ry adjus 1la pa
and apparel industries recovthe o from mid-

Table VI indicates that tie of ports was wake than
that of do c shith with v declin 44L8%. Wle VII I also
instructive view of -hie -be the Indust, one pin upon
which botJ portes md the
has emphba t wth ports ade fbe some 20% from
Januaryto ugustIt not, erm the sharpdrop In im. of
cotton prod t; this a d Of 1 * I ht-month period d a
decline In w p Im Of so n dicated clea that
the increase Imports t 0ahe r 19;? is n e to first
few months o 1967, a time when the still a ry-over orders the
mid-1966 boom riod. Thus, to xtfle d ap rel im in A 197
were 1.6% low thaninthe mpable riod I were
17.4% lower in 7 than J 1966. As own n able V Imports
from April on ha n considerab 9661ev

Mr. C04arles F. President of Burl Industries, put the entirematter ijito perp ie • r o

"While current busin textiles is generally down last year's record
levels, Improvement could about before the this year. Prices are
not likely to fall below present we are on a plateau from
which an upturn can be anticipated. Just how long this may take is dependent
upon too many factors to warrant speculation.

"Softness has affected many other areas of the national economy too. Some.
times we In textiles tend to over-react, to our own detriment, and loe sight at
the longer term trend-which Is steadily upward."

Turning to imports of wool products, the simple fact Is that Imports have de-
lined for two straight years It is Incredible that, in the face of this record, the

domestic Industry still maintains that it needs import protection.
The made pre in recent weeks has been crowded with reports of a genuine

turnaround and recovery in the textile and pparel sectors We would like to
submit for the record several of these newspaper articles.

Our opinion that the textile industry will experience a very quick pickup in
activity in the months ahead is shared by an authoritative commentator, Mr.
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Richard D. Karfunkle of the Textile Fibers department of Du Pont, who was
quoted in the Daily News Regoi d of October 18 as stating:

"In an economic environment that Is expected to feature a new spurt in con-
sumer spending, textile activity should rebound from its slump in 1966-67 and
move ahead more strongly in 1968, at about a 5 per cent rate. This rate is some-
what higher than the longer term trend rate of textile growth of 4 per cent."

Granted an increasing population, favorable distribution uf population by
age group and income bracket, and a more efficient textile and apparel industry,
prospects for the long-range performance of the textile and apparel industries
are extremely bright. Textile World in April 1967 took a long look at the future
and stated: "sales of the textile industry will reach the $32 billion mark by
1976 for a 57% gain."

This, in brief, Is a sketch of our economic case. We believe that the facts
which we have presented show conclusively that there is no need for import pro-
tection In the textile and apparel fields.

This is not simply a battle between importers and the domestic textile and ap-
parel industries. This is a problem in which the entire nation has a stake. We
hope that in the weeks and months to come the Congress will hear from others
who share our view that enactment of the quota bills before this Committee in
textiles and apparel and other fields would not be in the best interests of the
nation.
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MomOdSFIb, 1957-1966 Domestic ConsumotionBI1leongc! bunds
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TABLE II.-4ALES AND NET PROFIT AFTER TAXES, TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS AND APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED
,PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES, 1961-4

SALES

fin ammii. d ml "las

Textiles Apparel

1961 ...................................................................... 13,398 12,365
1962 ...................................................................... 14,449 13,241
1963 ...................................................................... 15,092 13,696
1964 ...................................................................... 16, 249 14, 880
1965 ...................................................................... 18,028 16,2631966 ...................................................................... 19,513 18,110

NET PROFIT AFTER TAXES

1961 ........................................... 280 157
1962 ........................................... 354 217
1964 ...................................................... 507 318
1965 ...................................................... 694 377
1966 ........................................................ 702 432

Source: FTC-SEC.

TABLE Ill.-U.S. MILL CONSUMPTION OF MANMADE FIBER, COTTON, AND WOOL, 1957-66

lin millions of poundsJ

Year Manmade fiber Cotton Wool Total

1957 ............ 1,792.5 4,060.4 368. 8 6,221.7
1958 ............ 1,764.2 3, 86. 9 331.1 5,962.2
1959 ............ 2,064.7 4,334.5 435.3 6,834.5
1960 ............ 1,877.8 4,190.9 411.0 6,479.7
1961 ............ 2,060.7 4,061.5 412.1 6,554.3
1962 ............ 2,418.5 4,188.0 429.1 7,035.6
1963 ............ 2, 787.8 4,040.2 411.7 7,239.7
1964 ............ 3,174.3 4, 244. 4 356.7 7,775.4
1965 ............ 3,624.4 4,477.5 387.0 ,488. 9
1966 ............ 3, 997.7 4,632.5 370. 3 9,000.5

Source: Textile Orpnon.

TABLE IV.--DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF FIBER AND PRODUCTS, MANMADE FIBER, COTTON, AND WOOL'

Ila millions of pomndil

Year Manmade fier Cotton Wool Total

1957 ............ .. 704.3 3,878. 0 449.4 6031.7
1958 ............. 1,687.0 3,90 41L 7 5,327
1959 ............ 2,001.6 ,271.0 557.3 6 ,29.9
1960 ........... ... 113 4,209.9 538.4 6,56
1961 ............ 1,997.8 4,031.2 530 6, 4.0
1962 ............. .,358.6 477.5 530.0 6,54.0
1963 ............ . , ,726.9 4,136.7 558.6 7,422.2
1964 ............. 3,115.8 4,331.4 49.8 7,938.0
1965 ............ 3,567.4 4,664.3 527.5 8, 759.2
1966 ............ 3,96.4 4,938.8 500.5 9,407.7

t Mill consumption plus imports less experts of semimanufacturtd and manufactured products.
Source: Textile Orgnon.
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TABLE V.-IMPORTS OF SEMIMANUFACTURED AND MANUFACTURED PRODUCr7S-MANMADE
AND WOOL, 1357-46

1in millions ot pomndsl

637

FIBER, COTTON

Year Manmaeo fiber Cotton Wol Total

1957 ................................. . 5 95.6 85. 2 190.3
1958 ................................. 13.2 112.2 90.2 215.6
1959 ................................. 33. 6 172. 126.9 333.4
1960 ................................. 31.3 252.3 132.1 415.7
1961 ................................. 23.5 188.1 127.4 339.8
1962 ................................. 30.6 309.1 145.6 486.0
1963 ................................. 34.2 304.3 152.5 493.0
1964 ................................. 50.0 300. 2 141.1 491.3
1965 ................................. 79.0 360.6 156.1 595.7
1966 ................................. 117.6 495.9 142.9 756.4

Source: Textile Orpanon.

TABLE VI.-RATIO OF IMPORTS OF SEMIMANUFACTURED AND MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS TO DOMESTIC CON-
SUMPTION, MANMADE FIBER. COTTON AND WOOL 1--1957-61

[In millions of pounds

Year Imports Domestic consumption Ratio

1957 ................................................ 190.3 6,031.7 0.032
1958 ................................................. 215.6 5, 832. 7 .037
1959 ................................................. 333.4 6,829.9 .049
1960 ................................................. 415.7 ,56L6 .063
1961 ................................................ 339.8 ,564. 0 .052
1962 .......................................... 486.0 7206.4 .067
1963 ................................................ 493.0 422.2 .066
1964 ................................................ 491.3 7:930 .062
1965 ............................................... W&5.7 ,759.2 .068
1966 ................................................ 756.4 407.7 .0680

I This table is to show relative trends only.

Source: "Textile Organon."

TABLE VIL-SHIPMENTS, TEXTILE INDUSTRY

(Dollar amounts in miulonal

January February Maoal Apri May Jon J y J ,Tol

July'

1966............... f 4l $1,672 $1754 U',1 1612 as'3  11,46 L11, 55
1967................. 587 $l0: 50 $1 75 *:M 1 74i 3 X A 1 ,5m 11,953
ncreese(ercent) ........ +&2+ +.3 +5.3 +&4

Sere: Srvey of Current Buism .



TABIL VilI.-4.S, IMPORTS OF COTTON. MANUADE AND WOOL MANUFACTURES, JANUARY-AUGUST 1966 AND 1967
Ps Usmmas d quivalgat sqwe yard

ja-my Fdbm lM AWN May
Jug.

July Aug JAiWY-Aeso

l...................1967 ... . [ [ [ [[. .. .... .. ... ..
Pa dump ..................................

Mammade:
1966... .

dump ...................................------......................

16 .............................................

dm'o' ...................................- Mw.-----......................

WUl:
1966...1967 ...[[ [[................1----....... ...........

Pand dMa ..................................

:= -......:::::::::::::::::::::
GradbM MW IN 0008 Onwead):

.. co ................................ +5L7 1.5 6 -11.72240, 33

S"10:~~2 isabm d CAMM A-A i

155,315
160,331

67,549
79,644

+17.9

222,064239,975

+7.7

13,72M
10, 040

-26.8

236, 586250,0Ol5

131,975
114,395

-.11.8

43,442
86,871

+100.0

175,417203,266

+15.9

12,042
7,693

-36.1

187,45921,1o59

147,124
146,617

-0.4

53,610
83,436

+55.6

200,734
230,053

+14.6

14,399
12,131

-15.8

215,133

162,442
118,295

-27.2

62,98
83,713

+32.9

225,430
202,008

-10.4

14,902
11,336

-23.9

240,332
111 2'"

156,019
131,414

-16.8

66,284
67,663

+2.1

224,303
199.077

-11.3

15, 287
12,502

-18. 2

121,963
108,671

-10.9

72, 723
77,351

-4.4

194,686
186,022

-4.5

16,545
13,560

-18.1

172,129
128,787

-25.2

71,010
72,052

+1.5

243,139
200,6 39

-17.4

17,632
14,674
-16. 8

260,771
215,513

-17.4

-17.4 -15.6 -4.8

156,532
125,283

-20.0

91,232
84,552

-7.3

247,764
209,875

-15.3

18,983
15,303

-19.4

266,747
225,178

-15.6

1,205,49
1,035, 73

-14.1

528,838
635,322

+20.1

1,734.337
1:671,115

-3.7

123 512
97,239

-21.3

1,857 849
1,768:354

Jim
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TABLE IX-INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED, FOR TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS AND

APPAREL PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES

11957-59-1001

Tetie mill products (monthly) Apparel products (monthly)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1964 1965 1966 1967

January ........................... 118.8 131.7 140.1 139.3 129.4 142.2 146.9 150.2February .......................... 119. 132.0 140.7 136.7 131.7 143.7 148.3 146.4Match ............................ 118.9 131.5 140.7 136.2 131.8 144.0 147.3 143.6
April ............................ 119.4 132.2 141.7 135.1 130.5 144.3 149.7 141.9

May .............................. 119.3 131.6 143.7 135.2 132.8 145.3 149.9 141.2
June ...................... 119.2 132.2 144.0 135.3 133.3 145.4 152.0 141.5
July .............................. 121.5 133.8 143.4 135. 3 134.4 143.8 14.7 (1)
August ............................ 123.5 134.8 142.1 ....... 135.1 141.9 147.7 ........
September ........................ 125.81 135.7 141.7 ....... 135.8 143. 8 141L 4 ........
October ........................... 127.8 137.7 142.4 137.2 145.7 148.1 ........
November ......................... 128. 7 139.4 141.8 139.1 147.2 149.3 ........
December ......................... 130.3 140.3 141.4 .... 140.6 148.5 150.5

I Not available.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey o1 Current Business.

TEXTILE AND APPAREL GRoUP,
AMEICAN IMPOrTEMs ASocUTLON, INC.,

New York, N.Y.

PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM-PERFORMANCE OF THE UNITED STATES TEXTILE
AND APPAREL INDUSTRIES IN 1967

This Is a preliminary ieworaudum on the performance of the textile and
apparel industries In 1967. It Is termed "preliminary" because data for 1967
remains fragmentary. A more detailed memorandum will be written at such time
as more complete data becomes available.

A complete and thorough analysis through August of 1966 Is contained In a
study prepared by the Wool Products Group entitled "A Study of United States
Policy, Production and International Trade In Textiles and Apparel." This
three volume study Included 22 tables and 113 charts and graphs, together with
an analytical text of 154 page Readers of this memorandum are referred to
the August 1966 study for a more complete treatment and documented analysis.

PEUFORMANC OF TUN DOMUESTIC INDUBTRIE TUNMOPO 1SS

Performance of the United States textile and apparel Industries was one of
spectacular growth from 1961 to 1966.

The best overall measurements ot this progress are the Indices of industrial
production shown on accompanying Table I. For Textile Mill Products, the
index grew from 107.1 In 1961 to 142.8 in 1966 with accelerated growth from 1964
on. The Apparel Products Industry index grew from 112.1 in 1961 to 180.8 In
196.

All other overall measurements of the textile and apparel industries show the
same pattern of growth. Table II indicates a 87.2% growth in mill consumption
of fibers from 1961 to 196, an Increase of 2,445 million pounds o fiber Con-
sumed over the period. The rate of growth, measured by mill consumption.
reached its height In 1965 with an Increase of 9.1% over growth in 1964, with
a 6.0% growth from 1965 to 1966.

Sales of the textile industry grew from $184 billion n 1961 to $19.5 billion
in 1966, an increase of over 45%. Apparel industry sales grew from $12.4
billion in 1961 to $18.1 billion in 1966. (BITO C)

Net profit after taxes for the textile industry grew from $28 million In 1961
to $702 million in 1966, more than doubling. Net profit after taxes for the ap.
pare industrygrew from $157 million In 1961 to $482 million In 1966 almosttrilnr. ( C)

]n tle first half of 1966, with the seonomy and consumer demand at very
high levels, both industries reached practically 100% capacity. The industries
experienced severe labor shortages, bottlenecks in production, and inflationary
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pressures. Increased procurement by the military compounded these difficulties.
The strong rise in impors in 1966 was attributable to an extremely tight supply
situation, increasing prices and strong demand by the domestic industries them-
selves for semi-manufacturers which could not be met by domestic production.

TUE 1SDUST51E LNq 196?

With the slowdown in the economy generally in the last part of 196, orders
declined and inventories accumulated rapidly. 1967 has seen a working off of
inventories as the ecdkiomy and the textiles and apparel industries rested on a
high plateau.

The textile industry has emphasized figures relating to production (produc-
tion of gray goods, for example, or consumption of fibers) in 1967. 'roductiou
has declined, but the Important point Is that the industry has been liquidating
very high inventories. If shipments are analyzed, the textile industry as a whole
actually did better in the first five months of 1967 than in the saame period in
1966 as shown by the following table:

SHIPMENTS, TEXTILE INDUSTRY

IPollar amounts in milonsl

Total
January February March Apri May January

to May

1966 ............................... $1,495 672 $1,754 $1,685 $1,662 58,268
1967 ............................... $1,587 1,725 $1,752 $1,743 $1.758 $8, 565
I increase (percent) .................. 44.2 +3.2 0 +3.4 +5.8 +3.6

Source: Survey @ Current Business.

This Is a record of stronger performance than that ot imports (see Table IV).
Oomparsos of domestic industry shipments and imports are more relevant
than comparisons between production or consumption of fibers by the domestic
industry with imports, sinee imports represent shipment rather than production
figures.

Some distortion may be Introduced because shipments for the United States
Industry are measured above by dollar volume, and since the wholesale price
movement from May 1966 to May 1967 for cotton, man-made fiber, and wool
products has been down, the dollar figures above understate the gain in physical
shipments for the period shown.

Inventory accumulation Is undoubtedly related to a precipitous decline In
demand in the last half of 1966. However, the inability of the textile industry
to manage its inventory problem has always been a source of disruption of
production and employment. Inventory management Is certainly a fruitful area
for Improvement for the Industry and there are some indications that the larger
companies, with improved EDP programs, are tending to eliminate the precip-
itous ups and downs of mill activity which have plagued the industry In the past.

It is important to note, however, that production for the textile industry as a
whole in 1967 represents a decline only in comparison with 1966. Compared with
years earlier than 1968, the Industry In 1967 Is still operating at a very high
level. Table I shows the index of Industrial production by months. For textile
mill products, the index In June 1967, although 10 points below the 1966 peak,
Is nonetheless above 1965 and about 15 points over 1964 performance. For the
apparel products Industry, the index for May 1967 Is below both 1965 and 1966 but
considerably above the 1984 Index for May.
* In addition to reflecting movements in the economy as a whole, the performance

of the wool sector also reflects a well-established three year cycle In the produc-
tion of wool products. The high was In 1966 with declines In 1966 and 1967. This
dycle affects both'Imports and domestic production (see below) -

The balance of 1967 should see a resumption of growth In both the textile and
apparel Industries. This depends primarily upon the performance of the economy
generally. Althqu&h Indicators are not yet conclusive, there are strong fgn. of
F Cb g.recovery' In. the econoz y generally and'In the textile and apparel- Indus-
tI,'es" :iattjearly. This pattern should become clearer in the next several
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The trade press in the last several weeks has been filled with stories indicating
that a very fast turnabout to taking place. Recovery seems particularly well
established in polyester/cotton blend fabrics, with heavier demand at higher
prices now evident. The Daily News Record for August 10 reported that "a
definite upturn Is taking place in the textile industry. That is the concensus
among mill and fiber company executives. With few exceptions, they believe
the mood-of caution in the market has been replaced by more optimism."

The Textile World (McGraw-Hill) for August 1967 in a story headlined
"Textiles rebound in sluggish economy," stated "The textile industry has parti-
ally accomplished the expected mid-year turnaround. The recent inventory glut
which has plagued mills for several months Is easing * * 0. This trend to recovery
has apparently continued into June; both employment and hours worked rose,
Indicating that manufacturers raised production quotas to meet rising demand
and ebbing supply. Textile World's exclusive Index of Textile-Manufacturing
Activity broke out of the 148-149 bracket of the past three months, surging
to a high for the year of 152 in June."

A recent statement by Mr. Charles F. Myer president of Burlington Industries
has put the entire matter into perspective:

"While current business in textiles is generally down from last year's record
levels, improvement could come about before the end of this year. Prices are not
likely to fall below present levels; more likely we are on a plateau from which
an upturn can be anticipated. Just how long this may take Is dependent upon too
many factors to warrant speculation.

",Softnes has affected many other ares of the national economy too. Some.
times we in textiles tend to over-react, to our own detriment, and lose sight of
the longer term trend-which is steadily upward."

£MPWOYMSNT

Employment of production workers in the textile industry grew by about 50,000
workers from 1964 to 1906 (from 798,000 to 848,000). There was an increase of
25,000 workers from 196 to 1966.

Compared with 1906, there has been a decline in production workers in 1967.
Measuring from June to June, there was a loss of 28,000 workers from 1966 to
1967. However, meauring from June 1965 to June 1967, there has been a net
gain of 13,000 worked From May to June of 1967, there was also a gain of
18,000 workers on a seasonally-adjusted basis; as noted by Textile World above,
a strong Indication of recovery in the Industry.

zxsM re TRUeN loee

Table III shows the fiber equivalent of United States imports for consumption
of textile manufactures and semi-manufactures. Measured by percentage, the
increase from 1981 to 1968 from 125.8%. However, it Is these percentage figures,
so often emphasised by the domestic Industry, which tend to distort the com-
petitive relationship between imports and domestic production. Thus, while mii
consumption in the period 1981 to 1965 grew by 2,445 million pounds, imports
grew by only 425.8 million pounds Importv started from a relatively low base,
making the percentage Increases appear large. This Is put In perspective by the
ratio of imports to domestic consumption shown on Table IIU. This ratio for the
years 1982, 1963, 1964 and 1965 showed a great deal of stability, fluctuating
between 8.2 and 6.8%. The ratio increased to &1% in 1968, but this was a year
when mill consumption was growing by 6% and the industry was producing at
capacity with a real strain on productive resources. The ratio of Imports to
domestic consumption shows a slmtll pattern.,

(It should be noted that these ratios are used only to measure relative move-
ments in Imports and domsc performance since the- two sets of figures are
not completely coparablo.)

Imports in 1907 have responded to tia 9ane demand condition which hav
slowed down domestic industry performance In 1907. Toble IV Shows imports
bY -month for the first six months or ftJ7 compared to 1966. *verall,0fo' thO first
six months, there has been practice lyi0hnge in total imports (a decrease
of 0.1%). However, closer analysis 19cebs9#ay. On an overall basis, imports
declined bIy 11.2% ;4 Apr4 ooVp0" tox yesrearlier. JI,'?% May awl 53%

in une.. It w~~1, tlbep Off " J j14 tF 0A~ Avg, I~t ,t -m spt oftha 04-
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which makes the six months figure a stable rather than a declining figure, In
this connection, it Is Important to note that Imports for the first three months
of 196? were ordered In June, July and August of 1966, before the precipitous
drop In demand.

The domestic industry has made a big point of the increase in Imports of
man-made fiber products in the *first six months of 196? compared with 1966.
Our figures also bear closer analysis. Here also the large increases took place
In the first four months of the year, with figuzw for May and June showing
very small increaes, 2,1%and 6.4%, respectively.

Furthermore, the increase n man-made fiber product imports must be seen
In the perspective of a steep decline in imports of cotton and wool manufac-
tures. For the first six months of 1967 imports of cotton declined by 10.8%
and wool Imports by 22.7%. Combining cotton and man-made product Imports
for the first six months, there was an increase of only 1.5%. If cotton, man-made
and wool manufacturers are combined, reaching an all-fiber figure, imports were
at almost exactly the same level for the two periods.

This demonstrates a persistent distortion by the domestic Industry. On the
one hand, they argue that the industry is an all-fiber Industry, since there is
competition among all fibers and certainly a demonstrable competition between
man-made fiber products and cotton products and between man-made products
and wool products. There can be no disagreement that this is the ease, and
Importers have also insisted that the textile industry Is an all-fiber industry.
If this Is so, Isolating a particular sector by fiber simply makes no sense, Fur-
thermore, even if man-made fiber products are Isolated,, it Is this area, over
the past and certainly in the future, where the greatest growth in domestic pro-
duction has and will take place.

Another distortion Is involved when Imports for the first six months of 196?
are compared with available statistics on United States production (for Instance,
of gray goods) or consumption of fibers. Import figures are shipment figures,
not production ,gures. Actually, with inventories being worked off, shipments
by the domestic industry for the first six months of 1967 were higher than the
same period of 1966 (see above, page 2). There Is, according to our information,
about a six-month lag between order and delivery for imported product&

Because of the particular interest of the Wool Products Group, Table V shows
wool product Imports In greater detail. An examination of this table reveals that
Imports are declining for the second straight year. Total Imports declined 2.8%
from 1965 to 1968, and for the period January through May 1967, there was a
decline of 23.8% compared with the same period in 1968 (For the first six
months of 1967, Imports of wool products declined by 2.7% from the same
period in 1966 (see Table IV).) As Table V reveals, there have been particularly
significant declines in the so-called "'sensitive areas." Woolen and worsted fab-
rice declined by 11.8% from 1965 to 196, and for the first five month of 1967
declined by 17.4%, as compared with the same period in 1966. Knit owterwear
imports, valued under $5 per pound, declined by 19.2% from 19M to 1968, and
in the first six months of 1967 we-e hal the volume In 1M

KMVBM NOR TH or 194iT

It Is believe that Imports will further decline throughout 1967 based upon
market Information on forward orders,

XONG-wRAXe I CU DO MNW MUMTmY

With an Increa ing population, favorable distibution of population by age
group and income bracket, and with a more efficient textile industry, the long
range outlook for textile p-- ton In the United States is very brlf

Textile World In April 1967 taking a long look at the u stated: , Depite
the recent slack selling period In the textile industry, a period that now appear
to be nearing its end, the outlook continue bight." A memorandum fo the
publication's hiof economist onduded that: "Wles of the textile industry will
reach the $32 billion mark by 18 for a 57% gain." This article from the Textile
World Ireproduced In full and attached bwasue ot its Iptevest and ImplIcation&

h data set forth above and attended, alm a mm y and incomplete,
demontrate that the decUne ot domestic producton In low6 Is due p rimarl to
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general economic movements In the United States rather than to import com-
petition. Growth was arrested In domestic production .during the first half of
1967 but at a high plateau, significantly above performance for all years previous
to 1966. Shipments in 1967 are above 1966 levels as inventories are liquidated.
As the economy turns upward, It can be expected that textile and apparel Indus-
try performance will also Improve considerably. Although not yet conclusive,
there are indications that the upturn has already commenced. Imports have had
little or nothing to do with the difficulties of the textile Industry in 1967. They
both have r.'%ponded to the same demand conditions.

Textile policy should certainly be based on the long-range outlook for the
industry, wheh is extremely favorable, rather than on short-run phenomenon.

Of Counsel,
MicOaiui P. DaNrLs,

Satt, Hemmendinger J Danielt.
Attachments.

TABLE I.-4NDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION OF TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS AND APPAREL PRODUCTS

Textile mill products (monthly) Apparel products (monthly)

1964 196S 1966 1967 1964 1965 1966 1967

January .................... 118 131.7 140.1 139.3 129.4 142.2 146.9 150.2
February ................... 119.1 132.0 140.7 136.7 131.7 143.7 148.3 146.4
March ..................... 118.9 131.5 140.7 136.2 131.8 144.0 147.3 143.6
April ...................... 119.4 132.2 141.7 135.1 130.5 144.3 149.7 141.9
May ....................... 119.3 131.6 143.7 134.6 132.8 145.3 149.9 141.8
June ....................... 119.2 132.2 144.0 134.5 133.8 145.4 152.0 ()
July ....................... 121.5 133.8 143.4 () 134.4 143.8 149.7 (,)
August .................... 123. 5 134.8 142.1 ........ 135.1 141.9 147.7 ........
September ................. 125.8 135.7 141.7 ........ .35. 8 143.8 148.4 ........
October .................... 127.8 137.7 142.4 ........ 137.2 145.7 148.1 ........
November ................. 128. 7 139.4 141.8 ........ 139.1 147.2 149.3 ........
December ................. 130.3 140.3 141.4 ........ 140.6 14. 5 150.5 ........

Annul Textile mill Apparel products

1961 ................................................................... 107.1 112.1
1962 ..... ........................................................... 15.3 118.9
1963 .................................................................... 116.9 125.6
1964 .................................................................... 122. 9 134.1
1965 ................................................................... 134.9 145.1
1966 ......------------------------------------------... 142. 3 150.3

* Not avamlfe
So=rc: U.. Department d Commerce, Suve o Currut bmus.

TABLE II.-U.S. DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION AND MILL CONSUMPTION OF FIBERS, 1961-66

Pe milb"u of poawu

oem" Camp from P "Of m chmeo FI - year

.........61 ...... -------- 6514----- ..--.... W,6.0 ......
19..6 .........------- 7'9206. 5 +42 I 1+&S1 0 ~ .0 +7.3 "
196L.................-7422.4 +Z15. 7:025LI +204.8 +2L9
196 .-................. +53L.6 ,7I81 +5s$ +7.4

........---------. +21.1 +. 3 .. 5. .+7 +11
L .-------.... +6, .Z "44.1 +7.4 7.0 +50L 8 +.0

CM fro 1961-.46 ............. +t=# +4L .. ........ -2,44.0 +37.2

aNM..: u. Dequbd OfAsdlmhm

of-4W --4T-.l .- 10
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TABLE III.-FIBER EQUIVALENT OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION OF TEXTILE MANUFACTURES AND SEMl-
MANUFACTURES AND RATIO OtIMPORTS TO DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION AND MILL CONSUMPTION-1961-.6

p million of pewdu

Ratio Ratio
aipors Chan"e from previous you Imports/ Imports/

domestic mill
Quantity Percent consumption consumption

1961 ................................... 339.9 .......................... 0.052 .052
1962 ................................... 486.0 +1461. +43.0 .067 .069
1963 ................................... 493.0 +7.0 +1.4 .066 .068
1964 ................................... 491.3 -1.7 -0.4 .062 .063
195 ................................... 5957 +104.4 +21.2 .068 .070
1966 .................................. 765. 7 +170.0 +28.5 .081 .085
Chanp from 19616 ............................... +425.8 +125.3 .....................

Source: U.S. Department of Alriculture.

TABLE IV.-U.S. IMPORTS OF COTTON. MANMADE AND WOOL MANUFACTURES, JANUARY-JUNE 1966 AND 1967

1In thousands of equivalent square yards

January February March April May June January to
June

Cotton:
1966 ........................... 155 315 131,975 147,124 162,442 158,019 121.963 876,83
1967. ..................... 160331 116, 395 146,617 118 295 131 414 108 671 781,797
Percent change ................. +3.2 -1.8 -0.4 -0.2 -16.8 -10. 9 -10.3

Man mades:
1966 ........................... 67, 549 43, 442 53,610 62,988 66,284 72.723 365, 382
1967 .......................... 79, 644 86. 871 83 436 83. 713 67, 663 77.351 478,679
Percent change ................. +17.9 +100.0 +5. 6 +32.9 +2.1 +6.4 +31.0

Cotton plus man modes:
1966 ........................... 222,864 175.417 200,734 225,430 224,303 194.686 1,242,221
1967 ........................... 239.975 M,266 230,053 202,006 199 077 186, 022 1,260,476
Percent change ................. +7.7 +15.3 +14.6 -10.4 -11.3 -4.5 +1.5

Wool:
1966....................... 13,722 12,042 14,399 14,902 15,287 16,545 86,868
1967...................- 10040 7693 12.131 11336 12502 13560 671 4
Percent change ................ _K3 -91 -15.8 -A39 -182 -18.1 -H. 7

Grand total (cotton plus man modes
plus wool):

1966 ........................... 236.586 187,459 215,133 240,332 239,590 211,231 1,329,089
1967........................... 250,015 210,959 242 184 213 344 211 579 199,582 1,327,620
Percent change ................. +5.7 +12.5 +12.6 -11.2 -i.7 -5.5 -.

Source: Department of Commerce, TQ aeries.

TABLE V.-WOOL PRODUCTS IMPORTS OF WOOL MANUFACTURES, 1965, 1966 AND JANUARY-MAY 1966 AND 1967

fIn thousands of equivalent square yardsJ

Percent A B
Calendar Calendar change January- January- Percent

Unit year 1965 year 1966 1965 to May 1966 May 1967 chang
1966 AtoB

Wool tops and wool advanced... Pound...
Wool yarns WH or CV anora .. do ....rabbit.
Yarns of wool and other hair-....do-...
Woolen and worked fabrics.. Square

Billiard cloths ................
Wool blankets ...............
Ca fe and evil robes, etc.,

Wool tapestries and upholstery

PiW -cbrics wool .............
Wool knit fabric, In the piece..
Hose and half hose, wool ......

Gloves and mittens, wool ......

yard.
. .do...o

Pound...
.. do,....

Square.
yard.

-do....

Pound...
DozenpaIr.
.. do ....

8, 529,505 10,755.745 +26. 1 4,853,553 2,478,637 -48.9
334,984 388460 +16.0 167,424 70,106 -58.1

10,462,589 12,297,534 +17.5 5,779,085 3,858,3 -32.2
63,068,738 55,9$37,913 -11.3 29,32,1 2422,56 -1.

21,911 20,166 -8.0 8.503 13,866 +63.1
431.309 349,699 -18.9 106,011 101.716 -5.8

13m0e 78,251 -41.6 18, 746 8, 432 -5L.0

50, 813 496,1 7 -0.9 14, 666 212,493 +15.1

36,597 53,245 +45.5 37,907 11,604 -69.4
1,335 98 1,212,529 -&.3 575.990 336,063 -41.7

403,543 366,365 - 2. 18, 87 ,h -3. 5

216,091 199,764 -7.6 28,877 28,169 -2.5
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TABLE V.-WOOL PRODUCTS IMPORTS OF WOOL MANUFACTURES, 1965. 1966 AND JANUARY-MAY 1966 ad 1967-

Continued

lia thousuads of euivattaquar yarda

Percent A B
Calendar Calendar '1an% January- Januar- Percent

Unit year 1965 year 1966 1965 May 1966 May 197 chan
1966 At

Wool knit underwear ......... Pounds. 45,323 39,137 -137 6,856 6,405 -66I
Infants oute'vear wool ......... do.... 84,980 81,054 -4.6 13,157 11,600 -11.8
Knit hats and similar items, .. do.... 372,066 395, 295 +6.2 105,042 51,387 -51.

wool.
Knit outerwear and other .. do.... 12,506,814 10,113,971 -19.2 2,938,165 1,470,10 -50.0

rtloe, under S a pound.
Knit outerwear and other .. do.... 13,736,403 14,365,912 +4.6 3.541,275 4,120,234 +16.3

articles, wool over $5 a pound.
Hats, caps, etc., wool, not .. do.... 2.619 148 -94.4 .......... 497 ........

blocked, trimmed.
Aft , etc., wool, ..... 12,241 16, 98 +38. 7 3,166 3, 55 +21.6trimmed, finished.

Men's and boys' suits, wool... Number. 171,715 216,444 +26. 0 90,054 92,319 +2.
Men's and boys' outercoats, .. do.... 256,466 283,180 +10.4 56,244 60;328 +7.3

wool.
Women's, misses', and chil- .. do.... 553,271 624,207 +12.8 97,715 103,970 +6.4

dren's wool coats and suits.
Women's, misses', and d& .. do .... 111,477 322.593 +131.4 16,260 17,771 +9.3

dress separate skirts, wool.
Slacks and trousers, wool._. .do .... 2.869,065 1,506,031 -47.5 366772 365,622 -0.3
Arlices of woring apparel, Pound.. 2,396,202 2.33$,48 -2.4 16, 05 171,776 +2.8

wool NES.
Lace and lacefatcles, including .. do.... 343,949 313, 50 -8 8 137,016 12, 201 -5.7

veiling, ec.
Miscellaneous wool manufac- .. do.... 3,779,794 3,420,058 -9.5 1,478,042 1,113,973 -24.6

tures.

Equivalent square yards ........ 180,296,094 175,257,885 -2.8 70,323,223 53,583,161 -23.8
grand total

Source: Department of Commerce, TQ series.

[From the Textile World, April 19671

TEXTUES 18 A GnoWTH UnvusTuy

Despite the recent slack selling period in the textile industry, a period that now
appears to be nearing its end, the outlook continues bright Bright enough to cheer
even the most pessimistic industry man, burdened though he may be by increasing
import. Because we feel that he needs some cheery news, some indications that
the road ahead is not a downhill trip, we are printing this inter-office memo-
randum from our chief economist, Doug Greenwald, to TzXTu WoILD'S publisher,
Don White:

"MA CH 10, 1987.

"Inter-Office Memorandum-McGraw-Hill, Inc.

"To: Donald ]H[ White.
"From: Douglas Greenwald.
"Subject: Prospects for the textile Industry In the decade ahead.

"DuAa DoN: Before I spell out the prospects for the textile industry over the
next decade, let's take a brief look at the record of the Industry over the past
decade, Sales of textile manufacturers rose from $aX1 billion in 1966 to $0.4
billion In 1968, an Ancrease of about 56%. During the same 10 years, production ot
textile mill products increased about 38%, asmeasured Ofy Textils World's Index
of mnll c. vity, and by 42%, as measured by The Federal Reserve Boa.rd's index
of textile production. Thus, output of the industry haa Srown at au annual ratq
of about 8.5% per ye for the full 10-year period bat has om ly. doubled that
growth ra In the last three years. And capital Invemtvma t by5the te tIe
&ry has soared 14 Ohe last decade fom- abpat: $0W nmilim lz4 IMI to, well Over
$1 billion In 1968.' . ., ,

"'We feel that futur prospects for the -textile Industry are'very bright. Weexpect that the record of the industry over the next 10 years will surpass that ot
the past decade. This expectation is based on five major factors:
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"1. A higher rate of industrial and general economic growth over the next
10 years than the past 10.

"2. A whopping Increlse in the key textilcowwuming age group-"20-
years.

"& Increasing incomes of families and Individuals.
"4. A step-up of research and development xpenditures.
"5. A continuation of the upward trend in spending for new plants and

equipment.
"First, growth of the economy will be on the order of 4% to 4.5% per year, with

the industrial part of the economy growing between 4.5% and 5% per year. Thus,
Industrial demand for textiles will continue to grow.

"Second, the 20-30 year age group increased by only 1.5 million or 8% in the
past decade. In the coming decade this key age group for the textile industry Is
expected to grow by 16 million or about 38%. Thus, consumption of textiles by
families and individuals will soom.

"Third, family incomes will rise even faster In the 10 years ahead than they
did in the past 10. Although we are currently talking about raising personal
Income taxes because of the Vietnam War, we will soon be shifting the emphasis
from hiking taxes to cutting them and we may see tax cuts In 1968 and 1970,
both election years. Hisin incomes will result in an upgrading of consumer
purchases of textiles.

"Fourth, although we have seen some rise in research and development expendi-
tures by the textile industry In recent years, It still does not represent a very
significant share of the sales dollar. We expect that there will be a step-up In R
and D by the Industry as companies more and more recognize that this Is one
way of leading the growth parade, through new products and new methods of
producing both old and new products.

"And finally, we expect that just as the textile industry more than doubled Its
capital investment In new plants and equipment over the past decade, it will
again double Its investment over the next decade as demand for modernization
of equipment and for new capacity grows.

"Based on the above reasons, I now believe that sales of the textile industry
will reach the $32 billion mark by 1976 for a 57% gain.

"Physical production will increase about 45% or about 4% per year-a higher
rate than was attained in the past decade. In terms of Textile World's mill ac-
tivity index, It will hit the 220 mark in 1976 compared with 152 in 1968.

"Capital investment will top $2.25 billion compared with $1.13 billion In 1968.
With a steady flow of funds available to finance bigger and bigger investment
programs in new plants and equipment-the 7% tax credit and more rapid depre-
ciation are being reinstated-the textile industry will expand Its capacity about
4% per year in the decade ahead and also continue to bring existing facilities up
to date in terms of tomorrow's technological standards."

[From the Textile World, October 19671

LATE R Poz--BuseNzss INDICATORS

IJdes SAow# Thumping Seven-Point Rise

Textile World's exclusive Index of Textile Manufacturing Activity Jumped
seven points to 156 in August, rebounding from the customary June-July slump
caused by vacations and plant shutdowns.

(The level of the Index from March 1965 through August 1967 has been
revised upward. Reason: The Bureau of Labor Statistics has chauged its pro-
duction workers and their hours worked to a March 1966 benchmark from a
March 1965 benchmarL For the first eight months this year, especially, the
Index has been revised upward one to two points from the old Index, based on
the old March 196 benchmark.)

At 156, the Index has gained six points since January. But, when you com-
pw It with the 10-point advance In the same period last year and the fl-point
advance in 1965, It is clear that the pablems plaguing mill managers this year
have been strong
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It has been apparent since mid-year. however, that major economic gages for
textiles point to a brightening outlook. seven-point drop in the inventory-to-
sales ratio for July and a ffealthy advance in shipments to an annual rate of
$21.7-billion give first clues to the pickup in textile activity. August estimates
give further evidence. Prices for major textile fibers, depressed for many months,
have firmed up as much as 10%r in recent weeks. And the government's whole-
sale price Index for textiles rose in August for the first time this year.

These price Increases indicate that the industry is currently and will continue
to be in a favorable position to absorb the 6% increase in wages and the rising
costs of some raw materials.

LATE REPORT-NEWS & COMMENT

"Too much too soon." President Johnson's arguments for a 10% surtax on
corporate and personal income evoke that terse rebuttal from McGraw-Hill
Vice President-Economics, Dr. Gordon W. McKinley. Business activity will be
excellent into next year, agrees McKinley, but he questions government econo-
mists who look for demand to outstrip production. "At the end of this year there
will be no strain on our manufacturing capacity and no economic reason for a tax
designed to curb demand for manufactured products. Furthermore It is difficult to
conjure up a threat of materials shortages, and quite obviously the economy
will not be short of Inventories on hand."... The nation' trade policies are
heading It "pell moll toward economic chaos," began F. Sadler Love, secretary-
treasurer of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, In a recent speech.
He then declared: "Never send to ask for whom the bell tolls, because when
imports come in it tolls for every employee and every company in this industry."

Textiles will mingle with tobacco in the latest corporate diversification ma-
neuver. The nation's second largest cigarette company, American Tobacco, has
concluded initial plans to buy up shares of Kayser-Roth. In the proposed transac-
tion, American would purchase for $34 cash about 37% of Kayser's shares held
by Harrison Factors Corp., and the remaining shares on a cash-convertible de-
benture basis. Directors of both companies have approved the plan, pending
stockholder action, an examination of the companies' affairs, and further pro-
ceedings .. . Stocks of American upland cotton are sinking dangerously low-
and unless there's a good year ahead, expect competing fibers to take over, warns
R. Dave Hall, chairman of the Cotton Committee of ATML

Labor troubles in related industries hare befuddled textile producers, too.
As %ith the rubber strikes, some textiles have taken a beating. Those strikes cost
tire fabric producers one-third of production, and tire cord fabric and rayon
tire cord lost 49%. Vinyl-coated fabric makers, eyeing a healthy first quarter
outlook next year because of greater automobile consumption, have had optimism
dulled by the Ford Motor strike. Reportedly, they're dug in for a long walkout
and large pileups of stock.... The National Labor Relations Board has ruled
that J. P. Stevens unlawfully fired 18 employees for engaging in union activity.
This is the latest in a 4-yr.-long effort by the AFL-CIO Textile Workers of Amer-
ica to organize Stevens employees. The company is appealing this and earlier
rulings that order rehiring of 99 workers fired for union activity.

Textile industryt leaders expect th4s pear's profits to move up 3.8% on in-
creased sales of 6l%, according to a recent Dunn & Bradstreet survey. However,
average expectations for all manufacturing were an 8.5% sales advance and
7.7% profits increase from last year. Only rubber and lumber industry leaders
had a less optimistic view of profits than textilemakers.... Texrtile imports de-
clined in the year ending with July, but the textile trade deficit still shot up-
ward. According to Commerce Department figures, the year's import totaled
1,4-mlllion square yards, 40-million below the previous year--and the first
decline in years. But trade deficit statistics were less encouraging: Present
deficit $219-million, up $29-million from last year.

Canada's market for wovem wool goods eased downward again last year. Ca-
nadian Textiles Institute reports production dropped to 58,328,000 square yards
from 00,782,000 in 1965. Domestic shipments accounted for 1.6% more at 66%
of the total, while imports were down 1.8-million yards. Spokesmen for the coun-
try's carpet industry, meanwhile, see continued growth but at a slower pace. That
might not be surprising, in view of the industry's phenomenal growth: In ten
years, Canada's carpet industry boomed from 49 to 90% of the home market, and
sales tripled to $92-million in six years.
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LA= RZuoRi'.0vms Bars

Toko.--Chaflng over proposals in the U.S. Congress to restrict imports of
manmade fibers, Japan's usually recent trade associations wasted no time
in making their voices heard. Textile World's Toshlo Yoshimura reports that
they're determined to carry a stiff fight right to the United States. Already the
fibermakets have wheeled into action on varied fronts. Their strategy: an ex-
tensive public relations campaign in both the United States and Japan aimed
at the public, active Washington lobbyln& and concerted efforts that brought the
matter up at meetings of the U.4-Japan T rade & Economic Affafrs Committee
last month in Washington (see Washington Outlook, next page, for latest news on
Imports).

Moeoow.-A $30 million textile plant equipped with Communist Chinese ma-
chinery has opened in Berat, Albania. TW correspondent Howard Rausch reports
that when the new plant Is fully constructed by 1170, it will be the country's
largest Industrial complex, employing 7,000 workers with an annual production
of 14-million meters of cloth. The largest to date, the Soviet-built Stalin teXtile
plant, has 5,000 workers. Its first stage of construction completed, the plant now
will turn out 7-million meters with 3,000 employees. Albanian sources told Rausch
that Red China shipped 14,000 crates of machinery In the first stage, and 24.000
more will be sent before 1970. This should bring some relief to Albania's 2-million
citizens, reportedly the worst-dressed people In Europe.

Pari.-Two of the giants among France's textile groups are moving into Africa
and the Middle East with expansion projects totaling $11-million, reports Textile
World's Axel Krause. Lille-based Soc. Agache-Willot intends to build a $7.2-
million, fully-integrated cotton textile complex in Niger. The new compan7-, Soni-
tex (Soclete Nigerienne Des Textiles), will be Jointly owned by the group and
local shareholders. Within two years, It will turn out 1,500 tons annually. In a
Mossoul, Iraq, expansion project, Soc. Alsacienne De Construction Mecanlque
plans to double Its spinning plant operation and add a new weaving operation.
Alsaclenne, a large textile equipment and machine manufacturer in Mu house , Is
investing $&6-mlliion in the project.

Budopet.-Hungary Is undertaking a vast renewal of obsolete machinery in Its
silk weaving industry. Switzerland's Ruti recently shipped 600 looms to replace
equipment at plants in the capital and in the provinces. After a trial period, 50
machines at Szentgotthard, West Hungary, are successfully turning out 4,500
meters of nylon, other man-made-fiber fabrics, and lining daily.

Zurick.-As the overall economic growth rate has sagged, so has the textile in-
dustry, reports TW's Laura Pilarski. Last year, customs barriers and stiffer inter-
national competition slowed the embroidery sector to 900 capacity, with sales
off &5%. Exports of silk and rayon edged up; but there, too, competition squeezed
profits and slowed investment Wool recaptured 66% of exports lost the previous
year with rapid automation. Finishing lost 4%, man-mades dropped slightly in
production and sales. Nylon was steady, but there were significant reductions in
output of viscose fibers.

PortpW.--Government officials are moving to bolster a shaky financial situa-
tion that threatens this country's cotton textile Industry with a major crisis. It is
largely a crisis of cash--or lack of It-caused when banks began to recall short-
term loans used for extensive modernization In the last four years. To get the
money, small firms resorted to dumping low-priced products on the international
market. As a result, prices went down and the Industry suffered. Now, the govern-
ment is considering these remedies: mergers of small firms to control supplies of
raw materials, longer term loans for the Industry, and major financial overhauls
for worthy firms.

LATs RBzoxT-WAsmw rox OuLoozx

Preekdet Order &at on R imp Tesle Imports

President Johnson on October 4 ordered the U.S. a Commission to study
rising textile Import especi man-made fibers.
House Ways & Means Committee Chairman Wilbur Mills ()-ArL), whose

oommittee handles tariff and quota legislation, Joined the President in asking
the commission to make an 'Intensive analysis ot the present and prospective
Impact of imports" on the domestic textile and apparel industries--and to report
back by January 5.

The report, omclals stressed, will be strictly InformationaL But It will provide
facts, figures and projections to aid the President and congress in evaluating a
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host of bills seeking quotas on man-made-fiber Imports (story below). And for
the time being, it will ease some of the pressure on the White House for Im-
mediate action.

Oongre get# behAWd bi to rnebe*t imports

Congress may soon come to gips with a bill Intended to tackle the problem
of vastly Increased imports of woolens and man-mades.

A wide spectrum of support Is mounting to pass the measure, which would
impose import quotas on these textiles. Latest headcount shows that 154 House
members and 65 senators are sponsoring such legislation currently.

Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.), powerful chairman of the House Ways & Means Com-
mitte, Is guiding the House measure and Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), longtime
proponent of textile quota legislation, Is sponsoring the Senate bilL Sen -Hollings
said he would be willing to submit the legislation "as an amendment to any
revenue bill that hits the floor."

Because import control is likely to be considered a revenue measure which
cannot originate in the Senate under the Constitution, Sen. Hollings is limited
to making his plan a rider on House-passed legislation. He first prepared an
amendment to a House-passed bill regulating Chinese gooseberry imports.

It Is not clear If the Administration is opposing the textile measure, but,
historically, Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson have said they were
Interested in helping the U.S. textile industry and this bill would certainly
benefit. However, the Administration generally takes a free trade line, and may
prefer bilateral agreements with foreign nations instead of compulsory legislation.

Greatest opposition comes from the State Department, which does not wish to
aggravate delicate trade relations with foreign nations, especially Japan.

The House on September 28 passed by 340 to 29 the Dent bill, which i comple-
mentary to the Mills' textile imports bill. The Dent bill would require the Secre-
tary of Labor to investigate certain imported goods that "seriously impair" do-
mestic markets. The Labor Secretary would report his findings to the President,
who would be authorized to impose a tariff, ;zcrease any existing tariff, or order
quotas on the amount of such imported gools. Congress, any industry, a labor
union, or any community official could request the Secretary of Labor to make
the investigation. Chances for Senate passage are slim

Industry cooperates in jobs for minorities

The textile industry in North and South Carolina has cooperated with govern-
ment agencies in providing Jobs for minority group members, the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission reports.

The report states that 10 South Carolina textile mills provided 246 new Jobs
for Negroes during June and July with "voluntary affirmative action." Total
annual wages can be expected to exceed $750,000, the report states.

Also in North Carolina, a 12-mo. program has been designed to expand Job
and training opportunities for Negroes In all job categories in the state's
industries.

3'mm A" TxT Mw Lixz UpswiNo or Tmnqoo

The long-awaited upward movement in fiber and textile markets is definitely
under way and further improvement I anticipated during the final quarter of
the year.

This is the virtually unanimous conclusion of leading synthetic fiber producers
and textile mill executives. They base their opinions on the following points:

Optimism Is more noticeable than before at the retail level, which must
supply the spark for movement of merchandise.

Synthetic fiber sales, led by the carpet fibers and knitwear yarns, have
Increased and prices have strengthened.

Recent wage increases in the textile industry are being balanced by rising
volume, generally across the board, and better prices.

The stortage of raw cotton Is adding to the pressures which are making for
higher textile prices. .

The Improvement in market conditions has taken place during the third
quarter, which is traditionally poorest in the textile industry.
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The one sobering thought expressed by many executives concerned the Import
problem and the belief Imports would resmne In heavier volume once domestic
business improved.

Following are comments by executives of leading firms:
Louis F. Laun, president, Celanese Fibers Marketing Co.:
"Businew. has developed a much firmer tone over the past two months. The

considerable increase in retail activity has created more business and more
optimism at the manufacturer and mill levels. Improvement has occurred In
orders for all fibers, Including Arnel triacetate, Fortrel polyester and Celanese
acetate and nylon. The next six months Is expected to see this Improvement
continue.

"The only dark cloud is the continuing import problem. Foreign textile suppliers
gain from an economic upturn in the United States industry, move in when
business Is firming, then switch to other markets when domestic business softens."

Masten It. Dalton, marketing director, Monsanto Textile Division.
"Market conditions are firming on all levels right up to retail, showing brighten-

Ing prospects for immediate and short-term business. Fiber sales are strengthen-
ing across the board. Carpet nylon is sold up. as are most carpet apparel deniers
of Acrilan. Certain polyster prices are firming already and increased expenses
certainly point to price increases in the textile deniers."

Arthur M. Saunders, textile marketing director, Du Pont.
"Volume is at or near record levels on all fibers. Business is particularly strong

in carpet fibers and In Dacron filament yarn for knitwear. Over the next three
to six months we expect continued improvement consistent with growth of
volume and strengthening of prices in the textile business generally."

Charles J. Geyer, vice-president, general manager. fibers, American Vis'ose.
.Textile fiber business strengthened considerably with August deliveries, con-

tinued in September and appears equally strong in October. Volume picked up in
all markets and end uses, which had been slow for the past 12 months. There has
been some improvement In fabric price structures which Is especially important
for the health of the industry. We believe this turn around is not just a temporary
condition, but rather a return to normal demand we had been anticipating."

Charles F. Myers, Jr., president, Burlington Industries:
"'here has been noticeable improvement In our business generally in the last

few weeks and we are encouraged about the outlook for the next six months.
The whole tone In our markets Is looking better. Volume is rising, prices are
Increasing and, we believe, will hold. This is essential, because of the pressure
exerted by the recent wage increase and other rising costs.

"Customer Inventories have been reduced to low levels in most cases and the
replacement process Is getting under way. The major concern of the Industry
remains the import problem, and It looks like it will be up to Congress to decide
how much of the domestic market should be reasonably allocated to our foreign
competitors and just how many additional jobs an American industry would
stand to lose."

James P. Kelley, executive vice-president for sales, Springs Mills:
"There should be continued improvement of both sales and prices during the

next six months. Our shipments are picking up and prices are improving. Except
for very large customers, the Industry has been very conservative In commit-
ments. Our customers have had a fairly good fall, and holiday and spring busi-
ness seems to be coming along exceptionally well."

Robert Bendhelm, president, M. Lowenstein & Sons:
"Synthetic and polyester/cotton blend prices continue to improve. Many fabric

blends are still showing inadequate margins and there should be further price
improvements. In some instances standard cotton cloths are selling below costs.
Cotton is scarce, prices have moved up and with recent wage lxfcreases current
prices havo not yet reflected Increased costs.

"Sales have generally improved and we feel there will be further improve-
ments in both sales and profits on new business over the next six months."

James Self, president, Greenwood Mills:
"Imports will be the key factor in determining the continuation of the cur-

rent profit squeeze In the textile industry. Presently the price of cotton is up
from last year, and the recent wage Increase has pushed labor costs up. Cost
of synthetics is leveling off but the other factors determine the problems at
hand."

George Aufderhelde, Jr., executive vice-president, McCampbell sales division
of Graniteville Co.:
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"In general we are optimistic about the next six months, despite the possible
shortage of cotton suitable for blended fabrics. The attitude of Congress toward
curbing imports is very encouraging. The acceptance of soil release is a big plus
factor in our current business, although some technical problems remain."

Robert S. Small. president In River Mills, Inc.:
"The first evidence of an upturn on certain products came in late May and

early June. There's been no rush but I feel that each week a new product shows
real signs of life, and there's been a firming up of weak fiber prices that prevailed
last year and this year. Our third quarter in traditionally our poorest, but we are
looking ahead to better profits in the fourth quarter of 1967."

[From the Daily News Record, Oct. 12, 1967J

WosrTms Ans BOOMnIG, Miua BOOKEDx WELL AHEAD

(By Frank Stuart)

Nzw Yorx.-Domestic worsted business is booming.
Fabric buyers for clothing producers indicate delivery dates for fall 1968 fab-

rics are becoming extremely tight.
Mill spokesmen are a little more cautious In their comments.
In general buyers have projected blanket orders unusually far in advance. While

these are unspecified orders in terms of pattern and color, mills report specifica-
tions are coming in at a rapid rate.

William Lucado, sales head of Deering Milliken's worsteds sayp his unfilled
order position has improved greatly and the fall of 1968 season '"ooks good."

A spokesman for J. P. Stevens & Co., says February and March would be his
earliest delivery on worsteds and he has blanket orders extending Into May and
June. Specifications on blanket orders are arriving at such a rapid rate recording
has not caught up with them and the company does not know its percentage In-
crease as compared with last year.

In the case of Burlington Industries, fabric buyers say the company's Raeford
and Pacific Mills units are also booked well ahead and that it tends to be some-
what more advanced than most of Its competitors.

The Raeford division is known to have booked virtually all the business it can
take In fabrics composed of yarns in a 2/60& metric count without throwing Its
ratio of spinning to weaving out of balance. Raeford is the only domestic mill
producing any volume In this fine yarn count.

At Worcester Textile Co., Marty Marcus, head of the sales office, say, "It
looks like a good domestic season and we are doing good business" Blanket
orders are ahead of last year and the mill has orders extending through June. As
in the case of Stevens, the company Is getting a lot of specifications on blanket
orders placed earlier and does not know to this moment how solidly production
Is committed.

Representing the position of a smaller producer, Albert Fleury and William
Snow of Abbott Worsted say, "We are more optimistic than we were last year."
This producer, which In a source of spring weight polyester/worsted tropicals,
finds demand for later deliveries up on spring goods and will continue to ship
these until the first week of March.

Speaking for Southern Worsted Mills, W. S. Vanderbilt, Jr., vice-president,
says the mill i ahead on blanket orders by a small percentage.

Meanwhile, mill men do not regard their improved sold ahead position as
anything startling. Many worsted mills have closed during the past decade and,
as a result, total Industry production is more closely In line with normal demand.

Last year was regarded as a poor year. Fall, 1960, looks unusually good to
them--better than either 1964 or 1965.

The present Improvement Is thought to represent several factors. Among these
are low inventories of fabrics in manufacturers' hands and elimination of exces-
sve retail inventories.

The present heightened Interest generated by a much stronger fashion Image In
men's wesr is also Mrparded as a significant factor in good sales for worsteds.
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[From the Day News Reed. Oct. 6, IT I

Du PoT ALLOVATIZG DACo 8TAM1, YARN

(By Albert Pighinl)
Nsw YoaL-Du Pont i. allocating Dacron polyester staple and textile yarns.
Additibnal Du Pont capacity has been under construction for some time but

will uot come on stream until year.
This redects a tightening of the polyester market for both staple and filament

yarn.
Other polyester producers report the following:
Cekm -m-Louis F. Laun, president. Celanese Fibers Marketing Co., said both

plants of Fiber Industries are running at full capacity. Additional capacity is
coming on stream.

"IWe don't se any problem. in meeting anticipated customer requirements In
both polyester staple and filament yarn," Mr. Laun said.

Eastman.-Kodel IV staple is in tight supply and "we are watching the situa-
tion very carefully and staying in close touch with our customers. Our Kodiel II
carpet staple has been on allocation for several weeks," a spokesman said.

Beauai*.--"There is a definite tightening in both staple and filament yarn."
Moomaeto Te>tile Div om-"We have seen a good improvement In demand

for blended and 100 per cent polyester fabrics," a spokesman said. "We see a
growing demand for polyester knit goods."

America* Vduos Diveok FM() orp.-'There has been a decided pickup in
regular polyester staple sales to the apparel area, and the carpet area has picked
up well," a spokesman said.

In explaining the Du Pont action, a spokesman said it was necessitated by In-
creases in demand for Dacron staple and filament yarns, reflecting a general
strengthening of the fabric market.

Shipments of Dacron are at a high volume with demand being particularly
strong in broadwoven blended fabrics, yarns for texturing and products for home
furnishings.

Generally, the polyester shortened supply situation also reflects:
Lightweight blended polyester/cotton fabrics coming to life.
Growing demand for polyester knits.
Accelerating use of polyester yarns for texturing.
Decidedly more interest by the tndustrial market.
Unexpected and rapid acceptance of polyester by the .arpet industry.
Deeper and faster penetration in the sheet market than expected.

The cumulative effect of this increased consumption has turned the polyester
situation around. Major producers have experienced decided improvement In vol-
ume and branded prices have stabilized at the Z-vent level for regular apparel
deniers.

The loug-ra ge outlook for polyester has not lost any of Its rosiness. When
some of the potential markets still relatively untapped are considered, the spectre
of overcapacity fades somewhat into the background.

WILMINGTON.-Du Pont expects a 19 per cent decline In earnings on a 1 per
cent easing in sales for the third quarter, H. Wallace Evans, treasurer, said.

In the third quarter to Sept. 30 last year, Du Pont had earnings of $90,388,789,
or $1.90 a share, on sales of $773,034,642

Mr. Evans attributed the earnings decline primarily to a slowdown for tex-
tile fibers. The fiber situation, he added shows some Indications of improvement.

Mr. Evans expects some price firming in fibers soon, but stressed that Imports
are still a major problem. He observed that Industrywide fiber capacity ts ex-
panding with his firm due to produce another 100 million pounds annually of
Dacron staple in a plant being built here.

Too many uncertainties in the last quarter make it impossible to project re-
sults for that period, he added. However, he believes sales and earnings for this
year will fall below 190& In 1966 earnings totaled $889.118,08, or $.28 a shares
on sales of $P,1589852G.
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[rm the Womm's Wor DaUlly, Oct 12. 19671

Du PowR Coxymim IT's Buain or DAcaoN Dzuvnzxs

-(By Sanford Evans)

NEw Yo.-Du Pont confirmed reports Wednesday that It is behind on
deliveries of Its Dacron polyester.

A company spokesman said this situation has caused a reduction In November
and December bookings,

Mill men using Dacron staple for light and heavyweight polyester/cotton
blends report they have experienced reduced shipments of Dacron staple for the
past few weeks. For this reason it did not come as a complete surprise when
Du Pont last week stated It was placing Dacron on allocation.

In the interim, however, many mill men have become more fully aware of the
Implications of the allocation statement. As a result a number of them have
grown concerned and cautious in placing additional forward commitments with
their customers.

The overwhelming questions in the minds of these weavers are how extensive
the reductions in shipments will be, how long the situation will continue and how
long It will take to get a clear picture of at least their near term position.

Estimates as to how long It will take to clear up the immediate situation vary
widely. Most mill men hope that they will get concrete figures for November and
December Dacron shipments in the next few days.

The longer view Is necessarily less certain. However, It Is reasoned that if
demand for the fiber continues at the same high level, Its allocation will have to
continue. Relief from the situation would then only come as additional Du Pont
capacity comes on stream next year.

Meanwhile, a number of mills have withdrawn from the market In order to
buy a little time while the situation clarifies and to emphasize their stronger
stand on prices.,

One mill man reports that he has simply raised the prices on all his gray and
finished Dacron polyester/cotton fabrics two cents a yard. This move hiked
the price on gray 96x72 batistes to 32 cents a yard and the 128x72 broadcloths
to 37 cents

A spokesman for Deering Milliken said the mill has withdrawn Dacron poly-
ester/cotton light and heavy finished goods from the market until it can fully
evaluate the impact of this allocation situation. He added that the results of this
move by Du Pont could be a cut back In staple which could result in less avail-
ability and possibly higher prices on pieces goods.

[From the Dafly News Record, Sept. 19, 19673

Fiuza PRODUmE8 BrAMING AS PRICE INCREAsES Loom

(By Doug Hall)

NEW YonK.-Fiber producers are changing their tunes. Only the opening bars
have been heard, but already it's clear there's been a switch to a firm upbeat
in the market.

Some fiber men are even talking about raising prices, but no one will talk
about specific increases In apparel deniers despite recent rises in nylon and
polyester carpet fibers.

Claude S. Ramsey, president of American Enka Corp., said he "wouldn't be
surprised If there were price Increases in the first quarter."

Stanley Rose, marketing manager of American Viscose Division of FMC
Corp., talks of an eventual rise in fiber prices and adds, "we may have a price
announcement shortly."

One thing fiber raen are unanimous about: Business Is better, prices are
firmer, and everyone Is much more optimistic than just a few months ago.

Why the turnabout? Mainly because retailers are doing better than had been
expected. "There is an unusually strong retail business. This unusual surge
has led to new optimism for spring, 1968," comments Joseph H. Anderer. vice-
president for apparel marketing at Cleanese Fibers Marketing Co.

Du Pont, the king of the fiber makers, bad some guarded comment on this
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nw wave of optimism. A spokesman gave the followWg rundown:

Orim--There is moderate Improvement.
NIvo(--The volume is up modestly.
Dacrow-Both staple and filament have shown significant improvement.

Asked about reports that Du Pont had been selling 150 denier Dacron
filament for knit dresses 10 cents of list and has now restored this item to
list In the fact of a firming market, this spokesman replied:

"The filament market--not only polyester but all tehas been very fluid.
Fluctuations in price have followed the general trend of the market in the past
and probably will in the future. At present, Dacron filament business is excellent,
and this recent improvement In most segments of the business is reflected In
increased fiber prices."

The Du Pont spokesman confirmed that 150 denier Dacron had returned
to Hat price at $1Z8 a pound. He added that business in September and fourth-
quarter orders for Dacron filament were "excellent."

Bruce Roberts, director of merchandisin for Eastman Chemical Products,
Inc., says, "There's no question about it--business is better. Gray goods are sold
ahead better. Prices are firmer on lightweight goods in polyester. Buudndes in
general has firmed up. The manufacturers are in a good position. We're selling
a lot of fiber."

Walter Polett, director of marketing for Allied Chemical Corp., commenting
on the nylon market, says, "sales are firm and prices are firm. (Its the apparel
fiber market) not the same situation as in the home furnishings market (where
some deniers have really gotten tight) but I see a trend for good volume."

Higher prices of good quality long staple cotton are seen creating a more favor-
able position for rayon and polyester by some fiber producers

A spokesman for Beaunit says this situation has increased volume on Beaunit's
bright luster Vycron Tough Stuff polyester.

Mr. Ros sees a broadening application of rayon because of the tight situation
in long staple cotton.
He Is "quite optimistic" for all fibers, however. Citing "tremendous retail busi-

ness," he views the polyester market as "changed materially."
He also points to the high cost of money the past year as having kept mill in-

ventories slim and he sees the retail boom causing the mills to start buying.
Mr. Ramsey warns that the "Import situation looming over the market could

kick the props out from the market again," but he seems basically optimistic.
Mr. Ramsey calls the firming "long overdue," citing excessive price attrition,

rising production costs and surplus capacity.
He points to a firmer situation In housing, the auto Industry (despite the

Ford strike) and apparel as giving the whole fiber picture new health.
Mr. Anderer says business Is being given a boost by "continued growth of the

durable press concept."
The hottest spot in this optimistic picture is knits, according to Mr. Anderer,

who adds, "we have an awfully big stake in that.
"Bonding is better than last year and we do pretty well in that too," he

comment&
As for polyester staple, Mr. Anderer says, "There's plenty of It, but it's man-

ageable. There's no shortage or price increases but business is very good."
A check with Monsanto Co. brought the comment: "There is no doubt the fiber

industry Is In better shape now than in recent months. The market is firming
and there's a strong feeling of renewed confidence."

[From the Daily News Record. Oct. 4, 19671

UxAsAAm SPtzDINO Boom 1 FORIXAST non NzxT Yrs

Nxw Yomz--Consumer spending in 1968 should be up 7 per cent and with a
little luck, the Increase could be 10 per cent.

This was the prediction of Walter A. 0ouper, senior research director (ecosom-
lce) of Federated Department Stores.

Mr. Oouper told the consumer goods session of the National Industrial Con-
ference Board Tuesday that the 7 per cent figure was conservative. He said It
was based on the assumption consumer savings would continue at the current
high level and that there would be little or no growth in consumer instalment
debt from the close to $75 billion level in mid-1967.
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"Should these assumptions prove overly pessimistic resumption of long-term
relationships In savings could add $6 billion to the stream of consumer purchasing
power and the normal credit increase could add another $7.5 billion. The ioten-
dLal, therefore, exists for consumer spending In total to show year-to-year gains
2 to 8 percentage points higherthan my forecast suggests."

Mr. Coupers specific, though admittedly conservative projections for 1967 and
for 1968 are:

Apparel sales generally, up 6 per cent this year, and 7 per cent in 1968.
Men's wear up 8 to 9 per cent in 1967, 7 to 8 per cent in 1968.
Women's wear up 4 to 5 per cent in 1967, to 7 per cent in 1968.
Department store sales, $27.5 billion In 1967, close to $30 billion next year.

Mr. Couper said soft goods sales would remain relatively stronger than hard
goods. Department store expansion would continue faster in the suburbs than
downtown, in line with the basic trend. He told Fairchild News Service® the
racial problem had not deterred Pederated from planning new stores on the basis
of our "best growth potential. We'll build our new stores where the best market&
are."

On the general economy, four experts kept their forecasts and their chins
up at the morning session of the NIOB look at business in 1908

They generally expect rising demand, prices and profits in the next 12 month.I
despite uncertainties such as the Vietnam war, auto workers' strike and a
worsening balance-of-payments.

They saw no alternative to a tax increase, cautioned it must be linked with
restraint on wage demands and non-essential Federal spending.

Leif H. Olsen of First National City Bank said the price spiral was bound
to continue in 1968 If monetary policy remained expansive. As more money
was pumped into the economy, the public would be more willing to exchange it
for goods and services, he said.

Roy L. Relerson of Bankers Trust Co.. said the country faced further and
more serious inflation in the next 12 months than in recent years and there
would be no reversal of easy credit policy in the next few months.

Otto Eckstein of Harvard University supported a 10 per cent tax increase
"given the outlook of more Vietnam spending, rising civilian demands and the
present state of financial markets."

Martin I. Gainsbrugh, NICB chief economist, said a strong opening in 1968
might be a prelude to substantial softness in the second half. He saw the
uncertainties about a tax increase clouding big-ticket spending.

Luncheon speaker Charles 3. Zwick, assistant director of the Bureau of the
Budget, strongly defended the President's proposed 10 percent surtax.

Mr. Zwick also asserted It would not be feasible to cut the budget by $5
billion as Congrr-4e was urging without severely cutting back major civilian
programs. (Later at a press conference. he said that the Administration
would be willing to go along with a $2 billion cut.)

Federal expenditures, Mr. Zwick emphasized, were in line with the rise in
Gross National Product. He denied that the tax increase would be an un-
reasonable burden, stressed that it was an effective way to combat Inflation.

[From the Dally News Record. Sept. 20. 19671

SPORT Co T.i LEADING CLOTHING TO 20 PERCENT GAINs

.(By Malcolm MacPherson)

NEw YoaK.-Sport coats are leading tailored clothing to over-all unit increases
of 20 per cent for spring '68, with nearly 85 percent of bookings completed.

With about three selling weeks to go for most manufacturers, '68 promises
to provide the most profitable returns of any recent spring season.

But suits have suffered from the recent bursting popularity of sports jackets.
Comments from leading clothing manufacturers have all the optimisms and

signs of economic health that come with a successful selling season:
Norman Hilton. president of the company bearing his name: "We have 75 per

cent of our booking In and sales are running 20 per cent ahead of last year.
My salesmen will be in the field for two more weeks."

John D. Gray, president of Hart, Schaffner & Marx: "We're extremely pleased
with our advances, which are substantially ahead of last year. Sport coats for
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us are ahead of anything else In the line. Our men will be selling for two to
three more weeks."

Michael Daroff, president of Botany Industries: "Over-all, we're ahead in
every Item. Because of the way we operate with franchises, we expected to be
way ahead of last year. It's now a fact."

Leo Kaiser, president of Mavest: "Business is great. We are presently running
20 to 25' per cent ahead in units over spring 17 and 70 to 75 percent of our
accounts are In."

Stanley Goldman, president of Eagle Clothes: "We're up 20 per cent In units
and we're 85 per cent sold up. Sport Jackets, particularly, are way up because,
I would imagine, we are experiencing a boom period for leisure, which means
sportswear."

George Weintraub, president of Timely Clothes "Sport coats are considerably
ahead of '67, but that does not mean that we are losing suit units to sport
coats. It all depends on the inventiveness of the individual manufacturer to give
buyers the maximum of what he wants, not to sacrifice sportswear for clothing."

Chester Kessler, president of Rammonton-Park: "Over-all, we are 15 per cent
ahead in units. Sport court, moreover, are 25 per cent ahead of our entire'sales
for all of spring '67."

Maurice Tumarkin, president of Baker Clothes: "It's not how the horse starts,
it's how he finishes. We are roughly 90 per cent booked and are running con-
siderably ahead of last year. Realistically, In unlts, we are 8 to 10 per cent in
front of last spring's sales."

Larry Kane, vice-president of Stanley Blacker: "We're sold out. Our line has
been withdrawn. We are increasing production of sport coats by a couple of
thousand units a week, and these are sold out. We are taking no more new
business. I cannot attribute this to model as much as color and pattern. We
did very well with bright plaids, checks, Dacron polyster/worsted hopsacks and
cavalry twills."

[From the Daily News Ree9rd, Oct. 16, 19671

Rcoi2ms Fuz. OUT SwzATEas TO P w Orzou

(By Don Giesy)

PHILADELPWE.-Sweater manufacturers here are exchanging congratulations
on the lively pace of reorders.

The fall market, in other words, is living up to the favorable predictions
made at line opening time. Reports are widespread of knitters being forced to
withdraw numbers from the fall line because of a sold up position.

David Rosenblatt, Highland Knitting Mills, president of the National Knitted
Outerwear Association, said:

"During the first six months, men's sweater shipments were off, possibly as
much as 25 percent Retail stocks went down. About mid-year. activity picked
up and the market has been strong since. There is a possibility of shortages
developing for the holiday season."

A number of manufacturers say stores are in the market for promotional
goods, but are not finding them. Manufacturers have no interest in discounting
merchandise that can readily be sold at list.

The contrast with conditions this time last year is marked. "Then we were
dumping goods like crazy," a knitter said.

The strength of the sweater market is evident In a tightening of the avail-
ability of knitting yarn& A spinning source reported that alpaca yarns and
certain types of fine mohairs are "very tight and prices very firm." With some
spedalty yarns, delivery is at least three month&

Whether a sweater shortage of significant proportions actually develops tis
fall is speculative. But Morton Pauker, Pauker-Segal Knitwear, expressed a
consensus when he said, "A shortage of selected Items seems extremely likely."

This comment by Irving Muchnck, Glasgo Limited, Inc., is typical:
"Reorder business started earlier than usual and ba held. up very welL

We've had to withdraw four numbers The encouraging feature ot this market
Is that everything is selling, fashion and staples-alpaca stitch golf sweaters,
lambs wool, double knits with and without trim, and especially long sleeve knit
shirts." I

Some concern I expressed over the move by underwear mills Into the knit
shirt field. But business is too good to worry much about anything.
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[From the Daiy News Recerd. Oc 8. 19O11

CL4,idING .1N35 Gk*O-tAD OMA (ONFImK8 IT

NEW YOaK.--Cloth lng business Is good.
In case anyone had doubts, a board meeting of the Clothing Manufacturers

Association of the USA, Monday confirmed strong current reorder business and
advance spring bookings.

Directors based their evaluations of business on indications from manu-
factures

Spring, 1968 bookings over the past eight weeks generally showed ap-
preciable increases over one year ago in all categories of tailored clothing-
including suits and topcoats, as well as sport coats and slacks

Retailers are filling in on fall clothing items earlier and heavier than
one year ago.

This stepped-up store demand for fall and spring clothing tends to confirm
earlier Indications that fall retail business has gotten off to a stronger start,
and that spring carryover is below last year's level.

A recent survey by the National Credit Office indicates that clothing manu-
facturers experienced encouraging increases in sales for the second quarter
and project even larger ones for the third quarter.

Initial delivery of men's clothing is running on schedule, despite compli-
cations presented by the wider assortment of models, colors, fabrics, and
patterns, (particularly Involving the heightened emphasis on plaids).

The CMA also reports that Market Action Weeks for fall 1968 here will be
Feb. 19 through March 1, 1968.

The dates of Aug. 19 through 80, have been set for spring 1960 Clothing Market
Action Week&

The CMA tentatively plans to hold a special evening event during each of
the semi-annual market periods, and a subcommittee has been appointed to
explore various possibilities.

Plans for the Fourth Annual CMA Seminar for Production Executives will be
made at a meeting of the production supervisors committee on Thursday, Oct.
19, at the Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science.

Gawsco CazaN PUMsrs A1am. BooM TEDouGH 1975

(By Max Shapiro)

Los ANom.zs--Tbe apparel Industry should have Its best year ever in 1967 and
can expect to increase business 50 per cent by 1975, Genesco's chairman, W. Maxey
Jarman, predicted here

But individual manufacturers shouldn't be satisfied with a mere 50 per cent
gain and ought to plan to double business in the next few years, he added.

Mr. Jqrman spoke at a luncheon during the American Apparel Manufacturers
Association's convention held here this weekend at the Ambassador HoteL

He said there were going to be more people working at higher wages and with
more disposable income to spend than ever before in 1987, even with higher taxes
and even If the auto and home building business slack off.

In the latter case, If people spend les for cars and homes, they have more to
spend on soft goods, he said.

Mr. Jarman said the industry, which he estlmated.has some 80,000 manufac-
turers doing $30 billion business annually, was entering a transition stage with
new materials, new products and new distribution patterns emerging--and thus
needs larger companies to cope with these changes.

But no company now does as much as 5 per cent of the total business and It's
unlikely that any ever will, be predicted.

"Because of the tremendous variety of products, fastchanging fashions and
fads and the easy opportunity for people to start up in this business, there will
always be many small companies."

Commenting on the favorable climate for expansion, the Genesco executive
said he was recently In the office of FTO Calnaan Paul Band Dixon ("A social
visit") and Mr. Dixon told him the FT0 had 00 economists and every one of them
was bullish.

"You're not going to be able to build factories fast enough to meet demand,"
he quoted Mr. Dixon as saying.
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Mr. Jarman was later asked by Fairchild News Servlce&-If he expected

Genesco to double its app operation In the next few yeam He said that they
did, they had the little figures all written out, but as for their timetable--that
was only for Genesco to know.

But doubling business, he continued in his speech, can't be accomplished with
a wend wave. It requires finances, people, additional facillties.

This doesn't necessarily mean a doubling of floor space, he said, because
manufacturers will probably boost production per square foot In coming years
through an increase In mechanization, through better planning and perhaps with
a greater number of hours with more shits.

He said manufacturers had two other challenges beyond that of expansion.
These are obligation of service (to both retailers and consumers) and to render
better service to their own employe&

He listed other obligations, such as to investors and to the Government. No
matter how objectionable new Government regulations may be, if they are the
law, then manufacturers should go along with them with good grace. and a
willing spirit, he said.

Earlier, the AAMA president, Frank Evans (president of Red Kap, Inc.), com-
mented on a recent newspaper article describing a slump in the textile industry.

This so-called slump does not apply to the apparel portion of the business, he
emphasized. His association's own private poll of 116 members showed sales
up 3.3 per cent in January, 1967, and a gain of perhaps even more indicated
for February over the prior year, he noted.

Mr. Jarman speculated that mini-skirts and tight pants might be two reasons
why clothing sales are up while textiles are down.

"We have to give the public what it wants," he said.
Genesco Is definitely interested in further penetration of the men' shirt

market, he said, but declined to say If any negotiations with any firm were In
progress,

The CHIRMA (now presiding). Mr. Masaoka.

STATEMENT OF MIKE NASAOKA, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE ASSOCIATION ON rAPANESE TEXTILE IMPORTS, INC.

Mr. MASAOA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Mike Masaoka Washington representative for the Association
on Japanese Textile Inports, Inc., a New York trade organization
whose members import more than 70 percent of all textiles from Japan.

While we are opposed in principle to all quantitative import quotas
legislation, in the 10 minutes allotted to us, we shall address ourselves
specifically to those involving textiles such as that proposed by Sena-
tor Hollings.

And, because of the time limitation, may we respectfully request
that. the prepared 21-page statement of the association be accepted and
incorporated into the record of these hearings.

The CAmnt i. That will be done. Go ahead.
(The prepared statement referred to with a letter to the chairman

from Mr. Masaoka follows:)

STATE MEN o AssOOIATON ON JAPAN=@ MTE L IMpoRT, INC., IN OposTON
TO IMPOaTS QUOTA LwrsLATIos, Suaxmu, ax MBYK M. MASAOzA, RM-
SENTATIVI

This statement is submitted to the Oommittee on Fliance, of the United States
Senate, in opposition to all legislation which would impose quantitative limita.
tons on various products imported into the United States in general and to all
bills which would dictate Import quotas on all textile products in particular, by
and on behalf of the Lmciation Japanee Textile Imports, Inc., a New York
trade organization whose members ar rsponsible for more than 70% of all
Japanese textiles entered into the UnWed States market for the benedt ot the
American emmer.

85-467-4.-pt. 2-11
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We understand that the measures being considered by the Committee at the ae
hearings include such legislation (1) as that proposed by Senator Edmund Muskie
(S 1446) which would establish quantitative Import quotas on certain imports
when such imports reach certain percentages of domestic production. (2) as that
Introduced by Senator irnest Hollings (S. 1796 and proposed amendments num-
bered 284, 282, and 821) which would set up Import quotas for textiles and by
other Senators which would provide for Import quotas for other Individually spec.
Ifted foreign merchandise, and (8) as that recently publicized in the newspa-
pers which would Impose Import quotas In an omnibus bill on several specifically
Identified product.

Since we understand that the Secretaries of State, COmmerce, Interior, Labor,
and Agriculture, as well as the Special entatIve for Trade Negotiations,
are to testify on behalf of the Administration In opposition to the Import quota
concept, we do not Intend to expand, except perhaps incidentally, on the argu-
ment that our national self-interest requires the defeat of legislation aimed at
Imposing quantitative unilateral, multilateral, and/or bilateral limitations on
any Imported articles.

Moreover, since our special concerns and background are in textiles, we shall-
for lack of more time and space-generally confine our testimony In this state-
ment to our conviction that Import quotas on textiles are not only unnecessary
and unwarranted, but also inimical to the national well-being of our country.

And, because the President. pursuant to a law enacted by the Congress, has
directed the Tariff Commission to conduct an investigation of the economic
condition of the domestic textile industry, including an assessment of the Impact
of Imports thereon, we shall restrict the economic facts afikting both the
American Industry and Imports to the minimum in this statement

We trust, however, that this Committee and the Congress will not legislate
on this subject of textile quotas until the Tariff COmmission study Is available
early next year, by January 15, 196& So much Is at stake that there is no need
to consider import controls on all textiles before that time. And even then. we are
hopeful that any action that may be taken by this Committee and the Congress
will be In the national interest, and not for the sake of political expendlency.

TZXTILB JMPOSTS QUOTA UNwARRAUM

We believe that the economic condition of the American textile industry
is so promising that quantitative quotas on all textile Imrports are not only
unjustified but unwarranted by the facts.

Indeed, we would go so far as to urge tat the so-called Long-Term Interna.
tonal Cotton Textiles Arrangements and the many bilateral cotton textile agree-
ments which were negotiated to supplement that multilateral trade barrier be
cancelled.

0oneree o. common"
For an amazingly perceptive, accurate, and comprehensive appraisal of the

economic status of the American textile complex, may we respectully refer the
committee to the specie comments of Congressman Thomas Curtis, one of the

four congressional representatives to the recently completed Kennedy Round
of tariff negotiations In Geneva, as recorded In the Oogrewweons Record for
August 29,1966, and for July 24, 167.

Congressman Curtis declared this summer (July 24 1967) that "The American
textile industry is a veritable Janus The industry's smiling face is turned toward
the consumer, the Investor, and the public at lar; Its scowling face is turned
toward the Federal Government, including the Comgress, which Is presented with
statistics and complaints that, without the benefit of considerable background
knowledge, appear to show that the textile Industry Is In a very bad way.
"As In any complex economic matter, there Is evidence on both sides. It can

be presented pessimistically or optimistically. The task of the policy maker Is to
achieve a balanced judgment. The balanced picture for textiles seems to be that
the industry Is going through a period of readjustment from the strains of 1966
just as Is the rest of the economy, and this view is reiterated by many informed
Industry analysts"

In his reent book (1966), "America In The Market Place", former Senator
Paul Douglas, only recently a member of the Fi1nance Committee, exposes the
"great weakness in the elsmle protectIMist argument resarding Infant
Induseefti
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"Those who benefit from the tariff will refuse to admit that they ever grewup, and even In hoary age will continue to demand protection," the former I1.nols' lawmaker and economist wrote. "The textile and metal industries first

raised their infant cries after the War of 1812 These pleas have continued fora century and a halt. They were succeuuully made during and after the Civil
War, and again at the turn of the century, and they reappeared with full vigorin thu 920's. Today, the very same groups are still beating the drums for further
protection. The textile and steel manufacturers argue as thought they were in-
deed in a perpetual state of infancy. Instead of welcoming a chance to grow upand fend for themselves, they refuse to be weaned and insist rather on drawing
sustenance from the breast of an indulgent mother, although they wear the
whiskers of old age.

"If thee Industries cannot grow up in one hundred and fifty years, It may beasked. 'when, It ever, will they?' Sometime the silver cord of dependency shouldbe broken and the Industry should learn to stand on its own feet and be self-
reliant. The manufacturers in these lariff-protected Industries are fond of urging
these sturdy virtues upon the poor, but they are extremely reluctant to qee this
same principle applied to themselves."

Since import quotas are a far more protectionist device than mere tariffs, thecomments of former Senator Douglas should be even more compelling in thecontext of the continuing and current campaign of the domestic textile industry
for import relief.
Industry Record 19S7-1066

There are a number of rather standard indexes to measure the economic prog-
ress, If any, of the American textile industry over the past decade, from 1141?
to low, inclusive.

We shall summarize only a few of them In this statement to Indicate that the
general trend of the textile industry has been continually upward.

Indeed, If one would check with the various stock brokers, one would find that,while only a few years ago textiles were considered a rather "poor" Investment,
they are now considered among the more attractive investment possibilities.

The "Textiles Statistics Section" of America's TvrtUo Reporter, monthly trade
Journal of the industry, for August 81, 1967, reveals an overall increase In theoutput ol broad woven fabric,, the barometer of industry production, for the last
ten years.

The total for all broad woven fabric production, except for tire cord and fab.rica, Increased from 12,1178,000 linear yards in 1967 to 18311,90,00 linearyards In 190, for an Increase In production of almost two billion linear yards In
the past decade, or almost 100,000,000 linear yards on the average per year.The total output for cotton, wool, and worsted cloth decreased in this period,while the production of manmade fiber and mixed and blended natural and man-
made fiber fabrics Increased, thereby demonstrating the tremendous shift In the
use of fibers. Cotton cloth production decreased from 9,588,764,000 linear yardsto 8,846,08&000 linear yards and wool and worsted fabric production droppedfrom 294400,000 linear yards to 265,14,000 linear yards, while manmade fiberand silk broad woven fabrics, including mixes and blends, Jumped from 2,26V,.
304,000 linear yards to 4,200,743000 linear yards.

As for sales and iwvctores, according to Department of Commerce data, tex-tile sales In 1957 amounted to $12,80K,000,000 and in 1006 $20.407,000,000, whilein 1957 inventories totalled $2,240,000,000 and in 19M6 $3,245,000,000. In this
last decade, textile sales Increased by an average of more than $000,000,000
a year.

Also, oorpor te pro ta statitics, after payment of federal Income taxes, as re-leased by the Federal Trade Commission, show that corporate profits of both
the textile mill products industry and the apparel and related products industryIncrt sa d more than for all manufaturing industries (except for newspapers
which were not Included In the tabulation), based on per dollar of sales and onstockholders' equity. Although total textile Industry corporate profit remains
less than the average for all manufacturing industries, the gap Is being closed
rapidly, especially In terms of stockholders' equity.

Expressed in cents, the corporate profit per dollar of sales for all nanufaetur-
leg Industries was 4.8. for textile mill products Industry L0, and for alparel and
related products 1.8 in 196?. Ten years later, in 1906, these figures were for allmanufacturing &Gl, for textile mill products &6, and for apparel and relatedproducts 2.4. In other words, In ten year, corporate proit ', after federal Income
taxes, had Increased by less than a penny for all manufaituring Industries, but
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by almost two cents for the textile mill products industry and by more than a
cents for the appmrel and related products Industry.

Again, expressed in cents, the annual Increase In stockholders' equity averaged
for all manufacturing industries 11.0, for textile mill products 4.3, and for
apparel and related product-industries 8.3 In 1957. By 1966, the increase had
reached 1&5 for all manufacturing, 10.1 for textile mill products, and 1&3 for
apparel and related products. In the period from 1957 to 196, stockholders'
equity in all manufacturing had Inc eased only two and a half cents per dollar,
while that for textile mills products bad Increased by almost six cents and
apparels and related products by seven cent& The gap between all manufactur-
ing and textile mill products of almost seven cents and all manufacturing and
apparel and related products of almost five cents in 1957 had narrowed con-
siderably within the last ten year period.

Indeed, the boast of many textile executives was that In the 1957-1966 decade
the American textile history reached historic peaks in production and profits.
Douglas Greenwald, chief economist of McGraw-Hill's Economics Department,

in McGraw-Hill's Textile World magazine for April 1967, stated that during the
last ten years production of textile mill products increased by about 38%, as
measured by the Textile World's Index of mill activity, and by 42%, as measured
by the Federal Reserve Bank's index of textile production. "Thus, output of the
Industry has grown at an annual rate of about 3.5/% per year for the full 10-year
period but has nearly doubled that growth rate In the last three years... We
expect that the record of the industry over the next ten years will surpass that
of the past decade."
Industry Prospects

We are aware that the record production and profits of the domestic textile
Industry has levelled off and perhaps even declined in some sectors this year
(1907). But, this apparently temporary condition should not be cause for alarm.

McGraw-Hill's Teirtile World for June 1967 explains that "The leveling-off of
production is not unique within the (textile) industry, but follows the trend of
the entire economy. Moreover, new textile plants and equipment (built up tre-
mendously In 1965 and 1966) are now on steam and providing more than ample
capacity to meet present demands for products. The outlook: at least September
before there Is a moderate upswing."

The President of Burlington Industries, the world's largest textile company
was quoted in the Daily News Record, the daily trade Journal of the textile
industry, for March 29, 1967, as warning that "While current business In tex-
tiles is generally down from last year's record levels, improvement could come
about before the end of the year. Prices are not likely to fall below present
levels: more likely we are on a plateau from which an upturn can be anticipated.
Just how long this may take Is dependent upon too many factors to warrant
speculation. Softness has affected many other areas of the national economy
too. Sometimes we in textiles tend to over-react, to our own detriment, and lose
sight of the longer term trend-which Is steadily upward."

After discussing various economic indicators, Congressman Curtis concluded
In his speech July 24, 1967, to the House of Representatives, "There are In-
disputably some recent declines In production, prices, and employment,. ., but
there are also signs of stability and there are forecasts of future growth. The
data seems to show readjustment from the strains of 1965-1966, when defense
demand put a final load on an industry that was doing all it could to meet
consumer demand. In this period of high demand, Imports naturally rose, and
now they are tapering off. What seems to emerge Is that the Industry Is re-
adjusting to something approximating Its levels of activity of 1964 and early
1965, and that this adjustment Is in keeping with the activity of other Industries,
and the economy as a whole."

According to Standard d Poor's "Industrial Surveys", for Textiles and Ap-
parels, August 10, 1967, "Further Recovery In View", "The textile products
stock price index rebounded 20% during the early months of this year, follow-
ing a slump of about 50% In 196, and subsequently held in a relatively narrow
range in face of sharply lower first-halt earnings. A reversal of the profits down-
turn appears at hand, and, while recovery may be slow over the balance of the
year, a much Improved profits rate appears in prospect for at least the first
half of 1968. In relation to severely deprsed profits estimated for 1967, the
group is selling at about 1M.1 times sueh earnings. A more liberal appraisal of
future earnings should develop over the near turn. ... Prospects for the apparel
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Industry also appear more promising with an expected hprovement In consumer
spending .

In its latest 'Current Analysis and Outlook", Stadard d Poora (August 10,
1967) reported that "Production of textile mill products levelled off In the June
quarter with the FUB Index at about 135 after a slide from the mid-1906 peak ot
144. Operations In the year though June 967 fell frm 96.5% of capacity to 87%.
Gradual Improvement In output Is now likely, but production probably will

remain below that of a year ago In the fAl half of the year. During early 1968,
production should rise above that of a year earlier as economic activity acceler-
ate ...

"Sales of textile products by manufacturers rose &6% through May of this
year, but the rise In the latest mouth was about 6%. Some widening of the year
to year Increase Is expected over the balance of this year as trade inventories
are replenished, particularly at the retail level, which Is experiencing record
sales. Increased takings also appear In prospect by the automobile and home
furnishings trade... For the 12 months through mid-1968, profits should run
well above the like year-earlier period. Recovery from depressed results fi also
likely for apparel and fiber producers."

In judging that "Downturn Now Appears Behind," Standard d Poor's Textile
and Apparel& Survey (August 10, 1987) summarizes the future outlook: "Textile
activity Is headed for recovery following the severe setback from mid-1966 peak-
rebuilding of Inventory and rising economic activity should stimulate recovery-
better earnings are indicated by the final quarter and early 1968."

In Its more comprehensive "Basic Analysis" of Textiles and Apparels, Standard
d Poor's "Industrial Surveys" of September 29, 1966, forecast that "Growth of
the textile industry through 1970 was generally projected at a compound rate of
4% to 5%. A like growth rate is estimated for apparel market., about 6% to
7% for home furnishings, and from 3% to 4% In industrial markets..."

As far as fndu8try prodotWivity is concerned, Standard d Poor's noted that
the "Senate Subcommittee Report released in 1964 and covering the three year
period through 1957, Indicated that mill output per man rose from 7.8 yards
to 11.6 yards, a gain of 48.7%. Improvement Is Indicated to bave continued In
the ten years through 1965, when employment declined by about 11%, whereas
the textile mill production index rose some 34%.

"An early 1966 study of the Bureau of Labor Statistics Indicated more in-
tensive machine utilization and higher productivity per machine more than
compensated for the retirement of marginal mills au1d obsolete equipment In
1964, for example, only slightly less cotton cloth (1.8% in terms of square yards)
was produced In 1954, but with 18% fewer active spindles and 19% fewer active
looms. Other examples-new highspeed cards and spindles reduced requirements
for card tenders by 25% and spinners by 30%. Some newly modemised mills
report reductions of 25% in unskilled Jobs over the past five years"

The Dailyv New* Reoord for this past Monday, October 16, 1967, headlines
"Business Is Good And Getting Better".

The news story declares that "The lid Is off the economy. Business is good and
getting better. Both optimism and buoyancy are sweeping the apparel, textile,
and fiber communities. And confidence is rife that output, sales, and profits will
climb to unprecedented highs.

"This is the posture of the economy today and Its prospects for the next two
fiscal quarters, as discovered by a recent DNR sounding."

Aside from "only one depressant", "increasing imports", the news feature
claims that "Otherwise, domestic textile affluence is returning, according to
executives polled at sensitive points in the industry. This optimism makes a
clean fit with authoritative projections of seven to ten percent minimum ncrease
In disposable dollars next year.

"One sportswear manufacturer reports spring bookings are up 59 percent.
A top DuPont executive reports all fiber sales are at near-records. Celanese and
other fiber producers match the optimism.

'Throughout the Industry, executives report price structures are firm, and
even the upcoming wage Increases are not enough to phase the general good
feeling in the economy."

Th news story then quotes 19 textile executives, representing all sectors of
the complex. All emphasis. optimism for the Immediate future, with only four
ena maomlg Imports as a possible problem
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Textile Imports Declse
Over the years, particularly In the last decade, various data suggest that there

is close relationship between the quantity of domestic production and the quantity
of imports that are entered int the United States market.

Thus, for the six-year period 1961-19M (which Is prescribed in the so-called
Holling.' Bill as the base period for determining average annual quotas), the rec-
ords show clearly that as domestic consumption of textiles ncreased to meet
rising consumer demand and Viet Nam military requirements, Imports also in-
creased to supplement and complement American production.

For purposes of illustration, we shall note only the 1981 and 1M data at this
time. In 1961, domestic consumption of cotton textiles amounted to 4,031.2 million
pounds, while imports totalled 188.9 million pounds; domestic manmade fiber
textile consumption equalled 1,997.8 million pounds, while imports totalled 23.5
million pounds; and domestic consumption of wool textiles was 535.0 million
pounds. In 1966, domestic consumption of cotton textiles had increased to 4,938.8
million pounds and manmade fiber textiles to 3,968.4 million pounds, while wool
textiles had decreased slightly to 500.5 million pounds, Cotton textile imports had
increased to 495.9 million pounds, manmade fiber textiles to 117.6 million pounds,
and wool textiles to 142.9 million pounds.

This year, 1M, as domestic textile production levelled off slightly, as reported
in previous sections of this statement, available data indicate that textile imports
are also d -ereas . As noted earlier, because of the six-months time lag for over-
seas orders to be entered into this country, import trends tend to be reflected
more in the second-half figures than those for the January-June period of any
year. This phenomenon is particularly evident this year, following several years
of unprecedented production and profitability of the domestic textile industry.

The latest 1967 information from the Office of Textiles, Trade Analysis Divison,
Business and Defense Services Administration, Department of Commerce, reveals
that, on a cumulative basis, for the January-August period, all textile imports
have decreased from a similar period last year, from 1,856.4 million square yards
In 1966 to 1,768.2 million square yards in 1967.

On a fiber basis, only manmades showed an increase, and then only in yarns and
apparels.

Cotton textiles dropped in this comparable January-August eight-month period
from 1,05.0 million square yards in 1966 to 1,035.8 million square yards, and
wool textiles from 123.5 million square yards in 1966 to 97.1 million square
yards In 1967. Manmade fiber textiles, on the other hand, increased from 527.9
million square yards to 635.3 square yards, but of this increase yarns alone ac-
counted for a Jump from 108,997 million square yards in 1966 to 180,552 million
square yards in 1967. Fabrics, for instance, declined from 225,614 million square
yards in 1966 to 181,555 square yards in 1967.
cancell Cotton Textile Quotas

Because economic prospects for the future of the American textile complex as
a whole-cotton, manmades, and wool-appear to be so promising, and because
the experience with cotton quota controls has been so disappointing, we Join with
Congressman Curtis in urging, as he did on August 29 last year (1966), (a) that
"the wool and manmade fiber industries reconsider any position in favor of ex-
tending the LTA-type (Long-Term International Cotton Textile Arrangement, to-
gether with its many bilateral agreements) quotas to imports competing with
their products", and (b) that "The LTA be phased out in the shortest possible
time according to a schedule which would gradually permit more imports of
the restrained categories to enter the U.S. economy...

"No one benefits from the LTA: not the U.S. economy at large, not workers,
factory owners, landlords, bankers, and certainly not the consumers, who are
required to pay a higher price for all cotton textile purchases, whether at Lord &
Taylor or Sears & Roebuck, not taxpayers who must finance the foreign aid
programs in lieu of trade. The LTA is a violation of sound trade principle, and
It Is a dangerous irritant to our relationships with the emerging nations It
should be eliminated as an instrument of U.S. trade policy, and the cotton textile
Industry should be guided into a condition of true international competitiveness."

In discussing "A Question of National Policy" In this same speech, Congress,
man Curtis emphasized that "We all must consider at what levels the Nation
should be expected to provide an economic differential in the form of tariffs and
quotas between United States and foreign production of any particular item.
I pointed out above (earlier in his speech) the substantial tariff protection al-
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ready afforded the U.S. cotton textile Industry, which is Itself in effect a subsidy
when It goes beyond the point of measuring economic differentials that result from
economic actions taken on social and political rather than economic grounds.

S Quotas are an added and much more regresive element of subsidy, Increasing
the extent to which cotton textiles are favored above all other manufacturing
IndustrieL In terms of the national Interest, It would be better to phase out the
long term arrangement's quotas and progressively restructure tariffs to reflect
differences between U.S. and foreign costs of production that we decide should
be measured, particularly low-wage cost, that reflect In comparable productivity
Jvwels..."

Earlier, Congressman Curtis expressed his "concern that the textile industry's
burgeoning Investment lu new plant and equipment in the United States could
home excess capacity and the cause of future unemployment. Our national policy
should not encourage industry to erect a very large capital Investment structure
on an economic base that is weak and uncompetitive in, parts.

"I have cited the short term arrangement and the long term arrangement re-
tarding trade in cotton textiles to show that they were intended to be temporary,
to provide a breathing spell for the United States and other advanced nations'
Industries to adapt to the realities of world trade and economic life and gradually
to adjust to an increase in imported textiles. The objective is that the U.S. cotton
textile industry can eventually hold its own in international markets without
differentials other than existing tariff level& I have also ted that the
Industry approach international trade and economic life with a new attitude-
that it adopt an attitude of aggressive Internationalism rather than choose a
policy of economic isolationism"

We applaud Congressman Curtis for the courage and the statesmanship he has
shown in this matter of textile import quotas. We believe him to be fundamentally
sound and correct in his assessment of the present textile situation in this
country, and respectfully commend his recommendations to this Committee for
Its consideration.

In subsequent sections, we hope to corroborate Congressman Curtis' views
with our comments regarding the Japanese experience with the o-called voluntary
cotton textile quota, which was expanded into the Short-Term and later into the
Long-Term International Cotton Textile Arrangements, as well as the supple-
mentary United States-Japan Bilateral Cotton Textile Agreements.
Mamnse a" Wool Tectie Quota. Not Neoded

While we sincerely urge the abolition of the LTA and Its suplementary
bilateral agreements, we recognize the political realities that these international
cotton textile controls are in effect, and that they will be extended beyond their
October 1, 1987, expiration date.

Indeed, on April 3, 1967, the Interagency Textile Administrative Committee
of the Department of Commerce, charged with the administration on behalf of
the United States of the LTA and Its various bilateral agreements, announced
that it had been agreed by the major exporting and Importing countries in Geneva
that the multilateral arrangements, "substantially the same with only minor
modifications', would be extended for another three years, to 1970.

For all practical purposes, then, the subject matter of these hearings, insofar as
textiles are concerned, is whether import quotas should be expended to Include
manmade fiber and wool textiles. The major textile imports, those of cotton, are
already under rigid controls under the LTA, so they do not constitute part of
the alleged imports problem to be considered by the Committee.

We have previously cited production and Import statistics
For manmade fiber textiles, when imports reached their record hiih last year,

the total of these imports constituted only about three percent of the American
production of manmade fiber textiles.

And, according to the Tertiie Orgamm for September 1967, United States
exports of manmade fibers and manufactures thereof increased in 1908 over 1905.
Moreover, if the first-half totals for 1967 are doubled for the full year projection,
exports this year should be even higher than they were for the record 1908 year.

Exports of manmade fibers, both cellulosics and non-cOlulosics totalled 173,-
563,000 pounds In 1965 and 195,272,000 pounds In 1966, with the Janbary-June 19W7
total being 2d,714,000 pounds.

Exports of manmade fiber broad woven fabrics In 1965 accounted for 149,027,00
square yards and In 1906 for 158701,000 square yards with January-June 1967
accounting for 82,90,000 square yards.
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Exports of outerwear and underwear amounted to 6,130,000 pounds In 1965 and
to 6,260,000 pounds in 1966, with the first six months of 1967 amounting to 3,443,000
pounds.

The grand totals for American exports of manmade fibers and manmade fiber
textiles, In dollars, were $329,6(5,000 In 1965 P0,118,000 In 1966, and $170,578,000
for the January-June 1967 Period.

Surely, a dynamic growth industry like the manmade fiber textile industry
does not require such a restrictive non-tariff device as import quotas, especially
when the tariff rates on these particular Imports are so high and protective as
they are.

The case against import quotas for wool textiles Is not quite so apparent as that
for manmade fiber textiles, but the same general factors are present in the main.

The domestic wool textile industry, as Is the overall textile complex, is enjoy-
Ing relative prosperity, with great hopes for the immediate future. It is moving
Into mixes and blends, with manmade fibers. Its protective tariffs are among the
highest for all manufacturing In this country. Its imports are generally not
competitive, and often are needed to satisfy domestic demand.

And, monthly 1967 imports t re down from comparable 1966 data. On the cumu-
lative basis, for the eight-months January-August period, 1966 imports totalled
123.5 million square yards, and 1967 imports totalled 97.1 million square yards,
a drop of 26.4 million square yards.

As with manmade fiber textiles, there is no urgent justification for Import
quotas on wool textiles.

Japanme Mannade and Wool Imports
Since Japan is, and has been, a major supplier of the United States textile

market, it may be interesting to note certain facts regarding these particular
Imports.

Following the trend of United States production and of all textile imports,
American imports of Japanese manmade fiber textiles increased in 1966, com-
pared to 1965, but first-half 1967 data indicates a downward trend. The same
may be reported for wool textiles.

In calendar year 1966, manmade fiber textile imports from Japan amounted to
444,985,579 square yards, up from 301,042,388 square yards in 1965. This is an
Increase of 143,943,191 square yards. In this same period, wool textile Imports
from Japan accounted for 58,43,251 square yards In 1968 and for 55,131,196
square yards in 1965, an increase of 3,212,053 square yards.

Manmade fiber textile imports from Japan for the first six months of 1966, on
the other hand, were 187,977,033 square yards, as contrasted to 206,654,940 square
yards In the January-June 1965 period, a drop of 18,677,907 square yards. Wool
textile imports, also from Japan, showed a loss of 3,854,167 square yards when
comparing first-half 1968 and 1965 totals of 26,492,419 square yards and of 30,-
346,588 square yards, respectively.

Since we understand that the Wool Products Group of the American Importers
Association Is to explain the special position of Japanese wool textiles in the
United States market, In order to avoid repetition, we shall not comment on those
imports at this time. Suffice It to say that Japanese wool textile imports provide
a unique contribution to the United States and, in the main, are not competitive
with American production.

As far as manmade fiber textiles are concerned, the deceptively sharp In-
crease In Japanese imports in 1965 and 1966 may be attributed to the sudden
popularity of the so-called durable or permanent press. Japanese imports helped
supply the American market at a time when the domestic industry was unable
to do so. Thus, as in 1965, when the operation rate for United States manmade
fiber fabric production for durable press was 90W% or more, with less than a
month of Inventories available, Japanese exports of polyester-cotton fabrics rose
rapidly to fill the shortage, reaching its peak In 1966. Then, in 1967, as more
American mill capacity was devoted to this special construction, Japanese ex-
ports of this same polyester-cotton cloth dropped 85% on an annual basis

Actually, the record quantity of 1966 Imports from Japan, though percent-
agewise most deceiving because of the very low starting point, totalled less
than half the annual increase In United States production of approximately 480
million square yards.

Except for providing a supplementary supply to fill such shortages as that
created by the durable press "revolution", it may be said that most of Japan's
manmade fiber export items do not compete with United States production.
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These include such Japanese items as (a) fine crepe of 50 denier or finer

rayon filament (crepe do chine), (b) plain lining cloth of 75 denier or finer
rayon filaments (taffeta, habutae, orsandy, etc.), (c) hand-printed, multi-
color fabrics, (d) yarn-dyed fabrics, (e) Jersey made of polyester filament
fabrics, (f) crepe of 50 denier or finer non-cellulosic filament, and (g) polyester-
rayon fabrics. This last item was developed in Japan and Is rarely produced in
the United States.

It should also be observed that rayon yarns and fabrics of 70 denier or finer
are not produced in the United StateL Yarn dyed fabric Is also unique to
Japan, since traditional Japanese techniques can be utilized to advantage. In
this country, roller prints or machine prints are produced, while hand-printed
textiles are exported by Japan.

In general, it should be kept in mind that most Japanese manmade fiber
textiles exported to the United States are the outgrowth of historic Japanese
techniques and production systems which are not suited to the high-efliciency,
mass-producion facilities in this country. Whatever American production there
may be Is in such small volumes as to be almost meaningless.

There is another aspect of manmade fiber fabric imports from Japan that
cannot be ignored. That is that much of the Japanese cloth is imported in the
grelge state, and further processed in the United States.

Among the non-cellulosics Imported from Japan, 82% of the filament fabrics
and about 50% of the spun yarn fabrics are entered in the grelge and processed
in this country. Much of this is re-exported to Latin America, even though the
import statistics apparently do not reflect this type of transaction.

Though obvious enough, we stress that such imports as these, which supple.
ment shortages and/or are further processed in this country, do provide employ-
ment for American workers and contribute to the profit of many American
companies.

A final note regarding manmade fiber textile exports from Japan. There
seems to be the notion that the United States is the major market for Japanese
manmade fiber textiles. In 1968, when Japanese exports hit their all-time high,
American imports represented only 164% of the total of Japanese worldwide
exports This year, with the slump in their American exports, this percentage
will be even less.
Kennedyv Round Redution. On Textile#

On May 17, 1967. then Acting Secretary of Commerce Alexander Trowbridge
summarized the consequences of the so-called Kennedy Round of tariff negotia-
tions for American textiles in this single paragraph:

"With respect to textiles, we achieved the very important goal of a three year
extension of the Long-Term Arrangement on Cotton textiles. Because of the
sensitivity of textiles in general here and abroad, the cuts made by the U.S. and
other major importing countries average less than 25 percent and much less
than that for the more sensitive product areas such as woolen and manmade
textiles. Many textile items were excluded altogether."

As a matter of fact, most importing nations reduced tariffs on cotton, man.
made, and wool textiles less than their average reduction in other Industrial
products as a whole. The United States agreed to tariff reductions which, on
a weighted trade basis, averaged approximately 14% for the three fibers Cotton
textiles were reduced 21%, manmade fiber textiles 15%, and wool textiles 2%.

Since these reductions are to be promulgated over a five-year period, there will
be no truly meaningful tariff reductions on textile rates, the cries of the domestic
industry notwithstanding. United States tariffs on textiles in general, and on
manmade and wool textiles in particular, remain among the highest for all
manufacturing industries, even after the reductions authorized in the Kennedy
Round are ful implemented.
Import [*.Jwr Re1eI

If the United States textile industry, or any segment thereof, has evidence
that increased imports have caused, or threaten, serious Injury to the domestic
sector, the Congress has provided a recourse to the quasi-Judical Tariff Commis-
sion.

We are aware that the domestic industry excuses its failure to petition the
Tariff Commisson for escape clause relief on the grounds that Its claims will
be Ignored and no Import relief granted.

A ordingly, It Is significant to emphasize that in the last two Instance, which
we can recall, when a segment of the domestic textle Industry petitioned the
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Tariff Commission for higher duties, It was so successful that the pre-concession
tariff rates on cotton typewriter ribbon cloth and Wilton and velvet carpets
and rugs were continued for the full five years authorized by law, that was
until October 11, 1967.

And, in the case of Wilton and velvet woven carpets, the President extended
the escape-clause 40% ad valorem duty until January 1, 1970, Instead of per-
mitting the higher rates to be Eutomatically terminated and returned to its con-
cession 21% ad valorem rate.

Thus, It would seem that if the domestic textile industry can produce evidence
of the adverse Impact of Imports, It can secure Import relief from the Tariff
Commission. The fact that It refuses to seek this recourse at this time suggests
that It hopes for a political, and not an economic, resolution of their alleged
Import problems.

As for the workers who have not fared too well under the existing criteria to
qualify for adjustment assistance under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, news-
paper reports Indicate that the Administration in due course may introduce
legislation to liberalize the qualifications for such help And, according to other
newspaper accounts, even individual companies and plants that suffer adversely
from Import competition, may be authorized under ,Administration proposals tax
refunds and write-offs (DailV New# Record, October 17, 1967).
So, It appears apparent that the domestic textile industry should endorse and

support such Administration legislation that would extend to be smaller and
marginal companies and plants, and their workers, various types of "adjustment
assistance", for the many giants In the Industry truly do not need or require
Import quota protection.

THU JAPANESE ExPE3MCE. WITH COTr702 QUOTAS

Since the Japanese Imposed "voluntary" export quotas on their cotton textiles
destined for the United States first in 19V5, and since the Japanese cotton textile
industry has experienced the successive steps that led to the Short-Term and
Long-Term International Cotton Textile Arrangements, as well as the United
States-Japan Bilateral Cotton Textile Agreements, their experience with cotton
textile quotas should prove Instructive.

But, perhaps a few preliminary comments regarding the Japanese cotton textile
industry may be helpful
PrelniirV Commens

Probably no Japanese industry has a longer record of relationship with the
United States than Its cotton textile complex. Its first purchases of raw cotton
date back to the immediate post-Civil War era. And, Its first shipment of cotton
textiles to this country took place In 1887.

In 1964, the Council on Foreign Relations published an analysis of Japan and
the Unted States in World Trade, by economist Warren Hunaberger. In the chap-
ter entitled "Cotton Textiles In Japanese-American Relations", Dr. Hunsberger
observes that 6... in addition to restrictions, there are purely economic factors
that limit the size of the (cotton textile) trade. It seems unlikely that, even with-
out barriers, Japanese cotton textiles could ever dominate the American market.
Distance, the long lead time between placing an order in Japan and delivery of
finished products In the United States, established commercial relations, the
vagaries of fashion, and many special factors constitute economic obstacles to
large-scale imports of a number of cotton products A prominent factor is cost.

"Cost may be less favorable to Japan than Is sometimes thought. As Indi-
cated in Chapter 6, Japan has a number of serious disadvantages In producing
for export Capital is more expensive in Japan than in the United States. Fuel
and energy cost substantially more, fiat land Is at a great premium, and indus-
trial water Is becoming scarce In some parts of the country. Technology at times
costs more. Japan's competitive advantage in the manufacture of cotton goods
lies mainly in lower wages, modern facilities, excellent management, and the
special competence some Japanese firms have developed in mixing different
grades of raw cotton and in producing constructions of particular merit or unique
qualities. Only where these advantages outweigh the disadvantages can Japanese
cotton goods undersell American domestic products."

While too many American producers think that these cost advantages favor the
Japanese for all cotton textile Items Dr. Hunserer Illustrates that this Is far
from true by Identlying a number of cotton cloth constructions where Japanese
fabrics, after the payment of ocean freight and insurance, plus entry charges and
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tariffs, would have to sell for more than the mill price of similar American
fabrics.

Dr. Hunsberger concludes that "It is unlikely that Japanese cotton products
could sweep aside all American competitoin, even If there were no Import duties
or quotas and If time were allowed In which to Increase Japan's productive
capacity."
"Voluntary" Export Quotas

Congressman Curtis, In his August 29, 196, speech, suggests that the Japanese
export quotas were the first step toward a comprehensive quota system on the
part of the United States.

In any event, the Japanese Imposed export quotas on several types of cotton
textile exports In 196. A year later, the Japanese agreed to impose much morr
extensive export quotas, covering a wide range of cotton textiles. "Though
termed 'voluntary'," Congressman Curtis explains. "It is well known that the
quotas were the result of U.S.-Japan negotiation at official levels, and con-
siderable pressure by the U.S. A State Department officer very close to the
negotiations has said that 1906 election year politics was the root caus4 of the
U.S. desire to obtain Japanese export controls. Rather than appear to abandon
its traditional non-discriminatory trade policy, the Eisenhower Administratiou
chose to quell political pressure through the 'voluntary' approach. Negotiations
of such quotas were undertaken between governments, rather than between
Japanese and U.S. industry, because of U.S. anti-trust law."

At American Industry insistence, the 1957 Japanese "voluntary" quotas In-
cluded a provision against "market disruption" in the United States; divided the
control program into five major groups, each with their own ceilings and with
various categories, also with their own limitations; and required consultations
before there could be increases or decreases of both the overall ceilings and the
group and category quotas. The agreement was to last for five years.

Consultations toward the end of the first year resulted in no change at all,
but a 5.2% increase was allowed in 1909. Virtually the same quota levels were
then maintained for the remaining years of the program.

According to then Assistant Secretary of Commerce Hickman Price in con-
gressional testimony, the five-year "voluntary" program was "fully honored by
the Japanese Government".

United States Imports of cotton textiles from Japan dropped from $841 mil-
lion in 1956 to $69.4 million In 1961. Japan's share of the American import mar-
ket for cotton textiles dropped from 76.2% to 1&8%.

Because of the arbitrary and artificial restraints placed upon various tex-
tiles and categories and groups of such textiles, Japan was never able to fill all
of her quotas in any year. In cotton fabrics, for example, in 1957, Japan was
able to fill only 75.4% of her quota, and In 1900 only 84%. Even In made-up goods,
Japan was unable to fill her quota. In 1959, only 95.7% and in 1960, 91.5%.

Within categories too, there were sharp fluctuations. In 197 floor coverings
accounted for 95.4% of the maximum allowed; in 1960, they were down to 33.9%.
A seemingly staple item like handkerchiefs filled 99.1% of Its quota one year and
three years later filled only 86%.

Even though Japanese suppliers could be stopped by their own government
from selling cotton textiles to the United States, there was nothing to stop
American buyers from searching for other sources, In many cases helping to
build up export industries that never existed before in many less developed
countries where wages were even lower than they were in Japan.

As a matter of fact, one might well suspect that If the American producers had
not forced "voluntary quotas" on the Japanese, there would not be today so
many countries exporting cotton and other textiles to the United States, and
the total of textile imports would not be nearly as large as it I& One reason for the
latter Is that countries "restrained" in their cotton textiles shifted into man-
made fiber and mixes and blends. Indeed, there are thase who feel that the short-
range thinking of the American cotton textile Industry in the mid-fifties might
well have created what is a veritable Frankenstein import monster to the in-
dustry today.
Short-Term And Long-Tcrm Arrangements

When the Japanese industry first agreed to a limited voluntary " program, it
did so with the understanding that the American industry would be placated.

But, Instead ot being praised for accepting such quotas the Japanese were
charged with all manner of trade practices and were forced to negotiate a more
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comprehensive "voluntary" arrangement. Lven this unted surrender In
International commerce failed to satisfy the United States Industry. Now, the
Industry wanted an international cotton quota system.

In redeeming his pledge to the domestc textile industry for its support In the
presidential election of 1960, the late President Kennedy Issued bis now famous
Seven Point Textile Program 0* May 1961. Pursuant to Point Six of that pro-
gram, the State Department convened In June a meeting of representatives of
seven countries experiencing cotton textile competition. These participants then
Joined with the United States In requesting the Secretariat of the General Agree-
ment on Tariff' and Trade (GA'T) to convene a meeting of major cotton textile
exporting and Importing countries& In mid-July, 16 nations met in Geneva under
GAT auspices and drafted the Short-term International Cotton Textile Ar-
rangement (STA) as an Interim control measum

Congressman Ourtis recalls that "In the negotiations leading to the STA, the
exporting countries were given a clear choice: accept a multilateral textile trade
scheme or have their cotton textile exports ln'ed unilaterally by the Importing
nations. Presented with such a choice, but with clear assurances both In the
text of the Arrangement and in Informal understandings that the STA was to be
liberally ad the exporting countries accept this concept."

The STA came into force October 1, 1961, and the LTA a year later, on
October 1. 1962.

When the LTA was negotiated, It was understood to be a temporary expedient;
it was not to be a precedent for restraint actions against other textiles; it was
to provide an Increase in cotton textile imports of roughly 5% each LTA year;
it was to be used to help open up markets in certain European countries.

At the same time, It was understood to allow participating Importing coun-
tries to request exporting nations to restrain exports of cotton textiles which
'cause or threaten to caune disruption in domestic market" in any one of 64
categories enumerated in Appendix B of the STA at levels not lower than the
Imports for such goods for the year ending June 30, 191, and permitting the
Importing country to Impose unilaterally Its own restraints falling agreement
by the exporting party within 30 days; It was agreed that the participants
would take action to prevent circumvention of the LTA by non-signatories; by
trans-ehipment through third countries; or by substitution of directly competi-
tive textiles.

Among the original signatories, there were 12 so-called developed Importing
countries In Group I, seven so-called developing exporting countries In Group II,
and one country (Japan) In Group III, for so-called developed exporting country.
Subsequently, at least three more countries have acceded to the LTA in Group I
and at least nine In Group II.

The United States is the only Importing country to have continued to use the
list of 64 categories for 61estraint" purposes, and Japan Is the only exporting
nation that Is apparently subject to all 64 categories.

Although "market disruption" is defined in a general way In Annex C, the
United States has Invoked "restraints" unilaterally and without explaining or
proving any of the criteria that cause "market disruption" at its own discretion
and without consultation.

Under Article 4 of the LTA, the United States has negotiated Bilateral Agree-
rients with most of tho, nation' thnt export to this country, with Japan being the

Number One target for negotiating a bilateral agreement.

United State-Japa Bilateral Areement
On August 27, 1963, the United States-Japan Bilateral Cotton Textile Agree-

ment came into force. Its purpose was "to provide for the orderly development
of trade in cotton textiles between Japan and the United States".

It provided for an aggregate limit for 1968 of 287.5 million square yards,
divided Into four major groups, as follows:

Group I--Cotton Cloth (categories 5 through 27)-125.5 million square
yards.

Group UI-Made-up Goods, usually included in U.S. cotton broad woven
goods production (Categories 28 through 36, and part of Category 64)-

41 million square yards.
Group UI-Apparel (Categories 89 through 62, and part of Category 63)-

111 million square yards.
Group IV-Miscellaneous cotton textiles (Categories 1 through 4, 87, 38,

and part of Categories 63 and 64)-10 million squafe yards
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A three percent increase for 1964 over 1968 was provided, with five percent
Increases annually thereafter for the life of the agreement (December 31, 1967).
Conversion tables are agreed to, as well as consultations over any questions In
the Implementation of the agreement including "excessive concentration" of
any Japanese exports, and cooperation in providing statistical data.

In spite of Japan's unfavorable experience with the five-year "voluntary"
quota program, when it was unable to supply the full quota for most of the
major groups and categories year after year, the latest Bilateral Agreement
Increased the individual Itemization of the various categories to 64.

And, as with Its "voluntary" program, not once In the four past years
of the Bilateral Agreement has Japan been able to reach the established total-
annual limitations. In 1968, only about 90% of the totals were exported. In
1904, it increased to about 939'%. And In 1965 and 1966, exports reached about
98% of the maximum allowed.

For Group I, Japanese exports varied from about 90% to about 100%; for
Group II, from about 91% to about 97%; for Group III, from about 94% to
about 100%; and for Group IV, from about 60% to about 78%.

When it is considered that the American Industry arranged these categories
and groups, with their respective quotas, on the basis of anticipated sales In
this country, and when it is considered that Japan would want to fill every
quota to its ceiling, one can only attribute Japan's failure to fulfill every
quota limit to the vagaries of the trade and the vicissitudes of the industry.

Incidentally, since the "voluntary" program, as well as the STA and the
LTA, and also the Bilateral Agreement, are In actuality and in operation ex-
port quota programs, and not import quota projects, the major burden of
supervising and administering them has been largely up to the joint activities
of the Japan Cotton Textile Exporters' Association and The Japan Textile
Products Exports' Association, two quasi-official export trading associations
sanctioned by Japanese law, and the Government Ministry of International
Trade and Industry.

The Case Against Export QUOta
Dr. Hunsberger summarizes the case against the export quotas "Imposed"

upon Japan under five general objections.
1. Their imposition conflicts with the United States aim to reduce the

barriers to international trade. While the Japanese were "penalizing their
own trade, so to speak", the American pressures leading to Japanese action
violated the spirit of GATT and "created measures that are economically as
objectionable as Import quotas".

2. The export quotas were worked out behind the scenes, "without any legal
process". No official investigations or public hearings were heard, nor were
any of the usual orderly procedures of internal and international law utilized.
Japan was not given "concessions" as are authorized by GATT when certain
trade benefits were withdrawn by the United States.

& The implicit discrimination against Japan is obvious in the pressures for
a "voluntary" quota and subsequent arrangements and agreements. No similar
pressures were used against Europeans, for example, for sharp increases in
competitive Import& And. no LTA restraintsa" have been Impomed against any
of the European Economic Community (EEC) nations, even though one of the
countries may export without "restraint" the same cotton textile product, such
as cotton typewriter ribbon cloth. In the beginning, only Japanese goods were
placed under quota, while Americans continued to import from other Asian and
then European countries. Was it fair to Japan when late arrivals were permitted
to increase their share of the United States market, while Japan was being
"penalized" for its cooperation?

4. By their tendency toward rigidity, the healthy expansion of production and
trade, especially for a country like Japan, is also "restrained", because the groups
and categories of the quota program restrict the exports that may be shipped to
the United States In the way of cotton textiles.

5. Some of the secondary effects In Japan are not salutary. For instance, the
image that the United States is unwilling to buy Japanese goods, while calling
for the sale of American merchandise to Japan. Is confirmed. Another example is
that the Insistence on export quotas has "worked to strengthen both the cartel
organization of the cotton textile Industry In Japan and government control over
this and other Industries... By Its pressure for export quotas, the United
States, which imposed anti-monopoly legislation In Japan during the Occupation.
has been strengthening the forces that resist change and Inhibit the liberalization
of economic life In Japan."
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IMPOT quOrA N"A U TO U.s. UfTc3s

We respectfully submit that unilateral Imposition of quantitative import quotas
on any, or many, or all, foreign products as a matter of principle and practice is
repugnant to the concept of freer trade and conunerce between nations; con-
tradits the latest co Ioal session on the subject, that of reducing
tariffs and nontariff barriers as enunciated in the Trade 1lxpansion Act of 11W;
wrecks four years of Kennedy Bound negotiations; reverses the 83-year-old policy
of this country which helped bring about unprecedented prosperity, economic
growth, and international cooperation; deprives our citizens of the economic
benefits of mutually advantageous foreign trade and commerce; and threatens
to plunge our country into a massive and destructive trade war.

While what we have to say applies generally to all quota legislation, since
we are directing our comments In this statement specifically against textile quota
bills, such as that proved by Senator Hollings, we shall try to demonstrate
that these textile quota restrictions, If enacted, will be Inimical to the best
interests of our nation.

A few of the many ways, which occur to us at the moment, in which these
textile imports quota bills, if they become law, may be detrimental to the national
well-being include the following, though not necessarily in the order In which
they are listed:

1. In a trade war, In which other countries may "retaliate" by excluding or
restricting American exports, the United States may well be the net loser In
dollars and cent, not to mention other implications. As the world's largest
exporter, we can Ill afford to alienate our best customers, particularly at a time
when our balance of payments situation is so critical.

According to recent newspaper reports the member nations of the European
Economic Community (EEC), of the European Free Trade Association (E'TA),
and of the Latin American bloc have all expressed their formal "displeasure"
with the current massive protectionist effort to erect the most formidable trade
obstacle possible, quantitative import quotas. So too have the Ambassadors of
many nations, Including Australia and Japan.

According to a news story In the Washagtom Poet, October 18, 1967, Ambas-
sador William Roth, the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, estimated
that the many import quota bills being considered by the Committee at this time
would cover about $10 billion of the $25 billion involved in annual United States
imports.

We cannot and do not, of course, pretend to speak for the Japanese Government
or the Japanese textile industry.

But, we cannot overlook the fact that in the past decade, 1957 to 1966. the net
trade balance between the United States and Japan, except for three years,
favored the United States. Our favorable trade balance over the past ten years
with Japan alone was almost a billion dollars.

A look at the record reveals that the annual two-way trade between Japan and
the United States steadily increases every year, and last year totalled more than
five billion dollars.

In 1966, American Imports of all Japanese textiles, including apparels,
amounted to $410,297,000. In 1960, Japanese purchases of agricultural products
along from the Unied States amount to almost a billion dollars, or $962,417,000.

Farm products, such as those purchased by Japan, are available In other export
markets, more often than not at cheaper prieps than available here. Still, partly
because the American import market is generally available to the Japanese, they
continue to buy our goods with the dollars earned by American purchases of such
Japanese merchandise as textiles.

Last year, Japan purchased 928,400 bales of American raw cotton, valued at
$110.200,000. From other countries (Mexico, Nicaragua, El Salvador. Guatemala.
India, Brazil, U.S.S.R., Mainland China, and others), Japan purchased 2,316,500
bales, valued at $303,000,000.

Last year also, Japan purchased from the United States $207,514.000 In soy-
beans. $138,185.000 in wheat, $122,392,000 In corn, $20,739,000 in feed grains,
$41.8W5,000 in tobacco, etc. All of these agricultural products are readily available
to the Japanese In alternate markets.

The possibilities of what might happen to American farmers and exporters If
the Japanese decided to reduce or eliminate their annual purchases of these agri-
cultural products is a fact of economic life that must be considered when the
consequences of a textile imports quota statute are studied.
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. When import quotas restrict the quantity and variety of available textiles,

the American consumer suffers In many ways.
In a period of threatening inflation, imports help to keep the price of competi-

tive domestic items down. With few or no imports, a monopoly situation is
created and the only damper on prices is the conscience of the producers.

Imports also offer the prospective buyer the opportunity to select and choose
not only-among competitive domestic goods but also foreign merchandise.

American industry cannot, or will not, produce certain products, such as light-
weight habutae silk. If such Imports are proscribed by import quotas, the Amer-
ican consumer is denied the opportunity to purchase such noncompetitive goods.

Customer services too become competitive when the normal processes of supply
and demand are permitted to operate In an open and free marketplace.

3. Import quotas, by assuring a guaranteed market to the domestic industry,
allows the American textile complex to become complacent, less imaginative, less
efficient, less productive, less aware of consumer wants and services, etc.

The classic recent example, perhaps, of what can happen to American industry,
even when there were no quantitative import restrictions involved, is the compact
automobile.

Then again, often imports, as the Tariff Commission found in the case of im-
ported light-weight Japanese gloves some years ago, open up a completely new
market, which provides domestic makers with the opportunity to also produce and
sell new products to previously unknown buyers.

Even when textile imports are being admitted into the United States, the
Japanese textile and apparel industry is spending more for research and develop-
ment, percentagewise, than is its American counterpart. In the Brookings Insti-
tution publication entitled Technologv, Economic Growth, and Public Policy
(1967) by economists Richard Nelson, Merton Peck, and Edward Kalacheck,
there is a table showing the "Percentage Distribution of Industry R&D Expendi-
tures in Various Countries, 1959". This tabulation shows that in "Textiles and
Ap arel", Japan spends 4.1% and the United States 0.2o for research and de-
velopment purposes, Sweden spends 2.4%, Canada 1.6c, and the United King-
dora 0.8%, according to this tabulation.

To better compete for overseas markets, the Japanese industry developed the
so-called CAB (continuous automated spinning) system, for instance. Developed
jointly by the Toyo Spinning Company and Howa Machinery, Ltd., the CAB sys-
tem is now in operation In Japan. Compared to the conventional spinning system.
over-all reductions in labor of 70 to 75% is achieved. In the BCD (blowing-card-
ing-drawing) process, operator savings are as high as 80%.

We are not claiming that the Japanese textile industry necessarily is more effi-
cent and productive than Is the American Industry. What we are trying to say
im that import quotas take away some of the incentive for too many producers,
permit them to continue operations on obsolete and inefficient equipment, tolerate
unproductive and apathetic management, reduce services to consumers, etc.

4. Restrictive import quotas may also encourage the American industry to build
excess capacity and to overexpand in times of temporary shortages and huge de-
mand, which may subsequently in more normal times bring about mill and plant
closings, with Its resultant unemployment.

This is not a wild speculation, but a real fear, which Congressman Curtis
documents In his oi.muents to the House of Representatives on August 29, 1966,
regarding the dangers of continuing the LTA for cotton textiles.

5. In times of special circumstances and emergency, such as the current Viet
Nami war, Import quotas may delay or jeupardime the production of military
textiles.

About a year ago, the Defense Department was meeting with difficulty in plac-
ing orders for certain types of military textiles. In fact, In fical 1966, the Defense
Department had to place 200 "rated" or "required for military use" orders for
uniforms and other military textiles, all of which were filled voluntarily except
for I& Mandatory orders were then issued by the Business and Defense Services
Administration of the Department of Commerce to compel their manufacture and
delivery.

We do not contend that the LTA caused any shortages in the needed supply of
cotton textiles. We do know, however, that when certain types of cotton yarns
were in short supply, special waivers of the LTA restraints had to be granted
several countries before they could ship to the United States these particular
yarns. We also know that certain constructions of cotton ducks and other heavy
fabrics needed for military use were in short supply only a year ago.
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This recent exprieo suggests that under such unique conditions as those
which are created by limited emergencies such as the crisis in Southeast Asia,
imported textiles should be welcomed, and not restricted, In the American market.

If these imports can be utilized by the military, they will probably cost the
taxpayer less than would comparable United States items. If only American pro-
ducers can manufacture what the military requires, then United States mills and
plants should be able to shift to such purposes without having to worry about
meeting civilian demand. Import can supply whatever civilian shortages exist.

6. Import quotas are too Inflexible and rigid to meet quick fashion changes and
unexpected developments, including shortages, of the American textile Industry.

A look at Japan's exports of polyester-cotton fabrics as recently as last year,
when durable or permanent press developed into a real fad, and then Into prob-
ably the most exciting new development in textiles In recent years, Illustrates
this aspect.

Had there been an Import quota on manmade fiber textlles, on a category by
category basis, Japan probably would have been unable to ship In the needed
polyester-cotton cloth. Then, American cutters, fabricators, produces and work-
ere would have suffered.

Or, the durable press development itself might have been killed prematurely
before Its popularity could be established, for lack of needed imported manmade
fiber fabric to manufacture the slacks, the shirts, and the sportswear, etc., in the
fact of domestic inability to meet the quick, tremendous demand.

Since that emergency situation, the United States Industry has gear". Itself
for the needed production of this specialized cloth and Japanese imports, accord-
ingly, have declined Immeasurably.
T. Import quotas on textiles would require the building of a huge adminis-

trative agency to enforce and police the Imports. Such a bureaucracy would re-
require additional federal expenditures at a time when -the effort Is to reduce
government costs

The IMA cannot be considered as an example of what may take place, for
the LTA Is an export quota, administered an supervised by the exporting
country.

What Is under consideration at this time are Import quotas, which must be
administered, regulated, and policed solely by the United States Government.
Such an agency, commission, bureau, division, office, etc., would have to be
staffed by civil service personnel and funded by the national treasury. At every
port of entry, several hundred different Items would have to be checked as to
fiber content, or chief value or chief weight In case of mixes and blends, ai to
category and group, as to Imports already entered, country of origin, possible
transshipment, etc. And the cooperation of the exporting country would not nee-
essarily be available.

& The threat of such import quotas on wool and manmade fiber textiles may
well cause the signatories to the LTA to denounce and withdraw from that In-
ternational arrangement controllng cotton textiles.

When the LTA was negotiated and accepted at American Insistence, It wax
clearly understood at that time that It was not to be considered as a precedent
for other multilateral arrangements to control wool and manmade fiber textiles.

Article I of the LTA Is clear on this point: "In order to assist in the solution
of the problems referred to In the Preamble of this Arrangement, the partici-
pating countries are of the opinion that It may be desirable to apply, during the
next few years, special praetklal seatsures of international cooperation which
will assist In any adjustment that may be required by changes in the pattern of
world trade in cotton textiles ... They also recognize that, since these measures
are intended to deal with the special problems in cotton textile, they are not to
be considered as lending themselves to application In other fields."

While the enactment by congress of Import quotas on wool and mannmde fiber
textiles technically may not be a violation of the LTA because it is unilateral
action, the spirit of the LTA certainly is violated. And Its signatories may then
denounce and withdraw from this control arrangement on the exportation of
cotton textiles to the United States.

Such action will add to the administrative difficulties of enforcing an overall
comprehensive Import quota on all textiles, regardless of fiber, through all stages
of manufacture.

9. Import quotas would diWupt normal trade channels and relationships de-
veloped over the yearw
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Importers, wholeealers, retailers, etc., would all have to change their think-

Ing, their planning, their projection, their ordering, their adverti sn their re-
latlonships with domestic producers, their consumer ,Matons, etc.

Dependence on domestic sources of supply would Increcue, with many whole.
salers and retailer. surviving at the whim of the local spinner, weaver, cutter.
fabricator, etc.

10 Imiort quotas would encourage cartelisatlon and regimentatio, of over-
seas industries.

In order to be In stronger bargaining positions, or to more effectively negotiate
on behalf of their resetive industries, foreign textile Industries may merger and
form giant cartels, as foreign governments assume more and more control over
various Industries as their exports become subject to American Import quotas.

More and more regimentation of Industries, labor force, and national
economies will take place, as countries erect their own protecive walls and
barriers against the exports of other nations.

SUMMAZrY CONCLUSIONS

Because economic prospects for the foreseeable future o the United States
textile Industry are so promising and encouraging, and because cotton textiles,
the major fiber used In the field, Is effectively under International quotas, there Is
no need or justification for the Imposition of quantitative Import quotas on the
remaining wool and manmade fiber textile.

Because the Japanese experience with "voluntary" and then "involuntary"
multilateral and bilateral arrangements and agreements has been so tragic anti
unprofitable to that nation, other countries are more determined now than ever
to oppose international control arrangements, and also unilateral Import limita-
tions, which result In about the same adverse consequences for the exporting
industry.

Finally, because In at least ten significant and substantial ways textile import
quotas would be harmful to the national interests of the United States, such
textile import quota legislation should not be enacted Into law, even If a preol-
dential veto Is required.

ASSOCUTIOX ox JAugw TzxTnm Imprrs, INC.,
Wallington, D.C.

Hon. RussELL B. Lo,o
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Ojice Bilhe,
Washington, D.O.

Dnaa Ma. CHAIRMAN: First of all. may we thank you for the opportunity
provided us last Friday, October 20, to not only testify before your Committee, but
also to submit a prepared statement, regarding our opposition to Import quota
legislation In general, and particularly to one on textiles.

Secondly. may we take this means to supplement our oral testimony, if we may.
since the ten minutes allocated us was so short and since no member of the
Cou utte* questioned s, as they did others, concerning what we consider to be
among the most relevant and perceptiv lmns whieh p"rtdan not just to textUie
legislation but to some of the more basic thinking by which these quota bills
are Justified.

1. Several witnesses made much of the fact that Japan and many other
countries bad various type@ of quantitative quotas and other nontariff barriers
against United States and other Imports. Accordingly, It was suggested by some
that it was appropriate and proper that the United States should consider the
Imposition of similar Import quotas and trade restrictions on a "since other
countries do It, why shouldn't we" reaction basis.

We would respectfully tineect that the way of leadership and statesmanship
Is not to try to "correct" a "wrong" by creating another "wrong", which is about
what these arguments amount to, In our Judgment.

Take the case of of Japan, for example We know that ever since the recon-
struction of her Industry and economy after the devastation of war, Japan has
been slowly but consistently trying to liberalize her trade and investment policies,
much of It at American Insistence. Perhaps this liberalization has not been as fast
and as expansive as we would have preferred, but the uncontested fact Is that
Japan Is trying to move toward such objectives.

83-468-67-pt. 2- 12
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If we are to encourage Japan and other countries to liberalize their trade and
mmrd practes, It will not be by Imposing Import quotas. Such a course

would only Invite these same countries to stop trying to liberalize and to revert
Lack to a policy of strict protectionism.

It will only be by continuing our historic policy of trying to promote freer
trade among nations that there can be a worldwide reduction of tariffs and the
lowering of non-tarif import barriers.

2. Some witnesses argued that foreign nations should not object to these Im-
port quota bills since they provide an alternative of Internationally negotiated
agreements, such as the Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement (LTA) with
its supplementary bilateral accords. Only If these exporting countries refuse to
negotiate limitations would the mandatory unilateral quantitative Import re-
strictions become effective.

The LTA was agreed to under the threat that unless the American terms were
accepted, much more drastic Import ceilings would probably be enacted by the
Congress No real showing was made that all, or certain, textile Imports were
"seriously injuring or threatening the disruption" of the United States cotton
textile market.

Negotiating "at gun-point" can hardly be called an "alternative," especially
when no tariff concessions are granted or trade retaliation authorized the other
parties.

If various American Industries can demonstrate that certain imports are
seriously disrupting specific United States markets because of "unfair or un-
reasonable" advantages or conditions, and If they are unwilling to petition the
United States Tariff Commission for import remedies, perhaps an International
trade tribunal under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
should be established where, under established rules and procedures, hearings
to determine the validity of the allegations may be held. "Due process" would
be involved and an Impartial quasi-judicial finding could be made and appro-
priate relief prescribed.

Conversely, if other nations believe that they have a case against the United
States, they would be welcome to seek an adjudication before this International
trade court.

& Still other witnesses charged that only cheaper wages and production costs
In other nations permitted them to export their textiles and other i.r;lucts to
the United States.

Such claims Ignore the basic economic principles that underlie international
trade and commerce.

There are several factors to be considered in the matter of comparative costs,
Including such fundamental concepts as capital, land, and labor.

While the following example may be an oversimplification, it Is Illustrative
of some of these economic truths that cannot be overlooked.

Late in the last century, when Japan was first building its textile industry,
It experimented with the growing of cotton. While the cultivation of cotton was
relatively successful, it was also too expensive in competition with then available
raw cotton from the United States, India, and China. The Japanese could have
Imposed high tariffs or Import quotas on Americau and other "cheap" raw cotton
and insisted upon growing their own cotton supply. But, rather, the Japanese
decided that It did not make economic sense to b, so "prective" about their
Infant Lottu growing industry and began to purchase "cheaper" raw cotton in
the world market. Over the past 75 years, Japan has been purchasing millions
of bales of raw cotton from the United States because It has been "cheaper" in
dollars and made economic sense.

Even today, If Japan wanted to, It could still grow raw cotton for Its textile
Industry. But. the Japanese recognize that such a "protectionist" policy would
be self-defeating and destructive of her Industrial potential and economic well-
being.

So Japan, though poor In capital and in resources (land), has concentrated on
the development of her one great economic asset, skilled and dedicated manpower,
to build one of the world's greatest and most productive Industrial complexes.

To deny Japan. a nation which must trade to survive, the opportunities to
engage In mutually profitable two-way commerce with the United States, may
not only jeopardize the only major democratic, free enterprise ally we have In
the Far East but also force her to look elsewhere for her supplies, markets, and
alliances.
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The three simple and yet self-evident facts that we have identilfed In this
letter were, unfortunately, not emphasized as we think they should have been
during the hearings last week of your Committee, so we are summartling them
at this time

May we ask that this letter be ncorporated as a part of the record of our
testimony last Friday, October 20, 1967.

Rptewtt ullyt
Mix M. MASAo".

Weak fton Reprewomttive.

Mr. MAsaoL&. Now this statement covers three general propositions:
(1) Forecasts for the foreseeable future for the American tex-

tile industry are so promising and encourage that textile im-ports quota legislation is not needed or justify
(2) The tragic and unprofitable experience of the Japanese

with voluntary and involuntary multilateral and bilateral
cotton textile arrangements and agreements is such that other
textile exporting nations are now completely opposed to the quota
concept whether export or import i and

(3) There are at least 10 significant and substantial ways in
which we think textile import quotas can be inimical and detri-
mental to the national interests of the United States, particularly
for the long run.

Mr. Chairman, at a time when U.S. statesmanship, leadership, and
sacrifice have just helped conclude 4 years of Kennedy round tariff
negotiations, and when we and our trading partners are looking for-
ward to further negotiations leading to the reduction and elimination
of nontariff barriers to international trade and commerce, it is most
unfortunate in our view, that at the present time there appears to be
a revival of economic isolationism and protectionism and a massive,
coordinated campaign to erect the most formidable nontariff barrier
of all, the import quota wall.

Perhaps we can make our greatest contribution to thew.e hearings
by summarizing briefly the 10 ways in which we believe a textile im-
ports quota will be harmful to the national well-being.

If you, Mr. Chairman, or any member of the committee would like
us to expand on any of these points, we certainly would be very happy
to do so.

I must state at the outset that we do not speak either for the Japa-
nese Government or the Japanese industry.We are simply speaking
for the association of Amweri'aus who do import textiles from Japan.

Our No. 1 point in terms of what harm an import quota can do
to the United States is this: If Japan alone wanted to retaliate for
the imposition of import quotas on textiles destined for the United
States, which last year amounted to more than $400 million, she might
consider the agricultural products purchased from this country in
1966, which totaled almost a billion dollars.

There is no doubt that there are many other countries eager to sell
these farm products to Japan, usually, we suspect, for less than Amer-
ican prices. But, Japan continues a high level of agricultural trade
with the United States because of the dollars she earns with her ex-
ports such as textiles. Last year, Japan bought $110 million in raw
cotton, $208 million in soybeans, $138 million in wheat, $122 million
in corn, $27 million in feed grains, $42 million in tobacco, just to men-
tion a few of the major farm crops involved.
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Each year to date there has been testimony to the effect that textile
imports were costing American jobs. Gentlemen, if Japan and other
countries, which now purchase other agricultural goods, purchased
less or stopped buying these goods there will also be unemployment
among the farmers and others; and so when we talk about labor and
worirs losing their jobs or not, we ought to consider that this is a two-
way

As a matter of fact, when we talk about workers in industry, and
particularly in the textile industry, there has been a doin employ-
ment, but curiously enough, according to the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics for early 1960, in 1964-the last year for which they have any
record--only sli htly less cotton cloth--1.3 percent in terms of square
yards--was produced in 1954, but with 18 percent fewer active spindles
and 19 percent active looms,

In other words, because of the increased productivity of the Ameri-
can workingman and the genius of the American industrial plant and
equipment, we produced almost as much with 18 percent fewer spindles
and 19 percent active looms.

As a matter of fact, the Senate subcommittee in 1964 reporting on
the subject indicated that mere output per man in the 10-year period
from 1957 up to 1964 rose per man from 7.8 to 11.6 yards, or a gain
of 48.7 percent.

No. 2. If textile import quotas are established, the consumers' oppor-
tunities to select and choose would be restricte and inflationary pres-
sures increased.

In this connection, I would like to mention that what. would--certain
questions were raised about what would happen if the import quotas
were established. Would the American industry increase their prices
or whatnot. I can only point to the fact that when Congress abolished
the two-price cotton system and restored cotton to the one-price system,
the American mills did not reduce the price of their cotton cloth or
their production to the consumer. They absorbed it as extra profits.

Furthermore, I think we ought to examine the fact that Japan, for
example, tends to send to us in textile products those textile items
which require a lot of labor relatively speaking, and they do not ship
to us textiles which require little in labor.

For example, such labor intense items as velveteens and ginghams
are a Japanese specialty. But the Japanese cannot compete with the
VTnited States in such items as print cloth or denims.

No. 3. If textile import quotas are enacted, the American textile
complex could become less efficient, less imaginative, less productive,
less aware of consumer needs and services. In this connection, strange
as it may seem, a Brookings Institute study of the percentage disti-
bution spent for research and development purposes, in 1959, the
latet available year, shows that the Japanese textile and apparel
industry spent 4.1 percent while the U.S. industry spent only 0.2 per-
cent for these vital objeotiveL

4. If textile import quotas are approved, the American industry
may be encouraged to overexpand and build excess capacity, which
may sulequentlv result in mill and plant closings, with
resultant unempoyment.

678
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5. If textile imports are restricted quantitatively, in such limited
emergencies as the present Vietnam war, these imports cannot be
entered to take care of any shortages that are threatened or have
developed. If these imports are utilized by the military, then we as
taxpayers are ahead. On the other hand, if military specifications are
such that only US. mills and plants can provide them, then imports
can help su ply whatever civilian shortages may develop.

6. If textile imports are rigidly limited when shortage develop
because of new discoveries or fashion changes, as they did only last
year for so-called Iurable pres the anese brought in polyester-
cotton fabrics to help th erican industry satisfy a new demand,
and, therefore, American workingmen and American industry were
benefited.

7. If textile import quotas are imposed unilaterally, a huge new
bureaucracy would be required to police the category-by-category
group-by-group, country-of-origin limitations on several hundred
different textile items at every American port of entry, with checks
against transshipments, mixes and blends, and every else.

Much has been said about the long-term textile arrangement of the
LTA, but we must remember that that particular experience will not
be helpful because the LTA is an exl ort quota and the exporting
country and the exporting trade associations are responsible for its
admintration under these international arrangements.

8. If import quotas are set for manmade fiber and wool textiles,
signatories to the Long-Term International Cotton Textile Arrange-
ments (LTA) and its supplemental bilateral agreements may denounce
that program and compound the administrative and other difficulties
of the import quotas by adding the major fiber used in textiles used
today to manmade and wool imports into the United States. At a time
when we are trying to cut government costs, gentlemen, this-is not
the way tohandle the problem.

9. Textile import quotas would disrupt the internal U.S. trade
channels and relationships developed over the years. Dependence on
domestic sources would dictate survival for many importers, whole-
aaers, retailers, and others on the whims of local producers, and not
their salem.ni'p, innovations, services, and thelike.

10. Textile import quotas would encourage the cartelization of
overseas textile industries, as well as the.general regimentation of
industries, labor force, and national eonowites as tle various countries
erect their own protective walls against the exports of other nation&

Thus, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for these and
many other reasons in our prepared statement, we respectfully urge
that this committee and the Congress not a prove textile import quota
legislation, or any other quota measures. If the Congress does approve
them, we call on the President to veto them in the larger national inter-
est of the United States.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to be heard at these
hearings

The H w .Thank you very much, sir.
(Following are communications received by the committee express-

ing an interest in the preceding subject:)
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U.S. SENATE,Wehintou#0, D.C.

Hon. RUSSLL B. Los,

Chairman, Senate Finanwe Committee,
U.S. Senate.

Dz". M. CHnauN: I would like to take this opportunity in advance of final
committee action to express my full support of 8. 1796, the Textile Imports Bill.
This proposal is designed to place the domestic textile Industry on a firmer
footing vis-a-vis foreign imports.

I feel that It Is high time that our textile Import quota system was revamped
to take into account the serious problems facing the domestic Industry from
badly regulated Imports today. This problem was heightened by the unfavorable
decisions made during the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations earlier this
summer.

This proposed legislation would face up to the problem by: 1) setting limits
on imports of man-made fibers and woolens for the first time; and 2) setting
up a new formula on cotton Imports to replace the current trade policy quotas
which are not working. This bill would set import limits on cotton, man-made
fibers and woolens based on the average of all textile imports In the six-year
period, 1961 through 1966.

In my state of Nevada we are particularly concerned with the Impact of wool
textile imports. Under the present textile import regulations there Is practically
no protection at all for woolens and man-made fibers. Foreign textile producers
claim 25% of our woolen market. Imports of wool textiles from countries with
low production costs are continuing to cause considerable contraction in our
domestic wool manufacturing industry. I am concerned that my state of Nevada.
as well as many other states, will suffer substantial unemployment layoffs and
loss of earning power unless strong import quota legislation is passed.

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Chairman, I would hope that 5. 1796 be given
careful and, hopefully, favorable consideration.

Sincerely,
HoWARD W. CANS OX.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN STENNIS, IN SUPPORT OF THE TEXTILE IMPORT
BILL; S. 1796

I am deeply concerned over the accelerated Increase In cotton textile and
apparel imports. There are several aspects of this problem which call for Imme-
diate attention, but I would like to strew the Impact from the standpoint of our
cotton farmers. It Is alarming to discover that In 1966 over one million equivalent
bales of cotton were imported Into the United States In the form of textile prod-
ucts. This has occurred in spite of the fact that there Is an absolute quota which
limits raw cotton imports to 30,000 bales. The importation of approximately 35
times this quota In the form of manufactured cotton textiles Is certainly not in
keeping with the spirit or intent of the acreage control program.

The question of imports should also be carefully evaluated from the standpoint
of military security and military preparedness. Textile products are considered
seond only to steel from the standpoint of combat readiness. Textile products
are vital in terms of clothing, equipment and shelter to our military forces in Viet-
nam, and It should be noted that the textile Industry has performed an out-
standing job In fulfilling the need of the defense program In a most effective
manner. Imports should certainly not be permitted to weaken the ability of this
Industry to fulfill the military requirements of this Nation. For all these reasons
I most strongly recommend the Immediate enactment of legislation along the
lines of S. 1796, of which I am one of the co-sponsors.

The manufacturing of wearing apparel is one of the major Industries in
Mississippi. We have about 150 plants scattered throughout the States which
make shirts, trousers, underwear. work gloves and other articles of clothing from
cotton and other fibers. This Industry directly employs about 35,000 people and
Indirectly supports many others who are engaged in growing cotton and related
economic activities. This vital and developing industry is being seriously
threatened by Increasing mports of foreign-made apparel products. These
Imports started back In the mid-1950's and have lately taken a sharp upturn. I
am concerned about the rapid increase in these imports because they are under-
mining the development of the clothing Industry in Missisippl and threaten the
jobs and Incomes of thousands of people wlich it employs. Imports, unless regu-
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lated, are going to continue to increase and take even larger portions of the
domestic market.

Domestic manufacturers cannot compete on the basis of price with imports
made by cheap labor abroad. Of course this problem eventually can be over-
come through research and greater capital investment, but this will take time, and
time is against the industry with imports increasing so rapidly.

No industry can grow or even maintain its present position in the face of such
competition in its own markets. The clothing Industry In Mississippi needs time
right now before It is too late to develop a strong foundation for competing with
foreign products. This cannot be accomplished without orderly growth in the
domestic market. Only with orderly growth will manufacturers be willing to
invest aD4 make the necessary long-range plans which will make the industry
competitive with foreign manufacturers.

The domestic Industry will not be able to furnish American markets if it is
forced much longer to compete under present conditions. It will not be able
to build a competitive basis for the future If imports continue to come rushing
In. Legislation such as 8. 1796 is urgently needed to stem the overwhelming flood
of these imports into the domestic market and I certainly hope some measure
of relief along these lines will be speedily adopted by Congress.

STATEMEiNT OF EDwiaD W. BROOKZ IN SUPPor OF A QUOTA ox TKxTX IMPORTS

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the situation in the textile
industry created by Increasing textile imports.

The problems of the textile Industry, like those of the shoe industry, are due
In large part to the high cost of labor in this country. The U.S. textile average
wage of $2.00 an hour is about six times the Japanese average and 2% times
the British average. Since It costs less to produce the foreign article, It Is pos-
sible, even with the addition of a tariff, to sell It at a lower price than the more-
costly-to-produce American textile. As a result, many American manufacturers
have been unable to compete with foreign Imports and have been forced to close
their plants.

The effects of this situation are Illustrated with particular clarity In Massa-
chusetta where since 1958 the number of textile firms has declined from 589 to
47, and employment has dropped from 51,449 to 39,&58. At the same time, the
payrolls have actually increased due to rising labor costs!

Congress and the President recognized the gravity of this situation In 1961.
when the Federal Textile Program was announced, Yet, even under the Long
Term Cotton Arrangement cotton imports rose 24% in 1965 and 40% in 1966 to
capture 10% of the domestic market. Imported wool textiles now account for 24%
of the domestic market, almost double their share in 1961, a situation which has
had a crippling effect on the important wool textile industry of New England. In
1966 there was a net deficit in the U.S. textile trade of $902 million, an amount
which is equivalent to two thirds of our international balance of payments deficit
of $1.4 billion.

Every branch of the textile industry in Massachusetts and across the country
ig experiencing sliding demand, short time, layoffs, declining prices and profits.
Thus, it is clear that the 1961 program has not been effective and that f we are
not to see the demise of an industry, action must be taken.

Because I feel that the textile industry Is vital to the economy of our nation-
and indeed to the national security, for in wartime our production of raw mate-
rials for textiles will be of little use if we do not possess a manufacturing indus-
try to turn them into usable products, I have cosponsored S. 1796 which would
impose quotas on textile imports. I urge the Committee to give this bill speedy
and favorable consideration.

STATEMENT NT SENATOX Lvi B. JoRDAx (InAzo) ox 5. 1796

Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss S. 1796. a measure
which would place quotas on the importation of various manmade or natural
articles of textile fibers.

I am a cosponsor of this bill as are over % of the members of the Senate, a
rather clear majority.

The textile and apwarel industries are of vital importance to our economy, as
the President pointed out In remarks made on October 4th of this year. At this
time, he also indicated that representatives of these industries have expressed
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to him and to many others a deep concern over thi future well being In light
of recent import trends,

Since the existence o the textile Import problem has already been recognized
by the President, who has publicy stated that reasonable limitations on textile
Imports are necmsary, and by 68 members of the Senate and 174 members of the
House who are sporting legislation to enable the President to effectuate his
policy, the urgency for favorable consideration of S. 1796 seems a moot point.

There are many arguments *.at can be made on behalf of,& 1796. I would like
to suggest Just one. We all recognize the need for a favorable balance of trade.
I would like to point out that In 1967, textile Imports totalled $990 million;
exports, $1,518 million, a trade balance of plus $538 million.

Now, Just ten years later, It Is estimated that 1967 textile Imports. will total
$2,100 million, while exports will be approximately $1,132 million, a trade deficit
of $68 million.

It seems clear that something must be done to protect our textile Industry from
the continuation and Increase of this dangerous trend.

Mr. Chairman, It Is my considered opinion that the future of a healthful Amer.
lean textile Industry rests, In great part, with the passage of 8. 1796.

STATEMENT SUBMmul BY MELvIN KiZLATr, GEwaAL CouNsxL, ox BEHALF or
THU ASsoCxATED CoRST ANm BsA sna= MANUFACTURERS, INC.

Gentlemen, this statemnt being submitted on behalf of the Associated Corset
and Brassiere Manufacturers, Inc., 220 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, a
Trade Association consisting of manufacturers in that industry whose plants
are located n New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Alabama,
Georgia, Maryland and Arizona I have served as general counsel to this Asso-
elation for more than thirty years and am fully conversant with the growth and
development of this Industry during this period and with the problems it has faced
In the past and still faces.

The members of our Association believe that the constantly rising flood of im-
ports of the products of this Industry from low wage countries, particularly the
Philippines, Hong Kong, Jamaica and Trinidad, has had a severe and damaging
Impact upon this industry and upon the workers employed therein and presents
a continuing and dangerous threat to Its growth. We feel that the present hear-
Ing being conducted by your committee must inevitably lead to the conclusion
that corrective action Is urgently necessary to prevent further harm to our manu-
facturers and workers.

We are aware of the complexity of the problem In terms of our national com-
mitment to assist in the development of democratic nations throughout the world
and to expand the channels of trade among all nations. But we are convinced that
these Important objectives can, and must, be achieved without doing Irreparable
damage to our domestic economy and the thousands upon thousands of persons
who am dependent thereon.

Let us dwell for a few minutes upon the nature of the industry which Is gen-
erally referred to as the corsets, brassieres and alied products industry. The
products which our Industry produces consist basically of brassieres, girdles, cor
sets or foundation garments, garter belts and similar body-supporting garments.
According to the latest available statistics the wholesale value of brassieres. cor-
sets and allied garments shipped during 1966 totalled $647,458,000.00, of which
$338,808,000.00 represented brassieres and $308,655,000.00 represented corsets,
girdles and other foundation garments (Bureau of the Census, Current Indus-
trial Reports, Series MA-23J (66)-i).

By modern Industrial standards, manufacturing establishments In this Indus-
try are relatively small in size. 117 establishments, one third of the total number
in operation in 1963, employed less than 20 workers, and an additional 60 estab-

lishments employed less than 50 workers. Only 7 establishments employed be.
tween 500 and 999 workers, and only S had more than 1.000 workers

The Census Bureau provides the following information with respect to the
number of workers employed in the Industry:

AN -u*!@I sse PmodusUn wikem

1ow6................................ ...-..-.... .. ..... 3-- --- a M

163 ........................................................ ,.1 31.3H
160 .......................................................... 38 02,07
11" -------------------s6 ............................. cn2444
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In this industry, as In other apparel industries, labor represents a high per-
ceutage of the cost of each article produced. There are several dozen operations in-
volved in the making of even the simplest style of brassiere or girdle. Automation
has had little effect on this industry. The only processes upon which it has had
some Impact are the die-cutting of piece goods and, to a limited extent, the han-
dling of orders and shipments. For the rest of the variety of operations involved
in the production of brassieres and girdles, the principle of "one-machine, one-
worker" still applies. Thus, the effects of the Importation of merchandise from
low wage countries are felt in our country, not in the volume of production turned
out by automatic machines, but in the number of hours of labor lost by American
worker.q

Exhibit 1 below shows the quantity of shipments of brassieres, corsets and
allied garments In thousands of dozens for the years 1968 and 1965. These figures
include the production of mainland and Puerto Rican plants, but do not include
imported merchandise.

EXHIBIT 1

TABLE I.--QUANTITY OF SHIPMENTS OF BRASSIERES, CORSETS, AND ALLIED GARMENTS: 1966 AND,1965

iIa thousands of dozen

Quantity shipped'Product
19i a 1965s

Brassieres bra-lettas, and bandeaux, total ................................................ 20,575 19.390

Brassieres (with band 3 ins, or more) excluding bra-let .............................. 1,535 1,477
Bra-lets (hip-longth with prters) ........................................... 69 77
Bandeau (withl ssthan 3-in. band), total ..................................... 18,971 17.8.3

Strap, replar. total ........................................................... 13,753 13,201

.50 and underper dozen .................................................. 3.797 816

.51 to 512.75 per dozen ................................................... 3,305 7
$12.76 to $15.50 per dozen .................................................. 1.04 1,710

15.51 to 1925 er dozen .................................................. 1.504 1,444
19.26 to L OD Per .............................................. 2.412 2,184

$30.01 and over per dozen ................................................ .1.051 1.160

Strap. podded or contour-ind .................................................. 4,759 4,072
Strapless or convertible ......................................................... 459 563

Corsets (back-laced or frot-lced) ....................................................... 67 9
Girdles, total .......................................................................... 7,664 7,364

Girdles (with opening) including girdles made o late, d a ............................ 2, 306 2,210

$36.00 and under per dozen .................................................... 1,310 1,294
$36.01 to $65.99 per dozen ..................................................... 6G5 610
$66.00 to 95.99 per dozen ...................................................... 213 205
596.00 and ove per dozen ...................................................... 120 101

Girdles (without opening) including girdles made of WKt , ......................... 5,35 5,154

S.00 and under per dozen ..................................................... 3,002 3,066
0_01 to $51.00 pe dom ..................................................... 1,35 1, I8

$51.01 and over per dozen ..................................................... 996 960

Combination and 1-piec ments (corselets) ............................................. 241 251
Maternity foundation irments (Includiri corset and combinations and surgical corsts) ....... 111 104
Gaiw bels ........................................................................... ,041 957

,1ncdes p nt mode in Puerto Rican plat. (See ble 3.)
' Preliminary estimate.
a Revised.

s remeent manufat rs whlale price.
Some: Bureau of the Cors, Current Industrial Report Srie MA-43J)-I.
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TABLE 2.-VALUE OF SHIPMENTS OF BRASSIERES. CORSETS, AND ALLIED GARMENTS: 1966 AND 1965

fIn thousands of dollars

Value of shipment,Item
19661 19658

Brassieres. corsets, and allied garments, total ........................................... 647,458 609,580
Brassiers, bra-leftes, and bandeaux ................................................ 338,803 318,689
Corsets, girdles, and other foundation garments ...................................... 308,655 290,891

I Includes garments made in Puerto Rican plants. (See table 3.)
2 Preliminary estimate.
I Revised

Source: Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial Report Series MA-23J(66)-1.

TABLE 3.-SHIPMENTS OF GARMENTS MADE IN PUERTO RICAN PLANTS: 1966 AND 1965

[Dollar amounts in thousandsJ

1966' 1965'

Item Quantity anti
snpped Value of snip Value of
(1,000 shipments (1,0 shipments

dozens) dozens)

Brassieres. bra-lettes, and bandeaux ---------------- 5,951 $85,942 5,378 $76,806
Corsets, girdles, and other foundation garments ........ 756 20,178 623 18,708

' Preliminary estimate.
2 Revised.

Source: Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial Report Series MA-23J(66)-1.

As can be seen from the foregoing chart, of the 20,575,000 dozen brassieres
produced in this country in 1966, 13,753,000 were of the most frequently used type,
the bandeaux styles of brassieres. The largest category of shipments in the In-
dustry consisted of brassieres and the most popular price groups were those
selling for $8.50 and under per dozen and between $8.51 and $12.75 per dozen.
It is the manufacturers of this popular priced merchandise who are most directly
and most seriously threatened by the imports from foreign low-wage countries.
During 1966, when 7,102,000 dozen of these low-priced bandeaux were manu-
factured in the United States, including Puerto Rico, about 2,619,000 dozen in
these low-priced categories were being imported. The imports thus accounted for
an additional 37% of the low-priced bandeaux market in 1966. When the 1967
figures of American shipments are available, it Is certain that the percentage of
the market filled by imports will increase once again. These imports, deriving a
tremendous price advantage from the payment of low wages, have effectively
eliminated a large part of the volume of merchandise which would normally be
produced by American firms, thereby dislocating American production and de-
priving apparel workers of employment opportunity.

The tide of imports commencing in 1955 is dramatically illustrated by the
following table showing the imports of brassieres from 1955 through 1966:



EXHIBIT 2
U.S. IMPORTS OF BRASSIERES, 1956 TO 1966

Phulippine Japan Hong Kong Jamaica Trinidad AN other countries Toals
quant Value Quanity Vi. f..nal. ,,. . .

Years: -Wgm#----(on

1955 .....1958 ... 2

1958. 10 ,707 9 7 3Iw9.9.111 11, 969 ~oe, 6132,55 105 61
,663 571 2,076,803 402,064196 98.... 918,871 3,547,720 167,0591962-.... 1,20,13 4,42,282 75,5701963 -.. 1,196,462 4,316,307 56,7451964 .... 1,174,730 4,622,028 ........

1965- 1 195,170 4,381,062..........
1,387,465 5,509,717 ..........

-"all vow Quantit Va" Valnti e

V62, 100
2,074,900
2,309,0
2,103,645
1,450,938

843:139
350,319
170.776
120,321

..........

1,265,314
1,236,161
1,267,230
1,262,581

953,335
1,254,873
1,044,882$35,585

332 4711 16,70 1U6,43No &*law-~ . a ~ ,a 17,113 30,5V9 409,626 2,6,01 :9.0
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It should be noted that the largest volume of imports orginally came from
Japan but gradually shifted to thoie countries where the wage standards were
even lower, namely the Philippines, Hong Kong and Jamaica. The val/e of
Imports has increased from $438,700.00 in 195 to $9,898,004.00 for 1960. The
true impact on domestic production and employment cannot be fairly gauged
by merely considering the dollar value of the merchandise as shown by the
foregoing Customs report. The dollar figure is a valuation for Customs purposes
at the point of embarkation and does not Include Customs duties, costs of shipment
importer and jobber mark-ups. Accordingly, these figures are always lower than
the wholesale price reflected in the Census Bureau Reports of domestic shipment".
The significant measuring rod Is the number of units produced abroad. Only when
we consider the fact that In 1965 2,07.553 dozens of brassieres or 31,290,636
twits and that In 1966 2,619,001 dozens or 31,28,018 units were imported from
low-wage countries can we truly appreciate the magnitude of the problem faced
by our domestic producers.

It takes an average of 100 minutes-of direct labor to produce one dozen of a
relatively uncomplicated type of brassiere.

Based upon this time element, if we convert the imports from foreign coan-
tries Into direct labor man-hours, we find that the loss of employment which
has resulted from the importation of these garments has amounted to 2,494
workers (4,33,255 man-hours lost), assuming a very generous standard of
50 weeks employment at 35 hours per week, the prevailing union standard in
our industry. Add to this figure the indirect labor involved on a 1 for 4 basis
and the aggregate becomes 3,118 lost jobs, about 10% of the number of the
production workers employed in continental United States now. Thus every doset
brassieres brought in from Hong Kong, Philippines and Jamaica has deprived
an American worker of a wage opportunity. If this process continues unabated,
the thousands of workers who produce these popular price garments will soon
be faced with the disappearance of their Jobs.

In 1966, the average value of a dozen unornamented cotton brassieres, valued
at point of shipment, was as follows:

Per doecr
Hong Kong --------------------------------------------------------- $2. 10
Philippines ----------------------------------------------- 3.97
Jamaica ------------------------------------------------- 6. 16
Trinidad ------------------------------------------------- 5. Xq

Almost daily our newspapers carry advertisements offering low-price and
popular-price brassieres, such as are shown in exhibit 3, to the American public.

(Exhibit 3, was made a part of the official files of the committee.)
In the aggressively price-competitive apparel market, these cheap imports

constantly exert a downward pressure on prices. These goods are produced in a
labor market against which the American manufacturer and the American
worker cannot compete. In Hong Kong, a 63-hour, seven day workweek pre-
-ails; average wages range from 500 to $1.40 per day for unskilled workers and

from $1.20 to $1.75 per day for semi-skilled workers. Workers in production
activities in the garment industry are paid on piece rates which result in average
earnings of $1.06 to $2.50 per day. (Basic Data on the Economy of Hong Kong,
Overseas Business Reports, U.S. Department of Commerce, June, 1964.)

In the Philippines, the minimum wage for workers In most non-agricultural
occupations was raised by statute from $1.04 per day to $1.56 per day on April
21, 1965. (Labor Developments Abroad, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, July, 1965.) The work week in 48 hours with a minimum over-
time premium of 25% of the wage rate for work in excess of eight hours a day
or for Sunday or holiday work. Previously, a skilled worker could receive any-
where from $1.29 to $3.21 per day and an unskilled worker would range from
the $1.04 minimum to $1.43. Wearing apparel workers are considered to be in the
lower end of the economy and would therefore not receive the maximums above-
quoted. (Labor Conditions In the Philippines, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor
Digest No. 34,1963.)

Weekly wages in Jamaica for unskilled workers range from $3.32 to $12.04
for a 44-hour week. (Labor Digest, Bureau of Labor Statistics, No. 51, 1964.)

Trinidad has advertised in the trade press that it offers to brassiere manufac-
turers "out-standing opportunitys, such as going wage rates for operators of
30 to 45 cents per hour, a home needlework tradition, a big labor pool featuring
four to six applicants per job, and tax holidays and incentive& In this connee-
tion, one should note that imports of brassieres from Trinidad have risen from a
low of 8,874 dozen in 190 to 32,914 dosen in 1966 ( See Exhibit 2.)
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The low tariff rates applicable to Imports of corsets, brassieres and allied
garments have stimulated the flow of foreign merchandise Into the United States.
There is a 32% rate on articles containing lace or embroidery, based upon their
value at the point of embarkation, and a 23% ad valorem duty on unornamented
gotds which is being reduted to 18% ad valorem by the Kennedy Round of Tariff
Negotiations over the next 5 years.

The Philippines have enjoyed even greater preferential tariff treatment by
treaty with the Unlted States. a. a result of which, imports from that country
were subject to only 20% of the applicable tariff duty in the calendar years 1413
and H114. and since January 1. 1965, have been received at 40% of the tariff rates.
On and after January 1. 191W. Philippine goods will Iay 60% of the duty. Only
after July 3. 1974, will imports of Philippine products be subject to the full tariff
rates and then only if the preferential treatment is not further extended. (Title
19 U.8.C.A., ,ectlon 1202.) These tariff reductions have been a significant
element in fostering the great increase In the volume of brassieres imported Into
the IUnited States from the Pilippines.

While the volume of Imports has mounted steadily, the level of our exports In
this industry has declined substantially. Exhibit 4 presents a comparison of im-
ports and exports of brassieres in dollar value from 1955 to 1966. In 195. im-
px)rts were valued at about 6.5% of exports and in 1966 at 80% of exports. By
196. the ratio of imports to exports rose to 116%. In considering these develop-
ments, we should not forget that the nations of the world are as opeu to the
merchandise produced in low-wage countries by American or other manufac-
turers as they are to the products made in continental United States and Puerto
Rico.

EXHIBIT 4

COMPARISON OF U.& EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF BRASSIERES IN DOLLAR VALUE, 195-U

Year Exports Imports

1955 .................................................. $6,709,400 $438,700
1956 .................................................. 7.607.700 2.260.000
1957 .................................................. .8&335200 3.658400
1958 ................................................... . 39,000 5,302,300
1959 .................................................. . o 50. 000 100.500
1960 ................................................ . 19. 000 6.302,200
1961 ............................................ 1001460,000 7,633.500
1962 ............................................ 3,667,625 8.93S.031
1963 ............................................ 11,427, 109 t.412,56"
9,2 ................................................... 9,45,, , 91. ,910

1965 ................................................. ,60 050 9, 0, 2s
1966 ................................................ .. 1 497.740 9,0 am

Source: U.S. Departmet of Commere Bureau of the Census: Report No. FT 410, "U.S. Expo of Oommic Nr-
chandie" ard Report No. FT 125. "U.S. Imprts of Merchandise for Cons mptin."

Efforts to achieve international agreement on the restriction of Imports ot
cotton textiles, including cotton brassieres and other body-supporting garments,
by means of bilateral agreements between the United States and the principal
exporting countries of these products, have failed to stem the upward trend
of imports. Pursuant to the Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement concluded
in Geneva in February, 192, the United States entered Into Bilateral Cotton
Textile Agreements with the Philippiues, Hong Kong and Jamaica. These agree-
ments provided restraint ceilings on a variety of cotton textile categories and
included a quota on the quantity of brassieres and other body-supporting gar-
ments (Category 61).

Thus, the five-year agreement with Hong Kong which became effective on
October 1, 1965, established a quota of 1,549,01 dozems for brassiee and body.
supporting garment. For the year commencing October 1, 1966, the quota will
be 1,06,4a dosea. (Department of 8tate. Press Release No 191, August 2%,
190&) For the 1900-70 quota year. Hong Kong will be permitted to export to
the United States 1,88,813 dozens.

The Philippine "restraint" level was fixed at 1,200,000 dozens for calendar
year 19L. By reason of the 5% annual increase allowance, It became 1200,000
dozens in 1965, 1,323,000 dozens in 1966 and will be 1,889,150 dozens for 1907.
The current annual increment alone Is ahnost as much as the total Imports of
77,000 dozen from the Philippines for the entire year of 1968, The Bilateral
Cotton Textile Agreement with the Philippines which expires on Decinber 31,
1967 has been amended and extended to December 81, 1970. The quota level for
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the calendar year 11964 is set at 1.550.000 dozens. For the 2nd and 3rd years of
the Agreement the quotas shall be increased 5% per annum over the 1968 total.
The 1968 quota is an 11.5% increase over the 1967 level (Department of State,
Press Release No. 208, September 2.2 1967).

Actual imports of brassieres in 1966 from the Philippines amounted to 1.387.-
465 dozens, thus exceeding the 1966 quota of 1.323.000 dozens by 64,465 dozens.
The failure to enforce the very liberal quota system serves merely to compound
the injury done to domestic manufacturers and workers.

In view of the foregoing, and in view of continuing economic and political
pressures, the effectiveness of restraint agreements as to the products of this
induRtry is highly questionable.

One of the stated purposes of the Long ferm Cotton Textile Arrangement was--
"... to facilitate economic expansion and promote the development of less-

developed countries possessing the necessary resources, such as raw materials
and technical skills, by providing larger opportunities for increasing their
exchange earnings from the sale in world markets of products which they can
efficiently manufacture."

Another underlying aim was to make certain "that the development of this
trade proceeds in a reasonable and orderly manner so as to avoid disruptive
effects in individual markets and on individual lines of production In both
importing and exporting countries".

We respectfully submit that neither of these objectives have been realized
by the Bilateral Cotton Textile Agreements. Instead of achieving the develop-
ment of native-owned and native-managed facilities in this industry, the high
quotas and low tariffs have encouraged a number of American manufacturers to
develop their productive facilities in foreign countries and to obtain unfair com-
petitive advantages over their domestic counterparts. Thus, the brassiere and
corset industry in the Philippines. Hong Kong, Jamaica. Trinidad and elsewhere
is completely dominated by American concerns whose sole interest is to take ad-
vantage of the prevailing sub-standard wages paid in these areas.

Another dangerous threat to the domestic industry developed during the
course of the past year when several giant retailing complexes moved to take ad-
vantage of the competitive attractiveness of the Philippines and made arrange-
ments for the manufacture of foundation grirments in Philippine factories. In
August of 1966, it was announced that Spartan Industries, which controls the
Spartans. Atalantic Thrift and Korvette Stores. was establishing its own founda-
tion manufacturing and wholesale division to supply Philippine merchandise to
these stores and to sell any surplus production to other non-affiliated retail out-
lets. It was also reported that McCrory-Klein's, whose controlling stockholder,
(Meshulam Riklis), is also interested in the above-quoted Gelmart-Knitting Mills
in the Philippines, is also producing brassieres for sale through its many retail
stores. It is a matter of fact that a number of members of our Association since
the first of the year have lost orders aggregating thousands of dozens per week
which were formerly sold to the aforementioned retail stores. Line for line copies
of successful styles of brassieres have been made and are now being produced by
or for these retail giants in Philippine manufacturing facilities. The loss of this
business alone by our manufacturers has resulted in a loss of hundreds of thous-
ands of man-hours of American labor each week.

The corset and brassiere industry in the United States has more than adequate
facilities to satisfy the present and future demand of American consumers for its
merchandise. The approximately 2,619.000 dozen garments now being imported
have disrupted the American market and deprived American workers of thous-
ands of jobs. Women's Wear Daily commented on the plight of domestic manu-
facturers as follows:

"The $1.00 price point of the bra industry is under the most severe attack in
its history-makers don't know where to dig their trenches.

"The retail popular price point--traditionally one of the most lucrative in the
business and a favorite of variety chains and other mass merchandisers--is
caught in an enormous squeeze by rising labor and material costs. An attack
from the flank by Far Eastern imports is assuming the proportions of a second
front to hardpressed United States makers.

"And the pressure is beginning to mount for the $1.50 bra makers--the next
popular price point." (Women's Wear Daily, August 25, 1968.)

If this proem continues unabated, the entire popular-priced segment of the
industry may have to be relinquished to the import trade.

The Long Term Cotton Arrangement and the bilateral treaties negotiated by
the United States are inherently defective and cannot provide adequate protection
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to the American economy. These agreements cover only products in which cotton
represents more than 50% (by weight) of the fiber content. The broad range of
synthetic textiles such as nylon, rayon and dacron are entirely untouched by
quota restrictions. To circumvent the already generous quota limitations, a fabric
consisting.of 65% dacron-35% cotton has been introduced into the manufacture
of imported brassieres. The use of this fabric, which looks like cotton but has a
finer and smoother texture, could easily swell the volume of imports of brassieres
to tremendous and unlimited amounts, with disastrous consequences for the
popular priced market In the United States.

The bilateral agreements cannot prevent a shift by American importers to
areas which have heretofore not shipped any brassieres or other foundation
garments to the United States. American ingenuity being what it is. the Imposition
of quotas in one country has resulted in a transfer of manufacturing activities
to another low-wage area. Thus we have witnessed a move from Japan to Hong
Kong, the Philippines and Jamaica. New names constantly appear in the import
reports. The island of Barbados, with no shipments of the industry's products in
1962, shipped 482 dozen brassieres in 1963, 1,889 dozen in 1064 and 2,292 dozen In
1965. The Leeward and Windward Islands appear for the first time in 1965 with
;A10 dozen, which In 1968 rose to 2,592 dozen. The Korean Republic made its
entry in 1965 with 2,500 dozen and increased its volume in 1966 to 3,500. These
numbers are admittedly small but the potential for those who seek to find com-
petitive advantages In cheap labor areas In unlimited. Advertisements seeking
to entice American producers to lush tax-exempt and low-wage tropical isles
appear frequently In the trade press. (See Exhibit 5.)

(E.rhibit 5 waa made a part of the offlcial fdea of the committee.)
The members of our Association are fully aware of the economic and political

realities of the world In which we live. We recognize the vital importance of
promoting and expanding the economies of the under-developed countries which
are struggling to establish democratic societies within their borders. But we are
convinced that exploitation of depressed labor conditions by a small number of
American manufacturers and retailers seeking undue advantage over their com-
petitors does not constitute or lead to orderly development in these nations. While
these activities may provide a temporary stimulant to international trade, the
inevitable consequences, we submit, can only be a disruption of industrial devel-
opment, both in the less-developed areas and in the United States.

The searching inquiry being made by your Committee into the impact of Im-
ports and exports on American employment is a most timely one. It is impera-
tive that a comprehensive and long-range program be devised so as to establish
a balanced relationship between the legitimate needs of underdeveloped nations
to build their economies and industries on a solid and permanent basis and the
rights of American manufacturers to maintain and expand their businesses and
of American workers to enjoy continuing employment opportunities.

As manufacturers in one branch of the apparel industry, the members of our
Association cannot presume to qualify as experts in the resolution of the com-
plex problems Involved in international trade agreements. But as businessmen
who are seriously affected by a flood of imports and who are anxiously concerned
with preserving a fair share of the domestic market, they have a right to recom-
mend that certain types of remedial action be taken to cope with the import
problem. Tariff rates must be established which will eliminate the unfair com-
petitive advantage derived solely from the payment of low wages In foreign
countries. Where products are manufactured abroad which are identical with
or substantially similar to domestic merchandise, tariff rates should be based
upon the American wholesale price. An overall quota limitation should be placed
upon all of the products of our industry. The quota should be divided among the
various products In accordance with price lines and volume and then apportioned
on a fair and equitable basis among the various exporting countries. This re-
striction should be determined on the basis of the industry's pattern of growth
in the various categories of merchandise which It produces. having due regard
to its right to expand its facilities and its labor force, as the population of the
1United States grows and the standard of living improves. Quota limitations must
include within their scope the ever-expanding variety of synthetle textiles and
cotton-and-synthetie blends used in the Industry. We believe that the foregoing
guidelines are indispensable to the formulation of a revised trade program.

We urge the members of your committee, upon the conclusion of these hear-
ings. to serve as the spearhead of a movement for constructive trade-agreement
reform which will obliterate for the manufacturers In this industry the spectre
of declining business and vanishing employment created by the ever-increasing
assault by low-wage imports from abroad.
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STATEMENT or NuIL 0. BRODRSON, PRESIDENT, CAP-ROO, INc., ROCHESTER, NEW
YORK, ON BEHALF OF THE BUrTON DIVISION o THE 8oCI'rr OF THE PLASTICS
INDUSTRY, INC., SUBMITTrD BY ROBERT IL TIEnAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the Button Divi-
sion of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., I am pleased to have the
opportunity to submit this statement for consideration by the Senate Committee
on Finance in connection with its study of proposals to impose quotas on specified
commodities. The particular commodity group to which this statement is directed
Is textiles and, more specifically, wearing apparel.

By way of background, the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) is
a corporation organized under the Membership Corporation laws of the State of
New York. It Is composed of approximately ZOO member companies and
individuals who supply raw materials; process or manufacture plastics or
plastics products; engineer or construct molds or similar accessory equipment
for the plastics Industry; and engage In the manufacture of machinery used to
make plastics products or materials of all types. BPI is the major national trade
association of the plastics Industry, its membership being responsible for an
estimated 85 to 90 percent of the total dollar volume of sales of plastics in this
country.

The Society's Button Division includes companies who account for 80 percent
or more of the dollar volume of American production of polyester and acrylic
buttons and button blanks. In addf,;on to being Chairman of the BPI Button
Division, I am President of Cap-Roc, Inc. which Is a major American producer
of these commodities

The American button industry has been particularly hard-hit by Imports in
recent years, having been the victim of two avoidance devices which practically
nullified the button tariff. The first of these involved the direct Importation of
"buttons without holes" at the substantially lower button blank rate of duty. No
sooner had this loophole been closed by the enactment of legislation than thi
importers began shipping "buttons without holes" to the Virgin Islands,
drilling the holes there, and entering the finished buttons Into the United States
completely free of duty. Recognizing Its manifest unfairness, Congress moved to
enact further legislation to do away with this practice. However, much damage
was done and, indeed, even today, the industry has yet to recover fully from
the effects of these avoidance devices.

Of course, my statement thus far has related solely to the Importation of
buttons as such. The Industry Is presently faced with a problem equally severe
which is their Importation on wearing apparel. We estimate that buttons Im-
ported In this manner have grown successively from approximately 680,00
gross in 1963 to 7,775,000 gross in 1964; to 9,360,000 gross in 1965 and to an
alarming 10,485,000 gross in 1966. Based upon the statistics available to date,
there Is no question but that Imports of buttons on garments In 1967 will
increase subsatntially from all prior years. This will have a severe adverse
effect not only on the button industry but on related Industries such as the
button blank and raw material suppliers.

Because of the great disparity between production costs in the United States
as compared with Hong Kong or Japan, the American button Industry is not
competitive in world markets, and Is not, therefore, a substantial exporter.
Our industry Is almost exclusively reliant on the domestic apparel Industry
and our fate Is Inextricably woven Into theirs. Thus, should imports continue
to erode the American apparel industry, we, too, would be equally harmed.
For these reasons, the Button Division urges that this Committee. give con-
sideration to taking whatever steps are deemed appropriate to afford relief to
our textile industry from the Increasing dow of imports.

On behalf of the BPI Button Division, I want to express my thanks for having
been given the opportunity to submit this statement.

STATEMENT ON BgHAxr OF INTSRNATONAL LANEP' GARMENT Wouxus' UNION
AND AMALGAMATED COTNINO Woaxus or AMIMcA, SU1Mr rw T AAmIz
Tuwu, Diawros or B[SeARON, INTERNATIONAL LADs' GARMENT WORKERS'
UNION AND Mi.iNe FRxm, Diwron Or RmBEcAr, A MmAu * CLorHue
Womas or AmmoA

This Joint statement Is submitted on behalf of the International adies
Garment Workers' Union and the Amalgaz atsd Clothing Workers of America.
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The two labor organizations represent over 850.000 apparel workers employed
in the United States and Puerto Rico. The combined membership encompasses
the overwhelming majority of all workers in the nation who are engaged in the
production of men's, boys', women's, children's and infants' garments.

The writers of this statement have been regularly following economic develop-
ments in the apparel industry In the course of their research activities and as
members of the Management-Labor Textile Advisory Committee and of the
Management-Labor Wool Textile Advisory Committee established by the Presi-
dent's Cabinet Textile Advisory Committee. From time to time they have also
served as advisors to the United States Government delegations In connection
with international textile trade negotiations.

The apparel Industry is one of the key industries in the nation. It does an annual
volume of close to $18 billion at wholesale and employs over one and a quarter
million workers. It Is made up of some 25,000 establishments employing on the
average about 50 workers. Although some firms conduct their production activities
In more than one establishment, over 60 percent of companies In the apparel in-
dustry do an annual volume of less than $1,000,000 and only 6 percent of com-
panien sell more than $5,000,000 a year. Thus, despite the presence of larger firms,
United States apparel production is carried on predominantly by small business.

The intensely competitive character of the industry is niagnilled by the ease
with which new firms can enter business. Capital requirements are small and
technology is relatively simple. The presence of many small firms in the field also
helps to stimulate extreme competition as does the fact that various apparel items
are substitutable for each other. As a result, business mortality is high and the
industry's profits are the lowest in the nation. This can be seen from the latest
report of the Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission which shows that in the first quarter of 1967 profits after taxes In the
apparel industry averaged only 1.8 percent of the sales dollar. The competitive
nature of the industry Is also illustrated by the prices It charges its customers.
Thus, in the entire post-war period, from 1947 to date, wholesale apparel prices
advanced by only 5 percent in contrast with a general rise of wholesale prices of
31 percent. Price gouging in domestic garment manufacture just does not exist.

The apparel industry is located throughout the country. Plants are either
found in a small number of urban centers where the industry provides a major
source of Jobs for the type of workers it employs or else they are located in small
scattered communities where frequently an apparel plant provides the only
or key source of Jobs. Eight out of ten workers In the Industry are female, As a
matter of fact, the apparel industry provides one of every four jobs for women
workers in the nation's manufacturing plants. Many of these people are drawn
from the disadvantaged or poverty groups. Any negative Impact on employment
opportunities in this industry unavoidably creates pockets of unemployment, re-
duces employment opportunities for the very people who normally suffer from
high unemployment and on whose behalf governmental anti-poverty programs
were developed, and Impairs earnings for workers employed in the industry.

Despite the reasonableness of prices charged for apparel produced In the United
States, Imports of apparel Increased in recent years at an alarming rate. Before
the second world war, neither imports nor exports of aplarel loomed very large
on the domestic scene. As late as 1954, imports represented only I percent of
domestic production. However, in the intervening years, the physical volume of
apparel imports advanced rapidly. Even though International arrangements and
a number of bilateral agreements negotiated by the United States and foreign
nations helped to check shipment of cotton textiles and apparel (though not to a
degree originally anticipated under these programs), the overall physical volume
of apparel imports rose by nearly eighteen-fold between 1954 and 1966. As a result,
1960 apparel Imports equaled 13 percent of domestic output This ratio In likely to
be higher In 1967.

Imports have risen for a variety of reasons. Some of the growth was fostered
by tariff reductions on the part of the United States. But it was also furthered
by the existence of substantial wage and labor cost differentials between the
United States and many other parts of the world and the ease and spjced with
which apparel manufacture can be started and expanded. This Induced a nun-
ber of domestic enterpreneurs to evade labor standards established in the United
States by legislation or collective bargaining. They either sought out existing
off-shore sources of procurement or else helped to set up new facilities abroad
taking advantage of substandard conditions. Retailers also played a role in pro-
moting imixorts on which they took higher markups and realized higher profits.

85-468--67-pt. 2- 13
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The current protlet'ct is for it contlnuetd large uud rapid InLcrease II the' flow
of at'llrel ilmlports to the I'nited Siates. While International ugrevt'muents ap-

liv'able to 'otton textiles and apparel tene to liitu the tempo at which sulch il.
litrts are rising, no eouliaralie regularliation e'xlsts with regard to textiles and
aliiart-I umdite of Illiers other than cotton or made of many blends of other illbers
with tottut. This development Is alrudy taking place tnd Is evident in tilt- ex-
4'e4.slvely rllti ri!.- lit the shipmnt of these goods frot abrmd over lilt hist
several years. As of this time, the rising tide of imports haes already t'attelled out
Jolia for isote 1750,N) workers who uight have gotten jobs Ili the dontiel' IIlo-
larn'l industry. Further tpslrge in imports will further eudaclger the alrt.eity

vutistrale aliairt-l I industry of tilt United States its well Us It work force.
Tilt- ie,'tllar naturt of the apparel Industry and tot its workers delflitely re-

quire sfegt.ards front the destructive impact of cocmpetitlonr from abroad Iase'el
till low wage's Ictd extcessive exploitation of haleor. In lilt% vease of cioton It xles
and apparel, i.ftgutartls against n i trestrail ihlinx of forign-made giut are
currently provide for by the recently reicewet llnterliaationial Cotton Textile Ar-
ranegemesiatud a ilUncis'r oft bilaleral agreements although, as noted earlier, the
rise et sof t sc lmlport. iiovt'tl to be- tuct'h greater thau originally atticipated. But
no safeguarls curre'ttly exist in the case of textiles aid alirel miade of Sllters
other than cotton and in the case of tniany lendm tit other fibers with cottonta. It
is lolieid thatt the United States government will souctc.l in concluding the much-
lia'ttt,d age'mellts with foreign national which will regularize imports of such
g, ila.. 'hials Is the soundest road to pursue. However, If the government Is either
naot prepared to tonltude such agreemelnta or it such underittaldndigs canliot be
rec1thacl with fort, ign eotmttrles, there is no alternative but to resort to limitation

il t trolt o ifuheesirale lumlierts by obtaining appropriate legislative reuetles
in lilt- form Of quotas. it course, because' of the Aluiortalic.o of such legislative
ste'i .i. til,, better hmuld l handled strictly on Its own merit avid hlouhl not be
tied up with other legislative propomls, ,uch as those relating to social security.

STATIUICNr OF WILLIAM POLLOCK, GEmsVJAL P&KSIDzNT, TRXTILE WoRKIRS UNION

or AUIiVRCA, AFL-CIO, oN Tax Now va IUPOAT QUOTAs ON TEXTILE

AITINIMART

Import quotas on synthetic fibers and all textile products are needed to prevent
the crisis confronting textile workers from causing the destruction of thousands
of Jobs and creating severe distress In many textile communities. Imports have
played a major part In causing the current textile decline. The governmentt
has recogilsed the vulnerability of the textile and apparel Industry to disrup-
tion from Imports from low-wage countries. A syatetu for regulating imports of
cotton products through International arrangements has been effectuated but
no controls have been Instituted for man-made fiber and wool products. Conse-
quently, import, of these articles are threatening to engulf the domestic market.
The tariff mechanitm is Inadequate to deal with this situation. The Hollings
Bill (S. 1796) would Impose quotas on a fair and equitable basis. Adoption of
this Bill In essential to ,uafeguard the Jobs of 2% million textile and apparel
workers In the United States.

The following are the subject headings In our statement:
The ('ri is 'onfrouting Textile Workers
The Impact of Imports
The Importance of Wage Disparities
Expansion of Textile Capacity Abroad
Need for Action to Safeguard Domnestic Jobs
Support of Hollingas Bill (S. 1796)

On behalf of the 2"00.000 workers represented by our organiation who are
engaged lit the production of synthetic fibers and textile mill products, we wcel-
come this opportunity to present our views on the need for Import quotas on
ynthetie fibers and all textile products.

The hearings being conducted by the Senate l'inan'e Committee art taking
plaew at a mosn t critical time. Import of man-made fibers and textile products
have been growing by leaps and bounds. At the same time, new orders have
ieen declining aud inventories of finished goods at domestic mill# have accumu-
lated to a point when' drastic production cutbacks have bwen Initiated. Workers
have len laid off and the hours of work of employed workers have been sharply
reduced.
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The Crsis Vonlroting g'tegtle l Workers
The workers in this Industry face the gravest crisis since the fiftl s. The

memory of the mill liquidations, unemployment and short work weeks which
plagued us it that dolorous decade is too strong to permit complacency in the
face of the ominous handwriting on the wall.

considerr the signs ot deterioration which confront us:
The Federal Reserve Board Index of textile production has dropped by

iore than 6% sace uind.-111l from a seasonally adjusted index of 144.0 in
June li6 to 1&1.3 in July 11l7).

'roduction of brad-woven falbrics declined by 6% In the lit half of 111t7
from the level in the cvrreslndihig Iwriod of the pjrectdlng year. The decline
In (ot tons was 5% ; synthetic ioods, % ; and wool, lU't.

Inventories of brmd-woven fabrics were =22, higher at the end of July
Hoit than in the lorect4iag %.i-r, wilh vtoItons up by 31 Ar, synthetics by 10%,
and finished wool allarel fabrics bv 10'

Ulnillled orderg at the *uad 4of July UIT7 were down by 4.3% for all kiroial-
wovelt fabrics, with cotms down by 47%, synthetlcs by 25%, and wool by
39%.

Shillments of rayon andI acetlate yarn declined by 11% lit the first 8 months
tif 1|N*7 id rayon itgalih, tibo-r droplwd by 14%.

These declines have had a xubstatial Izujilct on the workers ili the Industry.
Employmet of texllie mill pr4Miltlt workerm dropped to a seasonally adju ted
level of K$. ,U00 in July 11117. :S.I.*I litlow the number employed li Atigust hlikL
The average work week of textile, workers has beeni cut back by 1.8 hours a
wewk. fromn a seamonally iidJumthd rateo of 42.4 hours in March 111 to 40.6 hours
In July 1114T.

,3ylthtfic fiber lllllnt haV, le4ll fforcel to lut itulue widespread layoffs. Pro-
duction worker einployment declined by 8% In the past year (from 73,200 In
July 1966 to 67.5m last July).

The Impact of Imports
Imports have played a major part in causing the current textile decline. The

vulnerability of the textile and apparel industry to the disrupltve effects of Im-
ports from low-wage count ries has long been recognized. As long ago as lW9D a
Special Sub committeee of the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce founu that this industry required special safeguards to prevent its destruc-
tion by Impiorts. The following excerpts from the report of the Subcommmnittee set
forth the characteristics of the Industry which are still pertinent today.

llistorically. one of the first Industries to be established In a tcounlry
as It begins the proees of induatriallsation Is the textile Industry. Hltce
throughout the world we have witneswel, especially during the past few years.
a rapid development of textile capacity In many countries which formerly

imported most or all of their textile products . . .
* . . we urge the overtiuent agencies administering this (foreign trade)

policy recognize that the problem of declining employment In the domestic
textile industry has been aggravated by rising imports and the los of export
markets...

,Since the wages of textile workers in foreign countries range down to as
much as one-tenth of the earnings of American textile workers, foreign
mills have a pronounced competitive advantage over dometic mills and can
dislse of their products in our markets at prices substantially below thost,
which American mills must receive.

The wide spread In wage rates and hence costs between European and
Far Eastern textile producers make It Impossible to set a tralff duty which
would be fair and equitable. Therefore. we recommend that quotas be estab-
lished which will permit foreign producers of textile products to sell In our
markets within limits which will not further endanger existing textile ca-
pacity. We also recommend that quotas be established by speolfe categories
of textile products. (Probletms of the Diomestio Textik induitry, Report of
Special Subcommittee, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Comnerce, U.S.
Senate, l95i9, pp. 12, 24, 25.)

In recognition of the special problems of the textile Industry, president Kelk1ely
announced a seven-point program of assistance In May 1901. One of these liobmlts
dealt wfth the need for International measures to control trade Il textile products.
as follows:

I have directed the Department of State to arrange for calling an early
conference of the principal textile exporting and Importing countries. This
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conference will seek an international understanding which will provide I
basis for trade that will avoid undue disruption of established industries.

As a result of the President's initiative, international arrangements wer
negotiated in Geneva during 1961 and 1962 which established a system of control
for trade in cotton products. However, no such system ha. been developed with
respect to wool or man-made fibers and products. Consequently. imports of them
products have skyrocketed. Indeed, even in the cotton field, loose administration
of the controls has resulted in tremendous increases in imports.

Between 1961 and 1966 Imports of textile products wore than tripled (from
920 million square yards equivalents to 2,796 million). The share of the domestic
market accounted for by Imports Jumped from less than 5% to more than 10%.
In wool products, the ratio of imports to consumption rose from 13% to 2ck
Imports of tian-made staple fiber rose from 5% to over 10% of mill onsunptio
during this period.

While the domestic industry was able to absorb the Increasing volume of Import'
at a time when the demand for goods was expanding, the disruptive effects of the*
Imports hit the industry hard when demand declined. Moreover. the rate of
Increase in imports has accelerated so drastically since 1904 that it has become
impossible for the industry to cope with the growing influx of foreign goondg.

Total Imports of textile products increased by 85% between 1964 and 1916
Cotton products rose by 72%. wool by 34% and synthetics by 143i%. Man-made
staple fiber Imports registered a Junip of 31%.

The Importance of Wage Disparitie#
The basic factor which makes such increases possible is the wide disparity In

wages between the prevailing levels in the exporting countries and the U.S. leveL
While the average wage of American textile workers is approximately $2 an
hour. the earnings of textile workers in the two countries which account for about
half of our Imports are $.36 an hour in Japan and $.25 in Hong Kong. Textile
wages in the other Far Eastern exporting countries range from $.08 an hour (in
South Korea) to $.18 an hour (in the Philippines).

With disparities in wages of these magnitudes, it is small wonder that t
domestic industry is being engulfed by a foreign imports. While our technology
is modern and efficient, we cannot hope to offset the wage advantage of forei.
producers through higher productivity. The fact ix that modern textile techtiol'
is world-wide in its application. Indeed, the machinery and equipment install
in the expanding textile industries of the developing nations are of the Iate'
design, frequently obtained with the assistance of our foreign aid funds and t
know-how of American machinery manufacturers. Since the textile industry I
a labor-intensive Industry, differences in labor costs assume critical importance
the competition between domestic and foreign textile products. Wages of prod
tion workers comprise 43% of the value added by manufacture in this indust
compared to an average of 32% for all manufacturing industries:

E.rpanion of Tcxtilc Capacity Abroad
The vast expansion which has taken place in the textile capacity of the low

wage, low-cost areas of the world poss a real threat to the' survival of t
American hidustry. The number of active looms in place in Jalmn, flong Ko
and the les developed countries increased by 25% between 190O and 11)5, whtlI
the number in the U.S. declined by 15%. As a re-ult, the weaving capacity of thi
expanding areas rose from 41% of the world total to 49% at the end of 11 5
Toqhay. more than half of the active looms consuming cotton and rynthetle i
are located In the low-wage countries.

There Is no question that the textile mills of Japan. Hong Kong. and the
veloping areas (if the world have the capalcity to flood the American zinrIket with
cheap textile products. The question is whether it would be in the natlunal hit
est to permit this to happen.

Necd for Action to Safeguard Domestic Jobs
The textile and apparel industry employed a total of 2,360.300 persons In

Iteited States in 1966. Textile fiber producers employed an additional 2 mill
workers, including 101,000 engaged In the manufacture of synthetic fibers.

It is inconceivable that the United States Government would fall to take action
to -afeguard the Jobs of the more than 4 million Americans whose livelihood
threatened by the massive influx of textile product Imports.

The reduction in tariff,; fin fibers and textile products negotiated In the Ke
nedy Round will add to the distress of the textile workers and hasten the demit
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this vital industry. These duty reductions will average 12Y% for textile prod-
ts, with cottons to be cut by an average of 21%, man-made fibers and products
15%, and wools by 2%.

The Textile Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, has embarked on a pro-
in to alert the nation to the dangers we face. Last October our Executive

until adopted a resolution in which we urged the President and the Congress
o take immediate steps to impose restraints on imports of wool and man-made
xtiles and textile products... (and) to insure that the administration of the
ng Term Arrangement will be strengthened so as to prevent further disruption
our cotton textile markets and to forestall additional layoffs of textile

workers "
On April 1, 1907 a conference of TWUA delegates from cotton, synthetic and
ol local unions adopted a resolution calling attention to "the failure of the

unitedd States to achieve International regulation of trade in man-made fiber and
ool products and the ineffectual administration of the international cotton
tile arrangement."
vpport of Hollinga Bill (S. 1796)
We Intend to utilize every resource at our command to Impress the respon-
ble officials of the Government with the urgent need for action. The time has
ssed for urging foreign governments to enter into voluntary arrangements to

* it textile exports. Efforts to accomplish this purpose have failed. It is time
or the United States Government to take unilateral action to safeguard the Jobs

America's fiber, textile and aplutrel workers. The Textile Workers Union of
iaeriea, AFL-CIO, wholeheartedly supports the bill introduced by Senator
ollings to Impose quotas on the importation of certain textile articles (8. 1796).
This bill would limit the total quality of textile articles Imported into the

'nited States in any calendar year to the average quantity entered during the
ers 1961-4W. It would also permit the quantity of such imports to increase (or
rease) in proportion to the increase (or decrease) in United States consump-

don. Thus, it would provide a mechanism for permitting imlrts to siare equl-
Iably in the expansion (or decline) in the United States market.

STATEMENT OF THLE BRAIDED RuG MANUFACTUrTRERs ASSOCIATION Or THE U.S.,
PRs.ENTED By ALBERT TARADOIELLu, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

3y name is Albert Taraborelli. I am Iixecutive Director of the Braided Rug
manufacturers Association which represents over 80% of the domestic production
braided rugs.
Because of our experience with the throttling effects of low cost imports and
.ause these imports threaten the very existence of our industry, like many

hers, we very strongly favor quota legislation.
In our industry Imports increased from 1.1 million square feet in 1)7 to 139
Ilion in 1966. In the same period, domestic production increased by only three
Ilion square feet.
In 1906 alone, domestic production dropped 27% from the previous year while
ports increased by 16%. The domestic market increased by 8% in the same
rod.
Imports of braided rugs became significant in the year 195& By 1960 imports
d reached 55 million square feet and passed domestic production of 39 million
iuare feet. Commanding 58.5% of the domestic market in 1960, Imports con-
tied to accelerate to their present level when they now command 80% of the
I domestic market. It is significant to note that in share of market imports

reased by 10% from 1965 to 1906 while domestic share of market dropped
30%.

While the total domestic market for braided rugs nearly doubled since 1900,
niestlc producers of the braided rug which Is an American conceived and de-
loped product, find they are being denied the very market they created.
We do not have now or expect to have in the future an export market for our

products. Nor does the braided rug. with Its limited application, present any sig-
lificant potential insofar as further market expansion is concerned.
Foreign made braided rugs are underselling a reasonably comparable Amer-

m n-tnade article by as much as 35%. the competitive advantage being solely lower-
oreign wage and material costs. Wage costs In the United States are about 4
imes higher than in Japan, which accounts for over 97% of all Imports of braided
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rugs. Domestic producers' efforts to meet foreign competition, or at least reduce
the competitive edge, through increased efficiency or output per worker were
futile. The efficiency and productivity of foreign producers are at least equal to
ours.

The braided rug industry finds itself caught in a squeeze between stagnated
market growth on one side and accelerating imports on the other, and endangered
by conflicting pressures brought on by increasing wage and production costs on
one hand and the need to decrease costs to compete with low priced imports on
the other.

Because of Its high labor cost per unit of production the braided rug is ex-
tremely sensitive to import competition. A number of mills have already gone out
of business and others will follow them if the swelling tide of low cost imports Is
not stemmed in the near future.

Foreign producers of braided rugs have not made any contribution to the style
appeal of the product. Their merchandising technique has been to copy directly
the most popular American styles, designs and colors. They produce copies of
American rugs which have proven to be good sellers for the sole purpose of selling
the same or a slightly cheaper quality at a much lower price.

Another Important adverse effect upon the industry has been drops In employ-
ment and payrolls. The total number of hours worked in the industry has de-
clined over the last several years. The loss of emiployinent and income to our
workers has reached alarming proportions. A recent survey made by this Asso-
ciation showed that not one plant in the industry was running at full or near full
capacity. This situation will become progressively worse unless the ratio of im-
ports to domestic production is reduced.

Of further concern to this industry is the further tariHt reductions proposed
by the recent trade agreements in Geneva. Cuts of 50% in some categories pose
a very real and serious threat to the continued existence of the American braided
rug industry.

It is obvious that present tariff rates, without the proposed reductions, are
already inadequate to prevent further injury of a truly serious nature to our
industry. Increasing imports, declining domestic sales and production, and gen-
eral attrition of the domestic industry are clear indications that the position of
the braided rug industry has worsened in remet months and years.

Over the years we have heard the Impassioned promises of various govern-
went officials, from Presidents on down, that American industry would be pro-
tected from unfair competition. Within the last few weeks President Johnson
said "at the same time, we, like other nations, maintain a fair and Just concern
for the well being of those industries and their employees who suffer unusual
hardship from Imports". Despite these numerous assurances we find ourselves
overcome with frustration in seeking protection for our jobs and our invest-
ments. The Trade Expansion Bill devoted 20 of its 32 page to adjustment as-
sistance. The succession of unanimous rejections of petitions from industry and
workers only seemed to confirm the belief shared by many that the adjustment
assistance provisions of the Act were offered, not as a sincere effort to help
industry and workers, but as window dressing to attract support for passage
of the Act.

Before that. the escape clause, even before it was emasculated in the present
Act, was of little utility in providing relief for injured Industries and workers.

As we reduce and remove our tariffs we further expose ourselves to an in-
creasingly sharp competition from Europe and Japen. The great technological
advancement of Europe and Japan has served to Increase the competitive advan-
tage of their lower wages. In effect, we reward those countries with low wage
standards and penalize countries with high wage standards, all at the expense
of American producers.

Administration spokesman express concerns that quotas might effect imports
to the tune of 3.5 billion dollars. yet little if anything has been said about the
high investments in domestic industry, jobs and skills that are being wiped out.
They also express concern that with less imports coming in the higher prices
of domestic goods would feed inflationary fires. We suggest that the answer to
inflation lies with something else other than increased imports.

Another justification for increased imports is the lower prices they provide
consumers. Consumers, being the beneficiaries of our economic system, are not
entitled to bargains at its expense. If they want a high-wage, high-profit economy
they must be willing to pay for them.
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O ur industry, agriculture and labor are being exposed to a form of foreign
cowletition they cannot meet and yet sustain the income, the tax and the em-
plyment and wage base necessary to national progress.

The notion that puts its trust in exports as a source of employment expansion
is a fallrcious one. Exports. to be sure, are desirable and we need them but the
contribution to employment from that source beyond present levels Is small in-
deed. Since rising exports can be achieved only as a result of rising imports,
unless we are willing to pay for the exports. as we are doing to a considerable
extent even now, even this small contribution may not be made. It is hard for
us to understand why we encourage a low employment activity, agriculture, at
the expense of a much higher employment activity, manufactures.

Increasing imports, declining sales and production, and gradual attrition of
the domestic industry are the principal criteria prescribed by statute for deter-
mining whether there has been serious injury to an Industry. By all these stand-
ards, the position of the domestic Industry producing braided rugs has worsened
in recent years.

Sinve existing tariffs present no obstacle whatsoever to increased imports, we
believe that an absolute quota on braided rugs Is needed to protect the industry
from further, even more serious injury in the future.

lniport quotas are a recognized and widely used instrument for regulating
inlmimrrs. It Is the constitutional function of Congress to regulate our foreign
commerce. Yet, over the years. Congress bus been slowly but surely abdicating
its responsibilities in this area. We hope that this hearing will produce a reversal
in this trend.

The effect of a quota would be to restore order to the domestic market by per-
mitting producers in each foreign country to plan production with knowledge of
the level of ilports to be permitted in this country. The present rates of duty
are low enough to permit unrestricted importation into this country within the
quota limits but would relieve to some extent the pressure on domestic prices
cau'led by Imlorts, particularly in the medium and lower priced categories.

Last but not least, we would be politely telling our foreign friends that while
we are willing to share our markets with thew, we will not allow them to com-
pletely dominate them.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES W. PIESON, PRESIDENT, THE WOK GLOv INSmu Ix0.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee, I thank you for the
opportunity to make this statement and thereby set forth the views of an indus-
try which is primarily composed of small businesses.

My name is James W. Pierson, and I am President of the Work Glove Institute,
Inc.. a trade association representing about 709 of the domestic work glove
production. This association has been in existence for approximately 65 years
and its members are located throughout the United States.

I am also operating head of Brookville Glove Manufacturing Company, Inc., of
Bronkville, Pennsylvania.

The need for some kind of controls on Imports in our Industry has become
Increasingly apparent in the last several years. Prior to 1963, the impact of
Imported work gloves was not great and probably represented less than 5% of
the domestic market. Beginning in 1984, imports of leather combination work
gloves from Far Eastern countries began to grow, and In 1966, they represented
more than 80% of the domestic consumption. This trend continues through
1967.

The reasons for this startling growth are immediately apparent Work gloves
are currently available from Japan, Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong In Con-
tinental United States at prices approximating one-half cost of domestic pro-
duction and Including ocean freight, insurance, brokerage fees, etc.

There are today at least two dozen large trading companies in the Osaka.
Japan, area who do a substantial business collecting work gloves from 300
smaller manufacturers (many of them are the home Industry type) and handle
the letters of credit, shipping documents, etc., as well as the contracts with the
customers in the United States.

American glove manufacturers don't have to take a back seat to anyone for
ingenuity, labor efficiency, productivity per man-hour, quality control and new
products development, but we cannot compete with the products of the Far East
until some future date when their living and labor standards are closer to our
own.
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There is such a wide discrepancy between production costs in the Far East and
those in the United States that there is no question in my mind that in the
foreseeable future, it is likely that Far Eastern work glove production can and
will engulf our Industry unless some means is found to stem the increasing flow
of imports.

In the event this increasing flow of imported work gloves is allowed to con-
tinue without change and as a result thereof, there is a substantial decline in
domestic productivity, and if we then should become embroiled in any kind of
situation which would preclude the continuation of these products, it would be
impossible on a practical basis to rebuild the domestic work glove industry in
less than several years time.

In an established work glove facility, a minimum of six months trainingperiod
is required to train new girls to sew gloves, and this is accomplished only with
experienced people available as guides and instructors.

In the past, when new plants have been established, it has regularly
required 2 to 3 years to produce any volume of work gloves on
anything like a productive basis, it being kept constantly in mind that
production of work gloves is a hand skilled operation. The early prod-
ucts produced by any new trainee are so poor as to require the necessity
of several times the volume. My point is that if we allow our skills
to evaporate in this area, they will not be something that will again be
immediately available and certainly not in time to preclude some rather
substantial dislocations in operations where work gloves are
mandatory.

If we agree that we cannot compete and the importation of work
gloves continues relatively unrestricted, the simple economic principles
of business would indicate that it is only a question of time before our
American glove producers will have to close their plants or convert
them to products other than gloves.

The protection of the hands of American workers is too vital to the
well-being of American industry to have to depend on the gloves com-
ing from the Far East. During World War 11, work gloves had the
highest priority, even ahead of uniforms, simply because a shortage of
even a few hundred pairs of gloves could delay the production line of
vital war material. In this missile and precise electronic age in which
we live, hand protection is more vital than ever.

Mr. Chairman, I again want to express my thanks in behalf of all
domestic work glove manufacturers, and I want to urge you to do your
utmost to assist the small businessmen whom I represent. We are not
asking for any handouts or subsidies. All we want is an opportunity to
compete while at the same time paying our workers a living wage.

STATEMENT OF THB SUPIMA AssocuATioN or AMEFJCA BY J. S. FaAulds, Ja.,
PRESIDENT

The SuPima Association of America has for many years represented the
interests of extra long staple cotton producers in the four western states of Ari-
zona, California, New Mexico and Texas. The production of extra long staple
cotton by these several thousand farmers is historic, and has been a major
enterprise in their regular operations. The farms in these four states now ac-
count for 70,500 acres allotted to extra long staple cotton. This acreage is le" than
M/ the acreage permitted in 1963, only four years ago. This represents a produc-
tion loss of 89,786 bales on a basis of 1962-65 production yields and also a severe
loss in production income.

While our U.S. producers have been forced to take this sharp cutback in produc-
tion, foreign imports have been permitted to come in at the same high level with-
out any dimunition whatsoever. Imports now exceed total U.S. production.
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Those who grow and depend upon the production of extra long staple cotton
for their livelihood, expend $3 per bale to promote and develop the domestic
milrket for their cotton, only to see more than half the market turned over to
foreign produced.

Gentlemen, this is an unfair situation. It needs to be corrected. We strongly
support the efforts being made Ly I his committee and we urge the enactment of
cotton import quota legislation by the Congress. We do not believe that there is
any justification for giving foreign producers more than a 2q% share of the
domestic market.

Attached to my statement is a draft of language in legislative form, which, we
believe, is necessary to properly protect the American producer. You will note
that extra long staple cotton imports would be limited to 25%/ of the American
production. We feel this is more than generous. The record will show that few, if
any, foreign products receive as much as 25% of our domestic market.

Long staple cotton farmers in this area are unable to find a satisfactory sub-
stitute for this important crol In most instances, growers are obliged to plant
low-income crops, cover crops, or even to idle this valuable and expafisive land
resource. We can give you every assurance that we can and we will place
these 79 thousand acres and more, back into production of extra long staple cot-
ton, if given the opportunity to do so.

It would appear that the only effective relief will be through Congressional
action. Legislation to curb extra long staple imports will serve a vital economic
need to our producers in the Southwest. It will also benefit our national economy
and Improve our balance of payments position by cutting the outflow of dollars
for products we do not need.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views on this most important
subject

ATTACHMENT NO. 1

"Be it enacted-------------
That it is the policy of Congress that the aggregate quantity of extra long

staple cotton having a staple length of more than 1%" but less than 1%", which
may be entered or withdrawn from warehouse for co'umption in the United
States in any calendar year shall not exceed a quantity which is equivalent to
twenty-five percentum of the domestic marketing quota for extra long staple
cotton in effect for such year pursuant to the provisions of the Agricultural Ad-
justment Act of 3938, as amended. The Secretary of Agriculture shall determine
and announce suth quantity at the time he determines and announces the domes-
tic marketing quota for such cotton and notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the quantity of' such extra long staple cotton which may be entered or with-
drawn from warehouse for consumption In the United States shall not exceed the
quantity so determined and announced."

STATEMENT Or NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION, BY THOMAS F. BowERS

My name In Thomas F. Bowers. I am merchandise manager of Kirby Block
& Co., New York, a buying office for many leading department stores throughout
the country. I appear before the Committee on behalf of the National Retail
Merchants Association, which represents over 15,000 department, chain and in-
dependent specialty stores.

The National Retail Merchants Association Is completely opposed to the quota
bills being considered by the Committee in these proceedings. The enactment of
any. or all of these bills, or of an omnibus bill covering several commodities,
would be a ruinous venture for the United States, both in its relations with other
nations and in the effect of such legislation upon the national economy.

We are particularly concerned and unalterably opposed to legislation such as
S. 1796, which would impose quotas on virtually all textile and apparel imports.
We are oplposed to the imposition of quotas for three paramount reasons:

1. The Kennedy Round was created to establish an orderly system of
tariff concession, with those countries of the free world and the United States
participating. These conferences were of a give and take nature. Regardless
of whether or not some areas felt they were not treated fairly, the fact re-
mains that a pact was made. Now, before the concessions have even had a
chance to be applied, consideration Is being given to the imposition of non-
tariff barriers

2. The successful retailer exists because he provides his customers with
the merchandise they wish to buy. American retailers are buying more goods
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abroad and foreign buyers are taking advantage of our markets. Quotas will
have a devastating effect not primarily uln the retailer, but on the Anleri-
can consumer. Foreign made goods that are the most attractive either from
the standpoint of price, quality or style will be the items that will suffer.
The trinkets or novelty items will not share the same fate. It will be those
very items that the American consumer favors most that will suffer bea use
of the inability of the retailer to reorder. It is disconcerting to say the least,
to tell a customer she cannot reorder by saying, "I'm sorry, the quota has
been reached on that dress, coat or pair of shoes."

3. The consumer will also suffer because imports have made it necessary
for domestic producers to become and remain competitive. Nothing gives the
customer greater protection than the competition that exists between pro-
ducers of consumer goods and, by the same token, distributors of these items.
The American consumer is a critical buyer. If she cannot find what she
wants at a price she wants to pay in one store, she will shop at another.
The same situation prevails at the retail level. So. In the final analysis,
while the retailer will suffer because of this proposal, the real victim will
be the American consumer. Take away the competitive imports and you can
be assured that the consumer will not only have less selection, but she will
suffer, too, from higher prices.

In all of the controversy many people, I am afraid, have a distorted view of
the amount of Imports sold In American stores. They are not substantial, perhaps
less than 8% of total sales, but they are important for the consumer and
retailers.

Retailers have a vital economic stake in opposing proposed restrictions on the
textile and apparel Import trade. Beyond our immediate interest, however, we
believe that we are entitled to speak for our customers, the American consumer.
In the chain of production and distribution, the retailer stands closest to the
consumer. We are In effect purchasing agents for consumers and in our mer-
chandising must reflect their needs, tastes, and the requirements of their budgets.
And we must be the consumer's advocate in anything that might affect the right
to freedom of choice In the market place.

The question of quotas is a vital bread and butter issue for the American
consumer. The Congress and this very committee have many times recently
voiced concern over protecting the consumer against the selfish interests of
those who would profit at the expense of the consumer's rights. We trust that
this Committee and the Congress will keep that same concern for the consumer
In these present deliberations.

We are profoundly convinced that restrictions on textile and apparel Imports
would vastly accentuate an already evident inflationary trend in the price of
apparel and put an additional strain on the consumer. We are talking about
clothing, a very basic Item in the budget of every consumer-rich or poor. Every
American consumer-from the urban poor to the middle cla", families bringing
up their children In the suburbs--would be hurt where It counts; in the
pocketbook.

The inflationary Impact of quota legislation is manifest. The consumer price
index for apparel and upkeep Jumped from 106.8 In 1965 to 109.6 in 196& In the
last half of 1966 and on through 1967, the index continued its upward movement
and stood at 114.2 in July 1967 on a seasonally adjusted basis. almost five points
above a year earlier. Without Imports to relieve the extraordinary demand of
last year, we believe the Index would have been driven substantially higher.
According to calculations made by a computer, the proposed quotas on textile
products would result In price Increases of from 15% to 25% on such products.

Reduction in absolute volume of imported textile and apparel products would
unquestionably entail further Increases in price levels to retailers and ulti-
mately to the consumer. It is not only in finished apparel items that price would
be affected but also in products of domestic garment manufacturers, since they
would experience higher costs for Imported textile raw materials or semi-
manufactures.

Increased price levels serlouqly affect the profit margin of retailers and ulti-
mately, the consumer would pay the hill.

Furthermore. discipline of imports in the marketplace has encouraged efficiency
and realistic pricing on the part of domestic textile and apparel manufacturer.
The availability of Imports has had an effect far exceeding their dollar value,
resulting in both direct and Indirect savings to the consumer. In some areas.
there is a virtual monopoly on the part of domestic manufacturers and one can
only shudder at the effect of a withdrawal of competitive imports on price levels.
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With or without a tax increase, inflation remains the most serious threat to a
continued economic growth without violent fluctuations in the performance of
the domestic economy. Certainly, In this period, it would not appear to be in the
national interest to take a course which can only lead to inflated prices In a
basiq Ingredient of every family budget.

Furthermore, retailers would find it much more difficult under a quota system
to meet consumer demand for the newest in fashion, for style items and for the
variety and novelty which every retailer must show on his racks. These qualities
in many instances are to be found only in imports or have been stimulated by
imports. Our buyers literally shop the world to bring to the American consumer
the latest In style and design. Consumers have become sophisticated in their
demands. They are exposed to, and want, the latest fashion trends originating
in Lor.don, Paris and Rome. In the women's wear field, the Italian knits have
set the style, created a demand, and revolutionized the women's clothing industry.
In men's clothing, silk-worsted fabrics from Japan have been the pacesetters.
British tweeds and French high couture have a market all of their owu. Quality
and style at reasonable prices are frequently more readily found in imported
apparel.

Quota systems in the past have proven a serious impairment of the ability
of retailers to supply their consumer's needs for fashion and etyle at reasonable
prices. Because quotas are based upon historical performance, they most severely
affect new items without an import history, thereby quashing one of the most
important benefits of imports--innovation.

Congress should certainly not ignore consumer interests in the matter of import
quotas. But neither should it ignore the interest of the retail industry-a vital
and productive segment of our economy. In 1966, $804 billion flowed through
retail establishments. The apparel group stores alone sold some $17 billion worth
of merchandise last year. Department store and mail order houses together
handled another $29 billion worth of business. Our industry employs about ten
million people, a large -part of them women. We are a growing industry and an
increasingly significant employer as more of our labor force is devoted to the
service industries, including retailing.

The proposed quotas on textiles and apparel would severely damage retail
business. Certainly, the anti-inflationary effects of imports stimulate sales on the
most basic of economic factors--price; and we doubt whether our sales would be
as great without the style, fashion, and variety factors achievable only through a
liberal import policy.

Beyond these basic factors, however, the mere operation of quotas would se-
verely disrupt our business. Ours is a seasonal business with timing and reliability
of source of supply factors of overriding importance. Quotas are a retailer's
nightmare. Our experience under the cotton textile quota and the earlier tariff
quota on wool textiles has been enough to convince us that they are completely
disruptive of normal business. Quota time periods do not and often cannot coin-
cide with periods of peak demand. Certain Items are unexpectedly cut off and
normal sources of supply overseas are disrupted as quota runs in one place and
the world is scoured for available quota. You must understand that quotas are
not only administered on a country-by-country basis but that in each country there
are complicated, confusing and completely frustrating arrangements under which
quota is allocated among individual manufacturers. Sometimes not only the
manufacturer is allocated quotas but a double allocation system must be set up
so as to include intermediate distributors, such as foreign exporters and Amer-
ican importers.

Normal retailing simply cannot exist under such circumstances. We are not
only subject to the difficulties of competing in the marketplace, but must await
the results of sometimes protracted diplomatic negotiations and watch our market
pluns go up in umoke as we attempt to plod through bureaucratic red tape.

Let us put these assertions in perspective. The American consumer ends over
$4 billion a year on clothes at current rates. The FOB value of imports of tex-
tiles and apparel Is about $1 A4 billion. At retail value, imports probably account
for from $3 to $4% billion worth of sales. One must add to the FOB value: duty,
transportation, commissions, overhead and the value added to imported semi-
manufactures by further manufacture.

The quota measures before this Committee would, according to a rough calcu-
lation, decrease the absolute level of imports by about one-third. The uncertainty
in calculating the absolute level of reduction results from the provision for
quotas by category. Because of the same factor, quotas by category, the quotas
proposed would drastically reduce growth in imports. The absolute reduction in
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import levels together with impediments to growth would entail substantial re-
duction of textile and apparel imports over the next several years.

We believe that the domestic textile and apparel Industries are strong, resilient
and well able to compete in the market. The Tariff Commission, in the Section
332 Investigation requested by the President and Mr. Mills, will take a careful
look at the impact of imports upon the domestic textile and apparel industries.
We are confident that this study will clearly indicate that imports have not dis-
rupted or injured the domestic industry. The domestic industry is far and away
our largest supplier and we know that in most areas they hold a commanding po-
sition. This is particularly true In Items where mass production by capital in-
tensive manufacturing processes are most competitive.

It Is also true in the fastest growing area in clothing-sport. and casual gar-
ments where the American flair for design and style to meet our tastes is unique
and unchallengeable.

We have talked thus far of our Interest both as retailers and as agents for
the consumer. The implications of these bills, however, as has been made clear by
previous testimony, go beyond the immediate Interests of any group in the econ-
ony. Such legislation would sabotage a trade policy which has received the sup-
port of Republic an and Democratic Administrations since the 1930's and sour our
relations with the rest of the world. In this period of crisis in the world one Imth
is clearly unwisc-that of disrupting the real progress that has been made In
bringing the economies of our allies closer through the gradual reduction of bar-
riers to international trade. Enactment of restrictive legislation would violate
our international obligations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
and would also violate the terms of the Long-Range Agreement on Cotton Textiles
We do not believe that these obligations and commitments of the United States
should be taken lightly.

The Kennedy Round was a great accomplishment for the U.S. and did a great
deal to enhance our relationships with other nations. Our motives were the best-
to encourage free world trade and the development of trade and industry in other
nations of the free world. Unimpeded foreign trade is far preferable to foreign
aid, for both the U.S. tax payer and for the other nations affected. Now, if we
turn around and impose restrictive quotas on the very goods other nations most
want to trade with us, they cannot but question our motives. They are going to
retaliate against U.S. goods and, in the long run hurt many more U.S. industries
than quotas will ever help.

It iN ironic that at the moment when world trade with all its attendant bene-
fits for workers, consumers, farmers and many businesses should have made its
most significant step forward, that a liberal trade policy has again come under
attack. In the last sixty days it has become evident that the major U.S. industries
are joining together to mount a massive assault on this country's historically
liberal trade policy. I

It behooves the United States, in our long-run interest, to approach this prob-
lem with a seriousness of purpose and a resolve not to retreat, but to proceed
further in the difficult problems involved in tariff and non-tariff reduction. Our
energies should turn to the next round of negotiations instead of jeopardizing re-
sults so difficult of achievement.

We urge in our own right as retailers, as spokesmen for the consumer and as
citizens, that the Congress reject the conspiracy of interests that would turn the
clock back to a concept rejected by the United States 3.5 years ago as unsuited
to our obligations, responsibilities and opportunities in a modern interdependent
world.

Thank you.

CITY STORES CO.,
Ncw York, .Y.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DE.a Russma.L: Your Finance Committee will open hearings on October 18th
on the matter of textile quotas that would hold imports of textile products to
the average quantity imported for the 1961-66 period. The quotas would apply
to textiles made of natural and man-made fibers.

I would like to urge that you strongly oppose the imposition of quotas as
they violate every good principle of retailing and merchandising. Inability to
obtain reorders or resupply of wanted merchandise would really harm not
only the retailer, but the shipping industries and port cities of this countrY.
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if an Industry in this country needs protection, tariffs are a much more sensible
way to afford them this protection. Then, the retailer or the consumer would
have the choice of whether or not to pay the price and, if they decided to pay
the price, the continued supply of the merchandise would be available. Quotas,
on the oiher hand, cause Injuries to all parties described above.

I hope that you will agree with my position and see to it that additional
onerous quotas are not Imposed on textile products.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely,

L NZwMAN, II.
Presidest.

NATIONAL OUTaMwrCn & SpoumwsAn AssocaAnoN, INc.,
ANew York, 4.Y.Mr. THOMAS VAIL,

Chief Counsel,
Senate Committee on Finance,
New Scnate Offce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DzA Ms. VML: Have been advised that you are beginning hearings on
October 18th regarding foreign trade quotas which I believe refers to the bill
introduced by Senator Hollings.

For many, many years we have been a strong advocate of global quotas on
all of these products which threaten our domestic industries I have been ad-
vised that our State Department has 30 bllaterial contracts regarding the
Importation of textiles and apparel and having looked through some of them
I ind that these bilateral agreements which have been entered into recently
and run for periods through 1970, have all made provisions for acceleration of
the imports from these countries. I am endeavoring to find out from the Com-
merce Department what the aggregate escaJation amounts to In these bilateral
contracts, both in square yards and In units of appareL

It is totally unsatisfactory to deal with one country after another unless
these countries are already within the framework of global quotas. For each
ontract providing for escalation means bringing that many more square yards

or units of apparel Into the country without an aggregate check of what that
amounts to.

I am aware of the fact that many bills have been Introduced Into the House
of Representatives, as well as the Senate, in an endeavor to control the importa-
don of textiles and apparel, and as you know, the President han asked the Tariff
Commission for an overall study of same. Our own Industry is not in as healthy
a state as we would like it to be and if the importation of textiles and apparel
is not controlled, we will find a wave of unemployment in this highly important
Industry.

I will not be able to appear before the Committee and therefore trust this
letter will be given consideration.

Very respectfully yours,
JuLs GOLDSTIN.

STATE MNT or THz AUSTAUAN WOOL Tops Exroamas, Susurz my J. F.
O'BRYAN, AaRICULTVRAL ATTAO ..

J. A. Michell for 0. H. Michell & Sons, Ltd., Adelaide
A. B. Oliver for James Seymour and ( o., Melbourne
S. S. Neville, for Port Phillip Mills, Melbourne
C. Grimaihaw for J. IV. Allen Pty. Ltd., Sydney

The parties to this submission represent all the major Australian exporters of'
wool tops to the United States. We express our gratitude at this opportunity to
sent our views to the United States Senate Finance Committee.
A wool top is raw wool scoured and then combed so that all fibres are laid

parallel to each other with all imlurlties such as vegetable matter and short
Ibres removed. Wool In wool top form Is ready for spinning into worsted yarn
(Le. yarn for the manufacture of sultings, etc.).
Australla is now the principal overseas supplier of wool tops to the Uiled

States market and In 1966 supplied 5.7 million pounds of wool tops valued at
J.8. 7 million--almost 00 per cent of total United States Imports of wool tops.

Uruguay Is the second largest supplier.
Legislation now before the United States Congress would restrict annual Im-

lorts of wool tops to the average of that for the six calendar years from 1961
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to 1906 inclusive. Over this six year period total United States imports Increased
from 3.8 million pounds to 10.3 million pounds. Over the same period, however,
United States raw wool production has fallen drastically. Sheep numbers de-
clined from 33 to 25 million head and United States wool production (greasy
basis) fell from 294 million pounds to 218 million pounds. Despite this sharp fall
in U.S. raw wool production, however, United States production of wool tops
increased significantly. By 1966 production had reached a level of 155 million
pounds which was over 30 per cent higher than production in 1960 and almost
20 per cent higher than the 1961 level. In other words, Increased Imports of
wool tops have co-incided with a fall in United States raw wool production and
an increase in U.S. wool tops production.

From this situation it would appear that Imported wool tops which are in
fact wool in a form suitable for immediate processing do not directly compete
with United States production but rather are complementary to it in supplying
an esqential raw material to the United States wool textile Industry. If Imports
of wool tops to the United States were restricted and if the United States indus-
try could not in fact make up the deficiency so created then it could mean that
the supply vacuum could be permanently taken up by man-made fibres, such as
orlon, dacron, acrilan and nylon. Such a situation would be detrimental to the
use of wool in the United States and thus run counter to the interests of the
United States woolgrower and the wool textile manufacturing industry.

The traditional international method of protection from overseas compedttion
Is through the import tariff. Both the Australian and United States govern. tents
have subscribed to this principle in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
In this respect United States producers of wool tops have one of the highest levels
of tariff protection in the world. The tariff Is 27.75 cents per pound plus 6.25 per
cent ad valorem. This gives a total ad valorem protective incidence of about 30
per cent. It is recognized that part of this tariff is designed to compensate U.S.
producers for the higher cost of their raw wool. Nevertheless this situation com-
pares with duty-free entry afforded to wool tops by Britain and Japan and a 3 per
cent tariff by the European Economic Community.

Although the United States reduced the level of Import tariffs on many textile
products In the recently concluded G.A.T.T. Kennedy Round of Trade Negotia-
tions, no reductions were in fact made in the tariff rates on woolen textiles in-
cluding wool top4. Moreover the value of wool tops Imports to U.S. production
Is quite small As a proportion of United States production they have never
exceeded 6.5 per cent in any year, the average over the six years 1961-1966 being
4.2 per cent. However, since the United States takes about 20 per cent of Aus-
tralian wool tops exports any limitation of United States imports would be quite
disadvantageous to Australian top makers.

The Australian wool top exporters consider therefore that It would be detri-
mental to the interests of wool in the United States and those Americans who
produce raw wool and wool products if restrictions were to be Imposed on wool
tops such as those now contemplated under legislation in the United States
Congress.

We again thank the Chairman and members of this Committee for enabling us
to put our views forward.

UTAz WooL Gaowas,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Senator RussrL B. LNoG,
Cha~rma^ Senate PFiaose Oom~mttee,
Senate Offce Building, Wahinton, DC.

DxAz SjNATOz Loe: This is to advise that the Utah Wool Growers Association
strongly endorse the position taken by the National Wool Growers in connection
with S. 1588 and S. 1796. These bills will be covered in hearings now scheduled
for October 18-19-20, 1967, and we urge that the position taken by the National
Wool Growers in connection with this important legislation be adopted by your
committee.

Thanking you for your consideration, I am
Very truly your M~siLus PALMER,

eeou4ive Secretary.

(A bill, S. 1588, to revise the quota-control system on the importa-
tion of certain meat and meat products, follows:)
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MEAT IMPORTS*

0a'ni CONGRESS
1sT S 1588

IN TilE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Arnzi, 20,1967

Mr. IlhcsIm% (for himself, Mr. Cuirris, Mr. AIKE, Mr. Awr, Mr. BENNr.rF.
Mr. I'iWWK, Mr. C.mumox, Mr. Citticu, Mr. DhxsKNx, Mr. DoMuqicK,

31r. EASrL.\D, Mr. F..NvvX, Mr. JI.NEXi, Mr. HARRIS, Mr. IATrLEL),

Mr. HtcKEN ozVEn, Mr. 11OLLAN.D, Mr. JoimDx of Idaho, Mr. L.vsCen, Mr.
MANSFIE.D, Mr. McGEE, Mr. McGovEnN, Mr. METCALF., Mr. MILLER, Mr.

MONRONEY, Mr. Mo.royA, Mr. Moss, Mr. MAvxmT, Mr. PEARsoN, Mr.

&rzNis, Mr. Towim, Mr. YARBOROUGo, Mr. YouNG of North Dakota, Mr.
Bzmz, Mr. CANNoN, Mr. Ixours, Mr. KVcNEL, Mr. MoCAmsrr, and Mr.
TALMAD E) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To revise the quota-control system on the importation of certain

meat and meat products.

1 Be it enacted b the Senate and Homse of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) it is the policy of the Congress that the aggregate

4 quantity of the articles specified in items 106.10 (relating to

5 fresh, chilled, or frozen meat) and 106.20 (relating to fresh,

6 chilled, or frozen meat of goats and sheep (except lambs) )

7 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States which may be

H

*Witesm testifying on thi subject, pp. '10-77&
Oommunlcations received by the committee on this subJect, pp. 778-817.
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2

1 imported into the United States in any calcndar.year begin-

2 ning after December 31, 1967, should not exceed 585,500,-

3 000 pounds; except that this quantity shall be increased or

4 decreased for any calendar year by the same percentage that

5 estimated average annual domestic commercial production of

6 these articles in that calendar year and the two preceding

7 calendar years increases or decreases in comparison with tho

8 average annual domestic commercial production of these

9 articles during the years 1958 through 1962, inclusive.

10 (b) Before the beginning of each calendar year after

11 1967, the Secretary of Agriculture shall estimate and publish

12 the aggregate quantity prescribed for such calendar year by

13 subsection (a).

14 (c) (1) The President shall by proclamation limit the

15 total quantity of the articles described in subsection (a)

16 which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for

17 consumption during each quarter of any calendar year to

18 one-fourth the aggregate quantity estimated for such cal-

19 endar year by the Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to'

20 subsection (b).

21 (2) The Secretary of Agriculture shall allocate the

22 total quantity proclaimed under paragraph (1), and any,

23 increase in such quantity pursuant to subsection (d),

24 among supplying countries on the hasis" of the shares ,':'h

25 countries supplied to the United States market during a r:ip-
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3

1 resentative period of the articles described in subsection (a),

2 except that due account may be given to special factors

3 which have affected or may affect the trade in such articles.

4 The Secretary of Agriculture shall certify such allocations to

5 the Secretary of the Treasury.

6 (d) The President may suspend any proclamation made,

7 under subsection (c), or increase the total quantity pro-

8 claimed tinder such subsection, if he determines and pro-

9 claims that,-

10 (1) such action is required by overiding economic

11 or national security interests of the United States,

12 giving speci, l weight to the importance to the Nation

.13 of the economic well-being of the domestic livestock

14 industry;

15 (2) the supply of articles of the kind described in

16 subsection (a) will be inadequate to meet domestic

17 demand at reasonable prices; or

18 (3) trade agreements entered into after the date

19 of the enactment of this Act ensure that the policy

20 set forth in subsection (it) will be carried out.

21 Any such suspension sLaill be for such period, and any such

22 increase shall be in such amount, as the President deter-

23 mines and proclaims to be necessary to carry out the purposes

24 of this subsection.

25 (e) The Secretary of Agriculture shall issue such regu-

85-468--67--pt. 2- 14
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4

1 lations as he detenines to be necessary to prevent circuni-

2 vention of the purposes of this section.

3 Sc. 2. (a) Whenever the president determines that

4 the imposition. of quotas on the quantity of any article enu-

5 merated in subpart B of part 2 of schedule 1 of the Tariff

6 Schedules of the United States (relating to meats other than

7 bird meat), other than the articles enumerated in items

8 106.10 and 106.20, is necessary in order to prevent unwar-

9 ranted increases in the quantity of such article imported

10 into the United States, he is authorized-

11 (1) to determine the total quantity of such article

12 which may be imported into the United States during

13 such period or periods as he may specify, and

14 (2) to limit, by proclamation, the total quantity

15 of such article which may be entered, or withdrawn

16 from warehouse, for- consumption during such period

17 or periods to the total quantity so determined.

18 (b) The President may suspend any proclamation made

19 under.subsection (a) and may increase or decrease the total

20 quantity proclaimed with respect to any article under such

21 subsection.

22 SEC. 3. Prior to the beginning of each calendar quarter.

23 the Secretary of Defense shall certify to the Secretary of

24 Agriculture an estimate of the quantity in pounds of meat to

25 be wcepted for delivery during such quarter, procured from
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1 appropriated funds by the Defense Department fromforeign

2 sources, of any of the articles with respect to which quanti-

3 native limitations have been imposed on imports. under the

4 provisions hereof. The quotas established pursuant to se-

5 tion 1 or section 2 hereof shall be diminished by the amount

6 of such meat to be accepted for delivery as estimated by

7 the Secretary of Defense.

8 Sic. 4. All determinations by the President, the Secre-

9 tary of Defense, and the Secretary of Agriculture under this

10 Act shall be final.

11 SEc. 5. Effective January 1, 1968, section 2 of the Act

12 entitled "An Act to provide for the free importation of cer-

13 tain wild aniimals, and to provide for the imposition of quotas

14 on certain meat and meat products," approved August 22,

15 1964 (Public Law 88-482), is repealed.

IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION 709
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Senator CuRTis. Our next witness this afternoon is my distinguished
colleague from Nebraska, Senator Hruska. Senator Hruska is the
principal introducer of a measure relating to the importation of meat.
He has been active in this legislation for many years. He comes from a
city which is the largest meatpacking center in the world. He is well
qualified to speak on this subject and we welcome you, Senator
Hruska, and you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROMAN L HRUSKA, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator HRUsKA. Thank you, Mr. Acting Chairman, and my good
and valued colleagues.

First of all, I ave filed with the committee a statement which I
request be inserted in the record in its totality.

Senator CuRTis. Without objection, it will be inserted.
Senator HRUSKA. And I will undertake to summarize it very briefly.

Before I embark upon that task, however, I want to thank the com-
mittee very much for the accommodation that they have arranged on
my behalf to appear today instead of tomorrow. Official duty will take
me away from the city tomorrow and this accommodation is very,
very much appreciated.

The second commendation I should like to make of the committee is
its treatment of the 1964 bill which is now known as Public Law 88-
482. The hearings were very satisfactory from the standpoint of giv-
ing all points of view an opportunity to be expressed and the consid-
erations which followed, including the conference committee actions,
are always very much appreciated.

Now, Mr. Chairman, tomorrow there will be two witnesses who will
treat in some depth and some detail with the justification for import
quotas on meat. One is C. W. McMillan, executive vice president of
the American National Cattlemen's Association, which headquarters
in Denver, Colo., and then Don Magdanz, who is with the National
Livestock Feeders Association, which has its headquarters in the city
of Omaha.

Now, the bill which ripened into Public Law 88-482 was a com-
promise, as most legislation is. There is much in it that was not de-
sired by the original authors and proponents of the bill that was
introduced. There were predictions and many of them as to the im-
practicality of certain aspects of the bill and there was general agree-
ment that we ought to try it, see how it works, review it periodically,
and revise it if necessary. We are now at that point in my judgment.

Now, there are several defects in the existing law. I shall enumerate
them and then in the same order indicate what the present bill, S. 1588,
would do to correct them.

First of all, the quota set under Public Law 88-482 is much too high.
It took the high period of our imports of meat, that. is the period from
1959 to 1963, as a base. Added to that was a growth factor and added
to that was a 10-percent-tolerance figure. So that the base quota of
725 million pounds was adjusted upward for trigger purposes to
995 million pounds, a level of imports not too far from what the high
point was in 1963 and 1964.
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So in the first place, the quota is too high.
Second, the procedure for impnementing and making effective the

present law is dependent upon secretarial estimates, and they have
been notably off base. That is not meant for a criticism of the Secre-
tary personally or of the functioning of his Department. Rather, it
is an indication of the difficulty of furnishing, i advance, accurate
estimates of imports.

The third point I would like to make is the inadequacy of an an-
nual quota, and the harm that could be done to our markets if the
quotas were made effective. The fourth point is that the coverage
sliould be revised. It should go beyond the fresh chilled, and frozen
meat and include other types of meat-lamb and pork, and canned
meats as well, but on a discretionary basis.

And the fifth point is that the present law does not include offshore
military procurement.

In the order that I have named those points, let me outline briefly
to the committee the provisions that are in S. 1588. First of all, as to
the size of the quota. 'gore would be an elimination of the 10-percent-
tolerance factor. The base period of 1959 to 1963 which was averaged
out as 725 million pounds, would be deleted and inserted in its place
would be a base period of 1958 to 1962, which is a figure of 585 million
pounds.

Second, as to the secretarial estimates, they would be totally elimi-
nated from the machinery of this act. They serve no useful purpose.
It seems to me, Congress in this instance can establish a national policy
in terms of a quota and when it is filled the law would go into effect.

Third, instead oi having an annual quota there would be a quarterly
quotas, and the purpose of that is to stabilize and level out in the mar-
ketplace the impact of the imposition of a quota so that there would
not be a tremendous buildup of imports in the first part of a calendar
year and no imports during the balance of that year. If the quota were
imposed in four segments rather than in one, the impact of it would
be much smoother.

On the fourth point as to coverage of the bill, lamb, pork, and
canned meats should be included and are in the bill on a discretionary
basis. We had in mind the prevention or the avoidance of what hap-
pened in the dairy field imports where a different form of import was
resorted to in order to evade the purpose of the quotas on imports. If
there is a discretionary power vested in the President, he can prevent
any resultant abuse.

Senator Cuirria. If you will permit an interruption right there, and
I do want you to proceed with your statement-it is pertinent to call
attention to the fact that the EC are now paving an export subsidy
on canned ham of something over $48 per hundred kilos which means
about 50 cents for a 2-pound can of ham. That certainly is an unfair
invasion in our market when foreign governments pay out of their
treasury to encourage exports into this country.

Senator HRUSKA. Yes. That is an example which could be dealt
with and perhaps adjusted in some fashion if discretionary power
does exist.

And then finally, the offshore procurement. If there is any offshore
procurement for military purposes, particularly for use inoVietnam,
it would be wise to charge those purchases against the imports be-
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cause certainly if the boys were at home instead of in Vietnam, that
consumption would occur here. That is the market to which this coun-
try is entitled rather than to some other inarket. We had the example
of a 10-million-pound order for lamb earlY..JQis year placeWlNith
Australia and New Zealand. That is lamb to Ve . ruft,'i beef.
As to beef, in January 1966, when the price of cattle fortunately and
happily, crot to a point where it was profitable, some people could not
stand suct prosperity in the hands of the cattle farmer, and Fo there
was an effort made to have purchases made overseas and particularly
in Europe, to be made from other sources than domestic sources. A
provisions to charge offshore procurement against the quotas is in thisbill.

Mr. Chairman, this proposal is a reasonable one. It is a workable
one. There is no effort being made to close out and embargo imports.
There is a fair and, if anything, still too high a ceiling placed upon
imports in the bill, and it. still permits a growth factor for imports.
We believe it is an improvement on the present law. Certainly, if it
will afford any improvement in the plight of the farm industry as we
know it now, it should be adopted andwithout too much delay.

I will not go into the statistics describing what is happening to agri-
culture. It is well known to those of us who live wit it. With the
parity ratio at about 73, which is the lowest since 1933, and with the
price level per hundredweight for cattle being no higher than 20
years ago, whereas the cost of production is so much greater, I think
the committee knows that any assist to agriculture will be helpful
indeed.

In the cattle business there are 34 States that have a million head
of cattle or more. Every part of the agricultural picture is affected
by the livestock market and it is the largest single item of income in the
agricultural field. Mr. Chairman, I have here a copy of a letter from
the Nebraska Stock Growers Association, signed by S. K. "Bob"
Hanna, vice president, and Mr. E. H. Shoemaker, Jr., president of
that association, dated October 16. I should like to request that it be
incorporated in the record at the conclusion of my remarks. (See
p. 715)

Senator Curms. Without objection, so ordered.
Senator HausKA. That will conclude my summary, Mr. Chairman,

and I will be happy to respond to any question if there are any.
Senator Curm. Does the manuscript that you submitted for the

record contain a copy of S. 1588 ?
Senator H-IusKA. The text of it is not included and I request that

at the outset of my remarks, that a copy of S. 1588 be included.
Senator CuRTIs. Without objection, so ordered, and if the staff will

take due notice, I think they should inchlde the caption of the bill
so it shows the cosponsors as well, because it indicates the wide interest.

(The text of S. 1588, with cosponsors, appears at p. 705.)
Senator HausxA. Yes, and I should like to acknowledge the co-

sponsorship of 38 Senators. They are all equally concerned and I know T
some of them plan to file statements with the committee.

Senator Cyrrs. Senator Carlson I
Senator CuusoN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the ap-

pearance of the senior Senator from Nebraska, Mr. Hruska, with
regard to the pending legislation, with regard to the importation of
beef. The distinguished Senator from Nebraska was very influential
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in securing approval of Public Law 88-482, and we have had 3 years'
experience with this legislation. Does not the Senator feel it will take
a little time to review the effects of it on the imports of beef, on the
effect.on the cattle markets as a whole, and also its effect on the con-
sumersI

Senator HRUSKA. The effects of this bill on the consumerI
Sentor CARLSON. And the cattle industry and the amount of im-

ports as you feel it might affect-
Senator HRUSKA. Well, that subject will be covered in greater detail

by both Mr. McMillan and Mr. Magdanz and I have read their state-
meaits and they will treat with it much more fully. By way of high-
lighting that, the thing that the consumer has at stake is a reliable
quality of meat product furnished in ample and in timely fashion by
the livestock industry. The question that will eventually confront the
Congress is this: How long can the cattle industry continue to :survive
and function under the very adverse economic'conditions which it
is suffering now I And one of the factors is this factor of the imports.
Mr Chairman, I know of no warrant for the coisiuier in American to
expect that lie can continue to buy a product for less than it costs to
produce it, and that is precisely what is happening in the livestock
industry.

Years ago we had the sweatsho in our larger cities in the eastern
part of the Nation particularly. tut the philosophy spread that no
wearer of a shirt or a suit or of shoes or socks would be entitled to buy
that article for less than the cost of a fair living wage to those who work
at the business of fabricating those articles. So we got rid of the sweat-
shops.

N ow, unless something is done to provide a living wage to those
working in the livestock industry, then we are going to run the danger
of badly impairing that industry as a producing factor in the national
economy.

Senator CAJIISON. Well, does not the Senator agree with me that the
livestock industry of this Nation is in a position and will furnish high
quality food products in the form of beef and pork and mutton, lamb
products, if given an opportunity to do so at a price that the consumer
can easily afford to pay d

Senator HRUSKA. The price of these articles in some instances has
increased, but the farmer is getting less for his share aq time goes on.
I know the Senator from Kansas is well aware of the problems attach-
ing to it because Kansas is a great cattle State. The first of this year
Nebraska had just a little over 6 million head of cattle and Kansas
was the fourth State in cattle numbers with 5 million head. That is
a very significant part of the economy of Kansas as it is in Nebraska.

Senator CAniSoN. Ve are the No. 1 wheat producing State in this
Union, growing about 25 percent of the winter wheat of this Nation,
but even at that, production of livestock is still our largest industry
and when it comes to dollar income and, therefore, it is so important
not only to our State but to the Nation as a whole.

I have just returned from Kansas and I can state definitely that the
livestock producer and feeder are really suffering at the present time.
There is not any question about it basea on the markets. And they are
very critical of the imports that they think are taking the place of the
products that they should be permitted to produce-and sell in this
Nation.
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Senator HRUSKA. I have one more request, Mr. Chairman. Are there
any further questions, first I

Senator Curris. Proceed, and then I have some questions.
Senator HRUSKA. I ha've one more request. There were some witnesses

here yesterday, including the Secretary of Agricult,'re. I should like
the privilege of supplementing my prepared stateE t, which I filed
with the committee, to make comments on some ol his points. I am
confident that we would buy his philosophy generally as to the neces.
sity of foreign trade, but I thinkhe would make a much stronger case
in the field of agriculture had there been any degree of success in
securing foreign markets for the exportation of American agricultural
products.

In that regard the Kennedy round of negotiations was a complete
and abject failure and the variable fee system employed by the Euro-
pean Common Market on our grains and other agricultural products
Miust does not give us any hope at all for maintaining our export market.
When we get that kind of treatment from the other side of the water
and then get walked over from the standpoint of imports from the
other countries, it just does not make sense.

Senator CurTis. Without objection, your supplemental statement
will be received and printed in full. I wish to commend my colleague
for his presentation here and the sponsorship of this bill. Is it the
opinion of the Senator that the economic situation is such generally in
agriculture and particularly in the livestock industry that this legfisla-
tion is needed?

Senator HUSKA. Yes. I am confident of it We were grateful for the
original act but obviously it is insufficient and this revision is badly
needed.

Senator CuJTIS. Does the Senator feel that a healthy and prosperous
livestock industry that has some assurances of remaining in such a con-
dition is in the interests of the consumer in the United States?

Senator HRUSKA. There is no question about it, and as the years go
on, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee the importance of
that point will be greater and greater as our population will continue
to grow. Certainly by the next 30 years or so we will have 300 million
people instead of 200 million people and fewer acres upon which to
produce the food necessary for that enlarged population, and, of course,
that growth of population is occurring all over the world.

Senator CrrIs. Is it not true that the average factory worker in
the United States pays for his food with wages from fewer hours of
labor per month than lie ever did before and much fewer hours than
a worker in any other place in the worldI

Senator HRUSKA. That is correct. He is paying less of the percentage
of his pay check for food and it is better food and it is higher quality
food and'part of that. is because lie is getting paid so much better than
he used to. On the other hand, that prosperity which lie has shared and
virtually every other .segment of the American economy has shared
has been denied to agriculture and to the farmer and rancher.

Senator CriRTis. Now, from the standpoint of the countries that are
seeking a greater share of the American market for meat, if their sales
to the United States are reasonably curbed, it will naturally cause them
to seek markets elsewhere, is that not true?

Senator HlRVSKA. Yes; that is right.
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Senator Cuirrs. And the elsewhere is the rest of the world that has
a diet that is deficient in protein is that not right I

Senator HRUSKA. Correct. That is well established and widely
recognized.

Senator CuRirri. Do you have any questions I
Senator BENNnT. No. I was not able to be here to hear the testi-

mony of my colleague, so obviously, I have no questions. I know he
did a good 'ob anyway.

Senator HRLTSE. Thank you, sir.
Senator Cuirrs. We think you have a good proposal.
Thank you.
Senator HRUSKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you again

for acconnodating my appearance here before this committee. -
(ie letter referred to by Senator Hruska, and the Senator's pre-

pared and supplementary statements follow:)

NERASKA STOCK GROWERS ASSOCIATION,
.4Iliance, .Vcbr.

Senator RussnL LoNe,
Chairman, Senate Fimnce Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEux SENATOR Loxo: Representing Nebraska's cattlemen through our Ne-
braska Stock Growers Association, we urge you and the Senate Finance Com-
mittee to enter on record and present testimony supporting meat and meat pro-
ducts import legislation designed to attain the following objectives:

1. To adjust the base period for determining quotas to "1958-1962" from
the present "1959-193" peeriods;

2. To include the quota, all offshore purchases of meat and meat prod-
ucts, including purchases for military use;

3. To establish a 100-percent of quota "triggering point" rather than the
110-percent of quota presently used;

4. To require the imposition of quota-re.strictions if one-fourth of the
annual quota is exceeded in any quarter, and continue requiring quarterly
USDA import estimates;

5. To include lamb with meats covered in the present quota; fresh, chilled
and frozen beef, veal, mutton and goat; and,

. To include canned. cured and cooked meats in the import quotas.
We request these measures, not intending to entirely curtail such imports;

but rather, to maintain imports at a realistic level. Cattlemen in Nebraska and
other beef-producing states are voluntarily coordinating through our American
National Cattlemen's Association to reduce beef numbers and other production-
volume. We cannot realistically expect improved prices if the importation of
meat and meat products is not restricted. When upward fluctuations of import-
volumes rise above quarterly quota estimates, it produces the unique effect of
depressing domestic livestock prices.

Continuously depressed markets for the livestock industry compared to the
improved economic status of other business can Induce consequences deleterious
to the stability of America's heretofore prominently superior recognition among
World Powers; therefore, It Is imperative that the recommended remedial legis-
lation be swiftly administered.

Sincerely, E. H. SHOEMAKER. Jr., Pregidcnt.
S. K. (Boa) HANNA, Vice-President.

8UMMARY OF STATEMENT BY SENATOR ROMAN L. HRa'SKA is SUPPORT or R. 15k8
BaEOUE THE SENATE FNANCI COMMITTEE, (O-MIwiR 19. 1967

The present meat Import control law (Public Law 88-482) was passed three
years ago In response to the need for controlling the extraordinary expansion
In the volume of foreign beef which was flooding Intoi our market at that time.
depressing our pries. and Inflicting bankruptcy or serious Injury on thousands
of our domestic livestock producers.
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Imports of beef and veal In all forms increased from 254 million pounds In 1956
to 1858 million pounds In 1963 (calculated in terms of carcass weight equivalent).
Under the Impact of those heavy Imports domestic prices fell sharply; between
November 1902 and May 1964 choice slaughter cattle prices in Chicago fell from
an average of $30.13 a hundred to $20.52.

Public Law 88-42 was essentially a compromise measure. It was a long step
forward In recognizing for the first time that quota protection was needed, and
in writing the quota formula into law. Yet It was understood that the law
should be reviewed and perhaps amended from time to time in the light of
experience.

Such a review is all the more necessary at this time because of the recent
sharp upsurge in meat imports. (The law covers only fresh, chilled, and frozen
beef. veal, and mutton. and all figures are in ternis of actual weight rather than
carcass weight equivalent.) Imports during July and August of 1967 amounted
to 184.7 million pounds an Increase of 21.8 percent over the corresponding
period of the year before. If Imports should continue at that rate during the
rest of the year, the 1967 total would come to 920 million pounds, by far the
hihest level of yearly imports since the year of di.uster, liN..

How well has Public Law 88-482 worked? 0n the basis of experience it has
been found to be seriously ineffective.

The present law spells out a base quota on the quantity.
Public Law 98-4S2 establishes a base quota, representing the maxinium quan-

tity of foreign meat (of the types covered by the law) which is suppo.sed to, be
permitted into this country. But then. this figure is adjusted upward in two
ways-by a growth factor, and also to allow a 10 percent overrun above the quan-
tity of meat stated in the law. Furthermore. the quota cmnot be imploswd except
on the basis of an advance estimate of Imports by the Secretary of Agriculture.

'i'hus. the law specifically sets a figure of 72-5,4W000 as the base quota: yet,
earlit-r this year the Secretary of Agriculture announced that imports were ex-
lpcted to amount to 960 million poundls-but that even so he could not under
the law impose any quota on those imlrts. Evidently this present law contains
significant loopholes.

The bill pending before this Finance Committe. S. 1588. jointly sponsored
by 39 members of the Senate and backed by the major livestock organizations.
would do the following:

(1) Abolish the provision permitting the so-called 10 percent overrun;
(2) Abolish the provision by which the whole quota met-hanism is de-

pendent on estimates of future imports by the Secretary of Agriculture:
instead. impose the quota by terms of the law itself:

(3) Base the quota on the average Imports of 195.q-62 instead of 197,-.1:
(4) Provide that any procurement of meat from foreign source. by the

Defense Department he charged against the applicable import quota;
(5) Impose all quotas on a quarterly rather than an annual basis:
(6) Give the President discretionary power to impose quotas on other

types of imported meat such as lamb, pork products, and canned beef.
During the present extraordinary prosperity, it seems that every segment of

the economy has prospered except the farmer. The parity ratio has fallen to
levels reminiscent of the 1930's. While cattle prices have advanced not at all
above the levels of 20 years ago. the cost of living has increased 4,5 percent and
average factory wages have niore than doubled. We ask for passage of this bill
to give the livestock man at least a small assist in his effort to maintain healthy
rural economy.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR ROMAN L. HRF1SKA TIN St'PPORT OF S. 1588 BFFORE
TME SENATFr FINANCE COMMITTEE, OcToBaE 19, 1967

Mr. Chairman. members of the Committee, a little more than three years ago
thi- Committee played a leading role in the enactment of Public Law RS-482
the pre snt statutory authority for the imposition of quotas on the importation
of foreign meat into this country.

Public Law 9R-4R2 was the first in our history which granted such authority.
so far as T know. ft was enacted in 1964 to protect our domestic live.tock in-
dustry against an overwhelming danger whif.h had oiddcnly arisen to tihreaten it.
T refer, of course, to the extraordinary expansion in the volume of foreign beef

which was flooding into our market at that time.
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Appendix I shows U.S. Imports of cattle, calves, beef and veal compared with
U.S. production (all in carcass weight equivalent) compared with U.S. produc-
tion, by year, from 1954 to 1906.

In 1MO0, It Is noted, these total Imports were 254 million pounds, or 1.6 per-
cent of U.S. production for that year.

In 1966, the corresponding figure for imports was 1,455 million pounds, about
600 percent greater than ten years earlier. The figure for 1968 Is the third highest
In recent years, having been exceeded only in 1962 and 1963.

Indications are that 1967 Imports will exceed 196 volume.
The imlpact of these large-scale imports on our domestic livestock markets was

direct :and severe. Cattle prices held up through most of 1962 but declined near
the end of the year. slumped badly early in 1963, dropped further later in the
year. then during the first part of 1964 really stcrald bottom. Altogether the
average monthly Chicago price for choice slaughter steers fell from $30.13 in
Nove, her of 1',N;2 to $20.52 in May of 1964, 32 i-rcent In eighte-en months. It was
too much of a reversal for any industry to withstand without disaster: In 1964.
the c'attlemen had to ask their government for at least Imirtial protection from
the weight of imports.

At the time, Secretary Freeman contended that domestic production was pri-
wlarily responsible for the prive vollapi,, rather th:n impwrts. I do not intend to
go adb over that urgumenit again. Fluctuations in domestic production were an old
story. The new factor in the situation was the mountainous amounts of foreign
h etf .rossing our borders. It Is simply not credible t' deny that the imports were
a mu:ajor causative factor.

Public Law M-482. which was finally enacted in August of 1964, like most
legi.shition, was a compromise. Regardless of its provisions, the very fact of its
enactment was of tremendous imwrtance. For the first time there was written
into law the principle that quotas on imiiMrts to protect the domestic industry
shmild be imixsed. and the law contained the sloelled-out formula of how that
iju,,ta was to boe calculated. Those were tre-mendous gains. This Comimittee de-
.wrv..s t vote of thanks from the entire livestock industry of this country for
jailing those principles into the law.

However, at the time those of us who had fought for the legislation said very
candidly that the bill fell short of what we believed should be done. We reserved
the right to come baick to the legislative process for changes, and also the right
to judge the legislation In tl light of our experience with it.

Furthermore. the recent sharp upward surge in meat Imports must give us
pim- .. Attention already has been called to the fact that 1966 imports shown in
Ajijwudix I are the highest in recent years. Indications are that 1966 imports
will 1le exceded by 1'%7. Imiports of the meats covertly by Public Law 88-482
during July of this year amounted to 89.7 million wiounds, and imports in August.
ac.,rding to preliminary figures seured by telephone, were 2.2 million pound..
For the two-month loeri)d the level of imixorts represented an increase of 21.8
is-rcent compared with the same two months of the preceding year. If imports
during the remainder of this year should continue at the July-August rate, the
total for the year would amount to !Q0 million pounds. That would be far the
hich*-st level of imports for any year since the year of disaster. 1963.

For that reason this may be a particularly good time to reexamine the statute
a nd how it ol rates.

H1tow well has Publulh Law S-482 worked to date? Thie answer is that on the
1'asis of our experience thus far it has been found to be seriously defective. It has
not Jirovidf-d the protection It was supj owd to give to the cattle industry and to
:-ric.ilture, generally. As a matter of fact. the law has been so little help that as
yet w,. have not even been able actually to imlpse any quotas under its pro-

Wo have had an opportunity to experience its weakness es, and to observe the
potential loopholes left open for foreign meat to be pushed through.

TIlE I'UV lENT LAW

I Tow Is the present law supposed to work?
The law starts out by establishing a quota or limit as to the quantities of certain

Speffled types of foreign meat-specifically, fresh, chilled, or frozen beef. veal.
and mutton-which may be imported from abroad. That Is the base quota. whi.h
th law .ets at 725.400.000 pwinds. thi annual average, approximately, of Imports
of thoie weat during the years 1959 to 163.
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But this figure is adjusted upward in two ways before a quota can be imposed.
First, imports are permitted to increase from year to year at the same rate as
domestic production. As of now this growth has amounted to 179,200,000 pounds,
thus resulting in an adjusted base quota of 904,000,000 pounds for 1967. The law
provides secondly that quotas not be imposed except when imports are expected
to amount to 110 percent of this adjusted base quota. This "trigger point," as it is
called, amounts to 995 million pounds for 1967.

But finally, the quotas are imposed on the basis of ap advance estimate by the
Secretary of Agriculture as to the level that he e). ets imports will reach for
the year. The statute now provides that at the begituing of each year. and quar-
terly thereafter, the Secretary of Agriculture is to Pstima ,e the quantities of the
sl*ified types of meat that will come in during the year. rhe quota will be im-
poe only if his estimate of expected imports is a larger figure than the trigger
lsiint calculated for that year in the manner previously descr!bed.

The secretarial estimate is of course a forecast before the event, and subject
to all the errors and hazards that afflict any effort by humans to foretell the
future.

EXPERIENCE TO DATE

Our experience with the law this year has already revealed some of the weak-
nesses in it.

To begin with, there was a period earlier this year when it seemed likely that
the provision for n 10 percent overr.in would turn out to be the most import-
ant part of the law. As noted above, for 1967 the adjusted base quota would le
904.6 million loumls, and the trigger point would be 995 million pounds. Earlier
this year it was expected that imports might amount to 9.60 million pounds-more
than the figure ftor the adjusted base quota but less than the trigger point. In other
words. with Imports at the 90 million level-within the 10 percent zone-this
10 Iercent overrun provision would prevent the quota limitation from being
Invoked.

Clearly this 10 percent overrun is a unless and burdensome provision which
tends to defeat the purpose of the law, and should be gotten rid of.

Next. there is the question of the secretarial estimates. The whole mechanism
of the law is brought into play by the estimates of the Secretary of Agriculture.
and the effectiveness of the quota system is dependent on the accuracy of those
estimates.

On the basis of our experience with the law to date, it has to be said that the
secretarial estimates are not terrifically accurate, or at least that is the ease
with respect to those made at the beginning of the year. For 1965 the Secretary
at the beginning of the year estimated that total imports would amount to 7.33
million pounds. As we moved through the year his estimates declined progres-
sively. and his estimate for the full year made in September was W3() million.
Actual imports during all of 1.65 came to 614 million pounds, more than 100
million less than his estimate at the beginning of the year.

For 1966 his beginning estimate the previous December was set at 700 million
pounds. while total imports finally came to S23 million pounds. For 1.17 his
beginning estimate was 960 million, but already he has revised that downward
to a figure of W60 million. Thus, each of the three years it has appeared that his
initial estimate was 100 million pounds or more away from the mark. I do
not intend to sound too critical: it may be that in the field of economic fore-
casting that is fairly accurate. but the whole machinery of estimating Imports
1- not really necessary anyhow. In any revision of the law. it can be dispensed
with.

Thirdly. and foremost. I am convinced that the base quota in present law
is unfairly high to begin with. This quota wan set at a level equal to avernce
import, during a particular base period. 1959-41. That base period was carefully
selected indeed-it was the highest five year period that could possibly have been
chosen. It included the two exceptionally high years of 1962 and 196.&1 when
more than 10.5 percent of T. S. production was imported.

Let me say that it is difficult to understand the psychology which. first, per-
mits imports for a time to run absolutely wild. to build up a tremendouslr hitfh
volme for a period, and then. when quotas are Imposed. uses that short period
of high volume Imports as the basis for settling how high the quota ninvt be.
Prior to 10962 imriorts of these meats had never exceeded 614 million pounds:
yet Iblic Law PJ-48R2 set 725 million as the base quota and through the orera-
tinn of the growth factor the adjusted quota for 1967 is pushed up above 9WO
million pounds.
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That is simply too much foreign meat for our livestock economy to be legiti-
mately asked to absorb.

PROVISIOYS OF BILL

Let me summarize briefly the provision of S. 1588.
First of all, it would wipe out the provision for a 10 percent overrun in permis-

sible imports, over and above the quantity specified as being in line with the
policy set by Congress. That 10 percent overrun should never have been in the
law in the first place.

Secondly, the bill would abolish the role of the Secretary of Agriculture in
making forecasts of the quantity of imports to be expected. Instead, by this bill
the quota would be imposed by the law itself, and would not be dependent upon
the Secretary's estimate.

Third, the bill would change the base period upon which the quota is cal-
culated. The base quota in the present law, for total imports of fresh, chilled,
and frozen beef, veal, and mutton, is set as 725.400,000 pounds, which was p-
proximately the average annual importation of those products during the 5-year
period 1959-63. In S. 15 that base Is set at 585.500,000 pounds, the average an-
nual volume of imports during the years 1958-62, a much more representative
base period.

Those are the three most important changes proposed in the bill. There are
several other changes which are more in the nature of housekeeping or technical
amendments, needed to make the administration of the system work more ef-
fectively but not changing its fundamentals. It is hoped that these changes may
lbe acepted as noncontroversial.

The first (of these changes is to place the quota system on a quarterly instead
of an annual basis. At times there is a surprisingly wide fluctuation in the volume
of meat imported from one quarter to another. For example, during July -August
of this year imports were running at the rate of 270 million pounds per quarter,
whereas during the previous quarter they amounted to less than 180 million
pounds. There is no reason to permit such fluctuations which are unsettling to
our market here, and which can be prevented by dividing the annual quota up
into four quarterly quotas.

Next, S. 1588 would provide that any offshore procurements of foreign meat
by the military for use overseas would be charged against the appropriate im-
lw)rt quota. Last spring the Defense Department arranged for the purchase of
10.000.000 pounds of lamb from Australia and New Zealand for use In the
feedig of our troilPs in Vietnam and elsewhere overseas. If purchases of this
type must be permitted, it seems only right that the equivalent quantities be de-
ducted from any quotas governing importation into this country. This quantity-
10.000.000 pounda--is quite a lot of lamb. Actually, since there Is no quota on
lamb at the present time anyhow, this provision would be inapplicable for the
time being, but it has been included in the bill so that when and if an offshore
procurement of a type of meat subject to quota should be made. the provision
would come into play. It is hoped that the military will not object to this amend-
ment. which would not hamper or really affect the conduct of military operations
in Vietnam in the slightest.

Finially. the bill also provides discretionary authority to the President to ill-
po e quotas if necessary on other types of meat not alnady coveredd by existing
law. that is. such meats as lamb. pork products, and ('aned or preiNtred and
preserved beef. We have had trouble with imports of Some of the.e other meats
in the past. Last year imports of lamb were higher than in any recent year
except 103. Imiorts of pork and also imports of prepared an(l preserved beef
were higher than in any year for certainly many years. Appendix II sets (it prol-
uct weight of U.S. Imports, by year. 1958-06.

Not only that. but this authority to imip)se iuota- on other types of meat may
i.e essential to prevent evasion of the quota on the fresh. hilll. frozen product.
It is conceivable that if the quota on fresh. chilled,. and frozen beef Im filled,
foreign producers might turn to the canning or lir,.srving of addit iomal beef
ffor shipment to the I'nited States in order to get around the U.S. quota. We
know that emsntially ltht jeans was us.ed too jitwid the qllotl restrictions onl
diiry produ('ts. Elementary prudence requires that we arum ourselves against,
such a loftentiality.

co c1.U'sloyx

In .on'l.-ion,. Mr. ('hairman. S. 15VM is a fair and reasonalife bill. a bill de4-
signed to stabilize the role of imlorts in our meat snlaiqly. to lrotect our dileslic
industry witlout doing harni to our foreign supliers. It gets rid of the 10
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percent overrun feature in the present law which should never have been in
there in the first place. It also changes the base period to 19 58-62, a reasonable
base which is mweh more representative of the historic position of Imports than
the base in the present law, 1959-063. which yields an exaggerated figure as a
quota base.

The bill simplifies the administration of the program by abolishing the com-
plex system of secretarial estimates of future imports. It smoothes out the flow
of imports by substituting quarterly quotas for one annual quota.

Please note that imports will not only continue in line with their historic von.
tribution to our meat supply, but we allow the import quota generous growth
factor. The bill permits imports to be increased at the same percentage rate as
domestic production. The bill would stabilize our domestic markets without
harming the importer or the foreign producer.

It is good that the Finance Committee has chosen this time to look again into
the problems of the livestock industry, and the impact of imports on our own
economy in this country. The cattle Industry is the most widespread of all our
farm industries In this country, and also the largest in terms of value of output.
There are thirty-four states having more than one million head of cattle and
valves. Total cash realized from sale of cattle and calves during 1966 amounted
to $10.4 billion, which was 24.2 percent of the total cash receipts from farm mar-
kitihigs during 1966. That was far, far greater than cash receipts realized from
any other branch of agriculture In 1966-nearly double the figure for cash re-
ceipt- from dairying, which was the next largest branch of agriculture in terms
of gross revenue.

The prosperity of the cattle industry is also of fundamental importance to
the continued well-being of producers of feed crops for sale. of course.

I hope this Committee will approach this problem recognizing the historic role
of agriculture in this country, the new problems that beset the farmer in this
era, and the pressures which have made it most difficult to preserve a healthy
rural economy and society.

In these last few years of extraordinary prosperity, it has seemed that every
segment of our economy has thrived and prospered-except the farmer. For
the farmer, however, the prosperous sixties have been a period of rising costs
and lagging prices for farm products, a never-ending race in the squirrel cage
to keep up with his mounting expenses. Last month-September of 1967-the
index of prices received by farmers declined by four percentage points, and the
parity ratio fell again-to only 73, lower than the annual average parity ratio
for any year since 1933. The parity ratio for beef cattle for September was only
81, slightly above the average for all farm products but certainly not high enough
to give us any comfort. In 1967 the total number of farms in the entire United
States had dwindled to the figure of 3,176,000, less than half the figure for 1935,
which was 6,813,000. It is a trend which is not pleasant to think about or talk
about, but which must be faced and dealt with as one of the central problems of
the times in which we live.

To stem this unhealthy tide of migration away from the farms, to give the
live.stock man at least a small assist in his effort to maintain the healthy rural
economy and rural society of the past. we ask that the Finance Committee help
strengthen the import quota system in the manner proposed by S. 158.

Mr. Chairman, 20 years ago, in 1947, the average price for choice slaughter
steer.a in Chicago, per hundred pounds, was $26.22. Last year, In 1966, the aver-
age price was almost identically the same-$26.29. All through the intervening
period it was a struggle to keep the price up to that 1947 level. The price fluctu-
atd aq high as $35, as low as $22 a hundred: it held at $20 or better in ten of
the 18 intervening years, and averaged below $26 in eight of the 18.

So it might be said the price of cattle at least has not gotten worse.
But what has happened to the value of our dollar in the meantime? First of

all. look at the great gains of our factory labor. The average hourly wage in
manufacturing industries in this country was $1.22 in 1947. That figure increased
(crry .ignle y ear during the Intervening years and in 19.6 it was $2.71-wore
than twice what it was in 1.947.

What bout the cost of living? Taking 1947 as the base year and therefore
niakkiug it equal to 100, the consumer price index by 19k66 had climlbed to 145.4-
45 percent above the cost of living of 20 years crlier. That is a measure of how
the value has gone out of the dollar.

I ;ubmit. Mr. Chairman, that the relief provided in this bill is reasonable and
long overdue. I trust the Committee will act favorably on this measure and
hiot add to the difficulties of an already overburdened segment of Ameri.an
agriculture.
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APPENDIX I

U.S. IMPORTS OF CATTLE AND BEEF. COMPARED WITH U.S. PRODUCTION, BY YEANS. 1954-66

ICattle and calves and beef and yeal1

721

Imports

Live animals U.S. beet and Imports as a
Meat Total veal production 2 percentage of

Number Meat millionn nillion (million prodctwon
(thousand equivale t I pounds) pounds) pounds) (percent)

head) (million
pounds)

Year:
1954....... 71 35 232 267 14,610 1.8
19.5 .296 93 29 322 15.147 2.1
1956 ... 141 43 21: 254 16.094 1.5
1957 . 703 221 395 616 15.728 3.9
1958 1.126 340 9V9 1,249 14.!316 8.6
i959._..... d 191 1.033 1, 254 14,588 8. b
1960 645 163 775 338 15.835 5.9
1961......... 1,023 250 1.037 1.287 16.344 7.9
1962... .. 1,232 Csu 1,440 1,720 16,313 10.5
1963 _ 834 180 1.678 1.858 17,357 10.7
1964.-- 529 113 1,035 1,198 19.442 6.2
1%5.------- - 1111 265 542 1.208 19.719 6.1
19663.-... 1,081 241 1.204 1.445 20.604 7.0

1 Estimated at 53 percent of the live weight of all dutiable irnports of cattle.
, Total production (including an estimate of farm slaug iter).
3 Data are preliminary.

Note. For earlier year data see the source.

Source: LivestocK and Meat Situation, May 1964, published by USUA, p. 37, brought up to date by special tabulation by
the Department of /griculture.

APPENDIX II

U.S. IMPORTS,' 1958-66

Iln niillions of poundsJ

Commodity 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Beef and veal:
Fresh, frozen, chilled .......... 358.2 524.5 413.8 569.0 860.0 985.3 705.6 563.9 762.9
Canned .................... 113.4 94.7 76.5 95.2 83.7 113.4 83.6 92.8 93.6
OtIer ................... 147.6 103.2 22.3 24.9 23.7 23.7 11.2 24.4 36.8

Mutton and goat: Fresh, frozen,
chilled ......................... 17.2 47.3 37.3 44.9 65.0 62.9 34.3 30.0 50.5

Lamb: Fresh, froze, chilled ........ 6.8 9.5 12.4 10.9 13.1 18.9 10.4 12.5 !;.9
Pork, total ................. 182.8 174.9 171.3 173.7 203.8 210.5 210.6 252.3 298.3

Product %e2ght.
Prepared and preserved.

SUPPLE MENT TO STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA

EFFECT OF IMPORTS ON CATTLE PRICES

Mr. Chairman, in his testimony yesterday the Secretary of Agriculture made
a number of statements about the beef import situation which require comment.

In his discussion of the background of the 1964 law, he pointed out that the
European Economic Community, the United Kingdom, and Japan have increas-
ingly been erecting barriers against imports, with the result that world beef
surpluses were pouring into our market. It is good to see that he now appears
to recognize that these beef imports were and are a problem, and that our action
in enacting Public Law 88-482 was a defensive measure forced upon us by the
policies of other countries.

It is all the more disappointing, therefore, to note that he still will not recog-
nize the Impact of these imports on price.
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In his prepared statement he says:
"If the most restrictive features of the legislation presently before Congress

were implemented, it is our estimate that the price rise on domestic cutter and
canner cows would be less than 2 percent, and on feed cattle, less than 1 percent."

Those of us who went through this meat Import struggle before, In 1964, will
recall that between November of 1962 and May of 1964 the price of choice steers
in Chicago fell over $9 a hundred, more than 32 percent. I do not contend that
the entire 32 percent was due to imports, but some substantial part of it was.
Certainly it seems absurd for the Secretary to talk in terms of one and two
percent.

But putting the argument on a more technical level, it happens that in 1963
staff experts of the Department of Agriculture carried out an analytical study
of precisely this point-the effect of imports on the U.S. price. Putting the find.
ings of that study in lay language, the conclusion at that time was that for
each increase In imports amounting to 180 million pounds of beef (carcass weight
equivalent, including live cattle) the domestic price on choice steers would be
knocked down about 30 cents a hundred. On the basis of this formula, total beef
imports last year of 1,445 million pounds would haye had a total impact on our
prices of about $2.40. Any cutback in that volume resulting from a tighter appli-
cation of quotas would have had an effect in proportion to the size of the cutback.

The matter was dealt with in the Congressional Record for February 7, 1194,
p. 2442, where there is reprinted an extract from the November, 1963, issue of
the Livestock and Meat Situation. a publication of the Department of Agri-
culture, together with a letter from an official of the Department correcting an
error and explaining the study.

SIGNIFICANCE OF EXPORTS TO TIlE CATTLE INDUSTRY

Whenever any effort is made to provide reasonable protection against imliorts
for the,U.S. cattle industry. invariably we are met with the cry of alarm that
nothing must be done, because it might endanger our export markets. In essene,
that was the theme of the cabinet officers who appeared before the Senate Fi-
nance Committee on October 18.

Insofar as agriculture is concerned, it is certainly true that export market.4
for wheat, soybeans, corn, and certain other products are of the highest Ju-
portance. If the Trade Expansion Act of other efforts under the trade agreement
program had shown any capacity to protect and expand exports for those prod-
ucts, this argument would be worthy of attention. But the short fact is that the
Kennedy Round was a lamentable failure with respect to protecting our foreign
markets for these .surplus farm products. During the 194 hearings Secretary
Freeman told this Committee of his repeated trips to Europe in an effort to get
rid of the variable fee system employed by the EEC. Yet the sad fact is that
now with the Kennedy Round concluded, the variable fee system remains in
effect without the slightest limitation or mitigation of its terms.

During the 1.964 hearings Secretary Freeman also spoke growingly of his
hopes to expand U.S. exports for beef. He said:

"We estimate there is a need for 100.000 to 150,000 tons of beef in the Western
European markets for the remainder of this year . .. We believe we can sell ...
We have invited delegations of buyers from Western Europe to visit this country
to look at our beef and cattle. Representatives of Italy and France are here now
on buying missions..

Did we sell that 100,000 to 150,000 tons (equal to 200 to 300 million pounds) of
beef to Western Europe in 1964? Or any other time? We did not.

Total exports of beef and veal to all foreign countries in recent years have been
as follow%:

1963; ,33 million pounds.
19(4 : 65 million pounds.
19615 ; 514 million pounds.
1IM; 39 million pounds.

Meanwhile. let u- not forget that Imports in 1966 of beef and veal (careas's
weight equivalent, all types except live animals) were 1,.4 million pounds. .0
times the volume of exports.

Certainly all of us intere.ted in the welfare of the .attle industry must applaud
the-e efforts to expand foreign markets for our beef. Certainly we are glad te
selionome of it abroad if we (-an. But let us be realistic.

Anmerie:jnn beef Is a premium product. dhetnble to the taste but not cheap to
the pocket hook. Europe~ans generally, to their mi.sfortune . have never acquired
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much of a taste for it. If they had, doubtless some of them would be regular
purchasers in spite of the price, but generally speaking we cannot compete,
price-wise, with Australian or Argentine beef in the foreign markets of the
world. Since Secretary Freeman made those optimistic statements, our volume
of exports has gone down, not up, and It was not very great to begin with.

The home market has been good to us. The foreign market has not. Let us not
sacrifice the basis of our prosperity while chasing a will-o'-the-wisp.

MEAT IMPORTS AS A PERCENT OF PRODUCTION

In his statement, Secretary Freeman said:
"The limit on imports under the law would be approximately 6.7 percent of

domestic production. Actually, imports in 1966 were 5.6 percent of production,
and we except them not to exceed 5.8 percent this year. By contrasts, imports
amounted to 8.6 percent of production in 1963."

By contrast, in my prepared statement there is a reference to "the two excep-
tionally high years of 1962 and 1963, when more than 10.5 percent of U.S. pro-
duction was imported."

My figure is taken from an appendix attached to my statement; the figures
therein are copied from a publication of the Department of Agriculture, or sup-
plied directly by the Department.

It appears that Secretary Freeman's figure for 1963-&5 percent-is obtained
by leaving out of the calculation the carcass weight equivalent of the live ani-
mals imported. Omitting this category of imports also permits him to say that
1966 imports amount to only 5.6 percent of production; if the live animals are
included the correct figure for 1966 is 7.0 percent, and 1967 will doubtless be
higher.

To secure an accurate picture of the share of our market held by the foreigner,
it would seem necessary to take into account all imports of foreign beef and veal
in all forms-fresh, chilled, or frozen; canned; prepared and preserved; and on
the hoof.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kenneth Roberson.

STATEMENT OF KENNIETH ROBERSON, CHAIRMAN, MEAT
IMPORTERS' COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. rJoBERSO. My name is Kenneth Roberson. I appear today in my

capacity as chairman of the Meat Importers' Council, Inc., of New
York, a trade association comprised of 69 concerns vitally interested in
the importation of meats primarily from Australia, New Zealand, and
Ireland and consisting of direct importers, truckmen, warehousemen,
steamship companies, port authorities, brokers and processors.

I am here to talk about fresh frozen meat which accounts for a large
proportion of all meat imported to the United States. Imported meats
are manufacturing grade and used to produce a number of food prod-
ucts including hamburger, frankfurters, and other convenience foods.

Mr. Chairman, in recognition of the complexity of this subject and
the shortage of time, it is respectfully requested that I be allowed to
file a more detailed, written brief, along with supporting data, which
together with my prepared statement I would appreciate be part of
the record.

I will be the first to admit that imported fresh frozen beef directly
competes with U.S. cow beef. However, this imported meat does not
compete with grain-fed U.S. meat, the principal product of U.S. cat-
tlemen. Notwithstanding allegations that "a pound of imports dis.
places a pound of domestic meat," it is a plain fact that imported meat
has sustained, rather than depressed, prices quoted at the stockyard
markets for manufacturing-grade beef. Our imports help even out the
irregular supply of beef for manufacturing use.

s.5-46"--7--pt 2-15
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In the interest of saving Lime, I will go dircly to my summary of
points.

The U.S. cattle interests sought and obtained Public Law 88-482 in
1964. Imports have never reached the amount which it is the declared
policy of Congress to admit.

Domestic manufacturing meat is produced sporadically in insufficient
quantity to meet steadily rismg consumer demands.

Unrestricted imports are necessary, both to supplement and to even
out domestic production.

Limitations on meat imports would increase consumer prices, sub-
stantially without affecting prices received by American cattlemen for
beef steers and heifers.

One pound of imported meat, again, does not displace 1 pound of
domestic meat.

Injudicious cattle raising and feeding practices in the United States
cause a chronic oversupply of high-quality meat resulting in price
weakness.

Long continued upward trend of manufacturing beef prices show
this product is not oversupplied.

Meat imports benefit the consumer and the domestic cattlemen. Re-
striction of imports would raise prices for meat products to the aged,
the poor, and others on stable income and would be contrary to the na-
tional interest.

It has been suggested that exporters of fresh frozen beef to the
United States will evade quotas unless they are extended to cover all
meat products. This may be a very good emotional issue, but it is just
simply not borne out by the commercial facts.

Gentlemen, I have been in this business for about 30 years, and I can
assure you that it is impossible to profitably process, by cooking or
other ways. meats from countries presently supplying those products
covered by Public Law 88-482.

As the committee, Mr. Chairman, I am sure, knows, U.S. duty on
fresh frozen meat is 3 cents per pound irrespective of price. In the case
of cooked beef there is a 10-percent ad valorem tax which in itself prices
us out of the market.

Gentlemen, it. seems to me that the problem of income to cattle raisers
and feeders is so complex that it warrants an in-depth study before
any remedial action is seriously considered.

Statements expressed in the Congressional Record by Senator
Church in April of this year. indicate that the American Cattlemen's
A association is trying to get better beef prices through a program of
('ffeective production control. If we strip their problems of emotional
issues. ;t is clear that imported manufacturing-grade beef has not and
cannot be expected to compete with the grain-fed table beef.

It is mv opinion that the facts do not warrant new quotas.
Thank vou, Mr. Chairman. and gentlemen of the committee.
(Mr. Roberson's prepared statement, with an attachment referri'd

to previously follows. An additional attachment "Memorandum in
Opposition to Additional Quota Restrictions on Imported Fresh
Frozen Meats." by Willitim W. Stenning, M.R.C.V.S., M.R.S.H., was
made a part of the official files of the committee.)

724
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STATEMENT Or KENENLTH RoBtaIo, CHAIRMAN, MEAT IMPOBTES' COUNCIL, INC.,
114 OPPOSITION TO PROPO TO Furam RESTJIr TUE IMPORTATION Or MEAT;
OCTOaE 20, 1967

SUMMARY

The Meat Importers' Council, Inc., a nationwide trade association composed of
69 member organizations, registers Its strong opposition to any additional restric-
tions on the importation of meats, for the following reasons:

1. Imported fresh frozen meat is totally cmprised of grass-fed product which
does not compete with grain-fed U.S. beef.

2. Imports assure regular supplies of manufacturing-grade meat relatively un-
affected by fluctuations In U.S. slaughter.

3. Suggested "evasions" non-existent. Present quota has never been triggered
and as a commercial fact of life tailoring meat products in order to avoid quota is
impossible.

4. Further limitations on imports will drive consumer prices up sharply in per-
c*ntages completely out of relationship to the rather modest predicted Increases
to cattlemen and raisers.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Members of the Committee, my name is Kenneth
Roberson. I reside in Valley Stream, New York, I have been in the packing house
business for about thirty years, and directly connected with fresh frozen meat
imports into the United States since their inception in the early 1950's.

I appear today in my capacity as Chairman of the Meat Importers' Council,
Inc., of New York, a trade association comprised of 69 concerns vitally interested
in the importation of meats primarily from Australia. New Zealand and Ireland
and consisting of direct importers, truckmen, warehousemen, steamship com-
panies, port authorities, brokers and processors.

I am here to talk about fresh frozen meat which accounts for a large proportion
of all meat imported into the United States. Imported meats are manufacturing-
grade and used to produce a number of food products including hamburger, frank-
furters, and other convenience high-protein food products.

Mr. Chairman, in recognition of the complexity of this subject and the short-
age of time, it is respectfully requested that I be allowed to file a more detailed,
written brief, along with supporting data as part of the record in this proceeding.

I will be the first to admit that imported fresh frozen beef directly competes
with United States cow beef. However, this imported meat does not compete with
grain-fed U.S. meat, the principal product of U.S. cattlemen. Notwithstanding
allegations that "a pound of imports displaces a pound of domestic meat," it is
a plain fact that Imported meat has sustained, rather than depressed, prices
quoted at the stockyard markets for manufacturing-grade beef. Our Imports help
even out the irregular supply of beef for manufacturing use. Let me be a bit more
explicit.

United States dairy cattle herds, the primary source of manufacturing beef in
the United States, are culled in the spring and fall. After culling and slaughter-
ing, a certain amount of the cow meat produced is then frozen and stored for later
Use.

Generally speaking, however, the main volume of U.S. manufacturing beef is
available in the spring and fall while the demand for convenience foods, ham-
burgers, frankfurters and similar meat food products, is greatest during the sum-
mer months. Imported fresh frozen meat, predominantly beef, has traditionally
served to supplement U.S. supplies and thereby enable processors in the United
States to continue full production during periods of high demand. This state-
ment is verified by the fact that U.S. Department of Agriculture published stock-
yard prices for manufacturing-grade meats have risen over 50% in the past
decade and continue to be the most stable meat price quotations in the United
States.

Those who support additional restrictions on imports of fresh frozen meats
have never cited a single Instance where imported meats have had a negative
effect on the price structure of directly competitive U.S. produced manufacturing
grade meat.

To a commercial man, such as myself, the lesson with respect to manufactur-
ing-grade meat Is clear: Imports have always followed demand in the United
States resulting in normal continuous available supplies of such meat accom-
panied by continually firm prices. Conversely, domestic table-fed beef production
resulting from what we consider to be Injudicious raising and feeding policies in
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the U.S. have glutted the market with the topquality fed meat cuts and have
thereby driven down prices.

The American National Cattlemen's Association has announced that its aim
for U.S. beet producers is "Better beef prices through voluntary actions." In
other words, they must control their own overproduction.

While I am on the subject of production and prices, I would like to refer
briefly to the fact that citizens of the U.S. eat better beef than anyone in the
world and In greater quantities than ever According to U.S. Department of
Agriculture statistics, per capita consumption of beef twenty years ago was
only 69.6 pounds. By 199 it had risen to 104 pounds per capita. This means,
of course, a sharp Increase In per capita consumption, while at the same time,
U.S. population rose from 144.9 million In 1947 to 196.9 million in 1968.

It Is almost Inconceivable that the increased volume of beef production did not
result In some form of profitable endeavor for cattlemen and feeders, unless their
own "race" to share in the Increasing market caused over-supply which In turn
clamped the lid on net return to the farmer. There are some profitable agricul-
tural products where prices have declined.

In 1950 Mrs. American Housewife paid 59 cents a pound for a fryer chicken.
Today she need pay only 25 cents a pound.

Even though the price for a fryer chicken has in the past 17 years dropped by
more than 60 %, it Is a fact that increased demand and the use of modern-
farming techniques by poultry raisers has resulted in an unprecedented pros-
perity for the poultry producer while retail prices have declined.

Although I cannot tell you whether the chicken or the egg came first, I think
we might mention the price of eggs, too.

Again using 1950 as our base year, Mrs. American Housewife then paid 60
cents for one dozen large Grade A eggs. Today she can buy a dozen Grade A
eggs for 45 cents.

I respectfully submit to you that U.S. cattlemen and raisers could enjoy the
price stability known by those of us engaged In the sale of manufacturing-grade
beef, and certainly if the programs announced by the National Cattlemen's
Asociation this year to temper Individual members' shipments to the stockyards
with judicious feeding and raising practices, then they, too, can enjoy Increased
profits from the growing U.S market.

It has been suggested that exporters of fresh frozen beef to the United States
will evade quotas unless they are extended to cover all meat products. This may
be a very good emotional issue but It Is Just simply not borne out by the commer.
clal facts. Gentlemen, I have been in this business a long time and I can assure
you that It is Impossible to profitably process, by cooking or otherwise, meats
from countries presently supplying those products covered by Public Law PS-482.
As the Committee, I am sure, knows, U.S. duty on fresh frozen meat Is 30 per
pound, Irreqctive of price. In the case ot cooked,beef, there Ip a 107 a.
valorem tax, which in Itself prices us out of the U.S. market.

Gentiemen, it seems to me that the problem of Income to cattle raisers aad
feeders Is so complex that it warrants an in-depth study before any remedial
action is seriously considered. Statpmenta spread on the Congressional record.
by Senator Church In April of this year indicate that the American National
Cattlemen's Association s trying to get better beef prices through a program
of effective production control If we strip their problems of emotional isues,
it is clear that imported manufacturing grade beef has not and cannot be'
expected to compete with the grain-ted table beef. It is my opinion that the facts
do not warrant a new quota As has been suggested to this Committee, the current
Inquiry into meat imports Is a pmper subject for Tariff Co mission study under
existing statuatory provisions, l order to provide each Member of the Senate,
and the House 3 Representatives with a fog report prior to any further consid-
eration of such a seriouA matter as the application of new quotas against
friendly nations such'as the major suppliers of fresh frozen imported meat&'

In conclusioc, I would like to say that the 16 quota has never been triggered
by icreased Imports. There has never beea a restraint on Imports because
imports qly follow demand within the U..-gnd have never lmpipged upon the
market area traditionally resWved for U.. producto. t seems to Me that
existing law provides aarue e protection for American qattleien, If tieed
any Is neeeftf.. T ror, it Is urettat quota propqas be

Tha. k ou" l
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The -Meat Importers' Council, Inc. opposes restricton of imports of freab
chilled and frozen beef, veal and mutton, for the following reasons:

(1) The U.S cattle interests sought and obtained Public Law 8&-482 in 19WL
Imports have never reached the amount which it is the declared policy of
Congress to admit.

(2) Domestic manufacturing meat Is produced sporadically in insufcient
quantity to meet steadily rising consumer demand. Unrestricted imports are
necessary both to supplement and to even out domestic production.

(8) Limitations on meat imports would increase consumer prices substantially
without substantially affecting prices received by American cattlemen for beef
steers and heifers One pound of Imported meat does not displace one pound
of domestic meat.

(4) InJudicious cattle raising and feeding practices in the United States
cause a chronic oversupply of high quality meat resulting in price weakness.
Long continued upward trend of manufacturing beef prices shows this product
is not oversuppl1s

(5) Meat impolts benefit the consumer and the domestic cattlemen. Restric-
tion of Imports would raise arts to the aged, the poor and
others on stable Income ould be contrary to tonal Interest.

XRDW 03 TH& iTr N0T EOQU1CD IN 0W 1TIOR T

This brief submitted by at po Council, Inc. MIC) of New
YorkCity, trade assoc o So ar and remembers
accounting r ov& of all portsof chilled or beef, veal

The M wishes to I i" restrit on meat
Import. another, more stringt ond fal
to bring about the desired res or p! and, versely,

wol aotnr prices orlower t meat
prod or the n unity. Ad Itlonally,
endw Uota woA' (S. h

truck+ wwhon*#;~ from mea iprs

New Im I fcturin grdbef r

(H 94 ! et.) .2, In to-t s

mP every of imported t a pound o s euic"n meat.
brief demoustra t po are urious to segments of

the American , cultural 01 nig ftor jelp * On the coG-trarA they an to the+ atift at laof #w, Amera

A thorough analysis as posed to ba eat hased on tboi
term economic conditions Industry, the conclusion that no new
quota is necessary. It is since fta eans ration and review
of imports, U.S. poduction statistics and coxuer.cost problems will iulose
that pending quota proposals will, it snat4, Injure eoumm and othr with-
out Ultimately beneting myon .
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Almost all Imported fresh, called and kesen inmt Is lewn, manu Iaturln
itE~ I s Impol Fad bedt _which sotr4 of MW puot"a" sa thret to -

lOf all mat& Imported Into this country, bee Is y far th. largest volume Ito=- Public
aw 88-482 (the present quoctaw e fresh, chied ormonsen beef, veal, mutton ad

a. 96n6 the tot 4mJantity a ths meats.e itn eua, SUS,52 lbs. of which
As.om was b a az all ofthis to ea n g taed variety with

tapfa!cotet of onlyaround 10% as compared to a tat ooten oil around 25% tn doetcgran-fed catt& (Th abovo pos'a a o~ial Buea twmssgrqk notoavte
to cmn euivleaf Isthe an ~boaeesbest)
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mestic cattle raisers, feeders and other farm interests.
Although beef represents the vast majority of all meat Imported into the United

States, Imported beef represents only a small percentage of total United States
meat supply. Table I (on the following page) shows total U.S. meat supply and
the porUon represented by imported beef.

UNITED STATES SUPPLY OF MEAT AND POULTRY y
1950-1966

bums ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TOA SmUaU.sa M.USsmR6elY dhis

401

1950 951 '52 *S3 '54 '55 '56 '51 '58 W$ Wi ' 1 63 '!164 Wi 16
Pu~ h ire - w 12 n, * .of ." .,reW6 b" N0%OIS"

W.o" pOWW" ~, now PmmW" so 108f.
ft& rAwsbawn msou " "~ 9#00" 61#,6WW" a" ,d~ udmme,"

While imported beef Is of the "manufacturing" variety, most domestic beef Is
higher quality grain fed meat not suitable for economical use in manufacturing.
Supporters of S. 1588, H.R. 9475 and similar bills have apparently confused these
two distinct segments of the meat industry by arguing that imports of lean meat
compete directly in the market place with "U.S. Prime", "Choice" and "Good"
grain-fed beef and meat products. This "pound of Imports displaces a pound of
domestic meats" theory is clearly incorrect
U.S. Prodwuera Hstv Oowcmtreted ow-Grain-led Hiph Quialtr Beef

Basic distinctions exist in the cattle and meat packing businesses between
high-qualty table beef of "Prime". "Choice" and "Good" grades and manufactur-
Ing grades produced principally from cows, bulls and some low-quality steeriO
Table beef grades are produced by taking matured calves and placing them in
'Teedlots" where they am fed on a concentrated grain diet designed to produce
tender, high fat content meat. It is from such animals that our "Choice", "Prime"
and most of our "Good" quality steaks and roasts are obtained. American cattle
raisers have concentrated more and more on the production of this type of meat,
possibly because, given the unique abundance of grain in this country, this type of
cattle yields the highest gross return.

In 1954, when U.S. beef production equalled 80.0 lbs. per capita, only 33.3 lbs.
represented grain-fed production. However, in 1908, when total U.S. production
was 985 lbs. per capita, K0 Ibs was grain-fed beef-an Increase of about 100%
in fed beef per capita production as compared with an increase of about 25%
In total beef per capita production. Table II (below) shows a complete break-
down of U.S. beef consumption by source of supply from 1954 through 196&

2 The official grades for slaughter cattle and for beef are (in deocendln order of suita-bilty for table beef) Prime Choice, Good Standard Commercial, Utility, Cutter and Can-ner. (United States Tariff Lommtsaon, T! Publication 12&, June 1964, p. 6.)
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TABLE Il.-PE CAPITA BEEF CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE OF SUPPLY

IPeends per captal

Domestic Other tab beef Processinq supply
Total led beet

Year supply supply Domestic Imported Total Domestic Imported Total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (3)

19,4 80.1 33.3 33.5 I) 33.5 13.2 0.1 13.3
1956........82.0 37.2 30.6 30.6 14.0 .2 14.2
1956 ....... 25.4 39.3 32.3 32.3 13.6 .2 13.8
19;7 P.. 4.6 38.5 33.0 33.1 12.3 .7 13.0
198 ....... 80.5 39.3 29.7 .4 30.1 8.1 2.0 11.1
1969...... .81.4 41.7 28. 5 .5 29.0 7.3 3.4 10.7
1960 ...... E5.2 45.8 28.4 .5 28.9 7.9 2.6 10.5
1961. 88.0 49.0 27.7 .7 2.4 7.0 3.6 10.6
196 ........ 8 53.8 21.2 .8 22.0 7.2 5.8 13.0
1963 ....... 94.3 55.7 24.5 .9 25.8 t.3 6.5 , 12.5
1964 99.7 60.7 25.4 .3 25.7 &.7 4.6 13.3
1965 99.3 60.0 23.4 .4 23.8 11.9 3.6 15.5
1966v ...... 103.7 66.0 21.1 .4 21.5 11.4 4.1 16.2

I Less than 0.05 pounds
a Preliminary.

Source: Col. 1. USDA publications; cols 2 3 and 6, comouted from USDA published statistics; coIL 4 and 7. computed
Irom JSDC published statistics; ol. 5 and 8 additions of cois. 3 and 4 cols 6 and 7, respectively.

Note: The meat equivalent of live anmab imported lor further feeding are included in CoIs 2 and 3. Boneless bee
converted to carcass equivalenL

What Is Manufacturing Beef?
Grass-fed cattle are fed only on pasturage Their meat is not as tender as grain-

fed lbef and is very much lower in fat content. This is virtually the only type of
cattle raised in principal supplying countries. Substantially all of this imported,
grass-fed beef Is comparable to American "Utility", "Cutter", or "Canner"
grades.' These grades of meat (whether domestic or foreign) are generally unac-
ceptable to the American consumer as table cuts, and are utilized only for
manufacturing Into processed meat products such as hamburger, frankfurters
and luncheon meats. Generally speaking, such products are made only from
these grades since use of higher grades would be uneconomical Because of such
use, these lean grades are called "manufacturing meat." Domestic and Imported
manufacturing meats are used interchangeably by most meat processors.

Domestic manufacturing beef Is obtained almost entirely from cows and bulls
which have already served their prime purpose as milk producers or breeders of
beef calves. By the time these animals are sent to slaughter they have normally
been fully amortized, and the raiser has received a return of his investment. The
salvage value fetched by these animals when sold for slaughter is a minor factor,
not necessarily connected with basic lifetime production. It Is meat from these
animals which is directly competitive with imports.

Hsiaory ot Cattle Pice* Shows Restriction of Imports 1a Unsnewl
Supporters of meat import restrictions argue that cattle prices are no better

now than they were twenty years ago. A glance at Column 2 of Table III, below,
Indicates that high quality cattle prices do, indeed tend to fluctuate up and down
between relatively fixed limits. However, to put this argument In perspective it
should be noted that, while prices have shown no steady increase, U.S. beef
production has increased dramatically. In the past twenty years U.S. beef pro-
duction has doubled! ' It is reasonable to suppose that this increased productivity
has resulted in increased efficiency to offset price weakness. Further, virtually all
of this increased production has been in the form of grain-fed beef which, of
course, brings much higher prices than the grass-fed variety. U.S. production of
all beef has risen to nearly 20 billion pounds, of which almost 18 billion is high
value grain-fed beef.

$Imported meat Is subjected to exactly the same tests and standards as domestic meat
which enters Interstate commerce--administered In each case by the Federal Government.

A very small portion of Imported beef finds use as so-called table beef. See Table II,
Column 4.

4 tatlatical Abstraot of the United States 1997 at page 650 contains the following
dometie beef production figures: 1945, 10.276 billion lbL; 1950, 9.534 billion lbs.; 19M6,
19.694 billion lbs. (preliminary).
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Quite apart from the above, it Is a plain fact that prices for fed beef are
actually at a relatively firm level today. Contrary to inferences of supporters of
these proposals, this trend is expected to continue! This high price trend has
now been evident since 1965 (see Table III, below) and only reversion by the
American cattlemen to past injudicious overproduction will end it. Certainly
imports will not end it. Even If imports were directly competitive with high
quality beef, Public Law 88-482 would prevent any appreciable effect.

TABLE III.-LIVE PRICES FOR DOMESTIC FED AND MANUFACTURING BEEF AND PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION
[Pounds per capital

Average price Total manu- Average live prices
Domestic choice steers Total Domestic facturing (Dollars per hundred-

Year table beef (Dollars per imports manulactur- supply weight)
supply hundred- in# supply (domestic

weight) and imports) Utility grade Cutter grade

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1954 .................. 66.8 24.66 0.1 13.2 13.3 11.46 9.60
1955 .................. 67.8 23.16 .2 14.0 14.2 11.52 10.00
1956 .................. 71.6 22.30 .2 13.6 13.8 11.37 10.00
1957 .................. 71.5 23.83 .8 12.3 13.0 13.61 12.06
1958 .................. 69.0 27.42 2.4 &1 11.1 18.41 16.54
1959 .................. 70.2 27.83 3.9 7.3 10.7 17.79 16.27
1960 .................. 74.2 26.24 3.1 7.9 10.5 15.68 15.00
1961 .................. 76.7 24.65 4.3 7.0 10.6 15.66 15.12
1962 .................. 75.0 27.67 6. 6 7.2 13.0 15.50 14.72
1963 .................. 80.6 23.96 7.4 6.3 12.8 15.10 14.06
1964 .................. 86.1 23.12 4.9 8. 7 13.3 13.74 12.91
1965 .................. 83.4 26.19 4.0 11.9 15.5 14.46 13.42
19661 ................. 87.1 26.29 5.2 11.4 16.2 18.02 17.29
July 1967 ....................... 26.40 .............................. 18. 37 17.55
August 1967 ..................... 27.22 .............................. 17.79 16.74

1 Preliminary.

Sources:
Column 1--able I column 2 plus talle I column 3.
Column 2, 6, and 7--Chicalo live slaughter of steers, choice grade, and cows.
Column 3--tabl I column 4 plus table I column 7.
Column 4 and S-tabe I columns 6 and 8.

Notably, the historical difficulties in the choice steer market which covers
meat destined for use as steaks, roasts and other prime cuts, have not been
paralleled In the cow market, which supplies manufacturing meat. Chicago
stockyard quotations, as reported by the USDA, indicate that average cow
prices for both Utility and Canner/Cutter (Manufacturing grade) beef have
increased substantially since 1960. In 1966 Utility grades averaged $18.02
per hundred weight--close to an all-time high. The following Table III reflects
these trends. Table III consists of data taken from Table II compared with
annual average live prices for domestic fed and manufacturing beet It is be-
lieved that this Table clearly demonstrates that fed beef prices rise and fall in
direct relationship to the supply of fed beet and are uot affected by imports
of lean meat.

Domestic table beef supply rose over immediately preceding years in 1955,
1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1968 and 1984, and in each of those years (with the
exception of 1969) average Aetr prices felL Domestie table beef supply fell in
1957, 1968, 1962 and 1965, and In each of those years average steer prices rose.
No similar correlation may be drawn between steer prices and the sise of mports.

Table IV, below, shows even more clearly the manner in which high-quality
U.S beef production and prices tend to refiqt each other almost as exact mirror
hnages.

4 "This year fed cattle price. rose rather steadily from early spring Into late summer.
Choice steers at Chicago averaged $24.66 Der 100 pounds liveweljht I April, but by late-
September they averaged about $2.40. The Increae In price o hih quality bee cattle
largely reflects continued strong consumer demand and a moderation In fed cattle market-
Ingo over a year earlier" Miwet*e* , Met 8B*ftoms October 196?, V. 9, Economic
Research ServceUSDk
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11. FATHER CURTAILMENT OF MEAT IMPORTS WILL SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE CON-
SUMER COSTS WHILE TENDING TO DEPRESS CATTLE PRICES

It has been reported that rising costs of food to the United States consumer
parallel a rising level of value obtained for money spent for the basic food
products. The rising value to the American family in meat products is directly
related to a free availability of manufacturing grade beef on which production
of hamburgers, frankfurters, luncheon meats and other staple meat food prod-
ucts depends. As has been demonstrated above, imported lean manufacturing
beef Is necessary to a continuation of modestly-priced food products such as
hamburger. The United States Tariff Commission found that 58% of beef im-
ported in 1963 was used in the manufacture of humburgers'

A surprisingly large factor in the economics of American "prime beef" pro-
duction is the proper utilization of fat trimmings from American grain-fed
beef in combination with lean manufacturing beef to make nutritious products
such as hamburger and ground beef To demonstrate the Important relationship
which exists between imported beef and hamburger, and the manner in which
domestic high-value beef producers rely upon imports to utilize fat which
would otherwise be wasted, the following is excerpted from the U.S. Tariff
Commission's 1964 Report:

"The fat content of hamburger generally ranges from 25 to 85 percent To
obtain hamburger containing 25 percent fat, the butcher may grind together
60 pounds of imported boneless beef (fat content 10 percent) with 12 pounds
of 100-percent fat trimming from Choice steaks or roasts. For hamburger
containing 30 percent fat, he may combine 40 pounds of rough Choice trim-
mings containing 60 percent fat with 60 pounds of imported boneless beef.
In the foregoing examples, domestic boneless beef from Canner and Cutter
cows may be substituted for the imported product, with adjustments being
made for the slightly higher fat content of the domestic product (generally
closer to 15 percent than 10 percent)."$

When retailers, hain stores and processors buy a beef carcass, the price
they can afford to pay is directly dependent upon maximum utilization of all
portions. When such purchasers cannot upgrade fatty trimmings by combining
them with leaner meats to make processed products, these trimmings must be
sold to the tallow renderer.' Since U.S. cattlemen and feeders are in a cost-
price squeeze today due to an over-eupply of grain-fed beef, they will be in a
worse position If the large percentage of fat and trimming generated on the

0 Grocery Manufacturon Association of Anmerica, In. Te AlWe of Pood Priem, May

7 United States Tarif Comalssiom Report on Beef and Bed Product, Jun 1904, TO
Publication 128 p. 81.

*Ulftrimmnings", containin bot at and lean ith fat content agine fromt So%-
60% account for about 28% of-the average graia-n earass. 100% punest tftmmigs
account for about an additional 11% o the earam.
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average grain-fed animal must be sold to the tallow renderer at approximately
five cents a pound. Obviously, If supermarkets, for example, can sell these
combined trimmings to the public as hamburger for 54.2 cents a pound. or
70.8 cents a pound as frankfurters,3' American cattlemen receive a higher re-
turn than otherwise would be the case. The basic stockyard price for grain-
fed beef in dependent on a full utilization of the carcasiw and trimmings.

Reduction of Imports Could Cause Severe Price Increase for Manufacturcd
Products

Table V, below, shows estimated hamburger consumption In 1963 and 19416
broken down to show the sources from which the hamburger was produ.ed.
In 1906, It Is estimated that 2.8 pounds of imported lean manufacturing beef
per capita were consumed In the form of hamburgers. This means that. of the
total 3.6 pounds of domestic fed beef fat trimmings per capita combined with
lean beef to produce hamburgers, about 1.6 lbs. per capita are allocable to
combination with imported (as opposed to domestic) lean manufacturing beef.
Thus. 2.8 lbs. of Imported meat combined with about 1.6 lbs. of domet4Ie fat
trimmings making a total of 4.4 lbs. Indicated per capita hamburger con-
sumption In 1966. In short, imported lean manufacturing meat is estimated
to have accounted for over 13% of all hamburger consumed in 1966.

TABLE V.--ESTIMATED HAMBURGER CONSUMPTION IN 1963 AND 1966 (BY SOURCE OF PRODUCT)

19631 1966'

Qu antty Quantity
Pounds rmillWons 9 Pounds per (milions of

capital pounds) capita pounds)

Soures of hamburger production:
1. Hamburger produced from domestic beef trimmings

only..................................... 21.2 3,950 24.0 4,645
Z Hamburger from combined fat trimmiW sW belarnmanufacturing beef:

Domestic-ted beed fat trimmings..............3. 0 560 3. 715
Domest leas cowbul beef................... 1.3 245 3.4 642
Impor o ba.bed .......................... is 707 2. 543
Subtotal..............................8. 1 1,512 9.1 1.900

ToW hambulfler consmp .............. 21.3 S,462 3.6 6.545

'Percent ef ttl b commption per capital: 1I96318 pe ent; 196, 9 percent.
NO: In the prearation of this table, it has been assumed that all leam manufacturing beef used Is make hamburger

wa cmnd wih 100 pmt fattrmmings U opposed to hgh-at-coobdet f ing,
Sources 1963 from eabbit Ne. 20 presented at Tariff Commisaln hearin 332-44 en beef a&d bedf products. 1966

comptd by Theracen Inc.

Hamburger Is a basic American meat food product. About 83% of all beef
consumption during 1966 was In the form of hamburger, up from 30.8% in
1963 As has been demonstrated above, imports were responsible for an esti-
mated 18% of total hamburger consumption In 1966 It Is, therefore, reasonable
to assume that elimination or curtailment of imported manufacturing grade
beef would cause a sharp rise In the price of hamburger to the consumer. The
Meat Importers' Council, Inc. undertook a survey to determine, to the extent
possible, the potential effect on consumer prices of a new quota similar to
that provided for In S. 1588 and H.R. 9475. The terms of 8. 1588 were submitted
to meat processors and retailers, Including large national chain stores. Many of
these concerns referred the matter to their own marketing staffs. Based on the
response received, the Meat Importers' Council has concluded that hamburger
prices would go up by at least 20%, and possibly by as much as 50% within a year.

It Is impossible to make any exact prediction concerning consumer prices. How-
ever, the price increase would clearly be substantial because reduction of Imports
would constitute an artificial reduction of supply to a point below demand. The
economic factors of supply and demand In relation to imported beef are discussed
more fully under Point II, below,

At no time has consumption of hamburger In the United States been higher.
With the advent of drive-ins, short-order restaurants, outdoor cooking and

I* Averap retail priew for 1966; Bur a o labor Statstes.
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similar modern living conveniences, per capita consumption of hamburger rose
from 29.8 pounds in 1968 to 33.8 pounds in 1966. Estimates of hamburger con-
sumption indicate a rise in total quantity from .4 billion pounds in 1963 to over
6.5 billion pounds last year.

Inflation, one of the stated causes of the cattlemen's outcries, is also a problem
facing the housewife and every other American, but the principal cause of the
cattlemen's present difficulties Is the fact that fed cattle producers have over-
produced, glutting the market and thereby depressing net return to the farmer.
If, as we have demonstrated, lean beef is made scarce through import restrictions,
the price of hamburgers and other processed products will go up at the corner
butcher store or the drive-in cafeteria, but the net to the farmer and cattle-
raiser will not Improve and could even go down due to a lesser utilization of fat
and trimmings.

Food products manufactured from domestic and Imported lean meats are al-
ready at a high level, as shown by Table VI on the following page. A cut in im-
ported meat would only serve to seriously aggravate rising price trends.

TABLE VI.-AVERAGE RETAIL PRICE COMPARISONS OF SELECTED MANUFACTURING BEEF PRODUCTS AND
TABLE CUTS

Cents per pounds

Year Hamburpr Frankfurters BolOna SaWaW Round steek Rib east

1957 ................. 42.0 56.5 ............ ............ 93.6 73.1
1958 ................. 52.9 64.8 ............ ............ 104.2 81.6
1959 ................. 54.9 64.0 ............ ............ 107.3 82.7
1960 ................. 52.4 62.3 ............ ............ 105.5 81.7
1961 ................. 51.2 63.1 ............ ............ 103.6 80.7
1962 ............... 52.1 63.3 ............ ............ 107.8 54.1
1963 ................. 51.3 6.2 . 106.4 83.7
1964 .................. i5 62.1 . 1.. 103.3 82.8
196S ................. 50.6 66.2 I 1.03 101.4 83.7
1966 ................. 54.2 72.3 95.0 1.13 110.7 93.2
July 1967 ............ 53.9 70.8 9.0 1.13 103.8 94.1

Source: U.S. Department o Labor, Bureau d1 LabW Statistics

III. VOLUME OF IMPORTED MEAT RESPONDS TO AMERICAN DEMAND AND CANNOT BE
RELATED TO CHRONIC OVE-SUPPLY OF CHOICE CUTS BROUGHT ABOUT BY INJUDICIOUS
RAISING AND FEEDING PRACICE IN THE UNMTE STATES

As shown above, table beef (generally synonymous with grain-fed beef) is pro-
duced In ever increasing amounts which exceed expanding demand. At the same
time, domestic manufacturing or processing meat is in shorter and shorter
supply.n Demand for manufactured products, on the other hand, has continued
to outpace domestic manufacturing beef supply plus imports, resulting In pre-
mium prices for manufacturing beef. This situation is largely of the American
cattlemen's own making since they have chosen to concentrate more and more
on producing grain-fed beef.

"Too Doggone Much" U.S. Bcel!
Imported boneless beef, the volume Item under Public Law 88-482, does not

directly affect prices and market conditions relating to high-priced table beef.
With respect to such domestic products, the cattlemen themselves have through
public statements and press releases conceded that they continually over-produce
grain-fed beef. Trade Journals and other publications have contained numerous
recent references to this overproduction. The June, 1967 issue of Peedlot Mags-
zine, at page 42, attributes the following remark to John EL Guthrie, president,
American National Cattlemen's Association:

"Our main problem Is we're producing too doggone much beef" I'

11 The principal source of domestic manufacturing beef is dairy cows, breading cows and
bulls that have outlived their usefulness. Due to scientiflc advances sueb as increased milk
yields from individual dairy cows, Increasin use of artical insemination and longer aver.
age cattle life, population of these animals haas not increased. In fact, dairy cow population
has declined over the last 15 years and buU population has held steady.

"See also the lend editorial on page 23 in the May 6, 1967 issue of the Natdoma
Proeu4oewr one of many sources reporting a campaign launched on April 21, 1967 by the
American Rational Cattlemen's Assciation (Market Development Committee) to establs
an "Industry-inspired guideline" aimed at cutting the national supply of beef by at leat
5%. The editorial characterized the issue facing the cattlemen as ow thbe industry
can get out from under the surfelting abundance that t s to bur It unlee supply
is brought into line with elective demand."
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lmporte Help AvoM Uhortqe of Meaufe"iWuv Mea"t 6" OMOOtW 0. Brv
V. PdOudols

Per capita consumption of all manufacturing beef has increased virtually with-
out Interruption since 1964, as jhown by Table VII, below. While domestic pro-
duction has risen, It has clearly not kept pace with rising demand. This trend
which, of course, covers the period since the present quota was established In
1984, as well as non-quota years prior thereto, Indicates that Imports are in-
dispensable as a supplement to domestic production If consumption needs are to
be fulfilled. We submit that the sharp rise in per capita consumption of manu-
facturing beef from an average of 14.3 pounds In 1960 to approximately 17.2
pounds in 1966 provides ample proof that normal Imports of this type of com-
modity are desirable and necessary.

TABLE VII.-SOURCE OF BEEF RAW MATERIAL FOR MANUFACTURING CONSUMPTION
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION (POUNDS PER CAPITA)

Domestic beef Imported Total mane-
boneless facturing

Year Boni Other I Total a bee consumption
came sources

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1954 ..................................... 13.2 (2.5) 10.7 0.1 10.8
1955 .................................... 14.0 (32) 10.8 .2 11.0
1956 ..................................... 13.6 (1.2 12.4 .2 12.6
1957 .................................. .. 3 ( 7 11.6 1.3
1958 .................................... & .9 11.0 2.0 13.0
1959 ..................................... 7.3 2.6 9.9 3.4 13.3
1960 ..................................... 7.9 3.8 11.7 2.6 14.3
1961 .................................... 7.0 3.4 10.4 3.6 14.0
1962 ................................ 7.2 1.1 8.3 5.8 14.1
1963 ................................ 6.3 1.5 7.8 6.5 14.3
1964 .................................... &7 2.4 11.1 4.6 15.7
1965 ..................................... 11.9 .5 12.4 3.6 16.0
1966 ................................... 11.4 !.0 12.4 4.8 17.2

CARCASS WEIGHT (MILLIONS OF POUNDS) I

1954 .................... ................ 2,102 (390) 1.712 13 1,725
1955 ..................................... 2,269 (6 1.763 29 1. 792
1956 ............................ 2 246 1 2.056 37 2.093
1957 ............................ 2.065 105) 1,960 112 2,072
1958 .............................. 1395 477 1,872 353 2,225
1959 .............................. 1,280 449 1,729 596 2.325
1960 ..................................... 1, 39 659 2.057 461 2,518
1961 ..................................... .1,253 622 1,875 64 2,524
1962 ..................................... ,328 213 1,541 1,054 2,595
1963 ..................................... 1,173 245 1,418 1,223 2, 641
1964 ..................................... 1,656 403 2,05 873 2,932
1965 .............................. 2,289 52 2.341 698 3 039
1966' ............................ 2,210 126 2, 336 937 3,273

1 Domestic supply of boning cattle exceeded consumption 1954 to 1957. Since 1958 deficit supplied from fatty trimming
from the preparation of primal cuts or portion controlled steaks, roasts, etc., plus the production of boless beef free
utility grade cattle.

I Preliminary.
I All statistics convreo where appropriate to carcass aquivalait

Source: Calculated from USDA and U.S. Department of Commerce statistics.

Prior to 1957 meat Imports were InfinitesimaL In 1968, Imports were twelve
times as large as In 195. It is clear that this dramatic Increase In imports was
caused by the sharp decline In domestic manufacturing beef supply In 1 58&

Despite increased Imports, total manufacturing beef supply was markedly
smaller in 1968 than in 1967, causing a sharp increase In prices for Utility and
Cutter grade cattle. During the same period, despite the rapid increase In Im-
ports, average Choice steer prices rose from $2383 In 1957 to $27.42 in 1958. This
price increase was the result of the fact that domestic table beef supply dropped
In 1967 and 1968.

In 1963 and 1964 domestic table beef supply jumped sharply upward, driving
steer prices down correspondingly. 1963, the year In which imports reached an
all-time high, was the year in which domestic manufacturing supply reached by
far the lowest point in recent history. Despite the size of Imports In 196, corn
bined Imported and domestic manufacturing beef supply was lower than in 19MD
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The Increase of Imports to a small but substantial level over the last decade

has been in direct response to continuing short supply of domestic manufacturing
beef. The Increase in Imports was caused by the short supply of domestic manu-

facturing beef, while price weakness for high-quality U.A. steers was caused by

overproduction of U.S. table beef.
It is thus evident that Imports supplement domestic supply as required by con-

sumer demand. Without imports to even out the erratic domestic production and

meet steadily rising consumer demand there would be serious and recurrent
shortages of manufacturing grade meat.

Imports stabilize total U.S. supply of manufacturing meat and thereby stabilize
prices of manufactured products to consumers. This Is demonstrated by Table

VIII, below. The Table shows Indices of average retail prices for hamburger and

INDICES OF AVERAGE RETAIL PRICES
OF SELECTED MEAT PRODUCTS AND

U.S. IMPORTS OF BONELESS BEEF, 1950-1966
PERCENT (1957-59:100)
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Sarce; OffiCoI Stotistics of the U.S. I@fotments of CoRmWmr &Wed Lobo
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round steak from 19WO through 1966, with 1957-59 as the base period. The chart
also shows amual imports of boneless beef. imports began to reach a substantial
level in 195S7. 'rior to this time, consumer prices for hainubrger were affected
by only one source of supply, I.e., domestic manufacturing beef production. While
the hamburger and round steak Indices followed like trends prior to 19'7. the
hamburger Index trends were far more exaggerated. With the stabilizing Indu-
ence of Imports after 1957. the two indices follow almost exactly the saine pattern
maintaining reasontuble price differentials between the two products.

CONCLUSION

In 1964 the cattlemen were successful in obtaining the enactment of Public Law
88-482. At no time sin(e enactment of the said law have imports reached the
maximum level whieh It is the declared policy of Congress to allow, much less
approached the quota trigger point. Imports make up a very small percentage of
trtal U.S. beef supply and Public Law 88-482 guarantees that they can never
represent more than a small percentage.

Having received :mch protection in 1964. the cattlemen's present request Is
extraordinary, indectd. It comes at a time when cattle prices are rising, when
demand is i nreasiniz. and when import- are. as the result of the normal fiter-
play of supply and demand In the marketplace, well below quota level under exist-
ing law.

For the fortegoing reasons, It is submitted that the imposition of new quotas
or other restrictions on the importation of meat and meat products into the United
State, would harm U.S. cattlemen and feeders, severely penalize consumers
through sharp price increases in low-cost wholesome food Items produced from
U.S. and imported manufacturing beef. would injure doimestie meat process,ors
and would bwnetit nio one. Imposition of new quotas on imlrted meat products
would be contra ry to the national Interests of our country.

APPE&DIx

MUAT IMPOT935' COUNCIL INC.

MEMBESHIP SOSTES
Allied Packers Co., Ltd..

100 Old York Road.
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 19040

American Consumer Industries, Inc.,
375 Park Avenue,
New York, New York 10022

Amtraco Commodity Corporation
2 Broadway,
New York. New York 10004
C F. Anderson Markets, Inc.,
420 South Avenue,
Whitman, Massachusetts 02382

Austracan (USA) Inc.,
855 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, New York 10001

Balfour, Guthrie & Co., Ltd.,
225 California Street,
San Francisco, California 94111

B.N.S. International Sales Corp.,
52 Broadway,
New York, New York 10004

Booth American Shipping Corp.,
17 Battery Place,
New York. New York

Booth Cold Storage Division Consolidated Foods Corporation.
2 North Riverside Plana,
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Thoq. Borthwlck & Sons (USA) Ltd.,
61 Broadway,
New York, New York 10006
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Boukouris & Co. Ltd.,
80 Broad Street,
New York, Now York 10004

Bernard Bowman Corporation,
14. East 42nd Street,
New York, New York 10017
Canada Packers,
in. Broadway,
New York. Now York 10004

Capri Importers & Trading Enterprises Inc.,
3273 Hubbard Street,
Detroit, Michigan 48210

Central Beef Company,
25 Broadway,
New York, New York 10004

Capri Importers & Trading Enterprises Inc.,
3273 Hubard Street,
Detroit, Michigan 48210

Central Beef Company,
2-'W5 Southhampton Street,
ltoxbury, Massachusetts 02119

Charleston Overseas Forwarders, Inc.,
400 Peoples Building,
P.O. Box 800,
Charelaton. South Carolina 29402

Chicago Dressed Beet Company,
2, Franklin Street,
Worcester, Massachusetts 01004

Columbus Line, Inc.,
26 Broadway,
New York, New York 1004

A. J. Cunningham Packing Corporation,
,8 Newmarket Square,
Boston, Masachusetts

Dalgety (USA) Inc.,
5901 N. Cicero Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 6064

Nicholas J. Defonte,
11 Broadway,
New York, New York 10004

Eugene A. Derba & Oo. Inc.,
130 Newmarket Square.
Boston, Massachusetts 02118

B. DeYoung Co., Inc.,
143T Gulf-To-Bay Blvd.,
Clearwater. Florida 33515

Ellertuan & Bueknall Steamship Co., Ltd.,
26 Beaver Street,
New York, New York 10004

A. J. Elliott Motor Trans., Inc.,
Room 8, Commonwealth Pier,
Pier No. 5.
Ikston, Massachusetts 02210

Erb Strapping Co., Inc.,
6W5 Washington Street,
New York, New York 10014

Farrell ines, Inc.,
1 Whitehall Street,
New York, New Yorr 10004

Furne, Withy & C0., UtL,
34 Whitehall Street.
New York, New York 10004

Garcia & Dias, Inc.,
25 Broadway#
New York, New York 10001
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Gulf Florida Terminal Co.,
Thirteenth & York Streets
Tampa, Florida

Gurrenta International Corporation,
200 South Craig Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.

Harborside Terminal Co., Inc., 34 Exchange Place, Jersey City, New Jersey 07302
Hill-N-Dale Meat Co., P.O. Box 61, Downingtown, Pennsylvania 19335
Intercontinental Meat Traders, Inc., 228 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois

60001
International Fisheries Trading Corp., 6986 N.W. 36th Avenue, Miami, Florida
International Packers, Ltd., 26 Broadway, New York, New York 10004
Kress-Dobkn Co., Inc., Parkway; P.O. Box 8539, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

15220
Levbak Trading Company, Inc., 200 21st Avenue; P.O. Box 3252, Seattle, Wash-

ington
Local & Western Shippers of Texas, Inc., 2131 Republic Natl. Bank Tower Bldg.,

Dallas, Texas 75201
Long Transportation Co., 3445 Paterson Plank Road, North Bergen, New Jersey
Manz Line Joint Service, 26 Beaver Street, New York 10004
Martin Packing Company, 49 Plane Street, Newark, New Jersey 0710"2
Meat Traders of California, 9015 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90211
A. J. Mills & Co., Inc., 342 Madison Avenue, New York, NevT York 10017
Milwaukee Import Co., Inc., 2900 Fourth Avenue South, Seattle, Washington

98134
Murphy, Cook Terminal Corporation, 506 Bourse Building, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania 19106
Ovimpex, Inc., 11 Park Place, New York, New York 10007
Packers Provision Company, 1256 Old Skokie Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
Pennsylvania Refrigerated Terminals, Inc., Delaware & Oregon Avenues, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania 19148
Port Labeling Corp., 424 Hudson Street; New York, New York 10014
Port Line, Ltd., 25 Broadway, New York, New York 10004
Port Newark Refrigerated Warehouse, Building 125, Tyler & Mohawk Streets,

Port Newark, New Jersey
G. A. Portello & Co., Inc., 2095 Jerrold Avenue, San Francisco, California 94124
Quick Fry Steak Co., Inc., P.O. Box 237, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
Quincy Market Cold Storage & Warehouse Co., 178 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,

Massachusetts 02110
S. & W. Imports, Inc., 3725 South Halstead Street; Chicago, Illinois 60609
B. Schwartz & Company, 2055 West Pershing Road, Chicago, Illinois 00600
Myron Synder, Inc., 332 Newbury Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
South Carolina State Ports Authority, P.O. Box 827, Charleston, South Carolina

29402
John EL. Staren Co., 120 South LaSalle Street, Room 1104, Chicago, Illinois 60603
John Thallon & Co., Inc., 50 Broad Street, New York, New York 10004
The Manhattan Refrigerating Co., 525 West Street, New York, New York 10014
The Tupman Thurlow Co., Inc., 155 East 44th Street, New York, New York 10017
Tobin Packing Co., Inc., 900 Maple Street. Rochester, New York 14611
Topel, Inc., 408 W. 14th Street, New York, New York 10014
Trugman-Nash, Inc., 105 Hudson Street, New York, New York 10013
Union Terminal Cold Storage Co., Inc., 12th & Provost Streets, Jersey City, New

Jersey
York International Exchange Corporation, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New

York 10017
Ziel & Co., Inc., 280 California Street, San Francisco, California 94111

The CHAiunu. All right, Mr. Gibson.

STATT.ME NT OP KAVIN GIBSON, REPrESEN G TIE CN
MEAT IXPOETEES ASSOCIATION'

Mr. GHmoN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, andhonorable members of the Senate Finance Com-

niittee, I am Marvin Gibson. I represent the Canned Meat Importers'
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Association. I might also say that I am a native-born American citizen
presently residing in Argentina.

As senior vice president of International Packers, Ltd., a U.S.-owned
corporation, I direct our company's Argentine operations. Our com-
pany ig and has been for many years a major factor in the Argentine
meat processing industry. We are doing our best to carry abroad the
American trade flag in South America, and elsewhere in the free
world.

As spokesman for the Canned Meat Importers' Association, I will
show why quota restrictions should not be extended for the first time
to the various classes of beef imported from South America, all of
which are canned, preserved, or cooked prior to importation.

These inipui'ts rp resent less than six-tenths, of 1 percent of the do-
mestic beef and veal consumption or 120 million pounds out of a total
of 21 billion pounds of domestic consumption. TIe products in ues-
tion are covered by Tariff Schedule items 107.40, 107.45, 107.50, 10 .55,
and 107.6040.

These items consist of various classes of beef, all of which are
canned, preserved, or cooked prior to importation. 95 percent of our
imports of such items originate in Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay.

Quantitative restrictions should not be imposed on such tariff items
for the following reasons: I

1. Beef products imported from Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and
Uruguay, which consist almost exclusively of canned anid cooked
frozen beef, are not produced commercially in the United States.

2. These products do not displace the sale of domestic beef since
they are manufactured from the grades of manufacturing beef in shortsupply and in growing demand in the United States. Manufacturing
beef is in short supply because domestic meatpackers have diverted
production to table beef and because of the declme in our dairy cattle
population.

3. The imposition of quotas on these products would cause special
injury to lower income consumers. Canned corned beef and frozen
dinner feed processors depend upon South American imports for their
very survival.

4. The imposition of quota restrictions on these products would run
directly counter to the announced trade policies of the United States,
especially as they apply to Latin America.

In sum, such quotas could only injure domestic producers and
lower income consumers and needlessly impair our trade relations
with no counterweighing encfits to domestic cattle producers.

I am filing a statement in support of this position. I thank you.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF THe CANNED MEAT IMPORTERS' AssociAnoN, IN OPPsONIToN T1E
IMPOSrTION Or QUOTA RTworfONs ON SOUTH AMERICAN BEEF, TAwrF
ScHEDULE ITOE 107.40, 107.45, 107.50, 10755, AND 107.6040, PESE TM 3y
M& Maavzm Go

SUMMARY

Quota restrictions should not be extended to Tariff schedule Items 10740.
107.45, 107.50, 10.55 and 107.600. These items consist of various class" of beef
all of which are canned, preserved or cooked prior to importation. Ninety-Jfve
per cent of our imports of such Items originate in Argentina, Brafl, Paraguay
and Uruguay.

8-468--67--pt. S--
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Quantitative restrictions should not be Imposed on such Tariff Items for the
following reasons:

I. Beef products Imported from Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay,
which consist almost exclusively of canned and cooked frozen beef, are not
produced commercially in the United States.

II. These products do not displace bales of domestic beef since they are
manufactured from grades of beef in short supply and in growing demand
In the United States.

III. The Imposition of quotas on these products would cause special in-
Jury to lower income consumers.

IV. The impositoin of quota restrictions on these products would run di-
rectly counter to the announced trade policies of the United States, especially
as they apply to Latin America.

In sum, such quotas could only injure domestic processors and lower Income
consumers and needlessly Impair our trade relations, with no countervailing
benefit to domestic cattle producers.

STATEMENT OF THE CANNED MEAT IMPoRTEs' ASSOCIATION IN OPPOSiTION To THE
IMPOSITION or QUOTA RESTRICTIONS ON SOUTH Amrwucui Bzw

Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of the Senate Finance Commitee:
I am Mr. Marvin Gibson; I represent The Canned Meat Importers' Association.
I might also say that I am a native-born American citizen, presently residing

temporarily In the Argentine. As Senior Vice President of International Packers
Ltd., a U.S. owned corporation, I direct our company's Argentine operations.
Our company is and has been for many years a major factor in the Argentine
meat processing industry. We are doing our best to carry abroad the American
trade flag in South America and elsewhere in the free world.

As spokesman for The Canned Meat Importers' Association, I will show why
quota restrictions should not be extended for the first time to the various classes
of beef imported from South America, all of which are canned, preserved, or
cooked prior to importation. These imports represent less than 6/10ths of 1%
of domestic beef and veal consumption, or 120 million pounds out of a total of 21
billion pounds of domestic consumption."

The products in question are covered by Tariff Schedule Items 107.40, 107.45,
107.50,107.55 and 107.6040.

Percent of
Tariff beef imports

schedule Tariff description General description Uses is United States from South
itema America in

1966

107.50.......Bet prepared or pre- Canned beef, principally Retail sales; also used by 74.48
served in airtight corned beef. U.S. producers in
containers corned beef hash.

107.55 ........ )Other beet and veal: pro- Cooked frozen beef ....... Processed by U.S. pro- 2S.39
107.6040 ...... 1 pared and processed ducers Into frozen

dinners, frozen meatWie, soups, StOL
107.40... iCured or pickled beef and Dried beef, e .......... RaInsiS ............... 13
107.45....... vIaL

'1966 TSUSA Imports (Bureau of the Census), table I. Sapp. 2. None of the listed classifications apply to beef sausages,
canned or otherwise. This statment ke limited to a discussion of beef imports from South America, ae veal imports are

Approximately 96% of all imports under these Tariff Schedule Items orig-
inate in Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. These are the only Items
under which beef and beef products can be Imported from South America.

The justice of the Association's position can be stated very briefly:
(1) Beef products Imported from Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uru-

guay, which conait almost exclusively of canned and cooked frozen beef, are
not produced commercially in the United States.

(2) These products do not displace the sale of domestic beef since they
are manufactured from grade of beef I& short supply and In growing de-
mand In the United States.

'196? Agricultural Statistics (USDA), Table 528. O Appendlx 1.
s 1966 TSUSA Imports (Bureeu of the Census), Table 1.See Appendix 2.
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(8) The Imposition of quota restrictions on these products would cause

special Injury to lower income consumers.
(4) The imposition of quota restrictions on thee products would run

directly counter to the announced trade policies of the United States, espe-
caljy as they apply to Latin America.

I. Beet Products Imported Prom Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Urugsj Are
Not Produced Oommeroally in the United States

None of the beef products Imported from South America which we are dis-
cussing are commercially produced In the United States. There Is, therefore no
domestic product to be protected by the imposition of quotas.

Canned Corned Beef Is the single largest item, accounting for 75% of these
imports, and South America Is virtualy our sole source of supply.' It is highly
nutritious, versatile and economical, and for good reason is a standard ready-
to-eat favorite particularly among lower-income families, whether for consump-
tion at home or at work in the factory or field.

Domestic processors use Canned Corned Beef as a basic Ingredient In the
manufacture of Canned Corned Beef Hash, long a favorite dish, of Americans,
children and adults alike. Corned Beef Hash Is an important item in the menus
of schools, restaurants, hospitals and many other charitable institutions.

Cooked Frozen Beef accounts for virtually all the balance of the beef imports
from South America. It has long played an important role in the domestic pro-
duction of soups and has in the past three years become increasingly important
to the growing frozen food Industry in products such as Dinners and Pies.

In summary, United States manufacturers of Canned Corned Beef Hash,
Frozen Beef Dinners, Beef Pies and other similar products have become de-
pendent upon the South American beef imports because this type of beef is not
available In sufficient quantities from the domestic Industry.

To impose quotas on these imports does not protect any domestic production.
but simply denies American consumers and food processors basic commodities
upon which they depend. Any such quota would cause market disruption and
lead to underemployment of workers In these domestic industries and tend to
cause economic waste in American capital investment, both In the United States
and South America, in the productive facilities engaged in the manufacture of
these basic commodities.
IL Theae Products Do Not Displace aloe of Domestio Beef Siae TheV Are

Maowfactured From Grades of Beef in Short Supply in the United States
Production of beef is in general divided into two basic categories, "table beef"

and "manufacturing beef". "Table beef" derived from feed lot (grain-fed)
cattle, is the well-marbled beef that goes to the family table and restaurants.

As a result of our growing population and higher income, the production of
feed lot table beef has Increased from 9.6 billion to 15.4 billion pounds from
1956 to 196O, an increase of 60%. Despite this Increased production, the average
price for choice steers has increased over the same period from $22.80 to $8.29,
an increase of 18%

The beef products imported from South America are produced with leaner
grass-fed beef, that is, the "manufacturing" type. These products have found a
place in the United States market as a result not of price competition but of a
domestic demand for manufacturing beef that by far exceeds the supply offered
by the domestic industry which has diverted Its own production from manufac-
turing beef to feed lot beef, a more profitable outlet for Its weaner calves.

The decline in the production of manufacturing beef (cows and bulls) in the
United States ;s also attributable to two additional factors:

(1) The decline In dairy herds because of increased production of the
average dairy cow as a result of advances in technology and

(2) The relative stability in the herds of bulls, which reflects the Increase
In the use of artificial Insemination.

This decline in the domestic production of manufacturing beef has taken place
at a time when the consumers' demand for it has increased drastically, which

In5 1966 approximately one half at one Percent of such imports cam from areas otherthan Soutb America. Data from 195 TBSUA Irports (Bureu of the Consus), Table 1.See Appendll 2. •
a"'19VAgricultural Statistics (USDA), Table 464. lee Appeadix & Dt relation to production frr~ 1956 to'l Is51 from the United Stats Tariff Commmlsslom report, "lBw adbeef Products"., TC, PWbllcattons 128 (JIM ,) 'r Data- ft subeequeft years supplied by

the Tarif Commission.
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demand has been refltetad In the conatiually rising prc, of mautifaeturinrif.
The declining suppliiy In doniestic manufacturing b44flute beena grapbivaity tie*

m'ribud by Dr. De~iffl. President of tho American Mtat Instittt:
In, IIM when our population was 1138 million VvrsooiK we had a uiwtae t'1i1

put of 4.5 billion pounds of cow and bull beof (li., manufacturiung beefl. Thia
ainolntetl to I7 lotund. petr caita, lin 1104, with a ioiulation it 1W Jm) illion gwot-

pit', wo had a domestic production of 2.8 billion pounds oft cow and bull meal-
or 14 jkiounilm per capita-almost a 50 Ixbr cent deelint' on a pier enjita b01s11. HI-11~
with 1.5 billion 1%ourni of maitu fact uring-typo bWe impoirted lant yeur, we still
had an aggrelgate spiply (tlonietite phamn iulortod) 4.3 billion pounds It-as than
the aggregate lin 1138-and 15 la'r cent lesa ler piervon of tur potpulation . . ." 0

floaneetti mnu1factutring bWet prodluction In 11141$ had still not atltiuai tho
lev'el tif production lit 1iKWI andi continued to 1e a'alatilbe ouly on a cyelical luutis.
contrary to the needas1 of foot linpreitaors'
111. The Imnpouition. of Quota Rt'.tretileaa a, Thee Prod wut WouldI Ca use

Speit'tilInjury to LoNt Jn('cim osewnuere
Quota reatrietiota onl Souath Auierlcon beeft would ntot, linetlt 01 hoult-sI Ac

beef ('utle Industry, which is inaaible of nivet Ai tho denanod for initnufa4,t tiring
tacit. Thety wtoultd tati'Ot tilt ciansute ivia ciu least, tifort to, INIy the prive of
such reattrietiont. A vibmuer wiho cannot buy UaIInI Oorwd lifof veriiaaly
will 110t buty ateak.

tioued lkeef hash,~ Yriatn Vitinears, Frozen Meoat IM ou. watlli1 lirt~iuts
foar w~hititauonestk' limaceewiorm utilize bMouth Anierienit bevti4so NtJtllitt fixod
whit-h tottrilaito itIlautwtt tiet tit tivihloay porie&a 'lTo rvittrict iatkrta of a
liaxjle voaaauolty tuv4l in the wit uhturt' of ths imittlutst will no~t fiartite
tho intetrests of lotetiit cattle raisers who tader no counpetmblt' alklstitut. Thle
tvaislttlt'r who ca 'il tistt atfford It, ith it itt'rn.1 of initoit and nutrition, stittid
nlot be,' required WA n5.t41umo a burden which swrveas not purpiove.
11'. The,' Inipusiliome of Quota fRestrietranot ot?'Aes' Prudut* WIoueld Rtun, flirwetl

('oispielrr to) the Aeenounccul 'reatte Pnlidce (if the, Uanited Statcot, Iaspetitilly
(is They Apply to Latin Amewrica

het Un'ited't Stait' litam long t'iatount Me et-'ollttt. detvtetpitiettt oif T41th
Autrivit t vitltied lit tit revvnt UA'i'i Ot'au'ra Agrca.'nent twit Tradle and
Tiairls) uacenaint its aind lit the OAS (tOrgauivltion of Amucrleti titt ta) ati
tho Alliance eAor 1'roatra'ss. Nven the 8et-urity of the 11nitetil Staitt'taund( the W~estrrn
lIfeubjahere im deitt'utdenit 11iton ectanolo\' (eliaablt of Mubetaatil growth whiilte
eontringI11 mimi tion.'

At (~hoeclime of the. 1111(11 titel Eist') cORAtere'nc e 1 Peslienta oftit h itt'uathir
otittetm of the O)AS, liteluiltg I'reide'lnt Johniioaa, agred "to refrain fromu intro-.
dutchi or iunaslzg tariff or neaaaaritt barrier. tWlut alfftect v'xjaorts of tiev'ieai..
hag mietntrio.,, taking ttirlti) lo-uta, tilt iatcretM t N o tiut Ankerhe'a". In itililitba
the Prensith'uts eot the aemdwr states jnidpei ",to linivitle huict'tiveo land ititka
availall financial rt'eitin'ex fur tue iadutrialisalt en of aticlultunti plaetikilau
e'slieialhl1y trgh. .the ibrmmotionu of e'xjKorts oit Iroe.'ai* agricultural

lh ilatrtaittion ea N tilat istitiotan onPIlnaltoa of itit over IXY;"',
tot wltitl tar itniatr14td from11 V4.tt Ametrica would indicated N tmlaltt nbr't'es
of this piolicv, which wait otmoolttd its ret'et'ty as April UNIT?. Near would thereb
be anky logice In reducing taiffs' on CON'tami Of 4h9 nmat eliasflcationam which an-

*1 Thi' average damestic price, for' niantito-tu ring tb"4 rohtiiarnialoo to the, grades limiattoulfrom Houth America were considerably 1higher In 1966 than" 1n 105i6: prices in1Croed 50d%'
t'uiiygande beet steers anid 44% (tar commercial cows. 196T Agricultural Statistic.(USA). Ta 1*t 464. gee Appendix 3.

* IRI -nh doliverrel by D~r. Deorail on March 8th, 1964 botfi,. the 16ith National L.ivestockConerpee In J)anaha, Nebrasa, as rewatrted InJ. RuPesll Iye.. "IWvei'stook anti Meoat &eon-omy of the Uynited states, P. 161-162 (American Meat IniptitUte Center of Contiuinga
Idieuation, 1966).

' Data relating to protductioRq from 105f9 to 1,68 Is trots the United states 'lanEj Corn.
vision report, 'lteef and BWe Produacts. T.C. Publications It1 (Jmk## 1W4 at osubsequent years supplies b h Tarif Commission. See Appendix5) at o*A recent study mrear or the Hub.('onrnittee on American R'epublics Affairs of theCommittee, on Fohreign itelatlens of the United States Benate bag examned the serousnessof Inflation in Latin America, anid found that proper trade pofliiee can aid In the* solutionof this problem. "Study of the Alliance for Progrees infation in Latin Anoerts" (Stet.her 2(1, 196?) pestso.

0 "Dorlaratlon of the Presidents of America", sections III a and IV T 4tApA~24 196T1fnblskee In The Departniats t state 11110"i Vel. LY I. WaWy pp We:K
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the subject of this Statement (its In fact will be done by virtue of the June 190?
negotiations on GATT) If at the sane tim we are to impose a quota on iutn a
tif the identical products.

Iroiu the poit of view of forein trade rather than aid, It is clearly advan-
tagoous .or the United States to encourage private Investment in the countries
of 8t'ath Amerca rather than to make additional outright grant. Yet, when the
toituntriet in question do not ask for foreign aid dollars but only request a chance
Io mpnxete4e frnely In the United State* market, if the United Btat. adopted
the pn)rIpWl quotas it would detmy them free niaw, to its markets and reverse
Its traditional iKolIlon of eicouraglig oelf-help and private invetment rather
than foreign aid.

In each of Argentina, lirazil. Paraguay and Uruguay, the cattle business
plays a significant role in the national tonomy.

These countries have been encouraged to make substantial investments in
uipment and moderization of plants to process beef to meet. the requirements
the United States Government. The curtailment of the present exports of

beef from these countries would run directly counter to trade policies the
United States has long encouraged and would result in a serious blow to their
economles.

The imposition of quotas on beet imports from theme South American count.
tries would cast a dark shadow on South American trade relations. At the very
least, the Imposition of such quotas would result In the curtailment of United
States exports to these South American countries.

Canned and cooked beef, which as expressed before are not produced com-
mercially in the United States and therefore do not displace domestic products
have never been under quota. The beef products included in the tariff classilca.
tons under discussion are the traditional beef ex orts from South America to
this country and are the only beef products which South American countries
may sell to the United States.

For ill of the foregoing reasons, The Canned Mtat Importers' Association
respetfully urges that no quota restrictions be placed on the treated meats im.
ported into this country tinder Tariff Schedule Item Clax.4fiations 107.40, 1OT.4,
107.50, 10T.5 and 107.1040. Such quotas could only injure domestic processors
and lower income consumers, and needilossly impair our trade relations with no
countervailing benefit to domstie cattle producers.

Let me make a few personal observations. Our Association ham full faith In
the future of the South American countries. I can attest first-hand that Argentina
is a stalwart Iamston of the private enterprise system. That nation has under.
gone many economic and political problems over recent years. Now, however,
it Is doing all within its power to regain full economic stability.

The governments of these South American Ittepublies and their people have full
faith In the word and undertakings of the United States Government. Anything
that would serve to undermine that faith and their efforts to find a soild
e-conomle foundation could prove far more disastrous to the private enterprise
system than any Inroads of Castro or Red China.

Submitted by The Canned Meat Importers' Association.
International Packers. Ltd., Chicago, Illinois
The Tuiman Thurlow Co., Inc., New York, New York
Transinundo Company. Inc., New York, New York
Ilygrade Food Products Corp., Detroit, Michigan
Samp o Inc., Chicago, Illinois
Red iJne Commercial Co., Inc., New York, New York
CAP. Sales Corp., New York, New York
Berns & Koppatein Inc., New York New York
International Products Corp., Washington, D.C.
Charles A. Sayous Inc., New York, New York
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APPENDIX I
CATTLE. HOGS, AND SHEEP, 167.-MEATS AND LAND: PRODUCTION AND CIVILIAN CONSUMPTION.

UNITED STATES, 190.6

ld Vol Lamb and motio

Produe- CWM 0 Produc- Ch Produc-- Consumption

um TOtM Pe tim . Total Per li Tol Per

Million Million Million Million Million Million
Pods @41 P p pous pPou spuds pounds Pounds

74.2 660 660 7.3 608 606 6.7
1910 ............ ,.647 50 70.4 667 667 7.2 587 596 6.
1911............6,549 6426 68. 66 6s 7.1 69 690 7.3
1912............6,234 6,153 64.6 662 662 5.9 735 729 7.7
1913-----------.. 6182 f,157 6.3.3 606 609 6.3 706 701 7.2
1914............6,017 6,144 62.0 569 572 5.8 693 706 7.1
1915 ........... 6075 56.4 690 591 5.9 605 612 6.1
1916 ........... 6,460 6,003 513 655 656 6.4 565 59 5.6
1917 ............ ,,239 6.,687 64.7 744 745 7.2 463 463 4.5
191$6........... 7,726 7,167 68.5 760 761 7.3 506 499 4.11919 ............ 6,756 6,462 61.5 819 624 7.6 590 596 5.7
120 ........... 6,306 6,293 59.1 642 652 6.0 53 578 5.4
1921 ........... 6,022 6.024 55.S 820 824 7.6 638 662 6.1
122 ........... 6,58 6,503 59.1 85 85$ 7.6 553 56S 5.1
1923 ........... .721 6,671 59.6 916 91. 6.2 56 592 5.3
1324 ............ 6,77 6,786 59.5 972 977 8.6 507 596 5.2
1925 ........... 6,876 6m 59.s 989 93 8. 603 605 5.21926 ........... ,069 7,074 60. 955 95 12 639 637 5.4
17 ............ 639 6,484 54.5 867 675 7.4 629 631 5.3
192 ............ 5,771 5,872 48.7 773 781 6.5 663 662 5.5
1929 ........... 5.871 ,1048 49.7 761 766 6.3 682 666 5.6
1930 ........... 5.917 6,021 4.9 792 794 . 4 85 824 6.7
1931 ........... 6009 6,025 48.6 623 824 6.6 65 an 7.1
1932 ........... 789 5,830 46.7 822 822 .6 814 82 7.1
193 ........... 6,440 6,469 51.5 691 891 7.1 852 849 6.8
1934 ........... 8,345 6,066 63.6 1,246 1,182 9.4 851 798 6.3
1935 ........... 1, 606 6,770 5.2 1,023 1,067 15 8077 923 7.3
1936 ........... 7, 358 7,742 60.5 1,075 1.5 1 4 854 9 6.5
1937 ........... 6.79 7,107 5.2 1,106 1,108 16 52 857 6.6
1938 ............ 7,056 54.4 94 994 7.6 897 894 6.9
1939 ............ ,01 7,159 54.7 991 "1 1 7.6 82 6 6.6
1940 ........... ,175 7,257 54.9 981 981 7.4 876 873 6.6
1941 ............ 8,082 8,021 60.9 1,036 1,005 7.6 923 901 6.8
1942 ............ 8,843 8,049 61.2 1.151 1,084 8.2 1,042 950 7.2
193 ............ 8,571 6861 53.3 1,167 1,059 .2 1,104 830 6.4
1954 ............ 9,112 7,146 55.6 1.738 1.584 12.4 1.024 857 6.7
1945 ............ 10,276 7,665 59.4 1,664 1.534 11.9 1,054 943 7.3
1946 ............ .,373 ,533 61.6 1,443 1.384 10.0 968 923 6.7
1947 ............ 10.432 9,916 69.6 1,605 1.545 10.8 79 762 5.3
1948 ........... ,.075 9,163 1. 1,423 1,384 3.5 747 733 5.1

9 ............ 1439 9,439 63. 1,334 1,310 1.9 603 609 4.1
1950 ............ 534 9.529 63.4 1,230 1,206 6.0 597 596 4.0
1951 ........... . 837 8,472 56 1 1,059 1.003 66 521 517 3.4
1952 ............ 3,650 9,548 62.2 1,169 1,099 7.2 648 640 4.2
1953...........12,407 12,113 77.6 1,546 1,485 .5 729 735 4.7
1954 .......... 12,963 12. 743 80.1 1647 1591 1.0 734 730 4.6
1955.......... 13,569 13,313 82.0 1,576 1.531 3.4 756 153 4.6
1956 ............ 14, 462 14,121 .4 1,632 1,572 3.5 741 735 4.5
1957............ 14,202 14,242 84.6 1526 1.481 & 8 707 709 4.2
1956 ........... 13,.330 13.786 80.5 1,166 1,150 6.7 688 719 4.2
1959 .......... 13,5810 14,202 61.4 1,020 990 5.7 736 830 4.8
1960 ........... 14.728 15,122 85.2 1.109 1,093 .2 768 852 4.8
1961............15S,300 15,875 881. 0 1,044 1,021 5.7 832 923 5.1
1962............ 15,298 16,300 33.1 1.015 1.003 5.5 m0 949 5.2
1963............ 16,428 17,577 94.6 929 913 4.3 770 906 4.9
1964 ........... 16,429 16,879 100.1 1,013 990 5.3 715 795 4.2
1965 ........... 16,699 19,032 99.6 1,020 992 5.2 651 716 3.8
1966............ 13,694 20.106 10381 910 al 45. 650 771 4. a
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TABLE I.--COMMOOiTY BY COUNTRY, US. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, CALENDAR YEAR 1966

TSUSA ambe and Nomed- ,Net qtity Va"e ISA m and OWm0e01 N010o-N#110 Value
IV. m aO. OWN AIMAq w/D VB o 8111 ad u dollars )

SCHEDULE 1. ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTS

1068000-Ed i meet ofal
fresh ckid, or f roz,,
ant ove 20 cents per
pound:

Can ...............
Mexico ...............
Guat emaal ............
Honduras .............Noca ............cot ia.............
Haiti.
Gaza St r .

Total. .............

106W5d0-Ediblo meat offal.
fresh chilled, or frozen,
ovw 2o cens per pound:
Canada ................
Mexico ................
Guateala ..............
Hond uras.... .....
Ni. .
Aust r aiia .............

New Zealand ...........
0 Pw A...............

Tota t ................

1071000--Fres perk

JUPS .................

TOW ...............

1071500.-Pork sausage
except fresh:

Candy a d ................
Argentin ..............
Denmark ..............
Netherlands ............
West Go r ..........
Austria ................
Spain .................
Italy ..................
Yugoslavia .............
OtlW =Wntries .........

Total ................

1072000-Sausages, beef, l
Otim onies:
B razl ...........
P a ..............
Ur gu ay..... ......
Ar nt n ..............
De e m er..........
Ote ouarkis. ........

T o ................

419,636 6',250
152,105 14964
26,233 3,478
41,836 152

131.681 13N
13,752 174
17,300 ,407
56,000 6725

112,000 13,451

970,547 130.995

1.181,598 38 428
16,319 4,766
6,807 2,006

65,146 23,684
9,003 2,656

56,315 16,503
183,660 87,530
811,773 414,708

6,600 4,335

2,361,241 944,617
-czo

339, S0
3,024

342,824

183,529
1,663

185192

491,664 457,125
46, 77 19,164

503,705 284,712
71,642 66875
6167 4,223

10,525 11,919
9,131 10,296

1,19,482 1,033,124
2,160 1,404
1,050 796

2,334.725 1,618
- -owg

57,446
7z,

1.9%6723
1,048.217

6,900
350

3,183, 636

26,656
26,300

413, 712
350,015

31491
507

824,685

1072520--Beefeocep ia ai,tNlt con-
tainers:
Now........u..........

U ruay ...............
Denmrk ..............
Notler lands ............
West e ny.
Othw countries .........
TOW ................

1072540--Sausag except
pork and beef sausage:

Cang a ................
Bra .................
Swed e ................
Nom y ................
Denmark ..............
Netherlands. ...........

EsGemy...u...,.

Aus .................
Poland ..............
Ital ................

Oil ..............

1073020-Pork haa.s and
shude= premered or
preserved except boned,

cooked, and ceneed:
Canada .................
Denmark..............

France .................

West Gomany ...........
Switlerland..........
Italy ... ..........
Australia ...........
Otw countries ..........

Tal .................

07300-BaCon. Prepared or
,rsv o m ok

Canada .................
De rk. ..............
Ireland .................
Yulosavi ..............
Grec .................
Turkey .................
Leda ................

Othw county .........

TOMl .................

16,49O 61781
u 4,0 11,300
44,114 24,894
65,756 46,790

7,132 5,167
2,500 750

190,001 95,690

34,27 28, 074
2,on 431

7,750 3,623
1014 1,021

1. 021

5, 395,751 2,60w,36
I0,662 12,355
1 505 381

" 326,3 23, 783
1,60 1,209

11,50 13,74
7,205 2,844

134, 92 14, 520
2,173 1,915

5,95063 3,131,281

1,2,4275 650,770
36,610 30,763
2,62 1,293
6046 66323
1,20 3,024

176,611 24046
1,456 2,632

2,054 471,284
3. 62 3,101

230 620

1.606.211 1, 0, UI

3,155, 3,301,721
,600 1,327

174,6111 104,948
5,513 230S

15, 541 17,99

1431 506
420 1,05

3.403,177 3,466711
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APPENDIX 2-Ceetae

TABLE I.-COMMODITY BY COUNTRY, U.S IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, CALENDAR YEAR 13W-Cm.

TSUSA number and commed.. Net quaft Value TSUSA nube a o md Net010 quaf

onrflfV -o "ao (do) " :49m". and (Pmvd
Value

SCHEDULE 1. ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTS

1073060-Pork, not spe.If-
cally provided for, pre-

cmnned:
Canada ................
Denmark ..............
West Germany ..........
Italy ..................
Australia ..............

Total. ...............

1073520-Pork hams and
shoulders, boned, cooked
and in airtight containers:

Canada ................
Salvador ...............
Sweden ................
Finland ................
Denmark ..............
United Kingdom ........
Netherlands ...........
Belgium ...............
France ................
West Germany ..........
East Germany ..........
Czechoslovakia .........
Hungary..........
Switzerland .........
Poland ................
Spain .................
Portugal ...............
Italy ..................
Yugoslavia .............
Turkey ................
Japan .................
Libya ..................
Other countries .........

Total ................

1073540-Pork bacon boned
and cooked and packed in
airtight containers:

Canada ................
Denmark ..............
Ireland ................
Netherlands ............
West Germany ..........
Poland ................
Yugoslavia .............

Total ................

1073560-Pork not elsewhere
specified, boned and
cooked and packed In air-
tight containers:

Canada ................
Salvador ..............
Sweden ................
Denmark ..............
Netherlands ............
West Germany .........
Czechoslovakia .........
Hungary ...............
Poland ................
Portugal ...............
Italy ..................
YupSavi .............
Pokistan ...............'I"y$ ..................

TOWa ................

338,423 1. 508
5.131 1,83
11,967 116,114
28.394 37.511
5.591 34.602

389,506 279.574

2,450,851 2,351.983
21,800 17,137
19,661 16,210
27,540 1 ,648

87, 72 479 6 '2,687
79,350 5,239

59.19, i 43,586,259
33,123 19, 857

5,80 5984
1,2833 1,069,697

69,180 57,578
1, 672,36 987,298

4 800 3,249
862 1.792

31,879, 023 27,896,931
6,474 5,613

71,856 51,021
21,981 31,986

6,596.690 4,661,932
5,273 3. 995

48.190 29,261
36,465 25,210

656 605

198,230,922 150,724,172

26,132 19,306
16,321.191 1,232 752

1,775 1,138
611.743 340.063
199.997 120,332
65,194 51,4188519
2.226 1552

17,248,256 8,766,561

6.472 5. 805
14,400 3,547
18, 777 6, 095

12,373 551 4,475,301
5,114901 1,777.449

117,612 40,165
320 213.479
800 3.677

12643.41 3:42979
5,220 $,813
3.441 6,595

2,130,528 1,422,823
9,600 5,341

10,680 7,600

32,811.718 16, 114,86
-00=0M -11100

107450-Bed or veal
pickled or cured, valued
over 30 cents per pound:

Canada....
Mexico .... .
Guatemala .......
Nicaragua ........
Haiti ..................
Brazil .................
Argentina ..............
Denmark ..............
Switerland ............

To t ................

1075000-Bee, except
sausage, prepared or pre
served in airtight containers:

Canada ................
Bolivia ................
Chile ..................
Brazil .................
Poraluay ............
Uruguay .............
Argentina ..............
Norway ................
Denmark ..............
United Kingdom ........
Ireland ..........
Netherlands ......
West Germany..........
Czecholovakia .........
Poland ................
Malaysia ...............
Japan ...........
Australia .........
Other countries ........

Total ................

1075500-Beef. veal, prepared
or preserved, not specifically
provided for, valued not
over 30 cents per pound:

Canada ................
Other countries .........

Total ................

1076020-Bef and veal pre-
pared, not preserved, except
foen, valued over 30
cents per pound:

Canada ................
Nicragua ..............
Argentina .............
Australia .............
New Zealand ...........
Other countries .........

Total ................

1076040-Bee and veal,
preserved, except frozen,
valued over 30 cents p
pound:

Canada ..........
Brazil ...........
Argentina ..............
Denmark ..............
France...........
Australi .........
Other counter .........

Totl ................

11,361 17,761
3,872 5,121

59,050 3.430
112.150 76,657
137,419 78,323
110,230 57,100
41,787 20,893
16, 422 6,679
3.460 7,012

495,751 304.976

102, 07659,544
3,675

14,017.234
14,056.691
8,947,274

52.824, 642
4,320
9,000
6,736
27, 720
18,000

2,100
44,974
62,24
71,850
38,685
78,444
1.303

90,39, 092

30,000
700

30,700

1,609,65,!
5,378

3,730.624
271,082
68,394

342

5,685,473

62,6461 5,763
1,662

5,131,125
5,530,566
3,0711,496

20,756,189
1,087
2.853
3,738
10, 025
5,400
1,515

16,386
29, 511
25,588
20,151
37, 205

1,247

34,731,163

2,850
644

3,494

701,576
5,486

1,985,133
121,126
53.,387256

2,866,966

72,99 3014
4,113,262 2,37.206
22,812,647 12,688731

80,150 22.462
1,947 1.762

3,3&39,306 1, 564,067
,114 1,86

30,403,394 1411,692,125
- -I I
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APPENDIX 2-Continued

TABLE I.--COMMODITY BY COUNTRY, U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION. CALENDAR YEAR 1966--Con.

Ii~Anube ed om od.Nt uantity V"le TSUSA nviu and camm- Nt q-- Value
Ity, unit of 7 a llty. & (pnds) (dollars) NY. unit of quantity, n onds) (dollars)
conty fwiinIcountry of ein

SCHEDULE 1. ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTS

1076500-Frot meat, p
pared or preserved:

Japan (total) .......

1077000--Meat and edible
offal, not elsewhere
specdied. prepared or
preserved, not over 30
cents per pound:

Canada ................
Mexico ................
Norway ................
Denmark .........
Netherlands ............
Poland...............
Other countries ........

Total ................

1077500--Mt and edible
offal, not elsewhere
specified, prepared or
preserved, not over 30
cents per pound:

Canada ................
Mexico ................
Jamaica.............
Dominian Republic.....
Uruguay ...............
Argentina ..............
Sweden ................
Norway ................
Denmark.........
United Kingdom ........
Netherlands ............
Belgium ...............
France ................
West Germany ..........
East Germany ..........
Switzerland ............
Poland ................
Turkey ...............
Hong Kong .............
Japan .................
Australia ..............
New Zealand...........
British West Pacific

Islands ..............

Total ................

1078000-Meat extract,
including fluid:

Canada .................
Brazil ..................
Paraguay ...............
Uruguay ................
Argentina ...............
Denmark ...............
Netherlands .............
Australia ................
New Zealand ............
Other countries........

TOW .................

l101005-Smelts, fresh chilled
or froen but not othewis

Canada..............
BraIL .................
Italy ...................
Japn ..................

13. 397 17. 21

27.180
7, 550
8,820

2,766,604
36,000

256,860
9,657

3.112.671

37,515
8,560
3.900
3,761

26.532
158,567
81.585
68,32112,415, 846

1,:514
7,128

723, 67
518. PI,4
28.026
26992
64,800
2.436
5,144

33,285
681,601
34,663

2,570

15,.011,89

3,790
1.965
2.151

737,514
10.103
64.106

1.852

821.481

13.448
3,466
1,406
1,504
8,616

491,063
30. 199
28,269

4.169.679
2,691

32,956
6.612

678.389
190, 408
10,200
26,939
23,235

1.460
8.705

17.045
292,380

27,649

6,128

5,630.44
.. ==

24,928 27,594
65,952 277,020

5;,824 20,944
18.984 79,763

413.780 1,101,404
43 3.494
35,175 38,813
389.274 2,631,497
34,440 89,717

220 469

377 4, 270. 715

,034,253 1 ,460.272ItUS
1,463,423

1101010-Albacoe whole,.
fresh, chilled or Irozen but
not otherwise preserved:

Canada .................
Trinidad..... .....
Netherlands Antilas.....
French West Indies ......
Spain ..................
Portugal ................
Malaysia ................
Singapore ...............
Korean Republic .........
Taiwan .................
Japan.................
British West Pacific

Islands ...............
Trust Pacfic Islnds.
Canary Islands ..........
Senegal .................
Sierra Leone ...........
Ivory Coast ............
Ghana ..................
Madeira ................
Liberia .................
Mauritania ..............
Republic of South Africa..

Total .................

110IO:5-Albacore, except
whole, fresh or frozen but
not otherwise preserved:

Spain .................
Japan .................

Total ................

1101020-Yellowfin. whole,
fresh, chilled or frozen but
not otherwise preserved:
Canada ...............
Panama ..............
Jamaica ...............
Ecuador ..............
Peru .................
Chile ..................
France ................
Malaysia ...............
Taiwan ................
Japan ................
Canary IslandL ........
Senegal ...............
Sierra Leone ...........
Ivory Coast ............
Other countries ........

Total ...............

1101025--Yellowfin, fresh,
chilled or frozen evis-
cerated, not beheaded:

Netherlands Antilles....
Fronch West Indies .....
Peru ..................
Chile .......
Portugal ...............
Malaysia ...............
Indonesia .............
Philippin Repulic.....
Koreas Republc...
Taiwan ...........
Japan .................Australia ...........
Bdth Wet helk
ISlanL.......

Trust Pacific Islands ....
Canary Islans .........
Sierra Leone ...........
Ivory Coast.........

66.258
1,019.215
2504,620

493,000J
354,059

11.220
9,006.112

578, 000
1,763.080
1.418,323

70,912,255

15,510,366
199.946

5,106,337
567,398
717,443

5,407,219
1.090,000

362,899
738,740

1.531.971
2,532,000

121.892,461

1,444,434
2,414.773

3.ON.207

1,390390.000
500.000

2.246.262
7,239.685

412,000
331.54
738.138
105.637

4, 411. 761
1,926.679

174.284
2,483,871

207.490
10,931

21.179,676

!1.8M146,042
619,475
120. 349
65,490

2.917
2,043,320

133.952
357, 158
308 939

15,821,148

3,420,960
38,751

1,125.909
139,013
143,488

1,129,269
239. 800
85,740

147,748
413.640
506,400

27.021,304

198,610
409.310

607.920

1.120
180,980
75.OOO

332,422
1.205,569

62.419
33.155

154.318
23.066

616. 545
472,624

17.426
370.895
43.338

1,365

3,590,242

1, S, 460 325,530
111,000 22,862

8,54O 1.814
310,00 0 ,189
313, 060 79,831

9,777,971 2,10955
200,000 45.726

1,492. 20923

.96 sw'05
V, my. 12 %2,9

9382
747,961 18, 371
123,330 21,080

1,323,655 2K,4n?in2 A uff 
NOe: Dre i a dsslcn erse0 , 0 imWN gin $I^n crdited to Ar I d I101101040 "Id

spoea Is uhuulotle 01800

747
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AppxKNOx 4

United States Tariff Commlsion, Beef and Beet Products, TO Publication 128
(June 1964), p. 40-41

The following tabulation presents estimates of the domestic commercial pro-
duction of meat from steers and heifers (used primarily a fresh table beef)
and meat from cows and bulls (manufacturing beef), annual average 1950-2
and annual 1953-63 (in billions of pounds):

Meat from steers and
helfers

Meat from cows and
bulls

Average: 1950-52 ......................................... 5.9 3.0
Annual:

1953 ................................................. L 2 3.7
1954 .................................................. 8.4 4.1
1955 ..................... ............................ 8.7 4.4
1956 .................................................. 9.6 4.4
1957 .................................................. 9.7 4.1
1958 .................................................. 9.7 3.2
1959 .................................................. 10.3 2.9
1960 .................................................. 11.3 3.0
1961 .................................................. 12.1 2.8
1962 .................................................. 11.9 2.9
1963 .................................................. 13 2 2.8

Data supplied by Tariff Commission:
1964 ................................................. 14.6 3.4
1965 .................................................. 14.0 4.3
1966 .................................................. 15.4 4.1

CATTLE AND CALVES: AVERAGE PRICE PER 100 POUNDS, BY GRADES, AT CHICAGO. 1945-6

Beef steers I Veal
Cows, calves,

Year Stand- Commer- All Commer- Cice
Prime Choice Good ard cia Utility grades cial and

Prime

1945 ............ $17.30 $16. 0 $14.12 ................ $11.73 $16.18 $13.65 $15.12
1946 ............ 20.24 19.32 17.36 ................. 13. 75 19.16 14.62 16.87
1947 ............ 30.64 26.22 21.76 ................. 15.04 23. 83 17.84 24.96
1948 ............ 35.24 30.98 26.31 ................ 22.16 30.88 22.64 29.02
1949 ............ 28.65 26.07 23.17 ................ 19.77 25.80 1.41 27.64
1950 ............ 32.43 29.68 26.08 ........ 22.86 29.35 21.48 31.06
1951 ....... 38.11 35.96 33.37 ........ $30.97 28. 31 35.72 27.76 37.19
1952 ............ 35.17 33.18 30.10 -------- 26.39 22.70 32.38 21.74 34.42
1953 ........... 26.56 24.14 21.56 ........ 18.74 15.77 23.62 13. 92 25.04
1954 ............ 27.53 24.66 21.81 ........ 1. 32 15.27 24.23 13.28 23.07
1955 ........... .23. 62 23.16 21.14 ........ 17.62 14.79 22.59 12.98 24.80
1956 ............ 25.45 22.30 19.39 $17.68 15.47 14.20 22.00 12.72 23.62
1957 ............ 26.19 23.83 21.66 1.82 19.16 1.53 23.48 14.83 25.93
1958 ............ 28.92 27.42 25.85 23.89 23.35 21.91 27.09 19.76 32.20
1959 ............ 29.32 27.83 26.69 24.82 23.16 22.32 27.53 19.11 ........
1960 ............ 27.82 26. 24 24.80 22.07 21.79 19.82 25.93 16.21 28.07
1961 ............ 26.08 24.65 23.46 21.30 22.25 19.68 24.46 16.07 .........
1962 ............ 29.81 27.67 25.51 22.70 21.87 20.77 27.20 15. 89 .......
1963 ............ 24.89 23.96 23.01 20.65 20.56 18.91 23.79 15.11 .........
1964 ............ 24.10 23.12 21.91 1.57 17.11 16.92 22.86 13.57 .........
1965 ............ 27.71 26.19 24.16 21.17 21.58 19.18 25 81 14.58 .........
1966 ............ 27.11 2629 2532 23.34 24.00 21.27 26.17 18.31 .........

The CHIARMAN. Any questions I
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Now we will go on. There is a suggestion that we call Mr. C. W.

McMillan and Mr. Magdanz.
Mr. RommoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CAmLsoN. Mr. Chairman while they are coming to the wit-

ness chair, I would like to submit Yor the record two letters, one from
the national president of the National Farmers Union, Tony T.
Dechant, with regard to imports and their effect on farm prices, and
also a letter from the National Farmers Organization, from Harvey
Sickels, their secretary and legislative representative.
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The CAMMAN. That will be made part of the record.
(The letters referred to follow:)

NATIONAL FARME&B ORGANIZATION,
Coruing,,/owe.

Senator FRANK CALsoN,

Member, Senate Finance Comnuittee,
Waskingto., D.C.

DzA Sm: The National Farmers Organization, with only farmers as members
from 28 states, primarily in the midwest, is vitally interested in your study
of the Quotas Import Act. The National Farmers Organization is a service orga-
nization bargaining for a price for the production of its members.

We are continually concerned about the influx of foreign food products into
the United States at a time when farm prices received by American farmers
are at 75% of parity. The recent action by the Common Market in setting com-
munity wide export subsidies amounting to approximately 50 cents per two pound
canned ham will, without a doubt, depress the U.S. canned ham market.

Dairy products were allowed to flow freely into the United States earlier this
year further depressing the prices of dairy products at a time when the Amer-
ican dairy farmer was being forced to liquidate his herd because cost of pro-
duction was so much higher than the price he was receiving for his milk and he
had used up his capital reserve and could no longer stay In business.

The total amount of beef and veal imports were up 27% In 1966 over the previ-
ous year; meat under the meat import quota amendment (public law 88-482)
up 34%; pork imports up 14%; lamb imports up 19%; mutton imports up
102% ; with present indications that meat imports will continue to rise.

This all in the face of continued information given to Congress and the admin-
iL .ration by economists, farm organizations, farm leaders and by farmers them-
selves as shown by the 35,400 farmers traveling to Des Moines, Iowa, at their
own expense, to protest low farm prices.

We know that the balance of imports and exports of all agriculture products
are in favor of the American farmer or so we have been told many times by
the Department of Agriculture. This has not improved prices of the grain
products that are exported.

It seems to us that if our government wishes to play marbles with foreign
countries, using farm products as marbles, by manipulation of exports and im-
ports, then the government should buy said marbles from the farmer at 100%
of parity prices and quit asking American agriculture to subsidize the game.

We respectfully request that this statement be entered into the record for the
consideration of the committee.

Yours truly,
HARVZT SxCowS,

Secretary and I.gislative Reprecmntative.

NATIONAL PARE MS UNION,
Denver, Colo.

Hon. FRANK CARLSON,
Senate Pisance Committe,
Washington, D.C.

Di.*A PRAmK: Since our request for an appearance at the October 18-19 Fi-
nance Committee heart- on import legislation was denied, I am writing to you
and to other members.! the Committee to tiriefly state our position on this im-
portant w:etter.

Farmers Union feels that the trade policy followed by this country the last
thirty years enhanced agriculture's opportunity to participate profitably in the
international exchange of goods. We have worked for legislation to expand and
liberalize trade and we support continued efforts to liberalize trade, provided pro.
ducers are protected against sudden and substantial Import increases over tra-
ditional levels.

We are concerned over loosely drawn regulations that allow importers to evade
quotas by using loopholes to flood the market with agricultural products, usually
those from abroad that are In overeoupply. This quota circumvention, not uncom-
mon. occasionally borders on dumping

Present methods of dealing with these situations, such as the Section 22 pro-
ceedings, are so time-consuming and cumbersome that an agricultural sector
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is seriously damaged before relief can be provided. This is one trade problem
area we urge the Committee to carefully consider.

The long campaign by Farqers Union and others to curb imports at Colby
cheese and other non-quota dairy products is a specific case in point. Although it
was amply clear that quotas were circumvented and that imports were headed
for a price-depressing level of 4 billion pounds milk equivalent, it took several
months to get a Section 22 proceeding started. Then it required several more
months to complete the Tariff Commission phase, close the loopholes, and ob-
tain relief. We need new procedures so obviously needed relief can be promptly
secured.

A similar situation has developed in cotton where importers are evading the
raw cotton quotas by bringing in large quantities of yarn. Some imported meat
products also escape quota regulation, permitting evasion that at times is sub-
stantial.

I want to assure the Committee that these examples, felt in terms of reduced
income by producers, influence agriculture's changing attitude toward trade. They
have changed more than a few to out-and-out protectionists.

The protectionists that concern us most, however, are the huge steel, o0 and
chemical industries oampaigning to negate the Kennedy Round of tariff-cutting
agreements. We are apprehensive over this because retaliation of other nation*,
whioh will sure oome, will be against U.8. agrici.liaral exports. The results of
this kind of international economic warfare would be disastrous for farmers.

Farmers Union supports the agreements that came out of the Kennedy Round
negotiations and we are hoping for prompt Senate ratification. We were disap-
pointed that attempts to gain guarantees of access to the European Common
Market for grains were unsuccessful. But we feel significant gains were made
overall. We do not intend to stand by and see these gains scrapped in a fight
over protectionism launched by the oil, steel and chemical industries.

Wle feel some legislation is needed, however. We would favor, for example. ex-
pansion of the use of escape clauses or injury determination clauses in the Trade
Expansion Act. We urge the Committee to consider improvements in procedures,
and in levels of assistance, available to industries damaged by trade agreements.

Wben increased imports exceed a certain percentage of domestic production,
we feel the Tariff Commission should officially declare that a serious injury
exists for the domestic industry involved. Thus, when the specified conditions
exist, we feel it should become mandatory upon the President to provide tariff
adjustment for the affected industry, to authorize adjustment assistance to em-
ployes of these industries, and to allow tax relief to affected businesses. Since it
Is in the national interest to have liberal trade policies, we are saying, it also
is a national responsibility to assure that no industry is ruined in the process.

Escape clauses now are inadequate, in our view, because they allow too much
discretion in injury determination and because they frequently require legislative
action, rather than administrative authority, for adjustment. We also feel the
Section 22 procedure is far too cumbersome and time-consuming and too restric-
tive in regard to conditions needed to trigger It. We feel, too, that a trade group
or farm organization should be permitted to petition for a Section 22 action,
rather than having to wait for the Secretary of Agriculture to make the initial
determination.

Please feel free to call on us for supporting data, for further comment on trades
legislation, or for additional material of any kind. Farmers Union is firmly com-
mitted to reduce unnecessary obstacles to world trade. We feel this policy
strengthen both agriculture and the Nation.

Kindest regards.
Respectfully yours,

ToxT T. DSCHANT,
National President.

The CHAuIIA z. I believe you have agreed, gentlemen, you are going
to abbreviate these statements if you could.

STATEMENT OF DON. F. XAGDANZ, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-
TREASURER, NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MAGDANZ. Thank you very much, that is correct.
I am Don Ma.danz, executive secretary of the National Livestock

Feeders Association, with headquarters m Omaha, Nebr. We repre-
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sent people who are in the business of feeding and finishing livestock
for the slaughter market.

Out of consideration to the committee, and in deference to the other
people who have allowed us to proceed, we have agreed that we are
going to summarize very briefly and then ask permission of the chair-
man to file our complete statement for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. You have a rather full statement that will be printed
in the record.

Mr. MAGDANz. Thank you, sir. It will take me about 4 minutes.
The CHAIRMmN. Thank you.
Mr. MAoDANz. In our presentation we address ourselves to the need

for revisions in the quota system to the importation of certain meat
and meat products as provided for in Public Law 88-482. In so doing,
we support and encourage the provisions contained in S. 1588 intro-
duced by Senator Roman L, Hruska and cosponsored by 38 other
Members of the Senate.

It is our contention that the imposition of quotas is the only practical
means of restraining and limiting the flow of meat products into our
domestic market. Specifically, we are recommending the establishment
of actual quotas by law on the high volume products entering our
markets-namely, fresh, chilled and frozen beef, veal and mutton-
and the authorization for quotas on pork and lamb as well as cooked,
cured, and canned meat products should it be necessary to prevent
unwarranted increases in the quantity of such articles imported into
the United States.

Domestic livestock feeders and producers are in the untenable posi-
tion of having to compete with volume supplies of forein-produced
meat and meat products which can be offered in our market at prices
from modestly to considerably lower than the prevailing prices for
domestic product of like quality. All too often in years past returns
and profits in the livestock industry are not reasonable and in keeping
with other segments of the economy; in fact, severe losses have b.en
sustained by those engaged.

Livestock prices are primarily supply oriented. The financial well-
being of livestock operators depends upon the maintenance of a balance
between the meat supplies available and the demand in the United
States at prices that are sufficiently favorable to produce a living and
reasonable profit.

Imports m whatever form contribute to this supply, and are thus
price depressing. In fact, the domestic market is subject to the two-
pronged impact oi >izports resulting from added volume and prices
that undersell our market.

It is our contention, Mr. Chairman, that to argue that imports of
beef, veal, and mutton, which are largely used for manufactured and
processed products, and thus do not compete with the meat from fed
animals, is ridiculous and without foundation. It has been clearly
established that all red meat products compete with one another to
varying degrees regardless of the form i which they ar marketed.

The National Liestock Feeders Association is currently engaged,
along with other organizations, in some intense programs and cam-
paigns aimed at stabilizmg supplies, marketing in a regular and
orderly pattern, holding down average slaughter weights, and main-
taming production at a level that will command the favorable live-
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stock prices of which we speak. All of these are in the nature of
self-help programs in an attempt, through voluntary cooperation and
realizations, ..o improve the financial climate for the industry.

While we feel we can point to some measure of success through these
programs, we still have much to do and will need to maintain them con-
stantly. Imported meat products work directly against these industry
efforts and accentuate the problems we are trying to correct. The added
supplies offered at lower prices and the irregularity in which they
arrive tend to counteract these efforts being carried on for the benefit
of American producers, and in our complete statement, Mr. Chairman,
we support these points that I have just made, and also have included
a number of tables and charts that illustrate them.

For these reasons, we recommend the legislation designed to tighten
the existing quotas, to provide for the establishment of quotas in the
law and on a quarterly basis, and to grant authority for discretionary
quotas on those products not covered by the present law should there
be unwarranted increases in the quantity arriving in our markets.

That, Mr. Chairman, concludes the summary that we would like to
make at this time, and we thank you and the committee for the privilegeof appearing.

TheCHMIi AN. Thank you.

(The prepared statement referred to follows:)

PREPARD STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION,
OMAHA, NEBR.

(By Don F. Madgdanz, Executive Treasurer)

SUMMARY

In this presentation for the National Livestock Feeders Association, we address
ourselves to the need for revisions in the quota system on the importation of cer-
tain meat and meat products as provided for in Public Law 88-482. In so doing, we
support and encourage the provisions contained in S. 1588 introduced by Senator
Roman L. Hruska and co-sponsored by 38 other members of the Senate.

It is our contention that the imposition of quotas is the only practical means of
restraining and limiting the flow of meat products into our domestic market.
Specifically, we are recommending the establishment of actual quotas by law on
the high volume products entering our markets, namely, fresh, chilled and frozen
beef, veal and mutton, and the authorization for quotas on pork and lamb as well
as cooked, cured and canned meat products should it be necessary to prevent un-
warranted increases in the quantity of such articles imported into the United
States.

Domestic livestock feeders and producers are in the untenable position of hav-
ing to compete with volume supplies of foreign-produced meat and meat products
which can be offered In our market at prices from modestly to considerably lower
than the prevailing prices for domestic product of like quality. All too often in
years past, returns and profits in the livestock industry are not reasonable and in
keeping with other segments of the economy; in fact. severe losses have been sus-
tained by those engaged.

Livestock prices are primarily supply oriented. The financial well-being of live-
stock operators depends upon the maintenance of a balance between the meat sup-
plies available and the demand in the United States at prices that are sufficiently
favorable to produce a living and reasonable profit.

Imports in whatever form contribute to this supply, and are thus price depress-
ing. In fact, the domestic market is subject, to the two-pronged impact of imports
resulting from added volume and prices that under-sell our market.

To argue that imports of beef, veal and mutton, which are largely used for
manufactured and processed products, and thus do not compete with the meat
from fed animals, Is ridiculous and without foundation. It has been clearly estab-
lished that all red meat products compete with one another to varying degrees
regardless of the form in which they are marketed.
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The National Livestock Feeders Association is currently engaged, along witb
other organizations, in some intense programs and campaigns aimed at stabilizing
supplies, marketing in a regular and orderly pattern, holding down average
slaughter weights, and maintaining production at a level that will command the
favorable livestock prices of which we speak. All of these are In the nature of self-
help programs in an attempt, through voluntary cooperation and realizations, to
improve the financial climate for the industry.

While we feel we can point to some measure of success through these programs,
we still have much work to do and will need to maintain them constantly. Im-
ported meat products work directly against these industry efforts and accentuate
the problems we are trying to correct. The added supplies offered at lower prices
and the irregularity in which they arrive tend to counteract these efforts being
carried on for the benefit of American producers.

For these reasons, we recommend the legislation designed to tighten the exist-
Ing quotas, to provide for the establishment of quotas in the law and on a quar-
terly basis, and to grant authority for discretionary quotas on those products not
covered by the present law should there be unwarranted increases in the quantity
arriving in our markets.

INTMODUCTION'

Speaking for the National Livestock Feeders Association, I first express our
sincere gratitude to the Chairman and the Senate Committee on Finance for the
opportunity to present our views, comments, and arguments with respect to
more restrictive Import quotas on certain meat products. We compliment the
Committtee for holding these public hearings relative to various proposals now
pending before the United States Senate on the important subject of import
quotas.

The National Livestock Feeders Association is a voluntary non-profit, non-
political trade organization sustained entirely by membership dues. Those who
belong are engaged in the business of feeding and finishing livestock (cattle,
hogs, and lambs) for the slaughter market, and they have associated them-
selves in order to determine policy and speak for the feeding industry. Though
membership does exist in over twenty states, it is most prominent in the vast
livestock feeding area of the north central and plains states.

In the discussion that follows, we shall address ourselves to the matter of
more restrictive quotas on certain meat products which are covered, to a degree
at least, under existing law. In so doing, we wholeheartedly support the provi-
sions contained in S. 1588 introduced by Senator Roman L. Hruska on April 20.
1967, in which legislation he has been joined by 38 other members of the Senate.
We pay our highest compliments to the author and all of the co-sponsors of the
pending bill for recognizing a very serious problem faced by livestock people,
which group represents a huge segment of the over-all agricultural industry in
the United States.

STATEMENT OF INTEREST

Most typically, those people represented by the National Livestock Feeders
Association own the livestock they grow or finish in the production phase of
supplying red meat for American consumers. They purchase feedlot replacement
animals in the framework of a competitive market, and sell them under the
same market conditions in which supply (domestic production, imports, and
supplies of competing or substitute products), and the type and flow of this
supply, is a most important determinant of price. Perhaps needless to say, live-
stock feeding is a high risk business and the business risks inherent in such an
operation are assumed by the livestock feeders, themselves. It follows, there-
fore, that they are not only vitally interested in, but their financial well being
depends upon, the maintenance of a balance between meat supplies and the
consumer demand in the United States at prices that are sufficiently favorable
to produce a living and reasonable profit.

All too often in years past, profits in the livestock industry have not been
reasonable and, in fact, severe losses have been sustained by those engaged.
Since imports represent a percentage of that supply which is a most important
price determinant, and they contribute to further fluctuation In that supply, we
have a primary concern with the volume of allowable imports which come into
our market and compete with the domestic production. The situation might he
less unreasonable If we had equal opportunities for the sale of our domestic
production abroad, but such equal opportunity does not exist with reqet to
most domestically produced livestock meat and meat product&
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PR Eous ACTIONS TO CToL ImpoRm

The members of the National Livestock Feeders Association became alarmed
over imports of beef, veal, and mutton in 1958 when the volume reached 636,397,-
000 pounds, product weight, which figure amounted to 250" of the 249,447,000
pounds, received in 1967. (See Table I) The volume increased still more in 1959
and in that year we filed an application with the United States Tariff Commis-
sion for what was then known as an "Escape Clause" investigation. The appli.
cation was subsequently withdrawn because conclusions reached by the Tariff
Commission in the interim made it rather obvious an unfavorable decision would
be forthcoming with respect to beef and veal.

Imports of these products declined from 769,697,000 pounds in 1959, to 549,911,-
000 pounds in 1960, and then began an upward trend again reaching the peak
level of 1,185,286,000 pounds In 1963, according to figures published in the Live-
stock-Meat-Wool Market News and by the Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Converted to carcass weight equivalent, the 1903
figure represented approximately 10% of our domestic production, coming at a
time when live cattle prices were at disastrous levels and severe losses were being
sustained by those in the cattle production and feeding business.

By 1964, the industry was grossly upset and could see no other alternative
than legislative restrictions in the form of quotas established by law. As you
know, the Congress of the United States shared this intense alarm and enacted
the present statute known as Public Law 88-482. This law was passed under
conditions of tremendous opposition from the Executive branch of our govern-
ment and in the final analysis, it was necessary to make some unwanted com-
promises in order to obtain a signature.

As Table I shows, imports of beef, veal and mutton were reduced some in 1964
and 19W) to 8341.707,000 and 731,166.000 pounds, respectively, but rose again in
1.966 to 953,832,000 pounds in 1966. a figure that approaches the peak year of
1963. From the record of imports in the first seven months of 1967, and the
estimates made by the Secretary on products covered by the law, it appears that
total Imports of beef, veal and mutton in 1967 will equal or exceed the volume in
1968

It goes without saying that the law was less than desired by the people in the
industry and by the majority of both Houses in the Congress. Nevertheless, we
were willing to accept it temporarily as were members in the Senate and in the
House, with the feeling it might be reviewed in due time and its deficiencies
corrected.

It is obvious that a great many members of the United States Senate share in
the feeling that these deficiencies do exist, and are anxious to conduct this re-
view. Evidence of this, of course, is the near majority of the members who have
Joined in the introduction of pending legislation.

T do not believe it is necessary to impose upon the Committee with a detailed
explanation of the deficiencies to which we refer. They are well known and
have been very ably ipelled out by the author of S. 1588 and other members of
this distinguished body in numerous presentations on the floor of the Senate.
Therefore. I shall confine the remaining remarks in this statement to the need
for more restrictive legislation and the reasons therefor.

QUOrAS 0F62 ONLY MEANS OF RSTRINT

First of all, we submit that the establishment and imposition of quotas offers
the only practical means for necessary restrictions. Higher tariffs would not
provide a solution to the problem because of the relatively lower value of in.
ported beef and veal as compared to that in our domestic production. Further-
more, additional tariffs would in no way control or level out tha volume that
might on occasion be imported.

To substantiate the statement that imported beef is offered In our market at
lower values, we refer you to Table II wherein we have listed, on numerous dates
In late 1966 and in 1967, comparative wholesale prices of domestic and imported
cow beef as well as comparative prices of domestic and imported bull beef. The
prices are carlot wholesale figures and have been reported in the National Pro-
visioner. Two columns in the Table give the differences In the prices for domestic
and imported beef. These differences are significant,. the highest figure listed
being $7.50 per cwt. It must be taken into account that ocean freight, Insurance,
and U.S. duties have already been paid on the imported meat and It Is still offered
in our market at lower fiures.
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Beyond this, we are o1j." ,ing under the philosophy of lower tariffs Instead of
higher duties. It is well known we have just completed extenmive negotiations
through which tariffs have been reduced on numerous products in foreign trade.
Though this trend may some day be reversed, a change does not appear to be
probable In the foreseeable future and we are acutely In need of corrective
remedies now.

In the negotiations just ended, it has been reported by the Foreign Agricul-
tural Service In the publication "Foreign Agriculture", October 9, 1967, "One a
the major disappointments In the Kennedy Round for the United States was the
failure of the participants to negotiate better access for fresh, chilled, and frozen
been into major world markets such as the EC. Although the United States does
not have a large export interest in this kind of beef, freer access to other world
markets is important for the U.S. livestock industry. Closed markets for beef else-
where mean greater pressure from foreign suppliers on the U.S. market"

Even though concessions were received from the EEC in the form of duty reduc-
tions and bindings, the United States did not succeed in breaking the variable
levy system used by the countries In the European Common Market. This simply
means that concessions received may not in actual practices be as meaningful
as it appears, because the levies over and above duties can still be used whenever
the EEC desire.

To counteract this situation and avoid pressures on the United States market
from beef that otherwise might be sold In other countries, we contend that the
imposition and tightening of quotas is the procedure that must be used by the
United States to avoid injury sustained by the domestic industry.

P3O XON JDOX IMPORTS Is vITAL

Again, we would like to respect the time of the Committee and do not believe
It necessary to impose further on the members of the Senate with a long and
detailed explanation supporting the impact and adverse effects that imports have
on our domestic price level. This was well established during and prior to 1964
through extensive presentations to the United States Tariff Commission at hear-
ings beginning April 28, 1964, and at hearings in March of that same year con-
ducted by this Committee. .he necessity of this protection was acknowledged by
the Congress in its passage of Public Law 88-482, and we compliment the mem-
bers for this recognition.

It should be sufficient to briefly review here that livestock prices are primarily
supply oriented. This is true in the short run as well as over a period of years.

Regardless of attempt to "cloud" the issue, imports do add materially to the
overall tonnage o meat supplies, and beef, veal, and mutton in particular. The
arguments that imports do not affect fed beef prices, and thus fed cattle
prices, to any degree, because such meats are used primarily In the manufacture
of processed products, is absolutely without foundation. Those proponets of such
erroneous arguments do give substantial weight to supplies of competing meats,
such as pork, poultry, fish, and the like, when discussing the factors influencing
beef prices.

It is a fact, of course, that when a family is eating chicken, lamb, pork,
turkey, etc., it Is not eating beef and veal. The same logic applies to the vast
array of processed meats and meat products. In other words, when a family is
eating one of these, It is not at the same time consuming fresh beef.

The same may be said for the impact that more processed and manufactured
products from imported beef and veal has upon the price level of domestic
pork and hogs, as well as lamb. In fact, we might say that domestic red meat
products are their own closest competitors regardless of the form In which they
are marketed.

Attempts are often made to draw a fine line between the factors which affect
the fed market, for instance, and the so-called cow or processing type market,
and treat these as two separate and distinct markets so far as price is con-
cerned. Although it is undoubtedly true that the degree of competition diminishes
as we move towards the extremes of the scale (Choice or Prime fed beef on
the one end and Canner beef on the other,) there continues to be definite coin-
petition between the two extreme& Additional tonnage of meat products moving
Into the domestic market arena and supplied by imports serves to Increase this'
competition and hold price levels down. We submit, also that the impact of
Imports on the domestic price level Is greater than just the supply because of
the lower prices at which the same quality of imported product can be offered.

85-468-7-pt. 2- 17
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in the market. This means that price injury resulting from imports is greater
than the actual volume would indicate and thus makes quotas even more signif-
cant and necessary.

Ir=o MovinCATIONU SOUGHT IN PUKRT LAW

In succeeding piaragraphs, I would like to review briefly those specific modt-
fications in the present law which would be accomplished by 8. 1388, and to
support the reasons for these modifleat Ions.

The imposition of quotas under PL 88-482 are dependent upon advance esti-
mates. requred to be made by the Secretary of Agriculture. in the volume of
imports that may be received In the year ahead. While this estimate can be.
and has been. modified on a quarterly schedule, and even though they are made
in good conscience and an accurately as possible, we submit the merit of Petting
specitfle quotas on the products Involved by determinations set out in the law.
This would eliminate the spec-ulation surrounding the volume of imports allowed
each year and provide information to the Industry on a fairly exact volume that
would be accepted.

We are now operating under provisions for quotas based on the average
imlprts in the five years. l9KS-1913. This five-year average Includes the two
highest years of record-1962 and 1903. While the industry and most members
of the (Cngress have never sought the elimination of imports, and we do not
do so now, we contend that the tmse years of 19W5)-1063 allow for a level of
Imports that In simply too high. Therefore, we strongly urge that this basing
period be changed. as contained In S. 1588, to the average level of imports In
195,-1902. which. In our opinion, would be a wore realistic figure and sllI allow
access of foreign nations to our American market with a volume equivalent
to a percentage of otr domestic production.

On another point, the impoisition of quotas under existing statute cannot become
efftxive unless it is estimated by the Secretary, that the volume of Imports
for the year will extced the quota level by 10% or more. This provision is
commonly referred to as the "ten per cent override". It simply means that ex-
porting countries could actually send us up to 10% over the quota and said
quotas would not he imposed unless It was estimated that a little more than the
10% was due to arrive. The elimination of this extra volume seems entirely Justi-
fitl sinke we now really provide for allowable Imports up to 110% of the quota.

Quotas on the products covered by present law are on an annual basis only,
thus allowing for rather wide fluctation In the tonnage that may be allowed
from month to month. Table III attached and covering the years 1904, 1905, 19(,
and the first eight months of 1967, show the fiuctations which have taken
place in each of thee years. In addition, Charts I through IV graphically
illustrate the pronounced Irregularity of the Imports of beef, veal ant mutton.

We seek quarterly quotas amounting to a volume equal to onefourth of an
annual figure which will be a step toward modifying the swings which have
occurred and probably would continue in future years Such a requirement is
absolutely necessary under the framework of industry efforts towards stabilisa-
tion of supplies which I will elaborate on later in this prenentation.

Present law makes provision for quotas on only beef, veal and mutton that
In in the categories of fresh, chilled and frozen. Without question, thew are the
illnrted products, the volume of which has risen phenomenally beginning In
1958 and reached high percentages of domestic production.

Not to go unnoticed, however, Is the fact that imports of Iamb and pork
have n1o risen rather consistently since 195;T. By 1960, imports of lamh reached
14.884.000 pounds. and inmrts of pork totaled 298,349.000 pounds. both figures'
given In product weight. You are referred to Tables IV and V that are part of
this presentation wherein we have listed the Imported figures for each year
frot 1957 through the first 7 months of 1967.

While existing statute does not provide for quotas on pork and lamb, neither
doeo It provide for limitations on cooked, cured and canned beef, veal and mutton.
Though not a drastic Increase, imports of these latter products have risen some
since 1964 and, unless precautions are taken, could Increase to a degree that is
much more pronounced.

The Charts I through IV Illustrate both total Imports of beef. veal and
mutton am well a4 the volume covered by the 1904 law. The volume between
the two charted IUnes which largely amounts to cooked, cured and canned prod-
acts, to generally widening, reflecting some Increase In these types of products.

Agai4. 88 would stablish quotas on the TriN Items of fresh, chilled
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and frinkii beef, veal and mutton. It does not establili, and we do not sug-

get, st, oille qluotais for irk and lauib as well its cooked. eured and canned
products. We do recommend, however, ani fetel nevesstry, the provisions Con-
talaied In 8. 15Mt that would authorize the President to limit, by proclamation.
the total quantity of products other than fresh, chilled and frozen beetf, veal
and mutton, if It Is nectesry to prevent unwarranted hicreases In the quantity
of such articles imported Into tht United State. These limitations would be In
the form of what are cunimonly referred to as disrtetioary quotas. Such author-
Ity would provide the means for preventing exporters to the United Sltatete from
changing the form or coaulaners of products and thus eircumuventing the law.

III1INT DIWEAT INUVTaY EFFOaT5 AT OTADILtL"TION

In this clolig chapter, w. would like to casll attr-ntlon to winst of the Or-
eumstanees In donwetlc prmluction which have prevailed and crated lIrotle's.
for the Industry, and then to explain what the Industry Id doing to illevilate
these problems. Finally, we will plinti out how large volumes of Imported stat
products work directly against these industry efforts and accentuate the prob-
leans we a7e trying to correct.

The historical records of domestic production of red meat animal 1,low
rather definite swingm, and in years past the peaks and valleys hare occurred
with reasonable regularity. Nearly everyone Is acquainted with the so-called
cattle cycle which used to run its course In a fairly consistent number of years.

These cycles of production, however, have been tending to level off which
simply means that the peaks and valleys of )roductio have become les pro-
nounced. As a result of various circumtmanees. the domestic Industry Is moving
to stabliae production of rd meat animals aid be wore consistent on a
generally upward trend In the volume of meat provided in an exlisasdig market.
This is a healthy development, considered to be of great be efit to tho," en.
gaged In the production and feeding buslaies.' suid, at the same time, a more
regular supply of food Is being muade available to cnsamer.. More and 11or'
cattle feeders are feeding attle In all months of the ethar and tend to main-
tain a rather stable number in their lots. This Is in contrast to a situation
years ago when many cattle feeders would buy only one or two mhlipmento of
cattle a year and after they were finished, their lots would be empty for a period
of time.

Likewise, swine production has tended to be more nearly stable throughout
a year. Formerly we had a rather huge spring pig crop reauiang the niarket
in heavy volume during the fall and winter, with a much lesmur crop in the fall
arriving at the market In lower numbers in the following spring and summer.
We still have a larger J)ig crop In the first two quarters than In the last two
quarters of a year, hut we no longer have the great differences that existed
years ago. There are many swine producers who are farrowing mwn tat regular
intervals of four months, three months, and two months, and some have their
operation geared to farrowing every month In the year.

At least some credit for more stabilization can be claimed by livestock orga-
niatlonas for their reognition of problems arising from Irrgular proiutltioa
and their consistent recommendations that production be stabilized as much as
possible. For r alte a number of years, the Nationa li Lves tok Fesder.s Amo.
elation has usj.,d Its members and others In the Industry to eed cattle more'
consistently throughout the year and has pointed out the very definite advantages
of this type of operation. At the saine time, we have eigaged In csipailgaIs en-
Couraging the orderly and regular marketing of fed animals. not only front
wetk to week throughout each year, but from day to day throughout the week.
We are happy to note there has evidently been coalaiderahle respxoase to thes-
re.ommendations and to those atmpaigns.

At the same time, this Asswiation has been Intensely engaged in programus
encouraging swine producers to voluntarily farrow ,ows at moe intervals.
throughout each year, anit tisus spreadd out the nation'.4 p!g crop as evenly as
possible. flogs generally reach market weight from fle to .evw months after
they are burn and thus the farrowlug pattern rather dci.dulely dtnAtes tIAO
market availability. Again, we can polnt with mome pride to the development
and feel we can claim some credit for them.

Along with these rorams Just explained which have been conducted by the
National Uvetock Feedere Association, we have also encouraged the market-
Ing of cattle at lighter and more unitform weights. This for the purple of
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W 4ii t.SI m, w i production to a volume that will be accepted In the
Aisw 4 ptot wwe svorable to feeders and producers and more equitable

Is rito% to 4=A'- pike of other commodities in this economy.
be1 ths ies"# It, when the fed cattle market was seriously depressed

tied rotbq vw eWas were again bet sustained by cattle fteder this
AM'tuda~lb 10si"Sbd s .amnaign on the weliht problem. Average weight of

lUbM suime were washm much too high and, during the second week of
hastyf. O the o ~h~t all stews sold at seven major markets was

L'sa gm4.a Ast been deflute response to such a campaign and
bt "::0 % o6~e ()swhe It the average weight of all steers at these same
*e*s#64* %,* I l In the continuance of this educational effort, we
b4o awt l be ia"Mo Is bold average weights at, or below, present levels, and
06%* ,ooletto s t" moen favorable prie level for fed steers and belfers
wb. & f %10 Sml.a sad ane aseesssr.o

16e a U wstmbe wwsMMetlng cattle growers are engaged in similar ao.
t 14s,*, 1'Mies'4 t. the production of cattle In an attempt to stabilize num-"
bis,...d the, l, w. nbte t1 the solution o the problems we have when domestic
&,i644*, u bw4 ,au e4*"d what the market will absorb at favorable prices.
Tbie gm*-% 0,1" &* 1*i, at feeder cattle at younger ages and lighter weights
M estt kw luin een Mnsh the animals to the grade dtelred before they
rwi 41 em s e awgia tw weight We Join in these campaigns as well but as
as e ee. 4 .a 4 ,it ssowk feeders, we emphasize more the matter of orderly
4*4 el'ds4i at slaughter cattle and the average slaughter weight
bso.m oo,,,e s, tib .r1&4l,* area of our iembershlp operations.

AUl ,J 14ino ato tue n1. nature of self-help programs being conducted by this
A-141 t smd .t*e4 Is as attempt, through voluntary cooperation and realiza-
hu, ,, Ip ve, thM anaciwal climate for lvestock people. While we feel we
*ss owu60, te *# mw ure of success up to this time, and expect to be even
w,,e .w*tJol ta olb tutura, we certainly cannot depend on such cooperation
t'a. t'$wtm t two* with respect to products exported to the United States.
Tloe. bt*ers sea "el A"d to our tonnage, but are able to undersell the same
kImA 4m 'a4h11 of #4muetle products, thus exerting a two-pronged price de.
i '4 faf l t Im t 4olag, they counteract the very things we are trying to
t,..--,ih #e S; beio at ut American producers.

V4Wwr4P. . otha Iupwts enter the United States with considerable varlation
is tmem f*.m m, it to month, and thus tend to defeat the pattern of produc-
t" sw4 t*.llimste which we are trying to attain. Again we refer you to
(UrIt Sk,,eeh IV *bowing the monthly Imports of beef, veal, and mutton in
She P i0 W thtnues tho frst seven months o 1967. The top line in each chart
vmem 5*41 loat4 at bee veal, and mutton in theme months and years, where-
ai. the I..'e tism selws lb categories t thaes products covered by existing law.
T. bo@*.. i th tie chrt for 194 represents the products that would have
We wt "4 b"4 tie Is w listed In that year.
Wo eail aee.r*e W.e rather wide swings In the volume of products received

tft" #4 to p 4etlh The highest figure being 1003 million pounds during
hs ,t I gad th Is figure being 28.2 million pounds In the month of Zan-

oot# 1 a si161.g I* the Impact hese imports have on our entire meat
mfte.4 tb offtu rlitP of the receipts contributes to -nstblity and varied
teWe,0 1 tbis t4ait • lplw available. We wonder, theretore how we can expect
00 *rheP* the 9%,&ee 9 e unless we at the same time can modify the volume
4i ,w*Me "wd owe eskmer'a our market and establish mutations on a quarterly
bossle * 6 0W be ees *at the flow that my be allowed.

0ONG.USION

T.** sI os..ne and the arguments for tightening the existing quotas,
pfiosi f te hs ..fbllihment of quotas In the law and on a quarterly basis
sad sI batt ew lbuott fte discretionary quotas on those products not covered
b? the P"4004 toa 40111d there be unwarranted Inereases In the quantity.

WO ,,'t.t* #he ,ommtualty for this presentation and the public hearings
100,00( *404 We 02Xi4 the hope that this Committee and the Congres
10, 11116= lb. e v.meedtions we have made and take favorable action on the
Prwtwm e sostud ts 3 1M
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TABLE I.-TOTAL BEEF. VEAL. AND MUTTON. U.S. IMPORTS, PRODUCT WEIGHT. 1957-67

Yosr:
1957 ........................................................................................
1956 ................ ..

156196 ........... ..... o................°............. .............................. .. ........

1962.......................... . ...........................................................1963 .................... ................................................. ....; ; . ;... .. ..
1964 .... ..... ..... 0....... .... ............ ..... ..... o0 .. 0.. .........................

1965 .........................................................................................
196 ........ ................................................. o......o............
1967 (7 mints) ..............................................................................

750

Millionpounds
249. 447
636.397
769.697
$41.911
734.040"

1.032.505
1,185.256

L3. 707
731. 16953.073
537.341

JIn million of poiuadsl

Month 1964 1965 166 1967

January ............................... 96.970 31.438 6 263 I. 211
February .............................. 53. 901 31. 740 6. 794 6. 484
March ................................ 77.094 75.820 56. 323 71.988
April ................................. 69.367 40.18 70. "ILO00
May ........... 5.6. &541 59.877 60.961
Jun e 105.568 299 112.230 8066
July ..................... 53.676 .68472. 189 101.232
August ...................... .... 88,080 73.870 101.303 ................
September ............................ 5. 441 74. 872 104. 742 ................
October .............................. 54,130 i. 236 t. 912 ................
November ............................. 60.840 66.960 75.163 ................
December ............................ 60.6941 6& 517 76 031 ................

Total .......................... 834. 707 731. I I53 a3 537.341

Sou ces: Foreign Agricultural Service and ivestock. Moot1, Wool M1119 t NOws U.S DIpatmt od Ag ltum

TABLE II.-CARLOT WHOLESALE BONELESS BEEF PRICES

Ijhr hundredwelghlt

cow beef Bull beefYesa Domestic Imported Difference Domestic Imported Diference

1966:
Sept. I............ 2.50 $4100 96o50 $5400 $ O0 $4.00

Oc................ 52.00 47.38 4. 0 53.00

Nev. I .............. 49.50 46.50 53.00 At so
N4. 15 .......... 50.50 4675 . s 52,50 .50
De. 2 .............. 50.00 4t.50 . 52.00 94.25
Dc.i15 ............. 50.00 47.8 2.12 5.00 50.50 1.50

1967:
Jan.2 ............... 5.00 47.8 5.12 5.50 51.00
Jan. 16 ............. 3.00 49.00 4.00, 54.00 51.00
Feb9 .............. 52.75 48.75 4.00 $300 51.00 2OO53.0 482550 50.50.0
Me. ............. 53&00 484. 3 5300 50.5
mar. I4 5.12 5400 9.50
Mar. 1 .:5.......::::.. .1.* OR 4.00 450 4.0
Apt.3............. 52.50 47.88 54.00 50.00 4.00
Apr. 14............. 52.50 48.00 4.50 54.00 50.50 150Ma.y I 1&.......00.5..50 o5May 50 ........... .o0

June .............. 53.00 4 63 .37 54.00 50.25 3.75
June Is ............. 53.1 47.17 5.83 5.00 50.50 3.50
July 3............. . S 47.00 65 54.6 0 5.50 3.5o
July 14 ............. 54.5 0 47.00 7.50 55. 75 51.25 4.50
Avg. ! .............. 52.50 46.75 5. 75 S. 50 51.50 1.00
Aug. 15 ............. 53.,50 46.75 6.75 5550 L4,5 2.60

ftnag : Report In Natiod Preiasioe.
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TABLE Ill.-BEEF, VEAL. AND MUTTON, U.S. IMPORTS. COVERED BY 1964 LAW, PRODUCT WEIGHT. 1964 -47

pmlons oumnds, by mons

Mont -1964, 196 1966 19678

January ............................... 87.2 2&.2 51.4 77.4
February ............................. .44.9 34.5 60.3 58. 5
March ............................... 619 68.7 49.4 61.9

61 ...................... 32.......... 3.. .3 58. 1
..5 1.3 $2.0 51.5

1.. 41.9 .2 0.6
July ................................. 43.9 51. 5 61.4 8 7
Aulmt ............................ 71.4 59.9 87.1 92.2

............................ 4.7 62.2 91 ................
46,13 64.4 7.7 ................

Nowemb ........................... .5 57.2 61.1 ................
embe.......................... .. 53.3 53.7 66.0 ................

Tota ........................... 639.8 613.9 123.4 58.6

'Law not In effect In 1964. Figures represent volume o product that would have been covered had the law applied.
I nmths.

Sources: Uvestock and Moat Products DIvIsion. Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of Agrcultvre.

TABLE IV.--LAMB. U.S, IMPORTS. PRODUCT WEIGHT, 1957-67 MilIn
Year: pounds

1957 ........................................................................................... 1.796
1958 ........................................................................................... 6,802
1959 ........................................................................................... 9.455
1960 ........................................................................................... 12.434
1961 .......................................................................................... 10.940
1962 ........................................................................................... 13.138
1963 ......................................................................................... 11.924
1964 ........................................................................................... 10.438
1965 .......................................................................................... 12. 539
116 ........................................................................................... 14.84
1967 (1 at ................................................................................ 5. 5s

lin millions at poundsl

Month 194 1965 196 in7

January .......................... .. 1.64 0. 026 1.698 06 i
February ........................... 1.075 .476 1.264 .501
March ............................. .770 1.816 1.644 .967
April....................... . .3 -3 .646 2.4a .972
May .............................. .761 2.06 1.354 .610
June .............................. . 1.335 1.742 .516
July ............................. .. 1.11 1: 1.210 .. .
August............................ . .653 .976 .755 ................
October .......................... 53 .036 .6
Novembw .......................... . .341 1.823 .136 ................
Doeolm .......................... .3413 1. 823 .6109 ................
December......................... .753 1.016 .613 ........

Total ........................ 10. 438 I 231 14.864 & 55

Source: Foreign Agricultural Service and Uvestock-Moat-Wool Market News, U.S. Department of Agricultue.

TABLE V.--PORK. U.S. IMPORTS, PRODUCT WEIGHT. 1957-67 Mlion
Year: pounds

1957 ........................................................................................... 133. 0
1956...............................................................12.7
199 .............................................................................. 174 9
1960 ............................................................................................ 17. 3
1961 ............................................................................................ 172.
1962 ............................................................................................. 203.8
19,.,...................................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 21011964 ............................................................................................ 210.
196S ............................................................................................. m .
1966 ............................................................................................. 1A3195 (7 WM ) ........................ 0.......................................................... 11& 6
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Pe mom of pwaue

Mon6 1364 136 1366 1367

J nar. ..... 1.74 7.413 S. $33 22. 66
Febrrry .... .......... . It 023 60 9
Mah ............................... . 676 a31.
Awr ................ It330 27.712

M91 116133 25.254
ite . 97 22.08 A 5 2 27. 775

July .................. I7.2 5 A521 2
August ................... "'""".'" Is.M 21.035 w ....
so ............................ 17.092 23.078 2037
oct .. 1............................ 1 073 22.6 26M . ....3
Nov............................. i 85 20.693 24.242 ................
Dcmmer ............................. 20.64 30L330 25.1 6 ................

Tol ............................... 210.524 262.20 U 340 113.5 74

Sorces: Foml Arpctw Service &W Livessck-Mest.Wel Market Mews, U.S. Deperbment d Aclthri

TABLE VI.-BEEF AND VEAL, U.S. TOTAL COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION, CARCASS WEIGHT, 1958-67

Year: pound
1958 .................................................................. .14.00
196 ........................................................ 4.162196 ................................................................... s,39
1961 .................................................. . . .................... .... S,8901362 ........................................................ 1,867
1963 .......................................................................................... 16.896
1964 ................................................... . ............. .96
6 ........................................................... 13,2611966.................................... .............................................. 2

1967 (7 months) .................................................................... 13,3on

Pm of poundl4

mouth 1364 ins 136 13117

January ........................... 1.53 11 1,34 , 1
February ......................... 136 1.434 1,7 1,75
March............................ 1 483 1,648 1,56 1,6

Ju. .......................... . ' ., 170 1,53

July ........................ it 1. 07 1 a?
A ... ...................... . 162 1,657 1:7

........................ 1 1.714 1, 7"

,.1 ............ ........... 1 ,, ,7 ...

Totl........................ to,11" 1%261 21k355 IN8

Sources: Livestock and Meet St-stc, Statdtcal Buletin Ne. 333, and O monthyIuseck Slaugte Reprt Staisl
bperthN SWrIMe 11.3, DperUeNt ef Agituem
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The CHAIRMN. Mr. McMillan t

STATEMENT OF C. W. MXoILLAN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMXICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. McMnw . Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
C. W. McMiflan, the executive vice president of the American National
Cattlemen's Association.

I, too wish to express on behalf of our oPrganization the thanks and
gratitude for the privilege of appearing before the committee. I will
only briefly summarize my statement, but respectfully do request
that the complete text of the statement be included in the hearing
record of the proceeding

The CHAIrAN. It will be done.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATMCNT or Tia AxwcAN NATIONAL CATTLEMN'S ASSOcTI=ON IN SuPPOT OF
8. 1588

Presented by C. W. McMilian, Executive Vice President, American National
Cattlemen's Association, Denver, Colo.

The domestic beef cattle Industry has proven that It van and will keep pace with
increasing human population needs and desires for beef, but in doing so it has
learned a hard lesson: it cannot forever continue to expand unless prices received
cover costs and provide reasonable economic incentives... and that it cannot
expand if every effort at logical growth is thwarted by erratic import levels.

The provisions of S 1588 demonstrate a reapo.sible approach. Meat imports
are not shut off or drastically curtailed. But they would be brought in at reason-
able levels, under a predictable flow, with any opportunities for "quota-dodging
shenanigans" discouraged.

At the time, we felt that PL 88-482 would solve some of the problems the
domestic livestock and meat industries were facing. That exporting nations would
"self-police" themselves to avoid invoking the quotas to their own detriment.
However, experience under the law, coupled with events otherwise and experi-
ences of other domestic industries have clearly demonstrated that exporters--
and our own importers-not only have not but do not intend to exercise that
restraint or assume the responsibility needed.

We do not view 8 1588 as punitive or entirely protectionist. We view It as a
sincere effort on the part of the Congress of the United States to reaffirm its
responsibility for Insuring the stability and well-being of a vital domestic Indus-
try to the continuous and ultimate benefit of all Amercans.

STATEErNT or AMuaxOAN NATIONAL CAT 'S ASSOoTWX

MEAT IMPO T TION

My name is 0. W. McMillan. I am executive vice president of the American
National Cattlemen's Association headquartered in Denver, Colo. The American
National Cattlemen's Association is an organization of over 100 state, local and
regional organizations of beef cattle producers, feeders and breeders and thou-
sands of individual members through the United StateL

We welcome this opportunity to discuss with the Committee some major
difficulties we have had because of excessive meat imports and some of our efforts
to correct these conditions.

First, let it be clearly stated and recognized that the American National
Cattlemen's Association is not asking, through 8 1588 or other measures now
before Congress, to abolish or obliterate all imports of meats. Not only would this
be unrealistic, politically, practically and economicaly, but it would be a dis-
tortion of America's traditional recognition that reasonable world trade is
essential for a balanced, prosperous and competitive domestic economy.
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United States stockmen, through the Meat Import Act of 194 (PL 88-482),
and through its continuing efforts resulting in 8 1588, sought to establish two
basic principles:

1. Meat Imports, while not necessarily desirable or advantageous to the
domestic livestock/meat industry or advantageous to consumers, are a fact of
life with which the United States and the rest of the World must live.

2. Such meat Imports, however, must be closely controlled n order that the
domestic livestock/meat industry will not be unduly disrupted and, particularly,
that it will not be actually threatened with extinction by sources of supply
which cannot Jbe controlled, anticipated or guaranteed.

After 33 months of experience with PL 88-482 and following close study of the
results of the Geneva Conference, we wish to make these points:

1. Although quantitative restrictions exist, provisions of PL 88-482 are in-
adequate to insure that the stability of the domestic livestock/meat industries
will not be constantly harassed and frustrated by widely fluctuating Import levels.
Graph I attached illustrates this erratic pattern.
2. Conc*sslons at Geneva did not, on balance, help the domestic meat industry

in direct application, and other meat agreements on a world-wide basis tend to
further threaten our domestic industry.

3. Current AXCA sponsored industry-wide efforts to insure a stable supply of
meat, principally beef, could be Ineffective and almost inoperative should the
level of Imports not be controlled and clearly anticipated.

F .-st, we need to examine the domestic beef cattle industry as it has been, as
It stands today and as it likely will be in the future.

Since 1960, beef production has Increased 35 percent, while human population
has risen only about 8 percent. U.S. stockmen have been Implored, blandished and
otherwise seduced by governmental agencies and over-zealous chambers-of-
commerce and agricultural supply Interests, into increasing production to meet
future beef "needs" here and abroad. These lures bare been believable because
the Industry has been "production oriented" and because statistical projections
have been based on the optimum production potentialities of the industry. They
were further distorted during 1966 by erroneous calculations of cattle Inventories
by federal agencies-an error that casts a pall over any further projections of
the "need" for imported meat.

Beef production has increased in this country because the consumers' prefer-
ence is evident to stockmen who sincerely have invested their savings, their
labor and their risks Into ever Increasing productive techniques and efforts
to serve this preference and need.

In spite of "housewives' boycotts", and other depressants during 1900, it
seemed apparent to all that demand for beef was a real and Increasing fact, in
contrast to some other meats which faced a descending trend.

We have been taught a severe lesson In 1967, however, which has been more
In evidence because imports of beef increased In the face of lower domestic cattle
prices.

In fact, the lesson has been the more painful because levels of imports con.
tinted an erratic, unpredictable course--below the quota levels of PL 88-482
to be sure, but sufliclent to further confuse an Industry of nearly 2,000,000
persons raising beef cattle in every state in the Union. The raising of beef
cattle, by the way, is the only form of agriculture common to each of the 50
states and In most states It Is the major agricultural source of "new wealth" for
the state and national economy.

Table I (attached) demonstrates the increase in beef productive capacity
(cows), the Increase in beef tonnage (mainly from the dramatic shift to cattle
finishing In feedlots, about which we'll have more to say later), the shift in
human population, per capita beef supply, etc.

In early 1967 It was determined by ANCA, after exhaustive studies, that
beef tonnage In the U.S. from domestic and import sources was exceeding
effective dems.d by somewhere up to five percent. The Association called for
an immediate cutback in tonnage. Particularly emphasized was the number of
cattle being held to heavier weights by hundreds of thousands of farmers and
ranchers in expectation that prices would go up as total supplies, Including
Imports, leveled off. This had been confidentially predicted by some of the pro.-
Jections made on the erroneous Information mentioned earlier. As each week
passed, however, It became clearer that such a leveling-off would not take place,
so an agonising "shake-out" did take place, with many farmers and feeders
absorbig, or foundering under, ae losses.
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During August and September a modest improvement was noted In lin-
ished cattle prices, and many predicted we were "over the hump". Nothing
apparently, was further from the truth, and the industry is again dipping
into the loss column, with many factors portending increasing problems in
several months to come. Among the compounding problems are the reports
of additional cattle still on feed, a record corn and feed-grain crop, and a
substantially heavy supply of cattle available to go on feed. In spite of heavy
slaughter during 1906 and so far in 1967, the number of beef cows is likely
to remain high or even increase into 196& Most of the heavy slaughter of
cows came, and is coming, in dairy cows-an Industry which has been faced
with its own problems with imports.

In fact, it was the abuses of the Import laws and regulations as applied
to imports of dairy products that emphasized the feeling of beef cattlemen
that exporting nations and U.S. importers had nothing but derisive disdain for
the health and strength of domestic industries or economies. It reinforced the
feeling that PL 88-482 was somewhat inadequate to deal with the ingenious plot-
ting of exporters/importers to skirt or leap over quotas with products not spelled
out by law.

If dairy product importers could create such havoc with the "near-miss" Colby
cheese and the sugar-butterfat mixes, what could stop exporting nations, nearing
a quota shutoff, from installing cooking and canning equipment to allow them
to thusly dispose of their products over and above the quota levels established by
PL 88-482?

Further, the failure in Geneva of agreements regarding world meat trade
It quite apparent that there were several major exporting countries further dis-
located from traditional avenues of supply. Thus, instead of to Europe, they will
be looking at the United States even more enviously as a "vast" market for their
surpluses, while gathering in dollars, which, no matter how we view them, are
still desirable Items of world commerce.

The recent activities of the United Kingdom to become affiliated with the Euro-
pean Common Market can only spell lesser market opportunities for Australia,
New Zealand and, perhaps, Argentina, hence their main thrusts will be to the
United States. U.S. stockmen fear that the "thrusts" will be in our direction
at "any cost", Just to develop and maintain alternative outlets, with no guaran-
tee that future supply could meet generated demand at "any price".

One of the "by-products" of the recent excessive meat mport levels has been
a pronounced b-t little-recognized shift in the beef cattle industry brought on
by a change in t ht. domestic packing industry.

As recently as 1967, more than half the beef produced in this country came from
animals which had never been fed grain. (Table 2 attached) Much of the meat
from these animals was the boneless, lean beef so useful in hamburger and other
"manufactured" meat products. Many of these cattle were called "two-way" cat-
tle; they could go directly to slaughter, or they could, If demand was high, he bid
away from the packers and the animals would go into feedlots for further
finishing.

A few years ago, many domestic packers, faced with ever higher labor costs,
discovered they could "transfer" their labor costs to foreign shores merely by
purchasing the lean boneless beef available for export. No longer did many plants
need to depend upon "two-way" cattle for their manufacturing beef requirements.
Nor did they need the services of skilled boners and other labor or equipment
necessary to this phase of the meat industry. They also could reduce storage and
handling costs because a supply of the frozen imported meat could be kept "in
transit".

The consequences of this shift are these:
1. The domestic meat processing Industry appears to be no longer adequately

equipped or manned to do the boning and other processes associated with "man-
ufacturing beef" should foreign supplies of such beef be unavailable. It would be
very difficult and costly to find or train skilled boners should the need come
suddenly, as it could under disruptions in world shipping or trade.

2. With a buyer out of the market for these "two-way" cattle, they were left
only one destination: the feedlot. Under this situation, these cattle provided op-
portunities for increasing the tonnage of domestic beef by adding weight In the
feedlot. That Is the reason the supply of feed beef has grown to represent nearly
seven out of every 10 pounds of beef produced now. Thus a greater quantity
of one quality level of beef has developed to the detriment of the supply of a
lower quality level. Meanwhile the abundance of finished beef has been a de-
pressant on the entire market.
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I have spoken of current and expected conditions. I would like to emphasize

now how S. 1588 can ease some of the conditions while Insuring the future
stability of the industry by stabilizing the level and nature of meat imports.

In 1964 It was felt that, because of lack of experience with quotas, some
"leeway" should be allowed before quotas were invoked. Not even the exporting
counties could predict available supplies close enough to establish a valid
pattern. So a "trigger point" of 110 percent of the actual quotas was established.
Quotas, then, would not be invoked until Imports exceeded the quotas by 10 per-
cenL It soon become apparent, however, that exporting countries were gearing
their domestic production toward the higher "trigger point" rather than to the
actual quotas... that they were shooting for, say, 109 percent of the quotas--
Just under the trigger point, but a substantial tonnage of beef over the quota.

Should they overshoot their production and face quota limitations, many of
the countries indicated their intent to cook and/or can their excess supplies,
there being no quota on this product !

8. 1588 would establish the "trigger point" and the actual quota as one and the
same, providing only one understandable and reasonable target at which the
exporting countries need aim while erasing a measure of confusion and un-
certainty for our domestic beef cattle industry.

Further, S. 1588 would Include, on a discretionary basls, canned, cooked, cured
beef and veal and all pork and lamb products, along with the fresh, frozen and
chilled beef and veal, mutton and goat covered by PL 88-482. This would close
loopholes and prevent such flagrant abuses as occurred with Imported dairy
products.

S. 1588 also would include in the quotas overseas or offshorer" purchases by
our military forces. This should not be objectionable to exporting nations which
are responsibly or realistically balancing domestic output to expected demand,
particularly If the supplies are sold for the same dollars, with only the destina-
tions differing.

Important features of S. 1588 which would contribute immeasurably to oppor-
tunities for stable expansion of our domestic beef cattle industry are those con-
tained in provisions to revise the base period for establishing quotas and for
establishing quarterly rather than annual quotas.

The current "base period" of 1959-63 includes the highest year on record...
1963 . . . for beef imports and completely distorts the traditional pattern of
imports. This high base unduly encourages other nations to produce just for
the American market, while denying American stockmen an area of expansion
which traditionally should be their's. A base period geared to the level of imports
during 195&82 would be more realistic because it would provide reasonable
access to our market for excess foreign beef while discouraging other nations
from gearing their expansion and economies solely to our market. American
stockmen are encouraged to see many foreign countries boosting their own
standard of living and beef consumption through expansion of beef production,
but they are extremely fearful of the Inevitable consequences of coinciding sur-
pluses of exportable meat and surpluses of our domestic production, as was
only hinted in 1963!

Quarterly quotas are extremely valuable. Even casual study of Graph I.
showing meat import levels during the past 32 months, indicates the difficulty
of domestic industry planning under annual quotas. The U.S. Secretary of Agri-
culture Is required to make quarterly projections toward an annual level of
Imports. So far these "guesses" have wandered all over the ball park and have
further confused the industry!

During July, August and September, domestic beef production has been at an
extremely high level However, some nations chose to increase their exports
during this period, some say, to "beat" an ocean freight rate increase. The fig-
ures on Imports for July and August indicate this "speculation", and it seems
obvious that "something" has caused unusual activity during this period. Quar.
terly quotas would have discouraged these excesses which may have saved some
exporters/importers a few pennies in freight, but which created disturbing dif-
culties for our domestic industry far out of line with the tonnage Involved.

Qut.'terly quotas also would tend to direct exporting countries to a more
stable flow to our shore& They also would avoid some of the diculties faced by
port-of-entry states, such as Hawaii, California, Florida, e., which fc feast.
or-famine conditions at year's end or year's b egining-an Increaf threat
should exporters need to precisely manipulate arrivals to avoid te 110 percent
"trigger point" under the curent law.
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All that these manipulations, these in-and-out or up-and-down levels of ship-
ments, do is cost the American stockman hundreds of millions of dollars and
discourage sane, responsible domestic production. They serve no useful purpose
in giving the American public a stable, reliable supply of beef, day in and day
out. This is the American stockman's goaL We think he's done a good Job In
the face of some fantastically uncontrollable forces, which 8. 1588 is designed
to erase or ease He needs this help!

The domestic beef cattle Industry cannot precisely balance supply with effective
demand If It is to be faced constantly with unpredictable, fluctuating imports
Nor can It build toward a stable future of providing Americans with a generous
supply of wholesome beef If a significant portion of that supply is governed only
by the whims of other nations Although trends in exporting nations point to
increasing supplies available to the United States, there is and can be no
guarantee that American consumers will receive those supplies should prices
suddenly attract them elsewhere.
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TO P.L. 88482
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Mr. McMur.. At the outset, I think it should be made amply clear
that the American Cattleman's Association is not trying.t shut off)1 ~ ta wol tron~i iei
imports of all meat. We recognize that world trade is traditional, it is

fact of life and yertai ihere to stay. As a matter of fact, the leg-
islation as embraced in S. 1588 is a responsible approach, we feel, be-
cause in essence it guarantees access to the U.S. market as contrasted
to some who would say that it prevents access.

However, the uncontrolled imports are harmful not only to our in-
dustry but to the consumers as well. I cite particularly a graph which
is attached to the complete statement-we call it Graph N1T 1--which
dramatically illustrates the erratic month-by-month entry of imports
into the United States as covered by Public Law 88482 over the past
2% to 3 years The pattern shows no promise of a stable supply for
consumers, and there is no guarantee that the imports will be avail-
able should domestic production be reduced or maybe even shipping
problems develop.

Wide fluctuations, then, do create undue difficulties in stabilizing our
domestic industry. We feel that although we are fortunate to have
Public Law 88-482 on the books it h up to this point basically proved
inadequate to curb these erratic shipments, although the quotas do
exist.

Flexibility within the provisions of Public Law 88-482 do present
exporters and U.S. importers with unduly wide latitude, while also
offering no protection whatsoever against evasion by those nations
traditionally who have been shipping fresh, chilled, or frozen beef to
our shores since they are able to circumvent by cooking, canning, or
otherwise processing the meat.

Another point is that the concessions at Geneva when taken on bal-
ance did not correct or benefit the domestic conditions resulting from
or caused by world trade. In fact, some international meat agree-
ments seriously tend to add further damage to the U.S. beef cattle in-
dusetry through sch things as shifts in traditional market patterns
and these tend to focus more attention, of course on U.S. markets.

We feel that excessive imports since 1958 through 1959 have ac-
celerated changes in the U.S. beef cattle industry. It-has been charged
that we do have a so-called oversupply of feed cattle in the United
States. We maintain that this is a direct result of the fact that, what
we call two-way cattle, cattle of yearling age that used to come off of
grass and then to slaughter, boned out and used as manufacturing-
type beef or the cattle went to the feedlot; now all are going to We
feedlot. This has, as a result, contributed to the supply situation which
has caused us some pretty severe price difficulties in recent years.

Putting it another way, packers have transferred labor costs over-
seas because they are buying frozen lean, boneless beef as imports
rather than actively bid for the lean cattle on the domestic mar-
ket. This has burdened the finished cattle market, as I say, because all
the two-way cattle are being fed. And of course, it has created a very
misleading situation in terms of availability of manufacturing meat
on the doinestic market, because this quality of livestock is available
domestically, but not ei purchased.

We cover many other points, Mr. Chairman but to conclude we, in
the industry, through our association's market Aevelopment committee,
are attempting to find solutions through a voluntary self-help pro.
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gram. We are attempting voluntarily to adjust our supplies as best
we possibly can to get our price love on a profitable base. Certainly
they have not been on a profitable base in recent years. We wish to
stay in business, so that the consumers of this Nation can be assured
of continued very high quality, wholesome beef product at reason-
able prices in the future.

We are strongly of the opinion that S. 1588 largely would help us
achieve these goals.

It has been a sincere honor to have appeared before the committee
and I thank you very much.

The Cz. Any questions.
Senator Bzxxzrr r. Chairman you have got four out of the five

meat witnesses. There is only one let. Do nou want to leave him to the
end. That happens to be my friend, Mr. U", from Utah, the last
one.

The CaRxN. I will call him right now unless someone wants to
ask questions of these two witnesses.

Senator Br mzr. That is fine.
Senator C ms. Due to, and in deference to these other witnesses, I

shall forego asking any questions, but I do want to commend these
men not oiy in this hearing but over the year they have been very
helpful to the committee, and a great many things have been gone
into in depth when we held the meat import meetings prior to the re-
cent enactment, and I am gratified they are here and their entire state-
ment will be most helpful to the committee.

Mr. MAGDANZ. Senator Curtis, we thank you for those compliments.
Senator Hams. I want to join Senator Curtis in what he said.
Mr. Mcu Mu . I thank the Senators for their kind comments.
The CAMAN. I want to thank you for abbreviating your state-

ment. Thank you very much.
Now we will call Mr. Edwin E. Marsh, executive secretary of the

National Wool Growers Association. We are happy to have you back,
Mr. Marsh.

Senator Broum-r. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Marsh comes from the State
of Utah. I have a brief statement regard i his background and rather
than to take time in reading it, I wouldasto have t appear in the
record ahead of Mr. Marsh's testimony. It is good to see you.

(The statement referred to follows) :

DATA SH ET ox EDwIN E. MAnSH, ExZCuTivx 8scarrzY-TAsUum, NATIONAL
WooL Giowza AsSOCITIOif

Ed Marsh in the Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the National Wool Growers
Association. He came to Utah 28 years ago as an officer of the National Wool
Growers Association.

His business career began in Denver, Colorado, in 1982 with the Union Pacific
Railroad and the Denver Union Stock Yard Company.

In 1905 the Wool Growers Organization elevated him to the poet of Executive
Secretary-Treasurer. In this capacity he divides his time between managing the
headquarters office In Salt Lake City and handling legislative work In Washing-
ton, D.O.

May I say that the National Wool Growers Association Is now In its 1O8rd
year. It has the interest of the American sheep industry at heart and is very
fortunate at this time to be gulded by a man who understands and fights for
America's 90,000 sbeepmen.

--4--.--pt 2--18
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STATEMENT OF EDWIN & MARSH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-
TREASURER, NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MAR$E[. Thank you- Senator.
In conforming with the meat witnesses, I, too, will boil my statement

down to not over 5 minutes but would alpl)IPciato it if tho Complete
statement could be made a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will do that.
(The statement referred to follows:)
1U4 IAvy SJIIC k-T Covj.ji.No 8rA'rt.1.l.:.NT Oi vwis II.. MA10is, EXECUTIVE

StgcwrAK'AY-TLtwLsvuit, NATIONAL Wool. oWvIM ANIMssoKATRitN

. 1l~58lIMPUT QUOTAS OX MEAT

National Wool Orowers Assoclation supports tl lrincl'iples of .. 1V"S viutd urges
lJtUahAge WiththHe following auHi(illelitS to the bill:

1. Provision for quotas by species of meat Instead of over-all quota.
2. Provision for reasonable inialmrt quotas on lamb meat.

H. 1706-1111roWr QuOTAs ON TEXTILES

National Wool Growers Assoclation also supqorts H. 17116, especially its it re-
lates to establishment of reastnable Import limitations on wool textiles. We
strongly endorse testimtony on 8. 17t)MI tit h. presented by Mr. Morton )arnan,
chairman n of the Board, National Assocation of Wool Manufacturers.

STATLMNT OF EDWIN E. MAIKII, EXECUTIVE 8Et4tL.TAxY-TluCAsUaX16
NATIONAL WOOL GROWkaw ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this statement Is presented on
behalf of the National Wool Growers Association. which has Its prinlial meme-
bership in a 22-state area where 86 percent of the nation's shveI4 lambs and
wool are produced. The Association was orgunie d 102 years ago and Is recognized
as the spokesman for the sheep farmers and ranchers of the United States.
The two specific Import commotlitles that our testimony will cover are meat and
textiles.

5. 1658-IMPORT QUOTAS ON MIAT

Our organization strongly endorses the principles of S. 15.1,, to revise the
quota-control system on the Imports of certain meat and meat products. The
present law covering quotas on meat imports, Public Law 8,-4P42, was prepared
rather hastily In a conference between the two Houses. It contained substantial
modifications from the bill which the Senate had passed. It was a compromise
which many Senate and House members were reluctant to accept but did approve
only because they knew the Administration did not want a meat Import quota
bill and because they felt this was the only type of bill that the Administration
would atc ept.

One of the changes which was adopted by the conference In 1064 was to set
up an over-all annual quota of 725.40(,000 pands of beef. veal and mutton. in-
stead of setting tile quota on each separate specie of meat, as In the Senate-passed
bill. Under this change, imports of mutton could be Increased if there was a sur-
plus In Australia. for example, simply by decreasing Imports of lef, or vie versa.
In order to help control any adverse effects on either the domestic slhep Industry
or the domestic cattle industry which can ot-cur through intcrtases of one slecie,
we urge that the bill be amended to set quotas ti ap tcivs on the basis of the aver-
age volume of Imports for the base period of 1U54L2.

Another change which was wade by the conference In 1X14 wax to strike lamu
meat from any quota provisions. In the 111N14 bill Iatsed by I he Semate it quarterly
quota on Imported lamb had been established in the amnotnt of 3,12)4),(0 iunds.

Lamb imports continue to be a problem In that retailers In our larger cities,
which are price-basing points, frequently use Imported frozen lanil as a "fire
sale" Item. This can and frequently does have a detrimental effect on the price of
fresh, domestic lamb. A vivid exampde of fire-sale tactics can be seen by coil-

arilng two advertisements tipjarng on the same day in the saumie newspitpir.
the Chicago Tribune of August 21, 1967. One ad was from a large chain, National
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Food Store& selling U.S. Choice domestic lamb. The other was an advert imseutt
fron another lartv chain. A. & P., featuring New Zealand frozen lamb. The rh
chops from the U.S lamb were advertised at $1.19 per pound, while the New
Zealand rib chops were featured at 79 cents a difference of exactly 40 cents per
pound..The U.S. loin cholp were $1.30 per pound, while the New Zealad loin
chops wTre 99 cents, once again a differential of exactly 40 cents per pound.

While it is generally recogned that frozen lamb presently doe* not meet ass
good at ,eptance as fresh lamb, the disparity Is certainly nt 40 cents per pound
or even 20 cents per pound. Furthermore, some meat merchandisers predict the
day Is not far off when frozen lamb will be readily aeepted by the housewife.
When Imports force down the retail price of domette lamb, you can be sure the
reduction will be immediately felt by the producer. It always has been. Further-
more. the producer Is at the bottom of the totem pole and has no place to pua. on
prke reductions. Lamb producers of this nation will be unable to withstand any
further price reductions. Live lambs now are selling at about the same levels as
twenty years ago, even though costs of production have risen considerably in
the same twenty-year period. A member of the House said recezutly that national
incmne has gone up 223 per cent in twenty years, while net farm Income has come
down nine per cent

Oclals of the New Zealand Meat Producers Board at a meeting last month
with oflkials of the National Wool Growers Association readily admitted they bad
no control over the retail price of imported lamb In this country. The retail spread
between imported and domeotie lamb could be widened a little further in future
years by a further reduction in our already exceedingly low import duty of &5
cents ler pound on lamb. The duty on fresh, chilled or froxet lamb meat was
ent in the recent Kennedy-Round from 3.5 cents per pound to 1.7 cents, a further
51 percent reduction.

Wo appreciate the fact that S. 1588 authorizes the Administration to hupose
quotas on lamb and other meats not covered by quotas If Imports become exces-
sire. However. past experience would Indicate that the Administration is not
likely to exercise its authority to inpope quotas unless required to do so by law.
In view of this and the circumstances I have outlined, we would like to see the
same type of quota arrangement provided on lamb as on other species and as
was provided in the original bill passed by the Senate in 1904.

In summarizing our position on S 1588, we endorse the bill strongly and urge
that It be amended as follows:

1. Providing quotas by species of ment as the 1904 Senate-passed bill.
2. Providing reasonable import quotas for lamb meat as In the IMl Senate-

passed bill.
L. 3?S---IMP(*T QUOTAS ON TEXTILES

We also strongly endorse S. 1790 to Impose quotas on Importation of certain
textile articles. Our partielular concern Is, of course, the heavy expansion of im-
ports of wool textiles. These Imports have caused considerable contraction of
doinestle mills which are the only customers for domestic wool. However. In the
interest of conserving hearing time. as requested by the Committee when these
hearings were announ d. our spokesman on this particular bill will be Mr. Mor-
ton Darman. Chairman of the Board of the National Association of Wool Manu.
facturers. Our organization subscribes completely to the views he will present on
the wool textile Import problem

Mr. MAustt. I i1n )resenting the statement in behalf of the National
W(x) Growers Assoeiat ion. and our organization strongly endorses the
principles of S. 1588 to revise the quota control system to importation
of certain ieat and meat products.

The present law covering quotas on meat imlrts enacted in 1964, we
feel, was prepared rather hastily in a conference between the two
I1ouses, and it contains substantial modifications from the bill as
)wased by the Senate.

One of the changes ado ted in the conferen in 1964 was toset tip
an oventil annBal quota of 725,400,000pounds on leef, veal, and mut-
ton, instead of setting tho quota on each separate species of meat as in
the Senate-pa&sed bill. IUder this change imports of inutton could be
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increased if there was a surplus in Australia, for example, simply by
decreasing imports of beef, or -ioe versa.

In order to help control any adverse effect on either the domestic
sheep industry or the domestic cattle industry, which can occur through
increases of one species, we would urge that the bill under considera-
tion be amended to set quotas by species on the basis of the average
volume of imports for the-base period of 1958-62.

Now another change made in the conference was to strike lamb meat
from any quota provisions. In the 1964 bill passed b the Senate, a
quarterly quota on imported lamb had been established in the amount
of 3,200,000 pounds. Lamb imports continue to be a problem in that
some retailers in our larger cities, which are price basing points
directly use imported frozin lamb as a fire sale itmn. This can and fre-
quently does have a detrimental effect on the price of fresh domestic
lamb.

A vivid example of fire sale tactics can be seen by comparing two
advertisements appearing on the same day in the same newspaper the
Chicago Tribune of August 21, 1967. One ad was from a large chain
selling U.S. choice domestic lamb, and the other was an advertisement
from a large chain featuring New Zealand frozen lamb. The rib chops
from the US. lamb were advertised at $1.19 per pound, while the New
Zealand rib chops were featured at 79 cents, a difference of exactly 40
cents perpound.

The U.S. loin chops were $1.39 per pound, while the New Zealand
loin chops were 99 cents, once again a difference of exactly 40 cents a
pound.

Now, by the end of that particular week that this Chicago sale was
underwa , domestic live lambs hcd dropped 50 cents to a dollar and a
half per hundred pounds and the next week they took another 50-cent
drop. This sale of foreign lamb certainly could have been a factor in
that drop.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to request permission, if it is possible, to
reproduce these two ads in the hearing record.

The CHuam"a. Yes; we will do that.
(The ads referred to follow:)
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Mr. UmARa. Officials of the New Zealand Meat Producers Board who
had a meeting last month with officials of the National Wool Growers
Association readily admitted they had no control over the retail price
of imported lamb in this country. The retail spread between imported
and domestic lamsb could be widened a little further in future years by
reason of the fact that our exceedingly already low inport duty of 31
cents per pound on lamb was cut in the recent Kennedy Round to
1-7/10 cents, a furthcr 51-pcent reduction.

So in summarizing our position on S. 1588 we endorse the bill
strongly and urge that it be amended as follows:

First of all, by providing quotas by species of meat as in the 1964
Senate-passed bill, and using the base period of 1958-62 as provided
in S. 1588.

And second- by providing reasonable import quotas for lamb meat
as in the 1964 Senate-passed bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CiAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Any questions fSenator BNN'rff. I just want to exp~r.s my appreciation to Mr.

Ma sh in representing an industry that Is very important in the West,
and I am happy that he came here.

The CIIAIRMA. Thank you very much.

775
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Senator Bvzrrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for making it possible
to hear Mr. Marsh.

Senator HAxu& Mr. Chairman, while we are on that, I would like
to offer for the record a statement by House Majority Leader, Carl
Albert, who wanted to be here in person, but because of other duties
could not be here, and I wonder if his statement couldn't be included
in the record.

The CHW=mAN. We will be very happy to have it included in the
record.

(The statement referred to follows:)
STATzM5NT or RW xURNTATIVE CARL ALa= (DEMOCuaT Of OKLAuOMAI)

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you today In connection with legislation now pending before your
committee which would strengthen and Improve current Import restrictions on
certain types of beef, veal, mutton and goat.

In my opinion there is no more Important issue concerning American cattle-
men today than the question of beef Imports. Therefore, I think the Coummittee
performs a great function by providing this forum for a discussion of the very
difficult and complex questions which arise in the consideration of legislation
designed to further restrict the Importation of beef.

Your committee has had, or will have, the benefit of expert and Informed
testimony on all sides of this issue. Consequently, I do not intend to present a
collection of tables or statistics showing the Inadequacy of present curbs on
imports-the Information you have collected is far more complete than any I
could present In a short statement such as this.

Rather, I want simply to tell you how the cattlemen of the great cattle pro-
ducing state of Oklahoma, and more especially, the cattlemen of the Third
Congressional District of Oklahoma, feel about the need for this legislation. It is
as a representative of my cattle-raising constituents that I appear here today.
To state it briefly, they emphatically, unequivocably, and, I suspect, unanimously
support legislation designed to restrict Imports of beef.

More specifically, they urge that meat Import legislation enacted in 1964 be
"tightened up" by: (1) adding canned, cooked and cured beef to the Import quota
list, (2) invoking quotas in imports at 100% of the quota level Instead of 110%
as at present, (8) Including In quota figures the foreign meat purchased for our
military forces and (4) applying quota limits on a quarterly basis.

I have received numerous communications from Oklahoma cattlemen in favor
of this position. It Is supported by resolution of the Oklahoma Cattlemen's Asso-
ciation and by similar action on the part of the county associations In the larger
cattle raising counties of my district.

The current plight of the cattlemen Is very simply and succinctly explained
in one of these letters I have received. The chairman of one of the largest county
cattlemen's associations wrote me in part:

"The rancher Is today caught In a very vicious cost of production and price re-
ceived squeeze. Labor costs have increased from 30 to 40% during the last three
years; the cost of LP gas has doubled In the same period, a half ton pick-up has
increased In price approximately 12 to 13% in the same period, and the same is
true of tractors. Trucking. parts, freight rates, etc. and practically all farming
implements have increased by this same percentage.

"The return, If any, to the rancher over the past three years has been very
meager and would represent less than 1% return on investments. Increased effi-
ciency and mechanization (not available to all because of capital) can only go so
far and has only partly offset the ever Increasing costs. It Is for this reason we
feel that the Meat Import Laws should be changed as now being proposed in
order that a fair and equitable price can be had for our product, and we respect-
fully ask your support of this effort."

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, like this cattleman, I respectfully
ask for your support of this effort. I know that all of the evidence and informa-
tion gathered during these hearings will receive the most careful study and con-
sideration. I have every confidence that the committee will make the proper
recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for affording me the privilege of appearing be-
fore you today.

(The following are communications received by the committee ex-
pressmg an interest in the preceding subject:)
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STATEMENT O9 SENATOR LEN B. JORDAN Or IDAHO

Mr. Chairman, thank you and members of your Committee for holding hearings
which permit those of us who are Interested In setting realistic Import quotas
on meat to be heard and to present our views.

I am a cosponsor of S. 1588, which will amend the provisions of P.L. 88-482. acompromise Import bill which Is not effective. 8. 1588 would eliminate the 10%
of Imports now permitted before Import quotas on meat can legally apply.

Our bill will set definite maximum quotas of meat which may be imported,whereas now these Imports are based on the Secretary of Agriculture's estimates.This proposal will also change the period on which the quotas are based. We pro-pose a base of an annual volume of Imports at 5W,500,000 pounds, which was theaverage annual volume of meat Imports during the years of 1958-1962 Inclusive.
It will set quotas on a quarterly basis Instead of annually as is now the case. This
should level out the flow of Imports to keep prices more steady. The bill will giveauthority to the executive branch to impose quotas on any kind of weatincluding
canned and cured beef. The bill will also provide that offshore purchases of meatby the Department of Defense for the use of our overseas troops shall be chargedagainst the quota applicable to such meat. This will not make possible a recur-
rence of the purchase of some 10,000,000 pounds of lamb by the DOD such ashappened last spring when this amount of lamb was purchased from New Zealandand Australia for use of our troops In Vietnam. This certainly had a detrimental
effect on lamb prices at that time.

These provisions are necessary to keep our meat producers In business. Thepresent law is not accomplishing its stated purpose. In the month of August, 1967
meat Imports totaled 92.2 million pounds, a 6% increase over August, 1966, when87.1 million pounds were imported. Meat imports for the first eight months
of 1967 were 558.0 million pounds compared to 525.1 million pounds In the same
period during 1960 which was a 6% Increase. This Is about the maximum S. 1588would allow in a full year, and If this were on a quarterly basis as we propose,
these Imports would have been held to about 75% of our present Import levelAmerican consumers also have a real stake In keeping our livestock producers
and processors in business and in a healthy economic condition. We must never
permit ourselves as consumers to depend on foreign imports for our meat sup.plies. As consumers we cannot depend on either of the quality or the quantity of atotal meat Import program. In addition to furnishing wholesome fresh meat, ourmeat producers and processors employ millions of people, pay tremendous trans-portation and other costs and are good customers for manufactured and other
industrial products which keep other Americans employed.

One of the top priorities of our nation at this time is to assist cities In furnish-ing better housing, less crowded schools, employment to train potential employees
to protect property and people and to reduce crime. One of the best methods ofaccomplishing this objective Is to keep people on their farms, ranches and ruralcommunities. 600,000 people or more a year are now leaving these rural areas tomigrate to already crowded cities. They need incentives for profit to keep thesepeople In their present location. Bills such as 8. 1588 will be a step in assisting
farmers, ranchers and employers in rural towns to stay where they are, to main-
tain their livestock operations, and continue to produce the meat which we need.This bill is fair to persons who import meat to our country over the represents-
tive base period 1958 to 1962 and I hope members of this committee will considerall these factors and report this bill to the Senate. I appreciate the opportunity
of being able to present my views.

STATEMENT OF S NATOS JOHN STENNIS

I am deeply concerned over the rising tide of meat imports Into this country,
and the serious effects they are havlDg on our domestic producers. There is everyindication that we are heading toward another crises such as we experienced in1963 and 19(4. I supported the Meat Import Control Act which temporarily re-lieved the problem at that time, but the situation Is rapidly getting out of hand
again. I know the severe strain these increasing foreign imports are putting onmany small cattle growers in Mississippi, and I Judge this situation is prettymuch the same all over the country. For this reason, I was one of the originalcosponsors of S. 1588 to revise the quota control system on the importation ofmeat and meat products. This legislation In desperately needed by the cattleproducers in Mississippi and elsewhere in the Nation if they are to escape eco-
nomic disaster.
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Cattle raising Is one of the newest and fastest growing agricultural enterprises
in Mississippi. Much of the land taken out of the production of row crops because
of Federal acreage control programs and the increasing cost of farm labor has
been converted to improved pasture land. Mississippi Is already one of the lead-
ing cattle raising States in the South and is rapidly becoming a major producer
In the Nation.

This healthy expansion and diversification of our economy, however, Is being
stifled by the growing volume of meat Imports which are coming into the coun-
try. Imports of beef and mutton from abroad increased from 614,000,000 pounds
In 1965 to 823,000,000 pounds In 1966. In addition, there was 130,000,000 pounds
of cooked, cured and canned meat products imported last year. Imports for this
year are expected to exceed 900,000,000 pounds.

This significant and continuing Increase in beef imports has been at least a
contributing factor In the steadily declining price of these products on the domes-
tic market and the cause of a severe price squeeze on our own cattle growers.
The pressure on our beef producers in becoming unbearable, and I am firmly
convinced that the only way to relieve this situation ts for Congress to adopt fur-
ther legislation. The bill which I am co-sponsoring, S. 1588, attempts to deal with
this problem in a reasonable and realistic way, and deserves the full support of all
who are genuinely concerned with the plight of our domestic cattle industry.

STATEMENT OF SwNATOR ALAN BBnzL REGARDING IMPORT PocIEs o1
MZAT AND MEAT PRODUCTS AND TzxUrsr

Dear Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to present to the Committee
my support for tighter import restrictions on meat and meat products and
also to express my support for committee action with respect to textiles.

As I understand import quotas, their main function Is to render a measure of
support for domestic industries. Unfortunately, our present quotas on meat and
textiles are invokable only after the damage point Is reached or passed. Such
quotas are protection in name only, not in actual fact.

The fact is, Mr. Chairman, Imports of meat into this country work essential-
ly Independently of any quota restrictions. Foreign exporters apparently haven't
the capacity yet to hit those limits at which a quota would be invoked, such is
the latitude of the present limit.

Am the Committee is aware, present law, from the Act of August 22, 1964,
permits an allowance of 10 percent above the quota to be imported before the
limitation becomes effective. This gives the foreign producer a 'fair share" of
the expanding American market; unfortunately, this share of the market Is
denied the American producer.

The basic quota itself Is set above what would offer reasonable protection to
the domestic producer. It is computed on a yearly average which includes ab-
normally high and damaging import levels. Basing a quota on such levels hardly
earns the definition of "protection." So permissive Is our present policy that a
quota will not even be Invoked for next year unless 995 million pounds are im-
ported this year. It Is estimated by the Secretary of Agriculture that Imports of
meat will total about 80 million pounds in 1967. The fact is that our domestic
industry Is already suffering.

Recent prices for slaughter steers and lambs, feeder steers and hogs have
not been profitable. They started the year generally lower than in 1966 and have
not shown any signs of improving over the poor years of 1965 and 1966. It Is
obvious they will not improve under our present quota system.

Mr. Chairman, I supported the 1964 meat import limitation bill because It
was a first step in the right direction. It did not go far enough to actually Im-
prove the situation, but It put the Congress on record as being concerned. The
Senate Is on record again this year as favoring a more realistic and tighter im-
port control policy for meat. The McGovern amendment to the Investment tax
credit bill was adopted by a vote of 55 to 19 in April It was supported by the
distinguished Chairman of the Finance Committee.

I urge the Committee to adopt legislation incorporating the provisions of S.
1588. After sufficient time to test the merits of the 1964 Act it has become clear
that it cannot by Itself do the job. Additional protection is needed to prevent
another disastrous period like 1963-4. All that stands in the way of a recur-
rence are the chance circumstances of supply and demand that today prevail.
Certainly with an additional 130-million pound import potential It cannot be said
that our quota policies will be preventive.
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5. 1588 will do away with the permissiveness of the present 10 percent overrun
which must occur before a quota iN deemed necessary. It will compute quotas
on an average base which does not include the years of soaring Imports but on
the more realistic years 1958 through 196. This bill eliminates the "guessti-
mates" required of the Secretary of Agriculture as to whether imports will
exceed the increase in domestic production plus the 10 percent overrun to deter-
mine whether a quota should be invoked. This will automatically occur, as it
should, under the bill, S. 1VM&

The bill will cover forms of meat such as canned, cooked, cured and otherwise
preserved meat not presently covered.

The bill will require even spacing of Imports into the United States through
quarterly limitations.

Finally, any foreign meat purchased by the military will count against the
import quota.

These are not harsh requirements. A good market will remain for foreign
producers. In fact, the effect of this measure would be marginal upon tle current
level of these Imports. What the bill will accomplish is the creation of an ef-
fective wall against the comparatively sudden disastrous flood of foreign meats
with their attendant effects on domestic prices.

We must not forget that Agriculture is big business in the United States and
that Agriculture suffers when the cattle industry suffers.

Many areas of the United States are uniquely adapted to the cattle industry.
Nevada is such an area. The land resources are not the type that can be shifted
to other production when cattle prices are depressed. It does not take much of a
drop in the vitality of the market to be keenly felt in Nevada and I know this
applies to many other cattle-producing areas as well.

Mr. Chairman, the regularization of textile imports on approximately the same
basis as that of meats will also be of great benefit to that hard pressed industry
in the United States. The same pressures from foreign competition apply and a
similar action to meet and regulate this competition will be most beneficial.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my views. I know the Committee
is deeply concerned with the welfare and continued viability of our domestic in-
dustries. I urge your favorable consideration of these suggestions for their
protection.

STATEMVIT Or SmzTqaua PAuL FANnql or AIZoNA

Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to state my support for S. 1588.
the bill to revise the quota-control system on the importalon of certain meat and
meat products.

Let me state at the outset that I am an advocate of free trade, the notion that
nations of the world should trade with one another without regard to tariff
or quota barriers. Such a policy, it seems to me, clearly would benefit nations
and consumers alike. But free trade is an ideal. much the saine as democracy
and free enterprise and peaceful coexistence are ideals. And it is no more soon
to become a reality than will universal brotherhood and gotxlwill. Our world
is at best imperfect, and our policies, including our trade policies, must account
for those imperfections. They must deal with the world as it iP, not as we might
want it to be.

The simple fact is that tariffs and quotas are sometimes necessary, as they
are today in specific industries. And they are necessary because they help balance
and c'nnnterbalanee the multiplicity of forces affecting International tradc: the
differences between nations that are largely agricultural or industrial, largely
developed or underdeveloped, largely wealthy or poor; between nations whose
prevailing political philosophy either determines Its trade policies absolutely
or determines them not at all.

In our country, tariffs and Import quotas have not been used excessively,
except to aid fledgling industries or to protect industries vital to our national
security. This has been and Is a wise policy. Our technological knowhow, in
most instances, has made it possible for us to compete favorably in the world
market place and to mostly dominate the domestic market. But this situation is
changing, and doing so dramatically. In one area after another, from steel to
manufacturing to agricultural industries, we have been losing that advantage;
we have been pricing ourselves out of markets, foreign and domestic.

The disastrous combination of inflation and excessive wage contracts is the
primary factor. The Federal government continues to pursue the policies (i.e.,
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deficit financing) that feed the fires of inflation, and union bosses, unchecked by
presidential wage-price guidelines, fight for and mostly win contracts that have
no relationship whatever to increases In productivity. The end result of which.
of course, has been that prices for American goods and services have Jumped
so high that many of our products can be undersold throughout the world, and
many times at home as well. Foreign countries are flooding our shores with low-
cost goods; domestic industries either fold or are forced to cut back production;
unemployment rises and tax revenues at all levels of government decline.

Our failure to meet the problems that our policies, economic and trade, have
themselves created can only reflect a symptom of national irrationality. What
good purpose is served by permitting a consumer to buy a product produced
by cheap labor at a few cents less If, because of that very import, thousands
of American workers are made idle? Who does such a policy benefit? Not Ameri-
can workers, not American industry and not even American consumers-who
in time will be forced to pay more than the small amount saved In Increased
welfare costs. Let's stop kidding ourselves. If we are interested In helping all
American consumers, and that should be our aim, we should legislate with an
eye on deficit financing and inflation ... we should work to tie wages and salaries
to increases in production ... and we should adopt policies that will encourage
American businessmen to pour more money into research and modernization.
We should, In a few words, pursue policies that create domestic employment
and that strengthen America's position in international trade. And in that
regard tariffs and import quotas serve a valuable and necessary purpose.

We must provide domestic industries-including the livestock and meat indus-
try-with the necessary protection to assure their stability and well-being. That
is all that is being requested and all that should be granted. If it is done, vital
domestic industries and the greatest number of Americans will be protected.

U.S. SENATE,
CoMmiaw oN B xrzniNO AND CUaMENCY,

Hon. RussruL LONe. Washington, D.C.

Chairman, Senate Finanoe Committee,
Waskiington, D.C.

DEAn RusseLu: The Alabama Cattlemen's Association has been in touch with
me with regard to S. 1588, which would further reduce the importation of meat.

I have not studied S. 1588 In detail However, I do feel that there may be
some Justification for a further reduction of beef imports, and since this is at
least one of the purposes of S. 1588, I am pleased to support It to that extent.

With best wishes, I am,
Sincerely,

JOHN SPARKMAN.

U.S. SWNATM,
Waahinoton, D.C.

Eon. RussELL LONG,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DzAx M& CHAIRMAN: I would like to go on record expressing my firm support
for S. 1588, to revise the quota control system on the importation of certain meat
and meat products.

My state of Nevada, as well as other western states, is greatly concerned with
the fact that the beef cattle and lamb Industry Is in an extremely serious price-
cost squeeze situation.

The Senator from Nebraska has presented an informative array of statistics
showing how the present compromise control system has failed to halt the decline
In market prices for livestock. I fully concur with this conclusion. However, I
would like to stress another very important feature of this new bill.

Our domestic lamb Industry is treated as an unwanted stepchild under present
law. No provision has been made for controlling Imports on this Item at alL
Imports of lamb last year were higher than In any recent year except 1963.
I think that an important feature of S. 1588 is that It provides the President
with discretionary authority to Impose quotas on this and other meat items, If
necessary.

This bill Is designed to correct the features of the present legislation which
are weak and full of loopholes. The 10 percent overrun provision, the require-
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ment of the Secretary of Agriculture to estimate in advance Import levels, and
the failure to cover other meat imports will be corrected by this bill. I urge the
Committee to give the bill full, and hopefully favorable, consideration.

Sincerely, ' HowaRD W. CANNoN.

STATKMLXT or HoN. H[ASoLD T. (BIn) JoHasos, A U.S. RIEaiSENTATIVE IN
CoNGrees FROM T1E STATE O CALJ'ORNLU

Mr. Chairman, thank you and the members of this distinguished committee
for this opip)rtunity to appear in support of legislation you have before you today.

During the 88th Congress, I was an active supporter of legislation which we
hoped would control within reasonable levels, the Imports of certain meat and
meat products. At that time, you will recall, we sought to base these controls on
a spread of five years' import experience. In the final analysis the import quotas
were based on only three years, which proved to be years of exceptionally
heavy imports.

The developments of this summer, I feel, show the wisdom of the broader
spread. What we had feared at that time has occurred and the increase in Im-
ports has, as one of my cattlemen commented, caused the price of domestic beef
to go "plunk".

The imports of frozen beef during July, 1967, amounted to 121,600,000 pounds.
I should emphasize that this was all boned, all edible red meat. This import
record was 45 percent above the total In the same month of 19U6 and 27 percent
above June, 1967. You know what this type of increase will do to any market. It
has had a seriously delyessing effect upon our domestic livestock industry, already
plagued by high operating costs.

Because of this Impact upon the economy of the Second Congressional District
of California, one of the leading range areas of California. I have introduced
legislation in the House o Representatives to provide that the aggregate volume
of fresh, chilled or frozen beef, veal and meat of goat or sheep (except lamb)
should not exceed 585,000,000 pounds in any calendar year. The 10 percent margin
in excess of the adjusted base quota presently afforded Imports under existing
legislation would be eliminated.

Had this bill been In effect at the start of this year, Instead of Public Law
88-48, it would have been necessary for the President to proclaim import quotas
in the aggregate of 757,000,000 pounds or substantially below the estimated im-
ports of 900,000,000 pounds. We feel that this would be a reasonable amount of
imports.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I do want to add my support to a program which fol-
lows these lines. We have heard much, Mr. Chairman, about opposition to new
import quotas, but I do want to emphasis. that we are not asking that import
quotas be imposed upon commodities not now already restricted. We are only
asking that reasonable limits be enforced on a quota program now In effect.

Thank you.

REMA ORS HoN. EL Y. Bara, A U.S. RBEsENTATIVE IN CONGEs8 FaoM THZ
STATs Or SOUTH DAKOFA

Mr. Chairman. the beef industry, the textile Industry, the mink industry, the
4sfry Industry-to mention Just a few-are be AwiAg wiriouy concerned about
foreign imports as they feel the pinch of depressed domestic prices from our cur-
rent trade policy. A united front by these industries might have the momentum
to get the necessary support for quotas.

This, of course, is not the policy of the Administration and whether or not im-
port protection can be provided depends upon the willingness of every industry
whose business is being wiped out and whose labor is being put out of jobs to
Join hands and work together. This is the only way protection can be accom-
plished because the opposition Is powerful and has twenty-five years of propa-
gapda behind it.

During my seventeen years In Congress I have repeatedly pointed out how for-
eign imports have undersold American farm products and have beaten down
prices I have stressed that American agriculture produces the best raw material
and has the best facilities in the world to handle it On several occasions I have
attempted to convince my colleagues that there Is not a farm problem, but rather
a problem of International trade.
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To illustrate the ruinous effect of imports, consider the disaster year of 1Ws3
for the beef industry. In the fall of 1962, choice steers were selling for over $30
per hundredweight. In January 1963, choice steers were selling for $27.27 at Chi-
ca go. By December of 1963, the price had fallen to $2.30 and the downtrend con-
tisued until May of 1964 when prices, suffering from the high level of imports,
hit bottom at $20.50, down almost $10 a hundredweight. Many ranchers went
broke in the decline.

What happened to imports during this same period? Look at the evidence: Im-
ports in 1963 reached 1,67 billion pounds. This is the equivalent of 10.7 percent
of the total domestic production. It represented more than one month out of the
U.S. yearly supply of beef. It meant that every American who consumed an aver-
age of 100 pounds of meat in 1963, ate 10 pounds of foreign-produced beef and
veal. The cattle market, as any observer knows, can be easily upset by minor
fluctuations in the number of cattle and the volume of cattle slaughter. But to add
a 10 percent supply over and beyond domestic production to the country's markets
could not help but be disastrous. As imports continued to flow in at record levels
in 1963, the prices continued to drop.

We must stop denying protection to American agriculture and industry. Hope-
fully these laearings will result in Import quotas to relieve our suffering domestic
producers.

STATEMENT BY HoN. PAGE BELCHER, FIRST CONGRUrSIONAL DISTRICT Or
OKLAIIOMA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I certainly appreciate your
courtesy in allowing me to appear before you today to discuss briefly my very
grave concern over this whole matter of agricultural Import. The tremendous
increase in the volume of imports poses a threat to our domestic dairy industry,
to producers of sheep and hogs, to beekeepers, to mink ranchers, to our textile
industry; indeed, the threat seems nearly to run the gamut of agricultural
commodities. In my opinion, and certainly from the standpoint of the people
in my area, one of the most serious import threats is that posed to beef.

Gentlemen, my remarks thus far echo almost verbatim a statement which I
inserted in the Congressional Record on April 27 of this year. Despite the Ad-
ministration's showy but temporary "Section 22" action to cut dairy imports,
and tentative slight improvements in beef and pork prices and reductions in
beef imports during recent months, the situation is not improved and shows
Inescapable signs of becoming worse.

I also refer to the "Section 22" action as Ineffective because it took the
Administration until June 8th, six months or more from the time the dairy
problem was recognized as serious, to arrive at a decision which could have
been and should have been made and implemented in January. In the interim,
our market was so glutted with dairy products flooding through the loopholes
In our quota system that It still will be months before the cutback can possibly
have any- significant effect upon domestic prices. And there is no guarantee
that when the impact does begin to result in an improved domestic market, this
Executive Order action will not be relaxed or rescinded.

However, I intended that the main thrust of my statement today should be
directed at the meat import situation. Early in this session some 38 or more of
your colleagues Joined Senator Roman Hruska in proposing legislation to tighten
beef import restrictions. Many similar bills have been introduced in the House.
Perhaps some of the momentum behind these proposals was sapped by the slight
improvement in cattle and bog prices this Summer, simultaneous with, If not
occasioned by, a 30 per cent cutback in meat imports for the month of June.
At any rate, these bill have not been passed and to date no action has been
scheduled on them in the House.

For anyone who was led by the statistics in June to believe that the situation
was righting Itself and there was no need for concern, I would only point out
what occurred in July. The members of this Committee are probably aware that
during the month of July Imports covered by the meat import quota laws soared
to 45 per cent above July a year ago. This was 27 per cent above the June
figure for this year and amounted to 6.7 per cent of our entire domestic pro-
duction during July. These imports totaled 121.6 million pounds, as compared
with 84.1 million pounds for the same period a year ago!

In addition to the effect on price, which should be obvious, there can be no
possibility of any kind of stable planning or investing by cattlemen when meat
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imports are allowed to swing so widely as they did in June and July or to reach
so great a proportion relative to our domestic production.

Unless imports are more strictly limited and controlled, the domestic producer
of cattle and other livestock for meat is faced with only two alternative& Either
he must continue to expect and receive inadequate prices for his products or he
must quit the business.

The production figures over the past year indicate production is generally in-
creasing In cattle and hogs, with cattle up 3 per cent and hogs 12 per cent In July
over a year ago. Note, however, this interesting factor: Commercial production
of red meat in the continental United States was down 8 per cent in July from
the figures for the preceding month, while imports rose by 27 per cent in the same
period.

Thus, the farmer is caught both coming and going. If he reduces production in
the hope of improving his price, foreign imports rush in to fill the gap, and both
his price and his income suffer. If he continues to increase production, he is
accused of ignoring the law of supply and demand and told that his own over.
production is the cause of the painfully inadequate prices about which he under-
standably complains,

Some livestock specialists predict now that over the short run-the next two
or three years--domestic cattle production will be down slightly and cattle
prices should edge up slowly. If we can assume that imports will not take up
all the slack as they have in the past, perhaps predictions of improving prices
will prove accurate. If they do many people will no doubt again be fooled into
the 7sumption that the situation has corrected itself. The result will be still
ano, rr cruel blow to the cattleman, for even the forecasters who are predicting
lmprovl prices admit that the seeds are already being sown for a situation
that w.11 plunge the market right back Into its present doldrums within a few
years. Those seeds are being sown in the form of another build-up in the cattle
herd. It will take a while before this build-up matures into overproduction of
table meat, but its effect will begin to be felt prehaps by late 196) and then we
will again be in for several years of over-production and low prices.

There is only one way that a relatively stable and adequate price can be main-
tatred for dowebtic produmrs under preseit conditions, and that is to limit
Imports.

The Secretary of Agriculture recently indicated his belief that a further tight-
ening of restrictions on imports would mean "almost nothing" in terms of in-
creased prices and would seriously damage other segments of the agricultural
economy because other nations would retaliate and reduce their own imports
of U.S. farm commodities.

A major point which the Secretary overlooked is that these other nations
already have restrictions on our agricultural products, on which they continue
to increase their levies or subsidies whether we restrict imports or not. For
example, the Farm Journal magazine recently reported that the Common Market
will probably raise their levies against our corn and grain sorghum imports by
nine dollars a ton sometime this month. For another example, the Common
Market recently established an export subsidy on canned ham that amounts to
about 500 on a two pound ham. I suppose they took that action hoping we would
not increase our present 30 per pound duty on such hams in accord with our
agreement under the Kennedy Round not to do so. And, Judging from our past
performance, we probably will not, even though we could legally do so under
Section 303 of the Tariff Act and ought to do so to relieve the pressure on a
pork market already depressed as a result of increasing imports.

As for the Secretary's view that further tightening ot import restrictions
would have almost no effect on prices, I need turn only to the study made by
your own colleague, Senator Hruska, which indicates that meaningful restric-
tions could result in a reduction of as much as 25 per cent in the volume of
imports. Such a reduction would, of course, be reflected in terms of domestic
supplies and prices and it is difficult to imagine how even the Secretary could
fail to see that the effect on prices would be meaningful

Gentlemen, I hope I have helped in some way to demonstrate the dire situation
in which American agriculture has been placed by burgeoning imports. Perhaps
it is not a serious matter that we should some day soon find ourselves suddenly
dependent upon foreign producers for major food commodities--or for that matter
for oil, textiles, steel, and other such vital non-agricultural commodities. I
believe that it i a serious matter. And if It is, and if we wish to avoid such a
day in our future, I aum hard put on the basis of existing evidence to find any
solution that does not Include meaningful tightening of our import quota laws,
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I urge this C'oniittee lit its wisdil to favorably consi( r INlN1Ii'g of sith
niesurts its are llecls.Nary tol protea.t our nitlotlul security by aiutaining price
levels in our bash' indlstrie sltlilcient to keep them viable aitd healthy unil
adequately able to supply the needl of our pe-oide In times of emergency. I
especially reeunuiind to your favonible consideration the ptrojposd legislation
to restrit meat imports, as represnted In S. I588.

TESTIMONY OF U.S. Ri PMIcigNTATIVX 1AIK ANwiuzws

Mr. Chairman and .Mem ers of this (ommittee. I appreciate the opportunity
to pre -nt these remarks. The State I am privileged to repr-sent Is primarily
agricultural and as such It hams a vital stake in the United States' foreign trade
policies affecting our farm commodities.

The question (f appropriate laws regulating imports into this country is one
of the miost important that we face. While we ill recogize the need for ltterl.a
tional trade and certainly appmciate the fact that we cannot raise unrenaonable
barriers to gtos that other countries wish to market here If we are to maintain
or Increase the amount of our own goods sold abroad,, nevertheless, a baflanve
must be struck that will not Jettve la rge segments of our economy unduly expowd
to unfair comtpettion front foreign sources.

One domestic industry which has clearly suffered from excessive foreign com-
petition Is cattle prmucing. In recent years we have witnessed serious drops In
cattle prict with little or no action taken to alleviate this by stemming imports.
Most farmers today are caught in a vicious cost-price squeeze with their overhead
soaring and prices they receive for their commodities declining or renialulng
static, and the cattleman is no exception. Last year for example, we witnessed an
appalling downturn in cattle prices and this year we have seen little significant
Improvement It has been obvious for some time. I think, that the present quota
system governing cattle imports is highly unrealistic.

Each year the volume of bef and mutton imports has Increased sharply-614.2
million in 1905, 823.5 In 19M6 and it i estimated to be approximately 900 million
in i)7. As a result. In years when the cattle industry has been overproduetive,
and market prices are declining because of Inmufficient deniand. large quantities
of foreign lmports brought in under the pre--ent import law only serve to agicra-
rate the situation. Another inequity of course is the fact that processed nmat is
not even includable In the present quota system. Vast amounts of meat arrive
In this country every year that are totally exempt from consideration In deter-
mining the allowable quantity of foreign imports.

Clearly something must be done If we are to preserve this country's meat pro-
duclni capability. I believe that Senate Bill 1588, Introduced by Senator Hruska
is an excellent piece of legislation which should be given favorable consideration.
This bill has wide support throughout the United States and in my own state
of North Dakota. Our North Dakota Stockman's Association is staunchly behind
It. In addition, I have received a great deal of correspondence from constituents
exprtsing their concern over the present deplorable meat Import quota law and
their support for this legislation. I would urge this Comumitt4e In their delibera.
tons to carefully consider the plight of cattle producers and take appropriate
action to alleviate the existing Inequitable situation.

STATSMZT Or HIS ExCaXUXawC Ta. AMkASADOK OF TUE AnicNTiNE RftPUBLIC,
Ma. ALvAzo ALU ARr

Mr. Chairman, the Government of the Argentine Republic. and the private m.-
tor engaged in the processing and export of meat and related products, especially
canned and preserved, are gravely concerned about the restrictive measures
presently being considered by the Congress of the United State&

The adoption of the proposed measures would Indict substantial financial harl-
ship upon the Argentine meat packing industry, that has recently been modern-
Ised at considerable expense, In order to better adapt the same to the export re-
quirements of the Importing countries,

At the smne time, the measures contemplated in the cae of the Argentine
Republic would seriously affect an Important sector of Argentine Industry. with-
out achieving any tangible benefit for either the United States meat industry or
the United States consumer, The reason for this, may be briefly summed up as
follows:
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(1) The United State.s impnorts of Argentine meats (oIist of canned
meats, especially cored beef (75%). anti of precooked roaist beef (25%).
Neither of these processed meats cvoillote with IT.S. proceed meat protilels.

(2) In the (-ase of ceinned meats, It slmhll be oirerved that the saine Items
bave been imported from Argentina during the last fifty years with no In-
Jury to domestically produced canned meat. since both are much In demand
and their respective prices have Increased progressively.

The Argentine canned meat Is packed in a retail clnt ier, which Is poIpilar
with the middle and low Income group familit with children, since it is utilized
to wake sandwiches. esp aclally for school lunches. The two pound van and larger
sizes. are used extensively by Institutions such as hospitals. schools, cafeterias,
etc., in the pre-paration of hae.hes and other types of low-prived meals, In which
the canned product provides the meat ingredient, so essential In the diet of under
privileged sectors of the population.

Finally, it should be remembered that over 95% of thew canned beef products
have traditionally been Imported from Argentina and other Southern countries
of South America. namely, Uruguay. Brazil and Paraguay. The sauce have not
IncreaMsd substantially In volume and represent only fraction of the total valtie of

the United States meat Imports. Couequently, the Argentine Government ear-
neatly urges the lonoralle Congress of the United States to exclude these
traditional Imports of pressed meats from any restrictive measures they may
see fit to Impose upon the other imports of meats.

ALvAno C. ALSOGAATY.
Ambasedr.

D. ('oLAsuano & AssOCIAT..
Mrver 1 siad, Wash.

Senator RITaIL B. LONG.
Senate Fintane eommitce.
U.. Hecatc, Washiugton, D.C.

IW Aa SiR: We appreciate your efforts expended in the Interests of the Amer-
can consumer. In the final analysis the consumer is also the voter and voters
deteruiine which administration shall govern. Presently your committee is c4-
sidoring the ftirther restricting of quotas on import meats-which is analogous
to the little boy who said "if you don't play the game my way, I will take my
fimtaIll and leave and there will be no gamie." In essent., restricting meat 1iw-
imorts could easily be interpreted by pre.,ent friendly exporting countries as a
notice for them to declare "keep your Boeing Jeta, we will buy elsewhere."

Are the anticipated further restrictive meat Import measures by the Senate
Finant Committee actually logical? We believe if you sincerely study the
situation you will conclude that further restrietlons will be harmful to the
Amerltn consumer, the person whom you are vainly attempting to protect.
Listen and you shall hear:

1. Our Domestic Production of lean meat is inadequate to amply supply the
growing demands of our economy.

2. The cattlemen's interest is in producing fed cattle-cows, and bulls are it
necessary evil with which they have to contend and consequently are only
sporadically available.

3. Import meats do not compete with fed cattle.
4. Import meats allow the meat industry to utilize the excessive fat ant

trimmings resulting fromt fed beef.
IL Utilization of the fat and trimmings allows a more profitable return on

the fed beef.
6. Utilization of the fat and trimmings allows marketing of fed beef to the

ultimate consumer, Mrs. Housewife, at a lower price since the fat and trimming,,
are used and not merely dumped in the srap barrel at either the wholesale level
or retail level.

7. This more efficient marketing of the entire carcass In a true sense created.
a greater demand for fed beef, the cattlemen's goal-or as some say, "look
again or you will not be able to see the forest because of the trees."

8 Import meats allow the Industry to produce In quantity hamburger, welners
and similar Items at a price level which the average housewife can afford.

9. Hamburger, weiners and similar items constitute a significant segment of
the diet of vast numbers of low income famille.

10. Import meats are complimentary to fed beef-the presence of import
meats has made It possible to market more fed beef.
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Are you truly Interested In restricting the advance of higher living costs of
the American consumer or are you interested in reducing the consumer demand
market for fed beef and meat?

Senator Long, we are confident your reply would be in the affirmative, that
you are interested in retarding the spiraling living cost of the American con-
sumer and also In increasing the market demand for fed beef.

Consequently, the logical approach Is that this country needs import meats.
Further restrictions on import meats would Impair the diets of low Income
families and be detrimental to the American cattlemen and livestock producers.

Think Positive.
If you would wish further constructive comments from the grass roots level, we

are available.
Sincerely yours,

Dzcz CoLtAsu s

WiLsoN & Gw. MRzY & Co.,
South Ban Franclco, Calf.

lion. RusSm L LoNG,
Chairman of the Finawe CommUtee,
U.S. Senate, Senate BUilding, Waahngton, D.C.

My DraR S=AToa LoxG: Senator IBverett Dirkeen's "Omnibus Import Bill"
stands to create serious problems In expanding U.S. Trade in the World. If we are
to sell more abroad, we've got to have a more open policy in this country. Speak-
ing for the Chemical Industry, we must have markets abroad and the greatest
problems In price attrition have not been from imports, although they have
caused some problems, but from within our own industry where there has been
overproduction. However, these circumstances change overnight and the free
and open market would seem to be the best way to run things in my mind.

You have natural economic forces protecting our domestic industries and
you have dumping laws and other devices which can take care of the bad actors.
We urge you to withdraw your support of Senator Dirksen's backward measure.

Very truly yours,
JUrr W. Mnya.,

Preeidenl.

Naw YoaK, N.Y.
Senator RUSSLL B. LONG,
Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offie Building,
W"Alesgton. D.O.:

Further restrictions on importation of meat will aggravate existing inflationary
pressures by increasing price of nutritious, low-cost foods. Imported beef from
grass-fed cattle does not compete with beef from grain-fed domestic cattle. Urge
your opposition to now meat quotas. Lawurc= 3. S8uzas,

Presa ent,
Amerdka Home Foods, In.

Rys, N.Y.,
Hon. RussuL B. LonN,

U.S. Senate,
Waohington D.A.:

Proposals to be considered at Senate Finance Committee hearings this week
Include severe restrictions on the Import of processed meat, meat products, and
manufacturing beef. This proposed legislation would unquestionably raise prices
to consumers particularly on such low-priced Items as chopped beef, pot pies,
canned corn beef, and frozen prepared dinners. At present prices the use of domes-
tic beef for these items would increase costs to my company well over a million
dollars annually. This does not begin to allow for the anticipated sharp escalation
in prices which would be caused by the artificial shortage of these meats. The
result would be that many American families who depend on these economic cuts
and products will find them entirely out of reach. The imported meat products,
mainly from S8outh America, are not produced in this country, and manufacturing
hef is in short supply here. Consequently, restrictions would hurt low-income
fannzlie. without in any way helping domestic producers. At the same time they
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would be a blow to the economies of the exporting countries which are faced
with critical shortages in their trade balances. May I suggest you study the pro-
posals carefully and take a vigorous stand against legislation of this sort.

Gzoao IL VAIL,
President, Morton Proseu Poods.

Los Agelee, Calf.

Senator tussiLL B. LONo,
Senate Finance Oommittee,
Washinog , D.C.:

We urge rejection of upcoming proposal to tighten quotas en Import meats.
This proposal woull mean sharply Increased consumer prices for hamburgers,
frankfurters. and .inilar items which constitute an important part of the diet
of large numbers of low-incone families. Sinees tb.impoaare, needed In tis
country and are not eotapetitive with domestic grain-fed beet there IS so valid
reason to'subJtwt consumers to higher coat of lving.

lEuot BaoKEinu Co.,
Fluor a VowsT.

SE ArL, WAis.
Senator Rus .. B. LoeN,
Chairman. Senate Finanoe Committee,
Wahington P.C.

lloNORAnLE SKNATOR: We wish to atlrogly voice our opposition to any legis-
lation that would curtail the Import of foreign meat on the grounds that It
would surely Increase the cost of hamburger, welners. chop steaks, and other
basic items *lhat are so important to the low-income familli. Without the Im-
orted meat to supplement the domestic supply the domestic prices would

skyrocket.
Very sincerely,

Acus PouLTTr Co.

Les ANgUzS, CALw.
Senator RusaLL B. LoNG,
Chairmam Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

We oppose protectionist measures. They can hardly affect the local meat
Industry. They can certainly lose us friends all over the world by removing com-
petitive controls. Stch measures would result In Increased prices to the cus-
tomer; particularly those in low-income brackets.

Laos QvALwT Foo,
JuLUaS BELL.

SA€ P5ANxCICO, CzaLI.

Senator RussLL B. Lon,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Scnate Oce Building,
Washington, D.A.:

As members of the meat industry we wish to convey our thoughts on the up-
coming bearings by your committee into the possibility of Imposing stricter import
meat quotas. We fel that any such legislation would adversely affect the con-
sumer by Increasing the cost of many manufactured meat items, that imports at
present level do not in fact affect returns to the domestic meat producer and that
foreign retaliation to such action would contribute to nullifying the progress
made by the Kennedy round tariff negotiations.

0. A. poaTAm & 0o.. 2o.

Ponr Won=, Tom.
Senator LoNe,
Chairman, Sente Commitee on Pi ece,
New Sexate O0m Buidixg, Washgtoa, D.C.:

We wish tostate that we are strongly opposed to further restrictions on import
meats because of the extreme difculty in finding domestic manufacturing grade
meats.

TxzsOmuA Co.,
JAMs . BVcLE Sad JACK EL DEEDEYN.

85-68--U7--pt. 2- 19
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PMILADE L IA PA.
Senator RussL B. Lose,
Chairman, Senate Finamwe Committce,
Warhingt^o D.C.:

Don't tighten import quotas hardship on low-income families. Purchasing ham-
burgers, fraukfurters, et ceteria would increase cost of living unnecessarily Im-
ports needed they don't compete with domttc grain-feed beef and keeps cost of
living down.

COLONIAL B=E CO.,
Louis E. WAXMAN.

TACOMA, WASu.
Senator RussLL B. LoNG,Cheirmsm BeeFe umoe 0ousmdffee,

Wukinaton, D.A.:
Please do what you can to defeat any proposals to tighten Imp.art quotas on

meats on grounds it would mean sharply Increased consumer prices for ham-
burgers, frankfurters, and canned meat items we produce which constitute im-
portant part of diet of vast number low-income families, and since these imports
are needed in this country and are not competitive with domestic grain fed
beef. There is no valid reason to subject consumers to higher cost of living.

NaLuzr's FIxN Foo,
K Swu, Purk"Wg Agent.

SACUAMNaJo, CALur.
Senator RussuLi B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Couwnittee,
Wa skingtoi, D.C.:

We are strongly opposed to lowering import quotas on meats Effect of such
action will only drive up cost of processed meats to consuming public. Im-
ported meats find use in making frankfurters, luncheon meats, hamberger,
and so forth and are therefore not competitive with domestic beef which are
raised for consumption as primal cuts. Continued supplies of imported meats
are essential to our industry.

MADE RITE SAUSAGE CO.,
T. K. JoHNSON, ecretary.

CAsPER, Wvo.
Hon. RUSsLL B. LON,

Chairman, Senate Fiwwe Committee,
Wahi gton, D.O.:

The Wyoming Wool Growers Association, representing the wooigrowing indus-
try in the Nation's second largest sheepraising State respectfully requests and
vigorously solicits your support and that of your committee on S. 1588--Import
quotas on meat and meat products; S. 1796--Import quotas on textiles.

We urge that 8. 1588 be amended to provide quotas by species of meat as in
the 1964 Senate-passed bill. Provide reasonable import quotas for lamb meat
as In the 1964 Senate-passed bilL

WyOMxNo WOOL Guowzu AssoCIArIoN,
RoDENT P. Bzissm, Reecutive Soretary.

Los Anozs, CALI.
Senator RtssEu B. LON, 

I

Chairman, Senate inaame Oommittee,
Wahingto, D.C.:

Urge that you consider carefully any legislation that would curtain Imports
of meat products that are needed desperately to keep meat prices from going
even higher than they are

W~AN= FooDS, INC.,
SAM Dumax.
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Dmorr, Mica.
Senator RUSSL B. Lomo,
Ohairmae on Finae,
New Senate Ofie Buiding, Wamhtsgtom D.O.:

Thid firm Is definitely against any type of restriction on Imported meat.
CIr PoULmTY Co.,
EAsmoW Haas.

L=ZINOTOX, KY.
Senator RUSS.LL LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Pswoe,
New Senate Oloe Building,
Wa*aingto D.O.:

We ar opposed to further restrictions on meat Imports. The following points
are a reason for opposition:

1. Restrictions of Import would raise prices of hamburger and process meat.
2. Restrictions of Imports would hurt the consumer especially the low-income

group.
3. Not enough domestic manufacturing beef is produced for our needs.
4. Imported beef does not affect fed cattle prices.
5. Imported beef is necessary In order to maintain orderly and rational

marketing.
W. T. YouNG SToaAo,
T xA s PATeos, General Mamger.

PBILADIELPBLA- PA.
Senator RussE L oP
Chairman, Committee on FinP ne,
New Senate Ofice Building,
Waxhington, D.C.:

We vigorously oppose the Senate Finance Committee proposal to place meat
Imports under additional quota. As a public refrigerated warehouse handling
Imported meat, we feel these restrictions would definitely affect our business and
diminish our economic growth. Also restrictions of Imports would hurt the con.
sumer especially low-income groups and there Is actually not enough domestic
manufacturing beef being produced for our needs. Please give this matter your
careful consideration.

UIrm STATES CoLD SToRAW Corw.n
Taumi, P ssmoau Jr., Vice P1eigent.

Junsr Cr, N.J.
Senator Russax LoNG,
Chairman, Committe on Finamnce,
ANew Senate Offie Buildin,Wa#uington, D.C7.:

We request that no further restrictions be put on the import of frozen meat
Into the United States: (1) Restrictions of Imports would raise prices of ham-
burger and processed meats, (2) restriction of Imports would hurt the consumer,
especially, below-income groups, (3) not enough domestic manufacturing beef
Is produced for our needs, (4) imported beef does not affect fed cattle prices, and
(5) imported beef Is necessary in order to maintain orderly and rational
marketing.

NATIONAL CowL STORAGE 09.,
AMAZxD CAxNTo, Prevwdem

ST. Josmnu, Mo.
Senator Russ= LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finanot Committooe,
Net Senate Ofoe Building,
Washington, D.C.:

The board of directors of the American Angus Association at Its quarterly
board meeting at St. Joseph, Mo., On the 12th day of October. 1967, adopted this
resolution and beg your careful consideration.
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Whereas the directors representing 62,45 breeders and improvers of angus
edstock for the increasingly efficient production of quality beef, being concerned

that the average prices paid for finished beef cattle at the Chicago market during
1967 have been 10 percent lower than average prices paid at this important mar-
ket during the years of 1969 through 1984 while costs of production have con-
tinued to Increase: therefore, we do hereby

icaolvc to counsel the Senate Finance Committee to consider carefully the need
to decrease the import quotas for beef and that the same time to consider strongly
plfting all future quotas on a quarterly basis without recourse to importers to
make up unfilled quarterly quotas during succeeding periods of any year.

A'M I AxGous Assocnoz,
x. CT. , Preidea*.

Amerrton. lemationa CharloUs Aesoofttos
Houmuor, Ti.Hon. Rrssu., 13. Iowo,

Cliowtau. Pi~dw e Commfttee,
Benafe Ofce Bwidfng, WauMnpton, D.O.:
Whereas butcher cattle are now selling throughout the United States at about

80 percent for parity at a time when production costs are at an alltime high
aud, .v.leres hourly industrial wages will buy more beef at the meat counter
than at any time in the history of this country and, whereas this unrealistic
situation is due largely to the policy of our Government which is giving a large

perce;qt of our beef market to foreign beef which has been produced at a small
fraction of the cost of producing of American beef and, whereas this unfair
and iu-American competition threatens the entire future of the American cattle
produtceri, now, therefore, the officers and directors of the American Interna-
tional Charlolls Association with 4,984 members in 49 State. at Its all quarterly
meeting in Kansas City, Mo., on October 13, unanimously urge the Congress to
pass legislation at this session of Congress drastically reducing the quota of
fresh and canned beef to be imported from Australia, New Zealand, and any
other country that prohibits our exports of U.S. live cattle into those countries
and which Is allowed to compete in this country with our home-produced beef.

J. Sott Naa uson, RAtcuive 8ecretrv.

CMCAQ% I=

Senator RusseaU. LoNe,
V.. Senate, Senate OXce Building,
Wafhintom, D.C.:

Strongly urge you to oppose tightening import quotas on meat. Type of meat
presently imported is in short supply in United States and expected to con.
tinue so. Any reduction would mean sharply higher prices to consumers of items
which constitute important part of diet of low-income familie& These imports
are not competitive with domestic grain-fed beet the product of this company.

ELanaR PAcxMn Co..
B H. Tkumn.

Senator Bussv.L LoNG,
17.8. S nate, Senate Ofee Bufildtng,
Washington, D.C.:

We are regular users of Imported meats which are proceefii into Items that
constitute important part of diet of largely low-income families. Comparable
product of this country-cow meat--is in short supply and any reduction in
imports would result L sharply increased prices to those families least able to
pay. We ask that you oppose any proposal to tighten import quotas on meats.

IL W. KNWP, INC.,
IL W. Kwzr.

CRICAGO, ILM
Senator RsuL Loire,
OMhnssrmw oiusttee on Fima*",
Yeso Senate OflOe Buildes, Wea#Mnton, D.A:

Domestic production of manufacturing beef is Insufficlent for our needs. Further
restrictions on imported beef would increase the prices of hamburger and proe-
eased meats and hurt the consumer particularly te low-income groups, imported
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beef is necessary to maintain orderly marketing. Respectfully request your sup-
porting opposing further restrictions on imported beef.

F'ULTON MARK T COLD STORAGE CO.

ML&Mz, FLj
Senator RusszLu Loo,
Chairman, Committee on Piance,
New Senate OfjIce Building, Wakington, D.C.:

I strongly urge your opposition to further restrictions on meat Imports as
domestic beef production is not enough for our needs. Restrictions would raise
meat prices and hurt the consumer particularly the low-income group and these
imports are necessary to maintain a sane market.

ARTu 1. LC cmSMAx.

stArria WASH.
Hon RUsszLL B. lAng,
Charmwn, Committee on FinaNoe,
New Senate Offce Buldlng, Waehingto., D.C.

DEAn SNATOR LONG: In your hearings concerning Import meat quotas, we
request you consider that any reduction of these quotas will sharply Increase
consumer prices for hamburger, frankfurters, and similar items, which constitute
a large part of the diet of low-income families. Also, reduced quotas are not in the
best Interest of expanding international trade from this area with Australia and
New Zealand. Reduction of quotas could result In retaliatory measures from
these countries. Request you deny any further reductions of Import meat quotas.

J. ELDox OpaHim.
General Manager, Port of Seattle.

SAN BUN &JWINO. CAuiF.
Senator RussE.L B. LONG,
Chairman, Senatc Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Urgently feel proposal to tighten import quotas on meats be rejected on
grounds that it would cause higher prices to consumer and pow considerable
hardship particularly to low income families.

DzszrT PRovisioN Co.,
B.I L LaURMAN.

SN F3N 5mVo, CATLI.
Rvsszxi B. LoNG,
Chairman, St nate Finance Oommittee,
Wah ington, D.C.:

May we add our voice in opposing any protectionist legislative measures taken
by your committee in further restricting the Import of lean meat beyond the
present quota basis. Imported lean meats do not commte with domestic grain-
fed beef but are essential in supplying necessary protein to low income families
depending on hamburger, frankfurters, etc. as an important part of their diet.

ALL= PACxmtR. LTD.

RoCHESTER, N.Y.
Senator RusSLL B. LoN,

Chairman, Committee on FinaMe,
New Senate Ofoe Buildig, Wsh&usgtou, D.C.:

Request opposition to bill further restrictions meat imports inuMclent domes-
tic beef available restrictions would raise processed meat prices hurting low
Income consumers.

ROG E CASH.
Preeldtnt, State Wide Refrigerated Services, Inc.

pm
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CuzARLETON, S.C.
Senator LoN,

Committee on Finawe,
New Senate Offloe Building, Wahington, D.C.:

Imperative no restriction be placed on foreign meat importsq. Actually till
restrictions should be lifted but imperative no reduction or quota established.
Import restrictions would cause hamburger and other processed meats to soar
in price and actually reduce profit to American beef producers as well as sub-
stantially hurt American consumer. Your efforts in eliminating restrictions
desperately needed.

CIHARLESTON OVEZ6EAs FORWARPERS, INC.

ST. PAUX, MINN.
Hon. Russ=L B. LoNo,
Chairman, Finance Committce,
U.S. Senate, Wauhington, D.C.:

Central Livestock Association, the largest livestock marketing agency in this
country, would like to be recorded as favoring passage of Senate 1588, which
would revise the present law governing meat imports by establishing quotas and
reducing meat imports by 20 percent.

CENTRAL LivEsTocK ASSOCIATION,
N. K. G.wNFs,

General Manager.

BURGER KING,
Franklin Park, Ill.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
CVhairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Offioe Building,
Wakington, D.C.

DEAR SiXATOn LoNG: It has come to my attention that the Social Security Bill
now pending before the Senate Finance Committee has had an amendment added
to It which will, if passed, restrict the importation of beef from other countries.

As we are in the hamburger business and are struggling to not raise prices so
as to maintain our share of the retail food distribution, we now enjoy, we respect-
fully request that you do not tamper with the free market price of beef.

Perhaps you know that the beef shipped into this country does not have quite
the flavor that corn fed Nebraska beef has been able to command. There are
many people who can afford the higher priced, better flavored corn fed beef raised
in the United States.

However, many people cannot, and we respectfully request that you let the
American people be the Judge.

We believe in the free enterprise system and have succeeded only because of
the free enterprise system. We started with five employees and now have 50. only
because we were willing to charge as little as possible in order to give a big value
to the customer and a small profit to ourselves.

Sincerely yours, DXVID L. ROm, Prcsidnt.

TAMPA, FLA.,
Sa. RursuL LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Urge that your committee place no further restrictions on imports of frozen
meat. Restrictions would result in higher food prices hurting the consumer and
at same time hurt economy by reducing work available to stevedores and storage
warehouses. Imported and domestic meats do not compete for same market.

EiERsoN GvLr FLORDA TEamiNAL Co.,

BamEAv , DmL.
SENATOR RussmLL LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, New Renate OflIce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Please be advised that we would appreciate your opposition to further restrict-
tions on meat Imports; No. 1, restriction of import would raise prices of proe-
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essed meats; No. 2, restrictions of imports would hurt the low income consumer;
No. 3, Imported beef does not effect fed cattle prices; No. 4, Imported beef
is necessary in order to maintain orderly and rational marketing. Your attention
would be deeply appreciated.0 NzwTox Tnuoxxxa Cm.

PHLADELPBL&, P ZN.

Senator RUSSsLL LON,

Citairman, Committee o9 Finace,
New Senate Offlce Building, Waoh4ngtos, D.O.:

We request that you oppose any action establishing quotas on fresh frozen
meats which are not competitive with American grown meat. The imported frozen
meats are almost exclusively used in the manufactured products such as frank-
furters, sausage, and canned soups. If the importation of such meats is restricted
it would affect the lower income bracket particularly. The price of choice meat
in the stores should indicate that foreign competition does not interfere with
American produced meat

F. B. VANDERORDr & CO., INc.

SAFWATr TRucK LIEs, Iwo.,
North Bcrgcn, N.J.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman. Coinnittee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

l)EAR SENATOR Lo.xo: It has been brought to my attention that the Senate is
studying the possibility of further restrictions on the import of frozen meat into
the United States and I feel that the type of beef being imported Is not readily
available from the domestic producers and that the import of beef does not affect
fed cattle prices and that such importation is necessary in order to maintain
orderly and rational marketing.

If the Senate should further restrict importation of this product, I am certain
that Americans in this Country will find the price of processed meats and ham-
burger more expensive to purchase and this, of course, would affect the con-
sumers of minimal and low income groups. I feel sure you will agree that these
people are already feeling the results of our latest tax increase.

Very truly yours, H.I. GOEBTS.

WnxIsow COLD STORAGE CO.,
Lubbock Tea.

Senator Russ=LL LoNa
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Sosate Ofoe Building,
Washington, D.O.

Six: The continuing restrictions which our government is placing, has placed,
and proposes to place on imported meats is very disappointing. Those meats which
are imported consist of very lean meat which is necessary to balance out with
the domestic production of fat meats in our country. Unless imported meat is
continually made available, hamburger and all of our processed meat items will
become much higher priced. This will be very detrimental to everyone concerned
with the meat business and especially to those with smaller incomes.

There is one customer, of our warehouse, here in Lubbock, that uses in excess
of 100,000 pounds of imported beef clods each month. In times past, when im-
ported product has been scarce, It has been extremely difficult, and at times com-
pletely impossible, for this customer to maintain product that is even usable. Even
when domestic product has been made available, it has been of such a poor quality,
for the type operation this customer has, that It has been impossible to put out
a quality product.

Please give every consideration to this subject before adding additional restric-
tions to imported meats which will not be helpful to anybody in our country. It is
very disappointing that the domestic cattle people are making such a big fuss over
this matter when they cannot provide the product which is presently being Im-
ported and when this product works so beautifully In conjunction with their
product and not In competltioc to It.

Sincerely,
J. G. WvEnsoN, Jr.
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PowT or TAcomA, Tacoma, Wash.Hon. RLTSW.L B. LoNG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wkaehfto, D.O.

Draz SuzwToa Lono: We have been informed that the Senate Finance Com-
mittee is holding hearings on a Proposal to tighten Import quotas on meats, along
with many other commoditiesL We feel that restrictions on meat Imports would
not be In the National Interest. These meats are primarily used for the manu-
facture of hamburger, frankfurters, and similar Items, which now constitute an
Important part of the diet of a vast number of low-income families

Government and industry are putting forth their combined efforts to ward off
Inflation. Any increased costs of these Items would tend to contribute to this infla-
tionary problem, and be detrimental these low-income familes. These Imports
are combined with domestic beef to create a product within an economy price
range and are non-competitive with domestic grain-fed beef.

In addition, Importation of meats from Australia and New Zealand has allowed
the Northwest area to export large quantities of lumber, pulp and paper products
to these countries, thereby helping domestic Industries which now are In a de-
pressed market condition.

We ask your support to oppose such disastrous legislation.
Sincerely,

ENssT L Pznu,
erer Maager.

NAnoNA AssocaTzox or Nuoso Busass,
AN PROMMONAL WourZ's CLUS, INC.,

Columbue, Ga.Senator LONG,
Chairman. Committee on Finance,
New Sent Oo BUowdi,
Weshington, D.C.:

Your support of the meat Importers' councils opposition to additional quota
restrictions Is urgently requested.

Mrs. MAnGr L BmzHcias
President.

BLUE SmTAz TitUoKING Co.,
Elisabeth, N.J.

Senator Russerz LoNG,
Committee on Finance,
New Senate Ofie Building,
Washington, D.C.

Draa Sm: In regard to further restrictions on meat Imports.
It may be true that imported beef helps to keep our prices down. That is for

beef produced In this country. In this area, no doubt, your concern is with the
farmer.

May I respectfully point out, that we should also be concerned with the gen-
eral public, In particular that great mass of low income families, many of whom
get their Income from relief and/or poverty programs.

Also, what about U.S. Government Subsistence Procurement programs. In par-
ticular for the Armed Forces The cost In tax dollars would certainly be In-
creased.

In addition, consider the number of United States Industries, with their large
employee populations who earn a living from beet Imports. From my Industry,
a large portion of our business depends on picking up beef at the piers and truck-
Ing same to the final consignees. You are no doubt aware of the many varied
taxes that we contribute. Also the many civil service positions created by these
ImportL

Most of all there Is not enough cattle slaughtered to supply the demand for
manufacturing, processing and hamburger meat. The packer will not kill cattle
for the lower priced cuts alone. The market demand must be there for the major
cuts, from which we get our steaks, etc. In other words the demand for manu-
facturing beef far outstrips the demand for prime and major cuts. Therefore
the Importation of this beef Is an economical must.
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In view of the above explanation, we must beg your indulgence in not oily
allowing further restrictions on beef imports, but to expand the Imports It can
only help our economy In the general broad cycle.

Sincerely your, Meatus H Bus,

General Hmer.

WL GILL & SONS,
MAders, Of.

Hon. StNATon RUSSELL LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Flwu* Commtee,
New Senate Oo. Building,
Washingkto, D.O.

Duxa Si: We urge the support of 5L 158 as we feel the excessive reign
imports of beef have made it impossible for us to compete price-wise to the bene-
fit of the cattle industry in our own country.

Respectfullyyours,
WILL GiLL, Jr.,

Preegl .
McnOEL, CAL.

Hon. RuSSmLL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DrAn SENATOn LoNG: I urge favorable consideration of the meat Import bill
referenced above. As a member of the working and consumer public I do not
believe See. of Agri. Freeman when he says, "Imports of meat do not hurt our
producers or labor".

Sincerely
Hzxay ai WELLES

CHARLOrE, N.C.
Senator RuesELL LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offoe Building,
Washingto D.C.:

It has come to my attention the U.S. Senate is studying the possibility of
further restrictions on the Import of frozen meat into the United States. This
wire should serve as opposition to further restrictions on meat import for the
following reasons: (1) Would tend to raise prices of hamburger and processed
meats, (2) would hurt the consumer, especially the low-income groups, (8) not
enough domestic manufacturing beef Is produced for our needs, (4) imported
beef doee not affect fed cattle prices, and (5) imported beef is necessary in
order to maintain orderly and rational marketing.

B. IL FzspuMAN,
C'osumer.

H&H PRovIsIOx Co., INC.,
Somerset, N.J.

Hon. RuSaSz LoNG,
(hairman, Commitee os Pinaews,
New Senate "DBO~etg,
Was hgon% D.A.

D.As SENAmoI: Please note our opposition to the impositlons of any further
restrictions on the import of beet for the following reasons:

1. Further restrictions will generate an Increase in selling prices of hamburger
and processed meats, thereby adversely affecting low income groups.

2. There is not sufficient domestic beef available to meet normal and growing
requirements and will not permit of any orderly market In the trading of same.

3. Fed cattle price cannot be adversely affected by maintaining the present
limits of imported beeL

Respectful, w Amn=ON, P.
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DAvE's AUTOMATIC Dauv1-IN,
Fru¢'kist Park, Jll.

Senator RUSSELL B. LON,

Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Buiding,
Washington, D.C.

DEa SENATOR LO* G: It has come to my attention that the social security bill
now pending before the Senate Finance Committee has had an amendment added
to it which will, if passe(', restrict the importation of beef from other countries.

As we are in the hamburger business and are struggling to not raise prices so
as to maintain our share of the retail food distribution, we now enjoy, we respect-
fully request that you do not tamper with the free market price of beef.

Perhaps you know that the beef shipped into this country does not have quite
the flavor that corn fed Nebraska beef has been able to command. There are many
people who cannot afford the higher priced, better flavored corn fed beef raised in
the United States.

However, many people can, and we respectfully request that you let the Ameri-
can people be the Judge.

We believe in the free enterprise system and have succeeded only because of the
free enterprise system. We started with five employees and now have 50, only
because we were willing to charge as little as possible in order to give a big value
to the customer and a small profit to ourselves.

Sincerely yours,
DAvI L. BRooKE.

STATEMENT OF IRA H. NUNY, A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL RESTAURANT
AsSOCIATiON IN OPPOSITIoN TO FURTHER REsTRICTIoNs UPON THZ IMPORTATION
oF Bw

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Ira H. Nunn. I
am the Washington Counsel for the National Restaurant Association. This as-
sociation has 14,000 members of its own and through its affiliation with 137
state and local restaurant associations it speaks for 110,000 eating and drinking
establishments in all parts of the country. The National Restaurant Association
includes among its members all types of food service industry-all types of in-
stitutional feeding as well as restaurants, cafeterias, drive-ins, etc. of the usual
kinds.

Our purpose in coming here, Mr. Chairman, is to address ourselves to one part
only of the various proposals your Committee has under consideration at this
time, that is, to the proposal further to restrict the importation of fresh, chilled
and frozen beef.

Our appearance is entirely in the interest of the consumer. Should the Importa-
tion of foreign beef be further restricted, there is no doubt that the price of
hamburgers and sausages to the consumer would rise. So far as I know, the
proponents of the proposal to restrict imports make no other claim.

The food service industry which my association represents is the single
largest purchaser of food in the Nation. Our industry -buys, prepares and passes
on to the ultimate consumer 25 percent of all the food this country consumes.
The American housewife is the largest consumer of food, our industry is next
in volume, the United States Government Is third. One out of every four meals
eaten by Americans today is eaten away from home. Very soon one out of every
three meals will be taken away from home.

It is the hamburger business which stands to lose most If this importation
of beef is further restricted. The "hot dog" business would feel the effect as
well. Let us look at the "away-from-home", that is, the restaurant consump-
tion of hamburgers.

Leaving military consumption out of account, we learn from the Market
Economics Division of the U.S. Department of Agriculture that 4.464.000,000
pounds of hamburger was consumed in the United States In 1965. Of this
3,468,000.000 pounds, or 77.7 pen -'t, were consumed at home and 996,000,000
pounds, or 22.3 percent were consun.,-I away from home.

The total retail value of this hamburger consumed in 1965 was $2,431,000,000.
The value of that consumed at home was $1,734,000,000, or 71.3 percent. The
value of that consumed away from home was $697,000,000, or 28.7 percent.

'So the food service industry is a large customer and consumer of hamburger
and has an abiding interest in the subject of your inquiry.
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The proposals which you have before you would roughly cut In half the
amount of foreign beef which might legally come into the country. The result
of this would be to increase the cost of hamburgers to the consumer by 30
percent to 50 percent depending upon location and other factors affecting
marketing.

I subinit, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, that this result would come about
without doing anyone any good-not the cattlemen, not the packers, certainly
not the housewife or any other consumer. No one would benefit. We would suc-
ceed only In raising our prices and we would do great violence to the economy
of two of our most valued allies in the Viet Nam war, namely, Australia and
New Zealand. We have all too few allies in Viet Nam, Mr. Chairman. Practically
all fresh chilled iud frozen beef imported into the United States comes from Aus-
tralia, New ZealaL- or Ireland. I make no comment upon the effect these re-
strictions would mhae upon our international trade. That has been discussed
before your Committee at considerable length.

In reality, Mr. Chairman, this imported beef does not compete In a literal
sense with domestic beef. Almost no grain fed beef Is imported to our eduntry.
Almost all of the imports consist of lean grass fed beef. Thus, lean beef Is used
in manufacturing-principally hamburger and frankfurters. It in mixed with
domestic meat and with the surplus fat stripped from roasts and steaks and
thus made into hamburger or other products which may be sold at prices lower
than the roasts and steaks produced domestically. The presence in our market
of this lean meat from abroad actually stimulates the market for our excess
fat. When sold for rendering, the excess fat brings about 5 cents a pound. When
sold for mixing In hamburger, it brings about 45 cents a pound.

It Is said by the proponents of this measure, Mr. Chairman, that ground beef
competes with higher-priced beef because when a housewife chooses hamburger
she fails to buy roast or steak. This Is not the case. When a housewife buys ham-
burger she does it either because her family, especially the children, prefer it,
or because she cannot afford the higher priced roast6 and steaks. If the price of
hamburger has been driven up, she will not turn to higher priced meats. The
lady will buy spaghetti or baked beans, or perhaps poultry or fish--depending on
the price at the time.

And, quite apart from such matters all of which indicate that protection is
not really necessary at all, there Is a very good regulation in existence e now which
will provide protection If Imports get out of hand and protection should be needed.
I refer to the Meat Import Quota Law (Public Law 88-48:, approved August 22,
1964). If Imports grow to exceed 110 percent of the average of the five rear
period 1959-63, known as the "trigger point," limitations will be applied. Nery
recent estimates made by the Secretary of Agriculture and published in the Fed-
eral Register of October 4, 1967 (Vol. 3Z No. 192, Pg. 13825) indicate that esti-
mated imports of cattle meat, goat meat and sheep meat (except lambs) for the
calendar year 1967 will aggregate only 860 million pounds as against a "trigger
point" of 904.6 million pounds. The importation of foreign meat Is not running
high.

Protection Is not necessary, Mr. Chairman, and If it were, the law has provided
for It.

In behalf of the National Restaurant Association which I represent, I extend
thanks for your courtesy in giving attention to our point of view.

SOUTH CABOLINA MEAT PACKEr ASSOCIATION,
Columbia, S.C.

Hon. RussmL. B. LoNo.
Senate Finane Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washinglon, D.C.

Dr.&a SzNATon LoNG: I refer to the Senate Finance Committee's hearings sched-
uled to begin Wednesday, October 18, which will consider the tightening of meat
import quotas. My position is one of opposition to further limit of such imports
and is based on the following reasons:

1. Formulation procedures require a high-lean content In Ruch items as ham-
burger, hot dogs, bologna and many sandwich and cold cut meats.

2. The fact that government regulations require a high-lean content in the man-
ufacture of certain Items.

& The necessity of lean meat to utilize cuts and timmings from fancy meat
cuts which would otherwise be Impossible to use.
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4. Lack of domestle "lean meat" supply.
& Economic factor If only heavy grain-fed meats are used in the manufacture

of so-called low-cost diet Items.
6. Economic factor on consumer if only fat grain-fed meats are used in the man-

utacture of accept "economy" type meats
T. The effect of low Income families which depend on low cost but highly nutri-

tious lean product for diet.
This to an area in which we as Americans, In an effort to do everything bigger

and better, have simply concentrated on the fat and fancy type meats without
taking into consideration the fact that lean meats are an essential in the meat
packing industry.

Only in the past few years have the swine producers seen the necessity of pro-
ducing the lean bacon type hog. For many years they were guilty of producing
over-fat lard type pork. This is your paralleL

Your careful consideration of these points Is requested prior to making your
decision.

Very truly yours,
J. HAniyr Dairrs,

President.

SOUTH CAROLINA MEAT PACKERS ASSOCIATION,
Columbia, S.C.

Hon. GRAIIAM PURCELL,
U.S. Houte of Representaties,
Washington, D.C.

DR.aa Ma. PUtRCLL: I refo.r to legislation introduced by you imefore the Congress
which would curtail or reduce the present quotas on the import of foreign proces-
sing beef.

If I understand the details of the bill as presented to members of the National
Independent Meat Packers Association In Chicago on May 12, one of your basic
reasons for such legislation is due to the present market of fat-cattle, that Is to
say, graded grain-fed heifers and steers in the USDA Cla-ification of good,
choice and prime.

If this be the case, I find it impossible to understand Just how the reduction of
imports of boneless processing beef would have any effect on the problem. Sau-
sage manufacturers (that Is to say, proce-sors of frankfurters, bologna, meat
loaves, sliced cold cuts, etc.) are dependent upon lean beef for producing such
items. These items simply cannot be made from the (by comparison) expensive
fat beef.

For some years the lean cattle necessary for such production have not been
offered domestically in such quantity as to meet the demands of the processor;
thus, the necessity of imports. Apparently the Imported beef has not effected
the price of domestic processing beef inasmuch as the supply does not meet the
demand and the price of domestic is some 4 to 5 cents per pound higher.

I am In complete sympathy with the objective of Improving prices of fed fat-
cattle to the point whereby the producer derives a reasonable profit on his invest-
ment but fall to see how curtailing the Import of processing beef can bring about
such a goal. In view of the foregoing, I respectfully request that a further study
be maide as to the effect such legislation would have on the over all economy, the
con ,uming public and meat packing industry before proceeding with such a bill.

Very truly yours,
J. HAvEr DRAtrs,

President.

VALENTINE, NEBE.
Hon. RuSSELL LONG,
(/ha irma n of Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: The continued rise in taxes and other operational costs have
cut the margin of profit for us ranchers to a dangerous level. Our olxational
costs have continued to rise while cattle prices have remained general static
over the last few years. It now takes nearly half a million dollars Investment in
land. equipment and livestock to produce a living wage to support a family. This
will mean the end, before long, to many small and medium sised family ranchers
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If we don't get some relief from taxes and competition from excessive Imports
of heef. Theme Increased and erratic ieef Imports have been responsible for much
of the recent declines and uncertainty in the fed cattle market and subsequent
decline in the jtocker and feeder market.

I understand your committee will soon hold hearings on the effect of a number
of lml6rti. on our domestic market. I hope you will see it to report out S. 1588
(Jlrumka) to the S'enate and use your influence to secure favorable action. You
can be certain that it will be greatly appreciated by cattle men over the entire
nation.

Sincerely,
WAYzN J. RoDv.Es.

VzXXA SAuSAUZ MFo. Co.,
Lot Angeles, Calif.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman, Senate Pinance Committee,
Senate Office Buildbig,
Washington, D.C.

Dr.s SI.NATOR LoNG: In your deliberations concerning Import quotas on meats
it is suggested that you separate grain fed beef from lean type boneless beef for
proLvsslng.

Calf-producing ranchers, cattle feeders, and grain producers may be entitled to
protection from foreign beef. However, our country cannot produce sufficient lean,
processing beef to meet demand of lower income families for hamburger, frank-
furters, bologna, and similar meat products.

Respectfully suggest your committee do nothing to cut down the amount of
protein bearing lean meat which contributes substantially to the protein diet of
those who cannot afford grain-fed steaks and roasts.

Very truly yours,
. D. Mowai,

Plant Manager.

BrLYU MrATS, IU0.
Yakima, Wash.

Senator RUSsELL B. LO.O,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Daa Sin: It has come to our attention that hearings are about to be held to
discuss legislation aimed at tightening import quotas on meats and other
commodities.

We feel that the only thing this would really accomplish Is to force the already
too high cost of living even higher for a group of consumers who can least afford
price rises in the meat industry. If we in the meat Industry are forced to buy on
a market that is consistently high, we will be forced to make our customers absorb
this increase in order to stay in business, principally the one to whom hamburger
and weiners are a necessity and all they can afford.

At the present time, we are buying hamburger bulls on the local markets at
.42/2 while we can buy choice carcasses for .44%0. The imported meats are
positively no threat to the local producers of grain-fed cattle.

Very truly yours,
Ro=m A Bn: ru.

FOODMAKER COMMISSARY, INC.*
Son Dkego, Calif.

Ilon. RuL'SELL B. LONXG,
Claairman, .Senate Fixane.c Committec,
U.S. Senate, Washisgto, D.C.

DI.A, SMATO Losu: The lean meat that Is imported from. Australia, New
Ze.aland, MIxico. JrEland ond Canada is not In competition with our grain-fed
meets that we produce in United States. If we were to change over to domestic
grain-fed beef in our hamburger operations, the product would not be as good,
the coqt to the ultimate consumer would delnitely hare to be Increased and
this starts a chain reaction of inflation.

I am sure you folks are caught between "the devil and the deep blue sea"
In trying to keep inflation down and at the same time trying to appease the
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American farmer. The country from which we import meat also needs our
dollars to buy our exports of which a good many are farm products.

I hope you will consider this letter when your committee discusses Import
quotas.

Truly yours,

Vice Presidcnt.

L. Fawx Axv Co., Isc.,
New Orleans, La.

Hon. RussuL B. LoNG,
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

D.u RUsSELL: I understand that the Senate Finance Committee is holding
hearings next Wednesday on a proposal to tighten import quotas on meats. Since
I've just returned from Co.ta Rica I'd like to give you a few observations for
your consideration regarding this sort of legislation.

I spent considerable time talking with Latin Americans about the American
image and I would say one salient point dominates their thinking more than
anything else, they resent AID. What they really want is a market at a fair
price for the product they produce. At lore.sent Latin America, particularly
Central America is spending a great deal of time trying to develop Its cattle
Industry.

The same thing is true in many other foreign nations who struggle along
with unfavorable balance of payments and unfavorable foreign exchange ratios
and are very resentful of American assistance.

I don't feel as a purchaser of some of this meat that it is being brought In
at lirives effecting the American meat industry in the slightest. I don't feel
that there Is an American product that Is completely adequate to supply the
needs and demands for the cheaper cuts of meats.

Remember most American beef is grain fed. This Is strictly grass fed
beef. I think the only effect on the American economy that restrictive quotas
have would be to raise the price of the lower priced section of cuts, i.e., ham-
burgers, frankfurters, etc. I think meat prices are already much too high in
this country and if these imports do have a slight dampening effect on the lower
end of this meat pricing the majority of your constituents, I'm sure would say
-Hurrah".

Our policies sometimes seem shortsighted, when we'll sit by and hand out
tremendous sums of money In various programs for AID but are unwilling to
feel the slightest pinch of the belt from over-eas -omeltition.

I certainly hope you will consider the alw~ve in the light In which It is sent,
that Is. mnstructive, suggestive observation.

With kindest personal regards, in which all here Join, I remain,
Very truly yours,

CHARLEs W. FWAix, Jr.,
Secretary.

NORTHt DAxOTA -TOCKMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
Bisinarck. N. Dak.

Senator RusszLL TA)NG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
New Senate Officc Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: The North Dakota Stockmen's A'.4soclation is grateful to you
and your Committee for the opportunity to present a statement supporting and
urging passage of S. 1588 which seeks amendments to the present meat import
law. We resiiectfully request this letter be included in hearing testimony.

The North Dakoto's Stockmen's Association represents nearly 3000 cattle
producers and feeders and is generally considered as the spokesman for the beef
cattle industry in North Dakota.

Cattle and calves are normally expected to account for about 24% of the
annual agricultural income for North Dakota, and, since roughly 80% of our
state's total income is derived from agricultural sources, the economic importanRe
of beef is readily apparent.

North Dakota annually expects to receive from $145 to $15 0 million from the
sale of cattle and calves. Any reduction in this anticipated Income causes mone-
tary loses to hundreds of local North Dakota communities.
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We fully realize that we must live with some level of beef importation so
therefore wish to make it clear we do not advocate that imports be shut-off. We
do, however, feel that wide monthly variations or fluctuations in the level of
foreign beef imports work a depressing effect on domestic prices which those
amendments contained in S. 1588 would help to level out.

PRICK EFFECT OF IMPORTS

While the price-depressing effect of increasing imports is difficult to determine
with compelte accuracy, it is known that higher imports create deflated price
changes in the domestic beef market. The U.S.D.A. has determined the following
price flexibilities resulting from beef and veal inworta.

IMPACT A--PERCENT CHANGE IN PER CAPITA SUPPLIES OF BEEF ON SELECTED PRICES

fin percentJ

Results In a deflated pri changeat Chicago
-percent dchnge In quantity per capital of--

Choice steers Utility cows

Steer and heifer beef ................................................... - -1.33 -2.2
Cow beef plus Imports of beef an veal ................................... --. 29 -. 74
Only Imports of beef and veal when imports are-

5 perwnt of domestic product ....................................... - -. 07 -. 17
10 percent of domestic product ...................................... -- . 11 -. 27
15 percent of domestic poda t ...................................... --. 14 -. 35
20 percent of domestic product ...................................... -. 16 -. 40

Source: Wvestc A Meat Situation, ERS. USDA, November 1963, tables O and F, pp. 41 and 43.

With the assistance of Richard Fenwick, Livestock Marketing Economist
at North Dakota State University who supplies these data, we have attempted
to put an approximate dollar-loss to North Dakota's total beef cattle income
due to imports of beef and veal.

CO1oic 6TZKS

We have calculated that North Dakota producers lost an average of $3.00 per
1,000-pound steer in 1966 due to the price-depressing Influence of foreign beef
imports over the 1958-62 average. In other words, steer prices should have
been $0.30 per hundredweight higher in 1966 than during the 1958-02 average
because of foreign beef imports. North Dakota marketed 157,000 head of 1,000
pound steers in 1966 alone. Multiplication of the estimated loss per head and
1966 steer marketings reveals an opportunity cost of $471,000. This is revenue
which would have accrued to our state's economy had imports been restricted
to 1958-62 levels.

UTILITY Cows

Utility cows are the type of beef which is in closest competition with imported
beef. This can be seen by the magnitude of the price depressing effect on the
previous page. In making a similar calculation for utility cows, we found that
the opportunity cost of imports in 1966 was $0.48 per hundredweight or $4.32
per 900 pound cow. North Dakota markets an estimated 150,000 of these cows
with a 1966 average loss of $648,000.00

When this loss is added to the previously calculated loss on choice steers, we
arrive at an average annual lose of $1,119,000 to the North Dakota beef in-
dustry and to our state's economy.

SUMMARY

In sumary, then, we support anl urge passage of S. 1588 in the belief that
it will provide needed benefits to the domestic U.S. beef industry at a time when
this industry is struggling desperately to bring the domestic beef supply in line
with current demand. We're quick to acknowledge that presently d-pressed
prices are not all caused by foreign Imports but do submit that wild monthly
fluctuations of foreign beef are a contributing factor in that they are a part of
the problem because they cannot be predicted. Only the Congress is capable of
taking the action necessary to remove this problem.

Sincerely,
RAYMOND SCHNELL, President.
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JACK's M AT Ssvzca, lNCi.,
KauE PACKING Co.,

DeoUge Ter.
Hon. Senator RuhlLL Lone,
Ohairmen, Senate FPiance Oommittee,
New Senate Ooe Budlis,
Wahingto D.O.

DvAa kia: We are asking that you oppose any further restrictions on meat
Imports in your committee hearing on this matter. More restrictions would only
raise the price of hamburger and processed meats to the consumer, and would
affect mostly the low income bracket families.

It is necessary to use Imported meats in manufacturing, as the supply of
domestic meat is insufllclent.

We will appreciate your help on this matter.
Yours truly, R. A. Lrrirw=, Vice President.

ARIZONA CATTLE Fznus' ASSOCIATION,
Phoeni., Aris.

Senator RusBL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Pinnce Cotmmittee,
New Senate Ofce Buildiag,
Washingto, D.O.

DEAs Ma. CHAIRMAN: We have been Informed by the American National Cattle-
men's Association, with whom we are affiliated, that you have scheduled public
hearings on the importation of oil, meat, lead and zinc, textiles, steel and dairy
products, beginning Wednesday, October 1& We understand that due to the
number of commodities to be considered, oral witnesses will be necessarily limited.
In lieu thereof, we respectfully submit this letter as our written statement

As you know, the ANCA has requested permission to present oral testimony
before the Committee on behalf of the 42 State membership and we earnestly hope
that you will grant their representative, Mr. C. W. McMillan, an opportunity to
be heard.

The Arizona Cattle Feeders' Association supports the oral testimony of the
ANCA one-hundred percent and desires to go on record with this written state-
ment to that effect. There is very little that we, as a State Association, can add to
the compilations and factual evidence to be presented by Mr. McMillan. In brief,
we must have more realistic meat import quotas through legislation as proposed
In 8-1588!

In this connection, we are requesting our Senators and Representatives in
Washington to Join u In full support of Sennte Bill 1588 which your Committee is
currently contemplating. It is our mutual belief that passage of this legislation
will enable our industry to remain in a relatively healthy and competitive posi-
tion for the purpose of providing our great nation with Its "number one food
choice.. beef I"

Your full consideration of the American National Cattlemen's Assocltlon
request for oral testimony-as well as our written statement-will be sincerely
appreciated by our total membership of 450 or more cattle people and related
Industries in the State of Arizona.

Respectfully yours,
PAUL GANZ,

Chairman, Board of Directors.

STATZMENT Of TUE NATIONAL COUNCIL Or SENIOR CITUzENS, WAsHINOToN, D.C..
JoHN W. EDELMAN, PRESIDENT

The National Council of Senior Citizens strongly opposes the bill which in
now being considered by the Senate Finance Committee seeking to revise the
present Meat Import Law (P.L. 88-482) with new, unnecessary, quotas.

We have already informed the Senate Finance Committee of our objection
to an announced plan seeking to attach many other import quota tariff matters
to the Social Security Amendments the Committee is considering.
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This is a plea to reject specitcally the newly proposed meat Import quotas.
We of the National Council of Senior Citisens take this position because of

the great hardship such additional meat import quotas would mean for millous
of elderly Americans.

The members of the Senate Fime Committee surely do not want to force
up the price of hamburger, frankfurters and other relatively low priced high
protein meat products millions of the elderly buy because .their incomes are too
Inadequate to permit buying better grades of mat.

Driving up the price of relatively low-priced meat seniors buy would undoubt-
edly force many more of them to eat canned dog food-as some already do--
because they are so poor they cannot afford even the least expensive cuts of
meat Intended for human consumption.

As the Senate Finance Commlttee members know, the great majority of social
security recipients depend almost entirely on their social security benefits. They
have little other income.

The nation's elderly are grateful to the Committee for the consideration it
is giving the House-passed amendments to the social security law but wb feel
great concern over reports that, while deliberating on a social security increase,
the Committee is also considering quotas on meat imports that would most cer-
tainly boost the price of meat for seniors.

We feel concern, too, over reports that the Committee intends to authorize
Medicare payments to chiropractors and plans to finance this added cost by
raising the amount seniors pay for Part B optional doctor insurance under
Medicare.

Already, Secretary John W. Gardner of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare has reported the likelihood of Medicare Part B premiums going from
the present $3 a month to a possible $4 a month with no increase in benefits for
the insured.

On top of this, the Finance Committee reportedly is preparing to raise the
premium even further, also with no increase in benefits that the National Council
of Senior Citiens recognizes for we regard Medicare payments for chiropractic
medicine as anything but a benefit to seniors. It would represent instead a
dangerous deterioration of the quality health care available under Medicare.

The National Council of Senior Citizens could understand raising the present
$3 a month Medicare Part B premium in return for inclusion under Medicare
of the cost of prescription drugs seniors require. We maintain that, in limiting
Medicare coverage to drugs administered in a hospital or other health facility,
Congress left seniors with a heavy burden that forces them oftentimes to choose
between spending meager cash for food or for medication essential to their
welfare.

We of the National Council of Senior Citizens Insist that attaching meat con.
trol quotas as a rider to the social security amendments would be giving to
seniors with one hand and taking away with the other.

We would like to point out that hamburger, fiankfuters and other low-cost
popular food products, so important to the elderly and vast numbers of other
low income consumers, are made of a so-called manufacturing grade meat--a
lean meat produced from gram-fed cattle chiefly developed in Australia, New
Zealand and Ireland.

The U.S. cattle industry concentrates on sending animals to feed lots where
they are fed grain and fattened to provide steaks and other high-priced meat
cuts. Use of grain-fed cattle for hamburger and frankfurters would raise the
price of these meats so drastically as to put them well out of the reach of the
elderly and others with low incomes.

Imported meat from grass-fed cattle is mixed with fat trimmings from meat
of home grown cattle In manufacturing hamburger, frankfurters and similar lower
priced meat products. A major item In determining net return on U.S. cattle
sent to market is the price received for fat and trimming: economists point
out.

Without imported lean meat, the market for fat trimmings will decline rap-
idly, they predict

The present law governing meat imports has been in effect since 1964 and,
contrary to scare publicity, meat imports have never reached the point where
quotas called for under the law, had to be imposed.

85-408-67-pt. 2- 20
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In fact, the Agriculture Department estimates 1967 meat Imports will be sub.
stantially less than the present law alows.

The National Council of Senior Citizens appeals to the Senate Finance Cow-
mittee "ot to:

Confuse the complicated social security amendments so vital to the nation's
seniors by attaching import quota legislation to these amendments.

Raise the price of hamburger, frankfurters and other relatively low cost
meat products by passing the additional meat Import quota legislation (8. 1588)
or any similar bill at this time.

STATEMENT Of THE NzW MEXICO CATTLE Gitowras' ASSOCIATION SUaMzrT ay
Roa=? W. TALBTr, EXECUTXVE SuowrTAy

The New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association Is a state organization of :t 0
families who operate cattle rmches In New Mexico. Together they acvotmt for
nearly 60% of the total agricultural income In New Mexico. Agriculture Is one of
the State's leading Industries.

Because agriculture, especially beef production, Is so Important to New Mexico.
we ask this Committee to support 8-1588 and allow producers to carry on their
business in an orderly manner, retying on their town business ability to operate. If
we do not pass this legislation, we allow the continued functions In price which
have been the market pattern because of lmporta. Cattlemen will soon find them-
selves In bankruptcy because the economic decision for supplying the demand Is
not theirs to make

I cite to you the attempt of the industry to bargain for higher prices. The work
was begun last spring. The price started moving up, to the break-even level. Thena
in July, Imports shot up 45% above the same mouth last year. They went from
5.45 of U.S. production to (.7% In one month, anl increase of 27% over June of
this year. A one per cent decrease in supply brlnp a 3 to 5%* Increase In prices.
Imports were an increase In supply and our prices started tumbling. Futures trad-
ing for next April slid from $27.42 to $5.83.

Gentlemen, we submit, with such fluctuations, the cattle industry In New Mex.
lco can make no Intelligent management decisions upon which to run its business.
Today, the rancher is selling cattle and Importers hiLve put a dent In his prices. If
cattle weren't contracted by September first, the price dropped with Issuance of
Import figures. These are the problem of S-1588 Is to solve.

At the same time, 8-1588 does a service to the American consumer. If she were
organized to the point where she knew or realized the lack of meat inspection on
some foreign meats, she would be in your committee r-ooms pleading for this legis-
lation. The law now says, "substantially equivalent" when referring to foreign
meat lnspe1tion. When this meat arrives at a port of entry, It goes Into normal
channels as U.S. inspected meat. Even our states while have excellent state lnspec-
tion systems can not move state inspected meat in this manner.

Gentlemen, today you have a chance to help both the cattleman and the con-
sumer with a vote for 8-1588, a chance not often accorded to a decision-maker.

Dated this 16th day of October, 1907, in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

No MOLIC PORT AND INDUSTRIAL AtrrIiORITY,
Norfolk, Va.

Senator RussETJL Loxo,

Chairman, Committec on Finater,
Ncw Senate Office Buildi g, Washingtom, D.C.:

Our understanding U.S. Senate studying lposiblUty of further restrictions on
Importation of frozen meat. The Norfolk Port and Industrial Authority is op.
posed to further restrictions. Port of Norfolk has himvested thou.ands of dollars
lit construction for importt,4 frozen wt-f laidllv : facilities. Further restric-
tions would adversely affect marine termin eimploynment, increase consumer
cot,ts, eslecially low-income groul. Could also pos-ily upet our favorable
balance of trade. Repeat. Norfolk Port and Industrial Authority opposed to
further rt tricthmis on lmportation of frozen, weant.

JAMES . CRUM ILFY.
(Gnti-al Manaager.
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31OIIILF:, ALA.
Senator RULSSEU. B. LoNe,
Chairman, ommattee on Finanoe,
New Senate Offloe Building, Wasiangton, D.C.:

Req eetfully request your consideration not to tighten import quotas on meats.
We definitely feel It would tend to increase consumer prices for hamburgers,
frankfurters and simflar Items. Also feel present Imports are to competitive
with domestic grain-fed beef and feel tightening Import quotas would subject
consumers to a higher cost of living.

GEomuI M. IIAAs,
President,

Haas-Davi Packing Go., late.

Nrw YoK, N.Y.
Senator Russmx. B. LoNe,
-Chairmon, Scnae Fiwace Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washingto^ D.C.:

Respectfully urge defeat of any proposal to tighten Import quotas on imported
meats. These tused primarily for hamburgers, frankfurters, amd so forth, con-
stituting Importation portion diet large numbers families. These Imports deti-
ntely not competitive with domestic grained beef. Decreased quotas will further
increase cost of living to nations detriment

JosEpH AMaLAn, Is.
COLUMBUS, 01110.

Sena tor Russzu. B. LNGo,
Chairman, &umiate Building, Washington, D.C.:

Urge rejection of "Import meat quotas measure" on grounds It would sluirply
Increase consumers prices of hamburgers, franks, et cetera. Because of higher
vosL of much needed import noncompetitive meat products used In their produc-
tion likewise causing unnecessary higher cost of living.

Ti HERMAN FALTM PACKING Co.

Naw YORK, N.Y.
Senator LONa,
Cha rwan, Committee on Finmn.
New Semte Office Building, IVaekingtou, D.C.:

We the employees and officers of John Thallon & Co., Inc. (established in 18M5)
5A) Broad Stret. New York, N.Y., would like to go on record as opposing any
further restrictions on meat imports. Our livelihood would be seriously jeio-
pardized should further restrictlons be enacted.

WiLLuAm O'RiLL-1.
Pre iden, John TAwUo 4 Co., Inc.

FORT WORTH, TEx.
Senator RUSsELL B. LONG,
Chahian, Nnate Committee on Finan e,
New S eate Opwc Bu4l''sm, Washington, D.C.:

Requesi your opposition to any further restrictions on import meats which
could only raise the consumer prices on hamburger, ground beef, and processing
meat,.. Insufliclent amounts of domestic meats now available for manufacturing
purposes for which mimot import meats are used. This type mlmrt meat will
have very little effect on domestic prices on fat cattle slaughtered here.

JIMMy J. tILLx, United State. Cold Xtotagc Corp.

Naw YoRK, N.Y.
Senator LoN,
C(haitman, Senate commitive on Finaacm,
le.hkingtom6 D.C.:
Request your opposition to any further restrictions which would only raise

prtios of hamburgers and pressed meats to consumers. particularly low-infome
groups. There Is insufficient domestic meat available for manufacturing purlose
for which Imported meats is u."e. Therefore imports do not affect price levels
of fed cattle.

TImE Tt'PMAN Titvaww Co.. Ix-.
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.NEw Yoax, N.Y.
Senator 

LON,

Chairman, Committee on Pfnance,
New Senate Office Building,
Waehington, D.C.:

We strongly urge that you oppose any further restrictions on meat imports
TuOMAs BOaTHWICK & SONS.

GRAxD PWEIE, Tax.
Senator Lox,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offioe Building,
Washington, D.C.:

We kindly ask your opposition to further restrictions. There is not enough
domestic meat available for manufacturing purposes, or which this meat is
primarily used. Import meats do not affect the price of fed cattle.

TuE Cunms GawAw Co., INc.

DALLTAs, Tnx.
Senator RUSSzLL B. Logo.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Scnate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

We request your opposition to future curtainment. Our Nation cannot export
in the world market without being willing to import from other countries.

Respectfully,
IXG"K FaEw ,
Fwix C. SUToK.

ORWASO, IL.
Senator LONo,
Senate Ofic Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Please record my opposition to reducing beef import quotas. Any move which
would increase food cost for lower Income group should be repelled.

ELLEN CON=NLLY.

NEW Yoax, N.Y.
Senator LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Waskington, D.C.:

We wish you to know of our irm opposition to any such restrictions. We believe
any such legislation proposed as a panacea to the ills of the domestic cattle
industry would not only prove to be ineffective but would place an uncalled for
strain on the American housewife's budget unnecessarily increasing the cost of
staple beef items such as hamburger and frankfurters.

AMTsAco COMMOIT Ou.

GmsNmm)o, N.C.
Senator Russz B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

I understand your committee will hold hearings on a proposal to reduce im-
port quotas on meat. I strongly urge you and your committee to consider the
disastrous results a reduced Import quota on meats would have on the low-income
groups In this country. Our low-income groups are the primary consumers of
hamburgers, weiners, and bologna. The lowering of our import quotas would
drastically Increase the price of hamburgers, weiners, and bologna to these
groups. These Imports are needed in this country by these low-income groups and
in no way are competitive with domestic grain fed beef. There is no valid reason
to subject the low-income groups to an Increased cost of the meat they can afford
and need I strongly urge you to consider the burden that would be placed on
these consumers.

0. T. MuNDY,
Prealdent, Greensboro Meat Suppl! 06.e, Ino.
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ST. louis, Mo.

Hon. Russua B. 

SoM,

Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
U.S. BSate, Weehwron, D.O.:

We urge rejection of the proposed amendment to pending meat inspection bill,
HR. 12144, which would require that all products containing Imported meat be so
labeled as to indicate that fact. This company produces 22 separate frozen pre-
pared food products utilizing beet in which both domestic and imported beet are
used alternately, depending upon availability, quality and market price. The
proposed labeling requirement, involving label duplication and identilcation and
segregation of all beef brought into our plants. would render the use of imported
beef impracticable. Others in the same Industry are in the same position and
consequently this proposed amendment should be recognized for what It is, a
back-door embargo on meat importation.

Elimination of imported beef and complete dependence upon domestic manu-
facturing beef would seriously debase the quality of our products and advqrsely
affect our operations which employ 8.000 people in the States of Missouri, Minne-
sota, and California. More importantly, it would give a sharp push to the cost of
living to those least able to afford it through price increases in a multitude of
froz%!n and canned products which utilize imported beef at least a portion of the
year. This detrimental effect on the consumer would not have corresponding
benefits to the domestic beef Industry siceu imported beef competes almost exclu-
sively with domestic cow beef which is a byproduct of the dairy and beef cattle
industry. Production or marketing of this type domestic beef would not auto-
matically respond to higher prices and the absence of Import competition.

HowAw A. STAMP,
President, P. X. Stamper o.

ATLANTA, GA.
Senator RUSSELL LONo,
Chairman, Oommittee on Pinance,
New Semate Offce Building,
Washington, D.O.

We respectfully request your opposition to further restrictions on meat Imports.
Additional restrictions would raise prices of hamburger and processed meats
because not enough domestic manufacturing beef is produced for the needs of the
Industry. Young Americans consume millions of pounds of this product daily and
will be greatly affected by your decision.

JOHN VANUEORZE,
Chairman of the Board,

Commercial Ould Storage, IJo.

OAMo SAuSAoG Co.Beettle, Wa.
Senator RusSEaL B. LoNs,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washigton, D.O.

DE~A SNAThm Loe: Help! don't put us out of the Beef Jerky business- 95%
of the meat which we use for our Beef Jerky (Inside Beef Rounds) is not even
available domestically as there is a very limited supply in this country. Any
curtailment of Importing of this meat would be critical Even the Imported prod-
ucts are scarce and we have been unable to supplement our supply domestically.

Sincerely,
AR uz P. Om=M,

President.

STATEMENT Or NEVADA STATE CAFTLz ASSOozATION, SUDMITTEm ay LmLiz J.
STEWARLT, PESIDENT

First, imports of beef are not necessary to insure the domestic consumer an
adequate supply of beef. Actually the economy of the beef cattle industry is suffer-
ing from over production at the present time. We are making an all out effort to
gear our production to demand. The domestic Industry can expand even beyond
our present capacity. Adding the tonnage of imported beef to our domestic supply
places the beef Industry under dire financial circumstanes.
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The production of beef Is common to all (0 states. It is one of the basic indus-
tries and producers of new wealth in many of the state& Many Iucal economies
are primarily dependent upon beef production.

One important and serious aspect of beef imports is that the imported beef
competes with our lower grade meat, specifically cow meat. The price of this type
meat has been badly depressed due to imports. When this happens many producers
rather than market a cow, the unit of production, at the proper age will retain this
animal in the brood herd and produce another calf. This tends to compound the
trouble and further increase the tonnage of domestic beef. If a price represent-
ing a profit to the producer of this cow were available when she reached the opti-
mum disposal age the cow would be slaughtered and not held in the brood herd
for further production.

Specific important provisions of 8. 1588 that would be of great help to the beef
industry are:

(1) Establishment of a "trigger point" for reduction of imports at actual
quota level and not the 100% of quota as under the present law.

(2) Canned, chilled and frozen beef be included in the quota.
(3) Inclusion under the quota of overseas purchases by the Armed Fons

for consumption overseas.
(4) Quota to be established and regulated quarterly. This to prevent sea-

sonal and unpredictable flooding of the domestic market. It is Impossible for
us to regulate and police our own production If we are subject to these un-
predictable flucuations.

We in the beef Industry feel S. 1588 is essential to the economy of the industry
and to insure the consumer of beef In the United States a clean, well Inspected,
adequate supply of beef.

BUNK=R HL PACKING CORP.,
Bedford, Va.

Senator RussELL D. LoNG,
Chamwan, itance Oommittee,
New senate Office Buvidg,
Washington, D.C.

GzNTLMEN: It is my understanding that the question of reducing import quotas
of imported beef is again up for consideration by your committee.

A lot of people are misled by throwing all Imported meat and all domestic meat
into single categories. You have In both cases so called "table" cuts and manu-
facturing beef. This spring, due to a gigantic mixup in the Department of Agri-
culture's estimates, the country came up with a great surplus of "table" beef. The
shortage of manufacturing beef, which comes mainly from cows, stems from the
decreasing number of dairy animals caused by the great number of people who
have gotten out of the dairy business due to the small return on a large invest-
ment and the great amount of work involved.

If It were not for an available source of imported manufacturing beef. the
canned meat industry would be in a disastrous position. We are using about &%
imported beef at this time because we found that we could not compete with
the larger packers, Armour, Hormel, Swift, Libby, etc., when doing our own
slaughtering. I won't take time to go into details, but I would be happy to ex-
plain it to you if you want further information.

At any rate, let it suffice to say if these restrictions are placed on imported
beef, we will be in a position whereby our very existence will be in Jeopardy. We
are, when compared to the larger packers, small; but we do a very good job
regionally, thus giving us a great potential for Increased growth. There are
many. many other manufacturers in the mine position we are in.

I believe when the arguments are advanced for reducing quotas, you will find
that little mention will be made of the difference between the two kinds of beef.
It is an important factor, however, and one treat should be investigated carefully
before any action is even contemplated.

I urgently request that you do everything possible to put a damper on, and if
possible defeat, any actions suggested before your committee designed to change
the quota system.

Very truly yours, J . VLINT I1.

President.
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WEsr VIALNIA ItSTrILM& AsSWIOTuON,
W. Va.

H-on. IussL B. LoNG,
C hairman, ktijate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

My DF.rA M1. Lo.o: I note that Senate 1111 1588 dealing with Meat Import
Quotas will be among several bills included in a hearing before your Com-
mittee beginning on October 18.

The bill Is of major concern to consumers and retailers of West Virginii.
Therefore, I request that the attached statement in their behalf be filed In
the proceedings of the hearings and that a copy be made a part of the portfolios
of Committee members.

You will note that the statement is in opposition to Meat Import Quotas. We
cannot emphasize our opposition too vigorously.

Respectfully yours,
CHALEs HOPKINS,

Executive Vice President.

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO 8. 1r88 DY TIlE WEST V/RGINIA RETAILERS
ASSOCIATION

.M1R. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN: The West Virginia Retailers Association
has made an In-depth study of Senate Bill 1588 dealing with Meat Import Quotas.
As you are aware, 8. 1588 will tighten current quotas on meat and meat products.
The WVRA study shows that such action is unnecessary and undesirable.

The current cost-price squeeze affecting U.S. cattle producers has not resulted
from the impact of Imported meat. In 19W, domestic cattlemen raised 19.5 billion
pounds of beef. Imports, on the other hand, accounted for only 750,000 million
pounds.

Imported beef is of the manufacturing variety and does not displace sales of
table beef. Imports merely supplement U.S. production of manufactured beet
and studies show that U.S. manufactured beef products are inadequate to meet
the requirements of both processors and retailers.

Your attention is directed to the fact that retail prices of ground beef, ham-
burger and sausage products used by a major segment of the consuming public
will be forced upward sharply if inlsrts are curtailed further.

The effect of the passage of S. 1588 on the family pocketbook of West Vir-
ginians will be of interest to you, also. Though the figures used are a result of
a study in the Mountain State they are applicable to the other states of the
nation and, thus, to your constituents.

Domestic cow meat is selling at 590 per pound wholesale price to the stores
of West Virginia. This price is predicated upon buying, thus, it is possibly
higher to the small independent grocer. Without any outside force operative, this
price will rise to 63¢ per pound by December, 1967.

However, if restrictions are Imposed on imports, the wholesale price of domestic
frozen boneless beet will rise to a minimum of 78 and a possibility of 790 per
pound before December, 1967.

This would mean that the retail price of ground beef, which Is now selling
In the stores of West Virginia for 69# per pound, and has never sold for more
than 790 per pound, would cost consumers a minlum of 990 per pound. Thus, by
an Irrational act of closing down the import of meat from foreign countries,
Congress would immediately Impose a 20 to 30# per pound price increase. This
Is inflation running wild.

It is necessary to emphasize that our Study revealed that the grocers' ability
to move cattle beef to the retail counter depends almost entirely on the ability
of the retailer to move ground beef across the counter. This is brought about
because of the necessity of making use of the fat trimmings from grain fed beef
in order to sell the better cuts of beef at a competitive and reasonable retail
price.

Thus, It becomes Immediately clear that If the price of ground beef becomes
prohibitive as It will if the meat Import bill is passed, It will deter general meat
movement into the market and will definitely cause a back-up effect and a tre-
mendous price increase on the movement of carcass beef.

A review of statements made by some members of the Oommlttee show a
great concern for the Intflationary spiral that is acting like a cancer on the
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economy of this nation. However, mere expressions of concern are not suflelent.
The slowing down and eradication of inflation Is predicated upon action by a
Congress and Its committees when this great body is In a position to strike
at such malignancy. You, in your consideration of 8. 1588, are in such a position.
Defeat of this proposal will keep meat products fSowing to the tables of America
at reasonable prices.

It is the opinion of WVRA that you neither want a slow down in the use of
meat products nor an escalation of prices. Therefore, the WVRA calls on you
to discard B. 1588.

Please accept the appreciation of the West V'rgiua Retailers Association for
this opportunity to enter into the legislative role with you.

JACK'S M3AT SERVICE, INC.,
Dallas, Tee.

Hon. Senator RuSSELL LONG,
CPairma., Senate Finance Committee.
New Senate Offioe Building, Washington, D.C.

DE% SIR: Regarding the Senate Finance Committee hearing on meat Imports,
we ask for your opposition to any further restrictions which could only raise the
the price of hamburger and processed meats to the consumer. This would affect
particularly the low Income brackets. There is insufficient domestic meat avail-
able for manufacturing purposes, for which imported meats are used. Imports
have no effect on fed cattle prices.

Thanking you for your consideration, we are,
Very truly yours,

RoBERT L. PERRY,
Vice President.

STATEMENT BY NORTHWEST ARKANSAS CArn.LEMEX'S ASSOCIATION, ROBERT E.
BENTON, PRESIDENT, ON BEEF IMPORTS

In 1947. the average earner worked 31.4 minutes to buy one pound of beef,
whereas, in 1966 he worked 18.7 minutes to buy one pound of beef of higher
quality.

The price received by the U.S. producers of beef has remained static, or
declined over the past 20 years while the cost of production has skyrocketed.

We don't want beef to become to expensive as we realize that too large of an
Increase would make beef more vulnerable to competition from other meats,
chicken for Instance, and If we started to make a decent return on our labor
and Investment every drug store cowboy In the country would get Into the
business and flood the market. But, we do believe that we should receive a small
return above our cost. For example, I have seen figures showing the average
cattlemen in 1965 received a lower net income than the average Negro family
In Watts, Los Angeles, California.

Our gross Income from beef in 1966 was 11.3 billion dollars, approximately
one-fourth of the gross farm and ranch income In the U.S., and all of the things
that depress our prices are bound to adversely affect the farm Industry in the
United States.

The world's cattle population, according to the U.S. State Department of
Agriculture, is 1.104,000,000 head and under the present thinking of the Na-
tional Adminintration. any portion of that number will be Imported to hold
down prices. Evidently the government Is afraid that the present world cattle
population is not adequate so It Is lending or granting money to other countries
so such countries can Increase their cattle for export. This can be proved by
checking the loans made by the Import-Export Bank and by checking the loans
made through the Alliance for Progress Program.

The beef Importer and those In favor of cheap food at the expense of the e
producers, argue that the lean Imported beef does not lower the price of U.S.
beef. This Is a very weak argument as It can easily be seen that such beef Is
In direct competition with cull cows and two-way cattle. It might be said that
such animals are a very small percentage of the total production and have a very
slight effect on the net Income of cattlemen. But. consider this, many cattlemen
cull 20% of their cows every year and four dollars less per hundred, which we
think is a reasonable estimate of the loss caused by im)rts, for these cows can
easily be the difference between a lo." or gain for the entire business. Also, the
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two-way cattle if slaughtered as gross fat beef instead of being fed out would
reduce the total beef tonnage and allow a slight increase in price of fed cattle.

Can we depend on foreign countries for a steady supply of beef? I don't think
we should be forced to and if we are, look at the tonnage that has been brought
In over the past three years. It has varied from less than 50,000,000 pounds per
month to above 100,000,000 pounds per mouth. I don't think our people can stand
that kind of variation.

The U.S. import duties on beef are lower, by a large percentage, than any
other major importing country. According to a letter from the U.S. Secretary
of Commerce, dated July 18, 1967, the actual figures are:

Beef boned or boneless:
U.S. &9% of the present advalorem equivalent,
U.K. 20% of the present advalorem equivalent.
EEC 20% of the present advalorem equivalent,
Japan 10% of the present advalorem equivalent

As of now the U.K. does not charge import duties on beef imported from
commonwealth countries. However, when it joins the EEC It will be forced
to charge EEC rates to all countries.

The EEC countries use variable levies, these are fluctuating duties equal to the
difference between the internal price level and the lowest representative world
price. These levies, which may be calculated daily, insulate the domestic farmer
from outside competition by raising Import prices up to or above EEC prices.
Also, frozen beef requires import certificates and is subject to a quota. Why
can't our government do as much for us?

What If the flood of foreign beef continues and increases as is allowable under
pres-ent arrangements? We will stay broke and finally be forced out of the busi-
ness. What then? The broke cattlemen may deed all of his remaining assets to his
children, as many other people do, and go on welfare; or if he has any remaining
capital left, he might go to Australia and get in the cattle business there; or
he might organize others like himself and riot, but very likely he will move to
the cities and try to compete for the available jobs. But, I see a bleak future
in any course he may take. True the cattlemen have many skills, for example,
he is an expert in feeding, herding, doctoring, breeding, castrating and dehorn-
ing, in horsemanship, and In pasture management. But, I am afraid these skills,
even though some of them are sorely needed, will demand a very low wage in
the cities.

TIxAS & SOUTHWEST 2I CATrLE Raxsnas ASSOCIATION,
Dallas, Te'.

Hon. RussuLL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, New Senate 01oe Building,
Wakigton, D.O.

DrA SENATos Loe: These are discouraging times for the nation's beef pro-
ducers and cattle feeders. An all out effort is being made by the nation's cattle-
men to cope with the problems facing the domestic cattle industry today. However,
the present influx of imported beef into this country makes It difficult for the
cattleman to provide any significant progress for himself.

It has come to our attention that the Senate Finance Committee has scheduled
hearings on the importation of various commodities beginning on Wednesday,
October 18

The Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association desires by this letter
to make known to the members of the Committee its strong urging that this seri-
ous problem facing the nation's cattle Industry be relieved by favorable action on
Senate Bill 1588. We will be represented at the hearings with statements pre-
sented by representatives of the American National Cattlemen's Association, with
which we are affiliated. We shall appreciate your favorable reaction to the pres-
entation on this subject by this group, which will represent all segments of the
nation's cattle industry.

With very best personal wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,

BEN H. CAIPTEE,
Preidet.
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TEMRrT RANCH,IIUCVISVtt, Mo'rnt.
Hon. RussELL B. LoTAN,

Chirnas, Senatc Fiwowe committee,
lVe Ahntos, D.O.
My DEAR SNTATOR LON o: The purpose of this letter is to urge you and the

members of your Committee to give serious and favorable consideration to S. It.
158 now pending In your Committee.

A reduction in meat imports is vital to the livestock industry. The industry is
operating on a marginal basis and If it is to be allowed to exist a very material
reduction in import quotas must be brought about. Failing this then it would .eeuli
that there should be a decided increase in the tariff on imiported beef.

Surely an industry as necessary to the preservation of tile country as the beef
industry is entitled to enough protection to permit it to exist.

Sincerely,
JVLIAN TERRETr.

RUTIIERFORD RANCW.
Eagle Point, Oreg.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
New Senate Ofice Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENAToR LoNo ; As American beef producers, as Farm Bureau members.
and as members of the Oregon and California Cattlemen's Assn., we sincerely
urge a drastic CUT In meat imlorted into this country.

Excessive imports have long been a serious factor in the low prices American
producers have received, and the situation is becoming steadily worse. It is the
idea of the Dept. of Agriculture to hold the price of be-ef down by dumping imports
on the market. Each time there has been a slight increase in the price of beef,
there has also been Increased imports. This Is not necessary. because the law (if
supply and demand will keep the price of beef under control. For instance, as the
price goes up more American farmers will raise beef, and the more raised, the
lower the price. At the same time, we would be guaranteeing our Nation enough
beef. If the countries from whom we are now Importing meat, should suddenly
become unhappy with us (over the Viet Nam situation or something) and cut us
off from their Imports, and in the meantime, American producers has gone out of
production. where would we get enough meat??? In July there was a 27% increase
in imported meat over the month of June-a total of 121.6 million pounds of fresh,
frozen, and chilled meat. These are not just cheap meats, but steaks anti roasts!

Today, in America. each farmer feeds :18 besides himself. Each time an Ameri-
can producer goes out of farming, the food supply for 38 others has to be added on
to other farmers' production. Farming, today, Is very unattractive. We are 4th
generation farmers, but we are telling our sons NOT to go into farming. The risk
is too great; the work Is too hard; the pay is too little; and the government takes
away all the incentive. In order to keep our ranch, and continue to raise cattle, we
have had to seek outside employment. If our costs continue to spiral and soar,
and our net income continues to dwindle, we will be forced to do as so many
farmers have already done-quit farming!

With proposed population increases, with foreign relations becoming strained,
and with American farmers selling out. It is vital that government keep "hands
off" farming, that import quotas on meat be slashed, and that American farmers
be allowed to go "full steam ahead"!

Very sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. RuTrumw.

BMNHaM C. CSOrnw.,
Ferriday, La.

Senator RUSSELL R. LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
New SeCate O5l1ce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dzan SEmATOR LONG: I have received notice of your scheduled public hearings
on the importation of oil, meat, lead and zinc, etc.

I am enclosing herewith a statement I have prepared on the domestic cattle
industry ond the need of a more restrictive import law. I am not going to discuss
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the present law which fixes quotas based on meat imports (dressed meats frozen)
during the years of 1959-43. You will hear it discussed orally during the hearing.
We are glad to have the limited protection this law provides but it certainly needs
some revision. Serious price declines have hit the cattle industry during the past
sixty days and the outlook iS not bright.

As you are far better informed in matters of the domestic oil industry and what
it has meant to our State and Nation than I, so my comments will be brief....
Wild-catting provides many jobs and stimulates the economy of many areas of
our nation. And adequate reserves right here In this country are a vital require-
went for our survivaL... I like your proposal to write Into law the present volun-
tary quotas. It would close many loopholes.

In the event American National Cattlemen's staff members or representatives
appear I will greatly appreciate any favor you may tender them. They will have
a message worth your consideration.

Thanking you for your many favors of the past and with best personal regards,
I itum

Sincerely yours,
BRENIHAM C. CMOTJIEIW.

STATEMENT BY BRmNHAM C. CaoTIIIKS, A FOBMIZ PRESIDENT, LOUISIANA CATTLE-
MEN's ASSOCIATION, AND A DiuFrcoa AND SECOND VICE I'RESIDNT, AM.tLICAN
NATIONAL CATTLEMEN's ASSOCIATION

First, let we state that I will not support an embargo on meats and oil im-
lMwrtations. Provided, of course, that the meats are dressed and prelmred under
the saute strict sanitury requirements imposed In these United States. I do. how-
ever, feel that limited restriction is wise and necessary in order to bring price
stability to two very important and very necessary industries. For these two
domestic industries are going to need increased Income Just to stay even with
rising cost.

I am informed that we have 45,000 or more herds of cattle In Louisiana and
that cattle and calves were the top income producer In Louisiana Agriculture in
the year 19;6. This Is no doubt true In many other states as cattle are produced
comwercially in most of the fifty states. It Is a great Industry that prefers to
avoid government controls and subsidies and desires to pay its own way. But is
this going to long be possible If the things we use, need and have to buy keep
advancing while our products stagnate or decline? I am seriously concerned
over the precipitous decline of most domestically produced agricultural commodi-
ties in the recent past. Cheap feed may mean cheaper meat and cheaper meat
will ultimately mean cheaper live cattle from the feeder calf to the finished
steer.

In order for the cattle Industry to thrive and grow in keeping with the gradu-
ally improved standard of living and the growth of our population and the need
for uore meat, it is going to need some protection from excessive imports. To
permit imports in excessive quantities to enter our Nation from countries whose
costs are much below ours is not conducive to the maintenance of a healthy and
very imiortant induttry. This is a highly developed country with the highest
standard of living of any nation and It is still rising. We have high costs, high
wages, high taxes and a price structure in keeping therewith. American Industry
has always enjoyed some protection and its greatness was not achieved by open-
ing our shores to the wares of Inferior nations producing competitively with im-
poverished labor.

I must call your attention to the very pertinent fact that Is rarely discussed in
agricultural circles in this national Capital. It Is the undeniable fact that the red
meat Industry of this country, even though not subsidized, is the largest con-
stner of subsidized feed grains. And, the cattle industry Is the largest user.
Without the cattle Industry what a glut and disaster there would be. A healthy
cattle- Industry iq essential to the well being of the feed grain operators. And a
healthy and prosperous cattle industry Is a must If Americans are to continue
to enjoy an adequate and wholesome supply of delicious beef... . Senate bill 1.5S8
should be passed In Its entirety .... It is our best evaluation that the cattle
Industry is becoming a sick industry.
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F. M. STA~X Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Hon. Russmw B. LoG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comudttee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DzA. Six: With reference to hearings to be held October 18th, 19th and 20th
on various proposals to impose quotas on specified commodities, we hereby go on
record that we are opposed to any further restrictions on meat Imports.

This Company produces 22 separate frozen prepared food products utilizing
beef in which both domestic and imported beef are used alternatively, depending
upon availability, quality and market price. Reduction of Imported beef and
dependence upon domestic manufacturing beef would seriously debase the quality
of our products and adversely affect our operations which employ 2,000 people
in the state of Missouri alone. More importantly, it would give a sharp push to the
cost of living to those least able to afford it through price increases In a multitude
of frozen and canned products which utilize imported beef at least for a portion
of the year. This detrimental effect on the consumer would not have correspond-
ing benefits to the domestic beef industry since Imported beef competes almost ex-
clusively with domestic cow beef which is a by-product of the dairy and beef
cattle industry Production or marketing of this type domestic beef would not
automatically respond to higher prices and the absence of import competition.

Yours very truly,
D. W. EDWARDS,

Vicc Prexidcnt.

CUSTJCZ COUNvTY LivgBTocx MARKETING AsSOCUTION.
Challis, Idaho.

CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANOE COM MTr
New Senate Offlke Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR M& CHAIRMAN: The Custer County iUvestock Marketing As-ociatlon,
consisting of 419 members is 100% against any increase of meet lmnjrt.A.

We feel that meat imports should be kept to an absolute minimum. In accord-
ance with this feeling, we are supporting S. 1588.
Sheep directors

Lynn Johnson. President
Vernon Johnsonl, Vice President
Dan Woolley
Bill Hlammond
Clint Bitton
Darrel Leavitt
Nyle Thornock

Cattle director
Kenneth Stewart, President
Tom Chivers, Vice President
Kenneth Bradbury
Gilman Martiny
Herbert Barnett
Vic Johnson
Rodney Pearson
Robert Amy
Ray Corgatelli
Esther Bitton, Treasurer

Yours respectfully,
FRED L. EDMISTON, Secretary.

COLwADo CATrTL Fzwmue AssociATiO.,
Denver, Colo.

Senator RUSSELL LONG.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Waahington, D-0.

DrAl SzrqATOa LONo: The cattle industry In Colorado Is the greatest single
contributor to the economy of the State and the cattle feeding section of this
great industry has grown by leaps and bounds since the close of World War I1.
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This growth In the cattle feeding Industry has contributed to the well-being
of the entire country as beef from Colorado feedlots is to be found in restaurants
from coast to coast and border to border.

However, the cattle feeding industry in Colorado and elsewhere is now faced
with a serious problem.. . . a temporary over-abundance of domestically pro-
duced beef. At the same time the country is being virtually flooded with imported
meats and the result has been that the Anmerican producer is being forced to sell
his product at prices that are seldom little better than the cost of production.
The situation is such that some cattle feexlers have been forced out of business
because of the depressed condition of the live cattle market In Colorado, ac-
cording to the U.S.D.A. Statistical Reporting Service. the number of feedlots
operating on January 1, 1967 was 1,027, compared with 1,319 feedlots in
operation on January 1, 1908. The same report showed that the 32-State total of
operating feedlots had declined by 3,124 during the same period.

We are aware that the imports of foreign beef are not entirely to blame for
the unfavorable price situation in the cattle market, but we do know that, beef
is its own greatest competitor. .. . if you eat a pound of hamburger you will
ziot eat a pound of steak.

In view of these facts the Colorado Cattle Feeders Association wants to go
on record as strongly supporting S. V588 in order that there is better control over
imported meat, especially during periods of over-abundant domestic production.

Sincerely yours,
JAMS L. HrNRY, President.

STATEMENT OF THE IOWA BEEr PRODucWI15 ASSOCIATION, SUBMITTED BY ORVILLE
KALSEX

The Iowa Beef Producers Association nppreciateg the oplprtunity to present
its thinking, and its policy, before this committee of the Senate.

This Association, representing nearly 0,000 beef producers within Iowa, is
asking your support for the following amendments to the Meaci Import law.

(1) To eliminate the 10 percent "override" from the present law, so that
quotas would be appUed at 100 per cent of the quota level.

(2) To establish 19.1-02 as the base period for determining import levels,
thus insuring that he "growth factor" be applied based on a more equitable
fire-year period.

(3) To require thnt the quotas be lmpo.zd on a quarterly basis.
(4) To Include all ments purchased with appropriated funds from over-

.seas sources be applied against the import quota.
(5) To permit the President, at his discretion, to add the following meats

to the present quota lists: canned, cooked and cured beef, veal and mutton:
also pork and lamb products.

(0) To apply the quotas each quarter, with no provisions for unused
portions of the quota to "carry over" to subsequent periods.

These recommendations were widely discussed and debated prior to the annual
meetings of the Towa Beef Producers Association last March, and to the best
of my knowledge represent the current thinking of beef producers in Iowa.

As a further, and related step in maintaining the needed balance In both sup-
plies of meats and the quality of samp, the Iowa Beef Producers Association
seekm your consideration and support for Section 20 of the Meat Inspection Bill
II.R. 12144. requiring that foreign meats 1e rciuired to meet the Same standards
of slaughter and y'rtes.sing Imposed on dome-4ic meat.

In Summary: We request that the meat import quotas be applied at the quota
levels: that the amended base period he adopted; that there be no provisions
for "carry-over" when quotas are not filled: that off-shore military and other
meat purchases, financed by appropriation funds, be considered as a part of the
quota totals; that proces.sed meats be added to the present quota meats at the
President's discretion: and that imported meats meet the same sanitation stand-
ards as those required of domestic meats.

We thank the committee e for considering our viewIwnt
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NgvAm STATs CATr' ASSOCIATION,
Lamoile, N ev.

Hon. Rucsssut B. LoNo,
Chairman, Finaxm Committee,
Senate Building,
Washingto, D.C.

DZa,3 SruATos LoNG: The Nevada State Cattle Association Is deeply con-
cerned over the beef import situation. We understand that very shortly hearings
will be coming up concerning meat and other commodities which are imported
in to this country.

We strongly support 8. 1588 and feel that if the Livestock Producers in Nevada
are going to stay in business the passage of this bill is a necessity.

We also appreciate your concern on the matter and feel confident that you will
do your utmost to help the passage of this bill which is so vital to the Livestock
Producers. Thank you.

Sincerely yours,
Fam H. GnrzmT, Secretary.

TM-Coum CATTiZMzN's As0OCMAnON,
B8, Idaho.

CHAIRMAN, SrNATS FPINANOX OMMT
Neo Semote Ojfoo Bulding,
Washington, D.C.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMMERA OV THE SENATE FINANCE COMMIrvz: I want to
take this opportunity to thank you for allowing me to submit this letter to your
committee, it is with pleasure that I do so.

The Tr-County Cattlemen's Association is an organization of over 200 mem-
bers producing range cattle in Ouster, Lemhi and Butte counties in central Idaho.

With your permission, we would like to present the following statements relat-
ing to the serious problem of the importation of meat and the Impact of declining
meat prices on our members and the local economy.

First, the prices we are receiving for our feeder cattle toiay are les than
we received twenty years ago, even though the quality of these cattle have
improved markedly during that period.

Second, the producers of the area have organized, financed, and operate their
own marketing agency known as the "Ouster County Marketing Association",
located at Mackay, Idaho. This is a non-profit organization, complying with.
and licensed by the Idaho Dept of Agriculture and the Packers and Stock-
yard. Act. The purpose of this agency is to collect, sort and present for sale
quality cattle of a uniform size and type to fit the needs and desires of any
buyer. The system has proven to be a worthwhile effort.

Third, the livestock Industry is the main source of Income to the local County
and State Government, the local business man in our small communities and to
our public school systems.

Fourth, the operating costs confronted by a livestock operator are three to
four times greater today than they were twenty years ago.

The enactment of the meat import quota law was received by the livestock
Industry as a welcomed piece of legislation, but was viewed with skepticism
at the time of Its passage, as to how effective It would be. Time has proven
that this law with the escalating clause and the powers given to the administra-
tion is absolutely worthless and provided nothing more than "lip service" to
the actual problem of meat imports.

Further, gentlemen, if we as producers of livestock are going to retain our
capacity to provide this nation with meat and meat products in the event of
a major national emergency and the future needs of an increasing simulation,
we must be assured of a margin of return on our investment that will keep our
plant in operating order.

Still further, gentlemen, the livestock producers of this country have the will,
the capacity and the technical knowledge to provide this nation with an abundant
supply of wholesome red meat. They are currently spending larger sums of
money on beef promotion and marketing, to provide the consumer with an ade-
quate supply and the knowledge to use this supply economically and wisely.
Under the present system the prodiwers of foreign meat are realsing the l a rvests
of our efforts in this important field.
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We trust that your committee In its wisdom and deliberation will recognize
our problem and take immediate action towards a favorable solution.

We wish to express our appreciation and gratitude for permitting us to.
submit this letter.

Reppeettully,
Evmrr E. OAir,

President.

OKLAHOMA CATrTLMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Oklahom, City, Okla.

CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
New &t'nate Offoe Building,
Washington, D.C.

I)EaR SENATOR: On behalf of the Oklahoma Cattlemen's Asso.iation and the
cattle industry of Oklahoma and this nation, we respectfully solicit your, sup-
port of S. 1588

The cattlemen of this state and nation are attempting to discipline themselves
and the industry for the purimse of maintaining beef production at levels to
where they can receive a reasonable return on their investments.

This will never be accomplished so long as the volume of foreign beef can
fluctuate as it has in recent months. In July, for example, beef imports were up
45% over the preceding year.

We would like for the record to show that we concur in the statement to be
pre.sted by the American National Cattlemen's Association and that they will
be representing the cattle Interest of Oklahoma as well as the nation.

Respectfully,
ELLms FR=Ny,

Executive Vice Prevident.

foS. 2537, to provide for orderly trade in iron and steel mill products,olows:)
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IRON AND STEEL IMPORTS*

D0ril CONGRESS
wr r~sS.i 2537

IN T14il SENATE OF T1II~j UNITfl',l STATES

Mri. I ui-a. Mr~. 1Iomw;. .~. r;. is if v:. m~r. IMyaia of lWe't vit-ia, mrt.

CARISAIS 'ulr. .ARKz, Mr. IfIN r. l-I.;. Mr. Dmimrun , Mr. E.%K.,r

. JI a.N or Ma~im, mlv. .. , I 1 . 111 M I: 1 . . via. M1a. M[oNziiov\. AIf r. .1LN I )T,

Air.a MRH. .1'. RU IV N. .1. N11':oxi ~~. hiwn:.OF Mr. SL': -of A.R.

Dakoti. anm! Mr. loiuxi. of Oh)ijo) iiti-441eul thle following~ hill ; wliida
xva-r:1(l twice:iid referat d to 11w Oiiit ona ( Fii ii t

A BILL
'JPo provide for ofnh'rly tidEI(' ill 11(1)1 :111(1see 4((Iiiill p)rodu~ct..

I Be it 'J(cIL'(ld 1' w heSwal aiid Ioise (of Jltcjrcstulu-

2 tiL's of th~e f"t-h 1)SfI(. If fin U'ua ill (.lo-qis alse~lilc(1,

3 Titthis.10t liy be iwd ls tihe "'Irfill and Steel Orderly

4 Thidwe Akct of 197

5 SilC. 2. Thei C~w-r, 1i(1'th.flIn illervilsed imports f pig.

6 iron alhI(]le mt((Iill fpl-11dll(1 lwfv(' Uivers(ly affected the(

7 1 1lted St.-teks bh,:hi1ie (of jI:11llI('Ilts4 coitrililmted Sub~stanltiallyr

8 to, w((iIIc(' (.1114ladO lit fiIJIlimrttiities~ for 1 taitvd sqtatcs w'aark-

if

*Witnesses tedUtin on this subject, pp. 8&59K
Communications received by the committee on thim subject, pp. W4-978.
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1. rI' inll the d,,narsti iron s wd teel industry, nid raptr'd such

2 hi il.Ere,ing share d" the market for pig iron and stecl mill

3 lroduct.t ito the I Tnited 1;ates as to threatena the soundiess of

4 the domestic irout and steel industry and therefore the na-

5 tional security.

a It is, therefore, declared to to il policy of the Congre.s

7 that access to the Inited States niarket for foreign-produccd

8 pig iron and steel nill products should he on an equitable

9 iasis to insure orderly trade in pig iron and steel mill

10 products, alleviate United States ialance-of-payments prob-

11 leIns, provide an opportunity for a strong and expouding

12 United States iron and steel industry, and prevent further

13 disruption of United States markets and unemployment of

14 United States iron and steel workers.

15 S|,ic. 3. As used in this Act-

-16 (1) The term "category" means a seven-digit item

17 number which appears in the Tariff Schedules of the United

18 States Annotated (1905) published by'the United States

19 Tariff Commission as in effect on the date of enactment of

20 this Act and which is-

21 (A) within the range beginning with item 608.-

22 1500 and ending with item 610.5260 (except that an

23 iten within such range which i.s specified in section 7

24 shall be included in tIe terin "category" only as pro-

25 vided in such section 7) ; or
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(B) one of the following item numbers:

607.1500
607.1800
642.0200
642.8500
642)000
642.9100
612.9600
642.9700
646.2500
646.2620
646.2640
690.2500
690.3000

2 (2) The term "imports" refers to United States imports

3 in any category or categories within the meaning of para-

4 graph (1).

5 (3) The term "consumption" means, with respect to

6 any category or with respect to all categories, the sum of

7 United States mill shipments plus imports minus United

8 States exports.

9 (4) The term "year" means calendar year.

10 SEc. 4. The President may, after consultation with all

11 nations having an interest in supplying pig iron and steel

i2 mill products to the United States, negotiate multilateral or

13 bilateral agreements establishing, for periods beginning on

14 or after the date of the enactment of this Act, annual quantita-

15 tive limitations on United States imports of such products

16 subject to the following provisions:

17 (1) Total imports for each year shall not exceed an

18 amount determined by applying to the average annual

800
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1 cokwniptiou during the dirco years immediately lore-

2 " ccing the year in which the limitation is to be gffcctivo

3 a pereemaigo equal to the percentage of avengo annual

4 consumption represented by imports during the years

3 1964 rough 1960, inclusive.

6 (2) The percentage of total huports in any year

7 represented by imports i a particular category shall

8 not exceed the percentage of total imports during the

9 years 1964 through 1965, inclusive, represented by i-

10 ports in that category.

11 (3) The percentage of total imports in any year

12 represented by imports from a particular nation shall not

13 exceed the percentage of total imports during the years

14 1964 through 1966, incl sive, represented by imports

15 froin th'at nation.

16 SFc. 5. For periods after the one hundred and eightieth

17 day after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Presi-

18 dent vhall, within the overall limits set forth in paragraph

39 (2) of section 4, by proclanatiun restrict anual imports

20 from each nation which is at any time on or after such one

21 hundred and eightieth day not a party to an agreement then

22 limiting current imports negotiated pursuant to section 4 to

23 an amount determined by applying the percentage of con-

24 sunption represented by imports from that nation during

25 the years 1959 through 1906, inchuive, to the average an-
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1 nual consumpltion during the three years immediately pro-

2 ceding the year in which the restmiction is to apply.

3 Sim. 6. Within the overall limitatios imposd under

4 section 4, the President may adjust the share of United States

5 imlports in ammy category which may be imiplied by any na-

6 lion. In making tbis adjustment the President shall be guided

7 lrihcipnlly by historical imlwj'rt lmtterns, but may modify

8 stuch paxtterns to accommodate intei'e.sts of developing nations

9 or other cbaghilg conditions of uitteratiomal trade.

10 S1-c. 7. If imports in any year ini any of the following

11 item numbers appearing in the Tariff Schedules of the United

12 States Annotated (1905) published by the United States

13 Tariff Commission as in effect on the date of the enactment

14 of this Act reach 120 percent of imports in that items numn-

15 ber during the year immediately prior to the yew in which

16 this Act is enacted, then such item number shall be consid-

17 cred a category under paragraph (1) of section 3, and this

18 Act shall taike effect with respect to stich category on the 1st

19 day of January following the year in which the 120 percent

20 level was reached:

608.100)0 610.8020 642.9"f( 652.1040
608.2500 610.8040 646.2000 652.9500
60S 2700 C42.0800 646.2700 652.9600
6 9.1200 642.1020 646.2800 653.0200
609.1300 642.1040 646.30 653.0300
(09.1.500 64O.1200 646.4000 680.4000
609.8400 642.1400 646.5400 688.3000
"09.6600 '042.1620 46.5600 688.3500
6(09.600 642.1800 652.9000 68.4000

iILW00 642.8( 0 652M
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.1 S.. 8. (1) 'The anaounit of iniports in an1y category ii

) (bitl]ir half of ally year si]all not exceed 60 pCr CCll of the total

3 pt ranissl' t amount of ii)ort ini that category for that year.

4 (2) 81hould ally hillitatio iiiiiposed under this Act take

5 effect on ally lay other than Janulary 1 of a year, such lini-

6 tatioa shall apply pro rata during the remaining portion 6f

7 such year.

8 Sw. 9. (1) Imiaport limitations established under this

9 Act shall be adhinistered by the Secretary of Commerce.

10 The Secretary may issue such regulations as may be neces-

11 sary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this Act.

12 (2) Whenever the Secretary of Commerce determines

13 it to be necessary to avoid disruption of regional markets,

14 he shall provide by regulation that the proportionate share

15 of total imports and imports in any category from any

16 nation entering through any port of entry in or near such

17 regional markets shall not exceed the proportionate share

18 of such imports entering through such port during the ap-

19 plicable base period. The Secretary shall conduct the review.

20 required to make such a determination at least annually.

21 (3) Upon the expiration of five years after.the date of

22 the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce shall

23 submit a report to the Congress as to the effects of the import

24 limitations established under this Act on (1) the economio

25 soundness of the iron and steel industry and employment
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1 opportahtie in mct industry, (2) the general economy,

2 (3) tho United States balanco of payments, apd (4) the

3 national security, together with his recommendations as to

4 whether such import limitations should be continued, inodi-

5 fled, or revoked. Before making such report, the Secretary
S0

shall conduct a hearing at which all interested parties shall

7 ]save an opportunity to be heard.
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The CHnAptMA. We will now proceed to the witnesses on steelSenator Hirm. Mr. Chairman, before we proceed to the steel,could I have the indulgence of the committee to make a short state-
ment.

I waht to make my position complete) v clear on the relationship of
the steel quota bill and the social security bill.

I want to say publicly and for the record these are and should beconsidered as two completely separate and independent pieces of legis-
lation. I personally do not favor any effort to attach the unrelated mat-ter of import quotas to the social security bill, which should be ac-
corded special priority.

I have a vital interest in the Iron and Steel Orderly Trade Act whichI have proposed, and which is cosponsored by 34 other Members of the
Senate. I I "

Separately, I have an eual determination that we must pass thevery best social secu .rity bill one that is modernized to meet the needsof our times. To this end I have proposed a series of amendments
which I believe am essential improvements of the bill. They include
updated provision*or the blind. er social security amendmentgermane to that bill would .p butory levels whileproviding for the evenparticipation of the ury. I have pro-posed that the Ittion be removed enti so that thosewho have earned ir soical security wish to conti. earn to
pay their own y may do so. a monthly
payment of $1 one owh e 11 be to
erty problem it is Wo tly aff d th income of th e er-ly. e o unait deal wit th should in mm oin-
i6n be con mised.
kt the e time, I believe ce *su 1 o my conte tionthat the quota bill is. a ec I tion. But it sh uldstand on i ownm dbe t on th merits
The m erate a n

called pro ostyi senrs of theCabinet o testifi a' n is mesum uinterfere w world an in to

Curio. 4 da same da a istrati
supersonic ,toP .n e e Peru,
may purhs in Unite Stio told Pe bought UnitedKindom itr n c I would be ne halt eeonoi
aid to uIn6".~c 'A we un ereOWWsiO d P t6 coanPPeru to "buy Amuerican ii t sam I mneLmn~
tion opposes efforts to pro 1 A ucW ;,,,W
ing against below-aost 6ftho oo v ,identf pfer tOi"-" e-erment power -.to protect the.producer..f tuar eqipmnt but
deny help to a others. now the question is WIO r tIe i .r Pro

Jus to show you also* a litft bit of the lw* of Pr epartion whichwa done by the Cabinet nm b , R appearin befe this'omiit.tee, I call tttmtion t the record on &ge as of the rasript in. whichI asked them at that time, these Cabinet m.em". -about how many-:who was the b4et exporter of stas, and hy said ipa.
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I said dollarwise, who has a favorable balance in regard to Japan
and how much, and Secretary Trowbridge said:

We have in 1967 a trade surplus in total trade with Japan of an estimated
$400 million.

Now from their own Department I have obtained today the actual
figures to show instead of there being an actual trade balance in favor
of Japan of $400 million, the actual truth is instead of having a $400
million surplus as said by Secretary Trowbridge, the truth is that
in 1967, through the first 8 months, we have an unfavorable balance of
$203.3 million, and although it appears that the deficit may not be quite
as much as the $599 million last year, because imports at the end of
the year are generally higher, so it can be anticipated that it will be
substantially more than the $203 million which is presently estimated.

I call this to the attention of the committee, just to demonstrate not
just alone does the administration have two sets of standards in regard
to military equipment and material for other people, but also to .,ow
that they are wholly lacking in their facts when they come before the
Finance Committee.

The CHAnMAN. May I say along that line that we will conclude
our scheduled witnesses tomorrow,lbut I believe it would be appro-
priate before we finally vote on this matter to invite the members of
the Cabinet to come back and testify on each one of these bills that they
are most concerned about, and that those Senators who are particularly
concerned about the matter also have rejoinder so the record is com-
plete. The press seems to put. those who speak for the administration on
page 1 and those who speak for American suffering industries back
on pa oe B-25, or some such thing as that. I think we will invite the
the t;eTevision and the other news media to be present if they are .
inclined, so that the American people might hear both sides of the
argument and judge for themselves.

We will now hear from Mr. John P. Roche, president of the Ameri-
can Iron & Steel Institute.

Mr. Roche, we are happy to welcome you and your associates to
this committee. I regret to say your industry does not have a great in-
vestment in Louisiana, but we can always live in hopes that one of these
days we will have closer ties with your industry. I know there are
members on this committee who are favored with the good fortune of
having a good proportion of the American iron and steel industry of
this Nation. 

,try

Senator BzNNNIT. May I say that if Louisiana had hung on to the
territory that was acquired in the whole Louisiana Purchase you
would control much of the Middle Western steel industry. You gave it
away too fast.

The CHwUwr. We didn't give it away, we just didn't have much to
say about it.

Senator' Bzxr. Mr. Chairman, I believe that S. 2537, the steel
import bill which I have had the honor to cosponsor with 35 of my
fellow Sepators, is a moderate and reasonable approach for meeting a
clear and pressing need.

The amount of steel exports from the United States has been drop-
ping significantly, while imports have seen a sharp rise. It is vital for
the health of our domestic industry that this imbalance be corrected.
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This bill will greatly benefit our Utah steel industry, principally
Geneva Steel, which has been injured by the shipment of steel from
Japan to the west coast.

Tihe bill would limit imports in any year to a fixed percentage of
recent consumption.

STATEMENT OF ZOIN P. ROCHE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN IRON &
STEEL INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES F. COLLINS, VICE
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE; THOMAS F.
SHANNON OF COLLINS, SHANNON & RELL; AND LLOYD N. CUTLER,
OF WILIER, CUTLER & PICKERING

Mr. Rocu& Mr. Chairman, I just want to say to you tliat we are
delighted to have an opportunity to appear before your committee,
and I, too, hope in the not too distant future that we will have a
substantial facility in your State because you and I have discussed this
several times before

I have with me, Mr. Chairman today, Mr. James F. Collins on my
left, vice president of the Steel Institute, and Messrs. Shannon and
Cutler on my right, counsel. I want to submit for the record an
exhaustive study of the steel import problem dated October 1967 and
also a statement by Mr. William G. Stewart, president of Cyclops Co.
on behalf of the Tool and Stainless Steel Committee dated as of today.

(The statement referred to apprs at p. 840. The study referred
to was made a part of the official files of the committee.)

1Mr. ROCHE. My name is John P. Roche. I am president of the Amer-
ican Iron & Steel Institute, a nonprofit trade association. The institute's
n "rnbers include 70 companies, both large and small, having opera-
tions in #3 taes. Together they produce 95 percent of all the steel
made in the United States and, in all their operations, employ about
750,000 people. I appear today in support of S. 2537, introduced by
Senators HIrtke, Dirksen, and others, on October 16, 1967, which
sets import quotas on pig iron and steel mill products.

I recognize that thWs committee and its staff are generally aware
of the rapid growth of steel mill product imports into the United
States over thelast decade.

The C mAxzw. I interrupt just long enough to say I have been
looking at this study you put out here. I quoted from it earlier in
the hearings. I know quite a bit of what you have in here is accurate
because a lot of it was initially generated by our own committee staff.
We have been studying this for quite a long time. You know about
the work we have done on this subject and we have a study we expect..
to publish soon on this subject. A great deal of your source materials
is material that this committee staff has been working on.

Mr. Rocmi. I am aware of this, Senator, and we were happy to co-
operate in furnishing some material as requested by Dr. RWeiden-
hammer in the course of his investigation.'

Consequently, I do not plap t9 deal at length with these facts or
their consequences. It may be useful, however, to preface my comments
with a brief recital of the salient considerations which underlie the
need for the bill now before this committee.

During the last decade, foreign steel producers have taken over an
increasingly large share of the U.S. market, having reached 10.8
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million tons in 1966. Up until the end of 1958, the United States was
a major net exporter of steel; now it has become the world's largest
net importer. Steel imports during 1966 made up about 11 percent of
the steel consumed domestically and so far this year they have taken
an even larger share of the domestic market.

The CHAIRMAN. What percent did you say they have taken I
Mr. RocnI.. It was 11 percent in 1966, Senator, and currently it is

running slightly above that percentage in the year 1967.
The CH URMAN. What would the net be, in other words, if you net

our imports over exports?
Mr. Rocnt. The net tonliage?
The CHAIRMAN. In other word 1 if-you surely have some exports

of steel and steel products. I am just trying to get the net.
Mr. RocHu. Last year exports were about 114 million tons, Senator,

as compared with the 10 million, 10.8 million tons of imports.
This year we estimate that the exports will be approximately the

same. It might be a little bit lower than they were last year.
The ChAIRXAN. All right.
Mr. RocJI. Steel imports last year were nearly 31/2 times as great

as they were in 1961, and nearly 10 times as great as in 1957-10 years
ago.

This change in the pattern of imports and exports over the last
decade has adversely affected the shipments of American producers by
more than 13 million tons. If steel imports were allowed to increase
at the annual average rate of growth ol 27.7 percent experienced over
the past 5 years (1962-66), they would amout to over 36 million tons
by 1971.

Vhile the import penetration of the U.S. market varies by product
or region, there is no important product line or market area which is
immune to imports. The installation of large-scale and ultramodernequipment by European and Japanese producers (at times with U.S.
help) has enabled them to compete with similar equipment in this
country and to ship large quantities of virtually every type of steel into
the U.S. market. Che~ap water transportation permits them to invade
not only coastal mnarkets but also the industrial heartland of the United
States. Although the highest market penetration by imports is in the
West and Southwest in recent years, the greatest increase has occurred
in the Midwest, the largest of our markets for steel. Among products,
the largest growth has been in such highly sophisticated items as sheets.
Small stee-producers with limited product lines are particularly
vulnerable to imports of sophisticated types of steel.

The basic forces which have brought these developments about are
(1) the availability of substantial unused steel producing capacity
elsewhere in the world and the policies of certain foreign countries
with respect to this capacity, (2) labor costs in other countries which
are far less than those in the United States, (3) the resulting prices
of some steel products in world markets at levels below the domestic
prices of many foreign producers, and (4) the measures taken by
other governments to protect and strengthen their own steel indus-
tries and to encourage exports. It has been estimated that steelmaking
capacity abroad now exceeds demand by more than 55 million tons.
Countries which formerly relied on imports for their steel require-
ments have tended more and more to develop their own steel industries
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and to protect them against imported steel. Home markets of some
long-established steel producers have grown less rapidly than ex-
pected. These producers have, therefore, taken increasingly to invad-
ing the markets of other producer-especially that o the United
States.

Foreign producers are assisted in these activities by the fact that
their hourly employment costs are far below those of the United States.
In spite of the higher percentage increases in hourly employment costs
of steel industries abroad, hourly cost differences are so great that the
gaps have been growing. A8 an example, Japanese hourly employment
costs, which in 1952 were $1.97 below those in the United tates, by
1957 were $2.68 below ours, and by 1966 $3.53 below ours. In the mod-
er Japanese and European steel plants labor productivity ia close
to that of the United States. As a result, differences in unit labor
costs are now on the order of $25 per ton to the advantage of Western
Europe and $40 per ton to the advantage of Japan. e policies of
their governments also assist foreign producers in their efforts to in-
crease exports. These policies endeavor to protect home markets
against imports and to encourage exports by a variety of devices, both
financial and otherwise.

The CHAIMAN. Can you give me what you estimate their average
wage to be in their steel milfs and what you estimate to be the aver-
age wage in the steel mills of our country I

Mr. Rocie. Talking about the Japanese, we would talk about $1.15
as was mentioned earlier today, and in the United States it is run-
ning in the area of $4.80.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Rocim The adverse effects of these conditions appear in a num-

ber of ways. Steel imports now are a deficit factor in our balance of
trade to the extent of close to $1 billion per year. They have reduced
employment opportunities in the American steel industry by about
80,000 jobs. And they have contributed to the unfavorable financial
condition of the industry, which ranks near the bottom, in terms of re-
turns on investment, among manufacturing industries in the United
States. A continuation of recent trends will mean that these conditions
will get substantially worse. The expansion plans of foreign producers
indicate that they expect to increase their penetration of the US.
market. The Japanese, in fact, are projecting a capacity of 110 million
tons of raw steel by 1975, of which they have earmarked only 70 to 80
million tons for domestic use. Economic factors both here and abroad
suggest that the cost advantages now enjoyed by foreign producers will
not diminish significantly. Nor is there any indication that other gOv-
ernments will relax their efforts to assist their seel industries at home
and to promote exports.

These developments were entirely unforeseen shortly after the
World War II period when the United States was forging its present
international trade policy. In fact, the most comprehensive postwar
study of free world resources made by this Government-the report
of the President's Materials Policy Commission, published in June
1952, entitled "Resources for Freedom," predicted that, by 1975, the
balance of the free world, far from being a major exporter of steel
to the United States, would require 10 milion tons of U.S. exports to
meet their own needs. Among other things, the possibility that Japan
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would soon become a major producer and exporter of low cost steel to
the entire world was utterLy unforeseen.

Serious as tle effects of a continuing rise in imports would be to the
American industry and its employees the most dangerous conse-
quenlces would be to the national security. The develcqment of new
steels and steelmaking processes and the construction of new steel-
making facilities are expensive and time consuming. Direct defense
purchases of steel in the type of war in which we are engaged in South-
east Asia are too large in variety and too small in quantity to support
these activities. Revitalizing a steel industry weakened by adverse eco-
nomic factors is a long, tough job, as the iBritisli and Western Euro-
peaims are discovering. I nder more generalized wartime conditions, it
would be nearly impossible to accomplish. A first-class power with
global responsibilities cannot afford to rely for any important part of
its needs on overseas sources of steel thousands of miles away. There is
the constant danger that those sources may be cut off at a critical
moment. But perhaps of even greater importance is the certainty that
growing dependence on imporft steel will deprive the domestic in-
dustrv of the resources it must have to expand continually its tech-
nical "knowledge and implement that knowledge with the productive
capabilities essential to our national strength. If our technology does
not, continue to advance in the future, tfhe years of inadequate devel-
opment which would result under these circumstances could not be
o,-ercome by crash programs, no matter how much money would be
devoted to them.

The importance of steel to national security cannot be measured by
the tons ued directly in military equipment and construction. Steel
shipments for these uses are a minor fraction of the steel produced in
this or any other advanced economy. The kind of military establish-
ment required by our national interest can be supported only by a
heal hv and growing national economy with a very broad industiial
base. Such a base is dependent on steel. There are no practical substi-
tutes available for the steel components of military hardware, and that
hardware is produced with equipment made largely of steel and trans-
ported by means of facilities dependent on steel.

As the report of the President's Materials Policy Commission
stated:

The Nation must maintain a strong and expanding economy with a large and
diversified materials bass that can be topped for war production, with specfal
attention to providing prime essentials much as steel, electricity, petroleum, and
aluminum whose expanston takes considerable time and whose ploduction sets
the pace uot only for economic growth, but also for production In wartime.

Let me turn now to possible remedies for this difficult situation.
It has been suggested by some that the problems would be solved if
the American Teell industry were to increase its technological advan-
tage over the industries of other countries. This is unrealistic. Steel
technology is international and improvements in processes and equip-
ment, wherever they arise, become available to all important pro-
ducers throughout the world in a very short time. Furthermore, the
cost of building and installing new facilities abroad is far below the
cost in the United States, due largely to differences in wag. Conse-
quently, at least in the short run, research and development activities
and heavy capital expenditures in the United States will not alone
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guarantee substantial improvement in the competitive position of the
domestic steel industry. Essential as improvements in products and
processes are to the future of this Nation s steel industry and regard-
lbss of the speed with which they are made, they will not solve the im-
port pioblem quickly. In fact, to overcome the advantage in unit labor
costs now enjoyed by the Japanese without reducing hourly employ-
ment costs the domestic industry would lmve to cut its labor require-
ments from the present 13 man-hours per ton of shipments to an in-
credible 4 man-hours per ton. This would require an immediate in-
crease in output per man-hour of 225 percent. The technology now
available or in process of development could not possibly effect such
an improvement even if the fantastic sums of money required to apply
it throughout the domestic industry were suddenly available. .

Because of this large labor cost advantage per ton of output, even
after adjustment for differences in productivity, and because of the
support and protection given by many foreign governments to their
steel industries, the importproblem cannot practically be met in the
short run by producers in the United States, either by alining their
prices on those of imports in the U.S. market or by exporting steel at
prices equal to or below prevailing world prices.

These courses of action would lead to a rapid deterioration of the
price level in the United States across the entire range of products
and in all regional markets, since imports now include all the products
used here in substantial quantities and penetrate all the major steel
consuming regions. Import prices are now so low that alinement on
them by the domestic industry on a broad scale would lead to serious
financial distress. The average difference between domestic and im-
ported steel prices is more than twice the per ton income before taxes
of the U.S. producers.

Present Federal statutes intended to prevent imports from reach-
ing intolerable proportions through unfair trade practices are inef-
fectual under existig conditions of world steel trade. Many of the
laws apply only to situations which can be shown to have arisen because
of tariff concessions, but the rise of steel imports does not result pri-
marily from tariff differences. The international antidumping code
agreed on in conjunction with the Kennedy round would further
weaken the alr y inadequate antidumping statute. There is, there-
fore, no likelihood of sufllcient help from existing laws.

A new approach is clearly needed. And it is needed promptly. We
simply must provide conditions of trade in the United States which
will enable the domestic industry to continue its expenditures for re-
search, development, and plant improvement. This requires prompt
action to arrest the growing penetration of the U.S. market by foreign
steel imports.

Those charged with the responsibility for invewnent of capital on
behalf of steel company investors must conclude whether future in-
vestmentinst facilitiesin thi country is an avenue in which
the necessary or available capital can successfully earn its keep, or
whether such capital must se its reward in othar ways or in other
places. This sense of direction depends in largp nmu on national
policy determination as to whether this. country's economy and its
national security can be successfully safeguarded by further reliance
upon an expanding quantity of steel from foreign sources.
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If there were some basis for believing that under these circum-
stances the steel imports would not move up to 20 or 85 percent of the
market, or even higher-if there were some basis for believing that
under these circumstances the steel industry could possibly hope to
continue its current effort to achieve technological advantage-which
is costing it about $2.2M billion per year-if there were some basis for
believing that even with the best of new technologies it would be
possible to overcome in the reasonably near future the tremendous dis-
parity in levels of unemployment costs which the U.S. steel industrysuffers in comparison with the Europeans and particularly with the
Japanes--if there were sound basis for believing that current laws
could be applied or enforced so as to be of material help in this situa-
tion, then I can assure you members of this committee, that the lead-
ers of the steel industry o America would not be before you today.
They have been supporters of free trade in the past. They have modi-
fled the view only to the limited extent they believe necessary to as-
sure a strong andtecnologically up-to-date steel industry as the in-
dispensable base for the Nation's economic and military strength.

Senator Hartke's bill is a moderate and realistic approach to the
problem of relief from steadily increasing imports. It limits imports
in any year to a fixed percentage of recent consumption. That percent-
age is the ratio of imports to domestic consumption during the base
period 1964-66, and this comes out to 9.6 percent. Recent consump-
tion is the average consumption of steel in the United States during
the 3 years preceding each quota year. Thus recent consumption will
move up or down with the 1.S. market, giving foreign producers a
chance to compete for a share in our growth. Within the overall quota
are further limitations by product and by country of origin topercent-
age shares of total imports achieved during the base period. Category
limitations are of particular importance to companies with a limited
product line.

These limitations will be established by agreements negotiated by
the President with supplying nations. Imports from any nation which
does not enter such an agreement will be restricted to a percentage of
recent consumption equal to the percentage of consumption supplied
by that nation during the longer bse period 1959-66.

The quota programs will be administered by the Secretary of Com-
merce, who will be empowered to remedy an local injury caused by
a shift in geographici rt patterns. The Secretary is also directed
to review te program after quotas have been in effect for 5 years, and
recommend to C4ngress the continuation, modification, or termina-
tion of quota relief.

To those who suggest that there is no reason to fear because the
foreign supply is about as large as it is going to get, we say that there
is no reason why they should be concerned ibout a quota based upon
recent history of import levels.

To those who would sy that a quota would destroy the incentive of
the steel industry, to modernize itself, may we point out that not only
does interindt and intraindustry competition already p ovide a
strong incentives but there will ilso be a strong incentive or domestic
steelmakers to continue improving themselves so that they may have
a better chance of recapturing some of the substantial market which
foreign steelmakers could still enjoy under the quota bill which we
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are supporting. But in addition a quota #approach can.provide a
foundation market which can help to justify the heavy investment
which is required.

To those who would say we have not been hurt badly enough yet,
may we say that the time for the patient to have medical attention
is before the point of no return has 1een reached. We should not wait
until the steel industry has been severely injured, for when this occurs
then it will be late indeed to consider a rebuilding. Vast rebuild.
ing would be slow and costly, and meanwhile not only would much
have been lost from the standpoint of the steel industry and its em-
ployees, but much risk would have arisen both to the national economy
and national security.
* To those who would say that notwithstanding all of this, we must

try to retain free trade concepts inviolate, we say show us any sig-
nificant steel nation in the world which either opens its own market
freely to competitors of other nations or does not materially infringe
free trw'dc concepts by the assistance which it gives its own steelmakers
in order to help them sell abroad.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is our point of
view that enlightened national interest demands that this Nation
limit steel imports now. We believe that the best method is the quota
approach embodied in Senate bill 2537 introduced by Senator Hartke.

The CHAIRMAX. Mr. Roche, we had testimony earlier today to the
effect that it would be a very good thing for Louisiana if Japan
shipped a lot more steel into this country-it would help us sell a lot
more soybeans and rice to Japan. We do produce soybeans and rice.

I asked a question in connection with that and frankly I do not
think the witness could give me the answer that I was looking for
and keep his job with his association. Maybe you could.

If we are looking down the line trying to say, "Now where do we
go with our trade policy I"

What would you suggest as an answer on the overall problem I
When we will have competitors whom we have helped to put in a busi-
ness, who can produce electronics, produce steel products, can produce
automobiles, can produce textiles, and a great number of products that
are some of America's prized industries at a price below the American
price, what sort of trade policy do you think we should be tending
toward? In other words, what should we be exporting and what
should we be importing and how ?

Mr. Rocii-. Well, Senator, I am a little far afield in terms of what
the overall Government policy might be as to outside the steel industry,
but it is our general feeling that the original concept of free trade has
much in its favor except that as we try to trade in steel around the
world we feel and know that there is no such thing as free trade in the
theoretical sense that the economists talk about it and that some of the
administration people would try to persuade us is actually going on.

We know that we cannot ship steel around the world, but even more
important than this, I think i you are asking in'terms of what shouldour policy be, Ithink the primary policy has to be the strength of the
Uni ed States of Americ, and as the leader of the free world, we cnni-not let any policy in which we engage endanger out' ability to handle
our own situation at home, and we fe that the steel industry, as being
vitally important to the national security, has reached a point in terms
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of imports where we have to draw the line$ and we feel that we have
drawn the line in a favorable fashion in terms of the national interest.

It is not as if we are closing the door. On the contrary, the world
steel industry will still be able to bring a substantial quantity of steel
into this market and grow as we grow, and I think in terms of what the
national policy has to be, we have to protect our jobs, we have to pro-
tect our industries, and what I mean by protection is not Oust put up
as has been suggested earlier here today, a big wall around the nite
States and have no trade at all. I think that we are making a slight
modification in the overall approach to free trade on the basis that en-
lightened self-interest demands that our industries be made strong
and that we not adversely affect our standard of living, and I think
it we keep this in mind, a strong America, and a high standard of liv-
ing for the employees of our id ustries, then we reach a point we think
we have reached in the steel industry, which is what we are talking
about here today.

The CHARMAN. We are not talking about going into manufacturing
something that the other fellow, be it France, Great Britain, or Japan
can produce more cheaply and have historically sold. We are not talk-
ing about that.

Mr. RocIz. We are not talking about that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is their market and they can keep it, and they

are welcome to it.
Mr. RociLm That is right.
The CHAMAN. What we are talking about, as I see it, is what should

our national policy be with regard to our major industries that are
threatened by low-cost foreign competition in their own ziarket.

Mr. RochE. Right.
The CHAEuMAN. We are not talking about preserving a share of the

market outside of the United States, we are just talking about their
position in our own market.

Now, can you give me some examples of other nations that have
permitted their historic proud industries to be put completely out of
business by foreign competition V

Mr. RocuL I not only cannot show you this, Senator, because it just
does not exist, but as we travel around the world, and I had an experi-
ence just recently of visiting a country which is attempting to develop
a steel industry, and I raised the question on what percentage of steel
they were permitting to come into their home market and the answer
was, "If we can furnish it here, we don't permit any steel to come in
at all" And when I raised the question that I thought this was not
consistent with the overall approach of the administration in the
United States, they just looked at me as if I were out of my mind,
their point being this: "We are trying to develop a steel industry
here, and why should we permit others to come in from the outside
and uproot wUt we ar trying to carry forward."

Now, in this country, it seems to me, and this was a developing
nation that we would identify within this term of developing nation,
that we are a stro nation, we are the leader of the world and we
want to continue to be strong or we will not be the leader$ and I think
what we are talking about here is that free trade has a tremendous
amount of merit, and we will extend ourselves as far as we can, but to
extend ourselves beyond the point where we are working in our own
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best interests identified with our basic industries, that identify them-
selves with our national defense, is not enlightened policy.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that our trade policy has been sold
on the basis that this was something to improve American living
standards. It was to help Americans Jive better. It was not to bring
a general leveling of living standards toward the impoverished areas
of the world, but it was going to help us all to live better.

Mr. Rocu. Right.
The CuAMMAN. It seems to me we should explore all those possibili-

ties where it can be a good deal for both-
Mr. Rocur. Right.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). Before we acct*pt an answer that it

is a bad deal for us.
Now, I asked this question of a previous witness: Which industries

is the other fellow going to permit us to keep if we leave him the
decision ? My thought would be if he had the decision he would let us
keep those rice and soybean matters where the wage rate is about $1.25
an hour and he would take those where our wage rates run $5 to $7 an
hour or Ietter-

Mr. Rocus. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). That is where he would make the most

money.
Mr. RocHE. Right.
The CHAmMAN. But if we are making the decision, it would seem

to me we would preserve for our workers those jobs where they have a
large amount of capital investment in machinery available to them so
they can be very productive and have a very high standard of living.
Why anybody would want it the other way around, I cannot under-
stand. Other producers would not do it if they had the decision and
why should we I Do you agree I

Mr. Rocuz. I agree.
The CHAIRMAN. So far as I am concerned, if we lose a few jobs in

the ricefield and gain some in the steel mills, that would be perfectly
all right.

Mr. RocHE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But naturally the idea is to continue to expand

trade. We are helping the other fellow get what he needs, are we not I
We are helping to get the raw materials he needs and just about every-
thing else he needs to produce for his own market and to compete with
us in the world market.

Mr. RocH. Right.
Senator, I make this additional observation: That if I were a steel

producer in Japan or a steel producer in Western Europe, and the
oors were wide open into this greatest of all markets here in the

United States, I would keep moving as much material in here as I
possibly could, and I would take advantage of every opportunity that
was mine, and for us to believe that either the Japanese or the Western
Europeans or any other steel Iroducer in the world is gQing to volun-
tarily decide that this is enough in terms of taking a share of this
market, I think is just being foolhardy.

We are the ones who opened the dor in the first instance, and we
are the ones who are going to have to decide that we have reacld a
peril point and that it cannot so beyond this point. We are not revering
our policy. We are just drawing a halt in terms of what is reasnable
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discretion under the circumstances, and as far as we are concerned in
steel we have reached that point now, and that is why we are here
today.

The CHAMMAN. Yes.
It seems that there is a large overcapacity problem in steel, especially

in Western Europe and Japan. Do you believe that a world conference
among steel-producing countries would be fruitful in convincing our
friends in Europe and Japan to modify their steel production to de-
mand and to observe some basic fairness in steel trade ?

Mr. ROCHE. Well, it is interesting you should ask me that question
after the comment that I have made, where I think we are talking in
the same general area.

I do not know whether the question presupposes that this would be
it Government-sponsored international steel meeting. If this is the pur-
pose behind it, then certainly some good might come from it. But as
far as there being an international agreement among steel producing
nations to limit their participation in this market on a voluntary basis,
I do not think we should be any more hopeful that it will come from
such a conference than it would come voluntarily from them as they
look at the market today. This is just the way I feel about such an
international conference. Except as it would be sponsored by Govern-
ment, of course the private industry in the United States could not
participate in such a conference if it were designed to limiting the
amount of steel that would come into this market,. This would be
bordering in the area of control of markets and establishment of
markets in which we cannot engage.

Now, I just cannot believe that the problem that we are talking
about here today is ing to be resolved by an international conference.

The CHAnRAN. We have had some experience in some of these
areas, based on the testimony of the textile witnesses in trying to get
some agreement with regard to Japanese textiles. I guess you heard
that testimony.

Mr. Rom&r, Yes, I did; some of it.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume you could expect Japanese in the steel in-

dustry to act somewhat as the Japanese react in the textile industry
and perhaps you could expect Europeans to react similarly. I should
think they would be unwilling to agree to leave the American industry
any segment of its market unless they were convinced that the Con-

r and the Executive are going to bar their products in the eventthat they did not agree to it, so it seems to me that you would need
something like you are asking for here.

Mr. RocH. Right. a
The CHAnurN. If you are going to negotiate at all because if they

do not think anything is going to appen, I should think they would
just continue to take a "No" position.

Mr. Rociz. I am sure they would.
The CHAIRMAN. If you were in that position you would probably

tell them that.
Mr. Rociu I would do exactly what they are doing.
The CHAiRxAN. Thank you.
Senator Bennett I
Senator Bmrwmzrr. I have no questions.
Senator HANwrx_. I want to thank you for your kind words about the

bill. I want to call attention to this third annual report of an Italian
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concern which indicates taking action in these fields is certainly not
anything that is beig~ negleced by any other or tons, and I
take from their introductory statement, this part ofit. It said:

In 1966 the situation in the rural Iron and steel industry which has been in
evidence for some years became more acute

And then I want to skip on down to this part. It said:
In order to overcome these difficulties the High Authority-

Which is the ECSC-the European Coal and Steel Community-
the High Authority and the governments concerned are studying corrective
measures. However, it should be stressed that some government-

And it is not referring to the United States-
have already taken steps to support their own iron and steel industries espe-
cially with financial help.

I do not know of any financial help that the American Government
has given to the iron and steel industry of the United States.

This policy which is continually spreading around the world signifies the
realization of the importance of the iron and steel industry to a country with the
economy and of the needs for its orderly development in the general interest.

I think it important for us to recognize that, as the chairman has
so adinirably put forth, we can very quickly become a Nation in
which we will be the producers of a lot of food for the world. Of
course, we will not have any money left after that is over, or any
people in industry.
The Cu x. Judging by experience most of it will be given

away.
Senator H mz. I thought that Senator Talmadge had a very

appropriate reference. He thought maybe the State Department ought
to-they have a desk, you know, an frican desk, an Eastern Euro-
pean desk; he said what we need in the State Department was an
American desk. That is all the questions I have.

The CanxAx. Senator Carlson I
Senator CmaNLoN. I have no questions but I want to commend Mr.

Roche for a very outstanding statement and it is greatly appreciated.
The CHAnow. Senator Dirksen I
Senator Diszw. I would like to address my question. and maybe,

Mr. Roche, you may have some information on it. I understand that
with foreign aid money we are now building a steel mill in Turkey;
are you familiar with that project

Mr. Rocui Yes; I am, Senator.
Senator Dumsm. I understand we have committed something over

$100 million.
Mr. Rocz. A substantial amount of money.
Senator Dauura. Our people's money, our taxpayers' money. I

understand that is a million-ton capacity plant. Do you knowI
Mr. Rom& I do not know the exact capacity.
Senator Dulmlr. Well at any rate, Mr. Chairman, we have a great

way of aggravating ourselves.*We help build these plants so that they
can send steel over-here and then inspire theee headaches as we try to
deal with this outside competition in an equitable way.

May I therefore respectfully suggest tha the staflind, out from
the AID program, letu say over a pe ro yeams, how: much money
has been committed for the purpose of building steel plants abroad,
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where there is already excess capacity, and as you point out, they can
only use a limited amount of this capacity and the rest of it is targeted
for us.

The CHAmImN. I think I can give you some answer to that if you
want, Senator. This report of our committee staff that will be coming
out I believe points out that AID has financed steel plants in
foreign countries.

Senator D . Will they be carefully itemized as to capacity I
The CH N. lam sure it will be.
Senator HAwrTL I think the present commitment is in approxi-

mately $1 billion at the present time-$1 billion at the present time.
It is not million, it is billion.

Senator Ditsir. So we compete with ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN. Since 1945, 1[am told this Nation has spent $2.1

billion building steel mills in foreign countries.
Senator DIntszN. I want to see it on one page.
The CHAIRMAN. We will get it for you on one page.
(The information referred to follows:)
U.S. GOVEiUNMiXT AND INTERNATIONAL AoENCY FINAxCxA-L ASSISTANCE TO

FoREIGN STEEL INDUSTRIES

Summary by (ountric

coustr
Argentina.................
Australia-----------------
ustria --------------------
Belgium
Brazil....................
Canada
Chile
Colombia
France
Germany ------------------
India....................
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Korea
Liberia --
Mexico...................
Netherlands

MlUmeilli o
$111.25

1&.35
X 42
20.44

140.01
5.70

113 87
33.95
83. 74
.WV. t0

211.92
220.48

.50
29419

2.z3
45.63

153.88

C
Paki
Peru
Philil
Portu
Repu
Spain
Turk
Unite
Urugi
Venez
Yugot
Euroj

CoD
Latin

Ste4

Ioumtry Millie
stan -------------------- $063

42.00
pjnnes ----------------- 67. 76
gal -------------------- .5
bile of China -------------. 70
---------------------- 126.31

ey 164.05
d Kingdom ------------- 27.22
ay -------------------- 2.58
uela ------------------ 13. 64
slavia ----------- 87.92
ean Coal and Steel
Lununity ---------------- 100.00
American Iron and
l Institute -------------- .05

Total --------------- 2, 165. 62

Summary by ycar

Ataut.
2&29
7.20

20& 87
4&.70

42. 11
11.20

111.59
8&32

22LTO
145. 79

Year-Continued
1!
11
11
11

11;

M"We's

58 ------------------- $12.58
969------------------- 195.72
960 ------------------- 123.6
961 ------------------- 175. 25

2-- ----------- 114.48
)63 --- ---- 110.21
)64 -------------------- 19 91
05 --- 71.74

----------- 8D 19

Total .2,165. 62

Clerk's Note: These tables show the amounts which f countries received from
the U.A Government and intosmtlonal agenlie to build steelmaking facilites.
Tie total amount was P.2 biltn, and another $1 billion was provided by the
USSR to mnanes the e%9ttlo of steel mills in 5 additional countries. These

Year:
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

I

------------------
-------------------
-------------------
-------------------
----- - -----------
-------------

-------------------

-------------------

-------------------

-------------------
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grants and loans do not Include counterpart funds which may have been used to
finance local currency expenditures. ohe capacity thus financed was 6 million
tons In new countries which had never produced steel before 1947. Even larger
Increases In capacities had been financed by these amounts In countries which
had produced steel before 1947.

Senator Duznrx. Now, I would like to ask Mr. Roche, to what
extent does a guaranteed wage in other countries exercise a kind of
a thrust to sending products abroad. Obviously with a guaranteed
wage and the domestic demand fails somewhat, you cannQt pile it all
in warehouses, there are not that many warehouses, and it has go to
be sold, and they have to retrieve some of their money, because there
is not that much inventory money in this world.

Mr. RocH. Senator, we are very much awae that factors other
than what we normally Identify as an approach to the operation of a
steel company enter into the decisionmaking of foreign steel producers
quite foreign to our own, may I say, in terms of our economic approach.

The factor of-and I presume you used the term "guaranteed wage"
to mean assurance to people that once employed, they will never be
let go, this undoubtedly has some effect in the overall amount of steel
that gets on the world market. The exact percentage of it we ae not
sure of, except that we do know that this factor, the need for exchange,
almost a disinterest in the amount of profit earned, Government in-
terest in continued operation of the business, however uneconomic,
these are all factors that enter into continued production without
regard to a local market, and effect the amount of steel that gets into
world trade and has to be sold at distressed prices.

Senator DIwxsEN. There is one other factor on which you made no
comment, and that is depreciation. I recall when the late Senator
Kefauver was still alive we had a half-dozen presidents of steel com-
panies before the Subcommittee on Monopoly at that time; if I recall
the testimony conectly, one of them indicated what depreciation
policies were really doing with respect to modernization of the in-
dustry, because under existing law they had accumulated about 15
million in the depreciation account with respect to a rolling mill.
They found, however, that to build a modern rolling mill cost $75
million.

Mr. RocHn. Right.
Senator DIRKsmv. Query: Where do you get the other $60 million

to replace your old mill I . a
Mr. RocUL The query is well put, Senator, and as you know, since

the hearing to which you have referred there has been some improve-
ment in the depreciation schedules permitted in this country but there
still can be considerable improvement in this area, and tie question
of where the money comes from it comes out of profits generally and
this is one of the problems of this domestic steel industry. The com-
ments were made earlier here today showing that from 1962 through
1965 and 1966 there had been a growth, and some of the percentage
factors in that recital were rather significant. The truth of the matter
is in the 1961, 1962 period, the. steel industry was ina recession in this
country, so that was a very low' point from which to start these per-
centage statistics. And another factor being, as you yourself pointed
out, Mr. Chairman, this was during a period of tremendous ogrwth in
the overall economy of this country where the domestic steel industry's
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farticipation has not been nearly as great as so many other manu-
uriiur' industrie&

Senator DRxKsa. Do you have information on depreciation policies
abroad I

Mr. Roca. We have some material on this, Senator, and I will be
hapy to furnish it to jou and to the committee.

enaor Dzax. Will you insert it f
Mr. Roc~m I will be happy to provide that for the record.
(The material referred to was received by the committee and made

a part of the ogcial files.)
Senator Dmuxsv. For the mc nent, Mr. Chairman, that is all
The CI WRXAN. Any further questions I
Well thank you very much for a very fine statement.
Mr. Roctum Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, members

of the committee.
(The statement of Mr. Stewart, referred to at the start of Mr.

Roche's statement, follows:)

STAnT Or BZHALr o TE TOOL AND STAnss STL INDUSTRY COMMITrE
SUSMiTTm zY W. 0. STwAsr, PRsIDEN, THE (0rcOar Cow., PrTI55U3o0, Pa.

My name Is William 0. Stewart and I am President of the Cyclops Corporation
located In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvani. I am submitting this statement on behalf
of the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Oommittee, at which my company Is a
member. The Committee Is an association at eighteen producers of tool and
stainless steels. A list of our membership is submitted with this statement.

We appear today In support of Senator Hartke's steel quota bill, S. 2537. We
fully endorse the statement made by John P. Roche for the American Iron and
Steel Instltute, and submit these additional remarks to emphastse the Intensity
of the Import problem as felt by the specialty steel industry.

1. WHAT MAXV "SCIALTY STEEL DIFEBENT

Specialty steel manufacturer In the United States turn out about one percent
of the total tonnage production of the domestic steel Industry. Until recently
the tool and stainless steel producers have therefore been regarded as a small
segment of the basic carbon steel industry. There Is now a growing awareness,
however, that specialty steel producers, because of the nature of their products
and market, make up an Industry which Is distinct, although not apart, from th,
basic carbon steel Industry.

Specialty steel Is different from base carbon steel because of Its sophistica-
tion. The addition of substantial amounts of chromium, nickel, and occasionally
other alloying elements such as molybdenum, titanium, and columbium make
stainless steels highly resistant to rust, corrosion, and heat. Tungsten, vanadium,
molybdenum, cobalt, and other elements are added to tool steels for toughness
and strength under high-temperature high-stress operations.

These chemical and physical properties which distinguish specialty from
carbon steels, however, make specialty steels more difficult and expensive to
produce. For example, AISI type 302 stainless steel, a common stainless steel
contains approximately 18 percent chromium and 9 percent nickel. The chromium
In a ton of this steel costs $90 and the nickel costs $153. The alloy material
alone In an Ingot ton of type 802 stainless steel costs more than most carbon
steel Ingots sell for. Another substantial difference between carbon and specialty
steel Is the greater number of man hours required to produce, finish, and ship
a ton of this product in the specialty industry. Finishing operations on specialty
steels require many more man hours than In the basic carbon industry. Labor
content In man hours per ton of specialty steel averages &.5 times that of carbon
steel and reaches 10 to 20 times the carbon average In some Instances Automa-
tion cannot reduce these man hours to the extent possible In the basic carbon
Industry, partly because of the highly specialised nature of the product and
partly because stainless and tool steels are produced in such small quantities
that the expense of automation Is very dtMeult to Justify.
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The complex metallurgy of specialty steels increases research and develop-

ment costs, the ch uical and physical properties of the prodt increase
production costs, and the sophisticated applications of these high performance
steels Increase marketing costs. These higher costs mean higher prices, which
average seven times the prices of comparable carbon steels. The United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics showed type 02 cold rolled stainless steel sheet
selling In May 1967 at $1,074 per ton compared to carbon steel cold rolled sheets
at $142 per ton. Tool steels sell anywhere from $1,000 to $7,000 per ton and
higher, while carbon products commonly are offered anywhere from $120 to $200
per ton.

These higher values make our specialty steel market particularly attractive to
foreign manufacturers, since transportation costs constitute a relatively small
percentage ot sales prices.

Specialky steel tends to be produced In small quantities on a custom basix.
Many qscialty producers are small compauie, mtirely dependent on their
production of tool or staLles steel.

. SVECIALTY STL J& VITAL TO NATIONAL SUCUETY AND DOZENS

Tool and stainless steels are critically Important to the national defense effort.
I would point out, as an example, of this, the fact that present requirements for
steel set by BDA and the Department of Defense under the Defense Production
Act of 1900 amount to sx percent of the production of the basic carbon steel
industry and fourteen percent of the production of the stainless steel Industry.

Many strategic products depend on specialty stelcq. Including missile and
rocket frames and parts, airplant structures, atomic reacto.us, and jet engine
turbine blades. Ball bearings, oil refining equipment, drills, taps, reamers, and
other cutting tools and dies are themselves made out of high performance prod.
ucts of our Industry. The Apollo spacecraft Is fashlone I from stainless steel.
So Is the anti-spike innersole In the cQmbat boot now being worn In Viet Nam,
and drive shafts for the Army's helicopters. The Inner support members of other
aircraft are of a special ultra-high strength steel developed by the tool steel
Industry. The Atomic Energy Commission has ordered a "mobile military nuclear
power plant" which must be made completely of stainles steel to be used as a
source of power by combat forces. The research and development capability of
the specialty steel Industry has produced many metallurgical breakthroughs
which have made great contributions to the national defense and security. This
industry picreered In vacuum melting techniques for the production of nickel
and c ' 't alloys ! allow Jet engine blades to operate and maintain their
strenLZI and toughness at white heat. We also developed the utterly reliable

hearing and gear steels for the safe operation of helicopters, hydrofoils, and power
generating equipment.

This Is only a small list of examples where the defense of the United States
is directly dependent upon specialty steels. In addition, of course, all industry
and In fact our entire economy depends on tool and stainless steel manufacturers
for high performance under stress and close tolerances to do Jobs which other
steels or materials cannot. The Department of Defense thinks in terms of
"material systems." The properties demanded of materials used In missiles and
rockets, for example, are such that only tailor-made steel or vacuum melting
specialty materials can satisfy requirements.

The extremely high costs of this research and development are Incurred by
the specialty steel Industry with the expectation that new products will mean
new growth and new methods and new economies. The routine sales of staple
specialty steel products must underwrite these costs. But these routine sales
are far below what they should be, because Imports of specialty steel have cut
deeply into the United States market for standard tool and stainless steels, and
are Increasing at.a rate which Indicates that the growth potential of the domestic
industry Is being drained off. Loss of growth potential can only reduce the
enthusiasm of the specialty steel Industry for continued expansion of this vital
research and development function.

S. EMOTs OP Q4"WIEC TY STEK S

Tn 1966 stainless steel Imports were 137,000 tons, compared 'ith 80,000 tons In
1964 and only 8,000 In 198. The share of apparent domestic consumption claimed
by Imports has Jumped from 1 percent In 1909 to 13.5 percent In 196. During
the first eight months of 10'M Imports of stainless steel are running at an annual
rate of 150,000 tons, or 18.6 ,L.rLehL of domestic consumption.
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This increase is dramatically Illustrated by the recent history of imports of
stainless steel cold rolled sheet. Imports of this staple product have Jumped from
8,000 tons in 1962 to 47,000 tons In 196 with a corresponding Increase in market
penetration from 6 to 20 percent. Imports in 1967 will exceed 55,000 tons, and
will occupy 25 percent of our domestic market for this product.

Tool steel imports have Increased during the past three years from 800 tons
In 1962 to 17,000 tons in 1906. So far in 1967 foreign tool steels have taken 16.4
percent of apparent domestic consumption. Imports of high speed tool steel bars
rose from 748 tons in 1902 to 3,572 tons in 1966, and will reach 6,000 tons by the
end of 1967.

Meanwhile United States exports have not kept pace. Our balames of trade in
specialty steel was favorable up to 1915 when exports exceeded imports by $18.3
million. In 1966, however, Imports exceeded exports by- $1L6 million, and the
projections for 1967 are more pessimistic.

In the fact of recent production cutbacks and the import growth trend It ap-
pears certain that both the share of the domestic market occupied by imports and
our unfavorable trade balance will lrecrease In 1967.

Foreign specialty steels are no better than domestic products, and foreign
suppliers do not prove the same customer service that the domestic mills offer.
The chief factor thathas made the United States market so vulnerable to for-
eign steel Is price. Several elements combine to permit the foreign producer to
offer a substantially lower price. For example, specialty steel imports tend to be
concentrated in the less sophisticated, standard sizes and grades. Thus a foreign
producer can realize substantial volume economies in production for export. This
same concentration simplifies the distribution of Imported steel in the United
States, permitting additional economies in marketing operations. In fact, distri-
bution of imported steel mill products Is usually handled for the foreign producer
by a Jobber or service center In the United States.

The principal price factor, however, is the wide differential in labor content
between foreign and domestic specialty steel. The American steelworker aver-
ages $4.68 per hour, including fringe benefits. His Japanese counterpart makes
less than one-quarter of that amount. The best information available indicates
that it takes an industry average of 97 man hours to produce a ton of cold rolled
stainless steel sheet. Thus a Japanese steel mill making stainless steel sheet
starts out with an advantage in labor cost alone of over $336.00 per ton. An
analysis of 48 recent shipments of cold rolled stainless steel sheet into the United
States shows the median difference between the landed duty-paid price of the
imported material and the price of Identical domestic material delivered at the
same spot as $213 per ton, or 21 percent of the United States selling price.

This price differential has encouraged imported specialty steel to penetrate
United States markets at a faster and faster rate each year. From 1962 to 1966
we saw an unprecedented expansion in the United States economy. Shipments
of stainless steel mill products increased at an average rate of 10 percent per
year during that time, but Imports Increased an average of 51 percent each
year. Imports established themselves in the growth potential in the bread-and-
butter products during periods of economic growth, but when the boom slows
they cannot be driven out. During the first eight months of 1967 shipments of
tool and stainless steel lagged behind 1966 by six percent, yet imports of spe-
cialty steel increased eighteen percent over the comparable 1968 period.

The rate of increase of imports of foreign specialty steel presents a problem
of national significance which transcends the immediate dilliculties of the domes-
tic tool and stainless steel producers. I have discussed the strategic importance
of the domestic specialty steel industry. A healthy, growing industry can expand
with the economy, maintaining its special technical skills, Its reservoir of
highly trained labor, and Its research and development capability. The health
of our specialty steel Industry depends upon its access to growing markets for
standard products: the stainless steel sheet, and the high speed tool steel bars.
These markets are being seriously penetrated by increasing Imports of steel
from Europe and.Japan. As its present markets are invaded, the industry's
growth potential declines, producing a directly proportional decline in fts ability
to maintain and expand its labor skills, ,hnical abilities and research capacity.
These are assets which cannot be stockpiled, nor can they swiftly be built up
in time of need. As they atrophy in the u -nestic Industry, we must become more
and more dependent upon Imported techniques, skills, and metallurgy. As empha.
sized before, such a situation cannot be tolerated In an Industry of such over-
riding strategic ImportanceI
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4. UNDUSTRX FAVOM QUOTA AFFOACIK

The Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee strongly recommends quotas
as a solution to this problem. We feel that the existing statutory provisions for
relief from import injury are totally inadequate. We urge the Congress to take
action. We support the Hartke Steel Quota Bill as a mzqderate ani realistic
measure designed to assure the health and expansion of our industry while
permitting foreign manufacturers an opportunity to continue to compete with
us, not only for the share of our market which they now have, but also for a
fair share of the expansion In that market. Failing this relief, we see nothing
to stop imports of specialty steels from seizing 20 or 30 percent or more of our
domestic market. We see this an an unqualified disaster for our industry and
for this natioa.

M smaawip OF TflE TOOL AND STAmILEsS STEEL INDUSTRY CoMurrTz

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Armco Steel Corp., Armco Division, Middletown, Ohio.
Bethlehem Steel Corp., Bethlehem, Pa.
Braeburn Alloy Steel Division, Continental Copper Steel Industries, Inc., Brue-

burn, Pa.
Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa.
Crucible Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eastern Stainless Steel Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Firth Sterling, Inc., Pitsburgh, Pa.
Jessop Steel Co., Washington, Pa.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp, Stainless and Strip Division, Detroit, Mich.
Joslyn Stainless Steels, Chicago, Ill.
Latrobe Steel Co., Latrobe, Pa.
McLouth Steel Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Republic Steel Corp., Massillon, Ohio.
Simonds Steel Division, Wallace-Murray Corp., Lockport, N.Y.
Universal-Cyclops Specialty Steel Division, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vasto Metals Corp., Latrobe, Pa.
Washington Steel Corp., Washington, Pa.

The CHAIRMAN. Ve will hear from Mr. Graubard and Mr. Moskov-
itz, which is a lw firm-that firm is counsel for the American Insti-
tute for Imported Steel.

STATEME ~OF SEYMOUR GRAUBARD, COUNSEL. AMERICAN
INSTITUTE FOR IXPORTED STEEL INC.

Mr. GRuuw. Mr. Chairman, my name is Seymour Graubard,
of the law firm of Graubard & Moskovitz. We are counsel to the
American Institute for Imported Steel on whose behalf I wish to
thank the committee for its courtesy in granting us time to present
this testimony.

With me today are two vice presidents of the institute, Mr. Victor
Schick and Mr. Leslie Stork. They are seated in the audience and we
shall remain available to answer any questions that the members of
the committee may put to us.

Last year the institute made a grant to the Michigan State Uni.
versity to have studies conducted in regard to the international steel
trade. These studies were made by the university under the supervision
of Prof. Walter Adams in association with Prof. Joel B, Dirlam, of
the University of Rhode Island., -

Certain of their studies form the basis of the testimony which they
will offer to the committee today. Their analyses and their conclusions
are entirely their own, and with that understood I present to the
committee professors Adams and Dirlam.
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Senator HrrxTu. Just a minute, Mr. Chairman.
Are you leaving us I
Mr. OGiuumi.I am going to remain here, sir.
Senator HmAxr. I thought you were going to go ahead.
Mr. GRAuBuw. I will remain up here orlm the audience.Senator HARTxT. What was that you said again? I was not fur-

nished with a copy of how you said these people were selected.
Mr. G s.umw. Last year, the American Institute for Imported

Steel made a grant to Michigan State University for the purpose of
conducting studies in international trade. We have called upon Pro-
fessors Adams and Dirlam to produce certain of their conclusions to
the members of this committee. 1 may add, sir, that not until yesterday
did I or any member of or perwn associated with the institute see
their work.

Senator HArrxr. What was the amount of the grant?
Mr. GAuBARD. I recall $10,000.
Senator HARTKE. $10,000. Was that paid to these people who are

testifying today I
Mr. GRvuARD. No, sir. It was paid to the university.
Senator HAwrz. And they in turn paid it to these individuals.
Mr. GAuBAsmO. I think you will have to ask them what arrangements

were made by the university with them.
Senator HARTrae. Let me ask you, you said certain parts. Where is

the rest of their documentation?
Mr. GRAUBARD. Sir, you will have to ask that of them. They pro-

duced for this committee what they had available and what they
thought pertinent. I am certain if you have any additional data that
you would require of them, they would be happy to oblige your request.
X shall remain.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be pleased to hear Professor Adams. I am
pleased to see you before the Finance Committee. You did some very
fine work for us on the Small Business Committee when I was chair-
nian of the Monopoly Subcommittee. I must congratulate the counsel
for the American Institute for Imported Steel for their good judg-
nient in getting you to do it. You did some very fine work for us before
you moved on to greener pastures and we have not forgotten it.% You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WALTER ADAM S PROFESSOR AT MICIOGN STATE
UNIVEROY, ACCOPANIED BY JOEL B. DIRLAM, PROFESR AT
TIE UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLN

Mr. ADAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is always a
pleasure to testify before one of your committees. Let me say that this
statement is offered on behalf of my colleague, Professor Dirlam, who
is at my side, and myself.

Having abandoned its pleas for temporary tariff protection-
Senator HmarE. Can we have "it" identified; I haven't had an

answer to my question I addressed to Mr. Graubard as to how they
become involved, the circumstances and the payments and so forth.

The CHAMAN. If you wilL
Mr. ADAMS. Senator Hartke, the grant was made to Michigan State

University. I was appointed director of that study under the grant.
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As far as payments are concerned, I can give you an exact statement:
I don't want to misrepresent even the slightest detail of that. I think
sonme of the money so far has been expended for graduate assistants,
some of the money has been expended on summer research, some of the
money has been expended on travel.

Senator HAWRK. Any additional compensation awarded to any one
of the two gentlemen here ?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir; it was not.
Mr. Diauim. No compensation.
Senator maiL. No compensation.
ir. Amus. Yes.

Senator HAJIrK.. You are regular teaching professors.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. DiJUAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKz. And you took on this additional duty just--why

did you take on the additional duty ?
Mr. AIMs. Well, sir, at a land-grant institution like Michigan State,

and the same is true at Purdue in your own State, Senator Hartke, we
believe in the secular trinity of teaching-research and public service,
and it is every professor's responsibility to engage in each of these ac-
tivities in compliance therewith. The university accepts many grants
from private corporations, from the Government, various philan-
thropic foundations sponsoring research of this sort.

Senator HARTim. And the same applies to Mr. Dirlam, who comes
from the University of Rhode Island.

Mr. DiRum. The University of Rhode Island is also a land-grant
institution.

Senator HARTr. And you took this under the land-grant authority
of President Lincoln, right I

Mr. AiAmS. Yes.
Mr. DnuaAm. I am not sure-
Senator Hu rrZ. This great public service, I just want to find out

how objective you are.
Mr. DiwAx. Yes, and the financing of certain graduate studies,

master's thesis work ispart of I think this same sort of activity.
Senator HARn. And you had no prejudice whatsoever in favor of

the grantee.
Mr. Dwu A. None.
Senator HAirKz. The grantor, pardon me.
Ar AD, x. Well, sir-
Mr. DmLA M. This is an element, one of our public service activities.
Senator HArTz. But it is not a prejudicial report. I want to get this,

because I have read it, and I just want to get you on record first, be-
cause it is going to be rather shocking--

The CHArMAr. Senator, let me say that a witness who comes here
to testify on behalf of the Council for the American Institute of Im-
ported Steed, is privileged to be just as prejudiced as any lawyer who
ever represented a client, if he wants to be. In other words, if he
is a Government employee and representing some agency of the Gov-
ernment where he owes a responsibility to both sides that is a different
matter. But prejudice is totally immaterial as far as any witness who
testified
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I made a speech not long ago in which I tried to make West Point
obey the law in recruiting football talent. They said I was very prej-
udiced about the matter because of a situation that existed involving
Louisiana State University prior to the time that West Point ac-
quired their coach, and my opening statement was that I was a prej-
udiced as any lawyer who ever pleaded a case in court. I just wanted
the Senate to h my side of the argument.

As a practical matter, I would say as far as our testimony of the
witnesses is concerned, prejudice is totally immaterial. The question
is what evidence can he produce to back up his statement.

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, let the record show that the grant was
made with the specific proviso that no strings be attached in terms of
our freedom to make public the findings in any way we saw fit without
prior review by the grantor. Let the record show that I, for one, would
never accept any grant of any sort from any source unless I retained
that basic freedom.

In other words, my opinions, my beliefs are not for sale to anybody.
Mr. Dndm . I concur in that, of course.
Mr. ADAxS. If I may proceed, Mr. Chairman.
The CHmA-. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. Having abandoned its plea for temporary tariff pro-

tection, the American steel industry has decided to ak Congress for
import quotas on foreign steel. In essence, this demand rests on four
principal contentions:

(1) That imports pose a serious threat of unemployment;
2) That the industry cannot compete against foreign produc-

ers who enjoy the advantage of low labor costs;
(8) That it needs higher prices to pay for expansion and

modernization; and
(4) That it needs time to install new facilities and new tech-

nology in order to face up to foreign competition.
Professor Dirlam and I have exanned these contentions, and find

them wanting. We also find that the proposed quotas are neither in
the public interest, nor the longrun self-interest of the steel industry.
Such quotas would be counterproductive in any plan to restore the
competitive viability of American steel both in domestic and inter-
national markets.

1M3ORTS AND DOXMC EMPLOYMENT

Now with respect to imports and domestic employment, Mr. Chair-
man, steel spokesmen claim that 11 million tons of imported steel
represents more than 70,000 steelworker jobs alone, and many thou-
sands of additional jobs in supporting indistries-all at a time when
this Nation is striving to achieve maximum employment. (LB.
Worthington, chairman of AISI, February 8, 1967.) The implication
is clear: steel imports reduce steel employment by 70,000-plus jobs, as
Mr. Roche pointed out this morning, 80,000.

Aside from the dubious techniques for arriving at this figure, the
contention is defective for the following reasons:

(1) Sharply rising imports, between 1959 and 1966, have been as-
sociated with significant increases in both domestic production and
domestic employment. While imports rose by 6.4 million tons, domes-

OAR
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tic production increased by 40 million tons, and employment by
47,000 men.

Senator Hari. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask at this time,
you have a table here.

Mr. AbAxs. Yes, sir.
Senator hru Is this the type of objective--the rest of your

statement is as objective as this statement ere, is that right
Mr. ADn&s. Senator Hartke, I would prefer to leave that judg-

ment to you after you have heard the rest of the statement.
Senator HAR . I will show you how misleading it is and I will

show you how prejudiced this statement is We will o down to your
your own statement here. You say it shows an emp oyment. increase
of 47,000. If you had taken the time to look at your own chart.and
you take 1960, 1 year later your original statement upon which
you base this outrageous statement, you find out that there were 449 -
888 according to your own chart submitted by AISI, right, which
shows as of 1966 that there were 446,712, or a net decline in employ-
ment in that period, from 1960 clear to your implication of a 47,000
increase in employment there is a decreased employment of 3,178,
isn't that trueI

Mr. ADAMS. Senator Hartke, may I respectfully urge that you per-
mit us to continue with the statement---

Senator ILmaxt. No, I am going to stop you right here, we are
going to talk about this statement and how objective this is. You can
go ahead. Unless the chairman overrules me I want an explanation of
the objectively of that statement.

Mr. Anus. Senator Hartke, very respectfully, we tried to choose
two dates as objectively as we knew how. The year 1959 was chosen
for the very simple reason that that is the date usually given for the
beginning of the steel import problem. This was not our choice. This is
what the American Iron & Steel Institute and what the steel industry
officials have repeatedly cited as the beginning of the steel import
problem.

Senator, 1966 was chosen for the very simple reason that it is the
fastest year for which we have statistics available. The reason all the

other years were included was so as to disclose to you and the mem-
bersof the committee all the relevant data.

It would have been very easy for us to say look at the year 1959
and 1966 alone. We did not do that. We presented the entire table and
we say to you the table speaks for itself. As far as the declines in total
employment in the steel industry are concerned, I was not trying to
duck your earlier question by any means, Senator Hartke, but I am
coming to that later on in the statement.

Senator H rzLT I understand.
Ifr. ADAMs. And i will be specifically responsive to that very qjies-

tion you raised.
Senstor*IArLL Why cfin't you be repneivp right n~wl
Mr. ADAMS. I think it would desoy the presentation to take it wt

of context. - ' ' ' ' I .
ThoCHA QMXAN. 14Y I J)sIrge m th. iwt ofg t etting o with

the hearing that. we let; tha.witnes makp his statume and Afte the
witness has wade hi statement then Senator, you can go ahead and
ask questions. We b ipv q a' her.tia requires us to agme with the
stmA ment to perit tob
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If the witness makes a statement and you don't agree with it, you
can say so, but we have quite a list of witnesses to hear and I would
hope that we can abbreviate this by just letting the witness make his
statement and then ask an questions you want to ask.

Mr. ADAZs. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARMTKUh r. r airman, that is all right with me. If this

is the case there is no use of my staying here. I have read the statement
and I will oome back when he is done. I mean I don't need anybody
to read to me, I can read myself.

The CHARmAN. Senator, I hadn't read the statement.
Senator HAJTE. I will be back.
The CHAnImx. I regret the Senator feels that way about it.
Go ahead.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The table referred to follows:)

YeMr Steel import Domesdic steel production Averae number o
(theusuds of now tua) (thoUnds et net tes) Wage em0Iy

1959 ................................ 4.3596 n 6., 738
1960 ................................. 3,3R 4493,4
1961 .................................. 3,163 98014 405,924
1962 .............................. 4,100 ,31402,662
1963 ............................. ... ,446 108,261 405, 536
1964 ............................. 6,440 127.076 434,654
1965 ........................... 10 33 131.462 458,539
1166 .................................. 10, 753 134,101 4 712

Source: AISI Annual Statisi Report, 1966

Mr. ADAMS. Point 2. Between 1962 and 1967 while steel imports
more than doubled, separation rates in the steei industry have been
consistently below the average for durable goods and for inanufactur-
ing as a whole. In May 1947, total separations for the steel industry
were at the rate of 2.5 per 100, compared to 4.1 for all manufactur-
ing-substantially the same proportions as in 1962.

(3). Total insured unemployment in June 1967 in nine areas identi-
fiable as steel centers (such as Allentown, Bethlehem, Buffalo, Gary-
Hammond, and Pittsburgh) shows a sharp decline since 1960-again
during a period of rising imports. Thus, while 12 percent of the
Youngstown labor force was unemployed in 1960, the rate had drop-
ped to 3.3 percent by February 1965. Again rising imports cannot
be associated with rising unemployment. LIf anything, the correlation
points to the reverse.

(4) The United Steelworkers of America have not been able to
furnish us with precise data on unemployment of steel labor. Nor
do the published sources indicate that there is more than minimal
unemployment at this time. On the contrary, there is some evidence
of peiodic shortage of steel labor in some production centers, In-
land Steel, in September 1966, broke precedent to hire 150 women
for floor sweeping and other unskilled jobs, as 1,200 college boys
returned to school.

(5) Du'n the post-World War II period, the long-run trend of
employment In the steel industry ha moved downward, and now I
am ~g responsive to the question Senator Hartke raised earlier.

However, as the following table shows, this is due to an increase
in productivity (that is, mechnization and automation) and not to
an increase in imports, Employment has tended to decline even though
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production has increased, for the simple reason that output per man
and output per man-hour have increased substantially, I think the
following table shows, Mr. Chairman-

The CHABMAN. That is the table on page 8 1
Mr. ADxAm. That is the table on page -;yes, sir.
(The table referred to follows:)

Avi e euub Told heusi bw sle PW&d.
dwsp o emploees" I omui~ns) doe(tessi Toes psi .aa.w Toos per mupl

17 ........... "1M, 13 #410 404 06238 171 5
19.......544,325 1,119,305 113,618 .06713 201 042
1595W_-434 S65,527 112,715 .114254 221.65

160 .............. 4000 322 3,282 .118147 22. 19
low .............. 446, 712 "M,190 1 101 .15012 3

Mr. AjAs. As Meyer Bernstein of the United Steel Workers
explained to the Congress in 1968:

Another point to be kept In mind is that as far as employment in the steel
industry is concerned, the rate of national Industrial activity Is much more
important than the balance of imports and exports. A prosperous year will
Increase employment of steelworkers far greater than a surge of imports will
reduce such employment. It should be remembered that 1965 was not only the
year of highest steel products imports, it was also the year ot highest American
steel industry production. We achieved this record production with considerably
fewer workers than we had in former years of lower production, but this is
because of increased productivity.

This is Meyer Bernstein of the Steel Workers Union.
(6) Longrun forecasts show that the demand for steel is bright

rather than foreboding. In a study recently published by the Bureau
of Business Research of the University of Michigan, G. Doyle Dodge,
market analysis specialist for McLouih Steel, predicts that steel pro-
duction will rise to 206 million tons by 1980, andsteel shipments to 162
million tons, compared to 134 million tons and 94 mil~on tons in 1966,
respectively. Big Steel also anticipates that the next 10 years are shap-
ing up as a great growth period. Mr. Gott, president of United States
Stee had a similarly rosy view of the future according to American
Metal Market "U.S. tees Edwin H. Gott Predicts 'Fantastic'
Future Market Potential." The industry, it seems, reserves its gloom-
and-doom predictions only for the Congress-in support of demands
for protective, anticompetitive legislation.

In short, our examination of the evidence indicates that steel employ-
ment may be related to progressive automation, to geographic shifts in
demand-which may cause-local labor shortages as well assurpluses-
and to the abandonment of antiquated plants. It cannot be scientifi-
cally correlated with steel imports. (See appendix on imports and
domestic employment, attached to this statement.)

Now coming to the very crucial question of imports and foreign
labor costs, Wich the chairman has raised throughout today's session,
according to L B. Worthington, then president of United States Steel,
and chairman of AISI:

Whether we are talking about stel or many other industry, Amweican
production costs are Inescapably related to the American standard at living;
and am based upon the world's highest wage struture ... And when you re-
member that, in the economy as a whoie, employment cots represent more
than 75 percent at all production eosts, you realism why-in industrie like
sted- toretgsmds products can otts =uodsm in waeM markets.
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This is Mr. Worthington.
The clear implication is that no one can reasonably expect the

American steel industry to hold its own against such odds, unless,
of course, Congress were to grant it special protection.

This argument, Mr. Chairman, is defective on a number of counts.
(1) As Fortune points out this month.

Some of the arguments that steel is making for protection-notably the fact
that foreign wages are lower than U.S. wagee-can be disposed of by any first-
year economics student.

What Fortune is driving at is this: Labor cost per ton of steel is
found by relating output per man-hour of a steelworker to the wage
he is paid. If his productivity is high-because he works with efficient
machines, knowledgeable management, et cetera--his wage rate can be
high-yet the labor cost per ton of stee!, and this is the crucial figure,
can be low. By contrast, labor costs per ton of steel in India will be
higher than in the United States-even though Indian steelworkers
are lower paid, if their productivity is low-because management lacks
the know-how and the technical equipment to produce steel as effi-
ciently as their American counterparts.

"Historically," as the AISI itself recognizes-background state-
ment, February 1967--"the U.S. steel industry was able to compete in
the world market and pay the highest wages because it enjoyed tech-
nical superiority." Obviously, then, the industry's current problem is
not the high wages it pays, but its apparent loss of technical
superiority.

(2) Wages in the U.S. steel industry have always been far higher
than foreign steel wages, and the differential in recent years has nar-
rowed rather than widened. Since 1957, that is, before steel imports
became a matter of concern, steel wages have risen much faster in the
Common Market, the United Kingdom, and Japan than in the United
States. Indeed, if the year 1957 is given an index of 100, total labor
costs per hour in 1966 stood at 145 for the United States; 177 for
Germany, 206 for France, 169 for Belgium, 154 for Luxembourg, 219
for Italy, 221 for Holland, 156 for the United Kingdom, and 175 for
Japan (in 1965). If, as the Chase Manhattan Bank's technical director
for the metals industries reports in the August. issue of "33" magazine,
current productivity trends favor the United States, there seems to be
little justification for curbing steel imports at this time because of
allegedly lower labor costs abroad.

(3) Finally, labor costs are only one component in the total cost of
producing steel. Thus, a country can have higher labor costs than its
competitors in world markets, and still have lower total costs. It can
still be "cost competitive." This indeed is the position of the American
steel industry when it competes with imported steel in the U.S. market.
According to Richard S. Thorn, associate professor of economics at
the University of Pittsburgh, from where he has observed the steel
industry for a good many years, lower labor productivity, higher ma-
terial costs, and oceanti freight charges result in a higher average cost
for foreign steel at U.S. ports than for U.S. steel at the mill. In other
words, American steel. products are already, on the average, "cost
competitive" with import& I will cite only one figure, a rough trans-
portation coit of $14 per ton. That is not an exagrated figure. 1
think the range would be iewlre $xom $11 tb 0 " - tn,.
that is the range. I think a typmwJ rift would be $14 pew t~ai, 6419i
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built-in protetinnisin of that amount per ton of steel brought into
the United States.

In stan, higher lAbot costs hardly constitute adequate justification
for the imposition of he* bakiierw to steel import& The existence of
the sizhbl6 transportation cfta alone, which foreign producers must
bear when selling in the U.S. market, would sewn to be protection
enough for an industry which claims to be edficient and progressive.

IINVORx AND MROMIN

While the steel industry asks the Government to protect it from
foreign competition, it insists on the right to engage in persistent price
escalation. The logic of its argument runs somewhat as follows; The
only way to compete effectively against steel imports is through mnbd-
ernization of facilities and technological innovation. This requires
sizable capital funds which can be obtained only through higher
profits and higher prices. By increasing prices therefore the industry
enhances its potential for effective competition. But such price in-
creases are possible only, it the Government excludes foreign competi-
tion either by protective tariffs, or preferably by quotas.

Roger Blough, in defending the industry's 1962 abortive price in-
crease, clearly articulated this philosophy:

While the price rise might have appeared to Intensify our competitive difficul-
ties with cheaper foreign steel, that steel In usually priced in relation to ours
anyway, and in the long run, the increase would have Improved out. competitive
strength. By using the added profits produced by the price increase to help obtain
the most modern and efficient tools of production, we could hope eventually to
narrow the gap between American and foreign steel prices.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Blough proposed to meet the
competition of chea per foreign steel by raising prices.

This pricing policy, we submit, which seems almost deliberately de-
signed to encourage imports requires additional comment:

(1) U.S. steel producers, as you well know, do not com pete among
themselves in tornms of price. It is simply not the custom o the indus-
try. Instead of price competition, the industry follows a regime of
strict price leadership and followership. It is a classic, textbook
oligopoly.

(2) Since World War II, steel prices have been a consistent infla-
tionary force in the American economy. Between 1947 and 1951,
according to the Council of Economic Advisers:

The average Increase In the price of basie steel products was nine percent per
year, twice the average increase of all wholesale prices. The unique behavior of
steel prices was most pronounced in the mid-1950's. While the wholesale price
Index was falling an average of 0.9 percent annually from 1951 to 1955, the price
index for steel was rising an average of 4.8 percent per year. From 19m -to 198,
steel prices were Increasing 71 percent annually or almost three times as fast as
wholesale prices generally. No other major se.tor shows a similar record, (Report
to the President on Steel Prices. April 196, pp. 8-9.)

(3) As the tables attached to this statement show in detail, and Mr.
Chairman, I should like to invite your attention and the attention of
the committee especially to appendix III, which is simply chronology.
c al dMeoling of thepriceses initiated by th4 steel industry since
the 10Lth of Aprj1 62.,..

This penisteat upward trend In steel prices continued to the 1960's.
Thus, since 1962, the domestic producers h6M b bezengatd in ai

85-468--67--pt. 2-23
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unbroken round of "selective" price hikes. In a kind of ritual dance,
the leadership in initiating increases shifts from one company to
another--"chac I son tour," each taking his turn while pd-
uct successvely gets its turn at a price b To cite only two exam-
pies: an important item like hot rolled sheets, imported in large
volume, was mcreased by $4 a ton in 1968, aid $8 a ton in 1966. Carbon
bars were raised $5 a ton in 1963, and bar prices went up again in 1967.

The CHAntmAzA. Maybe you get into this a little later on, and if so,
I would certainly respect your desire to take it in order, but I expect
that both you and the previous witness have thus far not mentioned
the level of profits in the industry. Is that covered in your statement I

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, I think one factor in theprofit perform-
ance of the industry will be pointed out in part four of our statement,
and if I am not fu responsive to your question, please raise it again.The Cj]unx i. Very good. ..Mr. ADIRAw. (4) This p of constant escalation of steel prices

has had both domestic and international consequence& In the domestic
market, steel has lost ground not only to imports, but also to substitute
materials. The reason is not hard to find. Following an almost uncon-
trollable suicidal instinct, steel was pricing itself out of the market.

On a comparative basis-

According to the Council of Economic Advisers-
the price of basic steel products roes substantially relative to the prices of com-
peting materials. Relative to plastics, the price of basic steel products was over
twice as high in 1963 as it was in 1947. The prices of cement, glass, plastic
materials, and aluminum all rose substantially less than steel

I invite your attention, Senator, to the table on page 9, which again
speaks for itself.

(The table referred to follows:)
PRICE CHANGES IN STEEL AND COMPETITIVE MATERIALS. 1947 TO 194

Pentae chanp Ia Price In 1IN relative
19U e~~rCed,~hd is deel (Pemeno'

S mlt ............................................. 1 3 100.0
Cement.. ..................................... 65.1 77.

AmmWiS ....................................... 70.3 30.1

IBeed on 1964 pcm on a197 baum
Soumm: Comd emod c Alvise, sow "Ret to tho Pmdat a Stei PrIcs," Aprl 1965. p. 29.

The Council concludes:
With this sharp deterioration in the relative price position o steel products

vis-a-vis other materials, failure ot Iron and seel production to keep pace with the
growth of the economy is not surprising. (Repo t to the President on stee prices,
p. 2&)

(5) Constant price escalation has, of course, inevitably encouraged
increased importation of steel Fortune, fot example, finds it curiousthat-fnsi 

uiu

While complaining about the low rats and the low prices of foreign steel,
leading stee companies have choss ti particular time, at all ame% to rise
their own domestipe pces w their mil are still working at well under fu
capacity. Put all t togete-
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And this is still Fortune for 1967 speaking-
put all this together and one i reminded of that old British march to which
Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown, called "The World Turned Upside Down."

If imports have caused concern for the domestic steel industry, Mr.
Chairman, this is clearly a cae of self-inflicted injury.

The only explanation we have been able to find for this insensitive
(and apparently irrational) pricing policy vis-a-vis imports is the
possibility that the domestic steel industry is applying a squeeze
against independent, nonintegrated American fabricators. Thus,
during the recent wire-rod dumping case an independent fabricator
testified that United States Steel charged $im $6 per ton more for the
raw material than the price at which he had to sell the finished product
in competition with his giant supplier-competitor. In other words; the
major steel companies may be trying to maintain their vertical oli-
gopoly by maintaining or raising prices of basic steel-despite import
competition-while lowering or maintaimg prices of finished keel
products. But this strategy of squeezig the independent fabricators
can work for any prolonged period of time only if the major com-
panies succeed in their drive to shut off imports--which have become
the lifeline of the independents.

Mr. Chairman, here again respectfully I invite the committee's
attention to the fact that when we talk of protecting American indus-
try, we ought to include the sma3l, independent, nonintograted fabri-
cator of steel. He is a businessman, too. He is an American, too, and
he has to compete and compete successfully, if he wants to survive. I
think if you shut off imports by any device whatsoever, I think this
segment of the steel industry will be seriously disadvantaged.

The CHAnRMAN. Incidentally, it might be well for you, in the event
that the committee does vote ?or a quota on steel imports, to suggest
some amendment that might be appropriate to asmre them that they
won't be caught in the price squeeze, because that might be very im-
portant to them.

Mr. ADAmS. It is an excellent suggestion, Mr. Chairman, because I
think this is a matter of vital concern and when you talk about Ameri-
can industry being destroyed, I think we might well see a serious de-
terioration and a rapid deterioration in the population of the small
mills, necessary population which is vitally dependent on the marginal
competition that imported steel offers to the domestic steel companies.

Senator DmKszw. Dr. Adams, can I ask a question ?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, Senator Dirksen.
Senator DaiKsEN. You mentioned one case of a fabricator.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator DERSN. That involved rods ?
Mr. ADuS. Yes, it did.
Senator Dnuisq. Were there other cases that have come to your

attention?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir; I think this practice is periodically employed

by the steel industry and has bien documented in a variety, in a suc-
cession of reports, I should say by the Federal Trade Commission, in
various court cases, and so on. k don't want to respond from memory
but I would be delighted to submit additional information on this
point to the committee, if you so desire.
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Senator DIRNEN. If you recall, wore tlt 0ae that were involved
bars, and also, plated I

Mr. ADAMs. There is that posibility. Again I want to make sure
that I respond accurately, therefore I don't want to trust my nioenory.

Senator DI1IKS N. If you know, you call supply it for the record.
(Additional information was received by the coninuittee, and made a

part of the official files.)
Mr. AD)Aus. Thank you, Senator.
(6) Constant price escalation has also had international conse-

quences. American steel haA, by its own action, effectively priced itself
out of world markets. In the process. it has seriously damas the
1.S. balance-of-payments position. Whereas in 1055 the Unite Sta es
exported four tines its much steel as it imported, by 1966 it iunported
five times as much tonnage as it exported. In a dozen years, the in.
dustry's trade bahace was radically reversed.

This pheitoinenon is largely explained by the divergence bet ween theprice policy of donefic and foreign producers. NYherea U.S. steel
companies maintain or aise their prices in the face of competition,
foreign producens follow a much inore flexible price policy designed
to get. addit tonal business 'lS.tis, e(Coiomists for the Nat onalllt bureau of
Economic Research, after surveying four maui prnoluet groups--iron
and steel, nonferrous metals, and nuneletric nfwhlinery- found that
the largest change in international con)petitiveness "has taken place
in iron and steel.' I etweez 105,3 and 191Z, there was an alhnut. 20 peir -

cent decline in the price competitiveness of American steel relative to
European producers. Although t reversal of the trend began to ap-
pear ii 1964, the price posture of UI.S. steel in world Ina iats"renaaind
eonsidentbly wonio than in 1953 and 1957." (American Economic Re-
view, May 1967, p. 486.)

In short, all available evidence indicates that steel is losing domestic
mattkets to substitute materials and imports, and world markets to
foreign prtidtieer4, because it has cho.qin not to be price-omapetitiVe.
By a strange inversion of logical decisionnmaking, it has decided to
mneet, competition by raising prices-and doing so persistently.

IMPORTS AND ThCIINOLOGICAL INNOVATION

Mr. Chairman, I think this will respond in part to your query about
profits.

Historically, according to AIST, American steel was able to coi-
Pete in world markets because of its technological superiority. In the
face of increased competition, says L. B. Worthington:

We've been doing everything in the book to make this industry as efilcient and
as competitive as it is possible for any industry to be. To enhance our position
of technological leadership * * * we are now 'pendlug considerably in excess
of $100 million a year on research. * * During the past 10 years American steel
companies have spent more than $13 billion on new. inore efficient production
facilltie--designed not only to reduce costs, but to establish new high standards
of quality for our competition to shoot at.

That is Mr. Worthington. Presumably, all this is not enough. The in-
dustry wants more time to establish its technological superiority, and
wants governmental protection through import quotas in the meanrtime

Unfortunately, the facts do not su port Mr. Worthington's claims:
(1) A 1966 report of the National Science Foundation shows that
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the steel industry ranks soalcingly low in its It. & . expeditures-
tit replirt has been cited earlier today. lit 1104, it spent only (4) cents
of every $100 in sales revenue on It. & D., ewnpared to i $1.90 average
for all mainufacturing industry, Mo over all t1i hndubtries prKucilng
steel subst itute--alunillii, icenlentj plast it'. alkil 1110't itetl Jirat0
in It. & . than (lid the steel industry, sonetinies five or six times as
much.

(2) The major steel inventions in recent yeors--including tile basic
oxygen furnace continuous casting, and vacuum degassitng--camue
from abroad. They were not mnide -by the American steel giants.
(3) In innovation, as in inventoi, the American steel giants seem

to Ing, not lead. The oxygen furnace, for example, the only major
tchnologicl breakthrough in basic steeluiaking since the turA of
the century, and tho e are almost precisely the worts of the former
President of Jones & lAughlin, the oxygen furnace was invented
and innovated by the miniscule Austrian steel industry in 190. It
was tirst installed in the United States in 1154 by a silal I loulpally-
MelAuth-and not a(lopted by the steel giants until 1nore than a
decade later: United States Steel in )ecenber 1963, Bethlehem in
1964, and Republic in 1965. Despite the fact that. this now process
detailed ope fitng cotst savings of roughly $5 per ton, as well as
capital coit savings of $20 to $25 per ton of installed capacity, the
1U.S. steel industry during the 1950's-and here this is the phrase
of Business Week "bought 40 million tons of the wroog kimd of ca-
pacity, the open hearth furnace.*

As Fortune r cently observed, nitwit of this capacity "was obsolete
when it was built" an'd the industry', by installing it, 'prepared itself
for dying." The words are Fortulle ., not ouls.

Or, as Forbes put it more mildly, "In the 1950's, the steel industry
poured hundreds of millions of (loiais into equipment that was
a l ready obsolete t echnologically-open hearth f u rnaces." (.1a r. 1, 1967,
p. 2,3.)

The technological blunder may have cost the industry close to $1
billion in "white elephant" facilities.

(4) Even defenders of the American steel gants concede that it was
the cold winds of coinetition rather the sheltered atmosphere of
protectionism which ultimately forced te domestic majors, belatedly,
to follow the path of technological progress. Thus, Prof. Alan Mc-
Adams, of Corinoll, admits that:

By 1962 it appears that the costs to United States producers for not in-
novating were signlficanty raised by actual and threatened competition from
both domestic and foreign oxygen steelmakers. (Quarterll Journal of Eco.
nomics, August 1967.)

Competition, not protection, broke down the industry's habitual
lethargy and resistance to change.

(5) Technological progress is less costly than AISI would have us
suppose. Small American steel fabricators, utilizing the latest tech-
nology, and demanding neither special protection nor special favors
from the Federal Government, hive begun to produce their own basic
steel-at costs far below the prices charged by the domnestic steel
giants. According to the Wall Street Journal--October 6, 1982:

Robin Steel Corporation. North Tmawanda, New York, has more than
tripled Its earnings since 19(4, when It Installed an electric furnace and a con-
tinuous casting machine and quit buying aewilflnished steel from major producers.
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Florida Steel corporation, Tampa, started making Its own steel in 1908; sine
then, It has Increased annual net Income nearly 200 percent while achieving
steel production of more than 800,000 tons a year. Such plants turn out high-
quality steel for less than $65 A ton, at least $20 a ton cheaper than current
prices for bars of semifintied stel called bets.

That is from the Wal Street Journal.
In sum, experience makes it abundantly clear that an industry like

steel, dominated by slothful giants, will lead neither in technological
invention nor innovation. To give such an industry artificial protea.
tion from completion would merely serve to reinforce its naturaldisposition to lead the quite life and to let well enough alone

rn conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the steel industry's plea for higher
tariffs and/or restrictive import quotas is a dramatic confession of
its own failure. It is an effort to make its customers pay for lagging
efficiency and technological retardation. It is an attempt to saddle the
public with the bill for its past mistakes. Governmental protectionism
is neither in the public interest nor the industry's self-interest.

The sad performance of the American steel industry in the last
two decades will not be improved by stifling the one force militating
toward reform-the discipline of the competitive market place. Com-petition alone compels efficient operations. Competition is a unique
stimulant to technological progress. If competition did not exist, it
would have to be invented.

Thank you very much.
The Cunl W'. Thank you for your statement, Dr. Adams. You

have made a ver impressive statement.
May I say I find myself reminded somewhat of a judge that hears

first one side and wants to render an immediate verdict for that side
and then hears the other side and wants to render a directed verdict
for that side.

You have testified here on other occasions.
Mr. ADAms. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In support of the smaller, independent, noninte-

grated steel concerns, and you are well aware of their views and
problems generally, are you not I

Mr. Aimus. Yes, sir; I would say so.
The CHu AN. Is it your judgment that these small nonintegrated

producers of steel and steel products would not favor this quota
program?

3MFr. ADAms. I would assume they would be olposed to it. But I
can't speak for them because I haven't checked with them.

The CnAnxAN. Well now, you know when we finally succeeded
in getting a mandatory oil import program, those quotas were handled
in such a way that the small refineries are actually in better shape to
compete with the big ones than they were before the program; you
are aware of that.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They were given an oil quota even though they

didn't have any overseas oil and that quota helped them to be more
competitive with the big concerns that were bringing the oil in from
overseas.

Neverthele.s, there are some problems that really concern me. For
example, Mr. Roche told us that unit labor costs are $25 per ton lower

,DEAD
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n Western Europe and $40 per ton lower in.Japan, than in the United
States. That takes into account the productivity.

As I understand it when you are speaking of labor costs per ton
you are taking productivity into account.

Mr. ADAZs. at is true, sir.
The CnHAIir. Would that accord with your information or would

that conflict with it: that the labor component, for example, is $40 per
ton lower in Japan than here I

Mr. AAms. Mr. Chairman, I dont' know where Mr. Roche got those
figures from. There is no citation of any evidence. Indeed, I think
traditionally, and I think Senator Dirkeen may recall the hearings
before the Kefauver committee when this question came up. To my
knowledge the steel companies, the domestic steel companies have nbver
divulged their cost figures. Indeed, there was a big fight about sub-
penas, as I recall, to make them produce those figures. So I cannot
honestly respond as to their basis o1 scientific information or acknowl-
edge as to what their exact costs arm

I would have to say that on the basis of what I heard this afternoon,
Mr. Roche's statement would have to be considered nothing more than
an allegation until it is supported by hard evidence.

The C An. Well, may I say, Dr. Adams, that the committee
staff has discussed this information with the BLS, the American and
the British steel industries, and that these figures are probably ac-
cur'ately indicating the differentials in labor costs per ton in the large
modern foreign steel mills and the average labor costs of our steel
industry.

Naturally, it is the large, modern foreign mills which export to this
country. I am advised that neither the BLS nor the committee staff
can disprove the differentials in labor costs quoted by the American
Iron and Steel Institute.

I don't know whether we can make that information available to
ou or not, it might involve trade secrets, but if it is not, I would be
happy to make it available to you.
Mr. Dimnx. May I say I understand the Bureau of Labor Statistics

has been making a comparision of foreign and U.S. labor costs. But
those data had not yet ben published.

The Cxznmnzu. Yes.
Mr. Dnmux. And for that reason we were unable to make a com-

pletely detailed survey.
The CHAIMAIP.Well, our staff has been working cloW1l ith them

and we ari planning to publish our report so I believe what we have
we can make available to you and see if you can agree with it or not.

Mr. ADMS. Fine, Senator. Once that data are published we would
be delighted to comment on it if you so choose.

The CHAIMAN. It would seem to me that if the Japanese have a
$40-per-ton unit labor cost advantage, but a $14 ocean freight item,
that would be a $26 advantage at the point where the steel would come
ashore.

Mr. Diuw. Yes; I think thb $14-a-ton figure referred to freight
from Europe to the east coast and there are certain additional costs
which would be incurred by Japanese producers which would also
diminish that differential, such as the cost of coke, and capital costs,
that is costs of raising funds for plants which are somewhat higher
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in Japan than they are here, so thou differences would also have to be
taken account of.

The ChIAMAN. Yes.
Senator DsRKSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I say just for the record, Dr.

Adams is quite right. We went into that iuatter of costs and thea the
committee, the subcommittee, by majority vote started to get tho.e
costs by a subpena and that subpena, of course, had to be considered by
the full Judiciary Committee.

The full committee refused on the ground that ip was a trad secret,
but to make sure that the allusion here was correct, it was the entire
cost, not merely the labor cost.

Mr. ADAMs.'To the great disappointment of the academic profession
which was anxiously awaiting that additional information on which it
could have basod some of its calculations.

Senator uumsar. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. I believe I have one other question.
As I understand it you say the industry's current problem is not the

high wage. it pays but its apparent loss of technical superiority. Mr.
Roche told us that the industry is investing two and a quarter billion
dollars to achieve technical advantage. To invest that much, they
would, of course, have to have profits, wouldn't they I

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
The Cmaxt.iM.. To earn a profit their prices would have to he ad-

justed to their costs, and when the cos-ts rise, prices would have to rise,
if the profit is to be maintained, wouldn't they?

Mr. AD3.8s. Well, Senator, the question really is whether prices
have to be high enough to cover current costs or whether prices have
to be high enough to cover current costs and pay for past mistake.
That really is the argument.

And I think it is fair to point out that th. industry is making a
valiant effort at this time to correct the mistakes of the past by its tech-
nological innovation. I think that should be stated.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have gained the impression in years gone
by that when you had these rounds of wage increases, the industry
would just immediately thereafter announce a price increase that
would cover the wage increase and a little something extra to go
along with it. Is that your impression about how it used to work in
the past I

Mr. ADAMS. I think that is quite correct, Senator, and that is why
I have always disagreed with Professor Galbraith when he talked
about countervailing power between labor and capital. I have always
viewed it as coalescing power, the two sort of ganging up on the
consumer.

The CIAIRMAN. That is a good point.
Senator Hartke, may I suggest this, Senator, if you want to ask a

great deal of questions of the witness, we will-
Senator HATRTK. I think I can probably dispose of it in one. Have

you gentlemen ever testified before; been retained before by importers'
groups with regard to steel I

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator HART E. How many times.
Mr. AnAMS. Once; in a wire rod dumping case before the Tariff

Commission.
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Senator HAirrcE. And you have never appeared before any con-
gzressional committees on behalf of them.Mr. ADA3S. Sir, I have a long-standing rule that I will never appear
on anybody's behalf before a congressional committee except on my
own behall, whether that payment would be a dollar or a thousand
or a million. I consider the Congress of United States sacrosanct, and
I want them to have my por opinion fot the little it might be worth.

Senator HAwrru. Have you ever appeared before the Roosevelt
subcommittee?

Mr. AD,%Ms. Senator Hartke, the record will show that I appeared
before the Roosevelt subcommittee under subpens from that com-
mittee. I was not paid by anybody for that appearance I received the
customary $16 per diem plus round trip transportation from my home
to thb coimittee's offices. That was the total payment I reeved for
that appearance.

Senator hARTK. Just one antidumping ease.
Mr. ADAMS. Beg pardon I
Senator HAMr. And just one antidumpihg case.
Mr. ADwMs. Yes, sir.
MAr. DiRmLm. Which one.
Mr. ADMs. The wire rod ant idumping case.
Senator HAirri(. On behalf of the importers.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, I guess it. was exclusively the importers.
Senator HArKE. I think that is all I have.
Mr. DnaAx. Excuse me, may I answer your question, Senator? I

have testified before congressional committees entirely on my own
behalf. I have never been retained by anyone in testifying before i
congressional committe. I have testified as an expert witness for the
Department of Justice in two bank merger cases.

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman4 may I ask that not only our prepared
statement but the six appendixes attached thereto, containing docu-
mentation of our presentation also be included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, that will be done.
Senator BENnmvrr. I have no questions.
Senator Dr ism. No questions.
The CItA J ,x. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the

committee.
The CnAtRXAI.. It is always good to hear both sides of an argument.
Mr. ADAM. Thank you.
(The appendixes referred to follow:)

AprFNDrx I

STEM IMPORTs AND JOS

1. STIMAT3S Or UNWMPLOYMgHT CAUIM BY 81W"1' IMPOTA

Spokesmen for the American Iron and Ste Institute have testified beftm a
Congreaalonal committee about the lo of Jobs *hich they sa.* have beth caused
by steel Import& According to the ..8zqate most commonly used, approximately
70,000 to 80.000 Jobs are "the equal of" 11 iIlion torts of imported NttiL It Is
not#worthy that the steel f t tatveu hte cttefl to iveld saying that 70,000
to 80000 persons or over 12% of the labor foree have been thrown out ot work in
the steel Industry as a result of Impofts. What are the fteta?
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In the first place, the estimate itself seems to have been made on a purely
mechanical basis. A simple division of steel shipments in 1966 by employment in
the steel industry indicates that 156 tons were shipped for every person employed.
Since 11 million tons valued at. $1.2 billion were imported In 1966, dividing by
average tonnage per employee gives a 70,000 figure. Another procedure would be
to determine what proportion of the value of the imports would have been avail-
able for wages and salaries, If they had been produced domestlcally, and then to
divide this by the average cost per employee to determine how many persons
might have been employed in producing $1.2 billion of steel. In 19M. 87.2 per cent
of the revenues of the Industry were accounted for by direct employment costs'
This would Indicate that, of revenue received for the products imported, about
$ 76 million would have been available for employment in the steel industry. This
would have paid the direct employment costs of some 40,000 workers.'

Still another approach would use input-output analysis, to sum up all the
employment that is necessary to deliver $1.2 billion of steel. According to a study
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, based on 19M2 data, 88,84 persons were
required for every $1 billion of shipments from Primary Iron and Steel Manu-
facturing. It Is possible that this estimate was used by Mr. Roche, although he
seems to have been confining his remarks to the steel industry itself. (In this
comment, we shall assume that his estimate was Intended to refer only to the
steel industry.) On its face, the estimate is unsupported, since sales of $1.2 billion
could not possibly provide revenue to hire 70-80,000 employees in the steel indus-
try. The input-output study shows that as of 1962, only 48=2T persons would have
been employed in the steel industry in producing $1 billion of steel. Since output
per man In the steel Industry rose by 18% between 1962 and 1965, It seems likely
that, In 1966, approximately the same number of employees would have been
required to produce $1.2 billion of steel products as produced $1 billion In 1962,
especially after taking into account price increases.'

Secondly, there is little direct evidence to show that during the period of 1966
there was any substantial unemployment in the steel industry as a result of
importsL The unemployment rates among workers in the primary metals industry
group reached 7.0 per cent in 1962; It declined steadily to 1.6 per cent In 1966 (a
period when imports were rising), and rose silhtly to 2.2 per cent in the most
recent month for which data are available.4

If imports had resulted in the low of Jobs in the steel industry, this would also
be reflected in turnover data. Yet the "Blast Furnace, Steel and Rolling Mill
Industry" rates for separations have been consistently well below the average
for durable manufacturing and manufacturing as a whole, for the period from
1982 to May, 1967. Thus, In May, 1967, total separations for the steel industry
were at the rate of 2.5 per 100, compared with 4.1 for all manufacturing; lay-ofts
were 1.3 compared with 1.2 for all manufacturing. The proportions were not
substantially different in 1982'

Another Indication of the impact of imports on employment might appear in
high rates of unemployment in steel centers. Total insured unemployment in June,
1967, In Birmingham, Chicago, Allentown-Bethlehem, Pittsburgh, Canton, Youngs-
town, Cleveland, Buffalo, and Gary-Hammond, amounted to 65.9 thouand-a
decline from the 79.8 thousand In the same areas in May, 1967. In Youngstown,
for Instance, where the unemployed were 12% of the labor force in 1960, the rate
in February, 1965 was 3.3%-a drop achieved in the face of steep rise in imports e

If unemployment among steel workers is being pushed to high levels by im-
ports, the published data have so far failed to register It. On the contrary, there
are Indications of a shortage of steel labor. During the very period when Imports
were rising sharply, there was evidence that the steel industry was finding It

,ATST, Ohartts Steel's Progre.. Dwew Ito#, p. 51.
'Direct employment cost per worker was $9 41. 1W.

iSee "Indexes of Output per Man-Hour, Steei Industry, 194T-1965," Bureau of LaborStatistics Report No. 806, June, 196. Table 1, p. 9.. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment and Earning--Monthly Report on theLabor Force," July, 1967 Table A-11 Bureau of Labor Statistcs, "1964-195 Statistical
Supplement to Monthly labor Review 4 (1966), Table I-8. The basis for computing unem.ploynt rats ts the industry In which the person was last employed, and the labor
force In that Industry. Blast furnace and base steel products account for about 50 ofthe employment In the primary metals Industry grup. Sta timl Abe 1eot 1966, p.22.

'Bureau of Labor 9tatlstis, "UmIjoymet and Earnngs--Monthly report on theLabor Force," July 19W7, Table ITV: Iue of Labor Sttstics, M164-10 Statistical
Bujemeut to the Monthly W evw- (193K), Tabletf-

a tetJourna, Aprl 1e 1965.
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difficult to get workers. The major employers are stressing upgrading and in-
service training for their workers In an effort to get the necessary skills. The
American Iron and Steel Institute has just prepared a 50-page book in coopera-
tion with Scholastic Magazine, "Opportunities In Steel," in order to attract high
school graduates to the steel industry. In September, 1968, Inland Steel broke
precedent to hire 150 women for floor sweeping and other unskilled jobs, as
1200 college boys returned to schooL' The number of lay-offs reported from plant
shut-downs in the past 2% years, as reported in the Wall Street Journal, has
been microscopic compared with the total labor force employed In steel.

During the period Imports were rising, production In the U.S. steel Industry
pushed steadily upwards. From 98.3 million tos in 1982, it rose to 109.3 million
tons In 1963, to 127.1 million n 1984, 181.5 in 1965 and to 184.1 In 1966. It was
during this period that imports were making their most substantial gains. In
195 and 1966 there were periods of Intense shortage of steel, when domestic
capacity was insufficlent to take care of demand and customers were forced to
turn to Imports In order to satisfy their needs. During these years, given the
4-onflgurutlon of demand, which reflected customers' fears of steel strikes, a
quota on Imports would not have resulted in more employment of labor in the
U.S.; it would have led merely to longer backlogs for domestic firms. Hence, to
the extent unemployment has existed in the steel industry in the U.S. since 1962-
and the rate, as we have seen, was very low-It can scarcely be attributed to
imports.

RIaSsI OUTPUT Pr EMZEPLOYM REUCES NEED Yon womRJEs

If the effect of steel imports on employement In the steel industry Is to be
properly measured, account must be taken of the rising productivity of steel
labor, which inevitably reduces the number of employees required for every
million tons of steel )roduted. Thus, from 1962 to 1965, production rose by 33.8
percent, from 98.3 million to 131.5 million tons. Employment in the bteel indus-
try increased in the same period by 12 percent. Output rose 8.6 million tons from
1965 to 1966, but employment fell 1.4 percent

The experience of the largest three steel firms illustrates the point. U.S. Steel,
Bethlehem and Republic employed 442,008 men in 1960, and produced 50.9 million
tons of steel; in 1968, they employed 391,95 men and produced 64.1 million tons
of steel. Their production had risen 26 percent; their employment had Jalin 7.1
percent.

While it may be conceivable that exclusion of Imports during this period would
have led to an even greater expansion In domestic steel production, It must be
realized that, to offset the drop in the labor required to turn out steel, these
firms would have had to produce almost 5 million more tons of steel than they
did; that is, they would have had to produce 70 million tons In 1966 (well over
half the output for that year), and 87.6 percent more steel than in 1960. In the
circumstances prevailing In 1965 and 1966-with backlogs and insufficient
capacity-it seems extremely unlikely that these firms, or the industry in gen-
eral, could have adjusted their output so as to reach the level necessary to avoid
a drop In the steel working force.

3. nUMT AM = TO 9MPLoWMNT IN U.S. . AN LTUEING

There remain certain other objections to the ste Industry's calculations O
Jobs supposedly lost because ot Imports. First, the steel imported, If it can be
regarded as necessary to supplement inadequate domestic production, oontra bted
to jobs in the fabricated metals industry. To the extent thee luiports were neces
sary as Inputs to domestic manufacturers of wire and wire products, household
appliances, automobiles and automobile parts, they helped to create jobs In these
industries that used the imports as components for further fabricaton. While
no precise data are avaIlable, we have estimated that Imports of $= billion ot

Wall Street Journal. September 18, 1906 p. 1, eel S
* Wall Street Journal, February 5? 1904.% P.. eel. 6; Wall Street Journal May 20. 190 ,p .Wall Street Journal, Iebruary I, 1 IM, p. 52. col. 1 ; Wali tret Journal,

LMreh 211 616, p. 4, eel. .
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steel products In 1966 must have required a net addition to employment of alot
450,000 wfrkers in or serving Industries using the imports.'
In conlusion, to attenipt to exclude imports on the growid that they comt jobs

in the United States is extremely short-sightem. The U.S. is a great exporting
nation. We export more than we import. If other countrleo were to turn against
us the sanip arguments the steel industry Is now using to Justify excluding com-
petitors, the steel ftidustry itself wtmld ibe one of the first to suffer. Hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of steel are embodied in exports of finished goods. should
foreign steel producers claim that steel or steel-using imports fnm the U.S. are
costing them Jobs, our exorts would be hurt. And the same arguments could, of
course. be applied to other types of exports.

In 1906, the total tonnage of steel exported, In direct and indirect forn, in-
eluding scrap. was 12,284.961: import, on the same basis, were 13.472,774 tons
leaving the Industry an unfavorable lwaance of 1,187.813 tons. In terms of current
steel prices, this approximates $22).000,000.1* To exclude the steel imports would
JeolMrdiae not only oome 2,0X.775 tons of direct steel exportA, bringing in $(135,.
000,000, but the Indirect exlprtx of steel, which (including scrap) in 196 ae-
counted for $10,985 million, making a total of $11.6 billion In 19(06. (Totl steel
and steel-using imports on the same basis accounted for only $6.0 billion in 11M66.)
Hence. to wipe out a steel deficit of $200 million, the ['.8. steel Industry woul
risk $11.5 billion of U.S. income from foreign trade. Such a program seems sini-
cidal.

U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT. PRODUCTION, AND PRODUCTIVITY, 1957-47'

Man-hours per Total employees Raw steel produc- Raw steel productions (tons)
Tear yar(mllons) (thousands) hen (mgiloe

met tons) Per man-hour Per employee

(1) () (3) (4) (5) (6)

1957 ............... 628. 3 841.7 107.) 0061 128
1958 ............. .324.S 720.9 81.2 .06 112
1959 ............... 1, M. 9 721.1 87.4 IS 1201960 .............. 1,40 1 751. . .067 1261961 ............... 1 1. 6.072 213
1961...............69 91: .073 131
1963 .............. . 1,276.2 665.3 103.0 .081 155
1964 ............... 1,373.4 687.8 119.7 .087 172
1965 ............... , 420 5 733.2 123.3 .087 170
1966 ............... 1,430.5 734.3 125.9 .0n 1170

I Covering the companies reporting to the AISI.
I I aex: 100.
I Inde: 126.

Note: Col. (3) inctudes wap and salaried employees. Col. (4). total reflects an average 10 only 94.5 pecetM o the total
productis le indstry; i.e., 1Ie productios of coumpni. reporting regularly to AISI.

Source: Col. (2). (3) AISI "Annual Statistical Report 1966," table 4, p. 11. (Includes salaried employees and wage
employees.) Col. (4) bid., table 3, p. 10.

*This estimate Is based on the relation between the number of workers employed In
Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing to the total number of workers employed, for
every $1 billion of expenditures on final demand of Other Fabricated Metal Products. For
each $1 billion of such expenditures. 98.69 workers were employed of which 10.474
were In the Primary Iron and Steel Manufacturing Industry. Since the amount of steel
Imported would have employed about 00.000 workers. including those required to produce
the steel : deducting the latter leaves 430.000. Other fabricating Industries use less steel
por I billion of finnl demand. Household Aplcances. for Instance, employs only 6I.26T in
Primary Iron and Steel for each $1 billion o anal demand; Motor Vehicles 7.406. In these
industries, therefore the use of $1.2 billion of steel imports support total employment in
the fabricating industry in excess of 500.000. Hence additional 4150.000 workers as a result
of the Imports in 1966 tPpars to be ek reasonable estimate. See BLI. '"otal Employment
(DIrect and Indirect), per BillIon Dollars of Delivery to Final Demand. 1962."

IO Estimated from AI$1, Casrting Steevel Progrce During 196 (1967). pp. 60--1. Total
revenues of the Industry were $18.3 billion; shipments 90 million tos, indicating receipts
of $200 per ton.
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EUROPEAN COAL & STEEL COMMUNITY STEEL INDUSTRY, EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTION, AND PRODUCTIVI TY
1961-46

Total employedl Raw steel pimduc. Raw stoel productao
Date (thsoands) ban I(thousands (tons) per employee

() (2) 0) (4)

1961 ........... ........................ 5.2 3 ,903

1........................... *........ 6191.0 1154 1t
.............................................. ,6 . 1 1

............................................. ,5.0

lb.. *. .abis .2? P. 413 .
.S.C. High Authory. (lth General Report on the Actlties of the Copnmusiy, (Feb. 1, IN2-Jan. 31. 1963) "uW.-havre May 19n1, talei n. 5,3, p. 6K4

I Index: 100.
F E.C.S.C.. 13th General Report (Feb. 1. 1964 -Jan. 11. 1155) LUXmbourgl March 1965. table . 41, p. 407.
E.CS.C. 15th General Report (Feb. 1, 1966-Jan. 31,1967) LusembourL Marc 1967. table L 4. pX 431 (French ed.).

I Iiden 12t
Note: Dao as at Sept. 30 of ech yeer.

APPE.q'ix II

Titi Dr1IAND FOR STEL i 198I

The diwseminutlo ot gloom and doona ha bevane a major pretjsulationi of
America's steel oligopolista. In every available public forum, the same refrain
i-, repeated ud naUv'cumi: "'Wurld steel caliulity is growing at an alarming tate.
It is growing far faster than any foreseeable izcreuse in steel (onstIlmtioI. Huge
steel surpluses are inevitable. And these steel surpluses will undoubtedly be
dutlmed oil the Americaun market whi-h Is the prime target of every foreign
Ntee.haker. 0.)viously dra,,tic action is eaileid for to prevent ail inunda tlon of
our market with this surldus steel iade albrold, liecaue the standard of living--
ileed. the very livelihoixl--of Amnerk'alu steel workers hangs, in the baIN4se11'e."

These f#ior'lading lrtid(tionM statnad In sharp cuntrast to the professional Judg-
,ment of the idustry's town exljkrt.s. Walter L. Moore, director of tviumereal
research for Joit. & Laughlin .4teel Corp., fAr example, told a Wall Strc(t Joursal
vorres. l udlent: *'We believe we have the d .llitig markets behind s. We have
carefully alipraised our current markets and feel we are firmly entrenched in
these. I believe the steel Industry again stands at the threshold for some good
long-term growth." (Woll Str Josunul, August 22, 1963.) This optimism, said
the I1'aU Strctv Jaunsql, "is widely ahed amowW vteel executives Wa4 their
market anaL'ats." (Ibtd.)

That was four your* ali, &ad It Is reassuring to learn that this optimlam of
profewtdonal steel men has been sweepingly Justified In a seWetific forecast to be
psuldished by the Bureau of usine t 1jeaw of the University of Michigan. The
study, entitled "Eiergy and the Michigan Economy: A ](oremast." was started
under the auspices of the Michigan Department of Economie Ixpaalton, and
financed by lavestor-owned e4etIeie, maso and tfelphm o t Miehlgan's
Petroleum Industries, and coal supplier. It was prepared with the cooperation ot
Michigan's railroads, manufacturer, retailers, financial Institutions, and various
Ntate agencies. Its authors include leading experts from such corporations as
Chrysler, Dow Chemical, Michigpn Bell Telephone, Detroit Edison, Manufacturers
National Bank, and Uousolidatiou Coal company. The chapter on the steel in-
dustry was written by 0. Doyle Dodge, market analysis specialist for McLouth
Steel.

In his chapter---significantly entitled "Steel: A Giant Awakens"-Mr. Dodge
presents a richly documented forecast of the steel market for Michigan and for
the United States as a whole, between the years 1064 and 1980. The conclusions
are both astounding and satisfying: the production of steel Ingot is scheduled
to increase from 127 million tons In 19(4 to 206 million tons in 19W0; the shiliauents
of steel products from 84.9 million to 102 million tons; and steel exports from
3 million to 65 million tons. All these are increases of more than 90 prcenLt.

Perhaps, most surprisingly, steel Imports are estimated to Increase from 6.4
million in 1964 to 11 million tons in 190, but to decise thereafter to 7 million
tons In 1980, (See table 1

It Is noteworthy that these "figures are hased on a normal rather than a peak
demand," which means that the steel Industry must be prepared to supply
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tonnages above the suggested normal demand while operating above optimum
level. Also noteworthy, from a methodological point of view, is the fact that the
above forecasts are more than a simple extrapolation of trend lines based on
past performance. Instead, Mr. Dodge's technique for bringing his long-term
projection into focus was "to analyse each of the major steel-consuming Indus-
tries and decide at what level each will be operating to fulfill the demand for
Its products at the specified time." In the process, Mr. Dodge had to make "an
unbiased decision ... about what types of materials will be used to turn out
these products."

According to the study, there are seven categories of consumers which account
for 90 percent of total steel shipments: automotive; construction and contractors'
products; electrical and non-electrical machinery; appliances and other domestic
and commercial equipment; containers: rail, water, and air transportation equip.
ment; and exports. The projected steel demand for each of these categories
between 194 and 1980 Is portrayed in Table 7. The explanation for each of these
estimates is briefly summarized below.

AUTOMOTIVE

"There are several forecasts of the number of automobiles and trucks that
will be produced In the coming years, and happily all of these predictions point
to big increases The predictions are based on such things as the number of people
of driving age, the trend to two- and three-car families, the Increase in personal
Income, the continued movement to suburbia, the high scrappage rate, the in-
creasing amount of construction, and the rising level of farm-product hauling.
Considering the forecast In the automotive section of this study, the steel con-
sumed in the building of cars and trucks throughout the United States In 1980
should increase by 70 percent over 1964, that Is, to 34,800,000 net tons of steel."

CONSTRUCTION

"Considering the high base of nearly 24 million tons consumed for construction
In 1964, the 100 percent Increase to 48 million tons in 1980 is most impressive....
Of the several steel-consuming sectors in the construction industry, probably the
most important single market is the federal, state, and local highway program.
* .. The other consumers In the construction industry, nonresidential building
and nonbuilding, certainly will carry their own weight In helping to double the
annual consumption of steel between 1964 and 1980."

"Te machinery industry is currently the third largest consumer of steel, and
as we move farther into the automation era it is going to become even more im-
portant ... Table [7] shows the United States' shipments of steel to the ma-
chinery industry ncreasin" 120 percent between 1964 and 1980, or from 12,729,000
to 28,004,000 net tons"

APPLAN(ES

"In the United States as a whole, the shipments of steel to this industry should
go from 4,937,000 net tons in 1964 to 10,863,000 net tons in 190, an Increase of
110 percent."

OONTAINI3S

"The container industry will gain strength in the near future with the intro-
duction of land-sea cargo containers These are large steel boxes In which prod-
ucts can be loaded, then hauled across land and placed, box and all, on board
ships"

TRANSPORTATION

"T'ransportation and related Industries will alqo benefit from the elaborate
mass transit systems being planned by several cities, and by the efforts that
government and the airlines are making toward supersonic transportation and
further exploration In space."

EXPORTS

"The export market for steel has had a very bad time In the last seven years.
In fact, United States exports have dropped from 5 million net tons In 1907 to
2 million net tons n 1968, while imports have Increased from 1 mIllion net tons
In 1957 to an estimated 10 million net tons In 1965. These figures can be explained
bu the fact tlat oreal mills have inaproved their capacity and quality, while
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their costs have stayed low .... However, their costs are now rising consider-
ably faster than costs in the United states, where new mills offering similar
efficiencies are now being built. In a matter of time, domestic producers will be
better able to compete both here and abroad, and they can once again reverse
the export-import trend."

The overall conclusion of the Dodge survey, entitled "A Bright Future", leaves
no doubt as to the estimate of steel demand In the coming years: "During the
1958-62 period our economy experienced recessionary adjustments which dra-
tically affected steel Industry sales.... Actually this period In the Industry's
history permitted, and possibly caused, a revaluation of markets, products, and
facilities, the results of which are Just now becoming evident. The past few years
have fostered many new processes and shown the versatility which will enable
the Iron and steel Industry to thrive;... Ahead lies an enormous demand for
finished steel products."

1O9TA

The foregoing forecasts are the scientific Judgment of professional steel men.
They differ sharply in content, tone, and conclusions from the public relations
releases designed to frighten the Congress and the general public into a retreat
from the principles of free competitive enterprise.

TABLE I.-STEEL INDUSTRY STATISTICS

fPhowa f t a

Y e wp li S NO W " pr luct-pe S-a [ Impe Commp~e

1954 ............................. I88,312 63,153 2,7M 771 132
1955 ............................ 117,036 84, 717 4,061 973 81,629
1956-----------------------..... 115,216 83, 251 4,348 1,341 W0244
1957 ---------------------- 112715 )9,195 5. 348 1,155 75,702
195 ............................. 255 59,914 2,823 1,707 53798
195 ............................. 93,446 6,377 1,677 4.396 72,096
1960 .............................. 9,282 71,149 2,977 35 71, 531
1961 .............................. 9,014 6,126 1,990 3,163 67,299
1962 .............................. 328 70,52 2,013 4,100 72,3
1963-----------------------.... 109,261 7k,5 L",1l 5.446 78,8I21
19 .............................. 127,076 84945 21 44 Il,106
Forecast:

1970 ......................... I 000 111,756 4,431 11,000 118,325
197s ........................ &1000 137,756 5,13 9.000 141,243
1980 ....................... 20 1m 156 6. 477 7,00 6i2,678

I CommptON equals shIpmen m. sUP PINS Import
Noe: The tonnage difference ew Inglot produclee and se shliments e o reA o In-plant yield ad does not

reflect am inventory buildup-
Source: AmerIcan Iro & Stee Intilute US. Buem o the Cos, and McLouth StW Corp. Market Research; G.

DDodkeLVeI: A Giant Awaken, In Energy and the Michigm Economy: A SerM, Valerult of NMish*4 Burea

TABLE 7.--STIMATED STEEL INDUSTRY SHIPMENTS, ALL GRADES

Plaens ofet toes; service center, %rhe procssig *d neeacla tenae rodi trihledj

Appliancs
Constru- Electrical and other Rll, water

Yew Auto- tion and a&d non- domestic Con- and air Export AN other Total
motive contracts' electrical and tms tran seo

prouts machine commercial opi

1954 ...... 13, 17,731 8,766 3,7 6,203 4 2.715 7126 63153
1955 ..... 20,06 21,938 11,731 5,124 7,173 4,893 2,823 10,225 84.717
19, ...... ,16,332 23,213 .452 5166 7,291 ,330 3,, 1066 8251
1957.------Is.37 23,510 10942 4,071 6,50 6,144 9 7,64 79,891
1958 ...... 11,596 18,041 81306 3826 6.11 2.1 2,603 so84 5,914
15n.: 16,la071 19,463 10,435 4318 6719 3,671 16 a 7,073 69,377

1960..... -16,396 20 0 ,103 6,49.:,815 3,803 2,773 6,543 71,149
1961...--14,306 19,911 9,62 4,25699 2,912 1,932 626 66,126

192----6,8 20,222 10,214 4387 7,06 3,344 1,8152 6567 70552
193---874 21,596 10,910 4,543 6856 3,93 2,044 6964 75,555

1864.... 20,470 23,901 12,7M 4,937 7,001 500 2,994 7,88 84,945

197.-.. 24,765 32,755 17,458 L664 8,752 6,375 4,431 10,556 111, 756
%9L.. 2,6 0938 22,55 S 8,796I 10, 652 7,445 5,513 12,495 137,7561

I=6... 34= 47,818 28004 10,368 12,252 $8,320 6,477 14, 121 162,155

Source: American Iro A Steel Ins"tWe and Mdout Steel Corp. Market Reseerch. G, Doyle_ Dodge, "Sle: A Giant
Lud g" In Energy and the Michogm Ecenomy: A Sumy. Uiverst of Michigs Bure of bleeini Rerch, 1967



APPENDIX III
MAJOR STEEL PRICE CHANGES-1962-1967

Chan no DateNo. announced Initim"x Follmws Product Chemp in pric Wasiqea mecton ama ndustr rasp""

I Apr. 10,1962 United States Stai.._.

2 Apr. 13.1962 ----------------------

3 Apr. 10,1963 Wheeling -------------

7 sompenies including
901:11811M.

.-- - - - - -- - - - - -

.-- - - - - -- - - - - -

4 Apr. 15,1963 .................. iakens ..................
5 _....do ............................. Repuc -............

Apr. 16,1963 ................ pttllgh ----------------

6 Apr. 17,1963 ...................... United Slates Steel .........

.do ..--- .................... Joes & Lsglin ...........

---- do ...... ...................... Atmc ....................

7 Apr. It.4M3 ...................... ee em .................

National .................
Youngstown S. & T .........
V493" ----- ------ -----

All products...........----

Large plate, HR and CR sheet
ad strip.

Long torne sheet, galvanized
sheet and roofing.

Electrical she t.............
Carbon plate ..............
Alloy plate--
HR sheet and sri p.--..
CR sheet and strip-.-..-..
Plate -------------...---.
Electro zinc cuod sheet...
HR sheet and strip ..........
CR sheet. .- .-- .... .... - .
CR strip ....................
CR sheet and strip .........

Galvanized sheet and long ten
sheet.

HR sheet and strip .........
CR sheet and strip-.........
Galvanized sheet .............
plate --- --------Plate and HR shet.......
CR sheet --------------------
Galvanized shoot ------ -------
Enameling sheet .........
Wire rods and merchant wife

products.
HR sheet ....................
CR sheet
Galvanized .. .
HR she e.. .

CR sheet..

Increase average $6 a ton (or
incres 3.5 percent).

Increase $4.50 a ton ........

Incres $7 a ton ...........

Increase $10 a ton ............
Increase $5 a ton .............
Increase $7 a ton ..........
Increase $4.50 a ton ......
Increase $.50 a ton ........
Increase $450 a ton ......
Increase $5.50 a ton ....-.. "
Increase $4.50 a ton .........
Increm 4550 a ton .........
Increase $6.50 a ton ........
Increase $4 a ton ........

Increase $5 aton ........ "
Increase $5 a ton ..........
Increase $7 a ton ............
Increase $4 a ton -------------
Incrase $5 a ton .............
Increase $7 a ton ..........

Increase $4.50 a ton .......-
Increase $5.50 a ton ..........
Increase $7 a ton .............
Increase $5.50 a ton ........Decrease 45 a ton ------------

I nerease $4 a ton -------------
Increase $5 a ton ...........
Increase $7 a ton ...........I ncres $4 a ton...------
Increase $5 a ton -------------
i,, ese$4 aton ........

Rned after Preidnt Vadme's prow o"
Kaiser's ad Inland's rathsl %o follow.

Behlehem withdrw increases and United Stabs
Stool oblid to rexd too.hpi, nt ,..mft. emPte #%*Wcv," pro'
•mcr.eae. (Ne infationry $al mn by exports
even n all maer steel udumes lift prices.)



McLo otk ..................

S h ael ---------- ........ug .....

Sept. 30,1963 Youngstown S. & T ............................

cr

I-

10 ......
I .

I 12

Oct. 2,1963
.d--- o...

.- do

Oct.3, 1963..

Mar. 31,
1964.

Apt. 1, 1964.

Apr. 13,
1964.
1964.

Apr. 14,
1964.

Apr. 29,
1964.

May 4, 1964.
Ot8, 1964..

Oct. 15, 1964.

Oct. 19. 1964.

Dec. 14,1964

Dec. 22,1964
Dec. 28.1964

Dec. 30,1964

26 Mar. 9, 1965 Aleheny-Ludlum ......

27 Mar. 12, 165 ......................

.. o... .. . o ...... - - -

. l..... .........

Trian'de Conduit and
Cable Co.

o........... .........

Unied Stls Steel .....

....................

I...................
.-............... ......

. ........ ......... ....

.. o....................

8 ...... Apr. 19,1963 N deet a d strips......
CR seet and strips .......l et grp.................
CR seet and strip ............
P te ............ .. .
Carbon bars and carbon steel

bloom, billet, slabs, recoiling
quality.

Carbon, allow bars
Structural shape and "14"

heariag pile.
Carbon and alloy bars-.
Certain type of stainless sheet.
Ni carbon bas and carbon

sonihnished steel.
MR carbon plate, bars, and
semiinished steel.

MR and CR stainless shot
and OR stainless strip.

Galvanized and black enae
rigid steel conduit.

Rigid steel Conduit ..........

.... do ......................

Wire rdo (certain sizes) ......

. . d o . ................ ...
Concre reforcNMet bars...

Concrete reenfoment r.
Cestal" type of stainss pipe.. ... do ----------------------

Flectks fowele Ww line pipe
(mods.ON country aw tubm ip

Galvanized shoo ad coils .....
... O... ................

Galvnize 0o -....-.-......

Increase $5 a ton .............
Inmam 4 a ts .............
Incrame $5 a ton ...........
Increase $4 atn t...........
Increase $5 at tNokwie.s 4

Im r as to $5solI ........
Increase $4 a on .............

Incrase $4 to S a be ......
Decreased percent pr ......
Incree $5 a t .............
.... do ........... .... .......

Docreby In 7 cents a

Increase 5 porcnL ...........

Decea. dO 20a ....n- ...-..-.._-do ......................

increase $20 a ..........
.- _ do .....................--

Increase $0.75 a hundred.

Ime 5 i4 ............
Inoa...............Iecess $6a b .............

Iacroe4 4b 4.5 #Nood ......

Intress 16 a tonm .............
... -do......................

---- do ....... o...............

.......................... Flst-rolled silicon steel (4 Inclese $3 to 39 a ton ........
<3 rades).

United Stae Sled ......... (3noriemted grads 4olec. lcreee $18 to $24 a ......
trial steel sets. D4h eadeo leical slow obot. Decrese $0.00 a bem .........

Republic ..............

Armco ....................

United States Steel .........

Behlhm .............

United States Steel, Alle-
ieM, U96W Cyclops.

..........................

Younptown S. & T .........

JeN & Laul ...........

........ ...........

B o ................

........................ousiown ...............
....

United Statessm .........
. . . . .. .. . ......

M it, roof city,- ; ' sun" Stool.
Belehem, Jones &

LaTighl.e, VUown
S. & T.

Presid Jeheses ha eOnWOLmet



APPENINX II-Ceumb.d
KAJMR STEEL PIMCE CM owlA 7--4eep.md

a c Feb... Pdejeck Cbaam h p Waebhn reueied. m hfmtel mupom
28 OC--. M V - --S -- ..... .. .
a Oct. 14,1 5

90 Oct. 19195 ...................... Ndee.
31 Oct. 21,1 OU ...........& .avomw
32 Dc, 31,195 seodebem. ......................

-~,m ant - -d 9... ...........

- tb 9.....
ick pb.......

tae $065 pe bre b
Onoe $1.10 6 a).lmcee $025 pe bae be...

.Oeae. $k45 pe bees be...
lame. 0. 5 per bae beL..Doems VaW per bx. ..
l ce $025 per b box-...
Deems. $5 bar be.......

5,in$ ...................... OWe .................... .... ----................. be .....................
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APPENDIX Ill--Continued
MAJOR STEEL PRICE CHANES-162-1967--Continvd

Changel Date
No. announced Inif ti or Folmers Products Change in price W eehla.. 

. . .
m.cti, Sad idutry response

58 Jan. 5,1967 Jones & Laughln ....-.......... fff# "'- A~

54 Jan. 11,1967
55 Jan. 12,1967

... - do ..-----

56 Jan. 13,1967

57 Jan. 18,1967
56 Apr. 13,1967

Apr.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

17,1967

1,1967
2,1967

3,1967

United States Steel. _

.......... . ...........

Natmal ...............
.--. --. ---.... -. ----..

63 Aug. 4,1967 .............

Republic ..............
United States Steel
Yo-ngstown, Wheeling, Lone

Star.
Arroco. _ _-__._ ---
C.F.I. (Denver) ........

Behle ...............

..............

United States Steel .........

Bethlehem, Bethlehem, Pa.,Inland & Kaiser.
Iuloed, Kaiser ..............

Ag. 7,1967 ...................... Jones & Laughlin ...........

61 ---- do ...... Uned Statles ---------

less, electric ristance
wled pipe.

Oil country tabular products.
Steel pipe products .......
.. do ........... ....

Ol country tubing; standardpipe products.
steel pipe products -------..
size extras on certain struc-

tural steel sections, and size
extras on sheet pili.gt
products.

Certain nonstandard sized con-
struction products.

Electrolytic tin plate .........
H2lloware enameling stock,end blued stock.
Tin plate, black plate, and

tin-free steel.

Temper hard tin plate, black
plate, and fin-free steel.

Tin double-reduced tin plate,
black plate, and tn-free
steel.

Double reduced electrolytic tin
plate, and tn mill back
Plate.Carbon and alloy bar extras

(Certain types.Heot-treateQ tightened
out lengths.

Molybdeum grade alley steel
bars.

Increase .6 percent .....
Incra 2.2 perent......

Increase 2.9 percent ........Average increase 2.7 percent..
Average Increase 2.5 percent..
Average Increase 2.7 percent..
.... do ..................... .

__ do
Average I ncreas of $2.49 a tonor 2.0 percent up.

Price chenses not mentioned.

Average Increase 2.7 percent.
Average Increase at $0.25 ...
Average Increase 2.7 percent

(iscrea of $0.25 a base
box).

Average Increase of $0.25 by
base box.

Average Increase o $0.15 by
base box.

IncrWs $0.10 a base bet...

lncmme of $2 a on ..........

Inm of $5 o 3 a ton.

Incrse of$2 a toe ..........

While HouN necked msldly to price ri.



65 Au. 18, 1967

66 Au. 22,1967

.. do ......
67 Au. 18,1967
68 Au&g 21,1967
69 .... do-.
70 Aug. 22,1967

71 Avg. 21,1967
72 ... -.do..
73 Ag. 22,1967

74 Aug. 24,1967
75 Aug. 30,1967

Repubtic.........

....................

Unit a.so .....

epbli...........

Jones & Lam ,m Copr.
wild.

Eli & Laulla Wyckoff....

nood Sta.s .........
Alan Wood. S-tel .--

Repu lc and, -Jam.&
Laduf.lan w...-.. 

-......
A L aughln.

BoUhm .................

Av.4 1, 1967 ...................... United Stanls Steel .........
Sept. 4,1967 ...................... Betlehem, Ammo, Inland,an Janus & l uhlnwjqam &

CF carbon and alloy bars.Kaiser. Increasee $4 a ten.

Bar products (certin sires) ....
Flat shapes (certain skies) ..
Some semtf~nished carbon steel
am mme "het sue (size

extrs.fuahgbsslear)

do .................°....do .. ..........."........

.... do ..... ........ *.........

.uylm... ...............

.... 00 ................... :"

.... do................

-.. do ..............
Carbon and alloy HR bars.-

CFarbenanao irs-..
CF arbon and allot ba.

.... do.. .Imc, mm I, , 's-2 s -I-"- :'
do----eae ahe.......

Imme d $ a ba ..........
I F U d 1a tom-----

Incme d I a he .........
.... do ....................---. do....°... ...............---- do ......................:

Increase e. $ ..........-..do ......................:
.... d Ck.... ........... ..

lws d$.15 pe hundredPounds (or a W3-taN in.
crease).Incea of $3 a ton.1atiesse at g a te

Increse of a ton.
Increase ol $ a e.

. Ackley, Chairmn of COoNc of Ecornmi Ad.VISers Calls en natiseal companies net to I illothe steel bar hike Announced by Repubic.
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REFERENCE

Source

Wail Street Journal ....
-do ............

(1 do........ .....

do ..............
_,do .... .....
... do..............

... do ..............

do.do......... ...

do ............
60 ..............

_do ..............

... do.............

.do -.......

... do .............
do............
.do...........

....do.........
.do......... d - -

.do ..............

.... do .... ..... ....

.do..............

... .do ..............
---- CIO..........*..

.. k..............

.. o..............

.... do ....... .......

.... do ......... o.....

.... do .............. a..dI... . ...

.I .... ...

Date page

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

OCL
Oct
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
OCtOct
Doc.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct
Ot
Oct.
OCJ
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Fob.
Feb.
Feb.

. 11,1962
* 14.1962

10.1963
* 15,1963

16.1963
17.1963
18,1963
19,1963

L30,1963
1.1963
2.1963
3,1963

31.1964
1.1964
6,1954

13,1964
14,1964
29,1964
4,1964
8,1964

15,1964
19.1964
14.196422,1964
28.1964
30,1964
9.1965

12.1965
13,1965
14.19s5
19.1965
21.1965
3,1966
4,1966
5.1966
6,1966

17,1966
14.1966
21.1966
A 1966

Item
No.

38
39
40

41
42
4344
45
46
4/
484'
50
5152
53
54
55
56
57
58so

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Sorce Date Page
No.

Wall Street Journal.... Mar. 1,1966
. do ............ Mar. 4.1966

.... do .............. May 19.1966
.do .............. May 23.1966

.. do .............. June 11966
.... do .............. June 6.1966

. do .............. Aug. 3, 1SCS
... do .............. Au. 4,1966

.... do ............. Aug. 5,19%6
-do ........... Aug. 8,1966

do . . . Aug. 10,1966
do.. ..... Nov. 9.196

.do .............. Nov. 14,1966
.... do .............. Nov. 25 1966

.... do .............. Nov. 8,1966
.... do .............. Dec. 1 ,1966
... do .............. Jan. 5,1967

.... do .............. Jan. 11,1967

.... do .............. Jan. 12.1967

.... do .............. Jan. 13,1967

.... do .............. Jan, 18,1967
.Apr. 13.1967

......... Apr. 17,1967
.... do ......... , 1967
.... do .............. Aug. 3.1967
.... do .............. Aug. k196
.....d ....... Aug, 7,1967
.... do .............. Aug. 18 1967

.do do ............ .... ko......
.... .............. 28,1967
.... do ......... Aug. 21.1967
... -do ......... - Aug. 22,1 97

..d o ........ ..-.do ......
.... do .............. Auvg 28,1967
.... do .............. Avg 2, 1967

....do .d..... .. .... do.....
.... do .................. do ......
..... .............. A 3, 1967
.... do .............. 31, 1967
.... do.......... Seft 1,1967
.... do .............. Set. 4.1967

APPENDIX IV

TABLE I.-INDEX OF STEEL PRICES, UNITED STATES, 1957-7

11957-m-10q

Steel's finished steel
Year Tod, a sommodlto Total, iro sod deel Fialedh ed weighted price com-

poduct posited

1957 ............... ... 1) ,9
19 5 8 ................. 100. 4 99.4 100.6 100.32
1959 ................. 100.6 101.8 102.2 102.80
1960 ................ 100.7 100.6 102.1 102.80
1961 ................. 100.3 1007 101.7 102.80
1962 ................. 100.6 99.3 101.4 102.80
1963 ................. 100.3 99.1 102.0 104.41
1964 ................ 100.S 100.S 102.8 105.91
1965 ................ 102.5 101.4 103. 3 10. 97
1966 ................. 105. 9 102.3 10. 7 106. 78
1967:

March ........... 105. 7 103.3 . 107.67
July....y.... 10L.5 103.4 10L I ..................
October........... .................. ....... 15..5....... L7

Soutces: Cob. (1), (2), (3): AISI, Annual Statistical Report, 1965 table 5. p. 12; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Whole-
sale Prices and Price Index, February 1967, table 2b p 39; Federal Reserve Bulletin May 1967, pp. 846-47i September

1 . 1640,19641. Cal. (4): Baed on averagealIusu and pc Metld Wer ng Facts ad Figur' Ste Mar.
27. 1967; Oct,9. 1967, P. 1I7

872

Item
No.
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TABLE 2.-FINISHED STEEL, ANNUAL PRICE AVERAGES

(Dollars per net ton, Pitsbrlh. Tin plate Is lectrolyt 0.25 pound coabng. Pri r to 1964,
prices are for hot dipped, common coke, 1.50 pound coabnlj

873

Sheets Strip Tin Bars Basic Wire
Year H.R. C. Galva- H.R. C.R. p H.IL C. as Sham Ie rods

nized

1957 ....... 95.92 117.90 12190 9592 139.90 203.67 104.83 141.35 99.42 103.26 148.35 ......
1958 ....... 9.96 122.88 134.29 99.96 145.29 207.17 110.58 148.92 103.60 107.30 155.92 ......
1959 ....... 102.00 125.50 137.50 102.00 141.50 213.00 113.50 153.00 106.00 110.00 160.00 -..
1960 ....... 102.00 125.50 137.50 102.00 1411.50 213.00 113.50 153.00 106.00 110.00 160.00 1211.6
1961 ....... 102.00 125.50 137.50 102.00 148.50 213.00 113.50 153.00 106.00 110.00 160.00 128.00
1962 ....... 102.00 125.50 137.50 102.00 148.50 213.00 113.50 153.00 106.00 110.00 160.00 128.00
1963 ....... 104.87 129.08 142.52 104.88 151.69 213.00 114.75 154.11 107.20 110.93 160.00 128.00
1964 ....... 106.00 130.50 1U.50 106.00 153.50 182.00 118.50 158.00 111.00 114.00 160.00 128.00
1965 ....... 106.00 130.50 15(4 106.00 153.50 182.52 118.50 158.00 111.00 114.00 160.00 128.00
1966 ....... 107.20 13170 150.50 107.20 154.65 187.00 117.88 159.20 111.00 116.95 160.00 128.00
1967:

Marc... 108.00 13&50 150.50 10.00 156.50 187.00 117.50 160.00 111.00 117.00 160 00 ()
Ocber.. 109.00 133.50 150.50 10.00 I5650 187.00 12650 164.00 115.00 117.00 16100 ()

I Not available.
Source: Stel, The Metalworking Weekly. Mar. 27. 1967. p. S-20; Oct 9. 1967.

TABLE 3.-IMPORTED STEEL PRICES, 1957-67 (AVERAGE PRICES IN NORTH ATLANTIC AREA)

(Dollars per 100 lbsJ

Plates Sheets Barbed Merchant Wire rods Wire rods Bright
Date I-beams (basic (H.R.) Wre' bars (Thomas (Sumitomo common

besseme) No. 5) Japan) wire nods

Jan. 28. 1957 .............. 7.75 9.30 & 55 6.80 7.15 6.72 8.45
Jan. 27, 958 .............. 6.43 7.64 b.4 6. 95 6.73 7.07 ........ 8. 12
Jan.26. 1959.......... ... 5. 06 662 .20 6.60 5.40 6.05 ........ 7.89
Jan. 25, 1963 ............. 6.16 6.28 7.w 6.80 6.69 7.05 ........ 8.15
Jan. 30. 1961 .............. 5.60 5.45 ( ) 6.50 5.85 6.00 5.95 6.55
Jan.29.1962. ........ 5.15 5.20 (8) 6.25 5.20 5.70 5.60 7.05
Jan.28. 1963 .............. 5.45 5.1 ........ 6. 35 5.40 5.55 4.98 6.60
Jan.27,1964 ............. 5.15 5.65 ........ r-95 5.40 5.10 4.97 6.40
Jan.18.1965 ............. 5. is 5.65 ........ . 95 5.40 5. 75 5.64 6. 40
Jan. 31. 1966 ............. 5. 45 5.80 ........ S.59 5.40 5. 40 5.30 6.40
Mar. 6, 1967 .............. 5.45 5.80 ........ 5.70 5.05 5.25 5.05 6.15
OcL 9. 1967 ............... 5.45 5.80 ........ 5.70 5.05 5.25 5.05 6.15

1 Per 82-lb. net reel.
I Nora

Source: Steel magazine.
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APPENDIX V

TABLU I.-U.S. EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF STEEL, DIRECT AND INDIRECT (1945), TONNAGE AND VALUE

stow stoo Iron and Indirect Total direct
products products steel scrap steel and indirect,

Yea (net Ins) (millions) (net tens) (net 1ons) excluding
grants-in-aid

(1) (11) (1) (IV) V-(n+t+IV) not tons

1959:
Exports--------------------. 1,. 98Z781
Imports. ...................... 4,628,320

Net balance ..................... -2, 645, S39
1960.

Exports .......................... 3 224,125
Imports .......................... 3578, 019

Net balance ..................... --353, 4

1961:
Exports ........................... 2.228.162
Imports ........................... 3 321,432

Net balance ..................... -1.093,270

1962:
Exports ........................... 2,273, 872
Imports ........................... 4305. US

Net balace ..................... -2.031.663

1963:
Exports .......................... 2,556,147
Imports .......................... 5.658, 789

Net balance .................... -3.102.642

Exports ..........................
Imports ..........................

Net balance .....................

1965:
Exports ...........................
imports ..... ...... ... .........

Net balance .....................

1966:
Exports ...........................
Imports ...........................

Not balance .....................

3,735.475
6,711.105

-2.976.630

2.837,483
10,749,481

-7.911.998

2.026,775

11,166.129

-9,139,354

572

-76

727
501

+226

544
421

+123

S65
534

+31

622
684

-62

761

815

-54

721
1.268

-547

4,849,078
306,365

+4,539.711

7,189,614
181,884

+7,007.730

9,715,876
270.795

+9 445, 81

5,113,407
264,593

+4,84.816

6.363.617

218,952

+6.154.665

7. ,,939
281. 633

+7,617.306
-

6,169,772
IL 169, 772

212.474

+5957.298

635 5,858,186
1.313 406.655

-678 +5,451,531

3,000,000
1.200,000

+1,800,540

3,20k0004
900,000

+2,300,54

3,200,00
7000

+2,50O,5OO

+2.5, WOiO3,300000
8L54

+Z 5w000

9,831,857
6.137, 68

3,694,172

13.613,739
4.659,903

1S. 144,038
4,292.227

10.851.811

i0, 687. 1

5,370.128

5.317.153

(3,500,000) 12,419,754
(900.,0)) 6,777,731

(+2.600.000) 5,642.023

4,10,0000
1.100,000

+3,000.00

4.300,000
1.400,000

+2,900.O

4,400,000
1,900,000

2,5000

IS,734,414
8.0Z738

7. 641,676

it 307,255
12,361,955

945.300

12.284,961

13 472.774

-1,187, 813

Source: Col. I and 1I-AISI (American Iron & Steel Institute) Annual Statistical Reports, 1966 table 28 and 32. Col.
it-Compiled by Statistical Division of American Iron A Steel Institute from the data as givea by dh6 U.S. Department of
Commerce in Foreign Trade, exports and import by commodity, December of each year. Col. IV-AISI. estimates based on
dollar value of exports and imports as reported by Census Bureae (of. Congressional Record, May 1, 1967, p. H4899.)
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TABLE II.-SHARE OF STrEL TRADE INl TOTAL U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE (IMPORTS AND EXPORTS)

on sm0s1 (oWl4

low 19o 1961 1962

Exports Impot Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports

Total mercbadise ......... 15,42 19 15.019 20,188 14,716 20,79 16,382
Steel prooducs'478.......431 461 346 4Y7 457
Shar of total pert ........ 3.06 3. 2.3 2.30 2.35 2.20 2.30
MaisMY aod trasOr

sqvipmnt..............6.01 1 7.011 1,467 7330 1,364 8057 1674
Share olttil percser ........ 36.81 10. 35.8 9.8 V4 9.3 33.5 10.2
lm and steel scrap I ....... 167 238 ........ 340 ........ 147
Total all steel cateories..... 6.638 2,111 7,887 1St 8,137 1 710 8 661 2.131
Share of total perce.. 40.6 13.5 A 1 12.6 40.5 1i.1 41.5 13.0

1IO3 1964 165 1966

Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports imports Exports Imports

Total merchandise I.........22,427 17,140 25,671 1 26,567 21,366 29,396 25,500
Steel products I ............ 513 5l 18 607 1140 537 1,182
Share ef total percent ........ 2.23 3.50 2.6 3.85 2.26 20 1.84 4.6
Machinery aod transport 9, 600

equipment I .............. 8,268 1811 934 2216 10.016 2947 10 80 4 828
Share oftotal percent........ 45.5 10.6 6.Z 11.8 37.8 3.8 7. o .
Iron and steel scrap I ........ 170 243 ........ 197 ........ 177
Tota, al steel categories _.. 8,951 2417 10-256 2931 10.820 4,087 11,522 6.010
Share oltotal percent ........ 40.0 4. 0 39.5 15.6 41.0 i9 2 39.0 23.5

8 U.S. Department of Commerc, Overseas Busisms Reots, Augut 12, 0R U4, table 1. (N.S. excluding military
grant sad shipments.)

2Idem., OBR 66-4, tables 14 and 15; and OB 67-21, MKy 1967, tables I ;od 2.

Aw4 Npu x VI

(From' the Quarterly" Journal of Fconomics, My 19661

Bio fTxZ, I INVENTION, AxD INNOVATION

Walter Adams and Joel B. Dirlam

Introduction: the "Sehumnpeterlan" hypothesis, 167.-1. Oxygen
steelmaking: the history of Its invention and Innovation, 169.-IL
Some cost 4ud profit implications of Innovative lethargy, 184--111.
Conclusion, 188,

The view attributed to Schumpeter, that large firms with substantial market
power have! both greater Incentives and more ample reo urees for research and
Innovation, has become part of popular mythology and an article of faith among
many economists as well. Ostensibly, Sehumpeter felt "that firms had to be
protected by msne degree of monopzly-to have *=ve room to maneuver.. ." in
order to bring about massive Innovations. Presumably, he Implied "thbt more
concentration would Increase innovation and progress." '

Though $chumpeter never stated it without careful qqtalllcatio7,* this Idea
as Oeen widely used to explain why some Industries, like textiles, are "back-

ward," and others, like petroleum, are not. Galbraith, for example, argues that
"a benign Providence... has made the modern Industry of a few large firms
an almost perfect Instrument for induclng technical change. It Is admirably
equipped for financing technical development. Its organization provides strong

2 Richard Coves, Ameriam ldutry: itrweture, Coaduot, Perormace (New York:
Prentice Ha1, 1964), p. 98.

8 Schumpeter quasied his hypethesls more carefully than did his disciples. To be sure,
he argued that .. . largest.seale plans could In many cases not materialize at all If It
were not known from the outset that competition will be discouraged by heavy capital
requirements or lack of experience, or that means are available to discourage or check-
mate It so as to gaia the time and space for further developments . . ."; but be also
oberved that "it Is certainly as conceivable that an all-pervading cartel system might
sabotage all progress as it Is that It might real/ie, with smaller social and private costs,
all that perfect competition is mapposed to realize." Captaliom, Socialimm, ad Democracy
(New York: Harper, 1042) pp.8, 91. For a balanced restatement of the Schumpeter
hypothesis, see Edward S. Mason, ,Eoosowinc Co e raton and the Meapolp Problem
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957), pp. 91-101, and Jess W. Markham
"Market Structure, Business Conduct, and Innovation," Americas Economic Review,
Papers and Proccedinge, LV (May 1965), 328-32.
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incentives for undertaking development and for putting It into us& The compe-
tition of the competitive model, by contrast, almost completely precludes tech-
nical development."' In a whimsical vein he adds that "Tao foreign visitor,
brought to the United States to study American production methods and as-
soclated marvels, visits the same firms as do the attorneys of the Department of
Justice In their search for monopoly."'

Similarly, Lillenthal argues that firms that are small and competitive do not
have the profits to finance research: "Only large enterprises are able to sink the
formidable sums of money required to develop basic new departures." 6 Villard
points out that the financing of research is less strategic than the assurance
that, after an innovation Is introduced, the firm will have a sufficient share of
the market to recoup its outlays. And, he holds, only oligopolists in fact can en-
Joy such assurance.

This hypothesis has not remained unchallenged.' Moreover, there has been a
recent flurry of empirical studies, replete with regression analyses, designed to
test the relationship between concentration and innovation. Unfortunately, these
studies have yielded inconclusive results' Therefore, an unhurried exploration, In
some depth, of a single, revolutionary invention and Its introduction into a major
oligopolixed industry may provide some rewarding insights.

For testing the "Schumpeterlan" hypothesis, we have selected the oxygen
steelmaking proces--the circumstances surrounding Its invention, its delayed
adoption by the dominant firms In the United States steel industry, and the cost
of this delay in terms of the industry's social performance.

I
"In my opinion," Avery C. Adams, chairman of the board and president of

Jones & Laughlin, told his stockholders In 1950, "the basic oxygen process repre-
sents the only major technological breakthrough at the ingot level in the steel
industry since before the turn of the century. With the exception of what we In
the Industry call trick heats, i.e., one heat made under ideal conditions, the best
open-hearth practice today results in a production rate of 39 to 40 tons per hour.
Our basic oxygen furnaces have produced at the rate of 108 tons per hour to
date this month. On a trick heat basis, we have hit 160 tons per hour." By 1963
this opinion had become virtually unanimous in the industry. Indeed most steel
experts were willing to predict that no new open-hearths would ever again be built
In the United States. Nevertheless, Mr. Adams' 1959 pronouncement came some
ten years after the potentials of the new process should have been a matter of
course to every steelman in the United States.

Despite its revolutionary character, the basic oxygen process employs a rela-
tively simple principle, It refines pig Iron into steel by jetting oxygen vertically
downward into a molten bath of pig Iron. The conversion is accomplished in a

$John . Galbraith, American Capitalon (Rev. ed.; Boston: Houghton Milin, 1956),p. 88.
'Ibid., p. 91.
'David E. IAlienthal Big Busnes: A Yew Bra ,New York: Harper. 1958). p. 69.
*8 Henry ff. Villard, competitionon Oligopoly, and Research," Journal of Poitcahl WoSamng

LXVI (Dec. 1958), 488.
1John Jewkes. David Sawers, and Richard Stillerman, The Boures *1 I4vemtt

(London: Macmillan, 1958). Jacob Schmookler, "Bigness, Fewness, and Research,"
Journal o1 Political Feommy LXVII (Dee. 1959). 628-45. And esp. Daniel Ramberg,
"Size of Firm Monopoly. and Economic Growth." Emp I t, Growth, and Price Levels,
Part 7. Hearing before the Joint Economic Committee, nsth ngress, 1st Session. 1969,
pp. 2.a37-53: Invention In the ludustrial Research Laboratory," Journal of PoUloial
Keonomy, LXXI (April 1963), 95-115; and "Size of Firm. Oligo poly, and Research : The
Evidence," Qsadias Journal of Econodoe anad Political Science, XXX (Feb. 1964), 62-75

*Edwin A. Mansfield, for example, has conducted some highly useful statistical research
into the relation between size of firm and both the importance and adoption speed of in-
novations. ("Size of Firm. Market Structure and Innovation," Jornal of Political Economy,
LXXI (Dec. 1968), 556-76, and "The Speed of Response of hirms to New Techniques," this
Jounal LXXXVIt (May 1983), 290-311. His conclusions, however, as he would be the
first to concede, do not permit assured generalizations with regard to the central hypothesis.
For Instance. he found some evidence that the length of time a firm waits before using a
new technique tends to be Inversely related to the size of the innovator ("The Speed of
Response of Firms to New Techniques," op. et.). On the other hand. the steel industry
remains an unexplained exception to his conclusion that the larger firms were more likely
to innovate than the smaller. ("Size of Firm. Market Structure and Innovation, op. cit.)
As we see it, the major weakness of the Mansfield approach In that it drowns in a
generalization what must be qualitatively evaluated in a careful case-by-ease analysis,

' After a comprehensive review of the recent literature, Jesse Markham concludes that
"The difficulty with such regression analyses as these 1o not so much their statistical as
their conceptual nconclusiveness." (Op. oft., p. 381.)
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pear-shaped vessel that looks something like a cocktail shaker or water carafe--
bellied at Its central portion and having a restricted mouth. Not only does It pro.
duce top-grade, "open-hearth" quality steels more quickly and efficiently than
older methods, but it entails lower Investment (as well as operation) costa
Finally, and ironically, the process was foreseen by Sir Henry Bessemer almost
a century ago.
History ol She Invention

Bessemer ushered in the steel age with his principle of pneumatic conversion,
patented In 1855. This consisted of passing a "gaseous fluid containing oxygen"
through molten pig iron. The Bessemer converter, equipped with an acid re-
fractory lining, was charged with molten pig iron through a top openin& Atmos-
pheric air would then be forced through a number of pipes (tuyeres) In the
bottom of the converter and forced upward through the bath of molten metal.
No extraneous source of fuel was necessary, because the oxygen in the air blast
reacted exothermically with the impurities in the iron which were burned off as
a gas or carried off Into the slag.

This, the so-called "acid" Bessemer process, could be used only to refine
high-phosphorous ores but was not adapted to refing the Immense deposits of
high-phosphorus ores In Lorraine and Sweden. With a view to using these
phosphoric ores, 5. G. Thomas Invented and patented n 1876 a process which
differed from Bessemer's principally in the use o a basic converter lining
(dolomite bound with tar) instead of the acid linin employed by Bessemer. It
was this Thomas converter (or basic Bessemer process as it was known In the
United States) on which the great development of steelmaking in Europe was
based. The Thomas process was uniquely adapted to the use o Europe's large
phosphoric ore deposits.

Bessemer recognized that the air blast used In his process posed a major
problem. Since air is composed of 80 per cent nitrogen and 20 per cent oxygen;
since nitrogen Is bad for steel (making it brittle and less malleable) ; and since
there was no way of preventing the Injection of nitrogen Into the Bessemer steels
through the use of atmospheric air, Bessemer stated as early as 1808: "And here
I would observe, that although I have mentioned air and steam because they
contain, or are capable of evolving, oxygen at a cheap rate, It will nevertheless
be understood that pure oxygen gas or a mixture thereof with air or steam may
be used." u Indeed, Bessemer not only entertained the possibility of using "pure
oxygen gas" in the converter, but also of Introducing it through the top instead
of the bottom of the vessel.

In spite of Bessemer's insights, early attempts to apply his teachings failed.
Two major problems ldeviled steel technology: (1) pure oxygen was not avail-
able in commercial quantities and was prohibitively expensive; and (2) an
increase in the oxygen content of the air-blast used by Bessemer would reduce
the nitrogen content of the relined steel, but would also cause serious damage
to the converter's tuyeres and refractory lining. European steelmakers using
the Thtemas converter faced the additional problem of producing steels with an
excesive phosphorus content and hence inferior quality.

Tn view of these problems, It Is nuot surprising that the basic open-hearth fur-
nace, the so-called Siemens-Martin process, was almost an immediate success after
its introduction in 1880. While slower and more expensive than pneumatic meth-
ods of steelmaking-requiring about eight hours for a batch of steel as compared
with one hour in a Bessemer converter-the open-hearth had two signal ad-
vantages. It produced steel almost free of nitrogen, and hence of far greater qual-
ity in terms of malleability, and It could use a relatively high percentage of scrap
In lieu of pig iron. In the United States, therefore, blessed as It was with plentiful
crap supplies, the Sienens-Martin furnace provided an excellent solution to the

quality problems of the Bessemer and Thomas conversion processes. Indeed, by
1909. the open-hearth had outstripped the Bessemer converter as the workhorse
of the American steel industry, and by 1953, about 89 per cent of the steel
produced In the United St",tee was of the basic open-hearth variety.

But pJ)euinatic conve -u remained the quickest and cheapest way of refining
steel. Hence experiment, continued, especially In Europe, to solve the problems
of the oxygen supply and the longevity of the refractory lining. One breakthrough
occurred In 1929, when the Gesellschaft fur Linde's Elsmachinen AG In Germany
perfected a method (the Llnde-Frbinkl process) of producing bulk oxygen of

'* British Patent No. 2768 of 1855.
u British Patent No. 1292 of 1856.
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99 per cent purity at very low cost. From then on, except for the actual building
of the needed oxygen plants, the technical and economicyroblem of an adequate
oxygen supply for isteelmaking was of no further concern. m

The problem of the tuyere and lining longevity, however, was more stubborn
and vexing. Attempts to ute high purity oxygen in bottom-blown (Bessemer or
Thomas) converters resulted in the rapid deterioration of the converter bottom-
sometimes within the short time of one heat.'$ Other attempts, i.e.. to use oxygen
in sideblown converters, encountered similar difficulties." Here the oxygen jet
directed at the melt surface caused excessively high temperatures on the side
of the vemsel facing the oxygen inlet and resulted in serious damage to the re-
fractory lining. Still other attempts, i.e., to use lower concentration of oxygen
or oxygen-steam combination5-- ln order to conserve the refractory bottom or
the sidewalls of the converter--suffered from the inherent liabilities of the con-
ventional Bessemer method: an excetslve nitrogen content of the refined steel
and failure to take full advantage of the exothermic role of oxygen as a con-
verter fuel.

The final breakthrough in the development of the oxygen process was based
on the work of Schwarz, Miles, and Durrer. In an application filed in 1939 and
Issued as German Patent No. 785,196, on July 3, 1943, Professor C. V. Schwara
of Berlin-Charlottenburg stated: "The object of the present Invention is a
method of bringing gases into particularly intimate contact with liquid barbs,
for instance metal baths, by providing the jet of gas directed onto the surface of
the bath with such a high kinetic energy that it is capable of penetrating in the
manner of a solid body deep into the bath by the use of extremely high velocities
lying preferably above the speed of sound. In this way It is possible, without
any additional means, such as for instance a pipe or the like which Is subject to
rapid wear, to cause the Jet of gas to act within the liquid baths so that the
reaction takes place extremely rapidly and completely." In this top-blown purely
oxygen process, Schwarz observed, "the danger of rapid wear of the container
liner is eliminated since the reaction bteween oxygen and Iron... takes place In

'3By 194R A. B. Roblette could report that "Developments in the production of cheap
oxygen by the IUnde-Franki and other systems have so reduced the cost of oxygen that it
can now be seriously considered both for combustion systems and for the refining of pig
Iron and the production of steel." "Use of Oxygen for Steelmaking," The Iron and COal
Trades Review May 28, 1948, p. 1103.

3' Between 1b86 and 1940. for example, 0. Lellep conducted experiments at Oberhausen,
Germany. with the use of pure oxygen in a bottom-blown converter. While he succeeded in
producing high quality steel at low cost, he found no way of preserving the service life
of the converter bottom, and hence failed to come tip with a commercially feasible process.
"Versuche zur Stnhlherstellung Im Herdofen and Konverter unter Benutzung von konzen-
triertem Sauerstoff. ausgeflbrt in der Gutehoffnunashlltte A.-G., Oberhausen. In der Zeit-
perlode von 1936 bis 1940," publIshed In Mexico City In 1941; cited in Stahl wad Eisen,
Vol. 71 (Dec. 20. 1951). p. 1442.
By 1945 the Russians had built a special converter plant at their Kumnetsk Steel Works

to study the production of Bessemer steel by use of an oxygen-enriched or pure-oxygen
blast In a bottom-blown converter. They too failed to develop a method for preserving the
service life of the tuyeres when using 100 per cent concentration of oxygen. See the article
by V. V. KonJakov In Entpneve'B Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 522, cited In Iron Age, Feb. 19, 1948,
p. 70.

The Germans conducted successful experiments In bottom-blown converters by use of 64
r cent pure oxygen at Raspe and 78 per cent pure oxygen at Oberhausen (Stahl sad
/s.., V.I. TO (Apr. 18, 1950). pp. 808-21 and Vol. 71 (Nov. 8. 1951). pp. 1199--"), hut

failed in further efforts to increase the oxygea coacentUation in the blast without excessive
wear and tear of the converter bottom.

14 An early as 1904 Herman A. Brassert described a side-blown converter using "dry air."
oxygen, or oxygen-enriched air. He suggested that a suitable number of tuyeres be posi-
tioned around the converter vessel above the metal line "8o as to direct the air Issuing from
.them downwardly onto the surface of the metal In the bath whereby a whirling or rotary
motion will be given to the metal." (U.S. Patent No. 1,032. 653, applied for on November 11,
1904. and Issued on July 16, 1912). Notable among the experiments and pilot projects
subsequently undertaken were those of Jones & Laughlin (started in 1942) and Carnegie-
Illinois (started In 1946). By 1949 both companies had concluded that their side-blown
converter (turbo-hearth) process was "fundamentally sound" and that it could be made to
yield low-nitrogen, low-phosphorus steels in commercial quantities, If certaia operating
problems were solved and the equipment design modified. See E. C. Bata (vice president,
Carnexie-Illinois) and H. W. Graham (vice-president, Jones & Laughlin), "The Turbo-
Hearth-A New Steelmaking Technique." Iron Age, Apr. 21. 1949. pp. 62-65. For a dis-
cupsion of other side-blown converter experiments, see Rtahl ad B/seps, Vol. 62 (Sept. 3.
1942) pp. 749-56 and Vol. 64 (June 1, 1944) pp. 849-58. Both of these volumes of Stahl
u.de Eises were reproduced and distributed to scientific centers In the United States during
World War 11 by the Alien Property Custodian.

38 Extensive experiments with oxygen-steam combinations were conducted by Coheur,
Marbal Daubersy et al. at the Belgian Centre National de Reeherches Metallurgoques in
ULege. F or accounts of these experiments, see Stahl wnd Eisen, Vol. 70 (Oct. 26, 1950),
pp. 1015-17. (Nov. 9. 1950), pp. 1077-79. and Revue Universelle de Mines, Vol. 98 (1950)
pp. 104--, 401-2. 402-7, 408-17, 418-23 and 423-30.
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the center of the steel bath and therefore the walls of the vessel are not sub-
stantially attacked."

In Belgian Patent No. 408,316-appiled for on Octobet 4, 1940, granted on
November 30, 1946, and opened for pUblie inspection on March 1, 1947-John
Miles offered Some refinements on the art taught by Schwarz. 11e, too, worked
with a top-blown converter and emphasized the importtanee of keeping the source
of the chemical oxidation reactions within the bath "at A good distattee from the
refractory lining of the furnace."

Finally, Robert Durfer, a Swis profesao who had begun his experimentations
at the Institut fur Eisenh(ittenkunde of the Technlache Hochsechule at Berlin-
Charlottenburg as early as 1938 and continued them at Uie Louis ton Roll
Elsenwerke in Gerlafingen. Switserland, after the wat, seeded In podueinj
steel with a top-blown, pure-oxygen, process in a 2.5 tofl experitnentAl converter.
On March 21, 1948, as Durrer's associate late reported, he proved that "it is
possible to refine pig-iron of varying composition with pure oxygen. There are
no difficulties with respect to the durability of the nozzle o" 0thE converted lining.

.. The qualities of the steel correspond to tho* of normal opon-hearth steel" 1
These experiments by Durrer and Hellbrtigge provided the last crtneial link

in the process of technology dlffuion, because it was Darter who transmitted
the Schwarz and Miles teaching (and his experimental findings based thereon)
to the eventual patenteei-the Austrian steel firmh VOEST. The sequence of
events was as follows: It 1948 VOESNl *as eunteinliating an expansion of its
steel plants at Linz and was actively considering aU Available steelmaking proe-
esses. Aware of the Ddrrer-Hellbrilgge experiments at Gerlafingen, VOEST
dispatched its Works Manager, Dr. Trenkler, to Gerlafingen on May 12, 1949,
to Inspect the equipment and examine the techniques which had there been
employed to produce steel In a top-blown oxygent converter. Encouraged by Tren-
kler's favorable report, VOEST Immediately initiated a test series In a two-
ton modified converter which on June 25, 1949, yielded further refinements of
the Schwarm-Miles-Durrer art: "first, the blowing of pure oxygen from above
onto ... a highly reactive zone in the upper region of the melt, which zone
Is spaced from the refractory lining of the vessel. Second, the avoiding of deep
penetration of the oxygen jet into the bath (again t6 avoid damage to the con-
verter lining). Third, the avoiding of material agitation of the bath by the stir-
ring effect of the oxygen jet. Fourth, the creation of a circulatory movement
of the bath, not by mechanical action of the jet, but by the chemical reactions." '
These refinemehts of the process solved not only the problem of safeguarding
the converter lining, but also the need for dephosphoisation through a proper
slag composition.

In any event, by mid-August of 1949, VOEST was convinced of the soundness
of the process and initiated the final experiments to test the process operationally
and practically. These were concluded successfully by November 1950, and a
new metallurgy had been born.m ' VOEST then constructed its first D-D plant
which went into large-scale, commercial production in 1952.

It is noteworthy that the three major revolutions In steelmaking-the Besse-
mer, Siemens-Martin (open-hearth), and basic oxygen processeS-were not the
products of American inventive genius nor the output of giant corporate research
laboratories. The oxygen process was developed in continental Europe and per-
fected by the employees of a nationalized enterprise, in a war-ravaged country,
with a total steel ingot capacity of about 1 million tons--by a firm that was less
than one-third the size of a single plant of the Utited States Steel Corporation.
Hiatory of tAe Innovatilo

In innovation, as in Invention, the giants of the United States steel industry
lagged, not led. The first large-scale commercial use of the oxygen process was
in an Austrian steel plant (VOEST) in 1952. The first installation of the new

R. Durrer. "Sanersto-Frlsche in Getlaften," m Ron Werksetung, Vol. 19 (May
1948 pp. 78-74.
VH. Helibrigge. "Die Umwandlung von Rohesem in Stahl in KOSverter bel Verwendung

von relnem Sauerstof," Btohl sad aXis VoL TO (Dee. 21, 1950), p. 121) (freey trans-
lated from the original Gorman).

"9Trestimony of Dr. Hauttmanm, one of the co-inventor. of record, in Kelw v. McZestSk,Civil Action No. 16,900, U.S. District Couart (LI). Mich.). ,194, Record p. 27&4.19 The Austrians rater to the process as L-D which either stands for l~An-D~senverfahren
or for Lins-Donawits (the location of the paetesselpants). in the, United. States, it
to variously referred to as the Oxyaea Converter Ponme Oxyges pauace Process,
BOP. or QAM.
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process on the North American continent took place in a Canadian plant
(DOFASCO) in 1964. The first United States company to obtain a license under
the Austrian L-D patents was Kaiser Steel in 193--at the time, a company
with less than 1 per cent of United States Ingot capacity. The first United States
company actually to Install the oxygen process was McLouth Steel In 1954-at
the time, also a firm with less than 1 per cent of United States ingot capacity.
The first major steel company to do so was Jones & Laughlin In 1967-to be
followed by U.S. Steel and Bethlehem In 1964, and Republic In 1905. In other
words, the leaders of the United States steel industry finally decided to innovate
this revolutionary process fully fourteen years after an Austrian company of
infinitesimal size had done so--successfully.

Instead of adopting the "only major breakthrough at the ingot level since
before the turn of the century,"m U.S. Steel rested content with a slogan: to
call Itself a company "where the big Idea is inovaton," " John S. Tennant, Gen-
eral Counsel of U.S. Steel, boasted to the Kefauver Committee that "The dis-
tinguishing characteristic of the American steel industry is its tremendous
productiveness, a quality which other countries have been unable to emulate
so far," 0 and that the U.S. Steel Corporation "is fully aware of, and has con-
tinuously studied aud tried out, new processes developed both in this country
and abroad." I As late as November 1967 Mr. Tennant assured the Committee
that such new processes as oxygen steelmaking (which had been described in
glowing terms by engineers appearing before the Committee and in State De-
partment technical deslptches from abroad) required 'further development"
before they "conceivably could be substituted for, or displace, existing prac-
tices." f Their "growth potential," he felt, "cannot be forecast."

Was this policy of watchful waiting justified by a paucity of Information?
Could Big Steel have been expected to know more about the technical feasibility
and economic advantages of the oxygen process? Could It reasonably have been
expected to gather sufficient evidence sooner than it did, and therefore Initiate
its move to oxygen at an earlier date? Judged by the available evidence, the
answer seems Incontrovertibly and emphatically "yes." We say this without
probing further to ask why, in view of the long-familiar potential of oxygen
conversion, Big Steel had not anticipated the European Invention by many
years.

(1) Starting in 1962 the steel producers of the world began a ceaseless trek
to the Austrian oygen installations at Linz and Donawit. By 1963 some 34.000
had come to observe, Inspect, and study the new process in operation." The
DOFASCO and MeLouth istallatlons were subjected to similar visitations
by steel producers, metallurgists, and engineers.

(2) A great mass of technical literature, Including literally thousands of
articles In engineering and trade journals, started accumulating with the pub-
lication of the Austrian invention. As early as 1962 Stahl wa Bisen devoted
almost an entire issue to a steel conference at Leoben, Austria, where some 360
engineers and scientists (60 of them from seven countries outside of Austria)
met to discuss the oxygen revolution In steelmaking and to receive first-hand
reports from the leading engineers of the Lins-Donawits plants These reports
dealt with the metallurgical characteristics of oxygen steel, the engineering
aspects of operating an I-D converter, and the economic feasibility of the new
process.' In discussing the Linz-Donawlts experience with investment and op-

- Statement by Avery Adam of James & Laughlin, quoted in orbee, Jan. I 1960 p. 95.It Advertisenme Wi 8tr~ dohoal, Jan. 1, 1963, p. 18 (emphasis in orlginai).
SHearings of the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monb Admaisitered Prices: Steel

Part 185th Coresat Seion, 1I58, p. 1059 (hereh ter cited as Zefisw Hearfgs,).
7Wi., p. 1057.

*IbAd. 105& Not even the trade Journals had the charity to accept (or at least
Ipnoreathi stance ot self-congratulatory catatonla. Porbee 4all it a "mad faet" that
despit the 49 million tons et new capacity the U.S. industry had added in the ]iftle. Its

over-all operations were slack and Inefilcient, its technology retarded, Its plant antiuated
and Inefldent." (Jan I 103, p. 81.) After 1957, Poreei pointed out, "the U.S. Industry
discovered to itastonsiment that European and Jaanee producers wen ahead not only
n labor costs bt In production edcIency well" (IE.) It was not before 19,6 however,
and them "at whatever ost," that the "U.S. steel Indusry seemed determined to create a
national sine plant as moder and eicient as those of its foreign eometitoru" (/1W.)
Durlng the fifties, aeording to Businoe Week, the lndustr wa smngly gripped by
technological Indecision. So the Industry leaders 6 "what steel has don. In ds situa-
tions for years. There withholding major investments while they, watch very closely the
operating reut-b roblems-oi the on."N4w* 36 1550,D.UW
Court (I3D. Meh.), p. 65.

ff The roesedln t thm Leoben eonferme, held In Deembew 1951, were printed Ia
89461 VX1=, Vo. n (Aug 14, 1M), pp. 90-101M.
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erating costs, Kurt Rdsver presented detailed data to Indicate that (a) theInvestment cost of an L-D plant was only about half that of an openhearth
plant; (b) if the cost of erecting oxygen facilities were Included In the coin-putation, the L-D plant would still cost only about 60 percent as much as an
open-hearth plant; (c) operating costs In an L-D plant (exclusive of the costof raw materials) were 72 percent of those In an open-hearth plant.' Rser'sconclusion, that the economic feasibility of the new process appears beyond
question, was endorsed by Professor Durrer who observed that the commercial
feasibility of L-D refining was firmly established for Austrian (and hence alsofor United States) low-phosphorus ores, but that additional work had to bedone to adapt It to high-phosphorus ores.' Ironically enough, Durrer's comment
meant that United States producers should have been the first to Jump on the
L-D bandwagon, whereas the European producers working as they did with high-
phosphorus ores could have been excused for a delayed response.

(8) Starting with Its 1954 annual report, and regularly thereafter, McLouthexpressed its enthusiasm for the oxygen steel process which It had Innovated inthe United States.' In the 1964 Annual Statement, McLouth reported:, "How-ever, we are now operating the first Oxygen Steel Process in the United States.
It Is a revolutionary method of making high quality steel and Is reducing our
cosdt"

In the 1955 Annual Statement, McLouth stated: "Our oxygen steelmaking
process, which is still the only one of its kind in the United States, has proved
outstandingly successful. It has been operating at better than rated capacity."

In the 1958 Annual Statement, McLouth, reviewing its twenty-five years ofoperation, stated: 'he most spectacular phase of the expansion program wasthe pioneering of the Oxygen Steel Process .... The steel industry watched with
Interest the devolpment of this new steelmaking Idea. Today many companies
are considering the use of oxygen In conversion."

If these reports by a miniscule steel producer were not required reading forthe giants of the Industry, the views of Thomas F. Bruby, associate editor ofSteel, writing In 1955, and endorsing the McLouth reports, should have com-manded more serious attention.' Discussing the experience of the oxygen Inno.vators In Canada (DOFASCO) and the United States (McLouth), Hruby wrote:
"What about open-hearth practice? Has It reached Its peak? Talk to the peoplewho are running the oxygen operations at Dominion Foundries & Steel in Can-ada and at McLouth Steel in Detroit. Pose the question to the many steelmakers

who traveled to Austria for their first look at the process. The answer is an
emphatic yes.

"At no time in steelmaking history has there been a process that Is so rightfor the present and future economic climate. The key considerations: Low cap-ital Investment, a tons-per-hour rate nearly three times the open-hearth record
and an operational flexibility that would lend Itself to a five-day work week." 'DOFASCO, said Bruby, was "completely sold on the transplanted Austrian
process," because It was averaging about 1,000 tons per day on a capital invest-
ment of $6 million and because this output was "better quality steel than Do-minion produced In Its open-hearths." As for MeLouth, Eruby reported:

"When you're getg 00,000 Ingot tons of production from a capital invest-
ment of $7 million, It's a pretty good deal. When you find that your Ingot costs

are down $8 a ton to boot, there's cause for celebration.
"But McLouth Steel Corp., Detroit, Is too busy making the first oxygen-con-

verter steel In this country to be celebrating. Besides its management knew
pretty well what to expect two years ago when It decided to integrate the Austrian
process into its steelmaking operations."0

No one, Hruby concluded, could still cling to 'the notion that oxygen steelmak-
Ing hasn't arrived commercially."f The date of Hruby'e article was April 19M5(4) Starting with Its annual review Issue in January 194, the authoritativeIrooand Ste Bsoiseer began to chronicle the accelerating trend toward the

'IbWd, pp. M7 t. Ramer points out, intralga, that labr cots in the L-D pies an
Oak M Mathm In the o m to

oMeotuth. isuel £q fote r yesa ed.a Oye tdm~f rls B=elA ri 419 P. 80-41& Tb same Ism at
on tha Pbande on FASCO's zxperehma . 81 S IIMoeto"dt
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oxygen process throughout the *orld, and to supply "hard" data on the tech.
nology Of the process, its east chatatteristtl, find th# qUality of ItS product. In
January 1955 the Journal reported that ptoduetion rates for oxygen "'onvetters
are Its much its three times higher per hour than for the conventional open.
hearth furnaces, and operating costs, exclusive of metallics and fited charges
are $3.00 per ton of steel less than similar costs for open-hearth steel. Capital
costs are estimated at 50 per cent less than a comparably sized optn-hearth
shop." * In March of the same year, the Iron and Steel Dwigineer published an
article on the economics of oxygen steelmaking, the data in which are sum-
marized In T abl I.

1AeLE I.-COMPARATIVE COSTS OF OXYGEN AND OPEN-HEARTH STEELMAKING

500,000-ton annual capacity 1000,000-ton annual capacity
Capital and operating costs (approximately) (approximately)

Oxygq converter pn hearth O hy~ converter Open hearth
Capital cost per annual ton-----------T .f 39.61 $iT6
Costl Metallics per ton o steel R 43 36.67 41 X 7
Oweti" cot per ton of steel (Ac110-
si ofct of metallics) .......... 9.37 14.63 8 38 14.25

Source: W. C. Ruickel and .W. Irwin, "Emnmic Aspects of the Oxygo Couvertr," Iroft and Steel Engineer, March
I15, p. .

In January 19 7 this same journal reported flatly that "The oxygen-blown con-
verter for making steel is now an accepted tool of the steelmaker." 10 After offer-
ing some additional operating data on McLouth's converter, and announcing
oxygen facilities under construction at Kaiser and Jones & Iughlin, it re-
ported a new oxygen process developed in Sweden--te Kal-Do or rotary oxygen
converter.'

In January 1968 this same journal concluded that "The top-blown oxygen
converter process is meeting with greater acceptance in the United States and
throughout the world," and supported this conclusion with a detailed catalogue
of expansions In oxygen steelmaking facilities. It indicated that various rotary
oxygen processes were finding favor in France, Germany, and South Africa as
well as Sweden."

In January 1950 the Iron and Steel Enginct stated that one of the chief rea-
sons for acceptance of the oxygen converter is "the low capital cost, whiloh has
been estimated at $15 a ton, compared with about $40 a ton for added open-
hearth capacity." 8 '

Finally, In January 1960, after citing an Association of Iron and Steel Engi-
neers estimate of $15 per annual ton of oxygen capacity versus $35 pet ton for
open-hearth capacity, this same journal offered the "strong conclusion ... that
the United States has probably already seen the last large new open-hearth
shop to be built."" Indeed, the Journal reported the dismantling of "some 175-
ton open-hearth" at Jones & Laughlin's Cleveland works to make room for
200-ton oxygen converters." "Oxygen steelmaking techniques," the journal said
by way of remarkable understatement, "have had a tremendous Impact on future
steelmaking plans." "*

(5) Starting with its annual review of iron and steel technology tot 1953,
the Economic Commission for Europe corroborated the findings of both Amer-
ican and foreign trade and engineering journals with respect to the efficacy of
oxygen steelmaking. "Undoubtedly the most Interesting and extensive recent
development in steelmaking has been improvement in quality, by the use of
oxygen In basic Thomas converters" " the EICV reported for 1953: 'The 'L-D'

aP. 125. A $8 saving In processing cost of L-1D vs. OH steel wai reported ih tro, Age,
Feb. 6, 1958, pp. 55-58, and a $8412 saving In conversion costs was reported In Iran Age,
Sept. 24, 195,, pp. 67-68.up. III.

0 P. 141.
0aP. 165.
D P. 33. This estimate was based on the experlenee at Joao & laughlin, and Was

previously reported In Iron Age, Dec. 1,19867, p. 87.
a* P. 61. The estimate presented at the Assocition of Iron andtl Enginees meetinp

Was previously cited in Sled, VoL 144 (Apr. 27, 1.W), p. 81&
SP. 6... ,
P. 43.

"United Nations. Eoonomie Commission for Europe, Some Iaportant Devu ate
Durfug 1955 is Iron and Steel TecAno.lW (Geneva: January , 14), p. 10.
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plant, Including the cost of an oxygen plant, costs approximately halft of the
capital cost of an open-hearth plant of the same capacity. ... It seems clear
that this 'L-D' process... can produce a high quality of steel with low nitrogen
content and at favourable cost.""

For the year 11954 the Commission offered the following comparative capital
costs for plants with a monthly production capacity of 100,000 tons: a

Monthly
Type of installation Total capital cost Tap-to-tap time production (tons)

6 225-ton open-hearth furnaces................ $22,000,000 9 hours ........... 100,000
S 35-ton L-D oxygen converters (I of which is in 110,000,000 1 hour ............ 100, 000
reserve).

I These capital cost estimates so provide for the necessay lonnage oxygen plait.

The report concluded: "In an existing works, having, say, six or eight open-
hearth furnaces, some of which may no longer be up to date, the logical develop-
ment would appear to be to replace two or three of the older open-hearth
furnaces by either con'vntlvr I or oxygen-blown converters, although this in-
volves considerable alteratlonu ,U the buildings and layout." 4

Subsequent ECE reports merely reinforced these findings and chronicled
the rapid adoption of the new process both in Europe and elsewhere.' In 1959
the Commission stated that "During recent years the share of oxygen con-
verters In new steelmaking capacity has increased tremendously," and pre-
dicted that "it seems most likely" that this trend will continue, especially at
the expense of open-hearth furnaces."

(6) By mid-1957 steel technology had become a matter of political concern
in the United States, and the Kefauver Committee expressed lively doubts about
the Industry's efficiency and progressiveness. The Committee showed particular
interest in the failure of the American industry to emulate the inventive and
innovative performance of its European counterparts.

Relying on State Department despatches Senator Kefauver challenged the
industry to explain its apparent failure.* These despatches--from Vienna,
Stockholm, and Luxembourg-added little to what had already appeared in
the technical and trade literature. More Interesting than their contents was the
industry's reaction. Thus U.S. Steel conceded that "some form of oxygen steel.
making will undoubtedly become an Important feature In steelmaking in this
country," but it declined to say when or to commit itself to introducing this
innovation." Indeed, three years later, Fortune still pictured the Corporation as
confronted by "painfully difficult choices between competing alternatives-for
example, whether to spend large sums for cost reduction nose [1900], In effect
committing the company to present technology, or to stall for time in order to
capitalize on a new and perhaps far superior technology that may be available
in a few years." lu The Kefauver challenge had seemingly done little to stir
Big Steel from its lethargy.

Reviewing the history of innovation with respect to oxygen steelmaking, the
following conclusions are inescapable. First, as Table II indicates, United States
steelmakers lagged behind the rest of the world in adopting the L-D process, By
September 1963 the United States had some 10,400,000 tons of L-D capacity

"Ibid.,p. 13, 15 (emphasis supplied).
a United Nation, Economic Comm for Europe. Recen Advane i Stel rechgol

gg and Market Development, 1964 (Geneva: February 22, 1955), p. 81.
"Ibid., p. 30.
,TZJnited Nations, Economic Comndson for Europe. Advanceo is Steel Teohnology is

1955 (Geneva, 1956), and Advanee is Steel Technology in 195 (Geneva. 1958). Th litter
contained an artle by I. P. Hardin, member of the Soviet Academy, stating that "In the
USSR experience obtained in the use of oxygen In top-blown converters (at the NovoTulsk,
Enaklev and Petrovsky. Works) has shown that steel produced by this method has nearly
the same physical and mechanical properties as open-hearth steel.- (Op. cit., p. a3.)
Bardn also reported that '?The cost of installing a converter shop wit& euvgen-prodseixg
equipment Is considerably lower than that of building an open-hearth shop of the same
capacity. Operatonal costs with the converter process are also somewhat lower." (Ibid,
emnShasis supplied.)

United Nations, Economic Commission for Eu rope Zong-term 1r'sead and Problem. of
the Surepea O Indue s try (Geneva, 1".5), p. 104, &a Compieres of Steel-mkin
Processes (New York. 1M) esp. pp. T7-83.

See Ke/fvesr Hearing, op. it., pp. 1M M and passIM.
lbid., pp. 1057-G0.

1Charles Z. Silberman, "Steel: It's a Brand-Now Industry," Fortune, LXII (Dee. 190).
124 (emphasis supplied).

85-468---67---pt. 2-25
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in place--compared with 46,210,000 tons for the world as a whole." If more
thaa 2.5 million tons of other types of oxygen capacity (Kaldo process and
rotary converter) be added to the world total, the United States share would
be even smaller. Since the L-D process could not immediately be adapted to
most European ores, the contrast is even more striking.

TABLE If.-ANNUAL LiD STEELMAKING CAPACITY

114 million of sste

Year United States World

1953 ...................... 0.5
1954 ......... .............. .3
195 ......... a54 1.3
1956 ......... .54 2.0
1957 ......... .54 2.7
1956 ......... 1.35 L 2
1959 ......... 3.5 .5
1960 ......... 4.16 11.5
1961 ......... .4.65 17.2
1962 ......... 7.50 24.7

Sorce: Trial Brief fw Plaintift, Kasr v. McLouth. Civil Actio No. 16.900. U.S. District Court (LD. Nick.), p. 67.

Second, with the exception of Jones & Laughlin, not a single major steel pro-
ducer in the United States installed an oxygen converter prior to 1962. Two of
the Big Three-U.S. Steel and Bethlehem-had no oxygen capacity until 1904, and
Republic none until 1965. Yet they, with a much wider age distribution of exist-
ing equipment, should have been the first to experiment.

Third, the innovator of oxygen steelmaking in the United States was the
twelfth largest steel company (McLouth) in 1964, to be followed by the fourth
largest (Jones & Laughlin) in 1957, the ninth largest (Kaiser) in 1908, the nine-
teenth largest (Acme) in 1959, the tenth largest (Colorado Fuel & Iron) in 1961,
the fifth largest (National) in 1962, and by the fifteenth largest (Pittsburgh),
twenty-second largest (Allegheny-Ludlum)," and the sixth largest (Armco) in
1963. By the end of 1063 oxygen steelmaking capacity in the United States was
distributed as follows:

TABLE Ill.--ISTRIBUTION OF L-O OXYGEN CAPACITY AMONG U.S.
STEEL PRODUCERS, 1963

U.S. steel companies' Oxyfen steel Percentage of Percentage of
rank in the industry I capacity (tons) U.S. oxygen Total US.

steel capacity steel capacity

lst, 2d, 3d.. 0 0 52.27
4th. 5th 6th 6,550,000 50.62 14.76
9th' oI 2h9 thi 1 thl 1th ... ................ ..................... ................
St,19t ........ . 6,390,000 49.38 7.06

All companies . 12,940,000 100 100

I Based on company ingot capacity as of Jan. 1, 1960.
Source: American Iron and Steel Institute, Iron and Stee Works Directory of the

United States and Canada, 1960; Kaiser Eninmeers. L-O Process Newsletter, Sept. 27.
1963.

It is also significant that the Swedish Kal-Do process, another oxygen steel-
making technique, was innovated In the United States by Sharon Steel-a com-
pany which accounted for 1.8 per cent of total United States steel capacity and
ranked thirteenth among ingot producers.

0 Kaiser Engineere, L--D Prooe Neweleter, Sept. 2?, 1963, pp. 3-6. The lag of the
United States behind other major steel producers is all the more remarkable, because the
L-D process developed by the Austrians was immediately applicable to conversion of our
low-phosphorus ores. Major European steelmakers by contrast, bd to wait until 1957
before the L-D process was modified suffcieatly (by the addition of Ume powders in the
LD-AC, OLP, and LD-Pompey proeeesi to be suitable for processing hib-phoaphorous
ores constituting their primary supply. once this adaptation was made. these countries
moved to install the latest technology. So did Japan. See C7omparfkse of Hteel-aeking
Proceeeea op. oft., esp. 76-82.

G Allei-eny-Ludlum's installation was experimental only.
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Finally, It In .lear that despite Big Steel'u decade of rationalization, the teeh-
nological avalanche of the oxygen converter could not be stopped. Thus, current
estimates indicate that by 1975 some 45 per cent of United States steel production
will come from oxygen vessels and that the open-hearth will be displaced as the
workhorse of the steel industry:

Norepver0 It is ironic that this comprehensive modernization will be taking
place during a period of substantial "unused"--or more accurately, economically
"unusable"--capacity. Thu.4. in 1064, the American ,teel industry was installing
oxygen converters at a frenetic pace while using only some 75 per cent of existing
facilities--and this in a banner year for steel production. Obviously, as the
Wall Street Journal observed, the increase in ingot capacity came "because of
mill efforts to lower costs and not from any lack of raw steel." The Industry was
mothballing some 7 million tons of open-hearth capacity, reclassifying it as
"standby capacity" with the intention of dismantling much of It "before long.""
Similarly, the Iron and Steel Engiteer found It significant that much of the pro-
Jected new oxygen capacity will in many cases "1be used to replace existing work-
able capacity. Companies are being forced to the process in order to compete, and,
also perhaps in some cases to develop their know-how. The low capital cost ant
the savings ix operating oasts more than overbalas e an4 oo%8lderaloe to con-
#1#.. operating eeiatinp eqeipmet."

TABLE IV.-TOTAL US. PRODUCTION OF STEEL INGOTS FOR 1963 AND FORECASTS TO 1975

II millions smnt tona

Year Open hearth Befsemer Oxygen Electric furnace Totl

1963 ...................... 11.1 1.0 &S 10.9 19.2
1975 ...................... 54.0 ............. 61.0 20.0 135.0

Source: Battelle Memorial Institute, "Technical and Economic Analysi of the Impat o Recent Developenis in
Steelmaking Practices on the Supplying Industries," Oct. 30, 1964, p. X-3.

In sum, given the steel industry's record of innovation with respect to oxygen
oteelmaking, It seems reasonable to suggest that Big Steel is neither big because
It Is progressive nor progressive because it is big.

n

The invention of the oxygen converter, and the history of its innovation, assume
particular significance because of the perlodlic-indeed endemic--complaints by
the steel Industry about its unreasonably low rates of return and, consequently,
its inability properly to finance replacement, expansion, and modernization. While
these profit grumbles can be traced back at least to 1939, they have, if anything,
been volced with increasing persistence (and forte vose) since then. In 198, for
example, Robert Tyson, Chairman of the Finance Committee ot U.S. Steel, argued
that steel industry earnings of 13.9 per cent on net assets were really subaverage
because of a substantial deficiency in recorded depreciation." In the Industry's
dispute with President Kennedy In 1061, U.S. Steel used profits as a percentage
of sales-probably because the President had relied upon a net worth measure
When the 1962 showdown came, U.S. Steel and its fellow oligopolista emphasized
the "financial squeeze;" * as in likA3, the high cost of "modernization" was not

0 Jan. 4. 1965, p. 4. The Wall Street Journal also reported new oxygen capacity of
10.2 million ton. proceed by U.S. Steel, Republic. Inland. and Wheeling, commenting
that "Mill. generally put In the new furnaces to cut coats rather than ex and capacity.
Oxygen furnaces turn out a batch of steel o 40 minutes, compared witb six hours for even
the fastest open-hearth furnaces. Capital expense per ton of capacity is lower too running
around $12 to $15 compared with $50 to $ a5 r an open-hearth." January 7, 166, p. 1.

G Jan. 1968, p. 171 (emphasis supplied). Precisely how much open-hearth capacity-
even It equipped with oZxyen lances-is omolete is a closely guarded Industry seret.

nSee IRapian, Dirlam, I'aulllottl, Pras in 84# fttimoae (Washington: Brooking%,
"stP l anl In etdon: Pacet e. Fcties (New York: Publie Relations Dept., U.N. steeCorp.. 1958), p. St.,oo ,ee "Dear Mr. President....' pp. 2, 7, and also speeds by Senators aom sad

Kefnuver. Congre eionmi Reord, Aug1.1 1961.
* See "The Steel Price Rise: A Matter of Necessity" a statement by Leslio 3. Worthing-

in. .resident of I'.8. Steel. April 10. 1962, p. 8, and "In the Publiec-Interest" remarks by
,. 31. I1!ouxah, Annual Meeting o Stockholders, U.S. Steel, May T, 1962. Blough stressed

owse. I e in ,?',. tle decreas e in profit margins ass per cent or sake, and the rising costs
of roeol.sJiewmeit and "modernization."
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only mentioned, but made a key point In the attempt to Jusify a price Increase.$*

When, In 1t14, the ottel industry again came Into conflict with the White tHouse
and the Council of /Ikonomie Advisers guidelines, It once again fell back on an
inadequate return on Investment to support its price lcreases,'

If the industry added a net of 40 million tone of the "wrong" capacity during
the 1950 decade; " if the gross addition to capacity during the period amounted to
49 million tons; 0 if the industry could have begun to adopt the oxygen process an
early as 1971); if this revolutionary steelmaking process would have provided the
industry with substantial savings both in capital investment and operating cots
does it not follow that Big Steel's profit grumbles are In part the result of self-
inlicted injury? The rough magnitude of the "improvement" In the industry's
level of profits, and the availability of financial resources for replacement and
modernization-assuming the Industry had followed a policy other than one of
suicidal invetment-shall now be sketched In rudimentary outline.

According to the theory ot replacement economics,'" a new technique should be
substituted for an old one whenever present value of the firm would be greater
after the substitution. To make a precise comparison of present values would
entail detailed knowledge not only of the imeixate outlay on the new process
and the cost vf capital (to be used as a discount rate), but also of future patterns
of operating receipts and expenditures and the net scrap values of presently used
and substitute equipment. Obviously, we do not have this information for
each steel company. But when there exist operating savings after deprevlia-
tion from a new process sufficient to cover a reasonable return on the capital
reqluired for the new process, it may be assumed that a more precise present value
comparison would also show the rationality of substitution. The Investment in the
old machines is, of course. mink, and both return on and depreciation of this sunk
capital may be disregarded in computations.

Earlier discussion has indicated that the operating savings resulting from use
of the oxygen converter may reasonably be taken to be $5 per ton. While a
single figure Is, of course, subject to qualification, it does not appear that $15
per ton i a serious underestimate of the investment that would have been
required In the years 1950-0 to install oxygen converters in United States mills.
Unless the cost of capital to steel companies was as high as 33 per cent during
this period, they could have shown a clear gain by replacing open-hearth with
oxygen capacity. Note that this comparison disregards advantages of the BOP
process such as superior quality control and lower plant space requirements.

A complete substitution could have been easily achieved by 1961. The industry's
('ash flow (luring the years 1950-00 was $14.6 billion. To put In operation 87
million tons of oxygen capacity-the approximate amount necessary to produce
the steel made In V)60 by open-hearth facilities-would have required an outlay
of no more than $1.8 billion or about 12 per cent of the Industry's actual capital
expenditures of $11 billion. These expenditures include purchase of new and
modernization of old open-hearth furnaces.

Assuming the substitution to have been made, we can recompute the rate of
return that the basic steel Industry could have earned on the equity In 1960. If
87 million tons of steel had been produced by the oxygen process, total operating
savings of $432 million could have been realized. After-tax profits would therefore
have been $216 million higher. Net worth could have been reduced by as much
as $1.7 billion-the difference between the investment required for 87 million
tons of open-hearth capacity, and the same amount of oxygen converter capacity.
Given an expansion in net profit and a decrease in equity of such magnitudes, the

0 5e R. M. Blough, "My Ride of the Story," Look. Jan. 29. 1963, p. 21. There he states
that the proposed "very small Increase would have made It possible for U.S. Steel to
invet in modern plants and equipment . . . and eventually allow us to compete more
effectively with foreign steel Imports."

a see statements quoted in ewse Ferk T.ee. Section III. Nov. 1. 1964 pp. 1 and 12.
Mr. Block of Inland Oteel said that "The clear tact Is that we do not make a satisfactory
return on the vast sump of money Invested In the industry." C. M. Begly, chairman of
Jones & L~ughfln. asked for a competitive return on investmt."1

anss"u n, we , Nov. 16, 1968 pp. 144-46.
s Perbes, Jan. 1. 2963 p. 31. Drawing on capacity data of the American Iron & Steel

Institute. the Office of Business Economics, Department of Commerce. places the aet Increase
at 48.6 million tons (Joint Economic Committee, stee Pries, Units Coots, Profits and
Porcion C7ompetition. 88th Congress, lot Session, 1962, p. 193). The Bureau of fabor
Statistics Baolgred StatisSio, brought up to April 1963. Table 2a, also Indicates a
48 million ton Increte in eapAclty-with Identical figures taken from the AISI.

4, Cp. Morris A. Copeland. Os. Free IStWprie oonov (New York: Macmillan. 1965),
pp. 181-209. While his Illustrations are simplified Copeland presents the fundamental ele-
ments of capital cost, timing of expendlturm am reeepts, and their discount to present
value, clearly and forcefully.
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industry's computed return on net worth In 1960 would have been In the neigbmr.
hood of 11.0 per cent, instead of the 7.6 per cent it actually realized-an Increase
of some 15 per cent in profits.'

Thins computation Is set forth only for Illustrative purposes, but It shows the
"ball-park" boundarle, wherein a meaningful rate of return f[or the steel industry
may lie. If the assumptions were changed, the magnitude of the difference
between actual and potential returns would also be clangd. 'or instance, if
the entire open-hearth capacity of 1=.000.000 tons had been replaced by oxygen
converters, investment and net worth would have dropped hgr almost $2.5 billion.
Tie computed rate of return would have been still higher. On the other hand,
to the extent that the steel companies carried their open-hearth production assets
at less than original cost of Installation at 1960 prices, the adjusted rate of return
would be less.

One further observation might be made regarding the steel industry's persistent
complaint that it is earning less than a satisfactory return. Comparisons of return
on net worth with averages for manufacturing industry during the years J947-13
do show a deficiency for steel. The industry, therefore, bad additional reason to
replace existing plant with less costly production facilities. It would also have
been rational for the industry to have reduced its total capital Investments,
whereas it did just the opposite.

Our review of the circumstances of Invention, and the pace and spousorship
of innovation, of the most revolutionary cost-saving development in steelmaking
since the Siemens-Martin furnace has, we believe, raised serious doubts concern-
ing the univcrsality of the "Sehumpeter" hypothesis. If the hypothesis is to have
general validity, it must be demonstrably applicable to the most important in-
ventions in concentrated, oligopolized industries. But the history of the develop.
meant of the oxygen process shows just the opposite.

In the first place, the invention was neither sponsored nor supported by large,
dominant firms. Nor were these firms leaders in Introducing the revolutionary de-
relopment. Their indifference is explicable either on the grounds of Ignorance or
delinquency, and the first of these alternatives must be rejected almost summarily.
In view of the wide publicity given to the Leoben conference of 1951. the thousands
of articles on oxygen and steelmaking in technical and trade journals, and U.S.
Steel's assertion that it is aware of every new development In the industry, it Is
incredible that the engineers of Big Steel were unaware of the Austrian break-
through.

Second. it was a small firm that first innovated the new process In the United
States, and it was other small firms that followed Its lead. We submit that this
consequence should not be entirely unexpected because it may well be that the
structural and behavioral characteristics of oligopolized industries prevent the
dominant firms from pioneering. Instead. the small firms may be the innovators
because, unlike their giant rivals, what they do in the way ot cost reductions is
unlikely to cause so violent a disturilmnce of the status quo. Hence, based on the
steel Industry experience, it seems as reasonable to assume that innovation Is
sponsored by firms in inverse order of size as It Is to assume the contrary. (In fact,
we would hazard a guess that Inquiry into innovation in other industries might
turn up the same conclusion; for Instance, the most important breakthrough in
petroleum refining techniques since cracking itself-the development of catalvtdc
crackiag-was innovated by a small, maverick major. Only after Sun Oil had given
positive evidence of its commitment to the Houdry process were its billion-dollar
giant rivals willing to venture into the area to develop competing processes.)

Third, our assessment of the consequences of the lag in United States adoption of
the oxygen process has shown that the steel Industry's complaint about inadequate
profits and lack of modernization fund@ have been sadly exaggerated. Had the
dominant steel firms seized the Initiative, and carried out a genuine modernization
program in the 190's, their earnings would have been substantially higher and
their depreciation and replacement requirements appreciably lower-due to much
lower operating costs per ton of Ingot capacity and lower depreciation and replace-
ment costs on a lower Investment base. Until the steel industry restates Its se-

SAccordin to financial data for firms accounting for 9 per tent of basile steel produe-
tion in 1960. stockholders' equity was shown as $10.2 billion, and net income at $761
million. With the adjustments noted above. income and equity would have been fm
million and $9.5 billion, respectively. The Irom Age Anoul Review Number Jan. 1962.

0 Substantial asset write-downs would necessitate readjustment of surplus and perhaps
evpn capital accounts of some firms; but this would not alter the currently realsed rate
of return.
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counts to reflect the efficlencies that have been possible for tit least the past
fifteen years, little credence should be given to its plaintive pleas for higher
prices or profits.

Finally, there is another implication to our study of the steel industry's curious
inversion of the source of innovation. It has often been assumed that, If homo
geneous oligopolies do not compete in price, their leading members compete in
innovating,-and that the public thereby benefits as much as, if not more than,
it would by price competition. Yet the oxygen converter history reveals the steel
oligopoly as failing to compete in strategic innovations. What benefits, then.
remain for large size in steel?

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVUiSITY
U xvnrrr or Ruon: IsLmw.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Joseph Molony, vice
president of the United Steelworkers of America.

STATEMENT OP JOSEPH P. COLONY, VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED
STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN SHEE-
HAN, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, AND ELIOT BREDHOFF,
ASSISTANT COUNSEL

Mr. MoLoNiy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Joseph Molony. I am vice president

of the United Steelworkers of America. I ant aii'onpanie here by
my friends, Mr. John Sheehan, who is legislative rep resentative of
our union, and Mr. Eliot Bredhoff, who is our e eraI counsel.

Our union, Mr. Chairman, which represents tie workerons in the iron
and steel industry in the United States and Canada, is also the union
which represents the iron ore miners in both countries, and it is on their
behalf, sir, that I appear before you today to testify on behalf of S.
2537, to provide for orderly trade in iron and steel mill products.

We will recommend, however, that the bill also cover iron ore im-
ports and that Canada be excluded from the appli'ation of any of the
quotas.

The force of reality has brought us before you today. The reality is
the fact that steel imports have captured alniost 11 percent of our
domestic market, and that there is no evidence that this upward trend
in imports will slacken off.

Since 1957 there has been a complete reversal in the import-export
picture. At that time, imports represented less than 2 percent of con-
sumption. Today imports are about 11 percent and account for almost
11 million tons of steel products. In 1957 we exported about 7 percent
of net industry shipments; whereas, today, we export less than 2
percent of our shipments.

The prospect o, a continuing overcapacity in world steel-producing
capacity gives us cause for concern.

Steel production in the European Common Market alone in 1965
doubled the levels of 1952. In comparison, steel production in the
United States has increased only 40 percent between 1952 and 1965.
To the extent that these increases in foreign production might have
reflected increased demand in their home markets, there would have
been no strain in world trade. However, this has not been the case.

As world steelmaking capacity rose, steel-producing nations, with
insufficient domestic demand, turned to foreign markets to unload pro-
duction from excess capacity.
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It is precisely this acceleration of excess capacity, which has out-
strilpped world demand, that has caused pronounced repercussions
upon the American steel industry. Not only has our industry lost most
of its own foreign markets to unfair international competition, but
the Aierican market itself has became a net importer of steel both in
tonnage and in value of steel imported. It should also be noted that
somewhat less than half of the American exports are now financed by
the Agency for International Development.

As a consequence, we in the union are faced with new and vexing
problems. The more recent acceleration of steel imports has come at
a time of an extended boom in the American economy. Steel pro-
duction in 1966 was at an alltime high, having reached 134 million
tons. Despite this increased production however, steel employment
has substantially declined. In 1952, steel production stood at 93 mil-
lion tons and employment at 545,000 workers. Employment in 1966
was only 446,000 workers, 99,000 less than in 1952, although pro-
duction had increased by 41 million tons. Of course, this is the result
of increased productivity and is an economic factor decreasing the
need for manpower in the steel industry regardless of the im, port
situation.

Without the increased demand for steel accompanying our present
economic growth, the impact of automation on steel employment
would have been intolerable.

The import situation, therefore, becomes all the more critically
when we realize that the American steel industry during the next few
years intends to accelerate its present investment in technological
improvements. Such improvements are essential to keep abreast of
developments in other countries, and to keep our industry competitive.
Last year these capital expenditures exceeded $2 billion, and we expect
that they may be as great or greater this year. These investments will
result in greater productivity of manpower. If demand does not keep
pace with the new productivity, there will be even further decreases
in the ranks of steelworkers

Our problem, then, is one of wondering whether growth of the
American economy will be strong enough and sustaining enough to
generate a domestic demand for steel to compensate for thAe increased
productivity. Steelworkers who have suffered deep levels of unem-
ployment in this decade, have good reason to doubt whether such a
balance can be achieved. This problem is compounded as imports eat
into domestic demand. As a matter of fact, we have strongly support-
ed expansionary fiscal and monetary policies to stimulate economic
growth. The political climate in Congress is not always sympathetic to
such policies.

We are, therefore, justifiably concerned that increased imports
might capture an even more disproportionate share of that demand.
Iftis should happn, then even more jobs will vanish.

I have listened, Mr. Chairman, with a great deal of interest to some
of the statistics that have been heaved around here by particularly
some of the gentlemen who hail from the various campuses of the
universities o our country who talk about the increase in the number
of people who have found jobs in the steel industry and the few people
who have been laid off.
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They never take into consideration the invisible firings from which
we are suffering, and that is those men who have not been hired as a
result of the impact of foreign steel to our shores, and this runs into
many, many thousands of jobs for Americans which are not available
at this time.

I mention the fear of a "disproportionate share of the market,"
because of the pressures under which the world steel community is
currently operating. I emphasize again there is an extraordinary over-
capacity in steel production and a lack of demand in foreign home
markets. It is no wonder, then, that Japanese imports to the United
States increased to 45 percent of our total import market. Moreover,
it is estimated that by 1970 Japanese capacity will outstrip its own
rate of consumption by about 30 million tons.

Furthermore, Japan is not alone in this situation of an imbalance
between capacity and domestic consumption. The steel-producing
nations of Western Europe may well match Japan with similar levels
of surplus capacity. We think it is unfortunate that this overcapacity
exists because it causes a serious strain on trade relationships. Over-
stimulation of investment in steel productive capacity results in dif-
ficult employment pressures in the foreign countries and awkward
international trade relations. When faced with an ever-widening gap
between capacity and consumption, the industries of these countries
are propelled by a compulsive urge to maintain production by expand-
ing their share of the export market through drastic price sacrifices.

I noted the question which the senior Senator from Illinois addressed
to every one of the witnesses. I say to him that as much as I admire
this full-employment and full-production policy of foreign companies,
I realize that ultimately it will be the members of my union who will
have to bear the brunt of uncontrollable and unreasonable expansion
of foreign production capacity and increased exports to our shores.

Concern over excess capacity is not just an American problem. A
recent article in the November 1965 issue of the Economist states:

Steel producers are asking themselves if they must adjust to living permanently
in a state of near recession... the main reason for the situation is the reaction
of producers, particularly European, to overcapacity... Attempting to sell their
production at any price, the main producing countries found themselves under-
cutting in each others' home market.

The United Steelworkers of American must react to the threatened
job loss that such a situation can produce, as highlighted by the
following factors:

1. 8SL INVESTMENT POLICY

I mentioned before the American steel industry has embarked upon
a policy of large-scale investment for modernization. There has beencriticism that the industry has not been aggressive enough in keeping
abreast with technological advances. I do not join in this criticism.
We all are aware that technological advances result in fewerman-hours
per unit of production because of productivity increase. Hence, only
a growin domestic demand will absorb our manpower, which other-
wise would be displaced. During this period of modernization, we
simply cannot afford to see an excessive capture of that increased
domestic demand by foreign producers. We do not oppose their access
to that increased demand, but we have now come to the conclusion that
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10 percent of that market is indeed reasonable enough. Otherwise,
accelerated technological investments will be paid for t rough the los
of American steelworkers' jobs.

2. PEmiODS OF RECSION

Faced with this overcapacity problem, our concern becomes particu-
larly crucial if there is an economic downturn and the foreign pro-
ducers retain their current tonnage share of the markeC Their
percentage share of domestic consumption then would rise dispropor-
tionally to the detriment of the American industry, and steelworkers.
The higher percentage levels of imports could be disastrous. Four
times since ftie end of World War II, the steel industry has been
plagued by recession. %

During some weeks, production dropped to below 50 percent of
capacity. As many as 150 000 steelworkers have been laid off and
large numbers of those on the job were employed on short workweeks.
Fortunately, during each of these occasions in the past, steel imports
were not a serious problem, either because they were still low, or
because steel exports were still large. Now, however, the situation is
reversed. If, for any reason, the steel industry should again fall
victim to a recession, and employment tumble, as in the past, then it
would be unacceptable for imports to continue at the present tonnage
rate.

3. INVEN RY BUIWUP

I would like to tell you something. Every time a steel labor contract
approaches expiration, demand for our product rises almost geo-
metrically as steel considers build up large inventories. This, of
course, is especially true if the negotiations take place during a period
of high economic activity.

Steel consiniers raise their inventories and stockpile as a hedge
against a possible steel strike. So, domestic production is pushed to
t 1e utmost and imports rise beyond all measure. Sometimes exporters
take advantage or-this situation and insist upon long-term commit-
ments to satisfy the eager American customer.

Senator DmKsEN. Mr. Molony-
Mr. MooNY. Yes, Senator!
Senator DnmKSE.N (continuing). Would you know whether ship-

ments from abroad are made on contracts that were negotiated years
ago I You speak of these long-term commitments. Sometimes exporters
take advantage of this situation and insist upon long-term commit-
ments to satisfy the eager American customer is what you say.

Do you know whether shipments are being made now on contracts
that may have been negotiated several years ago!

Mr. MOLONY. I have knowledge, S tor, at this very moment, that
American users of steel are ma ing - 2-, and 3-year contracts with
foreign producers of steel in anticipation of a strike in 1968.

Senator DutKszEN. Thank you.
Mr. MoLo NY. In anFy event, the moment it becomes clear that there

will be no strike and, incidentally, gentlemen, there has been no strike
in the steel industry for the past 8 years, then domestic production
drops sharply, and tens of thousands of American steelworkers are
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laid off. Imports, on the other hand, tend to continue at the new,
artificially high level

Steel imports dramatically increased during the prolonged nego-
tiations of 1965 from 6.4 million tons in 1964 to 10.3 million tons.
Furthermore, the characteristic of such an increase is that it remains
fixed at the higher level. It then becomes a new floor upon which addi-
tional imports are built. Already there are estimates, as we approach
the negotiations of 1968, that there will be a minimum of 15 million
tons imported next year.

In 1965, after the last inventory buildup, some 65,000 steelworkers
were laid off, while steel imports were coming in at the rate of about
1 million tons a month. Providentially, demand continued high, and
even expanded, so that, within 4 or 5 months, or about the beginning
of 1966, the laid-off steelworkers were all recalled to their jobs. But
in 1968, when our present contract expires, we may not be so fortunate.

LEGILATUME ACTION

We have been reexamining our posture with respect to liberal trade
policy for the past few years. As the imports continued to rise, there
were many who urged us to adopt the protectionist position of higher
tariffs.

We rejected this approach. While we had not yet formulated any
new position, we made repeated entreaties to union, industry, and
government officials abroad to moderate their accelerating seizure of
the American steel market. Our international representatives urged
voluntary action and international steel conferences within the frame-
work of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. But all was to
no avail.

Mr. Chairman, we now urge passage of S. 2537, with modifications
which I will suggest, so as to establish an orderly steel market-one
which could wel have been negotiated under a voluntary agreement,
if there were the inclination. By establishing a quota system, which is
flexible and generous enough to grow with the economic expansion of
the American market, we are, in effect, guaranteeing in this legisla-
tion to foreign producers access to the American market on a reasona-
ble basis.

Section 8 of the bill is designed to take care of the problem of in-
ventory buildup during negotiations, since no more than 60 percent
of the annual quota in any one category from any one nation may be
utilized during any 6-month period. I would cal attention, however
to the fact that, under this gill, during a recession, imports would
still be permitted at abnormally high levels for that year. I suggest
that the formula be modified if it is possible to correct this condition.

Another concern which we have about this legislation is that there
will be pressure to get in under the quota deadlifie. This may actually
stimulate domestic buyers to go overseas before the bill becomes effec-
tive. We recommend, therefore, that a provision be added to deal with
this contingency.

The bill also provides that the Secretary of Commerce should give
a report to Congress about the impact of the quotas after 5 years Per-
haps we can think of the quota system as being on a probationary
basis. The 5-year probationary period is particularly advisable. It
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may give our own industry the opportunity to increase its technological
improvements, hopefully without job loss, while, at the same time, the
reasonable limitation of access to the American market may decrease
the tendency for overexpansion of world capacity.

IRON ORE

Senators, our main concern in appearing before you as I mentioned
earlier, is the protection of the jots, and- might add, the wages, of
the members of the United Steelworkers of America. However, our
union includes not only basic steelworkers but also iron ore miners.
For years, our miners have complained about job losses due to the
importation of iron ore by American steel companies from foreign
properties totally or partially owned by them.

Their job loss is no less real--especialy when there is a downturn
in steel production without a proprtionate reduction of iron ore im-
ports. Over 36 percent of domestic ore consumption-44 million tons-
was imported last year.

Although conditions on the iron range have improved with the
exploitation of taconite, we would recommend nonetheless that a quota
system be devised to provide similar safeguards for iron ore miners.

We are aware also that there is a very close economic relationship
between Canada and the United States. Just recently, a treaty was
signed eliminating tariff barriers in the automotive industry. We
would recommend that the application of the quota system of this
bill not apply to Canada.

Before-I conclude, Mr. Chairman I wish to indicate that we are
aware that this committee is currently deliberating upon a social se-
curity bill, the need for which we wholeheartedly endorse. As a mat-
ter of fact, we are advocating additional provisions, Senator Hartke,
for the benefit of workers, including those with long years of attach-
ment to the work force, which pensions may be decreased if they re-
tire prior to the age of 65. We would submit, however, that the steel
imports problems should be considered separately from that legisla-
tion, so as not to jeopardize the chances of increased benefits for our
senior citizens. The problems about which we testify today require
deliberation and correction on their own merits.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
committee to express the views of the United Steelworkers of America
on an issue which lends itself to no easy solution.

The legislative remedy which we seek may be interpreted by some
as being protectionistic. We reject that criticism. It represents rather
an attempt to forestall a demand for higher protective tariffs by
moderating the degree to which the foreign producer increases his
share of our market. I emphasize the word "'increase" because the bill
does provide for a greater participation in our market as the economy
grows.

The bill is tailored to the steel industry in that it gives us a 5-year
moratorium to allow the malady of overcapacity in world production
to adjust itself. It, therefore, allows the principles of freer trade-
not free trade-to operate in an orderly and reasonable fashion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairan, for this opportunity.
The CHAIPMAv. Thank you for a very goxd presentation.
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Mr. MoLoy. If there are any questions we would be glad to answer
them.

The CIAIR3MAN. It is my understanding that about 40 percent of the
total cost of producing a ton of steel is the labor component.

Now, the testimony here was that Japan is about $40 a ton beneath
the ITnited States on that item, offset by roughly $14 of ocean freight.
That leaves this country about $26 a ton competitive disadvantage in
our market, roughly.

If that is the case, then I do not see how over any long period of
time you can expect any other trend than just a continuing increase
in steel imports. Isn't that about the way it looks to your union?

Mr. MoLONY. That is why we are present, Senator Long. That is
why we are here.

the CuiAIP. N. So far as you are concerned, thinking in terms of
the workers whom you are privileged to represent and speak for, it
j st means if that trend continues you are going to lose a lot of jobs.
It is just that. simple, and those are a lot of good, high-paying jobs,
are hey notI

Mr. MOLONY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRAN. If someone said, "Well, if we have more steel

imports perhaps we can sell the Japanese more soybeans," which, of
course, is fine from the Louisiana point of view; what we would be
doing there is trading lhigh-paid jobs for low-paid jobs, would we not?

Mr. MoLoWy. If f were a representative of the United Steel and
Soybean Union I certainly would be confused at this moment.
[Laughter.]

Mr. MOLONY. But my loyalty, my interest and my devotion is to
those members of ours who are employed in the steel industry, and
at the risk of having my statements thrown back at me next year
in negotiations with my friends of industry, I would not be a party
to trading good jobs for bad jobs.

The CHAMMAN. If the whole trend were continued we would be
trading relatively high-priced jobs for relatively low-paid jobs.

Mr. MoLo. agree with you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. The same fling all over again. Generally speaking,

the idea of trade is to make it a good deal both ways.
Can you see where it is a good deal for us to do it that way?
Mr. MoLOwz. I think it is a good deal.
The CHAMMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENETF. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. I want to thank you for a good statement and

thank you for your comments and also for your suggestions.
As I made it quite clear, I am not interested in putting this onto the

social security bill, I guess you know that. There has been some com-
ment that if these quotas are applied there will be massive retaliation
from the foreigners, a position that was taken by some of the importers
and also by some of the people in the administration.

Do you expect such massive retaliation I
Mr. MoLOwr. I really would not know, Senator, other than the state-

ment that was made 'by a Mr. Stitt, I believe, who spoke for the
Japanese-American Trade Council. I think he indicated that there
would. He said he was not speaking for the Japanese Government.
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Nonetheless, I see no reason why there should be retaliation. The
quota formula, which is incorporated in this bill, is very limited, and
if there is retaliation, I think it would be limited, that there is a form of
retaliation among these foreign steel producers that takes tile form of a
complete price collapse of steel products in the European market.

As I mentioned, they are undercutting each other in their own coun-
tries, and the reaction to this bill, which I pray would be enacted into
law, would be to bring them to a conference table.

Now, this point was raised about a world conference of steel pro-
ducers. A lot of opinions were expressed. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I
would join in that and ask to express my own opinion.

You will never get a world conference of steel producers unless
legislation of this kind is first en..- ted into law, because no country or
no industry in any countr, will voluntarily agree to restrict its exports
to our country. They will only do so in the face of this kind of
legislation.

-You cannot persuade people to carry the basket to the guillotine as
they go to get their heads cut off. So you have to let them know what is
going to happen. [Laughter.]

Senator HARTK. I think this is one of the problems I argued about
the Kennedy round, though.

The Kennedy round dealt with tariffs, it did not deal with nontariff
items whatsoever.

Let me ask you another question.
If there is a quota bill passed do you think this will result in higher

prices to the American consumerI
Mr. MoLONy. Well, of course the steel industry, as you well know,

Senator, has been damned well able to raise prices without quota means
in the past. They did not need any impetus to do that.

My guess would be, in reply to your question, sir, that the passage
of tils legislation would make it less likely that prices of steel would
be raised because our domestic steel industry would have a greater
share of the market, and they will have not exactly a guaranteed re-
turn on their investment, but at least some kind of an assured return
on their investment which would enable them to go ahead with this
technological improvement and, prayerfully, give us another wage
increase. [Laughter.]

Senator HARTKL Let me come back to the workers, and I am glad
you corrected the record as far as employment is concerned.

I became a little disturbed about t9; prior witnesses' obvious lack
of complete frankness about the employment figures. I mean, hope-
fully, if the production goes up in steel and if consumption goes up, I
would hope you would have more union employees who could increase
their productivity. I mean you would have an increase in population,
and it is sort of unfortunate in a way to see that the total number of
employees is declining while the total production is increasing. That
sounds very good so far as productivity is concerned, but the rest of
these people that, as you said, that invisible unemployment, is a factor,
and to me, although there is no massive unemployment in the steel in-
dustry today, there is massive invisible unemployment.

Mr. MoLowY. There is indeed, sir.
Senator HARTKF. I thank you for your testimony.
Mr. MOLONY. Thank you.
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The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Mowrcr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen said he particularly wanted to

hear one of our witnesses scheduled later on, and to accommodate
Senator Dirksen, I would like to hear front Mr. Swardenski, who rep-
resents the Caterpillar Tractor Co.

I see you are accompanied by Mr. Eckley, Mr. Robert Eckley.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. ECKLEY, MANAGER OF BUSINESS ECO-
NOMICS, CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY WAL-
TER SWARDENSKI, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING

Mr. ECzLEY. My name is Robert S. Eckley, manager of business
economics at Caterpillar Tractor Co. for the past 13 years. Prior to
joining Caterpillar, I taught economics at the University of Kansas
and at Harvaid. I am accompanied by Walter Swardenski, director of
purchasing for Caterpillar's worldwide operations, who has had more
than 30 years experience in meeting the company's requirements for
steel and other supplies.

Caterpillar is one of the largest exporters of goods from the United
States. It is also one of the major users of steel, whieh in turn makes
the company one of the leading exporters of steel in the form of prod-
ucts made of steel. As a matter of fact, we export more steel and steel
products than any of the steel companies. Consequently, our testimony
is especially pertinent to the question of steel import restrictions pro-
posed in S. 2537, although it is relevant to the entire subject of legisla-
tion establishing or expanding import quotas on all products. If we
wish to export soybeans and machinery, we must be prepared to buy
steel and textiles, should there exist an advantage in doing so.

Caterpillar is strongly opposed to the extension of iinport quotas to
steel and other products beca se of the many harmful results they
would bring. The more important effects of steel quotas include: (1)
higher costs for steel users; (2) the loss of exports because of higher
costs and prices; (3) retaliation by foreign countries, leading to further
loss of exports; (4) the importation of more foreign products made
from cheaper foreign steel, since they would be more comp etitive and
their importation is not inhibited by high tariffs or quota limitations;
(5) a costly, cumbersome, and inevitably inequitable system to allocate
what foreign steel is permitted under quota; and (6) a less competitive,
a less progressive, and less customer oriented U.S. steel industry. These
consequences require consideration by this committee, as wel as the
misleading facts upon which the proposal for quotas is based.

The steel industry spokesmen make their case on a comparison of
basic steel tonnages exported and imported, stressing the rapid rise t
of imports and the fact that last year the import tonnage exceeded thatexported by more than five times. Yet this is considerably lessthan half

the story since a large volume of steel is exported in the form of
machinery, metal fabrications, vehicles aircraft, and similar products.

The value of such products exported is more than 10 times as large
as the value of steel imports. As a matter of fact, Caterpillar alone
exporO around $500 million of construction machinery annually 0

almost half a-s much as the value of steel imports that are the basis oi
the demand for quotas. Caterpillar and thousands of other exporters of
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U.S. steel products are deeply concerned about the burdens of steel
import quotas, which would fall most heavily upon exporters of steel
products and adversely affect the employment of those dependent on
export sales. For example, in the case of Caterpillar about a third of
its 47,000 employees in the United States are dependent upon exports
for their jobs.

Let us review very briefly the harmful implications of steel import
quotas. First, they would create more cost and price inflation, which
is already a serious problem in the United States especially for users
of steel. The openly avowed purpose of the steel industry in its drive
for import quotas is to prevent steel users from paying less for
imported steel. But if we are prevented by law from being prudent
buyers, when equivalent qialit, is available for less, how muchmore
mukt we pay to subsidize inefficient steel production? With quotas
there is no limit, and while the steel industry assures us it is competi-
tive within the United States, it apparently is not, competitive enough.

Second, manufacturers of products made from steel, the real export-
ers of steel, will lose export markets as their costs and prices increase
L; a result, of their inability to seek the most economical sources of
supplies. U.S. manufacturers would be placed at a disadvantage rela-
tive to their competitors abroad who do have access to cheaper steel
supplies, and this would be reflected in their inability to deliver prod-
ticts at comparable prices. How this obvious consequence of import
(1uotas on total steel exports eludes the steel industry is one of the
euiiqnas of this hearing.

fhird, the imposition of quotas would unquestionably lead to retal-
iation and a further loss of export sales. Unilatend abrogation of trade
benefits previously negotiated with forei nations under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade will obviously initiate reciprocal
action against American exports under the terms of that agreement.
Various governments have expressed their intention of taking such
action, should the proposed import quotas be established, and they can
be taken at their woid because America has gained much through
trade negotiations under GATT and prior reciirocal negotiations. To
use Caterpillar as an illustration, when the Trade Agreement Act was
first passed iii 1934, we were able to find markets abroad for $6 million
worth of machinery. Five years ago when the Trade Expansion Act
was passed we were selling $369 million, and now on the eve of further
concessions gained in the Kennedy round negotiations, our foreign
sales are running at an annual rate close to $700 million. Other
machinery mnanufacturers can tell a similar story. Overseas markets
have been growing faster than those in the United States, so there is
much to lose by deliberately taking action which will reduce our access
to them.

Inasmuch as American exports to Europe and Japan, the chief
sources of imported steel, have far exceeded imports in most recent
years, it appears foolhardy to invite retaliation against our exports to
those areas. Whether the retaliation might come against exports of
agricultural produce machinery, or airraft is problematical, but it
seems likely that steel products of some kind will be involved because
of their sheer volume in total U.S. exports. Whatever direotion taken,
our vulnerability is obvious.
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Fourth, to the extent that American manufacturers of steel products
became less competitive as a result of steel import quotas, imports of
steel products would be encouraged. In general, markets for products
made of steel are characterized by low freight costs relative to value,
low tariffs in the United States, and increasing international competi-
tiveness. It naturally follows that higher costs for domestic manu-
facturers would expose a larger segment of the American market-for
automobiles, machinery, and similar products--to effective compete ition
from foreign manufacturers enjoying the benefits of lower foreign steel
costs. It is even conceivable that American firms with multinational
operations might be compelled to import finished steel products or com-
ponents from their own foreign sources in order to compete effectively
with foreign firns in the American market.

Quotas on steel without quotas on steel products do not make good
logic-but maybe the steel industry has in mind asking next year for
quotas on the products of steel users.

Fifth, an imlport quota system, as proposed by the steel industry.
based on imports in 125i categories over a period of 3 or 8 years, would
be very difficult and costly to operate without inequities. In practice,
it is unworkable. In the first place, any system based on historical ex-
perience discriminates against growing 'products and growing com-
panies. Moreover, experience gained from governmental allocations
during wartime or froni the steel industry's own allocation of output
during the extended periods when it fell behind in meeting steel
demands, does not inspire confidence in the efficiency of such at coin-
plicated system.

Sixth, the steel industry and its customers need foreign competition
to be efficient in a world in which comparative national accomplish-
ments are measured daily in military capabilities, space achievements,
and industrial productivity. It is our candid opinion that the per-
formance of the American steel industry has been less than adequate,
until pressed by foreign steelmakers, in availability of product, in
competitive pricing, and in research and development. The fact that
the first, second, and third largest steel companies in the United States
lagged 11, 12, and 13 years behind the leading foreign firm in install-
ing the oxygen conversion process illustrates their technological
lethargy, ard te lengthy explanations offered have not been convinc-
ing. Last February, Mr. Worthington announced at the industry's
Congressional breakfast that "we are now spending considerably in
excess of $100 million a year on research." That is good, but not ter-
ribly impressive--Caterpillar alone spent $66 million on research and
engineering last year. Recurrent shortages of steel plate have char-
acterized the midwestern steel market throughout the postwar period.
The appearance of foreign supplies has dramatically improved plate
availability in the Midwest, and completely revolutionized the indus-
try's rigid price structure on the west coast.

We simply do not believe that the American steel industry is the
helpless giant that it has caricatured itself as being in its recent pro-
nouncements calling, first, for a temporary duty, and now, more rigid
import quotas. We think it has the resources and the skills to meet
foreign competition abroad as well as at. home if it would try. In this
connection, we are informed that one of the American companies is
supplying sheet to Volkswagen in West Germany from the United
States. Other opportunities lie ahead.
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Tihe American steel industry got far more than it gave in the Ken-
nedy round of tariff negotiatlons--a 23-percent. rduction in the
European Conrinon Market, a 20-percent reduction in Britain, and a
full 50 percent cut in Japan, while yielding average reductions of only
7 percent in the U.S. tariff. We invite the steel industry to pursue these
concessions, and to think in terms of trade expansion, not contraction.
If it is experiencing unfair competition, the newly established ati-
dumping procedures may be imp emented, as it found last spring in
the case of the steel towers from Italy. If excise or turnover tax rebates
on foreign exports are a problem, we su gest that it join with other
American exporters and seek tax reformsfefore this committee, rather
than attempting to withdraw from the fray-this is simply no longer
possible.

In summary, we believe that import quotas for steel would be cata-
strophic for American foreign trade, cause further inflation in Aneri-
can costs relative to those abroad, and represent flagrant disregard
for American coisuniers of steel products. b foreign competition is to be
inet, not avoided, any other course would be to turn back from the
industrial succeases American business has achieved in this century, a
wrong step from the steady progress in foreign trade since the trade
agreements program was inaugurated more tXan 30 years ago.

We thank you very much lor your patience and opportunity to
present this testimony.

The CHAIRMAI. Let me ask you a question or two about your opera-
tion.

Do you operate plants in foreign countries?
Mr. ECKLEY. Yes, we have a number of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us which countries I

Great Britain, in France, in Belgium, in South Africa, in Australia,
and joint ventures in Japan and India.
lia, joint ventures in Japan and India.

In all of these countries we now sell more U.S. exports than we did
prior to our investments in those facilities.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you also have plants in the EEC, the European
Economic Community?

Mr. EcKLEY. Yes, in France and Belgium.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Do you have plants in Great Britain I
Mr. ECKLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have plants in the underdeveloped or devel-

oping countries?
Mr. EcEzLY. We have the joint venture in India, and subsidiaries in

Mexico and in Brazil.
The CLUIRAN. What do you find about the productivity of

Japanese labor?
Mr. EcKzr. It has been good.
But our experience is that we would not sell the American workers

short in comparison with any foreign producer.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any overall impression as to the rela-

tive cost, factor as far as the production you are getting in Japan
compared to what you have here the wage component of the product?

Mr. ECKLEY. We are producing similar products. Our production
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there is just about 2 years old, and we have not yet reliable cost figures
by way of comparison.

The CHAnMAI. I see.
Well now, suppose your industry had led in development and re-

ieareh done research at its own expense and led the world in all that
sort of thing, did a better job, produced a better product, but one day
finds that either it is going to have to have quotas or go out of business
in the United States. What would your recommendation be in a case
like that?

Mr. ECKLEY. I think the oil situation is quite unique. I feel that it
is imbedded in the public interest with regard to our defense posture.
The cost differential in this case is not, however, as it is claimed to be
in a number of these applications for quotas, on the basis of lower
labor cOsts. lhat is not the situation.

The CHuAnuAN. What would your view be, where we had a lie
proud, high wage, efficient American industry which simply is placed
in a position that because of cost factors it is subject to being eliminated
from the competitive scene unless we provided some sort of protection.
Do you think we ought to keep it or do you think we ought to let it go
unler?

Mr. EcKLEY. I think it would have to be approached on the basis
of the situation within that industry. I believe the steel industry is a
very fine industry that has been cathing up rather belatedly from
some lagging interest in its own facilities, in its own teclnology.

I do not think we should excuse the errors of people nor do I think
we owe them a profit just because they are here

The CHAnMAN. You are an economist, are you not I
Mr. ECKIX-c. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume you had some degrees on that. What de-

grees do you have?
Mr. EcsL.FY. I have a Ph. D. from Harvard University.
The CuAiUMAN. So you come well-qualified in economics, and you

alvise your company about international trade and trade policy, I am
sure, not only with regard to this country but with regard to your prob-
lem with other nations.

Now, just looking down the road, what should American trade policy
le 10 years from now ? We have tried as a matter of national policy
to help the whole world-$140 billion of American aid, and we've
had a trade program in many instances seeking to help the other fellow
to an even greater extent than trying to do something for our own
advantage. We find as a result of these policies that in large measure,
And as a result of the emergence of other countries through their own
hard work and effort and toil, we have become a high-cost producer
of most items, of electronics, of iron and steel products, of precision
machinery, cameras, oil and petroleum products, petrochemicals, and
products made from them, and even a great number of agricultural
products.

What Ipoli'y would you think this country ought to adopt with
regard to its niajor industries that are no longer the low-cost producers
in the world?

Mr. ECKLEY. Well, some products we will be high cost on, I think
those should be foregone in favor of those products we are more effi-
'ient in producing. This process has been going on for decades now.
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We are still in a very strong foreign trade position. I have seen no
reliable study which indicated we would not continue to be 5 or 10
years ahead in pursuing freer trade and pitting ourselves against
competitors on the basis of our management, our technology, our
worket~s skills.

This is true in agriculture as well as industry. Soybeans from
Louisiana or from Illinois are, perhaps, our best examples of very
high productivity and not produced by low-wage farmers,- might say.

The (CzAnuu.MNr. How would you go about deciding which indus-
tries you wanted to keep alive and which ones you wanted to see go
under

Mr. ECKL1'Y. I would like to see the marketplace decide that sir,
on a competitive basis rather than to arbitrarily make a decision
that. we will keep this one or that one, insofar as we are not talking
alout national defense.

The CAUIMAN. But it would seem to me if you are talking about
Just pure economics, what you are talking about then would be that the
United States would not be a producer of your product nor auto-
mobiles nor electronics. We would be a producer of agricultural com-
1u0jdities, which is a low-wage industry, and we would be competing
with a great number of others who can tremendously increase their
production.

For example, I know that with our methods over there in South
Vietnam, if the Vietcong would leave us alone we could increase
their rice production by sixfold and maybe tenfold for them. But we
would be competing in the area where we can be most competitive,
that would be with good land and good weather and good climate, we
would be an agrarian nation and we would be importing these com-
modities such as yours which command the high wage structure in
this country.

Now, do you see it differently from that I
Mr. ECKLEY. Yes, very much so.
'he American automobile industry is doing quite well despite the

fact that there is a low tariff on foreign automobiles. We still prefer
General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, in a very overwhelming percent
of the vehicles purchased.

Our greatest strength in foreign trade lies in the area of machinery,
of electrical equipment, of this kind of goods.

Even in an area such as photographic equipment, the former
chairman of Bell & Howell believes that we can be quite competitive
if we try.

The CHAmnAzN. I have noticed how some companies have found
that it is advantageous to manufacture their parts overseas. Doesmi't
Singer manufacture most of their parts overseas now

M1fr. EcKLEY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. They assemble them here. I assume that was a

.ollipetitive situation that dictated that?
Ar. EvxKLE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I was just wondering whether you did not think

that trend is likely to continue if we just leave it up to pure free trade.
Mr. EcKjL:Y. I think with freer trade we can stand on our own. I

would be willing to pit the progressive American company and Ameri-
.can worker against his counterpart anywhere.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well now, do you insist on that answer even when
the other fellow is not free trading with youI

Mr. ECKIEY. Not at all, sir. I think 'we should be very vigorous in
pursuing fair trade policies in both direct ions.

The CUAIMAN. I am reminded somewhat of a *oke I once heard
from Irvin Cobb. Ile said this ol Kentucky colonel went out to have
t- duel with a man who had caused him some trouble. lie stepped off
20 pac-es, and when he turned around that scamp was standing behind
a tree.

"Whliat did you do about it I" ie said, "Quite naturally that throwed
me behind a tree."

It seems to this Senator that when the other fellow is not free trad-
ing with us we have to take another look at what our policies are going
to be.

Senator Dirksen.
Senator DiMSEN. No. I have had a discussion with hini.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ECKLEYT. Thank you.
The ChAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Nelson Stitt, counsel for

the United States-Japan Trade Council.

STATEMENT OF NELSON STITT, COUNSEL, UNITED STATES-SAPAN
TRADE COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID HOULIHAN AND NOEL
HENMENDINGER

Mr. S'-r. Mr. Chairman, I am Nelson Stitt, director of the United
States-Japan Trade Council. Having said that, and having listened
to the testimony this morning, I only wish I had brought a suit of
armor with me.

The CHAIRMAN. May I say,. Mr. Stitt, I have the highest regard for
Japan. They are very fine people. I had the oplrtunity to visit that
nation for about a week a year or two ago at the International Mone-
tary Fund Meeting, and I came away with nothing but admiration
for the Japanese. They are fine, hard-working people, and in world
trade they are going to give not jut this country but. a lot of others
.some real first-class competition. They are doing it now and will do it in
the future. I am proud to trade with them. I would just like to see to it
that it is a good deal both ways.

Mr. STIr. I would like to introduce Noel Hemmendinger and on
my right, Mr. David Houlihan.

Senator BENNETf. A couple of good Japanese names.
Mr. Si r'. I desperately need 3 hours to say what I would like to

say here today.
rhe CHAIRMAN. You have a rather lengthy statement here.
Mr. STITr. I do not intend to cover the statement.
The CIAIRMAN. We will certainly undertake to study it and sug-

gest-
Mr. Srrr. I hope to keep my testimony within the time allotted.

However, I would urge the members of the committee here and absent
to please read my statement, sir.

Since I am going to give a truncated statement, it may be some-
what disjointed. Furthermore, although I am appearing in the section
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of textile witnesses, our (x011cil is concerned with the bulk, the whole
trade betweeii the United Staes and .Jajpan, so I intend to leave most
of the textile testimony to later witnesses. We earnestly submit. that
quantitative controls over any si nificant portion of--r any wide
range .of--American imports would spell the end a whole era of ex-
panding trade and would introduce a new period of inward-looking,
self-ijnjwovrishing policies. If the bills before this committee were to
be adopted and enacted, we think this would have most unfortunate
consequences for the economy of the United States, for two main
reasons.

First, it would tend to erase the invaluable benefits of imports in
helping to maintain moderate price levels in the United States. This
effect is much greater t.han is indicated by the quantity of imports be-
cause they very possibility of imports exercises a restraining influence
upon prices.

In th is connection, I am offering as a part of my testimony an ex-
hibit a pamphlet we published in 1.966 called Imports and Inflation,
and i believe the members of the committee have received copies of
this.

On page 7 of that pamphlet is a table entitled "The Effect of Steel
Product imports Upon U.S. Steel Prices." This table dramatically
shows the inverse correlation between the volume of imports and the
extent to which steel prices have increased. Similar examples could
be drawn from many other fields.

Inflation brings a wide variety of economic evils, the most obvious
of which is that ordinary people have to pay more for the products they
buWe also present as an exhibit and part of this statement another

pamphlet published by our association called "How About the Con-
sumer ?" This pamphlet draws attention to the important service ren-
dered by imports, very largely ignored in most discussions of trade
policies, of making a wider variety of products available at lower
prices.

Second, the enactment of the pending bills would be most unfortu-
nate for the American economy because it would inevitably lead to a
serious decline in American exports. At this point I am offering as
part of my testimony two other publications of our council, "U.S. Im-
ports From Japan: 1966" and "U.S. Exports to Japan: 1968." These
also have been provided to the members of the committee.

Note first that iron and steel imports from Japan total $538 million
in 1966.

Sceond, textile articles were imported to the value of $243 million and
clothing to the extent of $167 million, a total of $410 million. Thus, the
proposed bills in textiles and steel alone would control almost $1 bil-
lion of American 'ports from Jaan in 1966.

Since 1960, the P.S. trade with Japan both ways has totaled $22
billion, with imports and exports almost evenly balanced.

The balance over the period has been in favor of the United States
and the trend in 1967 is decidely more favorable to the United States
than last year. Japanese exports to the United States in 1967 are up
only 2 percent in the first 8 months over last year while U.S. exports to
Japan are up 20 percent over that same period.
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Looking now at 1988 exports to Japan, we see that, of $2.3 billion in
goods thenited States shipped, over $408 million consisted of food
and feeds: wheat, corn, grain sorghums. Other agricultural exports
were cotton, oil seeds, mostly soybeans-incidentally, sir, some of those
soybeans came from the State of Louisiana-tobacco hides and skins
to reach a total of about $950 million in agricultural products alone.
In 1967 Secretary Freeman has predicted, and I entirely agree with
him, that over $1 billion in American agricultural products will have
been shipped to Japan. Other big categories of exports, machinery
and transport equipment, especially aircraft, office machines, power
generating machinery and other sophisticated objects such as com-
puters-all the products of our most productive, highest paid
industries.

These figures are a brief illustration, which I can expand at length,
of the fact- that America ships to .Japan the products of its most effi-
cient industries, its farm products, its computers, its aircraft, and
many other things, and receives from Japan those products in which
the United States is not necessarily inefficient or even less efficient than
Japan but for which the comparative advantage tends to favor that
country.

If we choose to deny American markets for Japanese steel, Japanese
textiles, and Japanese miscellaneous manufactures of various kinds
which are also produced in the United States, then we are denying to
our most efficient producers the opportunity to sell their goods abroad.
And it is the American people as a whole that will be the poorer for it.

Let me dwell very brieffy on the unfortunate consequences of the
adoption of these proposed bills for our international relations. If such
measures extend over a wide variety of products and if they are not
based upon serious and well-founded dangers of intolerable disloca-
tions within the economy of the receiving country-the United States
in this case--then such measures destroy the structure of international
economic cooperation. As the largest and wealthiest trading nation,
the United States sets the pattern. Adoption of these measures would
also have the most. serious possible political consequences in terms of
the ability of the United States to wield its power effectively toward
peace and international cooperation. In no area would this be more
serious than in the far Pacific and Japan.

We tend to dwell more on our problems than our successes. But itis important to note that the postwar history of Japan is a remarkable
success story for both the Japanese people themselves and for Ameri-
can policy toward that nation. From the ashes of defeat and destruc-
tion, Japan has achieved a modern technological society-.comparable e
in many parts to the United States and to Euro -the highest eco- t
nomic growth rate of any country in the world, and a democratic
eolitica1 system. It is a shining beacon to all the peoples of the under- t
developed world, particularly in Asia, and-most important for pres-
ent purposes--it is a vital part of the U.S. security system. Our naval 1

vessels use the ports of Japan and one of our most important over-
sea airbases is located by Japanese consent on Japanese territory,
Okinawa. At this very moment the Prime Minister of .apan-

Senator HAiRrTKE. Could I interrupt him at that point?
Did you say the airbase is located on Japanese territory? a
Mr. STITr. By Japanese consent on Japanese territory. 0
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Senator HAlrz Okinawa is Japanese territory I
Mr. Srr. We conceded it in 1952, in the peace treaty. Residual

sovereignty in Okinawa resided in Japan.
The CHAIXRAN. I was under the impression they did not give us

any cnsent to go in there.
Senator HArKE That is what I thought.
The CHARMAN. Maybe I was in error. Go ahead.
Mr. Snirr. At this very moment the Prime Minister of Japan is on

a visit to South Vietnam.
Finally, we must remember that Japan's economic dependence on

the United States is much greater than U.S. dependence on Japan.
Moving along to the subject of import quotas, the inherent vice

of all quotas is, of course, that they distort the normal patterns of
trade and do not permit market forces to operate freely. It is hardly
necessary to point out that the principle of governmentally fixed limi-
tations on imports for a wide range of goods is altogther opposed
to the principles of economic freedom under which this Nation has
grown great and is much closer to the cartel philosophy that the

united States deplores when practiced by other nations.
One of the reasons for the vigorous growth of the U.S. economy

is that it has resisted the notion that any group of producers has a
fixed right to a share of the market, whether it be threatened by
technological innovation, a shift to lower wage areas of the United
States, improved transportation, imports fromn abroad, or any other
economic factors.

Americans have bitterly resisted internal controls over the economy
and when they become unavoidable such as in World War II, the
American peple got rid of them as soon as possible.

Proposed legislation nevertheless would install similar odious con-
trols over the import trade of the United States involving not only
the limiting of imports but a vast and complex bureaucratic machin-
ery. We suggest that this committee ask the Department of Commerce
and the Department of the Treasury how many people are employed
in the administration of the controls on cotton textiles, how many
man-hours are spent, how many paps of publications are spewed
forth, and what the administration of this one program costs the tax-
payers of the United States.

Most authoritative on this kind of action was the recent comment
made by George Ball, who was Under Secretary of State when the
multilateral cotton textile agreement was made. After a question on
this subject was raised during hearings of the Subcommittee on For-
eign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee on July 20
this year, Mr. Ball hadthis to say:

You touch on a very sore point, Mr. Curtis, because I Invented and negotiated
the cotton textile agreements and it has always been on my conscience. I think
it was a bad thing, but I did it only because If I had not I was very much afraid
the Congress was going to Impose mandatory quotas which would have been
even wor

We respectfully suggest that proposals such as the Smith bill, the
Muskie bill, or the Dirksen proposal which would establish a gen-
eralized formula for triggering some sort of limitation on imports
are not in the national interest. As soon as you seek to establish a set
of standards that would make relief mandatory at the behest of every
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industry whose members think it should have relief, then you have
struck at such a wide area of imports that the result is the destruction
of present trade policy.

Now, I would like within the time remaining to move along to some
of the more specific proposals, sir, and I would like to start with the
proposal from the distinguished Senator from Indiana with regard
to import quotas on steel.

Senator HART=E. Mr. Chairman, before we proceed to that, I would
just like to know how much time are we going to have for question-
ing before we go to lunch? Are we going to go right throughI

The CHAIRMAN. I think we would hear this witness& and then go to
lunch.

Senator HRTKE. With questions? I am certain I cannot finish with
him in time to have lunch before a little bit later-

Mr. STrr. I am certain also, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will do my best to accommodate you, Sen-

ator.
Senator HARixE. It would be all right with me.
Mr. Srrrr. My next section is entitled "No Need for Import Quotas

on Steel."
During the past several years-
The CHAIRMAX. Could I just ask you some questions right now

that very much concern me and then I will ask Senator Hartke to
chair this heuxing. I promise you I will faithfully read every word
of your prepared statement because you have got a very thoughtful
statement here and it does credit to you and your association.

It is my impression, and I may say the steel area is one where the
Senator from Louisiana. and a numbr of us, may not make as com-
plete a statement about it as we want to because the fact of the matter
is we do not manufacture much steel in Louisiana. At the same time
we want to do what is right.

Now, it is my impression that the steel people are more concerned
about what may happen in the future than what has happened to this
moment, and they see ,Janan in the process of doubling its steel
capacity which it i probably a stood thing for Japan t, do. For ex-
ample, here is a projection-this is a pamphlet entitled "Steel Imports
Problem," by the American Iron & Steel Institute with offices at 115
42d Street, New York. On chart 9 in this book they demonstrate what
the present production of Japan in steel product is and what their
consumption is. They project them both and it would appear that the
Japanese production--this Japanese increase in capacity-will be con-
sumed in part in Japan but a substantial portion of that increase will
have to be absorbed in some other market.

Now, can you just tell me where do you expect this excess Japanese
production to zo insofar as it exceeds Japan's consumption?

Mr. STirr. Before I try to answer that question, let me say I have
little faith in projections. There are a lot of plans, you know, that go
astray. A lot of people talk big and do not have the money to produce
when the time comes to build the rolling mill equipment. So I do -not
buy all of the talk you hear about the planned-

The CHAIRMAN.'It takes a while to build these mills and some of this
projection would necessarily be accurate, I am sure.

Mr. STrr. Second, let me say this: As you know, Japan has become
an industrial nation. However, the per capita consumption of steel
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within Japan has not yet reached half the per capita consumption of
steel within the United States. They hope to reach the level of Europe
by the year 1972, which is still below the United States.

As Japan industrializes, builds its automobile industry, shipbuilding
industry, as it builds the massive set of highways and all the other
plants it has, there will be a tremendous need within Japan for steel.
Certainly parts of that ca pacitv will be exported. Japan must earn
dollars to buy soybeans or oiN prolucts from Louisiana.

The CHAIRMAN. My understanding of the theory of pure economics
is that when a nation becomes a high cost producer, it loses its markets
even domestically and in effect goes through the wringer. Its wages
must come down and some industries are destroyed. Its profit must
come down, wages come down, it must become a more efficient producer
and eventually when it comes out of the doldrums it has lower costs
so it can compete again.

Now, of course, you and I know that we are not going to let that
theory of pure economics operate that way.

We have minimum-wage laws and full-employment laws, and vari-
ous and sundry devices available to us to keep that from happening.

But in the long run, just looking down the road, we are in prospect
of becoming a high cost producer of a great number of items, even
including electronics, as compared to Japan-

I mentioned I was in Japan at the time of the International Mone-
tary Conference. One of he bankers there, observing the conference
for one of the big Ner" York banks told me that 5 or 10 years down the
road Japan is really going to give the trading nationT a real run. for
their money on just a great number of things.

Now, as far as our interests are concerned, when we see that various
nations can produce steel more cheaply, and produce textiles more
cheaply, electronics more cheaply, produce automobiles more cheaply,
farm machinery more cheaply, produce petrochemical products more
cheaply, what is the answer to the $64 question? What would you sug-
gest, as one who is interested in expanded trade that the answer should
befor that problem?

Should we subsidize exports in order to pay for what we are buying
from otlr countries, or should we protect certain industries? Just
what do you think a sensible U.S. policy would be?

Mr. STrr. With all due respect, Mr. Cliairman, I don't agree with
some of your assumptions. First, I believe you misstated the theory of
comparative advantage. It is not that we have to drop our wages, in
order to compete in the world. As a matter of fact, let's face up to it,
we are net exporters of anywhere from $3.5 billion to $4.5 billion per
year, not because we are inefficient or a high eost producer, but because
we are the most eficfent producers in those products,

The CHMRMAN. You say that we have a favorable balance of trade.
That Canard ought to be put to rest right now. If you include the
ocean freight and the cost of insurance on things we have to bring over
here, and exclude foreign-aid shipments, we don't have a favorable
balance of trade.

Lqow, we do have money coming to us because of American invest-
ments overseas which would put us in a favorable current- account
position. But then, if you go ahead and complete calculation,1put your
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tourist trade on the scale along with it, we come up with an unfa-or-
able balance of payments.

Mr. STirr. Payments: yes, sir.
The CIIIRM;N. So, no matter how you look at it, we are in a minus

position and the only way you can put us in a plus position is to do it
the way the State Department does it and put your balance of trade
on an f.o.b. basis, which makes no sense at all if you are trying to see
whether you are plus or minus. The only reason we keep imports on
that basis is because we assess our tariffs on that basis, but if you want
to see whether you really came up with a plus or minus on trade, you
would have to put the ocean freight you are paying in there and you
would have to put your insurance in there.

Mr. Sirrr. Mr. Chairman, that is about 10 questions.
First, with the ocean freight. I am talking about balance of trade.

You are talking about balance of payments. The biggest plus factor
in our balance of payments is the trade balance. The biggest plus
factor-

The CHAIRMAN'. You don't include the shipping in that?
Mr. STrrr. It comes in the invisible account. It is not left out of

the balance-out of the balance of payments. Our costs of ocean freight
and marine insurance isn't wiped out because it doesn't show in the
balance of trade. It shows in the invisible account under shipping and
insurance.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are speaking for Japanese trade. Does
Japan keep their balance-of-trade figures on a c.i.f. basis or f.o.b. basis?

Mr. STrrr. Their exports are f.o.b., their imports c.i.f. I think it is
the wrong method and actually when they calculate the balance of
payments, they show the trade balance in a different manner. In spe-
cific answer to your question, they show the exports as f.o.b. and the
imports c.i.f.

The CHAIRMAN. How do we report ours?
Mr. Sm r. F.o.b.: f.o.b., which is the fair basis.
The CHAIRUA.. Now, you have brought us your figures here and

your calculated U.S. imports.
Mr. S -r. F.o.b., Bureau of Census.
The CHAIRMAN. You calculate U.S. imports on an f.o.b. basis and

yon calculate our exports to Japan on c.i.f.
Mr. STrrr. No, sir.
The ChARMAN. That gives vou a 10-percent advantage.
Mr. Snrvr. Both of these are drawn from Bureau of Census sta-

tistics, and they are both on an f.o.b. basis, both our exports and our
imports.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. This committee has been criticizing Census
for keeping those figures that way, too.

Mr. S-rrr. How you report them, Mr. Chairman, doesn't really
matter too much, as long as you understand that in the balance of
payments, freight and insurance appears whether it appears in your
trade fimires or appears in the invisible account.

The CHA N. It makes a 10-percent difference in what you come
out with.

Mr. Smr'r. You would be interested to know-
The CHAIR MA. That is. there is a difference of 10 percent that I am

talking about that these figures don't reflect. The Commerce Depart-
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ment keeps using this erroneous set of calculations, knowing that that
is how we figure our tariff, but if you want to see whether you have a
favorable balance, you have got to put the other factors in.

Mr. STrrr. Let me add one interesting note. In the import-export
trade of Japan, less than 50 percent is carried in Japanese bottoms.
They have a deficit in their shipping account also.
Tie C AnaN. What percentage is carried in our bottoms#
Mr. STr. I don't know. I would be happy to get the figure for you.
The CHAIRMBA. Only 8 percent of all U.S. trade is carried in

our bottoms, so if we are trying to see whether we have a favorable
balance of business for somebody, what we ought to be looking at is
that ocean freight as well as looking at all the other items.

Mr. STITT. I am discussing trade, not ocean shipping. I think trade
is something a little different than the problem of ocean transportation.

The CHAuIMzi. That is trade. You have got to pay somebody to
do it and if it is his ship and not yours, you are paying for it.

Mr. STITT. Yes, sir. If it is his ship and you are using it, you are
paying him. If he is using your ship, he is paying you for it. Much of
the grain believe me, sir, that goes from the west coast of America, the
west coast of the United States to Japan, goes in American bottoms.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand there is a lot that goes in American
bottoms, 8 percent of our trade.

Mr. STIr. May I check that 8 percent figure, and perhaps submit
one later?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. What is the remainder of the points you
are going to make now?

Mr. STITT. I am going to talk about steel.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now: I was hoping that you would try to give

me the answers to what I am looking at. We here see .Japan in prospect
of being a low-cost producer of a great number of items which we can
produce here in America. Now, we are talking about trade policy and
trying to decide what it should 6e in the future, and I am simply asking
you what sort of policy would you recommend, in which direction
should we be moving?

Mr. STITT. I would say, sir, gradually toward freedom of trade.
The CHAIMMAIN. Then if I were the Japanese, I would take only

the items where I am going to make the most money. I will take
over electronics, automobiles, iron, steel. I will take over aircraft, and
I don't see any reason why it couldn't be done. I would take over
petrochemicals and all the high-wage industries, and let the United
States.produce rice, produce soybeans, produce those things where
there is very little incentive to expand because they are low-wage
industries.

Now, why not? I mean, if I were in a position to make a decision,
why shouldn't. I decide to take over those industries where I could
make the most money and raise my living standard higher?

Mr. STIrr. Mr. Chairman, much as I admire Japan and the Japa-
nese people, I think you are overestimating their ability to take
over everything in the world. It is a nation of 100 million people on
a few small islands and I don't think in many of the things you
have mentioned Japan could ever begin to catch up with the United
States.
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Of course, technologically, we must remain ahead. That is our genius
here and I think it will continue to be so.

The CHAIRx.lx. Those ,lJpanes people just stirred a great deal of
admiration in this country by showing what they cold do in bxotli
war and peace, and I see no reason to lwlieve tht. when their lalo'
is properly trained and properly skilled, they can't produce every hit
as well as ours.

Mr. S'rrr. There is a shortage of lalr in Japan today, sir. There
is a shortage of labor.

The CH~Alir. 1NAN. Which is all the more reason that they woull be
wanting to use it in the areus where a man uses the greatest amount
of machinery to ,hake his efforts the most detective.

Mr. STrr. The wages are going up in ,la1m at a pretty fast pace.
For this reason, of course, as the wages of Japan go upi, the laolr
advantage ceases to be quite so dominant.

Second, they don't have the capital. You are talking alout iIIduls-
tries where you have to invest. millions and billions of dollars, a:nd
in Japian the most scarce commodity in the world is monie. "[hey pay
interest rates that would blow the top of your head ott to borrow
imey. Wliereas, our prime industries can borrow from the banks or
issue bonds, or go to the market and get utomey at, a fairly r.speet-
able rate, although I must admit it has been going up soniewhl:t re-
centlv. But the ,Jal)a nese dout hare te ioIeV. 1They have got a short-
:a2e of labor.

The (1II.\m.\N. Ally dleveloping ' inlt I.. :ail ,Jal)Th is l)t th a de-
veloped and a developing comntry--l tlhink .halma is hoth-it ia a
great nat ion-especially aI nation that does not produce its own require-
Inelltks (f raw materials, will fill it mievess.a1iy to inpuort materials amid
to export niamm1factured eomnulodit ies.

Now, the lrodlition of raw i materials usumilV. generally speakingg.
is in low-wage in(listries. I'le falrivi. ain, :assemibling'of mahl inl-
cry, virtually, of all sorts, is for the most J)art, relatively high-wage in-
(istries. W011'(1 it just not be logical or .Jalpan, if .Japlan had tile
clhi'e, to seleet those ind list ries where hle wages are the h ifrlt.st as
a1re.I,, into whicl they wanted to lloVmi.

Mr. S'm"rr. We want the wages to go up in Jap)an, sir.
vhe (1mmomuM.. of course, wye (10.
Mr. S'rmrr. Well, they are going tip there.
The ('1lAIRMA'N. But I voild certainly like to see them goI up in suc.h

a. way that. hey wouldn't get there at the expense of tle wagnes of olr
workers here, and that is the kind of thing we find is necessary to learn
in these heariuis.

Mr. Srm-r. I do not think it is at the expense of o1 workers here.
You will find in otir export commiities, our machinery exports, o01r
jet airenrft. our conImputers, amount to the highest--aomig the high-
est maid V.S. industries.

The C.mm1AuRIN. If I were the .Japanese, I would be gett itig into t hose
industries, too, and aren't they doing it ?

Mr. STIrr. They are trying'u here and there; yes, sir.
The (, .mu11 mAIR. N. I not Ice if) one of the bills we had before us, actal-

lv cos1p.iisIred bv Senator Kenneldy of Massachusetts, it woild ask for
)rote(t ion foi' th;e electronic imluistrv, so apparently the St-nator frm

.Mki:ssac uselts, who ('0o111 from a State where they%: 111311a1tm'e a lot
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of electronics, recognizes the ability of the Japanese to produce in this
area, and I have seen some of their equipment, I own Sonic, IId it is
good st itfr. Tley (l)a go)(I jo).

I just. want, to know what you would reconnmend is a policy, and yoil
say voy. rec00mmenld just eonliplete free trade. Fine. I understand.

Mr. S'rmrrr. (iIulual movement. I am not suggesting frve trade t4)mor-
rlow.

T'he ('llAtl .x. The I'nited States woull then be displaced from its
high-wage industries. I do't see any other answer to it.

M r. S'r-r. I f it is--
Th'lle ( If tile choice were left to them. If we make ite

choice, it is a different ntatter. We might decide we are going to stay in
those industries.

Mr. S'rrr. )o you really believe, Seaitor Juig, if we built a tarift
wall around this country, sealing its otf from international colil-
pet ition, m1id had 1mr own little tight, protected markets, that this
would be to the benefit of the U.S. industry ?

The (IHAIRMAN. Well, I believe that we have l)rought this great Na-
tion this arim, starting from where we did, by providing s)oie lrtec-

tioll to oIir' sniall. ilnfnlit industries.
Mr. S'rr,,. Like textiles. because textiles hail got a t a riti l).Ick ill

IS.)t,) I t ldiik. or nIau'beis1,. The textile tarilobblv was Ibusy, alld to
(his (liv tihat illfant industry- is (jenlianding pr'ote(ti on. kt wlat s(age
(o I hev not lneed protect ion?

The mlmo mw. z. Well, may I say that ats fill- -Is this Senator is (uIt-
Cenill)(l. I lolt know this aiswer. Yiu are t le witness. [ Lalghter.]

What we are going to have to decide is what, uiles of lrouction we
wish to CoItillue here ill this couniltrv.

Now, we have arrived at. a decision about oil. That, doesn't involve
Ja )an (mie way or the other.

We have a program under the defense aneinme(lt aid I hve I
bill that. would ii effect write that progr li into law. It is more or
less agreed wit hin tihe oil induhstry, that this is how it ought to be.
In 4)m1e resl)ect. that disadvantages some of I he major con )lnies., 6ut
the think it is fair and if it appears to be right, they will go along
wvit , it.

Now, we are talking about. textiles and iron which certainly would
tend to pinch Jalalln if we have amy cutbiack it sll. But it woiluld seei
to lle-we are goir to have to decide as a high-cost producer, whait
we tiIe gonllg to export and what we are g)iliw to Inport.

Now, that. decision, I should think ill our national interests, ( 1ant
be left. elitirelv to the other fellow to decide for us. We are going to
have tod(e(ie lsoio of that for ourselves.

Mr. STmI'r, Yes, sir. That is 01e of the milii1 )urp)oses of this coin-
niittee, of course, and I hope the decisions aro Judicious iild for the
best interests of the couitrv. Shall I proceed with steel?

Now, as every1m)dy hereklnows, ill) tint il the long steel st rike of 19,1m).
steel proilitel. iplol's wer I Ilcoiseolluentiil 11 hatever )roles tilhe
steel inlustr'y had ip intil tiat period was certainly iot. caused I"
imports 1beeause imports were tit. a inimunu, My ianlysis, therefore.
of lhe import. )rolblemn in steel is from 1.960 to date, since imports have
indeed grown and have become consequent hil.
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Now, obviously, the steel industry has not seen a rate of growth in
recent years comparable to that of the newer and more dynamic
industries, and here I am speaking of electronics, of jet aircraft,
computers, and so on. Obviously, the steel industry has not seen the
growth of these other industries.

However, I wish you would look at table* 1, attached to my state-
ment. In 1960, to the end of June 1967, according to the Federal Trade
Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission, annual
steel industry sales have increased by $6 billion. In other words, $6
billion more now than in-

Senator Hmwirn (now presiding). What is that percentageI
Mr. STrrr. Now, you've got me on the arithmetic, Senator Hartke.
Senator H.rrxz.Now, one of your experts can figure that out over

the lunch hour.
We will go ahead and stay with it. While he is doing that, tell him

to get comparable figures for what you have in your statement here
because I will want answers, not excuses, as to why information can-
not be given as to comparable figures and percentages on employment,
profits, andc investment in Japan, percentagewise, as compared to the
United States.

Mr. STrrr. A good bit of this material, sir, has been provided to Dr.
Weidenhammer.

Senator HAiTKE. I didn't ask you anything about Dr. Weiden-
hammer. He is right behind me. If I want to ask him, I can ask him.
I know him very well. If you don't want to submit it, it is all right.
If you have something you don't want to give this committee

Mf r. S Tirr. How long will our luncheon recess be? I must get back
to my office and get them, what I have of them. You want to know
what is the profit rate of the Japanese industry and what is its invest-
ment, and so forth. I have figures of that nature which, as I say, have
been submitted to Dr. Weidenhammer, but if you want them here,
I will have to go back to my office and get them, and I will do that
during the lunch period.

(Pursuant to the above question, Mr. Stitt submitted a letter with
attachments to the committee.. These appear at the end of Mr. Stitt s
testimony, p. 927.)

Mr. STrrr. I can say this, however. As long as we are going to start
figures, the growth in the U.S. steel market has been rather good over
the past 6 years, a total increase in shipments--plus imports-of 26
million tons.

Of this increase, the domestic industry got 18.8 million tons and
imports got 7.4 million tons.

Now, this doesn't look to me like a great invasion-that it has been
called from time to time-when the domestic industry gets two-thirds
of the growth over the 6-year period and imports get one third.

Senator HARTKE. What (lid they get in the previous 6"vears?
Mr. STITT. .S. industry? They got practically all of it because

the imports didn't amount to anything.
Senator HA rTKE. One hundred percent to two-thirds in a 12-year

period.
"f .STITT. I am talking about growth.
Senator H rrKE. Lets come back and be hoest almt this. In the

previous 6 years, they got 10 percent of the growth. and in th6 next 6
years they got two-thirds of the growth: so, they lost a third.
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Mr. STirr. That is a different figure. Let's a, 10 years ago U.S.
steel producers were at 100. They really werent. Let's say 95. Ten
years ago the domestic industy got 95 percent of the domestic market
in steel, or 96 percent. Today it is getting 89.

Senator HA~xz. That is right.
_Mr. STirr. All right. So it has been. a drop, true, of the total market.

Imports have absorbed more of the market now than they did 10
years ago, but an absolute increase,-

Senator H And who got itI What country got the bulk
of it?

Mr. SrTT. Japan has become the major supplier of steel; yes, sir.
Last year, about 45 percent; this year about 41 so far, of the iznports.

Senator HARrz. That is pretty ryop yood.
Mr. Snr. Yes, sir, it is good business And I will say this that

Japan doesn't take these dolars and bury them under Tokyo. They
come back here to buy soybeans and computers from Indiana.

Senator H.ArKz. There is a shortage of food in Japan.
Mr. SnT Japan is about 75 to 80 percent self-sufficient in food

and the other 25 percent ---- "---w-l
Senator HARTK .cy need soybeans they ?
Mr. STirr. , they do, sir. And there e other places to get

them than ti west.
Senator IARTKE. Is this t e ial statenen of the Japanese

Govern nt, that if w this\they wi retaliate by buying soybeans
Soiep] elseI Istg ri I 1t

MrTITT. I a lad yo asked t t ques on. This my position
and te positionol c eU.S 'Jpan Trad Council. It
has n thing to do with pos on o (he rapanese vernmnent.

Sator HARTKE. IS i portion t U.S. apan T e Council
that they wo!Akl recoin topping h purchs of soy ns fromthe Vnited Stotes. op--- hpofsy

M. SoTr. No, sir. i ' '

S Hatr isn't I --

M .B they It ars on steel they can't
buy roducts f'on't e m e hey a ing to ave to buy
their beans from Whe nd t eir mach ery. If hey can't-
trade i a two-way street Uit tok p bri ng ip t is old woi'n-
out axio

Senator IARTKE. Ig tr.STIM Both iays. i
Mr. ays. ie ave got to ear dollars to spend

dollars. And I iv are they goig to earn dollars Tell, one of the bestmoney earners a, said, is steel.
Now, if you are goin-to deny them whatever share they may

have today of the I.S. stee , and Japan's share alone is not
great, I would say, not 5 percent--close to 4 percent, let's say, of the
total consumption comes from Japan. If you are going to deny them
that 4 percent and deny them the over $500 million they make in
selling that steel here-

Senator HARTKE. You know that is not in the bill. You know we are
not going to lock them out. That is not in the bill.

Mr. Sinrr. I realize that. I understand.
Senator HArTK. All right.
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Mr. STITT. What your bill would do would be to reduce Japan's
dollar earnings for steel here. I would say '20 to 25 percent. Now, you
say it. would be something a little less than that, but those categories
that you have got in that bill, Senator Hartke, between tile total
quota, category quotas, and country quotas, and those-you know,
when you set up categories, nobody can meet-their total categories,
their total so-called share, because nobody can meet a little minute
thing like stainless steel wire less than 0.03 inchU. in diameter, and
Japan is going to get a quota of about 250 pounds, they just won't
sent it. That is the way you have it set up, in categories of seven
digit TSUSA numbers, minute little category quotas, and then the
country issupposed to aet a share. But each country has got to meet
that m'im1te little vate-,ry in each of those items, 156 of them, I think.

Don't yon see what an administrative monstrosity that would be.
sir?

SPeiiitor 1I.'RTKE. NO.

Mr. S'rirr. Well, I am sorry. As the chairman said, I an suplX.sed
to be the witnessnl I shouldn t be asking you questions.

Senator I.Lir'liE. You can ask ime any questions you want to.
Ifr. S-rir. Believe me-
Senator 1I.ur, TKV. I nean, I think that it would be fine if von would

ask some (Iilestions of ine. I woull be glad to have you ask sonie
questions.

Mr. SiT-r. Your bill, when you combine the country quotas with
those ininute prOduct cateories, would cut Japan's steel exports here
down 20 to 25 percent.

Senator HA RTK F. What will it do to your cartels?
Mr. S'rrr. Wliose cartels?
Senator II. .TKE. Japanese cartels. Your export cartels. Don't you

ship these through export cartels?
Mr. Snrrr. I don't ship anything. sir. The Japanese steel industry,

you are speaking of.
Senator HART E. That is what I thought we were talking about, but

if you are talking about soiethin g else, I wish I knew it.
Ur. S-'r. You say, how do I sh Iip? I am just pointing out, I don't

ship. They ship. You are saying that they use export cartels.
Senator' II.nTKF. I just asked you a question--do you ship through--

does Japan ship through export cartels--yes, or no ? I nean, do they,
or don't they ?

Mr. SmrT. To a certain extent: yes.
* Senator I.ARTKF. All right. That is it. And how did you describe
them in your statement? What did you say they were? What did you
say they vould do to America ? They would be invited to-

3r. STIrT. We should start cartels now? I mean, just because-look,
I am as anticartel as-

Senator JIAITKR.. Just )ecause Japan has them? I am asking you.
Youi are the one who characterizes cartels as something bad, and now
we find Jal)an shipping their steel through export cartels. I am asking
you: Is that a fact? I am not asking you to comment on it. You have
already characterized them as something bad. You did that before I
asked the question. Now, I am asking whether they are shipping
through them.
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Mr. STiTT. All right. Let's say they are
Senator HAwrKE. Fine.
Mr. STITr. Do you know the purpose of cartels I What you call car-

tels, in actuality, I call cooperative associations, but it is a matter of
nonientlature, semantics. Do you know the purpose of these cooperative
associations? To restrain too rapid growth in exports to the United
States is one purpose.

Another purpose is to try to maintain the price so that the price
competition doesn't get too fierce in the United States. That is what
they are trying to do; what you call a cartel, is trying to really-

Senate IRTTKE. High-trade control and price control combination;
isn't that right I

Mr. STITr. Pardon?
Senator HArz. It is trade control and price control combination.

Call it what you want to. I don't care what you call it.
Mr. STITT. Operated under the Japanese law.
Senator HARTKE. Operated under the Government; right?
Mr. STITT. Under Japanese law, under the eye of the Japan Fair

Trade Commission.
Senator HARTKF. Oh, yes, I know.
M1. STITT. Which is the same thing as our Federal Trade Commis-

sion and Department of Justice combined in this area.
Senator l[ARTKE. Could the U.S. steel companies do the same thing

under our law?
Mr. STrrr. Under the law? Of course not. For exports, they could.
Senator IIARTKE. Not only could they not do it, but they would go

to jail for doing it.
Mr. ST~l-. Not for exports. We are talking about an export cartel

in .Japan. The Webb-Pomerene----
Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you a quetion. Could United States

Steel, Bethlehem Steel, Jones & Laughlin, and other steel companies
form themselves into an export "cooperative," as you call it, without
being in violation of the antitrust laws of the United States f

Mr. Sn'-r. Oh, indeed they could.
Senator iRTKE. They could.
MIr. STITT. Of course. liaven't you heard of Webb-Pomerene?
Senator HARTKE. I have heard of it. They can go through Webb-

Pomerene, and the Justice Department will give them clearance?
Mr. STITr. They have with so many olier groups, I don't know why

thev wouldn't do it to steel.
Senator HArTrr. I think you will find out they probably would not

only be in violation of the law but would probably go to jail for
doiig that.

Mr. S'iwr. The rebb-Pomerene Associations?
Senator HARTKF,. I understand what you are talking about. If you

rend the law on those things--I am pretty familiar with that law.
In fact, I have been doing some studying'about that thing to see if
w NOl I(-

Afr. STrr. Beef it up--you would like to beef it upI
Senator IIARTKE. Exatly. I have got some thoughts along that

line. If you are going to uise them over in Japan, I think maybe we
might. to use them in the United States. That would 1* fair trade.
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Mr. SnTT. We ought to go to Tokyo and learn the way to do it. If
you want to beef them up.

Senator HArrzT. That is right.
Mr. STirr. Actually, Senator, all the joking aside, these export

associations are mainly set up to try to restrain volume because they
don't want to upset the U.S. market and they are intended to try to
maintain price because, again, prices at too low a level would disrupt
the market. I don't like cartels, but I think if you are going to have
them, that is a pretty beneficial objective, particularly from the
ITnited States point of view.

Now, shall I continue, sirI
Senator HARTKE. Yes.
Mr. STITr. We are talking about the U.S. steel industry at the

moment and pointing out that their sales, annual sales, have increased
over the 6- or 7-year period by $6 billion, their net profits have in-
creased after taxes by $239 million. Their earned surplus and surplus
reserves have increa-ed by $1.9 billion. Their reserves before deprecia-
tion have increased by $5.6 billion. Their investment in plant. prop-
erty, and equipment after depreciation has increased by $2.6 billion.
Total assets have increased by $5 billion, and stockholders' equity
has increased by $2 billion.

These figures, sir, do not seem to me to portray an industry being
materially damaged lby foreign competition.

Senator IIARTKE. Now, you are going to suipply for me. sometime--
whether you do it today or not, and I will give you all the time you
ask for-the comparable figures of percentage increase in Japai in
the same categories.

Mr. STITT. To the extent I have the figures. sir. I know I have
some of them. I am not sure I have all of these, but I will try.
I will try to give you whatever I can in this area.

Senator HARTKE. Give them to the committee.
Mr. STr. All right. (See p. 927.)
Senator IIARTE. And provide for us also the percentage, because

in all fairness, this is one of the greatest growth periods that the
United States of America has ever experienced, and percentagewise
steel had one of the smallest growths in any major industry. In
fact, it has one of the smallest increases in any of the major industrial
industries in the United State..

Mr. STIr. It is a mature industry, indeed, sir. But I don't think
it is an industry going downhill.

Now. it has been maintained bv a kind of modified straiehtline
projection that steel imports into the United States within 10 years
would reach "a staggering 40 million tons." We acknowledge'that
neither the U.S. industry nor the U.S. Government could view such
a prouspe(t with equanimity. Neither could I. On the other hand, I
wo11l like you to look at table 9, attached to my statement, sir.

This is extracted from a recent book pmblished by the University
of Mi(chigan and presents an entirely different view of the future
T.S. steel market. The book's section on steel was written by the
marketing research director of McLouth Steel Corp.-and incidental-
i'. one of the most progressive steel companies in the country-
who could hardly be considered to be inexpert on this subject.
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This article projects not only a steadily growing demand for steel
in tl.A United States, but, by 1980 a virtual balance between U.S.
steel product exports and imports. kow, whoever is right in all this
crystal balling, we submit that the present situation is far front
justifying a reversal of the long-standing liberal foreign trade policy
of the United States in the interest of the steel industry.

It has been contended that steel imports represent 70 000 jobs that
would otherwise be held within the United States. In the first place,
even the most extreme proposals by the domestic industry would not
suggest eliminatin all imported steel.

Second, the job loss figures totally ignore that jobs were generated
in the handling and fabrication of imported steel.

Third-
Senator HARTKE. You are contending, then, that something 'would

have happened if this had been domestic-produced steel that had
been fabricated and handled?

Mr. STi'rr. I am contending that there has been many times when
small business, small manufacturers, here have been unable to get
steel without importing steel.

Senator H.MTrrE. I am not talking about that.
Mr. S-rrr. Well, these are the jobs that-
Senator I.IKErK. No. You say the job loss figures totally ignore

jobs that were generated in the handling and fabricating of imported
steel. Does the fact that the steel is imported, in contrast to domestic
steel, make any difference whatsoever in the number of jobs that
would be involved in such a situation?

Mr. STirr. No, sir; except in times of shortage.
Senator HARTKE. I understand, but there is an overcapacity of steel

in the world. No one is contending that there is a shortage. Why is that
significant, then I

M1r. STIrr. Because there are times in this country, Senator Hartke,
when if the small men couldn't get imported steel, they would have to
lay some people ofi.

SENATOR tIARTKE. I thought you were talking about generation. You
said here "generation." I would take the wordr"generated" to mean a
new job, not a layoff.

Mr. STxrr. All right. Let's change it to "saving a present job at
times." I don't want to emphasize that.

Senator HARTKE. Pardon?
Mr. STirr. I would just as soon not emphasize it.
Senator IARTKE. You would just-
Mr. STirr. I would rather move along.
Senator HARTKE. I want to emphasize it. You made it here as the

second most important arguinent against these job failures. Now, why
do you put a statement in as your second most important statement here
in your statement if it is not?

Mr. Srrr. The word is "second," not "second most important."
Senator IIA.RTxE. All right.
Mr. Sxnrr. In other words, these allegations about job losses totally

ignore the American jobs created by American exports. jobs that would
not exist if American trading partners abroad did not have the dollars
to purchase the farm and industrial products of this country.
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Fourth, while undoubtedly there exists in some communities, in some
parts of the country, some distress with respect to steel layoffs, statistics
published by the American Iron & Steel Institute indicate that total
employment in the industry increased from an annual average of
571,600 employees in 1960, to 575,500 employees in 1966. At the same
time, industry shipments or sales increased by 26 percent.

Furthermore, metal trade publications have for the past 6 months
been describing the shortage of skilled steelworkers in the growing
Chicago and Gary districts.

Senator HARimKi. Let's take those areas. Here is the most important
growth period you are referring to, and how many jobs increased?
How many in the total employment in the steel industry?

Mr. Snrr. Total employment was up about 4,000 jobs.
Senator HARTKE. About 4.000 jobs were created in the greatest

growth period in the United States during the sharpest reduction in
unemployment. You start from the time when we had severe un-
employment in 1960.

Mr. Srirr. 1960?
Senator HARTrKE. Yes, 1960. Severe unemployment was a major issue

in the campaign in 1960, and you go ahead and pick up 4,000 jobs. pick
up total employees, and go ahead and make the next projection. What
do you do in the mill with production workers? What happens to
production workers ?

Mr. Srrr. All right. And from the same source, production work-
ers showed a slight decrease.

Senator HARTKE. Right. In other words, the United States during
the greatest growth period of its entire history, the greatest growth
in its gross national product, shows a period here of total employ-
ment increase of 4,000 in one of the major U.S. industries and total
drop in production employees, and you point to that as a reason for
not being concerned about imports.

Mr. STmrr. Sir, over that same period shipments or sales by the
iJdlust.ry increased 26 percent..

Senator H.ARTKE. I understand.
Mr. S-rrr. Now, what does that tell you? It tells you that they are

producing more steel per worker and the producti-vity of the steel-
workers is going up. As a matter of fact., their produc'tivity is going
up faster than their wages. Now, this is a matter of productivity.

Senator IIARTKFE. Will you tell me what the percentage of increase
in employees- was? What was the increase in employees in Japan, dur-
in that i)eriod of time?

Mr. S'niT. Again, I will have to send in that information. It is not
here. In fact, this is off the top of my head, hut I think the employ-
ment in the steel industry in Japan has remained relatively stable,
for the same reason, increase in productivity. But I will 'have to
check that.

(Pursuant to the above question, Mr. Stitt submitted a letter with
attachments to the committee. These appear at the end of Mr. Stitt's
testimony. p. 927.)

Mr. ST'rr. Now, during this period where we are supposed to have
lost these 70,000 jobs to imports, I was pointing out that the steel com-
panies in your part of the country, sir, Gary-Chicago district, which is
the fastest growing steel-producing area in'the country today, the steel
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companies there have been advertising all over the country to pick
up some steelworkers. There is a shortage of skilled steel labor in your
area. They are trying to induce migration of steelworkers into your
area.

In a situation like this, I cannot honestly accept the notion that
somehow or another 70,000 jobs are going begging because of impo,'ts.
We really don't have time to go through my whole statement. I am
skipping over to page 16.

Senator HARTKE. Let's cover page 15.
Mr. Snrrr. All right.
Senator HARTKE. I might point out here that the record is going

to show that in December of 19J6, there wero 638,000 steelworkers.
On September 1 of this year, there were 634,800. In other words, this
is a continued drop of employment in the United States.

3. STrirr. It is picking up now, sir. There is no question about
it, that the first half of this year was not what you would call a
booming prosperous period for the U.S. steel industry. It was a good
one but not a boomer.

Senator JIARTKE. What do you want to do about these products?
J)o you want to ignore the labor cost ? Do you want to skip over that .
I wouldn't blame you.

Ir. Sr'ir-'. No. I don't want to, but I was told I have "20 minutes.
Senator ItIRTIrE. I have already wiped that out. Nobody else is

bothered except me and you, so that is all right.
Mr. STITT. All right.
Much has been made of lower steel wages abroad, a fact whi,'h is

undoubtedly true. Foreign steelworkers operating in economies and
societies much less wealthy than the United States could not possibly
belpaid the equivalent of about 14.60 an hour.

Senator HARTKE. If they wvant to ship to the Amerivan markets,
why couldn't they?

Mr. STITT. The only advantage-
Senator IARTKE. 1ou want to talk about equality and fairness. If

you are going to ship a l)roduct to the Inite( States, why hihlnt
that product have the same wage paid for it that is be ing"ud in the
United States? What is wron( with those )eo)le over lere sharing
in the price which is paid in tlis market?

Mr. STrrr. Every nation must have some advantage factor in the
cost of production or there would be no trade at all...Il1 we would be
importing would be coffee and bananas. You say evervl)o(lv should
pay U.S. wages around the world, and then what hind of tradle would
we have?

Senator HARTKE. All right; go ahead.
Mr. STrr. All exports; no mports.
Senator HARTKE. So you are an advocate of cheap labor.
Mr. STITT. Indeed, I am not, sir. No, sir. And I am proud of the

fact that steel wages in Japan are going up faster than they are in
the United States.

Senator IIRTK. What are steel wages in Japian now?
Mr. S TITr. The last figure I saw, not counting fringes, was about

$1.16 an hour or perhaps $1.11. r3
Senator HARTKE. Less than the minimum wage for any person paid

in the United States; isn't that right?
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Mr. STrrr. Any person whose goods move in interstate commerce-
Senator ,Afrrzm . The minimum wage law of the United States. In

other words, they are paid $1.16 an hour; and that is not cheap labor?
Mr. S'rrrr. I hate to belabor cheap labor. To begin with, the Japa-

nese steel worker, while he is becoming more productive, is not as
productive as the American steelworker.

Senator IMrx. You really believe that?
Mr. S'rrr. Yes, sir.
Senator HARrxE. And you take your own counsel's statement for

those words? Go ahead and say it again, so we have no question on
what you said.

Mr. STrrr. I said, the average industrial laborer in Japan is not as
productive as the average steel laborer in the United States.

Senator HARTKE. Wel you know an outfit called YawataI
Mr. STIr. Very. well, sir.
Senator H,IRTKE. What about them?
Mr. STI"rT. It has one of the highest paid lalbr forces in Japan.
Senator HAIXE. What about their productivity?
Mr. STIr. Their productivity-I would like to study this, sir-
Senator HARTKE. I don't blame you.
Mr. STITr. Because you are trying to pull this off the top of my head.

They produce-let me put it this way: I will bet you that if you take
your shipments last year and divide it by the labor force, you will find
a lesser tonnage of shipment per worker, than if you took, let's say,
MeLouth Steel, or Inland, or Armco Steel.

Senator IIARTKE. We are going to put in the record here just for your
edification and enlightenment, an article from the Journal of Com-
merce, September 26, 1967, which, a few days ago, under the Tokyo
Bureau byl ine said:

Workers' productivity climbs. Yawata boosts capital outlays. The newest
Yawata plant, the Sakal Iron Works, as of August 1967, had achieved a labor
productivity of 1.200 metric tons per employee in terumx of hot plate output. This
is considered a very high figure when compared to U.S. Steel in Fairless, where
productivity is approximately 53 metric tons per worker, according to Mr.
Yuchita.

It groes on to say that even if the total labor productivity figure is
reduced to 900 metric tons, it is still a remarkable statistic. In other
words, when you claim the productivit, of this $1.16-per-hour worker
employee over there is less than the United States, it certainly is not so.
It iq in direct contradiction to the statements of their own people.

Compare the 583 metric tons of U.S. steel in Fairless, to either figure
you Live, whether taking the total employees, which is 900 metric tons.
or whether you take the absolute labor productivity in the mill which
is 1.-00 metric tons.

Mr. STTTr. Senator Hartke, I think you must admit you have taken
the latest, most up-to-date steel plate miill in Japan, the most recently
installed to date.

Senator HARTrKE. Still, how much do they pay them an hour?
Mr. STITT. I don't know what Ya wata pays. I know the average is

somewhere between $1.10 and $1.15.
Senator HARTKE. $1.10, $1.16 an hour, according to this, to have a

productivity almost twice the American employee who is paid $4.60
an hour.
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"Mr. SnTT. United States Steel Corp. has a plate mill underway in
your area that is going to out-do that Yawata mill in terms of labor
productivity. It is a matter of who has the latest mill. You have picked
the latest, best mill in Japan to compare two industries. It isn't-I am
trying to compare industries, not type mills,

Senator H, EK,. You don't think I am being fair; is that rightI
Mr. STrrr No sir. I think you are being quite fair to me under the

circumstances. [Iaughter.I
Senator H.frrKE. You are such a lovable person, it is awfully hard

to talk to you.
You know about this free-trade thing? Since we are just having

an interlude; do you believe in the doctrine of free trade?
Mr. STITT. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator HARTKE. If we uphold the doctrine that there is a sine qua

non in foreign trade, should we not uphold the free movement of
capital, too?

Mr. STITr. Yes, sir; I think we should.
Senator HIIrriE. Then let me ask you whether the Japanese have

fully acceded to the code of liberalization of capital of the OECD
and would UjS. Steel in effect be allowed to set up a fully owned
subsidiary in Japan, as Japan can do in the United States today?

Mr. STITT. First, I would say they thave not fully complied. That
is the first part of the question. They are movingthere.

Secondly, when it comes to the carbon steel, ordinary mill steel
industry, it is my understanding that it is 100-percent liberalized and
anyone can go in there and try to compete with the present companies.

Senator WilnTKE. If they did that, a fully owned subsidiary there-
Mr. STITr. One hundred percent.
Senator HARTKE (continuing). With no Japanese partner?
Mr. STIT. He would be wise to get a Jaipanese partner, but he can

do it without one, but if you were, or if I were, to go in as partners
on a joint venture, to go to Jaipan and build a steel mill-

Senator HARTKE. fow many fully owned American subsidiaries are
there in Japan? How many steel mills?

Mr. STITT. Not very many now. A few. Not very many. None in
the steel industry.

Senator H.ARTKE. None in the steel industry.
Mr. STrr. They just recently liberalized carbon steel. It was just

announced a few months ago.
Senator HAITKE. Go ahead.
Mr. Snrr. On the subject-if you and I were to join together, our

best bet would be to get a good Japanese partner.
Senator HAirrKE. That is not true. The Americans don't require

that.
Mr. STTT. No; they don't at all, though if I were a Japanese coming

here, I think I would want an American partner, too.
Senator IIARTK. As a matter of doingbusiness.
Mr. STITT. Yes, sir. Different countries, different customs, different

ways of doing things.
senator HARTKE. All right.
Mr. STITT. Now, we stopped by my saying that all the countries in the

world could t possibly pay $4.60 an hour. I think for most steel-
producing countries, and I know for Japan, the steel employees are
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among the highest paid group of workers in their own countries and,
therefore, sir I don't like to appear to be contradictory, but I think
allegations of cheap labor are unfounded.

Furthermore, while U.S. steel wages have been increasing at a steady
pace, steel labor productivity has increased even more. If you looked at
my tables 4 and 5, they show that front 1900 to 1966 industry sales and
industry shipments have risen even more rapidly than have, employ-
ment costs, whether measured by total employes or by production
workers. We feel that such unemployment as may exist in the steel
industry is far more the result of technological advance and more
intensive capital investment than it is of rising steel product imports.

The U.S. steel industr, has claimed with pride that it is spending
money for research and development at an annual rate well above $150
million, implying that the industry is not laggard in foresight. It is
true that in recent years the industry has indeed increased its efforts
to nake up for its fack of innovation over the last 25 years. However,
in this connection, permit me to quote from an article entitled "The
Trouble With Steel":

The record of the steel industry in this respect Is rather shocking. Thus, a 19G0
report of the National Science Foundation revealed that in 1004 the steel Industry
devote d less of its sales dollar to research and development than all but three of
the 10 Industries surveyed. The Industry spent only 00 cents of every hundred
dollars of sales revenues on research and development, compared to a $1.90
average for all manufacturing Industries. Even more revealing, all the Industries
that produce substitutes for steel products-aluminum, cement, plastics and
glass---spent more on research and development that the steel Industry, some-
times five and six times as much.

Vague and generalized statements hove been made that, compared
wih the U.S. steel industry, foreign steel industries have been greatly
advantaged by their respective governments in terms of financing,
export promotion, and import protection of their home markets.

lam on page 10, sir.
These widely disseminated assertions, upon examination, are best

characterized by their total lack of specific detail. With regard to the
European or other steel industries we must leave answers to others
more knowledgeable. We believe that the allegations are lacking in
substance insofar as the Japanese steel industry is concerned.

Japan has no border taxes.
It has been stated that the Japanese industry "is heavily favored

in terms of capital supply." Statistics on this matter, for the years
1960 through 1906, have been submitted to Professor Weidenhammer
of the staff of your committee. An examination of these figures does
not bear out the allegations.

First, governmental loans to the steel industry are at the same rate
of interest as those from private banks. This rate-8.2 percent per
annum--can hardly be considered favorable, especially when com-
pared with the rate at which the U.S. steel companies are able to
brrow money.

Second, at no time, over this 7-year period, have governmental loans
exceeded 1 percent of new capital for the industry.

Third, the major sources of new capital for the industry, for the
Japanese steel industry., have been the flotation of bonds, the increase
of capitalization by an increase of shares and loans from private com-
mercial banks. Over the period, the new Anancing provided by foreign
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loans--the World Bank, and U.S. Eximbank-has rapidly decreased,and, by 190, the payment of interest on these foreign loans is well in
excess of new capital so acquired.

BY and large, over the period, the major source of new investment
has b en retained profits and depreciation. This is not unlike the ex-perience of most U.S. steel companies. Thus, the Japanese Government
has played a small role in the capital supply of that nation's steel
industry.

Since Ja pan, in April of 1964, became a full-fledged article 8 mem-ber of the Thternational Monetary Fund Agreement, no special income
tax advantage has accrued to export industries, whether steel or other.
Japan, like the United States, has an Export-Import Bank to helppromote Japanese exports of all kinds. In the national interest, theJapanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry has exhortedits industries to extend their best efforts to expand exports, just asthe U.S. Department of Commerce has exhorted American Industries.

Export goals have been set, which industries tr to meet. This canhardly be considered much different from theiI.S. Government's
efforts to promote exports and to discourage investment abroad, on
the basis of voluntary industry action.

It has been said that the Japanese steel market is "insulated from
steel imports." We would like to point out that during the recentKennedy round, the duties on steel imports were reduced by an average
of 50 percent. This will be found in my table 10.

The problem for prospective U.S. exporters of steel to Japan isnot really nontariff trade barriers. It is rather that the prices of U.S.
steel products are so high that they could not be sold in the Japanese
market, whether or not nontariff trade barriers existed.

I sat in hearings before the Federal Trade Commission and hearda vice president of Bethlehem Steel Co. testify to this effect. Even if
there was no ocean freight at all involved in shipments of steel fromthe Ullited States to Japan, from Bethlehem, he couldn't sell any steel
in Japan because lie couldn't meet the Japanese prices to Japan. No
freight rates--

Senator HArm. On the one hand, you are trying to tell me that theproductivity is not as good, and on the other hand, you are trying totell me that they are so competitive in price. How can you account
for this vast difference in cost of about $30 a ton I

Mr. STr. Labor is a good part of it, sir. I didn't say-going into a
ton of steel is so much labor cost. Going into a ton of Japanese steelis much less labor cost than at present in U.S. steel. I agree to that.
And their one advantage is that. Furthermore, the Japanese steelcompanies don't really go for making as high a profit as possible.
They like to sell steel. W 0 1 .

Senator HAnITK. Do you want to give us the profit figures from the
Japanese companies ?

Mr. Srrr. Again, I have given these to Dr. Weidenhammer. I will
provide them to you, sir. They don't make the profits the U.S. in-
dustry does.

(Pursuant to the above question, Mr. Stitt submitted a letter with
attachments to the committee. These appear at the end of Mr. Stitt's
testimony, p. 927.)
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Senator I-IAwrxa I don't think anyone -
Mr. S+nw. They ar oompetitive.
Senator H I don't think anyone is contending that the price

of Japanese steel is in excess of American steel.
Mr. Srrr. No; but, you see, all this talk about--this tongue-in-

cheek talk about, we want equitailye world trade, it is unfair, there are
tariff barriers; I say whether or not Jajan has tariff barriers in gen-
eral-which I don't think they do-U.s. steel companies couldn't sell
American steel because it is too high priced.

.Who is going to ship American steel to Japan when he can't sell it-
he would sell it at a loss !

' Senator HArrxr. I don't know anyone who has nmde a contention
that if you could ship it in there, the price would still be there, but
the point still remains that you have access to a market which is not
on an equivalent basis with the market where it is being produced.

Mr. STiTT. As far as Japan is concerned, I tend to-I don't know
about the others, but I tend to say that it is not restricted that you
can't get-pardon me-there are certain small varieties o? specialty
steels where there are restrictions on imports. But the bulk of ordinary
steel products, to the best of my knowledge, can go into Japan if
whoever is shipping it in, whoever buys it there, thinks they can make
a buck on it.

Se mator HAwrzu Do you ship American automobiles into Japan !
Mr. Srrrr. You have to hop a pretty high tariff.
Senator HAwrxzr. Yes. That has a lot of steel in it, doesn't it !
Mr. Srr. Yes, sir.
Senator I-warx. And who is it that is coming in here with the No. 2

sales in automobiles at the moment !
Mr. S'n=. I think that article that you are readin---
Senator HILrrs What is the name of that car!
Mr. STrrr. Toyota, or Datsm. •
Senator HAmS. Toyota now in No. 2 import in the United States;

isn't that right !
Mr. Sorrr. It may be, sir; although the last time I looked, it was

about No. 4, but it may have pulled up in the last month or so. That
must be a figure for just the most recent month, or something like that.

Senator HAirxu Let's come on back. If an American wants to ship
any steel or any product, any automobile, over into Japan, this is what
he has to do: He has to go through that tight control system over im-
ports from the United States in this fashion. First, he has to secure an
irrevocable letter of credit as the condition for importing goods into
that country.

Mr. Srr. It works the same way in the other direction.
Senator HART.L He must apply to his bank, and his bank in turn to

the Central Bank of Japan for an allocation.of foreign exchange to
validate the letter of credit. The administrative procedure practiced
in the allocation of the foreign exchange seems to result in a product
which competes with the Japanese industries being excluded

Mr. STrrr. What is the source of that sir?
Senator HAmS. This is in a publicaton which was made her. by

Mr. Jones this morning. I mean, thm are the real control methods
that are used by Japan.
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Mr. STirn. He was testifying on textiles; wasn't he I
Senator HArmxZ. It applied to all things No question about that.
Mr. STrvr. I think that a good bit of this not government law

and regulation, sir. I do know this.
Senitor HArL&. It is an effective means of operation, though, and

it works very effectively.
Mr. STir-. Sir, if somebody here wants to import steel from Japan,

he has got to go to his bank and get a letter of credit because they
won't even start rolling the tteel until they get a letter of credit, so
what is the difference I You have got to go to 1e bank and get a letter
of credit to import Japanese steel. So, in Japan, you have to get a letter
of credit to iuiport American textiles. This is the way the bank business
operates in this area.

Senator HuaRKr,. Go right ahead.
Mr. Srrr. Thank you, sir.
In any event, it is our understanding, contrary to the usual aaertions,

that the Japanese Gd%;nment does not exercise a restrictive import
licensing system, witIh a few U "nA, which I mentioned
before.

I would like to draw ur attention to table 7 o statement.
There you could note at, in the first 7 months of 1 stel from
Japan represented v lunie onl 98 t of the Ja steel
imports over the e period of. . is co re wit @1 steel
imports in the fi 7 mon -hs 108 t o the similar riod
of 1966.I1ammi ysu," ta cet whi o
by Ja an w we
talk about t thigs

To seek q as onsteel impo y d
ofJ rotectio This' bous. ua1ly vus a co

on products petiti wi

nary reason mu t A rta in

It may be the U ind infac".- will el that "Wy" id hs etgrw whi other ind have,
ytel an~ pro low6 t es ri t0

other eotroanes. yprofitsa maim percent
M may oterindusvt W0 vn fio
Thes facts in thdo not reasons mid.

ficient for import quo" pwhu has shown asteady pattende lf --., t, ,,re--,ven- inre-

tive terms, is y impresive in absolut terms.
The rest of my statement, ir; I depart from steel here.
Senator HAirTL I will be glad to permit you to put that in the

record.
Mr. &rrr. I would just as soon have the rest of it go in the record.
Senator HA K. Lit m ask you this question.
Do you know th. premnt plant capac"y of the Japanese steel in-.dustryl

V
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Mr. STIr. Well, capacity is a funny thing in the steel industry,
Senator Hartke. Are we talking about pig iron capacity, crude steel I

Senator H,%r.. Let me tell you what I am driving at. How much
of it is consumed inside Japan I In other words-

Mr. STrr. Let me think that one over. Last year Japan exported
about 10 million metric tons and produced about 48 million, so it
would have been about 20 percent ex ported, finished products.

Senator HATILB.& How much will they increase their capacity, say,
by 1975tas compared by their estimated needs I

Mr. Srr. I have seen estimates ranging all over the lot. The one
I trust the most is that crude steel capacity by 1972 could reach 72
million metric tons.

Senator IHArLErj. Seventy-two million; and how much of that would
be consumed in Japan I

Mr. STITr. I would say 80 percent or better.
Senator HmrLx. All right. What are they going to do with the

excess? In other words, 20 percent of this is going to be substantially
in excess of what is presently being imported in the United States.
Who do they plan to sell it to f

Mr. STITr. Other areas of the world and the United States.
Senator HARtm'K. Primarily.
Mr. STITr. So far the United States has been the best customer: yes,

sir.
Senator HARxz About 48 percent of it; right?
Mr. STIr. Yes, sir.
Senator HR=Tz. In other words, they just market that additional

amount.
Mr. Si'rr. They intend to come here, selling steel to earn dollars

to buy SST's. If they can't earn dollars to buy SST's, they can make
use of dollars in Europe to buy Concorde's. Which would we rather
have them buy ? It is that simple.

Senator HUriz. How about automobiles I
Mr. STnr. They have been shipping automobiles in here.
Senator HArE. How about automobiles ? How many of the U.S.

automobiles went there last year, U.S. automobiles I
Mr. SITrr. From the Uriited States into Japan ? I don't know.
Senator HArm& 4,000.
Mr. Sirrr. I am surprised. I wouldn't think it would have been

that big.
Senator HAmx& Most of us thought they would lock us out. We

couldn't get in there. There isn't any question about that. I mean, the
American automobiles. The American Xotors is struggling for its life
and its chief competitor is Volkswagen and these compacts. We are
preparing to nut them out of existence.

M.Srrr. n this automibile thing, let me make just one sugges-
tion. You have been to Japan; haven't you, sir ?

Senator HRTz.r Yes.
Mr. Srrr. Of course you have. You have seen the Japanese roads.

What good is an American four-door sedan going down those alleys,
where you can hardly get a Datsun through? If the United States
really wants to sell cars in Japan, why don't we make cars to fit their
streets?

Senator IUrrx. Because they couldn't sell them there if they do.
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Mr. STr . How do you know, untilyou try?
(A letter from Mr. Stitt containing information on points raised

during his testimony, follows:)
8Twr, REMMNzxazIo AnD DAnIELa, Arromrys,

Washington, D.C.
Box. RUssELL B. LoNG,
Chairman. Pfsasce Committee,
U.S. Senate, WaeMusgto%., D.O.

DgAA MIL CHAIRMAN : Attached to this letter are tables ,wttlng out financial
data on the Japanese steel Industry and on employment In Japan. This Informa-
tion was requested 'v Senator Hartke at the hearings before the Committee on
Fiance concerning import quotas legislation, where I testified In my calacity
as director of the United States-Japan Trade Council. Transcript pages 561-62.
570. and 58& I am also submitting copies of tables which I had earlier submitted
on behalf of the Japanese steel industry in response to Inquiries from Dr. Robert
M. Weldeshammer. These are:

Table 1-1.-Imports of Raw Materials and Fuels from U.S.A.
Table 1-2.-Imports of Raw Materials and Fuels from U.S.A.
Table 2.-Indirect Steel Imports into Japan from the United States.
Table &-Iron and Steel Shipments to U.S.A.
Table 4-1.-Debt as Permentage of Equity.
Table 4--.-Current Assets as Percentage of Current Labilities (Current

Ratio).
Table 5.-Souces of Funds for Capital Expenditures of Japanese Steel

Industry.
The following are answers to specific questions raised by Senator Hartke at

the hearings.
(1) Sales by the United States steel industry In 1966 were 3&4% higher

than in 1960. 1967 sales (estimated annual sales for 19W7 as twice first halft
performance) were 32.7% higher than 1900 sales.

(2) Employment of wage earners in the United States steel Industry
declined 0.7% between 1900 and 1908. Employment of all employee In that
industry increased 0.7% In that same period.

(8) Employment of technical and clerical workers between Japanese
fieal years 1900 and 1906 Increased by 38%. Employment of processing or
production workers Increased 15.4%. Overall employment in the Industry
In this period increased 1&9%. Thee data are based upon employment at
the plant level and do not Include employment data for head and branch
ofmee

Your@ very truly,
STMrr, H3mXmE I ; & DANILL

By: Nwsox A. Srr

TABL[ I.-4AJENT FINANCINIG STATISTICS, JAPANESE IRON AND STEL INDUSTRY MY III4

Yew IsmI tIes " Liquitbis

Ink0....................................... ::::::: 331:: :.421
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TABLE I-L--MP0TS OF RAW MATERIALS AND FUELS FROM UNITED STATES

ivlue is otte n of dolar c ., J0861

Ferm. Imn d Cokig Petre. Ha
Caienda yea Toa Pig ke alley e ore leum s" W W own

scrap coke

1 60 ........... 276,579 1'681 5 12,70 155,781 79, 077 15 16,S6$ 9,895
1961 ............ 453,191 14,603 3.703 14.78 29,281 97,955 1.373 19,891 11,604
1962 ......... 269984 6,611 712 12.7 131,642 101,964 ,) 13,86 2,45S
196 3 .... 275,910 1.076 154 25,47 13 ,7SI 91,433 1,, 3 13,0 6,496

1 9. 32,71 2,660 659 21125 174,860 95,745 1,6
196 5 .. 282,255 120 869 38,-4 106,326 118,548 107 7
1966..... 306,862 141 331 55,144 10 908 124.514 2.'7 6.825 W,982

I NHl.
Notes: "Others" include man$anese ore, chromium ore, malnesi clinker. favorite Ore, nickel oe, tungsten on and

miolybdenum o'e.
Impts of U.S. raw materials and fuels for other use @d Japanese industries as compared with the steel Ijustfy (totals

fe 960-1966; unit. 1.000):

Other industries Steel industryy

Coking oot ...................................................... 6S,194 709, 236
Magnesia clinker ................................................. 4,476 4,231
Petroleum coke .................................................. 10,27 6, 398
Heavy low oil .................................................... 154,732 97,106

Sources: Ministry o6 Finance; figures for joking coal, petroleum coke and heavy fuel oil and magnesia clinker are
estkmted.

TALmE 2-Idkwtc steel imported uo Japas from the United States

(In thousands of dollAn
Calendar Year: r

1961-------------------------------
19612----------- ----------------- --------

1062 ------- ----- ---------- -- -- ----------

'ban

*lIe (CA..)
172, 044
275, 6,6
344.419
851, 504

29,150
24t 674
26, 484

Nom.-Above figure reeet pastel mWAcius heavy eletrca machinery, automo.
liles, buses. trucks aMm twracs
Smo: aaf

TABLE -ION AND STEEL SHIPMENTS TO UNITED STATES (QUANTITY AND F.O.L VALUE)

Pm metr Is ad thusmeee dolrs

Caedew Gre I Ordinary rolled Snda y tero Valu

,-............. 61,49 40748 164.155 445I

1O6 ............ se4, ,12,388 256,114 4.00 17,61.
I* ............ *1 7.,371,360 376,01 49 37 1731,93is" ............ ! 7 , 103,'6s 42 6126 W5 73

728 ............ 107,546
IS6 .......... 4 246 16,776 106,434

NWle: ire and Stee oepr Is e If MW exprttete sWbet (ftesd Modelrs):

I se.......................................................... It;=
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TAKE 4-1--4EIT AS PERCENTAGE Of EQUITY

Pe Mullumof yonl

aes ysew ........... 196 191 1362 IS 1964 1965 19

Iron and steel industry (umorlqg
major 6 companies :

Debt (a) a..... 401,345 53,175 644, 761 712,145 720, 52 4& 872 878.401
Equity (b)............. 329.60 403,710 475.300 537. 596 623, 773 644,352 666, 072
IM.equityrat(a)(b).. 54.9:4&1 57.1:42. 57.6:42.4 57.0:4.0 5.6:464 56.11:43.2 56. 9:43.1

Menuracturin industries (cover-
in about 460 ompane):

Debt (a) ....... ..... 2,.413.921 3,125,517 3,80,120 5,042,330 5,931.671 6,665.791
Equity ) .............. 2 124,072 2,667.05 3 090.097 4 071 216 4 563.513 469. 345
Deot-equtyratlo(a)(b)... SiZ;46.8 54,0:46.0 55,2:44.8 I A3:44.7 5i.$;4d5 !W7:41,3

I Not available.

Notes Source fWaucual reports of the companies concerned.
Debt, total of long-term debts. short-term debts and bonds.
Equity includes reserves to be considered as surplus such a "Reserve for Price Fluctuation."
MJor 6 companies: Yawalta fuji NKK Kawasaki Sumitomo Kobe.

TABLE 4-2.--CURRENT ASSETS AS PERCENTAGE OF CURRENT LIABILITIES (CURRENT RATIO)

Ila Millions of yenj

Fiscal year ..................... 1960 1961 162 1963 1314 1965 196

Items:
Iron and steel industry (major

C companies :
Current assets (a) ....... - 381, 5 200 5670. 643,639 728,397 811,200 647.526
Current liabilities (b).... 27 27 460,497 49k,137 50 075 3676 66 203 7 779
Current ratio (a) divided

by (b) percent ) ...... 135 i16 114.3 11& 3 124.8 121.4 120.9
Manufacturing Industrie

(about 460 companies):
Current assets (a). - S... 620, 352 4,662,988 k,351,250 7,113231 6.395,116 .,04 ......
Curiett labilt(b) .... 3,1k30,U171 U k4,Ml. 6,240,l5 7, 22514 7,f.64 ........
Current raise (a) divie

by W)(per ent)- ...... 116 111.6 li1 115,1 2IIL 117.4 ........

NOWe: Current aSes Wota Of wb a11d doest16mt and OW eut 401001141e8 se12m111 01iltiesft no re and110fl etheros, IMs
reserve fo bad det

Current liabilItIes: Total f short-term debts, sole and scoounft payable. provision for taxes and other
iem:jeracnais: Yawas Fuj. NKM, Kaweakl, Sealemo, oser s -- 80perwet ef total Janese steeI

levee: Fknacle reortss lb me slsssnsesed

8W-408-67--pt 2----20



TAKE L -SOU OF AUM FOR CAPITAL OEIMMTrES OF JAASL STEEL BUOUSTRY (MET INCREASE)

R~howuof ds ama 163 hiS
PAI . .............. Im m "a M 114 Im n

-mm Pn" An Feem Aund P fmM Amo Pm mugf Aesg wsgAtd P~
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(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Stitt, previously referred
to, follows:)

8UNMARY or STAThMLNT or NULJo.o A. STIrr, Dzacroa, ox IzBnALr or UrrM
8TATJ-JAPAx Tatos COUNCIL ON IMPOST QUOTA BMLLS BrOBS SRNATS FlANCIS
COuxATrTr, UkIVrou 2O, 1TMI

The application of quantitative controls over a wide range of American Im-
porto-aud especially over textiles and steel-would have unfortunate cons-e
queuiws for the U.S. economy and for U.S. political relations with Japan. It
would impair the ability of Japan to buy from the United k8tates and invite re-
taliatJon against American exports to Japan, which were valued at $2. billion
in 1fun.

Such quotas are completely opposed to the principles of economic freedom on
which the United States has prospered. The resultlng bureaucratic controls would
be hiito~eralile. It Is imptossble to frame any reasonable general criteria for lIm-
po1xmiz mandatory quotas.

The I'.8. steel Industry has been prospering, by all ludicia, over the last seven
years. during which imports becuae a factor. Imports will not reach much higher
levels. There is an actual shortage of skilled steel workers. The U.S. industry
has I-eeu tcbuoltgicully laggard but is catching up. The Steel Quota bill would
limit imports much more than Indicated by the assigned quotas.

Imports of wool products have actually declined over the last two years. Im.
lwrts of manmude ilbers in ItDW rmew to meet extraordinary demand In the United
State. but have declined in 1907. Taken together, imports of cotton, manmade
and wtool imanuufacitures from Japan declined by 9.1% In the first halt of 1967
compared to the firt half of 1906

Footwear Imports have rendered a great service to the American economy.
The U.S. Industry suffers from a labor shortage. Imports from Japan have con-
sLted mostly of uobes with vinyl ulpers which fill a great need of low-income
conisunmera and are not diretly competitive with U.S. made aboes.

Electronics quotas would have adverse effects on the U.S. electronics industry
itself because of Its export surplus and specialization. It relies heavily on cer-
tain Importd components and linlahed product.

With lead and sine quotas In existence from 19M8 to 19M there has not been
time to bring about adjustments In a free lead and since market. A quota could
never eliminate some of the volatile factors and would aggravate the supply
situation.

The glam industry is In an exceptionally healthy profit position, engages In very
favorable international operations and already enjoys special protection from
certain imports.

STAT aSM3 or Nsow A. BTr, Duaoom, Uxwm 8TAmsa-JA Tans Couwcn.

The United State-Japan Trade Oouncll, 1000 Connecticut Avenue, Wahington.
D.C., Is a trade amocation with a membership of over 700 firms located in the
United States who conduct among them moat of the trade between the United
States and Japan.

Out members, like everyone concerned with this mutual trade, are enormously
concerned about the trade bills which are pending before this Committee. We
respect the sincerity at their sponsors, but we nevertheless believe that they pose
serious dangers to the health of the United States economy and to the foreign
relations of the United ttes.

It Is fortunate that this Committee has decided to hold these hearings, because
when the various proposals to restrict Imports Into the United States are exam.
ined together It becomes manifest that they Involve nothing less than the aban-
donment of the trade policy followed by the United States for the last 88 years,
and most recently approved by the C0ngren when It reacted the Trade Expaw-
alon Act of 19ft

The commodity quota bills currently pending in the Congress cover trade valued
In 1906 at about SU.8 billion. This Is 25 percent o all U.S. Imports in 196, If you
exclude from total Imports those that are not competitive with any U.S. produeta,
then these bills cover more than % of U.S. Imports. And, finally, the Dirkasn
proposal, the Muskie bill and other generalized quota proposals that have been
circulated would Involve practically all Imports that are competitive with any
Amerita produced artides.
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We earnestly submit that quantitative controls over a wide range of American
imports would spell the end of a whole era of expanding trade and would Lntro-
duim a new period of Inward-looking, self-impoverishIug policies.

UNrOSTUNATE CONaWQUZXCX8 OR THUE U.S. ECONOMY

Such a program of quantitative controls would be unfortunate for the U.S.
economy for two main reasons. First, It would negate the invaluable benefits of
imports in helping to maintain moderate price levels In the United States. This
effect is much greater than is Indicated by the amount of imports actually re-
ceived, because the very possibility of Imports exercises a restraining influelice
upon prices. In this connection I offer as part of my testimony a pamphlet pub-
lished by the United States-Japan Trade Council in 19W called Imports and
Inflation, in which evidence of the restraining effect of imports on prices is clearly
set forth. On page 7 of that pamphlet is a table entitled "The Effect of Steel
Product Imports Upon U.S. Steel Prices." This dramatically shows the inverse
correlation between the volume of imports and the extent of which steel prices
have increased. Similar examples could be drawn from other fields.

Inflation brings a wide variety of economic evils, the most obvious of which
is that ordinary people have to pay more for the products that they buy. I
present as part of my statement another puinphlet published by the U.S.-Japan
Trade Council called ]low About the {Conuumer? This pamphlet draws attention
to the important service rendered by imports--largely Ignored In most discus.
sons of trade policy- -of making a wider variety of products available at lower
prices.

Secondly, the enactment of the pending bills would be unfortunate for the
American economy because it would inevitably lead to a serious decline In Ameri.
can exports. At this point, I should like to offer as part of my testimony two
statistical publications of the U.S.-Japan Trade Council: (1) United Stete Im-
port from Japan, 1966; and (2) United Statee B port from Japan, 1966, both
by customs districts. The commodity categories and total on the left-haLd side
are all we need for present purposes. Note first that iron and steel Imports,
top of page 6, from Japan, totalled $588 million In 1908. Note second, bottom
of page 4, that textile articles were Imported to the value of $243 million, and
clothing to the extent of $16 million, a total of $410 million. Thus. the bills
on textiles and steel alone would control almost one billion dollars of American
Imports from Japan In 1908-to say nothing of the array of other products
entering into the grand total of almost $8 billion imported from Japan last year
that could be affected by the more general quota bills under consideration.

Since 190 U.S. trade with Japan, both ways, has totalled $22 billion, with
imports and exports almost evenly balanced. The congruence of a flourishing
economy in the United States and a recession in Japan led to a balance in
trade In favor of Japan In 1966. However, over a longer period of years, the
balance has been in favor of the United States, and the trend In 196 Is de-
cidedly more favorable to the United States than last year. Japanese exports
to the U.S. in 19067 are up only two percent in the first eight months while our
exports to Japan are up 20 percent over the same period. Moreover, while a
direct comparison of imports and exports Is frequently convenient In the trade
with Japan, this trade is not conducted on a bilateral basis, and It has properly
to be examined in a multilateral framework.

When we look at 196 exports to Japan (the green pamphlet) we see that
of the $2.3 billion that the U.& shipped in 1968, over $480 million consisted of
food and feeds, and this of course was mostly grains: wheat, corn, soybeans. We
see cotton valued at $113 million, oil seeds (soybeans) valued at $222 million,
tobacco, hides, and skins, a total of about $900 million In agricultural products.
In 190T over a billion dollars in America agricultural products will have been
shipped to Japan. And then we see another big category, machinery and trane.
port equipment, $440 million, including aircraft valued at $110 million; $48
million in office machines; and $4? million in power generating machinery.

These figures are simply a brief illustration, which could be expanded at
length, of the fact that America ships to Japan the products of its most efcient
Industries, its farm products, its computers, Its aircraft, and many other things,
and receives from Japan those products in which the United Statee is not nece.-
sarily inefficient or even less efficient than Japan. but for which the comparative
advantage tends to favor that country. If we choose to deny American markets
for Japanese steel, Japanese textiles, and Japanese e us manufeture.
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of various kind& which are also produced in the United States. then we are deny-
hig to our most etielent producers the o-qportunlty to sell their goods abroad
and It is the American INvi4le, as a whole, that will be the Isowrer for it.

These exlprts could Ie affected in two ways. First. if the l'zited States violates
the eiigiagements which it has only Just entered into In the course of the Kennedy
itound to admit goods Into the United States at the Lower tariffs which were
there provided and without quantitative restrictions, and then other nations
have the right to retaliate against our products, as we retaliated several years
ago against the products of the E'XV In the so-called "tllcktn war." Stcond,
even without a deliberate decision to retaliate, injury would be inevitable

eatuse the impairment of Jalmn's sales to the United States would inevitably
mean the impairment of Japan's ability to buy. Since the U'nited Qtates Is
Japatn's princplaml supplier, this means Impairment of the ability to buy mainly
from the United States.

We have been examining in detail, of coune. the trade between the Unit(d
States and JaMn, but what has Jut been said Is applicable to U.S. trade with
Europe and indeed with the whole world.

UNFrURTNATU COYNEQUENCKS FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

I should like now to refer to the consqluencis of the prois)sls In ternlms of the
lInternuational relations of the United States. Trade agreements which have
ben entered into have containtl so-called "escape clau.-es" and there are
various means, from a legal standpoint, whereby parties to the agreements may
take action to protect a mrticular industry which Is cunidered to be in M'riotns
danger of injury from Imports. But If such measures extend over a wide variety
of products, and it they are not based upon serious and well-founded dangers of In-
toleratble dislocations within the economy of the receiving country, then sich
measures detroy the structure of International eeonomtile cooperation. An the
largest and the wealthiest trading nation, the United States sets the pattern.
The enactment of legislation along the lines of proposals now pending Ifore
this Committee would mean the end of a whole era In International enomic
cooperation. It would cause the free world to collapse into autArchic st:atts or
trading blocs, each the poorer for its inability to trade freely with the others.

This would also have the most serious possible political consequences, In
terms of the ability of the United States to wield Its power effectively toward
peace and international cooperation. No no area would this be more serious
than In the far P1cific and Japan.
We tend to dwell more on our problems than our succewsss but It Is it mrtant

to note that the postwar history of Japan is a remarkable eceess story for both
the Japanese people themselves and for American policy toward that nation.
Frow the ashes of defeat and destruction, Japan has achieved a modern techno-
logical society comparable to many part, of the I'nited States and Europe, the
highest economic growth rate of any country In the world, and a democratic
political system. It is a shining beacon to all the peoples of the underdeveloped
world, particularly In Asia. And, most Important for present purlxos, it Is a
vital part of the United States security system. Our naval vessels tse the ports
of Japan, and one of the most Important over.seas air basa of the United States
Is located by Japanese consent on Japanese territory-Okinawa. At this very
moment, the Prime Minister of Japan is on a visit to Botuth Vietnam. It remains
true, as we said li a paper submitted to a Congressional omwittee In 1968,
that '"The United States can feel confident of Japan's role only so long oS the
people of Japan ate convinced that their Interest lies in much cooperation. The
people of Japan are now so convinced, and their own commitment to the free
world and the principles of the United Nation is so great, that they will not
easily alter their view. Their first consideration, however, in the mind of a
Japanese, as in the minds of people the world over, I that he and hbb family
have a decent living. Competing perhaps with this consideration for the firwt
place is self-rempect It is true, therefore, in a very real sense, that the United
States can count upon Japan as a friend so long as Japanese are satisfied that
on the whole policies of the United States are compatible with Japanem liveli-
hood and Japanese sf-respect."

We must remember that Japan's economic dependence on the United States is
match greater than U.S. dependence on Japan.

In 196, Imports from Japan were 11.4 percent of total U.S. imports, and only
0.4 percent ot U.S. GNP. Japan's imports from the U.S. were 27.9 percent of its
total impor and 18 percent of Its GNP.
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In popular terna, this lopwilded intweendence is expressed by the fact that
while thee hearings today are receiving modest attention in the presm in mo-t
cities of the United States, they are undoubtedly making headline. i the nea-
papers of Japan.

GiIUL!AL fP8OSLMa OF IMPOST QUOTAS

I come n)ow to the problems preuented by iukport quota legislation of the nature
that is being eousidered by this Committee.

The inherent vice of all quotas, of course, Is that they distort the normal piut-
terns of trade and do not permit market forces to operate freely. In this rewipect,
they are worse than customs duties. A limit on the quantity of any partlt'ular
commodlty that may come in either creates a chaotic struggle for priority-
distorting normal business decisions in the Interest of participation In the limited
supply-or, like a cartel, involves some in.ehaunsim for allocation of the quota
among exporters or importers or both. The dturbaiwe to trade rsultitng from
such restrictions can hardly be exaggerated. Because of them. Importer% have
been unable to gain a.eeus to a source of supply, have had to ay premiums for
quotas assigned to other-, or have made their purehaes when they were able
to get the goods at the additional tcot of higher prices or storage charges to keep
them until needed. These handfraps to importers have been reflected in damage
to consumers, in terms of higher prices or limited supply or both.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the principle of governmentally fixed
limitations on Imports for a wide range of goods il altogether opposed to the
principles of economic freedom on which this nation has grown great and is much
closer to the cartel philosophy that the U.S. deplores when practiced by other us.
tions. One of the reasons for the vigorous growth of the U.S. economy Is that
it has resisted the notion that any group of producers has a fixed right to a
share of the market, whether it be threatened by technological innovation, a
shift to lower wage areas within the United States, Improved transportation,
Imports from abroad, or some other factor.

In a discussion of quotas, the distinguished Harvard Professor of Economics,
Gottfried Haberier, said:

"* * 0 importing * * * ceases to be a business where entrepreneurial ability and
Pound business Judgment determine who wins. Under the quota system the Gov-
ernment has to decide who Is going to do the importing and the allotment of an
Import license become equivalent to a Government handout.

"Anyone who asks for * * quotas * * in effect asks for Government hand-
outs and. whether he knows it or not, demands the replacement of the businessman
and market forces by public officials and Government flat.

"It is for this reason that I said before the quantitative restrictions on trade
and payments * * are poison to the Free Enterprise System."

Americans have bitterly resisted Internal controls over the economy, and when
they became unavoidable in World War II, got rid of them as soon as pos-ible.
The proposed legislation, nevertheless, proposes to Install similar odious controls
over the Import trade of the United States, involving not only the limiting of
imports but a vast and complex bureaucratic machinery. We suggest that this
Committee ask the Department of Commerce and the Department of Treasury
how many people are employed In the administration of the controls on cotton
textiles, how many man-hours are spent, how many pages of publications are
spewed forth, and what the administration of this program costs the taxpayers
of the United States.

We recognize that It is hard to explain why. if systematic quantitative con-
trols are appropriate for cotton textiles, they are not appropriate for other com-
moditles. I think we gave the answer back In 1956 and 19.7 when I was personally
engaged in an attempt to avert this very result for cotton textile. When tle
agreement was made I wrote In tv pamphlet of March 1IT publi,4hed by the
predecessor of the U.S.-Jalsan Trade Council, tile Council for Imprved United
States-Japanese Trade Relations:

"These controls are not tolerable for Japan or in the best interests of the
United States if they should become a pattern for limiting every import which
aggrieves some domestic Interest * 0 * widespread extension of this practice
would be the death knell of the I'nited States liberal trade policy * *0."

More authoritative is the recent comment made by George Ball, who was
Under Secretary of State when the multilateral cotton textile agreement was
made. Permit me to quote an exchange between Mr. Ball and Representative
Curtis during hearings of the Subcommittee on Ioreign Economic Polcy ot the
Joint Economic Committee on July 20 of this year:
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"Representative Cuirls. 0 * * I have been deeply concerned with whether we

haven't In many, many instances been replacing the tariff technique for regulat.
lug trade with something that I would regard as much more regressve. I refer
to the license and quota approach. And I think the Long-term Cotton Textile
Agreement would give grounds for this concern.

"Of course, we have had the sugar license and quota setup for some time. And
we now have an international coffee agreement. We are talking about an inter-
national cocoa agreement. And they are talking about extending the cotton
textile agreement to include wool and man-made fiber. We have got the oil
import quota arrangement. Do you see a danger of moving forward to what
we call mercantilism at the same time we have been taking down the tariff
barriers, so that we will end up with not having keyed up trade, but having
restricted It by the use of the other techniques?"

'Mr. BAIL. You touch on a very sure point, Mr. Curtis, because I Invented and
negotiated the cotton textile agreement, and It has always been on my conscience.
I think It was a bad thing. But I did it only because if I hadn't I was very much
afraid that Congress was going to impose mandatory quotas, which would have
been even worse."

We respectfully suggest that proposals such as the Smith bill, the Muskle bill
or the Dirksen proposal which would establish a g0neralized formula for trlgger-
Ing some sort of limitation on imports are Impossible, unless they are framed in
such reasonable and moderate ways that they are tantamount to the type of
escape clause investigation which has always been in the law.

Consider the effect of the standards that would trigger mandatory quotas in
the proposal circulated by Senator Dirksen. The first standard (found also In the
Muskle bill), Is an increase of 50 percent in the market share held by imports
over five years. This could mean that imports went from 10 percent to 15 percent
of the market while domestic production was doubling. It has often halwned
that there is a large increase in the market for a particular line of goods in which
imports share along with the domestic production.

The same comment applies to the second standard, an increase in imports at a
rate averaging 10 percent per year over five year.. Such an increase doesi not
necessarily mean that there has been any reduction of sales from domestic
production.

The last criterion of the Dirksen proposal Is even worse: importation at landed
costs more than 10 percent below the wholesale price of the like or competitive
article. Since the importer has to make his markup, and this is usually more
than 10 percent, this standard would be met by almost any line of merchandise
that sold at the same price level as the domestic goods. And yet most imports sell
at wholesale somewhat below the comparable domestic merchandise for the sim-
pie reason that if they didn't, they couldn't sell at all. Considerations of familiar-
ity, delivery and service cause the domestic article to sell at a premium over
the imported article, except in those cases which we all know but which are
statistically unimportant-where the import enjoys superior prestige.

As soon as you seek to establish a set of standards that would make relief
mandatory at the behest of every Industry whose members think it should have
relief, then you have struck at such a wide area of imports that the result is the
destruction of present trade policy.

You have so many bills before you and there have been so many reports on
various modifications and variations that I hesitate to discuss the effect of any
particular proposal upon Japan's sales in the United States. Since Japan sells
a very wide area of goods in the American market and since sales in toto hare
grown in 10 years from $600 million to Just under $8 billion, It Is obvious that
any general quota legislation could affect a large number of products from Japan.
What products would actually be affected Involves technical Judgments under a
law whose precise terms we cannot now know. Sufice It, therefore, to mention
some of the products of Japan which have been on the Increase In recent years:
tape recorders and other electronic products, automobiles, motorcycles, aIrplanei,
musical Instruments-In addition to steel, textiles, clothing, and plastic footwear.

Imports have to start somewhere and their rate of increase In the first years is
always phenomenal pereentagewise. Experience Indicates, however, that every
line of goods that has come In from Japan settles down at some natural level.
Even where the price and quality are advantageous, there are generally many
factors that keep It from dominating the market. It 10 years ago anyone had
predicted the rate of growth for Japanese manufactures in the American market
that was actually achleved, It would have seemed to many American producer
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to portend a catastrophe; and yet the fact is that these goods have generally
found their niche in the American market without undue disturbance and some-
times to the advantage of the American producers of like products rather than
to their disadvantage.

I would now like to move along to some of the specific import quota bills here
under consideration:

NO NEED F IMPORT QUOTAS ON STM

During the past several year., the largest dollar-earner for Japan in export-
ng to the United States has been steel mill products. Naturally, our Council

in, therefore, much concerned about the Jlartke bill, dealing with steel alone and
the Dirksen proposal which would strike at theme exports.

As all here are aware. Imports of steel mill products into the United States
were Inconsequential until the lengthy steel strike of 19W9. Therefore, we are
confining our review of the U.S. steel market situation to the intervening year*--
19W to date. If the United States steel industry In having difficulties, this Is the
only time in which growing imports could have been a contributing factor. Ob.
viously, the U.S. steel industry has not won a rate of growth In recent years
comparable to that of newer and more dynamic Industrie--electroni-s, com-
puters, Jet aircraft, etc. However, I direct your attention to Table 1. attached;
from 1960 to the end of June 1967, according to the FTrC and SEC, steel Industry
salem have increased by $40 billion; net profits have increased by $239 million;
liquid position (current amiets minus current liabilities) has improved by $1
billion; earned surplus and surplus reserves have increased by $1.9 billion: Cur-
rent assets have increased by about $2 billion: investment in property, plant
and equipment (after depreciation) has increased by $2.6 billion: total asets
have increased by $5 billion: and stockholders' equity (total assets minun total
liabilities) has increased by $2 billion. These figures do not seem to me to portray
an industry materially damaged for foreign competition.

It has been maintained, by a kind of modified straight line projection, that
steel imports into the United States within ten years would reach "a staggering
40 million tons." We acknowledged that neither the U.S. industry nor the U.S.
Government could view such a prospect with equanimity. On the other hand. let
me draw your attention to Table 9. attached to my written statement. This table
is extracted from a recent book published by the Vniversity of Michigan and
presents an entirely different view of the future U.S. steel market. The book's
section on steel was written by the marketing reearch director of McLouth
Steel Corporation, who should not be considered Inexpert on the subject. This
article projects. not only a steadily growing demand for steel in the United
States. but by 1980 a virtual balance between U.S. steel product exports and m-
IprtA. Whoever is right in crystal-balling, we submit that the present situation is
far from Justifying a reversal of the long-standing liberal foreign trade policy
of the United States in the Interest of the steel industry.

It has been contended that steel imports represent jobs that would otherwise
be held in the United State& In the first place. even the most extreme proposals
by the domestic Industry would not suggest eliminating all Imported steel. Second.
the job loss figures totally ignore Jobs generated in the handling and fabrication
of Imported steel. Third. they totally ignore the American Jobs created by U.S.
exportxjobs that would not exist if American trading partners abroad had not
the dollars to purchase the farm and industrial products from this country.
Fourth, while there undoubtedly exists In some communities in some parts ot the
country some distress with respect to steel layoffs. itatistics published by the
American Iron and Steel Institute indicate that total employment in the industry
increased from an annual average of 571.6 thousand employees In 1960 to 575.5
thousand employees in 1968; from the same source, wage employees (production
workers) showed a slight decTease from an annual average In 1960 of 449.9 thou-
sand workers to 448.7 thousand workers in 196-at the same time. Industry ship-
ments (sales) increased by 26 percent. Furthermore, metal trade publications
have for the past six months been pointing out the shortage of skilled steelworkers
in the growing Chicago area and describing the efforts of the steel companies
there to Induce the migration of skilled steelworkers Into that area. We strongly
doubt that any reputable steel economist would endore the figures on Import-
generated Job losss that hav received such wide publicity.

Much has been made of lower steel wages abroad. a fact which is indubitably
and inevitably true. Foreign steel workers, operating in economies and societies
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much less wealthy than the United States, could not possibly be paid the equiva-
lent of about $4.W0 per hour. However, I believe that for most steel producing
countrie--and I know that for Japan--steel employees are among the hlgheat
paid group of workers in their own countries. Allegations of "ceap labor" ar*
uutounded. Furthermore, whIle U.S. steel wages have Increased at a steady pace,
steel labor productivity has Increased even more. I draw your attention to Tables
4 and 5, indicating that from 1960 to 1966 industry sales and shipments have risen
more rapidly than have employment costs, whether meaured by total employees
or by production workers. We maintain that such unemployment as may exist in
the steel Industry is far more the result of technological advances and more in-
tensive capital investment thau It Is of rising steel product Imports.

The U.S. steel Industry has claimed with pride that It Is spending money for
research and development at an annual rate well above $Zio million, Implying
that the industry Is not laggard in foresight. It is true that in recent years, the
ndustry has indeed increased its effort to make up for Its lack of innovation in

five years However, In this connection, permit me to quote from an article en-
titled "The Trouble with Steel," from the prestigous Chalnge/Te Mafgazine of
Economic Affapeor July/August 1iS7:

"'The record of the steel Industry in this respect Is rather shocking. Thus a
196N report of the National Science Foundation revealed that In 1&64 the steel
industry devoted less of its sales dollar to researt.h and development than all
but three of the 16 Industries surveyed. The industry spent only 60 cents of every
hundred dollars of sales revenues on R&D, compared to a $1.1,0 average for all
manufacturing industry. Even more revealing, all the industries that produce
substitutes for steel products-alumnum, cement, plastics and glass--pent more
on R&D than the steel industry, sometimes five and six times as much."

Vague and generalized statements have been made that, compared with the
United States steel Industry. foreign steel Industries have been greatly advan-
taged by their respective governments In terms of financing, export promotion,
and Import protection of their home markets. These widely di.eWmmated a %,r-
tions, upon examination, are best characterized by their total lack of speclfle
detail. With regard to the European or other steel industries, we must leave
answer to others more knowledgeable. We believe that the allegatiuus are laclihig
In substance Insofar as the Japanese steel Industry Is concerned.

It has been stated that the Japanese industry "is heavily favored in terms
of capital supply." Statlstics on this matter, for the years 19W0 through 11X66,
have been submitted to the staff of this Committee in counectio with the study
being made by Profetsor Weidenhammer. An examination of these figures does
not bear out the allegations. First, govermnental loans to the steel industry
are at the same rate of Interest as those from private banks; this rate (&2
percent per annum) can hardly be considered favorable, especially when com-
pared with the rate at which the U.S. steel companies are able to borrow money.
Second. at no time, over this seven year period, hare governmental loans exceeded
1 percent of new capital for the industry. Third, the major sources of new
capital for the Industry have been the flotation of bonds, the increase of capital-
ization by the Increase of shares, and loans from private-commercial banks.
Over the period, the new financing provided by foreign lans (the World Bank.
the U.S. Iximbank. etc.) has rapidly decreased and by 1966, the payment of
interest on these foreign loans In well in excess of new capital so acquired.
By and large, over the period, the major source of new investment has been
retained profits and depreciation: this In not unlike the experience of most
U.S. steel companies. Thus the Japaneme government has played a small role
In the capital supply of that nation's steel industry.

Since Japan became a full-fledged Article 8 member in April of 1. 4 of the
International Monetary Fund Agreement, no specal income tax advantage has
accrued to export industries, whether steel or other. Japan, like the United
States, has an Export-Import Bank to help promote Japanese exports of all
kinds. In the national Interest, the Japanese Ministry of Internatloal Trade and
Industry has exhorted its industries to extend their best efforts to expand
exports, just as the United States Department of Commerce has exhorted Amer-
lean industries. Export goals have been set, which Industries try to meet; this
can hardly be considered much different from the U.& Government's efforts to
promote exports and to discourage investment abroad--on the basis of voluntary
industry action.

It has been said that the Japanese steel market is 'Insulated from steel
imports." We would like to point out that, during the recent Kennedy Round,
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the Japanese duties on steel Imports were reduced by an average of 50 percent
(see Table 10). The problem for prospective United States exporters of steel
to Japan is not really non-tariff trade barriers; It Is rather that the prices of
United States steel products are such that they could not be sold in the Japanese
market, whether or not non-tariff import trade barriers existed. A Vice Presi-
dent of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation testifying before the Federal Maritime
Commission in hearings Involving freight rate differentials between the United
States and Japan said that, even if there were no ocean freight charge for
the export of his steel to Japan. Bethlehem could sell little steel In the Japanese
market because It could not meet the Japanese home market prices.

In any event, It is our understanding that--contrary to the usual assertions-
the Japanese Government does not exercise a restrictive Import licensUg system
(with a few minor exceptions In certain small varieties of speciality steels).

We wish to draw your attention to Table T attached. It should be noted
that In the first seven months of 19T7, steel from Japan represented in volume
only 93 percent of Japanese steel hIportm over the same ierlod of 1966; this
compares with a total steel Import it. the first seven months of 196 of 108 per-
cent of the similar period of 1906.

To seek quotas on steel imports is to seek an extraordiiary degree of protec-
tion. That is obvious. It is equally obvious that a country dedicated to private
enterprise cannot lightly or eahty impose quotas on products competitive with
those of Its own industries. Extraordinary reasons must support extraordinary
restraints. These extraordinary reasons have not been demonstrated for the
United States steel industry, and, I submit. cannct be dc',tonstrated. It may be
that this Industry has not experienced tLe g:ortn whhh other inf'ustries have
experienced or that steel industry stocks are les attractive to speculators than
the stocks of other industries or that company profits are less massive than in
other industries. These facts. In themselves, even if true, do not furnish reasons
sufficient for quota--particularly when the industry has shown a steady pattern
of growth which, whatever its Impressiveness in rclatire terms, Is undeniably
impressive in absolute terms.

A detailed analysis of S. 2537 Is included at the end of this statement.

t0 NOZ)D roa IMPOeR QUVWAS ON TEIXTILU

Other significant items in the import trade from Japan that would be affected
by measures before this Committee are textiles and apparel, which together
totalled $410 million in IWO6. It is clear that there has been no Injury to the
domestic textile and apparel industries by these imports.

In the case of wool textiles, imports have been declining for two consecutive
years and indications based upon forward orders are that there will be a further
decline in 196&

At the same time. the DaiI NCews Record reports "Worsteds are Booming.
Mills Booked Well Ahead." The article continues "Domestic worsted business Is
booming. Fabric buyers for clothing producers indicate delivery dates for fall
1968 fabrics are becoming extremely tight." The price of Japanese worsteds has
increased substantially over the last year, a trend which we expect to continue.

In the worsted trade, Japan Is selling very high quality fabrics which have
their own markets and do not compete to any appreciable extent with worsted
cloths produced by the domestic Industry. Japan has been strongest in the field of
ilk-worsted blends, a specialty which simply cannot be duplicated in the United

States.
There is no question that the Japanese worsteds along with British and Italian

worsteds have a large share of the business In fabrics for men's suits in the more
expensive lines. On the other hand. the domestic industry is practically without
competition in its principal line, cheaper worsteds for low cost suits, slacks and
casual clothes which fields are growing more rapidly than the suit market.

Imports have increased from 1965 to 1906 In the field of manmade fiber prod.
nets. This was primarily to meet the conditions of extraordinary demand In 1966
when the domestic industry was short of supply. As a matter of fact. a very large
proportion of Imports from Japan In the manmade fiber products field were
yarns-and the customer for yarns could be no other than the United States
textile Industry Itself. Imports of manmade fiber products from Japan are con-
siderably down in 1967, reflecting a change in demand patterns.

In the first half of the year of 1961. Imports of manmade fiber products from
Japan declined by 9.5 percent compared to the first halt of 1966
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Imports from Japan of cotton products declined by &2 percent and of wool
products by 12.4 percent comparing the first half of IT with the same period
In 1I9*

Given the strong record of the United States industry through 1966 and the
recovery from the general economic dullness of 196? already evident, it appears
to us that quotas on textiles are entirely inappropriate. Subsequent witnesses
will point out the detrimental consequences of adoption ot such restrictions.

NUD YOB ZMPORT QUOTAS ON OTU M MODUC
Foollecer

The position of the American footwear producers with respct to Imports
Ignores two very Important factors. First, the Imports of Japanese footwear about
which the National Shoe Manufacturers Asmociation is complaining are almost all
footwear with vinyl uppers. According to the Department of Commeure, approxi-
mately half of all imports consist of such products, and they had an average f.o.b.
value In 1966 of 54 cents. Most of them were for women and misses, and they bad
had an average f.o.b. value in the first six months of 1967 of 50 cents.

Now, 50 cents f.o.b. means that these shoes are selling at retail somewhere
around $1.50, perhaps from $1.39 to $1.89 From American production, there is
no oerviceabe footwear available at all In this prite range. This means two Im-
portant things: that these products are not displacing American sale" on anything
like a one-to-one basis because the people who buy them would often not be
buying a more expensive shoe; and that Imports are rendering a great service
in making footwear available for poor people at a price that they can afford.

The second factor which should be noted is that there is today, and has been
for several years, a shortage of labor In the American footwear industry. The
trade press has been of stories about the difficulties in obtaining labor. The
shoe industry itself has often recognized the problem. The jobs s,;4 So have
bcca to#t in the shoe industry are theoreticol jobs for which there are no workcrs
to fill. lor this reason, there is a great impetus to shoe production in Puerto Rico
and stress upon training shoe workers there. From the standpoint of the American
economy. imports have been serving the valuable traditional function, of making
It posdble for American labor to concentrate on the more sophisticated higher
paid eficient lines of production.
Electronics

The ples for quota restrictions on imports of electronic products clearly comes
from only a segment of one of the United States' most sophisticated, specialized,
world-wide Industries. The United States is a substantial net exporter of elect.
troidc products and has investments, joint ventures and licensing agreements
throughout the free world.

This im preeminently an industry where the theory of comparative advantage
is carried out In practice. The United States exports products where It has a
technological lead, e.g., computers, and imports les sophisticated electronic
products.

Even in the consumer product segment of the industry in Its operations in
the U.S. market you find U.S. companies specializing In higher priced items and
filling out their lines with lower priced products obtained abroad. Many U.8.
producers of consumer electronics are sharing in a growing market that was
created by foreign producers, e.g., pocket-sied transistor radios and small-screen
TV's from Japan.

Because of standardization there is an international market for components.
Here again the U.S. ndustrv has large export earning&

U.S. production has been rising, whether considered In terms of general
electronics, consumer electronics or electronic components. Indeed, there have
even been short supply situations. Congress Itself acted to alleviate a tight
supply situation In color TV tubes (P.L. 80-241) ; similarly, several Congreesmue
are seeking liberalized treatment for electronic vacuum tubes.

It would be clearly shortsighted to approve an electronics quota bilL The
strongest initial adverse Impact would be felt by U.S. companies In the elee.
tronies industry itself. They have come to rely on certain Imported components
and finished products in their drive for specialisation. The products of this
Industry play such a pervasive role that inflationary price effects would be felt
very quickly throughout the U.& economy. Because the U.S electronics industry
ban a large export surplus, its own products would be obvious targets of
retallaton.
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These conideraUons dmo te that & 2M3 would be adverse to the inter-
sts of the U.. electronics Industry and patmtley adverse to the U.& national

retallaUon.

Lod ed eee
It was just two years ago that rigid quotas on lead and inc were removed

after bolhg In existence since 1908 Toward the end of the quota period, the
U.S Government had to make emergency sales from its stockpile to satisfy
domestle demand. With or without a quota, domestle smelters have never been
able to produce sufficient quantities of certain types of lead and sinc, e.g., spwcial
high grade sine. Despite this supply situation, dometUc smelters were back In
quickly to ask for more quotas.

Yet, If the Congress had acceded to this request the United States would al-
ready have had to nullify the limitations because of recurring strikes In the
domtwtle Industry.

Furthermore, the conditions of the smelters Is at variance with their rMiuest
for restrictions. The hearings earlier this year on S. 2,1 before the Senite Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs revealed that the domestic producers 1mave
enjoyed very substantial Increases In net Income and have made large invest-
ments in new capacity, especially for lead. The current decline In prices received
by the smelters in attributable in large part to the general downturn in auto-
mobile production which has been greatly aggravated by the Ford steke.

S. 289 grants flexible aetsws to imported concentrate but is highly restrictive
with respect to metals. The bill Is obviously designed to favor the smelter to the
detriment of the independent Industrial consumer-indeed, to the detriment of
the national luterest. For the passage of this meaimure would lead to itireaseil
costs and prices for basic industrial products in a period of strong Inflationary
pressures in the U.S. economy. Quite apart from retaliation, these increased
prices will adversely affect both the International competitiveness of these basic
Industrial products and the U.S. balance of payments. Of course the probability
of retaliation must be weighed very seriously because most of the supplying
countries are already In a deficit isitlon in their trade with the United States.

Not the least of our objections to this measure is that it looks to a iase wheln
quotas were in existence and immediately thereafter In a period before the sup-
ply-demand situaition had adjusted to a frce market. This, in effect, freeses the
trade into a pattern existing prior to 1MS (when the quotas were first insti-
tuted.) This unjustly penalizes new suppliers, such as Japan, and their
customers.

We do not believe the free market has been given adequate time to bring about
necessary adjustments in the somewhat volatile lead and zine market. At any
rate, a qu.ta could never eliminate some of the volatile factors, such as strikes.
and would aggravate the supply situation, add to Inflationary pressures antd
worsen the U.S. balance of payments defiit.

0la"s
Imports of flat glass also have bwen under attack in testimony before this

Committee and elsewhere. These complaints have come from an Industry that is
In an exceptionally healthy profit position, that engages In very favorable Inter-
natiorIal operations, and that already enjoys special protection from certain
imports

Libby-Owens Ford Glass Company, as one of the principal companies In the
Industry, has consistently maintained one of the highest ration of net profit
to sales of any major U.S. corporation. The annual "Fortune 50M" shows this
profit ratio has ranged between 28 awd 30 percent In the last several years for
LOP.. and around 10 percent for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Cmp.ny.

Public statements by Industry executives confirm that the relative decline in
196 ftom these exceptionally high levels is attributable to decline. In automobile
production and residential and building construction, on which the Industry
delwnds so heavily.

This Industry is reported to have substantial Investments In productive fa-
cilities in Europe. Its technological snlierlority Is the bAMqs fer worldwide
licensing arrangements and i also the best guarantee against loss of markets
to imports.

Plate and foat glass, whieh account for the major portion of flat glass pro-
dnetion, enjoy an export surplus. In fact, t.S exports of these products have
increased steadily from 16 million square feet In 1061 to 42 million square feet
In 1966. On the other hand, Imports of these products have never exceeded 7
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percent of dometlc consumption and their share of the U.. market has actually
declined in the last six years

The sheet slaw segment of the industry ha been under the special protection
of escape clause restrictions since 1Ota. The alleged difculties of this segment
have been the subject of extensive annual review by the Tariff Comnson.
Sheet glass was exempt from any duty reductions in the Kennedy Round. And
now. President Johnson has extended the escape clause restrictions on certain
sheet glass Imports until 170.

In short, this Is a healthy industry that does not need any additional pro.
tection. Furthermore, a decade surely should be adequate tins for an Industry
with such favorable capital and technological resources to adjust to competition
without the crutch of escape clause rvetrietions

ANALYSIS O' I. 2685T *aS4TEL QUOTA BILL

The general objections which can validly be made against any quota bill apply
to S. '=7. Apart trou theme, however, and apart from the objections to limiting
imports at all, there are merious objections to the plan envisaged ly 8. 2A37.

A basic detect in the bill Is that a country will not, in any quota year, actually
be able to ship to the United Sitates the tonnage of Iron and steel which the quota
formulae appear to promise. In fact, actual tonnage shipped will probably be hn-
portantly less than tonnage promised.

(1) The bill provides for narrowly defined product lines of imports. What
amount ot any given product can be sold in a market in any given quota year
will, of course, depend upon demand for that product; and demand In the United
States market is something no government can guarantee. Demand for a prluct
is not necessarily constant from year to year and Is not necearilty growing.
Thus, although certain product categories will be filled In a given quota, others,
because of variances in demand. will not be filled. There will be no market for
the full quota. This means total U.S. steel Imports below the total quota as well
as reduced imports from a given country.

t2) The bill provides for quotas on a minimum of 100 product lines and a maxi-
mum of 190 product lines. Certain of the 39 -variable" product lines (e.g., parts
of electrical articles. n.s.p.f.) are major import items but not in the conventional
menno iron and steel items. To the extent that thew items come under quota, the
total p e quota and the oounrV gprn quotas will accommodate that much less
In iron and steel products, as these are generally understood. A surge in imports
in electrical articles would thus entail a decrease In imports of steel nill prod-
ucts from foreign steel industries for reasons unrelated to trade In steel imports.

(3) The bill provides that no more than tW percent of total allowed annual
Imports will enter in a six month period. This is designed to prevent a surge
of imports in anticipation of a strike. It will also penalize those items wlaich are
shipped according to seasonal demand and new items for which a market may
be created In any six month period, but which are relrted under a THUA
seven-d t number. Of course, this penalises consumer and supplier.

The mundane facts of administration would also likely combine to penaliss
Imports under this provision. There is no provision In 8. 2537 for a carryover
of unused quotas from one year to another. There is no provision for Interim
quotas. Conceivably, the Secretary of Com.nerce, who Is authorized to issue
regulations to Implement the Act, could refuse to Issue quota alluaatious until
final cousumptlon figures are in. Since then figures are not usually available
until late spring, this would mean that at least 40 percent of allowable imports
would have to be entered within a two or three month ,, .-taod. or less. Given the
difficulty of obtaining firm orders under these circumstances, this is not likely
to happen, and hence the full quota would not be utilized.

(4) The bill authorizes the President to adjust the amount of imp,)rts from
any country in any product category, subject to the overall quantity limitations
which are applicable to negotiated quotas. The President is admonished to be
guided by historical Import patterns, although he may modify them patterns
to accommodate the interests of the less developed emuntries or other unspecIfled
conditions of world trade. But no standards are required of the I'resmhlent. and
thus no country can be certain that It will be able to ship the tonnage for which
it baa negotiated.

Besides the fact that, In practice. Imports Into the United States will not equal
the total Import quota available to a country, 8. 2437 would create administrative
problems of a very large order.

(1) The bill is silent on the alocation of product line quotas to particular
.ountrlea. This must result In one of two things. Frt, the product line quotas
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for countries either may be negotiated or unilaterally imposed. Whether negoti-
ated or Imposed, countries cannot expect to ship this promised tonnage for the
reaons given above. Second, if there is no allocation of product line by country.
there will be a scramble to make entry and actual shipments may terminate
shortly after the beginning o a quota period. Sales and entries would not
neceumarily coincide, and thum inventory exlpenee would raise the cost of Imported
steel.

(2) The bill will create administrative dilicultles for the exporting country.
It makes no provision, o course, for allocations of quotas among exporting tvr-
panis In foreign countries. This means that the government of the exporting
country must either allocate hare of the quotas on a product line basis among
Its producers, thus bureaucrating the channels of distribution, or resign itAelt to
an unregulated scramble for orders and shipping space.

(3) The bill makes no provision for allocating the right to obtain a share of
the quotas among potential United Stftes buyers. Regulation by the Federul
Government of :hannel disatrbution Is unlikely and unauthorized by the bill.
Depending on the line and market demand, therefore, there will either be a glut
of an available product line or a disruptive scramble by buyers to obtain certain
sources of supply. The result can only be market disruption.

(4) The bill requires the Secretary of Commerce to review at least once a year
Imports through any port of entry to determine whether imports are causing
regional market disruption. This provision is highly offensive for two reasons.

Irst, the administrative burden It creates is immense. There are 2W pY)rt. of
entry In the Customs territory of the United States (19 C.F.C. 1 1.2(c) (0) and. as
Indicated above. S. 23T would affect between 100 and 190 product lines. The
Secretary is required to undertake an investigation whether or not therp Is
evidence of any kind of market disruption. It requires no imagination to foresee
the quantity of man-hours and. Indeed, the number of civil servants necessry to
conduct the investigations required by the bill. Second. this provision makes
it clear that no country can be confident that its exporters will ship the full quota
which It has negotiated with the United States or which the President has pro-
claimed. This is because the bill does not define what constitutes market disrup-
tion and experience under the Long-Term Cotton Textile Agreement indicates
that market disruption is defined, In practice, as simply a complaint by a domestic
competitor (whether or not there Is any meaningful Justification of the com-
plaint). No distinction is made between the sniffles and pneumonia.

The remedy for "market disruption" which the bill provides is a regulation
by the Secretary of Commerce to the effect that Imports from any nation in any
category of total imports through a given port shall not exceed the proportionate
share of imports during the proportionate base period. The effect of this provision
is that declining markets shall, as a matter of business economics, result In fewer
importss while growing markets will be stunted because market growth has been
locked Into a base period where imports had not yet realised potential market
volume. Again, actual shipments will fall short of the promised quota.
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Chang: 1360 is

June30, 1367.. 114. 070 6+236 +1,05 +1,863 +1,33 +2.606 +5.54 +5.048 +2,026

I Atter Federal taxes.
I Current Assets ams curree labilities.
I At the ed of the period,
* Deductne reserves Ir deprecist aid depletim.
'Of proprty. plant, &ad equipment.
* Eated anual rate fe 16 at lee lst hall peuemeue.
Sourn: _Qvw" bosId ep I lt rmeuesbufq epoeellns Fisedes! Trade Cmmisise, v SeeueItI a4d
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TAKLE 2.-GROWT1 INi U.S. STEEL INDUTRY PROFITS

polw amsuts in uMws

prma a eutf

yew Uin Ssckfwlds 4u0" Net ptow S"~ SWsA60MVS

$18...., st590 $11.021 945 561 .
1961 ...... I? 313 133,115wH

96... . 38.5s5 13,.2 m not t 4
19319. 4b 33,510 .9m 4.I

1965 .... 24,.01 14. say 3441 9. 1
25,735 14's5 1.,48? 5.1 30.0

1967(ba) Z.6 1.4'.4 . .

I AIt~t Fedoual laxes.
a 1.1 6 mo"tna at annual lt
IAs of Jane 30. 1167

T C -rcSIC quatteuiv buscal ropicf Wr Dm mnfleDIa cmpostmes.

TABLE) -UAJS STEEl )NOIJSTRY SALES PLER EMPLOYEE

Ieodusliyles I * Waens Ago64p4@Si Sawe pe"
youn (aldlams) (taftw~is) ("Sao")~

$90 1S. wo 449. 9 5,1.6 41.32 5.23
301i.5ud 405.9 5fl.3 43.193 33, 5W

3962.. 18.56 40i. ? $20.5 46. U16 64
190 ..3 . 19.4.35 405.5 524. 1 47, s 3.4e
396b4. .. 21 434.1 54,6 50.,3$4 3,727

196. 24.451 466.5 U33.6 $3,321 41.875
Mi1........ .... 25.735 w47 571. $7.611 44/118

ISourm: FTC -SEC guattinly hinamcie lowits lom mmlvactufong co altisna.
AISI.

TABLE 4-U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY SALLY$ PER EMPLOYEE COMPARED TO TOTAL EMPLOYMENT COSTS

Industry ToW. Sales pot ernjhyes Empeolmout cub pot bout~
You sain I 6010yes' ---

(me~ses (Ifousaws) Amovet .dt Ammuat .dat

1960 ......... S11,590 571.6 $32,623 3000 S& W 200.6
39bl1.. 11, W2 Q1)3 ASuJ I0~v J.7i5I4
1vbZ.... 0 We3 52.k b 35,6b48 109.6 3.II7 li. 1
1963 ..... 13,435 523..8 37.363 114.9 &3*3 206.$
1964 .... 21,953 5M3. 3,721 122.2 4.1 112.0
1 W.. - 24.4A m6l.5 41.86/4 1M. 8 4.14 115.4
ING..... 25.735 515.5 44.724 131.5 4.25 130.

ISamn: FCC-SEC qurtely heancia iqurts 1m mollabiq amperalam
'levees AISI (daift kWwda ldnes bmneWts
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TALE L.-4.& STELL INISTRY SHIPMENTS PMR WAGE EMPLOYEE COMPARED TO WAGE EMPLOYMENT COSTS

IluaIry A0 m
shopmentsof "i omber d

Yeer fsked plo o mely(thoew~ds od 1ton

ad two0

Shipmen p wao mpleyw

Not 1011 1d"

TOtao Iud employment "dtI

Asest I4ei

1960 ........ - 71 14 4 . 9
1961 ... 1....... I 6126 405 9
192 ......... %2 402.7
1963.. 75,%5 40&6
1965 ... 92,666 4A15

1166 .. U~5 441&

1511I
162.0
171 I

202.1
201.5

100.0
103.0
110.8I
117.6
123.6
127.8
127.5

I Including all &frnge.

Source: AISI.

TABLE .- U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY LABOR PRODUCIIVITY

Inot Product
Year productios shipments

(1.000 net toes) (1,000 not tons)

9, 251
, 014

9,328
109, 261
124.931
131, 13l

4, l01

71,149
126

75, w5
84.945
92.664
St. "S

Averagt number
production

workers

449. 88
405,924
402.662
405, s
434,654
451, 639
444,712

Average annual Average annual
ingot produced p shipments pe
production worer ptroducton worker

(not tons) (not tos)

220.7
241.5
244.2
26.4
292.0
25 I
3a 2

IS1111
162.0
175.2

202. I
201.5S

Source: AISI.

TABLE 7,.-U S. IMPORTS OF STEEL MILL PRODUCTS BY SOURCE

fin thousands ofet ton

Year Jaopm Beg -.. Wet rawme United Canad Oth.rs Total
Luxemnbourg Germany K""dM

19 .................... 9 5 344 20 21 4 3
Percent ...... .. ......... 1 10 6 13 100
1961 ....... . ...... - 57 1,050 409 321 11 306 22 3.163
Percem .................. 19 33 I 10 5 10 100
3N92 .................. 1.071 1,244 4 0 250 36 401 4.100
Prc t .................. 26 31 11 10 100

, ................. ,.4in ,.171 6" 5" S4411963 ............... 3 1,2 11 10 100
14 .................... 2.44 1.3$4 676 449 25 609 11 440
Pere .................. 38 21 1 7 4 11 1 100
I S............. 4,416 11751 1,1711 72 * 1 1008
P oe..... .... 43 17 11 1 1 10"1 1 66........... 4.551 1,612 1.220 764 71 4 1 0.5
Per t ........... 45 100

it?...... .. 2,S37 1.09 382 31 U1 9 1 1"
Jo ry-Jely 1967 as imwmJakury-Jwl ow .... 53 111 164 141 111 is 111 10

Scene: Ammim Ire A Steel Imnbuts

4.1

4.
4.36
4.48
4.63

100.0
104.4

114.1
117.1
Il.?

1960 .........
191 ............
1962 ...........

1963 ............
19W ...........
1166.......
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TAIRA 8.-TRIN IN TUl U.S STEEL MAOW. 100-

N t#eam*d a neM 64

I ucroem 
doe"W -ho tau"" 'a Import

Total sncreas:-eo! -111411-m ssp

1 6 to 1961 . .. ..........
393to 196.. ....

19(4 to 19S65....
1968a .........

-.023 93 .36

1.39010.384
7,121 us94 11.464
-271 3US -2.301

lit84 17,8" 826.240

IPius 26 5 percent.
*Plisu 2120 percent.
IP108 35.2 percent.

Scurce: Ameom Ies & te ubue

TAKES i-OooCrION, SHIPMENT. AND CONSUMPTION Of STEEL UNITED STATES
Ila ftesea d ad "tWa

steel nme
'1wr pmductleeI

Slo teel -
SI'-. Imm- cossapums

1954 .... ,3 12 43,31; 77.7923
355 .. 117.036 84,71 4,061 97111 l
1956 ...... 115,216 84251 4,348 1.244
1957.... 112.715 So8 5,348 701

198... 5.25 .9 2,97

1960 14... sk32 ,03 0

3963 .... 2,261 ~ 2.1 2
3964.... 127,06 84,94S 0
19m6 134,101 Ilk02

ForeCASt:
k55000 111.796

3975 183,0.00 -14431 111,328
197S.. 130011MI 141.24

I The tannae diffearence 1000101111101 kPvt W pebm d s011e1 ISe *0 MWe mld 64"de Yiel and ds Iad
fecw on Initery beupI .
aCnsumption equlab sme mkm wd OAor plu msr.
a AWde by Unage bjtiten-Japaa Tradeo Cevunc6l son AISI atdtio.
leuses: Amuten Ito. & Steel 111110u114 US Swms el the Ceseh. and *N*u SWe CorP. 1a11"d reesar6

85-4U-41---pt. S.-.-2S

hen
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TAKI lI-MA M NW MD U S M 0 ION W AND STUL P OONTS

ANN

m30i F% rw o. m O ........... ............................... 10 1
7302 Farwitooe .. ......... ..................... ...... 1S 0

=30 Iron f m gJl l ...... ......... I........ .. . . .. ()(

73M~~A vale.. toIm..101 -

7303~~~~~t.. Irnadsel-la.. . .

Y30 Shotand grit oft-..-.. -............ . . ....... .. .. to7301 Powders In tc .. ...... . I0-12. S -5
7 mSame (loss 90 pecnt ion ......................... 5 1
7302 Pderreba resm Inos .is t.. its 102

7307 Semr irodos.e. . ... .. . I.-.7301 ion W steel ..... .......... ..

730 U e p ............................. .. . ......... 7.5
7310 lBars sa rods .... .... ................. ... .......... 7.7311 Pnes, stpoe &n e0-

7312 Sam.letbanp .e t ...... . ......... .. . S .
7314 Iros or It"e wife ..... . ....................... ...... 7.$
73151 (I) Hi0-spoW' steelss--- ... .. ............. ......... 15-25 IS-20

73101 -1M of11sc* rm5 51
7310I S~r a" I rId 15 7.

731 3 A lte~ shape , .. ...... .. ....... . .......... is-10
7316 Ribrood construction . il.cil is 73
7317 Cost ron tubes and pq~ .. . ..... is 1. $7313 Tubes &d ples Is 7.5
73181 Sam* (of s oy stees) ....... 1 1
7319 Hyd(r2)S ectpr: conduit... Is 73
7310 Tube and pipe fttin.... IS.-0 7.-10
7321 Sare ntrus and p arts. 10-15 5-7.$
7322 Tank,att. lots S-7.5
7313 Casks drum&etcc.. IS 7.5

7324 Compressed gas cylitders, at 15 I'S
7375 Wire strand. cable. etc Is15 7.S
7326 Babel wre fencngt wie ot ..... 15 7.5
7327 Nots, netting At ........ is 1.5
7328 (p, nde metal ........ . ......... is 7.3
732 Cna I .andparts57.5. .
7330 Anrsr and gipnels ...... 15s 7.5
7331 Nale, sables, etc .... Is 7.
7332 Sots, nuts.l , ft ..... 5. Is 7.
7333 Needles etc etc.. 10 5
7334 Pins, hairpins, etc 10 5
73S SponmIncludlngswinge Mve 15-30 7.56-15
7336 Sloves et is 7.5
7337 Centrol heating boilers, heater. otc. IS 7.5
7336 SahtuI&W dmegl wee ...... is 7.5
7339 Steel wool. scouring pods, eic................... .20 10
7340 Other articles el im e soe . ..... 15-20 7.5-10

I Based on &.L. (cmt, anum, freM) ab a Jap.
Free.

ISublect to lor quoa.
* Some ays (tol te, frofre.cttn Steel, hallew d sotel) ubt to iM00 rt Wequa.
Soee: JapM Tani Auseatmee.
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TADL II.-UNITID STATE IlMPOTS F0 COTTON , MANMIAD AND WOf MANUFACTURMI fROM JAPAN

be my Ol Fewr ftlmh Apdm hn Jol

Pa eetqinirno ..... -,....

~?~::: 3w 3104 446 465 34750 M 07
11 4. 4t,21 *452.6 33 40 27.3
I~m4 ...... 51 33,

Cet1 ...... . 646,IJ 64,070 74,.$30 616 70.156 7.7 428,414
1161lm 7t6ll. .... 8. 66 6343 63.641 61.1353, 5.us ....t . &. 1 -6, 1_ m. - i

Sool: .. .... ... a 21. TQ. no3s
T... M Dift.

W p esSr ....... It 0,t
......ImO.....t -'t! -"

ThN C4I .Mr. Stne Dief. t76]

my. pleasure to know you for many years and the fine work you do,and take some pride in your performance and for services rendered to

Louisiana.

STATEMENT 01 STAY DIEFENTHAL, REPRtESENTING TIE
SCRAP INDUSTRY TRADE POLICY COUNCIL

Mr.......... D T Thank you, ,r. Chairman, and gentlemen of the
committee.
hi greatly appreciate your staying here in view of the late hour tohear a few remarks that I will certainly make as short as possible

within my limited time.The Czwtx. We will print your entire statement in the record,

and you can summarize it.Mr. D easdtoHAt. Fine.
Under those conditions I think I would just like to summarize i.
I would like to sun arize it by sayingthat I appear here forte

Scrap Industr y Trade Policy Council.
There has been quite a bitn talk here this afternoo about retalia-

tion by foreign government in the event import quotas were placedagaist tthmadtere have been several different answers. er
I think I can say without hesitation that one item which would be

immediate curtailed wouldbe the steel .scrap which is presently being
Iurchuaed i large quantitei. by foreign steel mills, primarily in

Srapan.The Cusmbr qYui a know that need not necessrily be so Mr.
Diefental. Itt iosible we might giv, you a few tickets for imports
and let you go trade them with eene of your Japaese friends on the
basis thkt they could have smie tickets or smne additional ticket if
they would buy ene of your wcrap. It might not be doge that way,
it might be work other way.
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Mr. DuuzrTHAz.. Senator, I am highly in favor of tickets of any
kind because, indeed, it always has an implication that you have a sat
in the ball game.

As I say, without going through my entire statement which you
gentlemen can certainly read better than I can, I would like to point
out Just one thing and then, perhaps, read the summary.

The ones thing which I would like to note was contained in the
statement, the very excellent statement, from the American Iron &
Steel Institute on page 5 wherein at the bottom they say that a first-
class power with global responsibilities cannot afford to rely for any
important part of its needs on overseas sources of steel a thousand
miles away.

This statement is perfectly true beyond any question. Amd yet in
the face of it, in the face of this statement by the representatives of
our American steel producers, I would like to point out that in the
15 years between 1951 and 1966 the American steel industry has in-
creased its importation of foreign iron ore from 10 million tons to
46 million tons, more than a fourfold increase.

The CHAMAr. Where is the most of that coming from ?
Mr. D)IrZNTHAL. Most of it I would think comes from Venezuela,

some from Brazil, some from Africa.
The CmiuimaxN. What percentaq.e from Canada and Labrador?
Mr. DIEFFNTHIAL. I am not familiar with the percentages, Senator.

I do not have that information. I did not come here prepared to talk
abont iron ore, but simply this statement called it to my attention.

I would say that Canada and Labrador and Venezuela are the im-
port a nt sources.

In any event, as I ay, summarizing, in conclusion, perhaps it might
be interesting to take a quick statistical look at the steel industry
which it is proposed to benefit by imposition of import quotas-it s
an industry which closed the Tear 1966 with the highest production
and highest price levels in its history-an industry which increased its
production from 105 million tons in 1951 to 184 million tons in 1966-
an industry which increased the composite price of its products from
$94 per ton in 1951 to $168 per ton in 1968-an industry which has led
the field in seeking for itself the benefits of cheap imported raw ma-
terials--an industry which has increased its imports of foreign iron
ore from 10 million tons in 1951 to 46 million tons in 1966-an indus-
try which decreased its consumption of domestic iron ore from 116
million tons in 1951 to 75 million tons in 1966--an industry which has
decreased its consumption of purchased scrap from 38 miIlion tons in
1951 to 36 million tons in 1966 notwithstanding the substantial ex-
painsion in its own productive capacity.

All in all it wo ld seem that this is the picture of a very healthy
industry which has not concerned itself too much with the welfare of
its fellow-American raw material suppliers nor the welfare of those
suppliers' workmen but which is very much concerned with its own
welfare to the extent of asking Government amistance in "imposing
import quotas that would in part prevent others from taking.ad-
vantage of the cheap raw steel n the same way that it itself is anxious
-to take advantage of cheap .raw msterialk-nport quotas that would
serve to increase its production by an admitted maximum of less than
3peremt and in duality by perhaps leestl I percent and even

950
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this only at the expense of other domestic industries--mport quotas
that would probably be the immediate forerunners of price increases
at the expense of the American public.

In conclusion, I sincerely hope that tho gentlemen of this honorable
committee will ve these remarks a measure of consideration before
arriving at a final decision and that they will determine that the bene-
fits, if any, to be gained by the impoition of import quotas on bteel
products are far outweighed by the disadvantages of thie quotas to a
majority of the people concerned.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Diefenthal follows:)
My name is Stanley Dlefenthal and I am appearing here today as spokesman

for the Scrap Industry Trade Policy Council and as President of Southern
Scrap Material Co.. Ltd. The Scrap Industry Trade Policy Council, represent
those firms In the United States who export Iron and steel scrap plus some 300
Iron and steel scrap processors who have lost much of their domestic marketA for
scrap and rely on exports to continue In business. Southern Scrap Material Co.,
Ltd. Is a private corporation engaged for 67 Years in the business of buyitug,
processing and selling iron and steel scrap and presently employing some 400
people.

For the benefit of those members of this Committee not familiar with the steel
scrap industry I will touch briefly upon Its functions and present status. Like
most other scrap processors our company was originally formed for the purpose
of supplying a very important raw material o domestic steel mills which
formerly used some 40% of purchased steel scrap per ton of Ingot produced. For
various reasons steel scrap is the only major steelmakin raw material that has
not become captive to the mills notwithstanding many efforts to make it so.
During the past 15 years, due to changing technology initiated by the mills in a
desire to free themselves of dependence on steel scrap, the domestic demand for
our product has declined until usage Is now about 25% purchased scrap per
ingot ton, with this requirement being filled by a dwindling number of suppliers
located geographically close to the domeste mills.

It Is unfortunate that domestic steel mills have not seen fit to nurture and
promote the welfare of an industry which served them so well in the past. how-
ever on the contrary it I a fact that they have gone far afield to find new sources
ot Iron ore and have spent billions on research and equipment in an effort to find
methods ot economically using more virgin metal as a substitute for steel scrap,
one result of which bas been severe damage to our domestic scrap industry. An
interesting observation in this respect Is that, contrary to almost every other
product of American Industry, a ton of the standard grade ot steel scrap which
bad an average (composite) value of $48.14 in 1901. had an average (composite)
value of only 8A0.6 in 1966 a decrease of some 80%. It is of course unneessary
to remark on the increaed operating costs during that period except to say that
It is only by the exercise of maximum Ingenuity that scrap processors hare
continued to exist. It would seem that in these inflated times a product priced at
70% of its 1951 value would be a bargain but on the contrary there Is presently
an Increasing surplus ot steel amcrp In the United States and prim as well as
consumption continues to decline.

For the reasons cited above, coastal processors of scrap and others distantly
located from steel mills have come to reply increasingly upon the exportation
of their product In order to maintain their exIstence.

While neither the control of scrap sales nor the problems of scrap producers
are matters presently being considered by this honorable Oomlttee there Is
Indeed amnoter matter before It which has d Implications for our Indus-
try. I rfor to the Proposal to eftaish quotas for the Import ot Iron and steel
products and the reciprocal effect these would have on the expose demand for
steel wra

At this time and for the past five yeats foreign steel mile have been almost
the sole outlet for steels crp produced In the coastal areas of the United States
and pervasively, export Sales from coastal areas have served as a crut fto the
Satir industry hr rmoyn a part a the surplus has been uNW up with
ecre ad does k ump Obviousy If foreign std producers ar fi 'ed

with the aecm ity at curtailing their u because of Amedean Import
q a, th@ fist Item em whih tbe wil e will be the stee sp the
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are purchasing from America and coupled with the other problem betting our
industry the loss of any substantial part of our foreign market for steel wrap
will surely call down the final curtain on many long-established companies even
now struggling for survival.

I realism, fully that Import restrictions on foreign steel products have been
a fond dream of dometle producers for many years and that powerful forces
have worked long and dillwently to bring them about. The rasons ot course
are obvious since almost without exception the most important limiting factor
In prices and profits of domestic steel producers has been the competition
afforded by imported steel. Since there is no doubt that this Commiltte, Is not
concerned primarily with the welfare of any private corporation, either steel
producer or scrap producer, but must be primarily concerned with what is best
for the welfare of he country as a whole perhaps we should depart from
generalities and examine from various viewpoints the probable net results
of the enactment of quotas as presently prop*ed and which statistle' indicate
would reduc. current imports by awnte 3 million tons pe'r year.

1. From tA viwpoint of dowctk, stel produoivre a reduction of 3 million tons
of imported steel Iroducts would ostensibly mean that they eoukti manufacture
and sell in this country an equivalent quantity in exm-ss ot their laresent produe-
tion, however we must renaembmr that American mills are still exporting prod-
ucts themselves and it requires no gret forvsght to realize that foreign pro-
du.ers hampered by American quotas would take prouilt detensive measures in
the form of reduced prices to those customers still importing steel from the United
States. This would surely result In the Ioss ot a major share of the American
mills remaining export market which is presently on the order of 2.3 million
tons 00 that the net gain or Iwoduction by domestic producers would be substan-
tially less than the apparent 3 million tons and probably more on the order of
one million or 1.5 millim tons.

2. From the viewpoint of belawne of payments the pwoposed relUtion of 3
million tons of lilported ste products would sye us lerhapm :140 million dollars
In foreign exchasne however the loss of our market for 5 million tonx of exported
stel s.rap, with a value of :M millitm dollars. would reduce thin saving con.
siderally while the further los of pertlaas a million tons of our prtvKeut export
mles of steel products would more than offset the remainder. Almost certainly
the overall effect so our balance at payments would be a ntwative one.

3. From the iewpoist of damage to our dowragde scrap induatry there is no
doibt that the curtailment of foreign steel production resulting from Import
quotas will have the direct effect of forcing a number of see scrap producers,
especially thme in coastal areas, to terminate or severely reduce their opwra-
tions While this in Itself may not be a national calamity it must be remembered
that the swrap Industry has an inherently high ratio of employment coat to
dollar volume and the reduction ot operations will mean loss of employment to a
presently indeterminate number of people, perhaps on the order of 10.000 worked

4. From the viewpoint of the American e worker It is claimed that the
production of an addititmal 8 million tons of domestic steel to supplant 3 million
tons of imported steel would result in more Jobs at American mills.

This claim han doubtful authenticity since reference to employment costs of
major domestic producer's dearly shows that employment in the steel industry,
contrary to that in the scrap industry, is not sensitive to small increases or de-
creases In production under the present system and In many case of actual
record, employment rates of afifie American producrs actually dn'ldoed fran
one year to another even though production was greater mau at other times in.
mvemaf'4 from one year to another even thugh production was les. Furthermore.

as mentioned above, a decrease of 8 million tons of imported stM does not at all
mean that our domestic mills will benefit by an identical increase in ioduction
since the net increase after low of exports will probably be more on the order of
one milUon to 1..5 million tons which would have little effect on employment.
Even more Impotant in the fact that any small employment gain in the steel
Indust ry wold be more than offset by the employment loss In the scrap industry
plus a loss of employment in other industries ancillary to the scrap industry of
which there are mauy.

& Prom the v ewpoint of saslmesl eeorit supporters of import quotas have
claimed that the small Increase in domesti production would promote a greater
preparedness on the part of the industry is the event of a natimal eMey
however the scrap Industry is als ciled upon to serve in times of sational crisis
and its ability to do so his already been severely eroded during the pet deade
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It might be well to recall to the gentlemen of this Comnittee the great emphasis
that was placed on the supply at available scrap during our past conflict and
the fact that through the almost superhuman efforts on an industry which bad
ntut yet been emasculated, not one single domestic steel producer ever lost a days
production due to lack of steel scrap. On the other side of the coin our domsetic
steel mills during recent years have exhibited an almost wanton neglect of
national security by their Increased dependence on sources of foreign iron ore,
tbe lw of which would throw the industry Into absolute chaos and Am*ce them
to turn to a scrap Industry which they have consistently and systematically rele-
gated to a position of minor Importance.

(. #ro.. $A# viewpo4its of leoc$t to the Asserives eonusier It is obvious that
the grestest deterrent to uble price Increases by the domestic steel in-
dustry Is the competition afforded by foreign steal products. With the advent of
lmp-rt quotas there can be little doubt that the prices of domestic steel products In
coastal areas, and probably nationally as well. would aon be increased, this
further Inflating the economy to the detriment of the American consumer.

7. From the viowpodnl of the Amerkwim pebido the imposition of Import quotas
and the subsequent curtailment of activity by scrap collectors and procesors
will cause the solid wastes of our urban an Industrial centers to accumulate In
proportions now undreamed of and the Ingenuity and resour.es of local govern-
naits will be taxed beyond belief to And a satisfactory means of disposal. Un-
der prewent conditions where 1 million tons of steel swrap are exported each year,
the waste of many of our largest cities including Iloston, New York, Philadel-
phlia. Los Angeles and San Francisco has been siphoned off into useful channels.
Many of you gentlemen are quite familiar with a matter already considered by
the congresss and consisting of the fact that disposal of worn-out automobiles
has become a major problem throughout the country. As a matter of fact one of
the Important alms of the Highway 1eautilflcatlo Act was to find a method or
methods fur ridding our citUes and highways of the eye-sore caused by the ahn-
donuieut of old cars whose removal cost was greater than their value. A substan-
tial ntimlwer of scrap procesors throughout the United Btates are cooperating
hlotly with local authorities , on some otsions volunteering their service as a

cvie duty without consideration of protit, and in other cames expending btge
suims of money on the order of a half million to an much as three million dollars
fr stlgle Installations of special equiawet In an attempt to convert old auto-
mobiles Into a profitable product for export to foreign steel mill. I can assure you
that the difficulties already confroutlug us In this repet will be minor in com-
peariuion with those we wilU ave to face it the export t steel wrap is discon-
tinued or curtailed to any extent and this will surely come about if import quotas
on steei products are eventually enacted by the Cagrm.

In conclusion perhaps it might be interesting to take a quick statistical look
at the steel industry which it is proposed to benefit by imposition of Import quo.
tap--it Is an Industry which closed the year 1B8 with the highest production
and higbet price levels in its history--an Industry which increased its produ&
tin from 10 million tow in 1961 to 134 million tons In 198-a n Industry which
increased the composite price of Its products from $94.00 per ton In 1951 to $16800
per ton In 190-n Industry which has led the Geld in asking fbr Itself the
betwlts of cheap Imported raw mateials-en industry which has incased Its
ltaul'sorts of ftoeign Iron ore from 10 million tons In 1951 to 46 million tons I&
I9Mi-an industry which decreased its consumption of dometic Iron ore from
116 million tons In 1961 to T7 million tons in 190-a Industry which has de-
creamed its consumption of purchased scrap from 88 million tons in 1951 to 5
million tons In 1906 notwithstanding the substantial expansion In its own pro.
dutiVe capacity. All In all it wouid seem that this is the picture oata very healthy
Industry which has not concerned Itself too siuch with the welfare at Its fellow-
Aanierk-an raw material supplers nor the welfare of those suppliers' workmen
but which In very much concerned with Its own welfare to the extent of asking
Government amistaswe in Imposing import quotas that would in part prevent
others from taking advantage of cheap raw steel in the mime way that it Itself
is anxious to take advantage of cheap raw material*-import quotas that would
nerve to increase its production by an admitted maximum ot lees than 8% and
in actuality by perhaps lew than 1%6 and even this enly at the expense at other
domestic industries-4mport quotas that would probably be the immediate fore-
runners of price Increases at the exo at the American Public.

1 Sincerely hope thst the gentlemen of this honorable ommltte will give
thee remwks a meminre of Fansideration before arriving at a snal decision ad
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that they will determine that the benefit, if any, to be pined by the imposition
of impo t quotas on steel products are far outweighed by the disadvautages ot
these quotas to a majority of the people coac t.

The CHAIHMAN. Thank y9u very much.
Mr. JirrzNTIE.u Thank you, Senator. I greatly appreciate this.
The CHARMAN. As far a I am concerned, we certainly will keep in

mind the interests of the scrap industry and producers, and we will
consider these matters.

Mr. Dzrruz nu.. Thank you gain for the opportunity to appear.
(Following am communi iouns rem ved by the committee express-

ing an interest in th, preceding subject:)
BTA3N1rT or HON. JOHN A. BLATNIMZ A U.S. R=m4M TATrVr FaoM Tilt HTATI

Of MIZSI IWOTA

Mr. Chairman. I am most grateful to you and the members of this distinguished
committee for allowing no the opportunity to come here today and express muy
views on importation of iron ore.

The economic backbone of my congressional district in Northeastern Minneowta
is and has always been Iron ore mining. Nearly every aspect of ecouomilc life
hinges on the health of the iron ore industry. go it Is not unusual for us to view
Increases In imports of foreign ore with some concern.

Iron ore imports have increased from 23.5 million tons in 1905 to 47.2 trillion
tons In 19WA Percentage-wise. foreign ores jumped to 36% of total United States
iron ore consumption last year, whereas 12 years ago they claimed 20% of the
market.

Similarly the vale ot the foreign ore imiorts has almost quadrupled in that
same period, going from $1T7.45T.000 to 4Z46.M.O00 las. year. Over the same
period of time. the value of iron ore shipped frmm hinnesota mines has increased
only slightly, going from M41.904.000 to $498.XX)K00 last year.

It is obvious to oiwervors of the iron ore Industry what has happened here.
Through two world wars and the Korean conflict. Minnesota Iron mines, especially
the Mmabi Iron Range, has consistently supplied over 60%. and In oome years
as much as 75%. of the major iron ore demands Such a gigantic owe production
activity haa. quite understandably, been a heavy drain on this irreplacable
natural rfoourro. and the &dpletion of our vast reservoir of high grade direct
shipping ores opened a heretofore untapped market fTo Iron ore from jibrmd.
An a result, Northestern Minnesota has suffered a severe economic depreslon
ince the late 1900's, becoming one of the nation's distreoed areas.

The main hope for the economic future of our area was long ago recoxnized
to be in encouraging the development of the taconite industry. Very briefly. Mr.
Chairman, taronits is an almost worthless rock having an average of 23% iron
which. through a complisted and extremely mostly procea, can be "manufac
tured" into a high grade pellet bearing 68% to " iron.

All that was needed to get the industry" going was a constructive program of
tax incentives and a break-through in the technology. The basic technological
discoveries came in the late 100'1s. Boon theretfer, in the early forties. as a
young State Senator. I was proud to snsor legislation living the taWonite
industry equitable tax treatment which was followed a decade and a halt later
by the construction of two plants now totaling 0 million in value and employ-
ing some 6,00 Men.

The voters of the state of Minnesota. In a 1904 state-wide referendum,
approved an amendnwnt incorporating that 10140 taconite tax law Into the State
Constitution for a period of 25 years, with the understanding that the mining
companies would soon thereafter commence construction of major taconite facil-
Ities. The companies did keep faith with the eleitorntp and by the end of 1904
new plant construction and expanmion of existing facilities approached the half-
billion dolar level, putting the Meabi Range on the threshold of the brightest
future this area has ever known. Yet. In the previous decade. Minnesota's natural
ore mining jobs went Into a slump as our iron mining communities had no other
majo Indubtries to tall back on for belp until taconite could come Into Its own.
To help relieve the dtr unemployment picture, some 6 million in

htdera funs bave be poured into Northestern Minnesota during the past
dx years under various federal aid progr which It has been my privilege to
sponsor In order to create new Jobe and new tndustrlka pi vecat pleture is
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greatly Improved and consistently, month by month, Is getting better, thoug
nuch economic developnaut work remains to be done.

It Is right now, however, at i critical Juncture, Just wben our taconlte plants
are In the start-up phase, that we need help to let them got a foothold and to see
the, rest of our economy throw h this tranation period by giving our men iL the
directahlwplg ore min relf Increased foreign competition, at least until
we can et on our feet.

Mr. aman I strongly urge the members of this committee to act favorably
on an iron or* quota provision that will give Northeasters Minnesota tw help
It needs at this critical period.

Thank you.

(The following telegram was submitted by Hon. Speuard L
Holland, a U.S. Senior from the State of Florida:)

Foe? IAUW .SALX FA.
Senator 8rnaass Hou.Aun,
W".A6nyt, t D.C.:

The Senate Finante Committee is presently conducting hearings concerning
propo,,d legislation to impose quotas on steel Imports. Our company. operating
out of Port Everglades, strongly opposes such proposed legIslation since the same
will errate unemployment among firms uniug Imported products as well as
comp4nies engaged in export at.tivitie,. A multlmillion-dollar j ort facility and
the employment and busineow activity It produces will be ,ubtantially impaired.
All aeoapililh.ents of the Kennedy Round will be egh'ctively emasculated.
Please convey our views to the Senate Finance Committee and have the telegram
Inserted in the current quota hearings. Pourr Ivxao &vas mu osw.

ALLa Goaoo, Pride.M.

Sroa. KWoeARaa0 CoaP.,
.Vcue Yorke N.Y.

Mr. Tom VAIL,
Ch e'f Co.agel, (,'om ftew ,A F-jo soe'.
Waashmgto,. D.C.

I)rZa M. VAIL: In connection with the proped Import quotas on steel and
other product., I have written to Senators Javits and Kennedy, and enclose
copies of my letter.

! would appreciate It If you would consider them my formal statement of
olqowit ion to the pwoIosd import quotas.

Sincerely,
T. Otor Doaxsjo, Vim President.

U.S. 8KNAT,
Weak4eigfon. D.0.

DrLa SI; ATOR: My reason for wrltng to yrou Is to express my concern over
the several bills now being Introduced in the Senate for the purlose of placing
quotas on a variety of imported products. The successful completion of the
Kennedy Round negotiations gave the free world the promise of expanding
tr.de and Increased prosperity. The threat of import quotas in the United States
at this particular time thus comes as a most disappointing ,urprise, particularly
as the United States trade surplus this year has been Increasing and, according
to a reent report by the Commerce LDepartment, now is at an annual rate which
Is $1 billion higher than last year.

Representing a Swedish steel firm, I ain naturally concerned about the effects
such quotas would have on trade between the United fStatep and Sweden. Last
year, the United States' exports to Sweden were $135 million more than the
luiports from Sweden to ths country. International trade certainly is a two-way
street, and If other couutries are not permitted to pay for their purchases In
the United States by selling those products for which they have developed special
talentms the results will be a general stagnation of our foreign trade. Imvosltlon
of Import quotas would be particularly reptignant, as they would put foreign
tulilers In a straight jacket hampering the develonnt of world trade and
be quite contrary to the intentions of the Kennedy Round agreements

It mems strange that the proimed champions of free enterprise should have
to hide behind quota banlers At this time aC large goeeruet expsadltures
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and icresUing pris in the United Stato. the doustie stel Industry. In my
opinion, is doing the country a diservke by trying to restrict imports, which
certainly have helped to stabilize prices.

From talks with many European businesmen. I am aware of the widespread
criticism of prsont United State. foreign policies,. If the proposed new import
quotas should become law, I am certain this would further disappoint and con.
fuee our friends In foreign countries and seriously undermine the United States
posMtion as leader of the free world.

I respectful s you to oppose the levying lnatfport quotas on steel or other
product.

Sincerely, T. Oiw l)oamso% Vice Prcaidet.

DAvIs WIE COtM..
Lot ArngcI.. Calif.

Senator Rvaauz B. Lonia,
Chairman. Senate Fixace Commillce,
Weskigto1% D.C.:

Please refer to steel import quota bill until the Senate Finance Committee has
made public their study on the steel mport situation and the industry has had
a chane to steady this report and make comments. We feel no action should be
taken in Congress. We are a domestic manufacturer of steel wire and wire
products and depend on bot-rolled wire rods for our raw material In order for
us to be competitive with large domestic mills who produce their own steel and
compete with us, we must purchase our raw material in a free world market.
We are, therefore, opposed to any steel import quotas on wire rods.

JAMbZ I. WALICUL

DAvIS WaSM Coa..
Lake Oewcgo, Orcg.

HoL WAYNE Moae ,
Senate Oec Aid#.,
Washington. D.C.:

Please refer to steel Import quota bill until Senate Finance Committee has
made public their study on steel import situation and the Industry has had a
chance to study this report and make comments. We feel no action should be
taken In Congress.

We are a domestic manufacturer of steel wire and wire products and depend
on hot-rolled wire rods for our raw material.

In order for us to be competitive with large domesUc steel mills who piduee
their own steel and compete with us, we must purchase our raw materials In a
free world market. We are, therefore, opposed to any steel Import quotas on wire
rods. If quotas are allowed on wire rods In this country, every U.S. manufacturer
of wire and wire products (who do not produce their own steel) would be at the
mercy of the large, Integrated steel mills.

0.0.U Risax.

PACIFIC STEL W MsoUSE COx.
Por Stnid, Orrg.

Hon. WAYNE Morea.
Senate Offoe Bide.,
Weah into, D.C.:

Our company is strongly opposed to any legislation intended to establish quotas
on steel Imports. We and our customers rely on Import steel for our continued
business existence, any curtailment of which will result In distress and unem-
ployment to concerns using import material as well as loss to export business
dependent upon two-way trade. Enactment of proposed legislation would nt.'ate
Kennedy round and seriously embarrass U.. position of International leadership.
Please Inform Senate Finance Committee of our views o this matter. Request
this telegram be Included In current bearing. Thank you for your asssance.

KALMOX GUmS&
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RoALD USsMAN TL Co., In.,

lion. Hues DA.begi PD.
U.8. kentor, Waslhngsoa, D.C.

DlEA. IVAT1O SoM-r: We are merely writing this letter as a follow.up to out
telegram to you of this date, which reads toulows:

M~uda 8U~ATOa &=on: We strongly oppose pending IWlgation to place quotas
on imported steel. Quotas will create unemployment in our irm, and the rmslts
will be catastrophic. This action will destroy accomplishments of Kennedy Round.
and will cause the United States embarrassment, as well a lose its present leader.
ship It the Western World. We urge you to pass on our opinions to the Senate
,'inanc Committee. Please have telegram Inserted In current Hearings& We are

small steel company, completely dependent upon tree Bow of reasonably priced
Imported steel as raw material. We, " well as thousands of other small com-
palles, will be ('rushed it quotas are allowed."

We s iterely thank you for your kind cooperatIon.
Respevttully yours,

AnRTSo 8rL CO.,
.vcrett, Mess.lion. Mus"L B. Iox4L

Chairman. S0eate Fixen Committes,
Wa*Ahdlsvo, D.C.:
I)Aa Nis: This company wants to no on record as being opposed to pending

legislature to Impose "Quotas" on steel Imports.
We have been supplying our customers with "Import Steel" for the past twenty

yearns, and we feel that we have been helping them to be more competitive with
the manufacturers closer to the American Mills, because of the differential in
Fr p, rates.

Should "Quotas" be imposd I believe It would cause an employment problem
In this areas.

further . I believe this country's commitments to GATT Is contrary to this
petdlng legislature. It would Jeopardise our image u a world leader.

Will you please convey our thoughts on this matter to the Senate Finance
committee.

Respectfully,
luarn Rosars

(The following telegram was received by Senator Jackwon and
Senator Magnuson:)

Wish to inform you our company strongly opimses pending legilatios which
Intended establish quotas on steel imports. We and our eu-tomers rely on uniw-
terrupted supply Import steel for our cmtinued business existence, any curtall-
ment of whih will result in distress and unemployment to concerns using Import
material as well as loss to export business dependent upon two.way trade. En-
actment of propsed legislation would negate Kennedy round and seriously
embmrraso ".S. Imition of international leadership, Pleaste Inform Senate Finance
Committee of our views on this matter. Requeat this telegram be Included in cur-
rent hearings. Thanks for your assistance.

Tacos I x.
H. W. Dwn.

Prnedra,.

NATIONAL WnM Paom1UrS CoM.,

Senator Rva', u. 1. lo&Te.
(Aseiumoe. toote* Plaeer omIie
Ws4Einton, D.C. Sit

We are strongly opposed to any quotas that may be put on Imported steel. We
are a dometle manufacturing Irm with operating plantu In tour States thet
defend upmn a free supply of Imported wire rods. Any biuaderne to this low
of raw material would make us vulnerable to big steel and the dual-distribudon
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problem. It Is our understand that a special study of the oted Import situation
has been prepared but not released. We tel that no action should be taken on
steel import quotas until everyone In the Industry has had a chance to read and
comment on that report. Guis A. Sswto.

$TATZhV.T Or T1r9 TXwa & ncLz.TY Wis MANUvAcvuasn's AsocATxo,
PusxT= aT J. A. Moa.., CA AMA, Waxmu Tsan OoMun-ms, Vics Fua.
D"T, XNATIONAILSTANAM Co

This statement Is presented on behalf of the domestic producers of fine and
specialty carbon steel wire through their trade association, the Fine and 8peeialty
Wire Manufacturers' Association. This association Is composed of 18 member
companies who account for more than 75'.i of the fine and specialty wire produced
In the United States. Manufacturing facilities of the member companies are
located in 1i states from coast to coast.

Legislation to wt up procedures for the establishment of Import quotas on steel
products. Including those manufactured by our membership, has been proposed to
both house' of Congress. Thtw bills have been developed and sponsored by the
American Iron and Steel Institute and by the very nature of their scope must
cover the great number of stiel products listed In the Tariff Schedules of the
United States (ThUS). Our association Is in whole-hearted agreement with the
Intent of this legislation and wishes to record with your Committee our support
for that section dealing with steel wire. We also wish to call to your attention the
,pecial problems of our Industry with regard to the wire import situation. We
intend to urge that the quotas established for the wire products which our mema-
hers produce should be established o* the basis of dollar value rather than on a
tonnage basis

Fine and specialty wire is one of the highest labor content forms of basic steel
Statistics show that 12 man-hours are required to produce one ton of average
finished rolled steel products. In contrast, a survey by our Asslation disclosed
an average of 35 man-hours required to product* a wide range of fine and specialty
wires. Some very special Items such as a .0M6 diameter wire used in helicopter
tie-bars (holding the rotor blades to the drive shaft) require more than 150 man-
hours per ton. The labor which produces these wire' must be very highly skilled.

Thus, the very nature of our product with Its high content make It a very at,.
tractive target for those nations seeking more dollar trade with the U.S. With
wages in these country" running from % to I14 of those we pay our workers, fine
and specialty wire is extremely vulnerable to Imported wire. Production costs
in the lower wage playing countries cannot help but be much lem than ours be-
(-aup of the high man-hour requirement. Technological advantages, which we
once enjoyed, have largely disappeared as technical assistance agreements have
dispersed modern machinery and techniques throughout the world. Consequently,
fine aid specialty wire imports have grown at a very rapid pace and many times
sell delivered to our customers at prices well below the cost of production In the
United States.

Statistics are not available to show this rapid growth of imported fine wire
alone, but reports covering all steel wire show that In 1906 imports were 7.50%
higher than those In 1906. Certainly. it in true that the domestic market has grown
during this period, however, not nearly as fast as imported wire. Our best esti-
mates are that in the last 10 years, the share of the U.S. market served by our
members has decreased by 13%. During the Arst half of 1967 imported steel wire
has shown an even more rapid rate of growth. Jumping 2.2% to 18.2% of the do-
mestic markets or nearly double the average of steel products as a whole.

Fine and specialty wire is not only an item of major significance In world trade,
but it is exc4edingly important In it's uses. hardly an hour of the (lay can pams
without a hidden piece of our product influeucing your lives. The spring that
returns a door knob to position uses wire produced by our members. Your wife's
bobby pins are made from specialty wire. You sleep on mattresses made from
spring wire produced by our members Your automobiles use hundreds of spring
made from our wire, and the tires you ride on are held securely on the rims by
tire bead wire we produce. Our fighting men In Viet Nam are dependent on the
,pring wire in their automatic rides; on telephone wire for communications; on
the control wires with which the pilot guides his Jet aircraft. Obviously. I could
go on and on but you can see that fine and qpecIlty wire Is an everday thla&r but
not as readily apparent as main others.
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Prodoets which serve such an Important part of our domestic and military lives

must be adequately produced In Asuerica by property trained American labor. Al-
ready we have seen a number of wire mills closed down and nearly everyone of
our member companies has found it necessary to discontinue the manufacture of
certain products because they could no longer compete in the American market
place with foreign produced wire. Quotas om the amount of wire which can be im-
ported would greatly strengthen this relatively small, but vital segment of Ameri-
can Industry. We heartily subscribe to this principle.

However, If them quotas are established solely on the basis of the tonnage of
wire imprted during a previous period, the aae and specialty wire manufturers
will be hurt even more by imports. The past history ot foreign trade shows con-
elusively (refer to Trade Relations Council studies) that the highly labor In-
tnsadve Industries are most sensitive to increased Imports. If quotas are, there-
fore, established on the basis of dollar value for thm item, proper protection to
a vital American industry will be established. If. however, tonnage is the cri-
Wrion used, this Important segment of our Industrial empire will be bit even
harder by Imports sixe the tread will be toward the higher dollar value per ton

Our Association respectfully requests that the following TSUS items have
quotas established on a dollar basis rather than tonnage, using the same base
years of 19W4-4SO as proposed by the American Iron and bteel Institute:

wO0w W9.27 09.." 380.43
09.21 60980 001.37 O.70
009..= 09.31 t0.40 09.72
000.2:1 00.82 009.41 010.75
0.26 000.235 60.43 000.76

We thank you for this opportunity to prevent our very sincere views on this
Important matter.

U'XzTm 8TAm~s-JxAa Ta.wu C:oU YZL
lion. RBusaLL 13. LONo,

U.S. knale, Was;hnsoto, D.C.
Dr.maNKNATOR Ioma: The United States-Japan Trade Council, with it pre, nt

menbari-hip of about 700 flnus. ha the purpw fe offotering a healthy and friendly
trade rulatiwilaip Ixtween the United states auid Japan.

During recent years Japan has been the best aiid latestt growing overseas cus.
tonmer for American export products. American farmers ale# are expected this
year to export over $1 billion worth of feedgrains, soybeans, wheat cot.
ton. ri . livemsulok products, tobacco and other agrkultural products to Japane.e
(itaainers, ail for cash.

On the other hand, Japan has provided an Incressig quantity of industrial
produt.to and consumer goodn to the United State* market. Dollars earned by
suc.h exports are Inevitably returned her" for the purchase of needed tmerifan
cowsaniditiet--this Is the very nature 4 trade.

We have been watching with great Concern the steady Introduction 't pro.
iosd legislation In the United States Congress to linnit the nation'& import trade.
all eontrary to the letter and spirit ot the Kennedy Rosud and. In our vtiew. detri-

I mental to the national lnterevt. Many of those hills. especially those relating to
textilts.. would strike heavily at the Japanese trade. Now a bill Is being promoted
to cut back and a ri('tly limit Imports of steel nill products, one of Japan's largest
dollar-earners In this country.

We resiectfully urge you not to commit yourself to sponsorship of the steel
quota bill, at least until all the facts are in. A large ongr onal sponsorship
of this trade-inhibitlug propwmi would seriously damage the lnage at th United
Staten abroad and could Jeopardise the nation's prosperous export trade.

We Intend in due course to provide you with a more detailed factual exposiuon
of the reasons for opposing the roposed "Iron and Steel Orderly Trade Act ot

Sincere youm
NaM A. Onm, kDvew.
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TATSUMBM SUOMI Ft POS THR JAPAN I5ON Aa1 STinL iftxosru Assocuzox,
JAIPA1N GALVANIZIS1 Mat Z1fXu! AsOATOZ, JAPAN WIsa Pneoucr EX-
ene AasocATH00o, AXND Tat JAPAN rA.lKLU4 ExSOL AaaouAMzow

TIT. RMHMM!RN R AND DA Nia ATroaxNsa,
1e00oaglon. D.C.

Ho& Rses" . LoH4,
Chainmes,a Funce. ('sommutle,
U.8S. ar&.ee Washldoe, D..
DRAM I1a. CRAIRMAN: This letter, for inclusion in the wcord of thes Itenate

finance tosatindtte's Invetigtion of various Import quota bills. Is submitted
on behalf of the Jepos Iran emd Atrel Rrporfera Auocifaton. the Japas 0l-
s'oaiwd Here N portfrn Aasoedo. the Japen Wire Prodowta Sporers Ass.

cigaois, and the Jupa Btanke Sle4 Iijporers Aaoe 4toe. These associations
represent virtually all of the steel makers and traders engaged In the exports.
tion of reiulton, alloy and stainless steel mill products from Japan. Since these
are foreiegl am".atlona, copies of this letter bare been died with the Depart.
meat of Justice. iursuant to the Foreign Agents Registration Art. an amended.

S. 2:,. a 1i11 to establish quotas on steel import. . 1444. a bill relating to
orderly naurkeuiug. and . 24T6. a bill amending Title III of the Trade Expansion
Act of IUU. are i.ow pending before this Committee. Our clients are greatly
concerned (.ver those bills aid the threat which they preeut, eopecialll to trade
between Julian aind the United Statw.. In view of the position of Japanese steel
in the United Stales market for Imported steel, their views on proposed quotas
would appear to be of Interest to the members of this committeee .

The Japanese stel idustry is firmly opposed to the Imposition of steel quotas,
whether on a unilateral, bilateral, or multilateral basis. It deplores current
agitation for quota legislation, and has been surprisl by the readiness with
which respontilble and in|ortant industries are prepared to discard the positive
achievements of the Kenedy Round of tariff negotiations, recently concluded
In Geneva. It should be recalled that at those negotiations., which the United

taittes fully and actively supported, the government of Japan agreed to a reduc-
tion of 50 percent In Japanese steel tariffs, thereby lowering them to an average

of 7.5 percent.
The Japanese steel Industry consists of independent companies engaged in

tree private enterprise. Contrary to imputations that have been made, they
are oy no menetms instrumentalitiee of the government of Japan. nor are they
passive rwiplents of special. undefined benefits from the Japanese government.
As an industry, Its members have endorsed the progressive llberaliation of
investment In Japan and Imports by Japan. The carbon steel oectr--by far the
largest sector In the Japanese Iron and steel Industry-is already absolutely free
of restraints on foreign investment and imports.

This Committee has often beard that trade is a two.way street. It Is hoped
that repetition of this statement has not dulled Its meaning or Its Implication.
Japan In the second largest foreign purchaser of U1nited States exports. It Is not
surprising that It should also be the second largest supplier of Imports to United
8tatee markets. The Japanese steel Industry believes that international trade
in spe ific comnodities, such as steel, must be sen in the larger context of Inter-
national investment and trade In all commodities. and that at this inlnt in
time. the mutual advantages which steel trade creates for those participating
In Is cannot be seriously doubted.

The essential point of the Kennedy Bound was the reciprocal reduction of
trade barriers. Thin philo*)phy has served the world well over the pmt several
decades. World trade has grown, and so have the economies of thoqe countries
committed to the elimination of trade barriers, ultimately to the benefit of ell the
eltisens o these countries The ocadonal disappointments Inevitably exper-
enced In the conduct o business cannot refute or obscure this tact. The Japanese
steel Industry hopes that It will continue to bare the opportunity to do business
with Its rurtomers In the E'nited States on a business-like basi, without artlif-
cial. governmentally-impomed restraints, This does not mean that the Japanese
steel industry I under the delusion that all growth In this or any other market
has been earmarked for It. That Is absurd. It does mean that no single Industry
can isolate Itself from the business of competition without mortgging Ito future
to governmental control and direction; and this the Japanese steel Industry will
not willingly do.

Yours very truly, Jouw A. KUt NET, Jr.
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STATKXXXT Or HUoO NCut NMuWT, Huoo Nay Cosw.

My name is Hugo Nee and I am In oppositon to tis bill which weuld authorise
Import quotas on steel products.

I am president of the Hugo Nee Corp., which Is owned by myself and my
family. The main activity of our company and its subsidiaries in the export of
steel scrap, international trade In scrap and ore, and the shipping ot ore. The
company has existed for 20 years and have been in the same ln of business
for 4? years. A substantial part ot out business Is expecting to Japan. We are
not in the business ot Importing steel or steel preducts. We have bees trading
with Japan sinto 1IM8 and I am fully acquainted with the steel mlis o Japan
and their business.

My opposition to the bill is twofold: (a) it will not achieve Its ultimate ob-
Jective Insofar as the production of domestic steel mills Is ocerned; (b) It
will ave a disastrous effect on the export of steel scrap and iron ore to Japan.

other witnewes more quallfed than I, have, I believe, demonstrate that the
imposition of quotas on steel Imports. by tending to raise the price of domestic
sterl, would cause to be diverted the present demand for finished steel to alumi-
num and other substitute products, and would have no permanent effect on the
level of domestic steel production. I shall devote my testimony to the disastrous
effect such quotas would have upon American exports. As the committee must be
aware. one of the crucial problems facing our economy Is to find a profitable
way of consuming discarded automobiles, refrigerators, washing machines, and
other light Iron machinery. My company is interested In and has participated
In the development of a process known as "lrolerlaing." The pro.ess involves
the shredding of entire automobiles and other light Iron machinery Into small
jimvs. cleaning the iron and recovering nonferrous metals, al without creatiUg
any smoke or dust otherwise polluting the atmosphere.

Thrve Prolerisin plants in which my tvmpany is interested are now operat-
Ilg in Soulhern California, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, and others are
planned for Northern California and elsewhere.

Through the operation of these plants, annually hundreds of thousands of
abandoned automobiles, retrigeratorm, and washing machine* and similar tluip-
went which would clutter the countryside have been converted Into saleable
scrap.

However. the nature of steel production In the V.& Is such that there is no
domestic market for such scrap and practically our entire production In ex.
iorted to Japan. This coming year we expect production to be In the neighbor.

hood of 000.000 tons.
Also. our company is Interested In the export to Japanese steel mills of a new

prposed pellet production in Azrsona of 5.000AWO tons annually. Tbis "pellet
Iroduction" Is a proposal for converting otherwise unvaluable Iron ore into a form
valuable to the production of steel. The proposed production will be in the hands
of others, and our company hopes for the establishment of this production In
190(9. It successul, we believe It will be a great help to mining In Arisoa a well
as a valuable addition to the nation's export trade,

The loss of these Japanese markets would, of course, be a serious blow to my
company, but that would be I'merely a drop In the bucket" compared to the loss
that would be experienced by American export trade in general, which would
normally expect an average normal export of scrap running to about six million

In order to understand the Impact of the proposed quotas uln the Amierican
expo rt trade and scrap industry, one must grasp the basic econmny underlying
the Japanese steel industry. Japan has been tortunate to have people of great
fore'aight as the heads of Its steel Industry. They have recognised that the ex-
p nation of the steel industry, which has carried with It the expansion ot the
Jpanese Industry In general, depends on the development of Imports as well
as exports. The Japsee steel industry has, therefore, tremendous benefited
the economy of Japan's major partners Including the 1. As I have indicated.
the American scrap industry Io heavily dependent upos Its exports to Japan.
However, If steel quotas are imposed by this country, the Japamese steel mills
will be forced to curtail their production of steel, and theetore, cut down their
purchases of scrap and other raw materials from the U. Indeed, in anticipa.
tion of the enactment of the proposed bill, the Japanese steel Industry has al-
ready Initiated cutbacks In its werap purchases from the U.S with the result
that scrap pries have already bm depemid.
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It follows that the Imposition of Import quotas on steel by forcing the Japanese
to atop buying scrap In the U.S. would bring the entire American machinery of
colleclng and exporting scrap to a atndstill-partcularly In the coastal regions
where the scrap iron business Is wholly dependent on exports to Japan.

Man millions of American jobs would thus be Jeopardised. I would remind
the committee that the export scrap Industry has been flouriahiug In this tcuntry
since 19O34 when the Congress wisely refused to be swayed by pressure from the
U.. steel mils who then clamored for contiuation of a virtual ban of export
of steel scrap. By opening the doors to the export of steel scrap, Congress then
cleared the way for the development and maintenance of a sound and profitable
domestic scrap business. Through these exports to Japan. our domestic o.rap
business has aided both our economy and the development of a healthy Jaeise
economy, which In turn has been a valuable partner of American industry. T'lho
Imposition of quotas pursuant to the bill now under consideration, would threat-
eu the American scrap Industry with ruin and would undercut the basically
sound trade relations that now exist between this Lountry and Juaian.
For these reasons, I strongly oppo e the imposition of steel Import quotas.
Thank you.

ST&TZMRNT OF T/9 BIT1au WUINMLANMg, INC., SUBMITr1E NY W. DAWSON CASTER,
PUESIOXNT

Mr. Chairman and member, of the committee, on behalf of British Wideflunge.
lnc.. I am pleased to have the opportunity to suimuit thim brief statement for con-
fiderutcon in ('onnettion with your study of pro'iNpwals to impts qutotas on sjs.'i-
fled commodities, The Imrticular commodity group to which this statement is
directed is steel and steel products.

British Wideliunge, Inc. Is. a Texas corporation, organized In 10l.59, for the
purpose (if Importing heavy structural steel shapes fro the United Kingdom
for male to steel fabricators in the Ulnited State-, At the time the Company was
formed, there were, iasi'ally, only two donutie sourcex of sUlply. both tof
which were In the fabricating and the raw oteel Iusiess. The Independent fabri.
eators. welcomed British Wideflange for competitive reasons as well as for partial
Insurance against supply shortages

British Wideflange competes effectively and fairly with domestic steel pro-
ducro. The steel which the Company Imports from the United Kingdom Is of
high quality, and we offer serve at least equal to the American mills. In addl-
tisn. the Company publishes prices which are made available to its customers
enabling them to bid on upcoming Jobs with reasonable assurance that the prices
will hold. However, I wish to stress at this point that the prime reason for the
Company's success has been the service and dependability offered to the Inde.
pendent fabricators, not price.

British Wideflange. Inc Is a bons flde domestic business employing Ameri,.an
citixren. The Company and its employees fear the disastrous cons iunces which
might flow from the imposition of import quotas on the steel products we Ilmrt.
In this regard, we are aware of the .2.7T intr lued by the Honorable Senator
llartle and co-sponsored by others. We believe that one of the unfair aspects of
the bill is that it would establish quotas on the basis of percentage share by
country of origin for preceding years. In effect, this would amount to "grand.
fathering In" those very foreign sources of supply who are cited as prompting
the intriluction of the legislation in the first placp.

Perhaps It will. at some point, prove necessary for legislative action to be
taken on steel Import& However, a basic departure from our present p licy of
fre trade, such as by the Imposition of quotas on steel, should be viewed In Its
fullest perspective, taking Into account not only the domestic steel Industry, but
all other segments of the economy. Including those who consume steel and have
needs for alternative sources of supply. Among these, of course, are the steel
fabricators. Also. we believe that consideration must be given to the dangers In-
herent In imposing substantial restriction on steel Imports such as prsible re-
taliatory measures which might be taken against our own exports In short, we
respectfully submit that this entire matter should be the subject of the fullest
and most extensive hearings giving all concerned ample opportunity to submit
whatever data or viem they may have.

Again, on behalf of British Wideflange. Inc., I appreciate having been given
an opportunity to submit this statement for your consideration.
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W 6hmgQS D.C.
Senator Russi B. Lose,
O(w...,a Se" risoe Con"8m00
W uhM 4u, D.O.

Draa SATmoa Loxe: The Independent Wire Drawers Anolatloo is a na.
tonal trade associatlon represnting over 30 1ndepnde t non-uteagrated wire
drawers and fabricatorm, located in the following states: California, Coniecti-
cut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Ma ahuiett, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Ohio, Peunsylvania, Tennessee and Texas.

I use the term "Independent" to indicate these firms are not subsidarie,, divi.
sons or captive% of the major steel corporations. I use the term "non-integrated"
In the sense that these firms do not 1oses baidc steel-making capacity.

I should also like to explain the term "wire drawer". Wire is manufactured
from wire rod, a seml-iinIlsed steel product, by drawing it through a series of
dies which reduces the diameter of the wire rod and at the same time increases
its length. Thus, the dewcrptive term "wire drawer".

A wire fabricator manufacturer. a flndlaed wire product from Wbe wire, pro-
ducing such things as nails, barbed wire, woven wire tease and welded wire
concrete reinforcing mesh. M3ot members of our asmociation fabricate sunm wire
products in addition to drawing wire.

The basic raw material for the steel wire and wirm' products industry 114 hot.
rolled carbon steel wire rod. In the United $tateg, wire rod is produced by 15
vertically integrted steel mills; sad 93 jaer ctent of U.S. wire rod Capacity Is
controlled by a mere 12 o theme producers, lucluding suth luduatry giant* as
United Stated Strel. ltepublic and Bethlehem. Steel wire and wire produtota, how-
ever, are produced by both the major integrated producers of wire rod and by
nany small, Independent, non-integrated wire drawers and fabricators, who are
dependent upon the integrated producers for their wire rod. He.noui, ts6 charae-
terlse this situation where a suiqlier is also a competitor as "dual distributlon."

As I am sure you are aware, the House Slect Conunittee on Small llitiness
held hearings on "The Ilwpet Upon Small Busineas of Dual DistrIbution sad
Related Vertical Integration" in 11MM: and In 19UM and 10Wi the Senate Sub-
committee on Antitrust and Monopoly legislation held hearings on Senator
Russell Long's bills, t4. 1h42. S. 1M3 and 8. 1844, which are desigued to correct
some of the abuses of dual distribution.

I would like to point out, however, that there is nothing inherently evil almaat
this dual distribution situation so long as a normal relationship exists between
wire rod, wire and wire product pri. which permit an adequate margin tor
eonverting wire rod into wire, and wire Into products. But beginning in I P,', the
behavior of these prices has not been normal, instead, these prices Illustrate
an integrated producer in a dual ditribution industry can apply antleonmaptitive
price squees to their nonintegrated eompetitorn.

The ease of a typical wire product. annealed bailing wire, graphically illu-
strates the double price squeese experienced by the independent wire drawer,
and fabricators. Prior to 1I3i most independent producers ipurthamed their wire
rods from domnestie sttel mills sat an average pric* of approximately $105 per
ton. At that time baling wire mold for about $192 per ton which permitted the
fabricators a reasonable markup on the wire drawing and fabricating press.
But the major steel producers raised wire rod priced in 11)1, 1030, 11*7 and
again in 198. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. wfre rod prices rose
more than any other steel product during the postwar period. The price of the
finished product did not Increase proportionately, instead it decreased. A point
was reached. in many arms, where the raw material was selling at a higher
price than the finished wire product. For example, during 1903, hot-rolled carbon
steel wire rod was sold for $144.50 per net ton. Yet. the same Integrated steel
mill was selling annealed baling wire for $141.50 per net ton.

The Independent producer, of course, could not purchase wire rod from the
Integrated producers at $144.K clean and draw the rod Into wire, fabrica-te the
wire into annealed baling wire and then compete against a price of $141.X0. As
a matter of survival the independent producer had to turn to Imported wire rod.

As a result of the double price squeeze applied by the integrated wills, wire rid
Imports increased fbom 47,800 tons In 1='i to 1.230.000 tons In 196-, over 10
lerceut of total L.S. steel Imports. These laierts are consumed almost entirely
by the independent wire drawers, and it is estimated that imports actvunt fur
about 5s0 percent of the non-captive wire rod market.

85-40T--7--pt. 2- 30
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Over a 5-year period, when domestic price. were perfectly rigid at $144.0 per
ton, comparable foreign wire rod was being sold at $110, $105 and at times even
less than $100 per ton. Steel mill spokesmen were quick to boast ot their un-
willingness to meet foreign competition. Instead the big steel corpmtlos sought
the protection o the U.S. Antidumping Act by claiming the foreign wire rod was
being dumped in the United Statea The two Federal agencies charged with the
administration at the Antidumping Act disagreed. The Treasury Department
found Japanese wire rod prices wer "not les than fair value" and the Tariff
('ommissiou dismamed the complaints against wire rods from West Germany,
Belgium. frane* and Luxembourg as the grounds o "no injury to a domestic
industry".

In early 1M6G the domestic steel Industry reduced the price on o-called "com-
mon quality" wire rd from around $144 to approximate4y $12 per ton. For all
practical purpoes, this was a meaningless price reduction as far as the Inde-
pendent wire drawers and fabricators were c In the first place, the
price of $125 per ton was not competitive with the Imported wire rod nor was
it low enough to permit a fabricating markup. In the second place the definlto of
"common quality" only applied to certain types of wire rod and other Important
types of wire rod used by Independent wire drawers and fabricators were stiU
sold at the old high, uncompetitive price.

On March 1. 19f66 the U.S. Steel Corporation withdrew published prices on low
carbon wire rod. In order to aggressvely compete against imported wire rod.
Salesmen from the U.S. Steel Corporation have offered wire rod to most Inde-
pendent wire drawers at a price competitive with Imported wire rod. This price
decrease has bees met by most of the other major domeatic steel producers. The
Independent Wire Drawers AssociaLion commends the domestic steel Industry
on Its declion to meet foreign competition In the market place, and some Inde-
pendent wire drawers are now placing orders with domestic steel companies for a
portion of their wire rod requirements. However, most Independent wire drawers
are extremely reluctant to place al of their business with the domestic mills,
since they have established excellent business relationships with many foreign
steel mills who supplied them In time of dire need.

A recent survey indicates that less than one half of the independent wire
drawing fArma afliated with our Asocition purchasd domestic wire rod since
March 1, 190 Poor delivery schedules, lack of a firm price at time of order,
smaller sise of domestic wire rod cols and the failure of domestic mills to band
wire rod coils making them more expensive to handle and store, were all cited as
reasons for sticking with Imported rod. West Coast wire drawers were almost
unanimous In stating Imported Japanese wire rod was definitely superior In
quality to domestic rod available in their area. A copy of the report Is attached
to this letter.

The U.S. independent wire drawing industry needs continuing free access to
imported wire rod-its basic raw material. Any quota arrangement Is sure to
force up the price of wire rod and create periodic shortages--at the expense of
the independent steel fabricator and the consumer.

The domestic steel Industry wants continued free aeem for its raw material,
iron ore. During the past four years almost 40 percent of all Iron ore consumed
hy the dometlh into.grtod atel millp was impwtotd. In addition. the steel industry
ho been lobbying for the duty free entry of molybdenum, an Imported raw ma-
terial for the U.S. die and tool steel making Industry.

I would now like to address myself to the question of the impact of foreign im-
ports on the American wire and wire products industry. As you know from my
earlier remarks, i was the availability of low cost imported wire rod which kept
the U.S. Independent wire drawing industry alive during the period of the Big
Steel price squeeses. My own company, Wire Sales Company of Chicago, would
probably not be in business today if It were not for imported wire rod. An a result
of wire rod Imports the major U.S. wire rod producers have lowered their price
to a competitive level--pproxlmatey $90 to $100 per ton. This is something the
dometle steel mills are well able to do, sine our own Independent studies indl-
cate wire rod can be produced for around $70 per ton. We are now In the position
of having a free and competitive wire rod market in the United States because of
imported wire rod.

Probably the best evidence of the healthful competitive Impact of steel imports
an the American steel industry, aside from the domestic price decreases, is the
recent announcements of the U.S. Steel Corporation and Bethlehem Steel Cor-
poration that they plan to build new, modern wire rod mills. U.S. Steel Corpora-
tion will build a huge wire rod mill at Its Fairless Works near Philadelphia
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which, according to the Awsroea Meed Market, "will rate as the greatest rod
mill In the world." Bethelehem Steel Corporation Is spending $4 million to build
a new wire rod mill at Its Sparrows Point Works In the Baltimore area. Unque.
tionable these two modern rod mills will be able to meet import competition head
on in the market place. This, I contend, In good for the American economy, the
Americin steel industry, and is beneficial to independent wire drawers.

There s an international trade policy which conforms to this practical busi-
nes approach. This Policy goes right back to the founding of this great nation
and advocates duty-free or low duty entry for raw and semi-finished materials
and higher duties on finished manufactured items produced by our domestic
Industry.

In the "Report of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States on the
Subject of Manufactures" which was presented to the House of Representatives
on December & 179L the then Secretary of the Treasury. Alexander Hamilton,
after reviewing the advantages of promoting Industry in the United States, as
opposed to a strictly agarlan economy, outlined the proper means for developing
manufacturing industries. Two of his Important points are:

"I. ProtooiF doUis.-er detiee on thoo teeelg artiodes whih e the ritmb
of th* domneti one# d.tend to be esooosed. Duties at this nature evidently
amount to a virtual bounty on the domestic fabrics. since by enhancing the charges
on foreign articles, they enable the national manufacturers to undersell all their
foreign competitors * * 0 it has the additional recommendation of being a re-
source of revenue-Indeed all the duties Imposed on Imported articles * * * have
the effect Is contemplation, and except where they tall on raw materials bear a
beneficent aspect towards the manufactures of the country."

And, In addition, he advocated:
"VI. The euemptfoa of the m.erlse of mesufectrere from dutg. The policy

of that exemption as a general rule. particularly in reference to new establish-
meants. is obvious. It can hardly ever be advisable to add the obstructions of fiscal
burdens to the diffculties which naturally embarrass a new manufacture; and
where it Is matured and In condition to become an object of revenue, it Is gen-
erally speaking better that the fabric, than the material, should be the subject of
taxation."

I sincerely believe the U.S. steel industry and other major Industries should
have free access to world markets for raw material. I submit, how-
ever, that In the past 175 years the definition of raw material has be-
come more sophisticated. We should recagnise that vesul-fnblsd steel, such
as hot-rolled carbon wire rod, Is as much a raw material as Iron ore or
molybdenum ore and concentrates. This is a trade policy which makes a
great deal of sense to me.

It Is Interesting to note that Secretary Hamilton almost faced this precise
Issue In 171 In regard to the duty-free entry o pig iron. which the Iron
and Steel Orderly Trade Act of 1967 would place under question. The 1791
report states:

question arises, how far It might be expedient to permit the Importa-
on oIron in pigs and bars free from duty. It would certainly be favorable

to manufacturers of the article; but the doubt is whether it might not interfere
with its production.

"Two circumstances, however, abate it they do not remove apprehension,
on this score; one Is the considerable Increase of price, 0 4 * and which
renders It probable that the free admulson of foreign Iron would not be
Inconsistent with an adequate profit to the proprietors of iron works; the
other Is, the augmentation of demand, which would be likely to attend the
Increase ot manufactures of the article, in consequence of the additional
encouragements proposed to be given. But caution nevertheless In a matter
of this kind is most advisable. The measure suggested ought pet Up* rather to
be contemplated, subject to the light of further experience, tha. immediately
adopted."

I might add, though, that Secretary HamUton did recommend the duty-
free entry of copper in pigs and bars, lumber for shipbuldIng, and sulphur
and salt peter for the manufacture of gun powder.

I would like to add only one modification to this basic trade philosophy,
that Is, when we have a situation of monopoly, oligopoly, adnered prices
of fixed pries In the U.S. market, then we should definitely lower the tariff and
non-tariff barriers to allow the free flow of Imported materials in order to achieve
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full snd tree competition In the doketlic market. This Is one way of
helping to imdement our equally historic pollkt of tree comnpelUtio which
baa helped to make us a great nation.

UatortuwateLy, so duty reducto u were made on wire rod during the
Kesnnedy Round, even though eompeltlug fabricated wire end products were
reduced a tuU 50 percent Thus. the independent wire drawer still will pay
the same duy on his raw material, while Importer of fabricated wire prod-
ucla receive the bewlit of a 00 percent duty reductioL no Impoie a quota
on to would be. moot unfair.

In conclusion. In the 11.8. wire and wire prodicts Industry. imports of wire
rod were the eonmic mlvation of the Indepehndent wire drawers. These Imports
have helped reduce the price of U.A. wire rod and now we ore enjoying the
benoleta of a reltiveLy tree and opem wire rod market I the United lft1te

The indeledemt wire drawer* would like the United Btaten to continue to
follow an internationAl trade policy of eilshiebinl wif-inatereut pennittlsa tbo
duty-free entry of the raw and seml-finlshed materials used by Anavricata
Industry. We are definitely opposed to the Iron and HltMl Orderly Trade Act
of IMl" unless it speiicslly exempts wire rod (TSUS Item Non,. 001(70 and
600.71) fro the quota.

Very truly your. ]. a MUTWT Preoent.

Tun ( Txsrr SAT IXPXMsXMnlu'P WiS DlUAwiXo INDUBUT AND STaUL WIS
lion Jaroars

An sa1is of e v osuome qerationee' coeww o t A# eithdraneal
of list gprle'e on hot-rofivi carb" atel wire rds bp tho ;nited State,
Strel Corporatlon and other domewtio steWl wille on the wire rod peer-
ehasing pst o Iof ndepn~w1 W'l Drawers Asaotion Mmbcrs.

On .Mnrch 1. 1i, the United Statn 140.I ('orlration announced It was
withdrawing It* Itihlllhed Iries- on hot rolled low cartkin steel wire rods in
orcler it n1eet foirlgn wire rod imlxurt cosslatilition directly In the marketplate.

This action was followed by several either major domis,,tle xtel mills.
The lndegrunillut Wire l)rawers Assoilation. whose lemnbes's cosnasnle suiot

of the fereixn wire rd ilitileortd into the U.i.. publicly commended the lomentie
stel Industry on Its decision to reduce rni prlcers. Tbe l'r eident (it the Jude'-
lenilehlt WIlre l)rawer Amssointion. Mr. 1. (V. Muntwyler. tet ifIted on this lorict.
n'elueilon wfore the ]louse Commaunittee on Education aild Labor, General Au6-
neitiiiittwo on Iahor, on September 21. 101K, as follows:

".Most Inde'pende'nt wire drawers were not In a lImition to pla(e large onerta
with doimetie Isteel e'm1111iex at the tilmue the prive reduction was announced
hieI'use of prior mmouitnellts to foreign slplliers: but indepeondellt wire drawers
ore' now plclin orliers with doumetatie steel conianlie for a portion of their
wire rod requirements.

"At a recent IIIrtiI of the Ilmrl of dli'tlr of the Intleplndrnt Wire,
I)Drwere Asmiecilation It wits agm not a matter of general principle that itle.
s'elem'std wire,, direwers should alll Ito lurchase at ht-at half of the'Ir wire

rnil rn41lliln4101t0 fromts dome',el mills and the otlier halt from foreign Ourt,,
,Most Itdeli, ilelit wire drawers are extrsnly reluctant to place all of their
b;ll,++ +xwlil lsh. lhi"aa. aulls. -iasce tliy have eeetatiilshe'ei excellent lscinem
relationships with many foreign xte#e'l mill. who sulplied them Isn tie. of dilre
need,"

In order to determine the hoim ct of the I.. teel wire rod lpuhlishel price
withdrawal on the wlre rod IurchaIng platterns of Its menaberuchll. the lnde-
lwolent Wire Prawers Asmciation (IWI)A) re tly snt a coinfidential ecmonil

tltiolnnnlre to Its members. Th n.s ells of this qwsationneire tidirat that
I'wa thas one half of the indeptmdnt wire-, drawingl $rms ailliae with tar
I.W.I).A. perhast4ac, dsmentio stire rod sinr Ilerar I. 196. The amount of
dosneti wire rod liurhasle varie~l froi token punr.has, to. in one inst .
Il0 Iercent of the firm's wire rod rmeulr'ments. Most of the firmie, litar'hasing
demestle wire rod ar. located In the nild-w-etern snd rientral state, ares
where Inland fleiwht coe t make nul tortel wire rod less conlljltive with domes.
tie wire reid than in the rsmtal reions. Aereee dli,'erd prite of doturee root
pserrAesed we, 110 per short too.

More then hell of the ndep dauit wire drawing Nrwm affliat.d with, t'
I.W.fl.A. relied ereidvitly ow imported wire rod. East and Gulf Coast firms
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]urchased almost all of their wire rod trom Western Curope, whilo Wet Coast
drais purchased their wire rod prinmrily from Japan with sume purchases from
Australia. Aprsp defwerod priveof imp.1d red pwvhosed wa $0 perSiklt# son.

Mott importantly, more than haft at the indopeudet wire drawing firms
atlUlated with the I.W.1).. thought Imported wire rod I superior in quality to
di.metlc %-ire rod. Tils was of 3artlcular siguilkante on the Weat OuaLt.

Ordinarily. I.S sitxe4 eoamsuznar will shift frtim Imported to domestic steel
when the dontawttle Price is within 10 to 15 ior eut of the Imported pri. But
It aplaears the hift did not take plosp In wire rod because the domestic redue-
fions are limited to certain wrapbhile ares and certain lIs. The poom
qullty of dometlc wire rod Is also an Important factor.

Ilere are mono typical answers to the question: *Have the price reductions
In wire rest Initiated by U.L Steel Corporation and other Integrated doawwle pro.
dluc'ri had aisy uJgdikaulnt tffimt on your wire rod purchasing paternal

"No. We have bein coatacted loy several dotuetie oroduvers who Indicated a
dlsire to mll us wire rod at a negotlated prke, but no one yet quoted us a
delliite jarve or a delete schedule of deliveries.

"The prie reductlIons offered by integrated donemie producers has had no
effivt ont our lIurhasing patterns Wduve the prices offered by tbese piroudire
4111m iot lave enough spread betwe n coft of wire rods anl their selling price
of t4led l)r tduict toe allow an Independent lpuduLe to coasvwt the wit* nr
and then Coaujpto with the Anlhed goods.

"No. t'. Steel CorpormUou will only mnoiuate pric an 7/32", 1/4" and
5/1I" wire tarbon reds.
"We gahan tit punrhase about 25411 of our requirenetu. from U.S. Steel. low.

ever. may have Ito ea' this thiukilnig-notlce some hedgliu and Inching up of
prie.tv. Will not offer ftdl slse ranges of rod. We are afraid to commit greater
Ioinaiax'ts.
"'N-. liHae not been quoted any firm prices. Indicated prices are still bigger

thau Eurtpean.
"Nt' they have not lben able to offer delivery at competiUve prici We have

ladel no otfers to negollate real jorhlcs. On certain sims pices have been made
competitive (within 5% to l01.) as a re dut sume tounage was isifted back
to American nllis. This was done only where we were sure of gtettla the quan-
tity aend delivery needed.

"o for this has been satisfactory but because of the past hltory at American
nill. In nut meeting competition with price and quality, we do not plan to drop
our foreign stuliiers.

"No. '.K. St-e'l is not itervted In competing In this area at this Ume. Betl.
lehem Is aleikot 8 cwt. higher than imports In this area.

"No. Not lwlvd 4mumpetitively in our area s,IJmited to quality and alse ot rod
a vaua ble."

Contrary to the oat repeated statenSenta of deanestie skvi industry spokemn
forelign wire rod prices were not retmutcd during the past year. Rather, ties
torign rod imcries remained reamnably firm.

The weign _rahlp of the Indepeneit Wire )rawers Asseiation age unan-
Inmo!sly that any restrction or additional tariff levy placed on imported wire
rol would have it distatroua caftct on their business. Most thought It would
force lt-us out of busllle'ss.

HO1 A' WLs CoX* T", 04o.
Ron. Itsm.u. Lna.

.S. $rvote, Wehgo0s, D.O.
Daaa xeA roa Lome: It Is with considerable concern that I have betn follow.

lng the loe'eures that the United States steel Industry has been putting on
('on"s to give them help on unjustly curbing sten Imports.

Unfortunately. I do not bare the full contents of the proposed leislaion-
but the articles would Indicate that rorous controls are to be applied that go
far beyond a good. commoense apporoaeh to the problem-4ndleating that we
seem to be forgetting that we must Import It we expect to export to the various
countries

It would seem to me that the steel Industry should firt spend their effort
and time getting their products on a competitive basisand sll their products-
rather than continual harras, meant and worry about a phMse In which they ir
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many ears participated as a gross exporter-they mst realize that this lm-
ply In a new Industrial way of life It we are to survive in the world market.

it is my fim conviction that mose at the programs we are setting up for the
underdeveloped nations; could well be supplemented by working out a more cow-
plet. iduntrialIaed awoach, permitting them to expor to us and helping
those eontrim In this way-we can wee the results whers this type of program
has been used and the nations are self-supportu--as an example, West Ger-
many. Japan. etc

I hope you understand that my concern is for the good at our Induotrial
ec&om-our forefather, gave to us a very bic and healthy nation, therefore.
It behooves us to paw on to the next generation a healthy Industrial atnospbere
and a solvent economy.

I want to emphasis. that these omments are my own 1 .rnnal views and not
tJose of my management.Sincerly,

IL A. Lus.
Director o Purohawe.

ANALTaz--UXM STAiZS-JA PAmrs TzAnE
"The steady growth and freer Bow of world trade are esmentiaI to full piroMs-

perity at hoe, eenomle growth and stability in the Industrialised Countries,
and progress In the developing world." (LB.J.-gept. 20,1966)

(1) Japan Is United States second largest customer. (Canada largest)
(2) In 106 U.S.-Japan trade reached a peak of 5, billion-nearly three

times the volume a decade ago.
(8) During the last 10 year span U.S. exports to Japan were almost $1)

billion resulting in a U.S. trade surplus (exports over imports) of almost $
billion.

(4) Due to U.S. booming economy and the Japanese economy Just starting
to improve after a recession-Imports from Japan totaled $2.10 billion--om-
pared with U.S. exports to Japan of $.31 billion (Bllaterlal trade balantcs
usually vary with both economies).

(5) In 1966 Japan was the beat overseas market for U.S. farm products
amounting to $94D m io ---at the same time United States was the most in-
portant market for Japanese steel--totaling .J8 miU -n-a difference in I'.It.
fvor of 1411 Mil

STAnMaT BY JAMUS I BLLAMY, PR35/DL'T, WEST COAST METAL IWuRomras
AsociATtoM, I!4C.

The West Coast Metal Importers Association reprements more than 14N) Im-
porters of steel and allied metal products on the Wet Coast of the Inited $ttte.
1a membnera' Arms are located throughout the Wet Coast; in LM Angeles. in
San Francisco. In Seattle. and Ial Portland. Its meuuera are engaged prin.ilslly
in the Importation and sale of steel mill products in the United Status. na.rei
of supply for this steel are Europe, Japan, Australia, South America. the t'nited
Kingdom, and Houth Africa. We estimate that in 106 members' sales wt.re In
excess of one million tons. valued at $ 1.10 million.

S. 2537, ch would directly limit the importation of steel mill products, and
other qtals bills which wmld otablish general formulas for reducing Imports
can only invite retaliation from this country's trading partners. lec.aus, countries
do not normally sell in international trade the same products which they buy.
the industries retaliated against will not be the Industries protected by the
various bills before this Committee. The steel Industry will not pay for its pro-
tection. No doubt agriculture will

S. 2337 and the generallsed quota bills are a threat to our existence as an
Industry and to the economic dynamism of the West Coast.

(1) The concept of quota limitations for steel. or indeed other commodities,
necessarily implies the ahandooment of U.K liberal trade policy and a return
to Insular protectionism; the U.S. steel Industry has no claim to such splcial
protection.

(2) Access to imported steel Is vital to many independent producers of finished
products.

(3) The availability of Imported steel in esmentlal to preserve competition in
the United States steel industry, to maintain reasonable prices, and to hold bmck
Inflation.
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(4) A rigid quota system organised by narrow categories will stifle and

bureaucratise the trade; this is so whether quotas are based upon International
negotiations or upon a unilateral proclamation by the United 8tares,
(5) Most Important for us. a quota qntowm would make it much more difiult

for the independent American importer-distributor to find and to negotiate
with a sosa. of supply.

It is incredible to us that the Congress of the United States can be seriously con-
sidering bills which would drastically limit imports at this time, only a few
month. after the sucLvsdul conclusion of the Kennedy Round. This negotiation
was dedgned to expand world trade in the Interest of everyone, and In the opinion
of knowledgeable observers4, achieved this aim. There has been for many years a
broad covussus that a liberal trade policy In truly In the national intereSt.
Nothing has occurred to Juwtify a doubt that that tvneusus still obtains. Nothing
has occurred to justify abandonment of that plicy.

The American steel Industry was laggard In the Introduction of new technology
to compete with the modernlzd Industries of Japan, Iuulie and otler of our
suppliers. In recent years. however, It has been Investing heavily In new tech-
nology and. if It cares to do so. is In a position to meet foreign compedton In
the market place rather than in Federal and State legislaturew The consumer
of steel products obviously benefits from this competition. We believe that the
competitors for the consumer's dollar also benefit.

The availability of foreign steel has made a very aiuldlcant contributions to
keeping down the coat of living. This Is not only because the Imported products
are themselves usually somewhat cheaper. It is also betaue the avalablity
of foreign steel tends to Impose limitations on price increases by American
ompaulies. The moat slglilcant fact about a quota system for the Anumrican

producers aud for the American people Is that there would be much le~s steel
In the market to Inhibit price increase, As It is, It looks as though this country
is faced with a very unpalatable dose of Unflation. A quota for steel will contribute
tremendously to that unfortunate trend, the effect of which will be higher prie
for buyers In the United States an well as higher, less competitive prices for
steel-using United States goods sold for export.
To a very large extent the sale of steel and steel products by the members of the

West Coast Metal Importers Association are made to small Independent steel
fabricators and secondary producers of steel products. These are neither Inte.-
grated with "Big steel" nor are they sueh large buyers that they can be assured
of preferred treatment or continuing sources of supply, especially when industry
Is threatened by strikes or other dislocatlons. The availability of foreign steel
Is necesary to theme producers to lessen their dependence upon the large Ameri-
can Integrated producers, who are also their competitors in the sale of end
products. In a broader sense, imported steel Is necemary to relieve tight market
supply situations, as when military uses make unusual denawds upon supply.

S. 237. which was Introduced on October 16 and which would establish quotas
by seven-digit TSUSA categories. I, designedly-we amume-a monstrosity fur
anyone who has to consider operating under It. It Is Ironic indeed that the
American steel Industry, which has so strongly opposed any U.S. government
controls or government Intervention throughout Its whole history, should now
urge that the Import trade be osidfed in bureaucratic and administrative
rigidities. Nothing could be more contrary to the American spirit of free enter-
prime. We cannot envisage at this point exactly how such controls would work.
hut at the least it should be obvious that the business of servicing the market for
-teet products would turn Into an utamweiml scramble for a share of products
whose availability han been artificially limited. The rewards of business enter-
prime would Io. not for ability to service and to sell, but for ability to maneuver
In the basl. for a source t upply. We strongly object to regulation of this
kind and with them results for our industry.

For the members of the Went (loat Metal Importers Association, the evil of
quotas would be greatly compmunded by the fact that tue Independeut Amerl.an
members of this trade are already In competition with the large Japanese trading
companies who are both steel exporters In Japan and importers Into the unitedd

tateo. We greatly fear that It a quota msytem were applied to Japan. the princi-
pal smplier to the Went Coast market there would be a tendency n Japan to
favor the Japanefe companies. Perhaps this would be understandable under the
circumstances: but It means that passage of 8 2.13T could be the end of the
Independent Importer-ltributor. Only the biggest would surrive,-or the least
scrupulous.

We earnestly ask that the Senate Finance Committee reject all such proposals.
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BRaaSUM ALLOY STmL.
Rr"ebon, Pe,

Mr. TuouAs VAE,
Coum e, Renate Fmnoc Committee,
Waekuigto. D.O.

IDPa gin: We are a small integrated tool steel mill in Western Pennsylvania
who have a vital interest in limiting the unfair competition of steel imports. Our
main business In the past has been production of hot work die steels in which
we were a leader prior to the Intense foreign competition experienced in the
past seven years.

We are the main support for a community of some 3.000 families In Western
Peunsylvania. Nearly fifty percent of our employees have been with us over
twenty-Ave years.

While we are a relatively small tool steel mill, our product is used to shape
or cut hundreds o thousands of tons of steel and other nonferrous metals. We
now MWnd that, as a result of foreign competition particularly from Austria
which is nationalized., we have had no growth In that portion of our business
which formerly constituted fifty percent of our volume. Prices have deteriorated
as much as forty percent mince 1961 in our main product line and are still
falling. Our labor costs have increased twenty and one-half percent on average
hourly wages; and costs of raw material and alloy elements used in our product
have Increased ranging from thirty-five to fifty percent in this same period.

The impact of the foreign competition on our hot work die steel market has
caused u to close warehouses in Cleveland and Youngtown. Ohio, and Florence.
Alabama. Our company has carried the Braeburn Division through many months
of loss operations as a result of foreign competition.

We urgently support action by the Senate Flinance Committee to limit Imports
of tool steels. Without some help on limiting imports of tool steels, this company
will have to idle additional equipment which will affect a substantial number
of workers in this community and would remove substantial production of
specialized defense oriented hot work die steels from the market.

Very truly yours,
IL B. MAcDoxAmo.

Gener Maemwer-BSeks.
Win: SALES Co.,

Chic , l..
Box. Russ=J B. Loxo,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wahhston D.O.

My DmAs SumwATO To'xO: This letter is being written regarding the Iron
and Steel Orderly Marking Act of 1907 now being introducted In Congress.

I would like to compliment you on your interest in the welfare of the small
Independent wire producers in our country. We have had a terrible price
squeeze due to the Increase In the cost of rods over the lost 15 years, at the
same time that our mills are reducing the prices on the finished products. This
Is the old dual distribution problem once again and T know you have been
Involved in that from time to time and are well aware of the problems and the
disastrous results which can occur, particularly to small companies. If we couldn't
get imported stepl rods, we literally would have been out of business a long
time ago. And right today we cannot buy rods from American mills on a day by
day basis, produce our tinisbed products and sell owpetiLively. We mut lA%0
some imported rods to average out and stay In business.

We buy many thousands of tons of American rods and so do all the other Inde.
pendent fabricators, but we need the Imported rods to average our cost. The
basic material we buy as Independent operators is hot rolled carbon steel rod.
officially classified as TSUS No. (KM70. 71.

Senator Long. actually hot rolled rods are not the most critical problem or
the tonnage problem with the big steel mills. It is some of the other product.
particularly steel, or as the mill calls It. hot bands in coils. Hot rolled rods
comprise a very small percentage of the overall picture, yet there are a great
many small companies whose existanep is dependent on Importing a portion
of their requirements of hot rolled rods. If you feel that it is absolutely nece-
ary. or a mtt that we have quotas or restricting legislation on Imports of

steel products, I would like to ask If It wouldn't be possible for an amendment
to be tacked on the bill exempting hot rolled wire rods from the Act. This
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would mean that you would be exempting TSUS Items No. 608.70 and 608.71
from any legislation that might be passed. In this manner, I think Congress
would accomljilah what they are trying to do for the overall picture and still
permit small ludepeudent wire producers a fair treatment and the ability to
stay In business.

Bally, senator, I think this Is the only way that we can be assured that we
will have a condition of fair competition In the U.S. wire drawing business. I
would c rtaluly aptpreclate anything you can do to further this cause and help
us. We really and honestly do need help In this area.

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

F. C. Muxwrzma, President.

MuWMoN STUL Coar..
CAhicso, IU.

Hon. RuvsarJ. B. Lozo,
Chairmen, Senate Finamue Comesttee,
Wthisoton, D.C.

Dza SEXAToa LOso: Please be advised that I am opposed to the proposed
Dirksen-Ilartke Bill to place new Import quotas on steel.

The proposed bill is a threat to the existence of many Independent steel dis-
tributors and an action against small business concerns In the U.S.A.

The Imposition of quotas would wipe out most of the gains achieved by the
Kennedy Bound tariff cutting negotiations In my opinion It Is the wrong ap.
proach and can turn back the clock on free trade and our eff,,rts to work out
commercial and economic understandings, especially with our Western European
Allies. with whom we are enjoying a trade balance In our favor.

Imported steel has acted as an anti-inflationary measure and has Induced the
domestic mills to modernize and keep up with the developments In the steel
community of the world.

It Is our concern that an unwise action will cause many small business firms
to suffer and be forced out of business and I feel that this s something that would
concern you.

I shall be grateful It you will give my letter the consideration I believe It
deserves.

Yours very truly,
ANimaw A. ATIM.S, Pre, hen1t.

BAN MATMO. CALIF.
Hon. Ruaz. R3. Loxo,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dm. ML Toe: If any quotas are put nto effect to reduce steel Imports then,
in all fairness, such quotas certainly would not apply to Jobbers who cannot buy
from domestic mills simply because they re-sell at less than the regular fixed
prices. This collusion Is far stronger now than twenty years or more ago, not-
withstanding all statutes to the contrary. It now apparently Includes not only
domestic copper, stainless and aluminum mills but also Canadian mills.

No domestic or Canadian mill will sell me a single carload of copper, stainless
or aluminum sheets although my Dun & Bradstreet rating Is very good. ap-
parently because I sell at far lees than most Jobbers, many of whom are mill.
owned. They will not sell to me for cash, credit or on any other terms, although
a very large percentage of this domestic business Is on consignment.

Steel imports can be drastically reduced by prohibiting steel strikes, by
domestic mills bringing their products and their selling methods up to foreign
standards and by selling to all buyers at the same price and terms

I know that you are very busy and It Is not necessary that you answer this
letter.

Sincerely Yours,
Fuaaw U. McCoY, I,,portcr.

To Shops Who Are Not My Customers:
On Aug. 10th I sent you my price sheet simply because a pressure Is being put

on me a some of my customers are being quoted very low prices and I had
reason to believe that these low prices are not being quoted to other shops. As a
result I was nearly swamped with so much new business that my August sales
were far higher than any month tor a year. Anyway, they are not nearly as
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smart or as tough as they think they are. Look what Bridge's outfit the Ware-
housemen's Union, assisted by the Teamsters did to then a few months ago.
When they refused their unreasonable demands these unions promptly closed
them up and in a few weeks they abjectly surrendered.

I understand they are reluctant to cut my prices outside of this area. I Just
don't see why they do it anywhere because whenever they cut $40 or more on a
single sheet of. say 18a.x48°'x120' stainless, they are then admitting they have
been robbing their own customers right along during all these past years. And It
they ever try to go back to their old mark-up they will really have a hard time
doing so. In fact, they Just cannot do It as long as I am In business.

During the past week or so one of them has come out with a different deal ; not
quite so generous. A salesman cowed Into a shop with a great big smile, a 200 ft.
roll of free aluminum foil for the missus. a brand new catalogue and an offer
to sell as little as one sheet of stainle, at their 1000 lb. price! While this Is
about the same as my single sheet price. It Is a terrific reduction for them. Since
they also have places in Sacramento and Fresno you should be getting a call
any day. And If you don't receive this offer soon you might remind them of the
over-sight. I am sure they would appreciate It very much !

And If you think that present mark-ups are high for small amounts you should
read the attached report. This states that a buyer of 2.000 lbs. of stainless of a
single "uage and width will now get a reduced price. This Is apparently due to
the fact that such a buyer can buy from an Importer for direct shipment from a
foreign milL But tis reduction will be taken from the hide of the small buyer
who must now pay a really fantastic price. The price for a single sheet of
18ga .x48"x120"' will now be about $10&40. Instead of the present price of about
$04.00. altho their cost of this sheet Is only about $41.00. It seems utterly
incredible that any Jobber would have the nerve to state that they cannot make
enough profit selling a sheet costing them $41.00 for only $94.00 so they must
now charge about *108.40. for a grom profit of $W5.00! And even It a shop buys
3 of thee sheets the price will be about $25&00 for 3 sheets that cost them
only $123.00, or about $45.00 prait per sheet, or more than 100% ! At the same
time they will sell 2 of these same sheets, or 2.000 Its., for the same total profit.
$1.'5.0, or about $5.40 per sheet !

Just to illustrate graphically the fabulous Jobber mark-up I am going to
show you the difference between their prices and my prices on the following
I Items:

I.skoK OW4 sbsbal Pte by)SieWby1i................ 20 I0
u rsl, S. .. ................. ff .S$ha N, 4 dMakK ItI by X i,, by I10 IN ................... N .0

"- "-'0+ byi'b10" ........ _ _ _ _As..

I sr. a. .54 asw 5TbL d . ............................ .........
Tetd .................................................... M2LOO 34&.00 3K 66S

The difference In the last two prices Is due to the fact that I combine all items,
except sheet lead, for a quantity price. If the American mills would sell to me my
prices would be about the same.

CuM3LAJI COar.,Caet~seoog, Tes.
Hon. RcrssLJ B. Loxo,

('"u kirmn, 8eote Fis ce Commis v tee,
Washixsglo%. D.C.

I)LAa SCRaToa Logo: We bare an employment of approximately 425 persons.
and consume approximately T.000 tons of steel rods annually in the manufacture of
products for the dairy, poultry. and construction Industries A portion of our rod
tonnage has been obtained from foreign sources, and our customers have bene-
fited greatly from this arrangement.

The availability of high quality foreign rods at competitive prices has, In our
opinion, been the sole reason for the few price concersions from the American
Mills In recent years. Without foreign competition, the American rods would
hare remained sub-standard in quality, and high In price.
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Our manufacturing perations will be seriously hurt If the avallabillity of for-

elgn rods at the present competitive prices is cut off. A major portion of our pro.
duction Involves delivery cases for bottled milk. In this product line, we could
not tmpensate for Increased costs by raising prices, as we are competing against
all plastic cases, which are already priced considerably lower. The steel Industry
will suffer If this product is taken overly plastics.

As to our other product lines, our recent cost studies show that the narrow
profit margins being made would not permit us to absorb additional raw material
increases.

It Is our opinion that a similar basic pattern exists throughout the United
States. We feel the hard facts will show that the American public has gained In no
small measure through lower steel prices from 1.8. mills, that would not have
prevailed had It not been for the real competition that the foreign Imports
created. Furthermore, the mills and the public wilL no doubt, gain as a result ot
the more modern steel facilities that this foreign competition has caused to be
Installed throughout this nation.

We understand that the staff of the Senate Finance Comuaittee has completed
and turned over to the members of the Senate Finance Committee a compreben.
sive study of th. steel import situation. We urge that the Congress not act on any
legislation until this study is released. and those In the industries effected have
had a chance to study and comment on the report.

Yours truly,
CnAnum T. Rou soc.

Vice President.

MASWIL PaorOrs Co..
Fort Lorsmle, Ohio.

Senator FaAx LAcurcU,
R'aohinfSwa, D.C.

1)"a BxxAToa L&Auscuz: The steel Import quota proposal now before the Senate
Finance Committee poses a serious threat to our company and our country from
the economic point ot view. I feel that I am being deprived of a free choice in the
purchase o raw materials. Also, such quotas would make it easy for the domestic
industry to raise prices, and would probably also result in increased prim for
inported steel. Also, there is no question but that foreign nations would retaliate
against American exports, which In turn would contract the over-all economy.

In last month's Fort##** magazine, there is a timely and cogeut editorial on this
whole matter. I urge you to read It.

Plea"e convey my feelings to the Senate Finance Committee. I remain.
Sincerely yours,

WIUJAH B. M~awn.

U. J. BTAVOLA & Co.. INC..
DsberV Conn.

Hon. Russa, B. Loo,
U.S'. Senate. Weesintooi D.C.

DRAM 8aiATon Lo e: I would like to bring my views to you on Bill 8 2537,
relative to import quotas on new steel I sincerely fee that our scrap pr ._sn
industry will be affected by this import quota, for scrap experts make up some
different for the Import of Iron orm If the steel mills want Import quotas
on T.w stel thee, llkewls. put import quotas on iron ore. BC leve me, it the
scrap iron does not move from our heavily populated areas, such as the
East Coast, we will be burled in beaps of metal The cities will not have
sullent dumping space. The scrap prices are so chesp as it Is. that It will
not take much to stop the movement. Get the mills to use the equivalent of the
scrap iron that Is exported and maybe they will find import quotas are not neces-
sary. This is not a question of jobs at stake in the steel milIs but It Is in the scrap
processing Industry, which Involves many small Independent operators, that
employ many people, that keep America alive.

I seek your support to reject this bill 8. 253T.
sincerely,

31. ,T. 8,Ar, Prc~idecs.
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XXWMAX IJoiI & MTAL Co.. InC.,
Los Amgelea, Calf.

Hon. Russru B. Lono.
Chlrmn, Senate Fiftwse Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Weshagtou, D.C.:

Dm&a $a: We would like to go on record as being against Import Steel Quota
Bill #8. 2537. We believe that the Country has been subsidizing too many Indi-
viduals and Industries. The Steel Industry should set Its house In order and
become competitive with foreign sources. We also believe that this Country needs
and should have a good. healthy Import and export program. The above facts
also should be pointed out to some of our so-called "labor leaders". It Is time
they realized that they are pricing us out of world markets. I do believe that we
cannot exist without export and Import trade.respectful yourL

Haaow NZWMAN.
DAL s Tix.

Senator Rusru. B. Loxzo,

Chd afr'0a. Senate Plsance Committee.
Now BSte Opee Building, Wkingto^, D.C.:

As a manufacturer we are dependent to a degree on the free Import market of
steel We feel that the steel Import quota now being discussed is not In the best
Interest of our industry.

C. A. LAVmNDIZ
President Jamieson Mnufaecturing Co.

JAcJgOxCvzLL FLA.
Senator Russamz R Loo,
Chairman. Senate Finame Committee,
Now Sote Ooe" B*Udin,, Wusgton, D.C.:

We understand that bearings will commence Wednesday on Senators Dirksen
and Hartke's bill to attach certain steel Import quotas to the social security bill
already pased by the House. The Senate Finance Committee has conducted an
extensive study which has a direct bearing on the imports of various steel items.
If at all possible we would like to have that report released Immediately so that
It may be studied by thome affected In the steel industry. It this is not possible
then we hope you will specifically exempt wire rods under that section of the
bill pertaining to steel quotas. We arp domestic manufacturers of welded wire
fabric and employ about 100 people. As much wire rods are the heart of our exist.
ence and we would appreciate any assistance you can give us on this matter.

3. T. WELL% AN.
Vice Preyident and Aat tant Prreident. Iry Teell d Wire ('o.

MIAMI, FL.
Senator RussFJL B. Loxo.
Chairman, Senate Committee.
New Senate Ofee Building, Waskington, D.C.

Strongly urge that Senate Finance Cnmmittee defer hearings on steel import
quotas until staff study of that mommitt,. nn otpol import hesitation Il made
public. As a domestic manufacturer dependent on Imported raw material for
continued existence In business am opposed to import restrictions. Feel It ridicu.
lous and inappropriate that my tax dollars have helped to pay for an objective
study of the steel Import situation which Is not being made available to the
concerned public prior to bearings on the subject

. A. RatoA,
Florida Wire Products Corp.

DALI.tA, Tri..
Senator Rssr.LL R. Loxo.

Chairman. Senate Finance Committee.
Ycw Senate Opoe Building. Washig to D.C.

Am an Independent manufacturer of chain links ftee It Is Imperative we have
access to a free supply of Imported wire rods. From this raw material we draw
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wire, fabricate, galvanize, package and ship the finished Product. Without a free
suply of raw material we cannot compete with integrated steel mills who engage
in dual distribution. I ask your help to block the proposed steel quota. It this
isn't possible strike wire rods from the steel lst. Give small business Just a
little consideration instead of big steel this time.

H A. lAwrcs,
Halto Fence & Wire Co.

DALLA, Tsx.
lon. Senator RusaL Loo,
Senate 05ce Buildihw,
Washingto$, D.O.

Southwest Wire Products Corp. is an independent wire drawing and wire
fabrication evmpany and as such In vitally interested in the Import quota hearing.
Our entire existence is predicated on the use of Imported steel since the domestic
mills have established selling price of wire rods (raw material) and the selling
price of fabricated wire finished material) without a suitable spread to allow
for-manufacturing cost. Wire rods are not available from domestic sources at a
price we can afford to pay. I the availability of import steel were urtailed In
any way-our business could not operate profitably. We urge that no quota system
be tvasldered that would be detrimental to the Independent steel flitors Ia
the United Statm

W. C Gm,
Vie Prewde*, Boutkwes Wire ProdsVe Corp.

HosoN, T=L
Senator RUsSELL Loxes,
WuhlAistol, D.O.:

We are Independent manufacturers of wire products In the State of Texas.
To compete economically our raw materials must be of Import origin. We feel
any curuillment it imported steel In the State of Texas would most certainly
be disastrous to our Arm and others like us Our workers are mostly unskilled.
Curtailment of our business would result In a layoff. The chance of them finding
other work at their pay would be practically Impossible. Again, please vote
against any curtailment of steel imports. f

W. B. CBM9r
General Xenapw, Te* Field Fable, In.

PoevLn & B x&aL. NuT Co, lx.
I)MpAID , MicJ.

Senator LONG,
(Chirmen, Fimows Comu.tke,
New exas Om* Building, Waixngoi, D.C.:

This company (the Popular & Special Nut Co., Inc.) was started in 1940 by
five brothers who served 12 years In the Armed Fore" In World War 11. We
asked no Government aid to start in the manufacture of industrial fasteners.
All we asked was an opportunity to make and pay our own way. In 1940, the
price of drawn steel bars (raw material for our product) sold at 0 cents a pound.
We bought drawn bars, manufactured our products, sold It and prospered. By
1049 the price of drawn bars rose to 9 cents per pound and it henme neeputry
to change our method of fabrication from screw machine to cold forming and
used steel wire, costing 7 cents per pound. From 1949 to 1965 the price of steel
wire rose from 7 cents per pound to 10 cents per pound. At the same time Imports-
tions of common steel fasteners begin to flood the American market. We there-
fore switched to rod which sold at 7.5 cents a pound to offset increased labor
costs and meet the import fastener price F 1960 to 1962 the American Steel
Co. agan increased prices. Rod went from 7.5 cents a pound to 10 cents a pound.
We therefore had to buy rod from Japan and Engiand at &5 cents a pound to
meet the competitive situation. Now, we are at the line. If the quota curbs are
Imposed on the free Sow of Imported steel rods into the United States with no
curbing of the imported fasteners, we will have lost our best weapon to fight
Inflation and competition , We therefore urge you to wait until all studies of this
situation on steel rods are in. In order that you may fully know the extent of the
damage caused by steel quotas to small businesses who are the best soldiers in
the fight against Increased cost and Inflatlon. JANS Tmwozwsx, Prsent.
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Naw HAvUX, CONX.
Senator Rusatu Loxe,
Seasaf Offce Buading,
W.eeksgtos, D.C.:

Request you oppose steel import quota bill. As proposed It would Increase our
raw material cost (wire rod) as finished wire is not on quota list. Passage would
permit continued low selling price of our product, steel wire, and resultant squee e
could put us out of business.

ALAXTIC W= CO,
W. B. Unozocx Jr. ProWest.

HoUst ro, Tax.,
Senator Rvsau LoNe,
Cheidr"ee sew* Pinese Cow, ice,
Hosete O*e auUd ,A Ws.hington, D.C.:

Our company opposes soeel Import quota legislation. We have experienced the
horrors of steel allocations which closed hundreds of small fabricators before
Imports were available. A quota pswten today would ruin thousands of manu-
facturers who exist only because the cheaper raw material enables them to
manufacture Items where major domestic mills have virtually no spread between
the raw material and finished product. The domestic steel Industry enjoys huge
profits and often In the past few years could not even supply the demand.
Comider the jobs o dock workers and fabricators that would be in jeopardy. It
imports never existed the price of domestic steel would double what it is today.
Our experience with quota system of other products Is absolutely unworkable
and at times has held items in bond for 8 years. Such legislation would make a
farce of Kennedy Round and other negotiations toward free trade in Western
World. Undoubtedly reprisals will be forthcoming by affected countries that will
harm our balance of trade. The wealthy domestic steel industry I willing to
jeopardise profitable exports of other Americans for their own selfish Interests.

MauazcS PINCoors Co.

Naw CLXAs.
Senator Ruaszu LoNG,
Resote Pideese 0ommdttee,
W" ,Martoo, D.C.:

Respectfully request you consider this telegram as strongest possible opposition
to any steel quota legislation or any other quota systems for following reasons:
Our conviction that any such action is a terrible backward step In our foreign
policy and would be detrimental to world peace and economic stability. This
action would strongly undermine proges made since 1M and In our opinion evi.
deuce bad faith in world community and with other Kennedy Round negotiators.
Believe this approach economically unsound. Our own experience over some 45
years indicates that majority of our American manufacturer can maintain their
volume based on their Ingenuity and ability. Quotas would only result in complete
elimination of hundreds of fabricators depending on import raw materials as well
as substantial unemployment of those engaged In these businesses and also import
and export frms. SAM RisaVD I SO hMPOar Co..

Rasgu I. Rm*Mnw

UsIoXTow.Y, PA.
Senator Rusavu B. Lose"
Cheirmsi, Aate Piaence Committee,

iNee 9040ae Oo StMNE. W4.AdMvbou, D.0.:
As a small fabricator of wire bale ties, we are deeply concerned with the threat

of raising Import duties ow our raw materials, ste wire rods. We believe the.
release to the Congss of the study which you made on dual distribution as It
pertains to the steel Industry would te extremely belpful to the defeat of these
tarils

CAvr WIS C06, IXQ,
I. L SWIMMIg3, Priwdent.
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CARTmT, .J.

8SAnUa Rusu. B. Lox,
Chek ntr , $Comte Fineeoce Comm dIce,
New Berate Ofoe BfD lde, WO.Atuton, D.C.

Dsu IRAToa Lou.: As an Independent. nonintegrated wire mnuuacturer,
constantly harassed In our normal business operation by the dual distribution
character o the big steel Industry, we urgently recommend your releasing the
study of the Senate Finance Committee on the steel Import problem. We are
unalterably opposed to any Import quota taken until thi report Is made public.
to both governnmmt and Industry agencieL Yours truly,

R'ust w W'ag COW.,
NoSiAX M. GauzE, Vce Preidcst.

Dowxxr, CAiv.
8LIAmTO RtUULL B. LoxG,
('Aedrman, Mieete iFdaaewe Committee,
New e*Wte Ofie. BWMEhld , Weashipto., D.C.:

We are a domestic manufacturing Company. using imporU wire rod and
American union labor. There are hundreds of tmpanles like our. Are U.S. Steel
Corp. and Bethlehem Steel Corp the only manufactures that need protection?
mall domestic manufacturing companies like ourselves are dependent upon a

free supply Imported wire rod.
Wi Coa.,
DAVi P. PKux, Preddmt.

8oVTX SAX FSa.Cvzco, CAI IT.
89XATo RvsaziL B. LoNa,
New Remote Oee B lUdiIos,
WeahiaMOtc, D.C.:

Offer fottign steel quota bill suggest for any aet!on. Have tax rewvrd be made
public so that we as small nonintegrated wire maniufactowrs eran study. We feel
that should maintain free market in steeL

EwaeM WUM Rorn,
8UmuN Ew a am, Preowaet.

Houswx, Tax.
SXAToa Rvsz.r B. LoNG,
(,ha irmau, Semate P6keae Cooo os e,
Weakng#8o, D.O.:

Members o Tea lotion at Steel Importers respectfully protest all bilts
attempting to place quotas on Imported products. Imported steel products have
contributed to staying nation, modernization of domestic mill., and the Ilrel.
hood of tbousad. of American citsens. Any addition to the existing walls against
stimuli to the property of our country. Members of Texas Aoewiation of Steel
Importers sell products to bomebuilders. manufacturers of household appliances.
local, county, and State governments, highway builders, and to mot of the small.
to medium-mined Southwestern manufacturers uting steel In their products. To
deny these customers the benefits of the competition afforded by Imported steel
would seriously dhadvantagp thMe mnalle. elpents of tbee bu-fnewwsst We are
confident your committee will reject the Invositions of the bills It will consider
at the public bearing on import quotas. The amociation Is prepared to support
the statements made in this letter and will document the facts for your com.
mittee upon your request.

Respectfully submitted.
Fua.si l)o ',zur. Preu'dent.

Ho'svoii, Tnax.
RZXATOa Rvssg. Loo.

Rxente Offee Building,
Wash1xutoM, D.C.:

We are a Texas Arm which depends for Its continuation of a free choice in the
purchases of It steel.

It Imported steel were not available or It Its avallablity were severely curtailed
our business could not operate profitably as the domestic Industry prices its pro.
ducts In a manner to make It diJeult or inoostible for the independent fabricator.
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The integrated mills have made price concessions to the independent fabricators
only when there was import competition without such competition have sent
prices in aceordance with their own convenience.

Imported steel ha been the principal factor in making Texas steel fabricators
competitive with the integrated domestic mills who ship products competitive
with ours from outside of our State.

Strongly urge that no quota be considered which does not take into con-
sideration the legitimate interest of the independent steel fabricators in the
United States in general and particularly in the State of Texas.

We understand that a study by an independent economist, Prof. Weldenham-
mer. was commissioned by the Senate Finance Committee, and this study has
been completed but its content has not been released. And we urge that no action
whatsoever be taken until this study has been released to the public and has
been subjected to complete study and public discussions and hearings.

The users and fabricators of steel In the State of Texas would stand to suffer
severe lmw e for any hasty or ill considered action in connection with the current
steel quota proposals.

Swazmr 8SwC & Wias Coa.

KAxsAs Orry, Mo.
Ho.. RUSMLL LOSo,
Senate Fi ie ComM4iee,
Senate Ofe BaUdig, Wauhkgfon, D.C.:

Broski Brothers, Inc., manufactures chain link fencing and other wire prodl.
ducts. We compete against the integrated domestic steel mills. The free supply
of import wire rods is vital to us as independent wire producers. Any action by
the Congress to set quotas on steel imports will threaten our very existence. We
urge your vote against import quotas on steel. We would wekome the opportunity
to discuss this matter with you in person by phone or by letter. Vote against
import quotas. We thank you for your help.

S. A. Bmo s, Jr.

Senator RusazsL B. Lono,
WasAkigton, D.C.:

We urge you to oppose the steel import quota bill and other bills restricting
imports. Please Identify yourself with efforts to find constructive domestic
answers to whatever economic problem American producers face. The Nation
cannot afford to negate world trade achievements so vital to its basic goals home
and abroad.

Joxw W. lMenT, BRomtive Director,
OommUntee for s N tional Trade Polky?, Ino.

S. 2554, a bill to provide for the orderly marketing of flat glass
imported into the United States byaffo foreign supplying na-
tions a fair sare of the growth or in ie U.S. flat gla market,
follows:)
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GLASS IMPORTS*

2554

IN THlE 1MFNATE OF THE IN [TEl) WI4TE$

Ou"msM IN%16
Mr. It vsi.u's Ua1' hiaueM'f. Mr. Iivi,. to WIVPr %ir'naia. Mr. M~~~si~r.

bc.esT, 31r. DIUKSYS. 410( mr. II1mmig ar4 ipi~ratheJ~ filowisim billI; fwhicls
was ImSI twice and iWand totlie (.Oum~ihfr #4s hwwc's

for A B1L
To proideor the orderly marketing (if flitt gbad.' iiaored into

the United States by affording fortii 1,41P11% ly~af 1111tiOuns A
fair share of the growth or change iij the 1*luted Nik-S flat
ghuii market,

IBe it enacted by the Senate and Hlouse pf ilep-eeenla-

2 tivee of the Ust ited State. of Aminerica in Congreea aesenbicd,

3 That the total Plitantity of flat glass which ay be entered,

4 or uiddrnlms froma warehisu-se, for coaasupton in any calemi-

a dar year be-ginning after 1)eceniber 31, 1907, kIMIR not ex-

6 cced fear iudred fifty million mepmwre feet, of which no amore

.7 tian twenty-mix ids one half million square feet shall eounsist

8of time nrticlest specified in items 34 1.1,t 54 1.2 1, and 541.31

9- (reliutig to ea~st tor rough rolled glass) . mao more titan fifty-

0Wlteu testifying on thi subject, pp. 96$-GL Oommunlcations recsived by
the eopmimil on this sbject, M W14WL

8 5-0-U-t 2--31
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2

1 four million square feet shall consist of the articles specified at

2 items 543.11 to 543.69 inclusive (relating primarily to plate

8 glass mid float glam), no moro than three hundred sixty-five

4 and one half million square feet, single strength equivalent

5 basis, or four hundred thirty million pounds, shall consist of

6 the articles specified at items 542.11 to 542.98 inclusive and

7 items 544.11 to 544.17 inclusive (relating primarily to sheet

8 glass), no more than three million square feet shall consist of

9 the articles specified at item 544.31 (relating to toughened

10 (sp eiAdly tempered) glass), and no more than one million

11 square feet shall consist of the aricl specified at item 544.41

12 (relating to laminated glass) of the Tariff 8chedules of the

13 United States: Provided, Tha these quantities shall be in-.

14 cresed or decreased for any calendar year beginning after

15 December 31, 1908, by the same percentage that total ship-

16 ments by domestic manufacturers of these articles (as rm-

17 ported by the Bureau of the Census from data submitted by

18 domestic maufacturors on report Forns (BDSAF--375,

19 1132A, or any successor to or reviion of those forms) in the

20 immediately preceding calendar year has inc or de.

21 creased in comparison with tho average annual shipments by

22 domestic manufacturers of these articles during the years

23 1965 through 1967 inclusive.

24 Ssc. 2. The Socretary of Commerce hall determine

25 and allocate the allowable quantits of lat gles whih may

980
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.WbI entered, or withdraw, froml warViauu, fur Cou8uanptiuna

.2 amoilg, supplying countries by cattegory of product on the

•3" basis :of the. shares' such countries supplied by category of

-product to the United States market during a represeative

5 period, except that the &cretary shall give due account to

.6 special ftors which have affected or may affect th trade

7 in-any. category, of such products. The Secretary of Com-

8 meres shal- certify such allocations to the Secretary of tke

9 .Treaury.

10 'S . S. The Secretary of Commerce shall, upon the

11 application of any interestd party, determine whether there

12 is sufficient production in te United States of any flat

13 glass article in conjunction widt the imports of such article

14 specified in this Act to meet anticipated demand for such

15 article for domestic con.mpation, uas estimated boy the See-

16 rotary, and if a deficieicy is foind to exist, detenine t(ie

17 increase in imports of such article mluired for such period

18 of time as will supply such deficiency. The Secretary of

19 Commerce shall certify such deterniiation to tie Secretary

20 of the Treasury.

21 Smo. 4. The President is authorized to enter into trade

22 agreements with foreign cwmtries or instrumentalities thereof

23 to provide for orderly trade in flat glass under such quanti-

24 tative limitations and other customs treatment as shall pre-

25 vent disruption of flat glass markets in the United States
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4

1 atid amro uxtcss to, such markts for both doustically

2 Isroduoud am. foreign produced flat glass on a fair and

3 'ilialile basis. Kotwithstiudilig the provisions of sectious

4 onoeand two of this Act, the President by proclamation may

5 inrese, decrease, or otherwise linit the quautity of flat

6 glass products which may be entered, or withdrawn from

7. warehouse, for consumption and modify existing customs

8 tr-atineut of such products from foreign zetries or inatru-

9 mentality es thereof which are parties to such trade egrco-

10 monts, as lie determiues to bo required or appropriate to

11 carry out iaty such trade agreement.

12 Sc. 5. All detcnlniations by the President and the

13 Secretary of'Cwunmerme wider- this Act shall be irol
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The Cuanxtw. Next we will hear from Mr. James Asley, vice
president, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glas Co.

'ATEXNNT 01 JAXW . ASHLEY, VICe PRFIDENT, LIBEY-
OWENS-PORD GLA8S CX.; ACXIOPANIELD BY EUGENE STEWART,
COUNSEL

Mr. Asuuz. I am joined by Mr. Eugene Stewart, who is counsel
for the flat glass industry.

The CHAIRMAN. We are pleased to have you here. It seems like old
times.

I will be pleased to have you bring us up to date.,
Mr. AsHumr. You have e very patient in the past, Senator; you

are exceedingly patient tonight. The hour is late and we have tailored
our statement within the time limit allowed us.

The CHAIRMAN. We will put the entire statement in the record.
Mr. Asjinzr. I am James 31. Ashley, vice president, LibbeY.Owens.

Ford Glass Co. I appear on behalf of the domestic flat glass industry,
speciically the companies whose names are set forth on exhibit 1 to
this statement.

For T years the damaging impact of excesive imports on the domes-
tic flat glass industry an its workers has bxen an occasion for deep
concern and study by the U.S. Government.

In an unusual action, the Tariff (Comniision on its own motion
initiated an eseal. clause investigation of tile impact of imiorts on
tile sheetglass Wsgment of the industry in Novemler 1960. he result
was t hat Preident Kemnedy procla iined in'rtased, rates of duty effet ive
June 17, 11W2. On *lanuary 11, 1967, duties on thin and heavy sheetgla.s were reduced to thlir pre-1962 level, while partially reduced
escape clause rates continue to apply to single and double strength
shetN glass.

On October 11, 1967, President Johnson, on the Imsis of t e 3i1tional
interest, extended the modified escape clause rates of duty applicable
to single and double .srength shtt glass until J:anuary 1, 1970. In tak-
ing this action, President Johnson declared:

The United Btate*, like all trading nations, must be willing to buy the produets
of other countries,, If we expect them to buy ours. go we are keenly aware of the
lauportance of upanding trade. At the sauhe time. we--Uke other salUos--uuin-
tain a fair and Just concern for the weallbeing at these Industries and their
employee who suffer unusual hardship from Import&

In 7 years the Tariff Commission has issued five reports concerning
the effect of imports on sheet glass on the doniet ic industry. The Presi-
dent and his advi. ers in the executive branch of the Government have
considered each of thes re port.

The culmination of this long and exhaustive study s the President's
declaration to which I have just referred, that "a fair and just concern
for the well-being of [the sheet glass industry] and [its] employees
who suffer unusual hardships from imports" justifies protective meas-
ures. However much we are grateful and appreciative ofthe President's
action, and we are grateful, shipments of sheet. glass account for only
g0 percent of this industry's business. The other sectors of the industry
are no less seriously affected by imports.

W8
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Notwithstanding 7 years of continuous governmental attention, the
flat glass import problem is unsolved. Flat glass imports have resumed
their swift upward growth. 'he remaining escape clause duties on
sheet glass are themselves threatened with termination in 2 years.

Though this fact has not motivated our support for quota legisla-
tion, it is worth noting' that U.S. negotiators agreed to reduce duties
on rolled glass and pitte glass by 50 percent at Geneva despite the
heavy and growing unportation of these products under prevailing
duties.

At this late hour the industry faces the prospect that within 2 years
the task force (appointed within the executive branch "to search for
alternate employment and to take other steps which will work out
long-term iolutiwns lo the problems created by job dislocation" in the
flat glass industry) may recommend ti. termination of the remaining
escape clause rates and the abandonment of our employees and our
industry to the doubtful fanci.ful and community-disruptive process
.known in theory but not in practice as 'adjustment assistancee"

The experience of the flat glass industry during these ast 7 yearsdemonstrates that American dust must turn to the Congress for
positive law to secure fair and flexible regulation of imports so as
to permit both foreign and domestic products to share in the future
growth of the American market.

The basic economic data pertinent to our testimony are set forth
in exhibit 2 to this testimony. Let me summarize here the highlights.

Four reference points in time are important in a consideration of the
trends within the industry during the past 10 years:

1. The average of 1958-60 as a base period:
2. The year 1962 in which on June 17 President Kennedy placed into

effect increased tariffs on sheet glass;
3. The year 1965, representing the peak of the industry's recovery

with the benefit of the tariff increase; and
4. The year 1967, in which on January 11 President Johnson ter-

minated tie increased tariffs on all but single and double strength
window glass.

I would ask you to follow with me the highlights of the following
summary table in which key economic facts are presented in rela-
tion to these four time periods.

I think you will find the column to the far right the most expressive
of what I am saying. Our shipments in total as between 1967 and
1965 have fallen by 18.4 percent. Our shipments of sheet glass are
down 17.1 percent; our shipments of plate, rolled and flat glass are
down 10.9 percent; our laminated and tempered shipments are down
18.4 percent.

Our employment is down 61/2 percent. Average weekly hours of
production work are down 4 percent: our average hourly earnings of
production work are up & percent, but this compares with 8 percent
for all other industries.

Our domestic market is down 11.7 percent, but imports are up 24.5
percent.

Our expora, you will note, show a thumping increase of 41 percent.
I wouldlike to call your attention to the factthat the bulk of the
increase is influenced by the Canadian automobile agreements and
the resulting increase of exports of one domestic glass manufacturer
to its own Canadian glass fabricating plant.

[IRA
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The Tariff Commission determined that the profits on the sheet
glass portion of our industry had declined 43.8 percent. We have
no comparable figure for all flat glass Gross earnas, as shown in
the footnote to table 1, calculated as sales less payroll and materials
purchases before payment of overhead, depreciation and taxes, declined11.3 percent.

(lable 1 referred to follows:)

TABLE I.-C0NOMC TtUIE IN THE U. FLAT CASS INMousT
POWs Now*~ In 411101

TwO. Powa redec-
TK1ar I=e 111"

101 (1ai

vow ,*Pl-a-NtgiSW............. U4$16 16 .4 55 1 +11 4 -3.4
S - , .. .............. I... 1264 141s 1 +1.1 :11.1

MO.al weeky 1WrW OWmc win kest........ IMS2L I 4 8 2. t
Lamma I.secUl b.d aud el W -1...

I lmt........... ............. 24 M0 4 .7 21 P6.6 +2 1.
tpltym. ito s ...................... 32.2 304 32 312

A~~~ 3.~N~rg +" nJ
Avprm rW urn m mactu4.......121 .36 a I . +2.6 41L

OSMst416L ............................ 5 si 42 7206 466+12 -1.
Impor% Lab. U&us......................... 71 044 4 +3L3 +2C 5

ONrt f.e...........................5 1S 1 2 5 11 +.
D"bCa ......................... 3 1it I I ii 23.6 +13&1 +4

lfmb sPortsea~net des OP.........113.6 13.$ IL6 136 +15 3 +41.71
Not PMr attu M. A int of ma im

(ohm MONs)........................ 4.6 1.1 k6 I '2.1 -44.6 -.41
am" evoalarpa ad 5 fsla U a Peetd of
16m8iss............................5A 31. 1 311 33.1 -56 -11.3

'Saws Im pyeal amd maibbsi pa"MOhae I6lam Ppee @1 avar66 depwiutle aid Uses.

Mr. Aisumz. A point of major importance in this table is that while
domestic shipments of flat glass declined .sharply in 1967 compared
with 1965, imports moved in the opposite direction, increasing shkply
by 25 percent.

A second major point is that the import penetration of the domestic
market in 1987 is at an annual rate of 13.6 percent, a ratio higher than
that which existed in the year in which President Kennedy acted to
curb import injury bv increasing tariffs on sheet glass. _

A thiid major point is concerned with the impact of these events
on our employees. The industry has 3O O0 workers in 53 plants in
11 States. Their rate of completion is far above that of workers
in the aver of all manufacturing industries, a table 1 above dra-
matica~ly shows. The sharply increased volume of imports which
rushed into the contracting domestic market in 1967 resulted in an
absolute decline in employment, a reduction in the earnings of our
workers who were kept on the job through a shortened workweek,
and a wage adjustment lower tian that accorded to workers in thi
average fall manufact during industries.

The industry, then, in 1967, shows the claWc hallmarks of injury
which characterized its position in 198, but now more ravey so
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since the appointment of the tak force to find the means for re-
trainin and- relocation of the workers of our industry preents us
with the possibility that the flat glare industry will in 2 year' time
be abandoned to the destructive competition of low-wage foreign
producers.

Mr. Chairman, in these circunances this industry must, in an
exercise of prudence and a discharge of its responsibilities to its em-
ployees, seek positive action through legislation to assure it of aeceu

on a fair basis to the American flat g la market over the long term.
Your committee is thoroughly faiiliar with the reference points

for injury to domestic industries and employment expressed in terms
of the penetration of the U.S. market by imports:

1. In cotton textiles, imports accounted for 5.2 percent of domestic
consumption when the Kenedy administration eergetically brought
about the successful negotiation of the cotton textile quota arrnp-
meats.

2). Imports of residual fuel oil were equal to 10 percent of domestic
production when President Eisenhower proclaid mandatory im-
port quotas on fuel oil in 108. Under the leadership of the chairman
and a host of his colleagues in this and the other body, determined
e1forts are bein made through more positive regulation to hold im-
ports at the level of 12.2 percent of domestic production.

8. Imports of other textiles taken in conjunction with the presently
regulated cottn textiles are understood to account for abott 10 percent
of domestic consumption, and the overwhelming judgment of the
Members of the Senate, with 68 sponsors on Senator Ho lings' textile
import quota bill, and nearly 200 Members of the House of Repreeta.-
Tives a sponsors of the Mil s-Landrum-Dorn textile import quota bills,
constitutes a ringing affirmation of the fact that 10 percent penetration
by imports is regarded as intolerable for the future welfare of the
domestic industry and its workers.

The CiuAx~x. What percent is it in the cas of your industry I
Mr. AmAr. 18.6.
The CHMIRMA r. I really do not think anyone has any right to com-

plain if his exports exceed his imports. So I think ou have to say
imports minus exports are what percent of your a t_

Mr. AsiuLzr. That is the way we have calculated it, and it is on the
13.6-percent basis.

The Br. 18.6?
Mr. Asmzr. Yes, sir.
Demonstrably, action is required in other arms to which I have re-

ferred, oil cotton textiles, and so an.
It is no less required in fiat glass.
Indeed, the current ratio o ports to domestic consumption in the

flat glass market of 18.6 peret is the highest level achieved by im-
sin the 10-yer I of the flat glass import problem. But this

a is derived through the use of thelanded islue of imports in re-
lation to domestic shipmentL The un of foreign pice in such a cal-
culation uiaiwaatly understates the extent of the import penetra-
tii cald n a quantity basis in the major sctos of the fiat glass
market isa follows (see exhibited ) :

1. In 1966, im orts of sheetg m squar feet were equivalent to
0.pts, ad this peneation ratio has

rim even hig to 34 pecnt in 16.

986R
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2. In 1905, imports of plate and flat glass were equivalent to 7.9
percent of domesi shipments, and this penetration ratio has risen
even higher to 13 percent in 19617.

8. In 19M, imports of cast or rough rolled glass were equivalent
to 45 percent of domestic shipments, and this penetration ratio has
continued above the 4) percent mark (at 41.5 percent) in 1967.

Mr. Chairman, we believe the fiat lass industry is aregreve
industry with a rightful place in the American economy. We pay our
workers well. We have booked our capital expenditures nearly 00
pemnt, 1965 compared with the bae period 195 -00. Our productiv-

sty a meare by value added per production worker has risen by
more than 80 percent.

The high and rising level of imports in the domestic market has
contribute to a declie in eLninvs which will handicap our industry
in secumulating earnings for intensified rmareh, development, and
capital expenditure. Thus far our investors hae made funds avail-
able for these purpose with the moifldence that our Government
would not allow a basic industry to be destroyed by low-wage imports.

Mr. Chairman, you and the members of your committee are to be
commended for your courage and foresight in wheulMig these hear.g and, I might add, your patience, on pendingquota bills and giv-
mg it your close attention to the need for a flex ile system of import
quotas for fiat glass and other basic commodities which will insure
future growth and participation in the American market to both
domestic and foreign producer

As you know, Senator Randolph has introluccd a bill, F. 2 K, with
a number of cososors which would create a very flexible import
quota system for flat glass.

Under this bill, imports of fiat glass would be subjected to a bass
period quota which is equivalent to the aveage annual imports for
the period 195-07. If you will refer to exhibit 3 to my testinony, you
will notice that the annual average if imports in the three principal
types of flat glas during the 1965-67 period is considerably above the.
annual rate of imports uri the year 1967 for both sheet glass and
cast or rough rollid glass, and coniideabl above the year 19 and
roughly equal to the year 1988 in plate or float glass.

Ceasquently, under this flat glass quota bill import interests would
be isure of access to the U.S. market on the present basis for a vol-
ume of goods which is greater than that currently being imported.
Thus, im porters would not be subjected to a rollbec.

In addition, the flat glass import bill would assure import int, Iss
of an increase in the annual quota in proportion to the fture growth
in the American market. The bill contains several provisions which aredesigned to live flexibility to the system so that hardships can be ab-
solutely avoided. The Screwr of Commerce would al t the
global quota among supplying countries on a historical basis, and
within ech country quota, by category of product (for example, a
practical basis for the definition ofeaegories under the bill i mig-
gesd by the types.and clof flat Plass product identified in In-
terim Federal Speific4tion DD-G-04l5b). The President would be
authorized by the bill to negotiate, trade agreements with countries
supplying fL glas to the United States for the liberaiation of the
quotas beyond ih limits otherwise provided for in the bilL
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Hence, the bill provides assurance to import interests that their
business will not be adversely affected: the base period quota is con-
sistent with the current level of imports, and the flexibility provisions
in the bill provide assurance against hardships if special situations
develop which require adjustment.

Mr. Chairman, from the point of view of the domestic industry, the
bill, S. 2554, has the virtue of proposing congressional regulation of
foreign commerce in flat glass under a more positive system than now
exists under our reduced tariffs on flat glass for an orderly increase
in imports. It also grants greater assurance than is " ible under the
present system that the U.S. flat glass industry will be afforded an
opportunity to share equitably in the future growth of the American
flat glass market.

We most earnestly request on behalf of our workers, our sharehold-
erst and our managements that you favorably report this proposed
legislation, and that flat glass be included within the scope of the
r4edy which the members of this committee in their wisdom elect to
fashion to meet these commodity import problems which have grown
to such dimensions that no other solution than through the use of
quotas seems possible.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
(The attaclenmmts to Mr. Ashley's statement follow:)

EXuEr? 1
U. 8. PaooucmZA or PAT GLASS

American Saint GobaLin Corporation, Kinsport. Tanness
Foureo Glass Comliny. Clarksburg, West Virginia
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Oompny, Toledo, Ohio
Mislesippi Glase Company, 8t Louis, Misouri
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Compay, Pittsburh Pmnslvanla

FLAT GLASS PLANTS

Arkansas: Fort Smith Oklahoma:
Calfornia: Hearyetta

Fremo Okmiulg
Fullertou Pennsylvania:
Lathrop Arnold

Ilinois: Oreighton
Decatur Fioreffe
Ottawa Ford City

Louisiana: Shreveport Jeannette
Maryland: Cumberland Tenneme: Kinpport
Miourl : West Virginia:

Crystal City Obarleston
St. Louis Clarksbur

Ohio:
Mt. Vernon
Redtatm
Toledo
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The committee subsequently received the following letter from Mr.
Eugene L. Stewart, counsel, U.S. Flat Glass Industry, connecting cer-
tan errors in the preceding table.

WAsuixoTox, D.C.
Hon. Rusezu B. Loxe,Oherues Oo~ususd*See ,
U.S. 8enate, WuAhkgto#, D.O.

DrAR M. Cxaaix: As counsel for the U.S. fiat glass industry and the person
responsible for the statistical data which were presented on behalf of that
Industry by M. James AL Ashley In testimony before the Committee on
October 206 1907, I desire to coret an error which has been discovered In two
of the key statistics submitted to the Oommittee

Mr. Ashley's 5 repared statement Included Exhibit 2 presenting basic economic
data for the U.. at glass industry. 1988-1967. For the year 1966 the domestic
market and Import data require revision, as follows:

As=Mma : As revind

Demo* Wsre WNW) (U........................................P Pat1I
imp*% I ". U.S.W W" ....................................... ',4
IMn a pro" d demo* maw ................................... .3

As you will observe% the correct data show a higher import penetration ratio
for the yee 1966 than Indicated In Exhibit 2 as submitted. This higher rate Is
sinlficant because for the years 1066, 1966, and 1967 there Is a steady rise in
the percent of the domestle market accounted for by imports, as follows:

Imports of Mt Is"# oe a poroM of the domessee market

1966 ------- - ----

196 (annual rate)- ..... .------------------- 18.6

lesec :tly submitted.
Duows L S SwAr,

6omuaen, U.S. Pt Gs Indams y.

EXISIT 3-4ATO OF U IWORTS TO UA SHIPMENTS OF FLAT MLASS. BY MPNAL CATEGORIES

INS 1W A
(ANaus raws)=

Cuor ro m si MW owIM. t ................. 0............ ,2: I ,",,0"
-t I ................

W" ... 456 47.4 41.5 44.
........................ 0 654M::: ............... , I , ,':

I ts'.................... 1 332.414 1
S .................. W. - $WS ,,,

(Pse, o ....................... 3 X4.6 33.1

a @ed oe IdI me..
aIWA 00 ad m o um- 1" U 0 Is *Atag

Iesms U."W Oq a C masM"

The C*A=MXA. Thank you very much. I see you have a real
problem here One of these days we are going to have to think in terms
of an answer to the question.
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But the question is are we to adopt trade policies so as to permit an
important major American industry to ie driven from a major Ameri-
can market, that is what we are talking about, is it not I

Mr. Aswzr. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMA N. That is the thing that most concerns you, is it not I
Mr. Asnzjy. Yes.
The CJ AIvzs. You are in prospect of being told, "Well, it is just

too bad, old man. We like you, you are a nice fellow, but somebody
must take the long walk over to the electric chair, and it seems you
are it."

You just do not want to be that one. I take it you are not asking
fOr anything that you would not be willing to accord the other fellow
in a parallel situation I

Mr. Asimsr. No, Mr. Chairman. I am not asking for anything on
behalf of our industry that I do not believe in as an American should
apply to all American industries.

I think one of the reasons why we have a strong economy is the
purchasing power of the very people on whose behalf I speak. I think
if we go back to competitive wages, competitive with Europe or Asia,
where will this fine market go, and who will be this conswer that
everybody is talking about, as if he were a person, a disenchanted
perul, who does noL earn his living anywhere.

1 mean, there are a few people who are in that fortunate position.
But most of us have to work for a living, and we depend on our wagesto, at ;LTheCHAIRMAN. Yes. Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. Asuzr. I might point out, Senator, although many of the
witnesses here had no industry in your State, that is not true of fiat
glass.

The G. HAMAK. I am very well aware of that.
(Following are communications received by the committee exprees-

ing an interest in the preceding subject:)
LAM CA~n CoWNr Couw..

Coluabus, Ohio.
11on. Ruazu.. I. Lozo,
CharmaM, Committee on Finace, U.8. Sente, New Senat Office Building,

Wuash.tom, D.C.
Hoxo&atz On: As President of Lancaster Colony Corporatio which Is the

parent of Indiana Glass Company, I should like to submit the following state-
ment which I believe has the tull support of our stockholders a well as the
eleven hundred (1100) employees of Indiana Glass Company.

Indiana Glass Company Is located in and is one of the two companies pro-
viding employment to the people of Dunklrk, Indiana. Dunkirk is not a large
town, however, the people in and around Duakirk enjoy living theme,

We at Indiana Glass believe that stable employment and a fair living wage are
two of the major prerequisites to a happy and stable nation.

Our ability to contribute to the above is dependent upon many factors, all of
which packaged together might well constitute what I would like to call a
healthy business climate. That climate would include a healthy atmosphere for
sales, profit and expansion. Without the first two, the company's abilty to at-
tract Investment capital for expansion would be virtually nil. Without profits
there can. of course, be no wage increaseo, and ultimately continued reductions
In profits lead to cost reductions which, in turn, often lead to unemploymet.

We at Indiana do not oppose for others what we would like for ourselves, and
certainly believe In a competitive system. We believe, however, that competition
must be fair.
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Generally, we compete at the national level here in the United States with
domestic products which are subject to at least similar problems and costs that
are at least comparable.

When we compete with foreign products, however, we find that while lator
costs, for Instance, are rising, there is no comparable basis for finding that
competition exists.

A perfect example of this comes to us In the form of a report by Robert Evans.
Jr., Associate Professor of Economics at Brandeis University " which he calls
"Shunto: Japanese Labor's Spring Wage Offensive". Among other things, the
article notes that for the past thirteen years the two principal labor federation$,
Sokyo and Chitritsuroren, have engaged in a lively offensive, devoted to a policy
which emphasized economic benefits for its members rather than one with po-
litical motives. What is important from our standpoint about the report is the
factual information concerning the actual wage gains for the Japanese employee
resulting from the "Rhunto".

Since 115, when the averagee monthly wage of middle school graduates (high
school) was 4.9U6 yen, the average monthly rate of high school graduates rose
until In 1966 it had reached the fabulous sum of 13.820 yen. This Is growth over
an eleven years period that begins to approach 300%. I can assure you that
growth in the wages of the average high school graduate in the United States
has not reached that level

But, what is the value of a yen In United States dollars? A yen Is worth
S0.0W77 or about 3/10 of a cent. Thus, the fabulous 13.820 yen per month average
for Japan's middle school graduates amounts to ($13.89) thirteen dollars and
eighty-nine cents.

The average factory worker In the United States, whatever his education, Is In
excess of thirty (30) times the above Japanese figure.

While I am happy to see the Income of Japanese workers rie. there is no basis
upon which competition for the sale of products, whose major cost element Is
Japanese labor, can be compared to products manufactured In the United State,.

Indiana Glass is interested in table and art glassware which compose its
largest group of products. In this area, Japanese Imports to the United States
rose about 80% between 1965 and 196

Our workers are keenly aware of the effect of overall imports in the handmade
glassware field on work opportunities. These imports rose about 15% overall
from 1965 to 1966 and the rise Is continuing.

We at Indiana believe that these figures should be studied br your committee
and used along with other import figures to review the United States Trade
Policies, so that products manufactured in the United States are not at an unfair
competitive disadvantage.

Very truly yours, JOH J. GuLo ,
PreideW.

WAsIuNoTOv, D.C.
CHAxMA., COMMITTEE ON F IANC.,
r.& Saenwe, Wahisglos, D.A.

D.Az Stu: The Committee on Finance has before it various proposls for
legislation which would Impose import quotas on a number of products.
Recent press reports have indicated that flat glass is one of the products
which the Committee is being urged to include in such legislation, and we
have noted that the published witness list for this hearing includes a witness
on this subject. We have also noted the introduction of S. 2.'Z4. Under these
circumstances, we consider it appropriate to submit this letter to the Com-
mittee, with the request that It be included In the printed hearings. While
we represent foreign producers of flat glass, we assume it is proper for us
to make our views known since the issues In this hearing are so important
that they transcend national boundarie&

In our judgment, flat glam would be a particularly inappropriate subject
for import quotas, for at least two basic reamna:

1. You indicated in your opening statement that the lmrpose of this hear-
ing is to consider solutions for existing problems for many industries and
workers in this country which have arisen "due to sharp increases lit
imports." Given this purpose, fiat glass has no place on the Committee's list.

See io- sedlt LAbr Re.dw, Volume 90. ',umber 10 at pages 23-2s, October 1961.
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Flat glass is nt an ind~w which has had a general experience o "sharp
increases in Import" in reent years

2. If the domestic producers of fiat glass are In fact threatened by Increased
imports, they have available the established procedures of Title III of the
Trade Expansion Act through which to seek restrictions on imports and other
forms of assistance. They are familiar with these procedures because, in the
case of sheet glass (which accounts for four-fifths of all fiat glass imports),
they have been making effective use of these procedures ever since the Act
was passed.

FIAT GLASS ?5ohUCM ARM Nor TRB5TXZID BY IXCBZAED IMPORTs

We know of no segment of the fiat glass industry which I struggling with
a problem of Injury caused or threatened by Increased imports. Foreign pro-
ducers have always supplied a significant portion of the various types of flat
glass consumed in the United States, and this has been particularly true since
the 1957-1908 period when strikes in the domestic lndutry forced domestic
consumers of fiat gtas to turn to foreign sources of supply. In the case o
sheet glass, domestic producers have regularly supplied 75 to 80 percent of the
domestic market with imports supplying 20 to 25 percent. The share of the
market supplied by Imports at concesslon rates of duty has been somewhat
smaller, varying between a high of 23.6 percent in 1950 and a low of 19.8
percent in 19G8 In terms of the number of pounds consumed, both domestic
shipments and imports have ncreawd In years when demand for sheet glass
has been strong and decreased when demand has fallen off (as was true In
late 1968 and early 1967 when the construction Industry was depressed).

There Is, we submit, no factual foundation for an assertion that quota
restrictions must be Imposed on Imports of sheet glass because of any strik-
Ing increase in those Imports In recent years.

ALTmNATIvU FOSMs o0 ASSISTANT ARN AVAJLABL TO DOMUTWo 1*UaoIS

The principal producers of fiat glass are strong. healthy companies. In the
most recent study of conditions In the sheet glass industry which was completed
by the Tariff Commission only six weeks ago, the Commission advised the Presi-
dent that, even if the remaining escape-clause duties on sheet glass which have
been in effect since 1962 were terminated, "it Is probable that a healthy, but
changed, Industry would continue to meet the largest portion of the domestic
demand for sheet glass at a reasonable rate of profit on both sales and invested
capital" (page 7). The Commission also noted that "The domestic Industry's
capacity to produce sheet glass has Increased almost annually since 1955," and,
in particular, that '"Te industry's aggregate capacity Increased substantially in
early 1967..." (page 28).

Although the conclusions reached by the Tarff Commission In Its report on
sheet glass would have Justified the termination of the remaining escape-clause
duties, the President determined on October 11 that these Increased rates would
continue in effect until January 1, 1970. In addition, the President has taken steps
to assure that companies in this industry will receive additional help If they
need it. He has appointed a special Task WForce to make a comprehensive study
of the industry involved and "work out long-term solutions" to any problems It
finds It would be strange indeed if the Congress were now to take sudden Inde-
pendent action In a form which is not carefully designed to meet whatever
specific problems may continue to exist and which ignores the criteria and pro-
ceduree for handling such cases which Congress Itself has prescribed in the pro-
visions on tariff adjustmn and other adjustment assistance in Title III of the
Trade a on Act.

If It Is the position of one or more domestic producers of sheet glass or any
other fiat glass product that additional protection Is required because Increased
imports threaten serious Injury to the domestic Industry. Sections 301 and 8W
of the Trade Expansion Act PrOvide an orderly procedure by which sunh addi-
tionul protection can be requested. No such request has been filed Oy any domestie
flat glass producer relating to sheet glass or to any other product.

As Ambassador Roth advised the Committee In his prepared testimony, "the
escape-clause provision of the Trade Expansion Act... has not yet been
thoroughly tested." The same point can be made about the adjustment aadstance
provisions of that Act. In the Commission's September report to the President
two members of the Commission expressed the opinion (at page 11) that "if I-
ports [of sheet glass] do Increase as a result in major part of trade-agreement
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sonossloas and If marginal fzw or workers suffer serious inJur7 a result
In major part ot the Increased Imports, those Arms and vorke would be eligible
for ado4dJutma relief." Mmwover, we understand the Administration will
soon prMpos to the Coepin a Uberal aatia oc the adjutment aessasce pro

In contrast to the existing procur n ader the Trtdo Uxpanalon Ac. a system
at quotas for fat sis would be both a crude ad a coMnllatmd devlc flat lan
Is Imported in many dfremvat forms and elses from wany different countries.
In the Tariff Schedules of the United State. there are no less than 25 categories
o1 sheet glaws alone. No matter how quotas for individual products were fixed.
they would have to be allocated among the many countries fen which Sat glas
is imported, and control would have to be established to keep particular importers
from particular countries from getting more than their assigned sham Either
the quotas must be fixed on some inflexible basis, or a bureaucratic mechanism
nust be created to administer the flexibility. And the impact of all theme restrie-
tiom will be felt not only by the foreign producers of fiat glass but by the
domestle Importers and domestic consumers as well. There may be unusual
situations in International trade-perhaps Involving considerations ot national
security-in which the restrictive shackles ot Import quotas must be endured to
should pay such a price only after the fullest deliberation and only if the need
achieve some clear and urgent objective of national policy, but a tree society
is clear and no alternative Is available.

or the foregoing reasons, we submit that it would be both unnecemary and
unwise to attempt to apply to fiat glass any system of import quotas.

Respecfully Pubmitted.
Cox, LANOroan AND BRowN.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. 0. R. Strackbein,
chairman of the Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export Policy.

It seems like old times to ae you before the committee again, Mr.
Strackbein. You have tried many times to explain the problem.

STATIEMU1 0 0. R. STRACUZIW f CATX , t I NATIONWIDE
OOM0XXTZ ON DIPOET-EX'RT PQLI

Mr. SnAcxnuza. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to appear once more
before your committee. It is late in the day, and I have only a little
over five pages of testimony here. I will try to go through that as
rapidly as possible.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. S~um. uzx. I do want to say at the outset that the testimony

up to now has been in support of particular quotas for particular
industries. Nobody has spoken on the broad front, and I would like to
address myself to that part. of the subject.

I would like to talk a little about the quota as compared with the
tariff as a rans of regulating imports.

Import quotas as a means of regulating import competition have
come into increasing favor in recent years for several reasons. One
of these reasons arises from the inflexibility of the tariff under tho
most-favored-nation principle. This principle requires that the same
tariff rate be applied to all countries, with only statutory exceptions,
such as Communist countries.

The difficulty with the rule that requires one duty rate toward al1
countries lies in the difference in competitive levels of various coun-
tries. For this reason, apparent equality of treatment of different coun-
tries is in fact discriminatory even if it appears superficially to be
equal.
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Iow-cost countries, such as some in the transpacific area, may be able
to pay our duty with little difficulty while the rate may represent a
real barrier to higher cost countries such as the European. Should the
rate be increaad to act as a brake on imports from the low-cost areas
it would have the effect of an embargo against the higher cost coun-
tries, and would deliver our market to the countries of the lower wage
standards.

This weakness of the tariff has become a stubborn problem, not only
to this country but to others, and has lead to a preference for import
quotas. This preference is destined to rise since the tariff h" been
reduced to a level so low that it is ineffective in many instances; and,
of course, it is destined under the Kennedy round to go still lower.
The rate generally will soon be too low to be effective in the regulation
of import competition.

Yet the problem to which the tariff was addressed over the years
remains with us. Therefore a substitute for the tariff is needed.

The import quota has the further advantage of avoiding discrimi-
nation among foreign countries while offering a flexibility t hat is lack-
ing in the tariff under the most.favored-nation clause. It permits shar-
ing the market with imports if the quota is specifically devised to allot
to imports a predetermined percentage of the market. This might be
10, 15, 20 percent, or some other share that bears a relation to historical
import levels. The base period may be an average of the import volume
of recent years. Since imports have progreesvely .m ptuired a rising
sutre of the domestic market in recent years, an impixt quota based
on a period falling within the past 5 years would in most instances as-
sure unports at or near record levels for the future. As our own market
might increase in future years, imports would grow in proportion.

Thus import quotas may become an instrument of a literal trade
policy rather than being premed into the service of a negative or re-
strictive policy.

The import quota, Mr. Chairman, as you know, has been condemned
by the State Department as being the most restrictive of all instru-
mentalities of regulating import competition.

Actually, the unport quota need not be a highly restrictive instru-
ment. It might be an instrument of a liberal trade policy.

The import quota has other advantages that recommend it over the
tariff. By sharing the market with imports at predetermined levels it
removes from imports their most destructive effects. Among these are
the uncertainty generated by rising imports with an unlimited po-
tential, and the market disruption resulting from the uncertainty.
Planning expansion and scheduling of production by the domestic in-
dustry is impeded because it is notknown how high imports may rise.
If it is known that they cauiot go beyond a specified level, as when
they are limited by a quota, forward planning of domestic production
becomes possible. Confidence, which is necessary for business expan-
ion, may prevail where fear of the threat and actuality of imports

would dampen the inclination to proceed. Stagnation of domestic in-
dustrial activity, diversion of capital to foreign areas and importation
of parts and components from abroad as a means of remaining com-
petitive with imports, are the natural results of rising and virtually
unimpeded imports, such as face numerous industries as a result of the
Kennedy round.

S-44--47-pt. S-2

995
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nImport quotas would remove these depressing market factors. They
would also mitigate some of the great pressure on industry to auto-
mate as a means of widening their lead in efficiency over their foreign
competitors as the only hope of remaining competitive with imports.
This needs a little explanation.

Displacement of workers by machinery, new processes and similar
development , offers the only means of reducing production costs
nificantly. Thus even though our output per man-hour may already be
double that of our foreign competitors, reflecting greater efficiency by
2 to 1, a domestic industry may still find itself unable to compete with
low-labor-cost imports. It must then reduce its cost to yet lower levels
at the expense of labor or sn its market shrink while imports prsier.
The steel industry offers a good example. You heard the steel industry
this afternoon. After displacing 75,000 workers since 1950 while pro-
ducing :2.-4 )rcent more steel, imports began rising and passing ex-
ports regardless of our considerable lead in output per man-hour. In
other words, Mr. Chairman, the industry had displaced an insufficient
number of workers to remain competitive. That is what it comes down
to. Possibly some 200,000 additional jobs must be eliminated to achieve
competitiveness with imports.

Import quotas will help to press fairness into im port competition,
and make it possible for domestic industry to hold its own while
awarding to imports not only a fair share of our market, which is the
richest in the world, but also participation in our growth, which in
turn will be greater if imports are not allowed to despoil the domestic
market.

Numerous industries suffer from the same or similar difficulty as
steel vis-a-vis impmts. Possibly all the industries testifying here be-
sides steel, such as tho dairy and meat industries, footwear, petroleum,
glass, fruits and vegetables, and numerous others, face the same prob-
lem. While their productivity per man-hour or man-year exceeds that
of all other countries, therefore reflecting superior e/ilciency, they still
find the wage gap conferring a competitive advantage on the foreign
producers. The only remedy then would be a further increase in output
per man hour at the expense of employment.

If this process is extended far and wide over this country the effect
will be a peril to the national economy and an aggravation of the
Iverty problem and urban congestion.'If the protection afforded by
liberal import quotas cannot be achieved, displacement of yet more
workers as rapidly as possible will become mandatory a* a means of
survival. Meantime, capital shifts to other countries Will continue as
a means of hedging against destruction.

This is the outlook.
Mr. Chairman, it is sometimes not appreciated what is involved in

reducing costs. It was said this afternoon. I think, that the lnor costs
of making steel were 40 percent. Well, actually the labor cost of making
steel is probably 80 percent.

What is talked abmut here as the so-called steel industrY, is only the
upper quarter of the total industry; that is, only the steel mills.

Now, before steel production is started in the mills, there is the
ore and coal which must. be mined: plamtts nnist he built: transportation
must be paid for, so that the amount of lbor expended in the final
process of production, according to the Bureau of Census-the census
of manufactures--in the steel industry is only about 23 percent of the
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total. In the case of steel or any other product, with. ti exception
of such profits as are earned or interest as it paid, the rest. gues for
lalmr in one form or another; that is, employee compensation.

Now, they say that in the automobile industry, the labor cost is
oly .oine 15 ljerceitt. Well, that means in the final as*efmbly plant.
Hut, before you get there you have expended alieauly some 60 or
70 cents out of a dollar on labor on the way up. This nirvans that. you
cannot talk of increasing efficiency or of reducing costs without taking
it out of labor. It is impossible because it just does not exist anvwhetre
else wuless you hapia" to have a nionopoly condition in which' irolits
aro exhorbitant and then, of course, if you cut profits you will have
some margin for reducing the production costs.

But when we talk about becoming competitive we are talking about
displacement of labor as a nieans of becoming more efficient. We must
not only, in some cases, be twice as efficient as our foreign competitors-,
but three or four times as efficient in order to be competitive.

The imposition of import quotas becomes imperative as the turiff is
liquidated. 

I

contraryy to the unsupported and frenzied public statements bY
Mr. Williin Roth, the Piresident's Representative for Trade Negotia-
tions, the establishment of import quotas would not put a damper on
imports, nor reverse our export treids. Mr. Roth has reached below
the truth for his adjectives and wild exaggerations. He has also
confused nouns with adjectives. He described his $3.5 billion blow to
our exports as a cride estimate. It was not an estimate. I say it was not
an estimate, it was merely crude.

Now, it aplxars that Ie is not satisfied with the figure of $31/2 billion,
11nd this has beetn escalated up to about $10 billions, and I do not know
where they get the figures.

If y ou look at all of these import quota bills and see how much of a
cutback it would involve, I think you might find that it would run
to, perhaps, $200 or $300 million, and that is far below even the
$3.5 billion they are talking about.
By" assuring other countries participation in the growth of this

market at high levels, which all these import-quota proposals do,
imports would not. have an inflexible ceiling premed down over them.
Rather, they would be assured a growth as rapid as that of domestic
(Vonsunlpt ion of particular products. Nor would the consumer pay
more. With declining duty rates the price on Imported gooAs could
he reduced; or foreign exporters would enjoy an extra margin of
profit. Underdeveloped countries would find such a development a
windfall rather than an occasion for retaliation. Their share of exports
to this country would be more secure than under the existing condition
of competing with advanced countries in our market.

Certain antiquated notions about import quotas must he forgotten
if this country is to meet its rising international econonic and trade
obligations without strangling its industry, while undernining x)th
wage levels and employment. An enlightened public, freed from tle
Adam Swuith philo-ophiy of 1775, will understand the benefits of the
inaport qulotasystent.

'Ihe CIIAIRaAN. Mr. Stracklwin, you and I know that, if we put
soine quotas in effect., and we really want to do it, we can netually
use ths.%e quoltals to expand imports. All you have to do is tell the.e
lpople, "This might be it mighty line thing for you to do to ship this
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into U.S. markets. We have some rice over here we want to sell. If
you can find it in your heart to buy a substantial additional quantity
of rice we will give you more tickets in our market than you would
get otherwise."

Mr. STAczjuimx. Right.
The CrAoiuR. You do not have to assign them quotas on a his-

torical basis flat out. You can use a little leverage and, frankly, a good
trader would use some leverage.

You know just as well as Irdo that if you are handling ityou would
make quite a few deals with people to buy our product and get some-
body else to buy our p.0duct.

Mr. SmR1c.wIc N. I am sure that is true.
There is one more point. , to the underdeveloped countries, I

believe a quota systein will give them a better break in this market
than the tariff system because under the quota system they will have a
share of this market. The duty rates can be reduced under a quota sys-
tem without fear of having a flood, and that gives the exporter of raw
materials and minerals to this country an extra margin on which to
work. If we had a lower duty the amount that they send here could
probably give them a better break than the tariff system itself does
because they ave a hard time competing with indutased countries
in our market.

Nowt there ane industries that applied to be heard but could not be
given time. They are four members of the Nationwide Committee who
have asked to be specifically identified, and I just merely want to men-
tion the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, the Forida Fruit & Vegetable
Association, the Work Glove Institute, and the Florida Vegetable
Canners Association.

They have asked me to mention them because they had asked to be
heard, but they deferred on behalf of the time and so forth.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your patience.
The CUAJRMAN. Where we have used quotas nobody is going to

produce any evidence to show that we have hurt anybody.
You take sugar as an example. We have quotas on sugar.
Mr. SuicwuzN. Yes.
The CHAIMAx. Now, is it not a fact that those people we are buying

sa from actually make more money beaus we have quotas on
sugar!I1G. S=cm .Precisely.

The Cu xuux. We put the people in the sugar business and then
we at one stage-we frankly said that it was not justified to have an
American industry, let Cuba produce the sugar.

Then the war came along and the price od sugar went sky high, and
when World War I was over they said that was too bad about the old
sugaproducer and to get rid of him. So they dropped him by the
wayside.World War II came along, and then you could not get the sugar you

wanted, and they came screaming for the sugar. Then we came alongand said that we should not ask these feklows to go in and out of busi-
ness; Americans ought to have half the market. That did not hurt
these foreign countries. If anything, it helped them get a fair price.

Mr. Sr.cwnzI. Mostly the underdeveloped countries of Utn
America, and we provided them a good market.

Now, in the case of oil, which is of interest to some members of this
committee, the imports under the quota program have increased more
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than $50 million. So there again it is an indication that then quota
need not be restri otivs on import.

As for retaliation, I do not know of any country that has retaliated
under any of the quotas that we have hid in the last 10 or 15 yeamr
They do not' -The . Let us face it, Mr. Stracbein, aren't we doing for
those countries better than they themselves would do for anybody els
under a parallel situation ?

Mr. SiAcs:Brn. Well, I do not think there is any question about it,
and they are not about to "retsliate" as it is called. They ae not going
to cut off their noes to spite their faces.

I cannot believe that trade will be cut back except,p .a wh
the trade is under governmental omitrol. Where tnade isan private
hands, it would continue as before. We increased the duty on watches,
for example. There were those who said Switzerland would retaliate
by redu,'ng her purchases of Maryland's tobcco. Well, our Wes of
Maryland tobacco to Switzerland kept on .W

That would have been sking the n merh anta of tobacco in
Switzerland to cut down their purchemherm because their brothers in
the watch industry had an increase in duty by the United States. Now,
things just do not work out that way in private comnerM.

Te CHAMMA1. You represent the Nationwide Oommitte on
Import-Export Policy, and I think it would be nics if you would
supply for the rcord Who all your asooiation i.

Mr. Sctaoxmir. I would be glad to do that. I have done that many
times in the past, and I will be glid to do that.

(The information referred to follows:)
The Nationwide Oommittee on Import-Export Policy to a nonprofit membership

organization.
Its membership In composed of Individual compsale, trade asociatlons repre-

sentative of industries. agricultural and labor or snitatlons. The Industries and
products represented In the Committee are listed below. While in most instances
the representation Includes the predominant elements In the Industries an rep-
reented by trade asselationA, in other Instances the companies or groups repro-
seated do not speak for the industrMes as a whole but only for themselves. In
a very few nstanes the representation of an Industry Is minor; i.e., oaly a
company or two. In most lstances the repremntation is major:
Almonds
Ball Bearinp
Bicycles
Conning
Cast Irc o Pipe
Chains
Chemicals
Cycle Parts ad ce ris
Confectloney
Copper
Entering Mateals an Zume
Igs

Filberts
Fine China
Footwear
Fruits
Glasware
Hand Tools
Hardwood Plywood
Uats and MUnery
Industrial Sands
Insulation Board
Lead
Leather

Machinery
Man-made Fibes
Meat (Cow meat, lamb, mutton)
Mirrors
Motorycles
IMushroom
Needless
Nuts and Bolts
Plastics
Potatom
Pottery
scientific Apparatus
Screws

teel (stainless and other)
Textiles (man-made, cotton, woolen)
Tile
Tools (hand and power)
Valves
Vegetables (tomatoes, cucumber, celery.

etc.)
Wall Paper
Work Gloves
Wool
Zinc
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The CnAiUMA.v. Yes. You have ben thinking almut these matters
for many years in a broad sense teud not limited to onme idustry. W hat
would you advocate our policy should be in the event that the United
States Should become a high-cost producer in most products?

There are a great number of items that provide for a broad sweep
of the American economy, electronics, television, raeio, automobiles,
even farm machinery and petrochemicals, products made from pet ro-
chemicals, as well as oil, gas, many things where we already are being
underpriced by others, iron, steel and so on. What kindof policy
would you advocate that we adopt when we find that industry repre-
senting more than perhaps 50 percent of the American manufacturing,
and employment is no longer he low-cost producer? What sort of
policy do you think we ouht to have on imports and exportsI

Mr. Srajozimr;. Well,-I think that with the tariff disappearing,
having been dismantled and being phased out, we have got to ha'e it
subitute for it because the problems that were here then are still
here, and they have got. to be met by some instrumentality, and I would
my the import quota should be made available under prescribed cir-
cumstances to any industry that faces situations similar to those that
have been testified to here.

The CI RmAc. I might just--
Mr. STuRacxaz x. I have been asked, in fact there would have been

a request, for more industries to testify had they not looked to me to
make a general statement in their behalf, and I would not be doing
them justice if I did not say that they are entitled to the same treat-
ment as the industries that have come here with specific import quotas.
If they could not, through administrative channels, obtain a similar
quota protection as these other industries under the same circum-
stances, this would be. discriminatory.

The CHAnMAN. You know that no step along the line in the so-
called reciprocal trade business have we ever had anybody advocating
such program come up and just frankly say that on behalf of the
administtion he advocates tie liquidation of this industry or that
one. Nobody has dared to say that he advocates the liquidation of the
oil and gas industry that he advocates the liquidation of the textile
industry or the liquidation of the iron and steel industry or any major
American industry, electronics Nobody says it.

Mr. STRAcxmx. No.
The CHAIRMAW. Yet they have the effrontery to come here and

advocate the continuation of a policy which clearly means the liquida-
tion of many of these industries.

Mr. SATACKnRFN. You are exactly right. Mr. Chairman.
The C(ARMAN. If I were to vote somebody out of busine.m I would

think that in good conscience I ought to vote to compensate him-just
buy him out for whatever he has in it.

Mr. STRACKRXN. Well, I certainly say so. But T do not think it.
would be right to vote him out of busin4s in the first place. I think
we should have conditions established which permit any demnt. nro-
ductive American industry to stay in business, and it will do so if it
has the proper insulation against low foreign wages.

There is not an industry in the United States, I dam my, that in
not more productive per man-hour or man-year than it counterpart
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in any other cotary. The only advantage they have over us is the
lower wage and the lower unit cost, and there is no getting away from
that.

I know that the economists will say to the contrary, but we have
too many examples of where these di fferences do persist.

Our merchant marine is one of the best examples in the world. It
costs us twice as much to build ships and to operate ships in this
country as our foreign competitors, and this is not hearsay. This is
based on actual surveys made by the Department of Labor determining
costs abroad and here.

So to say that all of thee-that compxetition will level out all of
these-competitive difference does not stand up. These differences
persist.

The CAIRMAr. I mn confident that at least in large measure you
are right about this. There might be some individual exception, I just
do not know, but I have seen these exaunplme.

For example, here is our Secretary of Transportation trying to buy
American ships from Japan now by advocating that policy and fight-
hug for it.

was at Avondale recently, that is in New Orleans. and I discovered
that Avondale Shipyard has efficient labor which welds together more
metal per man-hour than anybody else, certainly more tuan any
Japanese worker does, and those are good workers in Japan building
sHi j)$.

Mr. STRACIrJIEN. Yes
The CAiIAxr. The labor is more efficient at Avondale than it is

in the Japanese yards. But, of course, it is paid a lot more than it is in
the Japanese yards.

Mr. SToACiszur. Yes, that is right.
The CHAIRMAx. And that is really the only basis for costing a lot

more for our ships.
Mr. STAcxawRx. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now if our advocates of free trade had their way

instead of a man from Vacherie, Louisiana, or Back Vacherie--front
Vacherie was on the river and back Vacherie is back from the river--
where they have those canefields, coming over to work at $3.50 an hour
at Avondale, he would be staying at, home. The fellow from Avondale,
he would be working at Back Vacherie, and would be working not in
a shipyard, but in a ricefield, so we would be trading them $3.50 jobs
for $1 jobs.

Mr. Sm.&caaux. Precisely.
The CuIIANZ. As far as this Senator is concerned, it would make

better sense, if worst comes to worst, just. to let then go ahead and
produce their own rice and let our people produce ships rather than,
trade them.

Now, I cannot se much doubt alut it that we are going to have to.
find an answer. We are talking about it, and after the administration
gets through with all these screens that this will be terrible, they them-
selves will eventually come to gri)s with the situation and they will
come up here after a great deal o/ additional injury hams happened to
Americans and say that something must be done, ad that here is the'
President's recommendation to correct it.
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I do not have any doubt that they will actually realize the same
thimas we do.

As for the foreign aid program, there are certain simple principles
that ought to be in it.

One, you should not be giv anybody your money to do scne-
thing that he is fully capable of , Z or himself. Eventually,
gradually, we began to see the self-help proposition, at least pay lip-
service to it.

Second, you should not be making a grant if a loan would do the
:ob jut as well, and it should not be a soft loan if a hard loan couldeobtained.
Mr. Smcxw. Quite riglt, Mr. Chairman.
The American consumer likes a bargain, Mr. Chairman. But they

do not like to work for barge wages or bargain salaries or discount
price for their own services, but they like bargains. You and I like
bargains, we all like bargains. But theY do not stop to think that many
of these bargains that are available in imported goods come from
the fact that some other people do work at bargain wages that our
own working people would not work for.

The CikuuuN. Well, the poor devils working for a dollar an hour,
at least they can entertain the hope that some &y they might be ableto et a good *ob.cn

Iris a =ci he is not going to get that if you let them abolish the
good jobs.

Mr. S'mhoxmDx. Right.
The CUAIRAN. Would it appear to you that this thing of complete

free trade, complete free flow of American capital and everybody else'scatal everywhere else in the world, as some economic purist would
advocate, would necessarily force a reduction of American living
standards I

Mr. SMaCKPEIN. I think it not only would do that, it would com-
pletely disrupt this economy. I think we would fall in a shambles.

If ihis economy and that of other countries had grown up under
conditions of free trade that would be one thing. But we have not
grown up under conditions of free trade. The world has never had
free trade, never, not even England in its plmniest days when it im-
ported raw material free of duty and then shipped abroad the manu-
_actured products. It was the manufacturer for the world, but even
England is not free trade.

n fact, as you know, they had to protect themselves as they found
a few years ago overnight, when they put on a 15-percent tariff on
nearly all items. They asked no questions about it. They did it because
they felt they had to protect their economy, their balance-of-payments
position, and that is what these other countries do.

But, the United States could no more go to free trade today and
survive than you can have tanks of water at different levels, a big
one up here, and a lot of others down here. If you open the valve up
here, you drain all the water from the top one, and the others come up
just a little bit.

The United States is on an economic plateau. We have not had ree
trade we have had interferences with the free market, so that the so-
called principles of free trade do not work They are not allowed to
work anywhere, and if we do it we will just be undressing ourselves
before the whole world and we will get the consequences
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The Cuiaw. It would be a matter of going out naked and un-
armed to taken a pack of wolves, in effect.

Mr. Smomu. You have been very patient, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you so much, Mr. Strackbei'
(There follows, a letter to the chairman from Mr. Stra¢mkin:)

Tax NATZo.-Wnm Comurrri
or INMwTSy, ALmmTvaU Axv LAuO

ox IMpom,-ExroSr Pouor,
WosmE etwo, D.C.

Hen. RusIsL Loxo,
Ohiarwan, Senate lPinsce Commitee,
Waehtngton, D.O.

Dasa Ms. Lono: I have been asked by the Florida Vegetable Canners Assocla-
tion, in lieu of their appearing before your Committe during the hearings of
October 18-20, 1967, to express their concern about imports of canned vegeatbles.

In a letter of October 16, they said in part:
"As you know, canned tomatoes did not fare as well In the Kennedy Round as

the fresh product and even before the tariff reductions go into effect, we are
running into competition with Italian canned tomatoes here in Florida.

"We feel that as the tariffs are reduced during the next three years, this com-
petition will become keewer and unless our domestic Industry is given some
considertalon, it is conceivable that the Florida tomato canning industry will
be replaced by imports from other countries.

"I will be grateful If you will nform the Committee of -this detrimental result
of the Kennedy Round to our Florida Canners.

"Most sincerely, ". .
"Sw.oriu-Tes4uew'."

Sincerely,
0. R. STRACKU119,

OCairman.

The CIJAUIMAN. Next we will hear from Mr. John W. Hight, execu-
tive director of the Committee for a National Trade Policy.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. RIGHT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMIT-
TEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
1. STEINBERG, SECRETARY AND CHIEF ECONOMIST

Mr. HIOHiT. Mr. Chairman, I listened very carefully to your colloquy
with Mr. Strnckbein whom I have known for many years.

I presume you know that we in our cornntee disagree totally with
his philosophy.

I will take--I will certainly limit myself to the 10 minutes I was
assigned, and read my statement.

The CJIAIMAN. Well, Mr. Hight, whether I agree with you or not,I certainly will endeavor to treat you every bit as courteously as I did
Mr. Straekbein or any other witness, whether I agree with him or not.

Mr. Hxoxrr. I have no doubt about it.
The CAI1RMAN. Generally speaking, ma I say it has been my

impression if you do not agree with some fellow and you are not going

to vote with him, you ought to be more polite to him than you need to
be to a man you are going to vote with, because the other fellow will
forgive you when he sees you voting with him.

Mr. HIOGT. May I introduce Mr. David Steinberg of our committee
as my colleague.

The ( I2uA Jr. SurM
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Mr. HIGHT. My nae is John W. Hight. I am the executive director
of the Committee for a National Trade Policy. We have testified a
number of times before your committee.

The CuAtIRaxA. What I. would like to do, I would like to have
printed in the record the list of all the people of your association, be-
cause I know you have a very fine group.

Mr. HiOJT. Yes, indeed. Actually it is on the cover sheet of our
statement. Those people represent the board of directors.

The CHAIRMA. The telegram to which you make reference in your
statement has alreadY been made a part of the record.

Mr. RIGHT. It has I
The CHAUImANr. Yes.
(The board of directors of the Committee for a National Trade

Policy follows:)

Comimz FOR A NATIONAL TRuPZ POUCT

BOARD OF DIRECTOR

Carl J. Gilbert, Chairman Executive Committee, The Gillette Com-
pany; Chairman, CNTP

Christian A. Harter, Jr., Vice President for Public Affairs, Mobil Oil
Corporation Vice Chairman, CNTP

Cecil Morgan,iean, Law School, Tulane University; Vice Chairman,
CNTP

David J. Winton, Chairman, The Winton Company; Vice Chairman,
CNTP

Charles P. Taft, Taft & Luken; General Counsel, CNTP
John IV. Hi ght., Executive Director, CNTP
Robert S. Benjamin, Chairman, United Artists Corporation
Willivan Benton, Chairman, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.
If. G. Bixby, President, Ex.Cel-O Corporation
Edward E. Booher, President, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
Thomas D. Cabot, Chairman, Cabot Corporation
John F. Fennelly, Glore, For an, Win. . Staats, Inc.
J. Peter Grace, President, W.R. Grace & Company
Courtlandt S. Grosm, Chairman Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Terrance Hanold, Executive Vice President, The Pillsbury Company
H. J. Heinz, Chairman, H. J. Heinz Company
Gilbert E. Jones, President, IBM World Trade Corporation
Franklin A. Lindsay, President, Itek Corporation
E. A. Locke, Jr., President, Modern Homes Construction Co.
R. W. Macdonald President, Burroughs Corporation
Allen W. Merrell, Vice President, Ford Motor Company
Norman T. Ness, Vice President and Secretary, Anderson, Clayton &

Company
RolandPierott, Executive Vice President, Bank of America NT&SA
Elmer I. Piesoh, Chairman, The Veaido Coin pany t.
Lachlan Reed Chairman, Computer SystemsInterational
W. J. Sclieffelin, III, Chairman Schieffelin & Company
James S. Schramm, Burlington, Iowa
Adolph P. Schuman, President, Lilli Ann Corporation
A. B. Sparboe, Minneapolis, Mim.
Edson W. Spencer, Vice President, Honeywel, Inc.
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Leroy D. Stinebower, Director, Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)
Ralph I. Straus, Director, R. H. Macy & Company, Inc.
Sidney A. Swensrud, Ligonier, Pennsylvania
A. Thomas Taylor, Chairman, International Packers, Ltd.
G. J. Ticoulat, Director, Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Co W agner, Chairman, Cariboo-Pacific Corporation
W. f. W heeler, Jr., Chairman, Pitney-Bowes, Ic.
John 11'. light, Executive Director
David .J. Steinberg, Secretary & Chief Economist

3Mr. HoWT. I might merely say Mr. Chairman, that we have many,
many more people who regard themselves as members, but have no
actual voice in the policy.

The CHAMMANr. Right.
Mr. Mairo. The board of directors makes the policy.
As it has always done since it was established in 1953, our coin-

mittee today presents its views on trade policy only in terms of what
we regard as the total interest of the Nation. In applying this stand-
ard, we take full account of the problems which individual States and
industries (more accurately, certain sectors of some States and cer-
tain sectors of some industries) may have in an increasingly competi-
tive world economy. We speak for no client and for no individual sup-
porter or group of supporters of our committee. Financial support of
our activifies-a program of economic education on the side of freer
world trade, which we see as the most enlightened direction in the field
of trade policy-,comes entirely from American sources, and almost
entirely from business. We worked diligently for the Trade Expansion
Act, for the Kennedy round of trade negotiations, and for the strongest
U.S. negotiating position in those negotiations.

Last week we sent a telegram to each Member of the Senate, urging
opposition to the steel import quota bill and ever other legislative
proposal to restrict imports. We have testified before other com-
mittees of the Senate in opposition to some of the bills which the
Finance Committee is now considering.

We strongly oppose every import restriction bill now before you,
specifically the dairy products bill before the Agriculture Committee
and the lead and zinc bill. We shall strongly oppose every such bill
that will come before your committee or any committee of the Con-
gress. Some of these bills would restrict imports of specific products by
one arithmetic formula or another. Others are of an omnibus nature,
mentioning no specific products but. establishing certain arithmetic
standards for triggering import controls.

Our position should not be interpreted as meaning that in no in-
stance would we regard import restriction as necessary, even if not
desirable. We have said before, and we repeat now, that emergencies
may arise for certain industries where temporary import restrictions-
perhaps for a year or two--or negotiation of foreign export restric-
tions, may be necessary as a measure of last resort to buy additional
time for a specific, already operational adjustment program to take
effect. The need for such controls, however, should be ?eft to the execu-
tive's discretion. None of the import restriction bills we have seen over
the years, and none of the bills now before you, and we dare say none
of the bills that will be proposed in the Senate or the House, satisfied
or will satisfy these criteria.
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The import restriction bills pending in the Senate and those in the
House, including the bill the House recently passed amending the
Fair Labor Standards Act, are bad economics and bad politics.

They are bad economics because they w in the wage ap between
American standards and foreign stand & threat to te American
competitive position.

Every responsible, objective, truly professional assessment of this
issue should have taught the country bynow that the gap between
American labor standards and foreign labor standards is a natural and
logical expression of the differences ihat will always exist in a dynamic.
exran"ding world economy between the American economy and the
economies of foreign countries. Nowhere are foreign wages equal to
American, in any industry.

They are also bad economics because they reject the only economi-
cally sound answer to rising foreign competition; namely, the need to
use every resource availablie-incl-uding Government help where cer-
tain criteria can be met--to adjust to these changes in the market. They
are bad economics because they reject the tie-honored and exhaus-
tively documented maxim that trade is a two-way street and so is
trade restriction.

They are bad economics for many other reasons, including the un-
certaity they would tend to create around the world, an d lere tit
home, too, about the strength of the American economy and the Amer-
ican dollar. I think this is extremely important. The implications
for the balance of payments are serious.

They are bad politics because (a) they tend to give the affected busi-
nesses, workers, and communities, and the Ainerican people in gen-
eral, the erroneous impression that the Congress, in enacting such
bills, gave enlightened, constructive attention, and was providing en-
lightened, coiustruc : e answers, to the problems that beset American
industry and lobor in a rapidly changing world; (b) they would
clearly indicate to the rest of the world that the Congre: s of the
United States still does not understand the fundamentals of interna-
tional economics and international cooperation, nor even the imnpera-
tives of sound economic growth and balance-of-payments policies and
would suggest that every country should take with a few grains of salt
.merican declarations of dedication to freer trade and closer interna-
tional cooperation.

Any of the bills to restrict imports of specific products would be ill
advised and most unfortunate-a step toward unraveling the impres-
sive gains the United States and other nations have made in liberaliz-
ing world trade. If all these bills were laid end to end-or encom-
passed in an omnibus ill-the result would negate much if not most
of what we have done to liberalize world trade and the impressive
gains we have made through such efforts for our enlightened self-
interest. The result would not serve, it would indeed damage, the
enlightened self-interest of the United States and every State in the
Union. In short, these bills, if enacted, would be-and these are strong
words--an exercise in irresponsibility. We expect much more from our
legislators.

We expect them to concern themselves with the economic problems
of their constituents, including problems of foreign competition. But
we expect that concern to take the form of making sure-
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(1) That such problems are accurately s by the Tariff
Commission and the executive agencies;

(2) That such Government remedies as may be necessary are
consistent with the national interest and with our professed belief
in the free enterprise system; and

(3) That Government remedies are truly constructive, designed
to facilitate adjustment to rising competition from any quarter,
and are both marginal and temporary.

We urge the Finance Conuittee and ihe Senate--in fact, the whole
Congress-4o apply such standards in a.essing the import control bills
now under review or those that will be pro, ysed. We feel sure that if
such standards are applied, these bills will be rejected as not only un-
wise but as dangers to the best interests of the country.

As I said, fr. Chairman, we reject wholly the philosophy of Mr.
Strackbein-his economic philosophy.

I daresay that he would-not have the support of 2 or 3 percent of
the professional economists in the country, for the views that he
ex) rese&

The ChAIRMAN. If you would just permit me to ask you what your
advice to this Senator would be.

Mr. Hoa-r. Yes, sir.
The CuAuaMwe. I just made some inquiries-took a look to see how

many jobs Louisiana has involved in the oil indut-try; 74,000 jobs in
Louisiana. They are mostly good, high paying job..

That industry pays $75 million a year in State and local taxes to
the State of Louisiana. It pays far more than any other indust for
the support of the State revenues, almost entirely the expense of
education.

I believe approaching half of all State revenues come from that in-
dustry, and that industry could be almost. entirely destroyed by foreign
competition based on the facts of life as they exist riwht now.

I know for a certainty. I have had a chance to study that industry,
and I know something about it. What would you advise us to do about
that situation in Louisiana I

Mr. Hxoir. First, Mr. Chairman, I could not agree with you that
the industry would be destroyed, although I know you undoubtedly
know more about the industry than I do. I have looked at it, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just put it to you this way: They can put
the oil in Louisiana at $1.50 a barrel.

Now, there are very few producers in Louisiana who can produce
any oil for $1.50. They certainly cannot go looking for new oil if they
cannot earn more than $1.50. Of course. some of them could continue
to operate their existing wells until they were depleted. But, they
could not afford to look for more.

What would you advise them to do?
Mr. HIGHT. We know, Mr. Chairman, that we are in the situation

where we do have controls on imports of oil. Some years ago, of course,
we did not have, and I do not think at that time that the domestic
industry was in a very bad situation. This goes back about 10 years
where ihe companies themselves tended to control the imports so as
not to exceed percentages which might essentially damage the Ameri.
can industry.
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That was chae, of course, those 10 years ago first under the vol-
untary control decision by the administration, and later by the man-
datory controls.

I would not think reallythat the major companies would now en-
gulf the Nation with imported crude or with product&

The CAURMAN. Well, the have 500 wells in the Near East that
can produce more oil than the whole 38,000 we have in this country.

Mr. Hioirr. Yes; but the companies involved have themselves huge
stakes in Louisiana and in Texas and other States.

The CHAMMAN. Well, they would remove their refineries and close
refineries down. We have seen them do that. It makes no sense to have
your refineries in Louisiana if your oil is coming out of Venezuela or
the Near East. The logical place would be to put those refineries in the
area where the principal market fo: the product is, which would be,
perhaps, the New York-New Jersey area, perhaps some of it in the
Chicago area. But even so-

Mr. hiornT. Yes; that is quite possible. It is all within the country,
though.

The CHAIRMAx. The practical matter is to try to make even better
sense and put those refineries where you had a lower labor cost or
where you can construct your plants more cheaply. That would )rob-
ably dictate that you put them somewhere between your point of pro-
duction and the eastern seaboard where you landed it, which would
mean it could be one of the Mediterranean countries, it could 1e Pen rto
Rico, Virgin Islands, or it could be one of the relatively less-developed
countries somewhere along the line. Just pull the ship up and put the
crude ashore and pump the products on.

Mr. HIGH?. Venezuela has been in production for a great. many
years, you know, Mr. Chairman.

Ten years ago I saw no trend to dump, although imports of crude
were open and free.

The CHiAIRix N. I do not know of anybody in the oil business who
would say if we did not have some protection for the domestic itidus-
try that lhe can see anything other than a rapid increase of imlports
until the industry had shrunk to a very, very minimal size.

Mr. IaHT. Ye. But the justification for the import controls are na-
tional security reasons; are they not I

The ChAIRMAN.-. That is correct.
Mr. HIuHT. Not the destruction of the domestic oil indust r'.
The oil industry, of course, has never gone to the Tariff Commis-

sion for an examination of what mi ht happen or whether they might
be threatened with injury or not. The decision to impose quotas was
entirely on the basis of national security.

Now, the State of Louisiana. of course, has a stake in this. but
the State of Louisiana, as well as other States, has the option to
shift.

You talk about your tax base. The tax base could h. something
else, and this is the kind of economy we have. This is the kind of
economy we want, this is the kind of economy that we have always
had.

The CHAIMXAN. Well, if we did that, about the only thing I know
of that we could push onto the world market in any quantity would
be rice, and we would be shifting from high-wage jobs into low-wage
jobs.
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Do you think that is a desirable answer to the problem I
Mr. JinuT. I am not sure that your high-wage jobs are anything

but a reflection of high productivity, and that is all they can be. If*
the productivity is not there clearly you cannot have a high-wage job.

We export obviously some four times as many maufactu goods
as we import. I think your rice, in fact, is probably the lowest cost
rice production in the world.

The CAIRMAZZ. Well, we have managed to be competitive.Mr. HiOwU. I am sure you do. I think you are very c Ietative.
The CHAIRMAN. It takes a lot of doing to do that, but it is still a

low-waige industry.
Mr. Hiowr. There are many low-wage industries in the country,.

there is no question about it. In most of the sial I--
The CHIRMAN. Let me ask you a question f ha-ve asked a number

of other witnesses. Let us assume now we find tflat, America is n&
longer the low-cost producer of a number of major items, a great
number. Let usijtst assume that for the .-ake of argument.

Mr. HxouT. I heard your question of Mr. Strackbein-the same
question.

The CiAIRMAx. Let us assume that there are other nations improv-
ing their technical proficiency, and I have high admiration for the
Japanese. I have seen what they are doing, and they are going to do a
lot more of it.

Let us assume Western Europe and Japan and even these les
developed nations come out and really nmovo ahead to where they
can produce electronics more cheaply than the United States, aud
even produce computers that are right now an exlxrt item for ti,.
farm machinery cheaper, petrochemicals cheaper, the plastics cheaper,
oil, gas, they can produce that a lot cheaper right now certainly, and
the products that are derived from it cheaper. Suppose we find that
with regard to automobiles, that our prestige items, the items that
enjoy the high-wage rates, they can produce all of those items, Some-
one around this earth can produce any one of those cheaper than we
can and ship it to us below our costs.

What do you think the answer to American policy should be about
that situation ?

Mr. IHIGHT. I think we would be in terribly bad shape. I would
think that we had failed miserably. I think the indus-tritk that have
come before you today seeking protection have not done their job.
I think they have not been able or have not used the ingenuity to
compete in the world.

I do not think the Japanese can produce things and actually in-
crase their technology and their efficiency and reduce their costs
below America's in any overwhelming way. If they Can, and do, I think
that our industries are sadly lacking. I thlnk any economist would say
that.

I know no quota system will ever protect us from that if it becomes
true.

The CiAaMAN. Now, let us just assume we have a situation parallel
to what I discussed at Avondale, LA. let u just. assume our workers
are welding more steel together than those Japanese workers; for an
hour of work they are producing more for an hour of work than even
the Japanese.
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Mr. Hnwr. I am sure of that.
The CiuxuxAnu. And lot us assume that notwithstanding aU the

hard work they are doing, but purely because of one factor, the dif-
ference in wape rates, those Japanese are in a position to completely
put, us out orthat industry or any other major industry on a free
trade basis. What do you think our Nation's policy ought to beI

Let us assume that sad fact exists. It certainly exists in shipbuilding,
and we have a lot of protection on that.

Mr. HIoT. I think it does exist in shipbuilding; not too inany other
industries, and the on ly reason-

'The CtIAIH-*ur,%. An'd the stesl jIwople claim it exists with regard to
them, and you see other people who say it exists with regard to them.

Let us just assuuae that is a fact of life and it exists, and we are con-
fronted with a situation that while our labor is more efficient or every
bit as efficient as theirs, that the difference in wage rates dictates that
they capture the foreign market., and unless we do something about
it they will have this market. What do you think we ought to dot

Mr. HIGHT. I think in the end that the wage rates rellot wage
productivity.

I will agree that in the shipbuilding industry that has been a prob-
lem. The only reason, probably, that we maintain a shipbuilding in-
dustry is for our national protection. national security. We have said
that. for years. Perhaps we would bo out of the shiphliilding industry
were it not for that and, perhaps our total productivity would be bet-
ter in other industries with the skilhi labor involved in shipbuilding
which would be shifted to those industries where it could be more
effectively used.

The CHAIRMAN. Our labor is to be shifted to other industries
Mr. HiGHT. To other industries, yes, the most efficient industries, the

highest wage industries, in fact.
The CAIRMAN. Do you really think that those fellows who work

out there in those rice fields really at what would amount to a minimum
wage-

Mr. HIsT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). That those fellows failed to work

as hard as those people who work in those steel mills and on those
construction jobs?

Mr. HimHT. I have no doubt they work just as hard, hut they do
not have as much skill, and we all know that. those who have the most
skills make the most money, be it labor or in any other area Smart
people make more money than dumb people in every business

The CHAIRMAN. Let us say an American of Jalanese ancestry is
working in an American plant eompairlrd to a .lapanese in Japan work-
ing in a plant where our type of equipment is there, turning out alut
the same amount for an hour of work, and that man working for one-
quarter of what our nan is working for. flow can you say that wage
reflects product-ivityt

Mr. lioHT. Obviously the main point in productivity is not only
the skill of the worker, it is the amount of capital that is put behind
him and we know certainly in American industries there is far mrore
capitaI behind our production than there is anywhere else in the world.

You heard the gentleman from the Caterpillar Tractor Co. How in
the world do they sell $500 million worth of equipment around the
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world in the face of low wages everywhere else on earthnioving
elUipuaent I

Thf 0'iiAZ M.. W ell, you have been testifying for pure free trade.
Do you also be-lieve in the free flow of capital #

Mr. lliu r. 1 should think in the end we would have to go to that.
Yet I think in ternis of adjustment periods, I think we ought to have,
and this is the btwsis of my statenment, that we ought to have a declara-
ti'fl of licy in this country that we will move progremivoly in that
dic p't ol yw.

I think that has Ieetn the sense of our policy since 19-31, but we are
now appearing to be retreating from that policy.

Is them any reason, Mr. Chairman, why t, fe United States-
The ('II. uMA..Might I ju.St submit to you a revactiotl that occurs

tU tlis Sel lator f It might help you to meet what is in my mind'
It seems to me that there atre very few natioiis, if any, on this phuiet

besid(s tie United States that will just voluntarily sit there while an-
tWher tntry rts one of its patwtigo industries right on out of its own

nUarket.
Mr. lhzi r. )o you think that that ha.,; not been a danger in the

Europeazq c4unmunity I Wo you think that all their costs were equal
and that i% hen they agreed to go to duty-free treatment among the six
thwt. one country and one industry or another would not 1b hurt 1 They
l11d to face that. ('ertainly tie chemical industry in one country was
a lower cost industry than in another.

'Ilie OnmmAU.;. All riglt.
If that is the ,aMo why don't they lot us ship our aIutomobiles into that

six niarket?
Mr. l11n, T. I would hope we can arrange that. I hope it can be

negotiated. These things take some time. We did get, I think, some
'.iicession on the road taxt% as part of the Kennedy round, assuming
the ASP has pa.sed. But these are things that can be negotiated.

Sdo not deny that there is protectionism around the world. All I am
saying is the (Jnited State., as the leading economic Iower ought to
take the lead ini getting rid of these rettrictions, and not imposing
t hem.

'l'ho ('ia.iaa.HW . W1t ell, the thought that occurs to nie about that is
that if this country is tW do business on a free trade ba.sis-

Mr. lilinT. Everybody else ought to, every industrialized country
might Io, yes.

The ('MRMAN. And the other countries are not-
Mr. 111onT. Then we should not do it *either.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). Then we very likely would be putting

these other countries in position to pick andchoose which American
industries they want to put out of business and wlich they do not want
to put out of business.

MrIt. lirr. I do not; think it can be done. I think what you are sug-
ge.tinig is that the K.ennedy round, wLich staritv froi 6aie particular
Ioint. 1962. wien we still had a surplus of trtde, that it was an unfair
agrem ent and a bard deal. I cannot see how any country in the world
would put any Iartiular tiisine.N,- in this Country out of busintw% unless
we put one of their bu.,incsses out of' tnusiiie,. I believe it gr(*s- lotlh
ways.

1,o 4is--67 --- lt. 2- - 3
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The CJUUWAXAN. I am familiar with that Kennedy round. I was
here when we passed the bill, and I helped to pas tie bill.

Mr. HtIGH. Yes, Senator.
The CuiK;;A.I . I was well aware when I was doing that that Presi-

dent Kenned had every intention of protecting boti the oil industry
and the texti industry.

Mr. HiGn¢. I assume he wanted to protect every industry in the
country.

The CUAnuIAX. Pardon mel
Mr. THOnT. I assume he wanted to protect every industry of the

country, and I think lie said It. le specifically namidQ textiles and oil,
I think, in certain statements. But I do not think he wanted to endanger
any industry by a bad deal.

11h0 CnHutM.N. Well, it, just -seines to zie that these agreements that
weie made, and these li ws that we pa ,d, are to be l)ised hopefully
to move towarl a result that. would innake it a good deal both way-N
a good deal for this country and for the other country. But I would
certainly hope if we could not wake it. a good deai both ways we
would niot make it a bad deal for Aerica.

I assume from your statement here that. you believe anything that
expands trade is necesmtrily a g(KKI deal. I do not think so. I think it is
just like going into a stoll. S{oime things are a good buy and some are
not, and you ought to make the deal that is a good one'and turn down
the one that is not a good one.

Mr. HIGHT. I think you start with the assumption that the expan-
sion of trade is good.

I do not agree with bad deals. I do not assume that we have any bad
deals. But, what you are proposing-I do not mean you-but. I say
what the bills before the committee propose is that we go back, that
we reverse what has been accomplished in the Kennedy round, and
that will, in fact. be the result. It cannot be any other result.

They will retaliate; they are fully justified in retaliating under the
international rules of the game. Quotas are not permitted under the
GATT except for balance-of-payments reasons.

Now, we are not prepared to assert-I hope we are not--that. we
have to have quotas to protect our market because we are in difficulty
over the dollar. I think there could be nothing worse for the dollar
than for us to assert that we need import quotas to protect our bal-
ance of payments.

The British did it with the surcharge that you talked about a few
minutes ago, when they imposed the 15-percent surtax even among
the EFTA countries where they were pledged not to do it.

They are trying to get rid of it. They have moved-they know it is
unwise-it weakened the pound, I think, without any question. I do
not thiinir it heiped the pound a bit, but this was a decision they took
and I hope we do not take any such decision.

The OHIIAr. Well, thank you very much, sir.
Mr. IGhHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHTAMAN. Our next and our concluding witness of today's

hearing is Mr. Gerald O'Brien of the American Importers Association.
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STATEMENT OF GERALD H. O'BRIEN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. O'1at,. Mr. Chairman, my name is Gerald O'Brien. This is
my first appearance before your committee.

However, under our former name, the National Council of ,Unerican
Importers has appeared many times before you since 1921, the year we
were established, as the recognized trade association of American
im porters.

At the present time we have more than 700 members throughout
the Unite States. Most of our members are actual importers who
bring into this country from almost all the other countries of the
world a wide variety of commodities ranging from raw materials and
semimanufactures to finished food products, -beverages, and other con-
sumer goods. We also have in our organization individuals and tirms
which serve importers, for example, customhou-e brokers, attorneys
banks, marine insurance, and transportation companies.

I would like to deviate from my text at this point to thank you fur
your conscientiousness in stayig so long to thebitter end and hearing
all the witnesses, and express my personal appreciation for your very
fair conduct of the hearing and your sincere effort to determine what
is truly in the national interest.

Your committee's current study on the legislative oversight and
the future U.S. trade policy is really needed, and the viewpoints col-
lected for the com pen diwm should be very valuable. I hope our con-
tribution will be helpful.

Five short years ago, in 196-2, Congress passed the Trade Expan-
sion Act granting the President the authority to begin. and carry out,
the most comprehensive program of tariff reductions in history. The
act, as we all know, gave birth to the Kennedy round of trade negotia-
tions which were just recently brought to a successful conclusion.

Now, before the United Siates and the other nations of the free
world even have an opportunity to begin to enjoy the benefits of the
Keimedy round agreeiment, Congress is beimig asked to destroy what it
was i,'gely responsible for ,reiat lug by piss r an array of quota bills
1h11t. wot]ih severely strict i nterna ] joilI trae. Such a (Complete IV-
vNrSAl oif liosit ion 'is Iniivsti fyizig. Wyis Congress flow consideringng
1ipIiliationl of tlie plh.vt i a(loped ev'en beforeit is given a fair test t
Wily" is it tiim leriIIIIIIiig tile e 'rdibility of the Anierwiu word by re-
fiegig, ()on, its Jl'dges.. More inIpoIlarnaltly, why is it 'oisiderinlg tear-
ing down t he editfie of freer trade that malty previous Congresses and

five administrate ions have worked for over three decades to build I
Nothing has occurred since 196"2 to demonstrate that our long-es-

tablished national policy of liberal trade is no longer in the best in-
terests of the United States. On the contrary, over the past 5 years
U.S. trade has expanded greatly. Exports have increased more'than
40 wi'ven'lt from 1962 to 1966, reaching a record $30.3 billion.

Every year since 16:, the United states has registered a substan.
tial surplus in its trade balance, just as it has every year since 1893.
Based on latest calculations the surplus for 1967 is expected to reach
$4.7 billion.

In recent years large trade surpluses have been perhaps the single
most iuim'numt actor helping to ease our unfavorable balance of
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payments. If the $3.7 billion trade surplus registered in 1966 were
eliminated our balance-of-payments deficit would skyrocket from $1.4
billion to $5.1 billion.

Obviously a balance-of-payments deficit of that mai itude would
have disastrous economic and political consequences for the United
States and the free world.

Granted, IM ports have increased substantially during the past 5
years: in fact, by about the sante pere tntage as exports. But, without
this groiith in imports there might well have been no parallel growth
in exports. Trade moves in two directions. The United States iniit
import if it is to export. This is such an elementary fact that it is al-
most embarrassing to have to continually repeat* it.

Yet it is necessary to repeat it over and over, for protectionists cort-
venientlv ignore the interrelationshi p ltween exports and ini'orts as
well as the general benefits imports provide to the ecinomv. Imports
not only encourage the expansion of exports but al-o give the Amer-
ic'an consumer access to a worldwide marketplace, save him money by
Providing the opportunity to purchase gool merchandise at coilpeti-
tive prices, and generally benefit the economy by sharpening compe-
tition and combating inflation.

Protectionists, however, point at imports as a major source of all
our economic problems. Not only is that accu.s.ation incorrest and
unjust, it is dangerous. What woull happen if protectionists have their
way and succeed in pushing their quota bills through Congress? It is
estimated that if all the quota bills now before Congre&% were passed,
approximately $.6 billion worth of imports would be subject to
rest rictions.

Our trading partners, many of whom are vitally need allies and
friends, cannot and will not stand idly if Congress were to drastically
reduce their acce to the American market. In 1963, the United States
did not hesitate to strike back when the European Common Market
rstricted imports of U.S. chickens valued at only $46 million. If only
$46 million could trigger a "chicken war" what is likely to happen
when so many countries, so many commodities, and so much money
are involved? There is absolutely no quest ion but that such a trade war
would be disastrous for the United States and the free world. This
Nation and the world paid a heavy price during the early 1930"s when
a few industries, placing their interesis before the interests of the
country as a whole, succeeded in barring competition from abroad.

The consequences of that succemful protectionist campaign are well
known. Intended as a cure for the depns,;ion, the high tariff barriers
edited in the early 1930' only deepened it and severely damaged the
economieq of the Ufnited States and other countries.

Congress and the administration quickly realized that obstructing
the free flow of trade had greatly worsened the depression. As a result,
in 1934 protectionism was al)an(loned when the United States initiated
a liberal trade policy with the pasage of the Trade Agreements Act.
Since that. time, the United States has led the world in fighting for
freer trade. We have just scored the most. brilliant victory in that long
fight with tho suepsful conclusion of the Kennedy rpund.

N'ow, the prote tionists demand that the United States give up that,
victory by ere.tini new trade barriers in the form of quotas and
orderly m arketing'reWlations. Protectionism in any form is adverse
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to the interest,, of the United Statet, but these devices-quotas and
orderly marketing regulations--are by far the wort kind of trade
barrier. By setting limits on the volume of imports they stifle competi-
tion, disrupt the frexe working of supply and: deua in the market.
plata ind in general make a mockery of the basic principles of free
enterprise. Quotas and orderly marketing regulations are wholly
uneconoiniC and have the effect of freezing patterns and volume of
trade in predetermined channels with little regard to changing condi-
tions and changing needs.

Tariff barriers in the form of customs duties no matter how high,
can be surmounted by resourcefulness and ing enuity. However, import
(Juotas and orderly marketing regulations offer no such possibility. No
advance in technology, no skill in designi, not even highly competitive
prices caii overcome such barriers.

Seen clearly, quotas are nothing more than an umbrella under which
protected industries can be shielded from competition and assured a
fixed percentage of the domestic market. Under this umbrella protected
industries have no incezttie to inake prices more competitive and can
even conttrol them, thus denying the American consumer the r;glt to a
truly free market.

Quotas and "orderly" marketing" regulations are extremely costly
and dillicult to admininhter. Existing quotas prenseitly come under the
jurisdiction of several i government departn ients--t he Bureau of Cus-
toms, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce,
11iad tia, )epartment of the Interior. If the propMsed quotas and regu-
lationis are pa.e,(l. the staffs of all these departments, and perhaps
others, will have to be enlarged.

Equally important. the imposition of quotas results in parcelling up
t he market, 1111d in vites corrupt ion, influences peddling and favorit ismn.
If they are .et up on "first come. first served" they cause a mad
verana;le ly suiplier- for a share of the market, which brings in its
wake all ot the problenas just mentioned. If they are established on a
(ountry-bv-cotintry basis, political considerations acquire as much, if
not more, importance than economic factors in determining who will
sell to the American market.

The Joint Economic Suhcomnittee of the Congress has stated the
ease against nomtariff barriers to trade in emphatic and clear language:

The interest of the United 8rtates in increasing world trade Is strong. Th
setting of our course for the past third of a century toward multilateraiism and
the general expansion of world trade has been rewarding. If the regional trade
blocs and other major trading countries show a willingmsa to move in the same
direction on a genuinely reciprocal basic, it in. right that we should hold thin
course since the iotentiai s for multilateral trade are far from being exhausted.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to express the views
of our association.

The Cu.%m..N-. I want to thank your association for the eooj)erlltioii
that you have given the committee in days gone by with regard to
important problems. We have found that since you have Ieen with your
association, you have readily made information available to us and
our staff and we appreciate it.

Mr. O'lbtnx. II e try to be ol jeut ive, Senator.
The ('wt.1nM, x. Thank you so much.
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We have not scheduled to hear Mr. Herschel Newsom, but I have
read the statement of Mr. Newsom. He is here.

If you want to say a few words about this document, you may.
I will have your statement printed in its entirety.
If you want to say a few words, you may.

STATEMENT OF HERSHEL D. NEWS, MASTER OF THE NATIONAL
ORANGE ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY GRAHAM, LEGISLATIVE
REP ESENTATIVE

Mr. Nwsox. Mr. Chairman, we had understood we were scheduled,
although after the list was printed we found we were not. First of all,
let me introduce Harry Graham, our legislative representative.

Let me say to you that I find myself so much inilresed by the last
two statements that were made that I would only, sir, for you, like to
put a little bit of an agricultural complexion on this.

First of all, let me introduce myself as an Indiana farmner, Master
of the National Grange, a member of the Public Advisory Committee
on Trade Negotiations, and just recently retired as president of the
Int'rnat ional Federation of Aaricultural Producers.

.%o mv statement will be directed to calling your attention, sir,
especially to that portion of the statement on page 7 that recites the
inlmI)rtaice of agricultural exports in connection with the trade balance
and the stability of the American dollar, and we would like si ecili,'ally
to call your attention to the fact that even though we are ite world s
largest agricultural importer, we still earned a net of $-2.5 billion in
agricultural trade balance last ear, and this is very important beca use
it made up about one-fourth Wall the 1'.S. export's. but accounted for
over ie-half of the year's favorable trade balance.

Now. in 11y judgment, Mr. Chairman, your committee cannot ignore
that mitrt icular fact.

I .iould like to say to you frankly that the interest of agriculture
and rural America in ths subject imiatter is predicated ulon a long
:ubui-e of agriculture and rural America by reason of the fact that the
protective Dolicy exempted agriculture from the outset, as you may
recall in the debates between Alexander Hamilton and Thomas
Jetferson when the protective policy was established.

The unfortunate fact of the matter is we had to wait for a trade
expansion act a few years ago and for the Kennedy round in the
GATT to realize the prediction that Mr. Hamilton himself made that
if this Nation, this young Republic of ours. established a trade plicy
on behalf of its industry it would eventually find-and his preliction
was within a hundred years, perhaps we waited longer than that-that
we would have to create a new balance hby diminishing the tariff and
trade protection for nonagricultural industry and the producers of
other than new wealth. I can say to you frankly that the bringing of
agriculture into a national traae policy on the part of the United
States for the first time in the history of the United States was
achieved in the Kennedy round as I see it, and I was not. in Geneva
long, but I was there long enough to get a feeling of the thing.

MNr. Chairman, I wotId .y to you that con:rary to some of the
statements that have elen made as I heard them male, I would like
only o point out that we believe that there is t place for the use of

1016
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quotas, but we do not believe that legislatively established quotas fit
into this world trade picture.

Now, the quotas of the type that the President of the United
States ,invoked on dairy products for the purpose of protecting a
domestic pricing structure in dairy products, are a sound use of quotas.

This is a use that my colleagues in the farm organizations over the
rest of the world subscribe to and it is the kind of use of quotas that I
think is constructive and still can be a part of an aggressive and pro-
gressive trade policy to which we would like to see th is country remain
committed.

Mr. Chairman, I shall not take more of your time. I feel very strong-
ly about agricultural exports and the very life of American agricul-
ture depends on the reasonable maintenance of agricultural exports.

I have had visitors through my office in the last few weeks from
Europe and from Japan who assure me if we expect to maintain our
existing level of agricultural exports we have to avoid permitting the
U.S. Congress to legislatively impose quotas, preferring to leave the
imposition of quotas to negotiating processes of the type that I men-
tiolled before.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Newsom follows:)

STATEUET BY Hr.ascau,. D. NzwooM. MAsTmR or THE NATIONAL GAouG, AND
MEMSBEL Or TH PuDLic Anvisoar Couarrrzu oN Tas NEGOTuT/ONS

Our Interest in the subject matter of proposed and prospective import quota
hgislation is substantial and is born out of the compulsion of bringing American
agrkultural trade requirements increasingly into our national trade pattern.
Thip aust be done in such a manner as to equitably serve the rights of agricul-
tural producers, in proper relationships with those of other segments of the
United States economy.

It shouldd be clear that we must bring about a world trade structure, trider
which regulations and protective devices designed to protect the financial in-
tegrity and the Job security of American citizens will clearly take account of
fundamental necessity of making reasonable provisions for trade expansion over
a period of time on the basis of competitive efficiency. In fact the United States
ha.-4. In my opinion. been reasonably effective in encouraging a trend toward re-
duction of trade barriers and increasing recognition of competitive efficiency In
a tradle expansion urograw. There it. still pipeal in the slogan of "More Trade
and Less Aid in our Foreign Relations Program."

It of course follows that we, whose major Interests are agricultural, must
clearly recognize as we must ask all other Americans to recognize, that some of
our own artificial devices or protective mechanisms, even though they may have
Ibet justilled at the tiwe of their invention, now stand as Impediments to a pro-
gres ,ively expanding trade pattern, Increasingly responsive to competitive effi-
clency. Stich protective devices must be progressively modified over a period of
time to promote maximum trade expansion on the bxisis of that competitive
efficiency.

I would respectfully urge the members of this committee to consider the
fact that agriculture In America has historically been the victim of protectionist
policies, designed primarily to protect non-agricultural Industry and non-agri-
cultural labor from foreign competition.

May I respectfully ask that this Committee consider. also, my view that the
agreements reached In the Kennedy Round at Geneva represent the most effective
effort that has been made In the entire trade history of the United States to
bring agricultural trade requirements effectively into a national trade policy.
This statement is true, whether the single package or the dual package proposals
become effective.

But I earnestly plead that the national interest of the people of the United
States will be best served by the acceptance of the dual package proposal; and
I further respectively submit to you that the prospects of "organizing the world
for peace"- -of successhflly substituting Trade for Aid programs around the
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world, and of improving the prospect of suctet.fully meeting the World Food rX.
Population criols--require the ratification of the dual package agreement In the
Kennody Round.

It there follows clearly that we propose to do everything within our power to
point to the dangers, from the standlolnt of all of the objectives, enilciated
above of Intemperate protection policies that would legblatively establish quota*
or other protective devices that are not subject to negotiation or interprt-tation,
with a view both to domestic necessity and farm trade patterns, and which
would do great damsxe to the value of the five-year Kennedy Round
Agreement,

The road to exlanding trade Is admittedily Po difficult that we hare been de-
tour;nx throm'hout a major portion of American history. We sh:oll have to con-
tintie to teuuiper our progress toward widely agreed objectives. But surely, we
eitist recoognize that ven as our own government, or other governments in the
world. wti.,t aet-Ppt re'llonsibillty to provide reasontbie protection for the, in-
tegrity of investment and the integrity of employment from economic aggression,
we muiist likewise hold to a minimum, the giving of our producers an advantage
thitt 1-4 not related to their actual competitive efielency compared to that of for-
eign prodfucerv.

Protective devices down through the yearn have in niny instances been born
o)1t of iiattl il aind *'conomie nevesit ,l. The progressive reduction of those pro-
tective devlces li the Interest of broad objectives to which msost of tn subscrlbe
wholehearledly. will le a long and dlffihnlt route, but the route must be traveled,
aml we, must try to av )id reversals of plicy.
I would rspectfu'ly ask this Committee to consider the Pad reflection uion

man's uillty to acLiever event the most clearly defined alms for the people of
the world-an adequey of food-and to recognize that this failure Is related to
,our tirevlou:s inability to achieve this sort of trade policy, embracing arricultural
trade requirement,. alons: with those of other segments of our various netionol
Peononiex. It is this inbalaneed trndP policy-a trade policy which in the early
history of most of the Developtd Countrie of the world. Including our own. wis
designed to givo governmental stimulus to industrial development, and wily
o--which has done innh sinee World War I to place agriculture at such a dis-

advantaxp In iany of flie ]e-,, Develolwd Countres.
Now. however, it Is becomilng increasingly clear that awrllture-our own

Aruerican agriculture-is more Intimately related to. and more Inter-dependent
on and with other segment-s of the American economy than It has ever Ieen
bretofore.

The necet-slty, therefore, of achieving an orderly growth of agricultural ex-
port markets demands that all Americans look with great care and concern upon
the legilativo impoqitlon of any Import quotas whirh might compel our trading
portnerm in the world to take the retalltory action that is provided In the articles
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Visitors In mr own offiep have made It clear, not necessarily In tones of a
threat. hut in teims of their own economic necessity, that they will he compelled
to retallate against the United States. If we rerert to the old process of legisla-
tively establishing quotas that do violence to their International trade pattern--
or Ignore their competitive efficiency.

There are many economle devices available to us. to serve legitimate purposes
of reasonable protection of the rights of our own nationals: as indeed they are
available to other countries of the world. In terms of protecting a reasonable
domestl Trice structure.

For example. I would remind the members of this Committee of the provision
under which the PrPsident of the United Rtates was able In compliance and
conformity with international law. to establish quotas on dairy imports t feow
months ago--for the purpose of protecting our domestic prielnig structure on
doliry products.

This sort of action, an T understand It. Is entirely different In Its basei con-
eprt. and certainly is subject to vastly different Interpretation around the world.

thqn would hP somp of the proposals with which this Committpp must apparently
coneprn Itaelf: to legislatively Impose Import quotas on specified commoditi at
fixed pvrel,. which levels are not nepssarily determined In a manner to permit
orderly growth of International trade pa tterns. on a basis of competitive efileey.
We. therefore, would pleAd that any protection, for any one segment of our
domestic economy. must clearly be considered In the light of Its potential Impact
on the total economy.
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We yield to none in a genuine desire to protect our own people--in or out of

agriculture. We have supported the Inclusion of provisions and devices for
achieving this level of protection In various pieces of leIsilatiou that have con
before the Congress for the past many years.

American prices and American wage levels must be given reasonable pro-
tectioni But we dare not permit that protection to approach the point of stag-
nation of our economy, or any segment thereof. Nor may we justify permitting
a type or degree of protection to develop for any segment of the economy that
seriously threatens or Impairs existing experts and bene does damages to the
trade balance and thus to the value of the U.S. dollar In international exchange.

The prosperity of the United States from the beginning was based upon max-
Imum exportation of agricultural product* and minimum of importation of
manufactured goods. Our first legislation, in the first Continental Congrests, wals
directed at the protection of our new Industries from the destructive competition
of esiablished Industries In other parts of the world. The predominantly agri-
cultural population of America gave uninterrupted support to this concept for
well over a century, while we were growing as a nation toward our present
stature in the world.

Our Industrial growth was further stimulated by the extraordinary demands
of two world wars. This growth included agriculture and left our agricultural and
manufacturing structures stimulated to a productive level that exceeded avail-
able markets, a each tof these wvars came to an end.

Ve niay indeed face the necessity even now of some degree of temporary pro-
tet.tion for some products of Industry If It Is determined that a situation which
wu" leyoud their controls may have placed such American industry at a com-
petitive disadvantage, by reason of the fact that industries in certain other
countries of the world were virtually des.royed: and thereby, of necessity, rebuilt
on a pattern that provides them some mea.,ure of competitive superiority in shel,
or in textile manufacture, for example, and that this may have been born out of
national necessity, rather than corporate or Individual complacency.

Surely some method of achieving that degree of protection, short of destroying
the prospect of orderly trade expansion and development, as visualized above, can
he found without resorting to legislatively established quotas, an seem to be en-
virioned in some of the proposals with which this Committee must be concerned;
and which would surely result In serious reduction in U.S. exports.

It Is i.ot for a representative of agriculture to indict, or even imply Indictment.
of our oil, steel, chemical, textile and automotive or other major non-agricultural
industries. I do not concede that those industries need to retreat under protective
quotag, however, of any more than a temporary nature. Nor do I concede that a
s-heiltle of progressive downward adjustment of import duties should be neces-
sary, In any broad treatment, of the problems of these non-agricultural industries.

It Is clear, however, that American agriculture, on the baNis of competitive cost
of producing Its products, has well earned, and justifiably achieved the expoanslon
of agricultural exports to the volume of .8 billion dollars, in cash sales in 1966-87,
and that on the basis of competitive effectiveness and per man production, Ameri-
can agriculture should clearly be entitled to a continuing expansion of agricultural
exports.

Despite the fact that our imports of agricultural commodities, chiefly from the
tropics, make us the largest agricultural importer in the world, we still earned a
tct of t.5 billion dollars in aorcultural trade balance last year. This is important.
Agricultural exports In fact twade up about one-fourth of all United $tatea er porto
during the year; but accounted for oivr one-half of the year's favorable trade
balance.

We would. therefore, plead that such protection as may be found to be Just and
necessary must not be provided at the expense of generating the sort of retaila-
*oryo (tIion that appetirs to be an Inevitable consequence of unacceptable protec-
tJonist policies In the formn of Import quotas which bear no relationship to com-
petitive efficiency--either present or prospective.

While the Low Farm Income problem in not the prime subject matter before
this (onmwttee. I respectfully urge you not to forget or Ignore the fact that rising
agriciltural Indelgednss in a threat to the naton: and It hs directly gcncratcd bp
the /act that rising costt of production in agrIculture, and the compulsive #ubati-
tution (of capital for labor in a period of high employlntnt at higher wage levels
than agriculture can justify. This rising agricultural Indebtedness must clearly
concern the members of this Senate Committee on Finance as well as all other
Americans.
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Agriculture, therefore, has a second Interest in an expading trade policy--a
contrasted to a shrinking trade pattern--in additot t that ot X dn export
markets for the products of agriculture.

That second Interest is an effective, competitive influence, that will tend to
retard the rise in the cost of living, and cost of agricultural production. Both of
theme inwtwa are uyulliug t&m~is for our appmoar before ths Comlttef
to plead for Trade Expansion rather than Reatiction.

We do not pose as an expert In this subject matter. But we respectfully submit
to you the basic question as to whether any industry, seeking the protection that
this Committee now has before it, needs that kind at protection from interna-
tional competition as badly as does the basic agriculture industry of America
need the continued growth of export markets. The national welfare, and the
United States Trade Balance clearly require also that such protection as may be
needed in thee products-which are currently thaeoncern of these hearings-
must also be taken into acpunt.

This Is not to say that we're asking this Committee to ignore the pleas of any
other segment of American industry. It is on the contrary to say that these pleas
must be considered in relationship to the effect that they might have upon all
other segments of the American economy and, indeed upon our National Trade
Bala'ce and Exchange position.

I have been furnished with figures and statistics showing the comparative com-
petitive positlops of various segments of the American economy, with special
attention to the protective requests on behalf of ol, lead and sine, textile and steel
producers It seems inappropriate that I include In my statement references to
theme figures, which will doubtless be abundantly available to the Committee
from other sources and will, I am sure, receive careful scrutiny by the
Committee.

With particular reference, however, to protective demands for American beef
and dairy products, let me restate my strong conviction that the sort of action
taken in late June, by the President of the United States with respect to dairy
Imports, is legal in the terms of international law; It was effective in terms of
the justiflable purposes of such action; it does not unduly restrict trade on the
basis of historic or earned competitive position established, either by ourselves
or by dairy producers elsewhere in the world; and above all, It can be made
readily responsible to changing conditions, whereas a legislatively Imposed quota
would be much less responsive and hence an invitation to the kind of retaliatory
action from other countries, which we must avoid.

With reference to proposal for quotas on meat imports, let me point out that
fir t the Congrem did deal effectively with this subject in 1964; and did so
wisely and with vigorous Grange support; and secondly, I believe that the
limited concessions which are a part of the Agreement. in the Kennedy Round.
to provide Increasing opportunities for meat exports from the Less Developed
Countries in the world (providing they meet sanitary and health requirement,
legitimately necessary within any national economy or agricultural structure)
clearly provide a sound approach to the problem of trade expansion and market
growth. As indeed markets in the more Developed Countries of the world are
permitted to grow for the agricultural productive capacity of the Lees Developed
Countries of the world, so will we find that over a period of time the way will
be opened for the elective competitive efficiency of our own American agricul-
tural producers-producers both of feed grals and of livestock products to
expand total mrkets

It is likewise clear that the eosequent growth of economies around the world
will increasingly provide downward pressure on the protective devices around
the worl which operates to restrict access of our efciently produced American
agricultural products in even those countries that now find that level of proteg-
tion necessary; as In the cas of Western Europe.

Let me remind the members of this Committee that the Grange opposed the
original meat import qouta bill in 1964. We would oppose it again. T he crisis In
beef prices In 1964"had two basic cause& First and foremost was te basic cause
of over-production by our American producers, in term of Me steisble cownwer
eka market; chiefly our own American market. We had ten million more cattle
on the ranges and In our lead lot than the market could absorb at a profitable
price to producers.

Secondly there was a temporary dislocation of the Australian and Now
Zealand markets due to the action of the United Kingdom and of the Puropean
Eoomi CommunItw.
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In IMW we had the opposite results with risin priem caused by speculation,
consumer demand and a reduced supply. Now the cycle Is repeating with shorter
duration and less violent fluctuations. But nevertheless, discouraging effects on
our feeders and ranchers are being felt. The causes are the same as before, with
the additional domestic factors of increased vertical Integration pua the effects
of a large corn crop and the effects of hemvy ompetitiqn from cheap poultry,
as well as a failure to develop and a reluctance (on the part of the industry as a
whole) to accept any measure of supply-management on an overall basis.

May I respectfully again call your attention to the fact that under the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, the United States Congress and the Administration gave
to American agriculture the prospect of a National Trade Policy moving pro-
gressively toward a realistic dsoiutoa of aprmtura trade req,,romente in that
national ,olk/. It Is my earnest hope that this progress toward organizing the
world's trade, in Justice and equity to producers and consumers, can be con-
tinued over the next several years

We must not destroy this market potential We must on the contrary take pride
in the progress being made, and ask that the more Developed Countries and the
Less Developed Countries Join us, as we prove ourselves willing to join with
them: in seeking further progressand development of an etpasde¢ trede o* the
baoi of eficy; exercising only that caution and care which domestic well-
being clearly dictates; and standing ready to consider any unusual compensa-
tions that th9verall national well-being and economic progress may require in
the case of destruction or Dm anclal integrity and/or Job security
of any Industry-which of necessity, aged In pursuit of the broad
national well-being.

Mr. Nzwso 0 ith that, Mr. Chairman, un ere is some-I have
noticed very keenly intin the who subject matter. I
hap thatyou op sideof these sub-
jects we are, an wo d I e tosay, however, unl you desire to
contin this in ewlIth

We ust seek rade Ex actionn as continuing
Nati al Policy.

C u AN that not nH be so, Newsom.
You ghtnot agree on some p a vo btthen Iam
not e t e Sta ail rem, and aybe if I

Nw, you ererpa often y round negotiat teai, I
belie e wereyu not I~~¢:M I t an r tate ,t. I was

only ver there short einw they edthe Big
Crunch at the close of the tions. did sit on of the steer-
ingee 'ttee's meet n I ai me , onswith the

Auerli wool pro rs and a ew i, tions of at kind.
The Xwmr. In YO ity, you ould be partio-

ulfrly inte ed to see that we get a bindig that tho
countries over eare not go" to a variable levy on
American ancu Lprod dw t that' i' "the Kennedy
round! I

Mr. NzwoX. This was not exactly an accurate s ent of pur
pose. We have long contended that every country has a right to pro-
tect its own domestic pricing policy, but they d? not have a right to
use that level of protection to coinmit economic alr i on the
rights of- producers elsewhere in the world.

0 thow,ts means in the language of a friend of ine who a few
years ago was vice president of the rench Senatethat they are
not going to permit us or anybody else in the world to drive their
domestic pricing structure down to th~e point that they displace'people
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from French agriculture more rapidly than there are places for themtogo.
My French friend felt we had done some of that in the United

States, and I agree with him. We did do soime of it in theUnited States.
But what I am saying is I do not pretend to be advocating, and I

do not think very many of the people that I have heard before this
committee are advocating, absolute free trade.

What we want to do is to gradually diminish the barriers to free
trade so we will give American consumers and the whole American
economy the benefit of the efficient production in the world and guard
against unreasonable price increases.

Mr. Chairman, I would remind you, and I know you know this,
but I want the record to show it, that this witness, for one, is grateful
for the steps that have been taken over the past 25 or 30 years to try
to improve gross farm income, and we have made some progress in
that direction, but we have never been able to catch up on the treadmill
because farm costs are rising more rapidly, and I do not want to
penalize any American industry.

As a matter of fact, we supported the prices in the Trade Exparsion
Act itself to make these injured industries whole, and we think that
if there are cases where an industry has not been afforded opportunity
to become competitive, then we must. not. only give them some time but
maybe give them some economic help, iieed be, in this direction.

the CNAwidqx. May I ask you if it is true that the European
Economic Community is considering a $9 a ton increase in the variable
fee on feed grains I

Mr. Nzwsox. Well, frankly, I expect it is true that some of them
are considering it. I do not know whether they are going to do this
or not. But my only fault with them in this case is if they are going
to do that then we have every right in the world to say, "If you want
to try to maintain this kind of a price level, and if this is what it
takes to maintain economic stability within your country, then you
had better recognize that there must be some restriction on the pro-
duction that you achieve. It is one thing for you to protect your
domestic price level, but it is quite another thing to use that protection
as a means of commiting economic agression in the worldmarket."

I have no brief for France's having beome a wheat exporting nation
under this policy. But when I criticze them they say, "Oh, why do
you worry about the variable levies f You invented it. We learned it
from you in your American selling price mechanism. The only dif-
ference is we want to apply it to agriculture."

The United States applied it to industry, and this is true. You
cannot argue the point with them. This is why I am hoping that the
Congress of the United States or the Senate of the United States will
agree to some modification of this highly protective American selling
price system. It is a variable levy. ?t says only that when a foreign
manufacturer of that particular kind of commodity can land that
product f.o.b. the United States, then we raise the levy, vary it, to the
point that the f.tb. price becomes the American selling price. You
know that. It just has not been recognized yet that we taught the
Europeans a lot of the tricks they are now turning against American
agriculture.

1022
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The CIAIRMAN. May I ask what is the position of your organization
with regard to the American Sugar Act Are you opposed to it or
for it?

Mr. NJvwsoX. We have consistently supported the American Sugar
Act. .

The CHAIRMAN. You see that has a quota.
Mr. NEWSOM. Yes. But may I say, Mr. Chairman, that this has a

quota in connection with the maintenance of a domestic price level.
This is quite a different thing.

We have a quota that is-the producer is eligible only if he stays
within his own production quota. This is marketing regulation, and
I do not like all of the aspects of it. Frankly, however, I do not know
of any alternative program that I do like.

But you cannot take just the quota out of this program and do
justice to the Sugar Act, sir, and you know that.

The CHwArxm. Well, thank you very much, sir. I appreciate your
statement here.

That will conclude the scheduled hearings to this point. The com-
mittee may wish to ask some of the Cabinet members back down for a
closing statement about this matter, as well as a summing up of some
of the sponsors of bills and spokesmen for them. But I believe that
we have, for the most part, achieved a balanced hearing allowing equal
time for both sides of these bills.

We had a tremendous number of requests to be heard, and we
persuaded a great number of people to combine their statements and
to submit statements in order that we might reduce tne time that these
hearings would take.

I appreciate all the cooperation we have had from everyone who
had an interest in this matter.

We divided the time in such a fashion that the proponents would
have half the time and the opponents would have half the time. We
have only had one complaint, and that was from an industrialist who
said it was not fair for foreigners to have as much time as the American
industry should have.

Those speaking for the importers were almost exclusively American
citizens who are interested in imuorts. We were anxious to get a
balanced statement of both sides of the question. I hope we have so far.

Thank you very much.
I want to thank the gentleman in the booth up there, Mr. Al Bege-

man, who handled the sound since we moved to this committee room.
He has worked overtime and he worked very hard. He worked beyond
the call of duty.

Thank you, sir.
(Whereupon, at 8:30 p.m. the committee recessed subject to the call

of the Chair.)
(By direction of the chairman various import quota bills before

the committee and communications received by the committee are made
a part of the record:)
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ELECTRONICS IMPORTS*
Oftn M NGRESW

II SM S. 2539

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Oorzu 16,1967

Mr. ntmir. (for hliuseif. Mr. Imt. 'Mr. Cmu.-mx. mr. C-%lux. 31r. Crurris.
31r. IIRt'sK.%. 31r. Kt:xx'wr of 3Masscltweits, Mr. 3u.Nor. 31r. Tiric-
mo 'D. 31r. Tumi-. and 31r. Cutrnix) inuilued the following bill; which
Was read twice and referred to the Cuumit tee on Finance

A BILL
To provide for an equitable sharing of the United States mar-

ket by electronic articles of domestic and of foreign origin.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreena-

2 tiv of the United State of'America in Congrew asmbled,

3 That the total quantity and value of consumer electronic

4 products and accessories of foreign manufacture, including,

5 but not limited to, television receiving sets, radio receiving

6 sets, phonographs, record players, tape recorders, and

7 chassis and Rccessories for such products, remote control do-

+ vices, antennae and antennae rotators, and any combinw-

9 'tion of the foregoing, and citizens band transceivers, which
10 may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consump-

1i tion during any calendar year shall not exceed the quantity
*I1

* (star prnt)
(osnmunicatloe reeves by the cummttee m thi ubJect, pp.

10-1067.
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2
1 and value of such articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-

2 house, for consumption during the calendar. year 1966:

3 Provided, That conuneucing with-the calendar year beginning

4 January 1, 1968, the total quantity and value of such articles

5 which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for

6 consumption for each ensuing calendar year ;hall be in-

7 creased or decreased by an amount proportionate to the in-'

8 crease or decrease (if more than 5 per centum) in the total

9 United States consumption of such articles during the pre-

10 ceding calendar year in comparison with consumption for

11 the year 1966 as determined by the Secretary of Commerce.

12 So. 2. The total quan4ty and value of electronic com-

13 potent of foreign manufactre 'of the. classes or ,kinds used

14 in the manufacture of oousumor electronic pr.lucts, includ-
15 ing but not limited to, cap o. rs, resistorsnductors, tans

16 formop, voils, yokes and chokes, tuners, connectors,* loud-

17 ppees, elevision picture bes, etron'reeiving tubes,

18 transistors An4 other semigonductort, record changers,- turn-

19t tbles and tone arms, magnetic tape, and fractional hon-

,:powqrmotors, which may be entered, or withdrawn from

21 warehouse, tor consumption during any calendaryear

22 not exceed the average annual quality and value of such

Articles entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for. con-

;1 sumpion during the three calendar yeam 1964 4960: Pro-

vid~ h~t, omWio wj*. the adendar yerbeining
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a

1 January 1, 1968, the total quantity and value of vich at.

2" tiles which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehopme,

3 for consumption for each ensuing calendar year shall be

4 increased or decreased by an amount proportionate to the

5 increase or decrease (if more than 5 per centum) in the

6 total United States consumption of such articles during the

' preceding calendar year in comparison with the average

8 annual consumption for the three-year period 1964-1966

9 as determined by the Secretary of Commerce.

10 Sicw. 3. (a) The quantities and values of any consumer

11 electronic product of foreign manufacture, which may be

12 entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption dur.

13 ing the balance of the calendar year in whioh this Act

14 becomes effective .hall he equal, to- that proportionate per

15 centum share of the imports of suh rtile for the year 1966-

16 which the number of days remaining in the calendw year

17 bears to the Hll year. ,

28 (b) The quantities and values of A ny ?'a--nie ozfr'

19 ponent -of foreign anure which may be. tntw, ow

20 witdrawn from warehouse, for coummption dunag the

11 balance ofthe calendar year in whieh this Act beoes effeo'

0 tie -hall be equal to that prporint per oitm sare of

1 the avenge annud imports of, suh a ic for the yom

24 1964-196 which. the unbe of &y emann in h

adt-408W6 to. the2-o4
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4

1 Se. 4. The Secetary of Commerce shall determine

2 and allocate the allowable quantities and values of consumer

8 eleotronio products of foreign manufacture -and eleotionio

4 components of foreign manufacture which may be entered,

5 or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption among sup-

6 plying countries by category of product on the basis of the

7 shares such countries supplied by category of product to the

•8 United States market during a representative period, except

9 that due account may be given to special factors which have

10 affected or may affect the trade in any category of such

11 articles. In making such allocations among supplying couu-

12' tries, the Secretary shall give special weight to and favor the

13 position of supplying counties which allow without restrio-

14, tion United States private investment in ,the manu of

15 electonic products in their countries 'and which impose on

16 imporW of consumer electronic products and: electronic oomn.

17 ponents originat in the United Stat for entry into their

18 countries conditions no more restrictive than those, including

19 the provisions of this- Act imposed by the United- States on.

20 such products of the manufacture of those Iountiea when

21 imported into the United States. The Secretary of Commerce

22 sh w ory uuqh loi to te S May of the Trsurj.

23 Sac. 5 The Secretary of Oommerce shall. upon tho

24. appucation of any int .Iparty, detrmine whether tha
25 is sufficient production in the United te of any onsum

1028
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0

1 electronic prodctct or' eleetomo component in conjunction

2 with the hnports of such. article specified in this Act td meet

S estimated anu consumption of such artic"l, and if a deft-

4 ciency is found to exist; determine the iWo.ras6 in imports

5 of such article required to meeu such deficiency in the engu-

6 ing calendar year. The Secretary of Commerce shall certify

7 such determination to the Secretary of the Treasury.

8 Sxc. 6. The President is authorized to enter into nego-

9 stations with other governments for the purpose of consum-

10 mating agreements to provide for orderly trade in consumer

11 electronic products and electronic components in a manner

12 consistent with the policy of this Act of providing equitable

13 access to the future growth of the American market for both

14 imported articles and articles of domestic origin. The Presi-

15 dent by proclamat.on may increase, decrease, or otherwise

16 limit the quantity and value of such electronic articles from

17 such country which may be entered, or withdrawn from

18 warehouse, for consumption in conformance with such agree-

19 ments.

20 SEC. 7. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the quantity and

21 value of any such electronic article which may be entered,

22 or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during any

23 quarter of the calendar year shall not exceed the propor-

24 tionate per centum share which the total quantity and value

25 of imports of such electronic article accounted for during

1029
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a
1 the like period of the calendar year ended Deemuber 81,

2 1966.

3 Szo. 8. All determinations by the President and the

4 Secretary of Commerce under this Act sh be final

5 Sm. 9. This Act shall become effective upon e ent.
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STATEMuNT OF SrxAAT Enwhzi W. Bsoosz zN SuPowr or a QVoTA oN
Ezraoizics IMPonTs

Mr. Chairman, early this week, I introduced--on behalf of myself and ten
co-sponsors-Senate Bill #2539, a bill to provide for an equitable sharing of the
United States market by electronic articles of domestic and of foreign origin.
This proposed legislation is based upon a recognition that foreign imports are
beginning to constitute a larger and larger portion of this country's important
consumer electronic products industry. The purpose of this legislation, however,
is not to foreclose the American market to foreign manufactured electronic
protlucts and components altogether. Rather, it is to provide for a fair sharing
of the growth In consumption between domestic and foreign manufacturers.

The penetration of the United States market by foreign-prodtced consumer
electronic products and electronic components has already reached alarming
prolortions. And the amount of imports is Increasing. The figures with respect
to 'vosumer electronic products are particularly persuasive. In 1966, the number
of home radios sold in the United States was 26.1 million greater than the number
sold in 1958. Of the 26.1 million additional units, imports provided 23.2 million
(88.8%). In 1968, the number of black and white television sets sold In the
United States was 328,000 gTeater than the number sold in 19N& Imports supplied
the entire amount of the increase. At the same time, Imports displaced 667,000
units which had previously been provided by domestic manufacturers.

The number of phonographs sold in the United States Increased by 2.9 million
units between 194 and 1966. Of the 2.9 million additional units, imports supplied
1.7 million (60.2%). The number of tape recorders sold in the United States in-
creased by 3.4 million unit, between 190 and 1908. Of the 34 million additional
units. imports supplied 2.6 million (76.8%).

It is obvious from the above that the growth in consumption of electronic
products in the United States Is being enjoyed primarily by foreign manufac-
turers

The situation with respect to electronW components Is similar. Figures are
available showing both direct and indirect imports of electronic components
compared with United States commercial production in 196. (These figures in-
clude components Imported as parts of finished units, as well as components
Imported for use in the operations of manufacturing establishments within the
United States.) The total penetration of imports of electronic components in 1968
ranged from a low of 123% of United States commercial production in the case
of television picture tubes to a high of 195.8% in the cas of transistors

A few examples from the 1966 futures will be illustrative of the situation:

26"o oft mporto

Component: UJ. ,redsetl.S
Receiving tubes ...........- 2. 5
Rectifiers and diodes ------- 80..8
Capacitors, electrolytic- 13& 3
Capacitors, fixed ------------------ 5 0
Controls ......... 6& 4
Resistors, xed_ -- --------------------------------- 51.8
Transformers ---------- --------------- 6
Loudspeakers --------------------- 81.2
Record changers. ....... 51.4

Despite the obvious effects of imports upon the nation's electronics industry,
we have continually reduced American import duties. During the Kennedy
Round. duties on television receiving sets were provisionally reduced to 5%.
Duties on phonographs, record players and tape recorders were reduced to 5.5%.
And duties on radio receiving sets were reduced to 6%. United States import
duties on electronic components have been trimmed just as heavily. Clearly, our

-ystem of import levies cannot by Itself preserve the domestic electronics In-
dustry.

The increasingly large part of the United States market controlled by foreign
imports has already been reflected in declining domestic employment figures.

In December, 1966, 389,000 workers were employed in the American electronic
components industry. But in the space of only six months, such employment
dropped to 340,000 workers, a loss of 49.000 Jobs. Labor costs are high In the
United States. But in Southeast Asia, where the electronics industry has grown
rapidly, work similar to that done In the American electronics industry can be
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jirformed for an little as twelve cents an hour and less. Obviously. American
industry cannot possibly compete under such conditions. And. as the foreign share
of the American market continues to Increase, the number of workers employed
by the United States electronics industry must inevitably continue to decline.

The bill which I have introduced will in no way Interfere with that portion of
the market which is already controlled by foreign manufacturers. Consumer elec-
tronic products may still be imported in the same quantity and value as that im-
ported during the calendar year 1966 (Section 1). Electronic components may
still be imported at a rate determined by the average annual quantity and value
of such articles imported during the calendar years 1964 to 1966 (Section 2). Nor
does the bill seek to prohibit foreign manufacturers from obtaining a reasonable
share of the growth of the American market. Beginning January 1, 1968, the total
quantity and value of imports of consumer electronic products and electronic
components will be increased or decreased by an amount proportionate to the in-
crease or decrease (assuming such increase or decrease has been greater than
5%) in the total United States consumption of such items as comired with con-
sumption for the calendar year 1966 (Section 1) or the average of consumption
for the calendar years 1964-1916 (Section 2).

The bill contains much needed flexibility. There will be no chance that import
quotas will result in short supplies of desirable eommoditiesa. If. at any time.
domestic production and allowable imports are insufficient to meet estimated
annual consumption of an item covered by the bill. provisions are included au-
thorizing the Secretary of Commerce-upon application by any interested party-
to permit an increase in imports sufficient to meet the deficiency for the follow-
ing calendar year (Section 5).

In addition, the President would be authorized by this legislation to enter into
negotiations with other governments for the purpose of arranging agreements
with respect to Imports of consumer electronic products and electronic com-
ponents. If the President is able to reach agreements with respect to such im-
ports which are consistent with the. market-sharing policy of this legislation, he
may by proclamation Increase or decrease the quantity and value of Items enter-
ing the United States from the countries affected (Section 6). Thus the statutory
quotas may be replaced by negotiated quotas, a policy consistent with the philo-
sophy of the Kennedy Round.

It cannot be debated that the influx of electronic products and components from
foreign countries has become so great that an Important segment of the Amer-
ican economy is being affected. This Is not a regional matter. The electronics In-
dustry is of nationwide concern. The purpose of S. 2539 Is not the prohibition of all
electronic importq. Its purpose is to secure a reasonable share of the American
market for American manufacturers. I strongly urge its passage.

STATEMENT OF ZE rT RADIO CORP. AND ZENITH SALES COi. IN SUPPORT OF
8. 2589, Tre ELasEoNze ARTICLES QUOTA BiLL SunMnr, NT SAM KAtPLAN, t
EXUCJTX VXC PRESIDENT, AND LEoNAD C. TuEBDLL, PSmmN

This statement Is filed by Zenith Radio Corporation and Zenith Sales Corpora-
tion in support of Senate Bill 2539, "A Bill to provide for an equitable sharing
of the United States market by electronic articles of domestic and of foreign
origin." The American electronics manufacturing industry is being replaced at
an alarming rate by foreign manufacturers and subsidiaries of American com-
panies. located In cheap labor markets, at the expense of American labor.

In the last ten years, since 1956. imports of radio reeivers increased from
less than one million units, or 6% of the total U.S. market, to 25.8 million units,
or 68% of the total U.S. market in 1968. For the first six months of 1967, imports
of almost ten million radio receivers accounted for 74% of the total .S. radio
market and 92% of the U.S. market for portable radio receivers. While this
market has grown substantially In this period, almost the entire growth has been
taken over by Imports.

This same pattern is quickly developing In -the television receiver market. In
1961. television receiver imports accounted for less than one per cent of t1h. ttal i
U.S. market of 6.3 million units, which at that time was basically in moncwhr,,me
receivers. By 1968, television imports represented 20% of the total U.S. nivirket
of 7.7 million monochrome receivers.

While It Is true that many of these radio and television receivers are Iminorted
and sold under U.S. brands. the fact remains that U.S. labor and r.s. purchasing
power does not get the benefit of this production.
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In 1967 to date,' total U.S. sales of domestic-branded radio receivers have
declined 2.2 million units, or 21%, as compared to last year, and total U.S. sales
of domestic-branded monochrome television receivers declined 1.? million units,
or 32%.

Inasmuch as imports represent a steadily Increasing percentage of the total
business this aggravates the employment lose in the Industry.

Currently, increased domestic production of color TV receivers has more than
offset the loss in employment and purchasing power caused by imports of radios
and monochrome TV receivers, but If the historic pattern of import encroachment
continues to develop with respect to color TV receivers, we must take steps now
to protect future employment and purchasing power in the electronics Industry.

U.S. import duties on consumer electronic products have been reduced from
35% to 10% on TV sets; to 11%% on phonographs; and to 121 % on radios.
Further reductions are contemplated.

A similar situation exists on electronic components, where U.S. Import duties
were reduced from 35% to 10% on TV parts; to 11%% on photograph parts;
and to 12%' on capacitors, resistors, receiving tubes, etc.

At the present time, with the electronics industry's plants running well below
capacity on an annual basis, we strongly urge a controlled basis of sharing our
market and a return to the more realistic import duties that were in effect prior to
the reduction.

Many thousands of Jobs have already been destroyed by the exploitation of
cheap foreign labor at the expense of American labor, and many more thousands
of Jobs will be eliminated as the complete takeover in radio continues to spread
through television and related fields at an alarming rate. Unlike a number of our
American competitors, we do not believe that moving our manufacturing functions
overseas at the expense of our many thousands of loyal American workers is a
sound solution, and we cannot compete against products made in cheap labor
markets under present conditions.

Our efforts and plans at Zenith have been directed at creating and expanding
Job opportunities and, through expensive training programs, at integrating Into
our work force large numbers of the unskilled and Jobless members of minority
groups. If the American TV market in flooded with foreign-made receivers manu-
factured in low-cost labor markets, as has already occurred in radio, to be com-
petitive we will have no alternative but to manufacture abroad and Import as
many of our leading competitors are now doing.

We respectfully point out to the Committee that the statement filed by the Con-
sumer Products Division of the Electronic Industries Association in opposition
to 8. 2539 represents the views of U.S. manufacturers supplying probably less
than half of the value of the U.S. market In television and radio receivers and
phonographs. In addition, many of those in opposition to the bill have in effect
transferred, or planned to transfer, large portions of their manufacturing func-
tions abroad for obvious labor cost savings reasons. The Committee will also co-
aider the financial interest of the companies opposing 6. 2W3 and their plans for
the sale here of foreign-made receivers and their use of foreign-made com-
ponents before assessing the weight to be given to their argument, The statistics
appearing on page 8 of the EI statement should also be analysed and compared
with the U.S. Department of Commerce statistics and those appearing In the
official NIA Yearbooks relating to complete radio and television receivers and
phonograph. Inasmuch as the EIA statement represents the Cosumer Products
Division, their statement relating to components should also be carefully an-
alysed, inee they include many items not used in the manufacture ot radio and
television receivers and phonographs.

'We believe In the principle cf "free trade" applied in an orderly, Intelligent,
long-range plan. We are not "inefficient protectionists" and high tariff advocateL
Our manufacturing efficiency and engineering accomplishments are well known.
But "ree trade" Is a goal that must be striven for realisticay.

,Unless ftte trade" is pursued in an orderly, controlled and Intelligent manner,
large segments of manuftaturing Industry in this country will be destroyed along
with many thousands of Jobs and the purchasing power they represent The tre-
mendous disparity in wage rates presently prevailing between cheap foreign
labor and United States labor in our Industry makes the need for Immediate con-
gressional action urgent and imperative.
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MXma BsuxLC. O~OW*e iN?.
Bon. Russw o BL IAMsb
[U.. Semeze,
WashLgton, D.O.

We are asking that you vote for and actively support bill S. 2539 introduced by
Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts and cosponsored by a number of other
Senators. The economic welfare of the electronic components industry and our
employees depends upon import quotas being placed on foreign electronic prod.
ucts. Implementation of import quotas will help provide a stable market for our
products and insure our employees with full-time employment and Job security.
We In the electronics industry thank you for your continued interest In our

economic well-being.
(X EL KRAupr,

Baecative VFoe Preident, Aerovoe Oorp.
L 0. Wioas,

Voe Preedent, Gese-r Manager, Aerovos Cwrp.

STATEMELNT or H. WaLIAx TAzNAA ON BEcHAL or ELmzcmoNi INDUSTAIM

ASSOCIATION or JAPAN Ii OposrrIoN TO S. 2539

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

The Electronic Industries Association of Japan is unalterably opposed to
the enactment of 8. 2539. a bill introduced by Senator Brooke on October 16,
1967, which provides for the establishment of quotas on the importation of
consumer electronic products and electronic components. In our view there
is no need for such extraordinary import restrictions. The confusion which
would result from attempting to administer the proposed quotas would disrupt
normal marketing operations In the United States to the ultimate disadvantage
of both the U.S. producer and the American consumer.

In the area of consumer electronic products, the Imports have supplemented
and complemented domestic production of like or sinmiar products. More im-
portantly, the imports of electronic products, particularly from Japan, have
created new markets by providing the American consumer with new products
which would not have been available otherwise. The shirt-pocket size transistor
radios and moderately-priced tape recorders for entertainment use are Illus-
trative examples. In our Judgment, the American consumer, In particular the
American children and teenagers, will be the big losers, should the United
States Congress enact this quota bill.

We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the Electronic In-
du.tries Association of Japan (HIA-J) on the import quota bills presently
pending before the Senate Finance Committee. While all of these bills are of
concern to the EIA-J due to their potential effect on world trade, our com-
menta will bo directed to S. 2539, a bill Introduced by Senator Brooke on
October 16, 1967, which provides for the establishment of quotas on the im-
portation of consumer electronic products and electronic components. In our
view. there is no need for such extraordinary import restrictions. Furthermore,
the inevitable confusion which would result from attempting to administer
the proposed quotas would disrupt normal marketing procedures in the
United States to the ultimate disadvantage of both U.S. producers and con-
sumers. Finally, like the cther quota proposals, S. 2539 threatens to reverse
the past thirty years of painstaking efforts toward mutual reduction of trade
barriers. and could cause a reversion to the destructive self-defeating trade
wars of the early 1930's.

I. ROLE Or' IMPOKTS

Generally speaking, imports serve to supplement domestic production of like or
similar but not necessarily competitive domestic products. In the field of
electronics imports have gone far beyond serving the market function of
supplementing domestic supply and have created vast new markets when
none existed and In which the domestic industry has participated profitably.
The shirt pocket size transistor radio and moderate-piced tape records for
entertainment use are outstanding Illustrations where the Imports have created
the market and provided the American consumer with new products at reason-
able prices. In the absence of imports, these products would not have been
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available or, if available, only available at high prices beyond the reach of the
average American consumer. More recently, the imports have introduced the
first low-priced video tape recorder which is spurring domestic producers to
Innovate and produce such equipment at substantially lower prices to reach
the us. marks*t

IL THE DOMESTIC EL=RON IO WXDUSTR

The liberalization of Import restrictions often creates anxiety among indus-
tries which are fearful of increased competition. Such fears may be understand-
able when voiced by competitively weak marginal producers. But this is hardly
the case with respect to electronics. The giant U.S. industry leads the world In
production, sales, and technology; and the industry has made a major contribu-
tion to the prosperity of the entire U.S. economy.

The record of the United States electronic Industry has been one of constant
growth since the end of World War II. Total factory sales have increased
steadily from $1.7 billion in 1947 to $20.3 billion in 1966 (Electronic Industries
Association, Yearbook 1967, Table I). According to the Electronic Industries
Association (MIA), all major segments of the industry shared in this growth,
with consumer electronics registering the highest percentage gains. 1986 sales
of consumer electronic products were up 25 percent to a level of $4.6 billion
from 1905. Sales of electronic components totalled $5.6 billion, up 21 percent
from 1965. Industrial electronics rose by 16 percent in sales to $4.9 billion, -while
the Government market expanded by 18 percent reaching $10.1 billion. Although
there has been a slight decline in sales of consumer products and components
during the first seven months of 1967, (3.6 percent and 2.9 percent respectively),
there are signs of an upswing for the balance of the year. The trend in color
television sets is of particular importance, since color TV is the leading consumer
product. Sales of color sets began to increase after a decline In the early months
of this year, and as of July, they were running 8.8 percent above sales in the
first seven months of last year. (Electronic Industries Association, Electronic
Trendsq, July 1967, pages 5-7). If this trend continue% color TV sales tMe year
will exceed by a substantial amount the record level of 1988. And the latest
information strongly indicates that color TV sets will indeed go over the top.
Tekviuiou Digest recently reported that distributor to dealer sales In the first
nine months of this year were 14.4 percent above the same period of 1966. Color
sales in September totalled 818,927 unt&--up 38 percent from the previous all
time high sales month of December 1966, and early sales report indicate the
same 38 percent margin is being maintained in October. (Tclevhson Digest,
October 16, 1967, page 7).

The leading position of the U.S. electronics industry is well Illustrated by its
export record. The United States enjoys a significant favorable balance in overall
trade of electronic products. U.S. exports of selected electronic and related
products in 1966 amounted to $1.4 billion, compared with Imports of $73 million.
(Electronic Industries Association, Yearbook 1967, page 2). Components have
played an important role In the overall export record of the U.S. Industry ac-
counting for 32 percent of total exports during 1968. Total exports of electronic
components increased by 34 percent amounting to $40 million, compared with
Imports of $213 million. Although declines occurred in U.S. exports of some
individual products, gains were shown for each of the four major component
groulngs. During 1968, exports of semiconductors, rose 58 percent (to reach
$130 million), parts climbed 32 percent (to $128 million), electron tubes increased
by 26 percent (to $76 million) and miscellaneous assemblies and related Items
were up 19 percent (at $10T million). (So" pages 65-W8).

During this year the U.S. electronic Industry has registered further export
gains. The Industry's overall balance of trade remains favorable with exports
exceeding imports by about 2.5 to 1. Exports Increased by 30.5 percent over the
first half of 1968 while Imports Increased by 24.6 percent. The component seg.
ment of the industry has maintained its highly favorable trade balance with
exports about 25 times as high as Imports. The rate -of increase In component
exports, for the first half of this year far exceeded the increase hi Imports.* m.
ports of electron tubes rose by 15.9 percent, but exports of tubes Jumped by 42.2
percent.* U.S. manufacturers increased their semiconductor export sales by. 2.
percent, compared with an increase In Imports of 12.8 percent.

These figures clearly show that the U.& industry has a vital stake In e d-
Ing world trade, and that It has much to lose from the celAi reactipi of pro-,
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tectionusm In Its export market which would inevitably iw met off by uIlmAil, of
8. 2539 and the other quota bills.

This fact Is revogulzi.l by mniny major American producers who oppose . ,
and who have relk'atedly slakentout against other protectionist measures. Unlike
the proponents of this legislation, they have taken a sophisticated and enlightened
view toward international trade. They fully realize the vital importance of ex-
port markets to the electronic industry and the T.S. econolty as whole, find
they also understand the important role which Imports have played In the growth
of the American market. The Important of imports was accurately descrilwd
in a memorandum submitted to the Tariff Commission last year by the Coutlmer
Products Division of the Electronic Industries Association. The description of
tile marketing strategy of major U.S. producers is a particularly good example
of the practical application of Adamis Smith theory of comimrative advantage.

The memorandum points out that to be successful in the U.S. market, a cou
pany must offer to the consumer a full line of products at Copletitve prices. But
few, if any U.S. producers, are in a position to efficiently and economieally
produce in their own plants the whole line of products and com ments which
the market requires. Consequently, these companies devote their available plant
and labor to production of those products and components for which they are
best suited and which offer the most efficient and economic production. The bal-
ance of their product line and of the necessary components is imported from
countries which can produce them most efficiently. (Mcmorandum on Behall of
the Consumer Products Division of the iectrode Induetries Aaocatlon, sub-
mitted to the U.S. Tariff Commission in Investigation No. 832-48, November 25,
1966).

Thus , imports of consumer electronic products and components are not adverse
to the interest of the T.S. industry. In fact, they have helped U.S. companies
to devote their resources to those products to which their advanced technology
can be applied in the most advantageous way. The results on be seen in tile
impressive sales and profits of the major American electronic companies.

This has all been to the benefit of the American consumer. Imports have made
a major contribution to the wide variety of reasonably priced electronic products
available in the market today. It is generally recognized that Janapese producers
were the first to apply the advances of miniaturiaation to the design of con-
sumer electronic products. Japanese innovations such as the shirt-pocket slse
transistor radio, the small screen "Miuivision" TV set, sud the huut,-viIt-vt, ii
recorder, have made a substantial contribution to the expmntdon of the American
ia rket.

Contrary to the allegations which this Committee han heard, the U.S. elec-
tronic Industry is strong, growing, and has a vital stake In world trade. There
I. no evidence of disruptive Import competition. Manufacturers, both foreign
and domestic alike, and the constumers as well. have all benefited from tite
vigorous growth and variety of the electronics market

We res1petfully submit that 8. 2539 will be of lasting benefit to no one. It
will only serve to disrupt the normal operations of the market place to the ulti-
mate disadvantage of every one..

IIr. TnU ADUMKNSTnATVX ?o810. s 015. 2589

It has long been recognized that quotas are the most virulent and disruptive
tnethods of protectionism. While tariffs raise the price of imported products,
they do not Impose an arbitrary ceiling on import& Tariffs are simpl another
Item in the rost of a product, and businessmen can adjust to cost factors In
planning their operations. But arbitrary limitations on supply are always a
serious obstacle to rational business planning, and experience has shown that
It I, nearly impossible to administer quotas tn a fair and equitable manner.
4. 2,W9 is a prime example of the inherent inequity of any quota. Passage of
thls bill would undoubtedly create an administrative nightmare for both Govern-
menit and buinems

The ambiguities of 8. 2M are of particular concern. The bill would establish
an overall quota by quantity and value on imports of finished consumer electronic
products based on imports in 1906, and another overall quota by total quantity
and value on electronic components based on the average annual imports during
the years 1964-0. Theme quotas are to be increased or decreased proportionate to
the change In total U.8. consumption during the preceding calendar year In com-
parlson with the base year. This provision Is fraught with uncertainty and would
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make rational busint planning nearly iwpioislle. It usually takes several
months to compile statistics for the total annual eisunmption of any product, by
the time these figures are compiled and the Secretary determines the appropriate
quotas for a given year. half of that year may have already expired. It take.
little Imagination to picture the chaos as importers scramble for a share of the
remainhig quota, it Indeed there is any to divide.

The uncertainties are multiplied by Section 4 which directs the Serettary of
Commerce to allocate the quotas among supplying countries by category of prod-
ucts on the basis of the shares such countries supplied by category of products to
the United States market "during a representative period." The bill provides no
standards for defining this term or for the provision that "due account may be
given to special factors which have affected or may affect the trade in any cate-
gory (if such articles." Thus, the spife quotas for any category of consumer
prodl ucts or comionenta are left in doubt.

Experience has shown the need for Judicial review of administrative actions,
particularly where an agency Is acting under a broad ambiguous grant of power.
Yet, Section 8 of $. =19 provides that all determinations by the President and
the Secretary of ('ommerce shall be final, thereby denying appeal to the courts.

Due to the fact that S. 2 was first introduced on Monday of this week, there
has not ien sufficient time for a detailed analysis. There may be other serious
deficiencies in the legislation, and we would appreciate the opportunity to submit
additional comments at a later date.

But the foregoing analysis should Indicate the broad dimensions of the poten-
tial impact of this bill .&2 would simply disrupt the entire system of produc-
tion shipment and distribution to the detriment of the whole American market.

V. THU BROADER IMPLICATIONS OF IMPORT QUOTA*

The long-term effects of S. 2.'*e and the other quota bills are obvious to all.
Simply stated, it would be a trage-dy for the entire free world. It would revert the
efforts for liberalizing world trade in which the United States has played a lead-
ing role sinee. the days of Cordell Ifull. In today's closely Interrelated world, no
molern industrialized nation can retreat behind the wall of protectionism with-
out worldwide relm-rcunslons. This is above all true with respect to the United
States, the most important single trading nation, and the leader of the Free
World.

The elect of such a poiey has tIeln fully described In the tetimony of Nwere-
taries Rusk, Trowbridge, U'dall. Wirtz, Freeman and Amzbaossidor Roth. Enact-
meit of quota restriction such as those provided in S. 254 would vet off a chain
reaction of retaliation and counter-retalatlon which would plunge the Free World
into a repetition of the trade war. of the 1980's. We feel it is no exaggeration to
say that the ultinmate result would be to gravely weaken the economic and
1m)lItle'al strength of the Free World.

STATEMENT Or EDWARD W. BUTLER, CHAIRMAN, PARTS IMmsON. rLTSTifONIQ
lDUVTIuA4 ASSOCIATION, IN SUPPORT OF A BILL To PROVIDS FOR AN EQUrARLE
SHARING Or Tile U.S MAIZE? T E o w.nlcOi ARTicLFs Or DoiiSTIw AND Or
FoMION ORIGIN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name Is Edward W. Butler.
I apipar here in my capacity as Chairman of the Parts Division, Electronic
Industrles Association, on behalf of domestic manufacturers of electronic com-
Imnents. Imports of consumer ,lectronle products-largest volume users of
eletronie colonmenta--and of the components themselves have claimed such a
large share of the American market that serious losses of jobs In this country
have occurred and are Increasing.

An understanding of the seriousness of this problem must begin with attention
to the penetration of the United States market by consumer electronic products
made abroad, chlelly in the low-wage nats of Asi.

RAnO"

Between 1968 and 19(0, factory sales of .8-produced home radios Increased
from 9.081 thousand units to 11.90 thousand units, or 32.1 per cent. Imports of
home radios Increased during the mine period from 2,08W thousand to 25,T85
thousand, or 894.4 per cent.
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The total U.S. market for home radios Increased from 11,674 thousand in 1M8
to 37,7 4 thousana in 1968, or 223.7 per cent. Domestic production rose only
32 per cent, while Imports soared by nearly 900 per cent. Of the absolute increase
in the number of home radios sold, 1966 compared with 1908, of 26,110 thousand
units, imports supplied 23,192 thousand, or 8&8 per cent.

During this period, the U.S. manufacturers of radios, whose tariff protection
had been reduced from the statutory rate of 35 per cent down to the trade agree-
ment rate of 12.5 per cent, found themselves unable to compete with the foreign
producers (chiefly Japan), and they turned increasingly to Impirts: tL~y shifted
an increasing proportion of their requirements for components to foreign sources;
and they turned increatingly to the manufacture abroad of complete radios to be
marketed in the United States wider their own brand names. U.S. brand name
imports of radios increased from 23 thousand In 1958 to 4,639 thousand units in
1966, up sharply from 1,750 thousand brand name radio imports in 1961.

TELXVSON 8TS

Import data for television sets were not reported until July 1962. (Prior thereto
Imports of television receiving sets were Included In a statistical category which
covered all television apparatus and parts.) Between 1963. the first full year for
which import data are available, and 1966, imports of black and white television
receiving sets increased from 391 thousand to 1,384 thusand sets, or 254.0
per cent. Factory sales of U.S.-produced black and white television sets declined
from 6,845 thousand sets to 6,178 thousand, a decrease of 9.1 pLr cpnt during the
same period.

The total U.S. market for black and white television sets Increaed, from 7,236
thousand sets in 1963 to 7.562 thousand sets in 1966, or 4.5 per cent. Domestic
production declined by 10 per cent. while imports rose by more than 250 per
cent. Of the absolute increase of 826 thousand sets sold in the domestic market
in 1966 compared with 1963, imports supplied the entire amount, while displacing
667 thousand units of the share previously supplied from domestic sources.

As in the case of radios the manufacturers of black and white television sets
have turned increasingly to the use of imported components, and to the manu-
facture abroad of sets to be sold under their brand names in the United States.
In 1968. U.S. manufacturers imported 174 thousand black and white television
sets for sale under their brand names; by 1966, this number had risen to 1,011
thousand, 73 per cent of total Imports of black and white television sets that
year.

The pattern Is being repeated in color television sets, now the most dynamic
sector of the consumer electronics market. Though official data on color television
set imports did not become available until January 1967. industry sources have
estimated that 240,000 sets were imported In 1966. During the first quarter of
1967, a total of O6 thousand large screen color television sets were Imported,
somewhat above the 1966 annual rate. Indeed, in the month of March alone, 35
thousand large screen sets were imported from Japan at an average unit value
of $176.78, far below the low end of the price bracket of U.S.-produced sets at
about $300.

The U.S. import duty on television sets Is even lower than on radios, currently
10 per cent.

PHOXOGPiffH

The first full year for which import data are separately reported for phono-
graphs and record players Is 1964. Imports of phonographs, record players, and
record changers increased from 2,357 thousand units in 1964 to 4.091 thousand
In 1966, or T6 per cents Factory sales of phonographs and record players in-
creased from 5,159 thousand units In 1964 to 6,08 thousand in 1906, or 22.2
per cent.

3Then Import statistics did not separate record changers from record players during this
period. Literally spealng, the reference to 1paono'aphs end record players for factnry
sales Is not exaly equivalent to pnonomp, players, and rveer changs for
Imprt. Beginning In January 197, such a separation s e. or the first quarter of
196'. tha average unit value of phonograph and record player Imports (other than stereo)
ts $11.81. and that of record changers Is $11.70. Hence. It I believed that the units are
substantially equivalent for comparison purposes in this analyi
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The total U.S. market for phonographs and record players Increased from
7,516 thousand units In 1964 to 10,394 thousand units in 1906, or 88.3 per cent.
Domestic production was significantly below this rate of growth, at 22 per Lent,
while Imports rose far more rapidly, at 74 per cent. Of the absolute Increase
In domestic consumption of 2,878 thousand units, Imports supplied 1,784 thousand
units, or 0.2 per cent. While a significant part of the mports of phonographs,
record players, and record changers originates In the United Kingdom and NEC
countries, nevertheless $14.6 million of the total value of 196W Imports of $44.7
million, or 35.5 per cent, originated In Japan.

U.S. manufacturers of phonographs and record players have been forced to
turn Increasingly both to the use of Imported components, Including record
changers, motors, loudspeakers, tone-arms, and the active and passive components
needed in their amplifier and audio circuits, and to the complete manufacture of
the phonographs and record players abroad for *ale under U.S. brand names.
In common with manufacturers of other consumer electronic products, the do.
mestic producers of phonographs and record players are being forced by our low
level of Import duties, 11.5 per cent, to transfer a growing part of the manu-
facturing effort for their product abroad.

TAM3 MOODM

The domestic market for tape recorders is dominated to the point of being
almost overwhelmed by Imports, chiefly Japanese, though sine 20 foreign coun-
tries participate in this market. Between 1960 and 1966, the total U.8, market
(including Imports) Increased from 295 thousand units to 8,675 thousand units,
or 1457.6 per cent. Domestic Irluction supplied 85 thousands units In 1910, rising
to 8M8 thousand in 1966, while imports rose from 210 thousand units In 1960 to
2,87 thousand In 1966. The domestic market grew by 3,380 thousand units between
1960 and 1966, and Imports supplied 2,507 thousand of these units, or 76.8 per
cent of the growth in the market. The 11.5 per cent Import duty Is dearly inade-
quate to give domestic production reasonable access to the growth in the American
market.

As in the case of the other consumer electronic products, the producers of tape
recorders have fought the rear guard economic battle against low-wage foreign
competition: first by the use of an increasing amount of foreign-produced com-
ponents, such as motors, loudspeakers, and electronic circuit components: second,
by the Importation of complete units for sale In the United States under their
American brand names. The latter course has been less marked than In the case
of radios, tlevisions, and phonegraphs. From a total of 15 thousand units Imported
undor TIY. tmnd nfmc in 1960. domtc drms increasd their u of forein-
produced tape recorders to 100 thousand units In 1945, and 206 thousand units
In 1906.

The import trends described above have had deadly effect on the domestic in-
dustry producting electronic components for use in consumer electronic products.
The rapidly rising share of the domestic market captured by imports has been
shown by the experience of these past years to be lost forever to American pro-
ducers. The first Impact Is registered on components producers when the con-
sunter products manufacturer shifts from an American to a foreign source of
supply for purchased components in a determined effort to lower his U.S. produe-
tion costs. Since a sluable part of his costs of production Is represented by labor
Inputs, the shaving of costs achieved through use of cheaper foreign components
can go only so far in helping to meet foreign competition. Usually It In not far
enough, and American firms turn to the purchase of completely manufactured
consumer products from Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, or Korea for sale
under their U.S. brand name, permanently displacing their American production
of such units. Some companies continue the mix of foreign with domestic com-
ponents for the assembly of some finished products In the United States, while
importing complete units for other portions of their product line.

The implications for American labor are clear. Investment opportunities can
attract capital across national boundaries, but existing facilities and the Jobs
connected with their use are left behind. In this sense every opportunity gained
through foreign operations Is an opportunity lost for the Amertcn workingman
and his community.
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Unlike the manufacturer of finished consumer electronic products, the wanti-
facturer of electronic components cannot "escape" from the impact of unregulated
Imports by transferring the source of his purchased materials abroad, since these
are largely in the form of raw materials or semimanufactured goods, where there
is no significant economic advantage In a foreign source. Furthermore, as the
National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress rec-
ognised in Its recent report,' while the manufacture of radio and television receiv-
ing sets is amenable to automatic assembly, the manufacture of electronic com-
ponents Is not.

The U.S. components manufacturer thus experiences the double blow of lost
sales of components for those consumer electronic products still being assembled
in the United States, and an entire loss of sales opportunity In relation to those
consumer products whose manufacture has been transferred entirely abroad.

To show the full extent of this compound injury, and the rapid rate at which
It Is Increasing in severity, let us turn next in this analysis to a consideration of
the total direct and indirect importation of electronic components; that is, the
quantities imported as part of finished units whose manufacture has been trans-
ferred abroad from the United States plus the quantities of components imported
by U.S. manufacturers for use in their remaining operations in manufacturing
consumer electronic products in the United States.

For this purpose, we have had an analysis made of the number and classes
of electronic components contained in the following consumer electronic products
imported into the United States in the years 1964 and 1966, and at an annual
rate In 1967 based on the first seven months:

Television receiving sets
Transistor radios
Radio-phonograph combinations
Radios, other
Phonographs and record players
Rim drive tape recorders
Cltisens band trancelvers

The "Component Part Equivalent" of Imported Commmer Electronic Products
The quantities of electronic components contained in U.S. imports of the above-

listed consumer electronic products in comparison with direct imports of such
components during the years 1964 and 1966, and at the annual rate for 1967
established by imports for the first 7 months, are set forth in the following
tabulation:

aAppendix Volume I, The Report ot the Commiauion, February 1966, Table 26, p. 1-452.
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TABLE I.-U.S. IMPORTS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, AND TNE ELECTRONIC COMPONENT EQUIVALENT OF
U.S. IMPORTS OF SELECTED CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 164 AND 1966, AND 19167 (ANNUAL RATE)

1964 1966 Percent 1967
Class of components (tmunds) poundss) cn (nal rat,In414 lUmse),a

Raelins tubs:
As and tees....................... 1,162
As tuba .............................. 4,553

Total ............................... 67, 715

TV picture tubes:
As end items .......................... 715
As tubes .............................. 95

Totl ............................... 810

Transistors:
As end items ......................... 106, 004
As transitors ........................ 43.918

Total ............................... 149,922

Rectifiers and diodes:
As end items .......................... 70.685
As rectifiers and dWdes ................. 34,943

Total ............................... 105, 62

Capacitors, elctrolytic:
As end items ......................... .166.810
As capacdtes .......................... 30, 000

Total ............................... 19,1 O

Capacitors, fixed:
As end items .......................... 538,148
As capaltors .......................... 247,484

Total ............................... 785,632

Controls:
As end items .......................... 32,538
As controls ........................... 23.023

Total ............................... 55,561

Resistors, fixed:
As end items .......................... 713.430
As resistors .......................... 305,884

Total ............................... 1,019,314

Inductors:
As end items .......................... 213,248
As Inductors ........................... ()

Transformers:
As end items ......................... 28.034
As transformers ........................ 18,467

Total ............................... 46,501

Loudspeakers:
Asenditems.......................... 17,16
As loudspeakers ....................... ,164

Total ............................... 25.333
Motors, fractional horsepower:

As nd its ......................... 4,550
Asmoto s ........... ............. 6061

TotL .............................. 30,611
Record cha ues,AsReo d .es......................... 464

As rewed d q ..................... 1,862

TWl ............................... 2
4

30,218
81,572

111,7'90

1,524
103

1,627

419,693
261,945

681,638

124,098
259,658

383,756

352,271
265,O00

617,271

1,0111, 756
5, 341

1. 616,.067

66.823
101. 027

169,850

1,475,525
902.073

2,37.,58

437,811
(2)

57,922
56,013

113,935

35,907
19,593

55,506

45. 783

57.7
6& 0

6,.1

113.1
14

100.9

28.6
524.9

354.7

75.
643.1

263.3

107.4
783.3

20. 9

101.0115.9

105.7

338.8

205.7

194.9

133.2

105.3

106.6
203. 3

14.0

109.1

142.0

62.3
47.3
49.6

1,523 228. 2
306 IS.8
4,578 t 3.

,Based o It 7 monts.
Nat avliliw

27,422
56,693

87,115

1,150
265

1,415

203,434
266.175

466,606

109 ,872
351:065

460,937

273,507
24C674

520,181

860,606
541,553

1,402,156

53, 743
26, 822

K 565

1,155,643
913,037

2.06,680

34 210

47,182
41,535

8,717

27.336

15,271

42,W

5.181
22.845

28.026

1,512

1,855
5,W;
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The volume and rate of increase shown for each class of electronic components
are alarming. Notwithstanding a sharp downturn in the sales of consumer elec-
tronic products, and of domestic components for use in manufacture of such
sets, in 1967, the total quantities of components imported have remained above
1964; and in many categories, the components imported as such have increased
over the peak level of 196. The data depict almost a "runaway" import situation.
U.S. import duties are obviously woefully inadequate to regulate or slow the rate
of Increase of either the components or the products in which they are used.

Import Dietkmlement of Domeatio Production in the U.S. Electronic Component#
Market

The direct and indirect displacement of domestic components from the Amer.
lean market by the volumes of imported items shown in the foregoing table is
major in dimension, and profoundly disturbing in Its economic implications. To
place this aspect of the matter into perspective, the following tabulation com-
paring the volume of imported components with U.S. commercial production is
presented.

Data for the full calendar year 1906, and for the year 1967 at an annual rate
based on the first seven months, are presented. The domestic market for electronic
components has been seriously depressed in 1967, with the dollar value of orders
received for parts for the first seven months being only 78.4 per cent of that
received during the comparable period of 1906, as reported by the Marketing
Services Department, Electronic Industries Association. Thus, the U.S. market
for electronic components Is down 21.6 per cent compared with 1908.

(Because of the very low unit value of imported electronic components, which
originate primarily in Asiatic countries, an attempted analysis of the penetra-
tion by imports of the domestic market based upon the value of imported versus
domestic goods would significantly understate the share of the market captured
by imports and the displacement effect on domestic production. Consequently,
statistics of the quantity of electronic components imported are presented and
used in this analysis rather than value.)

TABLE 2. U.S. DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPORTS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, COMPARED WITH US. COM-
MERCIAL PRODUCTION. 1966 AND 1967 (ANNUAL RATE)

Ratio of imports
Total imports U.S. commercial production to commercial

(in tluands o1 units) production

component 1966 (in 1967 t (in Percent

1966 19617' thousands thousands change 1966 197'
of units) of units)

Receiving tubes ....................... 111,790 87,115 405,949 282,180 -30.5 27.5 30.3
TV picture tuaes ....................... 1,627 1,415 13,199 9,293 -29.6 12.3 15.2
Transistors ............................ 681,638 469,609 348,113 218,822 -37.1 195.8 21. 2
Rectifiersanddiodes ................... 383,756 40,937 1,266,300 1,049,482 -17.1 30.3 43.1
Capacitors, electrolytic ................. 617,271 0 181 446,284 340.946 -23.6 138. 3 152.6
Capacltes, bed ...................... 1,616,097 1,402,153 2,993,220 1,961,465 -34.5 54.0 71.5
Controls .............................. 169,850 80,565 255,942 230,530 -9.9 66 4 34.9
Reslstors, fixd ...................... 2,377,598 2,068,680 4,630,303 4,444,800 -4.0 51.3 46.5
Translomers ......................... 113,935 88,717 171,122 161,823 -5.4 66.6 54.8
Lod kers .......................... 55,50 42,607 68o374 5067 -12.0 81.2 760
Record chane..................... 4,578 3,367 8900 223 -7.6 51.4 40.1

8 Aad rate based on *A 7 months.

The depressed U.S. market conditions in 1967 have caused both U.S. produc-
tion and imports to decline. Production has declined more rapidly than imports
in most categories of components, as shown by the increase In the ratio of im-
ports to production, 1967 compared with 1966, for the first 6 categories of com-
ponents listed. In all categories the import share of the market remains very
high.

The total market penetration by imports of electronic components disclosed by
the foregoing table is far greater than that which existed in residual fuel oil
Imports (10%) when quotas were Imposed by Presidential action under the
national security provision of the trade agreements legislation in 195& adin
cotton textiles (5.2%) when the Short-Term and Long-Term Cotton Textile Ar-
rangements were negotiated under the initiative of the President In 1961, and
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(10%) renewed In 1967. We do not quarrel with these actions: they were proper
and were carried out without serious disruption of our Natlon's foreign relations.
We ask for similar consideration for the regulation of Imports of electronic com-
ponents and their derivatives,

Certainly our Nation's stake In employment in the elotronie components Indus-
try is as great as it is In cotton textile mill products. Total employment In elec-
tronic components (Industry .. C. 367) In August 1967 stood at 847.1 thousand
workers, down sharply by 45.1 thousand jobs from 392.2 thousand in August
1966. By contrast, cotton broadwoven fabrics (S.I.C. 221) employed 286.1 thousand
workers In August 1967, down by 2.4 thousand Jobs from 238.5 thousand in
August 1966. As for petroleum refining (S.I.C. 291), employment In August 1967
was 15&9 thousand workers, up 4.5 thousand Jobs from August 1966's total of
152.4 thousand workers.

So the electronic components industry provides more Jobs than either cotton
textile mill products or petroleum refining, and has been hit the hardest by
unfavorable import and employment trend&

The great majority of the State. in the Nation will be benefited by Con.
greasional action to achieve control over future growth In electronic products im-
ports. The electronic components industry is located in 40 States and bad in
1966 a total of 364,183 employees working In 2,142 establishments distributed
throughout these 40 States.

The consumer electronic product manufacturing plants, which are the prin-
cipal source of demand in the United States for the classes of electronic com-
ponents discussed In this statement, are by contrast located In 21 States of the
Nation. The consumer electronic products Industry in 1966 had a total of 126255
employees working In 686 establishments In these 21 States. (See Exhibit 1
attached hereto.)

By comparing these figures, you can see that In 1966 there were approximately
three times as many Americans employed In the electronic components industry
as in the consumer electronic products industry. These component workers were
employed In over three times as many plants as workers In the consumer prod-
ucts Industry, and the plants in which they worked are located In twice as many
States as the consumer electronic products Industry plantL

Electronic component manufacturing Is much more lauor intensive (and,
hence, more vulnerable to the low-wage cost competition of Asiatic Imports)
than either cotton textile mill products or petroleum refining; Indeed, electronic
component manufacturing Is far more labor intensive than the average of ali
manufacturing Industries In the United States. These facts are shown by the
following table:

TAKE 3

VA of el added
hbmn by mssuaOf--

AN mSOUwc Vim loabisme .......................................... 22
COWto broedm wes f rn SIC 1 I.............. ........................... 11.4
PtOlsum resin& SfC2911 ......................................... . I34L
5cteak mmelO~M . SIC 37 .............................................. 3I l.,

ftelin WekSIC 3671........................................AIL64,
Semikoau 3tors, 6 SIC 74 ..............................................
CaIl.SMI SIC 6 ................................................. IL4. 565
111061011M SIC 5736--------------------------------------------------- 554.4

Pm teselat an doeis, SIC 7WH ..................... .. 3L0,,M =,., WWW~f-%" M ..................................... 2L6 5..

SEsablimftsot wt h S0 P amt a-!r saM iest.
Soi": UA OeNmWet d COmmm.6 IN Cams el eeto

Te Job ERele OflPMrt -of Ekorawo Ouspoem~et
To determine the probable job equivalent of Imports of electronic components,

It is necessary to convert the numbers of units of the various dames of compo-
nents Imported to domestic counterperO value, and then apply domestic output
per worker factors to that value. This is done in the following tabulation.

8M-468--T-pt. 2--8
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TABLE 4.-PRODUCTION WORKER JOB EQUIVALENT AT U.S. VALUE OF IMPORTS OF SELECTED ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

1965
1966 Constructed output pet Production

1966 domestic U.S. value production worker job
Class ef component imports unit of imports worker, equivalent,(thousands) val (thomads) United importsStates

Receiving tubes ................................ 11.790 $0.640 $71.545.6 $15.146 4.724
TV picture tubes ............................... 1.627 16.260 26,455.0 40,079 660
Transistors ... .............................. 681,638 .305 207,899.6 17,285 12,028
Rectitiers and diodes ........................... 383.756 .209 80.205.0 17.285 4.640
Capacitors, electrolytic ......................... 617,271 .437 269,747.4 '12.825 21,032
Capacitors, fid ............................... ,616, 097 .0S4 103,430.2 112.825 8.064
Controls ...................................... 169, 850 .374 63. 523.9 212.355 5. 141
Resistors. fixed ........ ................ 2,377, 598 .034 80, 838. 3 8 16, 62 4.851
Transformers .................................. 1 13,935 1.192 135, 810.5 212.355 10.992
Loudspeakers .............................. .. 55, 500 1.452 80, 586. 0 * 18,906 4.262
Record chanprs ............................... 4,578 111.330 51.868. 7 418.906 2.743
Motors. fractonal horsepower ................... 45.783 '.275 12.590.3 i20,089 626

Total ................................................... .. ,134,500.5 .......... 79.763

Output per production worker based on data in table 8, Report MC63(2}-36D, 1963 Census of Manufactures, for SIC
36792, "Capacitors for Electronic Applications," for establishments with 90 percent of more of product specialization.

n Ibid.. SIC 36794, "Coils, Transformers, Reactors, and Chokes for Electronic Applications." for establishments with
90 percent ot more of product specialization.

I Ibid., SIC 36793, "Resistors for F.ectronic Applications," for establishments with 90 percent or more of product
specialization.

4 Ibid., SIC 36513, "Recorders, Audio Amplifiers, Phonographs, Tuners, Speaker Systems, and Other Audio Equip-
mont and Accesmies" for establishments with 90 percent or more of product speciaiwzation.
I Average unit value of imports used in the absence of domestic unit value data.
I Ibid.. MC63(2)-36A. SIC 36211, "Fractional Horsepower Motors," for establishment with 90 percent or more of product

spectlizaton.

Note: Except as noted above output per production worker is the value of shipments (table 1, M65AS-2) divided by
number of production workers for the 4-digit standard industrial classihcation in which the component is included (table
1, M65AS-l), as reported in U.S. Department of Commerce, "Annual Survey of Manulactures, 1965.

The above table indicates that if the electronic component usage in the do-
mestic market in 196 supplied by imports had been supplied by components of
domestic manufacture, the value of the additional production which would have
resulted for the domestic producers of these components would have required
an additional 79,763 production worker.

In addition to the.se prowution worker Job, there would. of course, have
also been generated additional jobs in the selling and advertising, general tind
administrative activities rt luired to support the production effort. In 1965, the
average ratio of white collar to blue collar Jobs in the electronic conmplonents
industry was 0.)844. Hence. it would have generated an additional 21,684 white
collar jobs to support the 79,763 production workers needed to produce the elec-
tronic components supplied by imports.

It is fair to say. therefore. that the particiation by foreign industry in sup-
plying electronic coilonents primarily for consumer electronic products sold In
the American market in 1966 represented the equivalent of 102447 Jobs which
without imports, and at the same level of final demand for tie filished electronic
products, would have ien filled by American workinzgmeu. These 102,447 Jobs
would have increased the work force in the electronic components industry by
27 per cent In 1966 (from an average employment of 374.2 thousand workers as
reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for industry SIC 367 to 476.6 thou-
sand).

The members of the Parts Division of the Electronic Industries Association
do not, of course, advocate a situation in which all participation by foreign pro-
ducers in supplying the American market with electronic products and components
Is eliminated. The measure of the total Jobs Involved in Just the electronic com-
ponents sector for the products discmsed is offered to indicate that some sharing
of the growtk In the American market by imports and by articles of domestic
manufacture is in our national interest.

As the data previously supplied concerning the growth of Imports compared
with the total growth in the American market for consumer electronic products
demonstrate, virtually all or the lion's share of the growth in this market In being
supplied by linisheE products mode abroad, A large part of the small share of the
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growth In the market still supplied by domestic manufacture of consumer elec-
tronic products is being met through the use of Imported components. The share
of the market left for products made in America using components made In
America is small indeed.

Is there any compelling logic in a situation In which virtually all growth in
the United States market is committed to foreign producers to the exclusion of
Ameriean firms employing American labor? It is to supply perspective for this
question that the 102,447 Job loss figure has been developed. If imports of con-
sumer electronic products and of components had been reduced to 150 per cent
of the 1964 level in 1906, the additional Jobm that would have been generated in
the domestic components industry, 43,810, would have nearly offset the loss of
45.1 thousand Jobs which has been sustained in the industry since August 1964.
Exporta Versus Imports: Our Burgeoning Trade Defict in Electronic Components

To complete this analysis of the impact of foreign trade on employment In
the electronic components industry, we must, of course, examine the relationship
of U.8. erpwts of consunter electronic products and of electronic components to
the import tide. This is done In the folowing tabulation.

TABLE S.-U.S. BALANCE OF TRADE IN SELECTED CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS AND IN SELECTED ELEC-
TRONIC COMPONENTS: DIRECT EXPORTS VERSUS DIRECT IMPORTS, 1964, 1966

1In thousands of umtsl

Exports

CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
TV receiving sets:

1964 .................................................
1966 -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - -

Radio receiving .4ts:
1964 ----------------------------....... .......
196 ... . . . . . .

Phonographs (including record players and record changers):
1964 .................................-

Imports Balance of trade

368 715
167 1,524

392 13,757
356 25,958

31 2.357
34 4.091

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Receiving tubes:
1964- - ..............

TV picture tubes:
1964... ...............................1966.......................................

Transistors:
1964....... ...... ....... ......... ........
1966..................................----------

Rectif#ers and diodes:
1964 .... ----....... -----.......... . ........ ...........
1966 ............. ---.............. . ................ 

Capacitors, electrolytic:
1964 ..................................
1966 ........-- -............-.....---------.-----.-.

Capacitors, fixed:
1964 .... -------............-..-..--....-............-
1966 ........................ ..--------------------

Controls:
1964 ..........................................
1966..................................----------

Resistors, fixed:
1964 ....................................

Translormers:
1964 ....... .............................
1966.... .. ... ..-.------ .-------------------------------

Loudspeakers:
1964 ..... ---..--..................................... --
11% . . ....-- --- - -- - -- ---- ------- -. . o---. .--- -----

20,430
19,335

549
1808

17,822
72,478

19.200
54,300

17.390
20,577

61.657
89,995

10.000
18.800

50,000
100,000

2.361
4,082

48. 553
81,572

95
103

41,918
261,945

34,943
259,658

30.000
265,000

23, 023
101,027

305, 884
902.073

18. 467
56,013

287 8.164
729 19.593

-347
-1,357

-13,365
-25.602

-2.326
-4.057

-28, 123
-62.237

454
a 705

-24.096
-189,467
-15.743

-205,358
-12,610

-244,423

247.485 -185,823
534,341 -444,346

-13.023
-82,227

-255, 884
-802.073

-16,106
-51,931

-7,877
-18.864

I So reported by the Bureau of the Census: the hgure, however, is believed to be in error. Tra e sources estimate that not
more then 100,000 color TV picture tubes were exported in 1966. There were 251,000 black end white 1V picture tubes ex-
ported in 1966.

Note: Data on experts of mlo record changers a taS e recorders (enterttinlmt type) are unsvailable
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Balance of trade data In terms of units are more Important than those In terms
of value in determining the probable effect of trade balance trends on the domestic
production of electronic component. The great difference in unit value of foreign
vs. domestic consumer electronic products and components makes trade balance
figures in value terms grossly. misleading In any appraisal of the Impect of
foreign trade on domestic output and employment. Hence, the above balance of
trade data are given In terms of the physical units involved rather than their
value.

In the consumer electronic products which utilize electronic components, our
Nation had an absolute deficit in each major category In both 1964 and 196 and
dramatically, the deficit worsened In a great Jump between the two years.

COlearl, therefore, U.S. eaporta of thee comummer eeotrooic prodwoa offered
so expansnary otWet for oonnumpt'os of doweeticaUg produced electronic
components (even assuming that domestic rather than Imported components
would have been used in the manufacture of finished electronic products for
export; not an acceptable assumption in view of the data already presented in
this statement, and the further incentive to use Imported components which the
privilege of drawback of customs duties on foreign components used in the
manufacture of goods for export affords).

Against this data background of a sharp contraction of export trade in con-
sumer electronic products, and the burgeoning deficit in U.S. foreign trade in
these products, we must carefully note that ix each of the categorie. of electronic
compoueta (except TV picture tubes) there cziats a trade deflctt of major
proportion which more than doubled between 19G4 and 196.

It Is obvious from these data that the export trade offers no escape for
utilization of the electronic component plant Investment and workers Idled by
the massive volumes and staggering Increases In Imports of both consumer elec-
tronic products and of electronic components used In the manufacturer of such
products.

This is primarily an Asian problem, and is a function of the low wages and
the low-cost bias of the standards of living prevailing In Asian countries. This
i reflected In the following trade balance data in dollar terms, showing the
origin and destination of imports and exports of the major categories of
consumer electronic products and of electronic components.
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TAILI &-V.& TADE 81 SILET[ EiECTW C PROOUCT 1Y WILD BOGrlAPIC rMloiS. 1964 AND 11M

pliw seesaW In bea

WAtm"
Armae

TV sets:
194 ..........lowt ..........
Percent chop.

Radios:
19641 .......

TV piktu tubes:
196 4 ..........

Percent cea,.Its*vm t wbw:
]K0 .........
1966 .......

Trasistos:
19641 ........
1966 ..........

Otw semi.

194 .........
M .........o :

Pe.ent
chmn e ......Capecitors:

1966 .......
Percent

ch e ......
Resistors:

1964 ..........IM ..........:
Percent

Total:
1964a ........
1966 ......... I

chan ......

[srope Aso OW W"d 1100

I Eerts Imports Elan(10) (k*" Ex(o) ts a

$185 $12.0 $107 t 35, 8 $0 $A3,261 .291
$1,547 324,384 $159 W415 $106,027 $1,324 $115733 $

. ................ ........ +25.2 +12.9

8 32,11 $7,895 $785 $17,4068S $6,970 $1.983 $150,170

$531 $8572 $95 06.55

$M $6,067 $7.076
$1,576 $10,152 $11,152
....... ... ,... .......

$1175 32,073
.7040 $331,072

$4611

-$13,066
-W.9 44

$7S $1003 $7.23 -3. W4
$415 $160 875 $'!2M -S~ ~.... + . I +41. 2

124 $739 $11,210 +S10.471
512 10119 $15,973 +80. 10o

.. o.. 5 +42.5 - .

950 $7.737 $314 5,211 $14.591
$4, 629 32,599 $1,81 1 3311 327 $169019

............ ...... Ti.1 +ie.0
$31.39 $.560
$7,001 $15,273

-2.641 S

...... I +it66 -0.6

. . . . .4 + 8. ..$4..... ..........

..... ..... ..... ..... ...... ...... +381,1........ ...... .

$252 x 49 S218 $5,632
5794 15273 $12,391 $17,678

$124 $8,331 $16,293 + 7962
1. 415 $24, M4 $21.145 - - 701

....... .... .. ....... ........ ........ ........ +1 2 +29.8 ..........

$388 $3,790 1256 10,069 $1,116$1,M $11,684 6816 $ 706 $253 $3,821 $115,686 +111,865$2,211 $12,409 .3468 + 17.050

........... ............................. +224.8 +r. 9 -43.8

$,797 M816 $23,114 160,87 $14345 $3,736 $173,8 $134,72 -$39,148
$4W. . 135 11.38111 %687 $38X743 $39630S $75.9 -$145,903

... .............. ........ ........ +127.9 +85.9 -27

IExports to Western HemsphIMre, rope, end Asi, and AustraialAsie are bome-type radios oall. (World total of home-
tp radios in 1964, 4,757.)

SUpo include diodes, ald baeuism
a t NOvadbe
* Expet data oe semindistoa and dis Inoeplee (eweer, 'odld total includes complete radio exports.)

The United States consumer electronic products Industry and the components
Industry are able to do very well In their trade with Western Hemisphere coun-
tries and with Europe. The low-wage competitive advantage of the Asiatlc coun-
tries Is so decisive, however, that the enormous trade deficit generated In U..
trade with those countries more than wipes out the trade surplus reallsed in
trade between the United States and Western nations.

Asiatic countries supplied 83 per cent of U. S. Imports in the above categories In
1966, but purchased only 15 per cent of U. . exports. If U. . Imports of these
products In 1906 were by quota placed at 110 percent of 1904 imports, the resuLtiug
dollar value of importe-$2%8 million-would have reduced the U.S. balance of
trade deficit to a modest $10.4 mlliox, aiding the U.S. balance of paj'ments crIls
by $185.5 million.

A moderate remedy for this Perious problem consistent with our full employ-
ment and balance of payments interests would thug still leave the foreign coun-
tries in the possession of a quarter billion dollar position in the U. S. consumer
electronic and components market. The remedy Is not drastic, but the beneflelal
results for American Industry and our Nation's balance of payments would be
profound.
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Need for Lef nation To Provide Equltable Aoom for U.S Producft to the 7.B.
Blectrouak Merke

From the data presented in the above sections of this statement, it is quite
evident that the penetration of the United States market by foreign-produced
consumer electronic products and their electronic components has reached such
proportions and these imports are Increasing at such an alarming rate that some
effective regulation of these Imports Is required-

L To retain a reasonable share of the United States market in these elec-
tronic products for domestic manufacturers;

2. To preserve the investment in plant and equipment of these domestic
producers; and

& To stem the mounting loss of employment which i occurring In these
segments of the domestic industry.

Unwise Redution8 of U.S. Duties on Oonsumer Diectronlo Products and
Components

The actions of our Government with respect to U.S. level of duties on consumer
electronic products as well as electronic components have caused or contributed
In a major way to the foreign trade dilemma of the U. S. electronic components
Industry.

Fird, U. S. import duties on consumer electronic products have been unwisely
reduced, without regard to the effect on domestic employment and investment,
from the statutory rate of 35 per cent to 10 per cent on TV sets; 11.5 per cent
on phonographs, record players, and tape recorders; and 12.5 per cent on radios.
In the Kennedy Round, these rates were further reduced as follows: television
receiving sets, now the principal sector of demand in the United States for the
purchase of electronic components, to 5 per cent; phonographs, record players,
and tape recorders, to 5.5 per cent; and radio receiving sets other than solid state,
to 6 per cent.

Japan, our principal competitor, has kept her import duties at much higher
levels: 25 per cent to 30 per cent on TV sets, 35 per cent on radios, and 15 per
cent on phonographs and record players. The EEC's Common External Tariff Is
22 per cent on TV sets and radios, and 15 per cent on phonographs and record
players, but these duties are applied to the landed cost of the merchandise In
Europe which is at least 10 per cent to 15 per cent higher than the f.o.b. U.S.
value. In addition, the Common Market countries impose border taxes ranging
from 6 per cent in Germany to 33 percent In France, while Japan imposes a
commodity tax of 20 per cent or 30 per cent, which operates like a border tax.
The Kennedy Round left the frontier taxes unimpaired.

Sccond, U.S. Import duties on electronic components have been slashed Just as
deeply as on consumer electronic products: from the statutory rate of 35 per
cent on all components to 10 per cent on television parts; 11.5 per cent on phono-
graph and record player parts; and, under administrative practice, to 12.5 per
cent on capacitors, resistors, receiving tubes, transistors, and other semiconduc-
tors, and 15 per cent for loudspeakers. In the Kennedy Round, these rates were
further reduced as follows: television parts to 5 per cent, phonograph and record
player parts to 5.5 per cent, capacitors to 10 per cent, resistors to 6 per cent, loud-
speakers to 7.5 per cent, and receiving tubes and transistors to 6 per cent.

Japan has maintained her duties at 20 per cent for television and rpl:o parts;
15 per cent to 30 per cent on receiving tubes; 15 per cent to 20 per cent on semi-
conductors; and 15 per cent for capacitors, resistors, and loudspeakers. In addi-
tion, Japan imposes a commodity tax of 20 per cent to 30 per cent on these
products whose effect is much like the border taxes Imposed on imports by Euro-
pean countries.

Finally, European nations have restrictions against Asiatic Imports which so
severely limit such imports that the European markets are virtually closed to
Asiatic goods. Thus, the United States market becomes the principal target for
low-wage paying Asiatic producers of consumer electronic products and elec-
tronic components.

The U.S. Government has not published the full list of concessions granted by
other nations In the Kennedy Round. It has published, however, a volume listing
"Concessions of Interest to the United States" granted by other nations. This
shows that in the area of consumer electronic products and electronic com-
ponents of the types used in the manufacture of such products only the following
"concessions of interest to the United States" were granted by other nations:
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Comry Comseem of u W e Vuld SOim ty a be st

EEC .................. Electron tuei.oer thme cathode ray ............... From 1S to 7.5 perent.
United indom ....... Mcrophoor "o aers, and amplor ............ From 20 10 a orce0

Aectories ad parts Ow Eraw.phow ................ From33.3 to 102,
,,............Mipones ud , ....................... Fm. 20 to 10pn
F d .......... . Eltron tu s ..................................... t 2

Phonor.a^ ,reod pleesm a ousmsei red fs 40 0 pe
dianlers,

Swede. ............... Cpeftrs .............................. Frm 17 to 8.5 percent.
S............................. .... 1 5 pe .

Swierland ........... Articles for reordn ud ......................... Free 110 per
Tu sl av a ............ Tapes for tape recorders ............................ 33"ler ed ).

Japan, Canada, Norway, Denmark, and other nations participating in the
negotiations made no concession at all of interest to the U.S. in the consumer
electronic products and electronic components area.

In comparison with the virtually across-the-board reduction of U.S. electronic
product and component duties, these meager results eloquently underscore the
unfair position into which the U.S. electronic components industry has been
placed by the manner in which the Executive's power to reduce U.S. import duties
has been used in total disregard of the import-sensitive nature of the industry.

The Type of Equitable Import Regulation Required in Electronic Products
The Parts Division of the Electronic Industries Association requests that the

Committee on Finance favorably consider and report to the Senate for action a
form of bill whose provisions are carefully drawn so as to carry out the objectives
described in this testimony.
S. 2539, Introduced by Senator Edward Brooke on October 16, on his own

behalf and that of other Senators, ideally sets forth the type of import regula-
tion required for consumer electronic products and electronic components. A
brief explanation of the provisions of this bill is attached as Exhibit 2.

CONCLUSION

There has been a significant drop in demand for consumer electronic products
in the year 1967. Nevertheless, S. 2539 would grant to import interests a base
period quota equal to the full volume of consumer electronic product imports in
the peak year 1966. No rollback in imports would be involved, and indeed the
volume of importations assured to import interests exceeds the current rate of
demand in the United States market for such products. The bill in therefore
eminently fair to importers of consumer electronic products.

Similarly, In view of the extraordinary rise in imports of electronic com-
ponents in the year 1966 in comparison with 1964, and the subsequent moderate
decline in the volume of imports of most electronic components In 1967 (though
still well above the 1964 level), it Is entirely equitable to those interests engaged
in importing components to establish as a base period quota the average annual
imports of 1964-1906, since such quota will be significantly above the 1964 level
and within reasonable range of the actual level of imports in the year 1967. Thus,
no major rollback of imports of electronic components is envisaged by the bill.

A(cordingly, we submit that the electronic imports bill, so essential to the
maintenance of employment in the electronic components industry and its more
than 2,000 plants located in 40 States of the Nation, should be adopted with the
confidence that the system of flexible import quotas which It would establish
will provide fair and equitable access to domestic and foreign produced electronic
products in the present market and the future growth in the U.S. market for these
products.

At the same time, the absolute authority given the Secretary of Commerce to
"open up" the quotas to prevent any shortage of supply, and the discretionary
authority accorded the President to enter Into trade agreement negotiations
with affected countries to "smooth out" any unforeseen area of hardship which
might develop in the trade of any country under the quotas gives double assur-
ance that the legislation will be fair and equitable to import interests while
safeguarding the essential needs of domestic producers and their employees for
continued participation in the U.S. market.

soUDorS OF DATA CIE

Production, shipments, and U.. market for electronic products and
components:

Elctrouio Industris, Tow Book 1967, Marketing Services Department,
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Electronic Industries Association; and other data compiled by that
Department.

Employment in the electronic componens Industry, coto broadwovea fabrics,
and petroleum refinin Industries:

lBmp ms and B ren&#e and Monthly Repwr on ke Labor Foroe, U.
Department at Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Foreign trado data on eletronk products and eiponetsa:
t.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Censu, IT 110. 410; IM

145, 14&
l 1Idetir4, Yw Book 1I67, op. am

Import-Report BU5ff s, Marketing Services Deartmet, Electronic In-
dustries Association.

Rlectroanio Trmd., Marketing Services Department, Electronic Industries
Association.

Import Pm frs on Study, Supervisor of Marketing Services, Electronic
Industries Association.

Value ot Shipmeuts by Product Classes; production worker employment, elec-
tronic industries, by Standard Industrial Classlicaton:

Anomu Suveg of Maentacturnr, 1965, MOMS-1, M65AS-2, U.. Depart-
menat of Commerce, Bureau ot the Census.

EXHIBIT .- EMPLOYMENT AND ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE U.S. CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PIODUCTS AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS INDUSTItES. 196 (ED4ARCH)

Qeegm lusstro. pmdu Elecreul soin 3 .ini Tetet

(S..C. 365) (C __________

EmmN Number of Employment Numbsr of Empbymu Number ofeaieblieeU eutalebuta eludbmo~t

Aloban ............ 1,515 ,. ...... 4,51?
AIizoM............... . .......... X 831 1311
run"a ............ 3 |......................32

C i n.........:7:61 107 5,672 446 5,o 5,3
Colorado .......... i574 7 Soo 10 1,074 17
C ..net.ut......... 247 10 1%368 76 1 '15 Is
FldL ............. ............. .........

No l. ............. ........... ........... '17 1  ,Ids" ............... , .
I:::::::: ...... .... . . ... ' " 'lai 1..1............. Pa

............. .......... m I

Ken........................1.... ........... 1W.3 1
Ko:l ............ .3.. 4 5 7
Va ...................................
Ms ati c ............... 7, 237 1.

36 4332 1

£350 10 :1
NOW Hampslre ......... ......................
Nen sey... ....... 1,2 41 M I

NowYo ......... 11* 75N WSSO
N"Co..................... ......... 02 4;2 31 1 7S 1

ilwino ................... ............. ......... M
No~ri.......... 11172 1 3S. 56 139 5,026 4fg

Nodr , .............................. 1,,03
Soha.............. 1,353 . . 13 1:,9 ?

SothDke ...... .............. 1,155 42027
112 27m I: ~1

Teslad....................6 1.151 V 7

S ,th Car.............. : .. ......... 7, 9Smitho Do...................... ......... '4275 42371
VkToom.. ........... 1702 213 122 1 5a547

U ah .......... ............. ......... 37 oo 371

UVelrmont........ 11..............
V o......... '153 I!I 12,tts.. 2,131 337,074, ,.,,

Nae: The dilreuo between the numrical total shown at the 1ost 1 eeOf column and the "US. tot" aheW below
N I aoemld orbyth ninohtyofestmain mlemot s iee losoIswhich oMWlpm data are Marked wIth

sofo 1. To a onlor Is swum aincu the =;'d o the dat elta repeainacha "WIom LtRure
Samne: VAl soepata of Gemmeau ban. l one 0e8^ 1W OeN*t home haima
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SectlOn 1

limits the mounting Imports of consumer electronic products to the total quan-
tiy and value of such articles imported during the calendar year 19&0 (In this
year imports supplied to the U.& market 20 million radios, almost I million
black and white television sets, almost h million color televisions sets, 1.? ail.
lon phonographs, and 84 million tale recorders.)

Also provides that, c with the calendaW year beginning January 1,
19tK the total quantity and value of imports of consumer electronic products
shall be Increased or decreased by an amount proportionate to the Increaoe or
decrease (It more than 5%) in the total U.S. consumption of such articles during
the preceding calendar year in comparison with consumption for the year 105
as determined by the Secretary of Conunerce.

seotto" *
Restricts the soaring Imports of electronic components used in the manufacture

of consumer electronic products to the average annual quantity and value of
such articles Imported during the three calendar years 1964-168. (In 1966, im-
ports of receiving tubes represented 27.5% of domestic production; TV picture
tubes6 12.8%; transistors, 195.8% ; rectifiers and diodes, 80.8%; capacitors, else-
trolytic, 138,; capacitors, fixed, HAM; controls, 6&.9%; reaso fxed,
51.8%; transformers, 0&6%; loudspeakers, 81.2%; and record changers, 51.4%.)

Also contains a provision for the increase or decrease of the quantities and
values of electronic components which may be imported commencing with the
year 1968 similar to the provision In Section 1 relating to consumer electronic
products.

sectionS (a) sad (b)
3(a) provides for the importation of a proportionate quantity and value of

consumer electronic products In the remainder of the year in which the Act be.
comes effective.

8(b) contains the same provision with respect to electronic components.
scotion 4

Directs the Secretary of Commerce to allocate the allowable quantities and
values of consumer electronic products and electronic components Importsamon
supplying countries on the basis of the shares such countries supplied to the
United States market during a representative period. In making such allocations,
the Secretary Is directed to favor the position of supplying countries whih allow
without restriction U.S. private Investment In the manufacture of electronic prod.
ucts In their countries and which Impose on imports of consumer eleatrone prod
ucts and electronic components originating In the United States for entry into
their countries conditions no more restrictive than those, including the provisions
of this Act, Imposed by the United States on such products ot the manufacu
of those countries when Imported Into the United StatS.

Seotb 5
Contains a provision Intended to cover the situation In which domestic pro-

duction and allowable imports are insufficient to meet estimated annul consump-
tion of any article, the Importation of which Is controlled by the Act. In such
a case, the Secretary of Counerce Is directed, upon the application of any later-
esated party, to ascertain the facts and, if a deficiency I found to exist, to de-
termine the increase In imports o such article required to meet such deficiency
In the ensuing calendar year.

section t
Authorlses the President to enter Into negotiations with other governments for

the purpoxe of conmummatltg agreements to provide for orderly trade In con-
sumer electronics products and ele'tronic components In a manner consistent
with the policy of this Act of providing equitable aes to the future growth ot
the American market for both Imported articles and articles of domestic origin.

The President is also empowered by proclamation to Inteam, decrease, or
otherwise limit the quantity and value of such electronic articles from such
country which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption
In conformance with such agreements.

This provision leaves the Initiative In the hands at the President to negotiate
mutually beneficial solutions to the eectronic Import problem with other coun-
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tries, and the very existence of the statutory quotas will supply incentive to
foreign countries to sit down with the United States and negotiate a long-term
solution to the problem. As a practical matter, this provision for superseding thestatutory quotas with negotiated quotas will prevent the enactment of the bill
from being a continuing violation of GATT.
8cction 7

Provides that the quantities and values of electronic articles which may be
imported in any calendar year quarter must be proportionate to the quantities
and values of such articles reported in a like period of the calendar ytar ended
Ievember 31, 19ftl The purpose of this section is to prevent seasonal Importation
of electronic articles with its resulting disruption of the domestic market.
Section 8

Provides that all determinations by the President and the 4e'retary of Cow-
ier ce under the Act shall be final.

section 9
Provides that the Act shall Ieome effective ulmn enactment.

STATEMENT OF CoNsuMaR PsoDTers DivisIoN ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
I.i OpeoerrioN To S. 2539-THis ELECTnOWic ArrIous QvoTA BILI, Stmurrrv
sy ALFRED R. MCCAULEY, SPECIAL TAILFF (OuNsEL

L INTRODUCTION

This statement is filed by the Consumer Products Division of the Electronic
Industries Association (ETA). EIA is the national industrial organization of
electronic manufacturers in the United States. This organization is composed ofa number of divisions, among which are the Consumer Products Division and
the Parts Division.' The Consumer Products Division numbers among its member
companies the majority of the United States manufacturers of consumer elec-
tronic products--a class of articles which includes television receivers, rudios,
phonographs, tape recorders and player,% and many other articles which .,'rve
the needs and desires of the people of this country.

The Parts Division includes in Its membership a number of companies which
manufacture components which are used in the production of consumer electronic
products by the members of the Consumer Products Division.

S. 2589, 90th Congress, would establish quotas on imports of both con-Aumer
electronic products and on components of the kinds used in the production of
consumer electronic products. The Consumer Products opposes this bill: the
Parts Division supports it.

It is the purpose of this statement to delineate the reasons which underly thp'
Consumer Products Division's opposition to quotas on consumer electronic prod-
ucts and components used in such products. When all the faets are considered,
quota restrictions of any kind on imports of these articles are not needed, will
disrupt the U.S. market for consumer products, and may result in retaliatory
action which will not only hurt the U.S. over-all favorable balance of trade in
electronic products, particularly electronic components, but also Iurt the indus-
tries concerned and their workers.

rt. QUOTAS ON IMPORTs OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ARE NOT NJEUED
It is generally agreed that quotas are a severe form of protection agaifn4t li-

ports since imports in excess of a given quantity are embargoed. For example,
the use of quotas except in the most exceptional circumstances is condemned bythe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).' Thus the exceptional
circumstances would initially have to be those where the objective data pertain-
Ing to domestic production and sales, exports, and Imports show that the indus-
try for whose benefit such quotas are established Is being seriously injured by
imports. Where such data do not show such injury, quotas are not In order and
should not be established.

'In addition there is a Tube Division and a Semiconductor Division in ETA.'GMs.l Apreement on rsr(fe and Tud4Article XL The enactment of 8. 25* wouldbe Inconsistent with this agreement.
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The following table* contains basic data relevant to the proposed quotas on
consumer electronic products and electronic components:

(Dollr AmoVA IS thOM,,udiI

Electronic Industries:S ., ......................................... ........ V1I 52Z. 000 IM0 MIS, 000 .
xpes .............................................. 1,104.000 1.382. 000 $1 , W0

Imports ............................................... 497,393 733.048 41 0000

Exports as percent of se.............................. 6.4
Imports as percem osaes .............................. 3.6

m=m
Electronic components:

Sale ................................................ V,675.000 6Z1.000 M so9A W
Experts ............................................. 328. 5 440.,000 2000
Imports ............................................. 13.000 12.900 ,0

Exports as percent of saes .............................. 7..0 7 9.6
Imports as percent ofsaJe .......................... . 3.5 3.3

ConsumerWreoctnic products:,
Sales ................................................. 40,200 4000 $ 0.600
EAols ............................................ .20 2.200 23.00
Imports ................................. 2179_W__

Eprts aspercento es..............................., 1.0 1.1
Imports as percent of We ............................. 47 1.2

I Not avIale,

Since the Parts Division of EIA supports this quota proposal, It Is in order
to note and comment upon the facts shown n the above table and available from
other sources which bear upon the merits of this stand of the Parts Division.

Sales of the electronic Industries of the United States reached an aU-tlme
record high in 1966 of $20.8 billion, up 16 percent from sales of $1T.5 billion In
1965. The performance o these industries in 1966 was described as follows:

"All major electronic equipment markets expanded during 1968 with con-
sumer electronics setting the pace in percentage gains. Bes of consumer else.
tronle products were up 25% during the year to reach $4.6 billion. Industrial
electronics rose by 16% in sales to $4.9 billion, while the Government market
expanded by 18%, reaching $10.1 billion.

"Sales of electronic components (for both original equipment and renewal
purposes) totaled $5.6 billion, up 21% from sales during 1965. Annual sales ot
replacement components Increased from an estimated $680 million to $640 million
over the same period.

* * C,

"In 1906, the market for Industrial electronics equipment was nearly twice Its
sine five years prior and more than five times its als ten years ago. The rapid
expansion of this market In recent years is primarily attributed to the swift
rise in computing and data processing activities. Output of equipment serving
these purposes was up an estimated 215% during 196, to reach some $2.3 billion.

"C0 41

"It is estimated that nearly 1. million workers were employed in electronics
manufacturing and related activities at the end of 1961. This represents a growth
of some 260,000 employees over the past two years. Most of these workers (1.08
million) were directly involved in the manufacture of electronic products. Of
total manufacturing employment, approximately 60% (640,000) were producing
end equipment for the consumer, industrial and Government markets. The
remaining portion (440,000) of electronics manufacturing employment was
working in plants producing components" '

The prosperity of the electronics Industries is particularly applicable to the
U.S. manufacturers of components. ales of U.S.-made components reached a
record high ot $5.6 billion In 1966, up 21 percent ove 1906 sales ot $&T billion.

a The table wasn prepared from data contained to the Nlodutstae Iadueft*s 7euoe~
1967 and Blctrode rmet JY 1WT, Juy 19W Issues, both prepared by the Marketag

Serv rjm~~e tey~L Dseb--k415T pp. 1-L
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The Department of Commerce reported the 1908 performance of this Industry in
the following terms:

"The value of shipments to the defense sector rose 28 percent compared to the
7 percent gain In 196 over 1964 leveL Shipments to the non-defense sector were
up 82 percent over the 1965 period. All product categories showed substantial
gains in both unit volume and dollar value during 16 with the exception of
monochrome TV picture tubes. Those products posting the largest gains were
color TV picture tubes, up 118 percent; Integrated circuits, up 88 percent and
relays, up 82 percent over 196& Slgnifcant gains over 1905 levels were also made
In shipments of capacitors, up 28 percent; resistors, up 27 percent; and semi-
conductors up 21 percent. Other gaim were recorded In power and trammlttinu
tubes, up 19 percent (continuing the recent up-turn in this industry) ; connectors,
quarts crystals and transformers, all up 17 percent, and receiving tubes, up 8
percent, according to the Department'q Business and Defense Services Adminis-
tration." a

Component sales totaled $2.9 billion in the January-July 1967 period, up 38
percent from 1965 and off only about 3 percent from the record comparable period
In 1966 This decline in component sales Is a direct and Indirect reflection of the
widespread softening in the U.S. economy during the first part of 1967. It is
noteworthy that this decline Is small compared with the 15 percent decline In
sales of the auto industry and the 11 percent drop In sales in the durable white
goods industry in the same 196? period.

The prosperity of the U.S. electronic components producers Is also shown by
the Increase In their sales. This industry numbers among its member companies
such dynamic companies as Texas Instruments, Fairchild Camera, General
Instrument, Sprague Electric, and others. Texas Invtruments' sales level of
$278M500,000 In 1963 Increased to $.50,300,000 in 1906. Fairchild's sales In 1906
topped $225 million, more than double what they were Just four years previously.
General Instrument's sales in 1968 were $1;4,100,000. almost double 1962's sales.
Sprague Electric's $141,500,000 in sales last year was a record and almost
doubled 1961 saleO

Industry-wide employment data attest to the strength of this Industry. While
In 1906 owme 440.000 employees were engaged in electronic component produe-
tion in the United States, In 1961 only 280,000 per4uns were so employed and in
19M8 only 205,000 persons were working In component production. Thus, In Just
10 years, employment has more than doubled.

The component manufacturers also enjoy a lucrative export businem% In 1905,
they mold abroad over $328 million of their products. some $190 million more
than foreign producers sold in the United States. In 1966 their sales to foreign
purchasers Increased to $440 million, a substantial $=S million more than
foreign component producers sold to the United States. This upward trend has
continued In the first 7 months of this year. Exports of components through
July amounted to $280 million, a sizeable $182 million over imports during the
same period.

Imports of components amounted to about $213 million in 1906. about 3.8
percent of the component Industry's 1968 sales of $5.8 billion. In 1965, imports
were 2.9 percent of such sales and In the first part of 196? they were &3 percent
of Puch sales.

Even when viewed alone, these are do miimis imports which patently can not
be causing any injury. But when these data are viewed in the revealing light
of the over-all sales performance record of this industry, its growing employ-
mont record, and Its expanding export sales. a claim of import-caused injury Is
difficult to substantiate.

We respectfully submit that the UA. electronic components industry does not
need the quotas proposed In 8. 2539.

11L QKT(or8s ON IMOGTS Or COXSUMER MLECTFONIC PRODUCTS ARE NoT NEW

Thus far the discussion has centered on the fact relevant to domestic sales,
employment, exports and imports of all electronic articles, with particular
emphasis on electronic components. As previously Indicated, & 253 would estab.
lsh quotas on both electronic components and consumer electronic products.
For this reason, an analysis of the fact nnd considerationspertinent to the pro-
pooed quotas on consumer product Imports Is In order.

8 Notice ro In suot, Busnem and Detase &rwvk AdmdminlstatIon, V.. Department of
Comm rce (Undated).

0 Data obtained from 70ue IMs I rp, Septmbe 1IT.
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Basic to the evaluation of the proposal for quotas on Imports of consumer
electronic products is the judgment of the U.S. producers of products which are
similar to those being imported as to the need for such quotas. Thus, at the
outset, It is very germane here that a majority of U.S. producers of. consumer
electronic products, speaking through the Consumer Products Division of SA,
are opposed to quotas on consumer product Imports. These producers who
should be in the best position of all concerned to determine their needs fee
protection against import competition, submit that their considered views must
be given a greater weight than thon of otber&-such as the U.S. oomponnt
manufacturer-who are not primarily Involved m far as imports of consumer
electronic products are concerned.

Sales of consumer electronic products increased some 25 percent In 1WtO over
196--from $8.7 biWon to 46 billion. ft the first 7 months of 1M17 sales were up
24 percent over the first 7 mouths of 1965 and down only 4.5 percent from the
comparable months of record year 196. But again, this sales drop reflects the
general softening of the U.S. economy In the first half of this year.

The downturn in the first part of 197 reversed in August. The Federal Reserve
Board's Industrial Production Index for August, 1967 shows television receiver
and home radio production at 157 (1957-W=100), up 25 points from the average
of 132.0 for the first 7 months of 197. Indications point to a further rise in this
Index in September.

As In the came of the U.S. components Industry, employment In consumer prod-
ucts production has steadily increased. At the end of 19U6, some 144,000 persons
were employed in the production of consumer electronic product Just 5 years
previously only b9,000 persons were so employed while In 1958. 73,000 workers
were In this industry.

While exports have not been a very significant factor in the consumer electronic
products market, never In recent years accounting for as much as 2 percent of
sales, nevertheless, the export market for consumer products Is growing. In 1965.
some $40 million in export sales were made, while in 1960, $46.2 million worth of
U.S. produced consumer products went abroad. The U.S. component Industry
benefits from this growth since it supplies mtt of the components which go Into
these product&

Imports of consumer products In 1966 amounted to $W million, up from 196.$
totals of $21L5 million. In the first 7 months of 1967, imports were at $193 million.
While imports are presently 9.2 percent of consumer product factory sales, a
much greater ratio than the 8.8 percent comparable component-Imports-to-om-
ponent-sale ratio, nevertheless, U.. producers of consumer electronic products
oppose quotas on consumer product Imports. This stand i sound, and indeed Is
in the best Interests of the American consumer, the consumer products producers
and the component producers.

IV. IMPORTS SLU'S A FU?4CTOZ

Given the number and variety of consumer electronic products which the Amee-
lean consumer desires and the many combination products which he demands, it
Is unlikely that any U.S. manufacturer will make all of these products. Thus, If a
full line of consumer electronic products In to be offered to the American Ca-
sumer by a U.S. producer, he must obtain from other sources products which he
does not produce. He will concentrate his efforts In producing those products
which he can make efficiently In volume, thus enabling him to offer to the con-
sumer products whose quality and price reflect these economic advantages. In
some Instances the only outside source for him for products which he does not
make may be a foreign source. The products he acquires from such source gener-
ally will be manufactured to his standards for sale under his brand name.

Besides expecting a wide variety of consumer electronic products, the American
consumer Is very price conscious. Thus, Imported pocket-sie transistor radios
sell like proverbial "hot cakes" because they are priced below $10: they would
not sell In any such quantities at prices of , 4 or $20. The same Is true of small-
sie black-and-white television receivers azW low-priced tape recorders. If all of
these products were made in the United State.% their prices would be significantly
higher than present levels and such higher pritcs would result In lower sales.

v Por example, the June 1907 Consumer Price Lade (CPI) prepan by te mua at
Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor for portable and con sle os wa
only 80.1 (19T?-=100). The June107 TI for all products was 11.
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Imports, therefore, are primarily responsible for the large volume sales In these
basic consumer electronic article. Such volume sales of these products bearing
the U.S. manufacturer's trade name materially assist the manufacturer In pro-
moting sales at his dometcally-produced article.

These Imports permit many persons In the United States to purchase entertain-
met, educational, and informational pieces of electronic equipment which, in the
absence of lowerpiced imports they would be unable to buy. In this event, no
one would gain and the consumers would looe

Imports of consumer electronic products, therefore, are a plus factor In the
U.S. market not only for the consumer electronic products manufacturer but also
for the American consumer.

V. MALATION AGAINST UL ZLTROXICS EXPORTS

U.S. exports of electronic articles exceed imports by almost $700,000,000 and
this favorable balance of trade includes over $200 million in the U.8.-made com-
ponents. If the United States takes restrictive action against imports of electronic
components and products our favorable balance of trade In electronic articles will
be In jeopardy.

For example, while Japan and Hong Kong supply substantial percentages of
the electronic products sold to the United States, they are also important custom-
ers for exlprts of electronic products, Including electronic components, from the
United States. Japan's Importance as an outlet for U.S.-produced electronic ar-
ticles is shown by the following data:

Percentage of total imports, into Japan originating in the United States

Articles:
Digital computers --------------------------------------- 91.9
Jukeboxes --------------------------------------------- 94.5
Integrated circuits --------------------------------------- 99.6
Thermionic valves and tubes ------------------------------- 76. 4
Silicon transistors ----------------------- --------------- 72.4
Parts of radio-navigational aid, radar, or radio remote control

apparatus -------------------------------------------- 8.9
Insulated fldexible cord ------------------------------------ 69. T
Oscilloscope - ------------------------------------------- 85.7
VHF transmision and reception apparatus -------..-------------- 90.0
Recording tape and wire ---------------------------------- 77.7
Electrical analysis apparatus ------------------------------- 80.9

5ewoe. JapSa Ministry ot ]innMe.

Hong Kong, the principal supplier of transistors and other semiconductor
devices to the United State in 1966, was also the chief importer of U.S.-produed
semiconductor parts, having purchaseAd13 000 or 45 percen, of total U.S.
exports.

In sum, U.S. international trade in electronic products is a true two-way street
and the U.S. enjoys a bigger share of this exchange, as these statistics and total
favorable balance of trade In electronic article-648,,000,000--how. Any action
which would reduce or eliminate this advantage would be adverse to the interest
of all concerned.

VI. CONCLUSION

For the reasons given herein, the Consumer Products Division of the Elec-
tronie Industries Association respectfully submits that S. 2539 not be reported
favorably by the Senate Finance Committee.

CzxThAs BLa U momnm Divrmow, GLowlm-Ux Ino.

Subject: Urgent Requed for Support of Omnibus Amendment to Import Quota
Legislation.

Senator RusL L B. Lox,
U.S. Semte,
Senate O e Buildinq,
Wahmptost, D.O.

3wa s Lowe: On behalf of Olbe-Union In. and its em we respect-
fy request and urg that you take Immeditsve to support ena-etut of
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the "omnibus" amendment to the import quota bills now before the Senate Finance
Committee, which amendment we understand will be introduced by Senator
Everett M. Dirksen.

The business of this company is already being seriously undermined by
the heavy volume of low-wage cost imports entering the USA. It I obvious
that further and probably crippling injury to this company and loss of many
Jobi ot our employees will develop as a result of the 50% GATT reduction In
U.S. Import duty rates on our products to take effect over the next four years.
The omnibus amendment referred to above would be a powerful aid in preventing
such lIJury and in preserving the Jobs of our employees.

Globe-Union Is engaged in the manufacture of Electronic Components sold
to the radio, television, computer, military and related industries. Our company
has plants located in Vermont, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Illinois, California,
Kentucky, Oregon, Texa and Wisconsin.

W eneed your immediate help and ahall greatly appreciate your taking prompt
action to help this company and Its employees.

Please let me hear from you.
Sincerely,

D J. Jowm

RAWzo MATERALS CO.,
A Dzvisiox or P. IL MALLaOr & Co., Ixc.,

Attk*, low
Hon. RUsszLL B. LooNo,
U.S. Swete,
W"Aixotox, D.C.

Dr.a SENATom Loxa: I would like to request your support of Senate Bill S. 2539
which provides for a reasonable sharing of the United States market by domestic
and foreign suppliers of electronic components. We are a division of P. I. Mal-
lory & Co., Inc., with plants at Attica, Indiana and Chicago, Illinois. We produce
a full line of ceramic capacitors for the Consumer Electronic Industry.

Our product is such that It requires a great deal of hand labor despite much
automated equipment that has been developed and used in the past several years.
Under these circumstances our business position is becoming quite critical
because of the lower living standard and much lower labor rates in other coun.
tries, primarily in the Asian countries.

The Electronic Industries Association reports that Imports of components
In 1905 were equivalent to 102000 U.. jobL As one involved in this problem I
can only report to you that If something Is not done the remaining jobs, at lest
in our area, will also be lost.

Tank you for your consideration on this very serious matter.
Very truly yours

CaaR. T. JoUNoa, G@MuluafMr.

.(S. 252,.a bill to provide for orderly trade in antifriction ball and
roler bearings and parts thereof, follows:)
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ANTIFRICTION BALL AND ROLLER
BEARING IMPORTS*

0rui CONGOR
l8 SzSSo S. 2552

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

('k-MUR 18, 1967

Mr. RiaILvr (for himself, Mr. Corron, auid Mr. l)1)) hitroued the following
bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Fimumee

A BILL
To provide for orderly trade in antifriction ball and roller hearings

and parts thereof.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and luouse of 1?epe' senta-

2 tires of the United States of America in Coigress al.and'ble(d,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Antifriction Bearing

4 ioderly Trade Act of 1967."

5 Swc. 2. The Congress finds that increased imports of

6 antifrietion ball and roller bearings and parts thereof have

7 resulted in such a reliance upton foreign sources for substantial

8 segments of antifrietion bearing requirements as to threaten

9 to impair the national security.

10 It is, therefore, declared to be the policy of Congress

11 that access to the United States market for foreign-produced

(Btr pflat)N
Vo nmunlcation received by the committee on this subject, p 1062.
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2

1 antifriotion bearings should be on a quota basis to insure

a' orderly trade atd to prevout the reduction of the potential of

3 this essential iudtstry to meet all national security

4 emergencies.

5 Sm $. As used in this Act-

6 (1) The term "category" means a three-digit line num-

7 ber which appears in the United States Department of Com-

8 jueree Business and Defense Services Administration Stand-

9 a d Funu BDSA F--88.

10 (2) The term "imports" refers to United States huports

1 in .ay category or categories within the meanhig of par.-

12 graph (1).

13 (8) The term "consumption" means, with respect to

14 any category or with reslect to all categories, the sum of

15 United States factory shipments plus imports minus United

16. States exports.

17 (4) The term "year" means calendar year.

18 Si. 4. The President may, aftqr consultation with all

19 nations having an interest in supplying antifrietion bearings

'20 to the United States, negotiate multilateral or bilateral agree-

21 ments establishing, for periods beginning on or after the date

22 of the enactment of this Act, annual quantitative limitations

2s on United States imports of such products subject to the fol-

24 lowing provisions:

2(1) Total imports for each year shall not exceed an
85-468--CT--pt. 55
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I amount determined by applying to the average annual con-

2 sumption during the six years immediately preceding the

3 year in which the limitation is to be effective a percentage

4 equal to the percentage of average annual consumption rep-

5 resented by imports during the years 1961 through 1966,

6 inclusive.

7 (2) Imports in any year in each category shall not

8 exceed 10 per centumn of the average annual consumption in

9 each category during the years 1961 through 1966, inclusive.

10 (3) The percentage of total imports in any year repre-

11 sented by imports from a particular nation shall not exceed

12 the percentage of total imports during the years 1961 through

13 1966, inclusive, represented by imports from that nation.

14 SEc. 5. For periods after the one hundred and eightieth

15 day after the date of the enactment of this Act, the President

16 shall, within te limits set forth in paragraph (2) of section

17 4, by proclamation restrict annual imports from each nation

18 which is at any time on or after such one hundred and

19 eightieth day not a party to an agreement then limiting

20 current imports negotiated pursuant to section 4 to an

21 aiouut determined by applying the percentage of consump.

22 tion represented by imports from that nation during the

23 years 1961 through 1960, inclusive, to the average annual

24 consumption during the six years immediately preceding

25 the year in which to restriction is to apply.

1060
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4

1 SIc. 6. Vithin the overall limitations himcd wid.r

•2 section 4, the President may adjust the share of United States

3 imports in any category which may be supplied by any

4 nation. In making this adjustment, the President shall be

5 guided principally by the national security requirements of

6 the United States.

7 Sc. 7. (1) Import liinitations established tinder this

8 Act shall be admiistered by the Secretary of Defense. The

9 Secretary may issue such regulations as may be necessary or

10 appropriate to carry out the purposes of this Act.

11 (2) Should any limitation imposed under this Act take

12 effect on any (liy other than January 1 of a year, such lBmita.

13 tion shall apply pro rata during the remaining portion of

14 such year.

15 (3) Upon the expiration of five years after the date od

16 the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Dofiwe shall sub-

17 mit a report to the Congress as to the effects of the import

18 limitations established under this Act on the capacity, of the

19 antifrietion bearing industry to meet the Nation's essential

20 requirements for antifriction bearings and to prevent a threat

21 to the national security, together with his recommendations

22 asto whether such import limitation should be continued,

23 modifed, or revoked. Before making such report, the Becre-

24 iary shall conduct a hearing at which all interested parties

25 shall have anoppounity to bo heard.
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STATEMENT OF THE ANTIFRICTION BEARING MANUFAcTURERS ASsociATIoN, BEzNA"R
J. SnaLLOw, CHAIR M , ix SuTowr or S. 2552, Am ACT To PROVIDE roR ORDERLY
TRADE IN ANTIF'RICTION BZaawio AND PARTS

This statement urging favorable action by the Senate Finance Committee on
S. 2552-A Bill To Provide For Orderly Trade Ix Anti-Friotion Ball and Roller
Bearings and Parts Thereof is submitted by The Anti-Friction Bearing Manu-
facturers Association In response to the Conunittee's invitation of September 29,
1967, for the submission by intereed parties of statements relating to proposals
to impose import quotas.
The Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association (AFBMA)

The Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association (AFBMA) is a national
association comprised of companies who account for more than 75% of the
nation's output of anti-friction hearings and part& A list of the Association's
membership is attached as Appendix A. This Industry currently produces approxi-
mately one and one-half billion dollars ($1,500,000,000) worth of bearings with
a work force of more than 00,000. It Is universally acknowledged that anything
rolls, fRies, floats or fires is dependent upon the anti-friction bearing for proper
functioning.
Industry Essentiality to National Defense

While the products of the anti-friction bearing industry, In a very real way,
are one of the cornerstones to any industrialized society, their posture in our
program of national defense is even more Important Bal or roller bearings are
necessary components in most pieces of mechanical equipment. Typical items in
our defense arsenal whose operation is dependent upon high quality bearings are:
Aircraft, Missiles, Submarines, Tanks, Guns.

History has convincingly demonstrated that during periods of national emer-
gency, the nation's demand upon this industry greatly accelerates. Thus, during
World War II, production rtse from $104 million in 1939 to $422 million In 1944
In 1944, 88% of total production was devoted to military and supporting projects.
With the cessation of hostilities in 1945, the demand resided. Production in 1948
amounted to only $236 million, while for the years 1947-1949 production averaged
only $360 million. Pressures on the industry similar to those of World War II
were created by the Korean War and for the period 1951-1954 production aver-
aged $625 million-an increase of $265 million annually over the immediately
preceding non-war years. The productive increase for the 1951-54 period was a
direct reflection of our expanded military activities. There is no one who seri-
ously questions the paramount role of this Industry to national defense and
security. Indeed, the historical record of this industry in times of national crisis
provides indisputable evidence of the interrelationship between national security
and a healthy, viable anti-friction bearings industry. This interrelation is again
receiving reaffirmation with the military buildup in Viet Nam. Increased re-
quirements precipitated by our growing Viet Nam commitment are pushing In-
dustry production to new, all-time highs.
Foreign Competition

Historlcally competition from foreign bearings has never been a matter of any
real significance to the industry. Prior to World War II, home demand in the
various producing nations was so high that only a negligible quantity of output
was available for export. The total decimation of the Axis capacity during World
War II foreclosed any export potential by Germany or Japan, and during the
post-war years, foreign production was entirely consumed by the re-building
process taking place in Europe and Asia.

In recent years, however, the productive capacity of foreign producers, espe-
cially that of Japan, has burgeoned far beyond domestic needs By 1960, Japan
alone had more than fifty (50) plants engaged in the production of anti-friction
hearings and parts Their collective production was far in excess of any home
demand. Table I illustrates the magnitude of the unrestrained growth of the
Japanese bearings industry compared with that of other foreign producers:
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SELECTED FOREIGN PRODUCTION OF ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS

Wed Italy " Jalm From C19c.
Germay slovakia

Yeark toes 1,000 units 1.000 units 1.000 oits 1000 uIbb 1,000 MnitsYear: "
19 5 .............. 24,79? 31,165 141,200 19,812 30,400 7,635
1953 ..... , A919 32.425 12,00 29,41 260 8,579
1954 ......... 2804 2.90 183,200 3334 000 0.20
195 5 37,870 32.143 218.000 27,084 43,800 4,25S
195 6 .......... 422. 38,321 70 9 40,000 17.963
1957 49,... !557 43,345 26200 61,524 581800 22,675
1958.. . 48,04 47,85 3,100 54,984 ............ ,67
1959 ...... 51,518 49,028 350,000 81,153 ...... 30,845
1960 .............. 61,329 55,606 370,200 125,509 76. "0 37,243
1961 .......................... 6.,000 345,18,290 80,000 41,173
1962 .................................................. 244,074 88,000 .............

Moreover, a substantial portion of total Japanese production I programmed
solely for the United States market. The Japanese Government through subsidy
and Incentive programs actively encourages the production for export program.
Indeed many of the Japanese bearing types and sizes particularly in the minia-
ture precision field, must be exported to the United States since there exists no
home demand for these products. The pressure which foreign imports have ex-
erted on domestic producers in recent years has been both vigorous and con-
stantly increasing. Table 11 portrays the rapid growth in imports of antifriction
bearings.

TABLE U.-IMPORTS OF BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS AND PARTS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

1961 1962 1963 1964 5 11116

Austria ............... $269,475 5387,985 $285,035 259,427 335, 00 $40, 146
Canada ............. 1,644,439 2,177,565 2,202,909 2,471,335 3.627,535 5.673,081
France ............. 28,322 387,131 5041 472,815 1,403,429 1,665,904
Germany ............ 2,177,372 3,684,020 3424,241 3901.337 4 914 39 6,265,233
Ireland ....................................... 0 8, 064 I0, 787 520,632
Italy .................. 130,094 246822 402027 517019 634,198 837,917
Japan ................. 3,73071 6,711235 9,96 308 13,752,211 16,970,258 25,743365
Sweden .............. 948 486098 31, 970 478,330 531,877 893, 0
Switzerland ........... 514, 543 62,247 509,775 514.417 821.652 1, 103,812
United Kingsm ....... 001,091 1,409.510 1,657,306 1.664.274 3.40,144 7,887, 592
Oter ................. 20,32 1 on 9 794 142,817 201.915 63s,506

Total ........... 10,123.387 16,275,702 19,384,853 24,255,106 33,403,243 51,636,094

Dimexsion of Foreign Competition
While the total volume of imports, standing alone, Is a matter of very real con-

.cern to the domestic industry, their pattern is far more distressing. Industry
experience demonstrates that Imports are concentrated In relatively few of the
75 basic lines of domestic production. This situation is typlified by recent diffi-
culties which the domestic industry has encountered in its efforts to produce and
market ball bearings whose outside dimensions fall between 30 and 52 milimeters.
Bearings of this type are the domestic industry's largest Item of production. In a
very real sense, they are the bread and butter of the industry and provide the
volume and profit which enables the producers to manufacture the more special-
ized but often unprofitable lines upon which our defense effort is so reliant. Table
III, based on a study made by the domestic producei., lhustrates a portion of
the selective Impact of Japanese imports of the domestic producers

TABLE III.-.S. PRODUCTION OF 30-52 LM. BALL BEARINGS COMPARED WITH JAPANESE IMPORTS

Yeaw US. pfducfta Japanese impo Percent (3 012)

(1) (2) (3)

1958 ........................... 12,747 S
1959 ........................... 17,389 93.
196 ........................... 14,853 1.4X 9.7
1961 ........................... 14,280 1,517 10.6
1962 .......................... 16,460 2.614 13.4
1963 ........................... 13,807 604 26.1
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The domestic industry submits that our dependence on foreign capacity for
more than 25% of our requirements of these important bearings presents a very
serious national security dilemma. Had a similar dependence existed In 1140. it is
doubtful whether the domestic industry would have had the rtquialte capacity
to respond to the requirements of our war effort.

This situation is more forcefully apparent in the domestic Industry's recent
experience In the production of miniature precision bearings. While miniature
and instrument bearings have a wide range of application, the major portion of
domestic production is consumed by defense contractors engaged in the manu-
facture of missile, guidance systems, space craft, and related auxiliary equip-
Inent. Prior to the heightened demand created by Viet Nam, the producers of
miniature and instrument bearings were seriously imperiled by low cost imports.
Table IV portrays the precipitous decline in domestic production of the-w vital
items during a period (1968 & 1964) in which no appreciable slackening in de-
mand occurred.

TALU IV.--Domeasti production of miniature and intrument bearings, 1958-66

[Units In tbouuandsl

l .------------------------------------------------- 4. 4511909 -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 6. 1.3

19M ----------------------------------------------------- 8,743
19lo --t--------------------------------------------------8,572
1962------------------------ ------------ ------------- _9.81
1963 ----------------------------------------------------- 6,264
1964-----------------------------------------------------8, 327
1965 ....... . -.............................. .... . -,8
1968 ---------------- ------ M-------------------------I lit N3

A1965 and 196 include Group 6 and . .. rou..on; prior years covet onl Group 7, whom
Group 6 was either negltible or not reported.

Source: BDSRA Rqorts.
The inescapable explanation of falling production in the face of rising demand

in the fact that Imported hearings were replacing domestic bearings. Indeed in
196.5. the operator of the Swims Cartel selling bearings in the united States ac-
knowledged that it was shipping nearly 2,000.000 units a year to this country.
Had it not been for the acceleration in demand for miniature bearings brought
on by Viet Nam. the unrescrained importation of miniature bearings could have
Permanently Jeopardized the ability of this segment of the industry to respond to
defense requirements. In fact as late as May of 1965. the MetalworkWf9 Yews in
an article entitled "More Dropouts Expected in Miniature Rearing Field" re-
ported a decline in the number of producers with "foreign competition, the major
reason". Had the Viet Nam demand come three or four years later than It did.
it is doubtful whether the domestic industry would have had the capacity to fill-
All increased military requirements.
Indu stry Con oen Oeer Importe

Since the late fifties, the domestic industry has been deeply concerned with the
rapid rise In the level of Imports and especially the fact that imports have been
selectively concentrated in only a few sizes and types of bearings. Foreign pro-
ducers, and In particular the Japanese. have made no demonstrable effort to
tailor their production for home consumption, nor have they seriously attempted
to develop export markets other than In the United States. In late 1964 sfer im-
ports had begun to reach alarming proportions, the Association pursuant to Ser.
tion 2.12 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, requested the Oflice of FEmerarney
Planning to determine whether anti-friction bearings and parts were beic Im-
lprted Into the United States under circumstances as to threaten to Impair the
national security.

While this application was sulsequently withdrawn at the request of the
Association. the domestic Industry, nevertheleRs, remains firmly convinced
that bearings are being Imported under such circumstances as to threaten to
impair the national security. Two factors prompted the domestic Industry to
withdraw Its application. Firstly. the military buildup In Viet Nam hap exerted
tremendous pressure on the industry and has created abnormally high levels
of demand. This artificial circumstances creatpd an unsuitable atmosphere
for investigation. Secondly. neither the domestic industry or the Oflice of Emer
gency Planning could obtain accurate and reliable Import data. Available
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data on imports make no attempt, as do government collected domestic produe-
titon data. to segregate imports as to type of bearings. 8. 252. which we are
vigorously supporting, will not only Insure that Interested government agencies
and departments have accurate and reliable data for defense planning but
will foretlose Imports from concentrating In one or two categories without at
the same time materially limiting the overall level of Imports.
8. 2J52

S. 2 52 as its title clearly states Is designed to Insure that antifriction
bearings are imported In an orderly fashion so that domestic production will
never be disruptd to a point where it Is unable to respond to the require-
ments of national defense. The domestic pioducers have repeatedly stressed
In appearances before government commissions, agencies, and departments that
their concern is directed not so mueh at the total volume of Imports tout at
their chaotic pattern. The domestic industry produces thousands of types and
sizes of bearings. While many of these lines are marginally profitable, their
defense application is of paramount Importance. Conversely, foreign producers
make no attempt to supply a full line. Instead they selectively concentrate
on but a few of the high volume, high profit sizes. In so doing, they attack
the sile structure of domestic production and Jeopardize Its ability to continue
producing those types and sizes with more limited and specialized uses. Stated
differently, certain high volume and universal use bearings help domestic
producers to cover fixed costs, keep plants and personnel operating at maximum
efliclency and thereby make possible the production of many marginal sizes
and types whose only consumers are often defense contractors. 8. 2552 will
alleviate the disruptive fashion In which foreign bearings are Imported without
d'..sturbing the total level of imports. Section 4(2) of the bill confines imports
by category of bearing to 10/ of domestc consumption. This provision will
have no practical Impact on the total volume of Imports, but will merely
require foreign suppliers to meet all segments of United States demand, rather
than skim off the cream as they do today.
Mechanics of 8. 252

Section 2-&'ton 2 states clearly the purpose of the Act-to Insure orderly
trade In anti-friction bearings and thereby guarantee the ability of the domestic
Industry to respond to the needs of national security.

$e*loe 3-l'aragraphs (1) thru (4) provide the basic statutory definitions.
Of particular Importance is paragraph (1) which correlates bearing Import
statistics with Department of Commerce statistics on domestic production.

Seetlon 4-Authorizes the President to arrange trade agreements which
attempt to reasonably govern bearing imports by source, total, and category.

8otio. 5-Provides the mechanics for implementing the agreements nego-
tiated under Section 4.

Section 6-Section 0 affords the President the necessary flexibility to adapt
the statutory scheme to the changing requirements of national security by
authorizing adjustments In the Section 4 limitations.

Reeokm 7--Sctan 7 establihMs procedures for the fair and efficient admin-
istration of the legislation by the Secretary of Defense. In particular, paragraph
(3) enacts reporting requirements to keel) Congress apprised on the status of
the domestic Industry, the level of imports, and the needs of our national
security program.

CCNOLUSION

The paramount and only purpose of S. 2W52 is to adapt import patterns to
national security. There are no so-called free trade limitations involved In this
legislation. Indeed there Is no real free trade In anti-friction bearings today.
Domestic exports are basically limited to replacements for American machinery
abroad, sises produced only in this country, and AID and similar tied-fund
sales. American bearings, with the foregoing exceptions, cannot be sold on the
world market because of price, and foreign tariff and non-tariff barriers. As
such, S. 2552 adds no further restrictions to the present pattern of one-way trade,
but merely endeavors to insure that the trading patterns do not impair our
national security.
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Ajnxzwz A

MMUMS Or TUs AssocizAuo

The Abbott Ball Company, Hartford, Connecticut
Aetna Bearing Company, A Tektron Division, Chicago, Illinois
American Roller Bearing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
The Barden Corporation, Danbury, Connecticut
Brencc Incorporated. Petersburg, Virginia
The Fafnir Bearing Company, New Britain, Connecticut
The Federal Bearings Company, Inc.. Poughkeepsie, New York
Federal-Mogul Corporation, Detroit, Michigan
Freeway Washer & Stamping Company, Cleveland, Ohio
General Bearing Company, West Nyack, New York
Hartford-Univeral Company, Division of Virginia Industries, Rocky H1, Con.

nectieut
Hoover Ball & Bearing Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Industrial Tectonics, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan
Keystone Engineering Company, Los Angeles, California
L&S Bearing Company. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
Link-Belt Company, Indianapolis. Indiana
Marlin-Rockwell, Division of TRW, Inc., Jamestown, New York
McGill Manufacturing Company, Inc., Valparaiso, Indiana
Messinger Bearings, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Miniature Precision Bearings, Inc., Keene, New Hampshire
National Bearings Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division, General Motors Corporation, San-

dusky, Ohio
New Hampshire Ball Bearing., Inc., Peterborough, New Hampshire
Norma-Hoffmann Bearings Company, Stamford, Connecticut
Orange Roller Bearing Company, Inc., Orange, New Jersey
Pioneer Steel Ball Company, Inc., Unionville, Connecticut
Rex Chainbelt Inc.. Downers Grove, Illinois
Rollway Bearing Company, Inc., Syracuse, New York
SKF Industries, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Smith Bearing Division. Accurate Bushing Company, Garwood, New Jersey
Sterling Commercial Steel Ball Corp., Sterling. llinois
Superior Steel Ball Company, New Britain, Connecticut
The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio
Torrington Company. Torrington, Connecticut
Winsted Precision Ball Corporation, Winsted, Connecticut

(S. 25, to regulate imports of ferroalloys and related products
into the United States, follows:)
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FERROALLOY IMPORTS*

Writ CONGRESS

IN THE SI1NA'Th OF THE UNITED STAT

O(mw. o, 198T

Mr. l.AKUJ intmdw11wfile folloWlilg bill; which was red twice and referred
to tie Committee on Finan

A BILL
To regulate iinports of ferroalloys and related products into tile

United States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Iouse of Rcprcgeta.

2 ties of the United Staics of America in Congres assem, vj,

3 That this Act nuty be cited as "The Ferroalloys mid Related

4 Products Imlmrt Coutrol Act. of 1967."

5 $ifc. 2. The Cougrcss finds tluit inciseId inilrts of

6 ferroalloys and related products have adversely affected tho

7 United States bIdance of antiaenits, contributed silhsItaltially

8 to reduced employment opportunities for United States work-

9 ers in the ferroalloys and related products industry, and

10 captured such increasing share of the juarket for rtch lrod-

1I ncts in the United Stotes as to threaten die economic viability

In
*Communications received by the committee on this subject, pp. 1072-1088.
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4)

I of the miid domestic indwitry and the national Recurity. It is,

2 therefore, declared to be dte lolicy of the Congress tlat

3 access to tie United States narket for ferroalloys and related

4 products produced abroad should be on an equitable Isis to

5 alleviate United States balance of payments problems, pro-

6 videan O)portunity for a strong and expanding United States

7 ferroalloys and related products industry, and prevent further

8 disruption of United States markets and unemployment of

9 United States workers in that industry.

10 8w. 8. The President shall by proclamation restrict the

11 total annual imports of ferroalloys and related products to an

12 amount determined by applying the percentage of total ian-

13 ports to total domestic consumption during the years 1961

14 through 1965, inclusive, to total domestic consumption during

15 tho year immediately preceding the year in which the re-

16 striction is to apply.

17 Srjc. 4. The President shall apportion sich total imports

18 so that the percentage of imports in t particular category

19 (as defined in section 8(2) below) in any year-to total

20 imports shall not exceed die average percentage of imports

21 in that category to t6tal imports during the years 1961

2 through 1965, inclusive.

23 Sie. 5. (1) Within the limitations imposed under see-

-2 tions 3 anld 4, the President may- adjust. the share of United

25 States imports in any category which may bo supplied by

1068
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8

1 any nation. In making this adjustment the President shall

2 be guided principally by historical import patterns, but may

3 modify such patterns to accommodate interests .of developing

4 nations or other changing conditions of international trade.

5 (2) The President may suspend any proclamation made

6 under section 3 or 4 or increase any quantity proclaimed

7 under such section if he determines and proclaims that such

8 action is required by overriding economic or national security

9 interests of the United States, giving special weight to the

10 importance to the Nation and the national defense of the

11 economic well-being of the domestic producers of ferro-alloys

12 and.related products.

13 SEo. 6. (1.) The amount of imports of any category in

14 either half of any year shall not exceed 60 per centum of the

15 total permissible amount of imports in that category for such

16 year.

17 (2) Should any limitation take effect on any day other

18 than January 1 of a year, such limitation shall apply pro rats

19 during the remaining portion of such year.

20 Ec. 7. (1) Import limitations established by this Act

21 shall be administered by the Secretary of Commerce. The

22 Secretary may issue such regulations as may be necessary or

23 appropriate to carry out the purpose of this Act.

24 (2) Upon the expiration of five years after the date of

25 enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce shall sub.

1069
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4

1 mit a report to the Co'igres ns to die effects of the import,

2 limitations established under this Act upon (a) the United

3 States Ibance of payments, (b) te economic viability of

4 the ferroulloys and related products industry, (c) employ-

a nent Opportunities in such industry, awd (d) the national

6 security, togcther with his recommendations as to whether

7 such port limitations should be continued, modified, or ro-

8 yoked. Before making such report, the Secretary shall con-

9 duct an investigation and hearing at which all interested

io parties shlt have an opportunity to be heard.

I I S&,. 8. As uscd in this Act-

3 420 (1) The term "ferroalloys and related products" means

13 low- aud high-carlo ferrochrome, low-, medium-, and high-

14 carbon ferroanganso, forrosilicon, ferroohrome silicone

15 silicowanganese, chromium metal, mnganese metal, and sili-

16 con metal in tho categories defined below.

17 (2) Tho term "category" or "categories" mcans one

18 or wore of the following seven digit item numbers appearing

10 i i the Tariff Sdcwdules of the United States Annotated

Wo (1905) published by the United States Tariff Coamussiou

t as in effect on the date of etment of this Ao:

loy. oo 607. wOO 0. m1800
607.3100 607. 5100 689 .800
607. 3M0 007.5200 632 420
GO7. =0O O7. 500
607.8700

1070
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1 (&) The term "imports" refers i United Stae ie..

2. ports in any category or categories within the meaning of

3 paragraph (2) of this section.

4 (4) The term "consumption" means, with respect to

5 any category or with respect to all categories, the sum of

6 United States mill shipments plus imports minus United

7 States exports.

8 (5) The term "year" means calendar year.
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STATEMENT Of TUB OOMMITTWE Or PRODUCEUS Or FUS LOUO AND RELATED Pa00-
vea, in Suuoar or LI5LT-ox To R ULAmT ImpoRs, 4w 1330ALOys AND
RELATED PRODUCTS INTO T31 UISrm Srs, TAuT6 m ar L 0. BL=s, PZ0-
DaNmr Toon MINXUL O

SUMMARY

The Committee of Producers of Ferroalloys and Related Products represents
the relatively few producers * of the products in question-namely low- and
high-carbon ferrochrome, chromium metal, low-, medium- and high-carbon ferro-
manganese, manganese metal, ferrosilicon, ferrochrome silicon, silicomanganese
and silicon metal.

These products are all vital to national security since, in effect, conventional
and stainless steels, sophisticated alloys, and many forms of aluminum and other
non-ferrous products could not be produced without one or more of the ferroulloys
and other metals in question. Indeed, in 1964, the Office of Emergency Planning
stated "that the ferroalloy industry In essential to our mobilization base".

The attached memorandum, together with Aiqendices A. B and C thereto,
shows why legislation is necessary, in the interests of national security, to pre-
vent further deterioration of this industry as a result of rapidly increasing im-
ports. These imports have now reached alarming levels averaging 30% to 40%
of domestic consumption (see Appendix B).

Also attached (as Appendix D) is a proposed form of bill which our Committee
feels should be enacted in order to keep the industry reasonably healthy and able
to compete with low-cost imports. This bill would impose a percentage quota
based upon average imports during the 1961-1965 base period (aliproximttely
13.8% ** of domestic consumption).

Nature of the Ferroaloy Iaduetry.--The domestic ferroalloy industry is a very
old one. It began its life prior to World War I. at which time our nation found
that its steel industry depended substantially upon alloying constituents pro-
duced in foreign countries. Several United States companies installed facilities,
albeit belatedly, to support our mobilization efforts. From a humble beginning
and through the late 1950's the ferroalloy industry experienced a cyclical eco-
nomic existence. Yet, its importance to national security became increasingly
evident during World War II, the Korean conflict, and, more recently, In support
of our efforts in Vietnam.

InjurV from Insremsfing Imports.-In the late 1950's and early 1960's the in-
dustry experienced several reversals, in part due to increasing imports of low-
cost ferroalloy products produced in modern foreign facilities. For example. im-
ports of chromium and manganese alloys increased VX0/ and 100% respectively.
&,veral domestic production facilities closed, displacing skilled workers. Industry
believed that an unrestrained and accelerating continuation of imports would
perpetuate damaging losses of critical plants and skilled personnel. Without
affirmative and corrective action, it appeared that the United States would
become incapable of supplying its defense and mobilization needs for the ferro-
alloy and related products essential for the production of steel and critical non-
ferrous metals.

Accordingly, appropriate laws and regulations were examined to identify
those that might afford the domestic industry counter-measures to offset the
lower labor rates and related advantages available to foreign producers.

ORP Ivestigtko (1963-6I).--After investigation in depth of the alternatives
available to it, the ferroalloy industry submitted to the Office of Emergency
Planning in May 1963 an application for invcet.t~tion of the offobet of imports
of ferroalloys on the domestic industry under Section 232 of the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1962.

The Industry felt strongly at that time that affirmative action on the part of
the Office of Emergency Planning was required to prevent emasculation of the
industry. Actually, several plants were cannibalized or closed while the Applica.
tion was being considered by the government.

The situation today does not differ substantivel.v from that the industry faced
in the early 1900's. Therefore, we attach as Appendix A a copy of the ferroalloy

*Ineluding Chromium Mining & Smelting Corp.. Foote Mineral Co.. Interlak. Iron Corp.,
Ohio Perro-AlloyS Corp.. Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co. (Division of Air Reduction Co.).

**The Individual percentages for each product are shown in Appendix 5.
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Industry's 1963 application to the Ofce of Emergency Planning. This application
describes the Industry in some depth and contains pertinent statistics and other
materials showing the serious adverse effects of unrestrained imports upon this
vital industry and our national security.

After a year of careful investigation, on July 17, 1964, the Offlce of Euergency
Planning denied the industry's application on the ground that there was not at
that time a sufilent impairment of national security. However, this decision
contained several significant statements germane to the plight of the industry.
In particular, it noted 'that the ferroalloy industry is essential to our mobiliza-
tion base, that serious economic adjustments confront the industry, and a change
in the current status of imports could Justify later review."

The OEP Director also stressed "that the study and his conclusions are con-
fined to a consideration of the Impact of ferroalloya and metals imports on the
national security." It could be inferred fr)m this statement that no consideration
was given In that investigation to the damage to the economic hesib of a vital
indusry caused by imports and the effect of that health on the industry's desire
and ability to continue investments esential to remain competitive.

Paradoxically, at the time the decision of the Office of Emergency Planning
was released In 1964, demand for ferroalloys and related metals had substantially
strengthened. Thus the problem of the early 1960Ys was temporarily alleviated.
Concurrently, however. Imports continued to increase. Signifeantly, these im-
ports came from foreign facilities which were to a great measure built in the
interests f supplying our national stockpile requirements.

htoreshi~dly Berious Conditoie Todal.-Despite the temporary prosperity of
1963 and 1906. the industry recognized that the problem experienced in the early
19W@0s would have to be faced again in the near future. An examination of statis-
tics attached hereto* demonstrate the validity of the forecatL For example, these
statistics disclose that during the first six months of 1967 Imports of high-carbon
ferromanganese accounted for 61.2% of the United States non-captive consump-
tion. Similarly, 34.2% was accounted for by Imported slicomanganese 86,4%
and 50.8% respectively % ere accounted for by imports of medium and low-carbon
ferromanganese. Imports of electrolitic manganese metal (a high purity form of
manganese essential to sophisticated ferrous and aluminum alloys) Increased
from 8 % in 19M4 to 11.3% during the fir six months of 1967. Low-carbon
ferrochrome imports increased to 48% during the same period. Also, by 1966,
imported 75% grade ferrosilicon had captured 16.2% o the United States
domestic market. *'

These burgeoning imports are having increasingly serious effects upon the
ferroalloys industry. In particular, It Is significant to note that the earnings of
companies comprising approximately 75% of the ndustry* decreased by an
average amount of 87% during the first nine months of 1967 as compared to the
same period In 1968. This dramatic decline In earnings can be accounted for In
part by Increasing costs of wages, related services and supplie as the domestic
industry responded to lower priced Import&

Obviously the domestic industry cannot continue to invest in modernization
and Increased capacity as long as such a situation persists. Consequently, jobs
that normally would have been provided by domestic industry will, In effect, have
been exported. Under the same set of circumstances, it is clear that the ferroalloy
industry will not be able to export Its products into the foreign consuming mar-
kets, a desirable assist to the balance of payments.

As long as the shipping lanes from the Republie of South Africa, Western
Europe and other producin areas ar open, ferroalloys required In the produc-
tion of steel and nonferrous metas can be imported-if we concurrently are con-
tent to export our domestic Jobs--and If this country I willing to take the rit
that these shipping lanes will remain open in time of war.

Yet, the effect of such a policy is forecast to be similar to that the industry
faced in the early 1960's. We cannot hope to maintain a viable domestic industry
in the face of ever-inereasing low-cost imports any more than we can expect
that the domestic Industry's capacity will be adequate In time of emergency If
it is unable in normal times to keep a reasonable participation In supplying the
domestic steel and nonferrous requirements.

'10e Appendix B hereto.
"6See Appendix C hereto for brief description of the ferroallcon situation.
Time has not permitted us to secure comparable figures from all affected companies.

but we believe that inclusion of such figres of the remaining 25% of the Industry would
not materially alter the average reported.
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Since the ferroalloy induskr7's efforts under existing regulations and laws to
cope with Its evident problems relating to low-cost Imports for over 10 years have
been largely ineffective, we think it clear that its viability depends on new IgO-
lation. These problems have persisted despite a reasmably protective taiff struc-
ture, so that it does not appear that any solution based on tariffs could helL Fur-
thermore, it Is reasonable to expect that once these tariffs have been further
reduced to Implement decisions made In the recent GATT negotiations at Genevat
the Industry's economic muscle will have been Irreparably damaged.

Thus we find no alternative to our desire to serve national security and the
Interests of our owners than to urge the enactment ot appropriate legislation, such
as the bill attached hereto as Appendix D.

MlaxuracTuate CHzMIsTS' ASsOCATION, INc.,
W.aelnton, D.CO. M&g 15,1 96.

Subject: Application Requesting an Investigation of the Effect of Imports of
Manuanese and Chromium Ferroalloys on National Security.

Mr. E. A. McDnzxorr,
Director, Ojfie of Zuergeacy PIaxnisg, 8Wte O5 BsUdiLg,
Wahkgtiou, D.O.

DEA Ma. McD aoTT: On behalf of the reactive metals and alloys producers
segment of the Chemical Industry. I am submitting, herewith, twenty-five (25)
copies of a request that an Investigo be instituted to determine the effect of
imports ot manganese and chromium ferroalloys on national security, as pro-
vided under Section 2= of the Trade Expansion Act of 198

The attached Applioations gives the general information on the Industry, and
Inprt of ferroalloys, requested in O of Emergency Planning, Regulation 4.
Individual companies will submit voluntary, or on request, additional confiden-
tial s nmatlon on the efect of Imports on their operation and plant.

If the Association can be of any assistance to you In this Investigation, please
let me know.

Slncerelr,
J. AL HUL

MAr 15, 1W&
Subject: Application fer Invesftation of the Ufled et Imports of Malmes

and Chromium Ferroalloys under Section 282 of the Trade xpanto
Act ot 19u

Mr. EL A. McD)mowr,

Sut. Oe BiUhws,
Wsevotm, D.C.
Dam M& McDsmaOrr: We respectfully request a InvesItigaton ot the effect

of Imports of manganese and chromium ftroalloys, and eMeatselytm
and chromium on the national security as provided for under Section 23of the
Trade Expas n Act of i90

The Imports of manganese and hmim ferroaoys, within reet year.,
have Increased to such an extent that the domestic ferroalloy industry Is in
serious Jeopardy. The Imports of chromium, in 192, were about 500% greater
than in 1960, and manganese impwta have doubled In the same period. AS a result,
domestic production facilities have shut down, and skilled workers have been
dispaed. The unrestrained gruwtj of in4us will result in a Was of Vlauts
and personnel that will ultimately render the U.S. Incapable of supplying its
needs for manganese and chromium products in time of national eme cy.

This Application will be supplemented by confidential statements by some pro-
ducers, while others will supply additional informtiWo on their operations and
future plans, on request.

This Application requesting an Investigation of the Effect ot Imports of
Manganese and Chromium Ferroalloys on the National Security, as provided for
under Section 2 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 1o being filed by the follow-
Ing producers of manganese and chromium ferroalloys, and electrolytic man-
ganese and chromium.
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American Potash & Chemical Op.,
3000 W. Oth Street, Los Angels
Calif.

Chromium Mining & Smelting Orp.
1&5M South Indiana Avenue, Chicago
27, Illinois.

Foote Mineral Comnyt Route 100, Ex-
ton, Pa.

Interlake Iron Corporation, 1900 UnIon
Commerce Building, Cleveland 14,
Ohio.

Ohio Ferro-Alloys corporation, 8 80th
Street, N.W., Canton, 9, Ohio.

Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co., Div., Air
Reduction Company, 3801 Highland
Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York.

Tennemee Products & Chemical Corp.,
S1 West End Avenue, Nashville 5,

Tennemee.
Tenn-Tax Alloy & Chemical Corp., 261U

West End Avenue, Nashville 5, Ten-
nessee.

Union Carbide Metals Co., Div., Union
Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Ave-
nue, New York 17, Now York.

Vanadium Corporation of Amalec, 200
Park Avenue, New York 17, Now
York.

ALJ. JLavino & Company, 3 Penn Canter
Plan- Phadel a Pa.

Daauovor =2 Ixwumw
The production of ferroaWys requires spelallued technology, high tempera-

tur smelting equipment, and other spellaUsed mnuacturin facilities. Due to
the special nature o the procses Involved, skilled personnel, both workers and
supervisrs, can be trained only by the Industry. The Industry supplies about 160
products that are essential In making steel, iron, non-ferrous alloys, space ag
metals, and some baie materials for the chemical and electronic Industries. In
recent years, the manganese and chrominum ferroalloys have made up about
61% of the total tonnage, with 65% of the value of the products of the industry.

With the exception of high carbon ferromanganese, which can also be produced
in a blast furnace, all of the large tonnage manganese and chromium ferroalloys
must be produced in electric furnaces because of the high smelting temperatures
and special chemistry required. These alloys are made by reacting mixtures of
chromium or nganese ore with coke, and/or other reducing agents, and iron
ore, scrap steel, or alica. The special equipment and technology involved in the
furnace operation restricts their output to ferroalloys. Moreover, the same equip-
ment cannot be used Interchangeably and differently to produce manganese,
chromium, or silicon alloys without extensive modification.

Electrolytic manganese and chromium metals am produced by passing an
electric current through an aqueous solution of compounds of the element which
deposits exceedingly pure metal on the cathode. Unique equipment Is required
for producing each metal, and the process are considered to be among the most
difficult to Initiate and sustain.

In 1962, there were 15 producers of manganese and chromium ferroalloys; 7
made only manganese, one only chromium, and 7 both chromium and manganese
products. A list of the producers and products made by each Is shown on the
following page.

MANG M WsaoaLLore

The metallic element of manganese indispensable for the production of
steel, aluminum, welding rod coating, welding fluxes and certain chemicals.
Approximately 90% o the manganese produced Is used in steel making where
it functions as a scavenger, removing certain impurities, as Iron Is refined Into
steel. It prevents tearing or cracking during hot-rolling and forging, and in larger
amounts imparts such properties as strcng, toughneSs and hard. to Aruu-
tural, engineering and military steels.

Every ton of steel produced requires an average of fourteen pounds of manga-
nes., and without manganese, there would be no steel, because there are no suit-
able substitutes Manganese Is essential In the peacetime economy, but it becomes
most vital in times of national emergency, when requirement increase substan-
tially because of increased demand for steel and non-ferrous metals, and the
greater demand for high strength super alloy steels to make guns, ships, aircraft,
missiles and turbines which require larger quantities per ton.

85-468----pt. 2--3?
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U. PRODUCERS OF MANGANESE AND CHROMiUM FIERROALLOYS

IC-1Eolecto: B-Blasd: X--Otl

amPla Chromim Form- Slic-
map- mange- Other

nole ease

American Chrome Co ....................... Nyot Most- ------------ .........
American Potash A Chemical Corp ........... Aberdeen, Miss ................................ X
The Anaconda Co .......................... AnaconMa, Mo. ............... E ........
Bethlehem Stee Co o....................... Johnstown Pa ..... .. .B
Chromiom Mining & Smelting Cor p ....... Chicago, -I-.--. K........ X

MemphisTem n . E X
Foote Minue" C ........................... Buffalo, N.Y ... .. ................ ........ X

Knoxville Ten . X
Intorlake Iron C orp ......................... Beverly, fh ........ :. E .

. J. Lavla & Co .......................... ReusffV Va ................... B ........
Sheridan, Pa ........... B........ i ........

Ohio Fer-Alloys Corp ..................... Brilliant, Ohio ---------- E ................
Philo, Ohio ............ C........ [ X

Ptsburgh Metallurgical Co., Dvskoe Air Re- Niagara Falls, NY ...... E E E
ducti Co., In.. Calvert County Ky ..... E ECharleston,$C..... E E E

Tenness Products & Chemical Crp ......... Rockwood, Tenn ........ E and B E X
Chattanooga, Tem ...... E E E X

Tem-Tex Alloy & Chemical Corp ............. Houston, Tx ................... E E
Union Carbide Metals Co .................... Niagara Falls, N.Y ...... EAlloy, W. Va ........... E X

Marietta Ohio ....... E E E X
Ashtabu, Ohio ---- ........ E E
Sheffield, Ala .......... -........ E
Portland Oreg ................. E E

Uited Stte Stel Crp .................... Ensley, Ala .................... B ........Duquesne. P& ........ .... al ....
Vadium Corp of Americ ................. Graham, W. O' ......... E- - XCambrWdV, OWi ....... ........ E ........ X

Keokuk,lowa .......... E ................ X
Vanorsam, Ohio ........ E ................ X

To meet the requirements of the end products for other elements such a
carbon, silicon, iron and phosphorus, and to facilitate mixing with molten metals,
manganese is used as a pure metal, or combined with iron, and/or silicon, with
or without carbon, to form alloys of various grades. The following table shows
the grades of manganwe products, with chemical compodtion and uses.

IMANGANESE FERROALLOYS *

Manganese al Chema spelfatiom Application

Standard luromanpnese -------------------- Mn-74 to 12 percent ------------------ All carbon steals.
Si-l-percent maximum ................. Alloy steels.
C-S to 7.5 percent ------------------ Welding rod coatings.

Silicomanpase ---- _--------------------- Mn-4 to S percent ................... Killed carbon steals.
Si-12 to 20 percent ................... Alloy steels.
C-l.5 to 3 percent .................... W din flux.

Medium-carbon ferromanpaMe . .-----------M-SIto 85 percent ------------------ Alloy steels.
$I-1.5-percent maximum ............... Drawing quality steels.
C-S.-perent maximum ................

Low-carbon ferromanganme ---------------- Mn-90 to 95 percent ----------------- Stainless stels.
Si-l-percent maximum-.....-........... Aloy steel.
C-0.l to o .................. Deep-drawing quality

steels
P-0.06 to 0.20 percent -------------- Welding rod cptinLs,

Electrolytic manganese ....................... M-9.9 percL ..................... Stainles e.
SI-Trace ............................. Doep-drwing Stls.
C-Trace .............................. Aluminum.
P-Trace .............................. Welding r,. coatings,

igh 1t-resistant
alloys, copper alloys,
superalloy steels.

Low iron feromanganese ..................... Mn-- to 92 percent- .................. Aluminum.Si-3-pmmtm uim .................
C--4. to 7.5 percmL ..................
P-40t Percent----------------
ft-2 percent. ...................
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The fourteen domestic producers of manganese ferroalloys operate plants at
29 locations. In 1961, 878,574 tons of manganese products, (gross weight), were
shipped, with a value of $184 million.

The two major steel producers, with a reported 45% of the total U.S. ingot
capacity, produce their own high carbon ferromanganese in blast furnaces. On
a contained manganese basis, their usage of "captive" ferromanganese repre-
sents 81% of the U.S. manganese consumption, therefore, the "Available Mark-
et" to the ferroalloy producers Is approximately 69% of the total manganese
consumed. In times of national emergency, the captive facilities for standard
ferromanganese may be required for pig iron or hot metal production, and,
therefore, the proportion of the non-captive market to the total can very sub-
stantially increase.

IMPO=$S AND PRODUoIMON

To accurately determine the impact of imports of manganese ferroalloys on
domestic producers, the Imports must be compared with "Available Market" and
not to total production, shipments or consumption figures, as reported by the
Bureau of Mines. The total market available to the domestic manganese fer-
roalloy industry and imports in 1961 was estimated to have been about 441,000
tons of contained manganese, with a market value of $140 million. The tonnage
and value of the U.S. "Available Market" for manganese ferroalloys is shown
In Table I, with percentage of imports for each year, 1957 through 1962. Since
1967, imports of manganese alloys for commercial use have shown a rapid rise.
These Imports have increased from 5.8% of the "Available Market" during
1967, to 23.5% In 1962, with a value at domestic prices of about $35 million.
Imports in 1962 were 185% of the 1960 imports, while the total domestic market
increased only 8%. It should be noted that imports of manganese ferroalloys in
1962 were 1680 million pounds greater than in 1957, while "Available Market"
was 81.5 million pounds less.
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Major exporters to the U.L market were Francme West Germany, Republic
of South Africa, Norway and Japan. Tble 1 shows the imports of manganese
alloys by product and sources, with the declared values for 1961 and 1902.

CImao -uM Fmaouwrs

The metallic element, chromiumn, is ued as an alloying element for a long list
of important ferrous and non-frrous alloys, thus, chromium is a most essential
metal in both the peacetime and wartime economies of the nation. Stainless
steels normally contain 18%, and some grades as much as 25%e chromiumL Addi-
tional major end uses for the chromium ferroalloys are in the nature of
super-alloys for major sce age applications, hightemperature and super-
stngth steels, arnoe ple tool ad die steels, structural and en, neerlng steel
aluminum and copperbase alloys, heat-resistant and abraslvereslstant cas Irons,
hard-facing alloys, electrial - alos and a host of them.

TASLE I.-MAGANESE FEROALLOYS-MAJOR EXPORERS TO UAS MARKET AND DECARW VALUE

161 1162
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Obromium is used as a pure metal or alloyed with iron or silicon. The alloys,
chemical composition and applications of chromium alloys are as follows:

CHROMIUM FERROALLOYS

Chromum alloy Chemal spewaations Applasoa

Lou-carb lro mm . Cr--7 to 72 percent. ......... Stainless steels.
C-O.0 to 2 percent .......... High temperature alloys.
Si-I to 5 cent

HNk-bo ftrrerosmmin ....... C-5t l ao eL ......... Stauless s&eels.
C-4 to percent ............. Engneeral stols.
S1--1 to S prcOet ............ Tool steels.

Adley ste ls modern iomm mlesat.
Armor p ate.

Ferrochromum sil .. .. . Cr-35 to 55 percent ....... Stainless steL
S1-24 to 46 portant....
C-0.05 to 1.5 percent...

Chromium motd ................. Cr-.$ percent ............ Electrical resistance alloys.
Nigh temra0tUr alloyL
Aluimnm.Superalloys.

Other grades: Exothertc Iorro-

ONromeM. erroslcMo chromes,
a" eaouormms sieo chrome.

The consumption figures given by the Bureau of Mines is considered to repre-
sent the "Available Market" since no captive chromium alloys are produced. In
1981, eight companies with 18 electric furnace plants in 9 states shipped 313,800
tons of chromium ferroalloys valued at about $104.2 million. Table III shows
the domestic consumption in millions of pounds of contained chromium, value
of alloys in years 195? through 1962, and imports as percent of the domestic
consumption (Government Stockpile excluded).
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During the last four years, 1969 to 1962, the consumption of chromium as
chromium ferroalloys has ranged between 801 million and 87 million pounds.
In 1962, it Is estimated that 380 million pounds were consumed, of which 51.0
million, or 15.8% was imported. The domestically produced chromium for con-
sumption decreased from about 806 million pounds in 1959, down to 280 million
pounds in 19(, while imports increased about 29 million pounds. From 1960 to
1962, the imports of high carbon and low carbon ferrochrome have shown a
five-fold Increase. The Imports of low carbon ferrochrome and chromium metal,
in 1962, reached an alarming 2&1% and 85% of the domestic market for these
products.

As will be noted In Table IV, Sweden, West Germany, Japan, Italy and the
Republic of South Africa are the principal sources of imported chromium
products.

TAKE IV.-CHROMIUM FERROALLOYS-MAJOR EXPORTERS TO U. MARKET AND DECLARED VALUE

LOW CARBON

ISO1 1962
Centu Thousands Average Thouands Averae

of pounds Percent declared val. of pons Percent declared vat.
contained imports ip(cent e noet us (cents per

dufmium u d asd pound)

Sweden ...................... 2,476 28.4 2.2 10,435 29.4 22.0
West Germa ................ 1,948 22.3 23.6 7,584 21.4 23.3
Japan ........................ 1,438 ILS 24.7 6,016 17.3 22.4
France ....................... 817 9.4 26.2 5,842 I63 21.4
Yuoslavia ................... 813 9.3 24.9 376 1.0 25.7
Rhodeslo-Nysuland ........... 627 7.2 21.4 739 2.1 21.6
Norway.................... 601 6 9 30.6 3,79 10.7 22.6
Other.................. ........... ........... .......... 653 1.8 23.4

Total .................. 8.,720 100.0 24. 3 3,443 1010 2L 4

HIGH CARBON

Japan.....................2050 30.1 14.4 3,113 21.0 13.0
Italy--- ---------------- 1,560 22.9 17.0 130 .9 15.4
Republi- " ........ 1,469 21.5 10.2 1.346 IL 0 9.7
Canada................ 1,310 19.2 19.7 7,165 4& 1 15.
Norway................... 190 2.1 16.8 1,2129 7 14.4
France .... ............ 153 2.3 19.1 54 .3 18.s
WestGermany ................ 51 .7 17.6 1,703 11.1 10.4
Sweden ..................... 37 .5 136 74 .5 14.9

Total .................. 6,829 100.0 15.2 14,174 100.0 14.0

CHROMIUM METAL

Fran ce.-------------------- 481 43. 2 81.5 325 25.1 81.1
Japan ----------------------- 361 32.3 74.5 606 46. 73.5
United King dom.............. 262 23.4 82.0 338 26.2 76.0
We Germany ---------------- 12 1.1 63.5 29 z2 76.0

Total .................. I,11 100.0 79.5 1,296 100.0 765

Dwam cr z Compwmox CUMATuI BY IMOW , Os MIwN Sm AX D O oUMNu
Flaso~r~ors

The Increase of imports of ferroalloys for commercial use has resulted from
three principal causes; (1) Spurred on by substantial U.S. Government pur-
chaes of ferroalloys during the 10-1961 period for stoekpile, foreign alloy
producers grmatly Increased their productive capaity. Government stockpiling
of mananse and dchomum has been cut back sharply--ces ng altogether in
1962. This decrease in Government requirements has been reflected In Increased
imports for the commercial market as the following table shows:
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U.S IMMPOTS OF MANGANESE P0UMICTS
(Toss coUtaumempaeso

Year ToWa imports Govne"t imports Commiewl imNots

1960 .......................... 102,m A"1 ea
N11 .......................... 13, 13 9%=

log .......................... 115,617 W 11k,5

U. IWMOMT OF CROMUVM MOUCTS
ITem .MW. ebimimm

Ywt Totl Import bvrmi Cmeu

Iw ........................ 3500 2957,123am . 167

190 ... . ...... o...............o..................

(2) Some foreign countries built orroalloy plants In antiipation of the
future needs of their own steel Industries. Mnwhle, they are uslng this eb-
paelty to produce material for export. (8) Ftnally, as the Inital Impetm of the
European Economic Community waned, the excess steel and ferroalloy capacity
of established European steelmaking countries has also been turned to prodtion
for the export market. With available outlets in te U.A for rraloys, foreign
producers with their large excess capacity are supplying a larger and larger
portion of the U.S. domestic market at lower and lower prees.

It now appears that overseas producers could supply our entire domestic
"Available Market" for high carbon ferromaganese and substantial portions
of the other manganese products and ferrous 1m iequimsots In addition to
their own needs.

Overseas producers have an advantage over domestic terrowloy makers in
lower costs for labor, transportation and raw materials. Foreign competition Is
offering their products at prices considerably below those prevailing in the
domestic market, and in many cases, near or below domestic production cost.
Further, there are strong indications that foreign man nee and chromium
ferroalloys are being offered at prices below their actual cost or at prices be.
low their domestic selling prices by such countries as Yugoslavia, India, France
and Japan. Them factors, plus the rising tide of steel Imports that contain fbr-
eign produced ferroalloys, which further restrict the domestic market for all fer-
roalloys, have severely depressed prices in this country.

The average published domestic prices for all manganese and chromium fer-
roalloys dropped from a peak in 19 of 1&8# per pound of contained manganese,
to an estimated 1&9 cents per pound to date, and from 35* per pound of chromium,
to 210 per pound. Charge chrome, a grade of high-carbon ferro-chrome used in
naking stainless steel sold for 25%* per pound in 1959; the price in April,
1963 was 14# per pound. Since 1969, 0.06 carbon low-carbon ferrochrome, an
addtive to stainless steels and high-temperature alloys has declined in price
from 80 to 28 cents per pound. At these low pries, it Is no longer profitable
to produce chromium alloys, and the lndiur cannot maintain itselL The follow-
ing table summaries the decline in domestic chromium prices since 190.

DOMESTIC PRICES OF CHROMIUM ALLOYS'

Aes ItI eewubo

P"ud (dhaP cbrom (Mb per poonl)

15 ................................................... 35 2325 30
Im ................................................... 3 2. 2 3L 4
1961 .................................................... 2 I X7
1.............................................. 1 175 X 3

'245
16(id qurts....... n sit '14.1

I Americn Metals Market and Steepae.
2 Effective Jawry.
3 Cnecti Februar.
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The average domestic prices of the two large tonnage manganese ferroalloys6
high carbon ferromanganse and 8icomanganese, decreased from l6.8 and 19.4
per pound of manganese in 1969, to 10.4 and 1&54 per pound to date. The follow-
Ing table shows the serious decrease of manganese prices since 1969.

DOMESTIC PRICES OF MANGANESE ALLOYS'

Pe wm per pomw a mrqum

Avwage prtms NH-arbM a Eeroyltl
Yea m m mmqus ShNmgmOsw fmromanpews mananes

1W .................. ILI I&1 4 255 34.6
1960 .................. I$ 14., . 24.0 35.3
161 .................. .. 11 1&, 17.0 24.0 3&.0
19a ...................... 5 I . 24.0 33.71903 (Id qmdr) ....... 1 0.4 13.5 20.5 31.3

'Sown: Amulu Metl Mekd ad Ssmal iaeL

In spite of price reductions in mnganese ferroalloys, to the extent that cur-
rent prices are substantially below the 1966 levels, there remain price differ-
entials between domestic and Imported alloys of from $25 to $80 per ton In the
various manganese alloys As stated, previously, this does not In all cases reflect
relative production cost of domestic and foreign operation for some ferroalloys
are probably being exported to the U.S. market on an incremental cost basee
production cost, but not including overhead, such as selling expense, research
and development, administration, etc.) basis from such countries as Japan,
France and Belgium. As with the chromium ferroalloys, the domestic producer
cannot sell at the current prices of Imported ferroalloys and maintain anything
approaching a reasonable margin of profit.

The rapid increase in ferroalloy Imports, coupled with substantial imports of
alloy steels, and steel products, have combined to force the operating levels of
domestic ferroalloy makers down to an unprofitable 50-0 percent of capacity.
This near chaotic situation has existed for several years, with no sign of relief.

Emr 0 ImPors UoN DomzsTzo P uOCTIo CAPACrTY AND RToRLATxIN or'
DOMTw CAPAcIr IN x EMmmicT

Because the foreign Imports have taken approximately 25% and 15% of the
manganese and chromium domestic market, respectively, and prices for these
alloys have been depressed to an unprofitable level, there has already been a
reduction in the ferroalloy production capacity of the domestic industry. Over
the past five years, the number of electric furnaces In the industry declined by
15 percent. Manpower losse have been even more severe. The Tariff Commission
Report, TC--8, shows that from 1960 to 1961, the skilled production force of the
manganese ferroalloy industry decreased by 17 percent. Actual figures are not
available, but it is estimated that the manpower loss in the chromium ferro-
alloy segment of the industry Is of the same magnitude. The dates of some of the
more recent drastic production capacity cutbacks suffered or projected in the
Industry are shown below. More information will be Included in a confidential
statement submitted by Individul emnlss.

OempNM Doe
I. J. Lavno & Company -------------------------- -------- 1962
Chromium Mining & Smelting Corp. --- - 1902
Vanadium Corporation of Americ-.-.-. 1961
American Chrome Company.................... 1961
Tnaneee Products & C emical Cr... 1961

Lacking adequate and suitable domestic deposits of either manganese or
chrome ore, about 98% of the manganese ore and 100% of the chrome ore con-
sumed in these U.S. Is from foreign sources. Because of the Important roles which
these two elements play in the production of steel, non-ferrous metals and super
alloys, and the fact that the U.S. Is almost totally dependent upon foreign
ore, the U.S. government accumulated, In stockpiles and Inventories, a total
of over 14,000,000 tons of manganes and chrome ores (including about 15% IV
erroalloys), approximately a 8-ymr supply under muergency conditions. Thit
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ore would have to be converted into ferroalloys before it could be used, therefore,
its value in time of emergency is dependent upon the domestic industry's capacity
to convert this stockpile Into alloys. Under ctoditions of national emergency, the
U.S. could not rely on foreign sources for either raw ore or finished ferroalloys.
A national crisis would have world wide repurcussions, resulting in increased
demand for manganese and chromium, and probable diflclties in keeping ship-
ping supply lines open.

Serious consideration should further be given to the likelihood of a probable
loss of a material portion of the industrial potential of the ferroalloy industry,
which In located primarily in highly industrialisd areas, in event of an enemy
attack. We should not be assured that the industry will be free from any such
loss in the future.

Even at present, there Is insufcient productive capacity to meet an increased
need during a national emergency. Further, under the mounting tide of Imports
and the unprodtable level of prices in order to meet foreign competition, the
domestic Industry cannot support a reasonable research and development pro-
gram, modernize manufacturing facilities, maintain idle equipment or retain the
skilled manpower to insure adequate capacity for the national security.

Relative to the steel, non-ferrous, super alloy, aero-spatc, and other direct de-
fense industries, the ferroalloy producers comprise a small industry, employing
less than 10.000 people, but on which U.S. Industry, in time of national emer-
gency, to produce steel and many defense items is solely dependent.

To obtain low cost power, electric furnace operators must sign long term power
agreements. Many of these costly contracts have expiration dates within the
next few years, and the present low operating level will force producer. to
abandon some contracts and scrap or retire entire plants. The burden of local
real estate and personal property taxes will make it imposible to maintain such
plants In a standby condition, therefore, they will not be available for ferroalloy
production In the event of a national emergency. In order to "stay alive", almost
every producer has under study, plans to curtail production facilities and to
reduce or eliminate research and development programs. This is included in the
confidential information submitted by the Individual companies. Imports of
manganese and chromium ferroalloys have forced down domestic pr(Vs to a
point where low margins severely Jeopirdize any new capital exltenditureq for
production facilities to Increase efficiency and meet normal growth rtiuireruents
because of the inability to realie any return on investment.

The technology of manufacturing ferroalloys Is highly specialized and quite
different from other metallurgical industries. Because of its specialized nature.
little Information is available in the literature nor taught In technhal institu-
tions. Therefore. the training of Process Ferroalloy Metallurgists, which is only
done by the industry Itself, is of critical Importance. Also. superior skills are
required on the iart of the workers to initiate and sultain some of the more
complex procev'es. such as the production of electrolytic manganese, electrolytic
chromium, low carbon ferrochrome and medium low carbon ferromanganese.
Training periods to achieve these skills are of unusually long duration.

When ferroalloy facilities are abandoned, equipment cannibalized, power con-
tracts cancelled, and skilled personnel dispersed, It will require a minimum of
2% to 3 years to build new plants, train new workers, and obtain a reasonable
level of production.

Because of manganese and chromium's strategic Importance to national defense.
a prompt investigation should be made to determine the effect of imports on the
domestic ferroalloy industry and the measures necessary to preserve a strong
industry equal to any national emergency. To the extent that ferroalloy imports
JopardM ferroalloy smelting capacity, so do they compromise the value of the
0fenment mnnese and chrome ore stockpiles and the strategic potential of
th American stel, aluminum, non-ferrous metals and other defense industries.

To Maintain a healthy ferroalloy industry capable of meeting the national
requirements during periods of emergency, when manganese and chromium alloy
usage may be from 50 to 100% greater than peacetime consumption, the neces-
sary measures must be provided that will allow the domestic industry to maintain
at least a 90% participation in the domestic market for these alloys, and 100%
participation if domestic capacity is less than 75% utilized.

The preservation of this basie industry is vital to the defense of the United
States. The following coo reov mewea-e would adjust the imports so that the
domestic market would support a domestic ferroalloy industry that would be able
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to maintain suicient capacity to meet the nation's needs In time of eluergency.
This measure should be put into effet as promptly as possible:

A protective quota on aU manganese and chromium ferroalloys Imports
Is necessary to provide the domestic Industry an adequate base, capable of
supporting the production capacity to meet the needs required for national
security. It i recommended that a quota be established by specific products
on the annual import of manganese and chromium alloys equal to 7 %
of the total 1962 consumption of these alloys (10% of the "Available
Market"). This Is estimated to be equal to the total average annual com-
mercial imports of contained manganee and chromium or ferroalloys for
the 5-year period of 1966 through 190. In event domestic productive capacity
Is les than 76% utilized, this quota should be wholly abolished.

AMIIPDIX 3
U.&CONSUMPTION OF MANGANESE PRODUCTS VERSUS IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION 1961 THROUGH S MONTHS

OF 1967

Hwh-carbon frr ones Sjmlcmangase (touands of(thouands of pounds co ned) pounds contained)

US. ow Impet Percent U.S. con Imports Percent
nmp Im-It -00 -"n

1561...............................1,8000 144,000 132 148.700 26.900 18.
1162 ...................................... 1500 158.600 13.7 161,500 34.200 21.
1,3 ............................. 1278000 204,467 11o 0 18600 28% 115
184 ............................... , 410 000 184, 200 13.0 230.000 13,800 .0
155 .............................. 1,4000 288,000 18.6 252.100 2308 2
6..................................... 1,420,00 328,000 23.1 225,000 40 it

6 months IS7 ............................. 2.000 210.000 '34.0 97.000 33,000 .

Average 1961-.45............................. 151.......... ........ 14.0

'Figured againt necatvo U.S. comumption. this fgure would smount to 61.2 percet.

Medium, and low-carbon ltrro. Mangnese metal (thuands d
mnganese (thousands of pounds contained)-contained)

US. con- Imports Percent U.S. con- Imports Percent
gumption Impot smption Imporls

1,1 ...................................... 104,200 13,900 13.3 31,00 1129 ,
1......................................105,400 22,80 21.7 2,0 ,.000 1.4
13 ................................... 120.000 26,547 22.1 323 722
164 .......................... : ....... 128,400 16,452 15. 5 7 1758
1865 ............................... 14,139 42,872 304 ~310 2,768 L
1m :..........................186,400 33,800 20.2 X400 4,033 &3
Smoths I7 .......16 ..................... 8410 30,40 3.4 22.650 2,574 11.3

Average^ 191-6 .............................. 205.......... ........ 7.2

1 Flured against mencpdve U.S. cosumptio, th figure would ameut I 61.2 percent

U.S, CONSUMPTION OF CHROMIUM PRODUCTS VERSUS IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION. 186046

High-carbon ferrochrome Low-cadon ferrochrome Chromim met
(Imnds of nds (thousnso ounds ("nth of

,U, n aI r Purce US on lmo Par t -U.S. Conw Im.ort Pecent

1861 ......... 112,10 6,850 it 32.250 1 " 1 50 112 3.
18 1.........128 14,800 6 13 200 31,865 15 8 , 41

,11..0 2 8 ............ 4. , 0, 2' .........

9K, ............ 1 00 31,.110 1° 1 976......
6 mths' l... 6.0 .700 1,40 soooo 4,20 46 116......

1 - - -.................. . ................ 13 -.........................

i Not ava~lable.
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Inasmuch as the proposed Senate bill includes silicon and silicon metal, and
since these products were not included in the application to the Office of Emer-
gency Planning attached hereto as Appendix A, It is deemed appropriate to
identify the importance of sillconferroalloys In this Appendix 0.

The metallic element silicon weighs less than one-third the weight of Iron. It is
steel gray in color and Is produced from quarts and other siliea-bearing materials
found in great abundance in the earth's crust. Metalie silicon is aved to
deoxidize molten steel and to develop desirable physical and electrical properties
when employed as an alloying element. When used to produce aluminum casting,
it imparts fluldity to the molten aluminum and hardness to the finished casting.
Significantly, too, silicon is a raw material for the production of uilicones utlised
In the production of high-temperature lubricants, rubber, varnish and a variety
of other special-purpose products.

Imports of 75% ferresllicom, the most widely used grade of silicon in world
markets, have Increased dramatically during the past few years a shown below:

1968 imports Increased 1562% over the average for 196-f.
1964 Imports increased 829% over the 1961-48 average.
1965 Imports Increased 280% over the 1961-04 avernge
1966 imports increased 1,186% over the 1961-OS average.

In brief, in 1966, imports of this product had risen to 12,16 not tons and had
captured 16.2% of the United States domestic market In that year. (See Appen-
dix 0-1 attached).

This Increase of imports has occurred during a period of relatively high tariff
rates. Since the tariff has been substantially reduced In the recent Kennedy
Bound of tariff negotiations, it is reasonable to expect that 7% efrosilicon will
soon be a hmor import Item. The combination of low-cost electric water power
and labor rates afford Scandinavian countries advantages in world markets which
In many instances permit sales at prices below United States production costL

The maintenance of domestic sllconferroalloy capabilities is essential to our
basic steel, aluminum and chemical Industries for the sm reasons set forth
In the petition to the OMce of Emergency Planning (Appendix A).

APMNDIX 0-1

IMPORTS OF FERROSIUCON 1961 THROUGH 1ST 6 MONTHS% 1967

II. """a& of pmml

81060 o0so soi to s0 so pers Som.
pomof pereut preou mowe mibiIanesm impo 1011 Ww"

1961 ............................. 4.527 76 .............. it
1962 ...... ..................... 5.044 102 ...... 10.420 24
1 3 ............................... 3.934 1.303 . ............ . 10.,,0 . .1964..... . . . . .3.5.) 2.01
16 ................................ 35 1 2. .............42........... 90. .. "1965 ............................... 28. 6 4,804sM .. . ......... .. .. .... .... 35752 242 "[ ; .". ".; ,' ....46 o
197 (i# 6 000 ................ 1450 24,0 ...... 1

APM0lI0n D

A BILL To regulate imports of ferroalloys and related products into the
United States

Be it enacted by t. e Senate aW House of Reprenative of the V"ed 8taer
of America in Congress assemble That this Act may be cited as "ne rroal-
loys and Related Products Import control Act of 1Wff."

Sm. 0 The Congress finds that Increased Imports of ferroalloys and related
products have adverselY affected the United States balance of payments, con-
tributed substantially to reduced employment opportunities for United States
workers In the ferroalloys and related products Industry, and captured such
increasing share of the market for such products ha the United States as to
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threaten the economic viability of the said domestic industry and the national
security. It is, therefore, declared to be the policy of the Congress that access
to the United States market for ferroalloys and related products produced abroad
should be on an equitable basis to alleviate United States balance of payments
problems, provide an opportunity for a strong and expanding United States
ferroalloys and related products industry, and prevent further disruption of
United States markets and unemployment of United States workers in that
industry.

Stc. 8. The President shall by proclamation restrict the total annual imports
of ferroalloys and related products to an amount determined by applying the
percentage of total imports to total domestic consumption during the years 1961
through 1965 inclusive, to total domestic consumption during the year Immedi-
ately preceding the year in which the restriction is to apply.

Sam 4. The President shall apportion such total imports so that the percent-
age of Imports in a particular category (as defined in Section 8(2) below) in any
year to total imports shall not exceed the average percentage of imports in that
category to total imports during the years 1961 through 1965, inclusive.
Szc. 5. (1) Within the limitations imposed under Sections 3 and 4, the Presi-

dent may adjust the share of United States Imports in any category which may
be supplied by any nation. In aiaking this adjustment the President shall be
guided principally by historical Import patterns, but may modify such patterns
to accommodate interests of developing nations or other changing conditions of
international trade.

(2) The President may suspend any proclamation made under Section 3 or 4
or increase any quantity proclaimed under such Section if lie determines and
proclaims that such action is required by overriding economic or national se-
curity interests of the United States, giving special weight to the importance
to the nation and the national defense of the economic well-being of the domestic
producers of ferroalloys and related products.

Sac. & (1) The amount of imports of any category in either half of any year
shall not exceed 0 percent of the total permissible amount of imports in that
category for such year.

(2) Should any limitation take effect on any day other than January 1 of a
year, such limitation shall apply pro rata during the remaining portion of such
year.

Smo. 7. (1) Import limitations established by this Act shall be administered by
the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary may issue such regulations as may
be necessary or appropriate to carry out the purpose of this Act.

(2) Upon the expiration of 5 years after the date of enactment of this Act,
the Secretary of Commerce shall submit a report to the Congress as to the effects
of the import limitations established under this Act upon (a) the United States
balance of payments, (b) the economic viability of the ferroalloys and related
products industry, (c) employment opportunities in such industry, and (d) the
national security, together with his recommendations as to whether such import
limitations should be continued, modified or revoked. Before making such report,
the Secretary shall conduct an investigation and hearing at which all interested
parties shall have an opportunity to be heard.

Suo. & As used in this Act-
(1) The term "ferroalloys and related products" means low- and high-carbon

ferrochrome, low, medium- and high-carbon ferromanganese. ferrosilicon, fer-
rochrome silicon, siliconmanganese, chromium metal, manganese metal, and
silicon metal in the categories defined below.

(2) The term "category" or "categories" means one or more of the following
seven digit item numbers appearing in the Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated (1965) published by the United States Tariff Commission as in effect
on the date of enactment of this Act:

007.oo0 607.5100
07.3100 607.5 0
007250 Oo7.A300
607.360 682.1800
607.3700 63a200
607.5o0 =4200

(8) The term "imports" refers to United States imports in any category or
categories within the meaning of paragraph (2) of this Section.

(4) The term "consumption" means, with respect to any category or with
respect to all categories, the sum of United States mill shipments plus imports
minus United States exports.

(5) The term "year" means calendar year.
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SCISSOR AND SHEAR IMPORTS*

tA SNGRW

CONGRESS S.2618

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NovNUR 2,1987
Mr. Ruacor, introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To provide for orderly trade in scissors and shears.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprsenla-

2 itwes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Orderly Scissors and

4 Shears Marketing Act of 1967".

5 SEo. 2. Pu mPos.-The purposes of this Act are to

6 promote equitable competition between United States and

7 foreign producers of scissors and shears, to provide for orderly

8 trade in scissors and shears and to afford foreign nations sup-

9 plying scissors and shears a fair share of the growth or

10 change in the United States market.

11 S-c. 3. D rnIrIONs.-As used in this Act-

II
*Communications received by the committee on this subject. pp.

1093-1098.
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2

1. (a) "category" shall ineltde all articles designated

2 under item numbers (.50.87, 650.89, 650.91, 651.11,

3 und 651.13 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States

4 Annotated (1965), as amended.

5 () "scissors and shears" shall include all those

6 articles specified in section 3 (a) of this Act.

7 (c) "United States consumption" of scissors and

8 shears for a given calendar year shall equal the sum of

9 the United States shipments and imports of scissors

10 and shears during such year, less the quantity of United

11 States exports of scissors-and shears for such year.

12 SFc. 4. The President is authorized and directed to

13 undertake negotiations with other governments for the pur-

14 pose of consummating agreements to provide orderly trade in

15 scissors and shears, including the quantitative limitation of

16 imports of all such articles into the United States. Such

17 agreements shall limit the. annual importation of scissors

18 and shears in each category to the average share of the

19 United States consumption in each category supplied by im-

20 ported scissors and shears during a representative historical

21 period of not less than three calendar years prior to the year

2 1967, as determined by the President. Such representative

23 historical period shall be the same for all countries and all

24 categories of scissors and shears. The President shall have

25 full authority to determine the share of total imports in any

1090
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3

1 category of scissors and shears which inay be supplied by any

2 .country to the United States on the basis of historical patterns

3 of such imports, the interests of developing countries, and

4 such other factors affecting trade in such categories as he

5 deems appropriate.

6 Sw. 5. After one hundred and eighty days after the date

7 of the enactment of this Act, the total quantity of imports

8 in each category of scissors and shears not subject to an

9 agreement or agreements negotiated pursuant to section 4 or

10 to proclamations issued under section 5 shall be limited by

11 category as follows:

12 (a) During the balance of the year in which this section

13 becomes effective, the total quantity of any such scissors

14 and shears which may be entered, or withdrawn from ware-

15 house, for consumption shall be equal to that proportionate

16 share of the average annual imports of scissors and shears

17 for the years 1962-1966 which the number of days remain-

18 ing in the calendar year bears to three hundred and sixty-

19 five.

20 (b) Beginning with the calendar year following the

21 year in which this Act becomes effective, the total quantity

22 of any such. scissors and shears which may be entered, or

23 withdrawn from warehouse, in that year and each succeeding

24 calendar year, shall be equal to the average annual quantity

25 of such articles entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for

85-468--67-pt. 2-88
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4

i ',.I isiiiI,:a Q1li'iod .riig Iho given calendar years 1902-1966,

2 1'ravidvl, lou'ec'r, That tio total quantity of such scissors

3 al shcers iii any 'legory shall be increased or decreased

4 in e~ch -mecuvuing calendar year by a percentage correspond-

5 ing to Ole percentage increase or decrease (if more than 5

6 per centum) in the United States consumption in such cate-

7 gory in such calendar year compared with the year previous

8 thereto, except that. the amount of such increase in any

9 category which may o entered or withdrawn from ware-

10 house for cowinsautitiou ditring any calendar year shall not

11 exceed 10 per cctuaim of the amount of such increase in

.12 United States consumption of such category.

13 (c) The President shall have full authority to determine

14 the share of imports in any category which may be supplied

15 by any country to the United States on the basis of histori-

16 cal patterns of such imports, the interests of developing coun-

17 tries, aid such other factors affecting trade as he deems ap-

18 propriate.

19 SEc. 6. The President may issue- such regulations as.

20 may be neces.inry to carry out the purposes of this Act.

1092
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Tat A. LMOOLN Co.,
Bridgeport, Con

Hon. Russ=L LoNG,
U.S. semte,
Washlngton D.O.

My DzA SzATo: Since 1961 this small scissor and shwar manufacturing
company has continued to operate on a non profit basis for its owner Mr. Alden
Lincoln a descendent, incidentally, of President Abraham Lincoln, due primarily,
I believe, to the advent of reduced import tariffs put Into effect at that approxi-
mate time.

You might ask why we continued all this time and the answer probably is
yankee stubbornness and a belief that eventually our administrators In Washing-
ton would come around to agree, in majority, that before we can help othe=
around the globe (which we should) and eliminate or win wars (which we must)
that we ourselves must not only be spiritually progressive but also mentally,
physically and materially strong.

We also believe that small business and the indepedont producer has been
and will continue to be the back bone of this country.

This letter is certainly brief, simple but I believe, to the point and for reasons
stated above, we respectfully request your strong support in favor of import
quota legislation for scissors and shears now being introduced by the Senate
Finance Committee.

Very truly yours,
BAXTn EL BowN, Voe Presiden.

STATEMENT BY B. C. DzuscHLE, PRESIDENT, SHEARS, SCISSOIs AND MANICURE

IMPLEMENT MANUFAcTUmRRs ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

Mr. Deuschle's statement on behalf of the domestic manufacturers of scissors
and shears supports legislation for import quotas on scissors, shears, sewing sets
and manicure and pedicure sets. Attached to his statement is a proposed bill
drafted along the lines of the "orderly marketing" bills being considered by the
Senate Finance Committee.

Imports of the articles covered by the draft bill increased 9.6 perent between
1964 and 1965 and 14.9 percent between 1965 and 1966. The value of the imports
in 1966 was over 8.5 million dollars. The upward trend has continued during 1967.

In 1950 and 1951 the import duties on scissors and shears were cut 50 percent.
Since that time imports have increased so that In 1966 they were 35 time the
average prewar imports of 1931-1940. During the past four years imports of
scissors and shears have increased 59 peroent and during the past three years
sewing sets and pedicure and manicure sets have increased 28 percent

During each of the past eight years imports of scissors and shears (valued
over $1.75 per dozen, which account for 95 percent of Imports) have exceeded
domestic production of comparable Items.

As a result of the flood of low-cost Imports, employes have been layed off
and U.S. firms have been put out of business. Since 1950, 80 percent of the do-
mestle firms producing scissors and shears have closed.

Mr. Deuschle points out that the domestic Industry has increased efficiency
and cut coot In an effort to remain in business. However, domestic firms just
can't match the costs of production in western Europe and Japan.

The loss of this industry is not only a blow to our economy, the workers and
their families but a very serious threat to the national welfare. Scissors and
shears are essential tools In every school, retail establishment, office, factory,
hospital and home in the United States. If Imports were suddenly cut off by
some emergency It is questionable whether there would be sufficient equipment
and skilled workers available to produce our military and essential civilian
requirements of scissors and shears

The legislation recommended by Mr. Deuschle would go a long way In pre-
serving the essential industry in the United States.
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee on Finance, my nmie is It. C.
I)euschle. I am Vice President of the Acme Shear Company. located in BrIdge-
port, Connecticut. I appear before this Committee as President of the Shears.
scissorss and Manicure Implement Manufacturers Association, the only national
trade association of domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears.

The United States shears and scissors Industry is a classic example of what
happens to an important domestic industry and its employes when t,'acrificed by
the government in trade negotiations. As a result of the Vulted States trade
policy our Industry has been almost completely annihilated by low cost ilullorts.

During the past 20 years representatives of our assxolation have apix-ard
before this Committee and other Congresslonal committees, the Tariff Coinis-
sion and committees of the executive to present our views on the impact of im-
ported sciewr and shears on our domestic industry. In fact, representatives of
our industry appeared before this committee in 1929 in connection with the legi-
lation that became the Tariff Act of 1980. We have never reiluested or even sug-
gested that a complete embargo be placed on the Import of scissors and shears.
All that we have asked for and desire is a fair competitive opportunity, not an
advantage. This is all we are asking for now.

I come before this committee to request on behalf of the dtmnestic vclssors and
shears Industry that legislation be reported to the Senate providing for orderly
trade in scissors and shears. Attached to my statement as Appendix A is a pr-
posed bill that is drafted along the Hues of the legislation being considered by
this Committee.

This proposed bill would limit imports of scissors, shears, sewing sets and
manicure sets to a representative historical period. The articles included in the
bill are those Imported under the following item numbers of the Tariff Schedules
of the United States Annotated:

Item No. Artole
650.87 Scissors and shears and blades therefor valued not over 50 cents per

dosen.
050.89 Scissors and shears and blades therefor valued over 54) cents but not over

$1.75 per dozen.
(450.91 Scissors and shears and blades therefor valued over $1.75 per dozen.
651.11 Sewing sets, and pedicure or manicure set., and combinations thereof in

leather cases.
651.13 Sewing sets, and pedicure or manicure sets, and combinations thereof in

cases other than leather.
As noted below during the past eight years imports of the major category of

scissors and shears (Item -mimber 600.91) have exceeded domestic production.
The firms in our industry are truly "small business". There are no domestic

manufacturers that employ more than 500 workers producing scissors and shears.
Ours is a distinct industry and should not be confused with the larger cutlery
and flatware industries.

In 1949 there were approximately 50 firms in the United States manufacturing
scissors and shears. The industry was located principally in the northeastern
coastal states with several factories in the Midwest. Many of the firms were
fa mily-owned and were established more tiha 50 years ago.

Today there are less than 10 frms producing scissors and shears in the United
State.. Some of these have remained in business, despite losseI, hoping that the
government would take some action to enable them to retain a fair share of the
domestic market.

What In the reason for the demise of our Industry? Imports produced with low
cost fabor.

We received the one-two punch during 1950-1951 In two Import duty reductions
as a result of the trade agreement negotiations at Annecy, France and Torquay.
England. As a result of the 50 percent reduction in import duties on scissors and
shears imports surged and the domestic industry began to perish. We believe
that the only fetor that has limited the increase in Imports has been the inability
of foreign manufacturers to expand their capacity to keep pace with the United
States demand for their scissors and shears. This demand is due to low prices
of imported scissors and shears made possible by the low wages paid in foreign
countries.
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During the prewar period 1961-190, Imports of scissors and shears averaged

306,794 pairs annually. There was a decline In Imports after 1967 and only token
shipments during World Wtr IL

Following the end of World War II, the backlog of demand for scissors and
shears made It possible for foreign producer. to quickly re-etablih themselves
In the domestic market. At the same time, the domestic producers were convert-
Ing their plants to peace-time products with the result that for several years
the demand was auMclent to absorb both the domestic production and imports.
During this postwar period, the rate ot duty on Imported scissors and shears was
cut 50 percent. As a result, Imports were stimulated-but at the expense of the
domestic production.

The Bureau of Census reported that during 1940 there were 150,872 pairs of
scissors and shears Imported into the United $tates. As a result of the import
duty reductions that became effective May 30, 1950 Imports In 1900 Increased
more than five times to 125,616 pairs. The second reduction was effective October
1, 1151 and Imports jumped to 2,213,031 pairs during that year.

Accelerated by the duty reductions during 11i50 and l151, Imports continued
to increase and, as shown In attached Appendix B, in 1906 totaled 12,87,008
pairs.

Approximately 95 percent of the value of these Imports are scissors and shears
valued over $1.75 per dozen (Tariff Schedules of the United States, Annotated;
Item Number 650.91). All Imports of scissors and shears have had an adverse
Impact on the domestic Industry but due to the large portion being valued over
$1.75 per dozen It Is these that have caused the greatest problem.

The Tariff Commission during the 1153-54 investigation of our Industry
established that, "The minimum Importers' selling price for Imports entered
In the more-than4L75-per-dozen clauslficatlon, taking account of the duty, costs
of delivery to the United States, etc., and importers' normal mark-up, Is about
$4.80 per dozen". This relationship is still valid. Domestic production of vclsors
and shears valued over $4.80 per dozen In recent years accounted for approxi-
mately 75 percent of the total value of domestic production.

During 1951 when the second reduction in the Import duty became effective the
ratio of imports (value at more than $1.75 per dozen) to domestic shipments
(value at more than $4.80 per dozen) based on value had Increased to 13 per-
cent. However, this was Just the beginning. In live years the ratio was up to 38
percent and In 1961 It was 68 percent. Imports continued to take a larger shareof the United States market and last year (196) the forel.rn producers had
InrI(eased Imports to 77 percent of shipments by domestic manufacturers.

Mena uring the ratio of Imports to domestic production on quantity shows even
a greater penetration In our market. During 1966 the quantity of scissors and
shears Imported (valued over $1.75 per dozen) crceeded domestic production
for the eighth consecutive year.

During the period 1963-1906 Imports of scissors and shears valued not over
50 cents per dozen increased 50 percent and those valued over 50 cents but not
over $1.75 per dozen were up 33 percent. The major category, those valued over
$1.75 per dozen, wan up 26 percent.

The Bureau of the Census did not report imports of sewing sets and pedicure
and manicure sets as separate Item until late In 1963 The Imports for 1964-6 are
shown In Appendix B, attached to my statement. It will be noted that those In
leather cases increased 26 percent during three years and sets In cases other than
leather were up 58 percent.

During the period since the duty reductions, we have not been sitting, watch-
Ing imports grow and our markets shrink. Those of us that have not been forced
to close have installed more semi-automatic grinding and polishing machines.
We have taken steps to reduce costs and increase the ecficieney of our operations.
But with increasing labor costs the domestic firms Just can't match the costs
of production in western Europe and Japan.

The obvious answer to the plight of our Industry is Import quotas. The draft
legislation attached t) my statement (Appendix A) would In no way preclude
the import of scissors and shears. It can be described as nothing more than a
moderate quota bill. Without such a quota we can only see further deterioration
of our Industry.

Sa.me may question why the domestic scissors and shears industry should be
given this type of assistance? The importance of our industry cannot be measured
Just by the value of output, taxes paid and employment provided. These are all
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important considerations. But more important to the value of our industry to
.-vfety and general welfare of the United States.

When representatives of our industry testified before this Committeo in 1929,
we noted that in April 1917 when the United States entered World War I the
government asked our lndustr.V to furnish surgical scissors as none were being
produced in the United States because of the low import duty. Our industry pro-
dueed and delivered one million pairs in a very short time.

Between World War I and World War II. foreign producers regained the mar-
ket for surgical scissors in the United States. When the United States entered
World War I, It was again necessary to provide a domestic source for surgical
scissors and many types of special scissors and shears necessary to produce war
materials. Our industry again converted to the manufacture of special equipment,
but it required high priorities to secure the necessary materials and time to
train workers and prepare the facilities for producing scissors and shears for
defense needs. It was necessary to stop the production of many types of scissors
and shears so that the special types could be produced. During World War 11.
conimon types of scissors and shears were put to unusual uses. For example, pink-
Ing shears were used for cutting the cloth used in covering liaison planes and
embroidery scissors were used by the electronics industry.

The workers in our industry are highly skilled craftsmen and niany have done
no other type of work in their lifetime. The skill required in producing scissors
and shears is unique to that production and cannot be readily adapted to other
protducts. We cannot understand how it could be in the national interest to permit
the loss that has taken place, as well as the loss of capital investment in produ'-
t ion equipment. The trend of the past 17 years must be reversed.

If some emergency cut off imports. it is questionable whether there would be
sufficient equipment anti skilled workers available to produce our military and
ex.,nti I civilian requirements of scis-&ors and shears.

Scissors and shears of all sizes and type are used in every school, retail estab-
lishment. office, factory. hospital and home in the United States. They cannot be
('la.sified as a luxury, gimmick or novelty.

Th(yt aire u.ed to separate us front our mothers tit birth, to cut our toe iili,
to trim the leather in our shoes, to c'ut and trim the materials in the clothing
we wear. They are used to cut our finger nails, to trim our mustache, the hair in
our ears and nose, and to cut the hair on our head-even down to the end of
the road when our best suit or dress is cut down the back so that the undertaker
can (Ire." us for the last ride. Selssors and shears are truly used front birth to
death. They are essential to our health, education and general welfare. I ask
you, gentlemen, Is this an industry that should be permitted to become extinct
in this country?

We request that the Committee report an Orderly Sci&ors and Shears Market-
ing Aet of 1967 to the Senate.

Thank you.
APPENDIX A

A BILL To provide for orderly trade in scissors and shears

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congres asembled, That this Act may be cited as the
Orderly Scissors and Shears Marketing Act of 1967.

Sax. 2. Punuosm.m-The purposes of this Act are to promote equitable competi-
tion between United States and foreign producers of slssors and shears, to
provide for orderly trade in scissors and shears and to afford foreign nations
supplying scisors and shears fair share of the growth or change in the United
States market.

Sic. 3. Dzruzxrriozs.-As used in this Act-(a) categoryy" shall include all
articles designated under item numbers 650.87, W110.8. 6,'ia.91, 651.11 and 651.13
of the Tariff schedules of the United States Annotated (165), as amended.

(b) "Scissors and shears" shall include all those articles specified in section
3 (at) of this Act.

(c) "United States consumption" of scissors and shears for a given calendar
year shall equal the sum of the United Stitet shipmlens and imports of 1ucl-
sors and shears during uch year. lessI the quantity of United States exports of
scissors and shears for such year.
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Sw. 4. The President is authorized and directed to undertake negotiations with

other governments for the purpose of consummating agreements to provide orderly
trade in scissors and shears, including the quantitative limitation of imports of
all such articles Into the United States. Such agreements shall limit the annual
Importation of scissors and shears in each category to the average share of the
United States consumption in each category supplied by Imported scissors and
shears during a representative historical period of not less than three calendar
years prior to the year 1967, as determined by the President. Such representative
historical period shall be the same for all countries and all categories of scissors
and shears. The President shall have full authority to determine the share ot
total imports in any category of scissors and shears which may be supplied by
any country to the United States on the basis of historical patterns of such im-
ptrts, the interets of developing countries, and such other factors affecting trade
In such categories as he deems appropriate.

So. 5. After one hundred and eighty days after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the total quantity of impirts In each category of scissors and shears not
subject to an agreement or agreements negotiated pursuant to section 4 or to
proclamation issued under section 5 shall be limited by category as follows:

(a) During the balance of the year In which this section becomes effective, the
total quantity of any such scissors and shears which way be entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption shall be equal to that proportionate
share of the average annual imi)rts of missom and shears for the years 1982-
19tW1 which the numler of days renmainiug in the calendar year bears to three
hundred and sixty-ive.

(b) Beginning with the calendar year following the year in which this Act
be1"mws effective, the total quantity of any such scissor and shears which may
be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, In that year and each suceeding
calendar year. shall be equal to the average annual quantity of such articles
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during the given cal-
endar years 1962-1966, Provided, howeer, That the total quantity of such scissors
and shears in any category shall be increased or decreased In each succeeding
calendar year by a percentage corresponding to the percentage Increase or de-
crease (if more than 5 per centum) in the United States consumption In such
category in such calendar year compared with the year previous thereto, except
that the amount of such increase in any category which may be entered or with-
drawn from warehouse for consumption during any calendar year shall not
exceed 10 per centum of the amount of such increase In United States consump-
tion of such category.

(c) The President shall have full authority to determine the share of Imports
In any category which may be supplied by any country to the United States on the
basis of historical patterns of such imports, the interests of developing countries,
and such other factors affecting trade as he deems appropriate.

Stc. 8. The President may Issue such regulations as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of this Act.

A"PflDrK 3

US. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION

650.87 Scissors and shoa and blades ther va mat over 50 cents
We deoen

Year Quamlity (pairs) Vale

16 ...................... 647.817 $23.384
1964 ...................... 65, 524 24,64
1N .................... 89 S37 32,378
1966 .................... 974.660 39. 774

650.89 Scissors and shears and blades theretor valued over 50 cents but

not over $1.75 e dozen

Year Quantity (pairs) Value

1963 ..................... 1,993.896 $187.331
1964 ..................... 1,885 473 171.2)2
1965 ...................... 1990,409 181.349
1966 ...................... 2.641.961 222,065
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(S. 2560, to provide for orderly trade in stainless steel table flat-
ware, follows:)
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S | SCISSORS AND SHEARS AND A8ES THERFON VAUED OVER
$1.75 PERD

Year QuMt(e Yav

16........... 7,345,1K4 3,07,33
19 ................... 7,756, 3 3,0M906
1....5 . I-553,617 4,0k5 (

1 9 1 6. K ,20375 40,51361l..e.............. 244;U;-i

651.11 SEWING SETS AND PEDICURE OR MANI-
CURE SETS, AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF IN
LEATHER CASES

Year Value

1964 .................... $21,711,27
in .................... 2 , ,211
191 ................... 3 417,147

651.13 SEWING SETS AND PEDICURE OR MANI-
CURE SETS AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF IN
CASES OTHER THAN LEATHER

Year Value

1964 ...................... $134,250
IN5 ....................... 153,273
Im ...................... 212, 174

Sam: Bonen 61 Cemu
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STAINLESS STEEL TABLE
FLATWEAR IMPORTS*

I SSION S.2560

/ IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OtCrlmnn 19, 1 67
3fM. JIIICAF" intlhki'I(d the folowii.g bill; which was r id twice and referred

to the Commillee on Finasce

A BILL
T'o J)rovide for orderly trade in stainless steel table flatware.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 trces of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act nmy be cited as the "Stainless Steel Table

4 Flatware Orderly Trade Act of 1967".

5 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that Proclamation 3323 pro-

6 claimed by the President October 20, 1959, contributed sub.

7 stantially to an orderly trade in stainless steel table flatware.

8. Imports of stainless steel table flatware have grown 50 per-

9 cent since the modification of Proclamation 3323 in January

jo 1966. A prompt and sustained increase in imports is ex-

11 peted as a result of the tennination of Proclamation 3823

II
Communlcsto receive I, the einmltsem titls subject, p. 1102.
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1 on October 11, 1967, causing a severe dislocation in the

2 domestic industry and contributing to reduced employment

3 opportunities.

4 It is, therefore, declared to be the policy of Congress that

5 access to the Unitcd States market for foreign-produced stain-

6 less steel table flatware should be on an equitable and orderly

7 basis consistent with tile maintenance of a strong and expand-

8 ing United States stainless steel table flatware industry and

9 designed to avoid the disruption of United States markets

10 and the unemployment of stainless steel table flatware

11 workers.

12 SEC. 3. (a) Ileadnoto 2 to subpart E, part 3, schedule 6

13 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States is amended by

14 inserting "(a)" immediately after the headnote designation

15 "2" and by adding at the end thereof a now paragraph as

16 follows:

17 "(b) Quota on certain knives, forks, and spoons.-The

18 provisions of items 650.09, 650.11, 650.39, 650.41, and

19 G50.54 in this subpart appli)cable to knives, forks, and spoons

20 shall cease to apply with respect to any of such articles,

21 if valued under 25¢ each and not over 10.2 inches in overall

22 length, when the total aggregate quantity of such articles

23 of such value f nd length (including any article of such

24 description included in sets provided for in item 651.75),

25 the product of colutries subject to the rates set forth in rate

1100
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1:1

14

15

16

17

18

provisions as follows:

"I With stainlem steel handles: I
6W. 54 Spoons and ladles, subject to

the provisions ot headnote

2(b) of this subpart.
GAO. 55 Other .......................

(d) The amendments made by

with respect to articles entered, or

house, for consumption on and after

17% ad va. 40% ad val.

6o% ad val. 60% advaL Y "
this section shall apply

withdrawn from ware.

January 1, 1968.

4

1101

3

of duty column numbered 1, which have been entered in

any calendar year reaches 69 million single units,"

(b) 'he article descriptions for items 650.09, 650.11,

650.39, and 650.41 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

States arc amended by adding at the end of each such

description the following: ", subject to the provisions of

headnote 2 (b) of this subpart".

(c) The Tariff Schedules of the United States are

amended as follows:

(1) Immediately following item 650.11 insert a new

item coordinate therewith as follows:

O 12 ther.........................3 each + 30 each +
val. val.

(2) IJnuidi, tey following itein 650.41 insert a new

itei, cINwrdiitt therewith as follows:

167.5% ad 67.5% ad'jalO. .......................... 3%ac+ %ech
Val. V&L

(3) Delete item 650.55 and insert in' lieu thereof new
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STATEMENT OW STA1NLESS STZL FLATWARE MANUFACTURES ASSOCIATION, SUD-
MrVrU BY LowE B. MAZTZX, COUNSEL, ON BEHALF Or S. 2560, Ax ACT To Pso-
vIm nS OinLY TtA UN STAxLESS STEL TA m FLATWAM

This statement is filed on behalf of the Stainless Steel Flatware Manufacturers
Association, a trade association made up of ten domestic producers of stainless
steel table flatware who account for over 85% of domestic production of these
articles. A list of these companies Is included as Appendix A.
S. 2560 Introduced by Senator Abraham Riblcoff seeks to reestablish a tariff

quota which has demonstrated over an eight year period that a reasonable
approach to increased imports is beneficial to all parties concerned. This bill will
again provide a vehicle for an orderly trade In Stainless Steel Flatware.

The outstanding success of the tariff quota on Imports of stainless steel fiat-
ware can well be used as an example of the benefits that accrue to the U.S.
economy when an import quota is applied to certain specified products. In the
8 years of its operation, it has provided job security for thousands of American
workmen, safety for many American investors and contributed strongly to the
welfare of those cities and towns whose principal industry is flatware
manufacturing.

At the same time, it benefitted greatly importers and foreign manufacturers by
bringing order to a chaotic market where quality was constantly being sacrificed
in profitless price wars. During the eight years of the quota significant strides
were made toward establishing an orderly market for stainless flatware in the
U.S. Sales of Imports increased equally, if not in a higher rate than domestic
manufacturers sales. Quality of product, foreign and domestic, improved far
more rapidly than corresponding prices thus, substantially benefitting American
consumers.

The U.S. Flatware Industry Is one of America's oldest with Its roots going
back 100 to 150 years. Relatively small and concentrated mainly in small cities
and towns of the East, it has always been progeesive and aggressive, constantly
developing the most efficient facilities possible with which to make the types
of flatware best suited to the needs and desires of all the American public.
Prior to World War II and Korea, It was the largest manufacturer of flatware
in the world with an important and profitable export business as well as con-
stantly increasing domestic volume of sales.

Of all U.S. industries affected by imports from Japan, made possible by the
fantastic industrial development following World War II, the stainless steel
flatware industry was unquestionably one of those most severely injured. By
1957 it had lost practically all of Its export business and its U.S. market was
rapidly being absorbed by imports. It is our considered judgment the tariff quota
saved the U.S. flatware Industry from complete demoralization and consequent
destruction.

The rapidity with which the increase in imports developed staggered the U.S.
industry. Prior to 1953, there were practically no imports. In that year, the
first for which Impart statistics were available, imports were 883,000 dozens
accounting for 7.6% of total U.S. consumption. By 1957, they had catapulted to
10,600,000 dosen and absorbed 44.7% of total U.S. consumption. Thousands of
American working men and women lost their jobs. Cities and towns dependent
upon flatware manufacturing suffered badly. Respi.aslble Importers found their
sales preempted by "Johnny come lately fist buck operators" who destroyed all
pretense of orderly marketing procedures.

In 1957, the U.S. Tariff Oommission unanimously found the domestic flatware
industry to be seriously injured by imports of stainless steel flatware, mainly
from Japan. After two years experience with a voluntary quota offered by the
Government of Japan, and which was grossly violated, the President In 1959
proclaimed a tariff quota limiting imports of certain stainless steel flatware to
5,750,000 dozens for each 12-month period starting November 1, 1959. The record
of accomplishment from that date to October 11, 1967, is impressive. Both U.S.
producers and foreign manufacturers have benefited.

The quota restored a sufficient share of the U.L market to domestic producers
to warrant the capital expenditure of $12-000,000 between 1959 and 1966 for plant,
machinery and other Improvements to increase efficiency. Sales increased 60%
within that period, employment Increased 15% and man hours worked increased
46%. While profits, on average, have been low In relation to other industries, the
domestic flatware industry has made substantial and encouraging progress dur-
ing the 8 years the tariff quota has been in effect.
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During this same period, imports have also shown steady growth. Between
1961 and 1966, following an adjustment period after the tariff quota was pro.
claimed in 1959, imports of quota and non-quota typed have increased 98%.
At the end of 1966, imports accounted for 2&7% of total U.S. consumption and
are steadily increasing as Taiwan, Korea, and Hong Kong join Japan in serving
the U.S. market.

Prior to 1969, Japan, the principal exporting nation of stainless steel flatware,
concentrated its principal selling efforts on the U.S. market. The imposition of
the tariff quota obviously Inspired Japan to direct aggressive selling efforts to
other world markets. It has been very successful. While the U.S. was, and still
is its principal market, its world market has expanded at a very rapid rate. Be-
tween 1969 and 1968, Its exports of quota and non-quota type flatware to the
U.S. increased 170%. During that same period, its exports to other world markets
Increased 78%. Today Japan makes and sells more units of table flatware than
any other country in the world. It is now No. 1. The U.S. is No.
. One unanticipated but very important benefit of the tariff quota to American

consumers has been the improvement in quality of both foreign and domestic
made stainless steel flatware. The U.S. market is Intensely competitive and
domestic and foreign manufacturers have concentrated their efforts to improving
the quality of the product they provide in the various price ranges from the lowest
to the highest. An outstanding example is the formation recently of a guild of
manufacturers in Tsubame, Japan to aggressively promote the sale of fine qual-
ity stainless steel flatware. Today this product Is readily available in the U.S.
market and Is the equal in quality to that made anywhere in the world. A far
cry from the inferior quality of flatware which composed the bulk of the mports
originally received from Japan and concrete testimony of one of the principal
benefits received by American consumers because of the quota.

These effects of the tariff quotas were succinctly stated in the Tariff Commis-
sion Report to the President in April 1965 as follows:

"Apparently the rise in the average value of quota-type flatware imported
from Japan reflects an Increase not only In the proportion of higher quality ware
imported but also In the prices paid for goods of comparable quality. Limiting
the quantities that may be imported without the payment of an increased duty
contributed to both of these trends.

"Some Importers, although dissatisfied with the changes made by the TSUS
in the description of the articles subject to the U.S. tariff quota, appear to
benefit from the quota Itself. Japan's practice of allocating export licenses to
firms on the basis of their purchases in former years, as well as the U.S. tariff
quota, tends to assure such firms a known share of a limited market, allows them
to upgrade their merchandise, and permits them to sell at somewhat increased
prices without fear of severe competition from other Importers. In general,
the importation of flatware Is now conducted primarily by firms that specialize
In flatware and tableware, and by certain retail outlets that import directly.'

"Firms that formerly imported flatware as a sideline, or only occasionally
as special opportunities arose, have for the most part ceased to do so."

The foregoing is a brief history of the salutary effects of the quota which
can be summarized as follows:

1. It saved a substantial portion of the U.S. flatware industry from extinc-
tion with consequent loss of investment and employment opportunities for
American working men and women.

2. Provided new jobs and added more hours of labor.
& Contributed substantially to the improving welfare of cities and towns

where flatware plants are principal support.
4. Developed an orderly market for Importers and foreign manufacturers

with Increasing profit for both.
5. Improved quality of all stainless flatware without Important increases in

price much to the advantage of U.S. consumerL
6. Provided for an orderly growth in sales by domestic and foreign manu-

facturers.
Respectfully submitted.

LEwz B. MAzjnv, Secretary.

I Page 41 T.C. Publication 152, April 14, 1965.
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Amzini A

MzmzUs or T=E ASsOCUTiON

Gorham Corporation, Providence, Rhode Island.
Hobson & Botts Oompany, Inc., Danbury, Connecticut
Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc., New York, New York.
International Silver Company, Meriden, Connecticut.
The Majestic Silver Company, New Haven, Oonnecticut
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, New York.
Reed & Barton Corporation, Taunton, Massachusetts.
Utica Cutlery Company, Utica, New York.
Voos Associates, Inc., Mt. Carmel, Connecticut.
Washington Forge, Inc., Englishtown, New Jersey.

(S. 2556, to amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States with
respect to the rate of duty on certain watch movements, follows:)
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WATCH MOVEMENT DUTY RATES*

96n. 0mCONGRESSSSso S2556• .S. ;S:s: "

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OCTOBE 18,1967

Mr. Dmxsrn (for himself and Mr. HARTKE) introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States with respect

to the rate of duty on certain watch, movements.

I Be it eactel bl /the Senate mild House of Reircsenta-

2 tires of the United States of Anerica in Cogress a&qembled,

3 That the following items in schedule 7, part 2, subpart E of

4 tho Tariff Seldules-of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202)

5 are amended as follows:

6 (1) Item 716.10 is amended by striking out "90¢

7 ecth" and inserting in lieu thereof "$1.*5 each";

8 (2) Items 716.11 and 716:12 are each amended

9" by striking out "75j' each" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 "$1.125 each";

n.O
*communications received by the committee on this subject. pl t.

1 (0-1112.
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2

1 (3) Item 710.13 is ainended by striking out "75#

2 each" and insering in lieu thereof "$1.05 each";

3 (4) Item 710.14 is anended by striking out "75#

4 each" and inserting in lieu thereof "93# each";

5 (5) Item 716.15 is aniended by striking out "750

6 each" and inserting in lieu thereof "84f each";

7 (0) Item 716.20 is awnldcd by striking out "$1.80

8 each" and inserting in lieu thereof "$2.50 each";

9 (7) Item 716.21 is anacuded by striking out "$1.35

10 each" and inserting in lieu thereof "82.025 each";

11 (8) Item 716.22 is ainended by striking out $1.35

12 each" cand inserting in lieu thereof "$2 each";

13 (9) Item 716.23 is amended by striking out "$1.20

14 each" and inserting, in lieu thereof "$1.75 each";

15 (10) Items 716.24 and 716.25 aro each amended

16 by striking out "90* each" and inserting in lieu thereof

17 '$1.35 each";

18 (11) Item 716.26 is amueaded by striking out "90fi

19 each" and inserting in lieu thereof "$1.25 each";

20 (12) Iteim 716.30 is amended by striking out

21 "$1.80 each +90 for each jewel over 7" and inserting

22 in lieu thereof "$2.50 each +13.50 for each jewel over

23 7";

24 (13) Item 716.31 is aeuded by striking out

25 "$1.35 each +90 for each jewel over 7" auO inserting

1106
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3

i, .Neu'.heredf ;'$2.025- ebeh..13,'for each" jewCl

2 over.7V!,

3 (14,) Itm 710032. is auended. by striking out

"$1,35 -each. +t for .eacli jewel over 7" and iuserting

.5 in lieu thereof "$2 each + 13.50. for each jewTover 7';

6 (15) Item 716.3J is amended by striking out

7 "$1.20 cach + 90 for each jewel over 7" and inserting

8 in lieu thereof !'$1.75 each + 13.5f for each jewel

9 over 7";

10 (16) Items 716.34 and 716.35 are each amended

11 by striking out "90P each + 90 for each jewel over 7"

12 and inserting in lieu thereof "$1.35 each + 13.5f for

13 each jewel over 7";

14 (17) Item 716.36 is amended by striking out "90f

15 each + 9# for each jewel over 7" and inserting in lieu

16 thereof "$1.25 + 13.5f for each jcwel over 7";

17 (18) Item 718 is amended by striking out "Col-

18 umn 1 base rate + 50¢ for each" and inserting in lieu

19 thereof "Column 1 base rate + 750 each"; and

20 (19) Item 719 is amended by striking out "Coi-

21 unui 1 base rate + 500 each + 50f for each adjust-

22 ment" and inserting in lieu thereof "Column 1 base

23 rate + 75f each + 500 for each, adjustment".

204 SEC. 2. The foregoing amendment shall enter into effect

-J as soon as practicable on a date to be specified by the Presi-
% 75-4 6S-67-pt. 2--

1107
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4

1 dent in x notice to the Secretary of the Treasury following

2 such negotiations as may bo necessary to effect a modifica-

3 tion or a termination of the international obligations of the

4 United States with which the amen&ent would be in

5 conflict.
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Hon. RussEu. B. Loma,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. senate, Washing$^, D.O.

DEAN SENAToa LoNe: We are writing to support Senate Bill 25.6 which was
introduced by Senator Hartke and Senator Dirkeen. The bill would restore the
rates of duty on certain watches and watch movements which were in effect,
pursuant to escape clause action, from July, 1964 until January, 1967.
The escape clause rates were reduced by Presidential Proclamation Janu-

ary 11, 1W07. That Proclamation restored the rates to the pre-154 level estab-
lished by a 1930 trade agreement with Switzerland.

If Senate Bill 2556 does not pass, the United States will become the only
major country which has no watch industry. Since January, 19067, when the
rates were reduced, Elgin National Watch Company has closed all of its U.S.
production facilities. Waltham had already ceased U.S. production. The only
remaining manufacturers of wrist watch movements are Hamilton Watch
Company, Bulova Watch Company and U.S. Time Corporation. They are under
severe economic pressure to do likewise.
The President had been forewarned of this result before he acted to reduce

the duties, not oly by the industry Itself but by the Tariff CommisSion. The
Tariff Commission unanimously advised the President in March of 1965 that
withdrawal of the escape clause rates would produce an "idling of productive
facilities and a decrease in the manufacture of U.S. watch movements beyond
that which has already occurred . . ." (Report to the President on Investigation
No. TEA-IA-2, 31arch 165, p. 5.) If the President was persuaded by those
etralzged in administration of the U.S. trade program that he could ignore this
ad% ice because i10 suclh reslIts would follow, lie was .rroneously advised. If
he disregarded the industry and the Tariff Conimiss-ion, his action was con-
trary to the Intent of Congress as expressed in the text and the legislative his-
tory of the escape clause provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

In either case. the effect upon the U.S. watch industry was contrary to the
national security interests of the United States. On July 23, 1954, a Prepared-
ness Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services reported that It was
"in the interests of national defense to keep this essential industry alive and
vital." On I)ecember 23, 196;4, a Subcommittee of the Committee ou Armed
Services again reported that the industry "is Important to the national security
of this country."

These findings were apparently disregarded on the basis of advice to tle, Office
of Emergency Planning from the Secretary of Defense in a letter dated Februd-ry
24'. 1966. That letter contained the erroneous conclusion, among others, tha t non-
watch companies in the U.S. "are currently able to meet the ivak mobilization
rates for safety and armingl devices," and that "there is a basis for believing that
they would be able to meet leak mobilization reqluirementts for inchani.al tim-
ig devices as well as for safety aniid arming devices." At the tine that letter was
written there was inadlequate calmcity in the U.S. to meet then req4uiremenits for
tlhe limited emergency in %let Nam. even with the U.S. watch industry very heav-
ily involved. The U.S. producers of mechanical timing devices were ordering mil-
lions of iarts per week for the fuze program from Switzerland. These parts come
from the Swiss watch idiidstry. The avadliaile Swiss caaic-ity for sueh parts was
so strained that sonic contractors had to turn to West Germany. Sonie temporary
shut-downs of U.S. production occurred because of delay of Swiss shipment. It
is incredible to us that the Secretary could say, under these circumstances. th:t
there was adequate capacity to meet peak mobilization rates even with the watch
industry. much less without the industry.

There are even more basic fallacies In the Secretary's letter, but there Is no
reason to debate them at this lsint. It is sufficient here to say that it does not
orres"ond with the Information collected by the Secretary's staff in an inten-
,i'e Investigation lasting over nine months.

The fact is that the influence of those reslomisle for the trade aree jents pro-
zram is now so great within the Executive Branh that no findings and no evi-
dblte will the allowed to stand in the way of duty rediutions which they deem
desirable. Not administrative relief is Iissihile umder the niaehiiiery provided lIy
the Trade Expawson Act. ExlteriCene shows that it niit Ito provided by ('oueres..

Sincerely,
HAMILTON WVAT(J1I COMPANY.

11;." Iz F. I 1cKFv.
1.5 TIMF (01RINIATION.

11) WVILLIIAM SUNiO N.
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AmEaxcAx WATCH ASSOCIATION, INC.,
New York.

Hon. Rush B. LoNo,
COharmn, Senate Finance Committee.
Senate Offee Building, Washington, D.O.

DzAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This letter is being submitted by the American Watch
Association, representing approximately 50 leading U.S. firms engaged In import-
Ing watch movements and assembling complete watches for sale in the U.S. and
world markets. I would appreciate it if the AWA's views could be incorporated in
the record of the Senate Finance Committee's current hearings on import quota
proposals.

On January 11, 1967, after an exhaustive investigation lasting more than three
years, President Johnson issued an order reducing U.S. duties on most watch
movements by an average of one-third. Prior to the President's action, U.S. watch
tariffs were essentially at the levels prevailing under the Sinoot-Hawley Tariff
Act of 1930. These "escape clause" rates had been in effect since 1951, a total of
more than 12 /. years and the longest period of such relief for domestic inatnfac-
turers ini U.S. history.

Even today, following the termination of the escape clause, watch tariffs re-
main at levels which prevailed 31 years ago. By contrast, duties on the ov,r.
whelming proportion of commodities brought into tie United States have been
reduced to a fraction of the levels wbich prevailed three dvcades ago.

Bills have been introduced in the Senate and House to reverse the President's
decision by Congressional action. In light of the unusually carful review which
preceded the President's action, we urge the Senate Finance Committee to take
no action affecting watch import-. The evidence before the President strongly
indicated that the firms engaged in domestic watch manufacturing had made a
substantial and successful adjustment to import competition since 1954. The
President also had before him the results of an extended and detailed study by
the Office of Emergency Planning, in cooperation with the l)efen:,e Departnient
and other agencies, rejecting the claims of the domestic watch companies that
they are essential to the national defense. The OEP reoljrt confirmed a similar
ruling handed down in 1958 by President Eisenhower's defense advisers. In short,
there is no basis, we believe, on which action to limit watch movement imports
can be justified.

However, if legislation applying to imported watch movements should be of-
fered for serious consideration, it should not be acted upon by the Finance Com-
mittee without thorough hearings. As Committee members may recall from thtir
experience in 1966 with the problems of imposing quotas on duty-free watches
from U.S. insular possessions, matters relating to the watch industry are exceed-
ingly complex and involve a number of competing U.S. interests. Every one of
the so-called "domestic" manufacturers is a sub,.tantial importer of watch prod.
ucts. On the other hand, most of the major importers are engaged in substantiad
domestic operations; two-thirds or more of the value of a typical "Imported"
watch is added in the United States. Watch tariff disputes are primarily a strug-
gle for commercial advantage between two segments of the U.S. industry.

It is a fact, shown by official U.S. Tariff Commission statistics on apparent
T.S. consumption, that domestic watch production has increa.ed following
the President's rollback decision In January 1967. During the first six months
of 1967. preliminary figures indicate that domestic watch production rose to
8.761,000 from 7,,56,000 in the first six months of 1966, up 10 percent. Imports
rose to 9.931.000 in the fir.t six months from 9,232,000 a year ago, an increase
of 7 percent. The greatest part of the increase in imports came immediately after
the President acted in January, reflecting the usual tendency to postpone entry
when a tariff reduction is imminent. If January results In both years are left
out of the picture. the increase in imports through June 1967 was only 1 percent.

The share of the market claimed by domestic production has actually in-
creased by 3 percent during the first six months of 1967 as compared to 1.P66.
Certainly this picture gives no basis for rebutting the President's conclusion
that the domestic producers are well able to take care of themselves.

Furthermore. it is of interest that the firms comprising the domestic watch
industry are themselves substantial Importers of watch movements, accounting
ffr bvtwten one-qunartor and one-third of all Imports. The category of imp'rrq
showing the greatest increase in the first six months of 1.967 is one in which Ru.
lova. a domestic manufacturer. is the principal importer for its inexpensive
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Caravelle line. Were it not for the Increase in this particular category of move-
ments, clearly the result of Bulova's own activity, total imports in February-
June 1967 would actually have declined compared with the similar period last
year. This is a very significant fact, when considered In the context of legisla-
tire proposals which would establish a "trigger" for Imposing quotas when Lm-
ports climb or domestic production decreases. It demonstrates that under such
an arrangement, the domestic watch manufacturers--wbich control parallel
production facilities in this country and abroad-would be in a position to dic-
tate the imposition of quotas whenever they wished, simply by increasing their
own imports and holding back temporarily their production In the U.S.

Some people may claim that the recent announcement by Elgin that it plans
to close down its factory in South Carolina demonstrates that tariff reduction
has adversely affected the fortunes of the domestic industry. A closer examina-
tion will reveal that Elgin's present difficulties are the result of disastrous losses
hicurred in 1964 and 1965 through substantial underbidding on defense contracts.
The management responsible for the company's serious financial reverses was
turned out in a bitter proxy fight. The company continued to make money on its
watch business throughout but was in a seriously weakened financial condition.
We believe that any careful study would shown that Elgin's decision to shut
its South Carolina factory is no more an indication of basic weakness on the
part of other watch producers than the decision of Studebaker to abandon U.S.
wtcmobile production was an indication of weakness in the U.S. auto industry.
In any case, the performance of others in the industry should lay to rest the
notion that Elgin's problems are representative; clearly, they are not.

Certainly by every economic standard the other companies are enjoying record
prosperity:

Bulova achieved sales of $124 million and earnings of $3.9 million in the fiscal
year ended March 31, 1967. Both represented all-time records for the 94-year-
old company. Bulova officials have stated flatly that the reduction In the escape
clause rates "imposed no economic penalty on the company." The Long Island
Newsday quoted Bulova President Harry B. Henshel as saying recently that
Bnlova is working at peak capacity, "particularly at its Long Island plants"
where its successful Accutron is produced for the U.S. market. Bulova officials
told stockholders on June 13, 1967, "In the next two years we will continue to
expand our manufacturing facilities for both watch cases and movements."

Hamilton had sales of $55.8 million and profits of $2.6 million in fiscal 1966.
both all-time records for the company. In its annual report which forecast "fur-
ther growth and progress in toth sales and profits" despite the tariff reduction,
Hamilton told stockholders "your company is well protected with both foreign
and domestic watch sources." The firm's factory in Lancaster, Pa., was operating
"at near capacity levels," President Arthur B. Sinkler reported. Sales for the
six months ended July 31. 1.967. were up 4 percent from the same period In 1966.

General Time, which is primarily in the clock business, set new all-time rec-
ords on $110.9 million of sales and $3.3 million in profits during 1966. Wall Street
analysts expect sates to climb to $130-$140 million in 1967 with a boost of more
than 8 percent in earnings per share. General Time's President Barton K. Wick-
strum said recently: "The company's earnings have increased in every quarter
on a 12-month basis since the first quarter of 1963, and we see no reason why this
record should stop."

U.S. Time (Timex) is a privately-hld corporation and is not required to report
its sales publicly. However, the company's Chairman and President. Joakim L.
Lehmkubl, in a letter to the editor appearing in the July 28. 1967. issue of Time.
boasted that U.S. Time is the biggest firm in the 1'.S. watch industry with 1966
sales of $143 million, a record for the company. While Mr. Lehmkuhl did not
reveal current earningq. U.S. Time has traditionally been by far the mo-t profit-
able firm in the industry. U.S. Time overall growth has been the greatest in the
indIustry during the past decade. aid Timex contains to dominate the low price
watch field. Indeed, V.,S. Xcicv & lorl l Rcport. in its issue of August 21. 1967
said that Timex "accounted for more than 48 percent of all wrist watches sold
in F.S. retail stores in the year ended Marc-h 31. 1967." The company expects "a
substantial gain" in volume during 1.97. the story said.
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We are well aware of the fact that the domestic watch manufacturers Qay
that they can make more money by moving overseas and that they sometimes
threaten privately to shut down their domestic operations unless this or that 1
action is taken to curb import competition. Similar threats have been voiced by
these companies for many years; yet domestic watch production today is at its
all-time high and sales and earnings are also. Obviously, the President and his
advisers believed that these perennial threats were without substance. So do we.

In the event that these matters come before the Senate Finance Committee,
we hope the committee will agree that no action is warranted. But in any case
we trust that before any action is considered all claims advanced by representa-
tives of the domestic industry will be subjected to searching inquiry allowing
for full hearings at which we wil have an opportunity to testify.

Sincerely,
JuUAx LAzaus.

(S. 2476, to amend title III of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to
establish more effective criteria for a finding of serious injury to
domestic industry as a result of concessions granted under trade
agreements, to make mandatory the findings of the Tariff Commission
with respect to the necessity for tariff adjustment, and for other
purposes, follows:)
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Otn CONGRESS S. 2476

IN THE SENATE OF THE [JNIT1ED STATES

SF-t-rE3V1ER 27, 1967

Mi's. S31IT1 (for herself, Mr. AI31 N, Mr. AIu'r'r, 3[r. A.NJ:Wu$o., Mr. I mNN'rNir.
Mr. Binm.r.. Mr. BrED of West Virginia, Mr. Co'rro. 3'. IDOMIXICK, .h'.
Eim. Mr. F.3x1xx. Mr. II.11', Mh. I.ARrKJ1. Mi'. IhiCKJN(ENA)l'1 ', Mr.
tI,,M Lt;,, Mr. IfinsK.%. Mr. I( i' 31r. JoI.mx of North Cairolin,, Mr.

L.w.,ci.. 31r. 3cIxrYE, Mr. 31'xNr, M1r. 31UKIr. Mh'. lRO'rr, Mr.
SY3MX;'rox. Mh'. ''lvt'Jtmoxn, mid Mr. Yo mLx of North )akota) introduced
the following bill; which was read twiCe ad referred to the Committee
Oil Finance

A BILL
To aiend title III of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to

(,.tablislh more effective criteria for a finding of serious in-
jmry to domestic industry as a result of concessions granted

mi(ler trade agreements, to make mandatory the findings of

the Tariff Commission with respect to the necessity for
tariff adjustment, and for other purposes.

1 Be it tuacted by the Senate and House of RTpresenta-

2 t;,'s of the United Slates of .1in'rica in Con grus assembled,

3 That subsections ()) and (c) of section 301 of the Trade

4 Expansion Act of 1962 are amended to read as follows:

5 "(b) (I) Upon the request of the President, upon
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2

1 resolution of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate

.2 or the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-

3 sentatives, upon its own motion, or upon the filing of a peti-

4 tion under subsection (a) (1), the Tariff Commission shall

5 promptly make an investigation to determine whether, as a

6 result, in whole or in part, or concessions granted under trade

7 agreement.% an article is being imported into the United

8 States in such increased quantities, either actual or relative,

9 as to cause, or threaten to cause, serious injury to the domestic

10 industry producing an article which is like or directly com-

11 petitive with the imported article.

12 "(2) In making its determination under paragraph

13 (1), the Tariff Commission shall take into account all eco-

14 nomio factors which it considers relevant, including idling of

15 productive facilities, inability to operate at a level of reason-

:16 able profit, and unemployment or underemployment.

17 "(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), increased im-

18 -ports, either actual or relative, shall be considered to cause,

19 or threaten to cause, serious injury to the domestic industry

20 concerned when the Tariff Commission finds that such in-

21 creased imports have contributed in any substantial degree

22 toward causing, or threatening to cause, serious injury to such

23 industry. The Tariff Commission shall make a finding of sern-

24 ous injury or threat thereof to the domestic industry when it

25 finds that--

1114
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3

1 "(A) increased imports have contributed or are

2 contributing in any substantial degree to a declining vol-

3 ume of domestic production, regardless of other influ-

4 encing factors, or

5 "(B) the ratio of imports- to domestic production

6 exceeded 10 per centuin during the calendar year imme-

7 diately preceding the initiation of the Tariff Commission

8 investigation.

9 "(4) No investigation for the purpose of paragraph (1)

10 shall be made, upon petition filed under subsection (a) (1),

11 with respect to the same subject matter-as a previous investi-

12 gation under paragraph (1), unless one year has elapsed

13 since the Tariff Commission made its report to th6 Prdsident

14 -of the results of such previous investigation.

15" "(c) (1) In the case of a petition by a firm*for a

I& determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment assist,-

17 ance under chapter 2, the Tariff Crnvmission shall promptly

18 make an investigation to determine whether, as a result, in

19 whole or in part, of concessions granted under trade agree-

20 ments, an article like or directly competitive with an article

21 produced by the firm is. being imported into the United

22 States in such. increased quantities, either Actual or relative,

23 as to. cause,.or.threaten to cause, serious injury to such firm.

94 In making its determinations under this paragraph, the
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1 Tariff Commission slall take into account all economic

2 factors which it considers relevant, including idling of pro-

3 duotive facilities of the firm, inability of the firm to operate

4 at a level of reasonable profit, and unemployment or under-

5 employment in the firm.

6 "(2) In the case of a petition by a group of workers

7 for a determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment

8 assistance under chapter 3, the Tariff Commission shall

9 promptly make an investigation to determine whether, as

10 a result, in whole or in part, of concessions granted under

11 trade agreements, an article like or directly competitive with

12 an article produced by such workers' firm, or an appropriate

13 subdivision thereof, is being imported into the United States

14 in such increased quantities, either actual or relative, as to

15 cause, or threaten to cause, unemployment or underemploy-

16 ment of a significant number or proportion of the workers of

17 such firm or subdivision.

18 "(3) For purposes of paragraphs (I) and (2), in-

19 creased imports, either actual or relative, shall be considered

20 to cause, or threaten to cause, serious injury to a firm or

21 unemployment or underemployment, as the case may be,

22 when the Tariff Commission finds that such increaed im-

2 ports have contributed in any substantial degree toward

24 causing, or threatening to cause, -such injury or such unem-

25 ployment or underemployment. The Tariff Commission shall

1116
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1 make a fintling of serious injury or threat thereof to a firm

2 when it finds that--

3 "i A) increased imports have contributed or are

4 contributing in any substantial degree to a declining

5 volume of production by such firm, regardless of other

6 influencing factors, or

7 "(B) the ratio of imports to the domestic pro-

8 duction of the domestic industry concerned exceeded 10

9 per centum during the calendar year immediately pr-

10 ceding the initiation of the Tariff Commission investi-

11 gation.

12 "The Tariff Commission shall make a finding of unem-

13 ployment or underemployment or threat* thereof with re-

14 spect to the workers of a firm or subdivision when it finds

15 that-

16' "(A) increased imports have contributed or are

17 contributing in any substantial degree to a declining

18 volume of production by such firm or subdivision, regard-

19 less of other influencing factors or

20 "(B) increased imports have contributed or am

21 contributing in any substantial degree to a decline

22 amounting to 5 per centum or more (in man-hours

23 or wages paid) of direct labor employed by such firm

24 or subdivision."

1117
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6

1 Sm. 2. Section 301 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962

2 is aaended by adding at the end thereof the following now

3 subsection:

4 "(h) In determining for purposes of this section whether

5 an unprocessed article is directly competitive with an im-

6. ported article at a later stage of processing (within the

7 meaning of -ection 405 (4) ), the Tariff Commission shall,

S among other factors, weigh carefully the relationship of the

9 inprocessed article and the imported article, the number

10 of processes involved, and the number and volume of seo.

11 ondary materials required."

12 B o. 8. (a) (1) Section 802(a) of the Trade Expa-

13 lon Act of 1962 is amended--

14 (A) by striking out "the President may" and in-

15 serting in lieu thereof "the President shaft'; I

16 (B) by inserting "and" at the end of paragraph

17 (2) ;

18 (C) by striking out, ", or!" at the end of paragraph

19 (3) and inserting in lie thereofa period; and

20 (D) by striking out paragraph (4).

21 (2) Section 302 (c) o suh Act is amended by striking

22 out "the President may" and inserting, in lieu thereof "the

28 President shall."

24 (1).(1) Section 351 (a) of. the Trade.Expansion Act

25 of 1962 is amended to read as follows:

1118
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1 "(a) After receiving an ailirniative finding of the Tariff

2 Comuission under sectiou 301 (b) with respect to all iI-

3 dustry, the President Aiall, witiin sixty days after the date

4 on which he receives suoh alth'irative finding, pr nLaiui such

5 increase in, or imposition of, any duty or other import

6 restriction on the article c 'auiig or thrematening to cause

7 serious iu y to such industry as is found aud reported by

8 the Tariff ('oninis midcr seetion to be necessary

9 to prevent re,,edy serious injury to such i try."

10 (2 Section 352 of su -h Av ended-

11 (A) striking oat eI1i exercising th au-

12 thority continue (a) )6t object to e

13 proviffi f 33L &) (2 ,(3)ad (4)" d

14 insertin in lie e ~C utheat

is otherwi req der~ " and

16 . (B) by strik 351 (1)

17 in rtinr in iB ereof 35 a)".
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CLEARY, GOTTLIEB, STEEN & HAMILTON.
Washington, D.C.

Hon. RusSELL B. Lo.o,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

D.AR SENATOR LoNO: Enclosed in connection with the Senate Finance Com-
mittee's hearings on import restrictions Is a statement submitted by the Sport-
ings Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute in support of S. 2476, intro-
duced by Senator Margaret Chase Smith.

In summary, SAAMI supports S. 2476 as a reasonable approach toward
limiting imports which threaten the economic viability of the domestic sporting
arms and ammunition industry. Even under present sporting arms and animu-
nition tariffs, which will soon be reduced by 50 percent as a result o~f the Ken-
nedy Round, imports ratio to domestic production is over 13 percent. The domes-
tic industry's essentiality to the national security and the serious economic
impact that increasing imports have had upon the industry and its workers
require that the Congress take affirmative action to prevent serious Injury In
the future.

We respectfully request that this letter and the attached statement be incor-
porated in the record of the hearings.

Sincerely yours,
RoIEwrT C. ZIM.n11.

STATEMENT FOR THE SENATE FINANCE CoMrTTEEc r SrPPowr OF S. 2476. ox
BrIIALF OF SPORTING ARMS & AMMUNITION 31ANuEACTURERS' INSTITUTE, SUB-
MITTED BY ROBERT C. ZIMMER, COUNSEL TO THE SPORTING ARMS & AMMUNITION
MANUFACTURERS' INSTITUTE

RI: TSUS NOS. 730.1500 INCLUSXVIE--RTVLES, SHOTGUNS, COMBINATIONS AND PARTS
AND TSUS8 NOS. 780.6300 INCLUSIVE-AMMUNITION AND PARTS

Summary of Points

1. Imports of sporting arms and ammunition have shown an alarming increase
over the past four years, and the 50-percent reduction of present tariffs under
the Kennedy Round Agreement portend extremely adverse effects on the domestic
Industry.

2. In view of this continuum of sharp Increase (129.4 percent In 1966) of im-
ports of sporting arms and ammunition in recent years. the dangerous level of
penetration of the domestic market (13.5 percent in 1966), and considering the
continuing foreign barriers preventing expansion of U.S. exports, passage of
S. 2476 is essential to the continued vigorous existence of the domestic Industry
and to the welfare of its employees and the communities in which it exists.

L Support of S. 2476 by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturere'
"letitute

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute's statement in
support of S. 2476 is submitted on behalf of the following U.S. manufacturers,
who together produce over 75 percent of all American sporting shoulder arms
and approximately 95 percent of all domestic sporting ammunition:

Federal Cartridge Corporation
The High Standard Manufacturing Corporation
Ithaca Gun Company, Inc.
0. F. Mos#berg & Sons, Inc.
Remington Arms Company
Savage Arms Division, Emhart Corporation
Winchester-Western Division, Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corporation

Even under present tariffs, which will soon be reduced by 50 percent under
the Kennedy Round Agreement, recent increases of sporting arms and ammuni-
tion imports have been taking a larger share of the domestic market. Overall,
sporting arms and ammunition import (TSUS Nos. 730.1500 through 730.9100)
now comprise 13.5 percent of domestic production.* The Industry's essentiality to

*Preliminary Industry. estimates through June 1967 (industry sales of $155.600.000),
compared with reported Imports through June 1967 (totaling $22,808.000), Indicate a ratio
of Imports to Industry sales of 14.6 percent, a marked Increase from last year.
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the national security and Its Importance to the communities In which domestic
manufacturers are located require that the Congress take affirmative action to
prevent the adverse economic effects that additional Import Increases are certain
to bring.

IIoRTS OF SPORTTV ARMS & A*!umITI!4
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& 2476, introduced by Senator Margaret Chase Smih, and co-sponsored by 25
other S nators, provides a reasonable and effective remedy for a domestic sport-
Ing arms Industry that must compete with Imports produced with large cost
advantages over domestic manufacturers. Since Imports' ratio to domestic pro-
duction exceeds 10 percent generally as well as specflc sporting arms categories,
8. 247's presumption of seriouss Injury" will require the proclamation of what-
ever ree the MTriff Commssion fnds necessary to remedy or prevent such
injury.

I1. TU OveralU Pictre-Import Trends i, 8portiug Arms and Ammunition for
the Period of 196.* to I

Sine 1968 the dollar value of Imports of sporting arms and ammunition has
increased 169 percent from $1309,O000 In that year to $86,589,674 In 1966. In
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1967 alone, imports will increase by 40 percent over 1966 to $52,458,789.0 (See
facing chart.) This increase deplcte the trend of increasing imports, applying
pre-Kennedy Round rates of duty, without considering the additional increases to
be experienced solely because of the reduction in present U.S. tariffs

Not only is the total volume of imports markedly increasing, so too is Imports'
share of the domestic sporting arms market, computed by comparing the value
of imports to total sales in the United States. From a share of 9 percent in 1963.
it climbed to 11.1 percent in 1964, reached 1M.7 percent in 1965, and stayed at
virtually the same high level in 1966. (See Appendix, Exhibit 1.)

This increase trend in total sporting arms and ammunition imports and in
imports' share of the domestic market indicates not only that present duties
furnish a relatively small trade barrier, but also shows that the domestic industry
faces a serious threat to its competitive position in world markets for shoulder
arms and ammuniLlon. These facts portend economic difficulties not only for the
domestic manufacturers and their employees, but also for the economy of the
regions in which these manufacturers are located.

EXHIBIT 2

IMPORTS OF RIFLES AND St ,)TC'NS
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over the past three years, 1966, 19M ad 1964. as applied to the data for the Brst half of
196?. Total Imports are general LS to 8 s Git halt imots largely hemsI .t the
fan an winter buying season.
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11. Svi* Sportw Arme OategoriRe
A. Imports of R4$w sd ikotgim

1968, the first half of 1967, and proJeCd 1967 (as depited by the facing chart)
show a dramatie increase In value In rife and shotgun Imports from even the
1964 high, which Itself was over 23 percent above 108 10VI By the and of 196t
total rifle and shotgun Imports will have Increased over 8% times from the
1956 level to $24,386,408. First half Imports for 1967 alone are almost equal to
total Imports for all years through 1968.

IMPORTS & EXPORTS OF SIEULPER ARMS

$23,000,000

$22,000,000

$21,000,000

$20,000,000

.$19,000,000

$18,000,000

$170000,

$16 ,0O00

$15,000,000

$14,000,000

$13,000,000.

$12,000,000

$11,000,000

$10,000,000

$ 9,000,000

$ 8,000,000

$ 7,000,000

$ 6,000,000

$ 5,000,000

$ 4,000,000'
29~

Dollars

S5 054 5, COW ,

1962 2963 29t4 19(6 19,393

S$16,38 ,,)4

$13.2S )

$1 ,, i 7

9, (,1ss ,

z019 16 1903 19e4 1903 1966

a Imports- Solid Line

so ports - Sroken Lie ...

Sources Census Data

1. Rd& Imports.-Iports of riles have Increased from a 1964 level of $3,125,000
to over $3N, In 1067, continuing the steady upurge frm the 196 level at
only $1,4L,00o.

2I Shotgun Imort.-In no sector of the shoulder arms Industry Is the need
for maintaining adequate tariffs better demonstrated than in the shotgun segment.
Here It Is clear that the prKennedy Bound 16 percent ad valorem* duty has
been a relatively nefective barrier to imports. Fom a recent low of 107,000
units and $6,708,000 value In 1981, the Importation of shotguns Into the U.S. has
climbed to 192.000 units in 196, with a value of $14,668,3 In the Arst half

0Sbotguns valued over $80 each bear a straight 16 percent ad nerem duty; those valued
at$25 to $50 are assessed at $2.04 each 10 percent " elerem; lser pric shotguns have

a -. 8--$eah rate 25 pe-est ad s

83-468-07-pt. 2--40
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of 1967 alone, shotgun imports have reached 100.187 units with a value of
$7,612,144. Shotgun Imports increase during the fall shooting season." yielding
a 1967 Import projection of approximately 280,1O units valued at over $18,100.000.
(See Appendix, Exhibit 2.) Almost all of this total is accounted for by shotguns
valued at o $50. (TUB NoL. 780.4M03 4, 730.5900.)

B. U.S. Exports of Rifloa and Shotguns
('oipared to the vilm(it f rille and sholgill iixsrts. '.S. ,.'xlxrts of these

item. seem Insignifleant. (See facing chart.) The largest sourv., of I '.S. ritle and
Phobtun ltirts Ih the Conmon Market (EEC), which aveounted for two-thirds
of the total of $19.393.000 imxorts in 1941. By conirison, Ullited '+t'tef niuiUU-
facturers' exports to the Conunun Market were very small, with t otal In 19K
of $7A.(.).q. dIro pping slightly in 1966 to $768.769. (See Appendix, Exhibits 3 & 4.)
The largest foreign market for United States shoulder arms exports over the
years has been Canada. In 1966, of the total rifle and shotgun exports of $6,5Wi,074,
over $2.930.0() went to Canada. (See Appendix. Exhibit 5.) In rifles and shot-
gu is alme. the United States can expect an unfavorable trade balante of over
$15.0WN),000 In 1967. thereby Increasing our balance of payments deficit and sub-
stitutitig foreign employment for the Jobs of American workers.

C. Comparison of Wage Rate
The aclcompinylng charts of wage rates for the (",omano Markt-t ('oiutrie.q

(FF () ald the U.S. show ole of the prilu.t ion cost udv:mutgwes enjyetl b~y the
dowestle industry's foreign cotmpot it iors. it general, s.lrtitg tiruns n iantifan I urp
Is relatively labor intensive, especially in the areas of .ttxk and barrel flnishluug.
We respeetifully submit that the aswer is not to lover the wiges of 12,00
work*-rs employed by the domestic industry or to nbolish their jobq due to Im-
port increases. The answer, we believe, will be provided by the remedies suggested
In S. 2476.
IV. Concluuio"

A. ('urret U.S. duties on ar, :anid aintmnitiu hive pernitied sin alarnliiig
in.'etise of inlports during 1)65. 1 i6t. at d the first half of 1!K17.

B. The Impact of the pre-Kuunedy Round increase In Imports of sporting arms
and ammunition has resulted.4n Imports caplturilng a dilsprop)ortionaltely large
share of the domestic market,"'urther aggravating our balance of payments
deficit, and Inhibiting the natural growth of domestic producers. Because U.S.
sporting arms and ammunition tariffs were halved during the Kennedy Round,
we reaUstically expect that additional Import increases will result in severe
economic dislocations throughout the domestic Indu.try. If imports capture more
than their present 13.5 percent of domestic production, both company Invest-
ment and workers' Jobs will be lost.

In accordance with these conclusions, we respectfully request that this Com-
mittee submit a favorable report on 8. 2476.

INDUSTRY TRENDS

Oer amounts In millenlsl

Industry sales of Imports versus
arms and ammunition Imports Industry Sae

percent )

Year:
1966 .............................. . ',71 134.5 1L.
1965 ................................... 205251 13.?
1964 .................................... 160 ILI 11.1
1963 .................................... 151 13.6 & 0
162 .................................... 142 I3. ,.6
161 .................................... 135 1.0 6.6
IS0 ................................... 137 12.S 9.1
1951 ................................... 141 11.0
166 .................................... 114 7.0 i.
1657 .................................... 142 7.2

.................................... 140 & 2 44.

1 Basd on Industry estimates. Preliminary Indust estimates thrmucb June I17 (Indlustry sales of sIS5.600.000).
compared with reported imports throels June 1967 (totalial $220^,000), indicate a ratio ot Impors 6 kdatry aes
of 14.5 peroet a marked increase tn lst year.

Seem: Cases data and Submitting companies

00Durnig 19 6. Sint hsf abotgus Imports totd $G NK esmpa" wfit a
total or $104U.
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ExBi5Z? 1
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S'Ch ,Lr .. L *T A i.*.*S

$17, 00(14

$16,001

$15,00(1m

$14,00M

$1 3,00"4

$12,000M

$11,00W

$1o.¢x)04

S9,000

$8.0004
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$5.,ooH

$4,0004

$3,000N

$2,OOC0

$1,000"

1959 1960 1901

Ipocts shown to black.
axport8 shown In white.

301i31? 3

U.& SHOULDER ARMS IMPORTS FROM THE

1962 1963 194 1965

Souccet Census Data

COMMON MARKET (EEC)

190 1961 162 1963 1964 IU IN6 1967'

Ril ...... $1,414,847 $1.844,94 $1.952,358 $1,594,604 52.378.902 52.731.558 53,142,073 $1.470,049Shotsuns... 7.155109 6,190,067 6.973,431 6,928.162 7.454,508 9,659,572 10.245.373 5,404.751ToW .... ,570,015 $,035051 C92.570 8,522802 9.833,410 12.391.130 13.387,451 6.874,10

IS. SHOULDER ARMS EXPORTS' TO THE COMMON MARKET (EEC)

Tl ............ $179.281 5231,764 $293.252 $373,070 $434.360 $72.608 $768,769 5775,824

Samw: C ess dais.

1126

12. 39P1

$07N 17~ 4 
ai 

~). 
37f

I 
I

1.... X [$ 72 5434- -H 
. ..

$62 9m,,
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EXmUDIT 4

EXPORTS TO CANADA

IValue expressed in dollars

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 196 1967

Rifes:
Units. ......... 37,317 30,8W 27,279 25,272 2$,502 20,0W4 33,641 28,973

Value ......... 1,462297 1,301,505 1.138,994 1,097,206 1,184,403 1,3806 1.,765,007 1.683.81?
Shot uns:

nalu . ... 24,2M7 20,229 13,087 17, 0 21.526 31,732 28,091 15,655
Value8......... W,793 931 535,723 807.704 948.374 1,222, 760 1,166,536 744.795

Total units... 61.604 51.098 40.366 43,074 50,028 51.261 61,732 44.628
Total value... 2,298,016 2.095,436 1,674,717 1.904.910 2,132,777 2,260,842 2,931,543 2.428.607

Source: Publication FT 410, U.S. Departent of Commerce, Bum* of thwe Cess.

EXHIBIT 5

EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET (EEC) AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN METAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY (APRIL 1966)

Mon Women Averapg

Belgium (Belgium francs) ................... St. 35. 77 47. 44
France I (French francs) .................... 3.90 & 21 & 79
Germany (Deutsche marks) ................... 4.75 3.30 4.0
Italy (Italian lirs) .......................... 412 323 397
Netherlands (gulders) .......................3 3.24
United Kl(lom (powie) ................. 106. 3 .............
Converted earnings: (U.S. dollars):

elgium. ............................... 1.025 .715 .94
Frane I ....................................... 796 .55 .
Gemn ............................... 1.18 in L In
Italy ............................. .659 :17 .635
Netherlands........................ .92 ..............
United Kindom ........................ L 243 .713 ...................

' Figures for France am based on the ordnance ed s arm kduw n of Mudc 196.
I Baed on tollw ramls: a ac, I W02, Frnch ra, SM; doee maot, SU; Hm Ie WON1;

8ides, $0.277; UnWi Khi 1.0117.
Source: iwse d LabrSbistcs

The above figures do not include fringe benefits. The average fringe benefits
for U manufacturing for each country are at least:

Belgium---------------- . ....... ... .. 4
France------------------------- 73
Germany ----- ----------------------- 48
1tal---------- ---------------------------------- 102
Netherlands ---------------------- ..------. . .. 46
U.K. . . ..... 14

ExmamT 6

Average howlr earnings, United 8e.teo in cls ¢aeoaSon oj' ote#er dnmw #n
acceaorea, mU wrms and 6mmuafE w --Fdre$kWsg equ~pme red " ewee-
*ories

WAGE8 Por hoow

January 1967 -------------- ------------------ --------.. $13
Preliminary August 1967 ---------------.------ ---- & 15
Annual average 1966 -------------------.... ....-----------... & 06

FRINGE B3N31IT8

All manufacturing-----
Fabricated metal products

P.2.64. 5

Source: Bureau of LAbor Statisties
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90rH CONGRESS

1S. 1446

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Annm 5,19067
Mr. Mus=n (for himself, Sir. BARTLTT, Mr. BATH, Mr. Comrox, Mr. EAST-

LAIN, Mr. Eivx, Mr. DODD, Mr. Gcz -Io, Mr. INOU YE, Mr. KENxEDY of
Massachusetts, Mr. Loo of Missouri, M r. McGEE, Mr. AMcINTYRE, Sir.
MomS, Mr. Moss, Mr. NEusoN, 1r. lMu., Mr. Scorr, Mr. TALMGE, Ar.
TuV~xoND, and Mr. TowER) intrduced the following bill; which was
read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To provide for the orderly marketing of articles imported into

the United States, to establish a flexible bams for the adjust-
ment by the United States economy to expanded trade,
and to afford foreign supplying nations a fair share of the
growth or chamg in the United States market.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress ambled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Orderly Marketing Act

4 of 1967".

a SEc. 2. Puzos.-The purposes of this Act are to

6 provide for tho orderly marketing of articles imported into

1128
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I the uniteded States, to establish it flexilde basis for the

2 .idjtisuncit hy the I'jiiid States economy to expanded

3 trade, ad to afford foreign mippyiiig nltilam a fair share of

4 the growth or chirnge in the Inited States market.

5 SC. 3. ])n.-F.NIrMoNS.-As used in this Act-

6 (it) "Doestic indust'" shall include all establish-,

7 iniits heated in thiei United States in which any article or

8 articles like or directly competitive with the imported article

9 or articles specified in a petition or request under subsection

10 (a) or subsection (b) of section 4 are produced. If an

11 enterprise has several establishments in some of which such

12 articles are not produced, the industry would include only

13 establishments in which the article is produced for purposes

14 of analyzing impairment for purposes of subsection (c) of

15 section 4;

16 (b) "Like or directly competitive articles" shall mean

17 those articles or closely reed groups of articles on which

18 the article or articles specified in a petition or request under

19 subsection (a) or subsection (b) of section 4 have a com-

20 bined competitive impact;

21 (c) An 4nported article is "directly competitive with"

22 a domestic article at an earlier or later stage of processing,.

23 and a domestic article is "directly competitive with" an

24 imported- article at an earlier -or later stage of-processing,

25 if the importation of the imported article has an economic
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3

1 effect on producers of the doiestlic arti le comJ1ijirale to die

2 effect of importation of articles in the saire stage of process-

3 ing as the domestic article. For pirl-oses of this J):lragraph.

4 the unprocessed article is at an ea rlier .tage. of processing;

5 (d) "Secretary" refers to the Secretary of Coinniieree.

6 Si:c. 4. (a.) A petition for orderly uiurketing uay lie

7 filed with the.Secretary by a trade association, firm, certified

8 or recognized union, or other reliresbntative of an industry.

9 (b) Upon the request of the President, upon resolution

10 of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the

11 Comnitteeon Ways and Means of the House of Representa-

12 ties, or upon the filing of a petition under subsection (a) ,

13 the Secretary shall promptly make an investigation to deter-

14 mine whether articles or groups of articles specified in the

15 petition or request are being imported into the United States

16 in such increased quantities as to he a factor contributing

17 to a condition of economic impairment of the domestic

18 industry producing such article and like or directly coni-

19 petitive articles.

20 (c) In making a determination whether there is a,

21 condition of economic impairment in the industry, the Score.

22 tarv shall take into account all economic factors- which h

2:1 considers relevant, including idling of'productive facilities

24 inthilitV to operate at a reasonable profit ordeclining profif..

1130
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4

1 ability, and unemployntent, underemployment, or a decline

2 in employment relative to production.

3 (d) In any event, the Secreta.ry shall make an afirrna-

4 tive determination under subsection (c) and shall find that

5 tho articles or groups of articles are being imported in such

6 increased quantities as to be a factor contributing to i,

7 condition of economic impairment to the industry, if during

8 the five calendar years immediately preceding the year in

9 which the petition or request is filed the ratio of imports

10 of the article or group of articles to the domestic production

11 of such articles or like or directly competitive articles has

12 increased by 50 per centum or more in the aggregate and

13 during the calendar year immediately preceding the year in

14 which the petition or request is filed the ratio of such imports

15 to such domestic production was at least 15 per centum.

16 (e) If the Secretary finds that such articles or groups of

17 articles are being impo-ted into the United States in such

18 increased quantities as to be a factor contributing to economic

19 impairment of a domestic industry he shall forthwith inform

20 the President of his finding and his determinaton under

21 substion (c).

22 (f) If the Secretary would have amade the finding speci-

23 fled in subsection (e) but for the fact that the ratio of such

24 imports to such domestic production was more than 10 per

25 centum but less than 15 per centum in the year in which the
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.5

1 petition or request is filed he shall also forthwith inform the

2 President of his finding.

3 SEC. 5. Upon being informed by the Secretary of a find-

4 ing pursuant to section .4 (e), the President* shall by proc-

5 lamation limit the importation of such articles or groups of.

6 articles to which such finding applies for each calendar year

7 succeeding such proclamation to the larger of-

8 (i) That quantity which equals 15 pcr centum of

9 domestic production of such articles and like or directly corn-

10 petitive articles for each preceding calendar year, or,;

11 (ii) That quantity which equals average annual imports

12 of such articles or groups of articles for the five calendar

13 years immediately preceding the calendar year in which

14 such proclamation is made: Provided, however; That; with

15 respect'to a limitation imposed under paragraph .(ii), such

16 quantity shall be increased or decreased for each succeeding

17 calendar year by the same percentage that such domestic

18 production in the preceding calendar year increased or. de

19 creased in comparison with such average annual domestico.

2Q. production in Qie second and. third immediately preceding"

21 calendar year: And provide..furt.er, That, with respect- to

22 a limitaten imposed under either. paragraph (i) .or (ii),. in

23 the event of such an increase in domestic production there

24 shall be permitted to enter an increase in. quantity equal to.

8. 1446- 2
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6

1 1 per centum of such domestic production for such immedi-

•2 ately preceding calendar year.

3 Smx. 6. -(a) After bcing informed by the Secretary of

4 his findings under section 4 (e),'the President may, in 'lieu

5 of exercising the authority contained in section 5, negotiate

6 international agreements with foreign countries limiting the

7 export from such countries and the import into the United

8 States of the articles or groups of articles involved whenever

9 he determines that such action would be more appropriate

10 to prevent or remedy economic impairment than action under

11 section 5.

12 (b) In order to carry out an agreement concluded

13 under subsection (a), the President is authorized to issue

14 regulations governing the entry or withdrawal from ware-

15 house of the articles or groups of articles covered by such

16 agreement. In addition, in order to carry out a multilateral

17 agreement concluded under subsection (a) among countries

18 accounting for a significant part of world trade in the article

19 covered bj such agreement, the ,President is also authorized

20 to issue regulations governing the entry or withdrawal from

21 warehouse e of the like article which is the product of countries

-22 not parties to suh agreement.

SrW. 7. The Secrtary shall allocae the total

2A proclaimed under .section 5, and any ineaso in Muh .qu-

2 tity purmu thereto, among supplying countfies on the beuia

1133
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7

1 of the shares such countries supplied to the United Stats

.2 market -during a. representative period of the articles .or

3 groups of articles to which such proclamation applies, except

4 that due account may be given to special factors which have

5 affected or may affect the trade in such articles. The Scre-

6 tary shall certify such allocatons to the Secretary of the

7 - egsr.

8 SEc. 8. In addition to proclaiming import limitations as

9 to, the articles or group of articles like or directly competitive

10 'with those of domestic industry under this Act, the President

11 may provide with respect to the firms of such industry that

12. they may request the Secretary for certifications of eligibility

13 to apply for adjustment assistance and may-provide with *re-

14 spept to the workers of such industry that they may.request

-Z the Seoretary *1 abor for certifications of eligibility to apply

16 for adjustment assistance under -title III of the Trade Ex-

17 pansion' Act- of 1962. Public Law Numbered 794, Eighty-

18 seventh Congress. Further proceedings and relief and the

19 criteria pertaining thereto shall be the same as under title

20 III of the Trade Expansion Act.

21 8Sw. 9. ,f the Seoretag inform the Prevident of finding'

22 under section 4 (f) the President may, in his discreon, tale

,22 any -action or any combination of actions spep" od in section

24 5, -section. 6 -and section. 8 with. zespect. lo. the ,-ticles, or

25 groups of articles to which such findings apply.

1134
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8

1 SEC. 10. (a) Any proclamation made and any adjust-

2 meant assistance granted pursuant to this Act shall be re-

3 viewable by tie President after the third calendar year of

4 their effect and prior to the commencement of each calendar

5 year thereafter during which such proclamation or adjust-

6 meant assistance remains in effect. In his discretion the Presi-

7 dent may upon such review terminate suoh proclamation or

8 adjustment assistance if he finds it no longer necessary, ap-

9 propriate or effective to accomplish the purposes of this Act.

10 No proclamation or adjustment assistance shall remain in

11 effect for a period longer than ten calendar years.

12 SEC. 11. Nothing contained in this Act shall affect in

13 any way any quantitative import limitation heretofore or

14 hereafter proclaimed or imposed pursuant to any Act of

15 Congress authorizing such proclamation or imposition in-

16 eluding but not limited to-

17 (a) section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,

18 (b) section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956,

19 (c) .section 232, 351, or 352 of the Trade Expan.

20 sion Act of 1962,

21 (d) section 2 (b) of the Act entitled "An Act to

22 extend the authority of the President to enter into trade

23 agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act. of 1930,

24 as amended", approved July 1, 1954 (19 U.8,O., see

25 1352a),

1135
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9

1 (a) section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension

2 Act of 1951,

3 (f) Public Law Numbered 481 of the Eighty-

4 eighth Congress (78 St. 593),

5 (g) The Sugar Act of 1948, as amended.
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U.S. 8ITa,
CouMr= on CoMZRCmE,

Ron. RussaL B. LoZsG.
ChatrmW0 Senate Pinene Commilttee,
1.8. Senate,
Washington. D.C.

Mr Daa Ms. CHAJSMAX: There is little doubt that some of our domestic
Industries are suffering severely because of excessive foreign Imports which are
directly competitive with the domestic product. I am, therefore, gratified that the
Senate Finance Committee has scheduled open bearings on the various proposals
before it which would Impose import quotas on specified commodities. I sin-
cerely hope that the bearings will bring out all of the facts needed to make a
Judgment as to what should be done.

Since I am a cosponsor of several different bills before the Committee which
would give a measure of relief to a spe ific Industry. I would like to explain
briefly why I favor each of them. I ask that this letter be made a part of the
record of the hearings.

5. 289 LZAD-ZIEO

The lead-zinc industry has suffered violent fluctuations of price and produc-
tion for many years, and since 1950 the domestic metal producers and tmelter
operators have both been seeking some sort of wlution to the recurring sharp
cycles of alternating excessive or deficient supplies of lead and zinc in the
United States.

The bill Iefore the Finance Committee, S. 289. provides a mechanism for Im-
posing Import quotas either on lead or zinc as soon as they are needed. The quotas
would go into effect when the metal stocks exceed a specified maximum per-
centage for a period of three consecutive months, and would be removed when
the stotcks are reduced below a specified minimum percentage. The bill was
unanimously reported by the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, of
which I am a member, earlier this session.

Although the lead and zinc markets are relatively stable at this time. we know
from past experience that this stability may not endure. and we should use this
opportunity to establlh a method to assure that It will. We know all too well
what happens when supplies are In excess of demand. The market prie drops,
mines close up. and a tragic cycle of unemployment results. We know also how
important it is to the security of the United States to have a ready supply of
lead and zinc. and how essential it Is not only to keep the industry in good health,
but to see that incentive capital is ready to explore and develop new ore reserves.
Such capital Is forthcoming only when there Is assurance of stability in the
Industry.

Administrative remedies have been tried from time to time to stabilize the
lead and zinc markets, but they have been proved Inadequate, and for the well-
being of the lead-zine industry and the safety of the country, a system of Import
controls is essential.

8. 5 12 DAIlY PnoDUCTa

Earlier this year, a burst of dairy imports flooded our markets. The June 30th.
167, Presidential Proclamation, issued under the authorization of Section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act Is opectsd to reduce the overall annual flow
at dairy Imports to an estimated calendar year level ot one billion pounds milk
equivalent. I think It Is quite sat to ay tat th sponsorship of some 58 members
of the Senate, and nearly 2W menmhers of the House of Representatives of the
"Dairy Import Act of 1967" was Instrumental in producing this action.

However. this is only an Initial step toward a permanent solution to a problem
whicb still spells serious trouble for the domestic dairy industry. There are many
loopholes through whieh dairy products can be imported In quantities sufficient
to threaten the domestic industry. We need to establish an overall limit on Im-
ports based upon the average annual quantities of butter fat and nonfat milk
solids imported In all form, and from all foreign countries.

tTnder S. 612. It would be left to administrative decision as to how the Imports
should be apportioned between products and importing countries, and the bill also
provides for an Increase or decrease in the total amount of Imports, so that for-
.g producers can share In the market with domestic producers, depending upon
the demand. It likewise permits the President to allow additional Imports if be
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holds It to be in the national Inter t. It. however, farm prices ar below parity
at the time such additional Imports are authorized, an appropriate amount of
butter fat and solid-nonfat milk would have to be removed from the market.

This bill provides sensible machinery with which to make certain that dairy
Imports will not ever seriously injure our domestic Industry, and yet It allows
foreign products to come Into the country In reasonable amounts. Its passage
would assure a more certain future to the dairy farmer, and a continuing supply
of dairy products to the consumer at reasonable prices.

. 1588 MEAT QUOTAB

Three years ago the Congress enacted meat import control legislation (P.L. 88-
482), which hellpd head off a crisis in the cattle Industry. Now It is time that we
reexamined this law, and remedied Its defects. Enactment of 8. 1588, whhh
would revise the quota control system, would give far grater protection to our
domestic producers. Public Law &K-482 specifles that imported *fresh, chilled
and frozen beef, veal and mutton" .should not exceed an adjusted base quota.
However, the law does not provide any way to check these imolrts unless the
Secretary of Agriculture estimates, in advance, that the volume Is likely to be
more than ten percent greater than the adjusted base quota.

8. 15M8 would eliminate the ten percent of excess Imports now permitted before
quotas could be legally applied, and would take from the Secretary of Agricul-
ture the responsibility of estimating In advance the level of Imports to determine
whether th, might be larger than the allowable quantity. Instead, the quota
would be imposed by the law itself.

In addition, the bill would change the period on which the quotas are based
to a more representative period, would give the executive branch of the govern-
ment the authority to impose quotas on other meat products should there be a
damaging flood of Imports, and the Congress could not act quickly enough to
protect the domestic industry.

Although prices in the fall of 1967 are slightly more favorable to producers
than they were earlier this year. it appears that the cattle inventory will decline
this year for the third consecutive year.

Imports covered by Public Law 88-482 are up eleven percent over a year ago,
but are not high enough to trigger its Imposition. Imports of red meat alone.-
that Is beef and veal-are up sixteen percent over 1966 levels.

. 1T96 TEXTILE IMPORTS

We also nted a mandatory system for the regulation of textile imports on
a qw.nt ttive basli%, to protect our domestic textile manufacturers from ever-
rising imports. The excessive flow of foreign-made textiles results In plant clos-
Ings, layoffs, and hard times for the merchants of the communities in which the
textile plants are located. The western wool industry Is also adversely affected,
since its market for raw wool Is reduced.

S. 1796 would first encourage negotiations on voluntary agreements, and then
if agreements were not reached, the mandatory system could be put into effect

The machinery for government textile imports would be similar to that already
in effect for meat imports under Public Law 88-482. All textiles, Including wool,
would be limited to an average of the 1961-6 levels, and the quota would be
changed only when domestic consumption increased by more than five percent.
Quotas would then be adjusted accordingly.

Under the provisions of the bill, any action taken by the President would
supersede the Import quotas--so the enactment of the bill would not tie the
hands of the government In any way if It appeared to be In the nation's best
Interest to admit larger quantities of textiles.

Despite the programs of assistance to the U.S. textile industry by both the
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, imports have not been effectively curbed,
and there are still many ways to evade the tariffs, and to make use of technical
loopholes. Furthermore, wool and manmade textiles have not had the protection
worked out in the LTA agreements for cotton. The wool exporters share of the
domestic textile market has grown from eight percent In 1956 to twenty-four per.
cent In 196& 1967 figures are not yet available, of course, but there Is no reams
to think they will go down. A serious situation still confronts the nation, and
espweally the four million people who are engaged In producing fibers, textiles,
apparel and numerous other textile products, and there is no doubt In my mind
but that the type of export controls envisioned in & 1796 are needed.
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a. los MIN IMPOM

Without question, one of the most serious current illmort problems Is that of
foreign muink pilts. There has wen nearly a fifty parent increase in the last
four years, and the American producer is threatened with extinction.

At the present time foreign mink pelts c'an enter the country without any quota
or tariff restriction. hliqing subsidies and cheo p labor make it possible for
foreign produer*--4,hiefiy in the kkandanavian countries-to dump their surplus
wink i-lts on the American market for only $11. Sinve it costA the Americau
ranihir an average of $18 Just to produce the pllt, it is easy to see that he cannot
stand up againsAt this kind of competition.

14. l1'dl providesA thit foreign mink pelts c'an continue to enter the country
duty-free until the annual total equals forty perent of the domestic consumption.
After this point, all lielts would be subject to a duty v~lual to fifty percent of
their value. This would be fair to all concerned--to the domestic producer, and
it the American (oniner

I lnvre received iu great deal of mail this session from mink jIrolucers In the
state of I'tah telling me what the foreign competition is doing to their operations.
They are de.ljrate. Action must be taken this session to give them relief.

In conclusion, let me say that I would far prefer that this country handle
our imlort problems bjy encouraging negotiations with other nations on a volun-
tary basis. I would like to think that either bilateral or multilateral systems of
agreements could I, a-tived at short of Invoking import quota laws. I do feel,
however, that we should have adequate administrative tna.hinery to fall hack
on when it aqpwars that ony domestic industry is being severely hurt by a high
level of competitive imports coming into this country.

I well recognise also that trade is one of our strongest weapons in cultivating
friendly relations with otht'r nations, and I do not want to tie the President's
hand" in seeking such relationships. I feel that any import quota restrictions
should recognize the importance of giving the President a free hand when circum-
stans indlcnte a lessening of trade restrictions on a given commodity, or with
a sp eific country. would be in the nation's chest interest. But I also feel that
we tunt never forget the importance of keeping our own domestic Industries
In a stable and healthy condition. both because of the many Americans who
dewind on them for their livelihood, and because there could be a time when
.elf-%tfficiency would be absolutely essential to our nation's security. We should
trade widely and freely with other nations. Trade In mutually beneficial. Only
when we encounter unfair methods, such as dumping onto our market, should we
burden or restrict free trade. I'm sure that most of us oppose a creep back
toward high protective tariff walls with resulting strangulation of trade and
International exchange in all fields.

I will appreciate the Committee's consideration of this letter.
Sincerely,

Hj. Moon. U.S. Senator.

REMARiK8 or SENATE Jnhvmwu RAIDoLrN or WsT Vmo, i To Tun SzxATz
Commima ON FIRANCU Of SUBMnTTI2N IYOU T CONmInKATION Or TnE CoM-
M1TTI U A STATEMENT BY JoSEPH I. MoooY, PmmIT. NATIONAL COAL POLICY
Coirzmm INc., Dum HmANS ox IMpORT COxTso L IaTION

Mr. Chairman, I ask permion to file with this Committee a statement by
Joseph E. Moody, President of the National Coal Policy Conference, Inc., which
Is a broadly based organization, the constituent membership of which embraces
the coal producers and the United Mine Workers of Amet4ca, coal equipment man-
ufacturers, coal-carrying railroads, and coal-burning electric generating com-
panies.

(Mr. Moody'* statement immuedtetV folios Rewator Randolph's tatemeut.)
In his statement, Mr. Moody warns that the East COast area of the rUated

States already is dependent upon foreign sources for 81 per cent of the heavy
industrial oil It now ues.

Mr. Moody focuses his attention and that of the organiatlon he repre-ents
on foreign residual oil and urge# this committee to approve legislation which
would limit Imports o such ol to that muen proportion--81 per cent-4a future
years.

8W468--47--pt. 2----41
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Mr. Moody's statement under ores the fact that :.W0 million barrels of heavy
Industrial fuel oil used on the Last Coast in 1900 to generate iower, to run
Industry, and to heat commercial and institutional buildings wat purcherd
overseas and transported to United 8tates ports In tankers.

lie asks: "What in the world would we do if these Imports, on which so nanny
commercial, governmental, anti Industrial establishments have come to depend,
should lie suddenly shut off?"

Mr. Bloody then adds this comment: "Let's not kid ourselves. it (mld Itjipeu,
it lid halqen in World War II. even though at that time we dikieiilt'd Uljsm
foreign sources for only a fraction of the amount of fuel oil which they supply
ti us toilay. We nnelmber the brownouts, the closed school., and thel general
shortages of fuel which forced the government to plead for an immediate ex-
Iansion of cal production and to request every fuel use-r who possibly could to
switch from oil to coal."

hnilorts of heavy fuel oil, Mr. Moody liaints out. find csle'ei-ally those whieh
comnl-sle with coal. have inen-ased steadily since the end of World War II.
detle the imlosition of mandatory Import controls fromnIllIOl through Nn.rh.
IINK. When the control plrograin was Ilaced on all "ol1,en cllil" ba.i14 lat that
time. virtually e~ading controls, imports increased at an even shlrli.'r rate. he
aserts.

What Is ugently neetled. Mr. Moody enlihasizes is a national fuels policy"directe towardl developing, conserving and making the most enetflial use of
our fuels and energy reserves" anti which can weigh the national security im-
plications of allowing a section of the country as vital as the East Coanst to
become so dependent upon inmrted fuel. And he declares that in the nlisene
of such a ioliy. the only alternative Is "Comgre.msional rettraint." Otherwise.
Mr. Mooly adds. residual oil imorts can he expected to increase at an even
faster rate in the future.

Even wJth the high degree of mechanization achieved In coal mining, the
mining and transportation of each million tons of coal creates itmore than 400
jobs in (ior minit and on raliroatus and large lines. Nir. mody stresms. and then
points out that the econolc consequences for American workers of imilirting the
eiilvalent of 77 million toaus of ctoal each year Itcomie alarmingly ev"l.11.L

Mr. Mdy i prolwes that legislation pending before the committeee to limit crude
oil impirts to 12t'/ of domestic prodtutio n Ie aimeied to lindt future imports
of r .,iluil to t30% of total consumption tin the East Coast.

"This extremely lileral limitation" will not re~tore the ailane, between lin-
p rtd and domestic fuel which "national security rtiluir o". hut it will st least
"prevent a further rise In the percentage of imports over domestic production and
further erosion of essential domestic fuel markets on the Eastern Sealbord."
Mr. Moody underscores in his conclusions.

In general. I associate myself with Mr. Moody's statement and with his recom.
nendations for limits on residual oil imports.

STATMERN? OF JOSEPH R MOODY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COAL PoLiCY
Co~rcumaca, lme.

Mr. Chairman. I am Joeph E. Moody. I am President of the National Civil
Policy Conference. Ine.. an organilation which represents all segments of the
Industrial federation built around bituminous co l-.-ol produtcing companies,
the UInited Mine Workers of America. coal carrying rallroads and biatrgv lines.
coal-burning electric utilities and manufacturers of mining machines and
equipment.

I would like to bring Iefore this Committee today some thoughts which.
perhaps. are not spwelfically limited to comments on individual plees of pending
legislation, but which I am convinced are of vital Importance to the Congreimi'
consideration of a whole category of legislative decisions Which It must make In
the near future.

Pending before the Congrem are a series of proponls Intended to limit imports
of various goods and products from abroad-to protect. If you will. the markets
for such or Similar productM made or extracted In America by American cor-
panies and American Job holders.

At the same time., the Congress and other Americans are now pondering the
effect of the recent so-called Kennedy-Round negotiations of GAIT in which all
nations made concessions ot varying degrees In a mutual effort to eneourag and
expand trade between eael other. Them two objectives-both of which ertainly
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have appeal to recommend them do not make for easy solutions either by the
Congrss the Executive Branch of our Government or by those of is whose
responsibility goes to the industries and the workers producing American goods.
and to the maintenance of production capubilltles on which our nation's security
must depend.

Over-the years, this nation hus grown atid proosered under varied Isullcy Iosl-
tions on free or restricted foreign trade. As our history books tell us, a principal
factor in the American Iltevdution wait a determnluation by the Colonists that
they must be free to trade with other nations than England, without iylug a
prohibitive tax for the privilee.

Yetrm later, wht. we am an alibitious, but eonniu'fally weak. nation deter-
mined oil a course of internal evunmui, and industrial development, we followed
the only course, possilpl --we iilx -d tariffs to etijalie the coasaetition between
American, produced gx,,ds and tlmn nutde jimmre -lik-ic-itly in, ite wL're advanted
tchnological nations. This de ision upheld doielaic prices, It is true, and it cNst
Asinericau e lnstuers intre hir certain, goods for a ninber of years. But it alo
creat d .Aknierivan Job. It itiade joijsible new eusierprit-en and great doiuit!e
Industries. It put i.vestutent n)urc*s ad atl t itiime'r funds Into the hands of
Americanii i.ople anld it inade it. jewsible for tihe I ~fit.'d stateoi to devetiji the
Industrial and outmwic ,aight. the m.l-pulllien(y of resource , production and
markets which vioulesl ed il the greatest nod trolgest evonomiic forme--ad, as
a by-product, flip nitist. allucilt .stoiety- Ile worhl ha:s )-et known.

Then orime the last several decades, act'mipimied by changes in many Inter-
national. Ilscal and e ommil, corseepts in the I'.8. I don't --uggest that all, or
even most. of these were dictated by trade consideratimn. There was the bitter
deprewdon-in this country and the world--of the I930's I There were eiita*
cLysmic socio-economic changes In world governments, there was World War
11 and. finally, there was the United states asumiug the unbelievable task of
rebuilding the ectnoaic life of much of the rest of the world.

I have used the word. "iubelevtble", intentionally. btcaaube it was Just that.
I don't nt i.,nrily say our pheuoinenal effort was wrong, but I do my it was
in.rolible. It has no coanterpirt ini the history of mankind. And its ultimate
cost to our own nation may not 1e really kiow for several decades.

Between the years 1t143 and 11*6. the American xeple lured $107 billion
Into the e.onomy of otlher nations of the world-ormer friends, former enelies
or countries which played no giart at all in settling the great military crisis of
World War If. Tlheow were not sonie uiagic coins we pulled out of a Ioolitcal
Aladdin's iailp- the.-e billions of dollars were made up of diues, quarters alid
dollar bills that Amaerican cities ernled and contributed to their taxes too the rest
of the world.

31r. (1lulirnian, please don't misunderstand me. I amn not now criticizing our
pa"t efforts to bring fluacial and etonowuic reNurgeucos to the world comniunil y
of nations.

Our announced objective was that only through making other and allied no-
tions strong could we prevent the worldwide slread of an aveptance of C(ou-
muilstic government. And only by rebuilding the economy of both or alliet and
our former enemles could be restore world prosperity-ncluding our own.

No one can say today what the results might have been If we had been less
philauthroicr with our people's money and let the nations of the world seek
et'ouoitic recovery with their own reours ani emergles. Perhaps they would
have developed special systems more closely allied with the Communist bloc of
nation-a nd perhaps this would have worked to our economic and political
disadvantage. I don't know. and I don't believe anyone else des. But whln we
consider the worldwide disfavor whih Uncle Sai-he free-handed savior of
many of our former enemlet, as well ax our allies--now enjoys, we have to
wonder if national policies clearly directed toward the health and strength of
industries and workers in other countries, Instead of our own, have been the
wisest emirse we could follow in the past few de'ad,,.

This, of course, is water over the dam. We are now cnm'erned with these ain-
swers., but they beer on the national policy which must foilin front here on.
They suggest some answers to the questions now before us.

We tire now faced with making decisions regarding our most important re-
quirement as a nation--energy and the resources to supply it. Without the re-
sourr a to create heat. light, motion, power, the ability to turn wbeels, run fac-
tories and move goods, no nation--no people--ould exist.
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Do we decide now that our ablity to do them th'Ig. shall be within our own
determination? Or shall we place It more and mor In the future In the hands of
foreign nations?

Geutleien, that Is the crux ot the decision that we must soon make.
Other witnesses who have and will appear before you, Mr. Chairman, are deeply

concerned about serious damage to many American industries and worker*-
steel, textiles, glassware, pottery. shoes and many others-to compete with ha-
ports from low-cost, low-wage nations.

On September 27. the distinguished Senator from Maine, Mrs. Winith. Introduced
an amendment to Title III of the Trade Expansion Act of 19162 (S. 2476), which
would, as she explained, "protect domestic Industries which, though able to In-
crease their annual output, are nevertheless losing most of their growth to in-
creamed cheap labor Imports from abroad."

Mrs. Smith was Joined in sponsorship of this proposal by an impressive list of
25 Senators, representing states ranging from the Atlantic Seaboard to Hawaii
and from the Cauindian border to the deep South.

We are sympathetic to the aims of this amendment. It recognizes the precise
problem from which my Industry has long sought relief In the Congress and at
the Executive level--that of imports of cheap foreign fuel oil which, in Mrs.
Smith's words, are usurping "'most of the growth" of a domestic product-in this
case, coal-in the vital Northeastern industrial section of the United States. I am
only sorry that my good friends and neighbors in New Englaud have not hereto-
fore seen lit to Join in our efforts along these lines.

Other measures are pending which have strong support, and which all reflect
the growing concern of the members of Congress of both Houses. on both sides of
the aisle, for the weakening of our economic structure by Increasing Imports of
various goods and commodities.

Just to mention two, the Senate now has before it for consideration a measure
hy Congressman John Dent of Pennsylvania (H.R. 478). which was passed over-
whelmingly by the House of Representatives on September 28.

It Is Intended to protect the Jobs and wage levels of American workers whose
employers are faced with a loss of markets from low wage foreign competition.
Certainly this nation cannot have a policy of enforcing a floor on wages and then
seeing its workers unemployed because such a wage floor permits imported goods,
made by poorly paid labor, to take over the domestic market in which his em-
ployer cannot compete. If we intend to maintain a minimum wage level. we have
to expect American consumers to assume the cost of the ultimate product. We
cannot have our affluent wage cake and eat from it low price slics.

Also. there are now pending in both Houses. with Im)pressive support, bills to
limit by law the importation of crude oil and petroleum products to 12.2% of
domestic proluction-the level now used as a guide for Import limitations by the
D'lMarrneut of Interior. but which domestic producers complain Is being eroded
by rmissive leakages and loo)holes. They attribute to imports the fact that
the 1'.S. Is now In Its eleventh year of declining domestic oil exploration anl
development.

B,zt these bills only half deal with the problem of ex-e.sive energy fuel Im-
ports. By far the most serious present threat to our domestic fuels security Is
created by the virtual flood of foreign residual oil lauding on the East ('Oast.
This ib true because imported residual principally competes not with oil produced
in this country. but with coal. which Is by far the largest resource of fuel we
1.L.-sevq and offers the greatest assurance that we can be self-sufficient in energy
fuel for many years ahead.

But if we are to depend on our domestic fuel resources In the future, we must
maintain and develop them, rather than let them lie idle and fall behind the
rapid growth in our economic and our fuel demands.

Our record for protecting our domestic fuel economics has not been good In the
recent past. Let's look at tat record and at where the course we are presently
following may lead us.

Fuel for energy under today's scientific ttc-hnology in largely fossil in natun-
petrodeum, natural gas and coal, supplemented In some favorable locations by
hydro.

Nuclear energy is on the horion, and It may someday make a contribution to
totnl energy supplies, although this In by no means as certain as its proponents
would have us believe.

Although no other single factor Is more Important to any nation's ability to
exist, to expand Its productive capabilitie, feed Its people, defend itself against
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enemies or provide a good livelihood for its workers, America does not, and has
never had, a definitive policy to insure its energy fuel development.

Undoubtedly this has been because we have been so abundantly endorsed with
fuels resources in the past. Until Just recently It was unthinkable that we should
have to question where future energy reserves would come from. And, unfor-
tunately, few people seem to realize that that situation is changing.

Decisions which are made by government now may determine whether we will
maintain a self-sufficiency of energy potential for years ahead or become, for the
first time In our history, a fuel have-not nation.

Both Industry and government authorities agree that we can now foresee a
time when our domestic requirements for liquid and gaseous fuels will exceed our
national domestic supply at the present rate of exploration. Since about 707 of
U.S. energy fuels are required In the liquid and gaseous forms, this means that
before too long we will have to greatly stimulate domestic exploration with the
holp--by no means certain-of finding large new reserves, will have to tremen-
dously expmnd our research and development for producing liquid and ga,4us
fuels from our vast toml reserves, or will have to become dangerously dependent
on foreign imixorts of crude oil, refined products and natural gas.

Already a dangerous dependence on Imports of residual fuel oil used as fuel
has developed along the East Coast. There is now virtually no restrictions on
residual oil imports on the East Coast and that area Is already depeudeilt on
imports for 81% of its total residual oil needs.

Residual oil imports, even though they were subject to formal quota limitatimos
during the six years prior to April. 196, increased from the equivalent of 39 mil-
lion tons of coal in 1960 to the equivalent of 77 million tons of coal last year. In
11N6. we Imported more than 20 million barrels of residual oil for u.-e on the
East ('omst, while total consumption was less than 400 million barrel.q. What in
the world would we do if these imports on which so many conimwr.ial, gilvern-
meait andt industrial establishments have now come to depend slou!d bes sud-
denly shut off? They could be redu'.ed over a reasonable period of tie luid ade-
quately replaced by domestic fuels. But this is not the way it is likely to huplen
if political or even military developments in other countries over which we have
no control should destroy or wake unavailable the exlports. Let's not kid our-
selves. It could happen. In fact, it did happen in World War 11 and, even though
at that time we dependhd on foreign sources for only a fiction of the amount
of fuel oil which they supply us today, we all remeniber the brownouts, the clu-..d
domi n schools ansd the general shortages (f fuel which forced the government to
plead for an immediate expansion of coal production and to request every fuel
user who possibly could to switch from oil to coal.

When the mandatory controls on the imports of residual were Imposed by
Presidential Proclamation in 1956. it was because a Cabinet Committee study
had reported to the President that if residual oil Imports continued to increase.
they were likely to threaten the national security. Imports today exceed the 1967
level by almost 200 million barrels. The economic siglificam, of these facts to
American workerm and to America's fuel energy mecurity is evident when it is
realized that each million tons of coal mined and transported. even with today's
high degree of industry mechanization, provides better than 400 jobs In the coal
mines and on railroads and barges.

The comparative growth of the two uelis on the Fast Coast gives evidence of
the impact these imports have had on the domestic coal markets. Between the
year ending March 81. 1906 and that ending March 31. 1967. coal consunwd in
District I, or along the Atlantic Coast, Increased only 2.8 million tons over the
year before. The use of vsi.dual oil, on the other hand. increased 10.2 million
tons of coal equivalent in the same period and the use of natural gas increased
7.7 million tons of C.E.

On a percrtage basis. the increase in the use of coal during the year ending
March, 1966, represented 49% of total incremseG use of all three fuels. On April
1. 1966 import control quota. were pkwed on an (4o end bais, meaning that
for all Intents and purpose the volume of imports wap no longer retrieted. . a
consequence of the looenlg of iml,,trt contrnls, . oal's share of the increase
shown by the three fuels in the ytar ending in 1967 was only 13 %.

These figures make it ele.- that tl donxettic coal industry is being most
seriously damaged In what wa^ once itsT rime grn:wth market on the East Coast.

It must not be forgotten that. before the residual oil Import control program
began, there had been as official govou'nmeut finding that dependence on a level
of imports higher than the total in II57 would threaten the national security.
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Since the original Presidential Proclamation was altered In the early 196W to
permit Import levels to set at the discretion of the Secretary of Interior this
warning has been Ignored and mom than four-fifths of all of the residual oil
now consumed on the East Coast originates from overseas ports and could be-
come unavailable under a national political or military emergency.

The following table Illustrates the almost unbelievable growth In volume of
imports in the pest several year.

RESIDUAL OIL IMPORTS INTO DISTRICT I-.OIA YEARS ENDING MAt. 31

Thousand barrels Percent change

1959-60 ...................... 157,652
1960-61 ....................... 152,006 -3.6
1961 62 ....................... 168325 +10.7
1962 63 ....................... 193,607 +15.0
196364 ....................... 211.674 +9.3
1964-5 ....................... 239,386 +13.1

,,5 ....................... 284,467 +18.s
19 -67 ....................... 321,920 +13.2

This situation could become even more critical to the American coal industry
and its employees, and to America's assurant of strong domestic fuels industry
needed to meet our energy growth demand, under proposals now being con-
sidered by the Secretary of the Interior to encourage greater iml)rts of petroleum
and petroleum products, even Including crude oil, for use as fuel.

All of this boils down to the fact that America badly needs, but does not have,
a sound national policy directed towards developing, conserving and making
the most beneficial use of its fuels and energy reserves.

The establishment of such a policy, I realize, does not necessarily come within
the purview of these hearings or this Committee. It is encouraging that the
President has ordered a thorough study of energy resources by his science ad-
visor, Dr. Donald F. Hornig, looking toward coordinating energy policy on a
government-wide basis. Hopefully, a sound fuel polley will eventuate from this
study, but this could take years and we may not have that long. I have pointed
out what has already taken place in residual oil Imports when Congress has
failed to act and left control of fuels imports to the Judgment of the Steretary
of Interior. Spokesmen for the petroleum Industry have or will ring before
this Committee similar facts regarding our domestic supplies of oil and natural.
gas. Unless there is Congreslonal restraint there Is no reason to believe that the
tremendous growth of residual oil imports will be slowed down to a lesser rate
in the future than has prevailed in the past.

Great progress is being made in research to develop feasible and economic
technology to convert our billions of tons of coal reserves into liquid and gaseous
fuels competitive in cost to our dwindling domestic supplies of these fuels In
their natural state. If, however, we should be faced with a greatly increased
flood of imported crude oil and petroleum products at low foreign prices, these
converted fuels could not compete and this successful research effort would go
for naught.

Under present law this could well happen. Almost by a stroke of the pen the
Secretary of Interior could open up American markets to vast new supplies
of foreign fuel.s--residual oil, crude oil and other products, and natural gas. As I
mentioned earlier, he has already published in the Federal Register proposed
rule changes which would permit the unrestricted imports of crude oil and cer-
tain distillates to be used as fuel. Domestic petroleum producers have warned
that we need not expect any reversal In the downward trend in exploration and
research while the future market Is threatened by growing overland Imports
and the possibility of further realization of overseas shipments Already natural
gas is being transported by vessels in a frozen state throughout the world and
Just recently a symposium on economics of gas transportation In Budapest heard
a French report of new transportation technology which could cut the cost of
shipping liquid natural gas by up to 40%. With vast new supplies being dis-
covered throughout the world it is not at all Inconceivable that the American
market could be invaded if such cost reductions are taking place

In 196, we proposed the adoption by Congress of a formula which would
not have penalized persons who consume Imported residual o1, but It would
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have limited the growth in residual i'nports to a reasonable percentage of the
growth in competitive fuel demand on the East Coast. Under this formula
residual imports would have been restricte~l to 66%% of total consumption in
District I during the corresponding quarter of the previous year. Under this
formula permissible imports in 1966 would have been 288 millions barrels. No
action was taken and actual imports during last year grew to 32 million brrels,
or 34 million barrels more than what we believed would have been a reasonable
increase. If this unreasonable increase in residual imports is to be halted, ap-
parently only Congressional action an accomplish it.

Today, Imports of residual oil constitutes about 80% of total consumption on
the East Coast. We contend that this is far too high for national safety and cer-
tainly at this level they are seriously damaging coal's market position and coal's
growth as a participant in the competitive market of the Fast Coast. and par-
ticularly of North Atlantic and New England states. We believe imports should
be substantially reduced, but if this is not possible, certainly they should not be
permitted to grow at a far greater rate than the growth of competitive market
demand. We urge the adoption of S. 2476 and the companion House measure, but
with an amendment which would, henceforth, limit the imports of residual oil
to be used as fuel to no more than the present 80% of total consumption of residual
oil in District I in the corresponding quarter of the previous year. This Is an
extremely liberal limitation and will do nothing to recover for domestic fuels
the vast markets that have already been usurped by foreign residual. We believe
the national security requires that this percentage be sharply reduced, but if that
reduction is not feasible at this time, certainly the very least that must be done
is to prevent a further rise in the percentage of imports over domestic produc-
tion and further erosion of essential domestic fuel markets on the Eastern Sea-
board. Such modest restraints, we propose, would have the effect of accomplish-
Ing this.

Thmik you.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR CLFFORD P. hTANSEN BEFORE Tnr. SENATE FINANC E
COMMITTEE CONCERNING IMPORT QUOTA LEGISLATION

It was Itorld War I which left Burope weak. its industry nearly destroyed. its
economy heavily debt laden. It was World War I which turned the United States
into a creditor nation and made America one of the most powerful of the world's
lx~wers.

W "hington. D.C., is truly the capitol of the free world. Americans realize the
power of our nation and are aware of the responsibilities that come with power.
The United States. more than any other nation in the world, cannot ignore, can-
not isolate itself from what goes on In the world of today, although many wish
we could.

And, indeed, It has not. Since the end of World War II, the American people
have contributed over $125 billion in direct assistance to other nations. It has been
the American people, the American taxpayers, who have made the greatest cou-
tribution to narrowing the gap between the so-called have and have-not nations.

But while we are aware of our responsibility to the rest of the world, I believe
that our first concern is for the welfare of our nation's citizens. Though the United
States as a nation has many interests and many goals in the establishment of
priorities, the welfare of the American people must come first.

The issue which we are concerned with today is intricately connected with the
welfare of the American people. The question of Import quotas is a question
which vitally affects the prosperity of our own people, for imports do, indeed,
affect the United States' economy.

Stel imports in 1966 were 11% of total domestic consumption while U.S. ex-
ports fell by 40%. The irony of these figures is that the new steel mills In West
Germany. Japan and India were built. at least partially, with American aid-
with income taxes paid by American steel workers, with corporate taxes paid by
American stockholders whose plants are "feeling the pinch."

In the textile industry Imports have increased considerably in value while ex-
Ports have risen only slightly. The textile Industry Is a repetition of the story
of steel. American dollars have helped build modern foreign plants whose prod-
ucts. often subsidized by exporting nations, come back to America to get a share
of the great American market.

In May 1967, live choice-grade steers were bringing beef raisers about $26.75
per hundred pounds, down from the 1906 peak of $32.00; hogs fell from $30.25
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per hundred pounds to $24.00 a year later. The price for American furs has fallen
from $22.45 a pelt in early 1966 to $1032 in summer 196?.

The economic squeeze created by imports is not limited to industries alone--
it affects the small rancher and farmer, the wool grower and dairyman. The in-
creasing importation of foreign goods and Its subsequent Impact upon American
enterprise has three very basic and long-ranging effects:

First, our concern is with the Jobs that are represented by the statistics. The
inroads made by foreign goods upon the domestic market mean a loss of Jobs for
Americans. This relationship was demonstrated once more with the announce-
ment last Thursday that the unemployment rate has risen to 4.1%. The inevitabil-
ity of Job loss with Increasing imports from foreign countries is a fact that must
be taken Into consideration.

Great concern has recently been directed toward the migration of American
farmers and workers from rural America to our great metropolitan areas where
they all too often become part of the growing number of unemployed, untrained
labor. Certainly much of the problem in our cities is due to the great number of
un.killed and thus unemployed men and women.

Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, speaking out on this situation, states,
"It Is a problem that is growing, a situation of increasing urban Impaction and
rural depopulation that I think threatens the very foundations of this Republic."

Although this problem has apparently been recognized by the Administration,
the source of the problem, i.e. the decreasing profitability of life on the farm, has
not led the Secretary to conclude what appears so obvious to many of us. One
very significant reason for this decreasing profitability is the strong competition
our agricultural community is encountering from cheaper foreign markets.

In 1966 the U.S. imported 75,434,000 pounds of lamb, goat and mutton worth
$21,415,000; 9&3,934,000 pounds of beef and veal worth t-354,165,000; and 240,-
556,000 pounds of raw wool worth $156,681,000. The U.S. also Imported $93,288,000
worth of dairy products in 1966. These Imports are undoubtedly at least partly
responsible for the fall of the parity ratio to a record low of 74. The relief so vital
to the farmers would be a restriction on the imports which have been so detri-
mental to their economic well being.

The problem of cheaper foreign production Is well Illustrated In the steel in-
dustry. The national average in Japan for a worker in a steel mill is $1.08 per
hour; the wage Is $1.75 in Europe. Compare this with the salary of an American
steel worker--$4.63 per hour. When a ton of U.S.-produced steel is sold that price
must, of course, include the tremendous differential on wages. It Is estimated that
83,000 Jobs hay e been lost as a result of steel imports.

The second facet of the Import quota question is the necessity for this nation to
maintain equality between our exports and imports. Certainly the trend has re-
cently been that of Increasing imports and decreasing exports in many areas such
as automobiles, steel, textiles, and machine tools. In 1950, the U.S. percentage of
the world automobile market was 75.7%. Today it Is 42.4%. Congressman Thomas
B. Curtis pointed out that the disparity between imports and exports in textiles
accounts for $800 million of the balance of payments deficit. Such is undoubtedly
the case for a number of other areas In the American economy.

Although there are attempts to Indicate the present balance between imports
and exports, a factor that is not often taken Into account, but most cerainly should
be, Is the large amount of U.S. loans and grants to foreign governments for pur-
chases In this country. Thus, in many cases, American goods have been purchased
with American dollars. It is we who have purchased the goods from ourselves
and then granted them to other countries.

A third factor to be considered is the tax contribution that U.S. Industry makes
to our state and local governments as well as the Federal government, American
goods made by American labor and purchased from American Industry result In
Increased national Income which, in turn, results In added tax dollars as well as
Increased purchasing power and greater demand for American goods. The tax
contribution made by Industry Is also enhanced by Increased consumption of
domestic goods.

The financial squeeze In which most of our state and local areas find them-
selves adds a sense of urgency to this matter. When tax revenues seem as scarce
as they do at this particular time, we cannot disregard the contribution made
by the production of American goods.

Although I do not favor a completely prohibitive quota on imports, a more lim-
iting quota system Is necessary for the continued employment of our American
labor force, for a greater movement toward export-import balance, and for the
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maintenance of tax revenues resulting from American Industry employing Ameri-
can labor.

I would therefore urge this Committee to act with as much speed as poodble
on this matter so that more realistic quW.As may be established to avert the con-
tinued economic weakening of so many art,as of our national economy.

Only by taking these step can we help assure the health and growth of these
important segments ot our economy. They are vital to America.

Cooass Or THE UNITED STATES,
HouSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washingtos, D.C.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Olharmaa, Senate Fnasce Commtttee,
New Senate Ofjfoe Bmsi.dg,
Washington, D.C.

Drma SxAToz Lone: I wish to express my support for legislation now under
consideration by your committee to effectively limit excessive Imports of dairy
products, lead-zinc, mink, oil, textiles and meat into the United States.

As a sponsor of five such import quota bills in the House of Representatives,
I have long held the view that in the promotion of International trade, we can-
not afford to sacrifice or sell-out basic industry. And in my mind there is no
question but that these basic industries are suffering, and that present un-
realistic import quotas are largely responsible.

The consumers' interests and balance of payments problem must be balanced
against the values and maintenance of basic industry and the damage which
would follow from irreparable Injury to the producers and to the areas en-
gaged in these basic industries. We have given excessive weight to encourage-
ment of imports for benefits which do not fully compensate for the damaging
effects of our domestic industries.

In the case of meat imports, for Instance, total U.S. production of beef has
risen from 9.5 billion pounds in 1950 to over 19.7 billion pounds in 196& Total
consumption, and per capita consumption have risen proportionately, and the
U.S. population has increased by more than 19 million persons since 1960.
However, during 1950 to 1966, the total number of beef imports increased from
338 million pounds to 1 billion pounds, and today represents more than 5 per-
cent of total U.S. consumption. This has been a depressing factor to what should
be a healthy domestic livestock industry.

Likewise, mink Imports Into the U.S., chiefly from Scandanavian countries,
showed an Increase of 23 percent in 196& This factor has been especially damnag-
ing to my own state of Utah, which is the third largest mink producing state
in the nation. For this reason, I amended my mink import bill not only to place
a 40% quota on raw mink, but to increase the ad valorem tax on dressed, or
processed mink, to avoid any loopholes In the import quota law.

In the case of textiles, importers of manufactured woolen products from Italy,
Hong Kong and Japan have increa.-ed their share of the domestic wool textile
market from 8 percent to almost 24 percent between 1956 and 1966. The increase
of imports of other textile products has been even greater. And although imports
of oil have remained relatively stable since the Mandatory 011 Import Program
was Implemented in 1959, domestic exploration and drilling and development
have declined steadily. Again, using my own state of Utah as an illustration,
there were 383 new wells drilled in 199, one year before the present program
was put Into effect. Since then, new drilling has declined progressively down
to 169 new wells in 198&

The lead-zinc mining industry has remained relatively stable during the past
few years, but producers Justifiably assert they are facing another threat from
foreign competition which would bring a repeat of the same disastrous condl-
tions caused by excessive imports in 1957 and 1958. The flexible quota proposed
for lead and zinc would only reasonably insure. the industry of maintaining its
present healthy condition.

The President has taken action on limiting the import of certain dairy prod-
ucts. But here again, we need a permanent solution to encourage Investment and
growth ot our dairy industry.
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I certainly do not subscribe to an isolationlt theory of wholemale restriction
of Imports. However, we must responsibly encourage our own basic economic
wealth with some effort at price stability it we are to remain economirally re-
sponsible and maintain the strength to give leadership to the free world.

For this reason, I respectfully request favorable action by the Senate Fitunce
Oommittee on the Import qWota bills which I have mentioned.

Slierely yours
811FMAP P. LLOYD,

Member of to. ree.

CONaGusS OW TREE UNrITr STATK,
Ilousa o0. OFtPRAWINTATIVS,WaaAingtows, D.C.

lion. Russt., B. LO.

Chairm,.s, SNtG Fw ,am. ComfltttS
New st-mate Offce Bao lpa,
Waauigtos, D.C.

DLKa MIL CIIAR9a1AN: I appreciate very much the opportunity to subllit a
statement to your iwnuaittee on true loroblems tat they affect the First District
of Idaho. You are to be congratulated for holding these hearings on a matter
that In of grave concern to every thinking American.

Trade means many things to many people. It in a diplomatle tool to the StateDeimtrtnwnt official, and the eftonomist often views it front a theoretcal stand-

Ipint. lit to lhe average citizen It .an be a matter of survival. SinIce it Its the
average v.itizen who sends us to Congress, It Is his position that nay views will
tend to reflect.

all of the iiiplowatlc and economic hokus-imkus in the world cannot hide the
fact tlt a grett segment of Idaho's citizens have been seriously hared by the
hevy Influx of imports. Miners, farmers, and ranchers have all felt the sti)ng of
foreign competition as wvll as the hopelessne~ that an uncoesorned government
can brin.

My district isn made up of a series of small towns. When miners and farmers
feel the Ignch of foreign Imports, it usually affects the economy of others In the
surrounding communities.

llistorlially, the lead and zinc mining Industry has been one of the major bul-
w-arks in Idaho's economic structure, and my State has consistently ranked
niniong the top three lit both lead and zinc production. It would he Inaccurate to
say that lead-zin producers In my State have not iarticipated In the prosperity
of the rest of the nation. But since the President by executive order In 1965 re-
moved the prevailing quota system, there Is growing concern for the future, and
with good reason. Im'rawsed production coupled with increased Imports have led
to Increased levels of metal stocks. This is the same sort of situation which
depressed the lead-zinc industry in the late 'NWs.

Through August of 11067 approximately 340,569 tons of lead were brought Into
this country from foreign source. Comlare this with the first eight months of
ISNIV when lead imports amounted to :M193M tons. Already this year, lead Im-
ports account for nearly as must as was imported In n1l1 of 19%'I.

It is about the sane with zinc. During the first eight months of this year, im-
portsq totalled IT.000 tons above the same period in 1966.

While head Imports were Increasing 2U% and zinc Imports were growing 18%,
domestic priees continued to tumble. To complieate the situation, a labor-man-
agement dispute that ban affected 80% of the lead smelters, 42% of lead refin-
eries, and ?.7% of zine smelters, has created a situation whereby prices may de-
cline even further.

The miners In my district would prAbly accept, with reluctance, the con-
quences that advanced technology might have on employment In their industry,
but they do not understand a government (especially one which constantly pro-
fesses Its concern for the wage-earner) giving preferential treatment to the prod-
nets of low-wage laborers abroad.

Dairy farmers. have probably been injured by foreign Imports as much as any
other industry In the country. It has been estimated that well over 6,000 dairy
farms have gone out of business due to Imports In the past few years.

A prtsidential proclamation, issned June 30, reduced the import quota from
4.3 billion pounds to 1 billion. On the face of It. that would appear to be a sig.
nificant reduction-until you remember that 1 billion is not an Insignificant fig-
ure in Itself. In itet, it fAr exceeds the quota for dairy imports In the past
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That the presidential prodawation bas not solved the problem toe evidenced by

the fact that the Commnodity Credit Corporation Is still buying huge quantities
of dairy products to bolster unstteady price. Whatever bfr ane of thotte state-
ints about vanishing surpluse? Whatever beaiae of the concern for a world
food shortage?

liosted of' dIsrourauging profuiton. we rKhould toe eaji'ourngiiag It. And It
apparently to up to ('ongresue to dto ueeeeaething about It. Using the Agricullure'
Jsl'jsrtne'nt's own figure's, M1.4(M (arum are ieadit fir obIlivion during hI1417.
8.'. dalry fartuers ar' not the onily cute's with jsroliltiz. tof survival.

When Coiigrt'.se juecusd tihe Meat. Import QJuotae 1H1ll lI 111414, It womt euilled "it
first seku" aud that there, would hiave to be a re'apiornimal inuide ias to1 the' 1111'l--
of tlip act cin liveoctot'k jirotlueer. The (line has vine fer tlint wecond lesok. a,:..
the ple'turte is noct a loretty otie.

Tile Aixekinn fliodes the cost oft li g litn-renig, film cost tot ojw'rait lIt.ireas
Ing. andl lia 4eeun;;wtit Acm fnuin liawini ltiacresitig not ith.

Foer fle- lbrovi.4mix mt-t loy fte ('ougr'sm Its 11514 too make t'lteet, iaipcrts naumet rech
M$ adillen Issniads. Me'crtory lFroviuisn fill* ttiinted they will runi ns~ '~INN)5
and INN) nailliveii jwsoitm thI:. year. lin the' it-anhinje. tile- raiwbher £ee"'4rs fil tie'
br-ink tof bankruptcy.

I ankttcialebhede fir ('ongreueznit linCen for sonie startling favis %i Ili r~p'
to texltl'inaiotit. One out of every four yards of wool textiles ce'n'uine'l Ii this
country comea fromi a foorelgn sotrce'. Whatt this ianhlae to tlie thiesine Ic juiei
in anl annual loss of $101.3 million annually In ianufactureel textiles. Total
luijorted shejet pooucts reached $1(0 million ]list year alone. Actcomplanying
tla-we rim'inig 1inl1kirtie to 'Ie'viniiig lorivee, fusr tlie cintAe' pr..io e'r.

'i'lere' tire N.1 wink ratnches li JIaho'. lInst yc'i r (lacy u'roelu Me'cl Ii 'i 001''iS,
AMink guelts front foiedgu sources totaled ro.M0.929 In 11)416 lip 1t(%fr ion the
probvliism year. If estimnaetee for the current year sire boorn out, foreign laink pro)-
elucers will hai1VP c-1ielur' nearly half of f it le hitest Ic tiaerket. 1I1am grailiA iut
the l're'sident haon finally orderedi the Tariff Commission to int',tilrace this
trouled, iazdutry, buat panst. e'xpecriene' lls tue to believe that pierisaiat relief
t1111 voline orty (ruit Congrpos.

l'lie .*.ae'ty joel.. -atry is lilke'wise' 'inceriieti. aind for a aejierit re'ision. Many
agric-ilalt c rojut In tlip U;iitet! Ntau-m' re-quire jaeullnatloni to eailsile te' fumiier
to itrodluve his product. Domesticated biees are therefore, importamit not only to
the hioiay Industry. but in other fields of agriculture s well.

Ouar government in re'ce'nt years has$ purtsuPd a 11olic4y tof 11lai1n14 or controlled
Iiti en. H~o long am all other national exiot'rience lilat ion at least as great a,, ourn,
this, fle's not uede to tour implort-e'xport probolenis.

ls'aVInK sill other aerguaue'zctte almost fixfcal pulley jasede, howeverI ifle rute of
ilaiiuon lIn our ectunotry exceeds that f anly other country, flint couait ry'vo e'xllertAi

to its at soiCne point becomes a threat to any domestic enterprise, with whieh It
tcmiljitvom. We would have simply priced uourme'lve's out of tile market.

It lsas loot-'n argmt-d that, our govemu'itin steuild l ursue (lie ist-efits tot frie.
trade' aind resixind only to domestic proiucs boy attempting to re-lotwale thooe
N)1&inte'K-Ae' andelopeople ndvereely affectedt by low-vost hliortsm. This Ix~ notl istiiiitM
so long as lore'senit inonetairy loliciee are poursued. At any13 rate. somte pt)tetion
Is ienjcnee until adequate miachine'ry eacht lie' devisted sianitplemite'tedto i iieet
this lprobulemn.

In addition, many fereign countries live avoided (lie effects oen thrir, busst-
nesses of lowered taiff,,4 through utilization totfieevie' other than ifie toiriff.
Wt; certinly canjnot bse blamed If we utilize one oft these de'vi-s to lbrotet't our
own.

As you yourselIf said. 'Mr. Chairnian: "We mnust bie zealous in our conce-rn for
tle we'lfar' f Amie'rican workers and! their e'niployere as we are for thuse who
live In distant lands."

linphielt In (liat statement with which I heartily ngree. iot not a dexire to
return to stricot protectionism, but rather to fewete'r a climate In which all of four'
lieoilole, uanhindereud bsy the economic e'onelitions that exist elsewhere', can share
In the abunianae' that line be'en bemetowcetd oin Anteen'. Plienaee by shoewiv~ once
agnin that free enterprise and the caiiitelui4e~ system can and ties's work, the
lessw fortunate le'oplex throughout the world will mhed alien phls'eophlee and
pattern themselves in our way of life.

I would remiind those who equate fair trade with free trade that proecpe'rlt.
like freedomn Itself, cannot be held long. Indeed. fair trade In a two-way street,
and It mnust be made as fair for' the domestic worker as for his counterpart
abroad.

JAuiis A. Me('I ,
Membr of Cimp ress.
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STATnMUNT OF COIWMAIMAN JaMS V. SMrrK, Bumw Dsmer or OsLAWouA,
BarU TUs SWAIN FzzXcw VJoMMm oN 13PM' QuoAs, Ooo0a 20, IM

Mr. Chairman, I want to sincerely express my appreciation to you and the
other dIstngsed members of this Committee for allowing me this ocortunilt
to testify on the serious situation which. In my opinion, exists today in maay
areas of our producing economy beume of the Importation of foreign products
Into out country.

While I am aware that many distinguished members of the Administration.
Including the Secretary of State and others, have already testified e fore this
Committee concerning this important matter, I feel that I would be shirking my
duty as a Member of Congress If I did not present my views concerning the eco-
nonle damage that Is being done to many of the nation's lnduatzlea as a result
of foreign Importation. In my opinion, the greatest culprit In the supply-demand
slttution In the federal government with Its liberal import policy. Every nation
In the world had import barriers directed against us in the form of fees. (JUtas,
and other protective devices for their own product. In my opinion, we have been
far too intent on making "friends" to protect properly our own basic industry.
This is a two-way road. We should contint to work for lower tariffs every-
where, but they must be on a recipro al basis. While I realize many similar bills
have been Introduced In this distinguished lody omnerning imlorts, I have. ass
a Member of the House,. as well. Introduced several bills which arte Ieently
Ending In that body. The measures which I have Introduced enenompass Import
restrictions which I feel are necessary In the dairy. meat, cotton, oil, and honey
Industries of our country.

IAs"t year dairy products Imported to our country amounted to about 2.6 billion
pounds of milk equivalent, primarily cheese, and federal plannnerm declare is lut
a minute part of our present 125 billion pimuds of domestic production. flat I
submit It Li this fraction that hurts. The bulk of .hetse linports is so comprasle
to our plentiful supply that domestic cheese sales have been heavily damaged.
These Imports have Increased 300 percent In the last 15 months, mostly from
Europe. and, In my opinion, this is still one more form of American econoutic
subsidization.

Beef imports last year ro to almost 900 million pounds. more than 200 million
more than In 1=, for the equivalent of 900,0(V steers of 1,000 pounds weight.
For comparison use the numbers of bef cows to represent the import weight.
Oklahoma bas the second largest total of beef cows in the nation. United States
beef Imports lat year were equivalent to almost one-half of Oklahoma's total
beef cows numbers. They are the "factory" producing our largest single murte
of agricultural Income.

Nationally. although slaughter of female beef animals (cows and heifers) has
been at a record high the past two year, there are 700,000 more cattle in feedloig
now than a year ago. This Is a new evaluation. since federal figures have bel-
adjusted to fit a host of "phantom animals" not previously Included.

Dom telc beef cattle producera realize there are somp irblems wh!.Ai Insas
be solved at home: however, these problems; cannot he fully resolved as lomg as
the quantities of iulorts remain so high.

The united Arab Republh'. a foreign nation which In the !.,t few months itm
constantly denounced the United States. has aanuail" chipped to the unitedd
States Q.000 bales of extra long staple cotton fi l.r which Is estimated to be
worth between $12 and $1.l million. On the ,;;oer hand. United State-s -otton
finrmers have loen restricted to planting 70,WO acrem fit this type ,otton and with
Ite ll,,s4 go of a loill wliveh I Intrma,'ed In the Hotse, this aai'irage c',Hild lie

doubled. I have nuver been abde to understaid the rea on for inaporting extra
long staple cotton when our own farmer are capable of supplying four country's
need,. In 1163 we produced 161.0N) bales here In the U'lt States. Th'. yar we
have prodnld 71'.000 balme. I believe It in time to clope United State. markets
to raw. Pew-,,n ,essed or processed extra long staple cotton which Is the product
of a country which has severed diplomatic relations with the U'nited Htntes. I
think It Is utterly ridiculous that the American cotton farmer. should suffer e-
ause our nation has In the past and Is piarenty allowing a belligerent nation

to destroy the American farmer's production of this product.
Mi. Chairman: I originally Intriolum-d lit the House' a bill which would annd

the Tariff .bedulex of the unitedd States In regard to honey and honey Irwodits.
Much has been Paid about the fact that we are a net exporting country and that
Imports should not he causing any difficulties. I would ask any member of this
('omnittee to explain this to the American Beekeeper, whose customers are
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buying imported homey, or to a beekeeper who has reduced his price to meet the
prit* of foreign Lmupetorl. I would "k anyone to explain, It pumible, to an
American Umkeeper ht honey imports do not affect our honey pricing a'uppart
pIugian, or bekewpers who have been fort d to deliver honey to the Csiommdity
Credit Corpratiou because their buyers are importing honey. The honey import
bill should be pamewl so that the beekeepers may have an opportunity to achieve
the national goal in public poicy. clearV iw'ct forth in all major agricultural
iecisslatioti, that Ley might have an ol4-ortuuity to achieve parity prices for
their honey and wax. A beekeeper should enjoy a level of income cosumeuiurate
with int mived by other segments of our t.wconoy, and our nation should have
a thrifty beekeeping industry nwaiutainiag ssuditcist voloies. of ba" to insure
adequate pollination for nearly M1 lulmirtant food and fiber product.

As a Cougresuumn from Oklaioua, I have a further concern o4I-r the rewnt
dinel ion wiiha the oil ilsjimirt urlisrn seeinx to le taking.

'i'he inde.lsndent omt-gent. of tlw oil indutry in the State of Oklahoma it
struggliInic for Its very survive al. Shov ln e t4 ye.ar old nsandatory oil imlrt pro-
graum was undertaken it 11Q5). to protet the nIttlonll security as relates to
In-tru!hlum f'ls. ther- have' l ets aUcliavelutld A p~reurep on the oil Import program
whilh vould Ie -"wianariam.d as foalown:

1. Certain proposals by five different companies to construct new or expanded
riiaa.'rY-ps~irqlhenai.al fai.ilitie. ita Puerto lRico a.nd the Virgin Islads., with
authorization to move about 14.000 barrels daily of light products and an
indeterminate vduane of residual fuel to the U.S. Mainland.

Pendiing trade sone " sit Taft. l a., and in Day County, 31h., both aplprov d
by the F'ormtIgn 'rde Zoatnes 1IlouL 'lh lkloartae'nt now two tle rei.-|poivedhIlity
for acting on apltatioos to la'rtlt 30.000 barrels daily of foreign petrochemical
fu44 stocks, sought for proimuitig in these zones.

3. The Canadian exlrts into U... markets, which were estimated and tben
dedt'eild fnim other i off-phore import in ea-b al1ocation period, exceed agre#d-

umj volumes In each period. aid le(ause. of new Canadian capacity art result-
Ing in Increating pressures which many doubt ran be c stained under the In-
formal arrangements that have applied to Canadian imports In the pest.

4. For reasons that still are not clear, Interior proposed and the iPreIdont
signed an amendment to the oil Import prolamaton to give Secretary Udali
"dimeretionary" authority to import asphalt outside the 12.2 Import ratio. The
proposal was said to be tied to developing "asphalt "hortages" and "higher
prie."; however, I must say I have been unable to find evidence of eitherasphaltt shortages" or higherr Iri(ei."

5. In addition to the very real potential of these threatening and widening
"loopholes," confidence in the import program Is further tnder-mined by gov-
ernmaent's declared Intent to manipulate the program as a coercive means of hold-
Ing down oil prices. Secretary Udall has notably mentioned that keeping down
prices is the basic reason for the proposal to permit greater asphalt Imports.

Not one of those propositions to hike inlkirts has any relationship to WNcurity
considerations. All are simply private mvasuns to give specific conimtlies ."l-
cir.l or preferred treatment in their acces to foreign oil or its products. Each
could have only one effect-to Improve its sponsor's economic position In rela-
tion to competitors.

In addition to this accumulation of threuts to the stabilization of the inlprt
pr qram. the completely unauthorized interferten Into oil firing. first in the
Oklaboms-Kansas crude oil prices last fall. then in gasoline prices, now in as-
phalt prices, serve to shatter confidence in the entire program. These actions
serve only to raise the questions as to whether imports are to be firmly limited
to serve oil security objectives or maneuvered to keep depresued oil prices fur-
tber depremed.

The only basis for mandatory oil Import program Is national security, and
that basis must be completely reaffirmed. With that overall objective In mind
we should:

1. Commit ourselves to the preservation of the general principles of the cur-
rent quota system with a reasonable reduction In the overall level of Imports.

2. Include al non-residual Imports into Districts I through IV within the
pnribed Import ratio.

3. 8ubJect all products moving from off-shore chemical plants to the same rm
strictions that sucb products would have If moving from foreign mources

4. Allow free Imports Into trade sones only to the extent products are ex-
ported and require raw material quota In proportion to the '.S. product im-
porto.
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A. Delay the use of the "discretionary" asphalt Import authority at l-ast
until the Ofilce of Emergency Planning has completed Its study of national se-
curity aspects of the Importing of both finished asphalt and asphalt content
crude.

6. Continue to recognise the defense contribution of overland crude by exempt-
ing these imports from controls but restrict overland import growth to the
same rate as the U.S. crude demand growth.

7. I stabllsh more specific guidelines for the operation of the (ht Import Ap-
peals Board.

Because so many states, including Oklahoma. are supported by the oil In-
dutry. and because the whole stability of our economy could Ie at stake. I
would further recommend a mandatory Import It set by the t'ucrers to pro-
vidle long-range stability and Insure an aiple oil supply to this country in the
Interest of national security.

Trhank you.
COxGUUM OF TJI UNITED STATEM

louM or IR1W£EaWTATI'rK8.
11'*ah ingtos, I.C.

lon. Russw. B. LoIG,
Ckairmon, 8cae P'ina v Commitcc,
Waakimgtoo, D.C.

DlAJa MR. CRAIMAN: With referete to the hearings your etteemed Committee
Is prwantly cominueting on various legislative imnxlo4nI to impwoe import quotas
on opecitied commodities, I am enclosing copy of the telgranm receivetl from my
constituent. Mr. Daniel B. Richardson. Vice Preeident of the Reed and Prince
Manufacturing Compny. In the (Nty of Worcreter, Maamaehuaetts. urging your
Committee approval of the "omnibus" amendment to the meoasUrep before you.

May I say that multitudinous other buxlne&s, in the machine-tool, textile.
shoe. leather. carpet and many other manufacturing areas have also expressed
their convictionsa in favor of the imposition of quota import limitations on them
articles because of the very serious economic hardshil adversely affet-tilg theme
domestic industries and their employetv by reason of low-priced-rxiveslve impor-
tistions which cannot be competitively met through no fault of our home manu-
facturers and their workers.

I should like to add to the recommendations of thee busine and employee
organization representatives my own appeal for your Committee approval of an
equitable system of reasonable Import quota restrictions, at least until those
domestic industries. particularly the verbal l in my state and regional area. whooe
4i-intinued existence is gravely threatenl oy unfair foreign competition. have
been given sufficient opportunity to adjust to the Increasing evonomle dangers
ftnm foreign Importations and afforded the full survival aamistance Inherently
pledgel in the original trade agreements legislation.

I shmll be grateful if you will ainpropriately record this recommnenidation, and
I shall he further grateful if you will notify me of your .nomnuittee ation.

Muny th nks for your courtesy and with best personal wishes.
Sincerely.

liAmotm I). lDoommur
Jember of Congrcxa.

WoIM'FSTE*. MAss.
11 n. II.AOLI D. DosouutE,
Senate Offie Bulding,
Weak ington. D.C:

Subject: Omnibus amendment to import quota legislation this comlany and Its
employees respettfully request and urge you to take Immediate and neesary
stelm to support enactment of the "omnibus" amendment to the Import quota
hills now before the Senate Finance Committee. Our bominess it already feeling
the 4,ffeet of low-wage ctot imports entering the United states. If the situation
continues, the company as well as our employees will be affected as a result of the
5) percent GATT reduction In U.. import duty rates on our product.

DA NIL R. RICKASSOIt
5.recustl'e Vk' Pv ,de* Read A Priace Massaetsrln Co.

14
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8TATrs.MzT or RutSwiTATtVa LAVmca J. BURTON or UTAH BRUMRvm TsU UNArs
FINANCE CONMMNET AT llEAIuNGS ON IMPoRT QUOTAS

I am grateful to the Cmwittee for affording me this opportunity to make known
my views on the subject of Import quotas. I have been greatly concerned with the
didicufties that foreign cunpetition has occasioned our domeustlc producers In a

aumb..r of fields. I s Ieak sppeellkcally of the livestock. textile, mining, dairy, fur
brmlitig, oil and steel Industries, which. In my view. have been particularly hard
hit because of the extensive relaxation of restrictions on Imported goods coming
Into) this county.

In my State of Utah. producers In all of the above-mentioned industries have
been adversely affected by what I consider to be unwise and unhfilr trade policies.
.As a matter of fact, to a good many people engaged In t~lse industries, the
trade poilcles have been downright ruinous. Take, for example the situation with
respect to the mink producer. I wish to insert at this jusint a coly of a letter
I received several weeks ago frotm Mr. Richard . Weiwood. p ljrainent mink
rae.her in Utah said l'reddent of EiA Mink Breeders Amsoiatison. a national
orgalijuthln. Mr. Westwood's letter sets. forth very clearly the problems fat-ila
his industry under present Import policies.

li reent n moulh I have visited with many mink ranchers in my .4 jate. and
041111 from other state,, as well, who simply are iacked-up to the wall evononal-
cally. They need help. And they need it from the Congres and the Administra-
tiom. Either they get It. or. a'. Mr. Westwooq am. "... there will be no mink
ranching bas snem In the I'nited States." While imlart quotas and trade barriers
may Ie aalatheua to uatUse. I must may that I lirler them to thi ,reent alternua-
tive: that of forn-lug our own lMlldle olnit of llSuin-es ald Into linantial ruinL For
my part. I think It is time that we btgin concerning ourselves first with -ondi-
tions here to at home. and mecondly with the welfare of our foreign competitors.
I Hmill not 40l1MP5ENl to he111g stabilize the wononle lf other l*euoles in lotler

lands. I believe that we should. Insofar as practicable, do what we can to help
them. For In so doing, we help not only them but ourselves an well. But we have
got to rsalise that there Is no wisdom In helping others if we destroy our own
peide in the proetss-and this in some Instances In what we are doing.

Our aim should be to strike a happy balance between our own self-interest
and that of our neighbors. But, I submit that under present policy there is little
or no balance at alL

What applies to the mink rancher also applies, In varying degrees, to our dairy
people. our livestock raiserm, our lead and zinc Industry. our domestic oil and
steel Industries. and our textile manufacturers. To correct theme, imbalances T
have Introduced a number of bills. I refer specifically to 11.1L 54 relating to lead-
zinc Import quotas, HR. 7573 on dairy Imports, H.R. 9=75 dealing with meant
imports. H.R. 11845 on textile, and H.R. 1042. to establish mink Import quotas.
In addition. I fully support other bills of a similar vein introduced in both Houses
ind .onsored by many members of both parties, which are designed to lend

help to our American producers In this critical time.
None of theme bills is radical in nature. None wants to build high protective

tariff walls that completely shut out foreign goods. There have been Rome state-
m.'nts made in recent days that to met up quotas on ielmts would be to return
to the days of high tariff and unreasonable protection. This simply Is not so.
Anyone who will take the time to study these bills will find that they are modest
in approach. and reasonable In spirit and tone.

Again I urge that farorable and speedy action be takes on them Items.
Thank you very mueh.

RMA Mrqx Baraas AssocmATom.
OncS Or TiS PmmUMgxv.

Ju f1, 10.967.
Reprepentative rAwqc. J. Buvt,
Losmrorth Hoem 00m. B*duu,
Wakhlftoo D.C.

IVA A CoNoassmAs Buivos: In the matter of mink import control bills I want
to bring you up to date on the latest developments In the domestic mink market
so that you can be fully informed to help get som ele for our industry. The
low prices quoted here an due largely to cbeap foreign Imports.
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Because ot economic conditions in our industry, the hmba Mink Breeders Awo.
elation has already dropped from a peak membership of .tk in 19t* to a low of
8400 at the end of 1906A Mot of those quit betause they could not survive
Anandaly.

Following In a graph showing comparisons by the month of our i(1--1T selling

OW PldmM Antp (01 su Mtrogt Avap deop

W.m.r 1965. 136. 325 83 S18 20 Decembw 1966. 145.000 46 $15.71 12
JanuaryI9.. 114. 9? 2 72.45 January 967.. 71& 80? 6 It 7 25
February low. 1,131,68 93 21.25 Februaryl7 I16 .1.M64 71 17.31 18
ApI 19 ....... vs. 57 94 I805 April 1967.... 1,051,40 1.1.74 24
Ma 196 ....... 736. 402 17.86 MaY 196? . 1,014.921 77 12.34 23
Jae 19 ....... ZSIS 78 13. 0 June 185.300 Is 10.32 2

As is obvious from the lower percent sold and the Increased amount of pelts
on later sr.les, many pelts hare been offered for sule several timt at stetidily
reduced prices without selling. The Emba average to date this ycar is $14.03
gross to the mink farmer.

The following selling costs are incurred before the farmer receives his check:
1067 Average gross to date --------------------------------- $14. 63

Dressing .... ----------------------------------------- 1. :W
Auction company commission at 5% pereent.. ---------------. 77
Association assessment for advertising and promotion ---------. 28

Subtotal -------------------- ---------

Total ------------------------------------------ 12.10
This net average of $12.10 Is considerably below the average $1600) coat of

production. The June 1967 average groes sales prit of $10.30 is the drat time in
our history when any month's average has fallen below $10.00.

.Never before has the association had such a large quantity of un.olJ pelts
at this time of year. Usually we are 90% sold out by now. This year we, still have
between 300,000 and 400.000 unsold pelts, all of which have been offered at
least once at auction and have been bought back because of low bids or no
bids at all. This quantity of unsold pelts obviously adils to our probhn. in
that it Is highly probable we face the 1067 pelting season with a carry over of
unsold goods from the 1966 crop.

For an even more realiste look at the present market I have taken the sales
reports from all auction sales in this country for the past four months (April,
May. June. and July). These sales were for the a(count of Eunbt as well as the
Great Lakes Mink Assocation (GLMA) and Independent shippers. Here the
gross average was $12.40. After deducting dressing costs on those pelts which
were dressed, you come up v ith $11.15 average. Auction fee and assmlatiou
astessmeuts come to .IS. so the net price the farmer receives Is $10.37. lAmklIng
at It realistically. I am afraid this figure in what we are looking at for the crop
%%e are now producing unless we get some kind of relief from Imports.

The last major sale of the season was held at Hudson Bay Company in New
York for the account of Emba. The sale contained 540.108 pelts and was Mr%
sold at a gross average of $10.l0. $1.80 for dressing and .74 for auction and
association assessments leaves the farmer a net of $83

If this trend continues there will be no mink ranching business In the United
States. It will not only be disastrous for those of us engaged In mink farming.
but will be a serious blow to the economy of ULab and even the nation when
you consider not only lost income but labor employed, materials and products
used, as well as the vast quantities of other agricultural Jbyproducts used for feed.

We mink farmers of Utah appreciate the support we have had from you and
hope the above material can be of use in getting further support for mink Import
controls.

Sincerely yours,
RicHAR Z. WESTwoo.
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STATYMZET OF 1NDO4MDRT Rwzins AuMocIA1o0N Or AMEMCA StsurrrM DT
oaIwI JAsox Dxy^, MzTum & DRTR WASHINGTON, D.C., Co VOU.

Independent refiners share the concern of independent producers with regard
to recent changes in the oil Import prilgram which are designed for purpose
other than the national security and which threaten the effectiveness of the pro-
grain in maintaining a healthy producing and refining industry. They endorse 8.
2 3:/which seeks to confirm and tighten the established oil import program.

IRAA pints out that the real surcess of the program depends not only on the
overall quantitative limit on imports but also sigiilicantiy upon the way in which
quotas are actually distributed. This asliect tif the matter, which is not touched
by the presently proposed legislation, is (if Imrticular concern to independent
refiners because the very nurvival of nitot independent rctiuers today depends
upon their oil imliort quotas.

There was carefully develolped over several years and wnder three rl'midents
a method for distributing import quotas which hans Wen hiliy afnictive. auei,
to refiners on a sliding scale basis in Itverse relation to r-finig size. To dis-
courage further deleterious tinkering with tle program. IItAA urg" the Sienate
Finance Committe to expresw Its endoreeinent of this met hod of distributing
these value import rights and to coilliri the quota trnatit'eit which the inde-
pendent refiner has had and must continue to have If th le imIort program is to
succeed.

Ihetailcd reasons and views in support of IRAA's position are set forth in the
current statement and in several prior IRAA otatements at ('ongressional and
Administrative hearing. These are submitted and also Ineorliorated by reference.

SIATEMEXT

This statement is submitted by the Independent Refiners Assotiation of Amer-
Ice for two purposes. The first Is to express the views of this Aax-intion in con-
nectioln with the Committee hearings of Octoberr I-:0 on splerifie import quota
ortolmais including oil. The scond is to exless IRAA's views with restect to

the Committee's general review of U.S. trade policies , and the proposed exten-
sion of the, trade agreements statutes, as to which hearings ar, yet to be con-
veuned and the Committee has asked that pmpers be filed in advance.

It is appnropriate at the outset to identify this Assoclation and the companies
it repm eents. The Independent Refiners Association of America consists solely
of independent oil refiners. It includes independent refiners of all typeo-In all
15rt of the country and of varying sise--relresenting their common interests
as independents.

A word about the Independent refiner. The inde tendent refiner eharacterip-
ticully owns or controls little of the crude petroleum which he iproetwses and
exelist in rare instances, has little control over the markets in which he selis
the prakdurts which he manufacturers. Yet without a refining element in the
petroleum industry crude oil cannot be transformed Into consumable products
and without the independent refiner, the competitive elements in the market
ilnt-o which provide such products to the tvoaumer will be removed. 3icoreover,

the indeptendent refiner by iiae and lo-ation possemsss facilities not readily su8-
(i'ptible of destruction, in even the most grave national emergency. Purther. an
excess refining capacity upon which this (untry must delnd in tines of na-
tional peril exists in operable condition, immediately available, only by virtue
of the existence of the plants of the independent refiner. The independent refiner
is. therefore. critically Important to competition in the domestic economy and
to our national security in emergencies,

Because of their position, dependent Uilun the purchase of crude oil for their
raw material supply. independent refiners have had from the Inception of oil Im-
Iort controls a special concern with the measures J..pmoeed to allocate foreign
oil to firms in the United States. 'roam the outset of import controls In 1950. this
subjec-t has been a matter ot major interest to the Association and its members.
The current Importance of import controls to independent refineis is most simply
illustrated by the fact that. absent the share In foreign oil which the Import con-
trol program allocates to Independent refiners, mst independent refiners In the
United States would be operating at a loss today.

IS-40;.4- 61-- It. 2- 42
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As a resalt of IRAA's dees concern with oil imports we have testified at all of
the Congrssonal bearings bearing on this subject and all of the administrative
hearings on this subject since the Inception of the program. The Impact upon
Independent redners of alternative control measures and the fact's in support ot
independent refiners' proposla (which have been largely embodied in the program
as developed until recently) have been set forth previously In these various
statements, The most recent of thet, submitted in the Demirtment of the In-
terior's general hearings on the oil Import program In May 1IN7, brought theme
facts up-to-date. In the interest of brevity we incorporate by reference and attach
herewith certain of these key statements. to wit: Stalement of May 10. 161,
before the Department of the Interior Oil Import Ilearlugs: Statemhent of 041ptea.
iwr 2. lU114, to the Senate elect Committee on Small lIhsinewt; statementt of
.Mareb ,0. 16a Uk before the Delmrtnient of the Interior 0il Import ilearing6s;
Statement before the May 2-24. IMT. [Deplartment of the Interior Oil Imiport
lh4aringa. and the Statement 4f ileler Secretary Elmer Bennett dated April 21.
l*t0, explaining the fumdamental pretnm of the import ronigram, and referred
to iiu tihe last mentioned IRAA statement.

We should like. however, to highlight certain aspects of the matter of direct
and immediate signifiamnce for the legislation currently under review.
1. Oil Import ('ontrola Differ fnm Gjeneral Protctloni sat IAgislati on

The pending oil import legislation (i.e., S. =L12) differs greatly from the Ipmnd-
lg bills of a general protectionist ltuure consideld by the 1,44%ate FiuIIIee ('Oni-
mittee In the hemrigs of (October I&-0. lIN|T. It is nuot sign!iaut that tile exist-
lug oil import pragramm (which It In the purse of S. 'X12 h; eonlirin) has its
statutory origin and basis lit the several trade exiinsionmi ats. )11 imimrt cot-
true are there ituthorized-- under the national ftcurlty exception to the general
program for unrestricted trade. A national security exception was ' coignized as
a mw ev-ary Irt of this country's trade exlmnmsion piliies. National securily has
been and should continue to be the basis and the objective and correspondingly
the limit of the oil import program.

The other protectionlt bills pending before the Senate Finance committeee rep-
reent instead a direct collision with the policy of free trade which so recently
was premed to signlfieantly new accomplishments in the sowalled "Kenn14y
round". This difference between the oil Import control legislation and the bills
of a general protectionist nature should be recognized In the mnmsideratiou of these
bills by the Congress The national security exception to free trade, which has
been an essential art of the free trade policy since Its Inception. should meet
with the approval of even the most vigorous free trade advocates who otherwise
wieuld oiq-tos general protectionist legislation.

The oil import prolmal now before the Committee reflects essentLally the
concern of Its sponsors that recent administrative actions are tending to twist the

program toward objectives other than the national security (speefle instances
are discussed separately below). It represents a tightening of the program to
Its national security purloop. As such. the legislation deservte the endorsement
of everyome including those favoring the original trade expansion legislation now
ip for further extension.
2. eRrcng Stepl to Subvert the Oil Import Program

S. 210= is a response, In effect, to recent stelm by the Administration, sonie
aeconiplished amnd others still proposed, which would have the practical effect
of subverting the oil imlort program as It has been so carefully developedl over
the years under three different Presidents. The recent measures which would
uts the import program for purposes other than the national security Include:

(a) The grant of special import treatment to the Phillipm Petroleum Conmpany
to encourage It to make Invetments in Puerto Rico which would help the eco-
nomnic development of that territory. Following this special deal. other com-
panies promptly sought similar treatment with proposals to stimulate the rco-
nomie development of Puerto io, the Virgin Islands and even Guam in exchange
for the grant of valuable Import rights. All thee proposals are extraneous to
the national security. Worse. they will weaken the program and thus thwart
the national security. As desirable as the economic development of them terrl-
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tore, tmay be. it Is not an objective of the Congressional mandate on which the
oil import prjrgam 1 basedL '

(b) The grant of special Imp)rt quotas to promote air pollution control. The
President on July 17. 1T7, autbori ad changes in the oil Import program de-
?igned to aid in air pollution controL The $,cretary of the Interior thereby was
authorized to grant addSouml uiloalione "notwthtandua the levels established
in Section 2 of thlis ir .lmation Ithe limitation -n oil imports (except for
residual fuel oil) to 12.9% of domestic production in aciorduwe with a careful
Cabinet Committee study and Pr.sidential determination that imports above that
level would threaten the national s4.urityJ". A breach of the 112% limit by the
&.retnary is there clearly authorized.

In the same lProtlamaution std again for the express. Itrlosje of hiding air
pIollution control. the definition of residual ftul oil (which it outside the 12.2%
limit) wan Ml.lh4l to imlclde No. 4 fuel o-Iil. The net eff t wag to remove No. 4
fuel oil from the 12.2% limit aul to authorize an Incnra.%e In overall imltorts
loyuad lhe 12.2% limit us previously applied hy an unlhetentilled amount of
No. 4 fuel toll Imltorts. As desirable is tlhe cionl of air lnlullulto may Ite amd
a desirable an strenuous efforts in aid thereof by the Government may be, there is
still, however, no ounmtithon between air Ioolution and the ml1tlolilal security.
Signifcantly none wat even asserll.
(e) Expansion of asphalt inltorts In excesa of the 12.2% overall limit. The

I'rnihdet 41" April 10. UNIT, authorized chung.ges in the til imniort jrvignam whiyh
would ioermit imisrts of slhalt "without nslxtt to the levels oit ilalsart
iro,.riblld in S.e1tion 2 fthe limuitatlisn on imlworts to 12.2% of d om.t'le poithc-
timil". Again, a breach of the 12.2% limit by the Secretary Is clearly
a ti horlze.'
(d) The Administration's threat in February 19I, released through "briefings"

by federal officials, to use import controls as a threat of sanction to enforce com-
iliance with the Administration's desire to roll back gasoline loricctn No hint of
any national security conn-etion appears here amid noie was e'ven suggested. The
Administration merely found its control over valuable Import rights a most
powerful tool. It felt no restraint In using this powerful 6)(1l for objectives com-
pletely unrelated to the national security.

el' There Is under consideration ly the Administration at the prtIut tine
I by reason of Its affirmative slonsrshIp ly key memwrs of Congress from New
England) a prl osal whleh would in effet accord to No. 2 fuel (oil the lrime
heating oil) a relaxation like that for No. 4 oil. ltermitting imports beyond the
existing 12.2% overall limitation. It remains to he seen whether If done, It will
Ie done by "redeinltion" as In the cae of No. 4 oil or by authorization "notwith-
standing" the 12.2% liudt as In asphalt, and the air pollution bonus quotas. But It
In obvious that one breach easily begets another. The exprem purpose of this iwo-
Ipsal is to rduce, home heating oil costs for consamerts in New Elglaild. No hint
whatsoever of a national security purse nlimi rs.

With such steps already taken and proplied. the prestlt iegislalive proposals
to restriet such adventurous toying with the program make sense.

*I. Sign#ui$' eln axpceta of the oiU import program not dcall with in proposed le~ia-
latio--to whom *hall quotas go?

While the limitation of oil imports quantitatively (heretofore to 12.2% of
domestic production plus residual as required) is a substantial purt of the oil

I'Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Pub. Law AT-704. 19 V.S.C. 1 "1862. Nowhere do"' the
statute contemplate grant of quotas for foreign oil for the purpose of Improving economic
welfare or unemployment which has not been adversely affected by excessive Imports. The
lawyers who prepared the Presidential Proclamation legtimatising the special deal for
Phil lips apparently relognimed this because the special quotas for Puerto Rico there
nuthorized were expreasly limited to "'instance. In which the Secretary determines that
suci action would not impatr the accomplishment of thu objectiv, of this Proclama-
tinev . . ." IISection 2(b) t t Puociamation 3279. as amended.) The Secretary has author-
Ined the Phillips deal: Impliedly he has determined that this one mporlal dea will "not
Impi the accomplishments tot the objectives of this Proclamation." But what about the
h vst o applications for similar treatment now pending!I Also Interestng: the case for
quotas for Puerto Rice and the Virgin Islands In completely at odds with the state's
concern for aeeea Impor" In that It rMies onm alleviating nsempiqmeat by dmeuwerf u
Imports Into thm areas, and thene to the mainland.

'rho Proclamation does limit the Secretary's authority to iremmsurances which "he
determines to he cosonant with the objectives of this ProclamatIon" thereby preserving
the national security ohjeetive as a ma tt of kVm draftsmanship and thus keeping tech-nically within the Congressonal mandate- The fact remains, however, that breech of the
12.2% limit. as previously determined necessary for the national security, was authorized
a nit authorized prior to and In the absence of any real study of the national security Impoact
of asphalt decontrol. I.e.. one Inviting Industry comment such as the Director of the Oftee
ofr Emergeacy Planning aubeequently Inltlated. 32 Fed. Rep. 6186. April 19, 1967.
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Import program and the present bill is concerned solely with tightening such
quantitative restrictions, it is Important to note that the real success of the pro-
gram and attainment of Its national security objectives depends significantly upon
the manner in which quotas are actually distributed.

Because of the large price differential between domestic and foreign oil, these
quota rights are valuable. To whom shall these valuable rights be granted and
on what basis? This matter, which is not touched by the present legislation. Is
of particular concern to independent refiners. As noted above, the very survival
of most independent refiners depends upon their oil Import quota.4.

For reasons which are developed in detail in the prior IRAA statements at-
tached hereto, the canfully developed system of distributing import quotas to
refiners and on the basis of a sliding scale in inverse relation to refinery size'
serves best the objectives of the oil import program. For reasons there docu-
mented, that system best serves to maintain a sound producing industry, a sound
refining industry, a wholesome competitive environment and the health of the
small companies in the oil industry upon which national security especially de-
pends. For a single concise statement on this critical point we refer to the ex-
planaton of the government's decision to distribute quotas in this way, given by
Under Secretary of the Interior Elmer Bennett on April 21, 1960, a full copy of
which is attached hereto. He said in part:

Caught in the two-fold squeeze of declining general business and the competi-
tive pre, ures from large importers with access to lower-cost imported crude, the
domestic refiner was faced with serious problems. I would be less than frank if I
did not point out there was grave concern within the Federal Government about
the future of the independent refining segment of the industry.

The independent refiner was threatened with extinction by those integrated
companies whose refinery locations gave them access to lower-cost raw materials
but whose marketing areas everywhere permitted fullest ume of this competitive
advantage.

The facts and factors there set forth still exist and are still relevant.' Ex-
tinction of the independent refiner has been averted and this is due directly to
the method In which import quotas have been distributed. By that very token,
any steps which threaten the independent refiner's quota position, threaten his
survival.
IRAA'e Recommendation

We urge that the Senate Finance Committee's Report on S. 232 include not
only an endorsement of the quantitative limits heretofore in effect (which S. 2332
would confirm and tighten). but an endorsement also of the method by which
quotas have actually been distributed prior to the recent administrative aber-
rations herein noted, i.e., quotas to refiners and on the basis of a sliding scale
in inverse relation to refining size. We urge that the Senate Finance Committee
also express clearly its disapproval of the recent steps which have provided for
quotas outside of the refiner-sliding scale system and for purposes unrelated
to the national security. (If and to the extent that some of the recent steps can-
not now be reversed, we urge Congressional recognition of the special role of the
independent refiner and Congressional endorsement of the rule that any reduc-
tions in refiner quotas (needed to pay for special quota deals and stay within the
12.2% limit) shall be borne by the major oil companies.) Such Congressional
expression confirming the skillful administrative development of the import
control machinery until recently will discourage further tinkering with the
Import program. This tinkering, if continued, will soon defeat that program's
basic objectives and ultimately destroy both the independent refiner and the
Independent producer.

In taking this position the Senate Finance Committee will also confirm the
position and views of every Congressional Committee which has considered this
subject.'

8 In abort, the system as developed over many years prior to the recnt grant of quotas
to petroebemical companies and for the several other purposes noted above.

ee IRAA Statement May 22-4, 1967. p. 12.
' See espedally the report of hearings on "Ol I rt Aloations", AuMst 10 and 11.

1964. by the Senate Select Committee on 8mal = and the Annual Reports of that
Committee from 1964 to dato.
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MULAtO, October 28, 1967.
Hon. RussaLL Loo,
Ch*Armw of the Sceate Finance Committee,
Senate 0f1cv Buildinp, lWahington, D.C.:

Reference proposed legislation creating Import quotas currently under con-
slderation by Congress, The American Chamber of Commerce In Italy represent-
ing over 2.W members desires to go on record strenuously opposing such dis-
crininatory and harmful legislation. Our chunber strongly supported the Ken-
nedy round and took specific action to Induce Italian authorities to approve It
before the deadline (late. Proposed legislation will undo all the good accomplished.
The United States image will be harmed In Italy and our trade with Italy which
presently has a favorable balance will inevitably suffer. We respectfully request
that you make our position known to the members of your committee.

IMAN F. KNANTS,
President, American Chamber of Commerce in Italy.

BuENOS Auis, October 27, 1967.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman of Senate Finance Committee,
U.S8 Stnate, Washington, D.O.:

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America in the Argentine
Republic believes that the protectionist proposals to Congress and movements to
legislate them are detrimental not only to the Interests of the Argentine area
where the United States traditionally enjoys a large favorable trade balance
but to the commerce of the United States and to free trade principles of the
entire free world. We strongly support the President's proposals at Punts Del
Este as this Is a way in which the private sector could do Its part in accom-
plishing objectives of the Declaration of Punta Del Este and of the Alliance for
Progress. Regards.

PAUL WALt N.
President, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

F=Tu CLEVELAND STEELS. INC..
NEw YORK, N.Y.

Re Senate Finance Committee hearings on quotas.
Mr. Tom VAL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
Nrc S nate Offle Building,
Wash ington, D.C.

Di..n Ma. VAIL: We understand that the Senate Finan~ce Committee will hold
public hearings commencing on October 18th on various proposals to Impose
Import quotas.

I must admit that this comes as quite a surprise becau.qe as recently as
September 25th, the Commerce Department reported that the U.S. trade surplus
Is currently running at an annual rate of 4.7 billion dollars compared with a
3.7 billion surldus for all of 1966.

I am afraid that domestic industry Is again confusing the issue between
trade surplus/deficit and foreign payments surplus/deficit. It is agreed that
we must expect a high payment deficit In this fiscal year because of the fantastic
cost of the war In Vietnam and this coming over and above other military
commitments we have throughout the free world.

As you iaust know, the Imposition of quotas on imports would be contrary to
the provisions of the recently concluded Kennedy Round negotiations in Geneva,
Switzerland. I also feel that foreign trade Is a two-way street and I fall to
understand why there should be an attempt to reduce the cost of our military
expenditures In Vietnam by Imposing restrictions on Imports which have proved
to he a stablizing element as far as domestic prices are concerned.

It so happens that I attended a luncheon given in honor of Her Royal Highness
Princess Alexandra and one of the guest speakers was the Hon. Lewis W.
Douglas, G.B.E.. former United States Ambasmador to Great Britain. It was
pointed out that the U. S. Is exporting more to Great Britain than we purchase
from that country even though our population here Is roughly three times
that of the U.K.
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I should be glad if you will consider this letter as a formal statement opposing
any import quotas.

Yours respectfully,
Pz= H. GAsrusKi,.
Eweoutive Vice Preeldent.

SEAGRUM OvRsS SAxs Co..
-New York, N.Y.

XF.KATE FINANCE COMMITTEu
&eatC Of"e Building,
Washington, D.C.
(Attention: Senator Russell Long).

GENTLEMEN: As the International Marketing Company of Joseph E. Seagram &
Sons, Inc. we should like to Indicate this firm's concern regarding the possibility
of application of any new Import quotas or tariff increases. To do so at this
crucial time would completely negate whatever success was achieved with the
recent Kennedy Round.

International markets represent this firm's greatest potential for future
expansion. If new barriers are created, it is certain that other counties will
retaliate by imposing quota limitations and special or increased local taxes,
thereby virtually eliminating the possibility of any Import trade with firms such
as our Own.

We should like to stress that the retaliation will probably not be In an
increase of tariffs but in the imposition of special local taxes which are normally
outside the scope of Kennedy Round type negotiations. These special taxes and
quotas would no doubt be imposed on a quid-pro-quo basis.

During the last two decades a very serious and generally successful effort has
been pursued by our own and many other American firms to create a favorable
trade climate for our products in world markets. We feel we must very positively
street our feeling that any action on the part of the Senate Finance Committee

*to increase import quotas and tariffs would dangerously undermine the oppor-
i tunities and business so carefully created and nurtured by American industry

up to this date.
• Sincerely,r J. E. MCDoNouGH, Vice President.

HUNTURAI' NG0 Co..
New York, N.Y.

Re Protectionist Trade Legislation--Quota Bills.
Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Scnate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: As importers of hardwood lumber, plywood, veneers and related
products for use primarily by the building, furniture and boat building indus-
tries in the United States, we wish to go on record as strongly opposing all
pending protectionist legislation.

First of all, our opposition is a general one, based on the necessity of freer
trade amongst nations.

Our specific interest, however, Is related to the fact that if this protectionist
legislation is signed Into law, not only our own business will be substantially
harmed, but also the business of manufacturers and wholesalers with whom we
have done business for many years.

Certain of our industries came Into existence because of the availability of
foreign lumber, veneers and plywood. The Flush Door Industry, for instance,
achieved real stature only after Imported Doorskins became available. Sup-
plies of native hardwood plywood are entirely inadequate to sustain this in-
dustry and today It relies on the supply of foreign made doorskins In very sub-
stantial quantities. Without imports many, If not all, of these plants would have
to curtail their production to a very large extent or even suspend their operations.

I
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The Preflnished Hardwood Panelling Industry consists of many Prefinishing
Plants which sprung up when Imported Hardwood Panelling was made avail-
able to them and today they rely very heavily in a competitive and steady flow
of their panelling supply from overseas sources. Again, available supplies from
domestic sources are absolutely Insufficient. The low-priced prefinished panel
field, for the mass markets, would be substantially eliminated if cut off from a
free flbw of Its supplies from overseas.

Very large segments of our boat building industry and our furniture industry
use foreign woods In a high proportion of their total needs since domestic woods
are not available or suitable for their manufacture.

There Is an acute and ever increasing shortage of hardwoods in this country.
The above mentioned and many other industries which use wood products
could not exist if it were not for the unhampered, continuous and competitive
flow of foreign lumber, plywood and veneers. The proposed legislation could very
well make many of these plants close down or decrease production. Side effects
would be felt by, e.g., our building industry and ultimately consumers would
suffer because of decreased supplies and higher prices.

The proposed legislation can only invoke retaliatory measures by countries
with which we are now dealing who are buyers of American products, as well as
suppliers to the U.S.A.

We also wish to point to the harmful effects which reduced World Trade
would have on our shipping industry and all those directly or indirectly con-
nected with it.

By espousing freer trade we not only stimulate or promote our import. ex-
port and shipping business, but also won;1 materially contribute to the develop-
ment of a freer political climate.

The proposed protectionist legislation would have a stifling effect. It could
defeat what our country has been trying to promote for many years, the
relaxation of trade barriers between nations.

In summation we respectfully request you to note our opposition to any
legislation which would harm the free flow of our World Trade.

Your very truly,
BosFxr K IneoFLD, Vice Prceident.

THz AUSTiIAN AmuASSA0Oa
Hon. Russn.. B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate,
WasAington, D.C.

My DLta SENATOR LosG: I take the liberty of address ing myself to you per-
sonally in a matter which I consider of great importance for the relations be-
tween Austria and the United States. A gr-,nt numir of bills which htve
recently been introduced in Congress aim at restricting imports Into the United
States. Vital Austrian Interests would be affected If these wesasures came Into
effect.

The Austrian Government has made known its deep concern In a note pre-
sented to the Under Secretary of State by the State Secretary in the Austrian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs on October 16, 1967. Moreover, the United States
Austrian Chamber of Commerce in New York as the spokesmann for all circles
interested in trade between our two countries has submitted a Memorandum to
the Senate Committee on Finance in connection with the Hearings on the subject.

As this Memorandum expresses very clearly the grave consequences, both eco-
nomicid and political, which a revival of a restrictive trade policy would have for
the International community In general and Austria In particular, I send you
enclosed a copy of this paper. May I add that the Memorandum is In full accord-
ance with the views of the Austrian Government. (The mernoraudsim rcerrcd to
appears at p. 1166.)

I would highly appreciate It If you could kindly give this matter your par-
ticular attention.

Very truly yours,
Dr. EuxrT LEmwu(;Ea.
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oSTATEMKNT OW E101?4I L STKWAST, COUX4CL FOR THil $911VwU- TOOLS INAIrTuru

Mr. Chbairmian and nieudoers tof the ctiniltte.. I alumn Iige-ne I,. Stewart. all
ittcirit-y lcwul-d lit Was8hingtoin. D.C. I ahvix'ar here ton behalf tif the SerdeeV
Teicai !nittiie. a tritde it4sixciaticiti n-reitl~'ing iiinifiictirerm, of hand1( tocilm.

The :-4-rvive Tooi~c institute is~hes to thank the Suiaeomumittee uiot only for
timt- jriiitege' tif tin iiloo'aralce. lout more htiportantly for the Sumbommittte'uu
SIX414'l lett surv'eillanne tif thle dc've'lointe'nt ne1( ed di nikt riot 14)1 euf to I'eler il-widle
%liiily 'Ay~-tu 111141 the lilicepe tuillnwe' In the iprexlmreihle'it of e'ommon supply
itetilm feor utoo' lay lte 14'tienil extimbliplhmtut.

','. wish to lipay our n'sixt1m. akca. to lte general Serileece Adninictrat ion wh~ih
11141 SM-ville re.-tlcmli llity (air jiriimreiic-iit of hand toedl Itemsc for lise by Gloverni-
imtit iigi'iwle-4. A-4 ft- Aduilnistuster of (ISA. iLawnre'e It. Kitott. J1r., uIr-ie
thin Commwittee ilmst April. USA lents beeni energeically de-reloiting coampcti1tive
sioeofcilton'c for hand11 tooil itetni#tied through thin effort is achieving substanetiatl
sAriig ill thle proowlmretneumt of hand tools.

OIur psillc' - idntert lin the ilftc'lmt Itearingv' relatesc to N matter refe-red to
lay the Joint Hr4ioiIoh1' C'ommittee In Its 11!411 lumt Economic lteliort. Thep Vowc-
initft4e n-JN'rt re'eogniued thnt one of tist, two major fhetors4 serving to throw our
paylWciit" lialii' Intel eficit 1% our ic'auy military e-xiet-nditurem overseims The
M.Ihtirity %*iqwS- ii thle reloirt staited that "the added re,41tilni'flefts oit the war In
Vitnam11i lend1 special umgc'ney to 11indinlt uimi~nm oft re-duxcing the foreign exchange
c4t N of tit her ex qu'neliurcc loy t he 1'. .o hverillent ovdewi."

Alsrealrn of thk- ('oncertn. thle General Services- Adnilnixtration has Already
114t641 too nre'it dollar exis'nditmires alaroad In the 41iwbarge of Its prms'mrenment
rc'jonAloil~eS. O n Vemruary 1,2 lte- Administration pullihect anmendin.'nts tif
ft- 1edheral I'rcs-mmrement Ilegulation-s to tqet forth 08SA piolicies amndlpoedr
%%fit n-rect to jirnx iremewnt for uste abroad and the bailance (of payments paregriltn.

The', t-&.4%tce oif tile.-* lednen In that In procurements for ume abroad. Itflhe
domestic cost of an end product io estimated by GSA to exceed the foreign cost
iby not mein' thain W4 joer vent (of the fore-ign cost. the solicitation for bids4 shtill ib'

rttt'el t0 I'lited4 qsttes4 itd jorodlicts.
This action. was consistent with a .dnilar step taken by the Beeretary of

IN-A-wi-I'in adopting the :'A) jw'-r vent in-ncinirk as the criterion by rest meonesiile-
11449.1 fit vtitor von-4iste'ney with the pulilie interest ider the Buiy AIIIIrienn1
Act. actionn 61 144.4 of flit,, Artmu'cl Servi-em Pecacurement Reguilations am temencle'd
to earry out tile S.' criary's tletermuiuation liroulule-s that for the purpooes4 of
eu-almittin fore-ign and domiestic lildm, catch foreign lid shall be adjusnated either
by exe'luling any duty from thle foreign bild and adding -V iacr 'en~t of the bid
I exteitiie of duty) to time remainder, or by addingr to the foniregn lid (Inclusive
(if dntv b a factor of 41l per cent of that bid, whie'imever results in tile greater
t'vnatle prince. Itfithe firm suhmitt log the bit' aceeptalile domestic Id Is a
sitijill litisiness concern. oir In locatted in a labor surplus arva, or booth, a factor
of 12 Ix-r e-u n t imed In Hll of tile fl is'r cent factor referred to above.

Thi ir~l difference betw#een time po011(3 followed In time TNefemmse establish-
wnt nd that set forth lin thle General Service. Adulinst ration procurement
regtlsiticiuis as of re'lortitry 12. 100141 In that In Defenuse prewtunne'ilnt thle W4
wirocuIt fator is applied a('rtis thme bamrdl to all iirot-urtnld'ot. wholu't-r or not
for uii' :,laroad. (Contrairiwi-m. Itms hle came of thle generall Servires Atdiist rut ioi
the 50 iM'r 44-mmt facttor Is tme'e only In etonnu't ion with procurement ft :irticles
fcor muse, abroad. amnd. motre' siecificailly. for procluetis to be delivered ciutside (at the
Uni11ted Stiiies.

Tim ciitfe'r-oe hass Smix4'iZl re'leitnocs In thme case caf hatned tim. Bly their tn-
ture band tools are shelf Items. Under the Pscmaible ahaliroacm of jiroemireient of
tlieeice'liiiletfl 1150' Itc'Om hby a Single agency, time Geieral Serrv" Adnuinistrri-
tin. prcw'nurene' imtf handmu toicis are ceonauonly for dliive'ry within thle U'nited
States. Theroatter distribut ion to time various using Government agencies
takes plaice, and hanid tuouls required for ut*, sircaud are then shipiped fromt
(;oeritrnent wa reloulses.

T'elamy It In reamonsile to conclude that a uilmbtantial lwirtion of tile lbro-tir-
inent oft htind tooils to eit her fcr uliree't live ibroadc. or tc) replenish ,tI('kx %riie
havue laee'fl depjleted lay sipiments to) fll time nt44'cm of our trooiom overseas. lIn a
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very7 rtl mene. therefore, the current prek'un'ment of hand tools can reasonably
be6 Paid teo I*e -for uses abhroad" though the ac-tual delivery In made inside lb.'

ul'iteel i4tateas.
TJhe baxic objective of the 54 pe'r cent ruhe-r'ducing dollar e'xjaettiturtes

eubroade and Imtprovinsg the Geavtrnme'nt'a current lialance tof lisyzne'sts jasitiin -
wouldl be served If it'e Gene'ral S~erv'iesa Admndri l t*a were allowed to allilly
the 54) per ventt rule In evaluatingc foreign baids ott procuremenats tot handl tciol.-
re'gurellexo of the lwumellate destinatiom of deliveries called for by much paro-
'U'toee'51eti$
Tis Is not merely an avadenie tutatter. One of the lustitute'a nit-tubers hasu

naste'ni alys13ise of GSA hid olastingc for all typses of hand tte~u Its the naus--
ae'r'as iaroelue'ts line luring the gas'riasl 4kSetcder 28. 119M.1 to Februnry 10, MO11.
The total dollar value (of such procurement wos $7MI,5i7I. Foreign rsulailier. a.f
hnnd toolot bid on $75.4M). for INS.? jaer ve'nt of this preacuresnezt. To date, 44
lar cet tot the dollar value tof these jarecure'uts have bmeu wadte lteat sebje. t
tit etontract awairet4. Foreign bidlders received lte nanjority aif these' aowars.
They reteiveel contracts accounting for 55 jas'r cent of the dollar value of thee
a wardts.

The dollar value of the jirot-tremnst of e'-rtisa hand tools during this.4 wc
iweriotiIni not, of course. rellremenitAttive tof the lotus! haud tool 3.omeuentt for
Goviernament use'. lIn 11M5, total G1overnme'nt lorotur'~etit of boimnd tools wase some-
what In excess of $12 million. It the successd of foreign btidders (luring the 15.
w.t'k ias'riotl vitedl Isroees to be'- repjaresaentative of their soucesf in couilt~ing for
llali hand tool I'rot-urese'nt in the cours' tof a year, the danie'stic iudesli ry
faces the losus of somte S7 million or more In bumitiess. While such a ls uight
caanve'ivalily lie alimirloed during a pieriodl In which lte ecciiny 1-4 oJN'FNI ifitc
vhaise to cat gase'ly. this lincursion by foreign jaoxhi('r into the Governmuent market
would hav~e eIlisurbisig inajiicaticanx fir the boug te'ri.

'.- a side nte.' It may oe, worth nmentioing Usuat the foreign preselssccrm have
bee4-1 fss~ee it contaeting for this business; by a ('owptarolhr (1enze'rl'*e ruatiss
on lois Ninslic's Ino hansd toolt linvuremteit where the agency requires the suab-
mission of at sample with the i., foreign produtera art' nllowedc to musajsiit :ve
their samiple the Iarticular hand teool as masaufat or'el lay a U.S. jort"aes-er.
The foreign bidder simply seujaplie-s an ortilele nsianitfactssrcel lay eve f thbe
donteeflii cosnpmnieu. for example theuce who are' tuthae'-rx of flth 8eei Teohie
Itnstituste, as a mampjle of what the fonreign blie~r i'rrooos toa uipply if It ise
award'el the cotntract. This nasy strike yous. s It de' our titeaaIiw'r4 S beingC
unfair. T1he~ (enerel Servite' Adnailt ration. however. haso tao chiee but Ito
lIItfut It 14it the psoint hats bee'i asqsare'ly ritled ulsass ty the ('ousatroiller
Ge'ne'ral in 1)e'iniean B-.38114 dlated o(e'toloe'r MI M31.

I n-'te'r to the iractic' here' not ky wasy tit 'omtplaitl but rater toa lltid-rfolc'
the fNet that bidduizng by foreign poreatuve'rs ont htand ttool joooarentet has4 bees,
ta.'iitatee uini thtey are taking advantage ct tlse oiaportsutie.. titus pre.'tased.

OuStr ajoar conieris here ioe to amsi'st the' Cencrai 8c'rvie Aelsiniktration
lin s4e'trisag thie nc've'swry vlearnce't from the Bureau (it lte Itudget fear lss ex.-
tenusion of the 50b jier cent rule to hante tewal W'r'tsst ~ill soirlcleritanee
the Adiistartion could either antetid Its regulations or inake n altttituirst-
tve 4cont4rue'tion toct its -treanst regulations and determtinse flint hand t'eah jon)-
eusre'tuest. becinag suhastatAslly tear use abroad, Wi ,uhajet Ita fip 50t Itber ee'sst tett
In tlite devaluation (of foreign bids under the Buy Anterfrimt Act rather that
merely the' it hoer enat test.

Beca-use of thais 8ssb'eaNaouitte' helpful attentions to procueisnt pol~c and'
administration by the General Hervice' Adnaitiistioa. It Weemed tot thse Isasti-
lute that this was an appropriate matter to eall to your attention. to doing so,
we do not wish to be understood an in say way suggesting or Implying criticism
o~f tlse General Se'rvicep Administration or of the Bureatu of flue Budget. As lIn
siot auusual In plicly-making matters. It msay be that Suhacumnnalte's Interest
could serve to accelerate the resolution of the ne'c'eatary forces underlying ant
exrtes'ioni of present policy to a unique area. Acc-ordingly, we reacpe'cffully
re'quepf that the $ulae'sosnmittee give tis matter its aftenion.
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STATXCXT Or CAlIlOS SAN(5 DE SARTAMAUA, CIHAIIIMAN, INTKU-AMI2UCAN
CoMin rrm OX TiR1 ALLJANCg V(E 14 auaS (CIAP)

A.s Cbsairman of the Inter-Amercan Committee on the Allionasm for irogrsm I
wish to expie u to the Chairsmn and the teunbenr o the $mate l"iasusaat' Vom-
uuittee the grave tonetrn of CIAP over proilosed nieasures in the Congn' of the
United States intended to rritArt imports ot a wide variety of prlutst.

3Iy posittiton as CIAP' ('hairuaan nquins nie to replwectnt all thna member coun-
tries of the lnter-American Systema. Including the Lnitl ate.. in the endeavors
of the Allianve. Therefore. I eaulphasime to you that CIAl". eoucern over the tua-
teusplated mI uree Is motivated not onily bty a rveliation of the harm that they
eould do to Latin Amneria's efforts to exiuand Its eximrt incomte- an expansion
that is r"aial to Its valoaluility for purchasing the 1.. goods an service',o needed
to at'%'eerate its devepiaaent--but alho by a e.ouvitlio that they vould hart the
United states.

For wonre than three deeadsm U.S. policy in the realm oft world trade has Ieen
dediciatd to the expiaudiom of trade through the Inogremalve liberalization of im-
port reuotrietious and the maintenance of the prinlltle of nom-dim.ritiisn llon. 11
recent conclusion of the Kennsely Round elof tariff ne'lgodations. Ias c-onstituted a
further itile-4otue in tlt oolcy. evenm though it will not. by itself. brin-c any sub-
stantial beanelts to the deveoping countries of lAtin Amaaeri'a. Nevertheless Pri.-

ideut Johnson's words at the recent mssetiag of Atnerian Chiefs of State that "the
prwes of freeing trade from unnecessary restrictions will not come to an end
when the.. . Kenasedjy H ntd negotiations areotmwplete" served to give tss all
new outidewmw that United States efforts to promote freer and m, !" multilateral
trade would not only vontinue but Ie further Intensilled. In the ioeht i o thes0
pronouneiement, the measureps Isropow d to the Congrems would, if astdopli'l. cion-
xtitute a radical reversal of policy, with extremely damaging effits on world
trade and the international economy.

We In the Inter-American Syitem are convnceel that the advaamement of ew-
noule and mcial development, the preservation of peace and me'urity. and the
strengthening of democratic institutions in this hemilwhere hinge largely tn
augmenting the capiaity of the Latin American countries to .ximand trade within
this mesutinent and with other regions of the world. The United 8tattv market Is
of a size said wealth that dwarfs that of any other country or region In the world.
Any measures that would limit actee4s to that market would affect the rest of
the trading world disproportionately. Inability to ueU would lead to unwillingness
or inability to buy and wouldd lead to a downward tall spin of international trado
that would make the free world poorer rather than richer. The achievement of
Iwave. security. and liberty would become more rather than less dieSulL The
price of a reversal of U.& trade polity tindoubtedly would be high anl dis-
proportionate to the short-term advantages that might accure to a few .
Industries. Even n'trictive interpretations of existing trade laws that might
slightly curtail Latin American exports could Produice ill effects In the area
displrogortionately greater than any heneft to the U.1L

It ie ditnesalt to give a spe'cidl, estintate of the extent to whihh Latin Ameriea's
external trade would be affected by the new propmals before the Congrem But
there is no doubt that those on petroleum. lead. zinc, textiles. strawbe'rrcs. and
ponibly other products would do serious direct damage to the region'x export
pos silitieot, min.e they would cover. an a minimum. prodnetp aeosuntig fear 31
ier cent or $1.2 billion of latin Aluerivran exports to the 'nited States I" 1INK

Morover. in rm-ent years the United States trade balance with Latin Amerka
has Iotn In turpls. In 11I01 that surplus amounteel to $21V noillicn. In addition.
the share of 117.1. Imlorts In Latin America's total import hill has risen fnm 41
per cent to 44 per cent over the post several years. Undoubtedly. these trends
would 1e radically reversed, should Latin America's posiblities of selling In the
United State market be restricted.

But CIAP's concern, as noted above, goes beyond the purely nrgional Interest
and extends to the broader consideration of world trading relationships that will
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favor aa expansion of couWIem and proe'prity. No shage nrIoai tof the world.
alid enqiecialiy no highly developed region. can afford to) adopt a purely Inwiard
looking attiude toward smab matter; today the entire free world fees the
it'peituolona of whatever happens In any of Itsm principal couipunenta.

Finally. )fr. t'hzirman. I wish to einajohnsixe tea yuu. tu your (Committee anid to
na.'nahers of the Comgnva as a whole that In Its work of ctwrdination of the
Alliance for Preegr-ei ClAP In making special efforts to stmulate and strenagthen
the participation of fee enterprise and the growth of free institutions In national
anid regional development. Thea'. efforts can be suiccessful. however. only In
dynamic expanding eionundkw. The. curtailing eof trade can only have the effect
of encouraging etvonomic stagnation. rather than economic dynanlewa In the
Latin Ainerisa region, and stagnation tvuld only imperil the welfare cit Latin
Aee itself. the Vnited Statese. and the rest of the free world.

flhrA-ra C.Nctxm%& Jwe i J~C~a 'AmpE ootxr tm ut-agi..

Chairman. Xcioale Fienew' ('oumllre,
1l4keJflfMD.C.

LWAS Ma.L ('zAIAzaia 1ANG It lia,4 vicbii to our jiltt.'itioni thsit m'ritou,' cion.
Aihe'ration 1 iii l'i given tit rest ricing limorts frwm furcign *'w'uaatriec. 'lime
Cincinnati jaycvwls are 4con1vintced that action tof this natiore would have mulllile
negative and detrimental efforts Cin four tialanve of liuyiiaeits situation tot which
four trade surplus Iii a positive scustaining factor.

For many years the Unite-d 1ta.e tof North Amerita ham lieen the progenitor
of frae Imteriatiouial Trade. particularly eaincsead by the Kennuefly Ito4unde,
Of negiollati-on. We niust coni-ider time enipiri-Al favlctof the present with one
eye on thme paist alid the other tot the fAilure. We' cannot peermait a few dikic'artiuig
41e111i(-41C 4-4ntialgellIA to for4ee their illmeence aprojsne tit the welfAre of our nit ioin.

.1faiu f today's4 buiness leadferis were and are sactive Jayc'.'e'.. It weouhif 4141
we'll feer tlhenoa lt review cefice norp the Jayee V'reed lee which they' Iaribeiet-s4l at
foiti. tiuse: paung particular attention to the following: "That csenamnie Justice
can leest be won by free men through free .'nterpritie."

The dollar lit tconsa'I'te'ntly under ibresure act hc'ine avid ,alire'acl. Tht' ecemi-
elurriveos (t-iqw'ciaally a'ffe.'te.I by retaiioni tot such a leelicy I. lit ovir *liiriii. %%cemild
lbie rinouuaItolele. This would widen the grap In the 1 .. hulati.'. oft payusento
Incurring greater Inflation risks at hone anid en'atum liorv'amd geressure feer
tltea lustion tit time dollar fromt aboawd. Whose Intere."tc would bes-t lie served?
VertaInly not the free werid'x!!!

Sincerely.
WILIA FL PA! LUV .

Die .Inlernationfil Rclaliopna.

IC I'll'm~ ON (' ORP..

114)11. Riceu D.lll D.('.
(5Che ;rian. ('vnim NIrIe on
Nue Sqcle OfefltBildiung.
tI'a.Aimplon, DX.

lDr~Aa SINATOMR IAa.%G: TlIie 81taiRel letter wa% delhvere'd tot all nocnibe'rs oft the
J41sint F.c-401 n4ic' ('ommiittOP On Many .1. 1117.

1141sx ' ycour Senate Financeo C'ommittee lot facedA with tariff liroiteetin Ibrilideit
oft virioue American Indugtres. wve thought thin '5.*tmcr smiud attatelmecl "mu1tl'tiv-6
wecuhl i et,fo e'envern to pou. The Itictatla amid Ret-orcling nint himie lit-ill hmase hweo
-sultotttnutially affected lby foreign veonise-itien miuld emy assiistance- yeu van provide
against this unfair comnpetit ion will lee alelree'iaited.

Yocursm truly.
IL L,. 31CCO%Veaur.

Xeuiosl Manuager. Fcd. rel b'oeer~aac-o I Slc*.
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DicTriz'oma
Ryc, N.Y.

$ubjet: Imprtopr application of Buy American Act in (overnment purchasing,
GSA.

Joi.T EcoOMcic ('oMmrrrsE,
Ner Senate Offle Ifiildtn,
Waskimpton, D.C.

I)RAa Sis: On behalf of this Company and Its employee, we rewpecttully re-
quest and urge that you take Immediate steps to correct a grasly improper ap-
plication ot Buy American Act by the Bureau of the Budget In the case of two
Government Departments, namely, General Services Administration and the
Department of Defense.

We refer sjlfiaily to Ose dicttieg machine buying policy of the Iepartment
of I)efense. whi'h p,,ruits .",V differential in favor of Ameri.an manufacturers,.
while the G.S.A. 1% allowed to u-e only 6% differential on the same item.. ie-
(-au.* of this policy, foreign bidder are obtaining awards from (.S.A. with its
6% differential which would not be possible if the procurement were adnie by
I).O.I). In other word, the American loroducer gets the award if A.gnety A
(D.l).) does' the buying but lowes it if Agency DU qG.S.A.) is the purd.haoer fsr
the same type program.

If the Bureau of the budgett ,ontinues this incona4i tent lolic'y, the already
Sulslnntiai los of busitles" by 01P' dluinele dictating uutchilne industry a,s e'-
delnced l " the e'tilosed figures. will ctontinue to Increase. It Is hail.erative to the
Industry and beneficial to our country's balantv of luymnts that the (...A.
differential iii f or of Anerican nanufacturers should be 5 7t. the amalle as
that of the J~elxrtment of I)efeswme. A. a hatter of Interest. recently the G.S.A.
did extend this 5O'% differntial to overseas baying, but still alojoip.s the 6",,
level here In the United State.s. which Is unri-a.i-s:al', . waid ineciititadl'h.

We would be homt aioprecheth e If you would. 'Aneu you have the olpportunity.
Iwlnt out to nlUewalers of the Joint Fxoaemlc 'owauittee'. the lureau ,f the
Juduet. and the Government (per:tions Committee. this inct)nsistent policy.

Your ussistane would be great appre'iatd.
With Imt regards.

LAUIs J. DUBUQUE 11.
Vice Prelidt,ie' s.

DICTATING MACHINE INDUSTRY. UNITED STATES-UNIrs SNIPPED 1953, 163"46

U.S.-usads Machin Fmig-maft VTa" Foreign as
mfree totd

1966 ..................... '110,000 1100,000 230.000 43.5
195 ............... 125 000 II. 747 206. 727 39. 5
1964 ................. .. 1?1.723 GIL ISI 19k574 36.1
I 3 .......................... 130.147 43. YU 173.915 2.2

193 ......................... 0O ... .. .o 0

1 E~maw.
Siurme *U S.-Made Makhin%, Series Mt3$R' 07pubnuuml d Commm on 660 ueut~lsd 8uetleg
m . "Fornip-Madeil Machnes b of Commdfm, FT15 ad or of IMper data

Uxzn STATUS AL'STRA'X Cu AMEaR OF Co, mn xc, INc., Sums nvr ra E. A. Ron,

Exc Trris Snvc,airxar

ME1MORANDUM ON ?OTEC"XIONIaM AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The suetvs4sful conclusion of the Kennedy-Round whlh came albut only few
months ago after long years of hard bargaining was hailed by the leader of
all participating countries as a significant achievement in the field of interna-
tiondl trade. In the final phase when negotiations seemed on the brink of
failure all partners had to make great efforts setting aside selfish interest for
the sake of a greater common goal namely a further step in the direction of a
more liberal world trade.
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The wilingness on the part of all countries concerned to make the t eeeary
crls gave reason to hope that a new phase of elomr economic cooperation

In the Interest of a further expansion of world trade was about to be initiated.
Dlu credit was given to the United States tr their role In this roaed of ne-

gtiations. The lute president Kennedy had taken the Initiative wPalch found
strung. support particularly on the part of the Vmeriean Trade Unlions. and
Congress gave hinm the nrotiating authority by adopting the Trade' Expansion
Act of 11(2. Now, only five years later, a campaign Is being eowl,'ted In the
United States aiming at a frustration of the promising results of all these
efforts. The incrrasinlg fluod of protetionlit bills that are being tntrodced In
Congress Is therefore not only a matter of grave concern but also of cousterna-
tion for all the other comntrie. which have plaed high bope In the leadership
of the United States toward a freer world trade.

Trade in not o one-wag street. Experience ha's shown that prste.tituilst tuea-
sure, taken by one trading partner have seldom failed to provolw. strong retalia-
tory mtmasure on the Irt of the other countries. There Is no reason to believe
that such a highly regrettable pnxoct would not be prrcipltated this time I' the
proloo-&'l measurns which do not aim only at the PrwuttJ of one hrawnh
of the economy or the other but at an all-out protectiniJt trade policy would
come Into effecL

What could be gained by such a conlilet? Perhalm a certain profit fur certain
limited groups over a limited period of lime. But in the kng rn there eovn be omitt
loaer, no winners.

The following eonsdderutions will prove this joint:

(I) Economic eonaddcration
In the coursee of the Imst years ith American inalmirter anti Ameri-an ex-

iMrter, have lolroited from theo evonsIderable ins.rew* -n Ameritan foreign
t ile.

In 1160 U.S. exports amounted to over 90 billion & In 1906 they rose to over
30 billie &.

Inaplrts into the United States totalled about 13 billion $ in luIGO, and over
2.15 billion $ in 11)01. ihenc., both exports and imports have shown an almost
identil-gl Increase of about 10 billion $ over this periodl

The mot oharaceflatie sapew of US foreim trade ;* I,, structural sew-
Plua in the balance of trade in favor of tle Uihd states. This In true not only
for the overall pattern of US trade, but also for U8 trade with Western Euroj
anl with Austria In particular.

So f.I. In 190N Austrian exports to the U4 aniount&J to 77 millim S. Austrian
imiports from the US to 101 nlilln S: the surplus in the balaie of trade was
24 nallifon $ in favor of the United Staten. In lotler words Austria buy" by
about 25 per cent more merchandise, in the UnItfd States than she Pelil ton
the. U14 market. The ('lied example Is by no neang an exception: similar trade
Ialani. are characteristic to the preceding year.
U8 Imports from the counties of the European E-onomic Community ((Com-

mon Market) and the European Free Trade A.uuciatlon (EFTA) combined
amounted to 7.1 billion S in 1966, US exports to these two trading groups to
9R.5 billion $. The surplus In the balance of trade was 24 bIillon $ In favor of
the United State

One can easily foresee that a curtailment of im.lorts on the Iort of the I'nited
Station that will in all probability provoke similar measure. on the part of the
trading Iartners will erentuuallt afect thr intrr-mta of Ameriwican reporter to
a murk gr,,ater degree than those of foreign ionporter*.

There is another Important aspect of tie. proj.lem: In view of the considerablee
share ot US exports and Imports In world trade any signiflcant restriction of
I'$ Imports will inevitably affect the earning i'ower of many countries so that
they In turn will be compelled to limit their imported. Furthlernor,, while the
Americ(an economy an a whole depends only to nrlatirely limited ele'gree on
International trade. the international ezoehanve of gods im of ltal importance" 1,,r
the economic& of ike mna/cr industry liu'd rountrice. About 25 to .30 per cet¢
of the Au.trian production goes into export. Any sizeable reclhulo n it exports
must therefore hare strong rtpreuswionm both conomicnlly and soc.lally.

f .') lSod3 conaiderwtiona
One of the Immediate effects of I)rote s';olist cllrbs on itnlorts Is tw restro.-

lion or complete elimination of foreign rcvmp4ttlthn. Thus the adlvantage% of an
International division of labor cannot le ejo.yed any longer. inc re.ult i% a
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rise in prices which will eventually hare to be borne by te consumer. Pro-
teftionkn i therciore e@so dctrdme~af to cosaumor ImtennSa.

tne of the reasons frequently given for protectionist measures Is the nevessity
of protecting Jobs In Industries which would otherwise succumb to foreign
competition. This argument can be a justitiestion only In special eases, as f.l. with
regard to new Industries in their initial phase, particularly in developing
countries. But It can hardly Ioe invoked in the ea of the most higidy developed
Industrial nation with the highest productivity in the world.

however. those who advocate such measures for the reason mentioned above
should not overlook the fact that not only those in the United States who are
directly profiting from imports like like importers, banks, shipping Interests.
port authorities" longshoremen etc. would suffer from a curtailment of Imports;
protectionii an has been demonstrated above would aie seriotwly Impair
the exports of the United States which in turn would mean the los of numerous
jobs in enporloreuxted beawrare of the economy. All theae developments must
ultimately have their effect on the economy as a whole and may lead right into
an economic dlieression. The heygsp of protMetions m in the Thirlk La co.
nerted wih tMe dire memories of the moat a'rdo*a cfvoomie deprrsdon sad the
hipheat rote of unemplotgucut in histort.

An,4rin isto lie citedl as a striking example. Lack of confidente in the economic
viability of this small country, lack of meaningful international coopration as
a re..ult of eono mle egonlsm. repercussions of the general economic crisis, all
thin led to a des;erate situation for which the rate of ucusinlt-yinft wan perhaps
lhe intort mynipionan:1c: tk0).0K00 unemployed in a populatim of not even seven

million! This was not the least among the reasons for the collapse of the First
Austrian Republic in 193I.

(5) Poitkl c0*idcrwtiou
After the .4 es-c'on World War. when the economy of snoct of the Eurnpean

comirile literally lay in ruin., the United State; took a most remarkable Initia-
tive: the Marshall-Plan. This ingenlous plan not only offerml the must generous
financial aid suppliedi by the American tax-payer, it also tied Ohis aid to the
requirement that the Europen countries help themselves on the basIs of close
economic operation.

The progresing abolition of trade harriers among the Muropenn countries In
the framework of the Organization for European Fcronomle Cooperation was
viewed boy many European protectionit, among them many Austrians. as a road
lending to certain disinster.

The positive results surpasmd the expectations of even the greatest optimists:
In the course of a few years the European economy not only recovered from
the damages inflicted during the war years. It flourished to such an extent that
the xpxlweion "evionoene nlracle" wits coined for some of the European roun-
trie,. incelling Austria. Austria today In no longer 'e "sick man" in Central
Eurole as It wn,, it the eriorhe between the Wars: Austrians are enjoying now
an e,.minde prosperity and social anl politleal stability unsurpased in her
history.

This nost fortnate state of affairs which is one of the results of the Marphall-
Plan ht.4 cionvine'd Auitriauis in particular and Euroleans in general fhat
.4mrirn har, taught tar Rurtopanux a mat prnltabl k'vou Ln liberal trade
poliu'. irnm n Iolitleni point of view It ran lie said without exaggeration that
the outcome of the Marshall Plan was ene of the most outstanding achievements
of Arit'riean feerrein jwlliy In the iwit-war purhd.

Austrisn Iearnerx nd the Aotrian gwpulation am 4111 grateful for the
Mo r-i:ull-i'lan aid. nnd this gratitude In a firm Ilxis for the friendly feelings
Antrians have, for the Unsited States. However. In view of historic experiems
they are keenly aware of the vital importance of economic and social stablilty
In Austria anvd in Europe. Any strong netback in the economic development that,
eouhl fLl. Ie annu'ed by strong restrictions of export oqprtunitiel could serlouly
endanger r this %taillity which -ould have eslwelally grave consleuences on account
of Austria's artlcnlar situntion on the border line between East and West. The
spirt of the llarasl-ltPlme should rot be abawdoor4.

Another apet should be taken Into consideration: an a result of the Inpre-
sire eono mie pnwr m made by the Western Inruopean countries in the past
twenty years they are In a iositlon now to assume a growing sham of the burden
of economle aid to developing countries, Austria f.I. In approaching the goal of
one per 'ent of her GNP set for the TIN Development Decde. In proportion to
GNP Austria In already giving more In development aid than the United States.
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In ctae the Austrian oextomy would be weakened by a low of export markets as
a result of a revurgente of larp'-scale protectUoun It is tiae to predict that
dcvopmet aid is one of tke Ucm i ske bud.# that wold kave to be adjusted
scvrodiingly. The mume Is true for other lCurolau countriem.

conletw"
On the ba.ls of all theme conslderatiw(ms it can be ilid that the protte.loulst

mnj.-ur envisaged Ny certain groups would be harmful bth from the Isoiit of
view of Internal and foreign policies. The ptrotectiona of vertainl group ilte 'nt',s
would by no means Justify the damage that would be done to a much wider range
of interests in the United States and abroad.

110socKt.lswaroeo Co.,
UTite, .'.I'.

l1o1. IIlVMKLL LoAu.
Chair me, Wtetre Fdnwee Committee,
Senate Oloe hiwldif, Wakinpgtow, D.C.

PZAX SENATO: As one who has been active In the Importig and exporting
btuisesm for a great uny years, I feel that the pahage tif a bill to impose luiport
quotas would be a serious blow to American eommerte with the whole world
and would affect both our export business and our Imnort busitegs and our
domestic trade to an extent greater than anybly can Imagine.

I urge Ihat this import quota system be defeated.
Your very truly,

I 11. BALCU, 8r..
Chairman ol the Board.

Naw YoK. N.Y.
Senator RcMAL Losa.
Chairman, senate Finmme Committe, We&ahngton. D.C.:
Woshimpgtos D.C.:

linsiei on over :0 years experience in highly competitive international business
I strongly urge tlit restrictive Import quota* not Iw inipused. Such quotas are
ownlransit-ory to the I'.8. efforts In the Kennedy Iound and un barriers which

holder free, trade and which can ultimately harm the U.S. In that retaliatory
measureS will likely result with a conctmltant reduction in U.S. exports. If U.S.
buInem. in to maintain Its leadership In the world It must keep strong and in-
novative due In large part to competitive presure*--overprotection can only
weaken us in the long run.

CoMsV5To ENGZNEWR.1o, lic.,
T. A. Mxaz

F'owsaoi 7tAowxs ASSOtIATIO Or PIIILAIUMP1ti1A, IXC..
Phi4Idrpha, Pa.

IIon. Ruasr.u.- B. 1,oIo,
airmana, 4awee Finece Committyp,

Hsatc Office B wltdkg,
Waahiagtox, D.C.

BIT PLAX HrxAToa Losa: The now diuam-ed import quota rt-fle(t jIrote'thnist
trends In mime sectors of our buwsml community and In ('Cugre. They en-
daulngr subtantial business oiPortunitles created by the s.ct.essful Kennedy
Round tiAotlations. They also threaten t) compromise nationwide efforts to
promote additional exports In order to improve our critical balance of payments.
to maintain our share In the International exchange f goods and service as well
as to magqrt our export surplus., the highest In the world. It I certain that the
;'rj.wa'd Import restrictions will provoke retaliatory measures In countries buy-
lug from us.

At our regular monthly meeting, held on Thursday, October 19. 11W7. this
Aineciation comlhrised of over 500 members. representatives of virtually every
Itiportant Delaware Valley company engaged in International business, after
consideration of the foregoing proposed ad unamously passed the following
resolution:

1. That the Foreign Traders Asoeiation appeal to Congrelona an well as
lusinem leaders to protect the achievements of the Kennedy Round and olplom
any new Import restrictlos without a preliminary thorough study of their
impact upon our current exports and the future of our balancv of pmymenta.
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2. That the Foreign Traders Asociation believes that important issues of
world commerce cannot and should not be solved by riders added to other
legilative documents such as the Social Security Bil.

We urge you to do what you can in order to aceomplsh the objectives of this
rwoution.

Sincerely yours,
Ew am IL McI nmorr,

a Preaidiost.

TATHAM-LAIum & Kunxm. IMoa,
New York, N.Y.

Senator Russu I oic,
Chainnan. Sena$ P Finaace Commilte.
Weshington. D.C.

I)6.ta SENAToM Loxo: As an American who believes that world peace and
security for the future ret on a firm foundation of international trade, I urge
you to exert every effort against the possible pasrge of bills to impose import
quotas.

Sincerely,
CoLLJwOWOOO J. ILus.

114111. RULSii.L B. Loo,
('hairman, $eoate Finance ('ommittce.
WuakiesgtoN, D.C.:

American Chamber of Commerce tUnitt Kingdom). repre nting over 2.0M0
['.8. subsidiary and local compiens vitally Interested In two-way Anglo/Ameri-
Van trade. expresses deep concern over supposed protectionist legislation in
U.S.A. to inmpome Import quotas on wide range of products. This chamber pro-
tests strongly against such measures as being entirely contrary to principles of
U .S. Trade Expansion Act and Kennedy Round trade lieralisation program
which we rigorotly supported. The proposed legislation appears ext remely
detrimental to both U.S. and international trade and would provoke retaliatory
action by other trading nations. Conswquent adverse effect on U.S.

Exports of several billion dollars annually would further deteriorate U.S.
balance-of-paynents position. If restricted measure of kind propmed are taken
by United 8tatem as world greatest trading nation it can only have most serious
and damaging cumulative effect unilaterally and collectively. We respectfully
address this protest to you as chainran of the Senate Finance Committee and
ask that you make our position known to the members of your committee.

I)ox STUART, Preaidept.

Zusauwi.
Son. Senator RUSsLt . I1oxo.

('hanman. Senate Fieaio Committer.
$enate Olooe BUdus. Wah ton. D.C.:

The American Chamber of Commerce in Switzerland condemnst current pro-
tectionist legislation before Congress which if passed would "everely inhibit
growth free world trade, arouse Immediate retaliation against American exports
and create unfavorable attitude toward American investments.

HzNmr KuNoMAN, Presideut.

ARLINtroit, VA.
'Senator liRseha, Loxo,
't-mte Ofie BnUdie g

1i'tau ington, D.C.
1Ib.ia SNATOR Loxa: Although I am not a constituent of yours I do read the

lilwr thoroughly. You are chairman of the Senate Finance Committee amid a
stlqItuly responsible member of the Senate, at least I have always thought
SO.

This growing trend of "Isolationism" among the more responsible members
of the Renate is very alarming to me. Cuts in foreign aid. curbs on foreign Im-
ports are particularly signs of It at a time when our prestige Is sinking to
lowest of all time. RetaliaUon from other countries can help set the stage for
world wide depremion and put us over the brink aid into third world war, along
with cutting our aid to needy countries.
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Himwe I have written to you particularly on Import curbs I'd like to al.'o ask
you to help do mosiethlng about closing tax loop oles particularly on gas and oil
Indimtrie. C;ertalnly no tax Increase or cuts In present necessary programs
would have to be enacted if these tax loopholes were closed. I am a mall tax
payer but I have never resented paying my just taxes. I do resent paying unnec-
ewary taxes when Industries can get by with then tax dodges and untaxed Junk
mail fills my mail box.

Thank you, I don't expect a reply, only action, responsible action from the
$Senate.

Alact'rely yours. EI .ATI HouOI.

NATIONAL. BIIUNISOSI'I COISCn.
.New York, N.Y.

lion. Ruwwmai. Losa.
Ckairuanma Seus~e Finance Committee,
Weakd"So"O D.C.

DMAB MATOS Lone : This is to go on record that the National Busluesmen's
Council strongly and unequivocally opposes the imposition of import quotas that
have been mbmitted to your commltee for consideration.

The United States has a vital Interett In the expansion of trade. Following
the Kennedy Round. our efforts should be addressed to the elimination of non-
tariff barriers throughout the world. The imposition of Import quotas would be
most untimely and unwise in relation to our emsential objectives.

The bnmness community must have confidence In the future cours of our
trade policy. We deplore any protectionist steps and urge that your committee
ump its power to reverse any moves In that direction. Indeed, we hope that you
will ally yourself with the overwhelming interest of the business community
in proinotin the elimination of barriers to expanded commerce.

Sincerely yours,
EUGENE M. Lxo, Carkme..

Roos ESrR N.Y.
Hon. Russeu B. Loro,
rhokra*s n, matee on Finauce.
Senate Optee Bv lding. Wsahintmon D.C.:

Rochester-Monroe County court authority Is strongly opposed to Import quota
bills now being considered. Enactment of thmse bills would result in punitive
retrictons agaimt U.S. exvort sael and bring serious derption if not somu-
lation of the fitrign trade. We rspeewtull r yo opposition to these
measures,

Azxota B. MosazooN. Chairmen,
SAX FcMsco

lion. R-sar.LL B. LoNa,
r'.9. Senate.
Washi gton. D.C.

Dea 835 gAym Love: We would not favor, at this time. the proposed rider to
the soelal security bill which would Impose import quotas on specified Item. The
proliferation of non-tariff barriers would most likely spur retaliation by other
countries and could Injure total U.S. trade. We feel that more time I needed
to atwm the results of the recent GAIT agreemnts and that no legislation to
either liberalie or protect trade should be enacted now. This Is nocvmry to
Insure that the bes Interests ot the U. are served Ia tm ar og international

commerce
This wire has alse bow sent to Senatir Dirkah .

L . C(UNTR MAN, PrM4ieas.
Di omm Cou,.

Naw Toaxg, NT.
Senator Rtusauut iono,

Chairman. Senate Finance Committce.
W4","sPtO D.C.:

As export manaos fr 45 U.. manutcItrem we protect vehemently against
prooed Inwsitlon of impart quoa. whida would Invit haraul sldatoy

U5 4a.-O-pf. 2--4
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measures against U.S. exports vital to U.S. prosperity and balance of payment
maintenance. Also completely violates priiple of Kennedy Round.

W. B&AUu, Presidvat.
AMwcCA STmi ExpoT Co., l.c.

AlKIoW, OH W.
llon. RrsS iLL LoNo,
1.8. seuatc,
lVaahingtos, DC..

Dz&A Ma. LoNG: Economists and foreign trade experts, with proper encourage-
ment, can expound for days on the inter-relationship between Imports and exports
and the effects of both affirmative and negative reciprocity.

However, I don't believe all their words could paint as vivid a picture of
international reciprocity as an incident which I witnessed several years ago in
Hong Kong.

At that time, Norway embargoed the importation of cotton textiles from Honor
Kong. The following day, as retaliation, Hong Kong prohibited the loading or
unloading of Norwegian F'ag Ships.

So long as our export exceed our Imports, we have more to lose from trade
restrictions than we have to gain.

Very truly yours,
IL R. ScIorr.

TIIr BANK OF CALIFORN IA.
San Francisco, Calif.

Hon. Rt'ss8E.L LONG.
1'.Sq. St nte.
li'axh iy!/ton. 1)M".
My DEAR SENATOR: In the context of the proven validity of this country's

foreign trade policy of working toward the removal of restrictions on the ex-
change of good- among nations which has contributed so substantially during
the post-war period to economic growth here and abroad, it is unfortunate to
note the present trnd to protectionism in the Congress as exemplified by the
several import quota bills under consideration.

Enactment of such bills In repudiation of our Kennedy Round commitments
would most assuredly result in retaliation by other countries and destroy much
of the progress we have made. It would indeed be short-sighted interms of the
national interest to attempt to solve our payments problem through such import
curlis resulting in a world "ade war. On the contrary, our payments efforts
should be positive and directed at increasing our exports while maintaining
others' ability to buy these exports, thus continuing world economic growth.
We urgently enlist your best efforts in defeating these barriers to trade expan-
sion and economic growth.

Very sincerely,
ROBERT H. BOLMAN.

Senior Vce Prcsident.

NEw YORK, N.Y.
lHon. Rusew. LONG,

Chairman, Seviate Finance Committee,
W ashiWtosa, D.C.

As a major division of a large trade association with a principal Interest in the
metal field and a large stake in the continued health of all segments of the
U.S.A. economy, we wish to express our objection to restrictive measures on im-
ports currently under your consideration. In particular, quotas on lead, zinc, and
steel on the following grounds:

Firtt, they are contrary to the expressed views of the Congress and the ad-
ministration, both of which strongly endorsed the Kennedy Round tariff reduc-
tion negotiations, and the long standing enunciated goals of the U.S. for freer
international trade.

Secondly, their implementation would further aggravate our already serious
balance of payments position and nullify much of the progress resulting from
the Kennedy Round negotiations.
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Thirdly, at a time when both Congress and the administration appear seri-
ously concerned with the threat of inflation they would probably tend to arti-
ficially hold up if not raise prices of the base commodities concerned.

We, therefore, strongly recommend rejection of all import quota measures.
Fo uev Tua DvszoN,,
NATIONAL AsiN. or SECoNDARY MATERIAL I s)uszs.

Mn WAUKEE, WIs.
Hon. Russet= B. Lo,
Chairman, Finance Commitee,
U.S. Senae, Waehingto, D.O.

Port of Milwaukee joins American Association of Port Authorities and all
others Interested In a balanced and healthy world trade situation, in urging
your committee and U.S. Senate to reject the many demands for import quotas
on a wide variety of Import commodities. Import quotas may hurt Americaan
consumers by boosting prices and foreign countries may enact reprisals against
American exports to them. Our economy, at boom levels not seriously affected by
imports, which represent tiny fraction of domestic output prohibitive tariffs
and import quotas could defeat entire Kennedy Round program. World trend
Is to freer trade, lower tariffs, and facilitation rather than obstruction of foreign
trade. Isolationist attitudes and policies could do great damage to entire foreign
policy of our Nation. Foreign nations and peoples cannot buy American goods
unless they can also reach world-markets including United States. The St. Law-
rence Seaway is of paramount Interest to Great Lakes region and Port of Mil-
waukee, and obviously needs balanced trade flow, including Imports to sustain
shipping services and American ports. Urge most careful consideration before
committing Senate to unwise import quotas, which unquestionably would have
detrimental far-reaching effects.

ff. C. BROCXEL,
Municipal Port Director, Port of Milicaukec.

CRYSTAL LAKz, ILL.
Hon. Senator RussLL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finame Committee,
U.S. Seat% Wuhinpton D.C.

Sir: Please register our disapproval of proposed legislation to restrict Imports
stop such legislation undermines successful Kennedy Round negotiations, ne-
gates many years of progress for the United States in International trade, and
Injures the American Economy at Industrial and consumer levels.

OAK ELZEROXNETICS CORP.,
IL A. CARTER,

Chairman and President.

STATEMENT SuMTEv By MRs ROBERT J. STUART, P ZNT, LrAGUE OF WOMEN
VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, IN OPPOSITE ON TO IMPORT QUOTA LWISLATION

The League of Women Voters wishes to express Its strong opposition to protec-
tionist legislation such as the Import quota bills before this Committee. We are
convinced that imposition of such restrictions would seriously damage the inter-
national trade patterns which the United States and other Industrialized nations
have for so many years worked to develop. Rather than helping to strengthen the
U.S. economy, these measures In our judgment would only to serve to weaken it.

The League's biennial national Convention in 1966 once again reaffirmed our
long-standing position In support of "U.S. policies to promote world trade while
maintaining a sound U.S. economy." Our trade position goes back to the early
twenties when the Lengue undertook two studies which clearly underlined the
close relationship between U.S. domestic and foreign policies. A League study of
the post-World War I cost of living showed that high tariffs on imported goods
added to consumer costs, reduced opportunities for competition In the market
place, and gave domestic producers and merchants the chance to profiteer. An-
other League study on the economic causes of war lead to a clear understanding
that economic rivalry for markets and restrictive trade practices cause frictions
among nations and often lead to conflict.
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The League's early recognition of the lImportaA* of maintaining good trade
relations with the res of the world was later subb iutiated by the turn ot events
The depremsion of the thirtles, deepened by the high tariff walls erected around
the United States by the 19,30 Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, was a clear demonstration
that economic conditions both here and abroad deteriorate when foreign countries
lose a large part of their U.S. market. Ever aince 19W3, League members have
periodically re-examined U.S. trade policies and practices. We have persistently
worked on behalf of the liberalization of U.S. trade policies and 4n opposition to
restrictive trade practices such as quotas. It is our firm conviction that the Im-
pressive economic growth rates and Improved living standards achieved by the
Industrial nations since the end of World War II have been due in large measure
to the elimination of artificial trade barriers which stop the flow of goods and
Interfere with economic development.

The League does recognize that some industries or workers from time to time
do stfer injury which can be attributed to tariff reductions. For this reason the
League would like to see adjustment assistance brought Into greater play. We
hope this technique can be perfected so that It can be an effective means of assist-
Ing workers and industries to adjust to economic change. When the appropriate
legislation is introduced, we will urge Congress to make this possible.

It would be disastrous, however, for the United States to abandon the leader-
ship role which this country has had for over 30 years in expanding world trade
through trade liberalization. The Kennedy Round's suceesul conclusion promises
new horizons for trade expansion. But If the Kennedy Round is now undone, even
before the agreements go into effect, a broad range of key American Industries
will stand ta lose their anticipated expansion of overseas sales. Although the Im-
pact on American exporters Is only one of the many unfortunate effects which can
result from U.S. trade restrictive moves, It is one of the most predictable and
important effects. For there can be little doubt that the six European Common
Market countries, Japan, and others of our major trading partners will counter-
act with equivalent restrictions to our restrictions, as they are indeed entitled to
do under the International rules of trade. One can only hope that this country has
firmly learned its lesson from the Smoot-Hawley experience as to the snowballing
effects which protectionist policies can, have. If we have not learned from history,
we may well find ourselves In the thick of an old-fashioned trade war-triggered
by our own shortsighted moves.

In closing, we would like to reiterate our oppooftton to import quota legislation
which would obstruct the continued expansion of world trade and lead to a re-
surgence of protectionism.

MEmolAxNDuM or BALDwN-LMA-HAMILToN ComwoAIioN, SuaMITEp ny ANDREW
I STON, VICS PRESIDENT AND GrNMAIL MANAGER, INDU rIAL EQUIPMENT

During 1962, Federal awards of hydraulic turbine contracts to foreign pro-
ducers were 80 per cent of the total measured by dollar value and over 90 per
cent measured by horsepower rating of the equipment.

While American manufacturers have normally had some competition from
European manufacturers that was heightened by reduction of tariffs and other
protection, the nitnation of the Industry ba seriously deteriorated with the
recent entry o Japanese manufacturers into the American market. -The fArst
Japanese import in 19W was for a small project in Sitka, Alaska. Imports
grew rapidly. In 196Z one Federal agency, the Bureau of Reclamation, purchased
all the hydraulic turbines for Its four project--Fonteelle, Yellowtail, San
Luis, and Blue Mesa-from Japanese manufacturers.

The American hydraulic turbine Industry is a small, little-known Industry
that has played a vital part in the development and maintenance of the hydro-
electric power supply in the United States, as well as other parts of the world.
Because the industry and Its problems are not widely know, this memorandum
contains an outline of its background as well as a statement of Its current
problems with respect to increased Imports and recent tariff reductions.

TIE NATU o Tax PROUer AND THE INDUSTRY

The physical features of hydraulic turbines comprise an unusual combination
not even closely duplicated In any other type of equipment.
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1. Hydraulic turbines are a highly engineered product. They are specifically
designed and consWucted for particular Installations. They are thus custom
built, tailor made. They are not mass produced. Many hours ot laboratory re-
search and testing and engineering time are required for their design, manu-
facture and construction.

2. Hydraulic turbines are considerably larger in size than most industrial
products. Large hydrauile turbines require part that In some Instances measures
in excess of 06 feet across and 2 feet In height which have to be accommodated
and machined In the manufacturer's plant. The largest machine tools in existence
in the United States are required for these purposes Including, for example,
boring mills up to 42 feet in diameter.

& The horsepower capacity of modern hydraulic turbines in generally measured
In six figures. At the present time, the highest horsepower capacities of hydrau-
lic turbines presently in operation or under contract In the Western Hemisphere
are as follows:

Kaplan Turbines: 212,400 h.p. at Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and
John Day Dam, U.S.A.

Francis Turbines: 210,000 h.p. at Robert B. Moses Power Station, U.S.A.
Impulse Wheels: 150,000 h.p. at Kemano, British Golumbia, Canada.
Pump-Turbine: 345,000 h.p. at Cornwall Project, U.S.A.

4. It takes many months to design and manufacture a hydraulic turbine. The
largest sizes of turbines take from 22 to 28 months to build.

5. Hydraulic turbines must be constructed to withstand tremendous physical
punishment for many years of continuous operation. Hydraulic turbines are
designed and constructed to last 50 or more years.

These unique features of hydraulic turbines necessarily have created at the
same time a unique Industry with producers that must have the engineering
staff, skilled manpower, research laboratories, tools and plant facilities to design,
produce, repair, and maintain such equipment. The special features of such
manufacturers are described below:

1. In order to design and produce hydraulic turbines, each company has as-
sembled and has trained over the years a staff of competent engineers. It takes
several years of supervision, training, and experience before a graduate engineer
can produce satisfactory preliminary design data, design calculation, and speci-
fications. It Is an accepted conclusion within the industry that It takes many
more years of experience in hydraulle turbine manufacture and design for an
engineer to qualify as a supervisor of hy.taulie turbine design. Because hydrau-
lic turbines and related equipment are tailor made to suit the requirements of spe-
clfic power sites, it Is necessary that deslgn, sales, and service engineers acquire
many years of training and experience to achieve competence. It follows too,
because of the highly specialized natuf, of this type of equipment, that engineers
cannot be obtained from other industries as It takes several years to train
them.

2. As an adjunct of their engineering department the manufacturers must
maintain extensive laboratory facilities devoted to the solving of specific prob.
lem and to continue development and research. Laboratory tests of scale models
are often required to establish contract performance guarantees. These labora-
tories involve an investment of several million dollars on the part of the manu-
fkcturers as well as continuing operating expenditures which accrue to the bene-
fit of hYdraulie turbine users of which the Federal Government is a principal
user. Them highly specialized laboratories are useful only to the hydraulic tur.
bine industry and Its customers and would be worthless without sales of hydrau-
lic turbines.

3. Mach company In the industry has spent millions of dollars through the
years In the purchase of many varied machine tools which are required In the
manufacture of hydraulic turbines. As already noted, these tools are of an
unusually large size because of the unusually large dimensions of hydraulic
turbines. These tools have their economic value to the individual manufacturers
only because of sales of hydraulic turbines. Thus, as in the case of the specialized
laboratory facilities, during peacetime these tools are only of value in the manu-
facture of hydraulic turbines. However, these same tools are required for de-
fense production and for the manufacture of replacement parts and the repair
of hydraulic tWrbines In the event of bombing, sabotage, or faiure of these power
producers.

4. Like otber manufacturers of capital equipment, American hydraulic turbine
manufacturers have and do spend considerable sums of money in plant facilities
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and buildings. Furthermore, and more important, however, Is the fact that manu-
facturiug facilities of the American hydraulic turbine manufacturing Industry
need to be and are especially large. The individual parts, the completed turbines,
and the related equipment are large, bulky, and heavy. The machining, handing
and assembly of these parts and the manufacture of replacements require over-
sised plant dimensions; floor area, width and length of plant, and Interior heights.
For the same reasons these plant facilities contain a considerable number of
heavy-duty cranes. Typical dimensions found In these plants are an follows:

Length: Up to 1280 feet.
Width: Up to 816 feet.
Height: Up to 72.5 feet.

These plants include 24? cranes which may be grouped in the following lifting-
capacity classifications:

"Mti 0ase"It Numb.,
10 ton or less .---------------- ------- 103
15 ton through 40 ton -------------------------------------- 95
50 ton through 80 ton. ----. 89
100 ton through 150 ton ..------------------------------------ 10

Total ---- ---------------------------------------- 24?

Several photographs are included in this presentation which Illustrate some of
the unique features of hydraulic turbines and of the tools and facilities In the
plants of American manufacturers which are required to design and build hydrau-
lic turbines and to reltair and manufacture replacement parts for such equipment.

(The photographs refemd to were made a part of the oDloial ltlea of the
Committee.)

THE PROBLEM

The hydraulic turbine industry has been a small industry furnishing equip-
ment essential to the development of the country's water power resources. It
has provided stable employment for its employees and has provided the ele-
phant tools necessary to the defense effort.

In the past ten years, the hydraulic turbine industry has run into ever-in-
creasing foreign competition that now threatens It with extinction. Economic
aid by the United States to foreign countries virtually eliminated the industry
from foreign markets More recently, the reduction of tariffs and other protec-
tion has brought in foreign manufacturers In alarming numbers. The effect of
further Gatt reductions is unfathomable.

Some of the problems contributing to the present status of the industry are
outlined herein as background for this petition.
A. Competitive Disadvantage,

American manufacturers face an impossible situation with reference to Im-
port competition. In order to maintain their manpower, tools and facilities In
the U'nlted States, the American manufacturers must produce and sell equip.
meant made in their own plants and made of components processed In their own
plants. But, in doing so, they are manufacturing in an economy where wages are
three to seven times those paid elsewhere in the world (see Appendix I). It
should also be noted that it takes as many man-hours to build hydraulic tur-
bines in other countries as it does In the United States. Hydraulic turbines are
custom-built Items-they cannot be mass-produced.

Accordingly, it Is not surprising that foreign firms can underbid American
manufacturers by 50 per cent or more whenever they wish to do so, as they have
demonstrated. American manufacturers operating in an economy with high
wage levels and costly fringe benefits, cannot compete with foreign manufac-
turerx whose wages are low and whose fringe benefits, while high In proportion
to wages, are nevertheless low when compared to American cost. Therefore,
even the existiDg tariff protection Is completely inadequate.

Since the early 1950's, following cutting of tariff protection in half and re-
moral In 1964, by Executive Order 1058Z of almost all of the protection afforded
by the Buy American Act, the importation of hydraulic turbines from foreign
sonrees has steadily increased, and such importation has for some time three-
ened to cause and has already caused wrious injury to firms in the industry and
to unemployment of workers In the Industry.
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B. Hietory of Foreigs Imports
The lead in the importation of turbines was taken by various governmental

agencies. The volume of Federal purchases has rapidly risen since 19W9. From
1962 to 1968, a period reviewed by the Office of Civilian Defense Mobilization
In 1969, the procurement of hydraulic turbines by agencies of the Feileral gov-
ernment constituted about 8% of the total; but during the period from 1959 to
the present date more than half of the hydraulic turbine purchases of the
Federal government have been Imports.

It is noted, however, that under a directive of the Department of Defense
in July, 1982. the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' purchases have been and are
now being made from American manufacturers. The aforementioned directive
was issued to relieve the strain on our balance of payments. Under this direc-
tive. contracts for hydraulic turbines amounting to more than $9u, million
were awarded to American manufacturers In very late 1902 and 1963 by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Despite the fact that the Department of Defense took measures to restrict
purchases from foreign sources in order to improve the balance of trade, pay-
ments and stem the flow of gold from the country, the Department of the Interior
has failed to take similar action, Interpreting Executive Order 1OW82 in a manner
directly opposite to the Department of D-fense. As a result, during the same
period, the Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior. nure ased by-
draulic turbines from foreign sources to the extent of more than $7 million.
The failure of the Bureau of Reclamation to follow the same interpreta-
tion of Executive Order 107092 of the Buy American Act practically nullifies
the efforts of the Department of Defense to stem our dollar outflow In the area
of hydraulic turbine purchases. Such action in an Industry which has interna-
tional imlprtance does not contribute to the problem of balancing our Interna-
tion:tl accounts quickly and in an orderly fashion. The current bidding on the
Morrow Point Project of the Bureau of Reclamation illustrates the impossible
competitive situation in which American manufacturers find themselves. The
.owest Japanese bid is less than half of the lowest American bid (see Appen-
dix 11).

N"on-Federal governmental agencies followed the lead of the Federal govern-
ment In making purchases abroad. These importations assumed such propor-
tions that in the period 1969 to the present, 45% of hydro equipment purchased
by such agencies has been from foreign sources.

In the past 25 years, mi immoth projects for the development of water power
have been undertaken very largely by government agencies with the result that
Federal and non-Federal government agencies account for more than half of
the hydraulic turbine purchases in this country. The reduction of tariffs and
removal of Buy American protection have combined to cause the loss 'o Ameri-
can manufacturers of a very critical portion of the industry's business.

Most recently private, Investor-owned utilities have Indicated that the price
differential between foreign and domestic turbines Is becoming Irresistible. The
recent tariff reductions can be reasonably expected to fvpther stimulate this
attitude.

0. Loss of Zzlprte
American manufacturers were almost completely forced out of the export field

as far back as the early 1950's. Foreign competitors have an insurmountable ad-
vantage' In the world market because of labor rates which are extremely low
when compared to American labor rates. American exports now are almost
exelusvely confined to those Instances where Federal government fiamncing re-
quires the purchase of equipment built In the United StateL Increased Imports
have already caused and threaten further to cause serious Injury to American
hydraulic turbine manufacturers, and unemployment to American employees.

THE CONSEQUENCES

A. Loss of DomesHo FadUMt s
Continuation of the trend toward Importation of hydraulic turbine com-

ponents by American purchasers can only lead to the ultimate death of the in-
dustry. Since 1959, production facilities devoted to the manufacture of hydraulic
turbines has been substantially reduced. In February 1969, the & Morgan
Smith Company of York, Penn., became the York Works of Allis-Chalmers Mann-
faeturing Company. All hydraulic turbine design and manufacture that had been
heretofore carried on at the West Allis Works of Allis-Chalmers was relocated
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at York. The result Is that the York Works of Allis-Malmers now constitutes
the Company's entire hydraulic turbine operation.

In March 19(3, Baldwin-ima-Hamllton announced the cloing of the Pelion
Division in San Franciac

In both lnstances, machine tools and other equipment have been Idled and
eliminated from the manufacture of hydraulic turbines.

B. ReoutsS Uses.p/oment
Importation of hydraulic turbines has contributed substantially to unemploy-

ment In the Industry. At the Allis-Chalmerx Manufacturing Company alone there
has been a very substantial reduction In the number of employee engeged In
the production of hydraulic turbines, Is January 1=5. for example, the &
Morgan Smith Company had 119? employees. As of January 1V4. the York
Works of Allis-Chalmers has 940 employees. Not only bas there been a re-
duction of some 250 employees at York. there has also been the elimination of
some 450 employees who were previously employed by Allis-Chalmers In hy-
draulle turbine manufacture at West Alii. Wisconsin.

Approximately 800 Jobs were los when Baldwin.Lima-Hamilton closed It
Pelton Division. In addition. there has been a suttantial number of employees
laid off at the Eddystone Plant of Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton. at Newport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, and the James ieffel Company In Slwing-
field, Ohio.

In 1902, the Bureau of Reclamation placed all of its hydraulic turbine cpn-
tracts with Japanese manufacturers. If we examine the effects on domestic
employment In the hydraulic turbine Industry, we find that t2).000 man-hours
were lost to the employees of the Industry and Its suppliers. While this number
may not be large in the total national figures, It Is Important to tie people
cmeerned.

Not only are Jobs of Industry employee" Jeopardised but also those of ma-
terial supplier. A number of suppliers of hydraulic turbine co aponents. the
largest of which is the General Steel Casting Company which closed Its Wddy-
stone, plant In 1903. have been forced out of business. The Importation of hy-
draulic turbines and components has caused unemployment not only among com-
ponent suppliers but among suppliers of raw materials such as steel.

WIONOMIW FACTORS F 1Mr5 Ixnt'tITaY

Just as the industry is unique in It% produ't. its produces. and in the |nduo-
try's view, Its contrbution to natimal security and defend., no also it in unique
in Its economic characteristics. As far as we kmw. the eccentric nature of the
combination of economic factom that make up the eemnay of thi industry
has no parallel in any other Industry.

1. The amount of hydraulic turbine business available In the United $tates
is relatively mall. Over the last fifteen years, the industry's total dwaesrc
bookings have averaged less than $27 million per year. Loos of contracts to
foreign manufactunrs thrinks further this slight economle foundation.

2. Bookings for hydraulic turbines fluctuate widely from year to year.
. The dollar value of each contract Is large. Single contracts range up to

$2).000M A large portion of the contract are In te $1,0ooo0oo to $,000,0
row.

4. Under these cirrumstances each Individual contract Is of Importance to the
economic outlook of the hydraulic turbine production of each company and of
hydraulic turbine building in the United States as welL to vine of oe ontract
may be equivalent to 40 per cent or more of the average annual hooking o1 the
entire American hydraulic turbine manufacturing Industry. In recent years
some American Arms have failed to book even one hydraulic turbine during a
year.

5. Tabor content In the design and manufacture of hydraulic turbines is high.
ilnndreds of thousands of man-hours of employment may be Involved In a single
contract

R. Paeh hydraulic turbine manufacturer over the years has lnvrtsed millions
of dollars In the training of skilled personnel In the construction and equipping
of ftetories and laboratorlea and In the acquisition and replacement of tools
and machinery. The ratio of Investment In capital equipment, tools, facilities
and manpower training to Industry mle Is among the highest of American
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Industries. Thts, inv,,dtaeuts ar,, ecutial. However. to the drign. malUnfa'-
ture. and repair of hydraulic turbin'.

7. The skilled manpower, the tool. and the facilities in the hydraulic turbine
manufacturing Industry are highly qpeialIue. The uwnufaeturera toatinually
attempt to find other business to IY for the. daily operating costs and to tous
tain the large capital investment. However. It is the sales, t hydraulic turbins
which support this n nowtwer, tol, and facilities. Without such alea the
mqieialised features which make tip this Industry will vanieh.

K Iach year, American bydraul', turbine nuanufacturers Individually spend
,on'idorable Puma of money and tan-hours In rendering engineering and con-
suiting mrvices to the Federal Government and other purehamers of hydraulic
turbinis for whieh no coinpeasatiun Is reived. This work in as much a neces-
sary part of the hydraulic turbine business as manpower and loois. It aids the
punhamer in the proper design, operation, and maIntenan(e of hydro-etlectrie
installations and in the preparation of useful and adequate XperificatJons for
hydraulic turbine These enginering and consulting wrvices are (ftly for the
mtnufacturer, money and time I lie. In one year, they may be equivalent to as
mnurh as five or ten per cent of total dollar malhs of hydraulic turbines for the
Individual company. The consulting service will no longer be available if the
industry Is destroyed.

9. An additional cost item which the American bydraule turbine manufac-
turr assume is the storsiq, ot design drawing and patterns for the hydraulic
turihti which he has . ild over the years. These design drawings and patterns
are essential to the repair an,.t manufacture of replacement parts for hydraulic
turtiines. This is a responllWlity which the American manufacturer amumes
so that the purcmaser of the hydraulic turbine will always be able to obtain at
lowest cost prompt repair of his equipment and pronpt manufacture and delivery
of repllacement parts should any emergency occur today, neit year, or 25 or 50
years from now.

SUM MART

A -t.diy increas.ing tow of foreign imports has followed the reduelion of
tariff-# and the restriction of Buy American proterti'n. The result has been serious
injury and threatened further injury In the nature of Idled facillUes and reduced
e':zemloyment.

The hydraulle turbine industry, while a little known Industry. has, prior to
the rewent Influx of foreign Imports been an industry with relatively stable
employment. In most of the companies In the Industry. the gaps between turbine
contr-act have been filled with subcontracts for products requiring large ma-
chinery. The Industry Is, however, permanently dependent for its exisence on Its
base product-hydrulic turbines. That In the only way they have been able
to keep their doors open. But as the gap between orders get wider and wider.
facilities will be abAndoned and employee, laid off.

The hydraulic turbine Industry has growth potential for some years to coes.
Firt of all. there Is a vast amount of undeveloped water power regoures. In
addition, the revant development of pump-turbines has made possible a nw
mt4hod of meeting power system peaks by virtue of pump storage facilities.
Thus. the Industry has the potential of Increased production and Increased
employment.

It Is the objective of the Industry not only to avoid destruction but also to
obtain conditions with respect to Imports that will enable Individual companies
to re-hire employees and Increase employment opportunities In the future

Araxnimx I

(omparetir. appirable labor rasr* If e",atrifs whicA sepcr hvdrwNVs
tune s to tke VIUteE Rolae

United tat..--------------------- $2.90 per hour.
I8weier ------------------------- gl.22 per hour.

nited Kingdom -------------------- $1.04 per hour.
West (ermany ------------------- 0.77 per hour.
France -- 0.64 per hour.
Jin --------------------------- $6&.38 per month.

Saurcp: Ywboosk at labor Statistics PIldiHAd bh te Internatonal Labor Orgalsatoa
of ibe t'attd Natios.
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AFEErnzxx 11 MORROW P'OLT OF RECLAMATIOX BIn DAT-I)OWNaaza 10, 1963

Mitsui (Japan) - $611,452
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (Japan) ....- - 2, 000
Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan) ---- 1,-(, 000
English Electric (England) - 1, 188, r"
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co ---------------- 1,215,000
James Leffel Co -----------------------------------------......... 1, 499. 0
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co --------------------------- 1,518,000
Baldwin-Lhma-Hamilton Corporation:

Part foreign ---------------------------------------- 1, , 470
All domestic ---------------------------- ---------- 1,817,100

Nohab (Sweden) ------------------------------ ------ 1,70,000
The f,,rwgaing Statenwut is respectfully submit ted to the Committee on

Finance of the Senate of the United States by Baldwin-LIha-llamilton Corpora-
tion.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL l'IAN) .V.N1'F.ACT1'&wu8 A,%WC1ATION or AMIWVCA, INc.,

CHICAGO, ILL., IN SuP, -T OF IMPORT QvoTA LUmtmLAnoux

4t" M AlT

I. The imports of i'lanos Into the United States Are Escalating At a Dismaying
Rate.

If. Iet.ause of Coilmrsrative Wage, ,%.altb's, the Prmsent United Statem Tariff on
Pianom Is no Barrier to Foreign Imports. A Tariff Reduction Would Compound
the Injury.

Ill. The Pattern of Ranlpidly Incrnasing Implwrt. Primarily From Japan in the
Slowly Increasing Donw.,tic Market Is Injuritig 1Im.estic hanttfzctlrers.

IV. Unless lImports Are Jflextrictli, the Domestic Pilano Inidutry Faces Lose' of
Business, Loss, of Profits, Unemploymnut-An Industry-Wide Recsstin.

V. The l'iano Indutry Appeals to This Committee, to Solve This Problem of
Major Domestic Contrn-Ily Imposing a Retaonable Import Quota on P'anos
With No l-ductien in Tariff.

IS TWODU MTO

This statement Is submitted on behalf of the National Piano Manufacturers
Association (NPMA) on behalf of all the manufacturers of pianos and plane
components In the United States. To conform with your request we have kept
this statement brief, but we are prepared to support In depth with statistics the
matters dscu ssd should this Committee desire elaboration.

These manufacturers, Individually as well as through the offvxs of the NPMA.,
have made major contributions to our culture and Its expansion and growth, by:

1. Making available on a complementary or non-fee basis throughout the
nation quality pianos for concerts sympbonlet, operas, and other musical
programs:

I Sponsoring concert artists to encourage public Interest In muscle and to
promote the highest quality of artistic performance:

. Forming and supportig various organizations In support of the arts, such as
the National Piano Foundation, the sole purpose of which is to Improve

teaching methods to encourage easier learning and more proficient level of
student education and performance;

the Amnrlen Music Conterece a music Industry educational organiz-
tion devoted to stmulating music activities In school communities and
homes

The members of NPMA mid 208,980 piam in 186 and for the reasons out-
lined below expect to sell fewer In 1967.

X. T= 53V 4Wr NWASO 211 TMl U1 STAT AM3 0SALAING AT A
ONIATINIG ZAT3

Prom about three thousand pianos imported Into the United States in 1961, an
estimated twelve thousand will be imported In 1967, that it, the import rate has
increased almost 400% In six years The singlemost piano exporting nation is
Japan, which increased exports into the U.& from 1,874 in 1961 to 9,M almost
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600%. In 1906 ! To point out the aggressivenem of the Japanlse exporting, while
Japan's exports to the united States increased over reyen thousand units over
that period, all other nations' exports increased less than four hundred units.

It is this overwhelming 'inrese in imports of lpaaInos, coutided with proJtitions
of the future particularly if there are reductions In the rate of duty on planos,
that has prompted the NPMA to submit this tatement to the Committee on
finance.

IL CAUSE OF COMPARATII1 WAGE SCALES, TIle PUENT UVXTI STATICS TARIS?
ON PIANOS 1S NO NAXMM TO FOSiEGN IMPORTS, A TANiF REDUCTION WOULD
COMPOUND TUN INJUXT

Piano-making involves an unusually high portion of manual work by highly
skilled and experienced craftsmen. Conusquently. the wage-rate paid tje em-
ploye'es signlfliantly affects the cost of the end p~roduct.

The average per how wage rate In the United States In 1906 In the piano
Industry is $2.54 pl0, over $0.50o in average hourly fringe benefits, In Japan the
average hourly wage: rate% are now alhgtlly $0.60. although the most current
U.S. Department of LAbor statistihs show a $0.37 rate plus about $0.10 In average
hourly fringe bentfits.00 Obviously. with at least a five times higher wage rate
to pay. the domestic piano maauractu:rer hus an overwhelming burden to over-
come. which break# down to an eight hundred dollar difference In a grand piano
which, when dowentieally produced, costs between $2.500 and &P.)I retail.

The pr .nt t'.S. custojus duty under TSUS Items 7=.02. 726.45 sand =8tU40
(pianot and piaiw. comiponlents) Is 17%r. The Kennedy Round resutAed in a pro-
posed red ihion to 8.5'1,. It is readily aplmrent that even the 170'/ rat,' fails to
equalize the cost of Jsltauase planas with U.S. pianos. Neither the pri-s4.nt ior the
prolmsed duty rate Impede Importing. In fact since imports doubled in 1959 when
the rate was rofuct-d fInro 21K,4 to 179% In 1),. the samie sigilkcsant ilt'n'aa--
above the already rapid Increassing rate-sbould be expected.

III. Tilt PATEKT1 Or IL%'IiUI.Y INCREASING IMPORTa PRIdARIIY FROl .,TAIP%. I, Tilt
SLOWING INCREASING DOMESTIC MARKET IS INJUING DOMESTIC MANI'VAMERZR

In contrast to the Increase of imports since 1962, the NPMA sales as of
August, 1967 are four thousand units less than during the rame eight month
period In 1961. If the sales in the retaining four months of this year are at
the same rat, as of August, only 171.000 units will be sold in 196? in NPMA
members, a 37.000 unit decrease from 1IM.

It Is prohaible that not all the sales decrease Is attributabP to the Increase
in Imports, 1int nevertheless the fact remains that the domestic manufacturers
are losing business while the other nations' manufacturers are aining. As we
have demonstrated. the fault lies not in Inefilleney, profit-taking, or greed, but
In the high wage burden accepted by the U.S. manufacturers.

IV. UWLS IXMPO S AR MM1MIE. T DOMSTI PINO INUMSRT FACU Loss
OP BUSINE8, LOS OF PROFITS, URMPLOYME--AN IWInUST-RE K! -n K RECSION

It Is clear that not all domestic manufacturer will survive as their Pales
continue to decrease owing to Increasing imports. As sales decrease, employ-
ment will decrease. The average piano firm is relatively mail and employs be-
tween thirty and five hundred employees.

The manufacturing facilities are distributed throughout the U.S, and are
principally located in small communities, for example, Hoquim, Washingtom;
Granite Falls North Carolina: Ivoryton. Connecticut: BlufftcN. Indiana; Spr.. -,
field, Ohio: South Haven. Michigan; Oregon, Illinois: Lafayette. Tennme:
Conway, Arkasas. When unemployment strikes mail towns like these, It hits
bard and permanently. The unemployed Just move out and never return.

v. TM PANo INDUCT A PAtS TO T8IS COKMr TO SvX THI= MOSLEW OV
MAJOR DOMESTIC COXCM--T IMPOMMIo A EMSONAL IMPORT QUoTA ON PIANO
WITH NO REDuTONr N TAMIF

In ummary, we are making this appeal In an area where no other solution
appears tesible. We do not ask for a tariff wall around the domestic piano

*M455 units were Imported from Japan alone during the frt six months of 1967.
**None of the other major piano exporting countes have average hourly wages greater

tMa eoms-alf tmee paid I UA
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indutry. Such an action may lead to unfortunate repercussion in other ame.
And. we do not object to inqports taking up a pro rata stmre of whatever increase
there might be In domestic conaumpton. However, we stronly object to being
formed to give away busleus to foreign manufacturers only because their wage
salft are a sma' fraction of what Is required In U.S

We believe that the best solution sa reasonably calculated Import quota
on pianos. With a flexible quota system, the domestic industry would be preserved
and the foreign Industry would also benefit.

IrATRUMN'T Or Til9 NATIONAL CONSaMKSa LIAOU, ON IMPORT QUOTA IJUIBLATIOX,
kIuasnm ST SARAR If. SNKWuAX, GENERAL SacuXMrTA

The, National Consumer IA.,ague. which wits founde din ISM4E, reliretatnti. the
vJiwpolyt of the American eonumuner. trtly the largest economic Intenrt In the
comt . We are concterned with protecting the consumers' ftcdoa of cholm in a
fre and Ientceful world.

Last spring we walteL hInolwiful suselse. for the vto.luadhu it the Keaamaedy
Bound of trade negotlations. This conclusion came after fire yaesrs of itAliidned
effort by our highly respected and Wklled trade negtollators to bring niouat a lib-
eralisation of International trade with the purpoe and on the scale Intended
iy the Congress when it pasoed the Trade Exft nsion Act of 10M

4mitmer repreuatltvea on the Advis ory Committee to the 'reiddelt's 8ix#1al
Jlorlwitaative on Trade Negotiationa supported tis effort as ln'ect ry to ('(o"-
nonic growth In this country on a competitive luabis. thus eoiatrliuting to more
effective consumer choice anong ai variety tf producIts at renanmulde lpric-. It Is
nc.'.oury almo to a general growth In Intenwttonaal trade on a boxis of rwstontiled
mutual interest, a supporting pillar to world peace.

Consumer representative have acclaimed the results of the trade nuegotations.
deite certain reservations, because thee results bear witness "to the desire
among the more than 50 part.cipatlng countries to wove forward towards coianon
action for mutual benefit"; and perhalm even wore because failure to achieve
these results might very well have led to a loss of faith in the capacity of the
ergotiatllug countries to organize for a more effective worldd order; and to the

up urge of rampnat protetioniam, the development of trade blues taking retalia-
tory action against each other, a menace to world laice. The continuing strength
of thee prectionlat forced Is demonstrated clearly enough by the efforts now
ieing made by some of our own great "infant" industeu, to weure eceal prO-
te.rion from the Congres,% partkularLy through certain non-tariff (quota) bar-
rieram Sh a move is In coudlict with the spirit underlyinl our omaitments In
the trade agreements, and in our present efforts to check inflationary forces, no
detrimental to the consumer interest, such action would abnowt Inevitably bring
retaliation, particularly detrimental to our ediclent export indwmtrie.

The National consumers Lesgue urges that the 'Senate Finance Committee on
National Trade Policy. now deliberating on this matter of such vital importancM
support and extend the pr~ncples underlying the Trade Elpansion Act o' lIW.

Much remains to be done. It may be possible to necure further reciprocal reduc-
tions in tariff barrier

The complex, dilcult. and extensive area at non-tariff barriers was hardly
touched In the recent neglointiona. Ttese obstaci. to the non-discriminatory
flow of International trade, which take many foms.. "have deep roots in the
fieaL smial, and ewonote polleis. of eaeh nation" and "their distorting effects
on International competition are otten not readily apparent". They should be
Identified, their signifiance aswsed, and positive efforts made towards clear.
Ing them out of the way o expanding trade.

1Purrhel. the recent ageements gave little recognition to the special needs
of developing countries, whieh have now entered spetacularly Into the world
community. At the forthcoming LUNCTAD Conference (United Nations Confer.
ence on Trade and Development). February 19h68, we must be prepared to reach
some general understanding on waym to help them countries share to a greater
extent in the benefits of world trade-their demands are smw "uastent and
can no longer bp ignored. Oar obigations under the United Nations Charter
as well as our national interest require positive action. Special trading arrange-
mnts have already been made between some o the developing and developed
countries (particularly In Europe and the Britisd commonwealth) which
threaten the interests of non-paticiplntS It should be our national policy to
ruuloiort the suggestion made by the President at Punta del Zst in ftvor 09
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a generalized non-dheermihatory prnwram of support for developing rountrJ¢s.
deitigned to strengthen thoir export ltmition. tbuis contributng toward thi
stable growth of their economies and a rise in the level of living of their
poputaton. The per-entage of International trade Invlolved Is comparatively
small.

Tbe. National ('Consunters Leag reerognie that in working towanrl the
liberalling of International trade, through a balancece of benefits". sowe Imdi-
viduals and firms and. perhal, even industrim, may suffer wime hardship and
be entitled to adjustmet amistan,*. but such asmamuP should mt be of a
kind that Iwrlm'tnatets Iort-h-nlt devices. We cannot meet the extrordlnary
challenges of the new world community with worn out concepts and prittis.
The consumer Interest renuire. Innovative leadership towards a morm satisfy-
Ing level of living for a--the pdlitleai evinmque 4 failure naty be disa.
trous to all of us.

Place the negotiating autlhoity uider the Trade H',xjpatmlon At has already
expired. It Is desirable that provisio he made to continue a special odk, for
trade negotiations tn vtly. tious attention on. and ,oordinate action In relation
to our International trade relatimm.

tAam.L Us= lxooeaAlw, Naw Tome, N.Y.. TATMMIt T Ttr U.S. SiAT&

NUANCEC CoxMIurr RAM-rNUM OX IMOrT QtoyTA LamsitAeow

&iMmwr,'rOMX AND dLV'VMART

)'arroil LAes Is an Ammk'an-iag steamship company with forty years experi-
ence in U.S Atianttle Coas/Africa trade. We recently entered the Auxtralia/New
Zealand.U.& Atlanti and Gulf mrvie by purchase from the United States Aune
Company of their AustraUan ships and service.

ParrmlU lines appreciates the opponmaity to present its comments to the Semate
Finance Committee on a timely hubj t vital to the Interests of the United States
Australia/New Zealand and our organisation. The remarks are directed to the
overall aspects of import quotas and to the quantitative amqrcU of the U.S.-Aup-
tralla/New Zealand trade

Briefly we note:
(A) Inflation will be encouraged by limiting altemnative aourcee of supply.
(B) Te balance of paynent prtI1em will iscrae as other nations are unable

to purchase American goods and aerviee,
(0) Australa/New Zeand consumers are important crustemes who pur.

chased ove $"4 millon worth of Americen products in 1iftl
(D) U.S Imports of Autralia/New Zealand wool lead and zine are not ex-

pected to inerem and become a thrMat to America prVducerL
(E) The Imports of Austrlis/ew Zealand meat products are not In eompeti-

tion with the Anmwian beef products.

incOMIx1 INMIPLATIONS

The introduction of protectionit legislation will affect tr.K domestic price% the
terms of trade and the balance of payments.

U.8. Domestic Prkcw.-Conauner price levels are dependent on the rel"ouship
between quantity demanded of given lirodut and tlb, amount uuplie. When the
two are In equilibrium, the market prke Is established.

Briefly, the market demand for the product Is a umciun of buyer pWeferemove,
Income and the price of substtitute products. Suply is viewed in the cost to pro-
duction and the prices offered for the product. It either of the variabWe (demand
or supply) ia shifted. a change In the market price will Occur.

The Introluction of protective legislation affets the supply -hedule offered to
U.s consumers because alternative sources are artliklally limited. This creates
an Imbalance a the same quantities are demanded but the quantity ofered by
domestic -uppliers will not increse at the exist lng Irk. level. To induce suffl-
clent suliples, the market price Is raised and the domestic suppUer wW then oer
more product. At this point a Ahift in suppIl occurs and the Imbalance between
demand arid supply Is corrected.

The equilibrium, however. Is achieved at tlw expense of the consumer, and the
net result Is inflation and higher market prices to the American pube.

Terms of Trade.-The Imposition of quotas will affect the relationship between
a nation's exports and Imports because the reelprotal demand between trading
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nations is reduced. This occurs because the ability of the Importing nation Is
directly related to Its ability to earn foreign exchange.

In sum, we cannot expect to Increase exports unless the other countries have
access to our markets and have the opportunity to earn funds. In turn, these
monies are available to purchase.American goods and services.

Balance of Pamemwt.-A national imbalance of payment occurs when a nation
Is importing more goods and services than it is exporting. The net result of this
disequilibrium is a dissipation of a country's international reserves, Le., gold,
foreign deposits, drawing rights against the International Monetary Funds, etc.

One of the classic means of correting a fundamental imbalance is to Increase
the exports. This can be achieved only if the customer (importing nation) has
the foreign exchange to purchase the exports. Thus, if the quotas are introduced,
the customer (importing country) will not have sufficient funds to Increase Im-
ports from the nation with a balance of payment problem. Therefore, Protective
Quota Legislation will be a negative Influence on export efforts and is a complete
contradiction of the U.S. policy promulgated at the recent GATT negotiations.

U.5. AUST.LZAA/NXiW ZrAL&ND TRAM

An examination of the current U.8.-Australia/New Zealand trade and future
trade projections will add perspective to proposed import quota legislation and
provide specific data to reinforce the theoretical arguments advanced In the first
section of this submission.

U.S. E ports.-American products have become a major source of Australia/
New Zealand imports. Specifically, this is illustrated by Exhibit "A" which shows
a percentage share of the Australian market and a percentage share of I he New
Zealand market. During the 19W/1966 period, the value has risen from $816 mil-
lion to $746 million, or an increase of 138%. In addition to the commercial trade,
Australian defense import expenditures are expected to Increase 615% In 1967/
1968. The cost of the American military hardware will be over $50 million during
the next decade and make Australia the third largest purchaser of U.S. defense
equipment.

Turning to the future, Farrell Lines and the Arthur D. Little Company pre-
pared a preliminary trade forecast for cargoes carried by our vessels.

For the American-export/Australlan-linport moving through the United States,
Atlantic and Gulf ports, we found the estimated annual compound growth pattern
to range up to 1L5%. The accuracy of this forecast is borne out by the relation-
ship between predicted and actual data, as illustrated In Exhiblts "E" and "B."

A few comments on methodology may be helpful:
An historical comparison is appropriate, as the maximum error (1962)

Is only 13% and the %verage error is approximately 7%. By analyzing this
historical data. which In limited to the last nine years, certain historical
data, which is limited to the last nine years, certain relationships between
the stated factors (National Income and Terms of Trade) are evident. For
a 1% Increase In Australia's national income, the average value of cargo
has Increased 1.51. The same direct relationship applies to a change In
terms of trade (WPI and U.S. Export price index) as a 15 positive change
results In an average 2.5% increase In the value of Australian import liner
traf5c,

For the 1957/1965 period, the independent variables have been on the
average positive and increasing. Thus the trend for value and general cargo
weight tonnage is projected at 11.5% annual isore.e for the 1966/1975 period.
One should remember this is a trend line which expresses a prevailing tend-
espy of the data and individual values for a given year will fluctuate around
this line (11.514).

With regard to the future, It Is always possible that the Independent vari-
ables (national income wholesale price ndex and United States export
price Index) could change, i.e.. new trading partners, tastes, war, major
depression, etc., and alter the trend. Nevertheless, the economic model has
proven to date to be correct and can. for the present, be considered a rea-
sonably reliable guide, provided artificial controls are not Imposed.

Australiaon Eports.-In the next decade, exports of primary products (wool,
lead, zinc end meat) from Australia to U.S. Atlantic and Gulf are not expected
to expand as dramatically as Australian Imports, with the notable exception
of meat Industry exports. (Exhibit "C")

Wool Market projections indicate that Australian exports to the United States
will decline. Three causes are evident:
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Continued substitution of synthetic for natural fibers coupled with a
predicted slowdown In the rate of growth of United States national income.

Continued growth of imports of wool fabrics substituting for raw wool
inports.

A probable slowdown in the decline of United Stats domestic wool pro-
duction due to higher prices of Australian wuol and .amb.

Therefore, it is indicated that:
Imports of raw wool in 1967 should be sixty-two million pounds or 32%

of the 196 level. Imports at raw wool in 1970 should be sixty-seven million
pounds or 35'41 of the 1965 level. (Please we Exh bit "Iv)

Lead and zinc exports from Australia to the United States can be expected
to remain at low levels. Lead and zinc virtually always occur together in nature
and. therefore, the fortunes of one inherently affect the other, although their
umrkets are widely different. Nevertheless, they both have tended to exhibit
only very slow growth over the long tarm. We expect a continuing slow growth
in United 8tates consumption of lead, while zinc consumption will probably
level off and perhaps decline. In addition, production capacity is being greatly
expanded In both the United States and Canada.

The outlook for the meat trade is most encouraging for the American con-
sumner. Our analysis Indicates that:

Total meat imports will rise 06%, or an avera animal increased ILT%
between 11W)11970.

The growth rate would not be sufficient to trigger current quotas until
the 1970's.

Again, a comment on methodology:
Our forecasts are based on a mathematical model of United States

consumption, productions and imports of meat which was specifically
prepared for this analysis by Arthur D. Little, Inc. The principal variables
in the model are United States disposable personal income, the price of meat
in Great Britain and the price of meat in the United States. Two alternative
assumptions were made about the future direction of United Kingdom meat
prices to span the feasible range of United Kingdom's prices over the coming
years. From this we have generated two forecasts of United States meat
Imports. The high forecast assumes that United Kingdom meat prices will
continue to grow at the rate they have been growing for the short term
during the last year. The low forecast assumes that price will conform to
the lower levels of the long-term trend. The range of projected meat exports
is shown in Exhibit "D". The ranwe between the high and low projections
Is seen to be relatively small because the high projection bumps against the
quota toward the end of the 1980s when the difference between the two pro.
sections becomes negligible.

The imports ot larger quantities of Australian meat must be examined
further and not coniAdered purely in quantitative ternms In brief, there are
four convincing arguments for not Imposing additional quotas on Imported
Australian beef.

Imports Not Affeoet U.S. Cattle Isndwur.-The current plight of American
live stock farmers Is related to a cost-price squeeze. In short, this means the
cost of producing beef on American farms has Increased more than the market
prices for the product. Thus, it Is not a drop in prices that has depreesed earnings
but rather an increase in operating cost. Therefore, Increased imports are not
the cause of low earning.

Differt# Produc&-.The American home consumer has a preference for high
fat content in beef products This Is the so-caled "marbled meat" which has a
25% to 30% fat content. The demand for this is satisfied by the American farmer.
By contrast, the Australian Imported beet is a gras-fed product with a fat
content of around 10%. These lower Australian fat content meats are used for
manufactured or industrial purposes and thus the imported product is not directly
competitive with the domeste product.

lnorased Ret.a Prioese-It the lower priced Imported products are not avail-
able to the United States Industrial manufacturers a higher price will have
to be paid to American farmers to produce the deficit supply. In turn, the manu-
facturer must charge the consumer high prices and the net result Is an increase
in low-priced beef products which are used by the lower income famlles-those
least able to afford Ift.

Current Quotas Rflfloie.--Under Public Iaw 88-48, imports bare never
reached the level to trigger quotas. In fact, it is estimated by the Secrtay of
Agriculture that total meat imports for 1967 would be approximately 880 million
pounds or 135 million pounds less than the previously established quota leveL
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CONCLUSION

In summary, the met effect ot the proposed quota legislation will be to reduce
U.S. trade to the Australian/Nw 7aland area. This would appear to be an
unjust penalty br ow longtime allim, and a negative influence on American
economic development. Specifically, it would encourage rebtliatory trade restric-
tion by our best customers, aggrevate the balance ot payment problem, increase
American consawn pries and limit the employment cwortunitles of the seg-
meat of the American economy Involved In foreign' com,

THIWTA
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT E
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8TAT=EZET 8uMinTfD To THE COMMIT= ON FINANcE U.S. S NAT Br HWactr C
'WALLWN, ON IMPOT QUOTAS

Re: S. 289, 8. 612, S. 158& 8. 16A 8. 1796, 8. 18K S. 2217, 8 2= 2411: K
Wright Bakke, Charles W. Blsehoff, William C. Brainard, Jon IL Cohen, Rich.
ard N. Cooper, Scott 3L Eddie, Richard A. Ulnick, Daniel Hammermesh, Wil.
liam P. Huevefeld, Stephen H. Hymer, Gilbert Johnson, James W. Lend, Mark
W. Iesersr4 John Perry Miller, Richard A. Miller, Van Doom Ooma, William
N. Parker, Hugh T. -Patrick, Gustav Ran's Stsphm A. Remick Hugh H.
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Schwarts, James Tobin, Michael P. Todaro, Robert Trift, Edwin IL Truman.
Henry C. Wailich for himself, Bernard M. Wolf, Arthur Wright, Albert Berry,
Donald Hester, Ralph C. Jones, Philip 0. Klasam, John M. Montias, Joseph .
StIglits, and Harry Miakimin, Jr.

(The signers of the statement are members of the Department of Economics
at Yale University.)

SUMMARYT

The adoption by the United States of quota restrictions on imports would be
a serious mistake. By reversing its traditional opposition to quota retrictions,
the United States would be inviting massive retaliation from its trading partners
The result would be that those producers who can compete in today's markets
would be hurt In order to benefit those producers who, for a variety of reasons,
are less competitive With quotas, government administrators and legislators
would take the place of the market, and government flat rather than prices would
determine how much Is to be Imported and by whom. Quotas raise prices. With
foreign competition netitralised, domestic producers could raise prices above the
world market level to whatever point the market will support. Quotas can worsen
the balance of paymentL In the long run quotas probably would make the py.
ments deficit worse by Increasing inflationary pressure and pricing commoditfes
at a level not competitive with European and other markets. In the long run, the
system of quotas proposed laqongrem would work to the detriment of labor by
increasing prices, decreasing real income and Alnl rather than more ea
ployment. we repcflyurge that ti eilto

INPMu rM~o Iwos Quo ATzm at luar C. W&w A"

The adoption by the Uni States of quota restr ons, Imports as pro
In legislation now pendi before the U. would ot. serious mi
Quota restrictions woul hurt U.S. rtl ey incompa ble with a
enterprise economy. Th would 'lte -A % nstso wid e of efficient in
dustries in favor of estha aem ent uld ran ices and
Injure the consumer. legislator
problems; In fact, us It Is Inflationary, In lon increase
U.S. balance-of-pay nts difficultis

Injur to eporu B re Its tfad aI opposition ta00"41s
the United Stntes Is ning
Ing as It doesater mode tely
tons, pasageofthl actbyth U. with nithe
United State Is vin do but other erecting more
and even stronger rrer Fo ign co s Will gh e that, to nego4
tiate tariff cutsfirst ndlmpo qu sth m oe ecelt.since
the proposed quotas a en amoun rIs the on will
be swift and gret.

Many quota restrictin the past ed at .9, ero and th
United States, along the World Intern al C Fund, a
GATT, has worked d with m at untri to
move these quotes.T e onofsiinfla b nitedL~u il
be a signal that this opposition In to quota restrict has
ended, and U.S efforts to r and prestictions will no ger be
successful

The proposed U. quots, th uld act to destroy the from GATT
agreements over the pas few years and t ennedy round
of tariff negotiations. It would reverse ains trcm diplomatic and economic
premure to decrease the use of quotas. by underdeveloped countries and Western
Europe.

its* leume wE tkfv eut4rpft.-With quotas, government administrators
and legislators take the place of the market, and government fiat rather than
prices determines how mueh Is to be imported and by whom.

Government omlnls must decide how much of each commodity aid its sub-
varities can be imported. There are many ports of entry, and possibly hundreds
of varieties of each major commodity. Procedures must be established for deter-
mining import priorities, licenses, and what to do when quotas are filled. Lists of
importers to be favored with Import permits must be drawn up. The increase in
admwlnitrative machiser Is mtebed by an increase In potential abuseL.
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The amount of protection afforded by quota restrictions Is invisible. When
first imposed, quotas may restrict only a small part of potential Imports. As time
passes, however, and imports are not allowed to increase, the effective amount of
restriction becomes greater, although how much greater cannot be determined
fromn trade statistics,Dsoriminatiqm agtirdt e Iont indutrk.-Restrictlon of U.S. imports through

quotas means that many U.S. exports (which are considerably greater than U.S.
imports) are likely to be similarly restricted by foreign countries. Manufacturers
of farm and heavy maehinery, and a great proportion of the nation's farmers, may
face declining markets and trade restritions, lower profits and prices, and slower
growth raes of output. Meanwhile, other U.S. firms, which produce commodities
subject to quotas (such as oil, textiles, and possibly meat, lead, zinc, dairy prod-
ucts, watches and mink) will receive higher prices for their products.

The result is that those producer' who can compete in today's markets will be
hurt in order to benefit those producers who, for a variety of reasons, are less
competitive.

Quotas are £uWatioxary.--Quotaa raise prices. Foreign competition has been one
of the factors holding down inflation In the United States In recent years. With
foreign competition neutralized. domestic producers can raise prices. above the
world market level to whatever point the market will support. They will thus be
able to pay wage Increames In excess of productivity gains, which In turn will
raise prices in third industries. The role of steel prices and wages in the Inflation
of the late 19&W has been documented by Congressional hearings. The proposed
quota legislation now poses the threat of another such sequence.

Quotas can worsen the balance of payments.-The quota legislation now before
the Congress is being activated partly because it would help solve the balance-of-
payments problems of the United States. Trade restrictions might help the
balance of payments if there were no retaliation. Even then. a tariff surcharge
would be more in keeping with a free enterprise economy than the direct con-
trols Implicit in quotas. In any event, the restrictions would have to be tem-
porary. The proposed quotas are not temporary but permanent ones. Once
enacted, industry pressure to keep them will be enormous.

In the long run quotas probably will make the payments deficit worse by
increasing inflationary pressures and pricing U.S. comnodities at a level not
competitive with European and other markets. Furthermore, foreign retaliation
may damage U.S. exports more than quotas would decrease U.S. imports.

Finally. it should be pointed out, the very nature of the proposed legislation
is at odds with the contention that it in designed to remedy balance-of-payments
difficulties. The placing of quotas on specific imports is frankly dimsriminatory
and designed to help particular industries If the Congress believes that restric-
tion of trade is necessary to solve the balance-of-payments problems of the
United States. it should enact a temporary measure which is nondiscriminat'ory,
such as a surcharge on all existing tariff rates.

Quotas may reduce empIoymcnt.-In the long run. the system of quotas pro-
posed in Congress will work to the detriment of labor by increasing prices.
decreasing real Income and providing less rather than more employment. By
providing protection to noncompetitive industries, workers are bid away from
efficient Industries, and real incomes and enpioyment will grow more slowly.

There is no Justification for quotas in terms of the employment situation. At
present, the U.S. level of unemplojpment is low. There is excess demand for
many varieties of skilled labor. Even if, say, increased steel Imports resulted In
some unemployment In the steel industry. it would be temporary and might
facilitate the transfer of labor to other Industries and areas which are efficient
and competitive in foreign and domestic markets. In the long run, the transfer of
resources would result in higher Incomes and employment.

quotas result in wlfalk gabw fo importer.-The protection afforded to
domestic industries by tariffs--that is, the difference between domestic and
world prices-is collected by the Government and can be used n the economy at
large. Protection by quotas constitutes a windfall gain for domestic Importers,
who now receive a higher domestic price and pay the same foreign price. Thus
quotas are more inequitable than tariffs.

tOuCLrIO?0

The set of quotas proposed In the U.S. Congress cannot be Justified. The
propmed legislation is a clear repudiation of a long standing U.S. policy favoring
international trade. It Is likely to destroy the gains achieved in the recent
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Kennedy round since it Invites retaliation against exports of U.& farmers and
industries.

We rpectfully urge that the Capes reject this Ill-advised legislation. If,
in order to solve the U.. balance-of-payments problem, measures are to be
taken that reduce U.S. Imports, they should be nondiscriminatory, temporary,
and ewiiLatent with free wawet

STATEIENT BY CLFrOaD B. O'HaAg, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEi XII: FORNN COM-
MEnrz , TuE AuaIuzcAN AsSOCIATION OF PORT AUToarrEs AND CHAIRMAN, COM-
MITTz ON FOREIGN COMMECE AND GOVERNMENT TRAFFIC, TU N O TH ATLANTIC
PORTs A08UCIATIOX, ON BEHALF OF THE AMzuxcAx ASSOCIATION OF IloRT AUTHOR-
LTIIS, AND THE INOTH ATLANTIC PosTs AsSOCIATION

On behalf of the United States port members of the American Association of
Port Authorities and on behalf of the North Atlantic Ports Association, I re-
spe-tfully submit the following statement on the subject of proposed quotas on
the Importation tof various commodities Into the United State which are the
su|loijt of these hearings.

The American Association of Port Authorities numbers In its membership all
of the major United States ports, and I have been authorized by the Association
to pre-ent its views in this instance on behalf of its United States port members.
Total investment in American ports since 11.46 represents a current value In the
aggregate excteding 2 billion dollars.

The North Atlantic Ports Association, most of whose port agency members
are also members of the American Associatlon, represents United States ports
along the AtInte ctst as far south and Including the ports of Hampton Roads,
Virginia. It aplears its a separate party here because Its port agency and terminal
operator members handle a substantial portion of the particular Imported com-
modities which would be affected by the quotas under consideration.

Both the Associations I am representing here are aware that considerable
information will be put before this Committee on the advantages and disadvan-
tages of Instituting or revising quotas on United States imports. It Is our purpose,
however, to present to you for your consideration an element which might not
otherwise be called to your attention.

The ports of this country are a major factor in the economic well-being of the
area In which they are located, and, therefore, Import restrictions of any kind
or dislocations In the flow of trade have the effect of impairing the economy of
the port communities. Past studies have Indicated that as many as one out of
every four persons residing in a port area earns his livelihood either directly or
Indirectly from the port's activities. The income earned by the numerous persons
actively engaged In the ports' business, including longshoremen, cargo checkers,
clerks, car loaders, truckmen, watchmen, tug boat crews, customs and other
government personnel, bank employees, freight forwarders, customs broker,
merchants who supply the vessels with their provisions ship repairmen and many
others, is In turn spent by them in support of non-port related consumer services,
The Impact of a reduction or dislocation In cargo movements is felt particularly
when general cargo commodities are Involved, as Is the case with a number of
the commodities which are presently under review. This s so because general
cargo movements generate far greater Income for port workers than correspond-
Ing volumes of commodities handled In bulk.

These two port organizations are, therefore, opposed to artificial barriers,
either in the form of Import duties or quotas, which have the effect of restricting
the free flow of commerce. It has also been the position of our Associations to
support the favorable climate of mutual understanding and cooperation which
has been evidenced by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and the negotiations for
tariff reductions which have followed. Most recently, In fact less than a month
ago, the American Association of Port Authorities expressed Its views In favor
ot further liberalization of trade, rather than restrictions thereon, In the Resolu-
tion attached which was adopted by the membership at the Fifty-Sixth Annual
Convention of the Association.

The ports of the United States have flourished and the economic well being of
the communities has been enhanced through the trend toward more liberalized
trade. Most of the major ports In this country maintain networks of trade devel-
opment field offices which stand ready to assist American exporters and manu-
facturers In reaching foreign market& Transportation advice and marketing
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assistance Is provided free of charge, supported by local funds and aripplemeni
the export expansion programs of the federal government. Through thuir facllltj
construction developments and their trade promotion programs, our ports have
Insured that they are ready to provide the instruments to facilitate expanded
trade.

The adoption by the United States of more quota restrictions, as proposed
here, will certainly be used by other countries to justify their own restrictions
against imports from the United States. Thus. the ports of thij country will
encounter restrictions to the movement of goods caused Initially by the quotas
themselves, and subsequently by the retaliatory action of other nations. We
respectfully submit that the harmful effect of quotas on the people of the port
areas has a direct bearing on the subject at hand and trust thet It will be given
the weight It deserve in your consideration.

In summary, the ports of the United States feel that any tirtificlal barrier to
trade should be discouraged, particularly at a time when all the trading nations
of the world are moving toward a lifting of such restrictions. History has shown
that a move toward protectionist policies In the long run hurts everyone. This
Is particularly true of the ports where any restriction or dslocatiou In the flow
of trade always has an Immediate and direct Impact.

FAVOKINo ADDITIONAL LEGISLATION FOR TUB FURTHER LIMrALAUATION Or T3WEA

Whereas, the reduction of International trade barrie stimulates the demand
for goods; and

Whereas, the general challenge of competition Is te guarantee of Industrial
efficiency and productivity; and

Whereas, it Is essential that the United States, w.a the world's largest single
exporter, esttilish a realistic and profitable relationship with the international
economic onimuunity; and

Whereas, the sucessful completion of the Kennedy Round of Tariff Negotia-
tions still Icaves remaining additional areas for tiberalizatlon of trade, such as
non-tariff barriers and trade with the developing nations; and

Whereas. additional legislation can be expected furthering the climate of freer
trade generated by the Trade Expansion Act of 19(2; Now. therefore, be It

Resolved, That the American Association of Port Authorities favors the contin-
uaton of trade liberalization and supports legislation which Implements this goal
and strongly recommend-s support of such legislation both by governmental and
private sectors of the United States.

PwIIcTOiw UwnmvarrT,Daarrwmar orpP Fooomios
Prinoedon, N.J.

Senator RvssELL B. Lowo,
Caovntsan, Committee on Fiasce,
*27 New Sesate Ofe Buflding, Waehki atos, D e.

Dzia SirAToa Loso: I am writing to place on the record my great concern
lest the large number of Import quota proposals that have recently been intro-
duced in United States Congress result in new legislation Increasing barriers to
trade.

My credentials for having views on this are three-fold. I am a citizen of the
United States concerned with his country's welfare. I am a Professor of Eco-
nomics whose field Is international economics. Finally, I have recently returned
from a year and a half stint as ,in assistant director general of the GAT. the
organization under whose aegli, the Kennedy Round tariff negotiations were
carried out.

I do not question the right of an Industry suffering economic difficultie--actual
or merely foreseen-to seek redress by measures to reduce or eliminate competi-
tion from Imports, but there are, It seems to me, several national welfare con-
siderations of such great weight as to lead one to conclude that your Committee's
endorsement or approval of these measures would not be In our nation's Interest.
Each could be argued at length, but I take seriously the Injunction in your recent
press release that statementA be as brief as possible.

L I gatlon--At a time of serious inflationary pressure, actual and anticipated,
In the United States it is surely a major error of policy: (a) to keep out goods
that might exchange for some of the money which Is driving up prices, and (b)
to keep out goods that are lower In price than some domestic substitutes.
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2. ProductivitV.-The reason for much of the United States wealth, and In-
cldental., a major reason we have suffered Itw inflation than many countries
In recent years, is our high rate of productivity. To keep off our markets goods
that are competitive is to remove ow of the major intentive-s to improving ef-
ficiency In the affected Induatries. Such Incentives to increase eielecy become
particularly important an we are successful In preventing depressions, themselves
a potent force driving management to search for more effclent methods of pro-
ducing.

8 Jala.ce of paxwu eonsideratio.--The United States currently exports
more goods than It Imports, by about four billion dollars per year. Should the
United States raise new barriers against Imports other nations will retaliate. Let
us make no mistake about this. Such retaliation Is well established and a well-
nigh universal International practice; moreover, In most cases, it Is speciflcally
authorized In the relevant international agreements to which the United States
Is a party. Given our traditional export surplus on merchandise account, retala-
tion could very deadly reduce our foreign exchange earnings substantially more
than our foreign exchange expenditures would be cut as a result of the proposed
new quotas. That is, the certain retallatis would likely worse our balance
of payments position, already precarious.

4. Domestro employmoa.-lt well may be, I do not have the facts before me,
that If Congress does not approve the bills now, or about to be placed, before you,
there will be additional unemployment in these Industries. But against this pos-
sible unemployment mut be weighed the unemployment which would e created
in our export Industries as a result of the retaliation noted in item 3 above. One
then must also ask whether, even If the uneemployment in one industry were sim-
ply balanced by the Increased employment lin the other, It Is In the nation's In-
terest for Congress to follow a policy which would Increase employment In the
inefielent Industries and decrease employment in the efficient ones. I think not.

5. Credibility of United 8tatce commitlmcnt.-This summer saw the com-
pleton ot a four-year trade negotlaton-the Kennedy Round. The name Itself
properly Indicates the major role played by the United States in Initiating and In
carrying out these negotiations, by far the largest and most comprehensive the
world has ever had. Having been, during the last eighteen months a senior
member of the GATTJ[ secretariat, under whose sponsorship these negotiations
were carried out, I can state of my own knowledge that the United States negotl-
ators were both silflul and tough. Most neutral observers, I believe, would my
that the United States received at least as much In terms of seem to markets
abroad as it "paid" in terms of permitting foreigners to compete In United States
markets. Certainly this is the firmly held belief ot those with whom the United
States negotiated. It needs emphasis In particular that United States negotiators
gave up either nothing or very little in terms of access to the American market in
several of the areas under discussion In your committee: oil. rat, and dairy
products. On steel the tariff cuts all around were small. And on most textiles, the
tariff cuts were small or non-existent. In the case of cotton textiles, the small
tariff cuts were combined with new, and highly restrictive. i-lateral agreements
limiting low priced exports to the United States. In other words, the United
States textile industry, the meat Industry, the dairy products industry, the oil
Industry are akwedl receiving substantial protection.

If the United States, after taking much of the Initiative in getting the negotia-
tions started, and, after having driven exceedingly tough bargains and taken
great pains to protect the more vulnerable American industries, it In the light
of all this the United States were to raise trade barriers it would be a long time
before others would again follow American leadership In international economic
affair. Discrediting our leadership at this juncture In world affairs would be a
great price to pay.

In sum, It seems to me that the above five major national welfare considera-
tions constitute a compelling case for your Committee's denying Its approval of
the proposed import quota legislation now before you.

Sincerely,
GARDNER PArrwo.w.

Professor of Rconomkca and International Affairs.
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Baux. N.Y.
Suitor RuaicsL B. Lob.
a'st" FdAw 0osm.tt,

GanTmw : I read in yesterday's New York Times an editorial entitled
"P6otectbjist Christmas Tree'" with which I agree.

There are many reasons again the proposed quotas on certain contemplated
imports. 8uch action is proinlatlon; labor costs are very matetially increasing
(and certainly does not need help), and will not encourage ince ain volume
of business. And can we not prohibit the adding of unrelated riders to blls?

lour very truly,
0. SWAMr Koaun.

NMMiA M, MA"s
Senator Russm.L B. Loex,
Chaw ws, 86 e Pisamue Commisee,
Senate 0 DundiosT. Waehdgios, D.C.

8*A BuAms: In considing the possibility of inemses in tariffs and of
Import quotas, I hope that your committee wll tzy very hard to ksp such
Iscreses to the almoluto minimum

Trade barriers may be necessary to avoid temporary hardship to some portions
ot the economy at certain times. It would be very bad police Indeed, however,
to maintain an artlkially high price level in this country at the expense of
world trade

Yours very truly, lhmTox DArnsL

CHICAIO, I1A.
lion. ItUsax.LL B. Loio,
Ofate 05occ fivildhe,
]Washintton, D.C.:

The International Trade Club of Chicago, with 800 members representing TOO
companies and organised to expand the international trade of the United I-Rttes,
ttnmgly opposes legislative Import restrictions under consideration by the Hinato
Finance Committee.

This contemplated protectionist legislation would negate the beneficial effects
of the Kennedy round to our Nation's business, would invite retaliatory measures
by other countries against U.. exports, and deny goods to American consumers
and business at competitive prices, thereby fostering inflaton.

INTERNATIONAL TRAU CLuB or CnucAeo,
Roseav G. BIUmS Proedes#.

FRmso, CALUe.
Hon. RussELL B. Logo,
Chairman. Sesae Finaxot Commt8ee, Senate 01ci Butlding,
Wa h gton, D.C.:

Understand hearings this week wveral bills to establish import quoras on cqr-
tan Industrial Items. We are gravely concerned that such legiation if passed
could well precipitate reprisals between world trading countries and lead to an
avalanche of protectionism both In this country and abroad with serious results
to our agricultural and industrial export prugrsns, balance of payments position.
Stragly urge no action be taken on quota systems which would d~etroy trade
momentum kept moving by recent Kennedy round negotiations.

CALJFONIA Dnnm 17trr Rxvoar Assoca Tox,
Room Wn~locic. PreadFraf

Nzw YoK. N.Y.
RuSSELL B. LOMo
Cheirnma. Seeate Committee on FIsmee.
Nriperoele O5cc Ruilding, WasAington. D.C.:

u.s. Council of International Chamber of Commeree strongly ,npwoed to Im-
port quota legislation now before your committee. At dellberatlons today under-
signpd members executive committee unanimously agreed this legislation could
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serve only to reverse 30 years' trade policy program. Our country now stands to
lose Incalculable benefits o enlightened bipartisan efforts to modernize world's
comumrcial structure. Imposition of quotas will lead to retaliation from other
countries. They would have no choice but to follow our example with worldwide
restrictive chain reaction bound to result. Thi neither the United States nor world
can afford. Export earnings vital to balance of payments would be in jeopardy.
Higher costs Induced by quotas would add to inflationary pressures. The sacrifice
of Jobs generated by trade would deepen unemployment problems damaging effect
or prolosimed of quotas on overall poli( position would be enormous In terms of
onr national Interest. Dangers are overwhelming. Major U.S. stake In world pro-
duction. Structure would be imperiled. We have consistently urpd upon other
nations the bmnefts of free competUon; we must practice It ourselves.

Chairman Executive Committee James A. Linen, Time, Inc., William
Blackle, Caterpillar Tractor Co: Maze Geverm, Banker* Trust Co.,
Patrirk At Haggerty, Texas Instrument.% Inc., H. J. Heinz H.
J. I tins Co., Walter Hochachild, American Metal Climax, Inc.,
Amory Houghton, Corning Glass Works, Antonie T. Knoppemr
Merck, Sharp & Dobme International, Warren Lee l'ierson, AU
America Cable & Radio. Inc.. Phwp D. Reed. Former Chairman.
General Electric Co.. Ralph Reed. Former Chairman. American
Expresm. Hoyt P. Steel, generall Electric Co., Arthur K. Watmon.
International Businems Machine Corp., Leo D. Welch, Former
Ca!rman. Standard Oil Co., of New Jersey, Walter Wripton. First
National City Bank.

FRANKFURT MAIN.
lion. Ruvst, Lox,
Chairman of the Rcnatc Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

1. The Council of American Chamber of Commerce In Europe prewntly meeting
In Munich representing over 10,000 members in the United Kingdom, France.
Germany, SpmIn, Italy, Switserland, Belgium, and the Netherland voices its
greatest concern and dismay at the development of the protectionist legislation
currently before Congress.

2. council unanimously condemns these measures as being highly detrimental
not only to the commerce of the United States but to that of the entire free world.
Thee protectionist proposals are in direct contradiction to the principles of the
Trade Expansion Act and the Kennedy Bound which we as an organization
strongly supported.

& The daner presented by these proposals threatens to affect adversely U.S
exports by $3 to $4 billion per year and consequently must lead'to further serious
deterioration In the U.S. balanceof-payments position.

4. We believe that the free world Is one market and that such retrietiMv
measures will Inevitably provoke retaliatory actions by our tmding partner. The
United States as the world's leading trader cannot afford these consequences.

5. We respectfully address this protest to you, the chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, and request that you make our position known to the mem-
bers of your committee. Cou~ciL os CEAn Mas fl Eus,

OTHO Scuor LSza Chaimsis.

BAi N cXaco, CALIF.
Hon. RussuL B. Long,

U.S. Uemase, Wmhgtos, D.A.:
With reference to your committee bearings on import quota legislation sched-

uled to begin October 18, we respectfully submit the following facts for the record
and, more Importantly#, for your cosideration.

L Our Nation's economy depends In great measure upon our wlllingnes to
keep open the channels of International commuee so t we can maintain and
expand our vital foreign trade.
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2. Our Government must demonstrate It recognises that in order for us to sell
abroad we must also buy abroad. This Is basic to International business It the
Congress legislates restrictions on how much Americans may purchase abroad
inevitably our trading partners will legislate the extent to which their people
can purchase our products. Obviously, discriminatory legislative action on our
part will lead to retaliation by customers for American goods and servIceL Need-
less to say, this in turn can bring about an international trade war. We stand
to lose far more from legislated amputation of our foreign conamerce than we
could ever hope to gain by Imposing quotas on the importation of commodities
that are competitive with ours.

& The raising of U.S. trade barriers In the form of import quotas and the
resulting retaliatory actions we should anticipate will defeat the worthwhile
purposes of and the gtins realized by the recent Kennedy Round negotiations.

4. California, perhaps more than any other State. has a critical stake In our
Nation's international commerce. The Bank of America estimates that some
$5 billion of California's personal income Is derived from foreign trade.

5. Although Congress deliberates on our eastern seaboard where the voice of
protectionism appears strongest may I remind your committee that total U.S.
trade with nations of the Pacific rim was $24 billion in 1915, while total U.S.
trade with Europe amounted to less than $12 billion.

6. The total value of California's foreign trade in 1966 was $4t billion. This
was more than this State's total cash farm receipts last year.

7. With each passing year California's economy depends Increasingly upon our
ability to sell our products abroad. If It were not for the more than half a billion
dollars in agricultural products California Is able to sell abroad, our economic
well-being would suffer proportionately. The Imposition by Congress of import
quotas wou'd preclude our overseas customers from having the dollars with
which to continue buying U.S. agricultural and other products. We seek expan-
slon of our overseas sales but unless we permit foreign produet.i to be sold in
the American markets within the framework of a free society and the give and
':ake of busuess competition, our foreign sales will go down the drain.

8. Even though California is considered our nation's leading agricultural
State. roughly one out of every 18 Jobs in California is dependent upon foreign
trade. As the Congress knows well, one of CalifornIA's and the Nation's major
industries Is the manufacturing of aircraft. We wish to point out that one com-
pany alone (Douglas), employing thousands of workers, sold more than $1 bil-
lion in commercial aircraft to foreign buyers daring recent years and that
company, as of the beginning of 196?, had on hand unfilled orders from foreign
eu.4tomers of -41.1 billion. We are not the only nation producing aircraft and
although presently our trading partners may appear to prefer the American
product, If we Impoue restrietive Import quotas we should epect sitwlar In-
equitable treatment and retaliatory action.

9. The ports of California, America's gateways to and from the Orient, de-
pend on our Nation's international commerce for their existence and survival.
Yet, there are those who would place restrictions on the flow of the very goods
that move through those ports: oil. meat, textiles, steel and dairy products, to
same a few. If we impose import quotas 'there will be retaliation. Who Is to
say what American exports will be affer.1ed by the embargoes that may be
legislated by the trading partners we hurt? Will trade barriers be erected
against American oil, meat, textiles, steel and dairy products? It Is entirely pos-
sible, for these are products the United 'States is exporting, I repeat, exporting.
Embargoes on these products alone would be very costly to the American econ-
omy. The International Business Community of California questions the wis- n
dom of those who would place Import quotas on meat and meat products when C
through California ports the United States exports more than $45 million
worth of meat. meat products, and animal byproducts annually; or import
quotas on dairy products when our ports each year handle more than $30 mil-
lion worth of %ueh commodities going to our overseas customers. Annually Cali-
fornia ports handle exports of more than $8 million of textile yarn, waste, thread,
and fabric: about $30 million of iron and steel products; $60 million of Iron ore
and Iron and steel scrap; and more than $60 million In oil and petroleum pro-
duets, all sold to Ameriea's overseas customers, all exported from the United
:Statel through the ports of 0alifornia.

10L, In the light of ftcts as ttey are, the California Council for International
Trade respectfully asks that the Senate Finance onmittee take advantage
of the opportunity affored by Its hearings this week to enlist congressional sup- A
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port for a realistic, sane, and equitable U.S. foreign trade policy. We pray that
your committee will not only prevent the erection of further archaic protee-
tionist barriers to trade but will, moreover, bring abou greater public aware-

es of how our Nation benefits Immeasurably from Its International commerce.
CALUMON L COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL iUD&.
JacM Gomwzrs, hudent.

BROADWAY, VA.
Senator RussEL B. LoxN,
CAirman. NaMMce ComMtee,
Congress of the Usued states,
Weahdeton, D.O.:

As director of the Institute of American Poultry Industries and as a meml*r
of the Poultry Industries International Trade Development Board I have 6een
very active In assisting In the development and expansion of markets overseas
for U.S. poultry products. I have Just returned from a 4 weeks trip to Europe in
this regard.

I would like to comment on the proposed quota legislation now pending before
the committee because of the Impact such legislation would have on our exports.

Although we are most unhappy with the failure of the Kennedy Round negoti-
ations to obtain fair treatment and equitable market access for U.S. poultry as
well as other U.S. agricultural products we do not believe the enactment of the
proposed quota fills for oils, steel, chemicals, dairy products, and other Items at
this time would be In the best Interest of the United States.

We would support the use of quotas and other restrictive measures whenever
necessary to protect and free our commerce from oppresive protectionist de-
vices such as the variable levies being imposed against our products by the EEC.
This policy was enunciated by section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act but has
not been carried out. Such measures could be directed at the offending countries
and not against countries which treat our commerce fairly.

We recognize that there may be circumstances for reasonable protectionist
measures are necessary to protect uneconomic or high cost Industries which are
already In existence but such protection must be based on certain fundamental
principles and should not be used as a shield behind which to further expand or
to develop new uneconomic production. We must exercise care not to use measures
which we are unwilling to have used against our commerce under similar cir-
cumstancee.

The present bills would arbitrarily establish quotas and preempt the market
at certain levels without regards to the Impact such measures might have on the
export of other U.S. commodities or upon our national well-being. We do not
believe this is a sound approach to trade policy. We must be willing to practice
reciprodty if we are to be In a position to demand It for ourselves.

What we believe Is needed now is a searching reexamination of our trade
policy and of the manner In which these policies are being administered and
carried out. We believe that in view of the provisions of section 252 of the Trade
Expansion Act some explanation Is In order as to the propriety of granting
additional and more favorable treatment to the United States market for the
products of the EEC countries when such countries are oppressing our com-
merce with the use of vicious and highly protectionist variable levy schemes.

While we must face up to fundamental prinelples of ftrnes and sound eeo-
nomics in developing International trading rules, we must also demand that other
countries do likewise.

For these reasons we urge that the proposed quota bills not be approved.
RocIXiOTnAM PoUtLTIYTr MAarIto CO-Or.,
W. V. PiuxoiL Genral Mmager.

CLEYKL sl ao.
Senator Rusz B. Loxe,

;l,,r@eR, Senate Pinace Oonmittee,
Senate Of/fe RDtding Washlngf og D.C.:

As an active and concerned member we want to Individually and separately
add our endorsement to the statement being filed with you by the American
Asoeiation of Port Authorities in support of liberalized trade and against Im-
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port quote Passage of quota legla tion Is certain to result In eradication of
the laboriously attained benefits hoped for in the Kennedy Round. It will also
lead to widespread international retaliation which will seriously affect the U.S.
position in world trade generally and incidentally the overseas commerce of the
St. Lawrence Seaway and the Great lakes.

PorT OF CLEVELAD,
EA" B. BUTLEn.

General Manager.

OAKLAZVD, CALIF.
Senator RusSLL BE. Lao:

Those of us at the major ports of entry and departure of goods realize perhaps
better than others of our country that world trade is a two-way street. Quota
limitations on world trade will undo much of the good created by the Kennedy
Round of negotiations. The United States cannot live by itself in the free world
of trade.

PORT OF OAKLAND,
Br.Y E. NutTirn,

Eaecuti'e Director.

HOUSTOl, Tnx.
Senator RUSSELL LoNG,
Chairman, Committee of Finance,
U.S. Saete, Washingto, D.C.:

It has come to our attention that there will be a public hearing on Import
quotas Wednesday, October M& We would like to stress that, as a firm engaged
in import and export business, any attempt to artificially regulate the flow of
imports will seriously reduce our ability to export. This would not only hurt the
future of our enterprise but damage the trade position of the United States
everywhere We strongly urge that any such attempt be abandoned and that the
international business of United States concerns be able to be conducted on a
basis of free enterprise in keeping with the principles for which this country
stands.

Tiz CRIsPix ('o..
ArN= A. CisFix.

Pre#id(nt.

SAw Aromt. Trt.
Senator Russ=L B. Loo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washinoton:

For several years and with Government encouragement many of our (TITA)
Texas International Trade Associatlon members have developed substantial new
foreign markets for U.S.-manufactured goods, a desirable factor for economic
growth. Also imports have stabilized and prevented several price Increases. Re-
strietions on imports will seriously affect exports and our economy. Our members
advocate freer trade among nations. We hope you will not restrict Imports and
reject any proposal toward this end.

TExAs INTENATIONAL TIADS ASSOCIATION,
KENNETH W. STUE, President.

SAN Pnuo, CALIF.
Ron. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Senate Ofce Ruilding,
W ~ on, D.O.:

Continued growth of our two-way world trade imperiled by proposed drastic
import quota legislation. The Port of Los Angeles urgea you to oppose legislation
that is now before you for consideration.

Poar or Los Aiozr^
B. J. COUGHULIN.Gn. Men.ter'.
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IW-ASUInTOx, D.C.
Senator Russ.LL B. LoNo,
Chairman, &teate Fiftenoc Committee,
U.S. S.,ate,
Weabihton, D.C.:

Deplore efforts establish Import quota. Would be calamitous st"p backward
widolug years of work by country's farsighted leaders to bring about better
promise, world peace and order, and would shortsightedly damage country'
prosperity. The best for majority must govern not gain for a few.

W. EL Wuizm Jr.

QALvasro. Tax.

Hon. Rusa L.B. LoN,

Chainrsa, Senate Fiw.me Comm/ttee,
Seset Oflo. Building, Wuhetons D.C.:

As we have in past, we again urge congressional action in line with llberasaing
of trade among nations and we strongly oppose imposition of further quotas a
Imports. The importance of the port industry In well Illustrated here In Galve.
ton, where 70 percent of our economy Is dependent on Import and export trade.

POrT or GhA.LvMBU
0. . DuroV,

GesemenMs.r

H!OUSTON, Tax.
Ha. Russgmu B. Loxe,

Chairman, Senate Fiumne Oommiltee,
Waeuingto, D.C.:

The Houston World Trade Assoclation, consisting of more than 5W mers,
and ita sucessor organization, the World Trade Club, were, sraoked by last
night's Houston Chronicle report of the purposes of the pub e bearin on
import quotas. Passage of any of the proposed legislation would nullify our
more than 30 year of eConstant effort toward a trear trade among Americans
and other peoples of the world. The port of Houston dopemW In larg =sam
on its constantly Increasing traffic to Imported goods. The people af Houston
depend upon tbe port as a major factor In the economy ait the fifth largest city
In our country. Countless man-hours were devoted by' our organizations to
eduwating the people of the Southwest to the purposes and detail ot the Kennedy
Round negotiations. We confidently assert that the proposed legislation would
bypass the wishes of a great Majority of Houstonian& We earnstly besedA
you and the other members of your committee to reject these hor hted
proposals. If adopted they would adversely affect the Interest of the majority of
Americana everywhere.

Womw Tsaw Own or Hovro.
. I. DAVus, fPrfdsL

133owNeV1LL3, Tax.
Steae Fis.we Couamit Ie,

Now Sea*te 0,0 e B*4Unx#,
W.Adag$*** D.C.:

In behalf of all Texas ports please do not support further Import quotas. This
negative principle undermlnes Trade Expansion Act and Invites retaliation.
Unquestionably harmful to all ports and adversely affects major segment of
U.S. economy Indirectly. We Conu I& Statemat submitted by American Asso-
elation o Port Autho.ities.

II. L ScnuLw,
Prudent, Tee". Ports Aeeoosfo,

e" Generol Meager, Port ofBr*~4e
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ALDUQUSQUE, N. Mkx.
Senator Rusam. B. LoxG,
Ch*e'usn. Senate Pinnoe Orwituste,
U.S. Senate, WahisgonaD.O.:

New Mexico's economy is dependent upon beef, cotton, lamb, oil, and potash;
subjects under discussion before your committee. Urge you and your committee
favorably recommend passage of the pending legislation for iinport quotas in
order for domestic producers to make inteliigezit economic decisions and match
demand with supply. We are tired of seeing our capital exported to develop
other nations at the expense of domestic industry.

E. L= Fluacis,
Li utenanzt Goveror of New Mexico.

Los Ax =: CALm.
Re Hearings on quota bills.
Hon. RuasEL B. LoxG,
Chairmnm, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, WAshington, D.C.

DtAi Ms. CHawuAx: The Foreign Trade Association of Southern California
represents firnp and individuals engaged In the substantial foreign trade that
moves through the great ports of California. Members are exporters, manufac-
turerm, importers, shipping lines, airline*, banks, merchants, customhouse brokers,
and traders.

In 1966, more than $4.5 billion worta of goods were shipped through Call-
fornia-the Nation's largest trading State. Representing over 8 percent of total
U.S. trade, exports totaled $2.8 billion while imports amounted to J2 billion.

The entire membership of this association Is dismayed by the threat which the
various quota bills now before the Senate Finance Committee pose to California's
trade and, indeed, Its economy. We request that the Committee reject both the
specific commodity bills and generalized quota proposals which are intended to
establish procedure for rigid controls on Imports. Both because of the direct
curtailment of imports which they would Impose and because of the Inevitable
retaliation against American exports to which they would lead, these bills
threaten, not simply foreign trade in the abstract, but the Jobs and livelihood of
American citizens and the economic health of American businesses.

Last year alone California shipped abroad $216 million worth of machinery,
more than $205 million of aircraft, $101 million worth of chemicals, and $152
million worth of various other manufactured products. In addition to $117
million of foods and feeds, $77 million worth of raw cotton, and over $8 million
worth of metal ores and scrap.

We are concerned that exports from the United States, a significant percentage
of which are from California, will be seriously Jeopardized by positive action on
protectionist legislation. This concern Is realistic. Countries and companies which
cannot earn dollars by selling to the United States will be little Inclined to spend
dollars here to buy American goods. And governments which have negotiated
trade agreements with the United States under the aegis of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade have, of course, every right to retaliate against Ameri-
can Imports. Although not for all goods, for most goods produced In the United
States there are alternative sources of supply, and It must be expected that sup.
pliers in Europe or Japan or Australia or Mexico or Canada are ready, willing,
and able to sell most of their products to this country's present trading partners.

As Ambassador Roth has pointed out, enactment of single or multicommodity
quota bills would open the door to retaliation against $85 billion in American
exports. That is a heavy price to pay for the sake of Insulating sectors of the
American economy from competition from other countries. To members of this
association it is a most serious price, because It is the importers and exporters,
the shipping lines and the banks. the merchants. and the traders who will pay
the price in retaliation-not the industries for which protection is sought.

The membership of this association can conceive of nothing that would Justify
such a departure from U.S. trade policy. This policy has been successfully pur-
sued now for over 30 years. It has recently culminated in the Kennedy Round.

To Jettison the results of the Kennedy Round before It has even gone Into effect
would be a wantonly destructive act which will not serve even the interests of
the specific groups that are pressing for protection.
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The Foreign Trade Association of Southern California urges this committee
to disapprove of the protectionist bills which are now pending or which may
later come before it. It urges the committee to make known its disapproval
clearly and unmistakably. This is not the time, and this should not be the coun.
try, to adopt economic Isolationism.

Respectfully,
Law E. COPPESMITH,

President, Foreign Trade Assoiation of Southern California.

(The following letter is submitted for the Imported Hardwood Products Asso-
clation, Inc.:)

REEsV, HARRISON, SAMS & REvEcoMD,
Washington, D.C.

Re consideration of import quota legislation.
Hon. RusSa.c B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Waahixgton, D.C.

DrAs Mn. CHAIRMAN: This letter is written on behalf of the Imported Hard-
wood Products Association (IHPA), World Trade Center, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia. The IHPA is a trade association comprising some 55 regular members
engaged in the importation and distribution of hardwood products of all types,
especially hardwood plywood, and some 50 associate members concerned with
servicing the imported hardwood products trade and with the use of such prod-
ucts in the United States.

On the average, about 50 percent of all hardwood plywood consumed in the
United States is imported in unfinished form from abroad. Much the greater part
of the import total comes from Japan, Taiwan, Korea. and the Philippines. Ac-
cordingly, the various proposals for general import quota legislation now before
the Finance Committee are of vital concern to the members of the IHPA and to
the overseas plywood producers and exporters.

It is not clear from the available information precisely what is contemplated
to be introduced by way of general import limiting legislation. It has been stated
that the Committee is considering approving a legislative proposal which would
authorize the imposition of import quotas or other import restrictions when the
volume of imports should exceed 5 percent of the domestic production of com-
peting products. Presumably, the quota levels, once authorized, would also relate
in some fashion to the 5 percent criterion.

Such would be indeed a stringent restriction. Such would require indeed a com-
peling Justification, particularly in view of the damage to U.S. exports which
would be certain to follow retaliatory measures by other affected countries.

In the case of imported hardwood plywood, no such compelling justification.
exists for limiting imports. A significant secondary processing industry based
on imported hardwood plywood has grown up in the United States. The raw ma-
terial base of veneer quality hardwoods in the United States is not adequate to
supply even the short-term demand, and even less the long-term demand. Any
restriction of imports of hardwood plywood would simply deprive the consum-
Ing public of products which the domestic industry cannot supply.

Most imported hardwood plywood enters the country in the form of either
doorskins or stock panels. Doorskins are thin sheets of plywood especially fab-
ricated to be used as faces on flush doors produced in the United States. Stock
panels are intended for use as interior decorative panelling in homes and com-
mercial buildings. Remaining imports of hardwood plywood go into furniture
manufacture and various other cut-to-size applications.

Imported hardwood plywood doorskins constitute the basis of an extensive
flush door manufacturing industry in the United States. The United States
Tariff Commission estimates that only about 10% of total domestic production
of hardwood plywood is In the form of doorskins. In contrast, the relative
quantity of imported hardwood plywood in doorskin form is -much greater,
possibly as high as 40%, which strikingly illustrates the extent to which the
domestic door industry in based upon imported hardwood plywood as its prime
materiaL

The extent of domestic employment and value thus created and sustained by
imports of hardwood plywood doorskins may readily be seen by comparison of the
Census of Manufacturers of 1958 and of 196& The category Wood doors, panel,.
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flush and other, lists 295 firms engaged In -the manufacture of such doors in
1958 and 377 such fArms in 1963, an Increase of 28%. Total employment in the
door industry Increased from 16,984 to 18,796, an increase of 11%. Total payroll
In this industry increased from $69,645.000 to $88,929,000, an increase of 28%.
It is important to note that the value added in the United States in the manu-
facture of doors, principally from Imported hardwood plywood doorskins,
amounted to 62% of the cost of materials in 1958 and 61% in 1963, which points
up the important participation of American labor in this line of manufacturing.

S%4mie 65% of domestic hardwood plywood production conists of stock panels
used for wall panelling. About AlO% of imported hardwood plywood goes to the
same end-use. Nowadays. practically all stock panels are sold to end-users in
prefinished form, that is, factory finished with clear lacquer, varnish, or printed
or overlaid in one fashion or another. Mo.st Imported hardwood plywood stock
panels enter the country in raw form. There is an important procesing Industry
engaged in preflni.lhing or printing lui mirted plywotid stIk panels. We do not
have available any figure.i on employment in that industry but know from the
vo!U:le of plywood that su.-h " nct -.......
known would display the same pattern as evidence above in the ca.se of imported
hardwood plyw(x 4 doorskins.

Some doie-tie manufa'turer.4 will suggest that If there were no imports of
hardwood plywood, domestic production would fill the void. Such would not
and could not be the case. The raw material for domestic hardwood plywood in
the types and price ranges needed in the markets supplied by imports is simply
not available from domestic sources. There is a relative shortage of desirable
hardwood veneer material in the United States and the prospets for amelioration
of that shortage are not very promising. The United States Forestry Service
recently conducted a study of wood resources of the United States in relation
to anticipated demand (Timber Trend* in the United States, 1905, Forest Re-
.ource Report No. 17), which estimated that the demand for hardwood veneer
products, which means chiefly plywood, will have increased 221 percent by the
year 2000. In contrast, in his official statement, Mr. Dwight Hair of the Forest
Service said: "the cut from hardwood trees above 15 inches in diameter is
projected to fall from 52 percent of the total cut In 1962 to 33 percent by 2000.
Thus to meet projected demands for hardwood veneer and plywood we must
either increase imports or improve timber management practice and technology
to the point where domestic mills can supply the projected needs from domestic
forests".

In fact, the domestic hardwood plywood industry is suffering not at all from
import competition. In fact, the domestic industry is going full blast. A review
of the trade press for 1966 alone indlc, tes the establishment of at least eleven
new hardwood plywood or veneer facilities. For example, the Weyerhaeuser
Company is reported to have opened a new hardwood veneer plant at Ridgway,
Pennsylvania, during 1965. The Evans Products Company has under construc-
tion a plywood and prefinishing plant at Chesapeake, Virginia, which is reputed
to be the largest such integrated establishment In the world. The Atlantic Lumber
Company is reported to have a new veneer mill under construction at Indian
Trail, North Carolina, scheduled to go into operation in 1967. The Spencer Veneer
and Plywood Corporation is scheduled to open a new veneer facility at Spencer,
Iowa, in 1968. The American Face Veneer Corporation, new veneer mill, Shelby-
ville, Indiana, in 1966. The Dean Company, a new veneer mill, Princeton, West
Virginia. 1966. Helms Veneer Company, new veneer mill, Rocky Mountain, Vir-
ginia, 1966. Whittle Plywood Company, new plywood mill, Chatham, Virginia,
1968. Ingalls Veneer, new veneer mill, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, 196. Thiesing
Veneer Company, new veneer mill, Mooresville, Indiana, 1966. Virginia Plywood
Company, new plywood mill, Danville, Virginia, 1968L

Such active expansion of existing capacity for manufacture of domestic hard-
wood plywood merely illustrates the sound health of the domestic industry and
its complementary relationship with the imported hardwood plywood Industry.

The reduction or elimination of imports of hardwood plywood, by quotas or
otherwi.ste, would not contribute any appreciable benefit to the domestic hard-
wood plywood industry, since thit industry would not have the raw material
basce to fill the resulting import and would in faet eliminate a substantial
processing industry and a great .. y Jobs of American workers.

We ho !e that the Committee wid consider carefully both these direct impll-
(Itions of restricting hardwood plywood imports and the indirect implications
such as substantial increase in co t to American consumers, reduction of Ameri-
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can exports to the affected countries, etc. We hope that the Committee will
concur that there to no Justification for restricting the Importation of a hardwood
plywood.

Yours truly,
MyRox 8oLTIu,

Attorney for the Inportcd Hardwood Produc. Aoi, ti**, 1n.

EL oWRAMD, TE.
Senator RussELL Loo,
(hairnan, Senate Finance Committee,
l'aekington, D.C.

I) SENATOR LONO: Please accept my sincere appreciation for yoiir com-
Wittee's efforts on behalf of the American people as a whole, and the American
producer and business man in particular.

it is iny etuuest hope that your efforts will result In firU wAd seriously needed
4.urbs on imports of beef, woolen fabric, and Nils, all vital products of our South-
western area, and all seriously endangered by the sharp and continued Importa-
tion of these commodities from foreign sources.

We often get the feeling that the present administration is working on behalf
of foreign Interests exclusively with no consideration left for our own people.
The desperate effort exemplified by the parade before your committee this week
of the Secretaries of State, Agriculture, Commerce and others, and their result-
ing pleadings for continued destruction of American business through continued
unlimited imports is ample evidence of the iint I attempt to make. It would not
I in character for any of these representatives to admit that this great country
was sorely out-traded In the recent Geneva Conferences.

Please extend my appreciation to your able colleague, Senator Everett Dirksen,
for his presentation of some of the problems of this land resulting from govern-
mental attitudes which have stifled private enterprise such as his recent reference
to the closing of numbers of textiles mills In Appalachia which has resulted in
severe economic depression.

Your excellent and continued service to our country is deeply appreciated.
Yours truly,

ED M5ADOIL

NEw YoRK, N.Y.
Senator RussmL LoNG.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dz.a SENATOR LONG: As a former director of the international division of a
large world-wide American company and presently a consultant to industry, I
would like to take this opportunity to express my extremely serious concern
with the present trend to negate the Kennedy Round by protectionist groups
whose motives are obviously selfish and can wreak untold harm to our American
ecoromy.

Raising our tariff rates in any category would, In my opinion, cut down
our International trade which runs well into the billions of dollars and only
produce retaliatory action on the part of other countries.

This, In turn, would produce a vicious cycle and not only undo the present
growth of our economy and seriously destroy our own business confidence In
the future but also completely contradict the whole principle of the Kennedy
Round at a most crucial time.

I sincerely trust that your committee and yourself are thoroughly aware
of the disastrous consequences of such import quotas that are being fostered
by powerful lobbies and that you will take the necessary steps to thwart such
a procedure. I feel all the more concerned about this matter as a registered
Democrat of many years standing.

Sincerely yours, ERNseT A. MARX.

'A-46--7-pt. 2-45
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M~szwooE, MICH., Ootober 80, 1967.
Hon. Russ=u. B. Los,

Chairman, Senate Finance Comweittee,
Waahin'ton, D.C.:

Our Association of American Port Authorities. filing statement in support of
liberalised trade and against import quota legislation this week. Understand
hearings on quota legislation this week. These quota bills will have serious
adverse impact on favorable results of Kennedy Round resultihg In retaliation
against our exports to other nations.

C. B. Joxai,
Port Director,

Muskegon Countyw Board of Harbor Oomaiemiouere.

WASHINGTON, I).C.
Hon. Russ=LL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The Massachusetts Port Authority respectfully files opposition to the Import
quota legislation now under consideration by your committee. We seriously doubt
that any good purpose would be served by Imposing such restrictions at this time.
On the contrary, we believe that passage of this legislation would have retalia-
tory effects and would seriously endanger the successful results of the Kennedy
Round.

EvwAD J. KNG,
Executive Director, Masuach usette Port Authority.

Los A..%-tLES. CALIF.
Senator RussnL LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

I do not support your tentative restrictive legislation on imports.
JosEPH ING.I.

AMEWICAN KoYo CoRP..
Cleveland, Ohio.

Hon. Russr.z. Loo,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My DrAz SEXATOB LOxG: As importers of merchandise from Japan, we ar be,-
coming increasingly concerned about the protectionist cloud that is gathering over
Washington. We regard it as a real threat to international trade.

Specifically, we oppose the efforts presently being made to impose new quotas
on imports. We believe Imposition of quotas will:

1. Undermine confidence in the U.S. all around the world.
2. Bring on world-wide reprisals from U.S. trading partners.
3. Expose the U.S. to serious questions about its intent in the Kennedy Round.
4. Seal off all benefits to U.S. consumers that were gained In the Kennedy

Round.
One of the U.S. objectives is to promote more "togetherness" among the peoples

of the world. Surely it cannot be done with import quotas. We urge you to oppose
the protectionist movement.

Sincerely yours,
Krxzwrn Rl. Thoa'.

Vice President and General Manager.

'8 GRAvENN1,AGZ.
Hon. RusseL LoNG,
Chairman, Senste Finance Committee, Washivnton, D.C.:

The American Chamber of Commerce In the Netherlands is deeply con-
cerned about the development of protectionist legislation currently before Con-
gress. We condemn the proposals as being In complete contradiction to the
Trade Expansion Act. The tariff reductions so pdinfully negotiated under the
Kennedy Round will be dangerously threatened inevitably resulting in retails-
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tory actions from the entire free world. We respectfully address this protest
to you and request that you make our position known to the members ot your
committee.

H. POUTBAA,
General Maager,

(For 8" President).

GuLrnoxr, Miss.
Senator Russ=L LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Pinance Committee, Wasingston, D.C.:

On behalf Gulf Ports Association we strongly urge support for liberalised
trade and against Import quotas. In our opinion quota bills would have adverse
impact on favornble results on Kennedy Round thereby affecting each member
port's ability to increase International commerce. Enwi A. Smwis,

President, Gulf Ports Association.

Boao-VAmwi Coa.,
Chicago, IIl

Senator RussmL B. Logo,
senate OFoe Building,
Waskington, D.C.

DrjmB 8ENATO LO: I strongly urge you to oppose bills Imposing limits on im-
ports of commodities.

In my judgment, such artificial restrictions will, In the long term, work against
the best Interests of American business, labor and particularly the American
consumer.

We ask for a fair chance to compete for markets in foreign countries. It Is
only reasonable that we must offer foreign producers this same opportunity
here. In recent years, this type of interchange has become increasingly Im-
portant to manufacturers in this country. It plays a significant role In employ-
twent and income. If we are to continue to prosper in this area, artificial restric-
tions must be reduced wherever possible.

I appreciate the fact that there are those who argue for such quotas and
restrictions in specific Industries; but I urge you to examine the overall benefit"
which the easing of restrictions on foreign trade has brought to all of us.

Sincerely, RoDERT S. I.tesoLL, Chairman.

BF"NmY CoLtLD or Accouq ao & PnNANC1,
Boston, M s.

Hon. Mr. Russ=lL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washinwton, D.O.

1)r a M. CHBAIMAN: I am appalled at the current protectionist drive In the
United States Congress. For more than twenty years this country has attempted
to reduce restrictions In the Bow ot international trade. It would be Indeed a
dismal failure on the part of the US policy to hamper this trend for free trade.

Mr. Chairman, I should not repeat the argunenta for free trade, because they
are well known and I'm sure that you know them well.

I urge you, as a private citisen, to do whatever is In your power to stop any
protectionist measures that may be before you at this time. What the country
needs least Is protectionism.

Sincerely,
Az=ANMw ZAgMrUmor,

Aseltant Professor of Beonmics.

Tozvo.

Senator RusaL B. LONG,
0ha4rmon Senate Finance Committee,
Wskstoio D.C.:

Although the American Chamber of Commerce In Japan understands the
reasons for the growth of protectionist sentiment in the United States, we feel
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stronugiy that any legislative action which would result in the restrictios of free
trade would not serve the beet interests of the United States. The United States
through the positive steps it has taken in connection with the Kennedy Round
and GATT In support of freer trade between nations has established a position
of limderahip and goodwill which we feel would be seriously Jeopardized by
restrictive legislative action. Therefore, we urge that discussioms among repre-
sen.tatives of the nations concerned be conducted to find equitable solutions,
outside the legislative process, to the problems which have given rise to the
proposed import restrictions.

ALDERT IL ZINKARD,
President, American Chamber of Commicn' in Jupun.

STATEMENT W? AMEWlCAN WALNUT M[ANUrACTUEmm AsaoczArzo ON Pmn.oeAz
To Povis OnRLy INTERNATIONAL TADw BT I MPOsITION o QUOTAS

't Is respectfully and urgently requested that the legislation which it is hoped
this Committee will recommend to authorize imposition of quotas, be made
applicabli. not only to iaports, NA also to exports of any commodity being
ex,;)rted at an abnormal level which causes a disruption in the supply of such
commodity for use by domestic industry.

Black walnut logs, other black walnut in unfinished form, and other forest
products sach as softwood from the Northwest, are commodities which are being
exported at an abnormal level with resulting disruption of the domestic supply.

It is urged that in the proposed quota legislation which provides three tests
for triggering imposition of quotas, a fourth test be inserted, as follows, which
would authorize imposition of export quotas:

"The exportation of such goods during the numt recent five-year period for
which data are available In quantities at least 50 percent greater than in the
previous five-year period and causing a disruption in the supply of such goods
for use by domestic industry."
Other minor revisions In the language of the quota legislation nbould also I.
made, (a) to make It applicable to exports as well as Imports, and (b) to make
clear it would be applicable to raw materials as well an finished products.

BACKGROUND

For a ntmder of years American producers of black walnut veneer and lum-
ber have been increasingly concerned about the excessive drain, esieeially
for export. of the supply of walnut logs.

Walnut trees are slow growing. A walnut tree reaches suitable maturity for top
veneer quality only after 00 or 70 years. Black walnut grows only In the United
States and Canada, and its important commercial range in limited prim.ipmlly
to the six Central States of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Misourf and
Ohio.

By 1961, it was estimated that If the rate of heavy cutting of veneer quality
walnut trees continued, the supply would be exhausted In lesm than 10 years.

On November 14. 1961, the American Walnut Manufacturers Association. on
behalf of the domesti walnut veneer Industry, filed with the Department of
Commerce a formal request that controls ie placed on erport of black walnut
logn from the United States In accordance with the terms of the Export Control
Act of 1949.

The request showed that the volume of exports of walnut logs inresedm by
more than 1,500 percent between 1954 and 1900 and the average price per 1,000
feet for logs for export increased by 9T percent during the same 6-year period.

The request for cont rols also pointed out the following:
1. In the period 1954--M, consumption of veneer quality walnut logs by do-

inestie veneer producers increased &18 times while the volume of exports In-
(.rened 17 times. lad the rate of increase in export paralleled that for doniestie
consumption the 1900 export figure would have been approximately 2 million
Imard feet, Instead of the actual 1900 export total of over 10 million feet. Two
million feet was suggested by the applicants as a reasonable annual export
quota.

2. The companies engaged in the production of walnut veneer have a total
:aggreoate investment of approximately $20 million in plant faellities and employ
more than 2000 people at a total labor cost of approximately $12 million
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annually. The average walnut veneer producer is a small busineanan with an
investment of approximately SM.000 in slicers. lathe,, and driers, 100 em-
ployees and an annual payroll of alproximatly SOM5000.

During a period of over two years after the request for controls was led.
the Department of Commerce held numerous hearings and conferences and
eitenslvo supplemental Information was furnished.

Exports on walnut lop increased from 21A million board feet in 19,8 to 10%
million in 1962 and well over 14 million in 1941& In 1902. domestic use and exports
combined were nearly twite Indicated growth as reported by the Foret Service.

On February 14, 1964, then Secretary of Commerce, Luther Hodge. put into
effect for one year a program "to protect the rapidly diminishing supply of
United States walnut timber by slowing down export and domestic consumption
of walnut logs." The February 14. 1904, order provided as follows:

"As a means of achieving the requisite cut In domestic consumption of walnut.
the associatious of veneer manufacturers and users have agreed to revise the
couuodity standards for hardwood plywood to provide for use of thinner face
veneers. Specifcation changes by Federal and industrial purchasers In line witb
the revised commodity standards are expected to result In a substantial reduc-
tion of the veneer Industry's requirements for walnut logs."

In order to achieve a reduction in domestic use, major veneer manufacturers
enbarked upon a voluntary program of reducing the standard thickness of vvneer
from one twenty-eighth of an inch tW one thirty-sixth of an inch. This redue-
tion caused much technological adjustment and many complaints from custom-
ers but the veneer manufacturers stuck to the program, unpopular an it wan
% ith some of their customers, In a sincere. determined effort to comply with the
condition (domestic reduction) attached to the export quota.

The program was remarkably suecswful in reducing both export drain and
domestic consumption as shown by the following million board feet figures:

Expert Domfete

1 1961 6? a e ale use as estimaNd by Department......................... .. 8. 5 17. 5
2 1963 actual 14.3 215
3. What 3964 whv enlih od Mn CmlnM f&O&

annual nesrase ............... ..................... 13. 3 ?6. 0
4. 194 actval w th co trols..... ........................................ 7.3 39.5

O)n February 12. 1SW., the new S'ecretary tof Conumere. John Connor. an-
io uIaed that he would not extend exlmort coItrols of walnut logs.

NUD VO, XLW L59ISLATION

The I .puartmeut of Commerme hits adopted the position that the Export ('on-
troil Act is not applicable to the walnut export prololem In catwe the Act wast in-
tended to apply only to situations of temporary shortage of supply and not to
hing term shortages. Dcprlmt'.f of ('ommerte officials hare stated that sewr
bIgiaution will be rcquircd if quotas are to be imposed on czport of ,calaut.
The quota proposals now pending before this Committee provide a logical up-
port itry with only some minor revisions, to provide new legislative authority
which the Department of Commerce Insists It needs If the walnut export crisis
is to be solved.

Walnut Is "the king of rencers" In furniture manufacture. The cost of the
veneer in an average item of walnut veneer furniture In only 2 to 3 percent
of the wholesale price of that furniture-but this 2 to 3 percent in what makes the
furniture unique anl notably salable and popular. In 1964. approximately $36
million worth of walnut veneer was sold. Mot of this goes into furniture which
nwans this veneer was us,.t in nearly $I billion worth of furniture.

American furniture manufacturers have been active with plans to greatly
increase export of furniture mail with walnut veneer. In the long run the
almandotment of controls will lirevent large-scale expmrt of such furniture and
will unfavorably affect the Amerhtan balance, of payments.

Sivwe extinction of walnut loga would result in reliance ion Iiprtation 4f
r ,liaeeanent wimls. the long-raige effect of uncontrolled exlprt would be furthlir
damaging to the blianc-of-m.ynentp positio.

Also. the export of walnut decrel es the .,iglorunity for the domn.sexti waiiut
fuirnittre producers, slut it provide. their foreign lomlwtitors with tlw re-
%4,rit*. needed to compete effectively. The export of furniture is highly dt-sirald,-
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compared to the export of raw logs. The effect Of the export -f a piece of furniture
compared to that of a log is that there is represented in the furniture approxi.
mately 30 times the value of the wood needed to produce the veneer ia It.

QUOTAS O1 uxFOM OV NATIVZ NAWWOODS AS A ,100" PATrUN

By dropping export controls on black walnut, the United States Is out of step
with the other hardwood source countries of the world. Almost without excep-
tion these other countries have tough restrictions on exporting their choice hard-
woods in unprocessed log form.

These other countries, quite sesibly, Insist that their native hardwoods be
processed by local labor before being shipped out. That not only helps their
employment picture but It means exporting a higher value product with a result.
lug bIw't to that country's balance of payments.

SITUATION O OYHXR FOR PaODU'tS

There is a rapidly worsening shortage of all native 1nerican hardwoods and
the abnormal exports of walnut are making the overall problem more serious.

There is a comparable problem In the Northwest because of the Inadequate
supply o softwood available to American lumber prodLucers. This short supply
situation has made them subJect to damaging foreign competition. Determined
efforts have been made to convince the Federal government to Increase the
avallability ot softwoods frma National F'orests but, again, no help for this
steps to protect American Industry, Is damaging Amirican labor by exporting
American industry has teen 1orthoming from Washington.

This refusal, in the walnut and softwood situations, to take the necessary
jobs.

THE or13O0JM AMILNDMNT5 TO TRZ QUOTA LOISLATION

Proposals for import quotat pending beWore this Committee set up three tests
for determining whether cots are needed. This is dme by providing that "fail-
ure of existing Import duties to exert a significant regulatory effect on imports"
of particular commodities can be shown by-

(1) specified increases Lu Imports including "a increase o 50 per centum
In the share of the domestic market accounted for by Imports during the
moot recent five-year period for which data are available," or

(2) "An increase In imports at a rate averaging 10 per centum per year or
more during such five-year period" or

(8) Importation at costs more than 10 per centum below the domestic
wholesale price.

It is urged that a fourth test be Included as follows:
The exportation of such goods during the most recent five-year period for which

data are available in qnantities at least 50 percent greater than in the previous
five-year period and causing a disruption in the apply of such goods for use
by domestic industry.

(Total exports of walnut logs In the five years 1962-46 inclusive were 70.5
million board feet, which is 185 percent higher than the total exports of 24.7
million board feet In the five years 1067-61 inclusive. sports have caused serious
disruption in the supply of walnut available for domestic Industry.)

The only other amendments in the proposed ques legislation which would be
required would be e follows:

a. After the words "failure of existing Import duties" quoted above, Insert
"and export policee.

b. After the words "significant regulatory effect on Imports of goods like or
competitive with domestic products" Insert "or on exports which cause disrup-
tion of the domestle supply of such pods."
e. Thereafter wherever the words "Impor" or "imported" ora used, Insert

thereafter, as appropriate, "or exports" or "or exported," as appropriate.
d. Wherever the words "may be entered" ae used Insert before them the

words "may be exported or."
e. Insert In title of the bill after the words "manufactured products" the

words "raw materials".
CONCLUSION

The proposed amendment, to protect against abnormally high volume of exports
of commodities in long-term short supply, Is an essential part of correcting
Inequities In International commerce and restoring orderly trade.

AMEnrC.A WAL UT MJNUirAcuRv= AssocuATio,
By DoNALD H. Gorr,

Ex:cutive Director and Seorctery.
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WaUEKTroN, D.C.

lion. CUxTOx P. Awasso.

1.8. seate, WsAkintlon, D.C.:
We respectfully requet that this statement be made part of the record in

hearings now being held by the finance committee on Import quota legislation.
This statement I submitted on behalf of the U.. chemical Industry by the
Manufacturing Chemists' Associatlon I MCA) and the Synthetic Organic Cheml-
iall Manufacturers Association (HOMA). The MCA is a trade association with

1.4 ('.8. member companies representing more than 90 percent of the basic
chemical manufacturing capacity In the United States. 8OCMA Is an associa-
Iion of producers of benzenold chemicals with 74 member companies. In 1906 the
(.hemieal industry In the United 14tates employed more than 96,000 persons and
olwrated over 14,000 plants In 49 States. The U.8. chemical Industry believes that
the 'inance Committee In theme hearings Is considering one of the anost Im-
ixortant and wrious problems facing U.S. Industry. The problem of disruptive
Imports In general, affecting aU U.8. Industry and tbreatening the U.S. chemical
industry in particular because of low wage foreign competition and low cost of
foreign raw materials. Under the Kennedy Round, American chemical tariffs have
wen redUced approximately 50 percent and those of our European trading part-

neras approximately 20 percent. The so-alled ASP separate package would further
reduce certain chemical tarifs and would abolith the American selig price
method of customs valuation. Thus. the U.S. chemical industry faces serious
eonomle adjustment problems as a result of the Kennedy Round tariff redvic-
tions and the proposed implementation of the so-called ASP separate package. We
therefore strongly urge the Finance Committee to recommend legislation appli-
rable to all industries designed to provide foreign nations with fair access to
the U.S. markets, but at the same time to prevent dimption of those markets
b~y Imports and to mitigate the serious economic adjustment problems fated by
industry following the Kennedy Round tariff reductions. The various Import
(q1ots proposals for specify commodities being considered by this committee are
designed to deal with these problems In the particular Industries. We urge
strongly that legislation recommended by this committee should be broad enough
to deal with the injury or threat of Injury from Imports to the U.K chemical
industry as well as the other industries now being heard by this committee.

MANUMAcWiuGa CHEMISra' ASaOCIATIO., INC.
By GEN. GOORaGE Ds8 za (Rlittired), Preaidunt.

SYNTHIIC ORGANIC CHEMICAL MANUFAIVIT"UM ASSOCIATiO.x.
By JAMES D. MAIONEY, President.

('.S. Wooo ScRtEw SErAi(cE Bumw.
New York, .V.Y.

llit,. RusSELr B. LoNa,
Chairman, Committee on Finance.
U.S. Senate, Waskintox, D.C.

iEA 8ENATOR LoXn: On behalf of the domestic manufacturers of Wood Screws,
we submit herewith, In quintupliate, for Inclusion In the record of the Import
Quota Hearing. being conducted by your Committee, a statement describing in
detail the acute need for a quota on wood wrews to prevent the complete an-
nihilation of the domestic Wood Screw Manufacturing Industry. Statistical data
attached indicates how foreign manufa(tur er of Wood Screws have already
taken a substantial portion--over 50 percent-of the domestic market and that
Imports of wood screws are continuing to rise.

Your prompt consideration of this app l will be greatly appreciated.
Yours very truly, Gwos P. Byazwu .Jr., &eeretarp.

Tu=A~mLx AxxnILATio. Or WoOD SMcaw lNDVanr
Iis appeal for legislative aid In the form of a quota on Wood Screw Imports

is made in behalf of the domestic manufacturers of Wood Screws whose names
and addresses alear on the list appended to this statement, and who comprise
;in industry which has been Isrogre"ively weakened by low-wage conts imports for
more than 30 years. This attrition by imports has, alnce 194. Increased to a point
where Imports now threaten to completely annihilate the domestic Wood Screw
Industry.

Although Imports were very small In all periods prior to mid-1960, In the second
half of 1960, Imports averaged 737.000 grow per quarter and then rose to 1.451.000
gross per quarter in the first half of 1951. After the tariff had been further re-
duced from 15 percent to 12% percent ad valorem. pursuant to the trade agree-
ment concession, effective June 0, 1961, Imports reached a record peak of 1.776,000
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gross in the third quarter of that year. Beginning in early 1VA Wood Screw
Imports again surged to new highs and continued on the uptrend until today over
50 percent at the U.S. market has been taken over by Imports

The above statements are substanUated by the following data attached to this
Statement:

Chart showing annual trend of "Imports of Wood Screws Into U.S.A."

Table showing percent of USA market obtained by U.N Manufacturers
arid Imports (1928-16).

Table showing percent of USA market obtained by various importing
countries during years 1964,1966 and 196f

orIsOM OW LOWZm DIFOS DUTIES
Despite evidence of a rise In the trend of imports and over the vigorous pro-

tests of U.S. producers, the U.S. Import duty rates on Wood Screws were In 1951
lowered from 15 percent ad valorem to 12% percent ad valorem. After that, im-
ports rove steadily and more rapidly to a point where they now have usurped, as
indicated above, more than 50 percent of the wood screw market.

MvUST 1ooX INFORM TWO-FOLD

The heavy flood of Imported Wood Screws entering the U.S. in recent years
resulted in the closing of a number of Wood Screw manufacturing plants and the
substantial loes of jobs by American employees. Evidence of this Is shown in the
decrease in the number of Wood Screw manufacturing plants ol:erating 'n Janu-
ary 1956 totaling about 16. as compared with approximately 10 Wood Screw
manufacturing plants actively producing wood screws today.

IMposTsas' TASOur: "Tvg MltY Of TIt uN"
In their gradual "take-over" of the American Wood Screw market, foreign

iroducers have chosen the "heart of the line" sizes and types of wood wrews to
export to the United States. Uaving gained a strong foothold from coast to coast
In the U.S., importer. mow have large werehosmar cetabl1UhDd in. key Ameea.
Mktes ve5 stocked with all nize. and tpee of Wood Screw for whkAc thcm- Is the
gprtvates demand. The substandard and little used items are left for the U.S.
manufacturer to supply.

UNFAIR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE Or IMPORTIIW
(Ine of the reasons why foreign producers of WoxI S.res have Ieu A1,h. to

gain a strong grip oa the Amerian market is the unfair advantage oser the
American manufacturer they enjoy in tile matter Of labor etms. While. a14 hndi-
valed in the attached table marked ""'lble D". average hourly eanjizgs of em-
ployees ilL the domestic Wood Screw Industry amount to $,.915, Japanese wool
screw producing plants are paying only about 54 cents an hour for wagts 13u,
fritige benefit,., as Indicated in the attached report ,ti the Trade Relations Coun.il.
New York ('Ity marked "Table, E". The lower wage rate of foreign countries.
including Japan and Hotig Kong. enable foreign producers of wood screws in
such ountries to sell wood screws In the U.S. for Ip to (10 percent below the
prite at which American wood srew pIoducers can nmrket their products at a
profit This advantage naturally gives foreign producera great leverage In selling
wood s.rews In the U.S., which Imported screws, In moot cases, meet U.S. s ,et-
le atlons and quality standards.

JAPAN AND HONG KONG LARGEST EXPORTEMS TO V.S.
As Indicated In the attached table showing lIel"ent of USA market obtained

by Imports, Japan Its by far the largest exporter ot wood wsws to the United!
Statep, with Hong Kong ranking second and the United Kingdom third. Ans ais,
will be noted, Iron Country countries. such as l'olanl Yugotlavia and Austria
are now beginning to export wood screws to the 1'.,.4. It is now common knowledge
that Japan has in recent years built up a large chain of warehouses and a
large network of outlets for the marketing of w(od screws in the U.S. This.
while the domestic wood screw producers hare been curtailing their operations
and, in some cases, closing their plants.

WOOD aCa9W IMPORT SITUATION TYPICAL Or WHAT 15 HAPPLXLXG IN 5('XZW
MAN UIACTUSitNG IN t'TIY

The deplorable conditionn in the Wood &.rew Industry resulting from imports
are typical of what Its happening in all other bran,.hes Of the crew Mantafactiur-
Ing Industry. Although Government statistics are available only on Wood ,crew..,
imports of Machine Screws, Cap Screws, Socket Screws, Tubular Rivets Machine
Screw Nuts, Tapping Screws and Locknut have been increasing substantially
during the past ten years. Unless xteps are taken to curb import of thee prod-
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uets those segments of the Screw Manufacturing Ind4ustry also will be faced
with plant shutdowns and unemployment in the very near future.

nV uvou* AIJTLCATIOXS FOB MRW OF NO AVAIl

Three previous applications for relief under various laws and regulations for
"escape" and relief from serious damage have been filed with the U.S. Tariff
Commisislon In behalf of domertle wood screw manufacturers by the U.S. Wood
Screw Service Bureau. Two of these were denied by the Commission. In the
third Te"I Oommtarion investigation instituted in Februery 25. 1954. three
member* of the Commission recommended to the President an absolute quota o1
2,800,000 rOv snOvly and three members opposed relief to the industry. The
President in a statement, dated December 23, 1954. denied relief of any kind to
the domestic wood screw Industry. Subsequently another Initial application for
relief under the Escape Clause of the Trade Expansion Act of 1963 was filed
with the U.. Tariff Commission, but was withdrawn when it was found that
because of the attitude of the Administration, few, If any, such applications for
relief were being granted.

ABSOLUTE QUOTA TERZ ONLY SOLUTION

In view of all the circumstances and conditions outlined above, aud because of
the threatened extinction of the wood screw manufacturing Industry of the U.S.,
the domentle wood screw manufacturers are convinced that the only logical
remedy for this critical situation In the placing of an absolute quota on Imports
of wood screws entering the U.. We, therefore, respectfully and urgently appeal
to the Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate to support the enactment of
legislation which would provide for a quota on wood screws to become effective
Immediately and which would place an embargo on all imports of wood screws
into the I.S. until such time as imports of wood screws amounted to lems than
10 percent of the total consumption of wood screws In the United States.

This statement is respectfully submitted in behalf of the following domestic
manufacturers of Wood Screws:

Continental Screw Company. New Bedford. Maaa; Elco Tool & erew COorp..
Rockford, Ill.. Kepler Brass Company, Grand Rapids. Mich.: National luk
Company, llockford, Ill.; Reed & Prince Mfg. Co.. Worcester. Mass.: Rwkford
Strew Products Co., Rockford, IlL; Screw & Bolt Corp. of America. Southingtmn
Plant, Southington, Con.; Southern Screw Co., Statearille, N.C.: Whitney Screw
t'orp.. Nashuan, N.H.
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8TATeMaNT Or Tim 8zum Too* INSTITUTE BrOu THU SENATE FNANCE
COMMm ON MmNUS PsOVISIONS Fon l.N(oarT QUOTAS O HAND TOOLS,

umxTrrm, uY Gwmz P. BYRi, J&,, Baca.TAI.Y AnD LE9AL COUNSEL, StvIcE
TOOLS Inslw 3 Nuw Toax, N.Y.

I. INTRODUCTION

This statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee on behalf of 60
domestic manufacturers of Mechanics' Hand Service Tools. Thb Service Tools
Institute, principal trade association of Mechanics' Hand Tool manufacturers,
located at 831 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017, was organized in 135.
A list of members Is attached In a Directory marked "Appendix A".

(Appendie A referred to wao made a part of the offical files of the Committee.)
The Institute has submitted statements on behalf of the Industry to the Trade

Information Comnttee in 1953, 1958 and 1962 concerning the Industry's oppo-
sition to reductions in duty rates on hand tools at the GAIT tariff negotiations
following those years. In every instance, duties on hand tools have been reduced,
and In the recent Kennedy Round of tariff cutting, all principal hand tool items
were scheduled for reduction by 50 percent over the next four years, with the
exception of slip Joint pliers.

11. SUMMARY OF INJURY NOW OCCURRING FnOM IMPORTS

During this period, imports of mechanics' band tools have increased at an
alarming rate. In the early 1950's hand tool imports were negligible but have
risen to approximately 7 percent of the domestic industry sales at the present
time. In the first 8 months of 1967, hand tool imports Increased by 16.2 percent
over the first 8 months of 1966. There is ample statistical data attached hereto
and marked "Appendix B" which conclusively establishes the relatively high
volume of hand tool Imports today and the greatly accelerated rate of increase
In Imports each year over the past five years.

For the skeptics who say that this Industry can well afford some imports and
that the industry is Just crying "wolf", we are attaching hereto a statistical
chart showing what has happened to another metal working industry, namely,
the Wood Screw Manufacturing Industry, where the U.S. Tariff Commission. as
well as two Presidents, denied import quota relief during the past ten years. The
Wood Screw Industry today is more than 50 percent eliminated and in ten years
it is doubtful that there will be a Wood Screw Manufacturing Industry In the
United State. A similar fate lies ahead for the Mechanics' Hand Tool Industry,
n hich is essential, not only as an Industry which provides more than 10.000 Jobs,
but also produces a product extremely cridcal and essential to national defense.
The hand tool is the "link between man and machine". An industrial manufac-
turing country like the United States cannot safely exist without a strong, ver-
satile and highly qualified hand tool manufacturing industry.

II. IMPORTS QUOTAS THE ONLY PRACTICAL RELEF

While the total sales of domestic mechanics' hand tool manufacturers are in
the neighborhood of $235,000,000 per year and the present imports are approxi-
mateyv $14,000,000 per year, or I percent of this total, the real injury occurs
when it is realized that of the approximately 2000 hand tool items manufactured
in the mechanics' hand tool industry, only 300 items constitute the "heart of the
line". The "heart of the line" concept is most important In determining the
seriousness of the Injury and damage confronting American producers. Foreign
producers do not supply the much needed short run specialized hand tools, wh,.h
tend to be marginally profitable, but rather concentrate on the 300 item "heart
of the line" area where the mass volume market exists. It is the contention
of the domestic mechanics' hand tool manufacturers that if this portion of the
market could be isolated and separated statistically, the percentage of Imports
and the loss of Jobs reflected by the increasing imports would be much greater
than the broad total figures which are submitted herewith. Foreign producers in
Japan, Hong Kong, West Germany, Italy, etc. have equipped themselves with
modern forging and hand tool manufacturing equipment as efficient as any
used in the USA. With lower wage, fringe benefit, taxes and other costs, they are
able, without difficulty, to participate disproportionately in the American market.
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On1y reasonable import quotas gh'fu them reoulate opportu lee to par-
ticipate in this market wil save thie Endootry from eestsW major injury .dextiaottcm.

Accordingly, It Is the plea of thme i' band tools manufacturers that
the Senate Finance Comawttee support and guide through Congress an
"omnibus" import quota blL which will provide relief to basic industres, such as
the hand tool industry, when certain conditions are found to exist. If the stand-
ards of Injury or damage are reasonably set, the manufacturers in this in-
dustry believe that the products of this industry will qualify for reasonable
import quota relief.

It is the position of tool manufacturers that Import quotas are the only mean-
ingful relief that can be given to this industry. While the erosion of duty rates
negotiated in the GATT tariff cutting sessions undoubtedly has accelerated the
import rate, the wide difference In foreign labor and other costs place domestic
haud tool manufacturers at an unfair and unjustified competitive disadvantage.

IV. DISCRIMINATION AND INJURY EXTENDS 3VEN TO INCONSISTENT RUREAU OF BUDGET
BUY AMIMCAN ACT POLICY

The purchase of mechanics' hand tools has been greatly accelerated by the
Military through the General Services Administration for use in the Vietnam
War. Individual manufacturers of hand tools have been able to observe at close
range the rising impact of foreign tool procurement in the accelerated GSA Viet-
nam procurement program. They have been caught between Inconsistent policies
tinder the Buy American Act as between the Defense Department and the General
Services Administration. These policies were established by the Bureau of the
Budget presumably to favorably affect the balance of payments. However, the
Tool Industry is adversely affected when the Defense Department may not pro-
cure Imported hand tools unless the price Is more than 50 percent below the
lowest domestic price, while the General Services Administration is bound by the
Bureau of the Budget ruling to make awards for Imported tools where the lowest
importers' price Is only 6 percent below the lowest domestic price.

Most procurement for the Military is done by GSA. The Industry has com-
mented at length to the Joint Economic Committee on the Bureau of the Budget's
inconsistent policy. A copy of our statement in that regard is attached hereto and
marked "Appendix C".

All members of the Senate Finance Committee are fully familiar with the
attrition of competitive economics. What will the domestic hand tool industry be
ten years from now if the wasteful give-away policy of free trade continues?
Reasonable import quotas administered by the Secretary of Commerce are the
only answer. You can be assured that all of the 60 hand tool members of the
Service Tools Institute will strongly support your action In this area.
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IMPORTS-MONTHLY AVERAGE RATE COMPARISON OF SOME HAND TOOl. PRODUCTS

PercentYer 1965 Year 1 months hange. 19675167 Increase (+) ordecrease (--)
from 1

A slip jolnt plers ...................... $ $117,685 102,751 -12.7Pir. nipers pincers, oet ........... 165659 20,616 244.909 +20.9Tin sni and parts ............... 42 3.214 3.699 +15.1
wonleaadsa~s......... 6.6 5 369 +5Bt acn cut and M.C. shas ..... 12,:3 i,,21 15,.466 +L. 7

o h e nches and spnser s ....... ...... 68 6, 90.999 -3.0pieto rnhsot..... 285,565 189 4825 +1
4181,285 +-194

I Hammersi ..... 5....................... 5,219 68,156 63.024 -7.5Chisels and other cuttI tools ........... 37,239 0 44, SW +14.1L Screwdrivers .................. : ............ 73.395 83. 53 +7.5N) Intwchaneable toos, no( metal cuttMnW ....... 8,460 140,909 219.470 +55.8

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.


